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PL2 Disease Systems
INV.PL2.001
Medical HIV prevention: science, public health and medical
ethics
J. D. Lundgren
Department of Infectious Diseases & Persimune, Rigshospitalet,
University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen Ø, Denmark

The HIV pandemic remains a public health challenge; the number of new infections continues to excess the number starting
antiretroviral therapy (ART). The relative efficacy of medical
interventions reducing risk of HIV transmission varies from
>99% (durable suppression of HIV replication by ART), 80–
90% (pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) or consistent condom
use), to approximately 50% (male circumcision, treatment of
STD). No effective vaccine has yet been discovered. UN-defined
strategy to control global transmission is to exponentially
increase the number of infected on ART over next decade while
maintaining focus on diversified prevention efforts. HIV incidence continues to increase despite increasing ART coverage in
key affected populations in some but not all settings; global uniform decrease in mother-to-child transmission by use of ART in
pregnant HIV+ women is seen. Further increase in ART coverage
rate is projected to eventually result in population transmission
control. Use of ART in early HIV infection was until recently
ethically challenged; however, a favourable benefit: risk profile
from use of ART for the individual has been established and
hence aligns the personal with the preventive benefit. Novel testing and linkage to care strategies are required for ensure diagnosis and ART for the large fraction of the infected population yet
to be diagnosed. For HIV negative persons at high risk of HIV
infection, PrEP is a useful option. Expanding use of ART will
require restructuring of health systems to ensure continued good
care quality despite increasing case load. In summary, a scenario
is emerging to suggest possible control of the HIV pandemic; this
will require continued research to innovate effective and simple
implementation tools and increased investment.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PL7 Health systems
INV.PL7.001
Gender sensitivity in health systems: why does it matter?
C. Vlassoff
Epidemiology and Community Medicine, University of Ottawa, Ottawa,
ON, Canada

This keynote address examines the evidence for gender sensitivity
in health systems and what we know about how much difference
it makes to health and other outcomes. Based on the abundant
literature on gender and health that has emerged over the past
two decades, it uses WHO’s health system building blocks
framework to review how gender sensitivity has been found to
influence its six areas (governance, health financing, service delivery, health workforce, medical products and technology, and
research, surveillance, monitoring and evaluation), and identifies

gaps in this literature. It further examines which aspects of this
literature have been reviewed systematically and what results
remain valid under the scrutiny of systematic reviews. It then
asks to what extent robust findings and recommendations from
these reviews have been put into place in health systems,
whether there is evidence that they make a difference, and if so,
in what ways. The paper also examines to what extent a tool for
incorporating of gender into health systems, developed by
WHO, SIDA and UNHR in 2011, has been used and concludes
with some positive examples of well documented, gender sensitive health interventions from low and middle income countries.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PL8 Disease systems
INV.PL8.001
NCD policy in South Africa: progress and challenges using
fiscal, legislative and regulatory levers
K. J. Hofman
School of Public Health, Witwaterand University, Johannesburg, South
Africa

Addressing the non-communicable disease (NCD) epidemic is
critical to a virtuous cycle of improved health outcomes and better economic growth. 40% of deaths in South Africa (SA) result
from NCDs. GDP losses between 2006–2015 from diabetes,
stroke and coronary heart disease are estimated to cost US
$1.88 billion. Obese workers cost their employers 50% more in
paid time off than non-obese colleagues. While workplace wellness programs are growing, the urban poor have little access.
The NCD epidemic is a greater burden because it is occurring
concurrently with an aging HIV-positive population.
Fiscal, regulatory and legislative levers could impact NCDs
and lessen the burden on fragile health services. Mandatory salt
regulation was passed in 2013 and evidence on the cost savings
and impact on stroke played a key role for policy makers. The
National Department of Health also considers taxing unhealthy
foods – specifically those ‘high in fats and sugar’ – to be very
cost-effective but significant resistance can be expected from
industry. These countervailing pressures need to be understood
before government can strategically embark upon policies involving sugar regulation. Modeling shows a 20% sugar sweetened
beverage (SSB) tax would reduce obesity by close to a quarter of
a million a year, while the cost of inaction would increase obesity by the same magnitude. The regulation of widely consumed,
harmful substances other than sugar is not unprecedented: alcohol and tobacco areregulated and ‘sin’ taxes are considered a
‘best buy’.
Before adopting and implementing sugary drink taxes, complex obstacles remain, mainlyfrom vested interests. Aggressive
marketing and advertising campaigns, including corporate social
responsibility initiatives, ensure that excessive consumption
remains a social norm especially in emerging economies with
growing populations that can afford SSBs and other low-cost,
high-sugar foods. Current consumption trends, if allowed to continue unchecked, will in part lead to unprecedented rates of obesity related NCDs. Many other countries in the global South are
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already taking action to bring sugar consumption in line with
new WHO recommendations. SA can leverage this inflection
point by systematically addressing these challenges.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PL9 Health systems
INV.PL9.001
Achieving effective community participation for health
under resource constraints
H. A. Mwenesi
FHI 360, Washington, DC, USA

Global health practitioners are in quasi-agreement on the importance of involving beneficiaries of programs in their design and
implementation. The approach is embodied in the concept of
community participation (CP) – a promise of Alma Ata that
underlines the importance of ownership and participation; which
has further evolved to include the paradigms of empowerment
and rights.
However, involvement of beneficiaries in health and development projects globally has met with varying levels of success. In
part, this is a function of the complexity of defining ‘community’
and ‘participation’ as well as the heterogeneity of communities
and contextual interpretation of participation. Nevertheless, the
definition of Susan Rifkin et.al (1988), ‘Community participation
is a social process whereby specific groups with shared needs, living in a defined geographic area actively pursue identification of
their needs, take decisions and establish mechanisms to meet
these needs’ is adopted for this address.
Literature on CP in resource constrained settings suggests that
weak health systems could be strengthened by a cadre of workers at the community level variously named community health
workers (CHWs), village health workers (VHWs) and health
extension workers (HEWs), among other names. The literature
also highlights the contribution of CHWs on a range of health
services, illustrating this cadre is the critical link that embodies
community engagement and participation in health care.
As a result, there seems to be added urgency to strengthen,
integrate and/or institutionalize CHWs into health systems. This
in an effort to increase their numbers, expand their roles and
maximize their value; and ostensibly increase their effectiveness
in engaging communities not only on current health issues, but
also on the expected changes in the global health landscape post2015.
This address critically reviews the proposed global efforts for
CHW scale-up post-2015 in light of effective CP including their
representation, remuneration, level and quality of participation
in decision making and remit expansion. It posits that there are
a number of unresolved and ongoing challenges that need to be
acknowledged and addressed in order to achieve effective CP.
The global health community has registered considerable progress in several areas of health. Meaningful community engagement and participation is necessary going forward if these gains
are to be enhanced, maintained and sustained.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PL11 Disease systems
INV.PL11.001
The global strategy 2016–2030: accelerating towards
elimination
P. Alonso and Global Technical Strategy Steering Committee, WHO Malaria
Policy Advisory Committee, WHO Global Malaria Programme
Global Malaria Programme, World Health Organization, Geneva,
Switzerland

Brief Introduction In June 2013, WHO began a global
consultative process involving Member States and stakeholders,
including scientific and research groups, nongovernmental
organizations and implementing partners. Between March and
June 2014, seven regional consultations were held on a draft
version of the strategy, at which more than 70 Member States
were represented and more than 400 technical experts provided
input. To supplement these consultations, the Secretariat hosted
an online public consultation between 11 July and 15 August
2014, during which further comments were received.
Methods and Materials The draft malaria strategy 2016–
2030 provides a comprehensive framework for countries to
develop tailored programmes for accelerating towards malaria
elimination. It emphasizes that progression towards malaria-free
status does not consist of a set of independent stages but is a
continuous process requiring a structuring of programmes in line
with subnational stratification by malaria risk. It underlines the
need to ensure universal coverage of core malaria interventions,
and proposes milestones and goals for 2020, 2025 and 2030. It
also identifies areas where innovative solutions will be essential
to achieve the goals, and outlines the global financial
implications of implementing the strategy.
Results The vision of WHO and the global malaria
community is a world free of malaria. The four global goals
with intermediate milestones and 2030 targets are to reduce
malaria mortality rates and case incidence by at least 40%
(2020), 75% (2025), and 90% (2030) compared with 2015; to
elimination malaria from at least 10 (2020), 20 (2025) and 35
(2030) countries in which malaria was transmitted in 2015; and
to prevent re-establishment of malaria in all countries that are
malaria-free. The three pillars of the strategy are: ensure
universal access to malaria prevention, diagnosis and treatment,
accelerate efforts towards elimination and attainment of malariafree status, and transform malaria surveillance into a core
intervention. The two supporting elements are: harnessing
innovation and expanding research, and strengthening the
enabling environment.
Conclusions In January 2015, the WHO Executive Board
endorsed the draft and submitted it to the World Health
Assembly for consideration in May 2015. The strategy provides
the technical underpinning for the Roll Back Malaria
Partnership’s Action and Investment to Defeat Malaria 2016–
2030.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Society Sessions
SS1 Socié té de Pathologie Exotique (SPE), Italian
Society of Tropical Medicine and Global Health
(SIMET) and Sociedad Espan~ola de Medicina
Tropical y Salud Internacional (SEMTSI): Rapid
diagnosis tests (RDTs) in tropical infectiology 1
O.SS1.003
Performance comparison of three rapid diagnostic tests for
the serodiagnosis of hepatic cystic echinococcosis in
humans
F. Tamarozzi1, I. Covini2, M. Mariconti3, R. Narra1, C. Tinelli4, A. De Silvestri4,
F. Manzoni4, A. Casulli5 and E. Brunetti1,3
1
Department of Clinical Surgical Diagnostic and Pediatric Sciences,
WHO Collaborating Centre on Clinical Management of Cystic
Echinococcosis, Pavia, Italy; 2University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy; 3Division
of Infectious and Tropical Diseases, WHO Collaborating Centre on
Clinical Management of Cystic Echinococcosis, Pavia, Italy; 4Clinical
Epidemiology and Biometry Unit, San Matteo Hospital Foundation,
Pavia, Italy; 5Department of Infectious, Parasitic and Immunomediated
Diseases, Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Roma, Italy

Introduction The diagnosis of cystic echinococcosis (CE) is
based on imaging, in particular ultrasound (US) for abdominal
CE, complemented by serology when US features are unclear. In
rural endemic areas, where expertise in US diagnosis of CE may
be scant and conventional serology techniques are unavailable
due to the lack of laboratory equipment, Rapid Diagnostic Tests
(RDTs) for CE are appealing. However, the performances of
immunoassays are heterogeneous and influenced by many
variables, and the interpretation of results may be difficult
especially in case of small young or inactive cysts. We evaluated
the performance of 3 commercial RDTs for the diagnosis of
hepatic CE.
Materials and Methods Sera from 59 patients with single
hepatic CE cysts (38 active and 21 inactive) and 25 patients with
non-parasitic cysts were analysed by RDTs VIRapid
HYDATIDOSIS (Vircell, Spain), Echinococcus DIGFA test
(Unibiotest, China), ADAMU-CE (ICST, Japan), and by
RIDASCREEN Echinococcus IgG ELISA (R-Biopharm,
Germany), routinely used in our lab. Sensitivity (Se), specificity
(Sp) and ROC curves were compared with McNemar and t-test.
For VIRapid and DIGFA tests, correlation between
semiquantitative results and ELISA OD values was evaluated by
Spearman’s coefficient. Reproducibility was assessed on 16
randomly selected sera with Cohen’s Kappa coefficient.
Results Se and Sp of VIRapid (74%, 96%) and ADAMU-CE
(57%, 100%) did not differ from ELISA (69%, 96%) while
DIGFA (72%, 72%) was significantly different (P = 0.045).
ADAMU-CE test was significantly less Se in the diagnosis of
active cysts (P = 0.019) while DIGFA was significantly less Sp
(P = 0.014) compared to ELISA. All tests were poorly Se in
diagnosing inactive cysts (33.3% ELISA and ADAMU-CE,
42.8% DIGFA, 47.6% VIRapid). ROC curves of VIRapid
(AUC = 0.851) and DIGFA (AUC = 0.722) were significantly
different (P = 0.042). The reproducibility of all RDTs was good
(k = 0.62 DIGFA; k = 0.71 ADAMU-CE) to very good (k = 1
VIRapid). Band intensity of VIRapid and DIGFA correlated with
ELISA OD values (r = 0.76 and r = 0.79 respectively,
P < 0.001).

Discussion RDTs may be useful in resource-poor settings to
complement US diagnosis of CE in doubtful cases. In this regard,
VIRapid test appears to perform best among the examined kits,
but all tests are poorly Se in presence of inactive cysts, which
may pose considerable problems of differential diagnosis.
Acknowledgements This work was partly funded by FP7
(HERACLES) g.a. 602051 (to EB).
Disclosure Vircell is SME partner in HERACLES project but
it had no role in the design, analysis and discussion of this work
and the VIRapid tests were purchased independently.

SS5 Symposium 10th Anniversary Swiss School of
Public Health (SSPH+): SSPH+ perspectives on
global health challenges
O.SS5.002
Setting priorities for dementia research: a global health
perspective
E. Albanese1, H. Shah2, C. Duggan3, K. Langa4, H. Snyder5, I. Rudan6 and
T. Dua7
1
Departement de Psychiatrie, H^
opitaux Universitaire de Geneve, Geneve,
Switzerland; 2Columbia University, New York, NY, USA; 3Rockfeller
University, New York, NY, USA; 4University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
MI, USA; 5Alzheimer’s Association, Chicago, IL, USA; 6University of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK; 7World Health Organization, Geneva,
Switzerland

Introduction Dementia has a significant impact on patients,
families and society, and is a recognized global health priority.
The first Ministerial Conference on Global Action Against
Dementia held in March 2015 at the WHO, in Geneva has been
an historic event that culminated in a call for a global set of
actions to raise awareness about dementia and to reduce its
burden in all world regions. The need to position dementia high
in the global health agenda has been recognized by
representatives of more than 80 countries. In this context,
investment priorities in dementia research must be identified to
inform governments on a more rational use of funds and
resources aimed at reducing the global burden of dementia. In
2014 the WHO convened 13 world experts in dementia to
outline a method to identify global dementia research priorities
using a transparent, systematic, rigorous, replicable, fair and
legitimate process.
Methods A structured exercise modified from the Child
Health and Nutrition Research Initiative (CHNRI) methodology
has been conducted involving hundreds of researchers, clinicians,
stakeholders and policy makers from all world regions. The
CHNRI consists of five steps:
1 Scope definition.
2 Collection of research topics from a wide range of identified
researchers and stakeholders.
3 Consolidation of research topics.
4 Scoring of consolidated research topics.
5 Computation of scores to produce the priority list.
Results More than 200 researchers and stakeholders,
identified using Web of Science and other sources, suggested
research questions. We will present the process of consolidation
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of research questions and their allocation to pre-defined research
categories (basic, clinical-translational and implementation),
their grouping in overarching ‘goals’ and the scoring according
to five criteria (i.e. potential for success, impact on burden
reduction, potential for paradigm shift, potential for translation
and equity), and finally illustrate the key research priorities
identified using the CHRNI exercise.
Conclusion Application of a modified CHNRI methodology
to identify dementia research priorities provided clear indications
to optimize investments and concert efforts to respond to the
current and future impact of dementia on patients, families and
societies worldwide. The implications of our findings will be
discussed and contextualized with respect to the global health
agenda.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

population-weighted exposures derived by traffic source. Causespecific exposure-response functions for mortality were derived
from a meta-analysis for noise and literature review for PM10.
Life years lost were calculated using life table methods.
Results Total transport-related burden in Switzerland in 2010
amounted to 17 682 years of life lost (69% air pollution; 31%
noise). Taking into account noise-induced sleep disturbances and
annoyance, economic burden for noise were similar to air
pollution (ca. 1.8 billion CHF per year).
Conclusions Although air pollution and noise levels in
Switzerland tended to be lower than in many urban areas
worldwide, health impact is substantial. Outside Europe and
North America noise effects are mostly neglected and need a
more careful evaluation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.SS5.003

O.SS5.005

Cancer risk factors – a global challenge

The challenges of global health research from an ethical and
legal point of view

S. Rohrmann
Epidemiology, Biostatistics and Prevention Institute, University of Zurich,
Zurich, Switzerland

Chronic diseases are no longer only a problem of developed
countries. The incidence of cardiovascular diseases and cancer is
rising in low- and middle-income countries due to increased life
expectancy, but also changes in lifestyle habits. Common cancer
risk factors such as smoking, obesity, high alcohol consumption,
and unhealthy diet are important contributors to this development. For example, smoking prevalence rates have been increasing, in particular among men, in many low- and middle-income
countries, and, thus, lung cancer is becoming a major public
health challenge in countries like China. A second example is
increased consumption of red meat in many middle-income
countries. Red meat consumption is linked to increased colorectal cancer incidence, but also with overall mortality. Although
less strongly linked with cancer risk than smoking, changes in
food consumption patterns, such as higher meat, lower fish, and
lower fruit and vegetable consumption, may thus contribute to
changes in cancer burden. The aim of the presentation is to show
changes in the prevalence of common cancer risk factors worldwide and how they are linked to changes in cancer patterns.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.SS5.004
Transportation noise: ‘neglected exposure’ on a global scale
M. Röösli, D. Vienneau and L. Perez
Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland

Background Epidemiological research on health effects of
transportation noise is mainly restricted to Europe and North
America. As a consequence, little is known about noise exposure
and its health effects in other parts of the world. Transportation
noise is not even considered as a risk factor in the most recent
global burden of disease study.
Objective To estimate life years lost due to transportationrelated noise and air pollution in Switzerland and to evaluate the
results with respect to global implications.
Methods Spatially resolved noise and air pollution models for
the year 2010 were derived for road, rail and aircraft sources in
Switzerland. Average day-evening-night sound level (Lden) and
particulate matter (PM10) were selected as indicators, and

4

D. Sprumont
Institut de Droit de la Sante, University of Neuchatel, Neuch^atel,
Switzerland

During the last 50 years, the ethical and legal framework of
research involving human participants has experienced several
phases. In 1964, the World Medical Association adopted the
Declaration of Helsinki that soon became the main document of
reference for the protection of human participants. It is also in
the early sixties that in the USA the FDA requested clinical data
prior to register new medicinal products, the same requirement
being introduced in the European regulation in 1965. This corresponded with a dramatic increase of clinical trials together with
the industrialization and globalization of research at the international level. At that time the normative framework of research
involving human participants was mainly focusing on drug trials.
The pharmaceutical industry learned to cope with those requirements and promoted the adoption and implementation of Good
Clinical Practice or GCP during the nineties (ICH GCP 1996). In
1997, the Council of Europe adopted in Oviedo the Convention
of Human Rights and Biomedicine. This is one of the first regulations that considers the protection of the research participants
in a human right point of view. Since then, many countries, both
in the North and in the South, adopted specific legislation on
biomedical or health research. In Switzerland the new Federal
Act on Research Involving Human Beings entried into force on
January 1, 2014.
This evolution was not without impact for the researchers. For
instance, in Europe, the adoption of the Clinical Trial Directive
in 2001 created difficulties within the academic community confronted to the fact it was bound to respect the same law than
the industry. In spite of serious efforts, many questions remain
open in the field of public health research. The legislations are
based on the GCP model that is adapted to drug trials but not to
global health research. Some adaptations seem inevitable. In its
2013 Health Report on « Research for Universal Health Coverage », the WHO stressed the need to develop more researches
that are addressing the needs of the world’s population. Beyond
the need to guarantee the protection of the research participants
and the quality of the research, a growing attention should be
paid to the fact the proper resources are made available to conduct research in fields where there are the highest public health
needs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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SS6 Swiss Society of Tropical Medicine and
Parasitology (SSTMP): Helminthiases: from drug
discovery to policy
O.SS6.002
The 0 Magic Glasses0 research programme for the global
control of intestinal worms
D. J. Gray1, G. Williams2, F. Bieri1, Y. Li3, Z.-W. Du4, H. Yang4, R. Olveda5,
V. Tallo5, A. Clements1, P. Steinmann6, K. Halton7, A. Bedford1, L. Yuan8,
Y. He8, P. Yap6, P. Alday5, M. L. Mationg5, M. Renossa5, D. Stewart9,
D. Wang1, G. Raso6, R. Soares Magalhaes10 and D. McManus3
1
Research School of Population Health, Australian National University,
Canberra, ACT, Australia; 2School of Public Health, University of
Queensland, Brisbane, Qld, Australia; 3QIMR Berghofer Medical
Research Institute, Brisbane, Qld, Australia; 4Yunnan Institute of
Parasitic Disease, Pu’er, China; 5Research Institute for Tropical Medicine,
Manlia, Philippines; 6Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel,
Switzerland; 7Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Qld,
Australia; 8Hunan Institute of Parasitic Diseases, Yueyang, China;
9
Griffith University, Brisbane, Qld, Australia; 10School of Veterinary
Sciences, University of Queensland, Brisbane, Qld, Australia

Introduction The soil-transmitted helminths (STH) are a
significant public health concern globally. Our research team
developed and evaluated (via a cluster RCT) the impact of a
video-based health educational intervention package on STH
incidence, knowledge and hygiene behaviour in Chinese primary
school children aged 9–10 years (grades 4–5). Results showed an
unprecedented (for educational interventions targeting STH)
50% decrease in the incidence of STH infection (OR = 0.5, 95%
CI 0.35–0.7, P < 0.0001) in the intervention schools compared
with the control schools (published in the New England Journal
of Medicine). This provided proof of principle that the videobased health educational package widens student knowledge and
changes behaviour, resulting in fewer STH infections. Our
central thesis is that this package, developed by our group,
targeting schoolchildren, can influence their behaviour in a way
conducive to the prevention of parasitic worm infections,
thereby playing a pivotal role in the sustainable control and
prevention of NTDs globally.
Methods and Materials To evaluate the potential for upscaling of our video-based health educational package as a
universal school-focused educational tool forming part of multicomponent sustainable integrated NTD control programs, we
wish to assess the generalisability of our findings in different
geographical areas with a high force of infection (high
prevalence) and different ethnic groups. As such, we are
currently undertaking two cluster RCTs in Yunnan Province,
China; and Laguna Province, Philippines.
Results Here we will give a general overview of the entire
research programme, describe the baseline results of the Yunnan
trial; and discuss the development of the ‘Magic Glasses:
Philippines’ cartoon video.
Conclusion This study will provide an evidence base for
translation of our video-based educational package into public
health policy and practice in the Asian region and beyond.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.SS6.003
WASH for WORMS: a cluster randomised controlled trial
of the impact of a community-based WASH programme on
soil-transmitted helminth infections in Timor-Leste - midpoint results at six months follow-up
S. V. Nery1, S. Campbell1, S. Llewllyn2, R. Andrews3, D. Gray1, R. Traub4,
J. S. Mccarthy2 and A. Clements1
1
Research School of Population Health, Australian National University,
Canberra, ACT, Australia; 2Clinical Tropical Medicine Laboratory,
QIMR Berghofer Medical Research Institute, Brisbane, Qld, Australia;
3
Menzies School of Health Research, Charles Darwin University, Darwin,
NT, Australia; 4Faculty of Veterinary Science, University of Melbourne,
Melbourne, Vic., Australia

Introduction Soil-transmitted helminths (STH) infect more
than two billion people worldwide, causing considerable
morbidity, including malnutrition and anaemia. STH are most
prevalent in communities lacking adequate clean water,
sanitation and hygiene (WASH). Deworming programmes with
anthelminthic drugs are highly effective in reducing morbidity
but rapid reinfection occurs if there is no reduction in
environmental contamination with infective stages, impeding the
sustainability of STH control programmes based on deworming
alone. Therefore, provision of water, sanitation and hygiene
(WASH) programs is of critical importance in the sustainable
control of STHs.
Methods and Materials ‘WASH for Worms’ is a cluster
randomised controlled trial (RCT) assessing the impact of a
community-based WASH intervention, implemented by
WaterAid Australia, on infection with intestinal parasites
following mass albendazole (ALB) chemotherapy in villages in
Timor-Leste. In this trial, initiated in 2012, twelve intervention
villages receive the WASH programme and ALB treatments every
six months. Twelve control villages receive only the six-monthly
ALB. All villages are followed-up for 2 years after the first ALB
distribution. Infection prevalence and intensity is measured by a
modified qPCR.
Results An overview of the study design and implementation
progress will be presented. Additionally, the prevalence and
intensity of STH infections at baseline and after the first (6monthly) follow-up will be discussed and compared across trial
arms. At baseline the prevalence of STH in the 24 villages was
high, with more than 70% of the 2225 participants who
provided stools infected with at least one STH, mostly
comprising Necator americanus (62.3%) followed by Ascaris
lumbricoides (30.4%). At the first follow-up the overall
prevalence of STH infection decreased to 46.3%, with 34.6% of
the 1630 participants who provided stools infected with
N. americanus and 21.0% infected with A. lumbricoides. In the
intervention arm, N. americanus decreased from 62.8% to
32.2% whereas A. lumbricoides decreased from 31.6% to
22.0%. In the control group, N. americanus decreased from
61.8% to 36.9% whereas A. lumbricoides decreased from
29.2% to 20.1%.
Conclusion This trial is the first reported RCT evaluating the
impact of integrated WASH and deworming programmes on
infection with STHs; and will provide essential evidence for
scaling up integrated programmes for STH control.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.SS6.004
Individual-based modelling of hookworm infection:
predicted feasibility of achieving control and elimination by
2020
L. E. Coffeng, R. Bakker and S. J. de Vlas
Department of Public Health, Erasmus MC, University Medical Center
Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Globally, 440 million people are infected with hookworms, the
majority living in developing countries. High parasite loads contribute to development of anaemia, particularly in children and
women of childbearing age (WCBA). In recognition of the hookworm disease burden, the WHO has set the target to implement
annual or semi-annual preventive chemotherapy (PCT) for preschool and school-aged children and WCBA in endemic areas
with an overall coverage of at least 75% by 2020. The associated parasitological goal is to achieve <1% prevalence of heavy
hookworm infection in these PCT target populations (and thus
prevent most morbidity). As part of the NTD Modelling Consortium, we evaluated the feasibility of achieving control (prevalence of heavy infection <1%) or even elimination of hookworm
infection, given currently recommended intervention strategies.
To this end, we developed an individual-based model for transmission and control of soil-transmitted helminths that synthesizes
all relevant available information on hookworm biology, and
captures heterogeneities in transmission and PCT participation.
Model predictions were compared to longitudinal parasitological
data spanning 5 years, collected pre-control and during PCT. In
general, model predictions suggest that elimination of hookworm
infection is not possible by means of PCT, unless a broader age
group is targeted (e.g. including all adults). Controlling levels of
heavy infection (<1%) is however very well possible through
annual or semi-annual PCT (depending on pre-control endemicity) applied to current target populations at 90% coverage. Sensitivity analysis showed that individual systematic nonparticipation is a key determinant for achieving control, and in
particular, elimination. In conclusion, we present the first individual-based model for hookworm infection and a first-time
comparison of mathematical model predictions to longitudinal
data. Model predictions suggest that hookworm infection can be
controlled with PCT, but probably cannot be eliminated with
the current strategy.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Khmer Rouge regime have decimated Cambodian experts and
intelligentsia, leaving the country with a lack of trained people
in many fields including mental health (MH). Currently there are
only 56 psychiatrists in the whole country, corresponding to a
ratio of 0.33 per 100 000 persons and psychiatric nurses are
even rarer with 0.26 per 100 000 persons. Psychologists, social
workers and other paramedical professionals are in a similar situation. A psychiatric morbidity study at household levels already
showed a decade ago the burden of MH with 42.4% of the
respondents reporting symptoms of mental disorders and about
25% reporting being socially impaired. Although health strategic
plan, national guidelines, and policies exist, MH remains a low
priority for the government with a poor implementation of MH
services at the health facilities especially in rural areas. Transcultural Psycho-social Organization (TPO) Cambodia and Louvain
Cooperation (LD) NGOs collaborated since June 2006 to
strengthen the quality of MH services in terms of medical
approaches and also to integrate non-medical approaches into
public MH facilities in rural Cambodia. To date, MH services
were set up in five referral hospitals (RHs) and 12 health centres
(HCs) in three provinces. From 2008 until 2014, the project
reached over 28 572 consultations and 3153 home visits and the
quality of consultations, counselling, psycho-educations and
home visits increased remarkably. Lessons learnt from this long
experience reveals that investing in MH services for a low
resource country like Cambodia is relevant if compared with
population’s needs and is also feasible. Training on non-medical
interventions to both patients and community does not require
highly qualified people or long training and is relatively inexpensive. Nevertheless, there is still a long way to go for Cambodia
in developing quality MH services in response to the demand of
the population. Challenges encompass various aspects including
the availability of human resources, the quality, the accessibility
and the financial viability of the services. The future trend of
Cambodian MH should embrace the concept of an integrated
MH care approach where MH facilities and the community level
are working more together, where medical and non-medical
approaches are combined, and where skills are transferred from
highly qualified people to less qualified health workers.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

SS11
Be-cause Health (Belgian Platform for International
Health): integrated mental health care: finally a different
perspective towards a more human health care?

O.SS11.004
Fostering mental health services development in rural
Cambodia: an NGO perspective
T. Khem

Louvain Cooperation, Phnom Penh, Cambodia Dramatic events
which occurred during three decades of civil war including
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Stellite sessions
SAT1 Co-infections: its impact on neglected
tropical diseases
SAT1.002
The double jeopardy of having female genital
schistosomiasis in poorly informed and resourced health
systems in Ghana
M. Gyapong1, B. Marfo1, S. Theobold2, K. Hawking3, S. Page2,
M. Osei-Atweneboanaa4 and J. R. Stothard2
1
Ghana Health Service, Accra, Ghana; 2Liverpool School of Tropical
Medicine, Liverpool, UK; 3Council for Scientific and Industrial Research,
Accra, Ghana; 4Pamjoba Communications, Accra, Ghana

Within the last decade in Ghana, the Neglected Tropical Disease
(NTD) Program has successfully broken transmission in 69 out
of the 98 Districts endemic for Lymphatic Filariasis (LF), dramatically reduced Onchercerca prevalence from 45.2% in 2007
to 2.7 % and reduced community microfilaria load from 20.1%
to 0%. Recent surveys have indicated that trachoma is nearing
elimination and school based distribution of Praziquantal for
schistosomiasis has been implemented in 107 out of 240 districts. Despite the above achievements, in the last year the program has become concerned about the fate of women who suffer
silently from Female Genital Schistosomiasis (FGS) a condition
that exists in Ghana whose signs and symptoms are no different
from other female gynaecological problems (post coital bleeding,
irregular menstruation, dysmenorrhea, dyspareunia, lower
abdominal pain and vaginal discharge) and may end up being
treated as such. Currently 49 districts in Ghana have a prevalence of over 50% for schistosomiasis and 10 of these districts
are co-endemic with LF and Onchocerciasis. A recent study of
the Volta Basin of Ghana estimates a 24.8% prevalence among
women aged 15–49 years. Due to lack of funds and drugs the
NTD program in Ghana focuses only on school based distribution of praziquantel, rather than employing community based
mass treatment. This presents a serious challenge for a woman
whose livelihood depends on the river from which she gets
infected and who may end up never getting appropriately diagnosed and treated due to lack of awareness about the problem
among community members and health care providers. The
COUNTDOWN research consortium will be working in Ghana
over the next 5 years and will seek to document the extent to
which the problem of FGS exists, explore in-depth community
and health worker understanding of the issue, identify blockages
which prevent the roll out of programs for FGS, and suggest
appropriate interventions to address the problem. Preliminary
findings of the inception phase of the study will be shared.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Schistosomes also exacerbate pathology and disease due to other
parasites, including Plasmodium falciparum, alter host
physiology and general immune response, and interfere with
diagnosis of other conditions such as allergy. Nonetheless, the
wider health implications of paediatric schistosome infection for
other infectious and noninfectious diseases remain un-studied
and there is paucity of research on possible indirect health
effects and in the effects of the current practise of delayed
treatment of infected children. We have been investigating the
effects of paediatric schistosomiasis and subsequent
antihelminthic treatment on general non schistosome-specific
inflammatory immunological and biochemical attributes
mediating infectious and non-infectious disease pathology.
Materials and Methods A longitudinal study of 346
Zimbabwean children; (1–10 years old) measured levels of
inflammation biomarkers (C-reactive protein (CRP), Chitnase-3Like 1- protein (CHI3L1P), Resistin, Ferritin, Secretory
leukocyte protease inhibitor (SLPI) (measured by enzyme linked
serological assays) and microhaematuria, albuminuria
(albuminto- creatinine ratio) and proteinuria (via urinalysis). The
correlation and multivariate analyses were conducted to
determine the relationship between the serological markers, urine
attributes and schistosome infection. The effects of
antihelminthic treatment with the drug praziquantel (PZQ) on
these variables were also tested.
Results Our studies show, distinct inflammatory response
profiles in children infected with schistosomes. Furthermore,
schistosome-infected children are positive for microhaematuria,
proteinuria and albuminuria. Curative PZQ treatment of
schistosome infection resulted in a significant (P < 0.001) decline
in the levels of proteinuria and albuminuria 12 weeks
posttreatment, a decrease maintained for over a year. Significant
treatment effects on microhaematuria prevalence were observed
12 months post-treatment.
Conclusion Schistosome infection is associated with altered
inflammatory response profiles as well as altered physiology.
Antihelminthic treatment significantly reduced serological
markers of inflammatory responses and restored the urine
protein and haemoglobin excretion and creatinine-albumin ratio
to levels similar to uninfected children.
Disclosure The study was support by a grant to FM by the
Thrasher Medical Research Fund.

SAT1.004
Challenges of Visceral Leishmaniasis (VL) and HIV
co-infection
K. Ritmeijer
Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF), Amsterdam, The Netherlands

SAT1.003
Paediatric schistosomiasis- effects on overall host health
F. Mutapi
Institute of Immunulogy & Infection Research, University of Edinburgh,
Edinburgh, UK

Background An important disease affecting child health and
development in sub-Saharan Africa is schistosomiasis.

The emergence of HIV in the VL endemic areas in East Africa
has resulted in increasing coinfection rates, at some point as high
as 20–40% observed in Ethiopian VL patients. Major challenges
in the management of HIV/VL are the recurrent relapses, and
the poor effectiveness of available anti-leishmanial drugs. Pentavalent antimonials (SSG), the mainstay of VL treatment in
Africa, have shown to be poorly tolerated, with high toxicityinduced mortality in co-infected patients. Other anti-leishmanial
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drugs (miltefosine, liposomal amphotericin B) have shown to be
safer than SSG, but lacking efficacy when used as mono-drug
therapy, resulting in high treatment failure rates. A compassionate combination treatment of liposomal amphotericin B plus miltefosine, two drugs that had proven to be safe and well-tolerated
in HIV co-infected VL patients, was introduced by MSF. The
experiences with this combination regimen are very promising,
with higher initial cure rates and lower failure rates, especially in
relapse patients. Miltefosine seems to enhance the efficacy of
AmBisome, and prevents the rapid emergence of unresponsiveness in relapse patients. Based on these promising initial results a
multi-centre randomised clinical trial has started in Ethiopia,
comparing the combination regimen with the WHO recommended AmBisome mono-therapy.

8

VL cannot be permanently cured in HIV-infected patients,
resulting in repeated relapse and rapid development of drug
unresponsiveness, even when patients are on antiretroviral treatment. Pentamidine secondary prophylaxis for HIV co-infected
VL patients with high risk of relapse has been used in Europe
but not yet in Africa; its efficacy, safety and feasibility in the
African setting is currently being evaluated in a collaborative
multi-centre observational study.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Oral Sessions
TRACK 3: Disease systems and their
determinants
3.1.1. HIV/AIDS from research to implementation

dependent modelling is needed to obtain accurate outcome
estimates.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.1.002
Challenges in estimating death and retention rates in a
longitudinal cohort of HIV-infected persons in rural
Tanzania
F. Vanobberghen1,2, E. Letang1,2,3, A. Gamell1,2,3, A. John3, D. Faini3,
L. Bonaventure3, H. Mapesi3, K. Mwamelo3, G. Sikalengo3, M. Tanner1,2,
C. Hatz1,2, H. Furrer4,5, M. Battegay2, T. Glass1,2 and KIULARCO Study
Group
1
Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Bern, Switzerland; 2University
of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Ifakara Health Institute, Ifakara, United
Republic of Tanzania; 4Bern University Hospital, Bern, Switzerland;
5
University of Bern, Bern, Switzerland

Introduction The Kilombero-Ulanga Antiretroviral Cohort
(KIULARCO) is an open, prospective cohort since 2005 of
people living with HIV in rural southern Tanzania. In
resource-limited settings, high loss to follow up (LTFU) leads
to challenges in estimating outcomes. Substantial improvements
in KIULARCO since 2013 include implementation of electronic
medical records, referral from hospital wards through providerinitiated counselling/testing, and active participant tracking.
Our aim was to assess changes in mortality and LTFU over
time.
Methods We included adults (≥16 years) enrolled in 2005–
2014. Individuals were defined LTFU if >60 days late for visit
(every 3 and 6 months for those on and not on ART).
Participants who were not reported as dead, LTFU or
transferred out were included with follow-up to 31 Dec. 2014.
Time periods were 2005–07, 2008–09, 2010–12, and 2013–14.
We assessed time to death with LTFU as a competing risk.
Results Of 7207 adults, 65% were female; median age was
37 (IQR 31–45) years. Median CD4 count remained relatively
stable over time [217 (88–413) cells/mm3] while disease stage
varied (46%, 38%, 36% and 48% WHO stage 3/4 over the
time periods). The proportion of patients referred from hospital
wards quadrupled in 2013–14 versus earlier years. 802 (11%)
died and 2626 (36%) were LTFU. The probability of death by
12 months was 12.3% (95% CI 10.8–13.9), 6.1% (5.2–7.2),
3.0% (2.2–3.9) and 17.3% (15.0–19.7) over the time periods.
The corresponding values for LTFU were 20.6% (18.7–22.5),
23.5% (21.8–25.3), 22.7% (20.6–24.9) and 19.1% (16.4–21.9).
The mortality results were reflected in the unadjusted model
(sub-hazard ratio 2.13 [95% CI 1.79–2.54], 0.48 [0.37–0.64]
and 2.86 [2.35–3.48] for the time periods with 2008–09 as
reference), and somewhat attenuated after adjustment for sex,
age, WHO stage and in-patient referral [1.78 (1.46–2.18), 0.52
(0.39–0.70) and 2.73 (2.21–3.37)].
Conclusions Despite improvements in patient care, the data
suggest that death rates have increased in 2013–2014, even
after adjustment for patient health status. However, death rates
in later years are likely to be more accurate than earlier years,
due to improved tracking processes, and as reflected in the
lower LTFU rates in 2013–14. There is likely a survivor bias
due to sicker patients being less likely to link to care in earlier
years as well as residual confounding. Additional time-

O.3.1.1.003
Are we doing it right? Accuracy of 2013 WHO
recommendations for switch to second-line ART in children:
a prospective multi-center study from rural Lesotho
N. D. Labhardt1,2, J. Bader3, D. Puga4, J. Ehmer5, T. I. Lejone4, I. Ringera4,
B. Cerutti6 and T. Klimkait3
1
Medical Services and Diagnostic, Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
3
Department of Biomedicine, University of Basel, Molecular Virology,
Basel, Switzerland; 4SolidarMed, Swiss Organization for Health in Africa,
Maseru, Lesotho; 5SolidarMed, Swiss Organization for Health in Africa,
Lucerne, Switzerland; 6Faculty of Medicine, University of Geneva,
Geneva, Switzerland

Background As recommended by the World Health
Organization (WHO) 2013 Guidelines on anti-retroviral therapy
(ART) for HIV Infection in resource-limited settings, children on
ART should receive viral load (VL) monitoring. Those with VL
≥1000 copies/mL (c/mL) at two consecutive measurements
should be switched to 2nd-line. The new empiric 2nd-line
regimens (ESLR) consist of a protease inhibitor, lamivudine, and
a new empirically chosen nucleoside reverse transcriptase
inhibitor (NRTI).
Methods To assess the utility of the VL cut-off at 1000 c/mL
and accuracy of recommended ESLR, children <16 years of age,
on first-line ART for ≥6 months with no previous access to VL
testing in 10 rural clinics in Lesotho received a first VL. Those
with detectable VL (≥80 c/mL) received adherence support and a
second VL after 3 months. Those with 2 detectable VLs received
a genotypic resistance test (GRT). Using as cut-off ‘low-level
resistance’ according to the Stanford HIV Drug Resistance
Database, GRT were classified as resistant if HIV presented
resistance-mutations against ≥2 drugs of the current 1st-line
regimen. The ESLR was classified ‘suboptimal’ if GRT revealed
at least ‘low-level resistance’ to both NRTIs used in the new
regimen. Study-ID: NCT02126696 (www.clinicaltrials.gov).
Results VL-testing of 191 children revealed an unsuppressed
viremia in 28% (53/191), 24% (46/191) with VL ≥1000c/mL.
After 3 months of adherence support 49 received follow-up VL
(1 died, 3 lost). VL was again >1000 c/mL in 61% (30/49), 80–
999 c/mL in 12% (6/49), and undetectable in 27% (13/49).
Among the 29 with follow-up VL ≥1000 c/mL and GRT, a virus
resistant to current therapy was detected in 69% (20/29). In the
5 with follow-up VL 80–999 c/mL and GRT four presented with
resistant virus. Among the 34 children with available GRT, 59%
(20/34) would empirically have been switched to a suboptimal
ESLR as their virus already presented with at least ‘low-level
resistance’ for both NRTIs of the to be chosen ESLR.
Conclusions The cut-off of 1000 copies/mL when treatment
failure is suspected, as stated in the 2013 WHO-guidelines, may
misclassify a substantial proportion of children with relevant
resistances as their low-VL treatment failure will not lead to a
switch to 2nd-line ART. Also, ESLR without GTR may lead to a
high number switches to a suboptimal 2nd-line regimen while
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HIV is already resistant against both NRTIs. The true clinical
impact of the latter remains to be further explored.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.1.004
Effect of current usage of contraceptives on HIV-1 shedding
in late breastfeeding
D. G. Rutagwera1,2,3, J.-P. Moles2, C. Kankasa3, M. Mwiya3, M. Peries2,
E. Tuaillon2, N. Nagot2, P. Van de Perre2, T. Tyllesk€ar1 and for ANRS 12174
Trial Consortium
1
Centre for International Health, Faculty of Dentistry and Medicine,
University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway; 2INSERM U 1058, University of
Montpellier, Montpellier, France; 3Department of Paediatrics and Child
Health, University Teaching Hospital, School of Medicine, University of
Zambia, Lusaka, Zambia

Background Oestrogen containing oral contraceptives (OC)
are known to inhibit lactation. Mammary gland environment
regulates HIV-1 load in breast milk (BM). However, the effect
of contraception on HIV-1 shedding (detectable HIV-1 RNA or
DNA) in BM has never been described.
Materials and Methods We nested a cross-sectional study
in the Zambian cohort of the ANRS12174 trial which compared
two infant prophylaxis drugs to prevent post natal mother-tochild transmission of HIV-1. Frozen acellular left and right BM
samples collected at week 38 (W38) from all mothers who
breastfeed for more than 9 months were tested for HIV-1 RNA
and subclinical mastitis [SCM; defined as sodium/potassium ratio
(Na+/K+ ratio) ≥0.6 in lactoserum (LS) from at least one breast].
Corresponding breast milk cell (BMC) pellets were tested for
HIV-1 DNA. All tests were done using commercially available
kits and reagents. Data on social, demographical, biological and
clinical characteristics of the mothers were extracted from the
ANRS12174 trial data base. Binary logistic regression was used
to assess the association of contraceptives and HIV-1 shedding
in BM.
Results We tested 537 samples from 270 mothers. None of
the mothers took antiretroviral drugs during breastfeeding. At
W38, 18.9% (95% CI: 14.2–23.6%), 20.0% (95% CI: 15.2–
24.8%) and 7.9% (95% CI: 4.7–11.2%) mothers were using
OC, injectable contraceptives (IC) and intrauterine device (IUD)
respectively. HIV-1 RNA was detectable in LS from at least 1
breast of 66.4% (95% CI: 60.7–72.1%) mothers while HIV-1
DNA was detectable in BMC pellets from at least one breast of
61.9% (95% CI: 56.0–67.7%) mothers. Overall, 79.8% (95%
CI: 75.0–84.7%) mothers had detectable HIV-1 RNA or DNA
in at least one breast. In univariate analyses OC were associated
with HIV-1 shedding in BM whereas IC and IUD were not.
After controlling for plasma HIV-1 viral load, CD4 count, BMC
and SCM, OC remained significantly associated with HIV-1
shedding in BM [adjusted odds ratio (AOR): 0.365; 95% CI:
0.164–0.813]. This association was strong for HIV-1 RNA
(AOR: 0.372; 95% CI: 0.181–0.767) and marginal for HIV-1
DNA (AOR: 0.567; 95% CI: 0.284–1.132).
Conclusion In this observational study we report a strong
association between use of OC in late breastfeeding and
reduction of HIV-1 shedding in BM. If this relationship is shown
to be causal, OC may complement maternal HAART or infant
peri-prophylaxis in the fight against transmission of HIV-1
through breastfeeding.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.3.1.1.005
Acceptability of lifelong treatment (Option B+) among HIVpositive pregnant and lactating women in selected sites in
Malawi
L. Katirayi1, H. Namadingo2, E. Bobrow3, A. Yemaneberhan2, M. Phiri2,
F. Chimwandira4, N. Buono2, K. M. Molland1 and T. Tylleskar1
1
University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway; 2Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS
Foundation, Lilongwe, Malawi; 3Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS
Foundation, Washington, DC, USA; 4Ministry of Health, Lilongwe,
Malawi

Objective To explore the acceptability of the new WHO
guideline Option B+ and the barriers and facilitators that affect
a woman’s decision to initiate lifelong antiretroviral therapy
(ART).
Methods Data were collected using convenience sampling
from two rural sites and two urban sites in the districts of
Dedza, Mchinji and Lilongwe between September-December
2013. Eighteen in-depth interviews (IDIs) and 4 focus-group
discussions (FGDs) were conducted with pregnant women, 21
IDIs and 8 FGDs with lactating women and 4 FGDs with health
care workers (HCWs). Eligible pregnant and lactating women
were ≥18 years old, HIV-positive, on ART ≥1 month and with a
child ≤18 months for lactating women. HCWs identified and
referred eligible participants to data collectors. Eligible HCWs
worked in the ANC/ART for ≥6 months and were referred by
the head nurse. All study participants provided written informed
consent.
Results Women reported difficulty around learning their HIV
status and initiating ART on the same day. They were
overwhelmed with the information, needed time to think about
ART initiation and wanted to first discuss with their partners
before committing to lifelong treatment. Disclosure had both a
positive and negative effect. Those who disclosed discussed being
supported by the partner/family and those who did not disclose
discussed challenges with initiating and adhering to ART. HCWs
reported women taking the medication home and waiting to
initiate until they felt ready. According to the women, knowing
other women who had a positive experience with Option B+
made it easier to initiate. All groups emphasized a strong need
for increased community sensitization about Option B+.
Conclusion In order to maximize the impact of Option B+,
it is important to address challenges faced by women starting on
lifelong therapy. Methods need to be developed to strengthen
initiation and adherence of Option B+.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.1.2. Implementation research for malaria
elimination. Emerging results from Malaria
Eradication Scientific Alliance (MESA) – supported
projects
INV.3.1.2.001
Efficacy and safety of high-dose ivermectin for reducing
malaria transmission: a dose finding study
M. R. Smit
KEMRI/CDC & LSTM, Liverpool, United Kingdom

In western Kenya the prevalence of malaria in <5 year olds has
fallen from 70% in 1997 to 40% in 2008, where it has now
stagnated. Innovative approaches are needed to continue towards
elimination. Ivermectin is a broad spectrum antiparasitic endectocide widely used for the control of onchocerciasis and lym-
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phatic filariasis at a dose of 150–200 lg/kg. Ivermectin at this
dose has a potent, but short-lived effect for 6–11 days on mosquito survival, egg-laying, and parasite sporogony. Higher doses
are needed to prolong its mosquitocidal effects. Regulatory studies have shown ivermectin is very well tolerated and safe even
up to 2000 lg/kg. We will conduct dose finding studies to evaluate the transmission blocking effect of high-dose ivermectin to
define the optimal dose for future use of ivermectin in combination with artemisinin-based combination therapy (ACT) for mass
drug administration (MDA) for malaria in Kenya. This study
explores a research question of global relevance. A prolonged
transmission blocking effect of ivermectin could have substantial
consequences for malaria control in the next decades.
Disclosure Funding: Malaria Eradication Scientific Alliance
(MESA).

INV.3.1.2.003
Active detection of infection for malaria elimination in
South Cotabato, Mindanao, The Philippines: performance of
LAMP for screening people in their home villages
C. J. Sutherland
London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK

The development of a malaria LAMP test kit permits rapid,
highly sensitive detection of malaria infection in finger-prick
samples. We tested the performance of this format in 3 villages
of South Cotabato Province for a test and treat approach to
malaria elimination, in which asymptomatic people were asked
to provide finger-prick samples for cross-sectional LAMP testing.
Over 500 tests were successfully performed in each village, and
the sensitivity and specificity is being compared against standard
nested PCR performed post hoc on duplicate filter paper samples. Preliminary data will be presented, and the utility of this
approach to surveillance for elimination discussed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

INV.3.1.2.004
Targeting pregnant women to assess malaria transmission
A. M. Fonseca1,2, E. Macete3, R. Gonzalez1,3, C. Jairoce3, J. Hegewisch1,
o1, P. Cister
o1, A. Vala3, A. Jimenez1, A. Nhacolo3,
M. Ruperez1,3, L. Quint
C. Chitnis4, E. Sevene3, C. Menendez3 and A. Mayor1,3
1
Barcelona Center for International Health Research (CRESIB),
Barcelona, Spain; 2Universidade de Porto, Graduate Program in Areas of
Basic and Applied Biology, Porto, Portugal; 3Manhicßa Health Research
Center, Manhicßa, Mozambique; 4International Centre for Genetic
Engineering and Biotechnology, New Delhi, India

New metrics for malaria transmission are needed for malaria
elimination. Plasmodium falciparum infection during pregnancy
is associated with a strong antibody response against VAR2CSA
(pregnancy-specific antigen expressed by the parasite on the erythrocyte membrane that binds to placental Chondroitin Sulphate
A), suggesting that detection of these antibodies in pregnant
women at antenatal clinics could be used for surveillance of
malaria. Plasmodium falciparum qPCR-positivity in women from
Manhicßa (Mozambique) at delivery decreased from 33% in 2003
to 2% in 2010 and increased to 6% in 2012, with antimalarial
IgGs against VAR2CSA mirroring these malaria trends. To select
antigens with the highest potential for a VAR2CSA-based serological test, we measured IgGs in Mozambican pregnant women,
as well as in non-exposed individuals, using a quantitative sus-

pension array technology that included 46 peptides from both
conserved and semi-conserved regions of VAR2CSA, 3 recombinant proteins (DBL3X, DBL5e, DBL6e) and non-pregnancy
specific antigens. Dynamics of antibody responses during pregnancy were also determined to assess acquisition and longevity
of antibody responses. We first excluded those antigens that were
a) poorly recognized by plasmas from pregnant women with
high antibody levels against a VAR2CSA-expressing parasite line
(CS2) (n = 106); b) recognized by Mozambican men (n = 102)
and Spanish individuals (n = 100) and c) not associated with
antibody acquisition in women infected with P. falciparum during pregnancy (n = 252, longitudinal cohort with 3 time-points
per women). Among the 25 antigens selected, antibodies against
17 peptides, DBL3X and DBL5e mirrored falls and rises in
malaria prevalence in Manhicßa during 2003–2012 (n = 654).
Finally, 9 out of the 17 peptides, DBL3x and DBL5e were
selected based on high boosting of antibody by malaria infection,
low time to double the levels when infection occur (rapid generation of antibodies) and short half-life (detectable during one
pregnancy). We have evaluated the potential of such a tool to
reflect malaria transmission in malaria endemic countries as well
as to detect recent changes in P. falciparum exposure associated
with the use of intermittent preventive treatment with different
antimalarials. This pregnancy-specific serological test could be
placed into action to provide information for malaria surveillance in elimination campaigns.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.2.005.LB
Malaria and the mobile and migrant population in
Cambodia: a population movement framework to inform
strategies for malaria control and elimination
S. Canavati1, P. Guyant2, C. Nguon3, P. Ly3, M. Whittaker4, A. Roca-Feltrer5
and S. Yeung2
1
Clinical Tropical Medicine, Faculty of Tropical Medicine, Mahidol
University, Bangkok, Thailand; 2London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine, London, UK; 3The National Programme for Parasitology,
Entomology and Malaria Control, Phnom Penh, Cambodia; 4School of
Public Health, University of Queensland, Brisbane, Qld, Australia;
5
Malaria Consortium, Asia, Thailand

The relationships between human population movement (HPM)
and health are a concern at global level. In the case of malaria,
those links are crucial in relation to the spread of drug resistant
parasites and to the elimination of malaria in the Greater
Mekong sub-Region (GMS) and beyond. The mobile and
migrant populations (MMP) who are involved in forest related
activities are both at high risk of being infected with malaria and
at risk of receiving late and sub-standard treatment due to poor
access to health services. In Cambodia, in 2012, the National
Malaria Control Programme (NMCP) identified, as a key objective, the development of a specific strategy for MMPs in order to
address these challenges. A population movement framework
(PMF) for malaria was developed and operationalized in order
to contribute to this strategy.
A review of the published and unpublished literature was conducted. Based on a synthesis of the results, information was presented and discussed with experienced researchers and
programme managers in the Cambodian NMCP and led to the
development and refinement of a PMF for malaria. The framework was ‘tested’ for face and content validity with national
experts through a workshop approach.
In the literature, HPM has been described using various spatial
and temporal dimensions both in the context of the spread of
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anti-malarial drug resistance, and in the context of malaria elimination and previous classifications have categorized MMPs in
Cambodia and the GMS through using a number of different criteria. Building on these previous models, the PMF was developed
and then refined and populated with in-depth information relevant to Cambodia collected from social science research and field
experiences in Cambodia. The framework comprises of the PMF
itself, MMP activity profiles and a Malaria Risk Index which is
a summation of three related indices: a vulnerability index, an
exposure index and an access index which allow a qualitative
ranking of malaria risk in the MMP population. Application of
currently available data to the framework illustrates that the
highest risk population are those highly mobile populations
engaged in forest work.
The framework has been used to develop more targeted behaviour change and outreach interventions for MMPs in Cambodia
and its utility and effectiveness will be evaluated as part of those
interventions.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.1.3. Malaria elimination: getting there and
staying there
INV.3.1.3.003
Ivermectin to reduce malaria transmission, prospects and
challenges
C. Chaccour1,2
ISGlobal, Barcelona Ctr. Int. Health Res. (CRESIB), Hospital Clınic Universitat de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 2Universidad de Navarra,
Pamplona, Spain
1

Ivermectin is an anti-parasitic drug commonly used for the treatment and control of onchocerciasis and lymphatic filariasis. In
this context, over 2000 million doses have been safely used in
the last 30 years.
In parallel, it has been noted that Anopheles mosquitoes feeding on ivermectin-treated humans have a reduced lifespan. For
this reason, the potential use of ivermectin at a population level
to impact on malaria vectors is under investigation. There are
several theoretical benefits: it could target mosquitoes escaping
core interventions (i.e. residual transmission); as a novel mechanism of action, it would have function even in the context of
insecticide resistance, and finally, it could be a new tool to support vector control in areas of high transmission.
There are key knowledge gaps to be able to interpret even
available data. First, what is the correlation of ivermectin blood
levels with mosquito mortality; second, what are the target dose
and treatment regimens needed to help interrupt transmission in
different settings? And finally, what would be needed to turn this
into an implementable and scalable tool?
Ivermectin0 s short half-life poses a technical challenge since the
dose and formulation currently used in mass drug administration
(MDA) campaigns would result in mosquito-killing levels lasting
only a few days. The options being explored include multipledose schemes, novel long-lasting formulations and the effect of a
single dose on the age structure of the mosquito population.
Additional technical challenges include the safety of new dose
MDA campaigns targeting malaria, the procurement of the drug
for a larger population and the potential appearance of ivermectin resistance in mosquitoes or filariae.
From the regulatory point of view, ivermectin MDA would
constitute an altruistic intervention since the benefit for the person taking the drug would stem from a community effect on the
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mosquito population. Direct benefits would include impact on
filariae, helminths and ectoparasites, but no effect is expected on
the malaria parasite within the human. The ethics and regulatory
pathway of such an intervention have been explored during the
development of transmission-blocking vaccines, but constitute
nonetheless an important challenge.
Lastly, the effectiveness, safety, acceptability and costs-effectiveness of an ivermectin-based tool will need to be contrasted
with alternative tools to reduce transmission.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.3.005.LB
Decline in the burden of malaria in pregnancy in Southern
Mozambique: evidence from a 14-year period and
implications for malaria elimination
R. Gonzalez1, A. Bardaji1, E. Sevene2, F. Saute2, M. Ruperez1, S. Maculuve2,
C. Guinovart1, A. Vala2, R. Aguilar1, J. Aponte1, E. Macete2, P. L. Alonso1,
C. Menendez1 and A. Mayor1
1
Barcelona Institute for Global Health (ISGlobal), Barcelona, Spain;
2
Manhicßa Health Research Centre (CISM), Manhicßa, Mozambique

Background Knowledge of the trends in malaria transmission
is essential to evaluate the impact of elimination campaigns.
Pregnant women are especially vulnerable to malaria and have
been suggested as a potential reservoir of Plasmodium
falciparum parasites. The objective of this study was to describe
changes in the burden of malaria in pregnancy and its maternal
and infant adverse consequences over a 14-year period in a semirural area of southern Mozambique.
Methods The study was designed as a retrospective pooled
analysis of data collected in five studies that enrolled pregnant
women of all gravidities between 1998 and 2012. Temporal
changes of maternal P. falciparum infection and pregnancy
outcomes, as well as the effect of gravidity and HIV infection on
the changes on malaria burden were assessed over the 14-year
period.
Results A total of 4973 pregnant women contributed to this
analysis; 27.2% of them were primigravidae and 29.3% were
HIV-infected. A significant drop in peripheral parasitemia
prevalence was found between 1998 and 2010 (from 15.3 % to
0.5% P < 0.001) with a slight but significant rebound in 2012 (to
3.5%, P = 0.003). The geometric mean P. falciparum parasite
density in peripheral blood was higher in 2010 compared with
that in 1998 (66 683 vs. 4667.9 parasites/ll, P < 0.001). The
prevalence of placental infection also significantly drop during the
study years (from 50.7% in 2003 to 3.5% in 2012,
P < 0.001).Primigravidae had higher prevalence of P. falciparum
infection than multigravidae across all studied periods
(P < 0.001). Overall, no significant differences were found in the
prevalence of peripheral parasitemia between HIV- infected and
uninfected pregnant women. Maternal anemia ranged between
57.4% and 37.4% with no specific pattern over the study years.
The prevalence of low birth weight decreased during the study
period (from 19.8% in 2003 to 6.1% in 2012, P < 0.001).
Conclusions A significant decrease in the malaria burden in
pregnancy was observed in this area of southern Mozambique
over a period of 14 years. Importantly, the increase in P
falciparum infection found at the end of the 14-year period calls
for the need of continuous monitoring and surveillance of
malaria transmission in pregnant women.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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3.1.4. P. vivax – and it’s importance
O.3.1.4.002
Malaria elimination in the Asia-Pacific: addressing the
P. vivax challenge
I. Mueller1,2 and The TransEPI Consortium
1
ISGlobal, Barcelona Ctr. Int. Health Res. (CRESIB), Hospital Clınic Universitat de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 2Walter and Eliza Hall
Institute of Medical Research, Melbourne, Vic., Australia

After a decade of significant successes in malaria control, the
East Asian leaders have committed themselves in 2014 to a
malaria-free Asia Pacific by 2030. Plasmodium vivax is now the
predominant parasite throughout the region and its elimination
will be the major challenge in meeting this ambitious deadline.
Its high transmissabilty and ability to relapse from long-lasting
liver stages render P. vivax significantly more resistant to elimination than P. falciparum. Our studies in PNG and Thailand
have shown that relapses cause up to 80% of P. vivax blood
stage infections and that even sub-microscopic, asymptomatic
P. vivax infections can successfully infect mosquitoes. A rapid
path to elimination will thus require a direct attacking on the
hidden hypnozoite reservoir with mass-drug administration
(MDA). Given the challenges of MDA with an 8-aminoquinoline, novel methods to determine population at risk and individuals that carry hypnozoites are urgently needed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.4.003
Killing the hypnozoite: drug discovery approaches to
prevent relapse in Plasmodium vivax
B. Campo1, O. Vandal2, D. Wesche2,3, T. N. Wells1 and J. N. Burrows1
Medicines for Malaria Venture, Geneva, Switzerland; 2Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation, Seattle, WA, USA; 3Certara, Princeton, NJ, USA

1

Malaria remains a disease of devastating global impact, killing
more than 600 000 people every year—the vast majority being
children under 5 years old. Plasmodium vivax puts as many people at risk as P. falciparum and is more prevalent outside of subSaharan Africa. In 2007, the call for malaria eradication was
made to researchers in the malaria community. However, the
eradication of malaria will only be possible if effective, well-tolerated medicines that kill hypnozoites in vivax malaria – and
thus prevent relapses – are available to patients. Over the last
decade there has been an increased investment in antimalarial
research and development through the work of organizations
such as the Medicines for Malaria Venture (MMV), their partners, and others; new molecules with new modes of action are
entering into preclinical development and beyond. Despite progress in the 8-aminoquinoline series, with tafenoquine in Phase
III showing clear benefits over primaquine, the drug discovery
challenge to identify new hypnozoiticidal or hypnozoite-activating compounds has been hampered by the dearth of biological
tools and affordable in vitro assays fit for screening large
libraries of chemical compounds. This is due mainly to the
immense scientific and logistical challenges associated with
accessing relevant human tissue and sporozoites. There are now
emerging good quality and exciting tools that have recently
demonstrated the proof of concept that such robust assays could
be developed. This presentation will review the current Global
Malaria Portfolio focusing on drugs in development that target
P. vivax liver stage, with a particular focus on the promising
drug tafenoquine, and on the MMV strategy to increase the

number of new hypnozoiticidal drug candidates. As part of this,
the recent progresses on the delivery of accessible in vitro decision-making assays for P. vivax liver stages and our efforts to
team up together with academic researchers, industrial partners,
non-governmental agencies, foundations and funding agencies
for the extra ‘push’ that will allow the scale up and industrialization of these assays necessary for the screening of large small
molecule libraries and subsequent drug discovery and development will be presented.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.4.004
Development of an Anopheles vector and tools to study
Plasmodium cynomolgi, a surrogate for P. vivax
L. Lim1, R. S. Made Ali1, J. T. Yip1, J. Qian1, B. H. Tan1, A. Chua1,
B. K. Yeung1, P. Y. Shi1, T. T. Diagana1, R. Ubalee2 and J. P. Bifani1
1
Disease Biology, Novartis Institute for Tropical Diseases, Singapore,
Singapore; 2Malariology, Armed Forces Research Institute of Medical
Sciences, Bangkok, Thailand

Introduction Malaria is endemic to several countries in
Southeast Asia with the exception of Singapore. However, this
status quo of Singapore should not be taken for granted as high
exposure to travelers from malaria-endemic countries puts
Singapore under continuous risk to increased prevalence of the
infectious disease. Plasmodium vivax is the most clinically
prevalent agent of malaria in Southeast Asia and is also the
Plasmodium species that gives relapses of the disease if
inappropriate chemotherapies are administered. Plasmodium
vivax has dormant forms known as ‘hypnozoites’ that are
believed to give rise to relapses and can only be eliminated by
the 8-aminoquinolines but this drug class is contraindicated in
glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase-deficient patients. In order to
discover the next generation of drugs against hypnozoites, high
throughput drug screening assays are necessary for P. vivax or
P. cynomolgi, a surrogate for the former. Anopheles epiroticus,
a member of An. sundaicus complex, is a predominant malaria
vector in the region and is endogenous to Singapore. Although
An. stephensi and An. gambiae are the common Anopheles spp.
used in laboratories for malaria studies, local regulatory
authorities of Singapore have imposed sanctions on their import.
Therefore we explored the possibility of developing An.
epiroticus as a malaria vector in the laboratory to produce
sporozoites for in vitro culture of liverstages and to investigate
host-parasite interactions.
Methods and Materials Wild-type An. epiroticus was
adapted to laboratory environment and a robust colony was
established. Membrane feeding protocols were adapted to infect
the mosquitoes. Using green fluorescent protein-expressing rodent
malaria parasites, the mosquitoes were evaluated for their vectorial
capacity. The mosquitoes were also fed on P. cynomolgi-infected
monkeys and parasite loads were assessed by mercurochromestaining of mosquito midguts and sporozoite counts.
Results An. epiroticus can be adapted for rearing in the
insectary and can be infected by multiple P. berghei, P. yoelii
and P. cynomolgi. Sporozoites produced are infectious in vitro
and in vivo. Infection prevalence can be increased by selection of
susceptible progenies generation after generation.
Conclusions With a supply of P. cynomolgi sporozoites,
more tools for P. cynomolgi to dissect its biology can be
developed as its liverstages can be explored and drug screening
assays can be established.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.3.1.4.005
Confirmed Plasmodium vivax resistance to chloroquine in
Central Vietnam
P. V. Thanh1,2,3, N. V. Hong1,2,4, N. V. Van5, M. Louisa6, K. Baird7, T. T. Tinh1,
N. X. Xa1, K. Peeters Grietens2, L. X. Hung1, T. T. Duong1, A. RosanasUrgell2, N. Speybroeck3, U. D’Alessandro2,8,9 and A. Erhart2
1
National Institute of Malariology, Parasitology and Entomology, Hanoi,
Viet Nam; 2Institute of Tropical Medicine (ITM), Antwerp, Belgium;
3
Universite Catholique de Louvain, Brussels, Belgium; 4University of
Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium; 5Provincial Malaria Station, Tam Ky, Viet
Nam; 6Pharmacology, University of Indonesia, Jakarta, Indonesia;
7
Eijkman Oxford Clinical Research Unit, Jakarta, Indonesia; 8London
School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK; 9Medical Research
Council, The Gambia Unit, Fajara, Gambia

Background Plasmodium vivax resistance to chloroquine
(PvCQR) is currently reported in almost all vivax endemic
countries. In Vietnam, despite a single published report of
PvCQR in the early 2000s, P. vivax was still considered sensitive
to CQ. Between May 2009 and December 2011, a 2-year cohort
study was conducted in Central Vietnam to assess the
recommended radical cure regimen based on a 10-day course
Primaquine (0.5 mg/kg/day) together with 3 days CQ (25 mg/
kg). We hereby report the results of the first 28-day follow-up
estimating the cumulative risk of P. vivax recurrences together
with the corresponding CQ blood concentrations among other
endpoints.
Results Out of 260 recruited P. vivax patients, 240 completed
treatment and were followed up to day 28 according to the
WHO guidelines. Eight patients (3.45%) had a P. vivax
recurrent infection, at day 14 (n = 2), day 21 (n = 1) and day 28
(n = 5). Chloroquine blood concentrations, available in 3/8
recurrent infections (day 14,21,28) were above the minimal
inhibitory concentration (>100 ng/ml whole blood) in all of
them. Fever and parasitaemia (both sexual and asexual stages)
were cleared by day 3. Anemia was common at day 0 (35.8%)
especially in children below 10 (50%) and hemoglobin (Hb)
recovery at day 28 was significant among anemic patients
(median change d28-d0 = +1.7 g/dl; IQR[+0.7; +3.2]).
Conclusion This report confirms for the first time P. vivax
CQ resistance in Central Vietnam, and calls for further studies
using standardized protocols for accurately monitoring the
extend and evolution of PvCQR in Vietnam. These results,
together with the mounting evidence of artemisinin resistance in
Central Vietnam, further highlight the increasing threat of
antimalarial drug resistance on malaria elimination in Vietnam.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.1.5. Malaria transmission: from the field to the
bench
O.3.1.5.002
Where to start malaria elimination: core or fringes?
N. Chitnis1,2, A. Schapira1,2, C. Schindler1,2, M. Penny1,2 and T. Smith1,2
1
Epidemiology and Public Health, Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland

Introduction Malaria and some other tropical diseases are
currently targeted for elimination and eventually eradication. In
many areas where diseases have been eliminated it is concluded
that it would have been more efficient to focus efforts earlier in
the places with the highest disease burden and transmission.
These areas remained a threat after transmission was interrupted
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elsewhere, leading to the need to maintain potentially expensive
surveillance activities in peripheral areas after the disease has
been eliminated from them.
Methods We use a mathematical model to compare the
implications of prioritisation choices in reducing overall burden
and costs. We consider the implications of various assumptions
of the relationships between burden, risk of importation, and the
required durations of the elimination program to transmission
potential.
Results We show that:
1 When the duration of the elimination program is independent
of the transmission potential, burden is always reduced most
by targeting high transmission areas first.
2 The optimal ordering to reduce costs depends on the actual
transmission levels.
3 In general, when overall transmission potential is low and the
surveillance cost per secondary case is low compared to the
cost per imported case, targeting the higher transmission area
first is favoured.
Conclusion In the current global health climate, many
prioritisation decisions are made ad hoc, without consideration
of whether there might be technically optimal ways of organising
a program. This theoretical analysis provides guiding principles
on optimal ordering of different settings for malaria elimination.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.5.003
Comparative transmission-stage dynamics of Plasmodium
vivax and P. falciparum
R. Wampfler1,2, N. Hofmann1,2, S. Karl3, M. Silkey1,2, L. J. Robinson3,4,
I. Mueller3 and I. Felger1,2
1
Molecular Diagnostics Unit, Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland; 2University
of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Divison of Population Health and
Immunity, The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research,
Parkville, Vic., Australia; 4Vector Borne Diseases Unit, PNG Institute of
Medical Research, Madang & Maprik, Papua New Guinea

Knowledge of Plasmodium vivax and P. falciparum transmission
dynamics is important to design and monitor transmission-blocking interventions aiming at reducing the burden of malaria. To
investigate the contribution of P. vivax relapses or new infections to the gametocyte reservoir a cohort study was carried out
in Papua New Guinea. Because P. falciparum is sympatric and
has a prevalence of 23% in the study area, the effect of mixedspecies infections on gametocyte production could be analyzed.
504 children were randomized to two treatment arms receiving blood-stage clearing drugs plus either Primaquine (PQ) or
placebo and were actively and passively followed for 8 months.
All blood samples positive for P. vivax or P. falciparum by
qPCR were genotyped and tested for gametocyte carriage and
density by qRT-PCR targeting pvs25 or pfs25 transcripts.
PQ-treated children had a 75% lower risk of carrying P. vivax
gametocytes compared to Placebo recipients. This corresponded
well with the observed PQ effect on P. vivax parasite positivity.
Gametocyte positivity and density in P. vivax positive children
did not differ between the treatment arms suggesting that
relapses do not differ from new infections with respect to gametocyte production. The time to first P. vivax gametocyte detection in the PQ arm was 125 days post-treatment in contrast to
91 days in the placebo arm (P = 0.008). Gametocytes were
observed by qRT-PCR in 38% of P. vivax blood-stage positive
samples compared to 25% of P. falciparum infections
(P < 0.001). A higher proportion of P. falciparum gametocyte
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carriers was observed in the first P. falciparum infections after
PQ treatment compared to placebo (P = 0.02).
We conclude that P. vivax relapses and new infections produce gametocytes at similar rates, and that relapses contribute
equally to transmission. This highlights the importance of eliminating hypnozoites to control P. vivax. Reduction of the burden
of P. vivax infection by PQ seemed to increase P. falciparum
gametocyte positivity in the first infections after treatment. This
could indicate competitive interactions between both species
within the same host: absence of one infecting parasite species
increases the infectivity to mosquitoes of the other. Yet, the precise effect of mixed-species infection on transmission success
remains to be investigated.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.5.004
Impact of intensified malaria control on the epidemiology
and transmission of malaria in two areas of Papua New
Guinea
L. J. Robinson1,2, M. Ome-Kaius1, C. Koepfli2, J. H. Kattenberg1, C. Li Wai
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S. Maripal1, P. Siba3, D. Tisch4, C. L. King4, I. Felger5, J. W. Kazura4 and
I. Mueller2,6
1
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Switzerland; 6ISGlobal, Barcelona Centre for International Health,
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A renewed emphasis on malaria control in Papua New Guinea
(PNG) has resulted in a significant overall reduction in the prevalence and incidence of malaria. However the reduction observed
at the national/provincial level masks substantial heterogeneity
of transmission at the local district and village level. Reduced
transmission may also delay the acquisition of clinical immunity
and lead to an upward shift in the peak age of malaria infection
and clinical illness. To investigate this, repeated community
cross-sectional surveys and longitudinal child cohorts were
undertaken in two hyper-/holo-endemic areas of PNG combining
sensitive molecular diagnosis of infections with demographic,
immunological and GPS data. The PCR prevalence of P. falciparum (Pf) and P. vivax (Pv) in surveyed communities in East
Sepik decreased from 55% (2005) to 7% (2013) and 36% to
4% respectively. In Madang, Pf prevalence declined from 39%
(2006) to 18% (2010) and Pv from 32% to 13%. In the recent
surveys the vast majority of infections were asymptomatic and
sub-microscopic, with a trend towards an upward shift in the
age-specific burden of symptomatic malaria in 2013. There is
substantial heterogeneity in transmission with cluster analysis
identifying Pf and Pv specific hotspots and key determinants are
being investigated. In 1–5 year old children, the prevalence of Pf
and Pv infections at enrolment has more than halved from 50%
(2006) to 14% (2013) and 53–14%, respectively. The prevalence
of clinical malaria episodes has also declined from 21% to 5%.
In 5–12 year-old children, the prevalence of Pf infections at
enrolment has markedly declined from 67% (2004) to 16%
(2013), while the prevalence of clinical Pf episodes has remained
relatively constant, from 2.4% to 1.7%. Conversely, although
prevalence of Pv infections in this age group has declined from
34% to 24%, the prevalence of clinical episodes increased from
0.1% to 1.5%. Full and detailed analysis of cohort data is ongo-

ing and will be presented. In conclusion, preliminary data confirms both a decline in the prevalence of Pf and Pv infections, a
corresponding delay in the acquisition of clinical immunity and
an increase in the heterogeneity of transmission. A detailed
understanding of the increasingly complex epidemiology of
malaria in PNG is critical to identify and implement targeted
control strategies to ensure the ongoing success of malaria control in PNG and make progress towards elimination.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Infections Tropicales, Institut de Recherche pour le Developpement IRD,
Universite Paris Descartes, Paris, France; 4Direction Interarmees du
Service de Sante, Laboratoire de Parasitologie, CNR du Paludisme
Region Antilles-Guyane, Institut Pasteur de la Guyane, Institut de
Recherche Biomedicale des Armees, Guyane, France; 5Unite de Recherche
sur les Maladies Infectieuses et Tropicales Emergentes (URMITE), IRD,
Aix-Marseille Universite, Marseille, France; 6UMR IRD 224/CNRS 5290
MIVEGEC ‘Maladies Infectieuses et Vecteurs, Ecologie, Genetique,
Evolution et Contr^
ole’, Institut de Recherche pour le Developpement
(IRD), Universite de Montpellier, Montpellier, France

Recently, the prevalence of malaria has dramatically increased in
Nouakchott, the capital city of Mauritania. Numerous factors,
such as exceptional rainfalls, the 0 Aftout Essahli0 hydraulic project that supplies safe potable water to Nouakchott from the
Senegal River, and various human practices, have contributed to
this situation by creating Culicidae fauna, particularly those
involved in mosquito-borne diseases.. The objectives of this study
were to (i) collect and identify Culicidae fauna in the city, (ii)
identify and characterize mosquitoes’ larval development sites,
and (iii) further consolidate the evidence for local malaria transmission within the city. From January 2012 to December 2014,
regular monitoring of the Culicidea fauna was carried out in the
Ksar, Dar Naim, Tevragh Zeina, Arafat, and Teyarett districts of
Nouakchott and malaria incidence was checked monthly among
febrile patients presenting spontaneously at Teyarett Health Centre in 2012 and 2013. Of 55 potential mosquito habitats, both
artificial and natural water collections were productive for
Anopheles gambiae s.l, Culex sp., Aedes aegypti, and Aedes
(Ochlerotatus) caspius. These consisted of water discharge from
public standpipes, household drinking-water tanks, and rainwater puddles. Anopheles mosquitoes were present throughout the
year reaching the maximum of abundance in October, corresponding to the peak of the transmission season. Multivariate
regression analyses showed that salinity up to 0.1 g/l and shaded
areas were protective factors against high larval density, and a
pH up to 7.61 was a risk factor for high larval density in
anopheline larval habitats. While no Aedes mosquito was found
in 2013, their emergence was reported in September 2014.
Moreover, the number of laboratory-confirmed Plasmodium
vivax cases has increased steadily in 2012 and 2013, reaching
more than 2,000 cases in 2013 at the district of Teyarett. The
present data strongly support the establishment of malaria in
Nouakchott, where environmental and human factors favour the
establishment of mosquito larval and adult populations. Our
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results highlight the need for more detailed studies to assess both
mosquito (larvae and adults) biology and ecology and the risk of
vector-borne disease transmission.
Keywords Anopheles gambiae s.l.; Aedes sp.; habitats; larvae;
Nouakchott; standpipes; emergence, malaria.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.1.6. Answering key questions on malaria drug
delivery – the importance of diagnostics
O.3.1.6.002
Impact of malaria rapid diagnostic tests on patient care:
results from the ACT consortium
K. Bruxvoort, B. Leurent, H. Hopkins and ACT Consortium RDTs in Context
Working Group
London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK

Malaria rapid diagnostic tests (RDTs) are intended to have a
beneficial impact on management of suspected malaria, including
that patients with confirmed malaria receive artemisinin-based
combination therapy (ACT) and patients without malaria receive
non-antimalarial treatment. The ACT Consortium includes several studies designed to test operational strategies for ACT and
RDT implementation in various settings, providing an opportunity to draw on data from multiple projects that have introduced
RDTs across a range of clinical, social, and epidemiological contexts, and in public, private retail, and community health service
sectors. To assess the impact of RDTs on patient treatment and
satisfaction at the consultation, data were examined from nine
studies comparing scenarios where RDTs were made available to
control scenarios where RDTs were not made available. Where
RDTs were introduced, the proportion of patients tested ranged
from 39% to 99%; figures were similar for children under
5 years and for older patients. Prescription of ACT was less
common in nearly all RDT scenarios (range 8–64% vs. 15–99%
in scenarios without RDTs), driven mostly by reduced prescription for RDT-negative patients (range 3–45% vs. 18–98% for
RDT-positive patients). An exception to this pattern was seen in
public facilities in a high-transmission setting, where RDTs were
irregularly available in the control arm. The impact of RDTs on
prescription of systemic antibiotics varied, ranging from 15–73%
in scenarios without RDTs and 21–75% in scenarios with RDTs
available, and was slightly higher for RDT-negative patients
(range 29–78% vs. 13–65% for RDT-positive patients). There
was no clear pattern observed for prescription of other treatments, polypharmacy, or patient satisfaction. This ongoing analysis aims to understand factors associated with variation in case
management outcomes in order to offer more tailored guidance
for RDT introduction in other areas.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.6.003
Effects of introducing malaria rapid diagnostic tests in drug
shops: findings from the evaluation of a cluster randomised
trial in Uganda
A. K. Mbonye1,2, P. Magnussen3, E. Hutchinson4, K. S. Hansen4, S. Lal4 and
S. E. Clarke4
1
Director of Health Services, Ministry of Health, Kampala, Uganda;
2
Makerere University School of Public Health, Kampala, Uganda; 3Centre
for Medical Parasitology, Copenhagen University, Copenhagen,
Denmark; 4ACT Consortium, London School of Hygiene & Tropical
Medicine, London, UK

WHO recommends universal access to malaria diagnosis, encompassing all treatment providers, including the private sector.
Rapid diagnostic tests (mRDTs) provide a feasible means of confirming malaria diagnosis in drug shops. As yet, there is limited
evidence of the impact of diagnostic testing on antimalarial drug
sales and referral practices by drug shops in Africa. A clusterrandomised trial to evaluate the impact and cost-effectiveness of
using mRDTs, compared with presumptive treatment, undertaken in 65 registered drug shops in Mukono District, Uganda in
2010–12, was one of the first investigations of the impact of
introducing mRDTs in the private retail sector. Analysis of treatment data routinely recorded by drug shop vendors (DSVs) during the trial found that use of mRDTs in drug shops was feasible
and highly acceptable to both providers and to their customers;
a finding confirmed by household interviews in a random sample
of patients. Adherence to mRDT results by DSVs was high with
over 95% of treatment decisions consistent with mRDT test
result, reducing sales of ACTs by 40% compared to drug shops
using presumptive diagnosis. Validation of DSV treatment decisions by expert microscopy, demonstrated that use of mRDTs
substantially improved the targeting of ACTs to patients with
malaria parasites (72.9% of ACT treatments in drug shops using
mRDTs were correctly targeted vs. 33.7% in drug shops using
presumptive diagnosis, P < 0.001). A series of qualitative and
economic evaluations amongst drug shop vendors, patients and
local health staff, conducted alongside the trial, revealed how
pre-existing social and economic relationships between DSVs
and their clients, and between DSVs and the wider health system, shaped the response of drug vendors to the intervention and
may have contributed to the high adherence to mRDT test
results. Perceived increases in the professionalization of DSVs
and as trusted providers also contributed to the popularity of the
intervention. Nonetheless, potential for other unintended, including less desirous, consequences was also revealed. A synthesis of
the insights generated by this early ground breaking intervention
trial in the retail sector will be presented, drawing on evidence
from across the epidemiological, ethnographic and economic
investigations conducted as part of this study, to illustrate and
discuss the potential benefits and pitfalls of introducing mRDTs
into drug shops.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.6.004
Improving appropriate use of quality-assured RDTs in the
private sector: baseline and midterm evaluation results
from Uganda
R. Mugerwa
Programs, Malaria Consortium, Kampala, Uganda

Coverage of fever case management interventions remains low
across sub-Saharan Africa, including Uganda. While many care-
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givers seek treatment for symptoms of fever in the private sector,
private sector outlets may not have adequate fever diagnostics,
training, waste management, and first line quality assured treatments to ensure appropriate case management.
The Malaria Consortium together with FIND, PSI and WHO
are implementing a project creating a private sector market for
quality assured RDTs in malaria endemic countries from April
2013 to date targeting the private sector. Accredited outlet types
including drug shops, pharmacies and clinics have been established, and participating members received training on integrated
case management for febrile illnesses, supportive supervision,
quality assured malaria rapid diagnostic test kits, and waste
management services.
Baseline and follow-up population-based household and exit
client surveys were conducted in 2013 and 2014 to assess
changes in case management in the implementation district Wakiso. Treatment-seeking behavior for fever was assessed using
standard methods. Key results include overall change in appropriate case management by private providers; changes in coverage across relative household socioeconomic status; and changes
in case management of those who reportedly received treatment
in the private sector. Implications for scaling up case management coverage through strengthening services provided by private sector providers focusing on the different outlet type will be
discussed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.6.005
Factors impacting malaria rapid diagnostic test
performance
N. Zwingerman1, M. Cancino2 and S. Ferro2
1
University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada; 2Fio Corporation,
Toronto, ON, Canada

Introduction WHO endorses the use of malaria rapid
diagnostic tests (RDT), which have high sensitivity, specificity
and accuracy considered equal to alternate diagnostic methods in
the field. However this is contingent on whether healthcare
workers properly, consistently perform the tests, and recognize
errors as they occur.
Methods To ensure a variety of factors could be identified,
data from nine implementation studies from multiple countries
and regions were aggregated. In each study, healthcare workers
received training on processing RDTs and integrated an
automated RDT reader into their point-of-care case
management. Users were aware that high-resolution images of
all RDTs would be captured. User errors relate to procedure
(e.g. incorrect volume or placement of blood sample or buffer
solution, delayed reading) and interpretation (e.g. not
recognizing invalid test results, disregarding faint test lines,
interpreting the incorrect RDT). Descriptive statistics of the
prevalence of each error type was calculated for each study. A
random-effects meta-analysis was used to estimate the average
proportion of errors across studies.
Results There were over 150 healthcare workers, who
conducted a minimum of 30 malaria RDTs across the 9 studies,
with a total of 31 705 RDTs processed. Overall, the estimated
proportion of all errors was 10.72% (95% CI: 9.67, 12.05). The
most frequent errors were: too much blood added, analysis
outside the recommended time period, or incorrect RDT. The
proportion of errors significantly varied between studies. Three
RDT brands were used across the nine studies. The RDT brand
was significantly associated with the prevalence of errors where

the control line not visible and a red background. In a subset of
studies were healthcare workers were able to receive feedback, a
decreased proportion of human processing errors were observed
over the study period.
Conclusions Even with healthcare workers aware that RDT
processing was being remotely monitored, there was a significant
amount of processing and interpreting errors. The accuracy of
RDTs can be jeopardized by these errors. Being able to
intervene, provide additional training, and provide quality
control assurances would help increase the accuracy of malaria
testing in the field.
Disclosure Fio Corporation provided some financial support
for this project but had no impact on the study results.

3.1.7. Drug resistance in malaria
O.3.1.7.002
New medicines for malaria eradication – 7 years on
T. N. Wells
Medicines for Malaria Venture, Geneva, Switzerland

It has been 7 years since the initial call by WHO and the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation for an agenda which would lead
to the eventual eradication of malaria. There have been significant advances, but the discovery and development of new
medicines is still a work in progress.
Over the last 7 years, we have seen the launch of five fixeddose artemisinin combination therapies, which have treated hundreds of millions of children; the prequalification of artesunate
as a treatment for severe malaria; and the use of medicines to
protect children in the Sahel region (seasonal malaria chemoprotection).
The new medicines that are being developed are to overcome
two issues with current medication. First, to simplify therapy,
possibly with a single dose cure; and second, activity against all
resistant strains of parasite. Increased investment, increased
access to new technologies, and a high degree of cooperation
between partners has led to an unprecedented number of new
molecules entering clinical development. MMV and our partners
have currently five new molecules being studied in humans: the
endoperoxide OZ439, the PfATP4 sodium channel inhibitor
KAE609, the DHODH inhibitor DSM265, the cyclic amine
transporter inhibitor KAF156, and the PI 4-kinase inhibitor
MMV048. In addition there are a wide range of new molecules
with a potential to start human studies over the next 5 years.
These molecules are active against all the currently known resistant strains of parasite, including the artemisinin-resistant strains
from the Mekong subregion. They have pharmacokinetics which
support their use as part of a single dose cure. In addition, some
have good activity in transmission blocking, which could lead
them to be primaquine sparing, and some have activity against
liver schizonts, which would support chemoprotection. However,
no new scaffolds have been found with anti-relapse activity, and
for the moment this is being shouldered by tafenoquine, which is
now in pivotal phase III studies.
For the future, the challenge will be to keep up the momentum, but also to identify new molecules. A single dose cure
implies pushing these new medicines to their limits, and if they
are to be used in asymptomatic subjects we will need 0 vaccine0
levels of safety.
There is bound to be a high degree of attrition. The talk will
highlight the challenges of the next 5 years in the discovery and
development of new medicines.
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Disclosure TW is an employee of Medicines for Malaria

Disclosure Ruobing Li, Baldur Magnusson, Xiaolei Xun,

Venture, a Swiss charity dedicated to the discovery, development
and delivery of new medicines against Malaria, which has been
involved in the design and development of these projects.

Rong Zhao, Thierry T. Diagana, Peter Pertel, and F. Joel Leong,
are all Novartis employees.

O.3.1.7.004
O.3.1.7.003
Efficacy, safety and pharmacokinetics of KAF156 in adult
patients with acute, uncomplicated P. falciparum or vivax
malaria: a proof-of-concept, open label study
N. J. White1,2, K. Chutasmit3, P. Jittamala1, F. Nosten1,2,4, A. P. Phyo4,
S. Pukrittayakamee1, D. T. Thanh5, C. Uthaisin6, R. Li7, B. Magnusson8,
X. Xun9, R. Zhao9, T. T. Diagana10, P. Pertel11 and F. J. Leong10
1
Faculty of Tropical Medicine, Mahidol-Oxford Tropical Medicine
Research Unit (MORU), Mahidol University, Bangkok, Thailand;
2
Nuffield Department of Medicine, Centre for Tropical Medicine,
University of Oxford, Oxford, UK; 3Phusing Hospital, Phusing, Mae Sot,
Thailand; 4Faculty of Tropical Medicine, Mahidol-Oxford Tropical
Medicine Research Unit, Shoklo Malaria Research Unit (SMRU),
Mahidol University, Mae Sot, Thailand; 5National Institute for
Malariology, Parasitology and Entomology (NIMPE), Hanoi, Viet Nam;
6
Mae Ramat District Hospital, Mae Ramat, Thailand; 7Novartis
Institutes for BioMedical Research, Beijing, China; 8Novartis Pharma
AG, Basel, Switzerland; 9Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research,
Shanghai, China; 10Novartis Institute for Tropical Diseases, Singapore,
Singapore; 11Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research, Cambridge,
MA, USA

KAF156 is the first in a new class of antimalarial (imidazolopiperazines) with a novel mechanism of action demonstrating
in vitro potency against P. falciparum and blood stage P. vivax.
This proof-of-concept, open-label, multicenter study assessed efficacy, safety, tolerability and pharmacokinetics after single and
multiple dosing. Comprising 2 parts, a total of 43 adult Asian
male patients with uncomplicated monoinfection malaria were
enrolled. Part 1 was a 3-day (400 mg/day) repeated dose study
in two cohorts:
1 Cohort 1 (n = 11, P. vivax).
2 Cohort 2 (n = 10, P. falciparum).
Standard-of-care pharmacotherapy was given on Day 5, followup was to Day 11. Part 2 (n = 22) was a single dose
(800 mg) study in patients with uncomplicated P. falciparum
with follow-up after 28 days. All patients in Part 1 completed
the study except for one who was withdrawn due to mixed
infection. In Part 2, 13/22 patients completed: 1 withdrew on
Day 1 due to vomiting, 7 discontinued due to recrudescence, 1
due to new malaria infection. All patients achieved parasite
clearance within 36 h in Cohort 1, 66.1 h in Cohort 2, and
67.9 h in Part 2 (withdrawn patient excluded). Median parasite
clearance time was 23.6 h and 45.0 h in Cohort 1 and 2; 48.8 h
in Part 2. The WWARN parasite clearance estimator slope halflife was lower in P. vivax patients (1.86) than P. falciparum
patients (3.51 Cohort 2; 3.48 Part 2). Median fever clearance
time was 14.1 and 6.1 h in Cohorts 1 and 2; 4.2 h in Part 2.
PCR-corrected 28-day cure rate was 67% in Part 2. Overall, PK
between patients with P. vivax and P. falciparum infection was
similar. Mean T1/2 was ~39 h in Cohort 1, ~40.8 h in Cohort 2
and ~48.7 h in Part 2. No deaths or SAEs were reported. The
total incidence of adverse events (AEs) was 61.9% in Part 1 (sinus bradycardia the commonest AE) and 100% in Part 2 (sinus
bradycardia [63.6%], thrombocytopenia [59.1%], hypokalemia
[50.0%], anemia [31.8%], the top three AEs). KAF156 is a new
chemical entity with good clinical potential as an antimalarial,
predictable PK, and a tolerable safety profile.
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Artemisinin-based combination therapy efficacy in Kisumu,
Western Kenya: selection of parasite subpopulations of
Plasmodium falciparum with attenuated response to ACTs
L. A. Ingasia, L. J. Chebon, B. Opot, H. A. Akala, B. Andagalu and E. Kamau
Department of Emerging and Infectious Diseases, United States Army
Medical Research Unit-Kenya (USAMRU-K), Kenya Medical Research
Institute KEMRI/Walter Reed Project WRP, Kisumu, Kenya

Genetically determined artemisinin resistance in Plasmodium falciparum has been described in Southeast Asia where parasite
subpopulations can be segregated into artemisinin sensitive and
resistant groups. In a recent study, we described genetically
determined response to artemisinin treatment in parasites from
western Kenya. In the current study, we investigated if there are
specific parasite subpopulations that are selected for after
patients with uncomplicated malaria are treated with ACTs. Subjects with uncomplicated malaria were recruited into the study,
randomized to receive either artemether lumefantrine or artesunate mefloquine. Blood samples were collected at hours 0, 4,
8, 12 and 6-h thereafter until parasites were cleared. The
changes in parasite genetics at hour 0 were compared to those
collected in subsequent time-points starting at hour 24. Analysis
was carried out using microsatellite (MS). Drug resistance profiles were analyzed at pfmdr1 codons 86 and 184 by sequencing.
K13 polymorphism analysis is underway. Parasites collected at
each time-point were grouped as a population. Expected
heterozygosity (He), the variance in allele size and the number of
alleles at each locus in each population was measured. Each of
the locus analyzed had multiple alleles; ARA2 was the least polymorphic whereas Polya was the most polymorphic. Of the 12
MS, three (ARA2, TA1, TA40) were selected for based on the
reduction of He at subsequent time-points compared to hour 0.
In each of these three loci, one of the alleles increased in frequency in subsequent parasite populations. The skewed frequency of certain alleles at these three loci is indicative of
selection of specific parasite subpopulations. Although TA42 and
TA81 loci were not selected for, they carried two of the alleles
which had the largest increment in frequency from hour 0 parasite population to subsequent populations (35- and 20-fold
respectively). ARA2, TA1 and TA40 are found in chromosome
11, 6 and 10 respectively. These are regions of interest warranting further analysis of SNPs within the genome because they
may be associated with selection of parasites by ACTs in western
Kenya.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.3.1.7.005

3.1.8. Insecticide resistance

Plasmodium falciparum multiplication rates in recurrent
parasitaemias

O.3.1.8.002

P. Olliaro1,2, M. T. Vaillant3, E. Ashley4 and G. Dorsey5
1
UNICEF/UNDP/WB/WHO Special Programme for Research &
Training in Tropical Diseases (TDR), Geneva, Switzerland; 2Centre for
Tropical Medicine and Global Health, Nuffield Department of Medicine,
University of Oxford, Oxford, UK; 3Center of Competence for
Methodology and Statistics, Luxembourg Institute of Health, Strassen,
Luxembourg; 4Mahidol Oxford Tropical Medicine Research Unit
(MORU), University of Oxford, Oxford, UK; 5Department of Medicine,
University of California San Francisco, San Francisco, CA, USA

Introduction Recurrent Plasmodium falciparum
parasitaemia after treatment may be caused by recrudescence or
reinfection. During active follow-up recurrences may be
discovered when still asymptomatic. The questions addressed
here are: at what rate recurrent parasites multiply in
recrudescences or reinfections, and what factors may determine
parasite multiplication rates (PMR).
Methods A database was compiled from 42 trials which
treated uncomplicated malaria with various drugs (97 study
arms) during 2002–2005 in 13 Sub-Saharan African countries,
and followed recurrent asymptomatic parasitaemia until
symptomatic or day 28.
Linear mixed models were used for reinfections and recrudescences to evaluate the PMR. The PMR was calculated by using
the slope of the parasitaemia model as a function of the days of
assessment of recurrent parasitaemia both for individual treatments and overall for recrudescences and reinfections.
Results Overall, 8728 patients were assessed and 1355 were
parasitological recurrences amounting to 3097 measurements
between Day 7 and Day 28, of which 1958 (63%) and 1139
(37%) being from patients with a recrudescent and a reinfection,
respectively. 839 (62%) recurrences were genotyped as
recrudescences and 516 (38%) as reinfections. The PMR for
recrudescences [2.09 (95% CI 2.00 – 2.38)] was lower than
reinfections [2.54 (2.41 – 2.96)]. The PMRs of recrudescences
ranged from 4.23 (artemether-lumefantrine, AL) to 1.58
(chloroquine CQ), and that of reinfections from 4.77
(sulphadoxine-pyrimethamine, SP) (followed by AL with 3.98) to
2.25 (CQ). The PMRs of recrudescences classed as LCF and LPF
were 2.05 and 3.02 respectively; for reinfections, the respective
PMRs were 3.56 and 4.77 – these differences were not
statistically significant.
Discussion Parasites exposed to CQ (probably due to its long
t1/2) have the lowest PMRs, while the highest PMRs were found
after AL and SP. These recurrent PMRs are are consistent with
challenge trials in Gambian subjects (2.4 per cycle) and much
lower than those obtained in na€ıve volunteers (very similar to
the estimated in vitro PMR of 9.4), indicating a clear additional
effect of natural responses and lingering drug levels.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Malaria vector control at a crossroads: public health
entomology and the drive to elimination
A. P. Mnzava1, M. B. Macdonald1, T. B. Knox1, E. A. Temu1,2 and C. J. Shiff3
Vector Control Unit, Global Malaria Programme, World Health
Organization, Geneva, Switzerland; 2Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 3Molecular Microbiology and Immunology,
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, Baltimore, MD, USA

1

Vector control has been at the core of successful malaria control.
However, a dearth of field-oriented vector biologists threatens to
undermine global reductions in malaria burden. Skilled cadres
are needed to manage insecticide resistance, to maintain coverage
with current interventions, to develop new paradigms for tackling 0 residual0 transmission and to target interventions as transmission becomes increasingly heterogeneous. Recognising this
human resource crisis, in September 2013, WHO Global Malaria
Programme issued guidance for capacity building in entomology
and vector control, including recommendations for countries and
implementing partners. Ministries were urged to develop longrange strategic plans for building human resources for public
health entomology and vector control (including skills in epidemiology, geographic information systems, operational research
and programme management) and to put in place the requisite
professional posts and career opportunities. Capacity building
and national ownership in all partner projects and a clear exit
strategy to sustain human and technical resources after project
completion were emphasised. Implementing partners were urged
to support global and regional efforts to enhance public health
entomology capacity. While the challenges inherent in such
capacity building are great, so too are the opportunities to establish the next generation of public health entomologists that will
enable programmes to continue on the path to malaria elimination.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.8.003
Anopheles arabiensis is not successfully controlled by indoor
residual spraying in Northwest Tanzania: implication for
malaria vector control in the area
J. Kitau1, N. Protopopoff2, A. Wright2, P. West2, F. W. Mosha1, W. Kisinza3,
I. Kleinschmidt2 and M. Rowland2
1
Kilimanjaro Christian Medical University College (KCMUCo), Moshi,
United Republic of Tanzania; 2London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine, London, UK; 3National Institute for Medical Research, Tanga,
United Republic of Tanzania

High coverage of insecticidal bednets (LLINs/ITNs) and Indoor
residual spraying (IRS) in parts of East Africa has been associated with a drastic reduction in the abundance of Anopheles
gambiae s.s. the primary vector in the area. This led to an apparent shift in An. gambiae s.l. sibling species ratio toward the more
zoophilic and more exophilic An. arabiensis which is less likely
be killed by IRS and ITN. The impact of IRS with bendiocarb
on the relative abundance of An. gambiae s.s. and An. arabiensis
was evaluated in North West part of Tanzania during a community randomised trial.
Pre intervention, An. arabiensis represented 18.6% (95% CI:
13.9–24.6) and An. gambiae s.s. 81.4% (95% CI: 75.5–86.1) of
the population of An. gambiae s.l. collected with indoor light
traps, while An. arabiensis accounted for 3.8% and An. gambiae
s.s. 96.2% of the population found resting indoor. Sporozoite
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rate was 1.4% (95% CI: 1.1–2.0) and only An. gambiae s.s.
were found positive. After IRS, density of An. gambiae s.s was
reduced by 75% (P = 0.046) and An. arabiensis by 25%
(P = 0.745). In the IRS villages sporozoite rate in An. gambiae
s.s. was 1.8% and 0% for An. arabiensis. There was a significant
difference in the gambiae s.s./arabiensis species ratio with An.
arabiensis constituting 11.3% the control arm alone compared
to 26.1% in the IRS arm (OR: 2.8 (95% CI: 1.1–6.8)
P = 0.027).
Indoor Residual Spraying was more effective in controlling
An. gambiae than An. arabiensis in North West Tanzania. An.
arabiensis in this area is a secondary vector and appeared to contribute little to malaria transmission. The focus of control should
remain on An. gambiae s.s. the main vector in this area while
more specific vector control tools for An. arabiensis could be
investigated.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.8.004
Insecticide susceptibility of Anopheles gambiae s.l. in sentinel
sites in the Democratic Republic of Congo
F. Wat’senga1, E. Manzambi1, G. Ilombe1, R. Mulumbu1, S. Fasine1, G. Binene1,
J. Losimba2, S. Irish3 and E. Dotson3
1
Entomology, Institut National de Recherche Biomedical, Atlanta, GA,
USA; 2Congolese National Malaria Control Progam, Kinshasa, The
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Atlanta, GA, USA; 3Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA

In its national strategic plan for malaria control, DRC has distributed around 14.5 million long-lasting insecticidal nets
(LLINs) in the period 2006–2010. Although they have been very
effective in certain areas, there are challenges to their use including the loss of physical integrity and the loss of insecticidal
effect. The aim of this study, conducted in 2013, was to evaluate
the susceptibility of Anopheles gambiae s.l. to insecticides of four
classes used in public health in DRC. The study was conducted
in 2013 in 4 sentinel sites (Kapolowe, Lodja, Tshikaji, and
Kabondo), 3 years after a mass distribution of LLINs by the
National Malaria Control Program. Adult An. gambiae, reared
from field-collected larvae, were tested in WHO susceptibility
tests. The insecticides used in the tests were fenitrothion (1%),
bendiocarb (1%), deltamethrin (0.05%), permethrin (0.75%),
and DDT (4%). Mosquitoes from all sites were susceptible to
fenitrothion and bendiocarb; however, resistance to DDT was
detected in all sites. The susceptibility of mosquitoes to deltamethrin, by site, was: Kapolowe (95%), Kabondo (100%), Tshikaji
(92%), and Lodja (96%). The susceptibility of mosquitoes to
permethrin was: Kapolowe (39%), Kabondo (27%), Tshikaji
(45%), and Lodja (49%). As the susceptibility of mosquitoes differed between sites, it is necessary to elaborate a resistance management strategy, with the aim of maintaining effectiveness of
interventions. The resistance of An. gambiae s.l. to pyrethroids,
the only family of insecticide approved for use in LLINs, is a
worrying problem that threatens the immense efforts by the
country to prevent deaths from malaria.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Micro-encapsulated pirimiphos-methyl shows high
insecticidal efficacy against pyrethroid-resistant malaria
vectors
E. Tchicaya1, C. Nsanzabana2, T. A. Smith3, J. Donze4, M. L. de Hipsl5,
P. M€uller5, Y. Tano6, O. J. T. Bri€et5, J. Utzinger5 and B. G. Koudou7
1
Centre Suisse de Recherches Scientifiques en C^
ote d’Ivoire, Abidjan, Cote
D‘Ivoire; 2Nuffield Department of Clinical Medicine, Centre for Tropical
Medicine & Global Health, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK; 3Swiss
Tropical and Public Health Institute (Swiss TPH), Basel, Switzerland;
4
University of Neuch^atel, Neuch^atel, Switzerland; 5Swiss TPH, University
of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 6University of Cocody, Abidjan, Cote
D‘Ivoire; 7Centre for Neglected Tropical Diseases, Liverpool School of
Tropical Medicine, Liverpool, UK

Background Due to increasing resistance in Anopheles
gambiae sensu lato mosquitoes to dichlorodiphenyl
trichloroethane (DDT) and pyrethroids, alternative insecticide
formulations for IRS with long-lasting residual activity are
required to sustain the gains obtained in most malaria-endemic
countries.
Methods Three experimental capsule suspension (CS)
formulations of the organophosphate pirimiphos-methyl were
evaluated together with Actellic 50 EC, an emulsifiable
concentrate (EC) of pirimiphos-methyl, and the pyrethroid
ICON 10 CS, a lambda-cyhalothrin CS formulation, in an
experimental hut trial. The formulations were tested on two
types of surfaces: mud and cement.
Results One of the CS formulations of pirimiphos-methyl, CS
BM, outperformed all other formulations tested. On cement, the
residual activity of pirimiphos-methyl CS BM measured using
cone tests was similar to that of lambda-cyhalothrin and for
both treatments., The mortality of susceptible Kisumu laboratory
strain was not significantly below the WHO pre-set threshold of
80% for 30 weeks after spraying. Residual activity was shorter
on mud surfaces, mortality falling below 80% on both
pirimiphos-methyl CS BM and lambda-cyhalothrin treated
surfaces at 25 weeks post-treatment.
Conclusion CS formulations of pirimiphos-methyl are
promising alternatives for IRS, as they demonstrate prolonged
insecticidal effect and residual activity against malaria
mosquitoes.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.1.9. Towards malaria vaccines
O.3.1.9.002
Novel approaches for the identification and profiling of new
Plasmodium falciparum antigens as promising blood-stage
candidates for inclusion in a malaria subunit vaccine
P. Favuzza1, S. Blaser1, A. Dreyer1, M. Tamborrini1, H. Matile2 and
G. Pluschke1
1
Medical Parasitology & Infection Biology, Swiss Tropical and Public
Health Institute, University of Basel, Switzerland; 2Pharma Research
Basel, F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd., Basel, Switzerland

The development of an effective malaria vaccine is recognized as
one of the most promising approaches for preventing infections
and reducing transmission. Since the P. falciparum genome was
sequenced and annotated, reverse vaccinology represents the
most attractive strategy to identify novel malaria vaccine candidates.
On the basis of available genome-wide transcriptomic and
proteomic data, we have selected uncharacterized ORFs to evalu-
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ate their potential as vaccine candidate antigens. For the characterization of selected antigens we have developed a rapid and
efficient cell-based approach for monoclonal antibody (mAb)
production:
1 Generation of mammalian cell lines expressing high levels of
target antigen as transmembrane proteins.
2 Living-cell immunization of mice.
3 Generation of hybridoma cell lines.
This strategy has led us to the identification of the CysteineRich Protective Antigen (CyRPA) as promising blood-stage
malaria vaccine candidate: (i) generated a-CyRPA mAbs showed
parasite in vitro growth-inhibitory activity due to inhibition of
merozoite invasion; (ii) passive immunization experiments in
P. falciparum infected NOD-scid IL2Rcnull mice engrafted with
human erythrocytes demonstrated the in vivo growth-inhibitory
activity.
To investigate whether growth inhibitory a-CyRPA Abs can
be induced by active immunization with the recombinant protein, CyRPA was recombinantly expressed as secreted protein in
mammalian cells (i), purified from culture supernatant (ii) and
employed for mice immunization (iii). Monoclonal antibodies
against rec_CyRPA have been raised and have shown growth-inhibitory activity both in vitro and in vivo.
Taken together these results show that our strategy of immunization offers a rapid and efficient approach for the screening
and characterization of predicted proteins. Using this approach,
we are currently profiling additional parasite proteins and their
combinations to assess their potential as vaccine components.
This work was supported by a research grant from the Swiss
National Science Foundation (310000-116337/1) and by the Unisciencia Foundation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.9.003
Safety and immunogenicity of novel candidate blood-stage
malaria vaccine P27A with Alhydrogelâ or GLA-SE as
adjuvant in healthy malaria non-exposed European and
malaria exposed African adults aged 18–45 years
S. Jongo1, V. Steiner-Monard2, R. Audran2, O. Karoui2, K. Geiger3,
G. Corradin3, R. W. Tiendrebeogo4, I. H. Kana4, M. Theisen4, M. Rutaihwa1,
K. Kamaka1, C. Daubenberger1,5, S. Abdula1, M. Tanner1,5, B. Genton5,6,
S. Shekalaghe1, F. Spertini2, O. Leroy7 and S. Houard7
1
Ifakara Health Institute, Bagamoyo, United Republic of Tanzania;
2
Division of Immunology and Allergy, CHUV, Lausanne, Switzerland;
3
Biochemistry Department, University of Lausanne, Lausanne,
Switzerland; 4Staaten Serum Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark; 5Swiss
Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 6Division of
Infectious Diseases and Travel Clinic, PMU/CHUV, Lausanne,
Switzerland; 7European Vaccine Initiative, Heidelberg, Germany

Introduction The development of an efficient vaccine would
present an essential complementary tool for control and
elimination of malaria. P27A is a peptide from the asexual stage
targeted by human antibodies inhibiting parasite growth in an
antibody-dependent cellular (ADCI) assay. A synthetic peptide-of
104 amino acids based on the P27A sequence is thought to
induce protective antibody responses.
Methods and Materials The currently ongoing combined
Phase Ia/Ib trial in Lausanne, Switzerland and Bagamoyo,
Tanzania is designed to evaluate the safety and tolerability of
P27A given in combination with Alhydrogel or Glucopyranosyl
Lipid Adjuvant-Stable Emulsion (GLA-SE) as adjuvant in two
populations, in non-immune Swiss adults and semi-immune

Tanzanian ones. The vaccine is tested in healthy adults aged 18
– 45 years recruited in Lausanne (n = 16) and in healthy African
adults with previous exposure to the parasite (n = 40). Humoral
and cellular immune responses are assessed in all volunteers
using shared protocol.
Results Preliminary safety results suggest that administration
of 10 or 50 mg P27A with Alhydrogel or with GLA-SE (2.5 or
5 mg) in healthy European and African adults is safe. In Swiss
volunteers, three injections of P27A in Alhydrogel or GLA-SE
elicited specific antibody titers of 1/3200 (range 1/200 to 1/
12800) and 1/51200 (range 1/3200 to 1/204800), respectively.
All volunteers seroconverted to positive P27A antibody titers
after the third injection in the Alhydrogel group and already
after the second injection in the GLA-SE group.
Conclusion These data show that the P27A vaccine
candidate with either adjuvant is safe and induces marked
humoral immune response. Waiting for final analysis of this
parallel phase Ia/Ib trial, these data support further evaluation of
this candidate vaccine.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.9.004
PfSPZ vaccine: from concept to focal elimination of
Plasmodium falciparum
P. F. Billingsley1,2
Sanaria Inc, Rockville, MD, USA; 2On behalf of the International PfSPZ
Consortium, Rockville, MD, USA

1

The concept of a malaria vaccine based on whole Plasmodium
falciparum (Pf) sporozoites (SPZ) was first demonstrated in
1970s, but never translated into a vaccine, because it was considered impossible to do so. Sanaria has developed the capacity to
manufacture aseptic, purified, cryopreserved PfSPZ in compliance with current Good Manufacturing Practices. PfSPZ Vaccine
comprises radiation-attenuated PfSPZ. PfSPZ Challenge (used for
controlled human malaria infection) and PfSPZ-CVac (PfSPZ
Challenge co-administered with an antimalarial), comprise nonattenuated PfSPZ. These PfSPZ have now demonstrated:
1 Infectivity to volunteers, including 100% of volunteers infected
3200 PfSPZ administered by direct venous inoculation (DVI)
in Germany, Spain, Gabon and Tanzania.
2 56/69 (81%) malaria na€ıve volunteers protected after administration of 3–5 doses of PfSPZ Vaccine at different doses
administered intravenously (IV) or by DVI (13/15 with 3
doses).
3 Protection against a strain of Pf different from that in PfSPZ
Vaccine (heterologous protection).
4 Over 50% protection for 6 months in a malaria endemic setting (Mali) against natural populations of Pf (heterogeneous
protection) with PfSPZ Vaccine administered by DVI.
5 100% protection at 10 weeks in malaria na€ıve volunteers
administered 3 doses of PfSPZ-CVac by DVI.
These results are the springboard for the next phase of Sanaria’s Clinical Development Plan (CDP), which will optimize dose
regimens for all ages and test the vaccine in groups with HIV or
other co-infections, in women of childbearing age and against
P. vivax. To reach pivotal Phase 3 studies that will support
licensure and elimination campaigns post licensure, Sanaria and
its partners have established the International PfSPZ Consortium,
which includes public and private sectors institutions from
Africa, Europe and the US.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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3.1.11. Tuberculosis: current challenges

Assessment of FMP2.1/AS01B, an asexual blood-stage
malaria vaccine, in a phase I/II a clinical trial using bloodstage controlled human malaria infection

O.3.1.11.002

R. O. Payne1, K. H. Milne1, S. C. Elias1, N. J. Edwards1, A. D. Douglas1,
R. E. Brown1, S. E. Silk1, S. Biswas1, K. Miura2, R. Roberts1, T. W. Rampling1,
N. Venkatraman1, S. H. Hodgson1, G. M. Labbe1, F. D. Halstead1,
C. F. Ockenhouse3, A. K. Kathcart3, A. N. Qabar3, N. C. Waters3,
L. A. Soisson4, C. Woods5, A. J. Birkett5, C. A. Long2, J. Vekemans6,
C. L. Diggs4, A. V. S. Hill1, A. M. Lawrie1, S. Dutta3 and S. J. Draper1
1
Jenner Institute, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK; 2Laboratory of
Malaria and Vector Research, National Institutes of Health, Washington,
DC, USA; 3Military Malaria Research Program, Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research, Silver Spring, MD, USA; 4United States Agency for
International Development, Washington, DC, USA; 5PATH Malaria
Vaccine Initiative, Washington, DC, USA; 6GSK, Rixensart, Belgium

Introduction This trial examined FMP2.1/AS01B, a bloodstage Plasmodium falciparum vaccine based on AMA1, which
had previously shown some evidence of strain-specific efficacy in
a Phase IIb field study. The primary endpoint of this study was
to assess whether the in vivo parasite multiplication rate (PMR)
was reduced in vaccinees compared to controls, following bloodstage controlled human malaria infection (CHMI) with
homologous 3D7 parasites. This model was chosen because it
should enable the efficacy of a blood-stage vaccine to be more
accurately assessed than with mosquito-bite CHMI, whereby the
liver-to-blood inoculum is not accurately known.
Materials and Methods Fifteen healthy, malaria-na€ıve
volunteers aged 18 – 45 were enrolled to receive FMP2.1/AS01B
at days 0, 28 and 56. Twelve volunteers completed vaccination;
three withdrew before the final vaccination. Data on adverse
events were collected throughout the trial. CHMI was carried
out 2 weeks after the third vaccination in the remaining
vaccinees and 15 malaria-na€ıve control volunteers. Each
volunteer was inoculated intravenously with 690 blood-stage
parasites and seen twice daily, with bloods taken for thick film
and quantitative PCR (qPCR). Diagnosis was made with a qPCR
result of ≥500 parasites/mL and a positive thick film or
symptoms consistent with malaria infection and volunteers were
then treated.
Results The vaccine was immunogenic eliciting both AMA1specific T cell and antibody responses. The median anti-AMA1
serum IgG response in vaccinees at the time of CHMI was
97 lg/ml (range 45–159 lg/ml). Purified IgG from vaccinees
demonstrated functional activity against malaria parasites in an
in vitro assay of growth inhibition activity (GIA) with a median
level of 59% (range 39–87%) at 10 mg/ml and 20% (range 6–
39%) at 2.5 mg/ml purified IgG on the day of CHMI.
All volunteers commenced treatment 7 – 10 days after CHMI.
The mean PMR, modelled from qPCR data, was 10.32 (95% CI
8.97 – 11.67) in vaccinees and 10.31 (95% CI 9.00 – 11.62) in
controls, demonstrating no significant difference.
Conclusion FMP2.1/AS01B did not demonstrate any efficacy
in this trial, presumably due to inadequate induction of
functional antibodies following vaccination. Levels of in vitro
GIA <40% using 2.5 mg/ml purified IgG are not sufficient to
impact on in vivo PMR. The blood-stage CHMI model,
however, was robust and highly suitable for proof-of-concept
analysis of future blood-stage vaccine candidates.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Prevalence and clinical relevance of helminth and
tuberculosis co-infections in urban Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
F. A. Mhimbira1,2,3, J. Hella1,2,3, L. Kamwela1, M. Sasamalo1, M. Chiryamkubi4,
T. Maroa1, S. Gagneux2,3 and L. Fenner1,2,3
1
Ifakara Health Institute, Bagamoyo, United Republic of Tanzania;
2
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
3
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 4National TB and Leprosy
Programme, Ministry of Health and Social Welfare, Dar es Salaam,
United Republic of Tanzania

Background Helminth infections may negatively affect the
immune response in humans against Mycobacterium tuberculosis
and may favour progression from tuberculous infection to
tuberculosis (TB) disease. We aimed to study the associations
between TB and helminth infection in a high TB burden setting.
Methods From an ongoing TB cohort study in Dar es Salaam
(TB-DAR), we included; smear-positive adults (>18 years) TB
patients and controls without TB from the households who were
recruited in the Temeke District, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania,
between November 2013 and March 2015. GeneXpert MTB/RIF
ruled out TB in controls. Triple Kato-Katz, double Baermann
technique, urine filtration and circulating cathodic antigen
(CCA) diagnosed helminth. Anemia was defined as haemoglobin
(hb) levels <11 g/dl. Descriptive statistics and logistic regression
were used.
Results We recruited 334 TB patients and 226 household
contact controls. The median age was similar for TB patients
[33.6 years, Inter Quartile Range (IQR) 26.6–42.3] and controls
(32.6, IQR 26.1–42.6, P-value = 0.6). The proportion of men in
TB patients was 232 (69.5%) and controls 111 (51.3%). TB/
HIV co-infection was 68 (20.4%). The prevalence of any
helminth infection was similar in TB patients (30.5%, 95%
Confidence Interval [95% CI]: 25.6–35.8) and controls (27%,
95% CI: 21.3–33.3%), P = 0.3. Strongyloides stercolaris was the
commonest species (17.7% in TB patients vs. 14.6% in
controls), followed by Ancylostoma duodenale (9.9% vs. 8.4%)
and Schistosoma mansoni (8.4% vs. 5.8%).
In TB patients, TB/helminth co-infection was lower in HIV-infected compared to HIV-negative patients (11% vs. 24.5%,
P = 0.005), compared to TB patients without helminth infection.
In multiple logistic regression models, adjusted for age, sex, HIV
and BMI, anaemia was not associated with any helminth infection (aOR 1.40, 95% CI: 0.82–2.41, P -value=0.2). However,
TB patients co-infected with S. mansoni tended to have anaemia
compared to TB patients without S. mansoni (aOR 2.28, 95%
CI 0.98–5.31, P = 0.057), and had lower median hb levels
(11.2 g/dl vs. 12.1 g/dl, P = 0.011) among HIV-negative TB
patients.
Conclusion Helminth infections are common among TB
patients in urban Dar es Salaam, but less in HIV patients
possibly due to periodic de-worming at HIV treatment clinics.
Clinical management of gastrointestinal helminths should be
considered for TB patients in certain settings to address the
triple burden of TB, HIV and helminths.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Spatio-temporal distribution of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
complex strains from Ghana
D. Yeboah-Manu1, A. Asante-Poku1, I. D. Otchere1, S. Osei-Wusu1,
E. Sarpong1, E. Danso1, H. Ganiyu1 and S. Gagneux2
1
Noguchi Memorial Institute for Medical Research, University of Ghana,
Legon, Ghana; 2Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel,
Switzerland

Introduction Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex (MTBC)
has two species adapted to humans even though there are
occasional cross-species infections especially with M. bovis.
M. tuberculosis sensu stricto (Mtbss) is perceived to have
competitive advantage over M. africanum (Mafric) and may
gradually out-compete Mafric. Our objective was to analyze the
distribution of these species among TB cases over 8-year period.
Methodology Mycobacterial isolates obtained from sputum
were confirmed as MTBC by IS6110 PCR and further
characterized by spoligotyping and LSPs (RDs 9, 4, 12,702,711)
assays. The distribution of the species and lineages isolated was
stratified both in space and in time for analyses.
Results Among 1926 Mtbc isolates obtained from 2007–
2014, 1516 (78.7%), 400 (20.8%) and 10 (0.8%) were
identified as Mtbss, Mafric and M. bovis respectively. The
proportion of Mafric in the same period were 22.2%,
15.4%,10.7%, 23.1%, 11.5%, 24.6%, 23.0% and 18.5%
respectively. M. bovis was isolated in 2012 to 2014 as 1.0%,
0.4% and 2.0% respectively when Northern Ghana (NG) was
included in the Study. Comparing the isolates from 2012 to
2014, we found M. bovis to be significantly higher in NG (2.6%
of 151) than Southern Ghana (SG; 0.5% of1164) (P = 0.020).
Among the Mafric isolates, 58.7% and 41.3% of the SG as
compared to 48.1% and 51.9% of the NG isolates were lineage
5 and lineage 6 respectively. The most dominant spoligotype of
Mtbss in SG was SIT 61 (42.9%) as compared to SIT 53
(28.7%) in NG. Lineage 6 spoligotype SIT 181 and 326 were
the most prevalent in south where as SIT 181 (6.7%) for the
north.
Conclusion M. africanum contributes significantly to TB in
Ghana as its prevalence over the years remains fairly constant.
Funding This work was supported by the Wellcome Trust
Fellowship number 097134/Z/11.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Identification of potential tuberculosis vaccine antigens by
integrating population genomics and immunology
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T. Isatou4, B. de Jong5, J. Ernst3 and S. Gagneux1,2
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
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University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3New York University, New
York, NY, USA; 4MRC, Banjul, Gambia; 5Institute of Tropical Medicine,
Antwerp, Belgium

One of the major problems in global tuberculosis (TB) control is
the lack of an efficacious vaccine. Unlike most other pathogens,
the majority of known human T cell epitopes in Mycobacterium
tuberculosis are evolutionary conserved, suggesting that immune
recognition of these epitopes benefits the pathogen rather than
the host. Focusing on variable regions of the pathogen genome
might thus represent a way to identify novel vaccine antigens
against TB. Here we analysed 216 whole genome sequences representative of the global diversity of M. tuberculosis and compu-

tationally predicted human T cell epitopes in variable genes. We
then synthesized 52 peptides representing both wild type and
mutant sequence variants of 25 candidate epitopes, and used
those to stimulate whole-blood from 88 patients with active TB
in The Gambia. On average, these variable epitopes induced a
significant IFN-g response in 11 (13%) subjects, and 59 (67%)
subjects responded to at least on peptide, demonstrating that
these variable epitopes are immunogenic. Comparing wild type
to mutant variant of each epitope, we found that naturally-occurring sequence variation significantly altered the IFN-g
response to 17 (69%) of the 25 candidate epitopes. Whether
these changes in host response reflect immune evasion, bacterial
adaptation to different human genotypes, or a combination of
both, remains to be determined. The findings reported here highlight a group of novel M. tuberculosis T cell antigens that harbour variable epitopes. Future work will tell whether these
antigens are associated with protection from active TB disease.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.11.005
The effect of diabetes mellitus on the pharmacokinetics of
tuberculosis drugs in Tanzanian patients
C. Mtabho1,2, H. Semvua1, G. Kibiki1, A. Tostmann3 and R. Aarnoutse4
Clinical Research, Kilimanjaro Clinical Research Institute (KCRI),
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Bariadi, United Republic of Tanzania; 3Epidemiology, Radboud
University Medical Center, Nijmegen, The Netherlands; 4Pharmacy,
Radboud University Medical Center, Nijmegen, The Netherlands
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Introduction Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a well-known risk
factor for tuberculosis (TB). With the current global increase in
type 2 DM, more attention is needed on optimum treatment of
TB in TB-DM patients. Pharmacokinetic profiles of TB drugs in
Asian and American TB-DM patients have been described, but
such data are lacking in Africa. We performed a
pharmacokinetic study in Tanzanian patients.
Methods Forty adult Tanzanian TB patients (20 TB only,
20 TB and Diabetes) who were in the intensive phase of TB
treatment for at least 2 weeks were recruited at a Tanzanian
out-patient TB clinic. Plasma concentrations were determined in
venous blood samples taken just before and at 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8,
10, 24 h after observed drug intake to estimate pharmacokinetic
parameters of isoniazid, rifampicin, pyrazinamide and
ethambutol using validated HPLC methods.
Results The geometric mean exposures (AUC0-24) of
rifampicin and isoniazid (in h*mg/L) were significantly lower in
TBDM patients (29.3 rifampicin, 5.4 isoniazid) than TB only
patients (39.9 rifampicin, 10.6 isoniazid). Cmax (mg/l) of
isoniazid was also lower in TBDM patients (1.6 vs. 2.8,
P = 0.01). 73.7% vs. 55% of patients had Cmax of isoniazid
below reference range in the TBDM group as compared to the
TB only group, and for rifampicin, the proportions were 43.4%
against 35%. In a multiple linear regression analysis, age,
bodyweight, or BMI did not affect the association between DM
and the PK parameters. All PK parameters for pyrazinamide and
ethambutol were not significantly different between the groups.
Conclusion Exposure to isoniazid and rifampicin is reduced
in Tanzanian diabetic patients with TB. These effects are most
likely explained by the diabetes disease. Increasing the doses of
these drugs in treating TBDM patients may be considered in
view of accumulating evidence that exposure to TB drugs is
related to response.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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3.1.12. The struggle with MDR-TB
O.3.1.12.002
Towards first in human clinical trial with the novel drug
candidate PBTZ169
J.-Y. Gillon1, B. Lechartier2, V. A. Makarov3 and S. T. Cole2
1
Innovative Medicines for Tuberculosis (iM4 TB), Lausanne, Switzerland;
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WHO recommends a ‘short-course’ tuberculosis (TB) therapy
that includes 6 months treatment with rifampicin and isoniazid,
in combination with 2 additional drugs for 2 months. A current
goal of TB clinical research is to shorten existing therapy to as
little as 2 months, in order to substantially diminish the risks of
treatment failure, relapse of the disease and increased prevalence
of drug-resistant bacteria associated with TB sufferers who fail
to comply with the current therapy. The past decade has seen
intensive efforts to discover and develop new drugs to treat both
drug susceptible (DS)-TB, multidrug resistant (MDR)-TB and
extensive drug resistant (XDR)-TB. New combination regimens
are also being devised and tested in clinical trials (http://
www.newtbdrugs.org).
Amongst new agents in development, PBTZ 169 is a novel,
highly potent drug candidate for the treatment of TB that targets
the DprE1 subunit of the essential flavoprotein decaprenylphosphoryl-b-D-ribose 20 -epimerase (DprE). This enzyme produces
the sole source of D-arabinose required for the key Mycobacterium tuberculosis cell wall components arabinogalactan and
lipoarabinomannan. PBTZ 169 serves as a suicide substrate for
the reduced form of DprE1. The drug candidate is devoid of
genotoxic effects, is well tolerated in preclinical species and no
risk of Drug-Drug Interaction could be anticipated as PBTZ169
does not inhibit a large panel of cytochromes (CYP) at up to
20 lM and also does not induce CYP1A2, CYP2B6 and
CYP3A4 in human hepatocytes. The drug consistently shows
efficacy at the daily dose of 25 mg/kg p.o. (5 days per week) in
the murine model of TB, equivalent to isoniazid and has additive
effects in that model, when combined with isoniazid, rifampicin,
moxifloxacin, PA-824, clofazimine or SQ109. It also has synergistic effects with bedaquiline (TMC-207). Other TB drug combinations are currently under assessment. A First In Human
Phase I study in Healthy Volunteers is planned in order to assess
the Safety, Tolerability, ADME behaviour and potential bactericidal activity of the drug candidate PBTZ169 after oral administration.
The research and development underpinning PBTZ 169 is provided by the FP7 programme « More Medicines
for Tuberculosis (MM4 TB) » with support from the European
Commission and EPFL.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.12.003
Novel molecular approaches to assessing the burden of
drug-resistant tuberculosis
A. S. Dean, M. Zignol and K. Floyd
Global TB Programme, World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland

Introduction To achieve the goals of WHO’s ‘END TB’
strategy of zero deaths, disease and suffering due to tuberculosis
(TB) by 2035, it will be essential to address the global burden of
drug-resistant TB. The Global Project on Anti-TB Drug
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Resistance Surveillance, hosted by WHO, has provided technical
support to countries since 1994 to estimate the burden of drug
resistance among TB patients. This is the oldest and largest
project on antimicrobial drug resistance in the world. In recent
years, molecular technologies have been increasingly
incorporated into the surveillance of drug-resistant TB, either
alone or as screening tools used in combination with
conventional culture-based methods for drug susceptibility
testing.
Methods Novel molecular approaches used in national antiTB drug resistance surveys over the past 3 years were reviewed
and evaluated.
Results The use of Xpert MTB/RIF as a screening tool in
national surveys has:
1 Increased numbers of eligible patients with drug susceptibility
testing results and therefore reduced the risk of bias (Namibia,
Pakistan).
2 Reduced workload for laboratories with minimal impact on
routine activities (Senegal).
3 Allowed surveys to be conducted in countries where nationally
representative data were previously not available (Democratic
Republic of Congo, Papua New Guinea).
Additionally, the use of sequencing technologies in six countries in Asia and Eastern Europe has allowed the expansion of
surveillance activities to anti-TB drugs which are not currently
tested within standard surveys (pyrazinamide and fluoroquinolones in particular). This has provided the first nationally
representative data from high TB burden countries for drugs that
may form part of new TB treatment regimens. These data will
be used to assess the feasibility of introducing new regimens in
different settings.
Conclusions Recent surveys of TB patients in different
countries have demonstrated the added value of molecular
technologies for detecting drug resistance. Molecular
technologies, including sequencing-based technologies, will play
an increasingly important role in addressing the drug-resistant
TB burden as we move towards achieving the ‘zero TB’ goal by
2035.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.12.004
Pyrazinamide resistance in Mycobacterium tuberculosis
develops after resistance to rifampicin and is increasingly
common as strains become resistant to additional
antibiotics
A. K. Alame Emane1,2, P. Xu3, C. Pierre-Audigier4,5, V. Cadet-Daniel1,
X. Shen6, M. Sraouia3, J. F. Djoba Siawaya2, H. Takiff7, Q. Gao3 and
B. Gicquel1,8
1
Genome and Genetic, Pasteur Institute, Paris, France; 2Research and
Specialized Diagnostics Unit, National Laboratory of Public Health,
Libreville, Gabon; 3Key Laboratory of Medical Molecular Virology,
Institutes of Biochemical Sciences and Institute of Medical Microbiology,
Shanghai, China; 4Genome and Genetic, Unite de Genetique
Mycobacterienne, Paris, France; 5Laboratoire de Bacteriologie, BichatClaude Bernard Hospital, Paris, France; 6Tuberculosis Control, Shanghai
Municipal Center for Disease Control and Prevention, Shanghai, China;
7
Laboratorio de Genetica Molecular, Caracas, Vanuatu; 8Emerging
Bacterial Pathogens Laboratory, Pasteur Institute of Shanghai, Shanghai,
China

Multidrug resistant (MDR) and extensively drug resistant (XDR)
strains of Mycobacterium tuberculosis constitute a major world
health concern because they are not cured by standardized firstline treatment regimens recommended by World Health Organi-
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zation (WHO). Among the differents drugs used to fight tuberculosis, pyrazinamide (PZA) is a key pillar of chemotherapy
because of its sterilizing action against semi-dormant bacilli.
However, phenotypic susceptibility remains a challenge. This
study sought to determine the timing of pncA mutations conferring PZA resistance (PZA-R), relative to the appearance of mutations conferring resistance to isoniazid (INH) and rifampicin
(RMP).
Phenotypic susceptibility to INH and RMP was performed on
202 strains with the proportion method using L€
owenstein-Jensen
media. The Hain GenoType MTBDRplus was performed on 101
strains from Paris to identify mutations conferring resistance to
RMP and INH, thus defining a strain as MDR, while the Multiplex Real-Time PCR Melting Curve Assay was used to identify
these mutations in 171 strains from Shangai. To determine
which of the MDR strains qualified as XDR, PCR amplification
and sequencing was performed on the gyrA/B and rrs genes to
identify mutations associated with fluoroquinolone (FQ) and
aminoglycoside (AG) resistance respectively. Mutations conferring PZA-R were identified by PCR amplification and sequencing
of the entire pncA gene.
Mutations in pncA gene conferring PZA-R were present in
0.7% (1/134) of INH-S strains, 3% (2/76) of INH-R non-MDR
strains, 25% (10/34) of MDR strains, 55% (12/22) of MDR
strains with FQ-R and 100% (3/3) of MDR strains with AG-R.
The results show that PZA-R is rare in non-MDR strains,
including those with isolated INH-R, but the percentage of
strains with PZA-R increases progressively as strains accumulate
mutations conferring resistance to other antibiotics. These observations suggest that PZA-R generally occurs after a strain has
developed resistance to both RMP and INH.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.12.005
Impact of the M. tuberculosis genetic background on the
acquisition of drug resistance-conferring mutations
S. Borrell1,2, J. Feldmann1,2, R. Castro1,2, A. Trauner1,2 and S. Gagneux1,2
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute (Swiss TPH), Basel,
Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland

The extent of genetic diversity in M.tuberculosis (Mtb) is more
pronounced than was traditionally believed, and can be classified
into seven different geographically distributed lineages. The average inter lineage genetic distance is approximately 2000 single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). The impact of this diversity
on the baseline metabolism is still unknown. One of these lineages; the Beijing lineage has repeatedly been associated with
drug resistant tuberculosis (DR-TB). The reason for this association is still not clear. To evaluate the influence of genetic background on the acquisition of specific Isoniazid (INH) resistanceconferring mutations, and to explore whether the Beijing lineage
is better adapted to the potential physiological effects than other
phylogenetical distant lineages, associations between lineage and
INH-DR were sought. We performed L€
uria-Delbruck fluctuation
assay (LDFA), and found lineage-specific differences in the baseline INH-resistance acquisition rate, with Beijing showing a
higher rate compared to the other lineages. Lineage specific
INH-associated mutations were also explored. In addition, since
Beijing intra lineage diversity shows a phylogeographical structure and epidemiological studies have evidenced differences on
the Beijing-DR association depending on the strain geographical
origin, we further explored the impact of intra lineage diversity
on the basal INH-DR mutation rate performing LDFA of a col-

lection of clinical Beijing strains globally distributed.Overall, our
findings support a role of Mtb lineage diversity in the emergence
of global drug resistance and consequently on the specific evolution of drug-resistance within each lineage.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.1.13. Malaria control
O.3.1.13.001
Seasonal malaria chemoprevention combined with
micronutrient supplementation delivered through
community preschools: findings from a cluster randomized
trial in Mali
S. E. Clarke1, M. Sacko2, N. Roschnik3, Y. Dicko4, S. Diarra4, P. Thera4,
M. Bamadio4, R. Saye2, R. Jones5, Y. Griffiths6, L. Pisani3, M. Coulibaly7,
D. Toure8, A. Dicko9 and B. Maiga10
1
Faculty of Infectious and Tropical Diseases, London School of Hygiene
& Tropical Medicine, London, UK; 2Institut National de Recherche en
Sante Publique, Bamako, Mali; 3Save the Children, Washington, DC,
USA; 4Save the Children, Bamako, Mali; 5University College London,
London, UK; 6UCL Institute of Education, London, UK; 7Division
Nutrition, Bamako, Mali; 8Programme National de Lutte contre le
Paludisme, Direction Nationale de la Sante, Bamako, Mali; 9Malaria
Research and Training Centre, University of Bamako, Bamako, Mali;
10
Direction Nationale de la Pedagogie, Direction Nationale de
l’Education, Bamako, Mali

Early childhood is a time of rapid growth and development and
public health interventions during this period could yield substantial benefits across several developmental areas: physical,
cognitive and linguistic. Iron is important in brain function, and
interventions that reduce iron-deficiency and anemia may
improve cognitive function and learning. A randomized trial was
undertaken to examine the combined impact of two newly-recommended interventions in early childhood: seasonal malaria
chemoprevention and home fortification with micronutrient
powders. Though each intervention has been shown to improve
malaria morbidity, anemia and/or physical growth, the benefits
for cognitive and linguistic development are not known. The
combined effect of these two interventions has not previously
been examined.
A cluster-randomized controlled trial was conducted in 60
rural communities with community-based pre-schools in southern Mali. Children aged less than 5 years living in the 30 intervention communities received two rounds of seasonal malaria
chemoprevention in Oct and Nov 2013, followed by daily supplementation of micronutrients for four months from JanuaryApril 2014. Delivery of the two interventions at community-level
was organized by pre-school management committees. The combined impact of the interventions was evaluated in May 2014
through cross-sectional surveys to compare malaria infection,
nutritional indices and cognitive performance in children aged 3
and 5 years living in intervention and control communities.
Parental interviews found that 64% of children had received
two monthly malaria treatments and 80% had received the
micronutrient powders, with high community acceptability and
compliance to both interventions. A significant reduction in
malaria infection was observed six months after the last treatment in intervention compared to control communities (3y olds:
21% vs. 45%, P < 0.001; 5y olds: 32% vs. 55%, P < 0.001).
No difference was observed in hemoglobin concentration, nutritional indices (height-for-age, weight-for-age), or cognitive function.
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In conclusion, despite high compliance and a significant reduction in malaria infection, the results suggest no overall effect of
combining malaria chemoprevention and micronutrient supplementation on anaemia. Implications for the local aetiology of
anaemia, interventions required, and the optimal timing of seasonal malaria chemoprevention and micronutrient supplementation will be discussed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.13.002
Malaria control in hyperendemic settings - lessons learned
from a M
edecins Sans Fronti
eres malaria intervention in
Gu
eck
edou, the Republic of Guinea
A. Tiffany1,2, E. Sterk2, M. Quere2 and G. Dominguez3
Epicentre, Geneva, Switzerland; 2Medecins Sans Frontieres, Geneva,
Switzerland; 3Medecins Sans Frontieres, Conakry, Guinea

1

Background In 2010 Medecins Sans Frontieres Switzerland
(MSF) in collaboration with the Ministry of Health implemented
a multi-component malaria intervention in Gueckedou
Prefecture, Guinea. The intervention included both curative and
preventive components with the objective of reducing malaria
related morbidity and mortality. The end of the intervention in
2014 coincided with the declaration of Ebola in the region. The
study aim was to quantify changes in malaria epidemiology over
time in the intervention area (IA) compared to a nonintervention area (NIA).
Methods and Materials Five cross-sectional surveys using
cluster based sampling and stratified by area were conducted in
Gueckedou. The surveys were repeated every six months,
corresponding with the dry and rainy seasons, in order to
measure the prevalence of rapid diagnostic test (RDT) diagnosed
Plasmodium falciparum infections in the population.
Results 35,123 individuals participated in the surveys, 25%
were children under 5. At baseline 60.8% and 64.5% of all
participants and 70.6% and 78.8% of children under 5 in the IA
and NIA respectively were RDT positive. In the IA there was an
overall 10.9% decrease in RDT malaria prevalence and a 23.9%
decrease in children under 5 (P < 0.001 & P < 0.001). Any
changes in RDT malaria prevalence for either group in the NIA
were not significant (P = 0.112 & P = 0.168).
Regarding symptomatic infections, there was an 8.2%
decrease in the IA (P = 0.007) while the change in the NIA was
not significant (P = 0.995). There was no change in the proportion of individuals in either area with an asymptomatic malaria
infection (P = 0.859 & P = 0.424). The proportion of asymptomatic infections by age group after 2.5 years of intervention
was 26.8% in children under 5, 40.2% in children 5–14 years of
age and 32.9% in individuals 15+.
Conclusions The multi-component malaria intervention
implemented by MSF was successful in decreasing malaria
prevalence in the IA. However, many challenges remain to
control malaria in hyperendemic areas where many currently
available control strategies are difficult to implement. A lesson
learned from our intervention is that future malaria control
activities in similar areas should place more emphasis on
reducing asymptomatic infections in children under 15 years of
age. For Gueckedou in particular, any gains that were made
during our intervention are likely to have been lost due to
reduced malaria activities resulting from the Ebola epidemic.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.3.1.13.003
Dynamic changes in prevalence and incidence of malaria
after intensifying control across Papua New Guinea
M. W. Hetzel1,2, J. Pulford3,4, D. Timbi1,2,3, G. Koimbu3, C. Barnadas5,6,
P. M. Siba3 and I. Mueller5,6,7
1
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Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
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Papua New Guinea Institute of Medical Research, Goroka, Papua New
Guinea; 4School of Public Health, The University of Queensland,
Herston, Qld, Australia; 5Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical
Research, Melbourne, Vic., Australia; 6University of Melbourne,
Melbourne, Vic., Australia; 7Barcelona Centre for International Health
Research, Barcelona, Spain

Introduction Plasmodium falciparum and P. vivax have in
the past both contributed to high malaria endemicity in Papua
New Guinea (PNG). In the 1960s to 1980s, it was mainly
indoor residual spraying of insecticides that led to a reduction in
malaria prevalence but rebounds occurred after the cessation of
the program. Malaria control efforts were intensified again with
the free provision of long lasting insecticidal nets (LLIN) since
2005 and the introduction of artemisinin-based combination
therapy (ACT) in 2012. The effects of the recent control efforts
on population parasite prevalence and incidence of clinical
episodes were investigated.
Methods Three country-wide malaria surveys were carried
out in 2008/09, 2010/11 and 2013/14. In randomly sampled
villages, coverage with malaria control interventions was
assessed and prevalence of infection was determined in all age
groups by light microscopy. In sentinel health facilities, trends in
clinical episodes were followed over time. The pooled datasets
include observations from approximately 6000 households,
25 000 community members and 20,000 fever patients.
Results Population prevalence of infection decreased from
12% in 2008/09 to below 2% in 2013/14. Reductions were
observed in P. falciparum and P. vivax infections. In sentinel
health facilities, malaria cases dropped following the first LLIN
distribution, most prominently cases of P. falciparum, but
reductions were not sustained everywhere. A shift from
P. falciparum-dominance towards P. vivax-dominance in clinical
cases was observed in some sites. LLINs were the primary driver
of observed reductions but their effect may be hampered by the
behaviour of local Anopheles vectors.
Conclusions Scaling up LLIN coverage has led to a
reduction in the malaria burden across PNG but effects vary
between sites. Understanding such variations and underlying
determinants of transmission will be key to further progress in
malaria control in PNG.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.13.004
Impact of IRS on malaria burden when combined with LLIN
in Ethiopia: modelling the 2015–2017 malaria national
strategy
E. Pothin1, O. Briet1, H. Solomon2, S. Basaye2 and T. Smith1
1
Epidemiology and Public Health, Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland;
2
National Malaria Control Program, Ministry of Health, Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia

Background The Ethiopian malaria strategy is stratified on
transmission level with full coverage of long lasting insecticidal
nets (LLINs) in all malarious woredas (sub-districts),
supplemented in some woredas by indoor residual spraying (IRS)
using carbamate. Simultaneous LLIN and IRS deployment is
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planned only in epidemic-prone woredas and those with high
transmission. Fine scale simulation of multiple scenarios can help
to assess the likely impact of such approaches, especially where
local data are limited.
Material and Methods We simulated malaria
transmission, prevalence and burden for each of these woredas
using the OpenMalaria platform. Transmission levels were
derived from recent annual parasite incidence and parasite
prevalence data. National estimates of access to healthcare,
historical intervention coverage and malaria seasonality were
used to parameterize the simulations further. The national
strategic plan for 2015–2017 was simulated accounting for
variable levels of effective LLIN usage, access to healthcare and
pyrethroid resistance.
Results The predicted incremental benefit of IRS decreases
with levels of effective usage of LLINs and of pyrethroid
resistance. Changes in mosquito biting behaviour, prevalence of
Plasmodium vivax and LLIN deployment delays would
contribute to a higher impact of IRS.
Conclusion The simulations of the different scenarios
indicate the expected impact of the interventions in Ethiopia and
can be used during decision making process, for example in cost
effectiveness analysis. They can also help to understand what
would happen when interventions are deployed if all factors
influencing malaria transmission intensity could be controlled.
Deviations from the predictions could be used to identify where
implementation differs from what was anticipated in the plan
and hence where additional efforts are required.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.1.13.005
Development of Aim: action and investment to defeat
malaria 2016–2030
V. N. Racloz1, H. Prytherch2, D. Brandling-Bennett3, S. Stansfield4 and
F. Nafo-Traore1
1
Roll Back Malaria Partnership, Geneva, Switzerland; 2Swiss Tropical &
Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 3Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, Seattle, WA, USA; 4Deloitte Consulting, Arlington, VA, USA

Since 2000, united action in the fight against malaria has made a
tremendous impact. Malaria infection rates have been cut in half
and 4.3 million lives have been saved. Fifty-five countries are on
track to reach the World Health Assembly target of a 75%
reduction in their malaria burden by 2015. The benefits and economic returns from investing in the reduction and elimination of
malaria are unprecedented - for every dollar spent, up to sixty
dollars’ worth of benefits can be gained. These returns can create
healthier, more equitable societies, and enable countries to
attract international investors, trade and tourism, all of which
can drive transformative growth and sustainable development.
The end of the Millennium Development Goals era and the consequent Sustainable Development Goals call for more multi-sectoral and encompassing approaches. Additionally, funding for
malaria needs to be increased significantly to reach 2030 targets
prevent resurgence, as has happened many times in the past.
The Roll Back Malaria Partnership called for a next generation document to follow its Global Malaria Action Plan
(GMAP), through the organisation of global, regional and country level consultations with malaria stakeholders and other sectors. Over 1400 people from over 90 countries contributed to
the document.
As a companion to the WHO’s Global Technical Strategy for
malaria, AIM positions malaria as a wider issue for development
and for economic and health security. AIM builds the case for

investment in malaria and thus provides the global malaria community with a powerful advocacy tool. It also provides direction
for action to mobilize resources; improve policy and governance;
foster collaboration between countries and between sectors;
increase the quality, availability and use of data and evidence;
and strengthen and integrate malaria into health systems. It
underscores how future progress will be contingent on new products and innovations, and calls upon us all to keep people at the
center of the response. Working in partnership with affected
communities will increase the demand for malaria services wherever they are needed, and will allow the voices of the poorest to
ring out loudly in the global call for a malaria-free world.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Malaria epidemiological profile: use of evidence to improve
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F. Molteni1,2, K. Kramer1,2, A. Mohamed2, R. Mandike2 and C. Lengler3,4
Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland; 2National Malaria Control Program,
Ministry of Health, Dar es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania; 3Swiss
TPH, Basel, Switzerland; 4University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland
1

Over the last decade, substantial decreases in malaria transmission and deaths have been reported in Tanzania. This large public health gain was due to massive investments in malaria control
through scaling up preventive and curative interventions.
Between 2000 and 2010, there was an overall reduction of
more than 50% in the parasite prevalence in children aged 2–
10 years across Tanzania. The proportion of population living in
areas of intense transmission declined from 11.6% to only
2.3%, while the population living in malaria-free and extremely
low transmission areas increased from 7% to 25%. However,
the dramatic decline in malaria burden has not been observed in
all settings. Some areas In the Southern and North-Western
regions of the country saw little or no improvements. In addition
to the broad geographical heterogeneity of malaria transmission,
particular population segments remain disproportionately
affected even in areas with good overall control effect. People
with very low income have a ten-fold higher risk of being
infected, and housing and educational levels for example are
major determinants of the disease burden. In additional, children
living in rural areas are affected three-times more than the ones
living in urban areas.
In addition to this heterogeneity of risk, there are increasing
concerns about the sustainability of current funding level for
malaria control and therefore a call for more efficient and effective control measures that take into account the transmission
heterogeneity, while concurrently improving equity in the delivery of services.
The National Malaria Control programme in Tanzania is contemplating, within its overall strategic plan, to assess the factors
affecting malaria transmission diversity. In a second step, epidemiological stratification complemented by high-quality evidence on operational, socioeconomic and vulnerability factors,
will guide the country in selecting and implementing targeted
control intervention packages for different transmission settings
and high-risk populations.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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3.2.1. The development of new treatments for
helminth infections
INV.3.2.1.001
Alternative drug regimens and mass drug administration
strategies for lymphatic filariasis and onchocerciasis
elimination programmes
G. J. Weil
Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO, USA

The DOLF project (‘Death to Onchocerciasis and Lymphatic
Filariasis’, supported by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation)
comprises an ambitious set of applied field research projects that
share the common goal of optimizing mass drug administration
(MDA) to improve chances for elimination of lymphatic filariasis
(LF) and onchocerciasis. DOLF is conducting 11 studies (4 clinical trials and 7 community-based MDA studies) in 7 countries in
Africa and Asia. Early results from a community MDA study in
the Republic of the Congo suggest that semiannual MDA with
albendazole alone can be used to eliminate LF in areas of Central Africa where co-endemicity with loiasis rules out conventional treatment with albendazole plus ivermectin. In addition,
exciting results from a pilot study in Papua New Guinea suggest
that a triple drug regimen (diethylcarbamazine/albendazole/ivermectin) is safe and more effective for clearing W. bancrofti
microfilaremia than the conventional MDA regimen of DEC/Alb.
Full clinical trials of the triple drug treatment are now underway
in Papua New Guinea and in C^
ote d’Ivoire. Although LF elimination programmes have distributed more than 5 billion MDA
treatments since 2000, the impact of MDA on soil transmitted
helminth (STH) infections has not been well documented. DOLF
is studying this and comparing the impact of annual and semiannual MDA on STH in different endemic settings. Early results
have shown that community MDA for LF has a dramatic effect
on hookworm prevalence rates with more modest effects on Ascaris and Trichuris and that MDA reduces infection intensities
for all three species. These studies have shown that communitywide MDA has a major impact on STH, and they suggest that it
may be possible to achieve local elimination of hookworm infections by MDA alone in some settings. However, resurgence of
STH infections is likely after MDA is discontinued unless it is
followed by a maintenance program.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

INV.3.2.1.002
Towards the future: the development of new
macrofilaricide treatments
C. Pena Rossi, B. Pedrique Barcena, R. Don and I. Scandale
R&D, Drugs for Neglected Diseases Initiative, Geneva, Switzerland

Introduction The development of a macrofiliaricidal
treatment has been identified by DNDi as a priority to improve
patient care, reduce the number of rounds of Mass Drug
Administration required to break transmission, provide
treatment in areas with Loa loa co-infection and accelerate
progress towards the elimination of Lymphatic Filariasis and
Onchocerciasis.
DNDi’s strategy consists of three components: repurposing of
drugs from human health applications through a programme of
active screening of drug compounds; identification of drugs from
animal health applications and determination of their suitability
for development as a macrofilaricide for human use; and the
assessment of new candidates to be brought into the drug devel-

28

opment pipeline from pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and academic partners.
Methods and Materials Compounds accessed from
pharmaceutical companies were initially tested in vitro against
Onchocerca lienalis microfilariae and O.gutturosa adult worms.
Active compounds were then evaluated in animal models, either
in jirds or mice naturally infected with Litomosoides
sigmodontis.
Results Approximately 14 000 compounds were screened
in vitro, of which 450 were found to be active. Around 100
compounds were evaluated in vivo, of which emodepside,
oxfendazole and anti-Wolbachia compounds, were of particular
interest and are under consideration for clinical development.
Emodepside was found to have a macrofilaricidal effect
in vivo compared to untreated control groups, with comparable
efficacious exposures in different Litmosoides rodent models and
consistent 80% reduction in numbers of the adult worm.
Emodepside is commercialized by Bayer under license from
Astellas as an anthelmintic veterinary drug for cats and dogs in
combination with praziquantel (Profenderâ) and in combination
with toltrazuril (Procoxâ).
DNDi has an agreement with Bayer to develop emodepside for
the treatment of onchocerciasis; it is currently undergoing preclinical development and will enter the clinical phase in 2015.
Conclusions Filariasis exacts a huge burden on poor
communities. With several candidates destined for clinical
development, DNDi aims to offer new tools to treat patients and
accelerate disease elimination in the next decade.
Disclosure DNDi would like to acknowledge the financial
support from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF),
United States Agency for International Development (USAID)
and Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF)
through KfW / GERMANY and part of the EDCTP2
programme supported by the European Union.
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Opisthorchis viverrini: results of a randomized controlled trial
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1
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Background Infection with the liver fluke Opisthorchis
viverrini is a major public health problem in Thailand and Lao
People0 s Democratic Republic (Lao PDR). Today, praziquantel
(PZQ) is the only drug with a satisfactory efficacy. Hence, there
is a pressing need for alternative treatments. Tribendimidine
(TBD) was identified as a potential alternative drug.
Methods We conducted an open-label, phase IIb, randomized
controlled clinical trial in O. viverrini infected patients who
received either a single dose of TBD (200 mg children 8–
14 years; 400 mg individuals ≥15 years) or a PZQ treatment
(75 mg/kg BW in two doses). We assessed the cure rate (CR),
egg reduction rate (ERR) and the adverse events (AEs). The trial
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was carried out in the district of Pathumphone, Champasack
province, southern Lao PDR where O. viverrini is highly
prevalent.
Results 607 persons with a confirmed O. viverrini infection
were randomly assigned to TBD (300 patients) and PZQ (307
patients) treatment. 295 patients in the TBD and 253 patients in
the PZQ group were available at the follow-up survey. The
available case analysis showed that a single oral dose of TBD
cured 93.6% of O. viverrini infected patients with an ERR of
99.3%. In children (8–14 years) and adults (≥15 years) the CR
was 100% and 92.6%, respectively. PZQ treatment yielded a
CR of 96.8% with an ERR of 99.6%. There was no statistically
significant difference between the treatment groups
(c2 = 3.13, P-value = 0.077). Overall, AEs were diagnosed in
32.5% (96/295) of the patients in the TBD and in 64.8% (164/
253) of patients in the PZQ treatment group. Patients with PZQ
treatment had an almost four-fold risk of AEs compared to TBD
treated patients (OR = 3.8; 95%, CI: 2.6–5.5; P-value < 0.001).
Conclusions Our findings suggest that the efficacy of a
single dose of TBD against O. viverrini is comparable to a PZQ
treatment (75 mg/kg BW divided) but has significantly fewer and
less severe AEs. Next steps must be undertaken to make TBD
accessible in Lao PDR and other Opisthorchis endemic areas.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

identified and palatability was good. After administration of LPZQ no conversion to the D-PZQ enantiomer was seen. Cmax
and AUC parameters after administration of 10, 20 and 30 mg/
kg of L-PZQ were greater than dose proportional.
A clear food effect was identified. Exposure to L-PZQ administered as Cysticide tablets was higher than after administration
of equivalent doses of L-PZQ as ODT. Administration directly
in the mouth led to the same exposure as dispersion in water.
Conclusions L-PZQ showed a good safety profile and good
palatability. The lower exposure of L-PZQ after administration
of L-PZQ ODT compared to administration of equivalent
amounts as cysticide tablets might indicate the need for higher
L-PZQ ODT dosages to be administered to achieve therapeutic
effects.
Disclosure This work was supported by Merck KGaA and
by grants from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and the
Global Health Innovative Technology Fund.

3.2.2. Ebola and other emerging infectious
diseases
O.3.2.2.002
Mobile suitcase laboratory for rapid detection of Ebola virus
at low resource settings
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A phase I relative bioavailability study in healthy volunteers
after administration of the pediatric formulation of the
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Introduction Praziquantel (PZQ) was developed in the
1970s by Bayer and Merck to treat schistosomiasis. PZQ tablets
are donated by Merck to endemic countries, but are not
palatable to young children. A new pediatric oral disintegrating
tablet (ODT) for the active L-enantiomer of praziquantel (LPZQ) is being developed. The ODT L-PZQ formulation and the
reference racemate PZQ (Cysticide) formulation have been
administered to healthy male volunteers in a randomized crossover relative bioavailability study under controlled conditions.
Methods After screening, 36 subjects were included in the
study and 34 subjects finished all 5 treatment periods. Single
oral doses dispersed in water (L-PZQ) or as tablets (rac-PZQ)
were given with a wash-out of 7 days in between. Treatments
were resp. L-PZQ at an oral dose of 10, 20 or 30 mg/kg under
fed conditions, of 20 mg/kg under fasting conditions and of
40 mg/kg PZQ (Cysticide) under fed conditions. L-PZQ ODT
was also administered directly in the mouth. Safety and
tolerability were measured by recoding of adverse events (AEs),
vital signs, ECGs and laboratory investigations for hematology,
biochemistry and urinalysis. Overall palatability of the
formulations was evaluated using a questionnaire. Plasma
samples were taken at pre-specified timepoints up to 24 h.
Plasma levels of L- and D-PZQ were measured with a validated
enantioselective LC-MS/MS method (LOQ of 5 ng/ml) and PK
parameters as Cmax and area under the curve (AUC) were
calculated.
Results L-PZQ showed low numbers of treatment emergent
AEs. No new type of AE were observed. No consistent
abnormalities in the laboratory investigations or ECGs were
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Introduction The current outbreak of Ebola has killed over
10 000 people in Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia. Early
identification and isolation of the infected Ebola cases are the
most important control measures. Detection of the Ebola virus
by using the rapid antigen lateral flow tests is an easy to be
applied at the point-of-care. Nevertheless, the results must be
confirmed by additional laboratory tests. Laboratory diagnosis
mainly depends on Ebola RNA detection by reverse transcription
real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), which is
available in central laboratories and has a turnaround time of
more than 3 h. For decentralized low resource settings, there is a
need for a simple molecular point-of-need test.
Materials and Methods In this study, a mobile suitcase
laboratory (62 9 49 9 30 cm) containing all reagents and
equipment for the detection of Ebola RNA was developed.
Moreover, it was operated by a solar power battery. All reagents
were cold-chain independent in order to ease the use at poor
resource settings. RNA extraction was performed by a magnetic
bead based method, in which a simple fast lysis protocol was
applied. In one reaction tube, the reverse transcription step as
well as the DNA amplification and detection by the recombinase
polymerase amplification (RPA) assay was achieved.
Results Using spiked plasma samples, as few as 15 Ebola
RNA copies were detected in less than 30 min, while samples
containing Crimean-Congo-Hemorrhagic-Fever, Yellow Fever,
Lassa, Marburg, Rift Valley Fever, Dengue, Chikungunya and
Zika viruses and Plasmodium falciparum were negative.
Conclusion The mobile suitcase laboratory is ideal for rapid
sensitive and specific detection of Ebola virus especially at low
resource settings. Currently, two mobile suitcase laboratories are
being used in Guinea.
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Background Malaria treatment is recommended for all
suspected cases of Ebola virus disease (EVD), either
presumptively or based on malaria diagnosis. In Foya Ebola
Treatment Center (ETC), Lofa County, Liberia, the first-line
anti-malarial, artemether-lumefantrine (AL), ran out for a 2week period in August 2014; during this time patients received
artesunate-amodiaquine (ASAQ), which includes amodiaquine, a
compound with anti-Ebola virus activity in vitro.
Methods With standardized line-list data we estimated the
relative risk of mortality in confirmed EVD patients prescribed
ASAQ compared to either AL or no anti-malarial therapy, using
unadjusted and adjusted regression models.
Results Between 5 June—21 October 2014, 382 patients with
confirmed EVD were admitted to the Foya ETC, with 194
prescribed AL and 71 prescribed ASAQ at admission. Patients
prescribed ASAQ were similar to those prescribed AL or no antimalarial therapy. Sixty-four percent (125/194) of patients
prescribed AL died, compared to 51% (36/71) for ASAQ. In
adjusted analyses, ASAQ prescription reduced mortality risk by
31% (risk ratio 0.69, 95% confidence interval, 0.54–0.89)
compared to AL, with a stronger effect in individuals without
malaria. Age, cycle threshold value at admission, total number
of ETC inpatients on the day of patient admission, and IV
rehydration were associated with risk of dying in the adjusted
model.
Conclusions Artesunate-amodiaquine may provide
substantial protection against EVD mortality compared to AL.
While more pre-clinical and clinical research is needed to
understand these biologically plausible findings, health policy
makers should consider recommending ASAQ for all EVD
patients regardless of malaria status.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction A variety of risk factors have contributed to
the human-to-human spread of Ebola virus disease (EVD) in the
ongoing West African epidemic including caring for the infected,
involvement in funeral preparations of infected corpses, and
healthcare infrastructure. At the population level, mobile
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populations, porous borders, and commercial air travel patterns
have influenced the frequency and breadth of EBV transmission.
However, little is known about the speed and pattern of EVD
spread in the current epidemic. The goal of our analysis was to
calculate the velocity of spread of EVD in Guinea, Liberia, and
Sierra Leone.
Methods and Materials Publically available data from
the World Health Organization (WHO) were used for this
analysis, which we restricted to confirmed cases of EVD. Using a
surface trend analysis, the speed and direction of EVD diffusion
was calculated for each district. Surface trend is a spatial
interpolation method used to estimate continuous surfaces from
point data. The response variable was time from first confirmed
EVD case (week of 06 to 12 January 2014) for each coordinate,
and the continuous surface of time to infection was estimated by
regressing it against X and Y coordinates.
Results The average speed of EVD spread across Guinea,
Liberia, and Sierra Leone was 13.8 km/week, and varied from
1.9 km/week to 69.6 km/week. There was a radial pattern of
diffusion from the initial EVD-affected districts that bordered
Guinea and Liberia. Other spatial patterns of spread were
present, which could likely be explained by the translocation of
infected individuals.
Conclusions Understanding the movement of EVD is useful
for identifying the timing and placement of treatment and
containment efforts. These methods can be applied prospectively
and also to other infectious diseases, to understand the broad
pattern of spatial and temporal spread.
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Introduction While the world is watching the 25th
unprecedented known outbreak of Ebola virus disease other
silent epidemics are on-going. In the decade preceding the
victory of WHO on smallpox (1970–80) – the prevalence of a
similar eruptive skin disease, also caused by an Orthopoxvirus,
started to increase in the heart of Africa. The Monkeypox
(MKPX) virus, a smallpox-like virus endemic to the African
region, emerged in 1970 in human populations and - to the
contrary of smallpox - seems to have several zoonotic reservoirs.
Ecological studies of candidate reservoir have repeatedly pointed
towards squirrels as potentials reservoir hosts but the range of
hosts is much wider and the ecological relationships between
them poorly studied, nor are the routes of human
contamination.
Methods and Materials The Biodiversity Monitoring
Centre (CSB) at the University of Kisangani has been
contributing to the search of Monkeypox reservoirs providing
ecological data and samples from a series of remote locations
and reserves in the Orientale Province. Biopsies of a selection of
specimens (200) were shipped to the University of Antwerpen
and screened by PCR targetting two Orthopoxvirus markers
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namely FP3 and HA genes. Animal sequences were then
compared to sequences of human MKPX available in Genbank.
Results DNA evidence of Monkeypox virus was found in 4
localities, and in 10 species, including rodents (Funisciurus,
Cricetomys, and 4 other species), a primate (Galagoides) and a
carnivore (Nandinia). Squirrels of the Funisciurus genus
accounted for 61% of the positive specimens. All sequences
grouped with the Central African clade MKPX published
sequences; homology between human and animal sequences
ranged from 97 to 100%.
Conclusion The dramatic increase in prevalence in MKPX in
the last 3 decades has been associated to the cessation of
smallpox vaccination and decreasing immunity against
Orthopoxvirus and reported in populations relying on bushmeat
for survival. The strong relationship between the animal and
human strains show an active circulation of the virus among
wildlife and humans, and illustrates how wide the host range is.
Looking at those results through the lens of viral emergence and
public health risk, there is an urgent need to consider this viral
threat. Knowing that 270 tons of bushmeat is estimated to
transit through Roissy (Paris) airport a year, what comes out of
Africa has become more than ever in the past the global concern
of a global village.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Results 1761 patients were treated in the study and 1576
patients were followed up for 6 months (185 patients ongoing).
The cure rates at 6 months were 93.3% (95% CI 91.56–95.03)
for SDA (n = 748), 90.0% (CI 86.77–93.23) for A+M (n = 298)
and 97.5% (CI 96.05–98.95) for M+P arm (n = 432). During
12 month FU (n = 629) there were additional relapses, 4 in SDA
(n = 242) and 5 in A+M (n = 162), 4 patients developed PKDL
in M+P (n = 225) and 1 in SDA. Five SAE occurred in SDA
arm, 2 considered related and 3 non-related to Ambisome, all of
them resolved. Full sample size with 6 month FU and available
12 month FU data will be presented at the time of conference.
Conclusion The new treatment regimens showed excellent
outcome and safety profile to be used within the programme.
Extension of the FU beyond the standard 6 months yielded
additional relapses and PKDL cases and this supports the need
for monitoring long term outcome within the programme.
Considering the cold chain need in deploying Ambisome, the use
of M+P should be the second option in the elimination strategy.
Cohort event monitoring at sentinel sites should be implemented
for all regimens used in India.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Phase III trials had demonstrated excellent
efficacy with single dose Ambisome (SDA) and combination
regimens of miltefosine plus paromomycin (M+P) and Ambisome
plus miltefosine (A+M) for kala-azar (KA) in India. The expert
committee had recommended the use of these regimens in the
KA elimination programme. There was a need to generate
pharmacovigilance data and see the feasibility of using these
treatments within the health facilities in this region to provide
evidence for the adoption of these regimens by the national
programme.
Methods This was an open label, prospective, nonrandomised, non-comparative, multicentric trial conducted at
public health facilities. The study was conducted from Aug 2012
to Oct 2014 at 02 districts (Vaishali and Saran) in Bihar and at
a kala-azar referral hospital in Patna. Ethical clearance was
obtained from the Institutional Ethical Committees concerned.
In Vaishali district, patients were treated with SDA (10 mg/kg)
at the district hospital and A+M (single dose Ambisome 5 mg/
kg + miltefosine 7 days) at 5 primary healthcare centres (PHC).
In Saran District, patients received M+P for 10 days at district
hospital and 3 PHC. The patients were diagnosed and treated by
staff of health facilities. The outcome of treatment was assessed
at the end of treatment, at 6 and 12 month follow up (FU).

IgG1 as a potential biomarker of post-chemotherapeutic
relapse in visceral leishmaniasis, and adaptation to a rapid
diagnostic test
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Brief Introduction Visceral leishmaniasis (VL), caused by
protozoa of the Leishmania donovani complex, is a widespread
parasitic disease of great public health importance; without
effective chemotherapy symptomatic VL is usually fatal.
Distinction of asymptomatic carriage from progressive disease
and the prediction of relapse following treatment are hampered
by the lack of prognostic biomarkers for use at point of care.
Methods and Materials IgG subclass antibody levels
were determined by ELISA against whole cell Leishmania lysate
using serum samples from Indian and Sudanese patients with
differing clinical status of VL, which included pre-treatment
active VL, post-treatment deemed cured, post-treatment relapsed,
seropositive endemic healthy controls (EHCs) and seronegative
EHCs. Additionally, a prototype immunochromatographic rapid
diagnostic test (RDT) to detect IgG1 was tested.
Results L. donovani antigen-specific IgG1 levels were
significantly elevated in relapsed versus cured VL patients
(P < 0.0001).
Using paired Indian VL sera, IgG1 levels had not decreased
significantly at day 30 after the start of treatment (P = 0.8304),
consistent with the known IgG1 half-life, but were dramatically
decreased by 6 months compared to day 0 (P = 0.0032) or day
15 (P < 0.0001) after start of treatment. Similarly, Sudanese sera
taken soon after treatment did not show a significant change in
the IgG1 levels (P = 0.3939).
The prototype RDT detected IgG1 levels in 94.3% of active
pre-treatment (n = 89), 100% of day 30 (n = 20) samples from
cured patients, and 100% of relapsed (n = 20). In general agree-
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ment with the ELISA data, 80% of the day 180 (n = 20) samples
from cured patients were negative by this test. Specificity with
healthy or other disease controls was 87.3% (n = 55).
Conclusions Six months after treatment of active VL,
elevated levels of specific IgG1 were associated with treatment
failure and relapse, but not with cure. A prototype lateral flow
RDT was successfully developed to detect anti-VL IgG1 levels as
a promising point-of care biomarker of post-chemotherapeutic
relapse.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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The Syrian war has escalated Cutaneous Leishmaniasis (CL)
from endemic to epidemic status over much of northern Syria.
We evaluated a 7-day portable thermotherapy (TT) treatment
for CL called the Handheld Exothermic Crystallization Treatment for CL (HECT-CL), the first time HECT-CL was used in
the Mideast. HECT-CL has previously proven a safe and efficacious CL treatment in Peru and Pakistan trials.
Study period was from May 10 to September 30, 2014; study
site was a clinic in eastern Aleppo. CL diagnosis in real time was
clinical, although microscopists later confirmed CL positive
Giemsa smears. Improvement of CL lesions after HECT-CL
treatment was defined as less erythema, smaller lesions, and reepithelialization. Cure of CL lesions after HECT-CL treatment
was defined as complete re-epithelialization. Patient treatment
and follow-up obstacles included bombings, ISIL expansion,
interruption of electricity, water, and communications, and refugee migrations.
230 patients were identified for HECT-CL treatment; 74 were
excluded because of active migration. Of 156 patients entered,
only 136 were able to complete more than 6 days of HECT-CL
and evaluated on Day 7, 93 were further evaluated between
Days 8 and 21, and 24 were evaluated between Days 21 and 63
(the optimal follow-up date to evaluate for L. tropica cure or
failure). Patients (20) who received less than 7 days (1–6 days)
HECT-CL treatment did not show improvement within that time
period. Forty-seven (47%) percent (9/19) of patients who
received 7 days of HECT-CL treatment and had their last follow-up on that date showed improvement or cure of their CL
lesions. Fifty-four (54%) percent (32/59) of patients who
received 7 days of HECT-CL treatment and had their last follow-up between Days 8–14 showed improvement or cure of their
CL lesions. Seventy-nine (79%) percent (27/34) of patients who
received 7 days of HECT-CL treatment and had their last follow-up between Days 15–21 showed improvement or cure of
their CL lesions. Ninety-six (96%) percent (23/24) of patients
who received 7 days of HECT-CL treatment and had their last
follow-up between Days 21–63 showed improvement or cure of
their CL lesions.
HECT-CL is a low-cost ($2), low-tech, non-invasive, safe, and
efficacious treatment for CL, which appears to work by stimulating an in vivo vaccine response. With the proper logistical scaleup, HECT-CL has the potential to cover much more of the Syrian CL epidemic as a community-based treatment.
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Introduction Post-kala-azar dermal leishmaniasis (PKDL), a
cutaneous sequela of visceral leishmaniasis (VL), develops in
approximately 10% of treated VL patients in the Indian
subcontinent and may act as a reservoir of disease. Current
evidence for treatment is limited; only long and toxic treatments
currently exist for a condition that is more a public health rather
than an individual health problem. We describe the
characteristics and outcome of PKDL treated with liposomal
amphotericin B (AmBisomeâ) in MSF-supported facilities in
India and Bangladesh.
Methods We administered intravenous liposomal
amphotericin B 30 mg/kg body weight in divided doses over
3 weeks on an ambulatory basis to patients with PKDL. To
assess the treatment response, trained physicians regularly scored
the severity of lesions and took medical photographs at baseline
and at 12 months’ follow-up. The main end-points were safety
of treatment, with an emphasis on development of
hypokalaemia, and efficacy at 12 months’ follow-up. Following
safety concerns in Bangladesh, we introduced a lower dose of
15 mg/kg, given in 5 doses of 3 mg/kg over 3 weeks.
Result 223 patients initiated treatment with the 30 mg/kg
regimen, 110 in Bangladesh and 113 in India. In India, of 50
patients who completed 12 months’ follow-up, 42 (84%) cases
showed substantial or compete cure, with excellent tolerance and
safety. In Bangladesh, of 63 patients who completed 12 months’
follow-up, 59 (93%) showed substantial or complete cure;
however, 6.5% developed severe hypokalaemia. No patients in
either group developed rhabdomyolosis or further sequelae. In
Bangladesh, 221 patients were subsequently treated with the
15 mg/kg regimen; 6-month follow-up results are available for
42. Of these, 33 (79%) showed substantial or complete cure.
The safety profile was excellent with no severe hypokalaemia.
We expect many more results to be available by early June.
Conclusions Short-course liposomal amphotericin B
treatment regimens for PKDL appeared to be effective and may
be considered as an option for the treatment of PKDL patients
in India when biochemical monitoring is available. However,
levels of hypokalaemia seen in Bangladeshi patients meant that a
lower dosage regimen is necessary, which appears to be safe and
effective.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Mimotope-based vaccines of Leishmania infantum antigens
and their protective efficacy against visceral leishmaniasis

Innovative approaches to visceral leishmaniasis: 18F-FDG
PET/CT as a diagnostic tool and treatment with a single
dose of liposomal amphotericin B
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Background The development of cost-effective prophylactic
strategies to prevent leishmaniasis has become a high-priority.
The present study has used the phage display technology to
identify new immunogens, which were evaluated as vaccines in
the murine model of visceral leishmaniasis (VL). Epitope-based
immunogens, represented by phage-fused peptides that mimic
Leishmania infantum antigens, were selected according to their
affinity to antibodies from asymptomatic and symptomatic VL
dogs0 sera.
Methodology Twenty phage clones were selected after three
selection cycles, and were evaluated by means of in vitro assays
of the immune stimulation of spleen cells derived from naive and
chronically infected with L. infantum BALB/c mice. Clones that
were able to induce specific Th1 immune response, represented
by high levels of IFN-c and low levels of IL-4 were selected, and
based on their selectivity and specificity, two clones, namely B10
and C01, were further employed in the vaccination protocols.
BALB/c mice vaccinated with clones plus saponin showed both a
high and specific production of IFN-c, IL-12, and GM-CSF after
in vitro stimulation with individual clones or L. infantum
extracts. Additionally, these animals, when compared to control
groups (saline, saponin, wild-type phage plus saponin, or nonrelevant phage clone plus saponin), showed significant reductions
in the parasite burden in the liver, spleen, bone marrow, and
paws0 draining lymph nodes. Protection was associated with an
IL-12-dependent production of IFN-c, mainly by CD8+ T cells,
against parasite proteins. These animals also presented decreased
parasite-mediated IL-4 and IL-10 responses, and increased levels
of parasite-specific IgG2a antibodies.
Conclusions/Significance This study describes two phage
clones that mimic L. infantum antigens, which were directly
used as immunogens in vaccines and presented Th1-type immune
responses, and that significantly reduced the parasite burden.
This is the first study that describes phage-displayed peptides as
successful immunogens in vaccine formulations against VL.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Visceral leishmaniasis (VL) represents the most
severe form oh human leishmanial infection, leading to death if
untreated. Italy is an endemic country for leishmaniasis and an
increasing number of autochthonous VL cases has recently been
reported in Bologna Province, Northern Italy [1].
Methods and Materials A retrospective data analysis was
performed on all patients (pts) diagnosed with VL who
underwent 18F- FDG PET/CT (PET/CT) in our centre between
May 2008 and March 2015. PET/CT was performed to clarify
the cause of FUO, VL was subsequently diagnosed in all pts by
microbiological methods (serology and molecular tests). Data
about the treatment were also collected.
Results All 15 pts were male and mean age was 60 years old.
All pts presented with fever of unknown origin (FUO)
accompanied by aspecific symptoms. PET/CT showed splenic
involvement in 14/15 pts (93%). The FDG uptake in the spleen
was measured and two different patterns were established:
diffuse splenic uptake (8 pts, mean SUVmax: 7.2, mean hepatic
SUV: 3.4), and focal splenic uptake (6 pts, mean SUVmax: 13,
mean hepatic SUV: 3.4). The only patient who did not show any
splenic uptake was the only one with HIV infection. 6/15 pts
(40%) also presented other areas of increased 18F-FDG uptake:
difuse bone marrow uptake was observed in three patients
(mean SUVmax: 4.2), and high 18F-FDG uptake in multiple
lymph nodes in two pts. 13/15 pts (87%) were successfully
treated with a single dose of intravenous liposomal
amphotericina B (10 mg/kg bodyweight), which was well
tolerated with no adverse events, as previously described [2].
None of the 11 pts who have had the follow-up visit at
6 months after the treatment showed relapse of the infection.
Conclusions In this retrospective study we observed splenic
18F-FDG uptake in 93% of pts with confirmed VL, showing
two different patterns (diffuse or focal). In an endemic area as
Italy, these findings should induce the suspicion of VL in pts
presenting with FUO. Therefore, we suggest to rule out VL
before of invasive investigation on spleen (biopsy or
splenectomy). Our data also confirmed that treatment of VL
with a single dose of liposomal amphotericin B is safe and
effective.

References
1. Varani S et al, Euro Surveill. 2013;18:20530.
2. Sundar S et al, N Engl J Med 2010;362:504-12.
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3.2.4. Visceral leishmaniasis – from patient to
public health needs: the role of R&D in disease
elimination and control
INV.3.2.4.001
Treatment of visceral leishmaniasis
S. Sundar
Medicine, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi, India

Visceral leishmaniasis (VL) is the most severe form of leishmaniasis, and is fatal, if untreated. Most cases (90%) occur in India,
Bangladesh, Sudan, South Sudan, Ethiopia and Brazil. Clinical
features include fever, splenomegaly, lymphadenopathy.
Response to various antileishmanial drugs varies in different geographical regions. In the Indian subcontinent there is significant
decline to the response to sodium stibogluconate and it is no
longer used in India, Nepal and Bangladesh. Oral miltefosine has
been used for the treatment of VL in the Kala-azar Elimination
Programme of the three countries mentioned above. However,
Response to miltefosine varies in the three countries of the
Indian Subcontinent. In India 94% patients were cured with miltefosine in a phase 3 trial, it declined to 90% in a subsequent
study a decade later. Definitive cure rates from Nepal and Bangladesh are not satisfactory. Single dose AmBisome (10 mg/kg)
has performed very well and cure rates of 95.7% and 97% were
achieved in studies from India and Bangladesh, respectively. In
the subsequent study a combination of AmBisome with miltefosine or paromomycin, and that of miltefosine and paromomycin
returned a cure rate of >97% in India. In East African countries
Sudan, South Sudan and Ethiopia, sodium stibogluconate with
paromomycin is the treatment of choice. In Europe amBisome is
the preferred treatment. Thus, for VL different treatment has to
used in different endemic regions.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

INV.3.2.4.004
Opportunities in visceral leishmaniasis: analysis of large,
pooled data sets
P. J. Guerin1,2
Centre for Tropical Medicine and Global Health, University of Oxford,
Oxford, UK; 2Worldwide Antimalarial Resistance Network (WWARN),
Oxford University, Oxford, UK

1

Pooled analyses combine data from many studies to answer
specific scientific questions not accessible in any of the smaller
individual studies. Currently, the overall outcomes from each of
the studies are compared, but the heterogeneity of study and
analytical designs makes direct comparison difficult. Alternatively, Individual Participant Data (IPD) files can be harmonized
and analysed as a single much larger group, allowing detailed
analysis of this merged larger pool. At present, only a small fraction of systematic reviews and meta-analyses employ pooled
analysis of these IPD. However, the additional statistical power
and increasing interest in data sharing are likely to stimulate
more frequent use of IPD meta-analyses to review therapeutic
techniques.
At the outset of this work, it was not clear that an IPD based
analysis of clinical trial data from visceral leishmaniasis (VL)
would be feasible as a better approach to evaluate the treatments
of VL. To assess the potential value for developing a platform to
collate and analyze VL clinical trial data, we conducted a systematic review to identify the number of published or unpub-
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lished clinical trials that could provide IPD and to categorize the
consistency of the trial designs.
We conducted a systematic search of both published and
unpublished studies since 1980. 140 published VL clinical trials
were identified and these had enrolled a total of 25 876 patients,
1379 additional patients were enrolled in unpublished trials, and
9802 patents are targeted currently for enrolment into active trials. Once all trials are completed a total of 37 057 patients’ data
will be available for analysis. These trials used a limited number
of drugs and were dominated by only few different dose regimes.
The results suggest that overall outcomes of treatment with different drugs and dose regimens could be compared in IPD
pooled meta-analyses, with hundreds or possibly thousands of
patients per arm.
The WorldWide Antimalarial Resistance Network (WWARN)
has developed an IPD-based approach for pooled analyses of
clinical trials of antimalarial medicines. The WWARN platform
could be adapted for analyses of VL-IPD files. The number of
VL trials identified in this review and the relatively limited diversity of drugs and regimens tested in the most recent years provide good evidence that establishing an IPD based VL data
sharing platform would be feasible and valuable to explore factors affecting VL drug efficacy.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.2.5. Diagnosis and management of cutaneous
leishmaniasis in travellers
INV.3.2.5.002
Comparison of Leishmania species typing results in 17
European clinical laboratories
G. Van der Auwera1, A. Bart2, C. Chicharro3, S. Cortes4, L. Davidsson5, T. Di
Muccio6, I. Felger7, M. Grazia Paglia8, F. Grimm9, G. Harms10, C. L. Jaffe11,
T. Kortbeek12, I. Maes13, M. Manser14, C. Ravel15, F. Robert-Gangneux16,
S. T€
oz17, J. J. Verweij18, P. Chiodini19 and LeishMan and the ESCMID Study
Group for Clinical Parasitology
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Belgium; 2Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam, The Netherlands;
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Institute for Public Health and the Environment, RIVM, Bilthoven, The
Netherlands; 13Institute of Tropical Medicine Antwerp, Antwerp,
Belgium; 14United Kingdom National External Quality Assessment
Service, London, UK; 15University of Montpellier, Montpellier, France;
16
Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Rennes, Rennes, France; 17Ege
University Faculty of Medicine, Izmir, Turkey; 18St. Elisabeth Hospital,
Tilburg, The Netherlands; 19Hospital for Tropical Diseases, London, UK

Introduction Many typing technologies are currently
available for identification of the infecting species in
leishmaniasis patients. The study group for clinical parasitology
of ESCMID (European Society of Clinical Microbiology and
Infectious Diseases) together with the LeishMan network (a
European consortium for harmonisation of diagnosis and
treatment of leishmaniasis) conducted a comparative study
across 17 European clinical laboratories. The aim was to assess
whether the various methods produce the same typing outcome.
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Methods and Materials A panel of 21 DNA samples
isolated from Leishmania strains belonging to 14 different
species was randomized and sent blindly to 17 clinical
laboratories in Belgium, France, Germany, Israel, Italy, The
Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, and
the United Kingdom. Both Old and New World Leishmania
species were included, as most laboratories deal primarily with
imported cases whereby the origin of infection is often
unknown. The 17 laboratories were asked to apply their
routinely used species typing method, and report the obtained
result. The study was funded by ESCMID.
Results Sixteen laboratories used a total of 5 genome targets
for typing: the internal transcribed spacer of the ribosomal
DNA array, the mini-exon, kinetoplast DNA, the heat-shock
protein 70 gene, and a repetitive DNA sequence. These were
analysed using restriction fragment length polymorphisms or
sequencing. The 17th laboratory used multilocus sequence
typing. Different levels of identification were achieved: some
defined only the Leishmania subgenus, others the species
complex, yet others typed to the actual species. Even
laboratories using the same method reported different levels of
identification. In total 9% of typing results were incorrect,
whereby 6% classified a strain in the wrong species complex,
while the remaining 3% identified the correct complex but the
wrong species within the complex. Sequence analysis of the
heat-shock protein 70 gene produced the most accurate and
precise typing.
Conclusions The study shows there is considerable room for
improvement and standardization of Leishmania species typing
in Europe. All participants will evaluate their current
methodology in the light of these results to achieve the best
possible parasite identification for leishmaniasis patients.
Recommendations for diagnostic laboratories from the
LeishMan network and the ESCMID study group for clinical
parasitology will be formulated.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Methods Analysis of a database collecting observations from
patients with parasitologically confirmed leishmaniasis in 11
centers from 6 European countries, 2012–2015.
Results Of 203 patients with leishmaniasis, 59% were males,
97% travelers, mostly tourists. Most patients were followed in
the hospital (n = 136, 67%) by ID physicians (n = 92, 53%) or
dermatologists (n = 42, 24%); 170 episodes were cutaneous (CL,
84%), 15 were visceral (VL, 7%), 9 were mucosal (ML, 5%).
Infection was acquired in the Americas for 63 patients (33%),
Africa for 54 (29%), Europe for 42 (22%), Asia and Middle
East for 26 (14%). Infections had been acquired in 43 different
countries i.e., 51% of the 85 Leishmania-endemic countries
according to WHO. Immunocompromised status was markedly
more frequent in VL (11, 73%) than in CL or ML (8, 4%). In
localized CL, lesions (median number: 2) were mostly ulcers
(n = 91, 60%) or papulo-nodules (n = 28, 19%). In CL and
ML, the most widely used sample and diagnosis technique were
punch biopsy (112 patients, 78%) and PCR (112 patients, 66%),
respectively. Healing or sustained cure following first-line
therapy was obtained in 103/170 CL (82%), 6/9 ML (75%), and
6/12 VL (50%). No disease-related death was recorded but
severe complications occurred, including lymphohistiocytic
hemophagocytosis and blindness following uveitis in diffuse CL.
There was a great heterogeneity in treatment approaches,
especially in CL. In tegumentary leishmaniasis, local treatment
was prescribed in 69 patients (53%). Amphotericin B and
pentamidine were the most frequently used treatments in VL
(33% each). Most frequent infecting species were L. braziliensis
and other species belonging to the Vianna subgenus (n = 34),
L. major (n = 21), L. tropica (n = 21) in CL; L. donovani
(n = 7) and L. infantum (n = 3) in VL.
Conclusions The emergence and consolidation of the
LeishMan network has enabled the harmonized collection of
data and isolates from patients infected in more than half of
Leishmania-endemic countries in <4 years. This prospective
analysis enables a wide epidemiological surveillance across most
reported clinical forms and species. The growing role of PCR for
diagnosis and of local treatment for CL are marked trends in the
management of patients.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose

Worldwide diversity of leishmaniasis: harmonized collection
of data and isolates by the European “LeishMan” network:
the LeishMan Network
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Background Leishmaniasis displays a challenging geographic,
clinical and parasitological diversity.

INV.3.2.5.004
Visceral leishmaniasis in London: identifying immunosuppression as a risk factor
D. Lockwood1,2, K. Fletcher1 and R. Issa1
1
Hospital for Tropical Diseases, London, UK; 2London School of
Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK

Visceral leishmaniasis (VL) is a parasitic protozoon infection
caused by the Leishmania species and transmitted by sandflies.
Patients acquire VL in five main tropical areas and the Mediterranean basin, and clinicians from non-endemic regions regularly
see infected patients. We describe the population presenting with
VL to the Hospital for Tropical Diseases (HTD), London in a
13-year period and identify risk factors for developing VL1.
Methods and Principal Findings A retrospective study
of imported VL to the HTD, London, including patients diagnosed
and/or managed at the HTD between January 2000 and July
2013. Twenty-eight patients were treated for VL at the HTD. The
median age at VL diagnosis was 44 years (range 4–87 years).
Most patients were British and acquired their infection in the
Mediterranean basin. The median time from first symptom to
diagnosis was six months (range of 1–12 months) and diagnosis
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included microscopic visualisation of leishmania amastigotes,
positive serological tests (DAT and k39 antibody) or identification
of leishmania DNA. Nineteen patients had immunosuppression (7
HIV, 6 auto-immune disease, 2 haematological malignancies, 2
diabetes, 2 alcohol excess) and the numbers with autoimmune
disease has increased. Immunosuppressed patients had
significantly lower cure and higher relapse rates.
The rise of VL in patients with immunosuppression secondary to
autoimmune disease on immune-modulatory drugs presents new
diagnostic and therapeutic challenges. VL should be a differential
diagnosis in immunosuppressed patients with pyrexia of unknown
origin returning from travel in leishmania endemic areas.

Reference
1. Visceral leishmaniasis and immunocompromise as a
risk factor for the development of visceral leishmaniasis: a changing pattern at the Hospital for Tropical
Diseases, London. Fletcher K, Issa R, Lockwood D,
PLoS One 2015;10(4).
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INV.3.2.5.005
Recommendations for management for cutaneous and
mucosal leishmaniasis: case studies and discussion
J. Blum
Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland, Basel,
Switzerland

Introduction Imported cases of leishmaniasis have recently
become more frequent in Europe due to increased travel to risk
areas. Standardized species identification and treatment protocols
are warranted to provide the patients with the best possible
treatment.
The sensitivity to anti-leishmanial drugs varies according to
the Leishmania species. The wide availability of PCR genotyping
tools allows a rapid determination of species as a precondition
for species-specific treatment.
Methods Treatment guidelines can now be species based and
this is replacing previous guidelines based on geographical
exposure. We have established a European expert group
‘LeishMan’ (Leishmaniasis Management), a group of experts of
13 institutions from 8 European countries. This group is
collaborating on clinical and parasitological research.
Results and Conclusion Recommendations from this
group comprise an evidence based review of the species based
treatment data on CL. Based on practical examples of patients
practical treatment recommendations for imported CL and
mucosal leishmaniasis in Europe will be discussed. For the
involved species the first and second choice of treatment will be
presented.
In addition, the experience of the group in the management of
patients with immunosuppression and cutaneous leishmaniasis
will be presented: 16 patients treated with a TNF alpha blocker
had species specific treatment and all responded well to treatment, but in most of them TNF alpha blockers were discontinued.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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3.2.6. Dengue control
INV.3.2.6.001
DengueTools: innovative strategies and tools for the
prevention and control of dengue
A. Wilder-Smith and DengueTools
Umea University, Umea, Sweden

With estimated 390 million infections annually and 2.5 billion
people at risk, dengue is a major emerging disease threat and an
escalating public health problem worldwide. Effective vector
control remains elusive, and surveillance in dengue endemic
countries remains suboptimal at best. We lack understanding of
individual or combined roles of viral, entomological, ecological,
environmental and climate factors that influence dengue transmission dynamics and their respective outbreak predictive capability and the most cost-effective approach for surveillance and
early warning systems. To address those gaps we have set up a
comprehensive, early warning, laboratory-based sentinel disease
surveillance system in Sri Lanka that has predictive capability for
epidemic dengue.
Furthermore, children are the most vulnerable group for dengue. We desperately need simple, cost-effective and scalable control strategies to protect children from dengue. Our
DengueTools consortium hypothesized that insecticide treated
school uniforms may be a target for school-based intervention to
reduce the incidence of dengue in school children. We will report
on our preliminary results.
Lastly, DengueTools examines gaps in understanding the risk
of introduction of dengue to non-infected areas, including Europe. We currently have insufficient data on the magnitude and
trends of importation and virus evolution over time and by geographic origin. We also only have a poor understanding of vector density, preferred breeding sites, and vectorial capacity of
Aedes in temperate climates that are needed for predictive models under changing climate conditions. We will collect clinical
and virological data in travellers returning to Europe from dengue endemic countries, explore the effectiveness of vector control
programs against Aedes albopictus in Southern France, and
develop predictive risk models and maps the the introduction
and establishment of dengue in Europe under different future climate scenarios in Europe.
DengueTools is a global consortium of 14 partners, funded by
the European commission 7th framework. We have 12 work
packages around 3 main research areas.
Disclosure Principal Investigator of DengueTools. No other
conflict of interests since January 2011.

INV.3.2.6.002
Global dispersion patterns and outbreak risks of Dengue
J. Rocklöv and DengueTools
Public Health and Clinical Medicine, Ume
a University, Ume
a, Sweden

Dengue, a mosquito-borne viral disease, is rapidly becoming a
global health threat due to climate change, globalisation, urbanisation, and population growth. The estimates of the global burden of disease of dengue has recently been updated to show
much higher estimates than previous studies. The future burden
is likely to expand due to human activities unless effective control measures are put in place. Dengue vectors take advantage of
urbanisation, particularly urban heat islands and changes in environment and human populations densities. Global mobility is
responsible for the global dispersion of dengue virus and vectors.
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The introduction of dengue to Europe is highly correlated to
international flight network traffic flows. Further, climate change
is associated with changes in seasonal weather patterns with
potential subsequent impacts on the suitability and temporal and
spatial distribution of vectors. Within this context of multiple
factors that contribute to the increasing geographic range and
intensity of transmission of dengue, prediction and early identification of outbreak risk areas are critically important.
Understanding dengue occurrence and outbreaks is complex.
We use disease data from international surveillance registers, and
meteorological and climate data from online databases. Population and data on global mobility were obtained from IATA registers, and estimates of introduction to dengue in Europe are
derived. We used mathematical and statistical methods to
describe relationships, timing, and geographic areas of dengue
risk in the past, present, and future using a formula for dengue
relative vectorial capacity.
Modeled global drivers of dengue can predict historic and current risk of dengue outbreaks, and future risk indices indicate
further risk of expansion and prolonged transmission seasons in
Europe. Information, like this, can guide preventive strategies
and actions to control dengue. However, we also acknowledge
data scarcity and difficulties in projecting future disease burdens
of dengue given that the virus can change, vectors can adapt,
and interventions such as vaccine development can radically alter
the future disease burden.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Dengue transmission dynamics: the role of asymptomatic
infections
R. Paul1,2, V. Duong3, L. Lambrechts1,2, S. Ly3, S. R. Lay3, K. Long4,5, C. Ngan6,
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Dengue is a self-limiting, systemic infection caused by RNA
viruses transmitted by Aedes mosquitoes. Close to 400-million
dengue virus (DENV) infections are estimated to occur each year
throughout the tropics, of which about 75% are clinically inapparent. Symptomatic DENV infections cover a wide range of disease manifestations from mild febrile illness to severe and fatal
disease. People with mildly symptomatic and clinically inapparent DENV infections are generally assumed to inefficiently infect
mosquitoes and, therefore, to contribute non-significantly to
DENV transmission. We used cluster sampling around index
cases to identify 182 people with natural, active DENV infections in real-time and quantify human-to-mosquito transmission
across the full spectrum of disease manifestations, including 14
people with strictly asymptomatic infections and 42 viremic people prior to the onset of symptoms. We found that despite their
lower average level of plasma viremia, the contribution of
asymptomatic people to mosquito infection is similar to those
with symptomatic infections, due to their higher relative infectiousness. At a given level of viremia, people with asymptomatic
and presymptomatic DENV infections are markedly more infectious to mosquitoes than when a person’s infection is symptomatic. Because DENV infected people with mild or
undetectable symptoms may be exposed to more mosquitoes
than sick people through their undisrupted daily routine and

they represent the majority of DENV infections, our data indicate that mild and inapparent infections contribute significantly
more to DENV transmission than previously recognized. This
finding fundamentally changes the current paradigm of dengue
epidemiology, which is based on people with apparent illness.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Dengue vaccine development: lessons learnt from
asymptomatic infections
A. Sakuntabhai1, A. Rouvinski2, W. Dejnirattisai3, E. Simon-Loriere1,
J. Mongkolsapaya3, G. Screaton3, F. Rey2 and Denfree Consortium
1
Genome and Genetics, Paris, France; 2Virology, Institut Pasteur, Paris,
France; 3Imperial College, London, UK

Several vaccine candidates for dengue are currently in pre-clinical
or clinical development, the most advanced of which recently finished phase III efficacy trials. Although these studies have shown
that populations can be protected from dengue disease, they have
also raised numerous other issues. First, the neutralizing antibody conferred only partial protection against dengue infection.
The second problem is viral interference, which is a common key
issue among all tetravalent live attenuated vaccine. Booster
immunization is required but must be delayed for at least four
months due to sterilizing immunity developed from first immunization.
In the DENFREE consortium, we discovered two important
information which leads to a new concept of dengue vaccine.
First, we identified highly potent, broadly neutralizing antibodies. The X-ray structures of four of these antibodies in complex
with the envelope glycoprotein E from dengue virus, revealed
that the recognition determinants are at a serotype-invariant site
at the E-dimer interface, including the exposed main chain of the
E fusion loop and the two conserved glycan chains. This 0 Edimer-dependent epitope0 is also the binding site for the viral glycoprotein prM during virus maturation in the secretory pathway
of the infected cell, explaining its conservation across serotypes
and highlighting an Achilles0 heel of the virus with respect to
antibody neutralization.
Secondly, we observed a significant number of genes corresponding to CD8+ T cell activation overexpressed in asymptomatic individuals, in comparison with symptomatic donors. An
important protective role for CD8+ T cells during primary
DENV infection was also identified in a mouse model. More
strikingly, a detailed analysis of HLA-restricted T-cell responses
in donors from hyperendemic area even reinforces the protective
role of CD8+ T cells during DENV infection. It appears that,
whereas serotype-specific responses are a hallmark of primary
infection, there is a shift towards a response against conserved
epitopes following secondary infection, without any difference in
the avidity or functionality in CD8+ T cells among serotypespecific or conserved responses.
These findings will be instrumental for devising novel
immunogens to protect simultaneously against all four serotypes
of dengue virus as a monovalent dengue vaccine.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Dengue control in the IDAMS consortium
T. Jaenisch and on behalf of the IDAMS Consortium
Department for Infectious Diseases, Section Clinical Tropical Medicine,
Heidelberg University Hospital, Heidelberg, Germany

Dengue Control in the IDAMS consortium. Around half of the
world’s population live in areas at risk for dengue transmission.
While dengue has reached unprecedented levels, new and more
effective disease control measures are urgently needed.
The IDAMS consortium (www.idams.eu; 2011–2016) focuses
on the following areas of disease control and prevention for dengue:
1 Secondary prevention on the individual level: We will evaluate
potential risk factors or warning signs in order to identify
patients at high risk of developing severe disease, thus facilitating triage during outbreaks. In an ongoing multicenter observational study we are recruiting patients across south-east Asia and
Latin America who are potentially infected with dengue virus to
empirically validate important clinical signs and symptoms, as
well as evaluate virological and immunological markers.
2 Secondary prevention on the population level: Better methods
for early detection of dengue outbreaks are urgently needed
worldwide. Based on an initial series of systematic reviews in
key topics, we defined priority areas for the development of a
dengue surveillance and response system. A prospective-retrospective study in selected countries across south-east Asia and
Latin America is ongoing. In addition, a number of widelyused vector control approaches will be evaluated in a clusterrandomized trial.
3 Primary prevention and control using mapping and modelling
techniques: We aim to define the current extent of dengue disease globally and assess the risk of future spread to previously
uninfected regions. Updated global risk maps and burden estimates for dengue were already generated. Potential changes to
the distribution of the global dengue risk will be evaluated for
the future (2020, 2050, 2080) under scenarios of climate and
demographic change.
Maps of the history of spread of each of the four distinct dengue viruses have been produced. We also conducted an expert
conference on dengue in Africa as the burden of dengue in Africa
is currently unknown.
Finally, we will present the results of our mapping of Aedes
vectors, which is the subject of a separate presentation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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The global distribution of the arbovirus vectors Aedes
aegypti and Ae. albopictus
M. U. G. Kraemer, N. Golding, O. J. Brady, J. P. Messina, D. L. Smith, G. R.
W. Wint and S. I. Hay
University of Oxford, Oxford, UK

Dengue and chikungunya are increasing global public health
concerns due to their rapid geographical spread and increasing
disease burden. Knowledge of the contemporary distribution of
their shared vectors, Aedes aegypti and Ae. albopictus remains
incomplete and is complicated by an ongoing range expansion
fuelled by increased global trade and travel. Mapping the global
distribution of these vectors and the geographical determinants
of their ranges is essential for public health planning. Here we
compile the largest contemporary database for both species and
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pair it with relevant environmental variables predicting their global distribution. We show Aedes distributions to be the widest
ever recorded; now extensive in all continents, including North
America and Europe. These maps will help define the spatial limits of current autochthonous transmission of dengue and chikungunya viruses. It is only with this kind of rigorous entomological
baseline that we can hope to project future health impacts of
these viruses.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.2.7. Geospatial health
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Malaria incidence and temperature show a steady and
correlated increase between 2003 till 2014 in Lubumbashi,
Democratic Republic of Congo: a spatio-temporal analysis
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Background Malaria is holoendemic with seasonal variation
in Lubumbashi, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). The
malaria burden is influenced by meteorological features as
temperature, humidity and rainfall and host factors as immunity,
population density. We assessed during from 2003–2014 the
meteorological variables and reported malaria burden in the
public and private health sector.
Methods Monthly and annual malaria incidence rates (MIR)
per 1000 were drawn from case numbers recorded weekly at
primary health care in all 9 health districts (HD) of Lubumbashi
city, and reported from 2003 to 2014. We computed malaria
predicted cases in each health zone monthly and yearly to get
the standardised incidence ratios (SRI) for the studied period.
Negative binomial regression were used to evaluate the
association between meteorological variables and malaria cases
per year.
Results From 2003 till 2012, MIR has steadily increased,
from 90/10000/year to 180/10000/year. Analysing separately the
9 HD, MIR was four times higher in the wealthiest HD
compared to 8 others. For each degree Celsius increase of
temperature, there was an increase of 4.2% of yearly MIR ratio
(P < 0.001). The utilisation rate evolved from 0.206 contacts/
person year in 2003 to 0.237/person year in 2012. After a LLIN
mass campaign in Lubumbashi city in 2012, we didn’t notice
any trend in malaria cases.
Conclusion While worldwide, the world is observing a
malaria decline, we observe in Lubumbashi a steady increase of
malaria incidence rates correlated with a temperature increase.
Access to care remained stable throughout the observed period.
Only during the last 2 years, due to a LLIN mass campaign, this
trend was halted. Climate change may have a counter-current
effect in combating malaria in this geographic area.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.3.2.7.003
A fine-scale geospatial analysis of factors associated with
monkeypox transmission, Tshuapa District, Democratic
Republic of the Congo, 2013
B. P. Monroe1, A. Mccollum1, J. Doty1, L. Osadebee1, L. Nolen2, J. Kabamba3,
E. Okitolonga4 and M. Reynolds1
1
Poxvirus and Rabies Branch, Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA; 2Bacterial Special Pathogens Branch,
Centers For Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA; 3Center
for Global Health, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta,
GA, USA; 4Kinshasa School of Public Health, Kinshasa, The Democratic
Republic of the Congo

Monkeypox virus is a zoonotic pathogen causing severe febrile
rash illness and occasional mortality. The disease has an undetermined wildlife host and is mainly restricted to forested areas of
Central Africa. Communities affected by monkeypox are often
small and isolated, which complicates investigation of fine-scale
spatial patterns of disease. In October 2013, the Ministry of
Health in Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention were notified of a 6-fold increase
of monkeypox cases over the previous 3 years in the Bokungu
health zone, Tshuapa District, DRC. During an ensuing epidemiological investigation, geographic information from 11 cases
households was collected and combined with remotely-sensed
data for spatial analysis. The locations of all human structures
were digitized from 0.5-meter panchromatic satellite imagery
allowing for density analyses to be performed. A 50-meter resolution multispectral landsat composite image was classified into
5 land cover categories. The land-cover composition of the area
surrounding case households were compared with other inhabited structures in the area at several distances. The analysis
showed that the land cover contained in a 500-meter ring
around case households differed significantly from households
not reporting cases. Additional analysis found that 55.5% of
case households were located in areas statistically delineated as
areas of y high population density. Results indicate that even in
remote forest communities, there is often a large-degree of
heterogeneity in structural density and surrounding landscape.
Suspect monkeypox cases were more likely to live in more
crowded areas with a greater percentage of disturbed habitat
than were residents of the area in general. These characteristics
could influence monkeypox transmission either by increasing
opportunities for zoonotic introduction or via increased inter-human contacts in areas of high population density.
Disclosure The findings and conclusions in this presentation
have not been formally disseminated by the agency and should
not be construed to represent any agency determination or
policy.

O.3.2.7.004
Bayesian risk profiling and model-based prediction of soiltransmitted helminth infections among schoolchildren from
C^
ote d0 Ivoire
R. B. Yapi1,2, F. Chammartin3,4, C. A. Houngbedji1,5, E. H€urlimann3,4,
P. B. N’Dri1,5, D. K. Silue1,2, E. K. N’Goran1,2, J. Utzinger3,4, P. Vounatsou3,4
and G. Raso3,4
1
Centre Suisse de Recherches (CSRS), Abidjan, Cote D‘Ivoire; 2Universite
Felix Houphou€et-Boigny, Abidjan, Cote D‘Ivoire; 3Swiss Tropical &
Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 4University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland; 5Universite Nangui Abrogoua, Abidjan, Cote D‘Ivoire

Background Soil transmitted helminthiases (STH) rank first

disadvantaged communities. STH infection is associated with
poor hygiene and sanitation conditions and its distribution be
favoured by environmental and climatic factors. The aim of this
study was to predict and map the spatial distribution of STH
infection among school-aged children within a Bayesian
statistical framework for the whole country of C^
ote d’Ivoire.
Methods From November 2011 to February 2012, a national
cross-sectional parasitological survey was conducted among
schoolchildren in 92 localities. Helminth infection status was
determined from microscopic examination of duplicate KatoKatz thick smears from a single stool sample per child. Various
proxies of environmental and socioeconomic factors, known to
favour helminthiases, were considered as potential explanatory
variables for building predictive geostatistical models of infection
risk. Then, we modelled the infection risk within a standard
Bayesian geostatistical framework and used Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations algorithms to estimate model
parameters.
Results Complete parasitological data were available for 5246
children. Hookworm was the predominant STH species
encountered (17.2%) and was present all over the country. The
Bayesian modelling fitted for hookworm infection in relation
with socioeconomics, demographics, and environmental
exposures selected rural setting as the main risk factor.
Moderate-to-high risk areas (≥20% prevalence) were predicted
for north-eastern (i.e. Boukani, Goftogo, Belier and N’Zi
regions) and north-western (i.e. Kabadougou, Worodougou,
Banfing, and Haut Sassandra regions) parts of the country. Low
risk areas (<5% prevalence) of hookworm infection were
predicted for the extreme north and south-eastern parts of the
country.
Conclusion Hookworm infection is the main STH infection
among schoolchildren in C^
ote d’Ivoire, and occurs more
pronouncedly in rural settings. These findings may assist in
planning and guiding the efforts of the established national
control programme.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.2.7.005
Mapping and modelling the geographical distribution and
environmental limits of podoconiosis in Ethiopia
K. Deribe1,2, J. Cano3, M. J. Newport1, N. Golding4, R. L. Pullan3, H. Sime5,
A. Gebretsadik5, A. Assefa5, A. Kebede5, A. Hailu6, M. P. Rebollo7, O. Shafi8,
M. J. Bockarie7, A. Aseffa9, S. I. Hay4,10,11, R. Reithinger3,12, F. Enquselassie2,
G. Davey1 and S. J. Brooker3
1
Brighton and Sussex Medical School, Brighton, UK; 2School of Public
Health, Addis Ababa University, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; 3Faculty of
Infectious and Tropical Diseases, London School of Hygiene & Tropical
Medicine, London, UK; 4Wellcome Trust Centre for Human Genetics,
University of Oxford, Oxford, UK; 5Ethiopian Public Health Institute,
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; 6School of Medicine, Addis Ababa University,
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; 7Centre for Neglected Tropical Diseases,
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Liverpool, UK; 8Federal Ministry
of Health, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; 9Armauer Hansen Research Institute/
ALERT, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; 10Institute of Health Metrics and
Evaluation, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA; 11Fogarty
International Center, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA;
12
RTI International, Washington, DC, USA

Introduction Ethiopia is assumed to have the highest
burden of podoconiosis globally, but the geographical
distribution and environmental limits and correlates are yet to be
fully investigated. In this paper we use data from a nationwide
survey to address these issues.

among neglected tropical diseases and occur mostly in
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Methods and Materials Our analyses are based on data
arising from the integrated mapping of podoconiosis and
lymphatic filariasis (LF) conducted in 2013, supplemented by
data from an earlier mapping of LF in western Ethiopia in
2008–2010. The integrated mapping used woreda (district)
health offices’ reports of podoconiosis and LF to guide selection
of survey sites. A suite of environmental and climatic data and
boosted regression tree (BRT) modelling was used to investigate
environmental limits and predict the probability of podoconiosis
occurrence.
Results Data were available for 141 238 individuals from
1442 communities in 775 districts from all nine regional states
and two city administrations of Ethiopia. In 41.9% of surveyed
districts no cases of podoconiosis were identified, with all
districts in Affar, Dire Dawa, Somali and Gambella regional
states lacking the disease. The disease was most common, with
lymphoedema positivity rate exceeding 5%, in the central
highlands of Ethiopia, in Amhara, Oromia and Southern
Nations, Nationalities and Peoples regional states. BRT
modelling indicated that the probability of podoconiosis
occurrence increased with increasing altitude, precipitation and
silt fraction of soil and decreased with population density and
clay content of the soil. Based on the BRT model, we estimate
that in 2010, 34.9 [95% confidence interval (CI): 20.2–51.7]
million people (i.e. 43.8%; 95% CI: 25.3–64.8% of Ethiopia’s
national population) lived in areas environmentally suitable for
the occurrence of podoconiosis.
Conclusions Podoconiosis is more widespread in Ethiopia
than previously estimated, but occurs in distinct geographical
regions that are tied to identifiable environmental factors. The
resultant maps can be used to guide programme planning and
implementation and estimate disease burden in Ethiopia. This
work provides a framework with which the geographical limits
of podoconiosis could be delineated at a continental scale.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.2.8. Leprosy elimination
O.3.2.8.003
Global elimination of leprosy by 2020: are we on track?
D. J. Blok, S. J. de Vlas and J. H. Richardus
Erasmus MC, University Medical Center Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands

Annually more than 200 000 new leprosy cases are registered.
This number has been fairly stable in the past 8 years. WHO has
set a target to eliminate leprosy globally by 2020.The aim of this
study is to investigate whether this is feasible given the current
control strategy. We focus on three endemic countries, India,
Brazil and Indonesia, which together account for nearly 80% of
all leprosy cases.
We used the existing individual-based model SIMCOLEP to
predict future trends of leprosy incidence given the current control strategy in each country. SIMCOLEP simulates life histories
of individuals, structured in households, and the natural history
of infection with M. leprae. Current control consists of passive
case detection, some active case detection, and multidrug therapy
(MDT). Also, BCG vaccination of infants against tuberculosis is
known to be effective against leprosy. Predictions of leprosy incidence were made for each country as a whole and for one highendemic region in each country: Chhattisgarh (India), Para (Brazil) and Madura (Indonesia). Data for model quantification came
from the National Leprosy Elimination Program (NLEP, India),
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SINAN database (Brazil) and the Netherlands Leprosy Relief
(Indonesia).
Our projections of future leprosy incidence all show a downward trend. In 2020, the country-level leprosy incidence has
decreased to 6, 7 and 4 per 100 000 in India, Brazil and Indonesia, respectively, meeting the elimination target of less than 10
per 100 000. However, elimination may not be achieved in the
high-endemic regions. The leprosy incidence in 2020 is predicted
to be 17, 19 and 24 per 100 000 in Chhattisgarh, Para and
Madura, respectively.
Although it seems that country-level elimination will be
reached by 2020, leprosy is likely to remain a problem in the
high endemic regions, which account for most of the cases in a
country. We therefore conclude that elimination may only be
reached by 2020 with additional control measures.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.2.8.004
Cambodia retrospective contact tracing project: innovation
in contact tracing to improve early diagnosis of leprosy
A. Cavaliero1, C. Dayer2 and E. Mao Teng3
1
Novartis Foundation, Basel, Switzerland; 2CIOMAL Foundation, Phnom
Penh, Cambodia; 3TB and Leprosy Elimination Program, Ministry of
Health, Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Introduction The Retrospective Contact-Tracing Project
(RCTP) pilots a new method of contact-tracing (CT) by tracing
former leprosy patients (FLPs) and screening their contacts. The
primary aim is to diagnose leprosy early, and consequently,
reduce the number of patients with disability and reduce
transmission (which should be seen by fewer cases among
children). The secondary aim of the RCTP is to provide evidence
to support retrospective CT as a leprosy elimination strategy in
low-endemic settings.
Methods The RCTP approach entails 0 drives0 comprising high
intensity tracing of FLPs and screening their contacts over 1–
3 days in select districts. A central database is used to trace FLPs
diagnosed between 2001–2010. Data collected during the drives
measures the effectiveness to detect cases early and feasibility to
conduct the approach and includes the name, age, gender,
screening result of FLP contacts. To measure the impact on early
case detection, as compared to routine practice, national data on
leprosy incidence pre and post-drive are compared with drive
yield and the proportion of MB/PB. To determine optimal timing
to conduct retrospective CT, individual data analysis measures
risk of contacts compared to duration of exposure and time
since FLP diagnosis.
Results Since 2011, drives have been implemented in 67 of 77
districts in Cambodia; finding 608 cases. 568 were found earlier
enough to avoid disability, including 71 children. Over 2000
examinations were led. This May drives will be finished in all
districts.
Conclusions Preliminary results show drives are effective in
connecting FLP contacts to experts in leprosy diagnosis and in
finding cases early to avoid disability. Data analysis in June will
define the proportion of FLPs retrieved, contacts present and
screened during the drives, to establish feasibility. Analysis will
also reveal the impact, as comparted to routine practice, as well
as, the optimal timing after FLP diagnosis to conduct
retrospective CT, thereby defining the ideal drive frequency to
target leprosy elimination. Roll-out of a new, Cycle 2 will be
extended for 2–3 years to measure the indirect effect of the
RCTP on leprosy incidence. If the drives are repeated it may
reveal to be a steady approach to take Cambodia towards
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elimination. Analysis will determine the effect of repeated drives,
in select districts, on the overall trend of the new case detection
rate, compared to districts which received only one drive.
Disclosure The Novartis Foundation supports the Cambodia
Retrospective Contact Tracing Project (RCTP).

Disclosure Novartis and Novartis Foundation provide
support for the Leprosy Task Force activities in the Philippines.

3.2.9. Helminth infections - burden and impact
INV.3.2.9.001
O.3.2.8.005

Helminth infections - burden and impact

Leprosy alert response network and surveillance system
(LEARNS): Iloilo implementation

C. H. King
Center for Global Health and Diseases, Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, OH, USA

E. E. Villalon1, F. C. Gajete1, P. G. Trabado2, E. Villalobos3, A. A. Domingo4,
M. P. Santos5,6, R. Poblete5, A. Caldwell7, C. Fajardo8 and M. T. Dioko8
1
National Leprosy Control Program, Department of Health, Manila,
Philippines; 2Iloilo Provincial Health Office, Manila, Philippines;
3
Department of Health Region 6, Iloilo City, Philippines; 4Metahelix,
Quezon City, Philippines; 5Department of Health-Novartis Leprosy Task
Force, Manila, Philippines; 6St. Luke’s College of Medicine, Quezon City,
Philippines; 7Novartis Foundation, Basel, Switzerland; 8Novartis
Healthcare Philippines, Makati City, Philippines

Introduction The Philippines eliminated leprosy as a public
health problem in 1998. Despite this, subnational areas of
hyperendemicity still exist and the Philippines reports 1000–
3000 new cases per year. The majority of these cases are
multibacillary leprosy highlighting the need for early diagnosis
and detection. A public private partnership including persons
affected by leprosy developed the Leprosy Alert Response
Network and Surveillance System (LEARNS) in 2013.
Methods LEARNS is a mobile phone-based leprosy
teleconsultation system focused on improving communication
among health care providers and specialists to minimize delays
in diagnosis and treatment. The provider sends an image of the
skin lesion and standardized de-identified patient information
through a mobile phone. LEARNS also accepts short-message
service (SMS) when providers have no camera. The LEARNS
training takes two days, and includes a clinical refresher on
leprosy
(case detection methods/identification of leprosy lesions) and
training on the LEARNS system. Providers are then registered
into the database. The Iloilo province in Region 6 was selected
as a pilot site for LEARNS.
Results LEARNS was implemented in Iloilo City and 19 (of
42) municipalities in Iloilo in May 2014. These 19 provinces
were selected as they had the nine new leprosy cases in 2013.5
Iloilo trained 26 medical doctors, 22 nurses and 8 midwives.
These providers then trained an additional 1,978 health workers,
858 barangay officials, 492 community health members and
leaders. Of the eight leprosy cases five (63%) were from
LEARNS in 2014. LEARNS maintenance cost is minimal
consisting of local telecommunication charges of sending an
image or message. LEARNS employs the health care provider’s
own phone and thus no mobile devices were provided through
the program. Qualitative feedback obtained from providers who
have used LEARNS is the following:
1. Ease of use.
2. The raised awareness for leprosy.
3. The confidence gained in clinical diagnosis by having a specialist answer immediately through LEARNS.
Conclusions Case detection in the implementation period
rendered 8 cases versus 9 in 2013, but the implementation
period was only 7 months. LEARNS can work within and
complements leprosy control and monitoring initiatives, and it
empowers and increases capacity of peripheral health care
providers.

The move to quantify disease impact of different health states
comes from the greater implementation of health economics in
evaluation of disease control initiatives. It springs from the
efforts of policymakers to improve the efficiency of health care
investments and health care delivery in all settings, including
less-developed countries. Health metrics based on health-adjusted
life years have become standard units for comparing the disease
burden and treatment benefits of individual health conditions.
The Disability-Adjusted Life Year (DALY) and the Quality-Adjusted Life Year (QALY) are the most frequently used in cost-effect analyses in national and global health policy discussions for
allocation of health care resources. While sometimes useful, both
the DALY and QALY metrics have significant limitations in their
ability to capture the full health impact of helminth infections
and other ‘neglected tropical diseases’ (NTDs). An adequate
description of disease severity is essential for proper ranking of
disease states. Our standard screening diagnostics are often
poorly sensitive for ‘light’ infections, which are nevertheless
pathogenic. For many helminth infections, a proper cataloging of
the milder, infection-attributable sub-clinical morbidities has not
been done, and because of a lack of cohort studies, risk for longitudinal progression to more severe health states is unknown,
even by experts. This has led to the false impression that ‘the
majority of helminth infections are asymptomatic’, which is not
the case, but which often translates to a public indifference to
their impact on community health. Gaps in current knowledge
of disease burden are identified, particularly for the recent GBD
2010/2013 assessments, and interim approaches to disease burden assessment will be discussed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.2.9.003
The impact of soil transmitted helminth on malaria clinical
presentation and treatment outcome: a case control study
among children in Bagamoyo district, coastal region of
Tanzania
N. S. Masoud1,2,3, N. Lenz3,4, T. Schindler3,4, S. Knopp3,5, O. Lweno2,
U. Abdul2, A. Mohamed2, J. Rothen3,4, J. Masimba2, D. Kwaba2,
A. S. Mohammed2, F. Althaus4, S. Abdulla6, M. Tanner3,4, C. Daubeunberger3,4
and B. Genton3,4,7
1
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Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 4Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute,
Basel, Switzerland; 5Epidemiology and Public Health, University of Basel,
Basel, Switzerland; 6Ifakara Health Institute, Dar es Salaam, United
Republic of Tanzania; 7Lausanne University Hospital, Lausanne,
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Background Epidemiological evidence is mostly lacking and
little is known and invested on how the two common parasites
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Plasmodium and soil transmitted helminth interact. There are
contradictory findings in different studies. This study
investigated the impact of soil transmitted helminth (STH) on
clinical malaria presentation and treatment outcome.
Method and materials: A matched case control study with a
semi longitudinal follow up according to WHO antimalarial
surveillance guideline was done among children aged 2 months
to 9 years inclusively living in western rural areas of Bagamoyo,
coastal region of Tanzania. Cases were children with uncomplicated and severe malaria enrolled from the health facilities while
controls were children with asymptomatic Plasmodium parasitemia enrolled from the same community.
Results In simple conditional regression analysis there was a
tendency for a protective effect of helminth on the development
of clinical malaria [OR = 0.6, 95% CI of 0.3 – 1.3] which was
more marked for E. vermicularis species [OR = 0.2, 95% CI of
0.0 – 0.9]. On the contrary, hookworm species tended to be
associated with clinical malaria [OR = 3.0, 95% CI of 0.9 –
9.5]. In multiple conditional regression analysis, the overall
protective effect was lower for all helminth infection [OR = 0.8,
95% CI of 0.3 – 1.9] but remained significantly protective for
E. vermicularis species [OR = 0.1, 95% CI of 0.0 – 1.0] and
borderline significant for hookworm species [OR = 3.6, 95% CI
of 0.9 – 14.3]. Using ordinal logistic regression, there was a
50% protective effect with overall helminth [OR = 0.5, 95% CI
of 0.3 – 0.9]. On the contrary, hookworm species was highly
predictive of uncomplicated and severe malaria [OR = 7.8, 95%
(CI of 1.8 – 33.9) and 49.7 (95% CI of 1.9 – 1298.9)
respectively]. Generally, children infected with STH had higher
geometric mean time to first clearance of parasitemia.
Conclusion The findings of a protective effect of E.
vermicularis and an enhancing effect of hookworms may explain
the contradictory results found in the literature about impact of
helminths on clinical malaria. More insight should be gained on
possible mechanisms for these opposite effects. These results
should not deter at this stage deworming programs but rather
foster implementation of integrated control program for these
two common parasites to speed up the momentum of moving
from morbidity and transmission control to elimination.
Disclosure Funding: This study received financial support
from the European Commission (Contract/Grant agreement
number: 241642) in the frame of the IDEA project ‘Dissecting
the Immunological Interplay between Poverty Related Diseases
and Helminth infections: An African-European Research
Initiative’. The funders had no role in study design, data
collection and analysis, decision to publish, or preparation of the
manuscript.

Methods and Materials A multidisciplinary study was
conducted in two neighboring rural communities in northern
Senegal, where S. mansoni and S. haematobium are co-endemic
(n = 857). Kato-Katz and urine filtration were used for
microscopic detection of the respective Schistosoma species.
Households were located using handheld differential global
positioning system in the largest community (n = 599), and the
Kulldorff’s scan statistic was used to detect spatial clusters of
infection. Schistosoma-specific cytokine responses (IL-10, IL-5,
IFN-c, TNF-a, and IL-2) were assessed in 72 h whole blood
culture supernatants (n = 200), and analyzed by the multivariate
technique nonmetric multidimensional scaling (nMDS).
Results Classical epidemiological analyses showed that the
two parasites were more likely to co-occur in the same
individuals (P < 0.001). Moreover, co-infected subjects had
significantly higher infection levels than their mono-infected
counterparts (P < 0.001; adjusted for age and gender). In
contrast, micro-geographical analyses revealed a very focal
spatial distribution with S. mansoni clustering in one
(P = 0.002) and S. haematobium infections in another section
(P = 0.023) of the community. nMDS analysis of the cytokine
data indicated that the characteristic modified Th2 response was
most pronounced in co-infected subjects.
Conclusions The divergent geographical distribution of
S. mansoni and S. haematobium in this community could not
explain why the two infections cluster in the same individuals.
This implies that co-infection is not driven by co-exposure, but
by within-host interactions. Cytokine profiles suggested that cooccurrence of the two species may be due to host immunological
factors and/or parasite-induced immunomodulation. However,
other factors may also play a role. More research is needed to
further unravel which direct and/or indirect interactions between
Schistosoma species in the human host drive the co-occurrence
of S. mansoni and S. haematobium.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.2.9.005
Impact of preventive chemotherapy on burden of disease
due to helminthiasis: the lesson from Zanzibar
S. M. Ali1, M. Albonico2, A. Montresor3, D. Molyneux4 and L. Savioli1
1
WHO Collaborating Centre for Neglected Tropical Diseases, Public
Health Laboratory – Ivo de Carneri, Pemba, Zanzibar, United Republic
of Tanzania; 2Fondazione Ivo de Carneri, Milan, Italy; 3Department of
Control of Neglected Tropical Diseases, World Health Organization,
Geneva, Switzerland; 4Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Liverpool,
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Introduction In Zanzibar neglected tropical diseases (NTDs)
O.3.2.9.004
Factors driving co-occurrence of Schistosoma mansoni and
S. haematobium at the micro-geographical level
L. Meurs1, M. Mbow1,2,3, M. Yazdanbakhsh3 and K. Polman1
Department of Biomedical Sciences, Institute of Tropical Medicine,
Antwerp, Belgium; 2Laboratory of Bacteriology and Virology, Aristide Le
Dantec Teaching Hospital, Dakar, Senegal; 3Department of Parasitology,
Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden, The Netherlands
1

Introduction Several studies have shown that the two major
human Schistosoma species, S. mansoni and S. haematobium,
co-exist in the same individuals at the micro-geographical level.
However, the drivers of this co-occurrence are still largely
unknown. Here, we studied whether co-exposure and/or host
immune responses might explain this phenomenon.
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like soil-transmitted helminthiasis (STH), schistosomiasis (SCH)
and lymphatic filariasis (LF) were serious public health problems
only a few years ago. Large scale preventive chemotherapy (PC)
with albendazole/mebendazole, praziquantel, ivermectin, for
morbidity and transmission control has been pioneered by the
Zanzibar Ministry of Health with support from international
partners since the early 80s.
Methods The Public Health Laboratory Ivo de Carneri
located in Pemba Island, is a WHO Collaborating Centre to
assess, monitor and evaluate national strategies for NTDs
surveillance and control. Baseline parasitological, nutritional and
clinical surveys were carried out before beginning control
activities, and are regularly performed to assess the impact of the
intervention.
Results Severe morbidity due to NTDs has been virtually
eliminated. Hookworm heavy infections have declined to 1%
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and moderate infections reduced from 15 to 4% despite the
overall STH prevalence remaining high (32-81%). Treatment
with benzimidazoles every six months has prevented blood loss
due to hookworm infection of about 180 ml blood/child /year.
Visual haematuria has been lowered from 15% to 1.5% and
national prevalence of urinary SCH is now <5% with remaining
defined hotspots. Urogenital tract pathology assessed by
ultrasound has been lowered from 40 to 20% in adult males.
SCH is now targeted for elimination through collaboration with
several international partners. LF morbidity (hydrocele,
lymphoedema and acute adenolymphangitis) is negligible and
microfilaraemia has been lowered to <1% after 6 rounds of
albendazole + ivermectin treatment. However, a transmission
assessment survey carried out in 2012 has shown that LF
transmission is still ongoing. As side benefit of PC, scabies has
almost disappeared and strongyloidiasis is at low level (7%)
compared to baseline data (41%).
Conclusions Despite the partial efficacy of drugs and the
high transmission, the PC intervention in Zanzibar has reduced
the burden of disease as well as the related cost for patient
management through the health system and income loss, at an
average cost of 0.3 US$/person/year. Research is ongoing to
explore drug combinations to be used, should drug resistance
occur. Other interventions like WASH, and vector control for
SCH and LF, should be integrated to eliminate NTDs, but PC
alone has improved the health and development of thousands of
poor people.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Methods and materials: A randomized, double-blind, placebocontrolled, trial to asses safety and immunogenicity of ChAd3EBO-Z vaccine was conducted in Lausanne from the 24th of
October 2014 to the 22nd of June 2015. 120 healthy adult volunteers were assigned to three arms, 2.5 9 1010 vp dose,
5 9 1010 vp dose, or placebo (ratio 2:2:1). Volunteers who were
potentially to be deployed in epidemic areas were assigned to
vaccine doses only. Vaccinations were administered from October 31st to December 12th. Safety and immunogenicity were
assessed up to 6 months post vaccination.
Results No vaccine-related SAE was observed in any of the
120 volunteers. In the 102 non-deployed volunteers, local AEs
were observed in 75% of 5 9 1010, 78.6% of 2.5 9 1010 and
25% of volunteers receiving placebo. Headache was the most
frequent systemic AE [65%, 69% and 30% respectively]
followed by fatigue/malaise [65%, 64%, 30%] and musculoarticular pain [57%, 43%, 25%]. Fever occurred during the
24 h post injection in 30% of vaccinees [32%, 29%, 5%].
Geometric mean concentrations (GMC) of IgG antibodies
against Ebola glycoprotein peaked on day 28 with respective
response rates of 96%, 96% and 5%. The majority of vaccines
developed GP-specific CD4+ or CD8+ responses.
Conclusions ChAd3-EBO-Z appears to be safe and well
tolerated, although mild to moderate systemic AEs were
frequent. A single dose was immunogenic in almost all
vaccinees. There were no significant differences between
5 9 1010 vp dose and 2.5 9 1010 vp dose in terms of safety and
immunogenicity outcomes. Antibody responses were at the lower
range of responses seen in protected macaques.
Disclosure FR, IDR, WRB are employees of GSK. The
others authors have reported no conflict of interest.

3.2.10. Ebola - vaccination
INV.3.2.10.002
Safety and immunogenicity of the Chimpanzee-Adenovirus
vectored Ebola vaccine: the Lausanne phase I/IIa clinical
trial
O. De Santis1, R. Audran2, E. Pothin3, L. Warpelin-Decrausaz4, L. Vallotton4,
G. Wuerzner4, C. Cochet1, D. Estoppey1, V. Steiner-Monard2, S. Lonchampt1,
A.-C. Thierry2, C. Mayor2, R. T. Bailer5, O. Tshiani Mbaya5, Y. Zhou5,
A. Ploquin5, N. J. Sullivan5, B. S. Graham5, F. Roman6, I. De Ryck6, R. Ballou6,
M. P. Kieny7, V. Moorthy7, F. Spertini2 and B. Genton1,3,8
1
Policlinique Medicale Universitaire, Lausanne, Switzerland; 2Division of
Immunology and Allergy, Lausanne University Hospital, Lausanne,
Switzerland; 3Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, Swiss
Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 4Clinical Trial
Unit, Lausanne University Hospital, Lausanne, Switzerland; 5Vaccine
Research Center, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA;
6
GSK Vaccines, Rixensart, Belgium; 7World Health Organization,
Geneva, Switzerland; 8Infectious Disease Service, Lausanne University
Hospital, Lausanne, Switzerland

Introduction The largest recorded Ebola outbreak is
ongoing, and there have been more than 27 000 reported cases
and 11’000 deaths in 3 countries in West Africa. The World
Health Organization (WHO) has declared the current outbreak
as an international health emergency and led to accelerated
efforts to test vaccine candidates in Phase I to III trials. Current
efforts to develop a vaccine are focused on the single viral
glycoprotein (GP) encoded by the virus. Candidates in which
viral GP is expressed in either chimpanzee adenovirus or
vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) vector have shown promise in
non-human primate models of Ebolavirus disease and in initial
clinical trials. Following a request by WHO, a Phase I/IIa clinical
trial of the monovalent Ebola (Zaire) vaccine ChAd3-EBO-Z was
conducted in healthy adults in Lausanne, Switzerland.

O.3.2.10.003.LB
Malaria prevalence decreased following mass drug
administration of malaria chemoprevention during the
Ebola outbreak, Monrovia, Liberia, 2014
A. Kuehne1,2,3, A. Tiffany4, K. Danis2,5, M. Janssens6, E. Lasry7, C. Okonta8,
C. Besse6, V S. Koko9, A. Pah9, K. Larbi9 and K. Porten3
1
Postgraduate Training for Applied Epidemiology, Robert Koch Institute,
Berlin, Germany; 2European Programme for Intervention Epidemiology
Training EPIET, ECDC, Stockholm, Sweden; 3Epicentre, Paris, France;
4
Epicentre, Geneva, Switzerland; 5Institut Veille Sanitaire, Paris, France;
6
Medecins Sans Frontieres, Operational Centre Paris, Monrovia Project,
Monrovia, Liberia; 7Medecins Sans Frontieres, Operational Centre Paris,
Tropical Medicine, New York, NY, USA; 8Medecins Sans Frontieres,
Operational Centre Paris, Desk Urgence, Paris, France; 9Liberian
National Malaria Control Programme, Ministry of Health and Social
Welfare, Monrovia, Liberia

Introduction In 2014, Medecins Sans Frontieres
implemented a mass drug administration (MDA) of Artesunate/
Amodiaquine (ASAQ) malaria chemoprevention to reduce
admissions for fever to Ebola-treatment-centres (ETC) and
malaria-associated morbidity in Monrovia, Liberia. To inform
future MDAs targeting the reduction of malaria, we estimated
the number of malaria cases prevented.
Methods We systematically included every 200th household
in the distribution area (target population 551 971) to monitor
two rounds of ASAQ-MDA, one month apart. We collected
information on age, self-reported adherence and self-reported
malaria in the previous month for all household members (HM)
after both rounds. We calculated prevalence differences (PD) and
95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) of malaria prevalence
before the first (r1) and the second round (r2), stratified by
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adherence and age-group. We extrapolated the differences to the
target population.
Results Of 1229 HM, 4.2% reported malaria prior to r1, and
1.5% prior to r2 (PD = 2.7%; 95% CI 1.4–4.0%; P < 0.0001),
suggesting that 14,821 (95% CI 4801–24 840) malaria cases
were averted in the target population. Reported malaria among
children <=5 years of age completing a full course of ASAQ in
r1, was 9.7% before r1 and 1.1% after r1 (PD = 8.6%; 95% CI
2.2–15.0%; P = 0.009); among children not completing the
course 3.8% and 1.3%, respectively (PD = 2.5%; 95% CI 2.3
to 7.3%; P = 0.3112). Among HM >5 years old completing
treatment, 5.8% reported malaria before r1 and 1.6% after r1
(PD = 4.2%; 95% CI 1.9–6.5%; P = 0.0004); among those not
completing treatment 2.0% and 1.8%, respectively (PD = 0.2%;
96% CI 1.4 to 1.9; P = 0.8168).
Conclusions Self-reported malaria decreased significantly
after the first round of ASAQ-MDA among individuals reporting
to complete the full course. Further research into the extent to
which MDAs are independently associated with the reduction in
malaria prevalence and ETC admissions for fever is needed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.2.11. Evaluating therapeutic interventions
against Ebola: challenges and lessons learned
INV.3.2.11.002
The Ebola field reality for conducting clinical trials
A. Antierens
Medecins Sans Frontieres, Brussels, Belgium

When MSF decided to host clinical phase II trials with experimental interventions in the midst of an uncontrolled Ebola outbreak, it posed several types of operational challenges.
Ensuring trial engagement of geographically spread communities that have little Ebola knowledge and are mistrusting ‘white
people’s’ actions was not always feasible considering the short
time frame. Additionally community leaders and Ebola survivors
advised not to be too explicit with the communities.
In the Ebola treatment centers, turnaround time to receive
results of diagnostic Poly Chain Reaction Assay (PCR) of up to
12 h caused delays in initiation of experimental treatments that
would likely be more effective when viral load is still low. As
overall case fatality rates remained around 50%, introducing
concurrent controls and denying one group of patients potentially life-saving treatments was perceived as ethically unacceptable. Reassuring patients, giving clear information and obtaining
informed consent by staff in full personal protective equipment
(PPE) was challenging.
Admission rates are variable and so is the clinical status of
patients, making it difficult to ensure continuous standard of
care of equal quality. The need for (PPE) reduces the time spend
at patient’s bed side. Any additional intervention or monitoring
has impact on the clinical staff’s work load and security. Long
treatment duration implies longer length of stay. Intravenous
infusion or transfusion therapy and more frequent blood sampling increase risks for staff and patients. Pharmacovigilance is
time consuming and it is difficult to make the distinction
between adverse events and Ebola virus disease symptoms. The
introduction of biochemistry laboratory tests lead to unexpected
difficulties both technically at laboratory level and in the interpretation of results and management of alterations. The rotation
of supervising staff demanded coordination, continuous training
and briefing on roles responsibilities. As the trials were single-
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arm studies and the endpoint survival in a context of high mortality, blinding of staff and communities was not possible.
Patient’s medical confidentiality is difficult to respect and wild
interpretation of trial results was difficult to avoid.
Trial preparation and implementation require continuous evaluation of field reality to confront protocol and standard procedures with feasibility and engage in adaptations both to the trial
protocol and the field procedures.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

INV.3.2.11.004
Emergency evaluation of convalescent plasma for Ebola
virus disease in Guinea
J. van Griensven and on behalf of the Ebola_Tx Consortium
Institute of Tropical Medicine Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium

Background Evaluation of convalescent plasma (CP) for the
treatment of Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) has been prioritized by
the WHO in the current epidemic.
Methods The Ebola_Tx trial is designed to assess the
feasibility, safety and efficacy of convalescent plasma (CP)
against EVD in Conakry, Guinea. Pathogen-reduced CP is
administered as two units (200–250 ml each) given consecutively
on the same day, from two different donors. Survival 14 days
after intervention is the primary outcome measure. The survival
of patients treated with CP + supportive care will be compared
to that of patients receiving supportive care alone, in an openlabel, non-randomised comparative study. A 20% lower case
fatality rate in patients treated with CP will be considered proof
of clinical efficacy. All consecutive eligible and consenting
patients of any age (including pregnant women) with confirmed
EVD will be enrolled; exclusion criteria are limited to contraindications for CP or patients very close to death. Available
ABO compatible plasma is given, within 48 h after diagnosis,
and patients with no compatible plasma available will be
enrolled as concurrent controls. The control group will be
complemented with historical controls if needed. A minimum of
130 patients will be treated with CP.
Secondary outcomes include
1 30 day all-cause mortality.
2 Transfusion-related serious adverse reactions.
3 Change in viral load and association with titres of neutralising
antibodies in the donor plasma.
4 Safety risks in health workers administering CP.
5 Risk factors for mortality.
Results The first plasma collection started on February 9,
2015 and the first CP administration was done February 19,
2015. As of April 7, a total of 94 donors have presented for
plasma donation, of which 81 have donated at least once.
Qualified plasma (no transfusion transmissible infections
detected) was obtained for 69. A total of 83 patients have been
enrolled, of which 81 received CP. Of these, 9 additionally
received favipiravir via another trial, leaving 72 patients for
inclusion in primary analysis. The main analysis will be done
after 130 CP-treated patients have reached day 14 (planned early
June).
Conclusions This is the largest trial ever conducted on
convalescent blood products against EVD. If found to be
effective, this intervention can then be scaled-up, as the trial will
provide the information required to mobilize local partners.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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INV.3.2.11.006
Favipiravir in patients with Ebola virus disease
D J. Malvy and JIKI trial Group
Tropical Medicine & Clinical International Health, University Hospital
Center & INSERM 897, Bordeaux, France

Background The JIKI trial (Inserm C1463) assesses the
benefits of high-dose favipiravir in reducing mortality and
decreasing Ebola virus (EBOV) viral load in patients with Ebola
virus disease (EVD).
Methods JIKI is a phase II trial conducted in 4 Ebola care
units run by MSF and ALIMA, Croix Rouge Francßaise and
French Army Health Service in Guinea. Inclusion criteria are:
positive EBOV RT-PCR (Altona, crossing cycle threshold [CT]
for positivity≤40), age ≥1 year, ability to take oral drugs, and
informed consent. Participants are prescribed oral favipiravir
(adults: 6000 mg Day [D]0 [H0 2400 mg, H8 2400 mg, H16
1200 mg], and then 1200 mg bid from D1 to 9). The primary
endpoint is mortality. Comparator for mortality among
participants was the 3-month pre-trial figure in the same centers,
as recorded in the MSF/EMLab database.
Results From December 17, 2014 through January 20, 2015,
80 patients received favipiravir in addition to basic standard of
care, including 69 adults and adolescents ≥14 years (women
64%, mean age 38 years, median duration of illness 5 days).
The baseline CT (BCT) was<20 in 42% and ≥20 in 58%; the
baseline creatinine was ≥110 lM/l in 60% (BCT< 20: 79%;
BCT ≥20: 36%), including ≥300/lM/L in 27% (BCT< 20: 43%;
BCT ≥20: 10%); baseline ASAT level was ≥1000 IU in 38%
(BCT< 20: 77%; BCT ≥20: 17%); and baseline Creatine Kinase
level ≥4000 IU in 18% (BCT< 20: 24%; BCT ≥20: 8%). Among
patients with baseline CT above 20, 51% reached
undetectability within 4 days, and the mean gain in CT at day 4
was +12 Overall, 48% of participants died (BCT< 20: 85%;
BCT ≥20: 15%). The pre-trial mortality was 58% overall, 85%
in patients with BCT< 20 and 30% in patients with BCT ≥20.
Mortality was 100% and 7% in patients with impaired renal
function and BCT <20 or ≥20, respectively. The drug was easily
administered and well tolerated.
Conclusions In this non comparative proof of concept trial,
most patients with CT<20 had renal function impairment and
died, with no indication that favipiravir monotherapy could
improve survival. Early results in patients with CT ≥20 suggest a
lower mortality rate compared to pre-trial figures in the same
settings. These intermediate data encourage continued testing of
favipiravir with particular attention to identifying patients earlier
in disease course, and to explore other therapeutic options,
including combinations, in patients who present at advanced
stages.
Disclosure Nothing to declare.

3.2.12. Mycetoma: addressing the unbearable
treatment gap
INV.3.2.12.001
Global overview of mycetoma and treatment gaps
E. Zijlstra1,2
Rotterdam Centre for Tropical Medicine (RoCTM), Rotterdam, The
Netherlands; 2Drugs for Neglected Diseases initiative, Geneva,
Switzerland

1

Mycetoma is a common but neglected health problem, endemic
in many tropical and subtropical regions and characterized by

devastating deformities, disability and high morbidity. It affects
the poorest populations in the most remote areas, typically adult
male labourers between 20 and 40 years old who work outdoors,
causing serious negative socio-economic impact on patients, families, communities and health authorities. Mycetoma has been officially recognised as a neglected condition by the WHO since
2013. However it is not in their priority list of neglected diseases
as yet resulting in limited funding and focus on the disease. As a
consequence of this lack of attention, there are massive knowledge gaps in various aspects of the disease. Chronic infection of
subcutaneous tissues affects mainly, although not exclusively, the
foot, and it is thought that infection may be due to thorn pricks people are often barefoot in endemic countries - but its true incidence, prevalence, route of infection, susceptibility and resistance
are not well characterized. There are no control or prevention
programmes, and worldwide measurements of the extent of
mycetoma are unavailable and in need of development. The
research and advocacy community for mycetoma is limited, there
are just a handful of organisations involved in the treatment of
the disease, and even fewer are trying to find a cure. Despite
advocacy and scientific work from the Mycetoma Research Centre (MRC), the disease has not received any attention from funders and pharma for past decade. DNDi is lending its support in
advocacy as well as R&D, with the launch of an RCT for a
potential therapy E1224. There is a range of R&D needs and
opportunities. In the short-term, there needs to be clinical proof
of concept for E1224, existing libraries need to be screened for
promising compounds and an ecological study needs to be conducted. In the medium term, the clinical proof of concept for
isavuconazole and voriconazole need to be demonstrated and the
global epidemiology studied. In the long term, R&D efforts need
to focus on the search for a new chemical entity, a clinical combination option, a proof of concept test for biomarkers and a global collection of strains for typing and resistance.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

INV.3.2.12.002
Clinical aspects, diagnosis, and treatment of mycetoma
A. Fahal
Mycetoma Research Centre, University of Khartoum, Khartoum, Sudan

Mycetoma is a debilitating disease which progresses relatively
silently, causing little pain, but resulting in devastating deformities, disability and high morbidity. The lack of pain and health
education can delay people seeking treatment, however once the
disease has reached the later stages treatment options are much
more limited. Reversal of symptoms is rare and, if left untreated,
a chronic situation gradually develops often resulting in the need
for multiple amputations with the concomitant risk of potentially fatal complications.
Mycetoma is caused by bacteria (actinomycetoma) and fungi
(eumycetoma). Actinomycetoma is prevalent in Middle and
South America and responds reasonably well to treatment with
antibiotics, while eumycetoma is mainly endemic in Africa. Most
commonly, the affected parts become very swollen and disfigured
over time.
There has been limited research carried out on mycetoma, and
current treatments are neither safe, nor affordable, with a 25–
35% efficacy rate. For eumycetoma, the treatment requires
extensive and destructive surgery and prolonged antifungal treatment. The currently available antifungals, ketoconazole and itraconazole, are proving to be ineffective and have serious side
effects; what is more, the FDA and EMA have restricted the use
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of ketoconazole due to its toxicity. Treatment with itraconazole
lasts twelve months, at a cost of approximately 30 USD per
month, making it too expensive for patients and health authorities in endemic areas, resulting in high drop-out rate from treatment. Treatment outcomes are generally disappointing,
characterized by low cure rate and high amputation rates. More
research is needed on how this disease occurs and on new treatments that are safe, effective and affordable.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

INV.3.2.12.003
New concepts in diagnosis for eumycetoma
W W. van de Sande1, S. Abdallah Ahmed2,3,4, A. Fahal5 and G S. de Hoog3
1
Medical Microbiology & Infectious Diseases, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam,
The Netherlands; 2Faculty of Medical Laboratory Sciences, University of
Khartoum, Khartoum, Sudan; 3CBS-KNAW Fungal Biodiversity Centre,
Utrecht, The Netherlands; 4Institute for Biodiversty and Ecosystem
Dynamics, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands;
5
Mycetoma Research Centre, Khartoum, Sudan

Eumycetoma can be caused by a large variety of different fungal species. Accurate identification of these causative agents is
a priority for treatment. Currently, histology and culture are
the only identification tools in use in endemic settings, but
these techniques are not able to identify the causative agent to
the species level and are time-consuming. So-far only molecular
identification tools were able to identify the causative agent to
the species level, but these techniques were not well suited to
be used in the endemic setting since expensive equipment was
needed and DNA isolation was only possible from in vitro
grown cultures not directly from eumycetoma grains. Three
different DNA isolation techniques were tested for their suitability to isolate DNA directly from eumycetoma biopsies. It
appeared that only bead-beating the grains with metal beads
followed by the Qiagen DNAeasy Plant mini kit was able to
isolate enough DNA directly from grains for downstream
DNA amplification techniques. To identify the eumycetoma
causative agents to the species level, three different isothermal
DNA amplification techniques were developed: Rolling Circle
Amplification (RCA), loop-mediated isothermal amplification
(LAMP) and Recombinase polymerase amplification (RPA).
RCA assays were developed to identify Falciformispora senegalensis, F. tompkinsii, Madurella fahalii, M. mycetomatis, M.
pseudomycetomatis, M. tropicana, Medicopsis romeroi, and
Trematosphaeria grisea and 62 isolates were successfully identified with 100% specificity and no cross reactivity or false
results. LAMP and RPA were developed for M. mycetomatis
only and identified all M. mycetomatis isolates with 100%
specificity and no cross reactivity. For LAMP unspecific amplification was noted when high concentrations of DNA were
used. When the three techniques were compare for their performance in the identification of M. mycetomatis identification,
it appeared that RPA and LAMP had shortest turnaround
times combined with sufficient sensitivity and specificity. RPA
appeared the easiest method to perform, with the risk of contamination being lower than that of LAMP.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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INV.3.2.12.004
Potential R&D pathways for new treatment of Eumycetoma
N. Strub-Wourgaft
DNDi, Geneva, Switzerland

Eumycetoma is a difficult and challenging disease to treat. To
date the available therapies are limited to the antifungals, ketoconazole and itraconazole, which are expensive and are proving
to be ineffective with serious side effects. This results in amputation, often repeated, and sometimes death. There is an urgent
need for new antifungal agents that are safe, effective and appropriate for use in rural settings. Azoles are currently the only drug
class found to be effective against the disease. Recent evidence
has shown that fosravuconazole (E1224), a potent orally available triazole currently under development for Chagas disease,
could be an effective and affordable option for the treatment of
fungal mycetoma. Fosravuconazole is a prodrug that is rapidly
converted to ravuconazole, shown to have potent in vitro activity
against Madurella mycetomatis, one of the causative agents of
eumycetoma. It has favourable pharmacokinetic properties and
low toxicity. DNDi plans to carry out a randomized controlled
trial to study the efficacy of fosravuconazole compared to the
current treatment, itraconazole in moderate mycetoma lesions.
This will be a double-blinded, randomised, monocentre superiority study with an interim analysis at three months, with a primary objective of seeing superiority of fosravuconazole over
itraconazole at 12 months follow-up. The study will be conducted with the WHO Collaborating Centre on Mycetoma in
Khartoum.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.2.14. Progress and challenges for the elimination
of gambiense sleeping sickness
INV.3.2.14.002
The role of National Control Programmes in HAT
elimination and integration into primary healthcare
C. Lumbala
Programme National de Lutte Contre la Trypanosomiase Humaine
Africaine, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo

Human African Trypanosomiasis (HAT), also known as sleeping
sickness, is a vector-borne parasitic disease, transmitted to
humans by the bite of an infected tsetse fly. HAT is found in
sub-Saharan Africa within the geographical limits of distribution
of the vector. Two sub-species of Trypanosoma cause the disease
in humans:
1 Trypanosoma brucei gambiense, which causes gambiense
HAT, endemic in West and Central Africa (chronic form, at
least 95% of all cases).
2 Trypanosoma brucei rhodesiense, which causes rhodesiense
HAT, present in East and Southern Africa (acute form, less
than 5% of current cases).
WHO has targeted elimination of HAT as a public health
problem by 2020. Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) has
reported at least 80 % of all HAT cases for the last 5 years, but
there has been a large drop reported since the beginning of the
millennium, from 16 975 in 2000 to 3026 in 2014. When active
screening stops the number of cases tends to increase, however
between 2000 and 2014 the number of mobile teams responsible
for active screening was reduced from 43 to 30 in the DRC. The
cost effectiveness of active screening as currently implemented
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decreases significantly as the number of cases decreases; highlighting the need to better integrate activities to fight HAT into
the primary healthcare (PHC) system.
A sustainable surveillance system needs to be implemented in
order to assure, evaluate, maintain and monitor the elimination
of the disease. It will be difficult to justify active screening as the
number of cases reaches zero. Passive screening by PHC facilities
will have to play an important role in capturing any risk of
reemergence of the disease. At this point, when a suspected case
is confirmed, the entire population in the village concerned will
be actively screened. To better integrate activities, there is a need
for a well-functioning PHC system that has trained health workers, is technically supported and properly equipped, and has adequate supplies of lab and medical consumables, reagents and
drugs. Integrating the activities of the HAT national control programme into PHC is important for guaranteeing surveillance
where the number of cases is very low and active screening is no
longer justified, and for helping to increase the coverage of atrisk populations in screening activities. Here we analyse the critical role of National control programmes for a better and more
sustainable integration of HAT activities into the PHC system.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

INV.3.2.14.004
A new dawn for sleeping sickness - the development of oral
treatments
A. Tarral
Drugs for Neglected Diseases initiative, Geneva, Switzerland

The number of cases of Human African Trypanosomiasis (HAT)
has decreased significantly over the last few years due to
improved diagnosis, vector and case control. Nifurtimox-Eflornithine Combination Therapy (NECT) is currently first line treatment for gambiense HAT in all endemic countries, and a vast
improvement over previous treatments. However, NECT is only
effective against stage 2 of the disease, and requires hospitalisation during administration of the required 14 injections of eflornithine over 7 days and 10 days of oral treatment with
nifurtimox. There is a need for treatments that can be easily
administered at village level which are effective against both
stages of the disease, in order for WHO elimination targets to be
met.
The first two oral treatments for HAT are currently undergoing clinical development. Fexinidazole, the result of compound
mining efforts, is undergoing evaluation in a pivotal Phase II/III
study to assess its safety and efficacy compared to NECT when
treating stage 2 disease. Complementary studies are underway in
adult patients with early second stage/first stage disease, and in
children aged 6–14 years. An oxaborole compound, SCYX-7158
(also known AN5568), discovered by Anacor Pharmaceuticals, is
the first new chemical entity to arise out of DNDi’s lead optimization programme. Pre-clinical studies showed preliminary evidence that SCYX-7158 was safe and efficacious to treat stage 2
of the disease, as it is able to cross the blood-brain barrier. The
longer than expected half-life in healthy human volunteers necessitated additional animal studies, but results supported continued
evaluation of single ascending doses. Clinical safety profiling
showed there were no identifiable issues of concern with doses
up to and exceeding the therapeutic dose. Follow up of these
subjects is complete and results will be reported in the meeting.
With its long half-life, SCYX-7158 has the potential to be a single-dose treatment for HAT.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.2.15. Helminth infections – diagnosis
O.3.2.15.001
Is PCR the next gold standard for the diagnosis of
Schistosoma in stool? A comparison with microscopy in
Senegal and Kenya
L. Meurs1,2, E. Brienen1, M. Mbow3, E A. Ochola4, S. Mboup3,
D M. S. Karanja4, W E. Secor5, K. Polman2 and L. van Lieshout1
1
Department of Parasitology, Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden,
The Netherlands; 2Department of Biomedical Sciences, Institute of
Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium; 3Laboratory of Bacteriology and
Virology, Aristide Le Dantec Teaching Hospital, Dakar, Senegal; 4Center
for Global Health Research, Kenya Medical Research Institute, Kisumu,
Kenya; 5Division of Parasitic Diseases and Malaria, Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA

Introduction The current reference test for the detection of
S. mansoni in endemic areas is stool microscopy based on one or
more Kato-Katz stool smears. However, stool microscopy has
several shortcomings that greatly affect the efficacy of current
schistosomiasis control programs. A highly specific multiplex
real-time PCR targeting the Schistosoma internal transcriberspacer-2 sequence (ITS2) was developed by our group a few
years ago, but so far this PCR has been applied mostly on urine
samples. Here, we performed more in-depth evaluation of the
ITS2 PCR as an alternative method to standard microscopy for
the detection and quantification of Schistosoma spp. in stool
samples.
Methods and Materials Microscopy and PCR were
performed in a Senegalese community (n = 197) in an area with
high S. mansoni transmission and co-occurrence of
S. haematobium, and in Kenyan schoolchildren (n = 760) from
an area with comparatively low S. mansoni transmission.
Results Despite the differences in Schistosoma endemicity the
PCR performed very similarly in both areas; 13–15% more
infections were detected by PCR when comparing to microscopy
of a single stool sample. Even when 2–3 stool samples were used
for microscopy, PCR on one stool sample detected more
infections, especially in people with light-intensity infections and
in children from low-risk schools. The low prevalence of soiltransmitted helminthiasis in both populations was confirmed by
an additional multiplex PCR.
Conclusions The ITS2-based PCR was more sensitive than
standard microscopy in detecting Schistosoma spp. This would
be particularly useful for S. mansoni detection in low
transmission areas, and post-control settings, and as such
improve schistosomiasis control programs, epidemiological
research, and quality control of microscopy. Moreover, it can be
complemented with other (multiplex real-time) PCRs to detect a
wider range of helminths and thus enhance effectiveness of
current integrated control and elimination strategies for
neglected tropical diseases.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Sensitivity of Strongyloides IgG antibody detection by
ELISA among immunocompromised patients
L. Gétaz1, P. Zamora2, R. Castro3, M. Kramer4, S. Lisarazu5 and F. Chappuis1
1
Division of Tropical and Humanitarian Medicine, Geneva University
Hospitals, Geneva, Switzerland; 2Departamento de Parasitologia, Centro
de Enfermedades Tropicales CENETROP, Santa Cruz; 3Servicio de
Enfermedades Infecciosas, Hospital VIEDMA, Cochabamba; 4Unidad de
Reumatologıa, Seguro Social Universitario, Santa Cruz, Plurinational
State of Bolivia; 5Centro Departamental de Vigilancia y Referencia de
Enfermedades de Transmisi
on Sexual (CEDEVIR), Santa Cruz,
Plurinational State of Bolivia

Introduction Strongyloidiasis can be fatal in
immunocompromised patients. It is essential to detect and treat
carriers before the onset of hyperinfection. Diagnosis of infection
is hampered by the suboptimal sensitivity of fecal-based tests.
Serological methods are more sensitive. However, studies
evaluating the sensitivity of serological tests are usually
performed among immunocompetent populations. The aim of
this study is to evaluate the sensitivity of an ELISA among
immunocompromised patients.
Methods and Materials In a prospective study conducted
in Bolivia among patients at high risk of hyperinfection (patients
with cancer, HIV, rheumatic or hematologic diseases), 88
patients with parasitologically proven S. stercoralis infection
were selected for this study. Strongyloides IgG antibody titers
were measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (Bordier
Affinity Products; reported sensitivity: 88–90%).
Results Out of 88 patients with positive stool exams for
strongyloidiasis, 41 were HIV positive, eight had a
rheumatologic disease, 28 had cancer and eleven suffered from a
hematological disease. Among these patients, 20/88 (22.7%) had
a negative serology (sensitivity 77.3%).
Among HIV positive patients with a CD4 count less than 300,
64.5% (20/31) had a positive serology. Of all those with a CD4
count over 300 (HIV positive or negative), 84.2% (48/57) had a
positive serology. This difference is statistically significant
(P = 0.035). Only one HIV positive patient with a CD4 count
over 300 had a negative serological result (1/10).
Conclusions The sensitivity of serology to detect
Strongyloides infection was only 77.3% among a population of
patients with various degrees of immunosuppression, who are at
increased risk of complications. The sensitivity is even lower
among HIV positive patients with low CD4 counts. Empirical
treatment of strongyloidiasis in immunocompromised patients
should be considered in areas of high endemicity.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.2.15.003
Innovative diagnostic tools to control cystic echinococcosis
M P. Maurelli, L. Rinaldi, P. Pepe, D. Ianniello, A. Amadesi and G. Cringoli
Department of Veterinary Medicine and Animal Productions, University
of Naples Federico II, Naples, Italy

Introduction Cystic echinococcosis (CE) is a widespread
parasitic zoonosis, caused by the larval stages (hydatid cysts) of
a tapeworm of the Taeniidae family, namely Echinococcus
granulosus. The life cycle of E. granulosus includes canids as
definitive hosts and a wide range of domestic and wild mammals
and humans as intermediate hosts. Disability-adjusted life years
(DALYs) resulting from human CE have been calculated as high
as 1 million, similar to dengue, Chagas disease and
trypanosomiasis. The aim of this study was to develop and
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standardize innovative diagnostic tools for the control of
E. granulosus in endemic areas such as southern Italy.
Methods and materials: Fifty faecal samples collected from
farm dogs infected by E. granulosus were used for the study.
Each sample was examined by five different protocols using
FLOTAC and the following flotation solutions: sodium chloride
(specific gravity, s.g. = 1200), zinc sulphate (s.g. = 1350), zinc
chloride (s.g. = 1450), Breza solution 1 (s.g. = 1300) and Breza
solution 2 (s.g. = 1400). Moreover, four different protocols of
DNA extraction were compared and standardized for the diagnosis of E. granulosus: (i) QIAamp Tissue Kit (Qiagen) from
eggs, (ii) QIAamp Stool (Qiagen) from eggs, (iii) QIAamp Stool
(Qiagen) from faeces, (iv) Wizard Magnetic Purification System
for Food (Promega) from faeces. DNA extraction was followed
by PCR amplification and sequencing of mitochondrial cytochrome C oxidase subunit 1.
Results The FLOTAC technique with zinc sulphate solution
(s.g.1350) resulted the best copromicroscopic method for faecal
egg counts of Taeniidae eggs. Noteworthy, the FLOTAC device
was also very useful recovering Taeniidae eggs to be used for
DNA extraction. Indeed, the best kit for DNA extraction
resulted the QIAamp Stool that provided the highest number of
positive samples, i.e. 47/50 (94.0%; 95% Confidence
Interval = 82.5–98.4%). The three negative samples had very
low faecal egg counts (2 eggs per gram of faeces).
Conclusion The best method for the diagnosis of
E. granulosus in dogs resulted the combination of FLOTAC
(with zinc sulphate) and QIAamp Stool (Qiagen) using the
floated eggs.
These techniques could be very useful for the control of
E. granulosus in animals and humans in endemic areas as the
Campania region of southern Italy.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.2.15.004
An ultra-sensitive urine-based assay targeting the circulating
anodic antigen (CAA) for diagnosis of urogenital and
intestinal schistosomiasis in low-endemic areas
G J. van Dam1, C J. de Dood2, D. Kornelis1, L. van Lieshout1 and
P L. A. M. Corstjens2
1
Parasitology, LUMC, Leiden, The Netherlands; 2Molecular Cell Biology,
LUMC, Leiden, The Netherlands

The recent renewed interest in mapping, intensified control and
elimination of schistosomiasis has put the need for highly accurate diagnostic assays high on the agenda. The well-studied schistosome antigen detection assays CCA- and CAA-ELISA have
been converted into a Point-of-Care rapid test (POC-CCA) and
an ultra-sensitive UCP lateral flow based strip assay (UCP-CAA),
respectively. The simple field applicable POC-CCA test may
replace the Kato-Katz testing for prevalence mapping of community-level S. mansoni infections using a single drop of urine and
evaluate quickly (within days) the efficacy of treatment. However, this test shows variable sensitivity in the diagnosis of
S. haematobium.
The recently developed UCP-CAA assay detects antigen in
serum or urine of all schistosome species at sub-pg levels, a sensitivity allowing detection of single worm infections. The assay
has been adapted to a robust, dry-reagent based test, and is currently used in several low-resource settings in Africa. In combination with optimized sampling schedules involving pooled
urines this would allow rapid identification of foci of low prevalence/intensity S. haematobium and S. mansoni infections.
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Recent studies using the 2 ml urine dry reagent UCP-CAA format performed in low prevalence (<2%), S. haematobium settings (near elimination) show an over 10-fold increase in the
prevalence of active schistosome infections. Similar results have
been shown for S. japonicum settings in China and S. mansoni
settings in Brasil and Africa.
The UCP-CAA strip assay therefore is a valuable highly sensitive diagnostic tool, applicable for screening and case finding in
very low prevalence areas, including pre-elimination settings.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.2.15.006
Nanobodyâ-based sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay for the detection of Toxocara canis excretorysecretory proteins
F J. Morales1, I. Sariego Ramos2, K. Polman3 and S. Muyldermans1
Laboratory of Cellular and Molecular Immunology, Vrije Universiteit Brusel,
Brussels, Belgium; 2Departamento de Parasitologia, Instituto de Medicina
Tropical Pedro Kouri, La Habana, Cuba; 3Department of Biomedical
Sciences, Institute of Tropical Medicine Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium

1

Introduction Human Toxocariasis (HT) is a neglected
O.3.2.15.005
Comparison of different diagnostic procedures, including
mini-FLOTAC and multiplex real-time PCR, for the
diagnosis of soil transmitted helminths and protozoa in
stool samples from Ende, Indonesia
L. van Lieshout1, E A. T. Brienen1, M M. M. Kaisar1,2, Y. Djuardi2, E. Sartono1
and T. Supali2
1
Parasitology, Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden, The
Netherlands; 2Parasitology, University of Indonesia, Jakarta, Indonesia

Introduction The newly developed mini-FLOTAC (MF) is a
low cost and easy to perform quantitative coproscopic method
based on the flotation capacity of parasitic eggs and cysts. The aim
of this study is to evaluate the diagnostic performance of MF as an
epidemiological tool for population-based screening by examining
formalin fixed stool samples and comparing the outcome with
other coproscopic procedures, using PCR as the reference standard.
Methods Stool samples (n = 64) were collected at Flores
Island, Indonesia, in a community known for its high parasite
prevalence. Microscopic examination of Kato-smears (KS) was
done instantly, while aliquots either mixed with formalin or
ethanol were transported to a centralized laboratory for further
examination by microscopy and PCR, respectively. Besides MF,
microscopic analysis included direct smear (DS), and formalinether concentration (FEC). Multiplex real-time PCRs for the
detection of six helminth species and four protozoa were
performed on spin column isolated DNA, preceded by removal
of the ethanol and a bead-beating procedure.
Results Based on PCR findings the most prevalent infection
was hookworm (64%), followed by Ascaris lumbricoides (63%)
and Trichuris trichiura (58%). Of all microscopy techniques, the
highest number of helminth positive cases were seen with KS,
namely 48%, 63% and 47% for these three species respectively.
MF performed relatively poorly, in particular for the detection
of hookworm eggs (6%), while 48% and 39% of the samples
were positive at the MF for the two other helminth species. No
positive Strongyloides stercoralis, Schistosoma, Entamoeba
histolytica or Cryptosporidium cases were detected with any of
the used diagnostic techniques, with the exception of a single
Cryptosporidium PCR positive sample. DNA of Dientamoeba
fragilis and of Giardia lamblia could be detected in 48.4% and
12.5% of the samples, respectively. The mini-FLOTAC device
was found to be impractical for the detection of protozoa.
Conclusion Although the mini-FLOTAC may still be an
adequate and easy to use device for the detection of helminth
eggs in the field, we found the detection rates to be surprisingly
low when used retrospectively on formalin fixed samples, in
particular for the detection of hookworm. Our findings confirm
real-time PCR, despite requiring advanced laboratory
technology, to be a powerful technique for high-throughput
detection and quantification of multiple intestinal parasites.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

disease resulting from tissue invasion of L2 larva from Toxocara
canis. The only laboratory diagnostic tool currently available is a
serological test detecting IgG against the excretory secretory
proteins of the parasite (TES). This method is unable to
distinguish between current and past infections. We developed a
sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) taking
advantage of the inherent features of specific single variable
domain fragments of camelids (nanobodiesâ).
Methods and Materials An alpaca was immunized with
125 lg of TES 5 times in intervals of 7 days. One week after the
last immunization, peripheral blood was extracted and
nanobodyâ sequences were amplified through reversetranscription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) from blood
lymphocytes. Selection of binders was performed by biopanning
based on phage display. A sandwich ELISA was set up with a
capturing nanobodyâ cloned in pHEN6c vector and a detection
nanobodyâ in vector pBAD17 containing an AviTagTM for
in vivo biotinylation. Cross-reactivity was tested with excretory
antigens of Ascaris lumbricoides and A. suum. Immunocapturing
with paramagnetic beads was used to isolate the specific fraction
of TES recognized in the sandwich ELISA.
Results Nanobodyâ sequences were present in 3x108
transformants. 84% of them contained a plasmid encoding 20
different nanobody sequences. The combination 1TCE39 and
1TCE52 had the best Optical Density (OD) signal in sandwich
ELISA with no cross-reactivity with A. lumbricoides or A. suum.
The detection limit using ELISA sandwich format in negative
samples spiked with TES was 40 ng/ml. Immunocapturing
demonstrated that the epitopes recognised by the sandwich
ELISA are located in the 120 kDa fraction of TES.
Conclusions Tests to diagnose active HT are currently not
available, hampering the estimation of the real prevalence of the
disease and its control. Nanobodyâ-based sandwich ELISA
provides an innovative approach to detect TES of T. canis in
clinical samples.
Disclosure This project is funded by the Research
Foundation Flanders (FWO).

3.2.16. R&D for Trypanosomiasis, African and
South-American
O.3.2.16.001
A new diagnostic algorithm for Trypanosoma brucei gambiense
human African trypanosomiasis (HAT) case detection in a
low prevalence setting in North Western Uganda
C. Wamboga1, E. Matovu2, S. Bieler3, P. Bessel4 and J. Ndungu3
1
Vector Control Division, Ministry of Health, Kampala, Uganda;
2
Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda; 3FIND, Geneva, Switzerland;
4
Epi Interventions Ltd, Edinburgh, UK

HAT is caused by 2 trypanosome sub-species; the chronic Trypanosoma brucei gambiense and acute T. b. rhodesiense. Both
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forms exist in Uganda, the former occurring in 7 districts in the
North West, putting more than 2 million people at risk. The global incidence of HAT is declining; in Uganda only 20 T. b. gambiense cases were reported in 2012, down from about 200
recorded in 2008. Detection of gambiense HAT cases and relies
on screening large numbers of at-risk individuals, which is usually done through active screening of the entire population.
However, costs rise greatly as incidence declines. Here we determine the feasibility of eliminating T. b. gambiense HAT through
passive screening, using a new diagnostic strategy that combines
the use of Rapid Diagnostic Tests (RDTs), fluorescence microscopy and Loop mediated isothermal Amplification (LAMP) to
identify cases in a region of low prevalence. We characterized
health care facilities in the 7 endemic districts and generated a
map that was used to rationalize the distribution of diagnostic
capacity. Consequently, 200 RDT sites, 9 microscopy and 3
LAMP centres were established across the districts. The entry
point to this algorithm is presentation with symptoms suggestive
of HAT. A referral system where RDT positive individuals are
sent to the nearest microscopy centre (median distance: 11.4 km)
for parasitology tests was established. RDT positive suspects in
which trypanosomes cannot be demonstrated are sampled and
tested at the LAMP centres; positive results from LAMP increase
suspicion and warrant scheduled parasitological re-checks until
their status is confirmed. Data transfer from all sites by mobile
phone and an online application are used to monitor the use of
tests in all the participating facilities. Over 400 clinicians and
technicians were trained to recognize symptoms and diagnose
HAT. Out of 11 157 symptomatic individuals screened by RDT
within 20 months, 320 were positive and 10 were eventually
confirmed as cases by microscopy. Four of the confirmed cases
were detected after re-examination prompted by positive LAMP
results. Our results to date indicate that this strategy would be
appropriate to accelerate HAT elimination in low-prevalence settings by upgrading existing infrastructure, while limiting the
costs associated with large scale mobile screening of entire populations. This model could be deployed in other areas of Africa
with a low incidence of gambiense HAT.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.2.16.002
Development of a rapid diagnostic test for active case
detection in sleeping sickness control: recHAT Sero-Strip
Q. Gilleman1, P. B€
uscher2, P. Mertens1 and T. Leclipteux1
1
Coris BioConcept, Gembloux, Antwerp, Belgium; 2Institute of Tropical
Medicine (ITM), Antwerp, Belgium

Background With the elimination of human African
trypanosomiasis (HAT) in focus for 2020, highly accurate
diagnostics are needed. In the past, large scale use of the card
agglutination test for trypanosomiasis (CATT) followed by
proper therapy has allowed to drastically reduce the prevalence
of Trypanosoma brucei gambiense HAT. However, the need for
a cold chain and electricity is a limiting factor in deploying
CATT in very remote areas. An immunochromatographic test
that fully complies with the ASSURED (affordable, sensitive,
specific, user-friendly, rapid, equipment-free and deliverable)
criteria and that is based on recombinant antigens may
overcome the shortcomings of CATT.
Methods T. b. gambiense antigens were expressed in E. coli
and incorporated in an immunochromatographic test format: the
recHAT Sero-Strip.
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Tests kit (with 25 strips in tubes) contains all necessary materials to perform the test on finger-prick blood. The recHAT SeroStrip was tested on sera from 134 T. b. gambiense sleeping sickness patients and 359 endemic controls (the results were compared
with parasitology as gold standard method). A real-time stability
study was performed at 30, 37, 40 and 45°C. Another real-time
stability study testing of open tubes in high humidity atmosphere
is ongoing at the time of the abstract writing.
Results recHAT Sero-Strip is available in bulk with about
10 kg and 50 L for 3000 tests including all necessary accessories
to run the test. Sensitivity was 97% (95% CI: 92.6–98.8%) and
specificity was 96% (95% CI: 92.9–97.2%). The recHAT SeroStrip is stable for 2 months at 45°C and for 3 months at 40°C.
The strips remain valid at least for 2 months after opening in
high humidity atmosphere (ongoing).
Conclusion recHAT Sero-Strip is a new RDT for
T. b. gambiense sleeping sickness that can be deployed for active
screening in remote areas under conditions where CATT cannot
be performed. recHAT Sero-Strip complies with the ASSURED
criteria and might thus play a role in achieving HAT elimination
by 2020.
Acknowledgements Supported by the European
Commission (NIDIAG research collaboration network, FP7
contract 260260).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Migration between C^
ote d’Ivoire and bordering countries
and Human African Trypanosomiasis
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Humaine Africaine (PNETHA) en C^
ote d’Ivoire, Abidjan, Cote D‘Ivoire;
5
Projet de Recherche Clinique sur les Trypanosomoses (PRCT), Daloa,
Cote D‘Ivoire; 6Epidemiology and Public Health, Swiss Tropical and
Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 7Universty of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland

Human African Trypanosomiasis (HAT) - also known as sleeping sickness - is a tsetse fly transmitted parasitic disease that
remains endemic in zones of C^
ote d’Ivoire but with decreasing
detected numbers of cases in the past years. This largely rural
disease is of increasing concern among migrants coming from
bordering countries and also of seasonal workers from within
C^
ote d’Ivoire from non-endemic zones. Seasonal workers usually
work in cocoa cash crop areas, where they can be exposed in the
fields or due to poor housing conditions. Our previous study
highlighted their increased risk of infection and poor access to
appropriate diagnostic and treatment. Out of 805 seasonal
migrants tested (440 from abroad and 366 from within C^
ote
d’Ivoire), 8 (1%) and 4 (0.5%) were sero- and parasitology-positive, respectively. In contrast, among the local sedentary tested
population (n = 329) these prevalences were lower with 0.6%
and 0%, respectively.
The seasonal workers from abroad commonly come from
Burkina Faso. They develop HAT after the harvest season and
back in Burkina Faso (or another neighboring country). In surveys conducted together with the National Control program
against sleeping sickness and the WHO reference center for
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sleeping sickness in Bobo-Dioulasso, Burkina-Faso, it was found
that a case of HAT infected in C^
ote d’Ivoire was detected in
Burkina Faso, raising concerns of possible of reactivation of former foci of HAT in the country since the vector is still present.
So far, no recent autochthone case of HAT was detected in
Burkina Faso. In non-endemic HAT zones of West Africa, physicians are not aware about HAT - and doctors rarely ask about
previous travels of patients. Late - if at all - diagnosis of HAT
patients renders treatment very problematic. We should consider
more prominently in sociological aspects in studies to better
understand the epidemiology of maintenance and resurgence of
sleeping sickness in endemic foci in cash-crop areas. Mobility of
people is one aspect. This in view of successful elimination of
sleeping sickness in Africa - as advocated by the WHO - and
thus not to miss important linkages and subsequent control/elimination options.
Acknowledgements This study was funded by the National
Center of Competence in Research North-South in Switzerland,
the Programme National d’Elimination de la Trypanosomiase
Humaine Africaine in C^
ote d’Ivoire, and the Institut de
Recherche pour le Developpement in Burkina Faso and France.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.2.16.004
Research and development landscape in Chagas disease
I. Ribeiro
Drugs for Neglected Diseases Initiative, Geneva, Switzerland

Chagas disease (CD) is one of the world’s most neglected diseases, with estimates of 5.6 million people infected and 70 million in the at-risk population. Available treatments for CD are
limited and new, safer and simpler therapeutic alternatives are
needed.
After decades of negligible progress, the last few years have
witnessed a significant change in the landscape of research and
drug development (R&D) in CD. Recent scientific advances have
occurred in multiple areas and impacted all phases of R&D.
The current global portfolio includes novel classes of compounds under evaluation, with a range of new collaborations
between product development partnership, academia and industry. Innovative in vitro and in vivo models have been developed
and are now part of the regular profiling of new compounds.
Consensus on the design of proof-of-concept (PoC) trials, in
particular the definition of target population and outcome measures for clinical studies in chronic CD provided a roadmap and
new impetus for development. The PoC evaluation of ergosterol
biosynthesis inhibitors (posaconazole and E1224) generated key
new information in CD, prompting changes in the existing
screening cascades, new decision-gates for drug discovery and
lead optimisation, as well as new hypotheses for testing in clinical investigations in CD.
A lot remains to be done. Continued work is needed for a better understanding of pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamics relationships in CD and the relevance of the various T. cruzi strains
to human disease. Sustained efforts are also required for the
evaluation of biological markers of early therapeutic response
for CD.
At the same time, adult and pediatric clinical trials in chronic
CD have provided clear efficacy and safety information on benznidazole, supporting the clinical assessment of alternative treatment regimens (reduced doses and treatment duration), in
monotherapy and combination with existing azoles. Most importantly, however, these results provide additional evidence-base

for the immediate scaling up of diagnosis and treatment with
current therapeutic tools for CD.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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T. cruzi natural populations are composed of multiple clones
from six discrete typing units (DTUs). The clinical, epidemiologic
and therapeutic relevance of existing genetic diversity remains
unknown. Genetic polymorphism of parasite populations was
analysed before and after treatment with different anti-parasitic
drugs [E1224 and benznidazole (BZN)] and placebo in a DNDisponsored phase II randomized, multicenter, safety and efficacy
study in adult patients with chronic CD in Bolivia (DNDi-CHE1224-001; NCT01489228).
Methods and Materials 231 positive DNA samples from
baseline and follow-up were used as template for PCR targeted
to T. cruzi satellite DNA (SatDNA) and the variable regions of
kinetoplastid DNA (vkDNA). SatDNA PCR products were
purified, sequenced and aligned using ClustalX. RFLP-PCR
profiles were obtained after digestion of purified vkDNA
amplicons with 1U of HinfI/MspI/RsaI restriction enzymes, 10%
PAGE and Sybr Gold staining. Genetic distances among baseline
and follow-up minicircle signatures for each patient were
estimated using the Jaccard0 s coefficient (JC).
Results At baseline, 31% of samples showed SatDNA type II
sequences (present in DTUs II/III) and 69% type I/II hybrid
(present in DTUs V/VI); whereas 12 months after treatment,
12.8% of samples showed SatDNA type II and 87.2% type I/II
hybrid sequences. SatDNA type I sequences (present in DTUs I/
IV) were not found. After treatment, a change in the
predominant SatDNA sequences was observed in both treated
and placebo groups. Mean JC of minicircle signatures for
placebo and the three E1224 arms (high, single and low dose)
were 0.44 (0.00, 0.77), 0.47 (0.11, 0.75), 0.46 (0.30, 0.80), and
0.43 (0.31, 0.60), respectively; whereas it was 0.82 for the single
refractory case of the BZN-treated group.
Discussion Our findings indicate that the genetic composition
of T. cruzi bloodstream populations during follow-up reflects the
natural fluctuation of multiclonal parasite populations in chronic
Chagas disease. This is the first report documenting the
molecular characterization of T. cruzi populations after
treatment and during natural infection of Chagas disease
patients.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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3.2.17. Schistosomiasis

Immunogenicity and efficacy of a subunit therapeutic
vaccine against Chagas disease

O.3.2.17.001
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J. Pollet1, B. Zhan1, A L. Kendricks1, N. Yoshida3, L. Feng3, M E. Bottazzi1 and
P J. Hotez1
1
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Medicine, Houston, TX, USA; 2Southwest Electronic Energy Medical
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Eisai Inc., Research Triangle Park, NC, USA

Chagas disease, caused by the protozoal parasite Trypanosoma
cruzi, is a neglected tropical disease characterized by chronic cardiac disease in approximately 30% of infected individuals. Tc24
is a 24 kilodalton calcium binding flagellar antigen that significantly reduces parasitemia, increases survival, and reduces cardiac pathology in T. cruzi infected mice when delivered
therapeutically as a DNA vaccine. As DNA vaccines have limited
success translating to clinical use, our goal is to develop a recombinant protein based vaccine that induces antigen specific interferon gamma (IFNc) producing T cells and IgG2a antibody,
reduces parasite burdens, increases survival, and reduces cardiac
pathology when delivered therapeutically. Na€ıve BALB/c mice
were vaccinated twice with recombinant Tc24 protein adsorbed
to Alhydrogelâ, Alhydrogelâ +CpG, or E6020 adjuvant in a
stable emulsion (E6020 SE). Antigen specific IFNc production
and IgG2a was measured in splenocytes and serum, respectively.
Vaccine formulations containing Tc24 protein combined with
E6020 SE, or Tc24 protein adsorbed to Alhydrogelâ +CpG
induced antigen specific IFNc production and anti-Tc24 IgG2a
antibodies at levels greater than antigen or adjuvant only controls, and Tc24 protein adsorbed to Alhydrogelâ. BALB/c mice
infected with 5000 T. cruzi H1 blood form parasites were vaccinated 7 and 14 days after infection with Tc24 protein combined
with E6020 SE. Parasitemia was measured twice weekly and survival was monitored daily. Parasitemia was significantly reduced
(P > 0.05) in vaccinated mice compared to unvaccinated mice by
18 days of infection. By 35 days of infection, 80% of vaccinated
mice survived while only 40% of unvaccinated mice survived.
To evaluate chronic disease, outbred ICR mice were infected
with a sublethal dose of 500 T. cruzi H1 blood form parasites
and monitored by electrocardiogram (ECG) and echocardiography. By 70 days of infection, 20% of mice showed conduction
deficits by ECG, including atrial fibrillation, ectopic activity and
conduction block. By 180 days of infection, heart failure was
detectable on echocardiography. These results indicate that a
candidate vaccine containing Tc24 protein and E6020 SE
induces antigen specific IFNc production and IgG2a, reduces
parasitemia and increases survival in a mouse model of acute
Chagas disease. Future studies will evaluate the effects of therapeutic vaccination on the progression of chronic cardiac disease
in a mouse model.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Rapid clearance of schistosomal circulating cathodic antigen
(CCA) after treatment shown by urine strip tests importance for monitoring treatment efficacy and
re-infection
A O. Kildemoes1, B J. Vennervald1, N B. Kabatereine2, E M. Tukahebwa2,
P. Magnussen1,3, S. Wilson4, C J. de Dood5, A M. Deelder5 and G J. van Dam5
1
Section for Parasitology and Aquatic Diseases, University of
Copenhagen, Frederiksberg, Denmark; 2Schistosomiasis Control Initiative
at Vector Control Division, Ministry of Health, Kampala, Uganda;
3
Centre for Medical Parasitology, University of Copenhagen,
Copenhagen, Denmark; 4Department of Pathology, University of
Cambridge, Cambridge, UK; 5Department of Parasitology, Leiden
University Medical Centre, Leiden, The Netherlands

Schistosomiasis elimination has reached agendas in many public
health sectors; however, reaching this goal remains a substantial
challenge. In order to assess the progress of interventions and
monitor treatment efficacy, accurate, feasible and affordable
diagnostic tools are an absolute requirement. Detection of Schistosoma mansoni by circulating cathodic antigen (CCA) in urine
is an attractive option as this measure describes active worm
infection noninvasively. In order to interpret treatment efficacy
and re-infections, knowledge about clearance of this antigen is
necessary. This study aims to investigate whether systemic antigen clearance is reflected in decreasing CCA levels in urine after
only 24 h in response to both a single and two treatments with
praziquantel.
The study was designed as a series of cross-sectional sample
collections from 426 individuals nested in a two-arm randomised
single blinded longitudinal clinical trial cohort matched by gender and age (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT00215267). One
arm was baseline treatment only, whereas the other arm received
a second treatment at 2 weeks. Samples from baseline (urine+stool), baseline+24 h (urine), 2 weeks (urine), 2 weeks+24 h
(urine), 9 weeks (urine+stool) and 2 years (urine+stool) were
analysed. CCA levels in urine were determined by carbon-conjugated monoclonal antibody lateral flow strip assay and S. mansoni and soil-transmitted helminths eggs per gram (EPG) by
Kato-Katz (six slides).
Significant correlations between CCA levels and S. mansoni
EPG at baseline, 9 weeks and 2 years regardless of treatment
arm were observed. Both tests showed significantly lower levels
at 9 weeks in the two treatments group compared to those only
receiving one treatment. Furthermore, presence of hookworm
was found not to be a confounder for CCA specificity. At baseline mean CCA scores were significantly reduced 24 h after treatment (P < 0.001). Again, at 2 weeks CCA scores were
significantly lowered (P < 0.001) 24 h after the second treatment
in contrast to the one treatment arm (P = 0.568).
In conclusion, CCA clearance in response to treatment is measurable in urine already after 24 h. This is imperative when
monitoring treatment efficacy as well as assessing re-infection
proportions, because this antigen detecting assay provides information on the presence of actively feeding stages of S. mansoni,
which conventional faecal microscopy methods do not accurately
reflect.
Disclosure This study was funded by the Commission of the
European Community0 s Science and Technology for
Development Programme [INCO-DEV Contract No: 517733
(MUSTSchistUKEMA)]. The funders had no role in study design,
data collection and analysis.
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O.3.2.17.002
A 5-year progress report from SCORE, the Schistosomiasis
Consortium for Operational Research and Evaluation
C H. King1,2, S. Binder2, C. Campbell2 and D G. Colley2
Center for Global Health and Diseases, Case Western Reserve
University, Cleveland, OH, USA; 2Schistosomiasis Consortium for
Operational Research and Evaluation, Athens, GA, US

1

Introduction SCORE, the Schistosomiasis Consortium for
Operational Research and Evaluation, is researching multiple
practical aspects of schistosomiasis control to find evidencebased answers to programmatic questions that confront NTD
control managers.
Methods SCORE is performing (i) ongoing randomized trials
of school- versus community-based drug delivery in Niger, Cote
d0 Ivoire, Kenya, Tanzania, and Mozambique in areas with
moderate to high prevalence of Schistosoma haematobium or
S. mansoni; (ii) trials to compare the performance of a point-ofcontact urine antigen-detection assay (POC-CCA) for S. mansoni
infection versus standard egg counting in 7 different countries;
(iii) comparison trials of supplementary interventions (snail
control, behaviour change, water and sanitation) to move
toward local elimination in Zanzibar and Burundi; iv) the
SCORE Rapid Answers Project, which uses systematic reviews
and meta-analysis, combined with calibrated mathematical
models of transmission, in aid of policy development.
Results Preliminary 4- and 5-year results from partner countries
indicate significantly better control of infection using annual versus
biennial schedules, both for moderate- and high-prevalence areas.
The optimal venue of delivery (school- versus community-based)
depends on location and school-enrolment. POC-CCA offers a
more sensitive means of detection of light intensity S. mansoni
infections in areas doing multi-year MDA programs. The results of
‘MDA-plus’ strategies for local elimination are pending. Calibrated
projections of program outcomes indicate that both school-age and
adult treatments will be needed to approach local elimination
targets in typical transmission settings.
Conclusion Achieving the goals of the 2012 London
Declaration will prove challenging. For optimal results,
implementation of anti-schistosomiasis MDA needs to be wellplanned, well-delivered, and well-monitored. Benefits must be
much more widely disseminated and promoted to effect the
worldwide policy goal of Schistosoma-related disease
elimination.
Disclosure SCORE is funded by the University of Georgia
(USA) Research Foundation through a grant from the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation.

lower Mekong Basin. Studies simultaneously focusing on human
and animal hosts are lacking. We assessed O. viverrini and
S. mekongi infection and their risk factors in humans, animal
reservoir and intermediate hosts on two endemic Mekong islands
in the Khong district, Champasak province, Southern Lao PDR,
using an EcoHealth approach.
Methods Cross-sectional studies were conducted in Don
Khone and Don Som Mekong island in Khong district. Human
infection status and risk factors were obtained from Kato-Katz
examination and interviews. Bythinia and Neotricula aperta
snails were collected and examined on the presence of
O. viverrini and S. mekongi cercariae, respectively. Cyprinoid
fish were collected in the villages’ water bodies and digested to
detect O. viverrini metacercariae. Fecal samples of dogs, cats,
pigs and buffalos were examined using concentration technique.
Results Prevalence of O. viverrini, hookworm, S. mekongi,
Trichuris trichiura, Ascaris lumbricoides and Taenia spp. were
60.7%, 44.1%, 22.2%, 4.1%, 0.6% and 0.1%, respectively.
Heavy infections were observed in humans for O. viverrini
(4.2%), S. mekongi (3.6%) and hookworm (1.8%) infections. In
total, 0.3% of Bythinia snails and 0.01% of N. aperta snails
were infected with O. viverrini and S. mekongi, respectively.
O. viverrini metacercariae were found in 26.9% of examined
cyprinoid fish. They were most prevalence in Hampala
macrolepidota, Cyclocheilichthys apogon and Puntius brevis.
Cats (53.1%) and dogs (25.0%) were highly infected with
O. viverrini. Dogs were found infected with S. mekongi
(14.7%). Availability of a latrine at home was a protective
factor and having observed cats or dogs eating raw fish was a
risk factor for O. viverrini infection. Children below 10 years of
age had the highest infection prevalence for S. mekongi (29.0%).
Children of older age groups and adults until the age of 36 years
had a significantly lower risk for a S. mekongi infection.
Conclusions O. viverrini and S. mekongi are highly
prevalent on Mekong islands in Southern Lao PDR. Cats and
dogs act contribute to O. viverrini transmission. Dogs must be
considered reservoir hosts for S. mekongi. Sustainable control
approaches must address human and animal risk factors.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.2.17.004
Assessment of the safety and efficacy of oral Moxidectin,
Synriamâ, Synriamâ-Praziquantel combination versus
Praziquantel in schoolchildren infected with Schistosoma
haematobium and Schistosoma mansoni
B. Barda1,2, J. Coulibaly2,3,4 and J. Keiser1,2
Department of Medical Parasitology and Infection Biology, Swiss
Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of
Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Unite de Formation et de Recherche
Biosciences, Universite Felix Houphou€et-Boigny, Abidjan, Cote D‘Ivoire;
4
Centre Suisse de Recherches Scientifiques en C^
ote d’Ivoire, Abidjan, Cote
D‘Ivoire
1

O.3.2.17.003
Transmission dynamics of Opisthorchis viverrini, Schistosoma
mekongi and other helminth infections in two communities
of Khong Islands, Southern Lao PDR
Y. Vonghachack1,2,3, P. Odermatt1,2, K. Taisayyavong4, S. Phounsavanh5,
K. Akkavong6 and S. Sayasone2,6,7
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3University of Health Sciences,
Vientiane, Laos; 4Malariology, Parasitology and Entomology Station,
Pakse, Champasack Province; 5Provincial Health Office, Pakse,
Champasack Province; 6National Institute of Public Health, Ministry of
Health, Vientiane, Lao People‘s Democratic Republic; 7Swiss Tropical
and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland

Background Opisthorchis viverrini and Schistosoma mekongi
are trematode infections of public health importance in the

Introduction Millions of people are affected by
schistosomiasis. Despite the huge burden of the disease, its
treatment relies on one drug only, praziquantel. Synriam is a
combination of piperaquine 150 mg and arterolane 750 mg, a
synthetic artemisinin derivative, which has been proven to have
antischistosomal properties in laboratory studies. This
antimalarial is now registered in different African countries.
Moxidectin, a veterinary drug currently developed for
onchocerciasis demonstrated efficacy in a Phase 3 clinical trial in
Onchocerca volvulus patients against Schistosoma mansoni coinfections.

© 2015 The Authors
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Methods and Materials We conducted two parallel
randomized single-blinded exploratory studies in Schistosoma
mansoni and S. haematobium infected school-aged children in
C^
ote d’Ivoire. We enrolled 120 school-children (12–14 years old)
in each study. At baseline each child was asked to provide two
stool samples (for the S. mansoni trial) or two urine samples (for
the S. haematobium trial) and one finger prick for malaria
screening. Samples were examined according to WHO standard
procedures and supplementary diagnostic methods
(microhematuria test, Baermann and CCA test) for the diagnosis
of schistosomes, other intestinal parasites (Trichuris trichiura,
Ascaris lumbricoides, Strongyloides stercoralis and hookworm)
and malaria parasites. The four arms of treatment were:
1 Moxidectin (8 ml).
2 Synriam for three consecutive days.
3 Synriamâ for three consecutive days plus praziquantel (40 mg/
kg).
4 Praziquantel (40 mg/kg).
Adverse events were monitored at several time points posttreatment. The children were asked to provide another two
stool/urine samples for follow-up 21 and 50/80 days after treatment.
Results and Conclusions Cure and egg reduction rates of
the different treatments will be presented. I will show how the
treatments were tolerated by the children. Our results are of
great importance as we will have elucidated the antischistosomal
activity of two novel treatments, which will be widely used
across Africa in geographical settings where malaria or
onchocerciasis overlap with schistososomiasis.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.2.17.005
Mapping freshwater snails in Angola: distribution, identity
and molecular diversity of medically important taxa
F. Allan1, J C. Sousa-Figueiredo1,2, R. Paulo2,3, A M. Emery1, C. Mirante2,
A. Sebasti~ao4, A. Luciano4, A. Ficato2, P. Van-Dunem4, M. Brito2,5 and
D. Rollinson1
1
Life Sciences, The Natural History Museum, London, UK; 2Centro de
ao em Sa
ude de Angola (Health Research Centre in Angola),
Investigacß~
Bengo, Angola; 3Department of Parasitology, Liverpool School of
Tropical Medicine, Liverpool, UK; 4Programa Nacional de Doencßas
Tropicais Negligenciadas, Ministerio da Sa
ude de Angola, Luanda,
ude de Lisboa, Lisbon,
Angola; 5Escola Superior de Tecnologia da Sa
Portugal

Introduction This study was designed to determine the
presence and identity of potential intermediate snail hosts of
schistosomiasis in Bengo, Luanda, Kwanza Norte and Malanje
Provinces in NW Angola. This is an area where infection with
Schistosoma haematobium, causing urogenital schistosomiasis, is
common but little is known about transmission of the disease.
Angola has had a varied past with regards to disease control and
is revitalising efforts to combat Neglected Tropical Diseases.
Methods Snails were sampled from 60 water contact points
taking note of the habitat and water chemistry. In total nine
mollusc genera were identified using morphological
characteristics; Lymnaea, Melanoides, Lanistes, Gyraulus,
Lentorbis, Succinea, Physa, Biomphalaria, and Bulinus. Of
greatest importance was the discovery of Bulinus globosus,
Bulinus canescens, Bulinus angolensis, Bulinus crystallinus and
Biomphalaria salinarum in what is believed to be their type
locations. Many of the habitats had been visited in 1957 by Dr
C.A. Wright and his collections were available for comparison.
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Any specimens of Bulinus, Biomphalaria or Lymnaea were
screened for trematode infections. Furthermore, miracidia were
hatched from eggs from urine samples provided by children from
Icau Wando, Bengo Province. Cercariae and miracidia were
captured for molecular analysis. A partial cytochrome oxidase 1
(COX1) fragment was amplified from each specimen and
resulting sequences were used for phylogenetic analyses.
Results All snails were identified using shell morphology and
a subset from each site (and all species), was used for molecular
identification. These data showed two distinct areas where either
B. globosus or B. angolensis are found. B. globosus COX1
differs from specimens from other countries. Schistosoma
haematobium specimens were collected from B. globosus from
two locations: Cabungo, Bengo (n = 20) and Calandula, Malanje
(n = 5). Schistosoma haematobium was identified as group 1 and
therefore corresponds to the mainland African type.
Conclusions This study is a good start in the
characterisation of snails and schistosomes from this region and
highlighted a need to map the rest of the country. Important
type-locality specimens for Bulinus globosus and Biomphalaria
salinarum have been characterised; including some data from
snails collected in 1957. The molecular phylogeny generated
from the samples suggests that considerable variation exists in B.
globosus, which is a major host for S. haematobium.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.2.17.006
Serum hyaluronic acid as a non-invasive tool to diagnose
schistosomal periportal fibrosis in Schistosoma mansoni
endemic areas of Ethiopia
F. Mitiku1, E. Hagos2, N. Berhe1, B. Myrvang3 and S G. Gundersen4
1
Aklilu Lemma Institute of Pathobiology, Addis Ababa University, Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia; 2Semera University, Semera, Ethiopia; 3Institute for
International Health, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway; 4Sorlandet
Hospital HF and Agder University College, Kristiansand, Norway

Background Among parasitic infections, Schistosoma
mansoni induced infection is the most prevalent worldwide with
a significant public health and economic outcome. Morbidity
and mortality associated with S. mansoni is mainly the result of
periportal fibrosis (PPF) which can be diagnosed using
ultrasonography. As ultrasound equipment is not readily
available in S. mansoni endemic areas, serum markers like
hyaluronic acid (HA) have been used as an alternative means of
diagnosing PPF.
Methods A cross sectional study was conducted from
November 15–25, 2011, with the aim of determining the
importance of serum HA as a marker for schistosomal PPF in
patients found in S. mansoni endemic areas situated in
Northeastern Ethiopia. The study involved 55 individuals from
Kemise town and surrounding S. mansoni endemic villages, and 20
controls from S. mansoni non-endemic area (Addis Ababa). PPF
was determined using portable ultrasound equipment and graded
according to the ‘Niamey protocol’. Serum HA concentration was
determined using commercially available ELISA kit.
Results The mean concentration of HA in the sera of the
cases was significantly higher than the controls (P < 0.001). The
concentration of HA also increased significantly as the pattern of
PPF became severe while serum HA concentration positively
correlated with PPF scores (lg = 0.6438, P < 0.001). An HA
concentration of 27.9 lg/liter of serum differentiated moderate
cases of PPF from advanced cases with a sensitivity, specificity,
positive predictive value and negative predictive value of
85.71%, 75.61%, 60.5 %, 93.9%, respectively (P < 0.001).
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Conclusion In conclusion, serum HA concentrations could
be used as an alternative, noninvasive potential marker for
schistosomal PPF and to assess its severity in patients found in
S. mansoni endemic areas.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.2.18. Buruli and other NTDs
O.3.2.18.001
The role of molecular diagnostics in the clinical
management and control of Buruli ulcer disease and leprosy
- two neglected mycobacterial diseases
M. Beissner1, R O. Phillips2, K. Badziklou3, M. Bauer1, A. W€
ostemeier1,
F S. Sarfo2, I. Maman3, D. Symank1, M. Jansson1, A. Rhomberg1,
F X. Wiedemann4, A. Banla Kere3, T. L€
oscher1 and G. Bretzel1
1
Department of Infectious Diseases and Tropical Medicine, LudwigMaximilians-University, Munich, Germany; 2Komfo Anokye Teaching
Hospital (KATH), Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and
Technology (KNUST), Kumasi, Ghana; 3Institut National d’Hygiene
(INH), Ministry of Health, Lome, Togo; 4German Leprosy and
Tuberculosis Relief Association (DAHW), Togo Office (DAHW-Togo),
Lome, Togo

Buruli ulcer disease (BUD) caused by Mycobacterium ulcerans
and leprosy (Mycobacterium leprae) - two neglected mycobacterial diseases - mainly affect impoverished inhabitants of resource
poor settings and are leading causes of permanent disabilities. In
the absence of proven strategies for prevention of infection, disease control is based on early case detection and treatment. Current WHO recommendations in particular call for the
development of decentralized diagnostic point-of-care (POC)
tests for BUD, and leading experts in the field of leprosy suggest
deployment of diagnostic tools to identify early and subclinical
disease as well as transmitters of leprosy among patients and
their contacts. In response to current requirements this study
evaluated a range of molecular tools suitable for application in
BUD and leprosy control which were developed in cooperation
with partners in Ghana and Togo.
A dry-reagent-based (DRB) loop mediated amplification
(LAMP) assay (a technology which does not require sophisticated instrumentation) enables decentralized POC laboratory
confirmation of BUD. A 16S rRNA based viability assay (also
available in a DRB format) identifies viable M. ulcerans in clinical samples, thus constitutes an alternative for classical cultures
and allows monitoring of treatment outcome. RLEP qPCR identifies M. leprae DNA in nasal swab samples from leprosy
patients and their contacts, and a RNA-based assay detecting
viable M. leprae provides a valuable tool for identification of
transmitters of leprosy. Results of a pilot study conducted in
Togo suggested that 37.5% of patients harboring viable
M. leprae infected contact persons, and vice versa 5% of the
contacts were found to be carriers of M. leprae. The molecular
assays are 100% pathogen specific, analytical sensitivities are
high (0.01 to 3 genome equivalents), and the clinical sensitivities
are between 75–95%.
In conclusion, a range of 100% specific and highly sensitive
molecular assays is available for application in BUD and leprosy
control. The assays address the current needs for decentralized
diagnosis and monitoring of treatment outcome for BUD, as well
as control of transmission of leprosy. However, large-scale evaluation trials in endemic areas are required to investigate their feasibility under field conditions.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.2.18.002
On the way to point-of-care diagnostics for Buruli ulcer: an
antigen capture approach
K. Röltgen1,2, A. Dreyer1,2, J.-P. Dangy1,2, N. Scherr1,2, M.-T. Ruf1,2,
S. Kerber1,2, J. Ndung‘u3 and G. Pluschke1,2
1
Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Geneva, Switzerland;
2
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Foundation for Innovative New
Diagnostics (FIND), Geneva, Switzerland

Buruli ulcer (BU) is a chronic and disfiguring skin disease caused
by infection with Mycobacterium ulcerans. Since mechanisms of
transmission remain elusive, the current strategy to control BU
relies on early case detection and antibiotic treatment. Due to
limited access to treatment centres and laboratory services the
diagnosis of BU in remote areas of West and Central Africa,
which are most affected by the disease, is primarily based on
clinical findings. However, there is broad differential diagnosis
not only for non-specific early stages of the disease but also for
ulcerative lesions. Thus laboratory reconfirmation of clinical
diagnosis is crucial to ensure appropriate treatment. A simple
and rapid diagnostic test that can be implemented in rural health
care facilities is therefore urgently needed.
We have shown that antigenic cross-reactivities between different mycobacterial species as well as immune responses against
M. ulcerans antigens frequently observed in exposed, but healthy
individuals living in BU endemic areas, complicate the development of a specific serological test. Therefore, we are now focusing on the direct detection of M. ulcerans antigens within BU
lesions. For identification of suitable proteins that could be used
as targets in diagnostic test formats, we have analysed an M. ulcerans whole protein lysate by 2D gel electrophoresis.
The previously uncharacterized cell wall-associated protein
MUL_3720 best met the predefined criteria of being highly
expressed by M. ulcerans and not having orthologs in other
prevalent pathogenic mycobacteria. We generated a panel of
high affinity antibodies against this antigen and developed a
sandwich-ELISA format with a sensitivity rate comparable to
that of microscopic detection of acid fast bacilli in smears from
clinical specimens. Currently, the application of the developed
immunological reagents is tested in a lateral flow assay platform
in a partnership between SwissTPH, the Foundation for Innovative New Diagnostics (FIND) and Alere.
Preliminary results show that this approach has great potential
to be developed into a field-compatible confirmatory test for
M. ulcerans infection.
This project is supported by the Stop Buruli Initiative funded
by the UBS-Optimus Foundation and the Swiss Development
Cooperation (SDC) through FIND.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.2.18.003
Performance of a clinical score for the diagnosis of
Mycobacterium ulcerans infection in Akonolinga, Cameroon
Y K. Mueller1, P. Nkemenang2, M. Bastard1, G. Ehounou2, B. Rusch2,
E. Comte2, E. Njih Tabah3, L. Toutous Trellu4 and J.-F. Etard5
1
Epicentre, Geneva, Switzerland; 2Medecins Sans Frontieres, Geneva,
Switzerland; 3Ministry of Health, Yaounde, Cameroon; 4University
Hospital of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland; 5Epicentre, Paris, France

Access to laboratory diagnosis can be a challenge for individuals
suspected of Buruli ulcer (BU). Our objective was to establish a
clinical score to assist clinicians working in resource-limited settings for BU diagnosis.

© 2015 The Authors
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Between 2011 and 2013, all individuals presenting at Akonolinga District Hospital, Cameroon, with a skin lesion suspect of
new BU were consecutively enrolled after consent. Clinical data
and laboratory results were collected prospectively. Results of
the laboratory tests (ZN, PCR, culture) were included into a
latent class model, based on which patients were categorized into
a high, respectively low BU probability. Variables associated
with a high BU probability (P < 0.20) were included in a multivariate model and those still associated with BU with an OR
>1.5 or <0.67 after adjustment were included in the score. Sensitivity, specificity and predictive values were calculated for each
score value, and final cutoff was chosen based on predefined
thresholds.
Out of the 325 patients with an ulcerative lesion included in
the latent class model, 51 (15.7%) had a high probability of BU.
The following variables were included in the Buruli score: characteristic smell (+3 points), yellow color (+2), female sex (+2),
undermining (+1), green color (+1), lesion hyposensitivity (+1),
pain at rest (1), size >5 cm (1), locoregional adenopathy
(2), age above 20 and below 40 years (3), and age above 40
(5). The score had an area under the ROC of 0.86 (95CI 0.82–
0.89). The cut-off to reasonably exclude BU was set at scores
below 0 (NPV 96.5% 95CI 93.0–98.6). The treatment threshold
was set at a cut-off superior or equal to 4 (PPV 69.0%, 95CI
49.2–84.7). Patients with scores between 0 and 3 had an intermediate probability of BU and would need to be tested further
by PCR. Applying this algorithm to the study patients would
have correctly classified 94% (299/318), with PCR done in only
28% (90/318) of them.
We propose a decisional algorithm based on a clinical score to
assess the probability of BU infection. Applying the algorithm to
the patients included in the study would have resulted in almost
four times less PCR performed. The score still requires further
validation and standardization before it can be recommended for
wide use.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.2.18.004
Antibody-mediated neutralisation of the exotoxin
mycolactone prevents cells from undergoing apoptosis
J.-P. Dangy1, N. Scherr1, R. Bieri1, P. Gersbach2, K.-H. Altmann2 and
G. Pluschke1
1
Molecular Immunology, Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute,
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 2ETH Zurich, Zurich,
Switzerland

Mycolactone, the macrolide exotoxin produced by Mycobacterium ulcerans, causes extensive tissue destruction by inducing
Bim-dependent apoptosis. In this study, we aimed at the production of anti-mycolactone antibodies that could neutralize the
cytotoxic activities of mycolactone.
By applying the B cell hybridoma technology, we were able to
generate a series of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) with specificity for mycolactone from spleen cells of mice immunized with
a synthetic mycolactone-protein conjugate. L929 fibroblasts were
used as a model system to investigate whether these antibodies
can inhibit the biological effects of mycolactone.
By measuring the metabolic activity of L929 fibroblasts, we
found that the cytotoxic activity of mycolactone can be completely neutralized by the mAbs. In addition, we demonstrated
that the triggering of the molecular pathway underlying mycolactone-mediated apoptosis was also blocked by the mAbs.
Based on these findings, the in vivo functionality of the produced anti-mycolactone mAbs will now be evaluated by per-
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forming passive immunisation experiments in infected mice.
Furthermore, in active immunisation experiments, we will investigate whether immunisation with mycolactone-protein conjugates protects mice infected with M. ulcerans from developing
the necrotizing pathology characteristic of Buruli ulcer.
This project is supported by the Stop Buruli Initiative funded by
the UBS-Optimus Foundation and by the Medicore Foundation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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and Diagnostics, Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute/University of
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Background Transmission of Mycobacterium ulcerans (MU),
the causative agent of the necrotizing skin disease Buruli ulcer
(BU), is unclear. While sero-epidemiological studies have
revealed a late onset of serological response in healthy children
living in BU endemic areas against the MU 18KD small heat
shock protein (shsp), the stability of the anti-MU antibody titers
is not known. We present a comprehensive longitudinal study
aimed at investigating the stability of antibodies developed
against MU and comparing the age-dependent emergence of the
anti-shsp response with antibody responses against other
pathogens (i.e. Schistosoma mansoni, Plasmodium falciparum
and Strongyloides stercoralis).
Methods and Materials We sampled whole blood from
1,352 individuals who were randomly selected as representatives
of all age groups within a surveyed population of 13
communities along the Offin river in Ghana. We then followed
up after 6, 12 and 18 months by randomly sampling one-third
of the sero-cohort at each time point. Subsequently, we
determined plasma IgG titres against the MU shsp by enzymelinked immunosorbent assay and Western blot analysis.
Additionally, we profiled serological response of our sero-cohort
to P. falciparum AMA-1 antigen, S. mansoni adult worm and
egg antigens, as well as S. stercoralis adult worm antigen.
Results At baseline, we observed an overall 18% prevalence
of the anti-shsp response within our cohort with the onset of
sero-conversion at age 4. Similarly, we observed a late onset of
sero-conversion (at age 7) for both egg and adult worm antigens
of S. mansoni. On the contrary, the onset of serological
responses to both P. falciparum and S. stercoralis antigens was
earlier (ages 1 to 2). 98%, 96.7% and 92.4% of those followed
up after 6, 12 and 18 months respectively maintained their
positive anti-shsp sero-status.
Conclusions Our data indicate that exposure to MU
intensifies in children >4 years of age, coinciding with moving
further away from their homes and having more intense
environmental contact, including exposure to water bodies at the
periphery of their villages. Comparisons to age response patterns
against S. mansoni, P. falciparum and S. stercoralis speak
against an involvement of vectors or environmental reservoirs
localized within households in BU transmission.
Funding This work was supported by the Stop Buruli
Initiative funded by the UBS-Optimus Foundation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.3.2.18.006
Parasitic skin diseases and dermatomycoses in rural
Amazonia are associated with poverty
A. Lütkepohl1, M. Borborema2, L. Ariza3 and H. Feldmeier4
1
Institute of Microbiology and Hygiene, Charite University Medicine,
Berlin, Germany; 2Foundation for Tropical Medicine in Amazonia (FMTAM), Manaus; 3Department of Community Health, School of Medicine,
Federal University of Ceara, Fortaleza, Brazil; 4Institute of Microbiology
and Hygiene, Charite University Medicine, Berlin, Germany

In countries of the global south parasitic skin diseases and dermatomycoses are associated with considerable morbidity and
may lead to social exclusion. Although these diseases are widespread, little is known about their epidemiological determinants.
A cross-sectional study was performed in Liberdade, a rural
district in the Brazilian Amazonian region. Using a door-to-doorsurvey the inhabitants were examined for the presence of parasitic skin diseases (tungiasis, cutaneous larva migrans, scabies
and pediculosis capitis) and dermatomycoses (tinea infections
and pytiriasis versicolor). Sociodemographic, economic, environmental and behavioural risk factors were collected using standardized interviews. Risk factors were assessed using bivariate
and multivariate regression analysis.
At the time of the study Liberdade was inhabited by 1123
individuals.
993 individuals (89.8% of the residents) were included in the
study; 397 (40%) had at least one type of infectious dermatosis.
Pediculosis capitis was the most common dermatosis (20.1%),
followed by the foot mycosis (17.1%). Pityriasis versicolor, tinea
corporis and tinea capitis had in total a prevalence of 7.8%. The
ectoparasitoses cutaneous larva migrans, scabies and tungiasis
altogether only had a prevalence of 2.1%.
Long hair was the most important independent risk factor for
pediculosis capitis (adjusted OR 5.3; 95% CI: 2.5–11.3). Age 5–
9 years (OR 9.4; 95% CI: 3.9–22.9) and female sex (OR 2.9;
95% CI: 2.1–4.1) were other significant risk factors. The prevalence of foot mycoses increased with increasing age (≥60 years:
OR 60.4; 95% CI: 16.1–227.1); whereas pityriasis versicolor
and tinea corporis were most common among 15 to 19 year–
olds (OR 3.2; 95% CI: 1.4–7.9). Poverty-associated factors, such
as low quality of housing, low household income, food shortages
in the past 12 months, unsafe drinking water, absence of waste
collection and crowding all showed a significant association with
the presence of infectious dermatoses.
The results indicate that infectious dermatoses are highly
prevalent in rural Amazonia and present a public health problem. In addition to age and sex, poverty-associated factors were
identified as risk factors. The close link with poverty indicates
that attempts to eliminate this group of diseases without adressing poverty will not be successful.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.3.1. The globalization of Chagas diseases: an
emerging disease in Europe
INV.3.3.1.002
Chronic Chagas disease: to treat or not to treat?
M J. Pinazo
ISGlobal, Barcelona Centre for International Health, Barcelona, Spain

Chagas disease (CD) is a major neglected disease. Even if the
World Health Organization indicates that the specific antiparasitic treatment for all chronic-phase Trypanosoma cruzi

(T. cruzi)-infected individuals should be recommended, there is a
controversy based on several theories that have not been proved,
like the autoimmune origin of chronic tissue injuries and the
absence of the parasite in tissues. Current evidence highlights the
importance of the parasite persistence on the pathogenesis of CD
and in the development of the disease. There are several studies
that support the inflammatory immune response in CD, which is
triggered and sustained by the parasite itself, and is directly
related to parasite burden. Other pathogenic mechanisms as
microvascular disorders or autonomic nervous system derangements are ancillary and have also been related to the parasite
persistence in tissues.
In this context specific treatment against T. cruzi is a key
issue. However, the only drugs available to treat Chagas disease
(nifurtimox and benznidazole) are limited in terms of efficacy
and safety. Moreover, in chronic adult patients, the decline of
the conventional serology over the years (10–15 years) is the
only evidence of the therapeutic efficacy after anti-parasitic treatment: there is a lack of early biomarkers of therapeutic response
to assess the treatment efficacy which is important for the follow-up of treated patients. Besides, there are no biomarkers to
predict which patients will develop heart or digestive complications (35–40%).
There are several studies that show that anti-parasitic treatment slow the progression of disease, through eradication or
through the decrease in the parasite burden; and that vertical
transmission is less effective in women that have received specific
treatment before pregnancy. Moreover recent clinical trials show
an efficacy of 80% of benznidazole 12 months after treatment,
measured by serial PCRs during the follow-up.
All these factors together tend to favour the antiparasitic treatment for all chronic patients. Unfortunately, less than one per
cent of T. cruzi-infected has had access to treatment today.
Conclusions The persistence of the T. cruzi in tissues is a
key feature for the pathogenesis of CD. Etiological treatment
should now be recommended for all adult chronic CD patients.
There is a need to scale-up the access to treatment.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.3.2. Dual burden of communicable and noncommunicable disease in low and high income
countries
O.3.3.2.002
Longitudinal evolution of diabetes during tuberculosis in
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
N. Boillat-Blanco1,2,3, M. Mganga4, K L. Ramaiya5,6, N S. Mrangu3, L T. Minja3,
C. Schiindler7, A. Von Eckardstein8, S. Gagneux7, C. Daubenberger7,
K. Reither7 and N. Probst-Hensch7
1
Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2Infectious
Diseases Service, University Hospital of Lausanne, Lausanne,
Switzerland; 3Ifakara Health Institute, ; 4National Tuberculosis Program,
Kinondoni Municipal Council, Dar es Salaam, United Republic of
Tanzania; 5Shree Hindu Mandal Hospital, Dar es Salaam, United
Republic of Tanzania; 6Muhimbili University of Health Sciences, Dar es
Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania; 7University of Basel, Swiss
Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 8University
Hospital of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

Introduction Diabetes mellitus (DM) increases the risk of
active tuberculosis (TB) and adverse TB outcome. TB, as an
infectious disease, leads to transient hyperglycemia. The best
algorithm for DM screening among TB patients has to be
established. We analyzed the longitudinal evolution of the three
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recommended DM screening tests among new TB patients over
5 months follow-up in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
Methods and Materials Longitudinal case-control study
between July 2012 and June 2014. Consecutively recruited
adults with new active TB diagnosed by the national TB
program were included. Healthy volunteers, free of acute
infection and without past history of TB, were enrolled in the
same recruitment area. Screening for HIV and DM [fasting
capillary glucose (FCG), 2-h capillary glucose (2 h-CG) and
glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c; Roche Cobas Integra)] were
performed at enrolment and DM screening was repeated after at
least five months of TB treatment. The association between TB
and DM was assessed using logistic regression.
Results Overall, 539 TB patients and 496 healthy controls
were included. At enrolment, DM prevalence was significantly
higher in TB cases compared to controls using any DM
diagnostic test [FCG>7 mM: 5.3 vs. 1% (P = 0.002); 2-h
CG>11 mM: 6.8 vs. 3.1% (P = 0.006); HbA1c>6.5%: 9.3 vs.
2.2% (P < 0.001)] irrespective of HIV status. A significant
association between newly diagnosed DM and TB was no longer
found after 5 months of TB treatment with any of the screening
tests [enrolment versus follow up (OR (95% CI): FCG 4.7 (1.1–
20.7) vs. 1.7 (0.3–11); 2-h CG 1.42 (0.6–3.7)] vs. 0.5 (0.1–1.7);
HbA1c 3.9 (1.5-10) vs. 1.2 (0.4–3.6)]. DM and pre-DM
diagnosed at enrolment with FCG and 2-h CG were associated
with adverse TB outcome, OR (95% CI) 2.3 (1–4.9) and 2.3
(1.2–4.3), respectively. Among TB cases, the positive predictive
value (PPV) of DM diagnosis at enrolment for persisting DM at
follow-up was 71, 61 and 42% for FCG, 2-h CG and HbA1c,
respectively.
Conclusions All three DM screening tests lead to the
detection of transient hyperglycemia at TB diagnosis. The
prevalence of DM after 5 months of TB treatment approached
that of the healthy controls. FCG screening at enrolment
captures TB patients at risk of adverse outcome and gives the
opportunity to manage hyperglycemia, but screening should be
repeated after TB treatment to confirm DM. HbA1c was not
useful at TB diagnosis as it did not detect patients at risk of
adverse TB outcome and had the smallest PPV.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.3.2.003
The illness experiences on the double burden of disease: a
case of diabetes in the context of malaria in Southeastern
Tanzania
E. Metta1, A. Bailey2, F. Kessy3, E. Geubbels1 and H. Haisma4
Impact Evaluation Thematic Group, Ifakara Health Institute, Dar es
Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania; 2Population Research Center,
Unversity of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands; 3Mzumbe
University, Dar es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania; 4Population
Research Center, University of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands
1

Background Tanzania is experiencing a double burden of
disease, from the emerging non-communicable diseases alongside
the persisting infectious diseases. However, information on the
illness experiences in the co-existence of these conditions is
limited. The study used Kleinmans’ illness conceptions to assess
the illness experiences of diabetes in a context of predominating
malaria condition in rural settings.
Methods To explore the shared illness experiences, we
conducted 17 focus group discussions with adult members of the
community, diabetes patients and either neighbors or relatives of
diabetes patients. To gain in-depth understanding of the
individual illness experiences we conducted 41 in-depth
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interviews with malaria or diabetes patients and family members
of diabetes patients. The analysis followed grounded theory
principles relating Kleinman’s illness conceptual underpinnings
as deductive framework.
Results Both malaria and diabetes were perceived as fatal
illnesses. Unlike malaria, diabetes was perceived as relatively
new and persisting life threatening disease. Illness experiences
with diabetes were shaped with multitude of sufferings based on
the persistence and severity of the illness. Uncertainty and
perpetual fear of present and future life characterized diabetes
patients and their families’ illness experiences. Increased
susceptibility to malaria and other illnesses, undetermined health
conditions, functional incapability, loss of consciousness,
memory, and sexual desires were common health consequences
experienced by diabetes patients. Both direct and indirect costs
of illness were expressed as pushing individuals and their
families further into poverty and were more pronounced for
diabetes. Limited social life and being conscious about what to
eat and drink were other reported illness experiences on
diabetes.
Conclusion Malaria and diabetes are distressing illnesses
however, the magnitude of which is more on diabetes. Strategies
involving families and communities in support of social,
emotional, and psychological well-being of the patients could be
useful into improving illness experiences and quality of life for
chronically ill.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.3.2.004
Glycated nail proteins as a biomarker of diabetes
A S. Kishabongo1, P. Katchunga2, E. Van Aken1, M. Speeckaert3, S. Lagniau4,
R. Coopman4 and J R. Delanghe4
1
Ghent University, Gent, Belgium; 2Internal Medicine, Catholic
University of Bukavu, Bukavu, The Democratic Republic of the Congo;
3
Nephrology, Ghent University, Gent, Belgium; 4Clinical Chemistry,
Ghent University, Gent, Belgium

Background Diabetes prevalence is rising dramatically in
developing countries. This implies a need for affordable and
robust diagnostics. Nail clippings contain 85% of proteins
(keratins) which are prone to glycation. We have explored the
possibilities to assess glycation of nail keratins as a tool for
diabetes diagnosis and monitoring.
Methods Fructosamine was assessed in clippings from 116
healthy subjects and 112 diabetics using a modified photometric
nitro blue tetrazolium-based assay. A group of 51 patients who
underwent cataract surgery (34 diabetics and 17 non-diabetics)
were also enrolled to this study. Following lens extraction
(cataract surgery), fructosamine was analyzed in lens and nail
fragments. Following a cutting of the nail plate into superficial
and deep layers, differential analysis of fructosamine was
performed.
Results Glycated nail proteins discriminated well diabetics
(median: 4.07 lmol/g nail, P < 0.0001) and non - diabetics
(1.75 lmol/g nail). ROC analysis showed an AUC of 0.848
(specificity 93.1%; sensitivity 68.9%). The marker was found
useful in the monitoring of diabetes retinopathy and
nephropathy. A marked correlation was found between nail and
lens glycated proteins (R2 = 0.55, P < 0.001). Furthermore,
differential analysis of material originating from deep and
superficial nail layers yielded a higher fructosamine level in
deeper layers (median 3.6 lmol/g nails, P < 0.05) than in
superficial layers (median 1.12 lmol/g nails). The nails could be
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stored at elevated temperatures for months without quality loss,
which implies a major pre-analytical advantage.
Conclusion Assaying glycated nail proteins is an affordable
and simple alternative for diagnosing diabetes in remote areas.
Glycation of nail proteins occurs in the deep layer of finger nails,
which is in close contact with blood vessels and interstitial fluid.
Nail protein glycation can be regarded as a non-invasive marker
for diabetic glycation-associated target organ damage. The
method requires only a simple photometer and cheap reagents
which are stable and can be home made, making the method
very suitable for developing countries.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.3.2.005
Heterogeneity of obesity-asthma association disentangled
by latent class analysis
A. Jeong1,2, M. Imboden1,2, C. Schindler1,2 and N. Probst-Hensch1,2
Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland

1

Introduction Asthma is not a single disease but a complex
mixture of heterogeneous phenotypes with presumably different
etiologies. Obesity, a well-known risk factor for asthma, might
have distinct effect on different asthma phenotypes.
Methods Latent class analysis (LCA) was conducted to
cluster 1217 ever self-reported asthmatics in the Swiss Cohort
Study on Air Pollution and Lung and Heart Diseases in Adults
(SAPALDIA). Information on asthma attacks in the last
12 months, current asthma medication, asthma symptoms
reported in the last 12 months or repeatedly from baseline
(1991) to the second follow-up (2010–2011), presence of atopic
sensitisation and age of asthma onset were used. Taking nonasthmatics as reference, association of obesity to each LCAderived asthma class was analyzed by mixed logistic regression
using different obesity measures i.e. body mass index (BMI),
percent body fat (PBF), waist hip ratio (WHR), waist height
ratio (WHtR) as well as waist circumference (WC) and adjusting
for potential confounders and area of study.
Results The LCA identified four asthma classes: a persistent
severe asthma class (n = 91); moderately severe asthma class
(n = 236); mild allergic asthma class (n = 302) and mild nonallergic asthma class (n = 430). None of the obesity measures
was associated with mild asthma classes. Most of the obesity
measures tested showed positive associations to the severe or
moderately severe asthma classes (for the severe asthma class:
ORBMI = 1.31 [1.08, 1.58]; ORPBF = 1.65 [1.23, 2.21];
ORWHtR = 1.38 [1.12, 1.70]; ORWC = 1.37 [1.09, 1.72] for 1
SD increase). PBF showed the strongest association with the
severe asthma class and this effect remained significant after
adjustment for BMI (OR = 1.63 [1.01, 2.63] for 1 SD increase
in PBF). When the same analysis was restricted to those who
have been stably overweight i.e. BMI ≥25 kg/m2 from baseline
to the second follow-up, the association of PBF to the severe
asthma class increased (OR = 2.55 [1.23, 5.32] for 1 SD
increase in PBF).
Conclusions Association with obesity is heterogeneous
across different asthma phenotypes. Chronic exposure to high
PBF is associated with higher risk of severe asthma.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.3.3. NCDs with particular relevance to mental
health
O.3.3.3.002
Depression in people living with HIV/AIDS in Fitche
Hospital, Central Ethiopia: a cross-sectional study
T. Yeneabat1 and B. Tolasa2
Debre Markos University, Debre Markos, Ethiopia; 2North Showa
Health Department, Fitche, Ethiopia

1

Background Depression is one of the commonest psychiatric
disorders with a prevalence ranging from 5 to 10% in the
general population and about 60% among people living with
HIV/AIDS. Depression and HIV are related and negatively
impacting the life of people living with HIV/AIDS.
Objective The objective of this study was to identify the
factors associated with depression among people living with
HIV/AIDS attending an anti-retro viral therapy (ART) clinic at
Fitche hospital.
Methods This was a cross-sectional study conducted in Fitche
Hospital from February 15 to March 15/2012 among people living
with HIV/AIDS. The Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression
Tool (CES-D) was used to collect the data from 390 people living
with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA). Both bivariate and multivariate logistic
regression analyses were done and variables with P < 0.25 in
bivariate logistic regression analysis were entered to multivariate
logistic regression analysis and statistical significance was declared
at P ≤ 0.05 in multivariate logistic regression.
Results The prevalence of depression was 299 (76.7%)
ranging from mild to moderate (33.6%) to major depression
(43.1%) with the highest proportion observed among food
insecure individuals 287 (79.3%). Being female [(Adjusted Odds
Ratio (AOR) = 1.951 (1.055–3.608)], food insecurity
[AOR = 3.809 (1.535–9.452)], non-ownership of livestock
[2.257 (1.179–4.320)] and opportunistic infections
[AOR = 5.119 (1.302–20.135)] were significantly associated
with depression.
Conclusion Depression is prevalent in the study population.
Social disparities are important factors of depression among
PLWHA. Integration of mental health care services with HIV/
AIDS-related health care services at all levels is needed.
Disclosure The authors have no any conflict of interest.

O.3.3.3.003
Mental health problems of undocumented migrants in the
Netherlands: a qualitative exploration of help-seeking
behaviour and experiences with primary care
E. Teunissen, J. Sherally, E. van Weel-Baumgarten and M. van den
Muijsenbergh
Primary and Community Care, Radboud University Medical Center,
Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Objective To explore health-seeking behaviour and
experiences of undocumented migrants (UMs) in general practice
in relation to mental health problems.
Design Qualitative study using semistructured interviews and
thematic analysis.
Participants 15 UMs in the Netherlands, varying in age,
gender, country of origin and education; inclusion until
theoretical saturation was reached.
Setting 4 cities in the Netherlands.
Results UMs consider mental health problems to be directly
related to their precarious living conditions. For support, they
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refer to friends and religion first, the general practitioner (GP) is
their last resort. Barriers for seeking help include taboo on
mental health problems, lack of knowledge of and trust in GPs
competencies regarding mental health and general barriers in
accessing healthcare as an UM (lack of knowledge of the right to
access healthcare, fear of prosecution, financial constraints and
practical difficulties). Once access has been gained, satisfaction
with care is high. This is primarily due to the attitude of the GPs
and the effectiveness of the treatment. Reasons for dissatisfaction
with GP care are an experienced lack of time, lack of personal
attention and absence of physical examination. Expectations of
the GP vary, medication for mental health problems is not
necessarily seen as a good practice.
Conclusions UMs often see their precarious living conditions
as an important determinant of their mental health; they do not
easily seek help for mental health problems and various barriers
hamper access to healthcare for them. Rather than for
medication, UMs are looking for encouragement and support
from their GP. We recommend that barriers experienced in
seeking professional care are tackled at an institutional level as
well as at the level of GP.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Results There was no significant difference among the studied
variables in terms of confounding variables. The comparison of
vitamin B1 group before the intervention with that after the
intervention showed that vitamin B1 reduced anxiety (96%)
significantly (P < 0.0001).
Conclusion It seems that vitamin B1 is effective in recovery
of mental and physical symptoms of PMS such as anxiety.
Therefore, this vitamin can be used to reach a major goal of
midwifery, that is, reduction of symptom severity of PMS specially anxiety - without any side effects.
Keywords Premenstrual syndrome, anxiety, vitamin B1.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.3.3.005
A qualitative study of the social response to patients and
caretakers of mental health disorders in a rural community
of Maharashtra, India
R. Sharma1, N F. Mistry1, N. Sule1 and M. Weiss2
Foundation for Research in Community Health, Pune, India; 2Swiss
Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland
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Introduction The WHO definition of health underlines the
O.3.3.3.004
The effect of vitamin B1 on anxiety associated with
premenstrual syndrome in young women in Iran
S. Abdollahifard1 and M. Maddahfar2
1
Nursing & Midwifery Department, Jahrom University of Medical
Sciences, Jahrom; 2BHOWCO Marketing GmbH, Tehran, Islamic
Republic of Iran

Background and Aim Premenstrual syndrome (PMS) is a
cyclical disorder observed in late luteal phase and presenting with
behavioral changes that can affect interpersonal relationships and
normal daily activity. Anxiety is also common complaint.
Anxiety Is an unpleasant state of inner turmoil, often
accompanied by nervous behavior, such as pacing back and
forth, somatic complaints and rumination. It is the subjectively
unpleasant feelings of dread over anticipated events, such as the
feeling of imminent death. Anxiety is not the same as fear,
which is a response to a real or perceived immediate threat;
whereas anxiety is the expectation of future threat. Anxiety is a
feeling of fear, worry, and uneasiness, usually generalized and
unfocused as an overreaction to a situation that is only
subjectively seen as menacing. It is often accompanied by
muscular tension, restlessness, fatigue and problems in
concentration. Anxiety can be appropriate, but when
experienced regularly the individual may suffer from an anxiety
disorder.
The aim of this study is to investigate the determine effect of
vitamin B1 on anxiety associated with PMS and severity anxiety
in the Academy students, whom do not have considerable information about menstruation.
Materials and Methods In this double-blind placebocontrolled clinical trial, 80 students with sleep disorder related
to PMS residing at dormitories of Jahrom University were
divided randomly into two groups, vitamin B1 and placebo. The
severity of the symptoms of PMS in two cycles, before the
intervention and during the intervention, was recorded by the
students. PMS was detected with ‘Premenstrual Syndrome Scale’.
The data were collected using an information collection form,
PMS provisional diagnosis form, daily status record form, Beck
Depression Inventory. The data were analyzed using descriptive
and inferential statistics.
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importance of the social component and it becomes even more
pivotal in the field of mental health. Societal beliefs, attitudes
and responses influence patients affected by these disorders and
their care takers and also decide the trajectory of mental illness
and recovery. In a favourable environment, recovery and
reintegration are better facilitated whereas in an unsupported
social environment, recovery can be hindered owing to stigma
and discriminatory attitudes and practices. The present study
aimed to qualitatively explore the social response of the
community(stigma and support) towards people affected by
mental health disorders and their families in a rural community
of Maharashtra, India both from the perspectives of the
community, the patients or their care takers.
Methods A total of 20 in-depth interviews were taken of the
patients affected by Common Mental Disorders (CMD), Severe
Mental Disorders (SMD) and Epilepsy [composite tool prepared
from Explanatory Model Interview Catalogue, McGill Illness
Narrative and Cultural Formulation Interview] and care takers
and 2 Focus group discussions were conducted with the
community members using a FGD guide. All interviews were
tape recorded, translated verbatim and analysed through
thematic analysis in MAX-QDA 11 software.
Results The community exhibited a mixed response towards
people affected by these disorders and their families with more
respondents empathetically stressing collective help for them and
expressing aversion to discriminatory practices contradicting the
negative views of others. They also elaborated on the
consequences that negative attitudes and practices will have over
the patients and their help seeking behaviour. The patients and
their care takers supplemented this with description of their lived
experience of the social response to the illness. However, there
were a few responses elaborating on the stigmatising attitudes of
the community.
Conclusion It was concluded through the study that the
community members (study area) display an empathetic attitude
towards the people and their families. This can be utilised in
ensuring optimal uptake of health services addressing the needs
of patients and also can be used to form support groups in the
community for the families of the patients.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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3.3.4. Global faces of challenges with diabetes and
hypertension
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A community based model for care and control of type 2
diabetes in rural Western India
N F. Mistry1, B. Mote1, L. Garda2, R. Dope2 and A. Bopardikar2
Foundation for Research in Community Health, Pune, India; 2KEM
Hospital and Research Centre, Pune, India

1

Introduction Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM) has
assumed epidemic proportions in India with an estimated patient
load of 65 million. Whilst urban areas are reasonably well
covered by medical services, public health structures to cope
with T2DM are poorly developed or virtually nonexistent in
rural areas estimated to have a burden of 3–7.5% of affected
population. The use of Community Health Workers (CHWs)
placed in rural areas in tackling T2DM is also unexplored even
within the National Rural Health Mission.
Design of Model The efficacy of a community based model
based on self reporting and self care aided by awareness and
accessibility to local clinics and investigation services was tested
in a community of 14 000 in rural Pune district of Maharashtra.
Six trained CHWs under field supervisors and two clinicians
delivered services through rotated clinics in the area. CHWs
undertook awareness and screening of blood glucose in high risk
individuals and referred them to clinics for confirmation,
investigations, treatment and follow ups for glycemic control and
complications related to cardiovascular system, retinopathy and
other eye problems, renal and peripheral nerve involvement.
Lifestyle changes viz. nutrition and physical activity were
constantly stressed to patients, carers and community.
Investigations were outsourced to reputed institutions in Pune for
local action. A detailed health information system was developed
for clinical records using MS ACCESS software version 10.
Results Using conventional quality ensured drugs, a 3 year
follow up of 219 Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus patients showed
acceptable glycemic, lipid and renal values of 63%, 90% and
86% respectively. Hypertension control was achieved in 65% of
patients. Favorable outcomes were recorded in patients who
were compliant for follow-up, medication and lifestyle changes.
Hypoglycemia, patient occupation travel obligations and
socioeconomic status emerged as major factors for patient
compliance. The latter also had a significant role in determining
participation in investigations.
Conclusion The model demonstrates an important role of
CHWs in T2DM care and control. Their involvement in this
setting helped in achieving acceptable levels of glycemic control
with basic medication. The sustenance of this control, the link to
tertiary care for severe complications and the financial burden to
the community over time are factors which will modify the
success of such models.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Environmental tobacco smoke exposure and diabetes in
adult never-smokers

Introduction Active smoking has been linked to type 2
diabetes mellitus (T2DM) but only few recent studies have
shown environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) to be associated with
DM in never-smokers. We assessed the association between long
term ETS exposure and DM and explored effect modifications of
this association in our sample.
Methods We analysed 6392 participants of the Swiss Cohort
Study on Air Pollution and Lung and Heart Diseases in Adults
(SAPALDIA). We used mixed logistic regression models to assess
the cross-sectional association between ETS and DM. Selected
variables were tested for effect modification and several
sensitivity analyses were performed, mostly treating participants’
study area as a random effect.
Results The prevalence of DM and ETS in the sample was
5.5% and 47% respectively. There were 2779 never-smokers
with 4% diabetes prevalence. Exposure to ETS increased risk of
DM in never-smokers by 50% [95% confidence interval (CI):
1.00, 2.26], and we observed a positive dose-response
relationship between ETS exposure level and DM in neversmokers. Associations were strengthened (more than three-folds)
by older age (ORinteraction = 5.20, P = 0.05) and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (ORint = 3.84, P = 0.015) and
were stronger in post-menopausal, obese, hypertriglyceridaemic
and physically inactive participants. A history of early childhood
infections did not significantly modify the association between
ETS and DM in never-smokers (P > 0.5), but this association
was stronger among those who did not report any childhood
infection [OR: 1.53 (0.99, 2.37)] compared to those who
reported a childhood infection [OR: 1.31 (0.41, 2.37)].
Estimates of association were robust across all sensitivity
analyses. ETS had no substantial associations in current and exsmokers in our study.
Conclusions We found a positive association between ETS
exposure and DM in never smokers. Additional longitudinal
studies involving biomarkers are needed to further explore
underlying mechanisms and susceptibilities.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.3.4.003
Are we treating the right people- are we treating the
people right? Analysis of patients attending the Diabetes
Clinic at Kamuzu Central Hospital, Lilongwe, Malawi
A T. Yassin1, P. Kanyengambeta2, C. Zinyemba2, L. Gondwe2, M. Zeier3,
Y. Mlombe2 and F. Neuhann4
1
Medical Faculty of Heidelberg, Heidelberg University, Heidelberg,
Germany; 2Department of Internal Medicine, Kamuzu Central Hospital,
Lilongwe, Malawi; 3Medical Faculty of Heidelberg, Heidelberg
University/Kidney Centre, Heidelberg, Germany; 4Institute of Public
Health, Heidelberg University Klinik, Heidelberg, Germany

Introduction Diabetes Mellitus (DM) prevalence in
Malawi, one of the poorest countries globally exceeds the
world’s average (5.26% vs. 4%) exemplifying double burden
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of diseases and posing a challenge to health system and
society (1).
Methods and Materials We describe demographic
characteristics, health status, knowledge, attitude and practice
and quality of life (QoL) in patients with diagnosed DM
attending the Diabetes Clinic (DC) at Kamuzu Central Hospital
in Lilongwe, Malawi from April to May 2014.
Results We recruited a random sample of 271 (30% males) of
a total of 1056 registered patients. Mean age and body mass
index were 53.4 years and 30 kg/m2 respectively. 52% had
achieved secondary level of education, 16% were formally
employed and 11% were retired. Clinically, 77% were classified
as type 2 and 23 % as type 1 DM. Mean fasting blood sugar
was 166 mg/dl and mean glycated Haemoglobin was 7.1%,
about 33.5 % below 6.5%. Most patients (73%) were on oral
anti diabetic therapy. Hypertension was the commonest
comorbidity detected (61%); it was poorly controlled, followed
by chronic kidney disease, peripheral neuropathy (24%) and
diabetes retinopathy (20%). Of note 65% of males complained
of erectile dysfunction.
Knowledge about the name of the disease depended on level
of education but was generally poor as a reflection of absence of
structured patient’s education / treatment literacy programs.
Perceived QoL was fair.
Conclusion DC is predominantly utilised by relatively well
off, overweight female patients, some of whom may not have
DM but impaired glucose tolerance test. Glycaemic control was
good for the majority. The worst off patients may not reach the
DC. The group of patients with more complications requires
more attention. Constraint resources and potential under
provision of diabetic care hampered diagnosis and treatment of
complication. This needs to be addressed.

Reference
1. International Diabetes Federation. Diabetes Atlas, 6th
edition. 2013.
Disclosure This study have been supported financially by
ESTHER-MAGNET.

O.3.3.4.004
Complications of diabetes and hypertension at a referral
hospital in Zimbabwe
M. Mutowo1, P. Lorgelly2, J C. Mangwiro3, A. Renzaho1,4 and A. Owen1
Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine, Melbourne, Vic., Australia;
2
Centre of Health Economics, Monash University, Melbourne, Vic.,
Australia; 3Zimbabwe Diabetes Association, Harare, Zimbabwe; 4School
of Social Sciences and Psychology, University of Western Sydney, Sydney,
NSW, Australia
1

Introduction The relationship between admission, inhospital mortality and complications related to hypertension and
diabetes in Zimbabwe is not well documented. We examined
complications, length of stay (LOS) and mortality among diabetic
and hypertensive in-patients at Harare Central Hospital, a public
hospital catering predominantly to lower socioeconomic groups.
Materials and Methods A retrospective analysis was
undertaken of medical records of patients with vascular
complications (n = 500), admitted to Harare Central Hospital
(HCH) between January 2012 and December 2013. Data
regarding in-hospital medical complications, including congestive
heart failure (CCF), stroke, renal failure, diabetic complications
together with LOS, cost and cause of death were prospectively
registered. Data were analysed to determine the complications
and cause of deaths for hypertensive and diabetic patients.
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Results Of 500 admitted patients, the most frequent
diagnoses were hypertension (44%), diabetes (8%), diabetes and
hypertension (7%), cardiomyopathy (6%) and gastritis and
gastroenteritis (5%). Among diabetic patients, the most common
comorbidities were HIV (21%), anaemia (21%), pneumonia
(16%) and septicaemia (16%); for hypertensive patients, HIV
(18%), pneumonia (11%), cardiomyopathy (8%) and anaemia
(7%) were the most common. In-hospital mortality was 36%,
with the main causes of death among diabetic patients being
stroke (28%), renal failure (14%), and diabetic ketoacidosis
(13%), and among hypertensive patients, stroke (47%), CCF
(26%) and renal failure (14%). A longer length of stay was
significantly associated with diabetes, hypertension and
comorbidity (P < 0.05). Total admission expense for the patients
was US $126, 304, with patients with renal failure, stroke, CCF,
and diabetic complications together comprising 95% of
admission costs.
Conclusions Complications related to diabetes and
hypertension increase in-hospital mortality and the cost of
hospital admission for patients from low-income groups. Public
health interventions for prevention, early diagnosis and
treatment of chronic diseases like hypertension and diabetes are
urgently required to reduce morbidity and mortality.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.3.4.005
Prevalence of hypertension and associated risk factors
among diabetes patients in urban Dar es Salaam, Tanzania:
a case for integrated care
J J. Hella1,2,3, B. Doulla4, F A. Mhimbira1,2,3, N B. Blanco1,2,3, Z. Ngoma5,
A. Swai5, K. Ramaiya5 and L. Fenner1,2,3
1
Ifakara Health Institute, Dar es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania;
2
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 3Basel
University, Basel, Switzerland; 4National Tuberculosis and Leprosy
Program, Dar es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania; 5Tanzania
Diabetes Association, Dar es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania

Background Tanzania is in an epidemiologic transition with
an increase in chronic non-communicable diseases (NCDs) such
as hypertension (HTN) and diabetes mellitus (DM). Little is
known about DM and comorbidities in sub-Saharan Africa.
Tanzania has a well-developed system of diabetes clinics which
offers the unique opportunity to systematically screen patients
with DM for HTN and associated risk factors.
Methods The study was conducted in eight large diabetes
llinics in the three districts of Dar es Salaam during two months
between February 17th and April 18th 2014. All DM patients
aged 18 years and above attending these clinics had a clinical
examination, a measurement of blood pressure (BP) and
capillary glycaemia. Additionally, clients were counselled for
HIV testing. Hypertension was defined as BP ≥140/90 mmHg
based on the eighth Joint National Committee (JNC). We used
descriptive statistics and logistic regression models to identify
risk factors for hypertension adjusted for sex, body mass index
(BMI), type of DM, history of TB, and hyperglycaemia
(glycaemia >11.1 mM); presented as adjusted Odds Ratios
(aORs).
Results A total of 1,164 DM patients were seen, with a
median age of 54 years (interquartile range [IQR] 44–63); 709
(60.9%) were females, and 1,076 (92.6%) had type II DM. The
median BMI was 25.9 kg/m2 (IQR 22.6–29.6). Of 890 DM
patients tested for HIV, 22 (2.5%) patients were HIV-infected,
and 62 (7%) had a history of previous tuberculosis. The median
systolic blood pressure was 130 mm/Hg (IQR 120–145), and the
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diastolic blood pressure 80 mm/Hg (IQR 75–90). The prevalence
of HTN (>140/90 mmHg) was 23% (95% confidence interval
[95% CI] 20.6–25.6), and was significantly higher among type II
DM patients compared to type I (24.2% vs. 9.3%, P = 0.002).
Only 177 (15.2%) DM patients had BP equal-to or lower than
120/80 mmHg. Hypertension was associated with older age
above 50 years (aOR 1.7, 95% CI 1.2–2.3, P = 0.001) and
increased BMI (aOR 1.06, 95% CI 1.03–1.08, P < 0.0001).
Conclusions The results show a high prevalence of HTN
among DM patients, which was associated with increasing age
and BMI. DM Clinics offer the opportunity to screen and treat
NCDs. A comprehensive health care package is needed for DM
patients addressing this changing epidemiological profile in
Tanzania which calls for integrated care of chronic diseases
under-one-roof.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.3.4.006
Tackling NCDs and risk factors in Kyrgyzstan: the impact of
community action for health in Kyrgyzstan
T. Djamangulova1, R. Aidaraliev1 and G. Siupsinskas2
1
Community Action for Health (CAH) Project, financed by the Swiss
Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), implemented by the
Swiss Red Cross (SRC), Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan; 2International Cooperation,
Swiss Red Cross, Bern, Switzerland

Introduction When local people assessed the burden of
diseases in their community in rural Kyrgyzstan they rated
hypertension, iodine deficiency and substance abuse (alcohol and
smoking) high on the health agenda. Over the past 12 years the
above mentioned noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) and risk
factors were tackled through specific health actions and intensive
health promotion using Community Action for Health
countrywide in more than 10 600 villages covering a population
of 3.3 million people. This study shows the impact of this
approach on morbidity, mortality and behavior change in the
local communities.
Methods Annual household surveys with questionnaires and
individual screening were conducted over the past 12 years by
community members. In the first 10 years, a large sample of
10,000 to 30,000 people was used. From 2012 onwards,
representative cluster surveys were conducted. The data were
entered and analyzed by the Republican Center for Health
Promotion in Kyrgyzstan and cross-checked with the National
Center for Disease Surveillance.
Results Screening of hypertension increased the awareness
and compliance of treatment and contributed to a decrease in
cardio-vascular mortality of 5 % over 2 years. The consumption
of iodized salt in the communities increased 8 to 28 % in the
different oblasts, resulting in decrease of goiter prevalence in
school children from 55% in 2004 to 10% in 2008. Higher
awareness of alcohol related problems led to changes driven by
the community deciding that alcohol should not be offered at
public events such as funerals etc.; and this resulted in a 10-20%
reduction of alcohol consumption. One hundred anonymous
alcoholic groups were established and more than 1,000 persons
were fully rehabilitated. Less incidents of domestic violence in
families and communities were reported. Health actions on
smoking increased the awareness on tobacco related knowledge
and behavior. A decrease in family members (65% in 2011 –
60% in 2013) and friends (29% in 2011 – 17% in 2013) of the
respondents smoking was seen.
Conclusion Health actions, developed with and implemented
through the community can successfully tackle NCDs and risk

factors. Implemented on a large scale they can contribute to
reduce national mortality and morbidity rates.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.3.5. HIV and comorbidities
INV.3.3.5.001
HIV-associated malignancies in the current era: notes from
the epicentre in Sub-Saharan Africa
S. Gopal
UNC Project-Malawi, Lilongwe, Malawi

Dr. Satish Gopal is Director of the Cancer Program at UNC Project-Malawi, and Principal Investigator of the Malawi Cancer
Consortium. In this talk, he will briefly review the changing epidemiology and clinical features of HIV-associated malignancies
in the current antiretroviral therapy era, with a particular focus
on sub-Saharan Africa. In this part of the world, HIV-associated
malignancies are principal causes of cancer morbidity and mortality overall, and exact an enormous burden in countries with
often extremely limited capacity for cancer prevention, diagnosis,
treatment, and palliation. By reviewing relevant literature from
sub-Saharan Africa as well as ongoing work in Malawi specifically, possible approaches to address cancer in the region by
building on progress against HIV will be proposed.
Disclosure Dr. Gopal has received fellowship research
funding from Bristol-Myers Squibb and has served on the
Novartis Breast Cancer Advisory Group for Southern Africa.

O.3.3.5.002
Assessing the global coverage of antiretroviral and
cotrimoxazole prophylactic therapies among HIV/TB coinfected patients
O O. Adetokunboh
Centre for Healthcare Research and Training, Ibadan, Nigeria

Introduction Human Immunodeficiency Virus / Acquired
Immunodeficiency Syndrome (HIV/AIDS) and Tuberculosis (TB)
are among the foremost diseases of poverty and leading causes
of deaths globally. Patients with advanced HIV infection are
vulnerable to opportunistic infections such as Pneumocystic
jirovecii pneumonia but this particular infection can be
prevented with the use of prophylactic cotrimoxazole.
Monitoring the level of progress of treatment coverage is
essential in attaining the Millennium Development Goal (MDG)
6. This study seeks to evaluate the progress made in the
treatment and care of people living with HIV who are also coinfected with tuberculosis (TB) globally.
Methods and Materials Data were obtained from the
World Health Organization (WHO) Global Tuberculosis Report
2014. Percentages of HIV positive TB patients who are on
antiretroviral therapy (ART) and those on cotrimoxazole
prophylaxis therapy (CPT) in Africa, the Americas, Eastern
Mediterranean, Europe, South- East Asia, Western Pacific
regions and globally were analysed. The data obtained and
analysed were that of 2005, 2010 and 2013 using a one-way
independent analysis of variance (ANOVA).
Results Globally, the percentages of HIV positive TB patients
who are on ART increased from 35% (2005) to 46% (2010)
and 70% (2013). However, the percentages of those on CPT
increased progressive from 77% (2005) to 81% (2010) and 85%
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(2013). Among the six WHO regions evaluated, ART percentage
use increased from 34% (2005) to 61% (2013); while CPT
percentage use increased from 35% (2005) to 66% (2013). The
data was analysed with a one-way independent ANOVA to
compare the treatment coverage in 2005, 2010 and 2013. The
ART coverage result was significant, F(2, 15) = 3.76,
P = 0.0475. CPT coverage was also significant, F(2,
15) = 4.53, P = 0.0289.
Conclusions There has been a progressive increase in the
coverage of ART and CPT among HIV/TB co-infected
individuals in the six WHO regions. This significant coverage
will help in reducing progression to advanced stages of HIV/
AIDS, development of resistant TB, incidence of opportunistic
infections such as Pneumocystic jirovecii pneumonia and
subsequently lead to better quality of life. These progressive
treatment coverages are very pivotal in achieving the global
goals of WHO, the MDGs and the post- 2015 global
development agenda.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.3.5.003
Influence of TB lineage on drug resistance and HIV
comorbidity in Ghana
A. Wiredu1, I. Darko Otchere1, S. Osei-Wusu1, H A. Ganiyu1, E. Sarpong1,
A. Baidoo2, A. Forson2, C. Laryea3, F. Bonsu4, S. Gagneux5 and D. YeboahManu1
1
Bacteriology, Noguchi Memorial Institute for Medical Research,
University of Ghana, Accra, Ghana; 2Chest Clinic, Korle-bu Teaching
Hospital, Accra, Ghana; 3Public Health Unit, 37 Military Hospital,
Accra, Ghana; 4National Tuberculosis Programme, Ghana Health
Service, Accra, Ghana; 5Medical Parasitology and Infection Biology,
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland

Background The two most important factors greatly
hampering the control of TB are HIV pandemic and drug
resistant strains.
Method Standard genotypic classification into main lineages
circulating in Ghana (MTBss and Mafric) were done in a
stepwise manner: Species classification by TaqMan-based SNPtyping, large sequence polymorphisms (RD 9, 711 and 702)
typing, while spoligotyping was used for sub-lineage
determination. Associations between the different phylogenetic
lineages of MTBC and epidemiological variables were assessed
using univariate and multivariate logistic regression.
Results We genotyped 1305 isolates; 927 (71.0%) belonged
to Lineage 4 (Euro-American), 164 (12.6%) to Lineage 5 (M.
africanum West Africa I) and 120 (9.2%) to Lineage 6 (M.
africanum West Africa II). Sixteen isolates (1.2%) belonged to
Lineage 1 (includes EAI), 53 (4.1%) to Lineage 2 (includes
‘Beijing’), 14 (1.1%) to Lineage 3 (includes CAS) with the
remaining 11 (0.8%) isolates identified as M. bovis. Compared
with our previous study, this study saw a significant increase in
the proportion of Lineage 6 (M. africanum West Africa II)
isolates from 19 /613(3.1%) to 120/1305 (9.2%) P = 0.000.
Stratifying by lineage, we found M. africanum West Africa II
more likely to be found among HIV positive TB patients
(adjusted odds ratio (adjOR) = 2.4; 95% confidence interval
(CI): 1.4–3.9) P < 0.000) and associated with isoniazid
resistance adjusted odds ratio (adjOR) = 4.3; 95% CI: 1.6–17.9
P = 0.01). Further analysis showed no significant association
between MTBC lineage and patient age, gender, prior BCG
vaccination, or bacterial burden estimated by the degree of
sputum smear positivity.
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Conclusion Our findings confirm the importance of
M. africanum in West Africa. This is particularly worrying for a
region unique to M. africanum with high prevalence of HIV
comorbidity and high isoniazid resistance.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.3.5.004
Metabolic disorders among adult patients on anti-retroviral
therapy in rural Southern Africa - a cross-sectional multicenter study in rural Lesotho
N D. Labhardt1,2, I. Ringera3, J. Ehmer4, M. Hobbins4, O. Faturiyele3,
M. Motlatsi3, K. Pfeiffer4 and R. Gupta5
1
Medical Services and Diagnostic, Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 22University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
3
SolidarMed, Swiss Organization for Health in Africa, Maseru, Lesotho;
4
SolidarMed, Swiss Organization for Health in Africa, Lucerne,
Switzerland; 5Ministry of Health, Butha-Buthe, Lesotho

Background HIV infection as well as anti-retroviral therapy
(ART) may predispose for impaired glucose metabolism and
dyslipidemia. However, data on metabolic disorders among
persons on ART in rural African settings are still limited. This
cross-sectional survey assesses prevalence of and risk factors for
metabolic disorders among adult patients on first-line ART in
Lesotho, Southern Africa.
Methods Data derive from the study Comorbidities and
Virologic Outcome among Patients on ART in rural Lesotho
(CART-1, NCT02126696). Patients aged ≥ 16 years on first-line
ART ≥6 months were enrolled. Screening for diabetes mellitus
(DM) and impaired fasting glucose (IFG) was done with random
blood-sugar measurement (RBS). In case of RBS ≥5.6 mM,
glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c) was measured. Definitions of
IFG and DM were HbA1c 6.0–6.4% and ≥6.5% respectively.
HbA1c and lipid-panels for screening for an elevated LDL/HDL
cholesterol ratio were measured using Roche Cobas 101 point-of
care technology. Risk factors were assessed using univariate
logistic regression for clinical and socio-demographic patient
characteristics. Variables showing significant association in
univariate analysis were subsequently tested in a multivariate
logistic regression reporting adjusted odds-ratios (aOR).
Results Lipid-panels and RBS/HbA1c-values were available
from 1165 patients (66.1% female). Median age was 44 years
(interquartile-range: 35–54). Overall DM prevalence was 0.94%
(95% CI: 0.47–1.7), prevalence of IFG was 1.6% (0.9–2.5) with
no significant difference between genders. In multivariate
analysis higher age (aOR: 1.05, 95% CI: 1.02–1.09), higher
wealth quintile (1.9, 1.3–2.6), being employed (1.6, 1.1–2.5) and
abdominal obesity (2.9, 1.3–6.7) were significantly associated
with presentation of IFG or DM. Prevalence of LDL/HDL–ratio
≥3.0 was 14.2% (95% CI: 10.9–18.0) among men and 9.6%
(7.6–11.9) among women. Women (aOR: 0.59, 95% CI: 0.38–
0.95), patients with viral suppression (0.53, 0.30–0.95) and
patients on efavirenz (versus nevirapine: 0.46, 0.27–0.79) were
less likely and patients with a higher wealth quintile (1.27, 1.11–
1.45) more likely to have a LDL/HDL-ratio ≥3.0.
Conclusion Prevalence of IFG or DM was low in this rural
cohort on first-line ART. But more than one out of ten had an
elevated HDL/LDL cholesterol ratio. Men, patients on
nevirapine and wealthier persons were at particular risk and may
be prioritized for screening in case of limited access to lipidpanel testing.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.3.3.5.005
Female genital schistosomiasis and human
immunodeficiency virus infection: a systematic literature
review
V. Christinet1, A. Calmy2, P. Odermatt3,4 and D. O’Brien1,5,6
1
Manson Unit, Medecins Sans Frontieres, London, UK; 2HIV Unit,
Geneva University Hospitals, Geneva, Switzerland; 3Swiss Tropical and
Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 4University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland; 5Department of Infectious Diseases, Barwon Health,
Geelong, Vic., Australia; 6Department of Medicine and Infectious
Diseases, Royal Melbourne Hospital, University of Melbourne,
Melbourne, Vic., Australia

Introduction Schistosomiasis affects more than
200 000 000 persons worldwide, 90% living in Sub-Saharan
Africa. Female Genital Schistosomiasis (FGS) is a frequent, yet
neglected, manifestation of the infection with S. haematobium.
Prevalence of FGS in different Sub-Saharan countries can vary
from 33% to 75%. FGS is associated with substantial morbidity
in the lower and upper female genital tract of girls and women
and is associated with pain and bleeding during sexual
intercourse.
African women are particularly vulnerable to Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) infection and female genital schistosomiasis (FGS) could be an important risk factor for its acquisition.
This study aimed to examine the published literature on the
association of FGS and HIV infection.
Methods and Materials We searched the usual medical
databases for published grey and peer-reviewed articles using the
key words: HIV, AIDS, schistosomiasis, Schistosoma
haematobium and bilharzia. Articles mentioning schistosomiasis
and HIV were retained for analysis. In addition, identified
articles were screened for references on the topic of interest and
if relevant were included in the review. The references were
listed and then grouped according to the research question.
Results A number of epidemiological studies supported FGS
being a risk factor for HIV infection: Kjetland et al (2006) found
in Zimbabwe an HIV prevalence of 41% (29/70) in women with
laboratory proven genital schistosomiasis compared to an HIV
prevalence of 26% (96/375) in a schistosomal ova negative
control group (OR 2.1; 95% confidence interval (CI), 1.2–3.5;
P = 0.008). Down et al (2011) showed that FGS was associated
with HIV infection (OR = 4.0, 95% CI = 1.2–13.5). Ndeffo
Mbah et al (2013) has shown in a study covering several African
countries that each infection with S. haematobium per 100
women was associated with a 2.9% (95% CI: 0.2–5.8%)
relative increase in HIV prevalence. Other aspects of the
interaction of these two infections will be further reported.
Conclusions Increasing evidence is available supporting the
hypothesis that schistosomiasis, in particular S. haematobium
infection, is linked with a higher risk of HIV infection. Knowing
that schistosomiasis is one of the top ten most important
diseases in the world and in particular in sub-Saharan Africa,
schistosomiasis treatment could be important in preventing HIV
infections.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.4.1. Environmental health problems from
different global perspectives
O.3.4.1.001
Challenging the global health threat of air pollution
N. Kuenzli1,2
1
Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University
of Basel, Basel, Switzerland

According to the Global Burden of Disease 2010, ambient air
pollution belongs to the top ranking causes of morbidity and
mortality in the world. Whereas air quality improved in most
high income countries (HIC) in the past 30 years, heavily polluted cities in low to middle income countries (LMIC) have seen
opposite trends as monitoring efforts, health research and policy
making lag substantially behind the public health needs. In light
of the dominant role of this environmental exposure and the
well-proven ability to abate air pollution, the global health community need to tackle these challenges. Five key pillars need to
be developed and sustained by local experts to globalize the
clean air agenda in line with the WHO Guidelines:
1 Air pollution measurements need to be part of sustained and
standardized monitoring networks, providing good quality
data that are freely accessible for air quality modelers, health
researchers, risk assessors, policy makers and the public alike.
2 Local expertise in epidemiologic research methods linking air
quality data with health registry data to evaluate acute effects
of air pollution needs to be developed through international
research collaborations.
3 Compared to high income countries, air pollution in LMICs may
consist in different mixtures of pollutants and originate from
rather different sources. Moreover, local populations may have
poorly comparable co-morbidities and susceptibility patterns.
Therefore, research findings from HICs may not be generalizable
globally. LMIC’s need local research capacity to understand and
communicate the role of air pollution for public health.
4 Results from epidemiological studies, local data on health status,
and information about air quality need to be combined to provide estimates of the local public health burden attributable to
air pollution as well as the benefits of clean air policy scenaria.
5 Expertise in the development and implementation of local air
quality management plans need to be shared through international collaborations and globally adopted best available emission standards.
The Global Health research community has a vital role in fostering all five pillars locally and internationally to promote evidence based environmental policy making to protect public
health. Examples and successes stories will be discussed in the
five domains and put in context of research needs in LMICs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.3.4.1.002

O.3.4.1.003

Integrating environmental home-based interventions to
improve the quality of household air, drinking water and
hygiene in rural Peru: community-randomised controlled
trial

The impact of hormonally active pesticides on the health of
vulnerable communities in South Africa

D. M€ausezahl1,2, S. Hartinger1,2,3, J. Hattendorf1,2, J. Wolf1,2, A I. Gil3,
H. Verastegui3, M. Ortiz Obando4, M. Noblega4 and C F. Lanata3
1
Epidemiology & Public Health, Swiss Tropical & Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
3
Instituto de Investigaci
on Nutricional, Lima, Peru; 4Pontificia
Universidad Cat
olica del Per
u, Lima, Peru

Introduction Diarrhoea and acute lower respiratory
infections are leading causes of ill child health. Low-cost
interventions have proved effective in reducing child diarrhoea
and pneumonia. An integrated package provides opportunities
for synergism. We conducted a community-randomised
controlled trial in 51 rural communities in Peru to evaluate an
environmental home-based intervention package (IHIP) reducing
acute respiratory infections and diarrhoeal disease in children
under 36 months of age.
Methods Six months prior to the start of the interventions, ie. a
ventilated improved cookstove (ICS), a kitchen sink with a water
faucet and solar disinfection of drinking water (SODIS) method
were developed and installed together with beneficiaries of the
intervention arm. To reduce potential impact of non-blinding bias,
the control arm received a comparison intervention comprising a
psychomotor early child development intervention focusing on the
mother-child daily playing interaction with age and stageappropriate toys. Diarrhoea and respiratory (weekly) surveillance
was done at home during a 12-month period and ECD
assessments at baseline and end-of-study.
Results We randomised 51 communities and enrolled 534
children. Baseline characteristics were balanced between study
arms. The rate of diarrhoeal episodes in children in the
intervention was 2.8 episodes per child per year as compared to
3.1 episodes in the control arm. The relative rate was 0.78 (95%
CI: 0.58–1.05). Similarly, care takers in the intervention group
reported fewer days of diarrhoea (mean 4.9 vs. 6.4 days per
year; OR: 0.71, 95% CI: 0.47–1.06). No effect on acute lower
respiratory infections was observed. The home-based ECD
intervention effectively improved child development in all agespecific developmental milestones tested. Compared to the IHIP
intervention arm we observed the biggest difference in child fine
motor skills (62% vs. 39% scoring above the mean of the age
specific group, OR: 26, 95% CI: 17–39). An evaluation
24 months post study end revealed not only a 90% user rate of
ICS and kitchen sinks but also a 27% auto-dissemination
beyond study homes.
Conclusion We found evidence that integrated home-based
strategies can improve child health and development outcomes
and are sustainable if addressing household needs. The findings
of this study support two Peruvian national programmes on
clean cooking and early child development focusing newly on
household based implementation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) is
used for malaria control and many current agricultural pesticides
are hormonally active. A study investigating reproductive health
effects of DDT on male vector control workers and one that
investigated the effect of agricultural pesticide exposure on
pubertal growth of boys in South Africa is described.
Methods and Materials The DDT study was a crosssectional study of 60 workers from 3 camps situated near the
Malaria Control Center (MCC). Tests included a questionnaire,
a physical examination, blood reproductive hormones, semen
quality and serum DDT metabolites. The agricultural study was
a cross-sectional study of 269 boys including 176 boys residing
on farms and 93 not residing on farms. Tests included a
questionnaire, clinical assessment of sexual maturity
development according to Tanner Stage, anthropometric
measurements including height, weight and BMI of boys, and
reproductive hormones in blood.
Results In the DDT study, associations between DDT
exposure measures (years worked at MCC and DDT
metabolites) and reproductive outcomes were weak and
inconsistent. The strongest association was a linear regression
relationship between baseline estradiol and p’p’ DDT
(= 1.14  0.33 pg/ml/mg/g lipid, P = 0.001, R2 = 0.31, n = 46;
adjusted for age and sex hormone binding globulin). In the
agricultural study, farm boys were shorter (Regression coefficient
(RC) = 3.42 cm; 95% confidence interval(CI): 6.38 to
0.45 cm); lighter (RC = 2.26 kg; CI: 4.44 to 0.75 kg);
had lower serum lutenizing hormone (RC = 0.28 IU/l; CI:
0.48 to 0.08 IU/l); and had higher serum oestradiol
(RC = 8.07 pM; CI: 2.34 – 13.81 pM) and follicle stimulating
hormone (RC = 0.63 IU/L; CI: 0.19 – 1.08 U/l).
Conclusions In the DDT study, an overall anti-androgenic
mechanism best explains the results, but with a number of
inconsistencies. The agricultural study provides evidence that
environmental exposure to pesticides is associated with adverse
reproductive and developmental effects in boys.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.4.1.004
Assessment of drinking water quality based on chemical and
microbiological parameters in rural Bangladesh
T. Akter, F T. Jhohura, T R. Chowdhury, F. Akter, S K. Mistry and M. Rahman
RED, BRAC, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Introduction Public health in Bangladesh is at risk due to
increased urbanization, industrialization and associated
environmental pollutions. Children are more vulnerable than the
adults living in such polluted environment because of their low
preventive capacity to pollutants. The water, sanitation and
hygiene (WASH) program of Bangladesh Rural Advancement
Committee (BRAC) has been providing interventions in 250
rural sub-districts since 2006 with the aim of improving health
of the rural poor. The aim of the present study is to assess
quality of drinking water in terms of chemical and
microbiological water parameters.
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Methods and Materials Arsenic of drinking water at
sources (tubewell) was tested using arsenic test kit in 24 subdistricts of Bangladesh. A portable pH meter was used to test
water pH. Results of arsenic test kit and pH meter were
validated in the laboratory. For laboratory test, we collected 293
water samples from 12 out of 24 sub-districts. Other chemical
parameters such as iron, manganese and salinity were tested in
the laboratory. A total of 160 water samples were collected to
test fecal coliform in drinking water at source and point-of-use
from the nearby sub-districts of Dhaka so that water samples
could be sent to laboratory within 12 h after collection.
Results Drinking water at sample sites was found slightly
alkaline (7.4  0.4). Manganese concentration varied from 0.1
to 5.5 mg/l with a mean value of 0.3 mg/l. Excess chloride
concentration in drinking water was found in coastal subdistricts. Both field and laboratory test results showed that
arsenic in groundwater exceeded Bangladesh standard (0.05 mg/
l) in Shibchar. About 57.5% and 7.5% of water samples
collected from tubewells (sources) and consumption points were
found free from fecal contamination implying that a large
proportion of households’ drinking water became contaminated
in-between stages. Out of the total sample sites, majority of the
households (67%) had poor quality water for drinking based on
water quality index (WQI) value.
Conclusions The existing gap in drinking water quality at
source and point-of-use implies fecal contamination in-between
stages. Hygienic management of drinking water sources and
monitoring of human activities surrounding those sources are
imperative to improve water quality. Building awareness about
water pollution and hygienic management of drinking water at
each point from source to consumption can be beneficial to health.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Rubber is an important commercial crop in Thailand. Intensive
use of land for cultivation, application of chemical fertilizers and
herbicides, and disposal of waste water upon processing rubber
sheets may pollute the environment. This study aims to assess
the environmental impact on health related to rubber plantation
activities in Eastern Thailand. Water samples, i.e., drinking and
utility water, collected from households located in rubber plantation areas, including waste water from rubber sheet processing,
were assessed for physical, biological and chemical contamination. Soil samples collected from rubber plantations were evaluated for microorganisms and selected heavy metal level.
Chemical fertilizers used in rubber plant cultivation and other
chemicals used in rubber plantation processing were also
recorded. In addition, blood samples of domestic dogs living in
this area were evaluated for heavy metal residues. In total, 82
water samples from 109 visited rubber plantations were collected. Biological and chemical contaminants in ground water
and water from natural reservoirs used in households were evaluated. Ground water samples demonstrated E. coli contamination over standard level (29%). They were also contaminated
with Salmonella spp (1.9%). Chemical contaminations found

were iron (11.5%), manganese (11.5%), magnesium (3.9%),
nitrate (3.1%), and ammonia (13.5%). Water from natural reservoirs was contaminated with E. coli (8.7%) and Salmonella spp.
(4.4%) while chemicals detected were iron (60.9%) and ammonia (56.5%). Waste water was found to be highly contaminated
with Salmonella spp. (87.5%). Concentration of selected heavy
metals such as lead, manganese, nickel and cadmium in water
and soil did not exceed the reference values. However, blood
samples from domestic dogs found high concentration level of
manganese (100%), nickel (76.9%) and cadmium (54.5%).
Chemical fertilizers and herbicides were periodically used in rubber plantations where improper self protection and low awareness on chemical contamination in labour workers were
recognized. Environmental contaminations were detected in rubber plantation areas. The quality of water in some rubber plantations was not appropriate for drinking or other domestic usage.
Education regarding chemical use, self protection and sanitation
targeting rubber workers and owners should be implemented
together with periodically follow-up on environmental impact
assessment.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Endocrine disruptors and women reproductive health: the
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1
Institute for Environmental Research (IER), Tehran University of
Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran; 2Department of Environmental Health
Engineering, School of Public Health, Tehran University of Medical
Sciences, Tehran, Iran; 3Department of Surgery, Arash Women’s
Hospital, Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran;
4
Department of Human Ecology, School of Public Health, Tehran
University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran; 5Center for Air Pollution
Research (CAPR), Institute for Environmental Research (IER), Tehran
University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran

Breast cancer is a world-wide leading cancer of women. Indeed,
each year, over a million women worldwide are diagnosed with
breast cancer, accounting for 25% of all female cancers. Across
the environmental contaminants, particularly, endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs) have been emphasized for over a decade
due to their risks of increasing cancers in reproductive systems.
The estrogen-mimic bisphenol A (BPA) as an EDC is a synthetic
phenolic compound which people is exposed to frequently via
different exposure routes and raising concerns about potential
effects on breast tissue and breast cancer risk. There are few epidemiological studies about association between urinary BPA concentration and breast cancer. Therefore, we focused on the
effects of BPA exposure on type of breast cancer (benign and
malignant) and performed biomonitoring of BPA in breast cancer
patients and controls (N = 45). This case-control study included
patients with malignant breast mass (N = 15), benign breast
mass (N = 15) and women with normal breast (controls,
N = 15). Mean age of the 45 participants was
44.3  11.5 years, with a range of 19 to 71 years. The effect of
urinary concentration of BPA on breast cancer was tested using
multinomial logistic regression models.
Overall, results have shown a strong positive association
between urinary concentration of BPA and both benign and
malignant breast masses [OR = 2.14 (CI: 1.04–4.42) and
OR = 2.27 (CI: 1.09–4.72) respectively], although other included
covariates were only significantly associated with increased risk
of benign breast mass. BPA exposure was associated with breast
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cancer but, given inconsistencies with previous findings for other
study populations, results should be interpreted with caution.
Future independent replication and follow up studies are needed
to confirm or disprove these findings. If the results of this
research would be confirmed in future prospective studies, reducing BPA exposure may play a role in the prevention and reduce
of breast cancer incidence.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.4.2.003
Possible nosocomial transmission as a cause of secondary
infection and healing delay of Buruli ulcer wounds
G S. Kpeli1,2, E. Owusu-Mireku2, A. Lamelas1, I D. Otchere2, S Y. Aboagye2,
E. Ampadu3, G. Pluschke1 and D. Yeboah-Manu2
1
Medical Parasitology and Infection Biology, University of Basel, Swiss
TPH, Basel, Switzerland; 2Bacteriology, Noguchi Memorial Institute for
Medical Research, University of Ghana, Accra, Ghana; 3National Buruli
Ulcer Control Programme, Ghana Health Service, Accra, Ghana

Introduction We identified secondary infection of Buruli

3.4.2. Resistant bacteria and viruses in a mobile
world
O.3.4.2.002
Detection of hospital acquired infections and antibiotic
selection in neonatal ICU in El-Husain University Hospital
M M. El-Bahnasawy1, M K. El-Tohamy2, M F. Mohamed3 and R Z. Abd
El-Rahman4
1
Tropical Medicine Department, Military Medical Academy, Cairo,
Egypt; 2Neonatal ICU, Cairo, Egypt; 3Microbiology Department, Faculty
of Medicine AL-Alzhar University, Cairo, Egypt; 4Microbiology
Department, Military Medical Academy, Cairo, Egypt

Although nosocomial infection is not a recent problem, It continues to be a major world wide public health problem especially
between the neonates in the NICU.
Aim The aim of this study was to estimate the incidence of
nosocomial infections in the NICU in EL-Husain University
Hospital, identification of the causative organisms and their
antibiotic susceptibility pattern, studying the various factors
influencing hospital acquired infections in neonatal intensive care
unit.
Material and Methods This study was conducted on 300
NICU patients randomly selected from NICU in EL-Husain
University Hospital. Infections appeared after 48 h of admission
were the subject of this study.
For every neonate, personal and family history were taken
from the mother and clinical examination was performed.
Nasal, throat, and umbilical swabs were taken from every
neonate once admitted to the NICU and another swabs were
also taken if any symptoms or signs denoting presence of infection appeared. The later samples were taken according to the site
of infection. If bacteraemia, a blood sample was taken.
Results Results of the study showed that the incidence of NIs
was 20% where the incidence was significantly higher in VLBW
neonates when compared with LBW and NBW groups. The
mortality rate with NIs was twice of that without NIs.
Conclusion The study showed that invasive procedures
played an important role as a risk factors of NIs in the NICU
including venous catheter placement, IV fluid, and ventilator.
Also, very low birth weight and prolonged hospital stay
constitute very important risk factors. Neonates in NICU are at
high risk for development of nosocomial infection. Nosocomial
infection surveillance in NICU must be done periodically to put
a new policy depending on the scientific collective data.
Keywords nosocomial infection, neonatal intensive care unit.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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ulcer (BU) wounds as a cause of wound healing delay. To gain
understanding into possible routes of infection, we characterised
Staphylococcus aureus isolates from patient lesions and the
environment of two Ghanaian health centres.
Methods and Materials Hundred and five Staphylococcus
aureus isolates were isolated from wounds (97, 92.3%) and the
hospital environment (8, 7.6%) by microbiological culture and
characterised by the spa gene, mecA and the Panton-Valentine
leukocidin (PVL) followed by spa sequencing. Antibiotic
susceptibility of the isolates to commonly prescribed antibiotics
was performed by Kirby-Bauer disc diffusion method.
Results Spa typing and sequencing of the gene from 91
isolates identified 29 different spa types; t355 (ST152), t186
(ST88), and t346 with 7 (7.6%) isolates each dominating. While
many distinct strains were isolated from both health centers,
health center clustering was also identified. Among the clustered
strains were isolates from three different lesions of one patient,
which had the same spa type (t2500). Also identified was a
group of related strains from one health center isolated from
samples taken on the same day from the hand of a health care
worker and three patients dressed consecutively by this worker.
Twenty four (22.8%) isolates were identified as MRSA by typing
of the mecA gene and this correlated with phenotypic results,
however the gene was also detected in 7 isolates showing
susceptible phenotypic results and could be considered
borderline resistant strains. PVL was identified in 67(63.8%) of
the isolates, 20 (29.8%) of which were MRSA. Frequencies of
resistance to selected antibiotics were: Erythromycin 56 (55.4%),
Tetracycline 62 (61.3%), Amikacin 13 (12.8%), Rifampicin 46
(45.5%) and Streptomycin 32 (31.6%).
Conclusion Our findings indicate that nosocomial
transmission contributes to BU wound infection and calls for
training in aseptic training to prevent the occurrence of
epidemics of nosocomial MRSA.
Acknowledgements This project was supported by the Stop
Buruli Initiative funded by the UBS-Optimus Foundation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.4.2.004
Device-associated infections at El-Salam Hospital in Cairo
M M. El-Bahnasawy
Tropical Medicine Department, Military Medical Academy, Cairo, Egypt

Background Device-associated infections (DAIs), particularly
ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP), venous catheter-related
bloodstream infection (CABSI), and catheter-associated urinary
tract infection (CAUTI) pose the greatest threat to hospitalized
patients.
Objectives To identify the most common organisms and
major invasive medical devices (CAUTI, VAP, and CABSI)
related to nosocomial infection at El-Salam hospital.
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This study was conducted on 200 patients during the period
from March to October 2010. Patients were 108 males (54%)
and 92 females (46%) with mean age of 50.6 ( 13.5) years.
Cases were selected and device-related nosocomial infections
typed according to the definitions provided by the Nosocomial
Infections Surveillance System .
This study revealed that catheter-associated urinary tract infections (CAUTI) were the most prevalent (114 cases), followed by
ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) with 49 cases, and lastly
venous catheter-associated bloodstream infections (CABSI) with
37 cases.
In the present study, the organisms isolated were; E. coli (76),
Staph. aureus (21), Coagulase -ve staph. (21), Kl. pneumoniae
(21), Enterococci spp. (17), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (11), Proteus vulgaris (6), b-hemolytic strept. (4), St. pneumonia (4),
N. meningitides (3), Hemophilus influenza (3), Sph. paucomobilis (2), Yers. enterocolitica (2), and Citrobacter freundii (2).
The isolated pathogens were identified by standard techniques.
The results of this study revealed that E. coli was the most
common organism causing CAUTI (54.4% CAUTI cases), followed by Kl. pneumonia (9.6%) and Coagulase -ve staph.
(6.1%). The commonest organism causing VAP was Staph. aureus (16.3%) of VAP cases), followed by Kl. pneumonia
(14.3%) and E. coli (12.2%). The commonest organism causing
CABSI was Coagulase -ve staph. (38% of CABSI cases), followed
by Staph. aureus (16.2%) and Pseudomonas aeurginosa (8.1%).
The most effective antibiotic against isolated organisms in general was Augmentin. The second was Ofloxacin. A pattern of
resistance to a wide range antibiotics was observed in the isolated strains (Gram positive and Gram negative) which might be
attributed to misuse and overuse of antibiotics.
Results of the study show the lack of adherence to proper
infection control practices and the absence of guidelines for
antibiotic usage at the site of the study.
Conclusion Device-related infections constitute a major
source of morbidity and mortality in hospitalized patients. The
continued occurrence of device-related infections despite
infection control measures indicates the need of assessment of
each potential preventive measure to ascertain its efficacy.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Antibiotic resistance is of growing global
concern. The high burden of infectious diseases coupled with
constraints in resources makes developing countries more
vulnerable. Patterns of hospital-based prescription and
consumption of antibiotics constitute one important factor for
potential resistance development.
This study examines determinants of antibiotic prescription in
relation to pharmaceutical supply and demand chains, planning
and monitoring processes, and prescription behaviors among
clinicians of the Medical and Pediatric Department at Kamuzu
Central Hospital (KCH) in Lilongwe, Malawi.
Methods The study employed a cross-sectional mixed
methods research design. In total, twenty-six clinicians and the
head pharmacist were interviewed. Participatory observation was
applied from admission to therapeutic decision-making.

Registers, clinical guidelines, diagnosis records, drug ordering
forms, stock cards and 835 prescription cards were investigated.
Data was collected from May 2014-April 2014.
Results We found insufficient processes for internal supply
chain management, as well as unclear documentation of
diagnoses and prescribed doses of antibiotics. The pharmacy
relies on poor data for procurement, and drugs ordered through
the system frequently do not match the demand. Finally,
diagnostic support through laboratory test was limited.
Prescription behavior followed a pragmatic approach that
prescribes what is available and not necessarily based on the
guidelines or skepticism towards outdated guidelines. Antibiotics
accounted for 62% of all prescriptions and 31% of the total
hospital medicine expenditure. Among outpatients, amoxicillin
was the most consumed antibiotic.
Conclusion Despite a high proportion of infectious diseases
among inpatients and outpatients, rational use of antibiotics is
compromised from multiple angles: high workload, presumptive
treatment, inconsistent supply and erratic procurement systems
amongst others. The results demonstrate the tight linkage
between health systems organization and the emergence of wider
antibiotic resistance. Structural changes are needed to ensure
effective antibiotic care today and to save it for future patients.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.4.3. Management of protozoal and helminthic
pathogens in travellers
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Introduction Numerous recent studies have identified
international travel as a risk factor for colonization and infection
with extended-spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL)-producing
Enterobacteriaceae. High colonization rates have been reported,
especially for travellers returning from South and Southeast Asia.
Besides destination, several other risk factors have been
identified: travellers’ diarrhoea, use of antibiotics, length of stay,
visiting friends and relatives and eating ice cream and pastry.
Even though increasing colonization rates in the community over
the past years have been shown for all continents, there are no
data on temporal changes in colonization rates in travellers.
Methods and Materials Data from three different studies
carried out between 2009 and 2013 in Finland, the Netherlands
and Switzerland were pooled and analysed. All studies
investigated colonization rates with ESBL-producing
Enterobacteriaceae and associated risk factors in travellers
returning from different countries in South Asia.
Results Data on 271 travellers were available for this
analysis. In travellers returning from Southern Asia, the travelassociated colonization incidence increased significantly from
53.5% in 2009 (95% CI 38.9–67.5) to 69.5% in 2013 (95% CI
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62.3–75.8%, P < 0.05). Focusing on travellers who had visited
India during their trip, the colonization incidence increased from
57.9% (95% CI 42.2–72.1) to 86.1% (95% CI 76.3–92.3,
P < 0.001).
Conclusions Within less than 5 years, the colonization
incidence with ESBL-producing Enterobacteriaceae in travellers
returning from Southern Asia has increased considerably. Similar
developments might be expected for other travel destinations as
well, suggesting a further increase in the influx of multidrug
resistant bacteria into low-endemicity settings through
international travel.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

tocystis hominis as a causative agent for acute or prolonged
diarrhoea.
Acknowledgement: The authors are grateful to Nancy Schumacher, Annett Michel, Steffen Lohr, and Simone Priesnitz for
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Validating parasitological tests – not an easy task
G N. Hartmeyer, M N. Skov and M. Kemp
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Introduction Diagnostic laboratories are increasingly faced
O.3.4.3.003
Surveillance for enteropathogenic bacteria, protozoa and
helminths in travellers returning from the tropics
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Diarrhoea is one of the most common clinical conditions associated with travelling to tropical regions. Bacteria but also protozoa are usually the causative agents. However, the significance
of intestinal protozoa such as Blastocystis hominis or Dientamoeba fragilis is still under discussion and remains to be determined. The aim of this study was to assess whether multiplex
PCR methods are able to reduce the percentage of unresolved
cases and to analyse a possible association between symptoms
and the detection of Blastocystis hominis.
Datasets of 565 patients that presented at the outpatient
department of the Bernhard Nocht Institute for Tropical Medicine in Hamburg, Germany between 2006 and 2010 were investigated. All patients underwent stool examinations for screening
purposes or because of diarrhoea. After concentration methods
for intestinal parasites microscopy was done. In addition, two
real-time multiplex-PCR assays were performed targeting Entamoeba histolytica, Entamoeba dispar, Giardia duodenalis and
Cryptosporidium spp., or Salmonella spp., Shigella/EIEC spp.,
Campylobacter jejuni and Yersinia.
A total 368 patients presented with diarrhoea and associated
symptoms such as meteorism, cramps, nausea, vomiting and/or
fever. 36% (n = 135) tested positive for bacteria or parasites, of
which 58 % (n = 79) had a known enteropathogenic potential.
Stool microscopy and bacterial culture identified 14% (n = 55)
of all cases. In patients without diarrhoea (n = 196), 41%
(n = 80) were positive for the investigated bacteria and protozoa,
but only 9% (n = 19) of these cases harboured agents of pathogenic potential. Association with clinical symptoms was found
for infections with Shigella spp./EIEC spp. (RR = 1.4, 95% CI:
1.2–1.7, P = 0.012) and Campylobacter jejuni (RR = 1.4, 95%
CI: 1.2–1.7, n.s.), but not with Blastocystis hominis or Giardia
duodenalis. Blastocystis hominis was even more frequent in
asymptomatic [n = 36 (18%)] than in symptomatic [n = 23
(6.3%), RR = 0.5, 95% CI: 0.4–0.7, P < 0.0001] travellers.
Dientamoeba fragilis was rare [(n = 4) in asymptomatic (n = 5)
in symptomatic].
The use of PCR markedly increases the detection of intestinal
pathogens But only in one third of all patients a potential infectious cause could be identified. This study does not support Blas-
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with demands of documentation of the reliability of test results.
Obtaining information on basic performance parameters such as
reproducibility and factors contributing to inaccuracy should be
a simple matter for well-established methods such as microscopy
for malaria and faecal parasites. However, in our work on
becoming accredited according to DN/EN ISO 15189 we
encountered a striking lack of standards for acceptable
performances.
Here we have focused on two analyses: detection and identification of parasites in faecal samples and estimation of parasitaemia
in blood with Plasmodium falciparum. For both analyses we used
techniques that have been golden standards for decades.
Methods and Materials We used samples provided by
UK NEQAS as part of an ongoing quality assurance programme.
For blood parasitology the sample format is blood film on glass
slides. For faecal parasitology the samples are formalin fixed
suspensions of human faeces, fixed smears and others, depending
on the parasites. Formalin fixed suspensions are stained with an
iodine-stained wet-mount preparation and with modified a
Ziehl-Neelsen stain when Cryptosporidium species, Isospora
belli, or Cyclospora cayetanensis may be suspected.
Our reported results were compared to expected findings. In
order to estimate inter-observer variation 32 trained microscopists examined five Giemsa-stained thin blood smears, with
varying numbers of P. falciparum.
Results Despite intensive literature search we did not find
evidence-based recommendations for acceptable levels of
reproducibility of parasitological analyses. Neither did we find
systematic analyses of factors contributing to inaccuracy.
Our reported results of faecal and blood examination showed
excellent performance when compared to the expected findings.
However, the variation in estimating parasitaemia of P. falciparum between observers was surprisingly high.
Conclusions Despite a high inter-observer variation in
estimation of parasitaemia, our reported results of external
quality assurance samples showed excellent performance. The
acceptable levels of variation in quality control material are
often based on expert evaluation with an option of changes
when many participating laboratories deviate from acceptable
intervals. If all laboratories reach average observations that are
close to the expected values the true inter-observer variation is
never estimated. Further documentation is needed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.3.4.3.005
Nitroimidazole-resistant Giardia intestinalis in European
travellers and migrants
A. Requena-Méndez1, P. Go~ni2, B. Trevi~no3, V. Fumad
o4, E. Rubio5,
4
2
3
E. Aldasoro , S. L
obez , D. Pou , A F. Martınez-Montseny6, N. Serre3,
J. Gascon4 and J. Mu~noz4
1
Tropical Medicine and International Health, ISGlobal, Barcelona Ctr.
Int. Health Res. (CRESIB), Hospital Clınic - Universitat de Barcelona,
Barcelona, Spain; 2Area of Parasitology, Department of Microbiology,
Preventive Medicine and Public Health, University of Zaragoza,
Zaragoza, Spain; 3Unidad de Salud Internacional Drassanes-Hospital
Universitario Vall d’Hebron. PROSICS, Barcelona, Spain; 4ISGlobal,
Barcelona Ctr. Int. Health Res. (CRESIB), Hospital Clınic - Universitat
de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 5Area of Preventive Medicine and Public
Health (Biostatistics), Department of Microbiology, Preventive Medicine
and Public Health, University of Zaragoza, Zaragoza; 6Infectious and
Imported Diseases, Paediatric Unit, Hospital Universitari Sant Joan de
De
u, Barcelona, Spain

Introduction Persistence of Giardia intestinalis after
treatment with nitroimidazoles represents a common problem in
travel clinics. This study is aimed to describe the epidemiological
characteristics of a population attending tropical disease units
with giardiasis and to estimate the prevalence of refractory
G.intestinalis.
Methods A prospective observational study was conducted in
three tropical disease units in Barcelona from 2012–2013
including patients with giardiasis confirmed microbiologically.
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique was performed in
faecal samples to determine the genotype of Giardia. Risk
factors associated with refractory giardiasis were evaluated.
Results 77 patients were included in the study, 41 (53.3%)
were male and 22 (29%) were < 18 years-old. Twenty-eight (%)
were migrants, including 7 visiting friends & relatives, 41 (%)
were European travellers who had gone to endemic countries
and 8(%) had not previously travelled. Forty-eight percent of
infections were acquired in Asia, 26% in Africa, 14.3% in LatinAmerica (LA) and 11.7% in Europe. Eighty-one percent of
European travellers acquired the disease in Asia, and 54.6% of
migrants in Latin America (P < 0.001). Sixty-eight percent and
60% of patients had consumed raw food or drank occasionally
tap water, respectively. Around a third of patients had been
working with children and 4% had a previous episode of
Giardia. Eight patients (10.53%) were asymptomatic, 7 of them
migrants (P = 0.018).
All patients were treated with nitroimidazoles. In 71 patients
with completed follow-up, 14 (19.7%) had persistence of G. intestinalis which was more frequent when the infection had been
acquired in Asia (28.6%) compared to Africa (16.7%), America
(9.1%) or Europe (0%).
Thirteen patients with Giardia persistence received quinacrine
and all of them but one patient who had not completed the
treatment due to adverse effects, were cured after this treatment.
In 73 patients, PCR at baseline was undertaken showing the
genotype A in 18 (24.7%) samples, B in 31 (42.5%) samples,
and 1 sample had a mixed genotype (A/B). The finding of a particular genotype was not associated with the persistence of giardiasis.
Conclusions Almost 20% of patients presented persistence
of giardiasis after nitroimidazole therapy and this fact was not
associated with a particular genotype. Nearly all refractory cases
were cured after receiving quinacrine.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.5.1. Research priorities in obstetrics and
reproductive health
O.3.5.1.002
Addressing hidden barriers to institutional deliveries - a key
intervention for reducing maternal mortality in rural
Zambia
V M. Mukonka1,2, F M. McAuliffe3, S. Malumo4, C. Sialubanje5 and
P. Fitzpatrick2
1
Public Health, Copperbelt University, School of Medicine, Ndola,
Zambia; 2School of Public Health, Physiotherapy & Population Science,
University College Dublin, Ireland; 3Obstetrics & Gynaecology, UCD
School of Medicine & Medical Science, Dublin, Ireland; 4Country Office,
World Health Organization, Lusaka, Zambia; 5District Health Office,
Ministry of Health, Monze, Zambia

Background In Zambia, the majority of rural women deliver
at home without skilled birth attendants, leading to a maternal
mortality rate (MMR) of 591/100 000 live births; among highest
worldwide. 60% Zambians live below the poverty line.
Institutional delivery by skilled birth attendants is considered
most important strategy to reduce MMR. Institutional deliveries
are low (48%) despite high single antenatal attendance (93%).
An important barrier to institutional delivery identified was
demands by health providers requesting women to bring delivery
supplies and mother/baby clothes. The aim of this study was to
determine the effect of provision of non-financial incentives on
institutional deliveries in rural Monze district, Zambia.
Methodology A 1-year community intervention trial was
conducted (Jan- Dec 2014) supported by UNICEF and WHO.
Two comparable rural regions in Monze separated by a central
urban region, intervention-arm expectant women who chose
delivering at health facility received a mother-baby delivery-pack
at health facility at delivery containing basic hygienic delivery
supplies as non-financial incentives accompanied by health
education; the control arm continued with routine health
services. The primary outcome measure was the number of
institutional deliveries in the two arms over 1 year, as well as
comparing institutional deliveries before (2012 and 2013) and
after (2014) the intervention.
Results There was a 43% increase in institutional deliveries in
the intervention arm in 2014 (n = 2396) compared to 2013
(n = 1674; P < 0.000) and 2012 (n = 1680; P < 0.000), while in
the control arm the numbers of deliveries did not significantly
change over the 3 years (2012 n = 1182; 2013 n = 1322; 2014
n = 1182; P > 0.103). The secondary outcome measures showed
better birth preparedness, postnatal and under five attendance in
the intervention arm compared to the control arm.
Conclusion The mother-baby delivery pack provides a highimpact, low-cost, easier-to-replicate and scale-up intervention
using existing health systems. The pack was developed
responding to hidden barriers to institutional deliveries identified
and expressed by the end users in the community through a
cross-sectional survey conducted prior to the study. The study
results provide scientific evidence for policy makers to design
effective interventions to overcome reversible barriers hindering
utilisation of health facilities by pregnant-women, a key
intervention for reducing MMR.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.3.5.1.003
Related factors of inter-community of women with
gestational diabetes in postpartum diabetes screening
S F. Vasegh Rahimparvar1 and L. Rashidi2
1
Iran University of Medical Sciences, Center for Nursing Care Research,
Tehran, Iran; 2Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran

Introduction Patients with gestational diabetes are more
susceptible to diabetes type 2 in the future. Post partum diabetes
screening creates an invaluable opportunity for prevention or
delay of diabetes type 2 and its irreversible complications. This
study aimed at determining the factors relating to one0 s referrals
for post partum diabetes screening among women with
gestational diabetes.
Methods and Materials In this cross-sectional study, 150
women with gestational diabetes history at least six month after
their delivery referring to Health and Treatment Centers in
Kermanshah were chosen. Data collection was carried out using
self-developed questionnaires performed via interviews.
Demographic and reproductive questionnaires along with
diabetes characteristics and the quality of health care provision
ones were used collecting data. Data analysis was performed
using t-test and v2statistical tests.
Findings 48/7% of the samples (73 women) with GDM
completed postpartum glucose screening. Among the individual
factors, relationships were spotted among level of education
(P < 0/001), number of children (P < 0/001), income level,
(P < 0/002), insurance coverage and its type (P < 0/001), fetus
weight (P < 0/001), gestational health care (P < 0/001). For the
disease factors, the following were proved to be significantly
related: age of diabetes onset (P < 0/002), insulin administration
during pregnancy (P < 0/001), family history of diabetes (P < 0/
001), and history of hospitalization (P < 0/002). The following
features of health care services were also found to be correlated
with the rate of referrals for screening: dissemination of
information regarding post partum diabetes screening during
pregnancy, delivery, and discharge from hospital; receiving an
order for blood glucose screening during post partum visit, and
phone-mediated follow ups (P < 0/001).
Conclusion Regarding the low rate of referral for
postpartum glucose screening, it is necessary to remove the
obstacles in light of determining the contributing factors, and
through adequate diagnosis of diabetes type 2, its complications
can be reduced.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.5.1.004
A national programme of freely-available ambulance
transportation for women in labour halves maternal
mortality in Ethiopia: an operational analysis from Tigray
Region
H. Godefay1, J. Kinsman2, K. Admasu3 and P. Byass2,4
Tigray Regional Health Bureau, Mekelle, Ethiopia; 2Ume
a Centre for
Global Health Research, Epidemiology and Global Health, Dept of
Public Health and Clinical Medicine, Ume
a University, Ume
a, Sweden;
3
Federal Ministry of Health, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; 4Medical Research
Council/Wits University Rural Public Health and Health Transitions
Research Unit (Agincourt), School of Public Health, Faculty of Health
Sciences, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa
1

Introduction One of the challenges for maternal health
services across Africa is physically getting women to health
facilities for delivery at the appropriate time. A lack of
transportation has often been cited as a major obstacle. The
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Ethiopian Federal Ministry of Health implemented a national
programme of freely available ambulance transportation in every
District from 2012, and this operational analysis investigated the
effects of the ambulance programme on maternal mortality.
Methods Maternal mortality was measured in a survey of six
randomly selected districts in Tigray Region over a 1-year period
in 2012/13. For the same time period, data from ambulance log
books from the same six Districts were captured and ambulance
trips associated with deliveries extracted. Data on month,
distance to health facility and mobile network coverage at local
area level were included.
Results The survey identified 51 maternal deaths and 19 179
live births, corresponding to an overall maternal mortality ratio
(MMR) of 266 per 100 000 live births. Districts using
ambulances for at least 25% of deliveries had an MMR of 116
per 100 000 compared with 407 per 100 000 elsewhere.
Distance from home to facility, the availability of a mobile
telephone network and utilisation of ambulances were all
independently associated with maternal mortality. When all
these factors competed in a multivariable model at local area
level, only utilisation of ambulances persisted as a significant
factor, with a maternal mortality rate ratio of 0.51. One
maternal death was estimated to have been averted for every
5000 ambulance-kilometres driven.
Conclusions Freely available ambulance transport in
Ethiopia was associated with significant reductions in maternal
mortality, although this was a strategy requiring substantial
investment. Similar results could probably be achieved elsewhere
given sufficient investment in vehicles and operational
infrastructure.
Acknowledgements The Tigray Regional Health Bureau
funded this operational assessment, including the maternal
mortality survey and capturing the ambulance data. A
collaboration grant from the Swedish Research Council
facilitated analysis.
Disclosure Hagos Godefay is the Head of Tigray Regional
Bureau and Kesetebirhan Admasu is the Minister of Health,
Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia.
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Maternal body mass index and adverse pregnancy
outcomes: a Ghanaian cohort study
E L. van der Linden1, J L. Browne1, K M. Vissers1,2, E. Antwi3, I A. Agyepong4,
D E. Grobbee1 and K. Klipstein-Grobusch1,5
1
Julius Global Health, Julius Center for Health Sciences and Primary
Care, University Medical Center Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands;
2
Gelderse Vallei Hospital, Ede, The Netherlands; 3Ghana Health Service,
Greater Accra Region, Accra, Ghana; 4School of Public Health,
University of Legon, Accra, Ghana; 5Division of Epidemiology &
Biostatistics, School of Public Health, Faculty of Health Sciences,
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa

Introduction Worldwide, overweight and obesity are an
increasing problem. Studies conducted in high-income countries
suggest an association between maternal BMI and complications
during pregnancy, delivery and postpartum period for both
mother and offspring. Yet, results from studies performed in
high-income countries may not be directly applicable to the
context of low- and middle-income countries (LMICs).
The objective of this study was to examine the association
between maternal weight at less than 17 weeks gestation and
maternal and infant outcomes of pregnancy, delivery and postpartum period in a cohort of pregnant Ghanaian women.
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Methods A prospective cohort study of 1,010 women in
Accra, Ghana (2012 – 2014). Women were classified as
overweight (BMI 25–30) and obese (BMI ≥30), and their
obstetric and infant outcomes analysed using multivariate
logistic regression.
Results 824 women, average 28 years (SD 5.1), were included
in the analysis; 313 (31.3%) were overweight and 169 (16.9%)
obese. Obese women had a two-fold increased risk for caesarean
sections (RR 2.20, 95% CI 1.21–4.02), and more than a six-fold
higher risk for pregnancy induced hypertension (RR 6.17, 95%
CI 2.90–13.13) and chronic hypertension (RR 6.00, 95% CI
1.40–25.76). Infants of overweight and obese women were more
likely to be macrosomic (RR 2.37, 95% CI 1.13–4.97).
Conclusion The global obesity epidemic has reached women
in LMICs with important adverse consequences for maternal and
infant health. Antenatal care in LMICs will need to anticipate
this potential expansion of complications, including the
development of guidelines for optimal maternity care for
overweight and obese pregnant women.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

39% scoring above the mean, odds ratio (OR): 2.6, 95% CI:
17–3.9).
Interpretation The home-based ECD effectively improved
child development in all investigated domains. Home-based
strategies might be promising to improve development outcomes
in rural Peruvian children as an important component of poverty
alleviation programmes.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.5.2.003
Paediatric anti-retroviral therapy in a rural setting:
comparisons of mortality pre- and post-initiation of early
paediatric ART and Option B+
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1
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Background In 2013 the WHO changed two inclusion

3.5.2. Child health
O.3.5.2.002
Promoting mother-child interaction - improving early child
development through a psychomotor stimulation
intervention in rural Peru: secondary outcomes of a cluster
randomised trial
S. Hartinger1,2,3, C F. Lanata3, J. Hattendorf1,2, J. Wolf1,2, A I. Gil3, M. Ortiz
Obando4, M. Noblega4, H. Verastegui3 and D. M€ausezahl1,2
1
Epidemiology & Public Health, Swiss Tropical & Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
3
Instituto de Investigaci
on Nutricional, Lima, Peru; 4Pontificia
Universidad Cat
olica del Per
u, Lima, Peru

Background Early childhood stimulation can improve child
health and -development, alleviate adverse effects of poverty and
impact on well-being of future generations. Within a
community-randomised trial we implemented two home-based
interventions, whereby each intervention served as an active
control for the other. One group received an early child
development (ECD) intervention and the other an integrated
environmental household intervention package (IHIP) improving
household air-, drinking water quality and hygiene.
Methods An ECD intervention, adapted from the National
Wawa Wasi Programme, was implemented in 25 communities.
We enrolled children aged 6–35 months and their caretaker in
50 communities randomised into ECD- and IHIP-communities.
In ECD-communities, trained fieldworkers instructed mothers to
stimulate and interact with their children, to create safe playing
environments and to use standard programme toys. IHIPcommunities received a ventilated improved cookstove, a kitchen
sink with running water and a safe drinking water- and hygiene
promotion. At baseline and after 12 months of follow-up, all
children were evaluated on age-specific developmental milestones
in seven domains including motor proficiency, personal/social
development, essential relational skills and communication.
Findings At baseline, ECD- and IHIP-children performed
similar in all domains. After 12 months of follow-up the
proportion of children scoring above the mean of the age specific
group was in all domains statistically significant higher in the
ECD-group (range: 12–23%-points higher than IHIP-group). We
observed the biggest difference in fine motor skills (62% vs.

criteria for anti-retroviral therapy (ART) in their HIV guidelines.
Pregnant women (Option B+) and all children ≤5 years should
initiate ART, regardless of their clinical or immunological status.
Mozambique adopted the protocol and in July 2013 the new
guidelines were implemented in Cabo Delgado Province. This
analysis compares the mortality rate of HIV+ children on ART
before and after implementation of these guidelines in Cabo
Delgado.
Methods Retrospective analysis of data collected from health
centers between January 2009 and January 2015, in the rural
districts of Chiure and Ancuabe, Mozambique. All children on
ART under the age of 13 years were included in the analysis.
STATA version 13.1 was used to compare the data before and
after July 2013. Wilcoxon rank-sum was used to compare
medians. For the bivariate analysis either Chi-square test or
Fishers exact test was used.
Results 480 children were included. The child-mortality rate
decreased significantly after July 2013, in both districts: from
16.7 % to 7.4% (OR 2.51 P < 0.002). Loss-to-follow-up was
3.6% before and 1.3% after July 2013 (OR 2.8 P = 0.14). Age
at starting ART remained unchanged at 1.8 years (P = 0.46).
CD4 count at ART initiation increased from 549 cells/ll to 827
cells/ll after the guideline was implemented (P = 0.001).
Conclusion The results suggest that the changes in the
national ART guideline for pregnant women (option B+) and
children (early initiation of ART) are associated with a decrease
in mortality rate in HIV+ children under ART. The baseline
CD4 count increased significantly after July 2013. Starting
children on ART with a higher immunological status could have
impacted on the improved mortality rate. Our findings on LTFU
and the average age that children start ART merit further
investigation into clinical practice in the districts.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Geographic disparities in bednet ownership and usage: an
analysis of Burkina Faso 2010 Demographic and Health
Survey data
S. Samadoulougou1,2, F. Kirakoya-Samadoulougou2 and A. Robert1,2
1
IREC - EPID, Bruxelles, Belgium; 2Universite Catholique de Louvain,
Bruxelles, Belgium

Introduction Insecticide-treated nets (ITNs) are one of the
most important keys strategies for malaria control. However,
ITN coverage varies among regions in the same country, and
such variations may seriously limit the potential impact of nets.
Understanding the important gap between bednet ownership and
use will help program managers target particularly vulnerable
populations. The aim of this study was to map, at the district
level, e.g. where national programmes are being applied,
disparities of ownership and usage of bednets in Burkina Faso
and to subsequently explore the influence of sociodemographic
factors in bednet usage among owning households.
Methods and materials The Burkina Faso 2010
Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) data were used to derive
the district level estimates. The DHS provided extensive
information on individuals, as well as the geographic coordinates
of household clusters using a stratified two-stage cluster
sampling.
Results Bednet ownership varied across the districts ranging
from 34 % to almost 99 % in some regions. Regions in the
North and the Central Plateau had considerably high
percentages, with the districts including Zorgho, Yako and
Ouahigouya having rates of bed ownership of more than 96%.
The proportion of the population living in a household with 1
bednet for each 2 household members (universal coverage) was
14 % (9 5% CI: 13–15%), ranging from 4% to59 % across the
districts. ITN use in Burkina Faso ranged from 15% to 80%
within geographically-defined districts. The majority of regions
(70%) had a use level under 40%. Where ITN ownerships were
high, ITN use was also high. The presence of children under
5 years (U5) and pregnant women (PG) in the household
increased the odds of bednet use (U5: OR = 2.09, (95 % CI:
1.94–2.25); PG: OR = 1.83, (95 % CI: 1.56–2.15). Living in
urban areas (OR = 1.37, (95% CI: 1.12–1.67), and in wealthier
households were strongly associated with bednet use.
Conclusions A high bednet usage was observed among
households of more than 6 people in comparison to households
of more than 8 people. To our knowledge, this is the first study
to demonstrate the geographical variation of bednet ownership
and usage indicators within districts in Burkina Faso at a scale
that is smaller than what is currently available. We emphasise
the advantages of estimating coverage rates at the district level.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

2013, SMC has been used in children 3–59 months old in Niger
during 4 distribution rounds at 28-day intervals. A crosssectional survey conducted in Magaria district estimated the
coverage of each round from 85–94%.
Methods Individual data were collected on all fever cases in
children <5 years in 4 sentinel sites in Magaria district as part of
routine monitoring during the 5 months of SMC. In multivariate
analyses we calculated the odds ratios (ORs) for malaria, defined
as fever and positive histidine-rich protein II rapid diagnostic test
(RDT) in children that received the SMC versus children that did
not. We conducted stratified analysis on distribution round and
time since the last SMC. We used a method traditionally used
for vaccine effectiveness estimates, the screening method, to
estimate the effectiveness of SMC (SMCE).
Results Children receiving SMC had a 26% reduced odds of
malaria (OR = 0.74, 95% CI 0.61–0.88) compared to those not
getting SMC. The protective effect was highest during the first
two SMC rounds: ORs 0.22 (95%CI 0.12–0.40) and 0.15 (95%
CI 0.09–0.23) and absent during the last SMC round OR 0.85
(95%CI 0.54–1.31). ORs during the first 21 days after an SMC
distribution and during the last 7 days were 0.39 (95%CI 0.30–
0.49) and 2.28 (95%CI 1.69–3.08). We estimated global SMCE
at 63%. SMCE decreased with each subsequent round (94%,
80%, 59%, 16%). SMCE during the 21 days post-distribution
averaged 74%, dropping to 31% during the 7 days before the
next round.
Conclusions Our results suggest that SMC is effective in
Niger. However, the protective effect and SMCE seems to wane
through the distribution rounds, possibly due to increasing
exposure to malaria over time, but perhaps to use of RDTs that
remains positive after parasite clearance. As data on resistance to
SP and AQ are lacking, resistance could contribute to the
declining effectiveness. As the protective effect seems to be
absent during the last 7 days of each cycle, narrowing the
interval could be beneficial, especially during peak malaria
transmission periods. Data from additional years and locations,
in addition to the use of Plasmodium lactate dehydrogenase
RDTs will improve the interpretation and generalizability of
these results.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.5.4. Sexual and reproductive health
O.3.5.4.002
Sexuality education is associated with increased disclosure
and treatment seeking after violence experiences of young
women 15–24: results from a multi-country-survey including
Eastern DRC, Rwanda, and Burundi
S. Merten1, C. Weiss1, Y. Elouard2, J. Schwarz1, C. Blake2 and A M. Hilber2
Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, Swiss Tropical and
Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2Swiss Centre for
International Health, Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel,
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Monitoring the protective effect and the effectiveness of
seasonal malaria chemoprevention in Niger
A. Koscalova1, E. Gignoux2, I. Ciglenecki1, A. Azman1,3, E. Sterk1 and
M. Quere1
1
Medecins Sans Frontieres, Geneva, Switzerland; 2Epicentre, Geneva,
Switzerland; 3Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA

Introduction Seasonal malaria chemoprevention (SMC) is a
preventive strategy consisting of intermittent administration of
sulphadoxine-pyrimethamine (SP) and amodiaquine (AQ) to
children living in areas of highly seasonal transmission. Since
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Introduction In the post-conflict regions of Eastern DRC,
Burundi, and Rwanda in Central Africa, high rates of violence
against women continue to be observed. Different government
and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) have been
implementing strategies to respond to the widespread violence
against women. This paper analyzes the effectiveness of
comprehensive sexuality education on tolerance, disclosure, and
help-seeking after sexual violence among women 15–24 years
old.
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Methods A multi-stage cluster survey was conducted including
866 women in DRC, 745 women in Burundi and 773 in Rwanda.
The survey instrument addressed socio-economic and behavioral
questions; having received sexuality education, which included
topics around gender, rights, and violence (comprehensive
sexuality education); experience of sexual violence, defined as
forced sexual intercourse; high tolerance of violence, defined as
agreeing strongly to the statements ‘There are times when a
woman deserves to be beaten’, ‘It is alright for a man to beat his
wife if she is unfaithful’, ‘A man can hit his wife if she refuses to
have sex with him’. Disclosure of violence was defined as talking
to someone about the experience of violence; help-seeking as
having used health services after sexual violence. Multi-level
logistic regression analysis was conducted using STATA V.13.
Results In the past 12 months 52.2% of young women in
DRC, 29% in Burundi, and 43.3% in Rwanda had received
comprehensive sexuality education. In the same time period,
16.3% of young women in DRC, 11.3% in Burundi and 15.4%
in Rwanda had experienced sexual violence. In Rwanda, 70.1%
of the women disclosed sexual violence, in DRC 50.4% and in
Burundi 53.1%. Less than 10% sought professional help. In
Burundi young women who received comprehensive sexuality
education had a lower tolerance of violence (Coef. 0.63, CI
1.08, 0.17), and disclosure of sexual violence was more
common in DRC and Rwanda (DRC Coef. 1.00, CI 0.35, 1.64;
RW Coef. 0.72, CI 0.07, 1.37). In Rwanda, going to see a
healthcare provider offering GBV services was also correlated
with exposure to comprehensive sexuality education (RW 2.10,
CI 1.29, 2.91).
Conclusion Comprehensive sexuality education for young
people may have the potential to decrease the social
acceptability of sexual violence and to increase disclosure and
help seeking after experiencing violence.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.5.4.003
‘I try to avoid the boys!’ Adolescents’ sexuality
representation in Rwanda, a mixed method analysis
J. Gerold1, S. Hoop1, C. Blake2, S. Merten1 and A M. Hilber2
Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, Swiss Tropical and
Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2Swiss Centre for
International Health, Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel,
Switzerland
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Adolescents’ sexuality is a source of concern not only to parents,
but adolescent health care providers as well as policy makers
worldwide. This study explores the views and opinions of adolescents on sexuality.
Data collection was conducted in the context of the Next Generation Programme with the aim of obtaining an in-depth perspective of the sexual and reproductive health of adolescents (15–
19 years). From April to July 2014, a random sample of 789 adolescents from 6 districts were interviewed using questionnaires. In
addition, informal talks and interviews were conducted with 16
girls and boys thereafter. The mixed method analysis approach
supports a complementary understanding of adolescent sexuality.
Adolescents usually lived with their parents or a relative
(91%), went to school (54%) and visited a religious service at
least once a week (71%). Some disclosed that they were in a
relationship (20%) and reported ever having had sexual intercourse (11%) with the median age of sexual debut of 17 years.
More than half of the adolescents (63%) had received some sexual education, either at school, health and youth centers or at
religious services.

Discussing love and intimate relations yielded manifold representation of sexuality along notions of time (childhood, adolescence, and adulthood). Sexuality during adolescents had negative
connotations, expressed by fear of pregnancy and HIV infection.
The childhood was represented through innocently ‘playing sex’,
the imagined future was also positive envisioned with procreation embedded in marriage as a socially accepted way of
expressing sexuality.
In the representation of adolescent sexuality, social values and
public health norms become highly visible. Instead of creating an
environment of fear around adolescent sexuality, policy makers
and service providers in particular should pay attention to what
adolescents perceive as ‘friendly’ health services.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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1
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3
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Introduction Health promotion research has recently
received criticism for mainly focusing on individuals’ behavior.
These perspectives do not explain how and why healthy
behaviors may change over time and how they are embedded in
a broader social, political and economic context. Moreover,
health promotion is criticized for its focus on behavioral choices
relevant to different health risks. This objectification of the
individual does not take into account contextual factors as well
as the political environment in which actors act and by which
they are shaped.
Methods In health promotion many studies focus only on
social capital such as social networks or the role of parents or
peers, however, other resources such as cultural resources are
also of great importance. Drawing on Pierre Bourdieu’s practice
theory, we examined whether and how female adolescents aged
15–19 years mobilized social (i.e. social networks), economic
(i.e. cash, savings), cultural (i.e. knowledge and skills) as well as
symbolic capital (i.e. social reputation) in Dar es Salaam and
Mtwara, Tanzania, in order to deal with teenage pregnancy. A
cross-sectional survey was conducted with 1250 girls who had
never been pregnant or were pregnant adolescents and young
mothers.
Results Findings showed that the majority of the female
adolescents, especially pregnant girls and young mothers, very
actively mobilized social, cultural and economic support to avoid
pregnancy or deal with it successfully. However, only girls that
maintained symbolic capital in form of social reputation and
acceptance within their socio-cultural environment were able to
get the needed support. In addition, findings emphasized the role
of cultural capital such as health promotion skills provided by
mass media (radio, television, and magazines).
Conclusion It is argued that modern health promotion
research should consider Bourdieu’s practice theory by focusing
on the role of social, economic, cultural and symbolic resources
that are available to people for maintaining and promoting their
health. However, in line with Thomas Abel and colleagues we
propose that modern health promotion should not only take into
account the interplay of health related capitals but also of
capabilities. Combining Amartya Sen’s capability approach with
the practice theory of Pierre Bourdieu would allow for further
highlighting people’s capabilities in health promotion.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.3.5.4.005.LB
Adolescents and youth taking control of their HIV
treatment through the web-based peer support platform:
the case of Mombasa, Kenya (ELIMIKA Project)
O. Ivanova1, S. Wambua2 and P. Gichangi2,3
1
International Centre for Reproductive Health (ICRH), Ghent University,
Ghent, Belgium; 2International Centre for Reproductive Health (ICRH)
Kenya, Mombasa, Kenya; 3UON-University of Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya

Introduction Adolescents and youths (A-Y) are arguably the
most dynamic and challenging group among populations living
with HIV. A number of studies have demonstrated that
adherence to antiretroviral therapy (ART) among A-Y is low. In
addition, a review of the literature reveals limited evidence of
effective and creative strategies to improve access and adherence
to ART among A-Y. The aim of this study is to develop and test
a secured digital peer support platform in improving access to
health information that will lead to increased adherence to ART
among A-Y receiving treatment in two clinics in Mombasa,
Kenya.
Methods Cross-sectional design is used to generate baseline
data on adherence by extracting the information from A-Y
medical records from two clinics. Qualitative approach including
focus group discussion (FGDs) with A-Y and in depth-interviews
with health care providers (HCPs) is used to collect data/
information for designing the intervention and content of the
web platform.
90 HIV positive young people (15–24 years old) are enrolled
to test the digital platform. Pre- and post-intervention comparison of usability and short term psycho-social outcomes is carried out using on-line questionnaires. The intervention’s
effectiveness in improving adherence among A-Y will be estimated by comparing post intervention adherence with the baseline data.
Results To define the content of the digital peer support
system and features to be included, three FGDs with A-Y and
three in-depth interviews with HCPs were held in January 2015.
The findings demonstrated that the most common challenges AY face in regards to adherence to ART are fear of disclosure,
stigma, peer pressure, problems of combining school schedule
and dose timing. Positive living with HIV, prevention of sexually
transmitted infections and family planning were suggested as key
topics in which information is needed. Further, as suggested by
the participants, the platform has to contain open public
discussion, educational videos, privacy chat and possibility to
ask questions to health care professionals, ensure privacy and
confidentiality.
Conclusions Based on these findings, a secured web platform
administered by peer volunteers was designed and started to
function in April 2015. The mid-term evaluation of usability and
assessment of short-term psycho-social outcomes are planned to
be performed in July 2015 through FGDs and on-line
questionnaires administrated to the participating A-Y.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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3.6.1. Gut microbiota and its interaction with
nutrition and diseases
O.3.6.1.002
Polyclonal intestinal colonization with ESBL-producing
Enterobacteriaceae upon traveling to the Indian subcontinent
J. Pires1,2, E. Kuenzli3,4,5, S. Kasraian1, R. Tinguely1, H. Furrer6, M. Hilty1,6,
C. Hatz4,5 and A. Endimiani1
1
Institute for Infectious Diseases (IFIK), University of Bern, Bern,
Switzerland; 2Graduate School of Cellular and Biomedical Sciences,
University of Bern, Bern, Switzerland; 3Division for Infectious Diseases
and Hospital Epidemiology, University Hospital Basel, Basel,
Switzerland; 4Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel,
Switzerland; 5Epidemiology, Biostatistics and Prevention Institute,
University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland; 6Department of Infectious
Diseases, Bern University Hospital and University of Bern, Bern,
Switzerland

Expansion and dissemination of extended-spectrum cephalosporin-resistant Enterobacteriaceae (ESC-R-Ent) is a worldwide
problem enhanced by international traveling. Traveling to countries with high prevalence of ESC-R-Ent increases the risk of
importation of epidemic clones which can then spread in new
geographic regions. Moreover, colonization of the human gut by
ESC-R-Ent is a relevant and known factor that can promote the
development of infections. However, key factors and colonization dynamics by these organisms are still unknown. In this
work, we aimed to assess the clonal diversity of ESC-R-Ent colonizing the gut of humans travelling to high prevalence areas.
Twenty-five Swiss volunteers travelling to the Indian subcontinent underwent screening before and after travelling. An aliquot
of native stools were enriched in LB broth with a cefuroxime
disc. Enrichments were plated in BLSE, ChromID ESBL, and an
in house made Drigalski plate containing imipenem and cloxacillin. Species identification was obtained using the MALDI-TOF.
For ten randomly selected volunteers, at least 5 Enterobacteriaceae colonies per plate were recovered. Double disk synergism
test was performed for each isolate and clonal relatedness was
assessed using the rep-PCR and MLST. The Check-Points CT103
XL microarray and PCR/DNA sequencing were implemented to
detect ESBL-, plasmid-mediated AmpC-, and carbapenemase-producing Enterobacteriaceae.
Only one volunteer was colonized prior to traveling, whereas
95% were colonized upon return. For the sub-group of 10 volunteers, 46 ESBL producers were identified, the majority being
E. coli (n = 45) and only one K. pneumoniae. Among these isolates, rep-PCR identified 29 different clones. Remarkably, clonal
diversity within each volunteer varied between 2 and 6 clones.
Nevertheless, b-lactamase diversity was low: only CTX-M-Group
1 types (including CTX-M-15) were found, which are endemic
in this region.
It seems that in the initial steps of intestinal colonization by
ESC-R-Ent (probably via the food chain) there is a polyclonal
acquisition, being E. coli the most relevant species. This phenomenon was never observed and could have important implications for both microbiologists and ID specialists. In the near
future, we will analyze the plasmid background of the different
ESC-R Ent and we will monitor the volunteers over time to better understand the course and dynamic evolution of gut colonization due to these life-threatening pathogens.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.3.6.1.003
Molecular risk assessment of Shiga toxin-producing E. coli
O157: H7
M. Elhadidy1, W. F. Elkhatib2,3, D. Pierard4, K. De Reu5 and M. Heyndrickx5,6
1
Department of Bacteriology, Mycology and Immunology, Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine, Mansoura University, Mansoura; 2Department of
Microbiology & Immunology, Faculty of Pharmacy, Faculty of
Pharmacy, Ain Shams University, African Union Organization St.
Abbassia, Cairo, Egypt; 3Department of Pharmacy Practice, School of
Pharmacy, Hampton University, Kittrell Hall, Hampton, VA, United
States; 4UZ Brussels, Department of Microbiology, Belgian VTEC
Reference Lab, Brussels; 5Technology and Food Science Unit, Institute for
Agricultural and Fisheries Research ILVO, Melle; 6Department of
Pathology, Bacteriology and Poultry Diseases, Ghent University,
Merelbeke, Belgium

Introduction In this study, we analyzed E. coli O157:H7
genotypes that act as potential risk for human illness from food
sources of animal origin and use these genotypes as potential
indicators of clinical outcome of infection in human.
Objectives (1) Determine the genetic diversity in frequencies
of distribution of different genotypes among E. coli O157:H7
strains recovered from food and human clinical sources using a
combination of molecular subtyping methods and access if
human clinical strains were overrepresented by specific genotypes
of E. coli O157:H7. (2) Determine the potential correlation of
these genotypes in clusters with severe clinical symptoms.
Methods A diverse collection of human (n = 100) and food
(n = 70) E. coli O157:H7 isolates from Belgium displaying
different PFGE patterns was characterized by conducting
different molecular assays that have previously demonstrated
non random distribution of E. coli O157:H7 genotypes among
clinical and non-clinical isolates. Genotypic characterization
included lineage-specific polymorphism assay, Shiga-toxinencoding bacteriophage insertion site assay, clade typing, Tir
(255A and T), and variant analysis of Shiga toxin 2, and
antiterminator Q genes. Genetic clustering was performed using
MCMC model, implemented in Structure software package.
Results and conclusion Our results supported the
epidemiological evidence of existence of clinically significant
microbial genetic factors that are overrepresented among E. coli
O157:H7 clinical isolates and are important determinants of
human infection risk. Furthermore, clusters 1 and 3 were
observed to be more frequent isolated from bloody diarrhea and
haemolytic uremic syndrome, respectively. Our results may
contribute to monitoring of risk genotypes with high virulence/
transmission potential.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.6.1.004
Campylobacter surpassed Salmonella: an analysis of Swiss
surveillance data, 1988–2013
C. Schmutz1,2, D. M€ausezahl1,2, M. Jost3, A. Baumgartner4 and M. M€ausezahlFeuz3
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Swiss Federal Office of Public
Health, Bern, Switzerland; 4Swiss Federal Food Safety and Veterinary
Office, Bern, Switzerland

Introduction Campylobacter spp. and Salmonella spp. are
foodborne pathogens of human and veterinary public health
importance in Switzerland. Clinical isolates of Campylobacter
and Salmonella from humans are notifiable for diagnostic
laboratories in Switzerland. While Campylobacter case

notifications increased between 1988 and 2013, Salmonella case
notifications decreased during this time period.
Methods We descriptively analysed notification data of the
years 1988 to 2013 for these two gastrointestinal, bacterial
pathogens. Notification rates were calculated using data on the
yearly average resident population in Switzerland.
Results Notified campylobacteriosis cases more than doubled
– from 3127 to 7499 cases – between 1988 and 2013. Contrary,
Salmonella case notifications decreased during the same time
period from 4291 to 1267 cases. Since 1995, Campylobacter is
more frequently reported than Salmonella. Both pathogens are
most frequently reported during summer months, but
Campylobacter additionally shows a very distinct peak during
the winter festive season. While the notification rate of
campylobacteriosis decreased from 105.3 to 102.3 cases /
100’000 population in the youngest age group (<5 years)
between 1988 and 2013, the notification rate increased more
than 7-fold in the oldest age group (85+) from 11.7 to 92.2
cases/100 000 population.
Conclusion The observed inverse trends in case notifications
for Campylobacter and Salmonella indicate a true increase in
campylobacteriosis incidence and a true decrease in salmonellosis
incidence. Changes in case detection rates or in notification
compliance are unlikely to lead to inverse trends of these two
pathogens.
Legal microbiological criteria for foodstuffs have been implemented for Salmonella control in the early nineties of the last
century and appear to be effective. For Campylobacter in poultry, process hygiene criteria for slaughterhouses will be introduced in 2016. The impact of those criteria on human
campylobacteriosis cases is currently unknown and needs to be
evaluated after implementation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.6.1.005
Medical consultations due to acute gastroenteritis in Swiss
primary care: results from the sentinel surveillance network
‘Sentinella’
C. Schmutz1,2, P J. Bless1,2, M. Jost3, M. Mäusezahl-Feuz3 and D. M€ausezahl1,2
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Swiss Federal Office of Public
Health, Bern, Switzerland
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Introduction Population-based studies in European
countries estimated an acute gastroenteritis (AG) incidence of
0.5 to 1.0 episodes per person-year. This high disease burden
leads to considerable health system use, health care costs and
socio-economic impact. We assessed the frequency of medical
consultations at the primary care level, course of disease, days of
work lost and physicians’ diagnostic and treatment approaches
using the Swiss Sentinel Surveillance Network ‘Sentinella’.
Methods and materials During the study period (January
to December 2014), 163 primary care physicians participated in
the ‘Sentinella’ network covering entire Switzerland. The weekly
number of consultations due to AG and basic patient
characteristics were reported. For a subsample of patients,
additional information like the number of patients’ visits, signs
and symptoms, general condition, stool diagnostic, prescribed
symptomatic and antibiotic treatment, days of work lost and
risk exposures were reported.
Results On average, each physician reported 0.5 cases of AG
per week. In total, 3867 cases were reported during the study
period. Consultation frequency was influenced by age, but not by
sex. Median age of patients was 19 years for males (range < 1–94)
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and 22 for females (<1–97). Out of 2235 cases with additional
information, 78% consulted the physician once, 17% twice, 3%
three and 1% four times. Physicians classified the patients’ general
condition with a median score of 7 on a scale from 1 (poor) to 10
(good). 83% of patients with salaried employment were on sick
leave, the median duration was 4 days. The majority of cases
(91%) received symptomatic treatment. Antibiotic treatment was
prescribed for 9% of patients and was more frequent in older age
groups. 3% of all patients were hospitalised. Stool diagnostics
were performed for 13% of patients and were more frequent in
patients with recent travel history. Campylobacter spp. was the
most frequently identified pathogen.
Conclusions AG leads to a considerable burden of disease and
socio-economic burden due to absence from work. Data from
national mandatory infectious disease surveillance underestimates
the burden of AG considering that the majority of patients does
not undergo stool testing. The significant socio-economic impact
and health system burden due to AG in Switzerland needs to be
urgently addressed by public health authorities.
Acknowledgments We thank all Sentinella physicians for
their contribution.
Disclosure The complete study was funded by the Swiss
Federal Office of Public Health, Bern, Switzerland.

3.6.2. Nutrition
INV.3.6.2.002
Vitamin D and tuberculosis
A R. Martineau
Queen Mary University of London, London, UK

Vitamin D was used to treat active tuberculosis (TB) in the preantibiotic era, and its active metabolite, 1,25-dihydoxyvitamin
D, has long been known to enhance the immune response to
mycobacteria in vitro. Vitamin D deficiency is common in
patients with active TB in diverse settings, and several clinical
trials have evaluated the role of adjunctive vitamin D supplementation in its treatment. Vitamin D deficiency is also recognised to
be highly prevalent among people with latent M. tuberculosis
infection (LTBI) in both high- and low-burden settings, and there
is a wealth of observational epidemiological evidence linking
vitamin D deficiency with increased risk of both acquisition and
reactivation of LTBI. In this talk, I will discuss the potential for
vitamin D supplementation to be used in the prevention of LTBI
and active TB, and in the treatment of active TB.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

INV.3.6.2.004
New insights into the role of iron in the etiology and
pathogenesis of malaria, severe anaemia and invasive
bacteraemia
H. Verhoef1,2,3
1
MRC International Nutrition Group, London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine, London, UK; 2MRC, Keneba, Gambia; 3Cell Biology
and Immunology Group, Wageningen University, Wageningen, The
Netherlands

Both iron deficiency and inflammation-induced hypoferraemia
are believed to protect the human host against invading pathogens. Iron supplementation can thwart this protection and
increase rates of febrile malaria episodes in young children, per-
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haps by transiently enhancing the production of young erythrocytes that are more susceptible to invasion and propagation by
P. falciparum merozoites than mature erythrocytes. In children
with deficiency, however, iron supplementation also results in
increased haemoglobin concentrations, which may act as a reservoir and prevent the development of severe anaemia during subsequent febrile malaria attacks. Thus, paradoxically, iron
supplementation can increase or decrease malaria rates, depending on case definitions and the method of case detection.
The hypoferraemic effect of inflammation is mediated by
upregulation of hepcidin, a hormone produced by hepatocytes
that integrates multiple and often conflicting signals reflecting
iron stores, erythropoietic activity and host defence, and thus
acts as the master regulator of the body’s iron metabolism.
Limited evidence suggests, however, that children with severe
anaemia have reduced circulating hepcidin concentrations compared to non-severely anaemic controls. Thus in the course of
developing severe anaemia, these children seem to be able to
pass a tipping point whereby the hypoxic drive to down-regulate
hepcidin and increase iron availability for erythropoiesis overrides the inflammation-mediated effect that upregulates hepcidin
and withholds iron. The resultant increase in circulating iron
may enhance susceptibility to infections, which may be exacerbated by iron supplementation. The role of the erythroferrone in
these processes remains to be elucidated, because this recently
discovered hormone is produced by erythroblasts in response to
erythropoietin, and mediates hepcidin suppression following
blood loss.
The implications of this model would be that iron deficiency
can predispose to severe anaemia and death in malaria-endemic
areas. It is presumably safe to prevent or correct iron deficiency
by iron supplementation under cover of antimalarial drugs. On
the other hand, therapeutic supplementation of iron during severe anaemia may inadvertently result in enhanced susceptibility
to malaria, invasive bacteraemia and death.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

3.6.3. Nutrition and immunology
O.3.6.3.001
Malaria chemoprevention, undernutrition and anaemia in
children: findings from three randomized intervention trials
in Southern Mali
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Children born in sub-Saharan Africa face increased risks of
undernutrition and infectious disease, increasing stunting and
potential to impact ultimately on educational achievement. Iron
is important in brain function, and interventions that reduce
iron-deficiency and anemia may improve cognitive function and
learning. Mali experiences some of the highest rates of malaria
and anaemia in the world. Sikasso in the south, is one of the
regions with the highest level of malnutrition: 45% of children
under five are stunted, 16% wasted and 88% are anaemic. It is
also the region where the prevalence of malaria is highest. A series of trials undertaken by Save the Children in collaboration
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with national partners, aimed to identify intervention approaches
to effectively address malaria and undernutrition to support child
development.
This research culminated in a trial to examine the combined
impact of two newly-recommended interventions in early childhood: seasonal malaria chemoprevention and home fortification
with micronutrient powders. A cluster-randomized controlled
trial was conducted in 60 rural communities with communitybased pre-schools in Sikasso region. Children aged <5 years living in 30 intervention communities received two rounds of seasonal malaria chemoprevention in Oct and Nov 2013, followed
by daily supplementation of micronutrients for 4 months from
January–April 2014. Delivery of the two interventions at community-level was organized by pre-school management committees. The combined impact of the interventions was evaluated in
May 2014 through cross-sectional surveys to compare study trial
outcomes in children aged 3 and 5 years living in intervention
and control communities. A significant reduction in malaria
infection was observed in May, 6 months after the last antimalarial treatment, in intervention compared to control communities (3y olds: 21% vs. 45%, P < 0.001; 5y olds: 32% vs. 55%,
P < 0.001). However, no differences were observed in prevalence
of anaemia, mean hemoglobin concentration or nutritional
indices. These findings were in marked contrast to the results
from trials of iron supplementation and malaria chemoprevention in schoolchildren, previously conducted in the same area.
In this presentation, we shall contrast findings from the three
trials to highlight differences in epidemiology of malaria and
anaemia in southern Mali according to age; design of each intervention used; and implications for future work.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.6.3.002
Social costs of iron deficiency anemia in 6-59 month-old
children in India
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Inadequate nutrition has a severe impact on health in India.
According to the WHO Global Burden of Disease project iron
deficiency is the single most important nutritional risk factor in
India, accounting for more than 3% of all disability adjusted life
years (DALYs) lost.
Methods and materials We estimated the social costs of
iron deficiency anemia (IDA) in 6- to 59-month-old children in
India in terms of intangible costs (DALYs) and production losses
(income lost). The life-time costs of a birth cohort suffering from
IDA between the age of 6 and 59 months are calculated with a
health economic model. The model is stratified by two age
groups (6–23 and 24- to 59-months), two geographical areas
(urban/rural), 10 socio-economic strata (SES) and three degrees
of severity of IDA (mild, moderate, severe). Prevalence of
anemia is calculated with the last available National Family
Health Survey. We verify the robustness of the results with a
multivariate sensitivity analysis and evaluate the effect of recent
changes in the DALY methodology.
Results IDA prevalence among 6- to 23-month-old children is
50.4% in rural and 46.6% in urban areas. 24- to 59-month-old
children are slightly less affected with a prevalence of 41.1% in
rural and 36.7% in urban areas. Children living in poor
households are particularly affected and the differences between

poor and wealthy are especially pronounced among older
children. We find that the yearly burden of IDA in India
amounts to production losses of 24 001 m USD and 8.3 m
DALYs lost. These DALYs correspond to 125 699 potential lives
lost every year due to IDA. Poor households incur considerably
higher costs, with the poorest 20% experiencing 2.4 times higher
intangible costs and 2.1 times higher production losses than the
wealthiest 20%. The rural population suffers disproportionately
high losses. Changes in the DALY methodology have led to a
threefold increase in the estimated number of DALYs. As the
new disability weights are based on a more sound methodology,
we find that previous calculations considerably underestimated
the social costs of IDA.
Conclusions Despite years of iron supplementation programs
and substantial economic growth IDA remains a crucial public
health issue in India and an obstacle to the economic
advancement of the poor. Young children are especially
vulnerable due to irreversible effects of IDA on cognitive
development. Our research may contribute to the design of new
effective interventions aiming to reduce IDA in early childhood.
Disclosure The study was supported by the Nestle Nutrition
Institute and Nestec S.A. The supporting sources had no
influence on study design; in the collection, analysis, and
interpretation of the data; in the writing of the manuscript; and
in the decision to submit the results for publication
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When malnutrition meets TB and HIV: prevalence of
microcytic hypochromic anaemia and associated risk factors
among adult TB cases and household contacts in urban Dar
es Salaam, Tanzania
J J. Hella1,2,3, F A. Mhimbira1,2,3, S. Abdallah1, T M. Maroa1, M. Sasamalo1,
L. Kamwela1, H. Hiza1, K I. Said1,2,3 and L. Fenner1,2,3
1
Ifakara Health Institute, Dar es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania;
2
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 3Basel
University, Basel, Switzerland

Background Tuberculosis (TB) is known to induce a systemic
inflammatory state which can change iron metabolism. Together
with existing nutritional deficiencies this can cause a transient
iron deficiency that has been associated with worse clinical
outcomes. We describe the burden of microcytic hypochromic
anaemia (MHA) in a large cohort of TB patients and controls
from the urban region of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
Methods As part of an ongoing TB Cohort Study (TB-DAR),
we included smear-positive adult TB patients (>18 years, cases),
and controls without TB from the household contacts. Clinical
and laboratory data were collected during recruitment. Anaemia
was defined as hemoglobin (hb) concentration <11 g/dL, low
mean corpuscular volume (MCV) as <80 fL, and low mean
corpuscular hb (MCH) as <27.5 pg/cell. Logistic regression
models were adjusted for age, sex, active TB, white blood cell
count, red blood cell distribution width (RDW-CV), HIV and
helminth infection, presented as adjusted Odds Ratios (aORs).
Results Data was available from 344 cases and 296 controls.
The median age was 33.6 years (interquartile range [IQR] 26.4–
42.3); 384 (60%) were male and 97 (15.2%) HIV-infected
(18.3% among cases vs. 11.5% among controls). The proportion
of underweight (body mass index < 18.5) was more frequent
among cases compared to controls (24.7% vs. 5.4%). Prevalence
of helminth infection was similar in both groups (11.6% vs.
11.5%).
The median hb concentration was 12 g/dL (IQR 10.3–13.3),
and lower among cases than controls (11.2 g/dL vs. 12.4 g/dL).
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The median MCV and MCH were lower among cases compared
to controls: 76.7 (IQR 70.5–83) vs. 81.3 (IQR 75.9–86.5) for
MCV, 24.9 (IQR 22–27) vs. 26.4 (IQR 23.6–29) for MCH.
MHA was more common among cases than controls (23.1% vs.
14.2%, P < 0.0001).
In multivariate analyses, the risk for MHA was higher in cases
compared to controls (aOR 2.2, 95% confidence interval [95%
CI] 1.25–3.8, P = 0.006), and MHA was associated with HIV
infection (aOR 2.4, 95%CI 1.3–4.4, P = 0.007). Among TB
patients, MHA was associated with male sex (aOR 0.4, 95%CI
0.2–0.7), and unit increase in RDW-CV (aOR 1.2, 95%CI 1.07–
1.4).
Conclusion Prevalence of MHA was high contributing to the
morbidity among TB cases in urban Dar es Salaam, and
associated with HIV. Clinical management of anaemia and
nutritional interventions need to be considered to improve
clinical outcomes and reduce the burden of anaemia and TB/
HIV.
Disclosure I have no any conflict of interest.

O.3.6.3.004
Predictive score of severe acute malnutrition in children
under 5 years in developing countries: development and
validation
O K. Mukuku, A M. Mutombo, T K. Lubala and O N. Luboya
Department of Pediatrics, University of Lubumbashi, Lubumbashi, The
Democratic Republic of the Congo

Introduction The nutritional status is the best indicator of
the well-being of the child. Inadequate feeding practices are the
main factors that affect physical growth and mental development.
Poor growth in infancy has a significant impact in adult life. The
aim of this study was to develop a prediction score of severe acute
malnutrition (SAM) in children 6–59 months.
Methods Case-control study. Cases were children 6–
59 months admitted to hospital for SAM which was defined by a
z-score weight / height <3 SD or <2 SD with presence of
edema; the control were children of the same age admitted to the
same hospital for another condition other than the SAM. They
were included consecutively and prospectively and matching was 1
by 1 on the date of consultation. Those with HIV infection, heart
disease, birth defects or other disease that produces malnutrition
were excluded. The number of subjects included in the study was
263 cases and 263 controls. We performed a univariate and
multivariate analysis. The inclusion of variables was made by the
stepwise method in the multivariate model. Discrimination score
was assessed using the ROC curve and the calibration of the score
by Hosmer-Lemeshow test. STATA software 12 was used for
various statistical analyses.
Results After logistic modeling, new criteria emerge as
predictive factors of SAM; to each of these criteria we assigned a
coefficient. Thus a score is calculated as follows: low birth
weight X(1.0) + repeated or chronic diarrhea X(2.3) + daily
meals’s number less than 4 X(1.3) + age of breastfeeding
cessation <6 months X(2.2) + age of dietary diversification
<6 months X(1.16) + age of mother less than 29 years X
(2.8) + parity below 5 X(1.8) + family history of malnutrition X
(3.2) + number of children aged less than 5 years in siblings X
(1.7). The area under the ROC curve was 0.9685, the sensitivity
of 93.5%, specificity 93.2%, positive predictive value of 93.2%
and positive likelihood ratio of 6.8%.
Conclusion No score published is adapted to predict the risk
of occurrence of SAM in a population of <5 years in developing
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countries. We propose a simple and efficient score predictive of
the risk of SAM which will require external validation study.
This predictive score of SAM would be a useful and simple
clinical tool to identify people at risk, limit high rates of
malnutrition and reduce disease and child mortality in
developing countries.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.3.6.3.005
High intestinal parasitic infections and malnutrition in
school-aged children in Burkina Faso
S. Erismann1,2, A M. Knoblauch1,2, S. Diagbouga3, T. Grissoum3, B. Sawadogo3,
R. Herz1,2, R.-Y. Yang4, J. Utzinger1,2 and G. Cisse1,2
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute (Swiss TPH), Basel,
Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Institut de
Recherches en Sciences de la Sante, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso; 4The
World Vegetable Center, Tainan, Taiwan

Background The present study undertaken in the framework
of the ‘Vegetable Go to School’ (VGtS) project aimed to assess
the baseline prevalence of parasitic infections and nutritional
status among school-aged children in two regions of Burkina
Faso at the onset of the project’s complementary nutrition- and
health-sensitive interventions.
Methods The study was carried out in February 2015.
Children aged 9–14 years were randomly selected in four
intervention and four control schools in the Plateau Central and
Centre-Ouest regions of Burkina Faso. Standardized, qualitycontrolled anthropometric and haemoglobin measurements were
performed. Additionally, children were subjected to
parasitological examinations using stool and urine samples
collected on two consecutive days. Stool samples were examined
by the Kato-Katz and formalin ether-concentration method.
10% of the samples were re-examined for quality control.
Results A total of 445 school-aged children (231 boys and
214 girls) had complete data records. Intestinal parasitic
infections were highly prevalent; 360 children (81.2%) were
infected with at least one species of intestinal parasites. Intestinal
protozoa infections showed particularly high prevalence rates
(83.4%), while helminth infections were found in 7.5% of the
children. The most frequent intestinal protozoa species
encountered were: Entamoeba histolytica/E. dispar (67.4%),
Entamoeba coli (35.2%) and Giardia intestinalis (25.7%).
Hymenolepis nana (6.8%) was the predominant helminth
species. Co-infections were common, affecting more than half of
the children, whilst 14.7% of the study subjects suffered from
triple species infections. With regards to children’s nutritional
status, the prevalence of stunting was 42.1% and that of
thinness 15.3%. The prevalence of anaemia was 21.2%.
Overweight/obesity rate was low (2%) and restricted to one
school.
Conclusion This study shows that malnutrition and parasitic
infections are important and concerning public health issues in
school-aged children in the Plateau Central and Centre-Ouest
regions of Burkina Faso. Our findings and further analyses of
underlying risk factors determined by an accompanying
questionnaire survey will be utilised for the design and
implementation of complementary school garden, nutrition and
health intervention strategies to jointly tackle ill-health and
malnutrition, particularly for children in this age group.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.3.6.3.006
Prevalence and associated factors of fruit and vegetable
consumption among university students in 26 low, middle
and high income countries
K. Peltzer
Mahidol University, Salaya, Thailand

Objectives The aim of this study was to assess the prevalence
of fruits and vegetable consumption and associated factors
among university students from 26 low, middle and high income
countries.
Methods Using anonymous questionnaires, data were
collected in a cross-sectional survey from 17 789 undergraduate
university students (mean age 20.8, SD = 2. 8) from 27
universities in 26 countries across Asia, Africa and the Americas.
Results Overall, 82.8% of the university students consumed
less than the recommended 5 servings of fruits and/or vegetables.
The mean fruit and vegetable consumption varied by country,
ranging from ≤2.5 mean daily servings in Jamaica, Philippines
and Barbados to ≥3.9 mean daily servings in Mauritius, Tunisia
and Ivory Coast. In multivariate logistic regression analysis,
sociodemographic factors, psychosocial factors, and behavioural
factors (inadequate dietary behaviours, binge drinking and
physical inactivity) were associated with low prevalence of fruit
and vegetable intake.
Conclusion Findings stress the need for intervention
programmes aiming at increased consumption of fruit and
vegetables considering the identified sociodemographic,
psychosocial and behavioural risk factors.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

In both districts, the health management teams had strong
upward accountability systems through which they accounted to
the regional and central level authorities of the Ghana Health
Service. This accountability was enforced by command-and-control mechanisms such as centrally set priorities and planning
directives, audits and performance reviews. In the rural local
health system, the district health management team had strong
horizontal accountability practices towards the District Assembly
and INGOs with whom they collaborate in health service delivery programmes. These relations were based on shared interests
and reciprocity. However, in both sites, public accountability
strategies were found to be virtually absent. Apart from complaint boxes, there were no formal channels of communication
nor for participation of the public in local priority-setting and
performance assessment. As a result, none of the district health
management teams achieved full public accountability.
The study identified ways to improve public accountability.
First, there is a critical need for more transparency and information sharing with the public. Existing performance appraisals,
for instance, should be open to public representatives. Public
accountability practices should be enforced by a ‘meta-governor’
(Bell and Hindmoor, 2009), recognised in this role by all other
actors, capable of overseeing local health system governance.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

4.1.2. From global health diplomacy to global
health actions: the northen and southern
perspectives
O.4.1.2.002

TRACK 4: Health and Social Systems and Their
Determinants
4.1.1. When people have a say. Participatory
health governance, social accountability and
access to local resources
INV.4.1.1.003
Public accountability practices of district health
management teams: a realist inquiry in two local health
systems in Ghana
S. Van Belle1,2
Public Health, ITM (Institute of Tropical Medicine Antwerp Belgium),
Antwerp, Belgium; 2Institute of Development Policy and Management
University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium

1

In today’s local health systems in low- and middle-income countries, district health management teams, together with local
authorities, bear the responsibility for health sector performance.
This infers not only a responsibility for coordination of the multiple actors in pluralistic health systems and the organisation of
services and programmes, but also for ensuring accountability
towards the population. This explorative study appraised actual
public accountability practices of district health management
teams in two local health systems in Ghana and explored how
these could be improved.
We used a comparative case study design based on realist
inquiry principles. An initial middle range theory was developed
on the basis of a literature review of governance and accountability spanning different social science research traditions. It
was tested in one urban and one rural health system. Data collection included in-depth interviews, informal discussions, and
review of documents, reports and routine data.

The Global Fund’s new funding model in the context of
international funding shortfalls: does it foster ambition in
scale-up and quality of HIV programs?
K. Akerfeldt1, M. Philips2 and A. Banda3
Operational Centre Brussels, Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF), London,
UK; 2Operational Centre Brussels, Medecins Sans Frontieres, Brussels,
Belgium; 3Medecins Sans Frontieres, Johannesburg, South Africa

1

Introduction In 2014 the Global Fund to fight Aids, TB and
Malaria (GFATM) launched its new funding model (NFM)
replacing annual ‘rounds’ of country funding requests. For the
first time since the cancellation of round 11 (2011), countries
submit new proposals for urgently needed scale-up, including
new tools and approaches to improve program quality. The
NFM provides allocations based mainly on country income level
and disease burden, with additional funds potentially available
through competition from a restricted pool of ‘incentive funds’.
A first group of countries applied through the NFM process and
analysis of the effects can guide necessary adaptations.
Methods and materials We studied how NFM criteria
and pre-defined allocations affected programmatic ambition in
proposals, reflected ‘full expression of program demand’ and
current country program needs. Qualitative methods were used
to analyse processes and proposals in selected countries where
MSF teams contributed. Key informants involved in the
processes in DRC, Guinea, Mozambique and Malawi from MSF
and partners (incl. Country Coordinating Mechanisms, UNAIDS,
WHO, Pepfar) were selected and interviewed over a 6–
12 months period. Data collection included application
documents, national strategic plans, GFATM and technical
partners’ guidelines, epidemiological statistical data etc.
Results While in theory ambitious requests were possible,
countries encountered confusing and conflicting guidance on
acceptable funding levels and application modalities.
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Indicative funding allocations and preliminary or final grant
results corresponded poorly to country plans and current funding
needs, including a shortfall for even critical continuity of services
in some

Conclusions
1 While the NFM should encourage rather than hamper country
ambition, there was limited and conflicting guidance regarding
capped allocations.
2 The NFM appears to have fostered country ambition to some
extent despite countries’ awareness of limited funding prospects.
3 The methodology to determine initial allocations should be
reviewed to better correspond to the present funding needs in
countries.
4 Findings should feed into review of NFM methodology and
process.
5 The ability to reward country ambition is undermined by
scarce GFATM funding and needs urgent political attention.
The core GFATM principle of country driven ambition and
demand is at risk, with major implications for scale up and
quality in programs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Conclusion The growing number of R/AS arriving in
Germany poses special challenges. Lack of knowledge
concerning diseases in R/AS can lead to missed or delayed
diagnosis and treatment. The exemplary data from this study
mostly show occurrence of illnesses well known to German
general practitioners. However, depending on the country of
origin, infectious/tropical diseases uncommon in Germany have
to be considered. In the setting of IRFs infectious diseases such
as tuberculosis or scabies, and – currently of major concern measles can spread easily and prevention and case-finding are
important. Larger and prospective studies are needed to gain
knowledge about the medical problems of this group of patients.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.1.2.004
The challenges for global governance for health and
universal health coverage under sustainable development
goals
P S. Hill and C. Brolan
School of Public Health, The University of Queensland, Brisbane, Qld,
Australia

Introduction From 2001, the Millennium Development
O.4.1.2.003
Spectrum of diseases occurring in refugees and asylum
seekers treated in three clinical settings in Munich,
Germany
M. Alberer1,2, M. Wendeborn2, T. Loscher1 and M. Seilmaier3
1
Department of Infectious Diseases and Tropical Medicine, LudwigMaximilians-University, Munich, Germany; 2REFUDOCS, Munich,
Germany; 3Municipal Hospital Schwabing, Munich, Germany

Introduction In 2014 the number of refugees and asylum
seekers (R/AS) in Germany rose steeply. Overcrowded initial
reception facilities (IRF) posed logistic and medical problems to
public health offices and services. In Munich the registered
society REFUDOCS (RD) was founded to provide basic medical
care for R/AS. Those with suspected infectious or tropical
diseases were further treated at the department of infectious
diseases and tropical medicine (DITM) of Munich University or
at the infectious disease ward of the Munich municipal hospital
Schwabing (MHS). As data on the spectrum of illnesses in this
group in Germany are lacking, we provide the first exemplary
data on this topic.
Material and Methods Anonymized data were
retrospectively collected from two outpatient (RD, DITM) and
one inpatient (MHS) setting by checking medical records and
patient databases for treated R/AS.
Results Records of 548 R/AS patients could be evaluated.
Common countries of origin were Eritrea, Somalia, Syria,
Senegal, Kosovo, and Albania. At the general medical office of
RD in the Munich IRF, 329 patients with 522 visits were seen in
2 1/2 months starting from January 2015. Leading causes of
visits were acute respiratory, neuropsychiatric, and
gastrointestinal/hepatological illnesses (152, 67, 56 visits,
respectively). At DITM 44 R/AS patients were treated in 2014.
Most common diagnoses were tropical diseases (17 patients, e.g.
vivax/falciparum malaria, schistosomiasis) followed by
dermatologic conditions (11 patients, e.g. bacterial skin
infection, scabies). Leading diagnoses in the inpatient setting of
MHS were tuberculosis (53 cases), vivax/falciparum malaria (39
cases), and bronchopneumonia (19 cases). In seven months
starting from July 2014 175 refugees were treated.
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Goals (MDGs) have been associated with new structures in
governance for health at global and country level. The World
Bank adopted MDG reporting as the metric for Poverty
Reduction Strategy Papers and grants; multilateral and bilateral
donors shaped their development programs to support MDG
health priorities. The GAVI Alliance and the Global Fund to
Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria emerged to respond to
these same priorities. Annual MDG reporting now benchmarks
development progress at national, regional and global levels, but
global governance for health remains fragmented.
Methods The results are based on interviews with key
multilateral stakeholders, and a discourse analysis of the
literature around emergent global governance structures for
health, analysing their implications for health systems and
Universal Health Coverage (UHC).
Results The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) health
goal has expanded to include non-communicable diseases and
mental health, neglected tropical diseases and additional
communicable diseases, diseases associated with environmental
pollution and road traffic injury. While the progress against the
MDGs resulted in increased and focused commitment, the
expanded scope of the 17 SDGs is unwieldy, and may distort
development assistance priorities, with selected programs
privileged in terms of financial and technical support, and
resultant mal-distribution of financial and human resources.
UHC continues to be advocated as a framework for addressing
these new priorities, with additional mechanisms to address
tobacco, alcohol and substance abuse. SDG indicators for the
169 targets are being negotiated. The World Bank and World
Health Organization are mapping indicators for UHC, including
those for chronic conditions and injury. New global governance
models have been mooted: Global Funds for Health; Framework
Conventions for Global Health; similar mechanisms for global
governance of alcohol or food. The Chinese have launched an
alternative Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank, and the Third
International Conference on Financing for Development in Addis
Ababa will explore financing options for the SDGs, with clear
implications for governance.
Conclusions Analyses of global governance for health under
the MDGs pointed to multiple players, networked fora and no
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singe locus of governance for health; under the SDGs,
governance may prove more fragmented, to health’s
disadvantage.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.1.2.005
Is UHC’s position within the emerging post-2015 health and
sustainable development goals consistent with its
prioritisation by the UN General Assembly in December
2012?
C E. Brolan and P S. Hill
School of Public Health, The University of Queensland, Brisbane, Qld,
Australia

Introduction In December 2012 the UN General Assembly
unanimously adopted a Global Health and Foreign Policy
Resolution. UHC was central: The resolution emphasized the
fundamental role universal coverage plays in achieving the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and links to states’
foreign policy agenda. Despite this, UHC’s status in subsequent
post-2015 health and SDG negotiations became murky; contra
to the UN resolution of late 2012.
Methods UHC’s trajectory in the post-2015 health and SDG
debate’s three phases will be investigated. Following a review of
UHC’s framing within the key post-2015 reports from 2013–
2015, findings will be contrasted with responses on UHC’s
prioritisation in the emergent post-2015 landscape offered by
key informants recruited from multilateral and associated
agencies responsible for health and the post-2015 development
agenda; informants who frequently sat at the cross-road of UN
and Member State post-2015 dialogue.
Results Our findings will focus on UHC’s integration in the
competing configurations of the proposed post-2015 health goals
and targets as they temporally emerged in 2013–2015. UHC’s
main proponents and detractors within the dynamic post-2015
landscape will also be identified.
Conclusions This study’s findings point to an erosion of
UHC’s primacy; arguably undermining the content of the UN
General Assembly’s resolution of December 2012. Unless UHC
is expressly incorporated in the post-2015 health goal ‘title’ or
target/indicator ‘content’, it will likely lose conceptual
significance and prioritisation in future health and development
activities. Alternatively, if UHC becomes one of many health
and development goal targets, then its import will also likely be
diluted on the world stage.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

universal health coverage (UHC). The country’s current
national health-financing strategy highlights the need for an
insurance mechanism to raise more funds, ensure efficiency and
reduce OOPs. Micro health insurance (MHI) has been
identified as a transitional mechanism towards achieving this
goal. ICDDR,B, a research organization in Bangladesh, initiated
an MHI scheme in a rural area in 2012 with an aim to reduce
reliance on OOP, ensure equity and efficiency in healthcare
delivery and financing.
Method The study was carried out among the clients of the
MHI scheme in Chakaria, under Cox’s Bazar District of
Bangladesh. Real time program data spanning February’12–
January’15 was used for analysis.
Findings and interpretation Initially the scheme
launched a general package including certain out-patient and inpatient services for a premium of Tk.1200/household/year ($15).
After 8 months of operation the scheme was struggling on two
grounds: ensuring equity and financial sustainability. A revised
scheme was thus introduced with two packages of varying
benefits [in-patient at Tk.1200/household/year and out-patient at
Tk.500/household/year ($6.5)]. A safety net was built with an
out-patient package where the poor have similar entitlements at
a discounted premium [Tk.200/household/ year ($2.5)]. After the
revision, enrolment increased rapidly and currently stands at
around 5,500. Equity in access has been achieved with similar
representation of 5 wealth quintiles in client-pool. To date the
scheme could collect a total revenue of Tk.12 33 200 ($15 730)
for the in-patient package and Tk.15 56 250 ($19 860) for the
out-patient and poor packages. Benefit disbursed to date on
average stands at Tk.3870/Household/year ($50) for the inpatient and Tk.1320/household/year ($17) for the out-patient
and Tk.510/household/year ($7) for the poor package. Full cost
recovery has been established for out-patient package while inpatient component is yet to reach break-even due to inadequate
pool size.
Conclusion This experience indicates that an MHI scheme
with a strong value proposition can potentially attract clients in
low resource settings and generate adequate revenue to ensure
effective risk pooling. Constant monitoring and modification is
essential for any such scheme to be financially sustainable.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.1.3.003
Applying technology in informal sector health insurance
schemes – the example of the Insurance Management
Information System in Tanzania, Nepal and Cameroon
S. Srivastava1, J. Nemec2 and M. Stoermer1
Swiss Centre for International Health, Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2Senior Insurance Expert (Freelance
Consultant Contracted by Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute,
Basel, Switzerland), Prague, Czech Republic
1

4.1.3. Health insurance for rural population –
innovations and challenges
O.4.1.3.002
Financing healthcare through micro health insurance in
Bangladesh
S S. Mahmood1, S M. A. Hanifi1, M. Iqbal1, M N. Mia1, S. Hoque1, M. Rahman1
and A. Bhuiya2
1
Centre for Equity and Health Systems, ICDDR, B, Dhaka, Bangladesh;
2
Office of Deputy Executive Director, ICDDR, B, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Background Healthcare financing in Bangladesh suffers
from insufficient spending ($27 per-capita), inefficient resource
use and high out-of-pocket (OOPs) expenses (64%) impeding

An estimated 100 million individuals are impoverished in any
given year because of direct health expenditure incurred. This
raises serious questions on the performance of health systems of
low income countries which are grappling with limited resources,
the inability to ensure equity and the desire to increase quality of
providers. Increasing number of developing countries are now
looking at health insurance schemes to address such challenges
and move towards their national aspirations of Universal Health
Coverage. Reaching out to the informal sector, which constitutes
the largest part of the population in low and middle income
countries, however, is difficult due to a multitude of challenges
ranging from poor understanding of the concept of insurance to
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finding financially viable outreach models. Lack of professionalized insurance systems makes informal sector schemes inefficient,
in some cases unsustainable and in a lot of cases non scalable.
Technology can play a significant role in success of insurance
schemes but associated cost in most cases remains a deterrent for
schemes targeting the informal sector. The Insurance Management Information System (IMIS) developed under a Swiss – Tanzanian cooperation project in Tanzania is an example of a
technology which provides cost-effective operability in a rural
and informal sector context. Experience of implementing this
Insurance Management Information System gained in three
countries (Tanzania, Nepal and Cameroon) shows how outreach
to informal sector can be increased at low cost, and common
problems (towards professionalizing schemes) like identification
mechanisms, accountability towards clients, reaching out to
remote areas, accessibility to all network facilities, flexibility of
insurance model regarding benefit packages and pooling of
funds, and operational monitoring can be better dealt with such
a technology. The technological innovation has been able to support three different insurance models with district level (Tanzania), national level (Nepal) and community level (Cameroon)
fund pooling. The system now covers close to 200 000 individuals across its implementation sites, having achieved a household
coverage rate of 19% at the implementation sites in Tanzania.
Projections in a rural district of Tanzanian show that administrative cost ratio (from total revenue) can be brought to below
40% with a population coverage rate of only 35%, which is a
positive achievement for an informal sector scheme.
Disclosure The IMIS development and implementation in
Tanzania was done in the framework of the Health Promotion
and System Strengthening Project, funded by the Swiss Agency
for Development and Cooperation. The implementation in
Cameroon was done in the framework of a Swiss Tropical and
Public Health project with its partner Bamenda Ecclesiastical
Provincial Health Assistance (BEPHA) funded by MISEREOR.
The implementation in Nepal was done in the framework of a
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute project with the
Ministry of Health and Population in Nepal, funded by
Deutsche Gesellschaft f€
ur Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ),
Nepal.

O.4.1.3.004
Healthcare financing and outcomes in low and middle
income countries: a model-based approach
E R. K. Macarayan1, M. Western2, M. Curley1 and C. Gilks3
1
University of Queensland, Brisbane, Qld, Australia; 2Institute for Social
Science Research, University of Queensland, Brisbane, Qld, Australia;
3
School of Public Health, University of Queensland, Brisbane, Qld,
Australia

Despite the vast research done on health financing, little research
has been conducted to determine the effects not only of public
health expenditures but also of private health expenditures on
health outcomes, particularly in low and middle income countries. Past studies have instead concentrated on public health
financing and outcomes. This paper provides empirical evidence
on the relationship between key health financing indicators,
which include both public and private health expenditures, and
different measures of health outcomes, including infant mortality
rates, child mortality rates, life expectancy rates and a combined
index, using cross-country data from 137 low and middle
income countries. Findings discuss existing health financing and
outcome indicators and highlight current gaps in its use. Descriptive statistics were then calculated to estimate health financing
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and outcomes in low and middle income countries. Bivariate
analyses were conducted to examine the relationships between
the variables of interest. Statistically significant associations
between independent and dependent variables were identified
and the results of the estimation procedure are presented. Our
estimation shows statistically significant relationships for external resources for health and health outcomes, particularly mortality rates, in low and middle income countries. Out-of-pocket
expenditures also showed statistically significant associations
across any health outcome variable of interest, including mortality rates and life expectancy. Geographic information systems
were also used to visualize current status of health financing in
LMICs. Discussions focus on how these findings can be used in
priority setting and in enhancing health financing arrangements
or reforms, particularly in low and middle income countries.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.1.3.005
Health care utilization among users of community-based
health insurance after the implementation of subsidies to
poorest households in Nouna, Burkina Faso
H. Lietz1, A. Schoeps1, G. Savadogo1, A. Sie2, C. Stock3, R. Sauerborn1 and
A. Souares1
1
Institute for Public Health, University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg,
Germany; 2Centre de Recherche en Sante de Nouna, Nouna, Burkina
Faso; 3Institute of Medical Biometry and Informatics, University of
Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany

Background Access to health care is low in developing
countries. Poor people are less likely to seek care than those who
are better off. Community-based health insurance has been less
effective in securing equity than expected. Poor people, who
probably require greater protection from catastrophic health
expenses, are less likely to enrol in such schemes. Even once
enrolled, they use health care less frequently. This study
investigated the utilization behaviour of health care among
different CBHI members after the implementation of a subsidy
program for the poorest households in Nouna area.
Methodology Using descriptive statistics and a zero-inflated
binomial model, we analysed the utilization behaviour among
CBHI members for a period of 18 months after the
implementation of the subsidy program. We used the data from
the Nouna Health and Demographic Surveillance System (HDSS)
and the CBHI enrolment and utilization of health services
register.
Results During the evaluated 18 months of possible insurance
coverage, 4572 people enrolled into the CBHI in Nouna. 2818
(62%) had at least one health care contact. 1189 (26%) CBHI
members benefitted from the subsidy program and 616 (52%) of
them used health care at least once. Our model showed there is
a significant interaction between being a member in the subsidy
program and the length of enrolment of 18 months (RR = 2.88)
for more frequent health care utilization.
Conclusion The differences in the health care utilization
among those CBHI members, with and without subsidy,
disappeared after being enrolled for 18 months in the scheme.
CBHI needs further improvement to increase the enrolment
behaviour and retention in the scheme, especially among the
poorest, to achieve equity in health care utilization.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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4.2.1. Improving access to essential quality health
services
INV.4.2.1.001
Improving access to healthcare – a critical element for
advancing universal health coverage in Sub-Saharan Africa
F L. Kessy
Institute of Development Studies, Mzumbe Univeristy, Dar es Salaam,
United Republic of Tanzania

Access to health care has become a major political and economic
concern in the pursuit of advancing Universal Health Coverage
(UHC). Ensuring that all people obtain the health services they
need, of good quality, without suffering from financial hardship
when paying for them is a huge challenge for any country. Evidently, big disparities exist between the poor and the betteroff
with respect to access to health care services. Even public subsidies for facilitating access to healthcare frequently benefit rich
people more than poor people. To ensure more equitable access,
innovative and community-based approaches are needed to better align health care services with poor people’s needs, expectations, and resources.
Based on a comprehensive access framework that moves beyond
conventional biomedical and public health approaches by placing
access to health care in a wider context of people’s livelihoods and
poverty, this key note will present evidence on how selected SubSaharan African countries have addressed access issues in order to
advance UHC. The framework is based on the assumption that
once a person recognizes symptoms of an illness and decides to initiate treatment, five access dimensions (availability, accessibility,
affordability, adequacy and acceptability) affect the health seeking
behavior. What degree of access is reached along the five dimensions depends essentially on the interplay between: (i) the health
care services and the broader policies, institutions, and processes
that govern the services; and (ii) the households’ and communities’
socio-cultural and economic context that influence norms and
livelihood patterns in a particular society.
The key note will provide evidence on three major areas relevant to improving the five access dimensions: First, reforms on
health financing which result in an increase in the level and progressivity of funding for the health sector and in elimination of
out of pocket expenditures at least for vulnerable populations.
Second: Improvement in quality of care at the level of service
delivery. In various countries there is a move to link quality with
financing i.e. results based financing and to generate reliable disaggregated data that is critical to inform the planning process,
ensure proper monitoring and evaluation as well as to provide
the basis for accountability.Third: coordinated reforms across
the health system, and even beyond the health sector, are neededto address barriers to demand side of health care.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.2.1.002
Identifying and addressing structural quality gaps in primary
health care in Tanzania
D M. Mboya1, F L. Kessy2,3, C E. Mshana1, A. Schulze4, C. Lengeler5 and
B. Vander Plaetse6
1
Ifakara Health Institute, Ifakara, United Republic of Tanzania; 2Institute
of Development Studies, Mzumbe University, Dar es Salaam, United
Republic of Tanzania; 3Ifakara Heaalth Institute, Ifakara, United
Republic of Tanzania; 4Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation,
Bern, Switzerland; 5Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel,
Switzerland; 6Novartis Foundation, Basel, Switzerland

Introduction Regular supportive supervision is a crucial
element in improving the performance and quality of health
facilities. To make supportive supervision more effective, a
situation analysis needs to be conducted on a regular basis in all
health facilities and identified problems discussed and addressed
with all involved. An electronic Tool to Improve Quality of
Health Care (e-TIQH) was introduced in seven districts in
southern Tanzania with the objective of making supportive
supervision of primary health care services more manageable,
efficient and sustainable through reducing time and costs and by
removing technical challenges in entering, cleaning and analyzing
the collected data.
Methodology A comprehensive assessment of the quality of
health care provision in all health facilities in the project districts
is done annually. The tool assesses performance in six areas:
1 physical environment, tools and equipment,
2 job expectations,
3 professional knowledge skills and attitude
4 management and administration of the facility,
5 staff motivation and
6 clients’ satisfaction.
With help of electronic tablets, the results are immediately
made available to allow for timely feedback to providers and
health system managers.
Results At baseline, weak performance prevailed with regard
to staff motivation, job expectations, and professional
knowledge, skills and attitudes of health care personnel.
Shortage of trained staff, lack of essential equipment and nonadherence to basic principles of infection prevention and control
measures were important issues across all districts. A
comparison of the baseline and follow-up assessments in project
districts showed quick improvements in job expectations and
professional knowledge skills and attitudes as a result of targeted
on-the-job training and supply of treatment guidelines to health
facilities. However, staff motivation remains a major structural
issue that requires a multidisciplinary approach to address it.
Conclusion and policy implications e-TIQH helps to
identify the major quality gaps across districts, regions and the
country. By providing immediate results and feedback to
providers and health managers, the e-TIQH approach facilitates
immediate, mid- and long term planning to address the identified
gaps. Thus, it has a potential for informing the planning process
and making resource allocation more efficient in view of
achieving the envisaged Sustainable Development Goals.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.2.1.003
Heterogeneity of fever case management and provider
performance at private clinics and pharmacies on the
Kenyan coast: results from client exit and mystery client
studies and competency assessments
S. Poyer1, P. Njagi1, J. Makoyo2, R. Ochako2, C. Lussiana1, N. Njoki2, S. Dolan1
and N. Charman1
1
Population Services International, Nairobi, Kenya; 2Population Services
Kenya, Nairobi, Kenya

The private health sector is increasingly recognised for its potential as a key player in malaria case management. However, the
‘private health sector’ covers a variety of providers with varying
competencies and behaviours, and differences are often poorly
understood. Population Services International is implementing a
three-year project to introduce malaria rapid diagnostic tests
(RDTs) in private clinics and pharmacies in Kwale and Mom-
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basa counties in Kenya. To better understand provider performance, client exit and mystery client surveys were conducted at
a random sample of project facilities in Q4 2014. 526 client exit
interviews were conducted at 86 clinics and 44 pharmacies with
adult clients seeking treatment for fever for themselves or on
behalf of someone else. 260 mystery client visits were conducted
by known test-negative volunteers at 97 clinics and 58 pharmacies. Point estimates from studies were weighted, and standard
errors calculated taking account of the clustered design. Concurrent routine competency assessments were done with 75 private
physicians and 52 pharmacists. Exit interview clients were more
likely to be tested for malaria at clinics than at pharmacies
(84.1% vs. 39.7%, P < 0.0001). Overall 84.9% of 216 malaria
test-positive clients received an antimalarial, with no difference
between facility types (P = 0.9). However, clients at clinics were
twice as likely to receive an antibiotic independent of test outcomes (P < 0.001). When mystery clients actively requested a
test, there was no difference in testing levels by facility type
(clinic: 95.0%, pharmacy: 93.8%). However, mystery clients at
clinics reported being told they’d tested positive more often than
at pharmacies (40.3% vs. 22.6%, P = 0.02). Almost all tests
conducted at pharmacies were RDTs (92.6%) compared with
43.2% at clinics (P < 0.001). Overall, 9.3% of test-negative clients received an antimalarial, with no difference between facilities. Provider routine assessment scores were comparable: 54.4%
of pharmacists and 57.7% of physicians scored over 80% when
assessed on RDT procedure, though differences were observed in
some key areas. Provider heterogeneity should be considered
when conceiving projects within the broad private health sector
in order to better define provider profiles and design tailored
interventions that improve cost-effectiveness. Results from these
studies are being used to tailor future training and supervision
sessions with participating providers.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.2.1.004
Official invitation letters are highly effective to increase
male partner participation in antenatal care services in
Mbeya Region, Tanzania
L. Jefferys1, P. Nchimbi2, P. Mbezi2, J. Sewangi3 and S. Theuring1
Institute of Tropical Medicine and International Health, ChariteUniversit€
atsmedizin, Berlin, Germany; 2PMTCT Program Mbeya Region,
Ministry of Health and Social Welfare, Mbeya, United Republic of
Tanzania; 3Regional AIDS Control Program, Ministry of Health and
Social Welfare, Mbeya, United Republic of Tanzania

1

Background The benefits of male partner involvement in
antenatal care (ANC) services for maternal and infant health
outcomes and for HIV testing uptake among couples have been
widely recognised. Despite this fact, male involvement in ANC
remains disappointingly low in most sub-Saharan African
settings. Invitation letters for partners could be an effective
strategy to increase attendance rates. Hence, our study aimed at
assessing acceptability and effectiveness of official invitation
letters for male partner participation in ANC services in
Tanzania.
Methods We conducted implementation research at three
health centres in Mbeya Region, including both urban and rural
sites. Pregnant women approaching ANC without their partner
were given an official letter from the health facility, inviting the
partner to attend the next ANC session. If the partner attended,
couple voluntary counselling and testing for HIV (CVCT) was
offered. Questionnaires were administered to the women after
the sessions. We analysed partner return rates at two subsequent
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visits, as well as social consequences of the letters and joint
sessions for couples.
Results Of 318 recruited women who received an invitation
letter for their partner, 170 (53.5%) returned with their partners
for a joint ANC session, 81.3% of whom proceeded to CVCT.
Relatively higher age of women (P = 0.042) and self-reported
HIV-positive status at baseline (P = 0.046) were negatively
associated with partner return. Male attendance varied
significantly between the rural and urban study sites (P < 0.001)
with rates as high as 76% at the rural site, compared to 31% at
the urban health centre. Most women assessed the joint ANC
session as a favourable experience, however, 80% of women in
HIV-positive discordant or concordant relationships reported
problems during disclosure. Social outcomes reported one month
after the session included improved client- provider relationship,
improved intra-couple communication and enhanced sexual and
reproductive health decision-making.
Conclusion Official invitation letters are a feasible
intervention in a resource limited sub-Saharan African context,
they are highly accepted by couple members, and are an effective
way to encourage men to attend ANC and CVCT. Preintervention CVCT rates of 2–19% were clearly improved in all
sites. However, more anonymous urban settings might require
extra emphasis to reach high rates of partner attendance
compared to smaller rural health centres.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.2.1.005
The One-Stop Clinic of Ifakara: a model for integration of
prevention of mother-to-child transmission and pediatric
HIV services
A. Gamell1,2,3, L B. Luwanda2, T R. Glass1, D. Mpundunga4, A. Chale2,
L. Samson2, L. Muri1, A. Ntamatungiro2, C. Hatz1,3, M. Tanner1,3, E. Letang1,2,5
and M. Battegay3,6
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute (SwissTPH), Basel,
Switzerland; 2Ifakara Health Institute, Ifakara, United Republic of
Tanzania; 3University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 4Saint Francis Referral
Hospital, Ifakara, United Republic of Tanzania; 5ISGlobal, Barcelona
Ctr. Int. Health Res. (CRESIB), Hospital Clınic – Universitat de
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 6University Hospital Basel, Basel,
Switzerland

Introduction Family-centered approaches may facilitate
access to HIV and primary health services. We describe the
procedures and preliminary outcomes of the One-Stop Clinic of
Ifakara (OSC), an integrated model of mother and child HIV
care in rural Tanzania.
Methods The OSC is a facility that integrates HIV and
reproductive and child health care (RCH) under one roof. It was
launched in 1/2013 aiming to facilitate linkage into care, reduce
vertical transmission, and improve clinical outcomes and
retention in care. A bundle of strategies was implemented: (i)
Provider Initiated Testing and Counselling (PITC) in the
pediatric and maternal wards; (ii) integration of HIV services for
families within the RCH clinic; (iii) structured follow-up for
HIV-exposed infants (HEI) and implementation of HIV PCR for
Early Infant Diagnosis (EID); (iv) electronic medical records; and
(v) development of a network with the peripheral health centres
to foster the decentralisation of HIV care. We compared clinical
outcomes between the first two years of the OSC (2013–14) and
the previous five (2008–12).
Results The mean number of pregnant women enrolled/year
increased from 22 (SD 7.2) to 45 (SD 4.9), while the mean
number of children enrolled/year was 91 (SD 44.4) and 80 (SD
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23) respectively. Yet, it varied largely during 2008–12: 138 (SD
6.3) in 2008–09, and 58 (SD 10) in 2010–12. Median age at
enrolment was 3.8 years (IQR 1.2, 7.9) vs. 2.6 (IQR 1.2, 8.1), P
0.67. Median CD4% at diagnosis was 19 (IQR 10, 34) vs. 17
(IQR 9, 26), P 0.007. The number of children with WHO stage
3/4 increased from 32% to 71%, P < 0.001. Among eligible
children, antiretroviral treatment (ART) coverage rose from 80%
(261/325) to 97% (116/119), P < 0.001. Retention in care
6 months after enrolment increased from 85% to 92%,
P = 0.09. In 2013–14, 261 HEI were enrolled. By the time of
analysis, 24 were HIV-infected, 76 uninfected,13 (5%)
transferred, 31 (12%) lost to follow-up, and 117 had not yet
reached a final HIV status. After EID was implemented, the
median turnaround time of results was reduced from 7 months
to 13 and 35 days for positive and negative results respectively.
Conclusion The integration of services combined with PITC
and EID resulted in an increased number of mothers and
children diagnosed and linked into care, an increased detection
of children with AIDS, and a greater ART coverage and
retention in care. The OSC may provide a feasible and scalable
model for maternal and pediatric HIV care in Tanzania.
Disclosure The One-Stop Clinic receives funding from
Merck for Mothers Global Giving Program. The Chronic
Diseases Clinic of Ifakara receives funds from the Government
of the Canton of Basel-Stadt, the Government of Tanzania, and
from USAID through the local implementer, TUNAJALI-Deloitte

4.2.2. Determinants of health and help seeking
behavior
INV.4.2.2.001
Towards a comprehensive framework for community study
of vaccine acceptance
M G. Weiss1,2 and A. Kudale3
Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
3
Maharashtra Association of Anthropological Sciences – Centre for
Health Research and Development, Pune, India

1

Explaining determinants of health- and help-seeking behaviour
are challenges for disease control and long-standing interests of
health social sciences. Help seeking for treatment and health
seeking for prevention are sensitive to the influence of both
health system and community determinants. Questions about
vaccine effectiveness in the real world illustrate the point, but
attention to community awareness and willingness to use available vaccines has been a neglected aspect of vaccine studies. The
concept of hesitancy has recently become an important framework for explaining delayed acceptance or refusal of vaccination
despite availability. A working group report of the WHO Strategic Advisory Group of Experts (SAGE) on immunization has
elaborated this concept and approaches to assessing vaccine hesitancy. Matters of confidence, complacency and convenience all
play a role, and the issues vary for different vaccines and across
regions.
Cultural epidemiological studies have addressed a salient
example of underutilization of vaccines, by examining community determinants of actual and anticipated acceptance of influenza vaccination in Pune, India, during the pandemic of 2009.
Findings showed that hesitancy is a relevant consideration for
both at-risk populations and health professionals. Furthermore,
research is needed that not only assesses hesitancy, but also
channels findings into programme strategies that measurably
improve uptake and coverage.

Based on experience in the pandemic influenza vaccination
study in Pune, we present a research design that applies findings
to a designated public health priority, namely, improving seasonal influenza vaccination coverage in low- and middle-income
countries for pregnant women. This group has been identified by
the SAGE as most important among high-risk groups for influenza. The strategy involves focussed dissemination of at-risk community study findings to a group of antenatal care providers and
comparing vaccination rates for patients of these providers with
patients receiving standard antenatal care. The approach examines the value and indicates the need for a comprehensive framework for research on community issues to facilitate development
of vaccine-specific research designs and implementation strategies.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.2.2.002
Cultural beliefs are not the key determinants of treatmentseeking behaviour: lessons from ethnographic fieldwork in
regions of Benin’s Ou
em
e River valley endemic for Buruli
ulcer
M. Boyer
Anthropology, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL, USA

Global health campaigns often consider sociocultural beliefs and
local illness conceptions to have an almost determinist influence
on health-seeking behaviours, particularly in the developing
world. This is particularly true for a disease like Buruli ulcer,
whose unknown route of transmission and unusual presentation
foster interpretations of mystical etiology in many places where
it is found. Ethnographic fieldwork in Buruli-endemic regions of
Benin, where the physical attributes of the disease intersect with
local epistemologies to suggest ‘sent’ rather than biomedical
cause, therefore provides an excellent opportunity to closely
investigate the logic of treatment-seeking behaviour and the
actual relationship between illness perceptions and household
practices.
This paper draws upon anthropological fieldwork conducted
from 2009 to 2011 in communities endemic to Buruli ulcer near
Dasso, Benin. Formal and informal interviews were conducted
with former and current patients, community members, and
health workers in villages and clinics. Participant-observation of
everyday community life and health-seeking behaviour, and particularly of the actions and rationales of households in moments
of health crisis, contributed strongly to the arguments here presented.
Fieldwork strongly suggests that the reasons for delaying or
abandoning treatment are much more closely tied to economic,
structural, and pragmatic considerations than to cultural beliefs.
The links between belief and treatment-seeking behavior are
often ambiguous or non-causal. While direct education campaigns have limited efficacy in reforming local beliefs, the impact
of belief on health-seeking behaviour is strongly affected by the
kind of demonstrable biomedical efficacy that current antibiotic
protocols for Buruli ulcer provide. Furthermore, although justifications for biomedical delay or non-compliance are often
grounded in explanations of cultural belief, these justifications
generally appear as post hoc rationalisations rather than as
determinants of health-seeking actions.
While it is necessary to attend to local beliefs in the design
and execution of health campaigns, it is equally necessary to
examine the underlying factors that distort the perceived significance of their impact on health-seeking behaviour. Resources
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devoted to reform local beliefs might be better expended in
addressing the structural factors that serve as the primary constraints for the poor to access appropriate care.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.2.2.003
Healthcare-seeking behaviour and experiences of
rehabilitation among disabled youth in Ghana
S. Gregorius
Department of International Public Health, Liverpool School of Tropical
Medicine, Liverpool, UK

Introduction Disabled youth in low and middle-income
countries often face barriers to accessing healthcare and are
confronted with limited and inadequate rehabilitation services.
For instance, more than 90% of the disabled population in
Ghana have no access to rehabilitation services. However, little
is known about healthcare-seeking behaviour and experiences of
rehabilitation among disabled youth in low- and middle-income
countries. This presentation explores the healthcare-seeking
behaviour of youth with different sensory and physical
impairments in the particular case of Ghana. It also presents
their experiences of different forms of rehabilitation, including
conventional and traditional medicine.
Methods This study used a combination of different
qualitative research techniques, including life-story interviews,
focus group discussions, participant observation, solicited
diaries, self-directed photography and videography to shed light
on the everyday realities of 50 youth with different impairment
types (physical, visual, and hearing impairments) in Ghana. This
approach offered disabled youth the opportunity to participate
in methods that suited their abilities and preferences.
Results The healthcare-seeking behaviour of disabled youth is
influenced by a combination of different factors, including
conceptualisations of disability, location (rural or urban area),
type of impairment, knowledge of health-care and rehabilitation
facilities and socio-economic and socio-cultural determinants.
Due to inadequate rehabilitation services, limited knowledge
about options for treatment and socio-economic constraints,
traditional medicine and spiritual and faith healing play a
significant part in the healthcare-seeking behaviour and
experiences of rehabilitation in the lives of disabled youth. The
impact of these alternative methods on the health status of
disabled youth varied.
Conclusion This research offers valuable insights regarding
the availability, benefits and challenges of different rehabilitation
services for disabled youth in Ghana and can be used for further
studies aiming to meet the rehabilitation needs of disabled
people in low- and middle-income countries more generally.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.2.2.004
Predicting non-communicable disease in Canada based on
behavioral risk factors and social determinants of health
Y. Jia, K. Mukhopadhyay and P J. Thomassin
Department of Natural Resource Sciences, Agricultural Economics
Program, McGill University, Montreal, QC, Canada

In Canada, the concern over non-communicable diseases
(NCDs), also known as chronic diseases, has become a major
issue. With the significant increase of chronic disease risk factors,
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Canadians are facing chronic disease challenges. Two of five
Canadians above the age of 12 years have at least one chronic
disease and 80% are at risk of developing a chronic disease.
Chronic disease rates are affected by a complex interaction of
factors including the underlying socioeconomic, cultural, political
and environmental conditions. This study assessed the impact of
social determinants of health (SDOH) and behavioral risk factors
(BRFs) on individuals’ probability of getting a NCD in Canada.
Both the independent effect of each risk factor and their multifunction effects were assessed. BRFs include fruit and vegetable
consumption, physical activity, tobacco use and alcohol consumption. The SDOH considered in this study include income,
education level, marital status, age and work stress. The Canadian Community Health Survey (2010) data set was used in the
analysis of this study. A sample of 62 909 individuals were
investigated in the CCHS 2010 survey. Univariable and multivariable logistic regression models were used in the analysis.
These results indicate that the socio-economic status is related to
an individual’s probability of getting a NCD. Individuals with
higher socio-economic status are more likely to have fewer
NCDs. Respondents who reported higher levels of education and
income experienced fewer NCDs than respondents with lower
education and income levels. Respondents with the highest work
stress levels were more likely to have chronic diseases than those
not so stressed. A healthy lifestyle, i.e. more fruit and vegetable
consumption, being physically active, less smoking, is important
to maintain better physical health in order to reduce the risk of
having a NCD. Respondents who were obese and overweight
were more likely to have NCD than those of normal weight.
Recommendations from both institutional level and community
involvement policies were made in the conclusion.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.2.2.005
Measuring the status of household water, sanitation and
hygiene behaviours in rural Bangladesh: an application of
qualitative information system
T. Akter, F T. Jhohura, T R. Chowdhury, F. Akter, S K. Mistry and M. Rahman
RED, BRAC, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Introduction Ensuring the condition of safe water,
sanitation and hygiene facilities is the early step to behaviour
change. However, mere provision of facilities does not ensure
the desired health benefits. To improve health of the rural poor,
the water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) program of
Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee (BRAC) has been
working in 250 rural sub-districts since 2006. Some of the major
interventions are hygiene education, loan for installing deep
tubewell, construction of tubewell platform and hygienic latrine.
The quality of practice measured through an information system
has gained recent attention by the program to monitor WASH
services and improve quality of practices.
Methods and materials This was a cross-sectional
comparative study between intervention and comparison areas.
A multi-stage random sampling technique was used to select
study samples, where each sub-district was considered as a
cluster. Assuming 80% power, 5% significance level and 1.5
times design effect, the total sample size was estimated at 960
households. Thirty-six interviewers grouped into twelve were
trained intensively on data collection tools and techniques. Both
observed (spot check) and self-reported data were collected using
structured questionnaire to assess the quality of WASH
practices. The scaling principles of qualitative information
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system (QIS) were applied to analyze data on WASH
behaviours. The uniqueness of QIS method is that WASH
practices are monitored and measured by collecting quantitative
information on qualitative aspects.
Results More households in intervention areas than
comparison areas (65.5%. vs. 53%) scored above benchmark in
using arsenic free and protected drinking water source. Hygienic
latrine use (ring-slab with water seal) was found significantly
higher in intervention areas over comparison areas (75% vs.
44%, P-value = 0.000). However, 0.3% of households in
intervention areas defecated in the open indicating that the
majority of them used a fixed place for defecation. More
households in intervention than the comparison areas (58.3% vs.
52.6%) covered the pit with soil after disposing of the sludge to
make the latrine reusable when pit was full.
Conclusions In sludge management, we found
environmental consciousness about the pollution among the
households in intervention areas, but they were unaware about
the potential benefit of compost making out of the sludge and
using it eventually for productive purposes.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

4.2.3. Health workers patients interactions – key
to compliance and adherence
O.4.2.3.001
Poor retention in care of HIV-infected pregnant and
lactating women starting Option B+ ART in rural
Mozambique
J. Llenas-Garcıa1, P. Wikman-Jorgensen1, M. Hobbins2, J. Ehmer2, F. Mbofana3,
M. A. Mussa4,5 and G. Wandeler6,7
1
SolidarMed, Ancuabe, Mozambique; 2SolidarMed, Luzern, Switzerland;
3
National Health Institute, Maputo, Mozambique; 4Health Provincial
Directorate, Pemba, Mozambique; 5Operational Research Nucleus of
Pemba, Pemba, Mozambique; 6Institute of Social and Preventive
Medicine, University of Bern, Bern, Switzerland; 7Department of
Infectious Diseases, University Hospital Bern, Bern, Switzerland

Introduction In 2013, Mozambique adopted WHO-option
B+ as the national strategy for PMTCT of HIV. We aimed to
analyze retention in care of pregnant and lactating women
(PLW) starting antiretroviral treatment (ART) under option B+
in Ancuabe, a rural district in Northern Mozambique with a
decentralized ART provision system.
Methods We compared outcomes of PLW starting ART
under option B+ with those of non-pregnant non-lactating
childbearing age women starting ART following clinical and/or
immunological criteria between July 2013 and June 2014.
Patients were followed until database closure on December
2014. LTFU was defined as not coming back to the clinic for
>180 days after last visit; no-follow-up (NFU) was defined as
not coming back for >180 days after first visit. Competitive risk
regression was used to analyze factors associated to LTFU and
logistic regression to factors associated with NFU. Models were
adjusted for type of facility, age, baseline CD4, WHO stage and
time from HIV diagnosis to ART.
Results Six hundred and twenty-five women started ART
between July 2013 and June 2014; 308 under option B+ (243
pregnant, 65 breastfeeding) and 317 following clinical and/or
immunological criteria. They were followed up for 305.21
person-years. B+ pregnant and lactating women were more likely
to be LTFU (67.5% vs. 55.4% vs. 32.5%; P < 0.001) and NFU
(42.4% vs. 29.2% vs. 16.4%; P < 0.001) than women starting
ART for their own health. In an adjusted multivariate analysis,

B+ pregnant women (SH: 2.22; CI 95%:1.60–3.09; P < 0.001),
B+ lactating women (SH: 2.02; CI95%:1.31–3.12; P = 0.001)
and women that started ART at a peripheral type 2 health
centre (SH: 1.66; CI95%: 1.20–2.29; P = 0.002) had a higher
risk of LTFU. The risk of NFU was significantly higher in B+
pregnant women (HR: 2.75; CI95% 1.61–4.72; P < 0.001).
Conclusions Retention among PLW starting ART under
option B+ in rural Mozambique was poor. A significant part of
these losses to follow-up were early losses, therefore
compromising PMTCT effectiveness. Women started on ART in
peripheral health centres were more likely to be LTFU.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.2.3.001a
Prevention of mother-to-child-transmission of HIV in the
Option B+ era: uptake and adherence during pregnancy in
Fort Portal, Uganda
S. Theuring1, A. Schnack1, E. Rempis1, S. Decker1, V. Braun1, J. Rubaihayo2,
P. Busingye3 and G. Harms1
1
Institute of Tropical Medicine and International Health, ChariteUniversit€atsmedizin, Berlin, Germany; 2School of Public Health,
Mountains of the Moon University, Fort Portal, Uganda; 3Virika
Hospital, Fort Portal, Uganda

Background Many sub-Saharan African countries have
adopted the WHO guidelines of Option B+ as recommended
regimen for prevention of mother-to-child transmission of HIV
(PMTCT). Option B+ implies initiation of lifelong antiretroviral
treatment for all pregnant HIV-positive women, regardless of
clinical condition and gestational week. Uganda has introduced
this regimen for PMTCT in 2012, but longer-term outcomes
have not yet been evaluated.
Methods We conducted an observational study to describe
acceptability of the new regimen for women during pregnancy.
HIV-positive women approaching antenatal care (ANC) services
in two hospitals in Fort Portal, Western Uganda were enrolled in
PMTCT- Option B+ and followed-up at every monthly ANC
visit until delivery. We collected socio-demographic and clinical
data and assessed drug adherence through pill counts at each
subsequent ANC visit.
Results In total, 124 HIV-positive pregnant women were
initiated on Option B+ between January and December 2013 in
our study sites. From these, 80.8% had not been aware of their
positive HIV status before their first ANC visit. Lack of prior
status knowledge and status disclosure were significantly
associated with immediate loss to follow-up after the first visit
(P = 0.049 and 0.019), which occurred in 45 clients (36.3%).
Among those continuing Option B+ after the first visit, the
median pill count adherence until delivery was 91.03%. The
overall adherence level remained stable in the cohort throughout
the course of pregnancy. Rather low adherence below 80% pill
intake was observed in 21 clients (26.9%), while moderate
adherence of 80–95% was achieved by 28 clients (35.9%), and
high adherence >95% was achieved by 29 clients (37.2%). From
these, 17 clients (21.8%) achieved full adherence of 100%.
Higher adherence was significantly linked to higher gestational
age at first ANC visit. Full adherence was also significantly
linked to HIV status disclosure.
Conclusion HIV status awareness seems to be a large
unresolved problem in our study setting. Also, one out of three
PMTCT clients was lost to care already after the first visit.
Program implementers should place special emphasis on
comprehensive counselling for new PMTCT clients at their first
visit, to prepare them adequately for Option B+ uptake.
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However, those clients who remained in the program showed
encouragingly high adherence levels throughout pregnancy,
possibly demonstrating a consequence of the simplified Option
B+ regimen.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.2.3.003
Quality improvement of antenatal and intrapartum care
services in Southern Tanzania: the health care workers’
perspective
J. Jaribu1,2,3, S. Penfold4, F. Manzi3, J. Schellenberg4 and C. Pfeiffer1,2
Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2Basel
University, Basel, Switzerland; 3Ifakara Health Institute, Dar es Salaam,
United Republic of Tanzania; 4London School of Hygiene & Tropical
Medicine, London, UK
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O.4.2.3.002
The human factor in the clinical management of infectious
diseases of poverty in remote, low-resource settings – a
discussion of four qualitative studies on healthcare provider
attitudes and practices
D. Hendrickx1,2, R. Walker1, J. Carapetis1 and M. Boelaert2
Telethon Kids Institute, Perth, WA, Australia; 2Institute of Tropical
Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium
1

The control and clinical management of infectious diseases of
poverty is challenging in the best of circumstances, but becomes
even more arduous in remote, low-resource settings where
healthcare providers are faced with a range of additional factors
that impact on their capacity to provide an optimal quality of
care. This presentation will summarise findings from a series of
qualitative studies on healthcare provider attitudes and practices
regarding the management of a range of clinical syndromes and
associated infectious diseases.
The studies were performed in remote areas in four different
countries: the Democratic Republic of Congo, Indonesia, Nepal
and Australia using various qualitative research techniques (nonparticipatory observation, in-depth interviews and focus group discussions). A different clinical syndrome was considered for each of
the countries. These were respectively the neurological syndrome,
the digestive syndrome, the persistent fever syndrome and skin
infections. From these case studies we will distill and discuss the
determinants that affect quality of care in such settings.
The following three main issues were identified from this body
of work:
1 technical limitations (such as a lack of practical point-of-care
diagnostic tests),
2 health system challenges (such as issues arising from a breakdown in communication between health facilities and health
policy institutions) and
3 socio-cultural factors (such as patient expectations regarding
the role of healthcare providers and their capacity to diagnose
and treat).
We will argue that although the first two are important barriers, they are relatively well established in the literature, and
more or less easy to overcome by technical and system innovation. The latter group of issues however, more akin to the
human factor that is inherent to any intervention, is under-acknowledged and requires more consideration when developing
strategies for the improvement of health service delivery.
While behavioural studies often tend to focus on ‘the community’ in itself, it is precisely the interaction of these socio-cultural
determinants with the role model and role expectations of health
professionals working in those socio-cultural contexts that can
have a major influence on health outcomes.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Despite of the high use of antenatal care
(ANC) in Tanzania, the quality of services provided in these
clinics is still poor including the counselling sessions.
Furthermore, the proportion of health facility deliveries is very
low comparing to high ANC visits. A problem solving quality
improvement (QI) approach was used to improve antenatal and
intrapartum care in rural health facilities in Ruangwa district,
Southern Tanzania. In order to learn about the impact of the
intervention health workers’ perspectives were explored.
Methods and materials The QI intervention was
implemented in 21 dispensaries and two health centres from
January 2010 to June 2011. The key areas targeted were ANC
counselling and partograph use during labour. Qualitative indepth interviews were conducted with 13 randomly selected
healthcare workers from different health facilities and two
district officials.
Results The healthcare workers highlighted that the regular
and targeted on-site follow up visits offered by the QI
intervention assisted them to improve their services. The training
content and close supervision increased the use of the
partograph. Furthermore, the QI intervention contributed to the
improvement of counselling during ANC, which allowed
pregnant women to prepare themselves for delivery and to get
timely help from their partners.
Conclusions Health care workers highlighted the potential
of problem solving quality improvement interventions. However,
the cost effectiveness of the problem solving QI intervention
approach should be evaluated to prove its feasibility in
developing countries. In addition, sustainability and
harmonization of different maternal and newborn interventions
need to be addressed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.2.3.004
Knowledge about Chagas disease of patients and health
professionals in a non-endemic areas: are there differences?
I. Claveria, J. Caro, H. Ouaarab, B. Trevi~no, N. Serre, D. Pou, A. Soriano,
R M. Morales and J. Gómez i Prat
Unidad de Salud Internacional Drassanes-Hospital Universitario Vall
d’Hebron, PROSICS, Barcelona, Spain

Introduction WHO is promoting the detection and
management of neglected tropical diseases at Primary Health
Care level as the best control strategy for them. Chagas disease
(CD) is a challenge issue in most of the European countries, and
its knowledge and management protocols are essential to ensure
accessibility to the diagnosis and comprehensive treatment.
Objectives The aims were: to determine the knowledge level
about CD of health professionals and patients and to evaluate
the efficiency of a formative session about CD given by a
training physician fellow (trained at the Unit of International
Health of Drassanes-Vall Hebron) to the health professionals of
their Primary Health Care (PHC) centres.
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Methods Descriptive study with two phases: firstly comparing
knowledge about CD between health professionals and patients,
and secondly comparing knowledge of health professionals
before and after formative session. Knowledge was measured
using a standardized questionnaire. Fellows answered before and
after their stay at Unit of International Health of Drassanes-Vall
Hebron, and a formative session was given by them at the PHC
centres.
All data were collected after informed consent was signed, and
were processed confidentially.
Results A total of 111 health professionals from 6 PHC
centres of Barcelona were included: 71.2% family doctors,
23.4% nurses, and 5.4% paediatricians; 94.6% attending Latin
American population and 21.6% of them had previously
diagnosed CD.
A total of 103 CD patients were interviewed: 98.1% Bolivian,
69.9% women with mean age of 37.5 years, and 47.6% reporting any relative affected by CD.
Health professionals knew less about CD than patients with
P < 0.05. Answers regarding congenital transmission were right
in 82.5% of the patients vs. 64% of the health professionals;
heart involvement in 93.2% patients vs. 87.4% professionals;
importance of CD screening of relatives in 99% of the patients
vs. 85.6% professionals; treatment in children in 78% patients
vs. 57.7% professionals.
Regarding the health professionals knowledge about CD
before and after the formative session, a mean increase of 25.5
points was achieved (CI95% 16.8–34.1) with P < 0.001 value.
Conclusions Lack of knowledge becomes a barrier to
guaranteeing access to comprehensive care to people affected by
CD, it also generates mistrust. We need strategies to improve the
general knowledge about CD, involving an educational
intervention from Primary Care level.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.2.3.005

to January 2013, and in the same facilities injectable artesunate
in 399 patients from April to June 2013. Since this was an
implementation study, concurrent randomised controls were not
possible. Four components were evaluated in each phase: (i)
clinical assessment, (ii) time and motion, (iii) feasibility and
acceptability, and (iv) financial cost.
Results The time to discharge was lower in the artesunate
(median = 2, 90% central range 1–9) compared to the quinine
group (3 (1–9) days; P < 0.001). The interval between admission
and the start of intravenous (IV) treatment (2 (0–15) compared
to 3 (0–20) hours; P < 0.001) and parasite clearance time (23
(11–49) compared to 24 (10–82) hours; P < 0.001) were lower
in the artesunate group. The overall staff pre-administration time
(13 (6–38) compared to 20 (7–50) minutes; P < 0.001) and the
personnel time spent on patient management (9 (1–24)
compared to 12 (3–52) minutes; P < 0.001) were lower in the
artesunate group. In hospitals and health centres, the mean
(standard deviation, SD) total cost per patient treated for severe
malaria with injectable artesunate was USD 51.94 (16.20) and
19.51 (9.58); and USD 60.35 (17.73) and 20.36 (6.80) with
injectable quinine. Among 201 patients treated with injectable
artesunate and with complete follow-up 23 (11.4%) had a
delayed Hb decrease between 2 and 5 g/dl 7–21 days after
treatment. Five patients (2.5%) had a decrease in Hb below 5 g/
dl during at least one follow-up visit. In all patients Hb
recovered by day 28.
Conclusions This study demonstrates that injectable
artesunate in the DRC is easier to use and that it costs less than
injectable quinine. Delayed anaemia was clinically manageable
with appropriate and prompt care in all patients. These findings
provide the basis for practical recommendations for rapid
national deployment of injectable artesunate in the DRC.
Disclosure SD, and PH are employees of MMV.

4.2.4. Promoting multi-sectorial approaches in
health: what kind of science do we need?

An operational comparative study of quinine and artesunate
for the treatment of severe malaria in hospitals and health
centres in The Democratic Republic of Congo: the MATIAS
study

O.4.2.4.002

G. Ferrari1, H. Maggi Ntuku2, C. Burri1, A. Tshefu Kitoto2, S. Duparc3,
P. Hugo3, D. Kalemwa Mitembo1, A. Ross1, P L. Ngwala4, N. Luwawu5,
P N. Musafiri6, S E. Ngoie7 and C. Lengeler1
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland; 2Kinshasa School of Public Health, Kinshasa, The
Democratic Republic of the Congo; 3Medicines for Malaria Venture,
Geneva, Switzerland; 4Zone de Sante de Kimpese, Kimpese, The
Democratic Republic of the Congo; 5Zone de Sante Rurale de Kisantu,
Kisantu, The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 6Zone de Sante de
Maluku, Maluku, The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 7Centre
Hospitalier Roi Baudouin 1er Masina, Kinshasa, The Democratic
Republic of the Congo

H. Taddese, P. Bissell, A. Barnes and G. Jones
University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK

Background The Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC)
has the highest number of severe malaria cases in the world. In
2012, the National Malaria Control Programme (NMCP)
changed the policy for treating severe malaria in children and
adults from injectable quinine to injectable artesunate. To scale
up injectable artesunate nationwide, operational research is
needed to identify constraints and challenges in the DRC’s
specific setting.
Methods We compared the implementation of injectable
quinine treatment in 350 patients aged two months or older
with severe malaria in eight health facilities from October 2012

Cross-sectoral partnerships for health in real-life: a case
study of the Global Fund’s country coordinating mechanism
(CCM) in Ethiopia

Over the last two decades, there has been a high proliferation of
cross-sectoral partnerships in the field of global health governance. Partnerships are widely celebrated for advancing egalitarian objectives as they involve state and non-state actors in
governance processes. However, their conduct in real-life is less
understood. Especially, their ‘embeddedness’ in national contexts
in developing countries remains unexplored.
This study set out to explore real-life interactions between
multi-sectoral actors in developing countries in and around globally initiated partnership mechanisms. To this end, the study
undertook a case study of the Global Fund’s Country Coordinating Mechanism (CCM) in Ethiopia. Drawing on the critical realist research paradigm, the study first describes the defining
features of interactions between actors, followed by an analysis
of explanatory factors that underlie observed trends. It is a qualitative study employing in-depth interviews with 43 policy makers, non-participant observation of CCM meetings, and
document review. The data was analysed through the thematic
analysis method.
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Actors’ interactions in the CCM were mainly characterised by:
dominance by the public sector, prioritisation of clinical care
over population based health promotion interventions, a consensus based decision-making approach that actually favours powerful actors, and predominance of discourses that bolster the
positions of dominant actors. The explanatory factors underlying
these trends include: the ideology of the government (Developmental State), the historical relationship between actors, the
broad set of geopolitical issues that define the relationship
between donors and the Ethiopian State, the legal frameworks
for regulation of non-State actors and the inherent organisational
challenges that afflict non-state actors. Furthermore, the findings
expose the ways in which partnership requirements emanating
from the Global Fund interact with these contextual factors to
reproduce the relative ordering of actors that exists in the setting.
Rather than an uncritical acceptance of partnerships as egalitarian governance solutions, there needs to be a careful scrutiny
of the ways in which they facilitate interactions between actors
in real-life. Specifically, the influence of broader contextual factors need to be taken into account, along with how these factors
interact with the design of partnerships to influence interactions
between actors.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.2.4.003
A qualitative evaluation of stakeholder perspectives on the
Millennium Village Project successes and challenges in
Sauri, Kenya
Y. Ruiz1, E Y. Kim2, A N. Morse2 and Y. Tozan3,4
1
Purdue University, Department of Health and Kinesiology, West
Lafayette, IN, USA; 2New York University, Global Institute of Public
Health, New York University, New York, NY, USA; 3Steinhardt School
of Culture, Eductaion and Human Development and Global Institute of
Public Health, New York University, New York, NY, USA; 4Institute of
Public Health, Heidelberg University Medical School, Heidelberg,
Germany

The Millennium Villages Project (MVP) is a 10-year, multi-sectorial, rural development program that strives to achieve the Millennium Development Goals at an annual cost of US$110 per
capita through implementation of evidence-based interventions
across sectors, including agriculture, health, and education.
Focusing on early implementation of the first MVP site in Sauri,
Kenya, perspectives held by major stakeholders (N = 27) in the
planning and implementation of project activities were examined
using semi-structured interviews. Key stakeholders represented
implementing agency and partners from village sector committees (VSCs), local and regional government agencies, international health agencies, non-governmental organizations, and
academic and policy institutions. Interviews were recorded, transcribed, and analyzed using NVivo10, a qualitative software.
Interviews were coded inductively and independently by three
researchers to ensure high inter-rater reliability. Data suggest differing views among stakeholders around program successes.
Additionally, although MVP sought to impact changes in three
areas -namely, agriculture, health, and education- during its early
phase, most emphasized positive effects in health and agriculture,
with fewer mentioning achievements on education. Distinctions
in expressed challenges were found with most indicating planning difficulties regarding development and mobilization of VSCs
and others identifying implementation barriers associated with
program adoption and adaption. Conflict was apparent in stakeholder comments around resolving village-level power struggles
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and reconciling conflicts between MVP activities and government
policies.
Findings also suggest enhancement in community cohesion
and capacity. This qualitative evaluation of stakeholder perspectives on MVP successes and challenges contributes to the current
debate at national and international levels in setting and implementing rural development policies.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.2.4.004
The living and working conditions including accessibility to
healthcare of migrants working in rubber plantations in
eastern Thailand
P. Maskhao, S. Ninhanomchai, S. Khaklang, S. Thongyuan, L. Sringernyuang and
P. Kittayapong
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Rajabhat Rajanagrindra
University, Chachoengsao, Thailand

Introduction New land use patterns and replacement of
forested area with mono-agricultural land resulted in high
demand for labour workers and influx of human migration
across the Thai borders. This situation coincided with the
disease outbreak and transmission of epidemic infections.
Working in rubber plantations had the reputation for being a
better occupation when compared to construction and fishery,
since the ratio of profit divided between owners and labour
workers was typically 60:40. Intensive hours of working
conditions from midnight to midday of migrant workers could
make them more vulnerable to vector-borne diseases and other
health problems.
Materials and methods This study gathered information
on health risk factors related to the living and working
conditions including accessibility to social welfare and health
services of 84 migrants from Myanmar, Cambodia, and Lao
PDR. Systematic interviewed questionnaires with migrants, semistructured interviews with 6 local authority public health and
hospital officers; group discussions with 30 owners of rubber
plantations; and informal home visits with 6 selective migrant
families were methods used in this study.
Results and conclusion It was found that 19% of
migrants accessed social welfare and health services and 64%
paid their own health service. About 50% of the study
population reported to seek healthcare from pharmacy shops,
and 14% went to private clinics for quick examination. The
owners of rubber plantations paid for annual health examination
and government health insurance for their registered migrants,
but an ineffectiveness of health insurance implementation
discouraged the use of health insurance. We concluded that
improved accessibility to social welfare and health services,
along with effective health policy implementation, could help in
solving economic issues of migrants and reducing vector-borne
diseases and other health risk due to their occupational habits.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.4.2.4.005
Using regional socio-ecologic models to identify system
barriers and enablers for the adoption of Improved Cook
Stoves in rural Peru
D. Mäusezahl1,2, S. Hartinger1,2,3, J. Muela4, J. Wolf1,2, A. Powell3,5,
V. Baquerizo3 and V. Paz-Soldan3,5
1
Epidemiology & Public Health, Swiss Tropical & Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
3
Facultad de Salud P
ublica y Administraci
on, Universidad Peruana
Cayetano Heredia, Lima, Peru; 4Partners for Applied Social Sciences
5
(PASS)-Suisse, Neuch^atel, Switzerland; Tulane University School of
Public Health and Tropical Medicine, New Orleans, LA, USA

Introduction Adoption, continued uptake and use of
Improved Cook Stoves (ICS) are influenced by determinants at
personal, household, community, institutional and policy levels.
Thus, the dynamics and prominence of levels within a local
socio-ecological framework are key for sustainability of ICS
programmes. We describe the local socio-ecological frameworks
of three Peruvian ICS programmes in Cajamarca, La Libertad
and Cusco areas and determine system level enabling and
hindering factors for ICS adoption.
Methods We used a mixed methods approach to explore the
barriers and enablers for adoption; we compared programme
characteristics, key actors and stakeholders in the three
environments using questionnaire-, focus groups- and key
informant data. Data analysis was structured around the newly
proposed descriptive model of large scale uptake of ICS
(Rehfuess et al, 2014).
Results Considering individual and interpersonal levels of the
socio-ecological models of stove programmes main enabler and
barriers for household ICS-uptake were linked to fuel and
technology characteristics, mainly time saving, durability and
stove design. For householders pre-existing and provided
knowledge and perception of health issues and air pollutionrelated respiratory health, safety of the stove, cleanliness, homes
improvements and total perceived benefits were decisive factors
for adoption. At community level programmatic factors and
policy mechanisms were more essential e.g. creation of
competition, training and operational issues linked to stove
maintenances. At institutional level, main barriers appear
founded in authoritative action plans; community voices
demanding a functioning ICS supply chain were disregarded as
were requests of communities for ‘service agreement’ for an ICS
technical and maintenance follow-up. Institutions unknowingly
create dependency with beneficiaries potentially reducing
longterm programme effectiveness. At policy level main enablers
are coherent clean energy policies. However barriers are linked
to the high-level monitoring and quality control of the various
governmental and non-governmental ICS programme deliveries.
Conclusion Sustained adoption and equity in ICS adoption
can be enhanced. The different levels of the local socioecological framework from policy to beneficiary need to be
understood and key enablers and barriers at each level of the
framework considered for ICS programme implementation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

4.2.5. Determinants of health, knowledge attitude
and practice
O.4.2.5.001
Community awareness, experience and preference for use
of pandemic influenza vaccines in Pune, India
N. Sundaram1, V. Purohit2, C. Schaetti1, A. Kudale2, S. Joseph2 and
M. G. Weiss1
1
Epidemiology and Public Health, Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2Maharashtra Association of
Anthropological Sciences, Pune, India

Introduction Vaccination is a cornerstone of influenza
prevention, but experience during the 2009–2010 influenza
pandemic suggested problems in vaccine uptake worldwide.
Community acceptance of a vaccine is a critical determinant of
vaccine effectiveness. Despite acknowledged cross-cultural
differences in public responses to pandemic influenza and need
for country-specific studies, few have been conducted in lower
income settings.
Methods We conducted a cross-sectional, mixed-methods
study in urban and rural Pune, India, in 2012–2013.
Semistructured explanatory model interviews were administered
to 436 community residents to study awareness, preferences and
experience with pandemic influenza vaccination. Five focus
group discussions and 12 in-depth interviews complemented the
survey.
Results Findings suggest trust in vaccines for pandemic
influenza, but awareness of these vaccines was low (26.6% for
nasal and 23.4% for injectable vaccines). Reported vaccine
uptake was 8.3%. Some respondents did not consider vaccines
as relevant for adults, but almost all (94.7%) believed that a
vaccine would prevent swine flu. Main themes identified as
reasons for vaccine uptake were having heard of a death from
swine flu, health care provider recommendation or association
with the health system, influence of peers and information from
media. Reasons for non-use of influenza vaccines were low
selfperceived risk, problems with access and cost, insufficient
information and lack of a perceived government mandate
endorsing influenza vaccines. A majority indicated a preference
for injectable compared to nasal vaccines, especially in remote
rural areas.
Conclusions Low community awareness of pandemic influenza
vaccines limited coverage. A clear message from the government
endorsing pandemic influenza vaccines, which the community
indicated was missing in the 2009 influenza pandemic, would likely
have improved coverage. Training for health care providers would
also have helped. Hesitancy from a lack of confidence in pandemic
influenza vaccines appears to have been less of an issue than access,
complacency and other sociocultural considerations. Recent
influenza outbreaks in 2015 in India highlight a need for
government policy to reconsider the priority for influenza
vaccination beyond use in pandemics alone.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.4.2.5.002
Household and community level factors associated with use
of mosquito nets for under-five children in Nigeria: a
multilevel analysis
O Y. Awere and I O. Ajayi
Department of Epidemiology and Medical Statistics, University of
Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria

Background Malaria remains a public health concern in
Nigeria despite enormous global investments in the distribution
of mosquito nets to protect individuals from Plasmodium
parasites. Children under 5 years of age are most susceptible to
severe malaria and should be given preference for sleeping under
a mosquito net. It is important to understand the household and
community-level factors associated with use of mosquito net for
under-five (U-5) children.
Methodology The study was a secondary analysis of data
obtained in the 2010 Nigeria Malaria Indicator Survey (MIS).
The survey encompasses all the 36 states of Nigeria. The 2010
NMIS sample was selected using a stratified, two-stage cluster
design consisting of 240 clusters. SPSS version 20 and STATA
version 12 were used for the analysis.
Results Overall, 28.2% of the households had mosquito nets
out of the total household population. Two-thirds (67.6%) of
households reported using mosquito nets for U-5 children out of
all households with U-5 children. There was an association
between living in areas covered by mosquito net scale-up
programs and U-5 use of mosquito nets (P < 0.05). U-5
households living in areas covered by World Bank project areas
and other project bodies were 1.5 times (OR = 1.5. 95%
C.I = 1.07–2.22) and about 2 times (OR = 1.80. 95%
C.I = 1.19–2.73) respectively more likely to use mosquito nets
than households without mosquito net scale-up programmes.
There is a significant association between sex of head of
households and U-5 use of net. U-5 households headed by females
were about 2 times (OR = 1.94. 95% C.I = 1.14–3.23) more likely
to use mosquito nets than U-5 households headed by males.
Furthermore, U-5 household heads above 50 years were about 2
times (OR = 0.59. 95% C.I = 0.44–0.79) less likely to use
mosquito nets than households whose head is below 51 years.
Finally, the community level random effect was statistically significant (P < 0.01); the residual intra-class correlation for the community was significantly large (9.7%), suggesting that even after
controlling for household level and community level factors there
were still substantial clustering of net use at the community level.
Conclusion This study has shown that living in areas
covered by mosquito net scale-up programmes, gender and age
of household head were significant factors associated with use of
mosquito nets for U-5 children in Nigeria.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.2.5.003
Mixed-methods design to promote deeper understanding of
how socioeconomic change influences health: the
experience of a middle-age population in Poland
Z. Drożdżak1,2
Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2Center for
Evaluation and Analysis of Public Policies, Jagiellonian University,
Krakow, Poland

1

Introduction Relatively few studies have examined the
effect of a current and past socioeconomic position on health,
but those who did found that the class of origin has a long-
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lasting effect on health, regardless of current social position.
There was however no such research in Eastern Europe so far,
which is surprising given how deep social and economic change
this region has been.
Material and methods This study applied a sequentialmixed methods approach by integrating a cross-sectional
representative data with an ethnographic study. We looked at
7500 individuals aged 45–59 residing in Poland, and a
qualitative set of 18 in-depth interviews in an attempt to
describe and understand the health differences of people with
very different socioeconomic trajectories.
Results Approx. 60% of the sample changed their social class
between childhood and adulthood, which is a very high rate of
vertical social mobility. In addition to that, we observed a
deviation in health pattern of mobile groups compared to the
evidence from the UK or Scandinavia. Namely, the protective
effect of belonging to a higher socioeconomic class in childhood
was low and sometimes even non-existent. Qualitative,
ethnographic follow-up provided some possible explanations for
this pattern. We postulate that during the communist times
social classes in Poland were poorly isolated, and the state
promoted uniformisation of lifestyles. Thus the impact on
socioeconomic class in childhood on health may be lower than
could be expected, based on evidence form well established
democratic societies.
Conclusions Supplementing an otherwise quantitative study
with a qualitative component provided a better insight into the
nature of factors shaping health status of a post-transformational
society. Ethnographic investigation created also an opportunity
for people from very different socioeconomic backgrounds to
communicate their views on the factors that influence their
health and their rationale for health choices. Such participation
is too rarely possible in classic epidemiological studies, even
those within the domain of social determinants of health.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.2.5.004
Risk perception for HIV infection by multi-stage stratified
random cross-sectional survey, South Africa 2012
P G. Manjengwa1,2 and L. Kuonza3
South African Field Epidemiology Training Programme (SAFETP),
National Institute of Communicable Diseases, Johannesburg, South
Africa; 2School of Health Systems and Public Health, University of
Pretoria, Pretoria, South Africa; 3South African Field Epidemiology
Training Programme (SAFETP), National Institute of Communicable
Diseases, University of Pretoria, Johannesburg, South Africa

1

Background South Africa (SA) has a high HIV prevalence
(12.2% in 2012). Incidence of HIV among male and females
aged 15–49 years has been decreasing: from 1.9% during 2005–
2008 to 1.7% during 2008–2012. However, prevention efforts
must focus on high risk groups and assess their risk perception.
We describe identified factors associated with perceived risk of
HIV infection in an SA population using a national
representative survey.
Methods To assess factors associated with perceived risk of
HIV infection we used data from a multi-stage stratified random
cross-sectional survey conducted in 2012 with South Africans
aged 16–55 years. Multivariable logistic regression was used to
determine factors associated with perceived risk of HIV
infection. Forward selection, variables with P-value <0.05 and
improved fit model were retained in the final model. Analyses
were adjusted for clustering and done using STATA. Results
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were summarized using Adjusted Odds Ratios (AOR) with their
corresponding 95% confidence intervals.
Results Of 8756 respondents 19.9% (1743) perceived
themselves to be at high risk of HIV infection. Female gender
(AOR 1.76, 95% CI: 1.53–2.04), living in Mpumalanga
compared to Western Cape Province (AOR 3.53, 95% CI: 2.33–
5.36), low socio-economic status (SES) (AOR 1.28, 95%CI:
1.05–1.57), having multiple sexual partners (AOR 2.58, 95%CI:
2.11–3.13), and low self-esteem (AOR 1.67, 95% CI: 1.23–2.27)
were significant predictors of high risk of HIV perception.
Conclusion Heightened risk perception of HIV infection in
SA is associated with specific gender, geographic, economic,
behavioral and self-esteem factors. To expand on HIV
prevention efforts, initiatives targeted at groups linked to these
identified risk factor should be developed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.2.5.005
The effect of two different intervention approaches on a
Nipah virus prevention intervention in Bangladesh
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F. Garcia3, K C. Banik2, M. Rahman4 and S P. Luby5
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel University, Basel,
Switzerland; 2 ICDDR, B, Dhaka, Bangladesh; 3FHI 360, Washington,
WA, USA; 4Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research
(IEDCR), Dhaka, Bangladesh; 5Stanford University, California, CA, USA

Introduction Nipah virus infection (NiV) is a bat-borne
zoonosis transmitted to humans through consumption of
contaminated raw date palm sap. In Bangladesh, raw sap is a
traditional delicacy. The objective of this study was to measure
the association between exposure to two different intervention
approaches and changes in date palm sap consumption to
prevent NiV transmission.
Methods We developed and implemented a behavior change
communication intervention to reduce the risk of NiV
transmission using community mobilization, interpersonal
communication, posters and television. In one district, we
recommended stopping drinking raw date palm sap (‘no raw
sap’). In a different district, we promoted the use of a skirt-like
barrier, a traditional method used by local sap harvesters that
interrupts bats’ access to sap, recommending drinking only skirtprotected sap (‘only safe sap’). We conducted surveys with
randomly selected respondents, in April 2014, 2 months after
the intervention, to measure the proportion of people reached
and their change of behavior.
Results We interviewed 1776 respondents equality distributed
in the ‘no raw sap’ and ‘only safe sap’ districts. Respondents
from the ‘no raw sap’ district reported 30% direct exposure to
the intervention and 28% indirect exposure by learning from
others. In the ‘only safe sap’ district direct and indirect exposure
to the intervention were 41% and 38%. In the ‘no raw sap’
area, neither direct exposure (18% vs. 18%, OR 1.0, CI 0.7–
1.5, P = 0.95) nor indirect exposure (22% vs. 16%, OR 1.4,
95% Cl 0.9–2.3, P = 0.09) were associated with stopping raw
sap consumption. In the ‘only safe sap’ area, respondents who
mentioned direct exposure were less likely to consume raw sap
from an unprotected source than those who were not exposed to
the intervention (22% vs. 29%, OR 0.68, 95% CI 0.5–0.9,
P = 0.01). Indirect exposure was not associated with reduction
of raw sap consumption from an unprotected source (27% vs.
33%, OR 0.7, 95% CI 0.4–1.1, P = 0.18).
Conclusion The results from the ‘no raw sap’ district suggest
that convincing people to abstain from drinking a traditional

delicacy are difficult to achieve. Promoting the use of skirts, an
existing preventive method, in the ‘only safe sap’ area seems like
an effective approach to modify raw sap drinking behavior. To
reduce the risk of NiV transmission, a future ‘only safe sap’
intervention should focus on increasing direct exposure to help
prevent NiV infection.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

4.3.1. Effective development cooperation in a
complex environment
O.4.3.1.003
Are Global Health Initiatives contributing to health system
strengthening in Zanzibar?
I. Litwin-Davies and B C. Forsberg
Department of Public Health Sciences, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm,
Sweden

Introduction It is widely agreed that Global Health
Initiatives (GHIs) should contribute to Health Systems
Strengthening (HSS) in the countries in which they operate.
However, examples of this being achieved are few. The objective
of this study was to examine GHI contributions to the health
system beyond its own vertical objectives in Zanzibar, where
substantial progress has been made in controlling malaria
through a GHI program.
Methods A range of health indicators recommended by the
World Health Organisation (WHO) for the overall assessment of
health systems was examined for the period 2000–2010 to
identify trends indicating changes in the status of the health
system. Interviews were conducted with representatives of the
government, primary health care (PHC) and organisations
involved in malaria control to evaluate GHI interaction with
health services not directly involved in malaria control.
Results Analysis of health indicators confirmed improvement
in all malaria indicators but did not show improvements in other
areas. Analysis of interview data showed agreement on the need
for GHI’s to contribute to HSS but with little consensus on how
this should be accomplished. Further, while there was an
extensive interaction between the GHIs and health services
involved in malaria control, there was little interaction with
other stakeholders. The development community has recognised
that GHI interaction with a wide range of stakeholders is
essential for HSS. This policy was pursued in Zanzibar but was
limited to stakeholders directly involved in malaria control.
Further, while mechanisms existed to promote interaction
between stakeholders, sustained underfunding prevented its
effective operation so opportunities to extend the benefits of the
malaria control program to other health services were not
identified or pursued.
Conclusions To enhance GHI contributions to HSS,
governments must facilitate communications between all
stakeholders and ensure this process is coordinated by people
with a broad understanding of the health system who can
identify opportunities for inter-service collaborations. Further,
GHIs must include support for these mechanisms within their
budgets.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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4.3.2. Maternal and infant health

O.4.3.1.004
Political pressure from donors to reduce or end health aid
on basis of country income classification risks damage to
people’s health in middle income countries and
undermining effectiveness of global health initiatives
A. Markham1, K. Akerfeldt2 and M. Philips1
1
Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF), Brussel, Belgium; 2Medecins Sans
Frontieres (MSF), London, UK

Introduction Increasingly, donors shift development aid
away from countries classified as middle income countries
(MIC). This trend affects development health aid (DHA), both
bilaterally and through global health initiatives (GHI), as
reflected in GAVI’s graduation policy and increased pressure on
the Global Fund to fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria
(GFATM) to exclude countries from grants based on income. In
addition, there are indicators that MIC-classification will
negatively influence access and pricing of medical commodities
for these countries.
Methods and materials Interviews with key actors
included governmental donors, international agencies, GHI,
international and national NGOs. Analytic mapping of bilateral
donors’ policies and aid instruments towards health aid
allocation based on country income classification was compared
to actual and projected level, type and modalities of health aid
in selected countries (Lesotho, South Africa, Myanmar, Kenya,
South Sudan, Kyrgyzstan). Analysis of donors’ positions
influencing restrictions applied to GHI. Country case studies to
explore consequences for health due to DHA reduction in MIC.
Results Evidence linking country income classification and
health aid needs or poverty is weak and inconclusive. Factors
such as fiscal space, limited tax base, restricted political influence
of the health sector, governance and disbursement problems
delay and hamper domestic allocations to health. Implications of
MIC status include: increased international prices of drugs,
vaccines and diagnostics; increased patient fees plans and end of
waivers for vulnerable patients. GHIs adapting to incomeclassification based policies, risk undermining countries’
ambitions and hinder GHI’s own strategic objectives. Shortfall of
international funding has repetitively been invoked as argument
for restrictive measures.
Conclusion The present donor tendency to exclude MICs
from development health aid through bilateral and GHI channels
is based on insufficient evidence; reveals weak links between
country health needs and financing gaps; exposes inability and/or
unwillingness of states to allocate sufficient domestic funding for
necessary health results. Vulnerable groups in particular suffer
risk of increased exclusion from essential health services. GHIs
cannot mitigate increased commodity prices, nor other negative
consequences of shifting burden of health financing to
unavailable or insufficient domestic funding.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.4.3.2.002
Decline in infant mortality in Guinea-Bissau – trends and
risk factors
S. Byberg1, M. Østergaard1, A. Rodrigues2, C S. Benn3,4, P. Aaby2 and
A B. Fisker1
1
Bandim Health Project, Statens Serum Institut, Copenhagen, Denmark;
2
Bandim Health Project, Bissau, Guinea-Bissau; 3Center for Vitamins and
Vaccines, Statens Serum Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark; 4Bandim
Health Project, Copenhagen, Denmark

Introduction Although the infant mortality rate in GuineaBissau has declined over the past two decades, it remains high.
We aimed to identify risk factors for infant mortality in the rural
population of Guinea-Bissau and assess whether these risk
factors changed from 1992–3 to 2002–3.
Methods and materials The Bandim Health Project
(BHP) continuously surveys children in randomly selected
clusters of villages in rural Guinea-Bissau. We investigated
whether several maternal and infant factors were associated with
infant mortality and assessed whether the risk factors changed
from children born in 1992–3 to children born in 2002–3.
Mortality rate ratios (MRR) for risk factors were assessed in
multivariate cox regression, stratified by cohort and age group
(0–45 days, 45 days–5 months, 6–8 months and 9–12 months).
We tested for interactions with sex and cohort to assess whether
the risk factors were the same for boys and girls and in 1992–3
and 2002–3.
Results A total of 3706 live born children were followed in
1992–3 and 4526 in 2002–3. In spite of a civil war disrupting
health services in 1998–2000, the infant mortality rate declined
from 1992–3 to 2002–3 (MRR = 0.88; 95%CI: 0.77–0.99), and
more so among girls [MRR = 0.77 (0.64–0.94)] than among
boys [MRR = 0.97 (0.82–1.15)] (P = 0.10). The decline was
especially evident among girls aged 9–12 months [MRR = 0.55
(0.37–0.83)]. Median age at vaccination, as a measure of
vaccination coverage, declined from 1992–3 to 2002–3 – thus
coverage increased. Previous loss of child, being twin and being
the oldest sibling were the main risk factors for infant mortality
in the multivariate analyses and were especially profound among
0–45 day old children. No health facility within the village was
a risk factor in 1992–3 but not in 2002–3, whereas long distance
to hospital was a risk factor in 2002–3 but not in 1992–3. We
saw no effects of maternal schooling, delivery at health facility
or season of birth. The risk factors varied by age group. There
were no formal interactions with cohort and sex.
Conclusions Infant mortality declined significantly from
1992–3 to 2002–3 especially among 9–12 month old girls.
Factors associated with being twin, firstborn and previous death
of child are still important contributors to infant mortality and
have not changed particularly over time. However, the large
decline seen among 9–12 month old girls may be due to
increased measles vaccination coverage.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.4.3.2.003
Mortality, morbidity and developmental outcomes in
children born to women receiving either mefloquine or
sulphadoxine-pyrimethamine as intermittent preventive
treatment of malaria in pregnancy: a randomized controlled
trial
M. Rupérez1,2, R. Gonzalez1,2, G. Mombo-Ngoma3,4, S. Ouedraogo5,6,
M A. Kakolwa7, S. Abdulla7, M. Accrombessi5,6, J J. Aponte1,2, D. AkereyDiop3,4, A. Basra3,4, V. Briand6,8, M. Capan3,4, M. Cot6,8, A M. Kabanywanyi7,
C. Kleine3,4, P G. Kremsner3,4, E. Macete2, J.-R. Mackanga3,4,
A. Massougbodgi5, A. Mayor1,2, A. Nhacolo2, G. Pahlavan1, M. Ramharter3,4,9,
E. Sevene2, A. Vala2, R. Zoleko-Manego4,10 and C. Menendez1,2
1
Barcelona Institute for Global Health (ISGlobal), Barcelona, Spain;
2
Manhicßa Health Research Centre (CISM), Manhicßa, Mozambique;
3
Centre de Recherches Medicales de Lambarene (CERMEL), Lamberene,
Gabon; 4Institute of Tropical Medicine, Eberhard Karls Universit€at
T€
ubingen, T€
ubingen, Germany; 5Faculte des Sciences de la Sante,
Cotonou, Benin; 6Institut de Recherche pour le Developpement (IRD),
Paris, France; 7Ifakara Health Institute, Dodoma, United Republic of
Tanzania; 8Universite Rene Descartes, Paris, France; 9Department of
Medicine I, Division of Infectious Diseases and Tropical Medicine,
Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria; 10Ngounie Medical
Research Centre, Fougamou, Gabon

Introduction Malaria infection during pregnancy confers
substantial risks for the woman, her fetus and the newborn
child. Mefloquine (MQ) has showed to be an effective
antimalarial in sub-Saharan Africa, though controversy about its
safety in pregnancy has been subject of debate. A recent trial
showed that African pregnant women receiving MQ for
intermittent preventive treatment of malaria in pregnancy (IPTp)
had less clinical malaria than those receiving sulphadoxinepyrimethamine (SP) while the safety profile was similar.
Furthermore, MQ is recommended for prophylaxis in nonimmune pregnant women travelling to endemic areas and is a
potential partner drug in artemisinin-based combination
treatment (ACT) recommended in pregnancy or for women of
childbearing age. However, safety of MQ in pregnancy has been
poorly assessed in children over the first month of life and little
is known about its long-term impact on infant’s morbidity,
mortality and development.
Methods and materials In the context of a multicenter
randomized controlled trial to evaluate the safety and efficacy of
IPTp with MQ compared to SP in pregnant women from
Mozambique, Benin, Gabon and Tanzania, 4247 newborns were
followed up until 12 months of age. Nutritional status and
psychomotor development were assessed at months 1, 9 and 12
and incidence of malaria, anemia, hospital admissions,
outpatient visits and mortality calculated for their first year of
life.
Results No differences in the proportion of stunting,
underweight, wasting and severe acute malnutrition at month 1,
9 and 12 of age between infants born to women who had IPTp
with MQ or SP were found. Higher risk of being unable to
stand without help, walk without support and bring solid food
to the mouth were observed in the MQ group at month 9 [RR
1.07 (95%CI 1.00–1.14) P = 0.040, RR 1.10 (95%CI 1.01–
1.21) P = 0.039 and RR 1.32 (95%CI 1.03–1.70) P = 0.031]
though no significant differences were found in the other
psychomotor development milestones assessed. Incidence of
malaria, anemia, hospital admissions, outpatient visits and
mortality were similar in both groups.
Conclusions We did not find any associations between MQ
administered in pregnancy and infant’s mortality, morbidity, and
nutritional status. Our findings from the psychomotor
development assessment show significant differences in the

achievement of 3, out of 20, items assessed. Impact of MQ in
pregnancy on infant’s psychomotor development should be
further investigated.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.3.2.004
Epidemiology of malaria in pregnancy in Central East India
I. Kuepfer1, A. Anvikar2, J. Bruce1, N. Mishra2, T. Arya3, S. Aggarwahl4,
R. Mohanty5, S. Mishra4, B. Greenwood1, N. Valecha2 and D. Chandramohan1
1
London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK;
2
Natioanl Institute of Malaria Research, Delhi, India; 3Mahadevi Birla
Hospital, Ranchi, India; 4ISPAT General Hospital, Rourkela, India;
5
TATA Main Hospital, Jamshedpur, India

Background Data on epidemiology of malaria in pregnancy
in India are limited. This study describes the burden of malaria
in a cohort of pregnant women that was enrolled in different
ecological zones in Jharkhand and Odisha State, India for a
clinical trial of two different artemisinin-based combination
therapies (ACTs) for the treatment of malaria in pregnancy.
Methods Women attending routine antenatal care clinics with
a gestational age between 12 and 36 weeks were enrolled into
the cohort from October 2010 till January 2014. At each
monthly visit blood slides and filter paper samples were collected
from all women. Women having fever or history of fever were
screened with a rapid diagnostic test (RDT) for malaria and if
positive, blood slides were examined prior to starting treatment.
Women who had malaria parasitaemia were treated either with
artesunate+sulphadoxine-pyremithamine or
artesuante+mefloquine. Microscopy was done on all blood slides
from all visits collected throughout the study period. Diagnostic
PCR was done on samples collected at the first and last visit of
each woman enrolled in one full calendar year (August 2011 to
July 2012).
Results A total of 7139 women were enrolled into the cohort;
3506 were enrolled in the ISPAT General Hospital in Rourkela,
1853 in the Mahadevi Birla Hospital in Ranchi and 1780 in the
TATA Main Hospital in Jamshedpur. The mean prevalence of
fever was 2.27% (0.85% in Rourkela, 4.95% in Ranchi and
2.34% in Jamshedpur). The mean prevalence of microscopic
infection was 2.93% (2.15% in Rourkela, 3.51% in Ranchi,
3.59% in Jamshedpur). The incidence of sub microscopic
infections in a subset of 2494 pregnant women and the incidence
of asymptomatic malaria in pregnancy will also be presented.
Conclusions The incidence of malaria in pregnancy is low
but not negligible and suggests the need for active case detection
and targeted interventions. The current policy of passive case
detection of malaria during pregnancy in Jharkhand and Odisha
States needs to be reviewed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.4.3.2.005
Relation of haemoglobin measured at different times in
pregnancy with newborn’s anaemia and low birthweight in
the district of Allada, Benin
S. Ouédraogo1, G. Cottrell2, M M. K. Accrombessi3, G C. Agbota3,
R. Gonzalez4, A. Massougbodji3, C. Menendez4 and M. Cot2
1
Public Health Department, University of Ouagadougou, Faculty of
Health Sciences, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso; 2UMR 216, Mere et
Enfant Face aux Infections Tropicales, Paris, France; 3Faculte des
Sciences de la Sante, Cotonou, Benin; 4Barcelona Centre for International
Health Research (CRESIB, Hospital Clinic-Universitat de Barcelona),
Barcelona, Spain

Background Because of the high prevalence of gestational
anaemia (GA) in sub-Saharan Africa, anaemia-related adverse
effects on birth outcomes are expected to have an important
public health impact.
Methods Between January 2010 and May 2012, a
prospective cohort of 1005 Beninese HIV-negative women was
followed from early pregnancy until delivery to investigate the
relationship between maternal and newborn’s haemoglobin (Hb)
and birthweight. Linear regressions were performed to evaluate
the relation between maternal Hb at each antenatal clinic (ANC)
visit and newborns’ Hb. Afterwards, total, direct and indirect
associations between maternal and newborn’s Hb were tested
using a Path analysis.
Results GA was common in the study population and
anaemia affected 63.5% of newborns. GA at the 1st ANC visit
and at delivery were associated with a decrease of 4.3 g/L
(P = 0.02) and 3.5 g/l (P = 0.05) respectively in newborn’s Hb
concentrations. The Path analysis confirmed a strong direct
association between maternal and newborn’s Hb at delivery
(Standardised beta (SB) = 0.12, P = 0.003), and also showed an
indirect association of maternal Hb at 1st ANC and newborn’s
Hb (SB = 0.07, P = 0.006). No association was found between
GA and birthweight.
Conclusions Our findings show that late GA has an
important effect on newborns’ health and suggest that current
anaemia preventive measures play an important role to lower the
consequences of anaemia during pregnancy on newborns’.
Current preventive measures should then be reinforced by new
strategies such as pre-gestational iron and folic
supplementations.
Acknowledgments We thank the study staff, the authorities
of the health district of Allada, the European and Developing
Countries Clinical trial Partnership, the Malaria in Pregnancy
consortium and the MiPPAD Executive Committee.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

4.3.3. Health systems and social exclusion

O.4.3.3.003
Assessment of work-time allocation of health workers at
family medicine level in rural Tajikistan through direct
observation
S R. Miraliev1, M W. Bratschi2,3, N. Juraeva1, I. Komilov1, F J. van Twillert3,4
and K. Wyss3,4
1
Avicenna Tajik State Medical University, Dushanbe, Tajikistan;
2
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Swiss Tropical and Public
Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 4Medical Education Project,
Dushanbe, Tajikistan

Introduction Tajikistan is a low-income country

O.4.3.3.002
Integrating medical and social care for the elderly:
effectiveness of different types of home care services in
Belarus
T. Svetlovich
Belarus Red Cross Society, Minsk, Belarus

Introduction Belarus is increasingly confronted with an
ageing society with almost 20% of inhabitants being 60 years
and older. Care for the elderly is provided through the medical
and social structures of the Belarus Government system either in
institutions or at home. The Belarus Red Cross Society (BRC) is
the only organization in Belarus which provides integrated care
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which means medical, social, individual and household care
through their Visiting Nurses Service. Since the government is
interested in increasing service quality and quantity of care for
the elderly, the operational effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of
the Visiting Nurses Service was studied in order to make
informed decisions on future investment.
Methods The study was carried out in two districts of the
Grodno region (Lida and Oshmyany) and two districts of the
Vitebsk region (Lepel and Polotsk). The medical and financial
performance reports from 30 different governmental health
providers, social care providers and the integrated care provider
BRC over a span of 8 years were analysed. Health-related
quality of life (HRQoL) of 780 elderly patients from the
different service providers was assessed using SF 36© (Russian
version). Additionally, all patients filled in a questionnaire survey
related to their health-seeking behaviour. Data were entered and
analyzed in STATISTICA 6.
Results In terms of medical effectiveness, 45% of integrated
care clients (v² = 7.7. P < 0.01) did not call an ambulance in the
last year and 21% of clients (v² = 12; P < 0.001) preferred to be
cared for at home rather than in hospital. General home care
clients were 10 times more frequently hospitalized than
integrated care clients. Integrated care receivers required longer
stays at hospital, but were 50% less often hospitalized than
general home care clients. A total 65% of integrated care
receivers perceived an improvement of self-care and mobility.
Costs of integrated home care proved between 1.5 and 6.2
times lower than hospitalization. Integrated care services prove
more cost effective for mental factors and physical factors
remain constant over the different age and disability groups.
Integrated care is most cost effective for the clients with highest
disability grade.
Conclusion Merging health and social care services in home
care prove to be an efficient service model at low costs and with
high beneficiary satisfaction, which frees resources and eases the
workload of government medical and social providers.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

transitioning from a specialized health care system toward a
system based around family medicine. Information about time
spent by family doctors (FD) and nurses (FN) on tasks such as
administration, outreach activities, and direct patient care is
essential for work force planning and health service delivery. As
there is hardly any data available on rural health workers’ use of
time, we assessed time-allocation of FDs and FNs in central
district and village clinics.
Methods and materials We developed a data collection
instrument to record activities and time-allocation using
predefined categories as well as a questionnaire about health
centres and professional backgrounds of health workers observed.
In July-August 2014, 52 randomly selected health workers (24
FDs, 24 FNs and 4 narrow specialists) from rural health centres in
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4 districts were observed over 5 consecutive full working days. In
order to diminish the Hawthorne effect, observers kept a distance
and limited interaction with health workers. Data was recorded
using CSPro and analysed using R software.
Results Total observation time was 1483 hours. On average,
health workers worked 5.7 hours per day and saw 17.5 patients.
FDs spent on average 43% of their working time on
administrative tasks, 25.7% on patient care, 15.7% on outreach
activities, and 14.2% unproductive. FNs spent on average
40.9% of their working time on administrative tasks, 21%
unproductive, 20.3% on patient care, and 16.8% on outreach
activities. More than half of time allocated to administrative
tasks was used for collecting data for the health information
system. FNs in central district clinics spent significantly more
time unproductive than FNs in village clinics (24.4 vs. 17.3%).
Conclusions Direct observation of government health
workers at family medicine level in Tajikistan showed them
devoting a substantial amount of their working time to
administrative tasks to the detriment of patient care and
resulting in inefficient use of resources. As for many other
operational problems, there is no blueprint or general receipt on
how to increase productivity, and little is known about how best
to address the performance of the health care workforce as an
essential element of health service delivery in low-income
countries. There is a need for an increased focus on reasons why
health workers perform suboptimally, and feasible approaches to
improve their productivity need to be developed.
Disclosure This study was conducted in the frame of the
Medical Education Project supported by the Swiss Agency for
Development and Cooperation.

carried out throughout the project and an in-depth evaluation
was conducted at the end of the project – both using mainly
qualitative methods.
Results The two most common strategies selected for
improving workforce performance were strengthening
supervision and controlling staff absence. Other strategies
included improving competencies, use of incentives, better
appraisal systems, and increased use of volunteers. Modest
improvements in workforce performance were reported. Wider
health systems strategies were also included, such as setting
performance indicators for immunisation logistics, to address
service delivery problems.
Reports of management strengthening included the greater use
of teamwork and more participatory decision-making processes
and the application of the problem analysis process to other
areas of management. Some managers found the lack of additional funding a major barrier to implementing the strategies
they developed, while others found the sole reliance on existing
resources challenging and educational. The AR approach was
popular, especially ownership of the process, and most teams
wanted to continue using it.
Conclusions Whilst the improvements to workforce
performance may be modest after the short implementation
period, the management strengthening was welcomed by
DHMTs and resulted in improved teamwork and human
resource management practices.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.3.3.005
Towards a programme theory in the application of systems
thinking to complex public health issues

O.4.3.3.004
Management strengthening using health workforce
performance problems in decentralised contexts: lessons
from Ghana, Tanzania and Uganda
T. Martineau1, M. Aikens2, S. Baine3, R. Huss4, P. Kamuzora5 and K. Wyss6
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Liverpool, UK; 2School of Public
Health, University of Ghana, Accra, Ghana; 3School of Public Health,
College of Health Sciences, Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda;
4
Nuffield Centre for International Health and Development, University of
Leeds, Leeds, UK; 5Institute of Development Studies, University of Dar
es Salaam, Dar es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania; 6Swiss Tropical
and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland
1

Introduction Improving the performance of the existing
health workforce is one way to reduce the impact of staff
shortages. However, general prescriptions for improving
workforce performance may not be useful, because problems
and contexts differ. Our research question was how to
strengthen district management to improve health workforce
performance.
Methods We used an action research (AR) approach with
district health management teams (DHMT) in Ghana, Tanzania
and Uganda to steer health workforce performance
improvement. The events to facilitate the AR approach were
fitted around the busy schedules of three DHMTs in each
country. After a situation analysis, two participatory interdistrict workshops were conducted in 2013/14 to refine the
problem solving and integrated strategy development outputs.
Follow-up support and inter-district meetings were facilitated
over an 18-month implementation phase.
AR or similar approaches are commonly used for implementation projects, but the process is rarely documented to derive lessons on management strengthening. Process monitoring was

J. Durham, L. Vaughan and L. Schubert
School of Public Health, University of Queensland, Brisbane, Qld,
Australia

Introduction Increasingly, disease is seen as a result of an
interaction of many diverse, socio-environmental, economic and
other interacting variables. Addressing public health issues from
this perspective requires a shift from a reductionist focus on
pathogens, vectors and behavioural change to a multi-sectorial,
systems approach. This paper draws on an evaluation of statewide Otitis Media management and prevention framework in
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children in Queensland,
Australia. Based on an examination of the evaluation findings
and the literature, we reflect on the challenges in applying a
systems thinking approach.
Methods and materials A qualitatively-led evaluation was
undertaken using in-depth stakeholder interviews (n = 32) and
complemented by a review of the programme documentation,
available quantitative data and the broader literature. Data was
analysed using a mix of deductive and inductive analysis and
guided by the programme framework and using a systems
thinking lens.
Results The findings show that despite stated commitments to
a systems approach, moving away from a health sector and
primarily medical model of disease is not easy. In this evaluation
stakeholders grappled with the challenges posed by the paradigm
shift to a systems approach, including conceptualising the
changes required. These challenges were often compounded by
the prevailing political context.
Conclusions Reflecting on this experience, we offer a
programme theory and ‘simple rules’ or principles that can help
promote systems thinking. It includes research and on-going
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feedback loops, political commitment, leadership at all levels
and community participation. The programme theory can be
used to help policy-makers, programme managers and evaluators
gain a better understanding of how these simple rules work and
how context influences the way in which programmes unfold.
Such an understanding, we argue, is critical if programmes are
going to shift from a narrow, disease-focussed approach to one
that also tackles the determinants of health, understands how
they interact and their interdependencies, and promotes
sustainability.
Acknowledgements The evaluation was undertaken with
support from Queensland Health.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

nity systems and develop synergy with various programs such as
reproductive, maternal, newborn, child and adolescent health.
In this session, I will discuss the Global Fund’s contributions
and current effort towards health and community system
strengthening, and a potential component of the new strategy in
building resilient and sustainable systems for health towards
achieving the SDGs and Universal Health Coverage.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

INV.4.3.4.004
GAVI contribution to the MDGs and plans for the SDGs
A. Bchir
GAVI, Geneva, Switzerland

4.3.4. The good, the bad and the ugly of global
targets: Will the SDGs be different?
INV.4.3.4.001
From Alma Ata to sustainable development goals
X. Bosch-Capblanch
Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland

International and global health have been shaped by a series of
historical hallmarks: from the Alma Ata declaration defining Primary Health Care up to the most recent Sustainable Development Goals, and going through Health For All by year 2000, the
World Bank report Investing in Health and the Millennium
Development Goals.
In most of these documents, common issues, such as the right
to health care or equity, are approached in slightly different
ways.
We will briefly review and compare those issues along the historical hallmarks to inspire the debate around what have we
done right and wrong when setting international health care targets and approaches to achieve them.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

GAVI was created to enable developing countries introducing
new vaccines they cannot afford to pay for (Pentavalent, Rota,
Pneumo, HPV. . .), strengthening their health systems and using
safety injection devices (Safety boxes and AD syringes. The main
objectives were to reduce the incidence and the mortality of vaccines preventable diseases contributing therefore to achieve the
MDG 4 and 5 targets. In addition GAVI was instrumental supporting the measles elimination and polio eradication initiatives.
I will present GAVI’s achievements and discuss the difficulties
faced and the plans to address them to better contribute to the
SDGs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

4.3.5. Innovative community-based Buruli ulcer
management programs: outcomes, impact, and
lessons for other disease programs
INV.4.3.5.001
Buruli ulcer outreach education: an exemplar for
community based tropical disease interventions
M. Nichter and Stop Buruli
Anthropology, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA

INV.4.3.4.003
Unmet Agenda in post-MDG era and role of the Global
Fund for SDGs
O. Kunii
The Global Fund to fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, Geneva,
Switzerland

Since its creation in 2002, The Global Fund to Fight AIDS,
Tuberculosis and Malaria (The Global Fund) has mobilized
resources, fostered partnerships, and promoted catalytic innovation to combat the three diseases.
Globally, great progress has been made in reducing morbidity
and mortality amongst the three epidemics over the past decade,
and many low and middle income countries have achieved or are
expected to achieve MDG 6.
However, the Ebola outbreak in 2014 and the fact that its 1year death toll was equal to 2-day average deaths of the three
diseases underscored that the fight against infectious diseases is
still an unmet agenda in the post-Millennium Development
Goals (MDG) era and the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) are critical for ending epidemics as global public health
threats.
To end the three epidemics and fight public health emergencies
such as Ebola it is also crucial to strengthen health and commu-
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Background In this presentation, we describe an innovative
approach to Buruli ulcer (BU) outreach education as a means of
increasing community awareness about the disease, early
identification, decreased treatment delay, enhanced treatment
adherence, and decreased treatment drop-out. The shortcomings
of top-down education approaches are well documented.
Education is never introduced into a vacuum and needs to
address existing cultural perceptions and concerns. We describe
the development and piloting of a BU education program based
on 3 years of research carried out in three West African
countries.
Methods Six months of formative research was conducted on
local understandings and responses to BU in Benin, Cameroon
and Ghana. An interactive education program was then
developed and pretested utilizing a question: answer format
addressing issues of concern to both health staff and local
populations. The program encompassed BU signs/symptoms and
ways of distinguishing BU from other common diseases, BU
progression, perceptions of possible causes of BU, and treatment.
The program was driven by a power point presentation that can
easily be updated when new questions arise and translated into
local languages. Presentations incorporated images explaining
actions taken by clinic staff in identifying and managing BU, and
time series images of stages of the BU healing process. Education
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programs also included the testimonials of former patients
conveying a message of hope instead of fear.
Results The results of a three country evaluation were very
promising. Over 200 education programs were held in the three
countries attended by over 75 000 community members.
Knowledge of BU increased as did trust in local clinics offering
BU care. BU identification in the community increased
substantially, most notably category one cases. The education
program had a positive impact on community volunteers
empowered to organize outreach programs and clinic staff
reported the reputation of their clinics increased, as did working
relations with volunteers.
Conclusion This innovative BU education program
facilitated the formation of BU Communities of Practice in each
of the three countries. It established common ground for
collaboration between clinic staff, community volunteers, former
patients, and traditional healers. The program is offered as an
exemplar for other neglected tropical disease education
programs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

INV.4.3.5.002
Developing a Buruli ulcer community of practice in Bankim
Cameroon as a model for BU outreach in Africa
F. Mou1, A. Um Boock2, P K. Awah1,3, E. Mbah1, J. Koin1 and M. Nichter4
Department of Anthropology, University of Yaounde I, Yaounde,
Cameroon; 2FAIRMED Africa Regional Office, Yaounde, Cameroon;
3
Centre for Population Studies and Health Promotion, Yaounde,
Cameroon; 4School of Anthropology, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ,
USA
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Background Buruli Ulcer (BU) is a neglected tropical disease
primarily found in West Africa with a known cause and cure,
but an unknown route of transmission and incubation period. If
not treated early and in a timely manner by a 56-day course of
antibiotics, BU often progresses to an advance state requiring
prolonged wound care and skin grafting. BU does not kill, but
may render the afflicted permanently disabled. In the Cameroon,
previous efforts to identify BU early in the community by
community health workers (CHW) yielded poor results. In this
paper, we describe the successful creation of a BU community of
practice (BUCOP) composed of clinic staff, former patients,
community health workers and traditional healers. A COP is
based on all stakeholders sharing a common objective, basic
understanding of a focal problem, and mutual respect for what
each stakeholder contributes to a process of problem solving.
Material and methods A BUCOP including CHW, former
patients and traditional healers was set up to improve the care
for BU from 2013–2014 following formative research. Patient
support in the form of transport and lodging was also provided
when needed. Cumulative data was collected on member
collaboration, the identification and confirmation of patients,
and treatment outcomes.
Results A successful BUCOP was established. This resulted in
a notable improvement in staff: community relations, BU
identification, reduction in health care seeking delay, and a
decline in treatment drop out leading to better treatment
outcomes. In the 3 years prior to the intervention 224 cases of
BU had been identified through a household survey of which
only 20 (8.9%) cases was category one. During the 2 year
intervention 91 cases were identified through community
education outreach of which 35 (38.4%) were category one.
Prior to the intervention there was a 52% treatment adherence
rate and 93% occurred during the intervention. Material and

psychosocial support improved quality of care and patient
satisfaction.
Conclusion The successful creation of a BUCOP in a remote
part of Cameroon demonstrates the vitality of the COP model
which may prove useful in the control of other neglected tropical
diseases.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

INV.4.3.5.003
Role of traditional healers in a community of practice
(COP) for Buruli ulcer (BU) care in Cameroon, Africa
P K. Awah
Department of Anthropology, University of Yaounde I, Yaounde,
Cameroon

Background The role of traditional healers (TH) in outreach
health programs has been a matter of considerable debate.
Supporters of TH involvement uphold that healer have
contributed to health interventions. Opponents hold that TH
have undermined programs using them as a means to promote
their BU healing capacity. For BU, it is recognized that TH are
often the first practitioner consulted by the afflicted. To date, no
well executed TH program has tested their contribution to
community based BU control. This study addresses this lacuna.
Material and methods A pilot project was conducted
from 2013–2014 in Bankim Cameroon. TH here are active, BU
is prevalent and referral to clinics by TH uncommon. Members
of a TH group were invited to join a BU Community of Practice
(COP). Interested healers received education and agreed to abide
by a contract that: (i) they would refer patients with BU like
symptoms after treating mystical aspects within 10 days; (ii)
treatment would not involve treating the skin of the patient. TH
received a small honorarium for referring patients/accompanying
them to clinic. They were asked to continue providing
psychosocial support and spiritual protection on demand. TH
were also invited to participate in outreach programs (OP). Data
was collected on patients referred by healers, their adherence to
BU treatment, healer adherence to quick referral/not treat the
skin contract and healer participation in OP.
Results Prior to the pilot project TH had referred no BU cases
to Bankim clinic. During pilot project they were responsible for
1/3 of all referrals of suspected BU cases. Half of all cases
referred in year one were confirmed to be BU. By year two it
rose to 80%. Notably, 50% of cases referred were category one.
No patient referred by TH abandoned treatment. TH
participation was found to be more motivated by social status
gained from community recognition and a good working
relationship with clinic staff, than financial gain. A majority of
TH continued to operate as role models by adhering to contract.
A small minority of TH was non-adherent with the contract.
Conclusion TH collaboration is possible under certain
cultural conditions: careful selection of TH, healer groups
support, establishing respectful relations with health staff,
recognition of the role of TH in providing psychosocial and
spiritual support, training in BU that addresses cultural issues
and resources to organize ongoing meetings and dialogue about
BU.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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INV.4.3.5.004

4.3.6. Health economics

Steps toward creating a BU therapeutic community: lessons
from Allada Hospital Benin

O.4.3.6.001

A S. Amoussouhoui1, C. Johnson2, G. Sopoh3, I. Agbo4, P. Aoulou4 and
M. Nitcher5
1
Stop Buruli Project, Optimus Fondation, Cotonou, Benin; 2Universite
Abomey Calavi, Abomey Calavi, Benin; 3Institut Regional Sante
Publique, Ouidah, Benin; 4Stop Buruli Project, Allada, Benin; 5University
of Arizona, Arizona, AZ, USA

Background Providing in-patient care for people afflicted
with diseases requiring long term hospitalization is a major
challenge in low income countries where patients struggle to
maintain a positive attitude while far from their families.
Patients and hospital staff live and work in close quarters, yet
are often socially distant. Research on hospitals as therapeutic
communities is virtually non-existent in Africa. This paper
describes a pioneering attempt to establish a therapeutic
community for Buruli ulcer patients requiring long term care in
Benin.
Methods A 6 month pilot project was undertaken at Allada
Hospital in Benin with the objectives of establishing a BU
therapeutic community, and evaluating its impact on
practitioner: patient relations. The project was designed and
implemented by a team of social scientists working closely with
the director of the hospital which serves as a centre for BU
treatment. Patients histories were taken, psychosocial status
monitored, and concerns about treatment identified. Weekly
meetings were held during which time health education was
provided followed by an opportunity for patients to express
concerns and discuss problems. Patient groups then met with
staff to problem solve in a non confrontational manner.
Results Formative research revealed that most patients had
very little information about their illness, and the duration of
their treatment. This knowledge gap surprised clinic staff
members, who assumed someone had provided this information.
Weekly meetings corrected this knowledge gap, and offered
patients the chance to express their concerns. This led to changes
in staff: patient interaction. There was widespread consensus
among both patients and staff that the quality of communication
and increased. Patients reported they felt better care for.
However, patients with ulcers unrelated to BU questioned why
BU patients were receiving preferential treatment, given special
medicines, and charged less for their care. The idea of subsidized
treatment for one disease and not another was hard to convey,
especially as BU is not contagious.
Conclusion This pilot project is a pioneering effort to
introduce some of the basic principles of therapeutic
communities into hospitals in Africa treating long term
residential patients. Although the focus of this case study is BU
patients, the model presented is relevant for other types of
patients with cultural adaptation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Acute gastroenteritis and campylobacteriosis in
Switzerland: how expensive are our patients?
C. Schmutz1,2, D. Mäusezahl1,2, P J. Bless1,2, C. Hatz1,2,3, M. Schwenkglenks4
and D. Urbinello1,2
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Epidemiology, Biostatistics and
Prevention Institute, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland; 4Institute
of Pharmaceutical Medicine, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland

Introduction More than 7000 campylobacteriosis cases
annually of which about 1000 or 15% are hospitalised are likely
to cause considerable health care costs within the Swiss health
care system. Laboratory-confirmed campylobacteriosis cases are
only a fraction of all patients consulting a physician due to acute
gastroenteritis. This study aimed at estimating health care costs
due to acute gastroenteritis and campylobacteriosis in
Switzerland.
Methods We combined expert opinions, official health
statistics and data from published and unpublished literature to
define four different patient models (A-D) and estimated their
individual treatment costs for two case management scenarios.
By estimating the frequency of the patient models we
extrapolated individual costs to overall health care costs for
Switzerland due to acute gastroenteritis and campylobacteriosis.
Results Total national health care costs due to acute
gastroenteritis and campylobacteriosis are estimated at €42–78
million annually. Patients consulting a physician due to acute
gastroenteritis who are not being tested (model A, estimated
frequency: N = 251 970–679 555) are assumed to generate costs
of €12.4–48.1 million annually. Patients with a negative stool
test for Campylobacter (model B, N = 75 423) are estimated to
account for €12.7 million and patients tested positive for
Campylobacter (model C, N = 7325) generate costs of €1.9
million. Data suggest that hospitalised patients with laboratoryconfirmed campylobacteriosis (model D, N = 1242) cost €15.0
million per year.
Conclusion Acute gastroenteritis and campylobacteriosis are
not only a public health problem in Switzerland but also cause
considerable costs for the health care system, health insurance
companies and patients. The observable increase in
campylobacteriosis case numbers in the National Notification
System for Infectious Diseases suggests that costs are rising.
Potential cost savings in the health care sector must be
considered when planning and evaluating interventions targeted
to reduce campylobacteriosis in Switzerland.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.3.6.002
The public health impact and cost-effectiveness of the RTS,
S malaria vaccine candidate in malaria endemic Africa:
estimates based on phase III clinical trial results
M A. Penny1,2, K. Galactionova1,2, P. Pemberton-Ross1,2 and T A. Smith1,2
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland

1

The potential role of the RTS,S/AS01 malaria vaccine candidate
is currently being evaluated on the basis of Phase III trials results
in 11 African sites. A WHO recommendation on its use in endemic African countries is expected in late 2015 or early 2016 and
will depend on clinical trial results and potentially projections of
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expected public health impact and cost-effectiveness in endemic
sub-Saharan African countries. Whilst the data from the trial
provides estimates of cases averted in the 11 sites, models are
required to extend these estimates across the full range of Plasmodium falciparum malaria parasite prevalence settings currently
observed in Africa and to make country-specific predictions taking into account local context.
Bayesian analysis and the Phase III site-specific clinical trial
data were used to estimate vaccine efficacy against infection and
duration of protection. Using an existing simulation model of
malaria epidemiology and control, the public health impact and
cost effectiveness of the vaccine if implemented in countries
across Africa was determined. Our analysis indicates that the initial efficacy against infection of RTS,S/AS01 is likely to be high,
but the effect decays relatively rapidly. Even with quick decay,
however, the vaccine is predicted to have substantial public
health impact and likely to be cost-effective.
Based on our analysis, adding RTS,S to existing interventions
has the potential to avert 100–600 malaria deaths and 45 000–
80 000 clinical cases for every 100 000 fully vaccinated children
in endemic Africa for the first 10 years of the program, depending on age of immunization and vaccination schedule. Estimates
will be updated as new data/information become available. The
predictions take into account country-specific contexts of health
systems, immunization coverage, country costs and malaria
exposure. Further analysis across a range of parasite prevalence
settings indicates the vaccine is potentially cost-effective compared to current malaria interventions and childhood vaccines.
Acknowledgements This work was funded by Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation project number 1032350 and PATHMalaria Vaccine Initiative (MVI) and the ExxonMobil
Foundation. No funding bodies had any role in the study design,
data analysis, or decision to publish.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.3.6.003
Modelling the cost-effectiveness of diagnosis of Schistosoma
mansoni infection: a comparison of Kato-Katz and urinecirculating cathodic antigen cassette test
F. Meheus1, S. Burza2,3, S. Becker4,5,6, E K. N’Goran7,8, M. Sacko9, K. Polman2,
F. Chappuis10, M. Boelaert2 and J. Utzinger4,5
1
Health Economics Unit, University of Cape Town, Cape Town, South
Africa; 2Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium; 3London
School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK; 4Department of
Epidemiology and Pubic Health, Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 5University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
6
Institute of Medical Microbiology and Hygiene, Homburg, Germany;
7
Unite de Formation et de Recherche Biosciences, Universite Felix
Houphou€et-Boigny, Abidjan, Cote D‘Ivoire; 8Departement
Environnement et Sante, Centre Suisse de Recherches Scientifiques en
C^
ote d’Ivoire, Abidjan, Cote D‘Ivoire; 9Institut National de Recherche en
Sante Publique, Bamako, Mali; 10Division of Tropical and Humanitarian
Medicine, Geneva University Hospitals, Geneva, Switzerland

Accurate diagnosis of schistosomiasis is important to monitor
the progress of ongoing control efforts, assess drug efficacy and
improve patient management. The most widely used method for
the diagnosis of intestinal schistosomiasis due to Schistosoma
mansoni is the Kato-Katz technique performed on fresh stool
specimens. Despite its relative ease of use, the technique requires
standard laboratory equipment and well-trained laboratory staff
to perform the test. Although a point-of-care (POC) assay to
detect circulating cathodic antigen (CCA) in urine as a rapid
diagnostic test for S. mansoni has been commercially available
for a number of years, its use in epidemiological survey and clin-

ical settings is still limited. Findings from a cross-sectional survey
in three settings in C^
ote d’Ivoire have shown that the POC-CCA
has a similar sensitivity to triplicate Kato-Katz thick smears, but
neither its cost nor cost-effectiveness relative to the Kato-Katz
technique has been assessed.
Using a decision tree and sensitivity analysis, we evaluate the
average and incremental cost-effectiveness of the Kato-Katz and
POC-CCA techniques for the diagnosis of S. mansoni among
patients presenting with persistent diarrhoea and/or persistent
abdominal pain (≥2 weeks) at rural health facilities in C^
ote
d’Ivoire and Mali. The analysis is conducted from the perspective of the public health care services. Primary data is collected
as part of the NIDIAG project (www.nidiag.org) and combined
with data from the literature and expert opinion. Outcome measures include cost per diagnostic strategy and the cost per disability-adjusted life year (DALY) averted. Sensitivity analysis is
conducted on variables with considerable uncertainty to assess
the robustness of the results.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.3.6.004
Seeing beyond 2020: cost-effectiveness analysis of
contemporary and emerging strategies for human African
trypanosomiasis (HAT) Trypanosoma brucei (T.b.) gambiense
for elimination
C S. Sutherland1,2, C M. Stone1,2 and F. Tediosi1,2,3
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
Universit€at Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Centre for Research on Health
and Social Care Management (CERGAS), Universita Bocconi, Milano,
Italy

Human African trypanosomiasis (HAT) Trypanosoma brucei
gambiense has been selected as a neglected tropical disease
(NTD) to reach elimination as a public health problem by 2020,
and full elimination by 2030. Economic evaluations of older
interventions have been done, however, further evidence of how
new interventions may contribute to elimination is needed. The
following analysis was undertaken to evaluate strategies based
on current and emerging technologies that could lead to elimination and be cost-effective (CE).
A total of 12 strategies were simulated over 30 years using a
dynamical transmission model for low, moderate and high risk
transmission areas. The analysis took on a National Health Service perspective, discounting for both costs and DALYs was 3%,
and input parameters regarding costs, transmission rates, treatment event rates and surveillance coverage estimates were taken
from the literature, national reports or experts. All prices were
converted to USD and inflated to 2013. The outcomes included
prevalence, total costs and total DALYs making predictions for
elimination and cost-effectiveness feasible. A probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) was conducted to determine the uncertainty
of the model results.
Elimination in high and moderate areas was most probable
and most CE when vector control (VC) was implemented in
addition to new tools for diagnosis and treatment. In the low
transmission areas, strategies that included emerging technologies
were key in reaching elimination, however only the strategy with
newest treatments and diagnostics (no VC) was considered to be
CE.
New and emerging technologies play a large role in reducing
HAT disease transmission towards elimination. In high and moderate areas, implementing all new technologies as they come to
the market is CE. In low transmission areas, new diagnostics
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and treatments alone are CE, but to accelerate elimination, vector control would be required.
Disclosure This project was funded by Grant #:
OPP1037660 from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
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Budget impact analysis of using dihydroartemisininpiperaquine to treat uncomplicated malaria in children in
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A T. Mori1,2, O F. Norheim2 and B. Robberstad2
Muhimbili University of Health and Allied Sciences, Dar es Salaam,
United Republic of Tanzania; 2Global Public Health and Primary Care,
University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway
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Background Dihydroartemisinin-piperaquine (DhP) is a very
cost-effective anti-malarial drug. This study aims to predict the
budget impact of using DhP as a first- or second-line drug to
treat uncomplicated malaria in children in Tanzania.
Methods A dynamic Markov decision model based on
clinical and epidemiological data was developed to estimate
annual cases of malaria in under-five children. The model was
then used to predict the budget impact, from the providers’
perspective, of adopting two different treatment policy options
containing DhP as a first- or second-line drug. A probabilistic
sensitivity analysis was performed for a period of 1 year.
Results The model predicts that the recently adopted
treatment policy for malaria, in which DhP is used as a secondline drug (AL + DhP), will save about 66 800 US$ per year,
while achieving a 3% reduction in the number of malaria cases,
compared to the previous policy of AL + quinine. However, a
treatment policy in which DhP is used as a first-line drug
(DhP + AL), will consume an additional 671 000 US$ per year,
while achieving an 8% reduction in the number of malaria cases,
compared to AL + quinine. Therefore, if AL + DhP is replaced
by DhP + AL, it will consume an additional 737 800 US$ per
year, while achieving a 5% reduction in the number of malaria
cases in children.
Conclusion The use of DhP as a second-line drug
(AL + DhP) to treat uncomplicated malaria in children is slightly
cost-saving. However, a policy in which DhP is used as a firstline drug (DhP + AL) is somewhat more expensive but with
more health benefits.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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E. Patouillard , J. Griffin , A. Bah , P. Gething , E. Shutes , S. Bhatt ,
H. Prytherch2,3, P. Alonso1, F. Tediosi2,3, A. Ghani4 and R. Cibulskis1
1
Global Malaria Programme, World Health Organization, Geneva,
Switzerland; 2Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland; 3University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland; 4Imperial College London, London, UK; 5Oxford
University, Oxford, UK

Rapid declines in malaria transmission and burden have been
achieved globally due to increased coverage of malaria control
interventions. Yet the burden remains unacceptably high. The
Global Technical Strategy (GTS) provides a vision for malaria
reduction and elimination for 2016–2030. We assessed the feasibility, costs and benefits of reaching the GTS goals.
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Using a published malaria transmission model, the impact of
different coverage scenarios on reducing malaria cases and
deaths and on the number of countries expected to eliminate
was estimated. The costs of implementing the GTS were estimated from a public provider perspective using modelled coverage data combined with unit delivery cost estimates sourced
from procurement databases and peer-reviewed and grey literatures. The potential value of reaching the GTS goals was estimated in term of direct savings to households (reduced out of
pocket payments) and health systems due to the reduction in
malaria incidence; and to societies due to increased longevity
with an application of the full income approach.
Findings demonstrate that substantial additional gains can be
made over the next 15 years with local elimination a feasible
prospect in approximately 30 countries. Reducing malaria cases
and deaths by close to 90% and elimination in at least 35 countries by 2030 are estimated to cost US$102.3 billion (95% CI :
US$73.6–141.9 billion) compared to US$62.9 billion (US$50.4–
78.4 billion) to retain current coverage levels. Costs are concentrated in high burden countries, with 21 accounting for 80% of
the global financial need. The estimated global economic benefits
are high and increase with greater intervention coverage, giving
a more than 60-fold return on investment by the time the 2030
goals are realized.
Achieving elimination and preventing resurgence will deliver
significant returns and pave the way for sustainable investments
for a malaria-free world.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

4.4.1. Emergent diseases: immigrants and
potential diseases with impact in and for Europe
O.4.4.1.002
Dengue serotypes and genotypes circulating in recent years
in the Caribbean and imported to Europe
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Universitat de Barcelona; 6Vall d’Hebron University Hospital, Barcelona,
Spain; 7Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
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Munich, Munich, Germany; 9Hospital Amadeo di Savoia, Torino, Italy;
10
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Global Health, Ume
a University, Umea, Sweden

Introduction Dengue viruses (DENV) are the most
widespread arthropod-borne viruses endemic in the tropics and
transmitted to humans through the bites of Aedes mosquitoes.
Travelers can act as vectors to introduce DENV to uninfected
areas or regions. Travelers can also serve as sentinels for
ongoing outbreaks and dominating serotypes and genotypes in
the source countries. We set out to describe the importation of
dengue virus from the Caribbean via travelers to Europe.
Methods From 2011 to 2014, we collected samples from
viraemic travelers returning from the Caribbean with confirmed
dengue to 11 TropNet clinics in Europe that are participating in
the DengueTools project. Sequences of the Envelope gene were
used to identify serotype and genotype.
Results The main countries of importation were Barbados,
Cuba, Dominican Republic, Guadeloupe, Haiti, Martinique,
Netherlands Antilles and Puerto Rico. All 4 DENV serotypes
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were identified. DENV 1 strains were grouped within genotype
V creating a new clade. All DENV 2 sequences clustered within
a clade in the American/Asian genotype which was recently also
identified in other Caribbean and Brazilian strains. DENV 3
strains were grouped within genotype III. All DENV 4 strains
were phylogenetically grouped within a modern Caribbean basin
clade in genotype II.
Conclusions Travelers provides unique insights into the
global picture of circulating DENV strains. This study from the
Caribbean region led to the identification of novel clades.
Moreover, we were be able to detect dengue strains circulating
in Cuba from 2011 to 2013, although officially no dengue was
reported during that time period. Travelers serve as sentinels to
provide timely information about current distribution of dengue
serotypes and genotypes associated or not with outbreaks and
track the spread of DENV strains in areas with scarce
epidemiological information.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Dramatic reductions in the burden of malaria have occurred in the
last few decades, with several countries now attempting to permanently eliminate this disease. Eliminating Plasmodium vivax, now
the most prevalent species in almost all endemic sites outside
Africa, is particularly challenging, but would be greatly facilitated
by an effective P. vivax vaccine. While individuals living in endemic areas rapidly acquire protective immunity to P. vivax malaria,
the targets and mechanisms underlying this process are complex
and poorly understood. We therefore assessed antibody responses
to an extended panel of P. vivax blood-stage protein antigens,
investigating their relationship with prospective risk of malaria in
a cohort of 264 children aged 1–3 years in a region of very high
malaria endemicity in Papua New Guinea. The levels of total IgG
specific for each protein were measured using a Luminex bead
array. Our results show that antibody levels tended to be higher in
children with concurrent infections and in those with a higher
overall exposure to P. vivax blood-stage infections (as measured
by molecular force of infection). For multiple antigens tested (e.g.,
GAMA, P41, P12, AMA1, MSP3a, MSP9, RBP, DBP and hypothetical proteins), high levels of antibodies were associated with

protection against clinical malaria, independently of exposure,
age, and transmission season. These data identify antigens that
appear to be key targets of naturally-acquired immunity and thus
promising P. vivax vaccine candidates.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.4.1.004
Mathematical models for P. vivax elimination
S. Karl1, M. White2, G. Milne3 and I. Mueller1
1
Population-based Biology, Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical
Research, Parkville, Vic., Australia; 2Faculty of Medicine, School of
Public Health, Imperial College, London, UK; 3The University of
Western Australia, Perth, WA, Australia

The importance of spatial transmission heterogeneity and human
movement is often entirely neglected in vector borne transmission models, including those for malaria. Most models assume
homogenous transmission (i.e., spatial features such as human
households and mosquito habitats are not considered).
It is now widely acknowledged that malaria transmission is
maintained in hotspots i.e., very focal areas with high transmission. Plasmodium vivax hypnozoites pose an additional challenge for the elimination of hotspots, as they facilitate
persistence of transmission.
Methods to attack residual transmission hotspots are being
tested, including focalized drug administration e.g., after reactive
case detection. It is not possible to use conventional models to
forecast the impact these control strategies as their impact is
directly linked to local, micro-scale (few metres) variation in
transmission. The only class of mathematical models that can be
used to simulate such heterogeneous transmission environments
are spatially explicit, individual based simulation models.
Here, we built such a spatial mathematical transmission model
for Plasmodium vivax. The model allows for the transmission of
multiple parasite clones as well as heterogeneous human and
mosquito populations embedded in a realistic village structure
based on that on the North Coast of Papua New Guinea.
Using the model we simulate mass drug administration, mass
screening and treatment, as well as focal screening and treatment
interventions and compare the results with predictions from a
standard transmission model.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.4.1.005
Prevalence of strongyloidiasis in immigrants and in the
autochthonous, elderly population in a formerly endemic
area of Northern Italy
D. Buonfrate1, M. Baldissera2, N. Scattolo3, G. Caramaschi4, M. Giobbia5,
C. Maurel6, M. Merelli7, P. Rodari8, G. Napoletano2 and Z. Bisoffi1
1
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Negrar (Verona); 2Department of Prevention, Public Health Unit,
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Laboratory Unit, Carlo Poma Hospital, Mantova; 5Unit of Infectious
Diseases, Ca’ Foncello Hospital, Treviso; 6Clinic of Infectious Diseases,
University Hospital, Trieste; 7Clinic of Infectious Diseases, University
Hospital, Udine; 8Clinic of Infectious and Tropical Diseases, University
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Introduction Strongyloides stercoralis (Ss) causes a
neglected parasitic infection that may affect more than 300
million people. This soil transmitted helminth (STH) infection is
underestimated, primarily because most cases, including severe
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and often fatal ones in immunosuppressed subjects, remain
undiagnosed, due to lack of suspicion and to low sensitivity of
conventional diagnostic methods in stool. Ss is highly prevalent
in many areas of the tropical continents, but is/was also still
endemic in Europe. The peculiar, self-maintaining life cycle
causes Ss to persist indefinitely in the host if not properly
treated. Cases are regularly observed in Italian elderly subjects
that were exposed at young age when hygiene and sanitation
were more precarious.
Methods Prospective study carried out from February 2013
to July 2014 in 7 medical centres of three regions of Northern
Italy, recruiting Italian patients born before 1952 and
immigrants aged ≥ 18. During twenty, randomly selected weeks,
every centre had to recruit 10 “cases”, defined as patients with a
eosinophil count ≥500/μl, consecutively enrolled among those
presenting for any reason to the local laboratory as outpatients,
and 10 “controls”, belonging to the same age groups,
consecutively enrolled in a random day of the same week among
those who had a normal eosinophil count. The planned sample
was 1400 cases plus 1400 controls. The diagnosis relied on stool
culture and on serology (2 concordant positive samples in IFAT
and ELISA required if negative stool).
Results In autochthonous subjects, prevalence was 97/1137
(8.5%) for cases (with a clear rising trend with age) and 13/
1178 (1.1%) for controls (p=0.000). Peak prevalence of 13%
was found in cases from an agricultural area of Veneto region.
In immigrants, prevalence was 36/214 (16.8%) vs. 3/172 (1.7%)
(p=0.000). Peak prevalence of 29% was found in cases from
sub-saharan Africa. In both main groups, prevalence showed a
clear, rising trend with eosinophilia.
Conclusions In the three regions we can estimate a
prevalence of several thousand subjects with Ss infection.
Practically all, as well as their doctors, are unaware of the
infection and related risks. Systematic screening of subjects with
eosinophilia is recommended.
Acknowledgments Project realized with financial support
by Ministry of Health – CCM.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

always present with persistent (≥1 week) fever. Existing
diagnostic algorithms usually focus on a single disease (e.g. VL,
HAT). We established the differential diagnosis in patients with
persistent fever in several NTD endemic countries, with a focus
on potentially severe and treatable diseases. We then developed
guidance for diagnostic management by integrating specific
clinical features with the results of rapid diagnostic tests. This
study (acronym: NIDIAG) is funded by the EU (FP7).
Methods and materials Patients ≥5 years (18 years in
Cambodia) presenting with ≥1 week fever were recruited after
informed consent at five hospitals in Cambodia (Phnom Penh),
the Democratic Republic of Congo (Mosango, Bandundu
Province), Nepal (Dharan & Dhankuta, Eastern Region) and
Sudan (Tabarakallah, Gedaref Province). Data from in depth
history taking and physical examination were reported on a
case-report form. Blood and urine reference diagnostic tests were
performed on site and in referral laboratories for malaria, HIV,
brucellosis, leptospirosis, relapsing and enteric fevers, VL (Nepal
and Sudan) and HAT (DRC). Other investigations (e.g. chest Xray, abdominal ultrasound, sputum or CSF examination) were
done if requested by the physician. All patients were followed-up
at 1 month post hospital discharge to assess clinical outcome.
Final case-ascertainment was done by an experienced physician
based on pre-specified definitions.
Results A total of 1927 patients (Sudan: n = 670; Nepal:
n = 578; Cambodia: n = 378; DRC: n = 301) were included in
the study between January 2013 and October 2014. At the time
of initial abstract writing, database cleaning and laboratory tests
at the international referral laboratory are ongoing, and final
case-ascertainment and workshops on development of diagnostic
guidance are planned. All study results will be available at the
time of the congress.
Conclusions Persistent (≥1 week) fever is a frequent reason
for seeking health care in the tropics, with a broad differential
diagnosis. There is an urgent need to support frontline clinicians
with appropriate diagnostic guidance that goes beyond single
disease algorithms and includes accessible diagnostic tools. More
specific conclusions will be presented at the ECTMIH congress.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

4.4.2. Travel medicine
O.4.4.2.003
O.4.4.2.002
Diagnostic guidance for patients presenting with persistent
fever in neglected tropical disease endemic areas of
Cambodia, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Nepal and
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Introduction Patients with neglected tropical diseases
(NTD) such as visceral leishmaniasis (VL), human African
trypanosomiasis (HAT) and enteric fever occasionally or nearly
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Clinical spectrum, main etiologies and outcome of
neurological disorders in the rural Hospital of Mosango,
Province of Bandundu, Democratic Republic of the Congo
E. Bottieau1, D. Mukendi2, J.-R. Kalo2, B. Barbe1, P. Gillet1, A. Mpanya2,
C. Yansouni3, A. Winkler4, P. Lutumba2, J. Jacobs1, T. Verdonck5,
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(NIDIAG)
1
Department of Clinical Sciences, Institute of Tropical Medicine,
Antwerp, Belgium; 2Institut National de Recherche Biomedicale,
Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 3Centre for Tropical
Diseases, McGill University Health Centre, Montreal, QC, Canada;
4
Department of Neurology, Klinikum rechts der Isar, Technical
University of Munich, Munich, Germany; 5Department of Public Health,
Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium; 6Division of
International and Humanitarian Medicine, Geneva University Hospitals,
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Introduction Neurological disorders account for an
important proportion of hospital admission in sub-Saharan
Africa, but have been poorly investigated so far in rural settings
due to evident resource constraints. A hospital-based clinical and
diagnostic study has recently been completed by the consortium
for Neglected Infectious Diseases Diagnosis (NIDIAG) in the
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rural Province of Bandundu, Democratic Republic of the Congo
(DRC).
Methods All patients >5 years admitted with ongoing (nontraumatic) neurological disorders were prospectively evaluated at
the ‘H^
opital General de Reference’ of Mosango, a 400-bed
district hospital located in Bandundu, DRC. All consenting
patients were examined by a neurologist investigator, submitted
to a systematic laboratory workup on blood and cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) and clinically followed-up until 6 months after
discharge. Blood and CSF samples were sent to reference
laboratories in Kinshasa, DRC and in Antwerp, Belgium for
further testing.
Results From September 2012 to June 2014, 351 patients
were enrolled [male: 46%; mean age: 39 years (range: 6–76)],
with follow-up until January 2015. Main presenting symptoms/
syndromes were (often present in combination): severe daily
headache, with or without meningismus (n = 160; 46%),
walking disturbance (n = 97; 28%), convulsion (n = 87; 25%),
focal sensory-motor deficit (n = 77; 22%); behaviour disturbance
(n = 66; 19%) and altered consciousness (n = 54; 15%). Pending
the results of ongoing analyses, severe and treatable infections
were strongly suspected or confirmed in at least 95 patients
(27%), including mainly unspecified meningo-encephalitis
(n = 18; 5.1%), bacterial meningitis (n = 15; 4.3%), HIV-related
neurological disorders (n = 12; 3.4%), second stage human
African trypanosomiasis and malaria (n = 10; 2.8% for each).
Other main clinical diagnoses were epilepsy (n = 58; 16.5%),
neuropsychiatric condition (n = 54; 15.4%) and cerebrovascular
accident (n = 22; 6.3%). Twenty-eight (8%) patients died and
another 73 (21%) had still neurological sequels 6 months after
discharge.
Conclusions The pattern of neurological disorders in district
hospitals of rural DRC is extremely varied. Preliminary data
show that treatable infections are strongly suspected or
confirmed in about 30% of the admissions (more accurate
diagnostic data will be available at the time of presentation).
Mortality and long-term morbidity were very important in this
remote setting.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.4.2.004
Diagnostic accuracy of a LAMP kit for diagnosis of imported
malaria in Switzerland
H. Marti1, C. Stalder1 and I. Gonzalez2
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
Foundation for Innovative New Diagnostics (FIND), Geneva,
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Background The diagnosis of acute malaria in non-endemic
countries is still carried out largely by microscopic examination
of thick and thin smears or rapid diagnostic tests. Low-density
infections might be missed, however, but the more sensitive PCR
is more expensive, complex and requires considerable more time.
Method We examined the suitability of a new loop-mediated
isothermal DNA-amplification kit (LAMP) for malaria diagnosis
in febrile returning travelers in comparison to qPCR and
microscopic examination in a prospective study in a nonendemic setting at the Swiss TPH.
Results Among 205 complete datasets, 43 samples were
positive for malaria by microscopy, with P. falciparum (35
cases) being the most frequent species. All these samples were
positive by both LAMP and qPCR, too. An additional 4 samples
negative by microscopy were positive by both LAMP and qPCR.
Three of these samples were follow-up samples taken after start

of treatment in patients originally identified as positive by
microscopy.
Conclusions The LAMP performed exactly as did the qPCR
and is a very valuable diagnostic alternative with a potential of
being used also in endemic settings.
Disclosure H. Marti and Ch. Stalder have no conflict of
interest to declare. I. Gonzalez is an employee of FIND, a codeveloper of the malaria LAMP kit.
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Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium; 8Instituto de Salud Carlos III,
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a University, Umea, Sweden

Introduction Dengue is caused by 4 different related
viruses, DENV 1 to 4, transmitted to humans via Aedes
mosquitoes. The disease is endemic in more than 100 countries.
In Africa, the estimated dengue burden is 15 million of clinical
cases and about 48 millions of inapparent infections. However,
dengue remains largely unrecognized in Africa. Due to the lack
of laboratory confirmation, a febrile syndrome is frequently
misdiagnosed as malarial infection. The circulation of different
dengue serotypes is also poorly documented. However, some
information is provided by reports of dengue infections in
travellers returning from Africa. In the present study we attempt
the identification of dengue serotypes and genotypes circulating
in Africa from 2010 to 2014 detected in travellers returning to
Europe.
Methods We collected samples from viraemic travellers
returning from Africa who attended TropNet clinics in Europe
from 2010 to 2014. Sequences of the Envelope gene were used
to identify the serotype and genotype.
Results During the study period we identified 3 DENV
serotypes circulating in Africa. DENV 1 strains were detected in
East Africa in 2010 (Eritrea) and in 2012 (Kenia), whereas in
Central Africa in 2013(Angola and DRC). Strains from East
Africa were grouped within Asian genotype, close to virus
isolated in previous years in Djibouti and Kenia; we found
American /African genotype in Central Africa. Both genotypes
have circulated in West Africa for many years. DENV 2 strains
were detected in West Africa (Senegal) and in East Africa
(Tanzania) in 2014. Dengue 2 from Tanzania belongs to
cosmopolitan genotype, but form a distinct clade different from
the old African group. However, DENV 2 from Senegal
surprisingly fell into genotype America /Asia. To our knowledge
this is the first time identified in Africa. Finally, DENV 3 was
detected in 2010 in Mali and Burkina Faso and again in Burkina
Faso in 2013. All DENV 3 belong to genotype III and form a
cluster with the African strains identified since 2008.
Conclusion DENV 1 of both genotypes was identified
previously in Africa indicating endemic transmission as well as
with DENV 3. Meanwhile, a new DENV 2 appeared in
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Tanzania, introduced from South East Asia, and in Senegal from
the Americas. These results confirm silent and sustained
circulation of dengue in Africa and show the usefulness of
travelers for sentinel surveillance to unmask the dengue problem
in Africa.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

4.5.1. Health of pastoralists and the science of
zoonoses elimination
O.4.5.1.002
Neglected zoonoses at the human and livestock interface in
Northern C^
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Scientifiques en C^
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Introduction Neglected zoonotic diseases are less prioritized
in West Africa. However they likely contribute greatly to
morbidity in humans and livestock. Brucellosis, Q fever and Rift
Valley Fever (RVF) are important zoonoses already eliminated in
high-income countries, but persist in the developing world.
Northern C^
ote d’Ivoire is the main livestock-raising zone in the
country and most mobile pastoralism and livestock cross-border
movements occur in this area. No animal disease control
program has been in place for 20 years and veterinary services
are not operational since the armed conflict in 2002.
Methods We conducted a cross-sectional study in livestock
and humans from 2012 to 2014 using a random selection of 63
villages in Korhogo and Niakaramandougou. We randomly
selected a cluster sample of 633 cattle, 622 small ruminants and
88 people. We performed serological tests including the Rose
Bengal Plate Test (RBPT); indirect ELISAs for Brucella abortus,
Brucella ovis and C. burnetii; and competitive ELISA for
Brucella melitensis and RVF. We also administered
epidemiological questionnaires on relevant risk factors for
zoonoses.
Results Human seroprevalence for Brucella spp. was 5.3%.
RBPT-positive small ruminants were negative by indirect and
competitive ELISAs. Two RBPT-positive sheep reacted to B. ovis
indirect ELISA. Seroprevalence of Brucella spp. in cattle adjusted
for clustering was 4.6%. Cattle aged 5–8 years had higher odds
of seropositivity than those aged <4 years (OR = 3.5; 1.5–8.2).
Seropositivity to brucellosis in cattle was significantly associated
with having joint hygromas (OR = 9; 1.3–59), grazing with
small ruminants (OR = 5.8; 2.2–15.4) and transhumant herds
(OR = 11.3; 3.3–38.1). Seroprevalences of Q fever were 13.9%,
9.4% and 12.4% in cattle, sheep and goats, respectively. Sheep
from Niakaramandougou had greater odds of seropositivity
(OR = 4.2; 2–8.4) compared to Korhogo. Seroprevalence of RVF
was 3.9% in cattle, 2.4% in sheep and 0% in goats. Seropositive
ewes had greater odds (OR: 4.7; 1.02–21.3) of abortion than
seronegative ones. In cattle, short distance from the night pen to
the closest permanent water bodies was a significant protective
factor (OR = 0.13; 0.02–0.72).
Conclusion Our results provide recent epidemiological
evidence on zoonoses, to understand their occurrence and
transmission at the human and livestock interface in West Africa
and eventually on possible control options.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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based on hospital records, from 2006 to 2013 in Hamadan,
West of Iran
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Introduction and objectives Hydatidosis is a zoonotic
disease common in the Middle East countries and Eastern
Mediterranean region. Iran, classified as an endemic area for
hydatid disease according to WHO classification. In humans,
hydatidosis lead to economic losses from treatment costs and
lost wages and even death from surgery side effects in some
cases. The reservoir and intermediate hosts of Echinococcus
granulosus and human hydatidosis are more prevalent in the
Alborz and Zagros Mountains slop as two rich and good
pastures for livestock. Many cases of hydatid cysts were
operating annually in Iranian hospitals and some of them die
from surgery complications. A 7-year (2006–2013) retrospective
study was carried out to investigate the occurrence of
hydatidosis in patients at main hospitals in Hamadan Province,
Iran.
Materials and methods This study reviewed the files of
patients with hydatid cysts treated surgically in the main public
and private hospitals in Hamadan province between 2006
through 2013. The data extracted from 8 hospitals in the public
and private sectors. Demographic data, diagnostic measures
including laboratory and radiological findings, clinical
manifestations, site of the cyst, surgical approaches, and final
outcome were noted in the prepared check list and analyzed.
Results A total of 182 hydatidosis patients were diagnosed
and operated giving an average of 26 cases per year, equivalent
to approximately 15 cases per 1 000 000 people per year. High
proportion of cysts (70.9%) occurred in the liver, 24.7% in the
lung and 2.2% in both organs; and more females had higher
cysts (52%) than males (48%). Mean age of patients were
44.5 years at range of 3–91 years. The most cysts were at the
5th decade of the life. The majority the patients were illiterate
(32.2%) and residence in the rural areas (61.7%) and their
occupations were house wife (36.8%). The most of patients were
from Hamadan, and then from Malayer city. Finally, almost
90% of patients diagnosed by CT and 8% had history of
surgery for hydatid cyst.
Conclusion These findings indicate, hydatidosis is a major
health problem in this area and more extensive epidemiological
investigations of CE is necessary to better determine the
prevalence, economic impact and risk factors for the disease in
this province and other provinces of Iran as well.
Keywords Hydatidosis, surgery, hospital, Iran
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Echinococcus granulosus is the causative agent
of cystic echinococcosis (CE), a global zoonotic disease in
humans and animals. The parasite life cycle is perpetuated in the
domestic life cycle, which domestic dogs are typical definitive
hosts and humans or ungulates are intermediate hosts. In some
endemic regions, wild carnivores such as wolves play a role as
definitive hosts. Geographically, E. granulosus has a worldwide
distribution, and is found in all continents. Iran is an endemic
area for E. granulosus, and dogs act as definitive hosts.
Materials and methods From April 2013 to June 2014,
faecal samples of 167 household dogs from rural areas in
southwest Iran were collected, and processed using the flotation/
sieving technique. For isolating taeniids eggs, zinc chloride
solution with specific gravity 1.45 g/ml was used. All samples
were analyzed by multiplex PCR of mitochondrial genes for
identification of E. granulosus, Echinococcus multilocularis, and
Taenia spp.
Results Multiplex PCR revealed mono infections for
E. granulosus in 7 (4.2%) and Taenia spp. in 29 (17.4%), but
co-infections were detected with E. granulosus and Taenia spp.
in 11 (6.6%). A total 120 samples (71.9%) were negative for
both E. granulosus and Taenia spp. infections. Echinococcus
multilocularis infection was not found in any faecal samples.
Conclusions Based on obtained results, infection of owned
dogs from rural areas of southwest Iran with E. granulosus, may
be a potential source of human cystic echinococcosis in the
studied regions. Therefore, implementation of control and
prevention programs by local health centers and comprehensive
educational programs to increase public awareness, particularly
for dog owners, should be established in the area.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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The risk of transmission from rabies reservoir animals to people
prevails until to date despite the availability of potent vaccines
both for human and animal use. The most effective strategy to
control and eliminate dog related rabies in humans is to immunize dog populations at high coverage. The dynamic and semi
feral nature of dog populations in most rabies endemic areas is
one of the obstacles to achieve sufficient coverage levels. Other
major challenges are commitment of policy makers, allocation of
resources and awareness of the public.
We conducted two consecutive parenteral dog mass vaccination campaigns in Ndjamena, Chad. From October to December

2012 and during the same period in 2013 10 vaccination teams
progressed from district to district vaccinating dogs from Fridays
to Sundays each week at central locations previously identified
together with district and quarter chiefs. A poster and radio
campaign together with loudspeaker announcements in the
respective district preceded the vaccination. A Bayesian statistical
analysis was done on capture-mark-recapture data to estimate
vaccination coverage and the proportion of ownerless dogs. Dog
rabies incidence data are routinely collected at the rabies laboratory of the Institut de Recherche en Elevage pour le Developpement (IRED).
In 2012 over 18 000 dogs were vaccinated and this number
was outperformed in 2013 by vaccination of 22 300 dogs. The
overall coverage reached by the intervention was >70% in both
years. Yet, coverage percentages vary greatly from district to district reflecting the various cultural and socio-economic backgrounds of the city. Rabies incidence in dogs dropped from 0.5/
1000 June to October 2012 to 0.03/1000 for the same period in
2014.
Key to success was cooperative collaboration between the
three implicated partner institutions, a sufficient information and
communication strategy to access local leaders, careful operational planning and the motivation of staff. Future challenges for
the control program remains the lack of long term funding, the
high dog population turnover and the lack of any legislation on
dog registration and movement restriction.
Acknowledgments We are grateful to all vaccinators and
supervisors for their huge effort. We also thank all authorities
for their support and the dog owners for their participation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

4.5.2. Innovations in public health entomology
INV.4.5.2.001
Innovative vector control tools to address residual malaria
transmission, dengue fever and other vector borne diseases
S. Majambere
Vector Biology, Ifakara Health Institute and Liverpool School of Tropical
Medicine, Dar es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania

Mosquito borne diseases such as dengue and malaria are causing
an intolerable burden on human health and economy. On one
hand studies estimate that 3.9 billion people in 128 countries are
at risk of dengue fever infection. There is no specific treatment
for dengue and its prevention relies solely on effective vector
control. Dengue vectors are active indoor and outdoor and transmission of dengue fever is often increased outdoors where mosquitoes and humans spend most of their time.
On the other hand, it is estimated that 3.3 billion people are
at risk of malaria worldwide. Indoor residual spraying (IRS) of
chemical insecticides, and long-lasting insecticide treated nets
(LLINs) have greatly contributed to the decline in malaria particularly in sub-Saharan Africa where mortality rates have declined
by 54% in the last decade. However, these gains are threatened
by the now widespread development of resistance in mosquitoes
against all classes of insecticides currently used on nets and most
of those used in IRS. Another alarming challenge in malaria vector control is the increasing proportion of vectors biting outdoors. Without addressing the challenge of outdoor transmission
of malaria, it will not be possible to eliminate the disease.
Developing innovative ways of controlling mosquitoes outdoors before they enter human dwellings or bite humans outdoors will help control residual malaria transmission but also
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dengue and other vector borne diseases such as lymphatic filariasis in an integrated vector management fashion.
Potential interventions that have been proposed include larval
source management; adult mosquito contamination with biological or chemical agents which can be autodisseminated into mosquito habitats; oviposition traps for mass mosquito removal;
mosquito repellents (topical, spatial or clothing); paratransgenic
bacteria or toxic sugar baits; pheromone trapping and space
spraying to control mosquito swarms; zooprophylaxis; endectocides (Ivermectin); release of competitive sterile males or other
genetically modified mosquitoes; physical barriers and house
modification or improvement, etc.
Here we discuss potential innovative vector control strategies
that are being tested for the control of malaria, dengue and other
vector borne diseases. For these innovative tools to be implemented effectively there is a need to increase local human capacity in disease endemic countries to plan, implement and monitor
new vector control interventions.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.5.2.002
Efficacy of permethrin-impregnated clothing on knock-down
and mortality of dengue mosquito vectors
P. Kittayapong1, B. Ruangsri1, V. Intasanta2, N. Phanomkate2, N. Subjalerndee2,
A. Wilder-Smith3 and DengueTools Consortium
1
Center of Excellence for Vectors and Vector-Borne Diseases, Faculty of
Science, Mahidol University at Salaya, Nakhon Pathom, Thailand;
2
National Nanotechnology Center, National Science and Technology
Development Agency, Pathumthani, Thailand; 3Department of Public
Health and Clinical Medicine, Ume
a University, Ume
a, Sweden

Introduction As vector control for dengue has proven to be
elusive, additional methods to protect against dengue are
urgently needed. We have previously shown that pre-fabricated
clothing impregnated with permethrin in a proprietary manner
had a close to 100% 1 h knock-down and 24 h-mortality effect
on Aedes mosquito vectors. However, this effect rapidly declined
with repeated washing. Here we investigated different
impregnation techniques to assess the best method with the
lowest waning efficacy after washing.
Materials and methods School clothes were impregnated
with permethrin by two different technologies: pad-dry-cure
versus exhaustion. Impregnated products were tested for their
efficacy using laboratory-reared Aedes mosquito vectors using
WHOPES cone test, before and after 10 washes.
Results The 1 h knock down effect and 24 h mortality rate of
school clothes treated by both technologies were both found to
be 100%. However, the clothes treated by pad-dry-cure
technology could stand frequent washing better than those
treated by exhaustion technology. The decrease in efficacy of up
to about 60% of the clothes treated by pad-dry-cure technology
was observed after washing 8 times while those treated by
exhaustion technology showed decrease in knock-down effect
(67.27%) and mortality rate (74.29%) after washing only 4
times.
Conclusion The knock-down and 24 h mortality results look
very promising to support impregnated clothing as a potential
strategy to protect against day-biting Aedes mosquito vectors to
prevent dengue infections. However, rapid waning efficacy of
impregnated clothing after <10 washes suggests that
impregnation techniques for sustainable effect are sub-optimal
and hence such an approach is not recommended at this point in
time. Either new impregnation technologies will need to be
developed to overcome the waning efficacy after washing, or
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clothing such as aprons or vests will need to be employed. Since
school aprons are hanged in classrooms after daily use without
washing through out the school term, they could potentially
have a prolonged impact of permethrin on mosquito vectors (in
terms of knock-down and mortality) and eventually dengue
transmission in school.
This research was funded by the European Union 7th Framework Programme through ‘DengueTools’ and Mahidol University.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.5.2.003
The complementary advantage of combining spatial
repellent treated sisal decorative baskets with long lasting
insecticide treated nets
J M. Paliga1, M F. Maia1,2,3, M. Sikulu1,4, F O. Okumu1 and S B. Ogoma1,5
Ifakara Health Institute, Ifakara, United Republic of Tanzania;
2
Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, Swiss Tropical &
Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 3University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland; 4Berghofer Medical Research Institute, Brisbane, Qld,
Australia; 5US Army Medical Research Unit Kenya – Walter Reed
Project, Kisumu, Kenya

1

Background Spatial repellents (SRs) interfere with host
attractiveness of mosquitoes, consequently preventing bites and
may substantially reduce malaria transmission. The goal of this
study was to determine the advantage of combining
Transfluthrin treated sisal fiber decorations with long lasting
treated nets (LLINs).
Methods Efficacy of Transfluthrin treated sisal baskets
against malaria vectors that bite in the early evening before
humans are protected by LLINs was investigated in experimental
huts. The proportion of mosquitoes in experimental huts with
Transfluthrin treated sisal baskets and LLINs was compared to
huts that had LLINs only using a 3 9 3 Latin square design.
Treatments included: (i) untreated sisal baskets and LLINs, (ii)
2.5 ml Transfluthrin treated sisal baskets and LLINs and (iii)
5.0 ml Transfluthrin treated sisal baskets and LLINs. One male
volunteer was allocated to each hut to conduct human landing
catches at 1900 hours–2300 hours and retired to bed until
0600 hours. Mosquitoes were collected from exit traps, the floor
and resting surfaces inside huts.
Results Results indicate that 2.5 and 5.0 ml Transfluthrin
sisal baskets reduced the proportion of Anopheles arabiensis
mosquitoes inside huts by almost three quarters [Relative Rate
(RR): 0.26 (0.22, 0.29); z = 19.00, P < 0.000 and RR: 0.31
(0.27, 0.36); z = 16.97, P < 0.000] respectively. Both 2.5 and
5.0 ml Transfluthrin baskets treatments prevented more than
three quarters of An. arabiensis mosquitoes from biting humans
[RR: 0.17 (0.11, 0.24); z = 9.78, P < 0.000].
Conclusion This study shows that combining spatial
repellents with LLINs inside huts significantly reduces house
entry as well as biting rate of An. arabiensis. This is especially
useful where residual malaria transmission occurs in the early
evening before people go to bed and are under the protection of
LLINs. Nevertheless, there is need to conduct further studies
that determine the epidemiological impact of combining spatial
repellents with LLINs.
Disclosure There is no conflict of interest.
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O.4.5.2.004
Interactions between endosymbiotic Spiroplasma and
anopheline mosquitos
J K. Herren and S. Towett
ICIPE, Nairobi, Kenya

Endosymbiont-based strategies to block disease transmission by
vector insects have shown promise for the control of arboviral
diseases (e.g. Dengue). There is great interest in using endosymbionts to control vector borne parasites (e.g. Plasmodium), however, more research is needed to identify and study
endosymbionts that confer hosts with parasite-specific protection. One widespread endosymbiotic bacterium, Spiroplasma,
confers fly and aphid hosts with protection against a variety of
parasitic and fungal infections. Spiroplasma has previously been
identified in a number of mosquitos, including members of the
genus Anopheles, but the effects of this endosymbiont on vector
biology have not previously been investigated in detail. We
report the discovery of Spiroplasma poulsonii in a population of
Anopheles arabiensis from Kirinyaga district, Kenya. We use
confocal microscopy to demonstrate the tissue tropism of this
endosymbiotic bacterium and further investigate the implications
harboring Spiroplasma on the longevity, fecundity and other
aspects of mosquito host biology. In addition, we examine the
potential utility of this strain of Spiroplasma for Plasmodium
transmission blocking.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.5.2.005
Breeding conditions influence susceptibility to insecticides in
mosquitoes
H. Owusu and P. M€uller
Swiss TPH, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland

Background As insecticide resistance increasingly threatens
malaria control programmes, it is very important to understand
the processes and factors that interact to produce observed
insecticide resistance phenotypes. The contribution of the
environmental and breeding conditions to the susceptibility of
the mosquito has been largely ignored. In this study, we evaluate
how temperature, population density (crowding) and nutrition
during the larval stage interact to influence the susceptibility of
the adult mosquito to public health insecticides.
Methods Using a factorial experimental design, we bred
Anopheles gambiae and A. stephensi larvae under different
combinations of temperature, population density and nutrition.
Emerging adults were tested in the World Health Organization
insecticide susceptibility test against a concentration of
permethrin that would kill 50% of the mosquito population
under standard rearing conditions. Dry weights of both dead and
alive mosquitoes were measured to test the association of
mosquito body weight in susceptibility to insecticides in terms of
immediate knockdown and 24 h mortality. A dose-response
assay of mosquitoes of extreme sizes was done to evaluate the
practical implications of breeding conditions on mortality
Results Mosquitoes bred under different conditions showed
significant differences in body sizes and mortality. Dry weight
was strongly related to mortality (OR = 0.0000992, P < 0.001)
in both experiments but was not significantly associated with
time-to-knockdown. The results for the dose-response would be
ready by the time of the conference.
Conclusion The breeding conditions of mosquito larvae have
a significant impact on the dry weight as well as susceptibility

status of the adult mosquito. It is therefore important to
incorporate the size of the mosquito when studying insecticide
susceptibility in mosquitoes.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

4.5.3. Dengue and Chikungunya viral infections: a
box of surprises
INV.4.5.3.001
Chikungunya in the Americas, emergence and
dissemination
M.-C. Paty
Institut de Veille Sanitaire, Saint-Maurice, France

Chikungunya virus is a mosquito borne alphavirus, transmitted
by Aedes mosquitoes, first identified in 1952 in Tanzania. It
caused sporadic outbreaks in Africa and Asia until it re-emerged
in 2005 and caused a major epidemic in the Indian Ocean. There
are 3 genotypes – African, East Central South African (ECSA)
and Asian. The Americas had been spared by the 2005–09
chikungunya epidemics despite several imported cases. However,
due to the abundance of vectors and travel exchanges, the risk
of local transmission was considered high.
In early December 2013, evidence of local transmission came
from St Martin Island in the Caribbean, during a dengue epidemic. The virus was of the Asian genotype, related to strains
recently identified in Asia. Within 6 months it had disseminated
throughout the Caribbean. It reached the South American in
February 2014. In July 2014, 11 locally acquired cases were confirmed in Florida. In September 2014, 2 different introductions
were reported in Brazil. The Asian strain circulating in French
Guiana was identified in North Brazil and an ECSA strain was
identified in Northeast Brazil, presumably imported from
Angola. On June 2015, 18 months after the St Martin cases,
over 1 and a half million cases were identified in the Americas.
Outside the Americas, an epidemic occurred in French Polynesia in September 2014 with a strain related to the Caribbean isolate. In Europe, no local transmission originating from the
Americas occurred despite a high number of imported cases. The
only episode of local transmission, in France, was from an
imported case from Cameroon (ECSA lineage).
The emergence and dissemination of chikungunya in the
Americas was not unexpected, however several questions remain
about the factors driving them. Its rapid spread in the Americas,
the introduction of an ECSA strain in Brazil and the evidence of
a high number of imported cases world-wide, are evidence that
vector borne diseases and globalization remain high on the
agenda of public health and prevention.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.5.3.002
Distinct cytokine and chemokine patterns are generated
among patients with Chikungunya infection
B. Saha1, S. Mukhopadhyay2, G. Patra2, B. Bandyopadhyay3, A. Naskar1,
R S. Bhattacharya1, Y. Ray1, D. Gonjhu1, M K. Ghosh1 and S. Mallik1
1
Tropical Medicine, Calcutta School of Tropical Medicine, Kolkata,
India; 2Laboratory Medicine, Calcutta School of Tropical Medicine,
Kolkata, India; 3Virology Unit of Microbiology, Calcutta School of
Tropical Medicine, Kolkata, India

Introduction Chikungunya reemerged in 2005–2006 in
several parts of India and later reaching West Bengal. We
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investigated the serum levels of 7 cytokines/chemokines,
circulating immune complexes (CIC) and complement
consumption (C3) during the acute phase of Chikungunya
disease and 6 month post-infection.
Materials and method A longitudinal study was
performed at Calcutta School of Tropical Medicine, West
Bengal, India during 2013–2015. Confirmed chikungunya
patients along with patients with rheumatoid arthritis, dengue
and healthy donors were enrolled. Their profiles of clinical
disease and immune mediators were investigated.
Result In acute stage of Chikungunya the patients had
significantly higher levels of Interferon (IFN) gamma, Interleukin6(IL-6), IL-12, Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 9 (CXCL9) than
the control population (P = 0.01, P = 0.0003, P = 0.039,
P < 0.0001) and decreased levels of Regulated on Activation,
Normal T Expressed and Secreted (RANTES) (P < 0.0001). Very
high titres of C3 and CIC were also obtained (P < 0.0001,
P < 0.0001). A novel arthralgia severity marker in serum CIC of
patients with Chikungunya infection was also identified. The
39 kDa protein also had good clinical correlation and was
completely absent in healthy persons as well Dengue and
Rheumatoid arthritis patients. In contrast, acute dengue patients
had higher levels of RANTES and CXCL10 (P < 0.0001,
P < 0.0001). With disease resolution in Chikungunya patients
increased levels of RANTES along with decreased levels of IL6,
IL7, IL12, CXCL10 were obtained. The titres of CXCL9
decreased markedly (P = 0.04) in chikungunya follow-up patients.
Conclusion Distinct cytokine patterns in acute chikungunya
and post infection were obtained. CXCL9 could serve as
signature molecule for acute chikungunya infection whereas
39 kDa CIC protein could serve as novel arthralgia marker.
Additionally, contrasting cytokine and chemokine patterns were
obtained in chikungunya and dengue suggesting differential
disease manifestation in the two viral infections.
Acknowledgement The study was funded by National
Rural Health Mission, Government of West Bengal.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.5.3.003
Urbanisation in C^
ote d’Ivoire increases Aedes mosquito
hatching rate and contributes to dengue and yellow fever
outbreaks by selecting Aedes aegypti
B Z. J. Zahouli1,2,3, J. Utzinger1,2, P. M€uller1,2, M A. Adja3, Y. Tano3,4 and
G B. Koudou5,6,7
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute (Swiss TPH), Basel,
Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Unite de
Formation et de Recherche Biosciences, Universite Felix Houphou€etBoigny, Abidjan, Cote D‘Ivoire; 4Universite Nangui-Abrogoua, Abidjan,
Cote D‘Ivoire; 5Unite de Formation et de Recherche Sciences Naturelles,
Universite Nangui-Abrogoua, Abidjan, Cote D‘Ivoire; 6Centre Suisse de
Recherches Scientifiques en C^
ote d’Ivoire, Abidjan, Cote D‘Ivoire;
7
Centre for Neglected Tropical Diseases, Liverpool School of Tropical
Medicine, Liverpool, UK

Background Single and combined Aedes mosquitotransmitted outbreaks of dengue and yellow fever are repeatedly
reported in rural and urban areas of C^
ote d’Ivoire. The present
study aimed at assessing the effects of urbanisation on Aedes
mosquito egg eclosion rate and its dynamics in rural, suburban
and urban settings of C^
ote d’Ivoire.
Methods The study was conducted from January 2013 to
April 2014. Aedes spp. eggs were sampled using a standardised
World Health Organization (WHO) ovitrap method. Emerged
larvae were reared until adult stage. Eggs, larvae and adult of
Aedes spp. were identified and recorded.
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Results A total of 5146, 3796 and 3854 eggs of Aedes spp.
were collected in rural, suburban and urban areas, respectively,
providing overall respective densities of 5.72, 6.33 and 6.42 eggs/
ovitrap/week. Egg eclosion rate progressively increased from rural
(52.3%) to suburban (74.6%) and urban (89.9%) areas with
significant difference between rural and urban areas (F = 5.45;
P ˂ 0.05). The adult species density also rose from rural (2.69
Aedes/ovitrap/week) to suburban (4.07 Aedes/ovitrap/week) and
urban (5.16 Aedes/ovitrap/week) areas with significant differences
between rural and suburban areas (v2 = 11.23; P ˂ 0.001), and
between rural and urban areas (v2 = 36.97; P < 0.001). Inversely,
species diversity gradually decreased from rural (8 species) to
suburban (3 species) and urban (1 species) areas. Ae. aegypti, the
main vector of dengue and yellow fever, was the predominant
species in the urban setting (100%; n = 3098), while its
prevalence increased from rural (72.5%; n = 2421) to suburban
(88.5%; n = 2440) settings. Effectiveness of the WHO ovitrap
method for Ae. aegypti collection was three times higher in urban
compared to rural area.
Conclusions Our study reports a significant increase in
Aedes egg eclosion rate in correlation with urbanisation.
Furthermore, urbanisation also correlates with an exclusion of
the Aedes wild species to the benefice of Ae. aegypti that adapt
well its oviposition to artificial receptacles. These results open
new perspectives in dengue and yellow fever vector control and
surveillance strategies.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.5.3.004
Dengue fever outbreak in the native and expatriate
communities of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
N. Boillat-Blanco1,2,3, B. Klaassen4, L. Franco Narvaez5, Z. Mbarack6,
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L. Kaiser7 and V. D’Acremont9,10
1
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Lausanne, Switzerland; 10University of Basel, Swiss Tropical & Public
Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland

Introduction Uncontrolled urbanization and human
mobility has led to a rapid increase of dengue over the last
decade and its geographic distribution is now expanding to
Africa. We describe the epidemiology of a dengue outbreak in
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, that occurred in both native and
expatriate populations, which gives a unique opportunity to
study differences in clinical presentation.
Methods Consecutive adult patients with temperature ≥38°C
were recruited prospectively between July 2013 and 2014 in
public clinics. Several rapid and conventional diagnostic tests for
causes of fever, including dengue, were performed. Patients with
confirmed dengue (NS1 and/or IgM and/or PCR positive) were
also recruited in a private clinic. The clinical outcome of patients
was assessed by a visit/call at day 7.
Results Between July–December 2013, none of 187
Tanzanian patients had dengue, while 5% had malaria. Between
January–July 2014, 185/517 (36%) Tanzanian patients had
dengue (serotype 2 virus, genotype Cosmopolitan) and 15%
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malaria; 225 additional dengue patients were detected in a
private clinic (178 expatriates and 55 Tanzanians).
Tanzanians dengue patients (N = 232) were younger than
expatriates (N = 178; mean 33 vs. 42 years, P < 0.001), had
more often headache (93% vs. 81%, P = 0.001), rarely presented with a rash (4% vs. 48%, P < 0.001) and were more
often co-infected with malaria (5% vs. 1%, P = 0.03). Tanzanians tended to present with less warning signs (24% vs. 31%,
P = 0.08), but the same rate of severe dengue (1%). Mucosal
bleeding (5% vs. 13%, P = 0.005) was more frequent among
expatriates, while severe thrombopenia was more common
among Tanzanians (7% vs. 1%, P = 0.005). Two (1%) Tanzanians died. GPS localisation showed a concentration of Tanzanian
dengue cases in a poor and overcrowded neighbourhood while
expatriate cases came from a privileged area of the city.
Conclusions In this dengue outbreak, clinical presentation
differed between native and expatriate populations but severity
was overall similar. Although Tanzanians and expatriates
acquired dengue in different areas, they were all infected with
the same genotype that has been described in Indian Ocean
islands and Asia. This outbreak, which completely disturbed the
febrile diseases distribution, highlights the necessity of
introducing point-of-care tests other than malaria and to have
sentinel clinics with enhanced diagnostic capacities to rapidly
document the pathogen.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.5.3.005
Serotype influences on dengue severity
C R. Vicente1, K.-H. Herbinger1, G. Froeschl1 and C. Cerutti Junior2
1
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Munich, Germany; 2Social Medicine, Federal University of Espırito Santo,
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oria, Brazil

Introduction Dengue is a mosquito-borne disease caused by
a RNA virus of the Flaviviridae family, a complex with four
distinct serotypes (DENV-1 to DENV-4), capable to induce
hemorrhage and associated with epidemics of different levels of
severity. The present study evaluates the serotype influence on
dengue outcome.
Methods and material The study presents a crosssectional design, including dengue cases occurred between 2007
and 2013 in Vit
oria, Espırito Santo, Brazil, accessed through the
Information System for Notifiable Diseases.
Results The sample analyzed was 496 dengue cases, mainly
males (53.2%) witha median age of 26.3. Severe dengue affected
6.7% (n = 33) of the cases. DENV-1 was the serotype dominant
(n = 385, 77.6%), followed by DENV-4 (n = 79, 15.9%) and
DENV-2 (n = 31, 6.3%). One non-severe case caused by DENV3 (0.2%) occurred in a male. Severe dengue was more frequent
in DENV-2 cases, affecting 32.3% of them (n = 10, P < 0.01),
being rarer in DENV-1 cases, affecting only 4.7% of these cases
(n = 18, P < 0.01). Severe clinical form affected 6.3% of DENV4 cases (n = 5, P = 0.9).
Conclusion The results demonstrate a higher risk to severe
dengue in DENV-2 infection, indicating that when this serotype
is identified by surveillance, an increased number of severe
outcomes has to be expected, necessitating preparation of the
health system to allow for early diagnosis, patient follow up and
allocation of treatment resources.
Acknowledges Coordination for the Improvement of Higher
Education Personnel (CAPES – Brazil), National Counsel of
Technological and Scientific Development (CNPq – Brazil),
Excellence Centers for Exchange and Development (Exceed –
Germany).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

4.5.4. Arthropode-borne diseases
O.4.5.4.001
Seasonality of dengue epidemic potential in Europe – based
on vectorial capacity for Aedes mosquitoes
J L. Helmersson1, M. Quam1, H. Stenlund2, A. Wilder-Smith3, K. Ebi4,
E. Massad5 and J. Rocklov1
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Molecular Biology, Umea University, Umea, Sweden; 3Lee Kong Chian
School of Medicine, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore,
Singapore; 4Public Health, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA;
5
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Introduction Dengue is a mosquito-borne viral infection
that has become a major public health concern. About 390
million people are infected yearly. Increased global connectivity
and population movement as well as climate change affect the
global distribution of both dengue vectors and the virus,
facilitating the spread of dengue to new geographic areas.
Weather is an important factor determining mosquito behaviour
and effectiveness of dengue virus transmission. Dengue epidemic
potential depends on vectorial capacity of Aedes mosquitoes,
which depend on climate, such as, temperature and diurnal
temperature range. This study aims at identifying high-risk areas
and high-risk time windows in Europe based on temperature, in
order for timely vector surveillance and control.
Methods Relative vectorial capacity (rVc) was used to
estimate dengue epidemic potential. Using historical and
projected temperature data over two centuries (1901–2099) and
temperature dependent vector parameters for Aedes vectors, rVc
was calculated for 10 selected European cities from Stockholm
in the North to Malaga in the South.
Results Compared to dengue endemic areas, rVc in Europe
was lower and showed more prominent seasonality. The peak
and width of the seasonal windows in rVc were generally higher
in the South than the North. Currently, only South and CentralEast Europe and the summer season corresponds to rVc that is
over the threshold for possible dengue transmission. By the end
of this century, in the best case scenario, all the Central and
Southern European cities would be at risk for dengue
transmission during the warmer months; in the worst case
scenario, this risk would extend to Northern European to
include Stockholm if dengue vectors were established and virus
introduced.
Conclusion As travel and globalization become more
frequent channels for dengue vector and virus introduction,
Europe may face the reality of more frequent dengue outbreaks
in their warmer months. Madeira’s outbreak in 2012 underlines
this concern. The future’s high risk area and time window
depend sensitively on climate scenarios. Therefore, it is
important to emphasize climate change mitigation and enhance
vector surveillance and control in Europe.
Acknowledgement This research was funded by the
European Union 7th Framework Programme through
‘DengueTools’ (www.denguetools.net).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.4.5.4.002
NS1 rapid test for detection of dengue virus infection
B.-T. Teoh, S.-S. Sam, K.-K. Tan, J. Johari, J. Abd-Jamil and S. Abubakar
Tropical Infectious Diseases Research and Education Centre (TIDREC),
Department of Medical Microbiology, Faculty of Medicine, University of
Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Introduction Rapid diagnosis during the early phase of
dengue is crucial for prompt public health measures and proper
patient management. Dengue diagnosis as early as on day 1 of
fever is now possible with the use of the DENV non-structural
protein 1 (NS1) antigen detection. Here, we report the
performance of the dengue NS1 Ag STRIP test (Bio-Rad, France)
using actual suspected dengue patients’ samples.
Material and methods DENV NS1 antigen test was
performed using the Dengue NS1 Ag Strip following the
manufacturer’s protocol. The performance of the NS1 Ag Strip
for detection of DENV infection was evaluated and compared to
that of the quantitative reverse transcription-polymerase chain
reaction (qRT-PCR).
Results Among the primary infection samples ~95% were
positive with the NS1 Ag Strip assays and ~75% with qRT-PCR.
Whereas, among the secondary dengue samples, ~40% and 50%
of the samples tested positive by the NS1 Ag Strip and qRT PCR, respectively. Almost 80% of the samples tested negative by
qRT-PCR but positive with NS1 Ag Strip were samples obtained
after day 5 of illness onset. On the other hand, over 95.0% of
the samples tested positive by qRT-PCR but negative by NS1 Ag
Strip were from secondary dengue samples.
Conclusion The NS1 Ag STRIP test is sensitive to detect
acute DENV infection. NS1 negative results, however, should be
cautiously interpreted especially in dengue hyperendemic regions
where the prevalence of secondary DENV infection is high.
Molecular test is needed to complement the NS1 test for more
conclusive dengue diagnosis.
Disclosure This research was funded by the European Union
7th Framework Programme through ‘DengueTools’
(www.denguetools.net).
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Background There is an urgent need to enhance our
armamentarium to prevent dengue infections in children. Since
dengue vectors (Aedes mosquitoes) are active mainly during the
day, a potential target for control should be schools where
children spend a considerable amount of their day. School
uniforms are the cultural norm in most developing countries,
worn throughout the day. We hypothesized that insecticidetreated school uniforms will reduce the incidence of dengue
infection in school-aged children. Our objective was to
determine the impact of impregnated school uniforms on dengue
incidence.
Methods A randomised controlled trial was conducted in 10
schools in eastern Thailand in 2012. Pre-fabricated school
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uniforms were commercially treated to ensure consistent high
quality of insecticide impregnation with permethrin. The 1-hknock-down effect and 24 h mortality of Aedes mosquitoes by
the impregnated cloth was tested at baseline and then once per
month using WHOPES cone test. Blood samples were taken at
baseline and at the end of the school-term for the
hemagglutination-inhibition assay to identify serologically
confirmed dengue infections during the study period. Students
were randomized into intervention schools (all students wearing
impregnated uniforms) versus control schools (uniforms had the
same appearance and odor, but were not impregnated).
Results A total of 1808 students in 10 schools were
enrolled, mean age 10.07 years. Of these, 1651 had paired
blood samples taken, which showed an incidence of new
dengue infection of 3.3 % over the school term (5 months).
There was no difference in the incidence of dengue infections
in intervention versus control schools. Both the knock-down
and mortality at baseline were close to 100%, but rapidly
waned after only 8 washes to 20% e.g. after only 1 month of
wearing the uniform.
Conclusion Although the results of mosquitoes’ knock-down
and mortality of impregnated schools looked very promising, we
did not see a protective effect of impregnated uniforms on
reducing dengue infections in this school-based trial. The most
likely reason for the apparent failure was the rapid waning
efficacy of impregnation after washing. New technologies need
to be developed to overcome rapid waning efficacy of
impregnated clothing.
Disclosure This research was funded by the European
Commission 7th Framework and was conducted by
‘DengueTools’ partners.

O.4.5.4.004
Household-related risk factors of tungiasis and severe
disease in Kilifi County, Kenya
S. Wiese1, H. Feldmeier1, L. Elson2, P S. Larson3,4 and B. Mambo5
1
Institute of Microbiology and Hygiene, Charite University Medicine
Berlin, Campus Benjamin Franklin, Berlin, Germany; 2Wajimida Jigger
Campaign, Watamu, Kenya; 3Institute of Tropical Medicine, Nagasaki
University, Nagasaki, Japan; 4University of Michigan School of Natural
Resources and Environment, Ann Arbor, MI, USA; 5Kilifi County
Hospital, Mombasa, Kenya

Tungiasis is a neglected tropical skin disease caused by female
sand fleas (Tunga penetrans). The disease is common among
impoverished communities in South America, the Caribbean and
sub-Saharan Africa and is associated with important morbidity.
Tungiasis is endemic along the Coast of Kenya with a prevalence
ranging from 11% to 50% in nursery and lower primary school.
This research intends to reveal behavioral and environmental risk
factors of tungiasis in rural Kenya.
In a cross-sectional study we investigated 1086 individuals
from 233 households in 8 villages located in Kakuyuni and
Malanga Sub-locations, Kilifi County, on the Kenyan Coast.
Study participants were examined clinically and established
severity scores for acute and chronic tungiasis were calculated.
Risk factors were assessed using a structured questionnaire and
household GPS locations were recorded. Data were analyzed
using regression analysis and spatial methods.
The overall prevalence of tungiasis was 25.0%. In 42.5 % of
the households at least one individual had tungiasis. Bivariate
analysis showed that the occurrence of tungiasis was significantly
related to the number of people per sleeping room (OR = 4.17;
95 % CI 1.56–11.14), presence of sandy/dusty floors
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(OR = 1.81; 95 % CI 1.01–3.24), low level of school education
(OR = 3.40; 95 % CI 1.51–7.65) and a low frequency of washing (OR = 3.00; 95 % CI 1.41–6.39). The odds of having tungiasis was inversely associated with socio-economic status. Using
a selection procedure, a multivariate model included only sandy
floors (OR = 10.43; 95 % CI 1.54–70.43) and male sex
(OR = 2.48; 95 % CI 1.59–72.33).
The results show that in rural Kenya tungiasis is associated
with important morbidity and is poverty-related. Future domiciliary transmission is very likely.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.5.4.005
Topically applied dimeticones are highly effective against
embedded sand fleas (T. penetrans)
H. Feldmeier1, M. Thielecke1, P. Nordin2, N. Ngomi3 and G. Mukone4
Institute of Microbiology and Hygiene, Charite University Medicine
Berlin, Campus Benjamin Franklin, Berlin, Germany; 2Skaraborg Institute
of Research and Development, Sk€
ovde, Sweden; 3African Population and
Health Research Center, Nairobi, Kenya; 4Ministry of Health, Uganda,
Kampala, Uganda
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Tungiasis (sand flea disease) is a neglected tropical disease associated with debilitating acute and mutilating chronic morbidity.
Since there is no effective treatment at hand, patients in the
endemic areas attempt to remove embedded sand fleas with nonsterile sharp instruments, such as safety pins, needles or thorns –
a hazardous procedure in itself.
In a randomized-controlled trial in rural Kenya, the efficacy of
the topical application of a mixture of two dimeticones of low
viscosity on embedded sand fleas was compared to bathing the
feet in 0.05% KMnO4 (the government-approved treatment in
Kenya). The viability of the embedded parasites was assessed by
a handheld digital video microscope and the degree of inflammation was determined by means of an inflammation score. In a
second clinical trial, a targeted application of the dimeticone (i.
e. placing a few drops onto the rear cone of the parasite) was
compared to wetting the whole foot.
In the first study, in the dimeticone group, 78% (95% CI 67–
86%) of the embedded sand fleas lost all viability signs within
seven days. In the KMnO4 group viability signs disappeared in
39% (95% CI 28–52%; P = <0.001). The inflammation score
decreased from 6 to 4.7 points in the dimeticone group
(P < 0.001), but remained unchanged in the KMnO4 group (4.5
vs. 5 points). The targeted treatment increased the efficacy of the
dimeticone treatment by 10.2% (95% CI 7–14%) and simultaneously minimized the necessary volume of the dimeticone to a
few drops.
It is concluded that the topical application of appropriate
dimeticones effectively kills embedded sand fleas. As soon as the
parasites are dead, tungiasis-associated inflammation regresses
and the healing process begins. In view of the high efficacy and
safety of dimeticone, the hazardous extraction of embedded sand
fleas with sharp instruments is no longer warranted.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.4.5.4.006
Efficacy of deltamethrin applied as ULV- and thermal
aerosols for control of Aedes albopictus in Nice, France
S C. Boubidi1, D. Roiz2, M. Rossignol2, R. Benoit1, M. Raselli1, C. Tizon1,
B. Cadiou1, R. Tounsi1, C. Lagneau1, F. Chandre2, D. Fontenille3 and P. Reiter4
1
EID Mediterranee, Montpellier, France; 2MIVEGEC, Institut de
Recherche pour le Developpement, Montpellier, France; 3Pasteur Institute
of Cambodia, Phnom Penh, Cambodia; 4Unite Insecte et Maladies
Infectieuses, Institut Pasteur, Paris, France

Introduction Insecticidal aerosols dispensed from vehiclemounted cold-foggers (ULV) or hand-held thermal-foggers are
considered the methods of choice for control of Aedes aegypti
and Ae. albopictus during outbreaks of dengue and
chikungunya. Nevertheless, their effectiveness has been poorly
studied, particularly in Europe.
Methods We used two techniques – ovitraps baited with hay
infusion and ‘B-G Sentinel’ adult traps – to monitor
Ae. albopictus populations on a 24-h cycle in three residential
areas in Nice, France. The impact of deltamethrin applied from
vehicle-mounted ULV fogging-machines was assessed by
comparing trap results in treated versus untreated areas for
5 days before and 5 days after treatment. Four trials were
conducted at the maximum permitted application rate (1gm/ha)
and two (on a much smaller scale) with hand-held thermal
foggers.
Results Susceptibility to the insecticide was high: LD50 and
LD95 for females were 0.0131 ng/mg and 0.0469 ng/mg – yet
there was no discernable change in oviposition rate or in catch
of adult female mosquitoes, nor was there any change in their
physiological stage (parous versus nulliparous). Curiously,
however, there was a marked reduction in adult males. Handheld thermal foggers were much more effective, with more than
90% reduction of both males and females.
Conclusions We believe that direct monitoring of the wild
population gives a more realistic assessment of treatment impact
than the widely used approach with caged mosquitoes. By these
measures, thermal fogging is clearly more effective than ULV
treatments although much more labor-intensive.
Acknowledgment This research was funded by the
European Union 7th Framework Programme through
‘DengueTools’ (www.denguetools.net).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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4.6.1. Clinical challenges in global health and
patient management in health facilities with
limited resources

O.4.6.1.003
Bloodstream bacterial infection among outpatient children
with acute febrile illness in North-Eastern Tanzania

O.4.6.1.002
Development of guidance for the diagnostic management of
patients with neurological disorders in hospitals in
Bandundu, Democratic Republic of the Congo, with a focus
on not-to-miss infections of the central nervous system
E. Bottieau1, D. Mukendi2, K. Verdonck1, C. Yansouni3, T. Kayembe4,
S. Burza1,5, A. Mpanya6, J.-R. Kalo2, B. Barbe1, C. Schurmans1, P. B€uscher1,
R. Ravinetto1, A. Winkler7, J. Menten1, H. van Loen1, J. Jacobs1, P. Lutumba2,
M. Boelaert1 and F. Chappuis8
1
Institute of Tropical Medicine Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium; 2Institut
National de Recherche Biomedicale, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic
of the Congo; 3McGill University Health Centre, Montreal, QC, Canada;
4
Universite de Kinshasa, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the
Congo; 5London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK;
6
Programme National de Lutte contre la Trypanosomiase Humaine
Africaine (PNLTHA), Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo;
7
Technische Universit€
at M€
unchen, M€
unchen, Germany; 8University of
Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland

Introduction In Bandundu province in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DRC), infections of the central nervous
system (CNS) still cause considerable morbidity and mortality.
NIDIAG is a European Union-funded research project that aims
at improving diagnostic approaches in settings where neglected
infectious diseases are frequent. We report on the development
of diagnostic guidelines for neurological disorders.
Methods and materials The diagnostic guidelines are
based on evidence from two previous NIDIAG studies conducted
in Bandundu: a diagnostic study of 352 patients with
neurological disorders and a qualitative study on knowledge,
attitudes and practices of local clinicians. The guidelines were
developed during a 3-day workshop in which Congolese and
foreign experts in clinical tropical medicine and diagnostic
research participated.
Results Acknowledging gaps in knowledge and aiming for
ease of use by a broad range of health workers, the workshop
participants decided to make flexible guidelines rather than rigid
dichotomous algorithms. They chose to represent likelihood
ratios (LR) qualitatively without asking guideline users to
calculate odds. It was considered important to include all not-tomiss CNS infections in one tool. The tool targets adults and
children >5 years with a broad set of symptoms and signs, i.e.
altered consciousness, severe increasing headache, sleeping
abnormalities, new onset convulsions or focal neurological
deficit. The guidance consists of two parts: initial diagnostic
workup and diagnostic panorama. Each part can be printed as a
poster or on A4 format so that it fits in patient files.
1 The recommended workup consists of three rapid diagnostic
tests (RDT for HIV, malaria, sleeping sickness) and a general
clinical and neurological exam. This should be done systematically and immediately. In some cases, based on clinical/RDT
criteria, lumbar puncture is recommended.
2 The diagnostic panorama lists 8 severe and treatable infectious
diseases that cause neurological problems in Bandundu. The
most important (LR ≥ 5) clinical and lab arguments in favour
and against each diagnosis are given. Rather than specifying a
discrete final diagnosis, this format provides a visual representation of how likely or unlikely alternatives are.
Conclusions Evidence-based guidance is now available for the
diagnosis of not-to-miss infections of the CNS in hospitals in
Bandundu. The operational effectiveness is currently under evaluation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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1
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Introduction Fever is a common clinical symptom in
children attending hospital outpatient clinics in rural Tanzania,
yet there is still a paucity of data on the burden of bloodstream
bacterial infection among these patients.
Methods The present study was conducted at Korogwe
District Hospital in north-eastern Tanzania. Patients aged
between 2 and 59 months with a history of fever or measured
axillary temperature ≥37.5°C attending the outpatient clinic
were screened for enrollment into the study. Blood culturing was
performed using the BACTEC 9050â system. A biochemical
analytical profile index and serological tests were used for
identification and confirmation of bacterial isolates. In vitro
antimicrobial susceptibility testing was performed using the
Kirby-Bauer disc diffusion method. The identification of
Plasmodium falciparum malaria was performed by microscopy
with Giemsa-stained blood films.
Results A total of 808 blood cultures were collected between
January and October 2013. Bacterial growth was observed in
62/808 (7.7%) of the cultured samples. Pathogenic bacteria were
identified in 26/808 (3.2%) cultures and the remaining 36/62
(58.1%) were classified as contaminants. Salmonella typhi was
the predominant bacterial isolate detected in 17/26 (65.4%)
patients of which 16/17 (94.1%) were from patients above
12 months of age. Streptococcus pneumoniae was the second
leading bacterial isolate detected in 4/26 (15.4%) patients. A
high proportion of Salmonella typhi 11/17 (64.7%) was isolated
during the rainy season. Salmonella typhi isolates were
susceptible to ciprofloxacin (n = 17/17, 100%) and ceftriaxone
(n = 13/17, 76.5%) but resistant to chloramphenicol (n = 15/17,
88.2%). Plasmodium falciparum malaria was identified in 69/
808 (8.5%) patients, none of whom had bacterial infection.
Conclusion Bloodstream bacterial infection was not found to
be a common cause of fever in outpatient children; and
Salmonella typhi was the predominant isolate. This study
highlights the need for rational use of antimicrobial prescription
in febrile paediatric outpatients presenting at healthcare facilities
in rural Tanzania.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Application of the Luminex xTAG gastrointestinal pathogen
panel for the detection of gastrointestinal pathogens in a
rural African setting
D. Eibach1, R. Krumkamp1,2, A. Hahn1,2, N. Sarpong3, Y. Adu-Sarkodie4,
A. Leva5, J. Adlkofer1, M. Panning5, J. May1,2 and E. Tannich1,2
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Medicine; Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology,
Kumasi, Ghana; 5Institute for Virology, University Medical Center,
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Background Despite high morbidity and mortality, the
laboratory diagnosis of gastrointestinal infections is largely
neglected in tropical African settings. While multiplex PCR
assays are increasingly used in industrialized countries, their
rational use for patients with high numbers of different cocirculating pathogens has not yet been evaluated. This study
aims to apply the Luminex multiplex PCR assay for the
diagnosis of gastrointestinal pathogens in rural Ghana to
evaluate its usefulness as a routine method.
Methods A case-control study was conducted at the
Outpatients Department of the Agogo Presbyterian Hospital in
Ghana. Stool samples were collected from children below
6 years of age with (cases) and without (controls) diarrhoea.
Samples were screened for 15 different diarrhoeal pathogens by
the Luminex xTAG GPP assay. Associations between diarrhoea
and gastrointestinal infections and fractions attributable to
diarrhoea (AF) were determined by performing age adjusted
logistic regressions.
Results The Luminex PCR assay identified organisms in
96.6% (n = 428) of 443 cases and in 92.5% (n = 221) of 239
selected controls. A mean of 2.5 (SD: 1.3) and 2.3 (SD: 1.3)
organisms were detected in cases and controls respectively. An
association with diarrhoea was found for rotavirus [adjusted
odds ratio (aOR) 7.2; 95% CI 2.9–18.1], norovirus (aOR 2.7;
95% CI 1.4–5.3) and Shigella spp. (aOR 1.7; 95% CI 1.2–2.4)
with respective AFs of 12.5% (95% CI: 9.6–15.3), 7.9% (95%
CI: 3.8–11.7) and 16.9% (95% CI: 6.9–25.9).
Conclusion The high proportion of positive stool samples
with a high number of co-infections in cases and controls
suggests a substantial amount of transient or colonizing
microorganisms in the study population. Therefore, the
application of a multiplex PCR assays might reveal frequently
positive results, which do not necessarily implicate treatment.
The use of sequential diagnostic algorithms with pathogen
specific or quantitative PCRs might be more appropriate for
diagnosing gastrointestinal infections in tropical settings.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Characterising the health facility infrastructure in countries
with endemic sleeping sickness for effective targeting of
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Human African Trypanosomiasis (HAT) is a highly debilitating
vector born disease that is endemic in a number of sub-Saharan
African countries. It is important to identify cases early in infection when clinical signs can be mild but the highly toxic and
onerous treatment makes it vital to obtain the correct diagnosis.

Being forced to travel long distances can form a barrier to
reporting and diagnosis, whilst poorly targeted resources can
result in an infrastructure that is difficult to maintain and support. Therefore, in order to correctly target HAT diagnostics, it
is necessary to have up to date information on the location and
capacity of diagnostic facilities.
To collect these data, we worked with HAT control programmes in 8 African nations to compile databases of health
infrastructure in their HAT foci. Data collected include the location, equipment and staffing resources and history of diagnosing
HAT cases. In most countries these data were collected by
ground surveys.
All facilities in foci in Uganda, Tanzania, Nigeria and Guinea
have been characterised, whilst in South Sudan, Chad and the
DRC, the foci with the greatest prevalence have been characterised. These countries account for 93% of gambiense sleeping
sickness cases and 91% of rhodesiense sleeping sickness cases. In
these countries, detailed data have been collected on 4803 facilities. The data have been used to inform HAT elimination programs in all countries except Tanzania. These programs have
involved the delivery of enhanced diagnostics in an integrated
hierarchical structure in the passive surveillance systems. As part
of these programs, 1310 facilities have been equipped with new
rapid diagnostic tests, 53 with new fluorescence microscopes and
13 large facilities with loop mediated isothermal amplification of
DNA (LAMP) incubators. This required the selection of appropriate facilities for improvement of diagnostics to ensure full
coverage of the population at risk and on-going monitoring of
diagnostic activities at the facilities. The data have also being
analysed to identify gaps in the surveillance infrastructure.
By improving HAT screening infrastructure in all levels of
health systems, new cases have been identified through enhanced
passive surveillance in participating countries. Crucial to this
surveillance model is the detailed characterisation of health facilities. These data are owned by the countries and so can be used
for many other aspects of healthcare provision.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

4.6.2. Medical and public health education in
Africa
O.4.6.2.003
What are the mutual benefits for universities participating
in teaching networks?
B. Peterhans1,2, P. Grys3, N. Casamitjana4, L. Gerstel5 and tropEd Network
1
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4
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5
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Brief introduction tropEd is a worldwide network for
education in global and international public health, especially at
Master’s level training: Since its inception in 1995 it has grown
to an association of more than 30 universities and research
institutions in Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe and South
America. Whereas its impact on the quality assurance of
teaching at European universities and on career development of
fellows could be shown in several studies, the outcomes in terms
of quality enhancement at African universities is at least not
evident. At the same time not much is known about mutual
benefits for partners from North and South as a result of real
partnership in teaching and learning approaches.
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Methods and materials Interviews with representatives of
two African partner universities, having been member of the
network, but dropped out for several reasons, will be held. In
addition, representatives of African universities which are not
member but expressed their interest in joining will be
interviewed to get more insight into the opinions of African
universities in the field of quality assurance in teaching. Regional
networks like ASPHA (Association of Schools of Public Health
in Africa) will be approached for interviews.
Results This study is still ongoing. One of the expected
results is to define strategies, how a longtime existing teaching
network can effectively support public health studies at
Northern and Southern universities in building up capacities for
high quality teaching at Master’s level.
Conclusions Following a partnership approach it is expected
that partners can learn from each other, no matter on which
continent they are located. A better knowledge about the
demands of possible African partners and the opinions of
Northern partners is expected, which would have also an impact
on the design and content of programmes of network partners
and the future strategies to support both sides in teaching of
public health programmes.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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N G. Schwarz1, S. Gitta2, A. Briet3 and E. Rutebemberwa2
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Kampala, Uganda; 3Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basle,
Switzerland

1

Aim APARET supported African researchers to initiate and
implement their own research initiatives with own funding.
Target group Graduates of Field Epidemiology (and
Laboratory) Training Programmes – FE(L)TP- in Africa.
Training structure APARET workshops were a two-week
initiation workshop on research funding, proposal writing,
ethical issues; a one-week project management workshop and a
final seminar, attached to an international conference. Mentors
from European African and American institutions supported the
APARET fellows.
Core objectives for the fellow A core part of the
fellowship was the development of an epidemiological research
project assessed and funded by APARET (with around 5000
USD) and the application for a major research grant.
Outcome EU-funding covered 3 successive cohorts of 8
fellows. Of 24 fellows, 23 successfully completed APARET and
were awarded a certificate. While APARET funded projects were
all implemented, most major grant applications were rejected.
Smaller external funding was e.g. acquired for research on
bovine tuberculosis or cervix cancer. One fellow acquired a
grant of >70.000 € for a project on rotavirus vaccination and
was later appointed principal investigator for a National
rotavirus vaccination assessment project. Other fellows became
FETP programme leader or epidemic preparedness trainers.
Conclusions from our experience APARET fellows
work on their own projects and thus identify with activities of
the learning process, more than in an artificial exercise. As an
individualised postgraduate-level training programme APARET
needs high resources. For a successful fellowship the selection of
good fellows, strong mentorship and strong support of the host
institute are crucial.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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A public health laboratory for global capacity building in
sub-Saharan Africa
S. M. Ali1, S. M. Ame1, Y. M. Al-Sawafy2, A. Carozzi3, M. Albonico3,
M. S. Jiddawi4, J. Taib4 and L. Savioli1
1
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Foundation, Milan, Italy; 4Ministry of Health, Zanzibar, United Republic
of Tanzania

Introduction The Public Health Laboratory Ivo de Carneri
(PHL-IdC) located in Pemba Island, Zanzibar, is a partnership
between the Ministry of Health Zanzibar and the Ivo de Carneri
Foundation. The PHL-IdC is WHO Collaborating Centre for
Neglected Tropical Diseases and collaborates with national and
international institutions to implement public health
interventions, educational programmes and research projects to
assess, monitor and evaluate national and global strategies for
disease surveillance and control.
Methods and results Since 2005 the PHL-IdC is
implementing capacity building of local and international health
staff. 50 PHL-IdC employees receive on-the-job training by
senior staff and international experts. Students from the College
of Health Science, Zanzibar, and PhD and MSc students from
other Universities are hosted every year for internship. Through
PHL-IdC, local staff has been sent to East African Universities
for further training on: PhD (1), MSc (4), BSc (1), MD (1),
Diploma (2), Certificate (1). About 400 peripheral health staff
were trained on data management, computer science and basic
epidemiology through the Health Management Information
System. Selected staff received yearly residential training for
ultrasound and are referral personnel for this diagnosis in
Zanzibar. 30 Programme managers from sub-Saharan African
(SSA) countries benefited from NTD training under the
leadership of WHO. The 7 editions of the training on Global
Health Priorities in SSA, now part of the Italian Master in
Tropical Medicine and Global Health, and the 2 editions of the
‘East Africa DTM&H’ in collaboration with the London School
of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, were attended by 120 and 40
health operators, respectively, from SSA and European countries.
Conclusions A training centre of international standard in
SSA is an asset for sharing knowledge between experts from SSA
and developed countries. The benefits of the capacity building in
this setting are threefold:
1 allow on the job training of local staff who continues to work
in an efficient infrastructure for the health of the Zanzibar
community;
2 serve as a SSA centre in which international training courses
are carried out at affordable cost and permits African researchers to meet their training needs without seeking alternatives
overseas;
3 offer the opportunity to expatriates health providers to be
trained in an tropical disease endemic setting facing unique
public health challenges.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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TRACK 5: Methodology/Approaches: Innovation –
Validation – Application
5.1.1. Molecular approaches for health
O.5.1.1.002
A multi-protein complex between the GPI-anchored CyRPA
with PfRH5 and PfRipr is crucial for Plasmodium falciparum
erythrocyte invasion
E. Amlabu1,2, K S. Reddy2, A K. Pandey2, P. Mitra2, V S. Chauhan2 and
D. Gaur2,3
1
Biochemistry, Kogi State University, Anyigba, Nigeria; 2ICGEB, New
Delhi, India; 3Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India

Erythrocyte invasion by Plasmodium falciparum merozoites is a
highly intricate process in which PfRH5 is an indispensable
parasite ligand that binds with its erythrocyte receptor, Basigin.
PfRH5 is a leading blood-stage vaccine candidate as it exhibits
limited polymorphisms and elicits potent strain-transcending
parasite neutralising antibodies. However, the mechanism by
which it is anchored to the merozoite surface remains unknown
as both PfRH5 and its interacting partner (PfRipr) lack transmembrane domains and GPI-anchors. Here, we have identified
a novel conserved GPI-linked parasite protein, Cysteine-rich
protective antigen (CyRPA) as an interacting partner of PfRH5PfRipr that tethers the PfRH5-PfRipr-CyRPA multi-protein
complex on the merozoite surface. CyRPA was demonstrated to
be GPI-linked, localized in the micronemes and essential for
erythrocyte invasion. Specific antibodies against the three proteins successfully detected the intact complex in the parasite
and co-immunoprecipitated the three interacting partners.
Importantly, full-length CyRPA antibodies displayed potent
strain-transcending invasion inhibition as observed for PfRH5.
CyRPA does not bind with erythrocytes suggesting that its parasite neutralising antibodies likely block its critical interaction
with PfRH5-PfRipr leading to a blockade of erythrocyte invasion. Further, CyRPA and PfRH5 antibody combinations produced synergistic invasion inhibition suggesting that
simultaneous blockade of the PfRH5-Basigin and PfRH5PfRipr-CyRPA interactions produced an enhanced inhibitory
effect. Our discovery of the critical interactions between
PfRH5, PfRipr with the GPI-anchored CyRPA clearly defines
the components of the essential PfRH5 adhesion complex for
P. falciparum erythrocyte invasion and offers it as a novel
potent target for anti-malarial strategies that could abrogate
formation of the crucial multi-protein complex.
Keywords Malaria, Erythrocyte Invasion, Protein-Protein
interactions, Blood-stage vaccines, PfRH5
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.1.1.003
Assessing the var gene expression of CIDRa1-subtypes
associated with EPCR-binding in Plasmodium falciparum
parasites isolated from hospitalized Tanzanian children with
severe malaria
S I. Mkumbaye1,2,3,4
Biochemistry and MolecularBbiology, Kilimamnjaro Christian Medical
University College and Kilimanjaro Clinical Research Institute, MoshiKilimanjaro, United Republic of Tanzania; 2Department of International
Health, Immunology & Microbiology, Centre for Medical Parasitology,
University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark; 3Department of
Infectious Diseases, Rigshospitalet, Centre for Medical Parasitology,
University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark; 4National Institute of
Medical Research, Tanga Centre, Tanga, United Republic of Tanzania
1

Introduction Severe malaria syndromes are precipitated by
Plasmodium falciparum parasites binding to endothelial
receptors on the vascular lining. This binding is mediated by the
highly variant P. falciparum erythrocyte membrane protein 1
(PfEMP1) family. We have previously identified a subset of
PfEMP1 associated with severe malaria1 and found that the
receptor for these PfEMP1 variants is Endothelial Protein C
Receptor (EPCR). The binding is mediated through the aminoterminal cysteine-rich interdomain region (CIDRa1) of Domain
Cassette 8 (DC8) and group A PfEMP1 subfamilies. However, it
is still unresolved if particular variants confer particular/
expressed during severe malaria.
Method In this study parasitized blood samples were
collected from hospitalized Tanzanian children presented with
severe malaria syndromes. The isolated parasites were cultured,
purified and tested for their ability to bind EPCR on petri dishes.
PfEMP1 var genes expression was tested by quantitative PCR
using specific primers targeting CIDRa1 subtypes and assessed
for interplay between CIDRa1 variants expression and parasites
binding phenotypes.
Results Of 248 isolated parasites, only 122 parasites were able
to be cultured and 50 parasites grew sufficiently for binding assay,
and only about 30% bound rEPCR. From designed primers to
amplify all known CIDRa1-subtypes associated with EPCR
binding: CIDRa1 subtypes of group A (DC13) and subtypes of
group B/A (DC8) show high transcript levels among children with
severe anemia, hyperlactate, prostration and cerebral malaria:
Though there were very high CIDRa1 transcript levels in some
isolated parasites that did not bind EPCR.
Conclusion 30% of isolated and cultured parasites from
hospitalized children bound to rEPCR in our assay and showed
very high transcript levels of CIDRa1, both of DC8 and group A
var genes. However, the CIDRa1 transcript levels were also very
high in some parasite isolates that did not bind EPCR but with
manifestations of severe malaria syndromes. Hence, it seems that
the static petri dish assay used is not optimized to define the
EPCR phenotype of patient isolates, though, transcript levels
were measured at diagnosis and parasites were cultured for up
to three cycles before assay; maybe petri dish binding assay alter
the parasites binding phenotypes. Thus antibodies obtained to
future CIDRa1 vaccine candidates may be tested in this assay,
bearing in mind the limitations of the number of working assays.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.5.1.1.004
A hybridization-based enrichment strategy to increase the
accuracy of next generation sequencing in phylogenetic
analysis of dengue viruses in Sri Lanka
A. Uehara1, U S. Kamaraj1, H A. Tissera2, A. Amarasinghe2, P. Palihawadana2,
S. Gunasena3, X M. Ong1, S. Howe1, A D. Desilva4, A. Wilder-Smith5,
D J. Gubler6,7 and O M. Sessions6
1
Duke-NUS Graduate Medical School, Singapore, Singapore;
2
Epidemiology Unit, Ministry of Health, Colombo, Sri Lanka; 3Medical
Research Unit, Colombo, Sri Lanka; 4Genentech Research Institute,
Colombo, Sri Lanka; 5Umea University, Umea, Sweden; 6Emerging
Infectious Diseases, Duke-NUS Graduate Medical School, Singapore,
Singapore; 7Duke Global Health Institute, Durham, NC, USA

Introduction Sri Lanka has experienced confirmed dengue
outbreaks since the 1960s although severe dengue disease (DHF/
DSS) didn’t appear until 1989. Since then, cyclical outbreaks
associated with severe disease have occurred throughout the
island. The most recent epidemic began in 2009 with the
apparent introduction of a new genotype of DENV-1. To better
understand the mechanisms underlying the persistence of this
ongoing epidemic, a longitudinal study was conducted in
hospitals in the Colombo district from April 2012 to March
2014. In order to glean as much information as possible about
the viral genetics from this large cohort, we developed a novel
Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) platform that can function
without any a priori knowledge of the target dengue genome.
Methods The principle problem encountered when employing
NGS directly on patient samples is the high ratio of host to viral
RNA. To compensate for this, we developed a hybridizationbased enrichment strategy consisting of DENV-specific 120nt,
biotinylated oligodeoxynucleotides to capture DENV genomic
material from an NGS library prepared directly from patient
sera.
Results The strategy developed here allowed us to enrich
DENV genomic material over 5000 fold relative to unenriched
material. Full genome data and phylogenetic analysis indicate
that the DENV-1 are predominantly genotype 1 although a
smaller number of genotype 5 isolates was also identified.
Conclusion The platform developed for this study has the
inherent ability to capture all four serotypes of DENV and can
significantly increase the virus to host RNA ratio. The principle
driver of the current dengue epidemic in Sri Lanka is the same
DENV-1 genotype that has been in circulation since 2009.
This research was funded by the Singapore Infectious Disease
Initiative (SIDI/2013/012) and the European Union 7th Framework Programme through ‘DengueTools’. (www.denguetools.net).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.1.1.005
Protein transport mechanisms in Plasmodium falciparum as
novel anti-malarial drug targets
K. Rawat1, K M. Kibria1, M. Panchal1, J B. Dacks2, A. Mohmmed1, R. Tuteja1
and P. Malhotra1
1
Malaria Laboratory, ICGEB, New Delhi, India; 2Department of Cell
Biology, University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada

Brief introduction Plasmodium falciparum, a human
malaria parasite, displays sophisticated protein secretion
mechanisms modulating host cell invasion and remodelling.
Central to these complex pathways are signal recognition
particle (SRP), a chaperone involved in translocation of secretory
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proteins to the endoplasmic reticulum and adaptor protein
complex-1 (AP-1) which targets proteins beyond the ER. Using
transgenic approaches we characterized components of SRP and
adaptor protein mu-1 (Pf-l1) and studied their localisation,
protein interactions and inhibitors based studies in in-vitro
cultured parasite.
Methods and materials We employed molecular biology
tools for cloning these genes into expression vectors, generating
GFP expressing lines along with cell culture techniques and
super-resolution microscopy. We generated anti-sera against
these proteins in rabbit, mice and rat and carried out ELISA
based interaction studies and confirmed these results using
bacterial two hybrid system and co-immunoprecipitation
techniques.
Results The study revealed nucleo-cytoplasmic shuttling for
SRP polypeptides followed by their transport to ER membrane,
establishing them as the key targeting chaperone for introducing
proteins into early secretory pathway, whereas, adaptor protein
(Pf-l1) showed Golgi/ER localization. Co-localization studies
showed considerable overlap of Pf-l1 with rhoptry proteins
RAP1 and Clag3.1 suggesting involvement of Pf-l1 in rhoptry
targeting of proteins. Treatment of Pf-u1 transgenic parasites
with Brefeldin-A and AlF4 altered the localization of Golgiassociated Pf-l1 indicating its role in post-ER targeting.
However hand, treatment of PfSRP transgenic parasites with
ivermectin, an inhibitor of nucleo-cytosolic import/export
confined its localisation to cytosol resulting in death of parasites.
Conclusions These findings provide significant insights into
dynamic structure of P. falciparum SRP and AP-complex and
use of these protein transport mechanisms as future anti-malarial
drug targets. Together, these results help us to fill the loopholes
in building up the roadmap of protein transport in
P. falciparum.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

5.2.1. How to bridge between health systems
researchers and practitioners in the field of
international health cooperation
O.5.2.1.001
Challenges and solutions in collaboration between nongovernmental implementing organizations and local
research institutions in developing countries
J. Perkins, C. Capello and C. Santarelli
Enfants du Monde, Geneva, Switzerland

Introduction The non-governmental organization (NGO)
Enfants du Monde (EdM) supports Ministries of Health (MoH)
and NGOs to operationalize the World Health Organization’s
(WHO) framework for Working with Individuals, Families and
Communities (IFC) to improve maternal and newborn health in
several countries. Conducting research is a priority in order to
generate evidence for advocacy and programme fine-tuning. In
2014, EdM and its partners collaborated with local research
organizations (ROs)/researchers in Bangladesh, Burkina Faso and
Haiti to conduct baseline studies within this context.
Methods Studies employed a rigorous mixed-methods
approach. With technical support from WHO and the University
of Geneva (UNIGE), EdM drafted terms of reference (ToR),
following which ROs submitted research protocols. Protocols,
including methodology, were finalized jointly with EdM and
MoH. Researchers collected and analysed data and the report
was finalized jointly.
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Results Common challenges emerged in the processes
throughout all studies, including:
1 Expectations of NGOs and ROs regarding research: ToR
proved insufficient for communicating completely the programme contexts and theories of change. A solution to this
was investing in capacity building of ROs through exchanges
and workshops;
2 Budget challenges: The costs of carrying out research are high,
and NGOs are limited in their ability to justify research in
their budgets. Agreeing required give and take on both sides.
This included an understanding of ROs that mid-sized NGOs
have limited resources for research and a willingness of NGOs
to increase investment in research;
3 Involvement of MoH and other partners: While necessary for
a high degree of engagement by all partners, it proved time
consuming;
4 Different expectations and requirements in ethical considerations: Our solution was to insist on holding to the highest
standards and submit the protocol to MoH for ethical
approval. In every case research skills within the NGO, support of WHO and UNIGE, and input from other ROs were
critical to success. This facilitated supporting local researchers,
ensuring quality and accountability. The final result was three
high-quality baseline reports.
Conclusion Effective collaboration between implementers
and ROs requires give and take and a high degree of investment
on both sides. In our case, the ultimate result was a synergistic
relationship which met the needs of all organisations.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

additional international organisations offered placements
specifically related to public health, which were selected by
another 13 students, whilst the remaining students chose nonhealth related placements. Based on previous experience, some of
the key determinants of success for such collaboration include a
clear structured frame within which the collaboration takes
place; focussed, realistic research topics meeting all expectations;
the student’s maturity to manage the project; as well as the host
organisation’s motivation and support at the placement site and
during preparation.
Conclusions The experience shows that key determinants for
successful collaborations between NGOs and Universities can be
defined and may be beneficial to students, universities and host
organisations worldwide. SM and University of Sheffield will be
able to validate the above findings with its ongoing case example
and share these late breaker findings during the ECTMIH
conference.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.2.1.003
From well-researched, tested and documented pilot
interventions to health impact for all; from laboratory
systems research to changing lives: in search of the holy
grail of scalability
B. Vander Plaetse
Novartis Foundation, Basel, Switzerland

Introduction For many years the Novartis Foundation has
O.5.2.1.002
Key determinants for a successful collaboration between
NGOs and universities in health research
M A. Hobbins1, M. Bryant2, T. Miwa2, C S. Masengu2, J. Balen2, A. H€aggblom1
and J. Ehmer1
1
SolidarMed, Luzern, Switzerland; 2University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK

Introduction Non-governmental Organisations (NGO) are
often close to the action, know the reality and needs of their
partners and beneficiaries, and are best situated to investigate
their surroundings. However, they often lack resources (time,
human and financial) to perform sound research. This abstract
explores the potential to define key determinants of success for
collaborations between NGOs and universities in health and
development based on 6 years of experience validated through a
case example.
Methods SolidarMed (SM) is a Swiss NGO implementing
evidence-based health system strengthening projects in 5
southern-eastern African countries. The University of Sheffield,
UK, offers a Masters programme in Public Health &
International Development (MPHID), which includes a thesis
based on original research. The University looks actively for
placement opportunities where students can carry out this
research in collaboration with a host NGO. A Placement
Agreement between the NGO, the University, and the student
enshrines the common understanding, roles and responsibilities
behind the collaboration. Financial responsibility for most of the
placement lies with the student. Hosts and students separately
evaluate the placement experience at the end of the programme
to address any shortfalls in the future.
Results From 17 students on the MPHID programme in
2014/15, 2 (12%) selected 2 projects, respectively, from a list of
21 research topics in four countries (9.5%) offered by SM. Nine

been piloting a number of projects focusing on enabling better
health outcomes for more people in LMIC. Most of these have
been well documented, and as pilots, are deemed to have
successfully demonstrated proof of concept. The huge challenge
however is to ensure that these examples of innovation transit
through to having lasting impact at scale. Sustainability and
scalability are important characteristics of innovations that
determine the true long term impact they will eventually have.
The Foundation is on a journey to ensure that creating solutions
goes beyond short-lived pilot successes, by instilling from the
start preconditions to scale and sustainability. We present a
framework we use in our due diligence to select, implement and
monitor our projects.
Methods and materials We reviewed our existing project
portfolio and those in our shortlist pipeline against a combined
set of scalability factors. Based on existing literature that
combines lessons learned from success and failure in scale-up of
innovations in health service delivery and structured interviews
with key opinion leaders, we distinguish 34 factors in 2 broad
categories: Differentiators/catalysts, and contributors/promotors;
across 5 domains: communities and patients, providers, strategic
approach, financing and leadership and governance.
Results The structured and outcome-at-scale focused review
enabled us to better understand limitations encountered,
strategically re-orient current initiatives and engage more
forward looking with new opportunities. Our projects of
generation 2.0 have different characteristics as those from the
generation 1.0; and continued evaluation and fine-tuning using
the scale framework will ensure that this transformation allows
us to go beyond the pilot-phase.
Conclusions A cemetery filled with successful and well
documented pilots has failed billions of poor people in their
aspiration to good health. By going beyond a proof of concept
towards a proof of concept+scalability framework, and
discussing sustainability and scale at the start of the project, we
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believe we do not only deliver innovation, but innovate delivery
towards having lasting impact at scale. Embracing
concept+scalability thinking allows systems research to align
more strategically with realities in practice, and ensure bolder
steps towards universal health coverage.
Disclosure The described approach was developed and
implemented during the authors employment at the Novartis
Foundation.

O.5.2.1.005
Fairness in international collaborative research partnerships
for health, time for a certification process: COHRED
Fairness Index
J K. Lazdins, N. Musolino, C. IJsselmuiden and J. Toohey
COHRED – Council on Health Research for Development, Geneva,
Switzerland

Introduction Global support for health in low middleO.5.2.1.004
Improving programme implementation through embedded
implementation research (iPIER)
N T. Tran
World Health Organization, Alliance for Health Policy & Systems
Research, Geneva, Switzerland

Brief introduction Implementation research is most likely
to be useful where implementers such as programme managers
have played a part in the identification, design and conduct of
the research undertaken, and are not just a passive recipients of
results. In order to effectively integrate implementation research
into the decision-making processes it is not enough to simply
open lines of communication with implementation researchers at
an early stage; implementation research needs to be embedded in
the overall design, planning and decision-making endeavour.
Methods and materials The Alliance for Health Policy &
Systems Research, in collaboration with 3 WHO Regional
Offices, is implementing a program of implementation research
to support the implementation of current programmes in these
regions with the objective of facilitating improvements in
programme implementation through research that is embedded
within existing implementation processes. This programme
comprised two components:
1 capacity development for implementers such as programme
managers and district health officers in identifying implementation barriers and on the application of basic research
approaches to understand and solve these barriers;
2 small grants (USD 15-20K) to support the conduct of implementation research activities by programme managers and district officers to resolve implementation barriers.
Results Initial calls for expressions of interest (EOI) yielded
an overwhelming response from implementers demonstrating the
relevance of this type of research to the work of implementers as
well as their interest in engaging in research. To-date, 8 projects
are being supported in the Americas, 13 in the Eastern
Mediterranean region, and 6 in the South and Eastern Asia
region. Projects range from issues relating to non-compliance of
guidelines to the expansion of e-health platforms.
Conclusions Embedding research within programme
processes can facilitate the use of evidence by decision-makers.
Implementation research is critical to the successful
implementation of proven effective interventions and should be
embedded as a core function of the system in which these
programmes are being implemented. Programme managers and
other implementers have an important role in this effort and
rather than be viewed as potential recipients of research results,
should lead it.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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income countries has resulted in many improved products and
services, but has not consistently improved the systems that
countries need to conduct or partner research and to translate
results into effective policy and practice. The Council on Health
Research for Development (COHRED) is developing the
COHRED Fairness IndexTM (CFI) that will provide a recognized
global benchmark of ‘good practices’ in health research
collaborations taking place in low and middle income countries.
Methods The development of CFIs the result of a multi-sector
consultation approach involving a Technical Working Group
comprised of key stakeholders from NGOs, International
organizations, philanthropies, donors, the public and private
sector as well as academia.
Results Based on a series of precisely developed indicators,
the CFI is designed to provide an assessment tool to stakeholders
to measure and report vital information that reflects their
performance with respect to transparency, level of engagement,
accountability and equity in their collaborations. Governments,
institutions or researchers can use the CFI to examine and
evaluate their respective research collaboration standards in
order to get the confidence of where they stand in the ‘fair
standards’ arena or how they can bring productive changes for
improvement in their practices.
Conclusions The CFI through a verification and certification
procedure that includes reporting and auditing processes shall
strengthen contracting competences, articulate the needs and
expectations of the different actors involved and increase trust. It
can minimize reputational risk and posterior resource consuming
litigation. The added values of its implementation will be to
improve the alignment of interests of all partners in global
health research and to reduce inequity in health research.
Disclosure Support for COHRED CFI Colloquium 4, 16–17
April 2015 from Sanofi - Aventis Group, Pfizer and Celgene

O.5.2.1.006
Successfully connecting NGO practice and health systems
research – getting evidence into NGO practice and NGO
practice into research
N. Moran
Consultant/NGO Research Toolbox, Konstanz, Germany

Introduction For driving the best science to meet global
health challenges, the system has to build on researchers, policymakers and practitioners creating, sharing and applying
knowledge. NGOs translate needs into action. Researchers
generate systematic knowledge for evidence-based decisions and
actions.
Methods and materials The aim of the study was to
develop a framework on how to get evidence into NGO practice
and for supporting researchers to get NGO practice into their
research. Enablers, barriers, and supportive tools are identified
for NGOs to integrate more evidence into their work; and for
NGO-research Collaborations. A literature review, an online
questionnaire collected information from 30 NGOs, face to face
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interviews and two workshops involving 18 NGOs and 8
researchers were conducted. Case studies showing good practices
of NGOs integrating evidence into their work and of NGOresearch collaborations were identified.
Results The findings highlight challenges for NGOs to
integrate health systems research in their work, and difficulties
with the uptake of research findings into practical NGO work.
Larger NGOs especially have increased investments in research
and show institutional buy-in. NGOs and researchers alike see
collaborations as beneficial for both (e.g. NGOs benefit from
technical expertise on research methodology; researchers from
access to the field). However, they are challenged by different
time lines, incentive structures, and working cultures.
Conclusion For successful collaborations between
practitioners and researchers, sufficient time has to be invested
to build a relationship that is based on trust, respect,
transparency and equity. Available tools and resources have been
compiled in a web-based ‘toolbox’ (www.ngo-researchtoolbox.org) for NGOs and researchers to facilitate
collaboration, as well as for NGOs to integrate evidence into
practice. Tools alone will however not be sufficient to support
the process – an enabling environment is required within NGOs
(‘doers’ becoming ‘doer-thinkers’), research communities
(‘thinkers’ becoming ‘thinker-doers’) as well as funding agencies
(‘funders of results’ becoming ‘funders of processes, results and
research uptake’). Only the collective capacity of all stakeholders
will enable creating, sharing and applying knowledge to meet
global health challenges.
Disclosure This study was conducted as part of a Master
Thesis in International Health at the Swiss Tropical and Public
Health Institute and in coordination with Medicus Mundi
International. The research questions and objectives of the study
have been developed based on the Medicus Mundi International
Research Policy. Supervisor of the thesis: Nicolaus Lorenz,
Deputy Director, SwissTPH

5.3.2. The reality of open source drug discovery: a
move towards multilateral collaborations
INV.5.3.2.001
Re-engineering how we innovate for public health
P L. Olliaro1,2, M. Todd3,4, R. Kiddell-Monroe5, M. Basey5, A. Greenberg5,
M. Balasegaram6 and E. Torreele7
1
WHO/TDR, Geneve, Switzerland; 22. Centre for Tropical Medicine and
Global Health, Nuffield Department of Medicine, University of Oxford,
Oxford, UK; 3School of Chemistry, The University of Sydney, Sydney,
NSW, Australia; 4Open Source Malaria, Sydney, NSW, Australia;
5
Universities Allied for Essential Medicine, Washington, DC, USA;
6
Access to Medicines Campaign, Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF),
Geneve, Switzerland; 7Public Health Program, Open Society Foundations,
New York, NY, USA

We need to design an alternative system to prioritise, conduct,
and finance biomedical development that responds to public
health priority needs, and where the primary payback is
improved global health, not shareholder profits. This can only
be achieved if we have strong public health leadership that
views medicines as public goods, not commodities to generate
profit.
Despite the dominant narrative that biomedical innovation has
led to unprecedented medical progress, there is increasing recognition that the current model for medical innovation is deficient.
Even with significant public and private investments into pharmaceutical R&D, critical medical needs remain unmet, while a

significant number of new medicines developed have little added
therapeutic value to what already exists. The few new drugs that
do represent true therapeutic advances are priced out of reach
for most.
Correcting these deficiencies will require targeting and prioritizing unaddressed health needs and designing medicines with
the appropriate product profile; improving the efficiency of
R&D (decreasing costs and time, and avoiding redundancy and
duplications); and making use of unexploited opportunities
(promising leads which would address public health priorities
and are not being pursued).
This means pursuing alternative models to the current closed
system (prevailing in academia and pharma industry alike) that
builds upon exclusive ownership of knowledge that can be monetized. Sharing of information and open-source R&D is a possible means to render R&D more efficient and equitable, coupled
with a range of incentives including adequate financing.
The demonstrable inadequacy of today’s biomedical R&D system has inspired various conceptual models and mechanisms
aiming to promote medical innovation as a public good. We will
present the results of a comprehensive overview of the R&D
landscape focusing on a typology of models and mechanisms
that address the systemic problems and gaps that exist in the
current system, highlighting models that are being actively developed and are genuinely innovative and different.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

INV.5.3.2.002
The NTD Drug Discovery Booster: an innovative multiparty
collaboration on early drug discovery
C E. Mowbray
DNDi, Geneva, Switzerland

Screening for new leads against kinetoplastid parasites is evolving with increased throughput and as a result some new hits
have been identified, but there are still insufficient number and
variety of starting points to give high confidence of delivering
new clinical candidates. The NTD Drug Discovery Booster will
rapidly expand these few, precious hits from screening through
cross-collaboration with several Pharma companies and also
enable scaffold-hopping to identify related series. DNDi will be
able to generate additional structure activity relationships (SAR)
before commencing time consuming and expensive chemistry to
make new analogues. The Booster project will also benefit from
the pooling of structures and information from the consortium
members to inform decision-making and further development of
the series. Overall this approach will accelerate drug discovery
and reduce costs.
A big experiment in drug discovery and a leap towards open
research for NTDs.
The Booster will uniquely take advantage of simultaneously
exploring high quality libraries to rapidly and cost effectively
develop hit series for optimization with the goal of generating a
clinical candidate. As compared to existing ‘pre-competitive’
models of R&D, the innovation of the NTD Booster lies in companies simultaneously accepting to share with DNDi upfront
structural and biological information about a promising chemical
series that is essential for its rapid development. Thus, by exploring the combined libraries containing several million compounds,
the chances of pulling out the best possible hit series with a
pooled collection of valuable information are dramatically
increased. All members of the Consortium will be acknowledged
for any results coming out of the NTD Booster, and thus con-
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tribute to a potential successful new treatment for leishmaniasis
or Chagas disease.
During the first 2 years the Booster project will rapidly expand
at least 4 promising hits each against Leishmania and T. cruzi,
the causative agents of leishmaniasis and Chagas disease, respectively. As products of the Booster project we aim that at least
one novel chemical series will provide promising in vivo activity
for each parasite, providing solid foundations for further optimization towards clinical candidates.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.3.2.003
MMV malaria box and pathogen box projects: the
application of open science
P A. Willis, T N. C. Wells, W C. Van Voorhis and T. Spangenberg
Medicines for Malaria Venture, Geneva, Switzerland

To further stimulate open science, MMV launched the MMV
Malaria Box1, a collection of 400 anti-malarial compounds, distributed for free, with the sole condition that researchers agree
to place the results in the public domain. To date over 200
copies of the Malaria Box have been distributed, with 500 distinct assays having been run, generating more than 200 000 data
points and 20 scientific publications. The presentation will highlight results from the Malaria Box project in the fields of malaria
and other neglected diseases. In malaria, groups have screened
for liver and sexual stage activity and against specific biological
targets. Malaria Box screening has also identified compounds
with activity against many other neglected diseases, including
cryptosporidium2, toxoplasmosis3, and kinetoplast diseases4.
As a follow-on project MMV is now assembling the Pathogen
Box5, a set of ~400 diverse, drug-like molecules active against
various neglected diseases, which will be available free of charge
at the end of 2015. Upon request, researchers around the world
will receive a Pathogen Box of molecules to help catalyze
neglected disease drug discovery. In return, researchers are asked
to share any data generated in the public domain. The presentation will detail the strategy adopted to select compounds for
inclusion in the Pathogen Box, alongside recent results.

References
1. Spangenberg T, Burrows JN, Kowalczyk P, McDonald
S, Wells TNC, Willis, P. PLoS ONE, 2013, 8,
e62906.
2. Bessoff K, Spangenberg T, Foderaro J, Jumani R S,
Ward G E, Huston C D, Antimicrob. Agents Chemother., 2014, 58, 2731.
3. Boyom F F, Fokou P V T, Tchokouaha L R Y, Spangenberg T, M A N, Kouipou R MT, Cedric J.
Mbouna, Valerie F. Donkeng Donfack and Paul H. A.
Zollo., Antimicrob. Agents Chemother., 2014, 58,
5848.
4. Kaiser M, Maes L, Tadoori L P, Spangenberg T, Loset
J R. Journal of Biomolecular Screening., 2015, Feb
17. pii: 1087057115569155. (Epub ahead of print).
5. http://pathogenbox.org/
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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INV.5.3.2.005
Creating a global community for clinical drug repurposing
and development
L V. Sacks
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research, US Food and Drug
Administration, Silver Spring, MD, USA

Drug development for many tropical and parasitic infections has
little commercial appeal, often leaving us with situations where
treatment is unavailable or inadequate. Under these circumstances, caregivers are forced to borrow drugs used for other diseases to treat their patients. This ‘clinical repurposing’ of drugs
has been a useful source of treatment options. Unfortunately,
clinical experience using old drugs in new ways is not systematically captured, and potentially helpful or harmful treatments
may not be recognized.
An internet base program is under development to capture the
global experience using drugs in new ways for infections that are
difficult to treat. Caregivers around the world will be able to
share their experiences and concerns in these situations. These
data may serve as a valuable resource to inform formal drug
development.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

5.3.3. Where there is no market – exploring novel
approaches to R&D for diseases of the poor
O.5.3.3.003
The challenge of product R&D initiatives for neglected
tropical diseases that currently rely on product donation
programs
J. Reinhard-Rupp1 and J. Lazdins2
1
Merck Serono - Global Health R&D, Coinsins, Switzerland; 2Consulting
Department, Merck Serono - Global Health R&D, Coinsins, Switzerland

The access strategies for medicinal products for diseases disproportionally affecting populations in developing countries, particularly the so called poverty related diseases, can be broadly
divided on strategies that are based on product purchase programs and donation programs. In the first category we have
products for diseases such as malaria, tuberculosis, HIV, Chagas, leishmaniasis. In the second category we have for example
onchocerciasis, lymphatic filariasis (LF), schistosomiasis, soil
transmitted helminthiasis and others. This division may have
created the expectation that innovative products resulting from
R&D activities will follow automatically this access pattern
that has been established for a given disease, which means
access to products from category 1 will be provided through
existing reimbursement mechanisms (e.g. Global Fund, GAVI,
UNITAID) while new products from category 2 do not have
any alternatives today other than donation programs. This
expectation creates a challenge for those engaged in product
R&D for diseases in category 2, not only because of the uncertainty associated with a potential replacement of the products
in use, but also because of the high expectation on effectiveness
above the standard products. As a result, R&D efforts for
products in category 2 that could have a significant incremental
public health value (new formulations, enhanced potency or
new treatment paradigms) are very limited and the number of
products in the R&D pipeline is considerably low for helminthic diseases, onchocerciasis and LF compared to the ‘Big
Three’ diseases.
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As a case study, the ‘Pediatric Praziquantel Consortium’ which
includes public and private partners from developed and developing countries, will be presented. The Consortium was created
in 2012 to address an unmet medical need to develop and register a new pediatric formulation of praziquantel to treat younger
children (<6 year) suffering from schistosomiasis. The R&D
costs are covered by innovative approaches of resource and risk
sharing between public, private and philanthropic sectors. The
product is currently completing phase 1 clinical development and
a clear development strategy until registration is in place. How
to place and incentivise this product in order to keep engagement
of R&D and manufacturing partners, especially from developing
countries needs to be discussed in order to ensure access to treatment for young children that are left untreated today.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.3.3.004
Looking at alternative models for innovation and access for
neglected infectious diseases
M. Balasegaram
Access Camapaign, Medecins Sans Frontieres, Geneva, Switzerland

Background Neglected Infectious Diseases suffer from not
presenting sufficiently attractive markets to the private sector.
Innovations for and access to products in this field often rely on
public grants, philanthropic foundations and donation
programmes. R&D for new tools, in spite of initiatives of the
last decade, remains insufficient and relies heavily on
conventional push funding, often not supported by solid access
provisions or plans.
Presenting alternative models The lack of appropriate
tools to address the recent Ebola crisis has emphasized urgent
need to assess alternative models for Innovation and Access
(I + A). Current mechanisms and architecture (e.g. Global Fund,
UNITAID) that promote market shaping and access provide a
good starting point but are unlikely to work considering
institutional and donor reluctance to expand mandates.
Additionally an urgent funding and innovation gap remains for
diseases such as TB.
Alternative models should look at three key aspects. First, recognizing and pulling together key priorities for funding and support. For instance, antibiotic resistance, emerging infectious
diseases and Neglected Tropical diseases could be grouped for a
global R&D fund based on long term, sustainable and innovative funding mechanisms. Second, implement alternative ways of
promoting innovation such as twinning conventional push and
using alternative pull incentives (e.g. prizes). This should be done
in parallel with pooling of knowledge, data and intellectual
property. Third, a facility to promote rational introduction of
drugs and diagnostics and pooling of procurement could be useful. Implementation of these may be achieved in tandem with
existing WHO mechanisms such as the Essential Medicines List
and Pre-qualification Programme, ensuring quality-assured production and conservation of drugs.
Conclusions While significant public action, ownership and
funding is required, it may allow increased involvement of the
private sector in the long term. Furthermore, previous policy
analysis conducted at WHO to support such concepts and has
been published as the report of the Consultative Expert Working
Group on R&D: financing and coordination (CEWG report). In
2016, WHO will discuss with member states further action in
process initiated by CEWG report. It is imperative the scientists,
public health officials and relevant public and private sector

actors work together to ensure comprehensive solutions are
supported and implemented.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.3.3.005
Cell-based drug discovery model at the Novartis Institute
for Tropical Diseases using Human African Trypanosomiasis
as an example
D. Beer1, M. Barrett2, D. Begolo3, C. Clayton3, J. Jiricek1, M. Kaiser4, H. Koh1,
C. Kounde1, S. Lakshminarayana1, V. Manoharan1, J. Mottram2, E. Myburgh2,
P. Ng1, S. Rao1, M. Schirle5, S. Tania1, J. Thomas5, P. Vachaspati1, I. Vincent2,
P. Wipfli6, J. Wong1, P. Maser4 and T. Diagana1
1
Novartis Institute for Tropical Diseases (NITD), Singapore, Singapore;
2
University of Glasgow, Glasgow, UK; 3University of Heidelberg,
Heidelberg, Germany; 4Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland; 5Novartis
Institutes for Biomedical Research, Cambridge, MA, USA; 6Novartis
Institutes for BioMedical Research, Basel, Switzerland

The Novartis Institute for Tropical Diseases (NITD) is dedicated
to finding new medicines to treat neglected, infectious diseases
including Dengue fever, Human African Trypanosomiasis (HAT)
and Malaria. NITD was set up as a public-private partnership
between Novartis and the Singapore Economic Development
Board in 2002. NITD drug discovery model involves close collaboration with both internal and external partners to leverage
drug discovery and disease area expertise.
A high-throughput screen of the entire Novartis compound
deck was performed and triaged using in silico physiochemical
parameters, potency and cytotoxicity to identify the most
promising chemical series. For each chemical series, structure
activity relationship (SAR) was established. Front-runner compounds were also tested for kill kinetics. The most advanced
compounds from each chemical series were tested in a stage 1
animal efficacy model, which includes investigation of in vivo
pharmacology. Chemical series with good pharmacokinetics,
in vivo efficacy in stage 1 animal efficacy model and some brain
penetration were tested in a stage II animal efficacy model. In
parallel to the above work each chemical series were tested
in vitro combination studies. Chemical series not showing antagonistic activity in combination studies will be prioritised for
in vivo combination studies providing they show some degree of
brain penetration. For each chemical series a variety of techniques are being used to elucidate the mechanism of action.
Following hit triaging 36 chemical series were identified, the
number of series was further reduced to 7 on the basis of either
lack of cidality, lack of SAR, poor metabolic stability and lack
of efficacy against clinical strains. These series showed significant
reduction in parasitemia and delay in relapse in the stage 1 animal efficacy model. One of the chemical series showed complete
clearance of brain parasite in half of the animals in the treatment
group in the stage II animal efficacy model. To date no in vitro
combination studies have revealed antagonistic activity. Mechanisms of action studies have identified the possible targets of two
chemical series.
NITD has quickly and efficiently initiated drug discovery
against HAT resulting in the identification of 7 chemical series.
A key role in this was the optimal use of internal and external
collaborators expertise in either drug discovery and/or the disease.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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5.4.1. Threats to health systems – emergency
situations
INV.5.4.1.001
Evidence Aid: a resource for those preparing for and
responding to disasters, humanitarian crises and major
healthcare emergencies
C. Allen1 and M J. Clarke2
Evidence Aid, Oxford, UK; 2Queen’s University, Belfast, UK

1

Background Evidence Aid (www.evidenceaid.org) was
established following the Indian Ocean tsunami in 2004, to
improve access to systematic reviews of the effects of healthcare
interventions of particular relevance in the aftermath of disasters
and both short onset and protracted humanitarian crises which
often affect fragile states.
Methods In recent years, Evidence Aid has developed from
being an opportunistic and reactive initiative to being one which
is moving towards strategic development and advocating for
evidence in policy. The 1st Evidence Aid Conference was held in
2011 in Oxford; the 2nd conference was hosted by the Belgian
Red Cross in 2012. In June 2013, a 2-day priority setting
exercise was undertaken to identify 30 priority questions for the
humanitarian community. In September 2014, a symposium was
held in Hyderabad, India, a fitting end to the first 10 year period
of Evidence Aid, and 2015 will culminate with a policy delphi
study and meeting in Washington, USA, related to the use of
evidence by policymakers.
Results A needs assessment survey showed that 82% of
respondents thought that systematic reviews are useful; 51% had
used them as a basis for decision-making; 81% thought that
improved access to systematic reviews could play a role in
improving the response to natural disasters and other
humanitarian emergencies and the majority said that they would
use online systematic review training if it were available. These
results indicate that there is a lack of accessibility to relevant
systematic reviews in the field of disaster and humanitarian
emergency management. Evidence Aid addresses this imbalance
by providing a free at the point of use database of relevant
tagged information.
In August 2013, Evidence Aid launched its new website which
now has more than 200 systematic review resources relevant to
the disaster and humanitarian emergency setting plus bundles
relating to specific emergencies such as Ebola, windstorms and
earthquakes. It is searchable and free at the point of use. Evidence Aid continues to search for relevant information to add to
the resource.
Conclusions Evidence Aid has outlined short, medium and
long-term goals, including a mission statement, identification of
potential partnerships and target audience, content (with an
initial focus on interventions or actions with health-related
outcomes), governance, communication, funding and training.
Disclosure Claire Allen is an employee of Evidence Aid.

O.5.4.1.002
Pandemic preparedness, disease surveillance and health
systems in West Africa: the case of The Gambia
J. Balen1, Y. Masunaga1, F. Jaiteh2 and U. d’Alessandro2
1
University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK; 2Medical Research Council, The
Gambia Unit, Fajara, Gambia

Introduction The rapid spread of SARS in 2003, the 2009
H1N1 influenza pandemic and the ongoing multi-country Ebola
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outbreak demonstrate the urgent need for a long-term global
perspective on pandemic/epidemic preparedness and response.
Effective preparedness and response requires a multi-scalar and
multi-pronged approach of risk reduction, early detection and
prompt reporting, rapid response and surge capacity, as well as
operational collaboration in medical and non-medical measures.
Methods and materials Here, we present an in-depth case
study of pandemic preparedness in The Gambia, a small country
in West Africa that remained on high alert throughout most of
2014, based on its recent experience and its geographic
proximity and socio-cultural closeness to the epicenter of the
Ebola epidemic. Results are based on qualitative analysis of key
informant interviews with health leaders at multiple levels of the
health system across the entire country.
Results and conclusions Whilst many countries have
pandemic preparedness ‘plans’ in place, operationalizing them
remains a challenge – particularly in settings where health
systems are fragile and vastly under-resourced. National strategic
goals remain unclear and under-developed and the improved
health system capacities called for in the modified International
Health Regulations (IHR) have not been met in a majority of
IHR signatory countries. Moreover, concepts, methods and
indicators of ‘preparedness’ remain crucial issues to consider, in
relation to complex political factors traditionally seen as
domestic. The Gambia escaped narrowly and numerous lessons
have been learnt for effective preparedness and response in the
country and region.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.4.1.003
Environmental factors and fatal injuries during Typhoon
Haiyan: a framework for assessing impact, mitigating risk,
and promoting resilience during natural disasters
S O. Sangalang
Institute for Health Economics and Clinical Epidemiology, University of
Cologne, Cologne, Germany

Introduction Typhoon Haiyan (locally known as ‘Yolanda’)
made landfall in central Philippines on 8 November 2013 and
caused an estimated 6300 deaths. Many deaths were due to
injuries but it is unclear what role the environment played on
mortality. The purposes of this study are: to assess the impact of
environmental factors on fatal injuries, and to use findings to
develop a framework for the mitigation of risk and promotion
of resilience during natural disasters.
Methods The study has two phases. First an epidemiological
study will assess the relationship between exposure to
environmental factors and mortality (i.e. fatal injury rate) in the
population (N = 6300). Environmental factors are categorized
as: water-related (i.e. drowning), vegetation-related (i.e. being hit
by an uprooted tree), and built environment-related (e.g.
electrocution, roof collapse). Existing data from the Philippines’
National Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Council
(NDRRMC) will be used. Second a literature review will identify
and characterize impact assessment methods related to
environment and health. Search terms/descriptors, such as
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), will be used in the
MEDLINE database according to a predefined search strategy.
An integrative Natural Disaster Impact Assessment (NDIA)
framework will be developed based on the findings.
Expected results Mortality rates will be calculated as:
overall, fatal injury only, and fatal injury by mechanism (e.g.
asphyxiation, hypothermia). Uni-variable analysis, with
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frequencies and counts, as well as bi-variable analysis, with
measures of associations and trends, will be performed in SPSS.
The level of significance (P) will be explicitly stated prior to data
analysis. Measurements of effect size (correlation, odds ratios,
and relative risk) will be reported and confidence intervals (CI)
will be estimated at a level of 95%. Stratification will be used to
adjust findings for the effects of confounding variables.
Sensitivity analysis will assess the quality/strength of the
measurements and statistical models used. The study’s proposed
contributions will be: quantifiable health impacts of Typhoon
Haiyan; assessment of the relationship between environmental
factors and fatal injuries; development of an integrated NDIA
framework; and set of evidence based recommendations for
mitigating risk and promoting resilience during natural disasters.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.4.1.004
Trends and factors associated with dengue mortality and
fatality in Brazil
E S. da Paixão, M D. C. N. Costa, D. Rasella, L. Cardim, A. Brasileiro and
M D. G. L. C. Teixeira
Institute of Public Health/ UFBA, Salvador, Brazil

Background The increase in the incidence of dengue and the
potential to progress to lethal forms made this disease the most
important arbovirus in the world. Studies that generate
information that may help to reduce the risk of death are
essential. The aim of this study was to analyze time trends and
risk factors for dengue mortality and fatality in Brazil, for the
period 2001–2011.
Methods Time trends of dengue mortality and fatality rates
were analyzed using simple linear regression. The association
between dengue mortality rate, case fatality rate and
socioeconomic, demographic and health care indicators at the
municipality level was analyzed using negative binomial
regression.
Results Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever case fatality rate
increased in Brazil over the study period (b = 0.67, P = 0.036)
both in cases aged 0–14 (b = 0.48, P = 0.030) and 15 years and
older (b = 1.1, P < 0.001). Factors associated with dengue fever
case fatality rate were average income per capita (RR = 0.99,
P = 0.038), and number of basic health units per population
(RR = 0.89, P = 0.000). Mortality rate also increased over the
period (b = 0.350, P = 0.002). Factors associated with mortality
rate were low inequality (RR = 1.02, P = 0.001), high income
per capita (RR = 0.99, P = 0.005) and high proportion of the
population living in a urban area (RR = 1.01, P < 0.001).
Conclusion The increase in dengue mortality and case
fatality and the associated socioeconomic and health care
factors, at the municipality level, suggest that structural and
intersectoral investments to improve living conditions are needed
for a sustained reduction in those outcomes.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Addressing the main needs of the population (‘10 priorities’) can
prevent this. Since December 2013, armed conflict led to a
massive displacement of the population in South Sudan. As of
April 2014, approximately 80 000 internally displaced persons
were living around Minkaman in Awarial County of Lakes
State, where MSF was one of the main humanitarian actors.
Methods Provision of safe drinking water was assured
immediately by a water treatment station with water trucking
distribution system and bucket chlorination. By January 2014, 4
primary health care clinics, a hospital, nutritional program and a
network of oral rehydration points to address the high number
of diarrheal cases in the camp were functional. In addition, mass
vaccination campaigns were organized to prevent outbreaks of
main epidemic prone diseases: measles, cholera and meningitis.
A network of community health workers was ensuring
community surveillance and spread of health promotion
messages. Food and non-food items were provided by other
actors. A cross-sectional mortality survey was carried in May
2014, using two-stage cluster design.
Results From January 1st to October 15th 2014, 52 047
people attended the outpatient department and 2032 patients
were admitted in the hospital. 731 children were admitted in the
nutritional programs (161 of them requiring admission in
intensive care) and 2778 women received antenatal care. In
addition 480 m3 of treated water were delivered daily ensuring
the minimum of 5 l of drinking water/person/day. The crude
mortality rate (CMR) between end of December 2013 and May
2014 was estimated at 0.59/10 000/ day [95%CI: 0.43–0.82],
and the under-5 mortality rate (U5MR) at 0.50 deaths/10 000/
day [95%CI: 0.43–0.82]; 45% of those deaths were due to
trauma and occurred before arrival to the camp. No outbreak of
vaccine preventable disease occurred in Minkamman, although
there was widespread measles outbreak ongoing in the region,
and sporadic cases were reported in the camp. Cholera
outbreaks were reported throughout South Sudan from May on,
with no cases in Minkamman.
Conclusion CMR remained below national average at all
times. While several outbreaks of vaccine preventable diseases
ravaged across South Sudan, Minkaman was spared. We believe
the population well-being was assured by rapidly addressing
most important needs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

5.4.2. Large cohorts and big data and disease/risk
mapping-predicting
O.5.4.2.002
Modification of ambient air pollution and diabetes
association by type 2 diabetes genetic risk score of 48
variants

M. Rull1, S. Masson2, N. Peyraud1, M. Simonelli1, A. Ventura1, C. Dorion1,
F. Luquero2 and I. Ciglenecki1
1
Medecins Sans Frontieres, Geneva, Switzerland; 2Epicentre, Paris, France

I C. Eze1,2, M. Imboden1,2, A. Kumar1,2,3, A. von Eckardstein4, D. Stolz5,
M W. Gerbase6, N. K€unzli1,2, T. Rochat6, F. Kronenberg7, C. Schindler1,2 and
N. Probst-Hensch1,2
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Wellcome Trust Center for
Human Genetics, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK; 4Institute of
Clinical Chemistry, University Hospital Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland;
5
Clinic of Respiratoy Medicine and Pulmonary Cell Research, University
Hospital Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 6Faculty of Medicine, University of
Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland; 7Division of Genetic Epidemiology,
Department of Medical Genetics, Molecular and Clinical Pharmacology,
Medical University of Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria

Introduction Population displacement in camp settings can

Introduction Exposure to ambient air pollution (AP) has

lead to high mortality, especially early following displacement.

been associated with risk of type 2 diabetes (T2D). Genetic

O.5.4.1.005
Maintaining low mortality rates in displaced populations:
MSF experience in Minkaman
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factors may influence susceptibility to environmental stressors in
the aetiology of T2D. The effect of T2D genetic variants on
susceptibility to air pollution has not been studied. Compared to
single variants, joint genetic variants contribute substantially to
disease risk.
Methods We studied the modifying effect of genetic risk
score (GRS) of 48 European T2D risk variants on the
association between AP and diabetes in 2825 follow-up
participants of the Swiss Cohort Study on Air Pollution and
Lung and Heart Diseases in Adults aged 29–73 years, with
complete genotype and covariates data. AP exposure was
estimated by the 10-year residential mean of particulate matter
<10 lm in diameter (PM10). Genotyping of 48 European T2D
risk variants was done using the Illumina
HumanOmniExpressExome chip. We computed two risk scores,
count-GRS and weighted-GRS, and applied PM10-specific
interaction term with each risk score in a mixed logistic
regression model.
Results Diabetes prevalence was 5.9%. Mean PM10 exposure
was 22 lg/m3. Odds of diabetes increased by 10% (P < 0.0001)
per T2D risk allele and by 55% (P < 0.0001) per 10 lg/m3
exposure to PM10. There was a positive gradient in the
association between PM10 and diabetes across quartiles of countGRS [ORQ1:1.26 (0.67, 2.38); ORQ4: 1.72 (1.00, 2.97);
Pinteraction = 0.38). We observed a positive interaction between
PM10 and count-GRS (ORint = 1.83; P = 0.05) among
participants with low education. Two risk variants (rs1531343
near HMG2A and rs8042680 near PRC1) showed interactions
with PM10. Evidence from pathway analyses indicated
interactions with risk variants associated with insulin sensitivity
(IS) (ORint = 1.17; P = 0.08), which became stronger when
limited to participants with normal respiratory function
(ORint = 1.22; P = 0.03). Participants at the highest IS risk
quartile had twice the odds of diabetes compared with those at
the lowest quartile (P = 0.07). We did not observe any positive
interactions with risk variants associated with beta-cell function
or fat cell metabolism (0.9 < ORint ≤ 0.99, P > 0.5). We
observed similar patterns with weighted-GRS and results were
robust across sensitivity analyses.
Conclusions Our results suggest that genetic risk factors for
diabetes may modify susceptibility to air pollution through
altered insulin sensitivity. These results need to be confirmed in
diabetes cohort consortia.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.4.2.004
High participation and engagement rate in a systematic
hospital-based genomic medicine research project with
broad consent
M. Bochud1, C. Currat2, L. Chapatte3, C. Roth2 and V E. Mooser2
1
Social and Preventive Medicine, Lausanne, Switzerland; 2Lab
Department, Lausanne, Switzerland; 3CHUV, Lausanne, Switzerland

O.5.4.2.003
Malaria mortality in a hypoendemic area of North-Eastern
South Africa: population-based surveillance from 1992 to
2013 reveals an increasing malaria burden
P. Byass1,2, M A. Collinson2, S M. Tollman2 and K. Kahn2
1
Department of Public Health and Clinical Medicine, Ume
a Centre for
Global Health Research, Epidemiology & Global Health, University of
2
Ume
a, Ume
a, Sweden; Medical Research Council/Wits University Rural
Public Health and Health Transitions Research Unit (Agincourt), School
of Public Health, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of the
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa

Introduction Most of South Africa is malaria-free, but
hypoendemic levels of transmission persist in lowveld areas in
the north-east of the country, adjacent to Mozambique. Many
families have links to relatives in Mozambique, where malaria
transmission remains much higher, and cross-border travel is
commonplace, although the Kruger National Park provides
something of a depopulated buffer zone along the border.
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Malaria diagnosis and treatment is relatively easily available at
public and private facilities in the endemic area.
Methods The Agincourt Health and Socio-Demographic
Surveillance Site has monitored population health in a defined area
within Mpumulanga Province, around 24.7°S, 31.2°E, since 1992.
A circumscribed semi-rural area with a population ranging
from approximately 60 000 in 1992 to 90 000 in 2013 was covered. All households were visited regularly to consistently record
demographic and health data, including the documentation of
deaths and their causes using verbal autopsy.
Results From 1992 to 2013 a total of 13 251 deaths were
documented over 1.58 million person-years observed. Of that
total mortality burden, 1.2% of deaths were ascribed to malaria.
Half of the malaria deaths were among children aged under
15 years, with most of the remainder among working-age adults.
Malaria deaths were strongly correlated with temperature and
rainfall. The malaria mortality rate was over 50% higher during
the last 5 years of the surveillance period, compared with earlier
years. A huge HIV/AIDS epidemic that developed and receded in
this population during the period of observation had no
apparent effect on malaria mortality.
Conclusions This detailed longitudinal examination of
malaria mortality showed that although malaria is a relatively
minor cause of death in this population, it has become more
common in recent years, and shows no sign of retreating despite
rapid socioeconomic development. In addition to local relevance,
these findings are important for understanding potential
population burdens of hypoendemic malaria in other areas of
sub-Saharan Africa as progress towards malaria control and
elimination targets is realised.
Acknowledgements Support for the Agincourt site comes
from the School of Public Health and Faculty of Health Sciences,
University of the Witwatersrand, and the Medical Research
Council, South Africa, with core funding from the Wellcome
Trust, UK (Grants 058893/Z/99/A; 069683/Z/02/Z; 085477/Z/
08/Z; 085477/B/08/Z).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Introduction Hospitals represent a unique opportunity to
recruit patients into genomic research projects. Little is known
about hospital patient’s willingness to engage in such projects.
Methods and materials Within the framework of the
Lausanne, Switzerland, University Hospital Institutional Biobank
(BIL), inpatients and selected outpatients are systematically
invited to grant researchers access to their biomedical data and
to donate blood for future whole genome sequencing.
Additionally, participants are offered the options to be recontacted in case of incidental findings and to receive an
electronic newsletter. Multivariable logistic regression analysis
was used to identify personal factors associated with willingness
to participate in BIL and with interest in these options. Analyses
were restricted to the initial 11 099 invited patients for whom
full dataset was available, and were stratified by age groups.
Results Overall participation rate was 82.4% (9141/11 099)
and was higher in the <64-year old group [odds ratio (OR) 1.70;
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95% confidence interval (CI) 1.53 to 1.90]. In the ≥64-year old
group, participation was lower among women (OR 0.77; 95%
CI 0.68 to 0.89), among non-Swiss citizens (OR 0.66; 95% CI
0.55 to 0.79) and those with emergency admissions (OR 0.59;
95% CI 0.51 to 0.69). A total of 8576 (93.8%) and 3020
(33.0%) participants were willing to be re-contacted for
incidental findings and to receive the newsletter, respectively.
Conclusions A large proportion of patients are willing to
actively participate in this particular systematic hospital-based
genomic research program. Hospitals adopting broad consent
represent an efficient setting to recruit participants into
‘precision medicine’ initiatives.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

5.4.3. Population health – the use of health and
demographic surveillance systems
O.5.4.3.002
Measuring population health: costs of alternative survey
approaches in the Nouna Health and demographic
surveillance system in rural Burkina Faso
H. Lietz1, L. Moustapha2, A. Sie2, R. Sauerborn1, A. Souares1 and Y. Tozan3
Institute for Public Health, University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg,
Germany; 2Centre de Recherche en Sante de Nouna, Nouna, Burkina
Faso; 3Steinhardt School of Culture, Eductaion and Human Development
and Global Institute of Public Health, New York University, New York,
NY, USA

1

Background To improve data quality and collection
O.5.4.2.005
MIDATA cooperatives – citizen-controlled use of health
data is a pre-requiste for big data analysis, economic
success and a democratization of the personal data
economy
E. Hafen
Institute of Molecular Systems Biology, ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

Technological advances in genome sequencing and the automatic
recording of health data via sensors and smartphones generate
new, large data sets. These data in combination with other medical, personal and publically available data (open data) are extremely valuable for personalized medicine and disease prevention.
Already today, lives could be saved, treatments made more effective and drug side effects detected earlier through the more efficient secondary use of personal health data. In principle,
individual persons are the only stakeholders possessing the right
to aggregate all their personal data and to decide on any secondary use of that data. Thus, in theory only the individual is
capable of unleashing the huge economic and societal value of
aggregated personal data. In praxis, however, citizens often neither have access to their data nor do they possess a personal data
account in which to store, manage and decide on the secondary
use of their data.
Personal data are amongst the few assets of which all humans
possess similar amounts. For example, all people are billionaires
in genome data since the human genome consists of 6 billion
base pairs. Because of this, the ‘One-Member-One-Vote’ governing principle of cooperatives is ideally suited for banks that manage one’s personal data. Members of MIDATA cooperatives
possess an account in which they can safely store, manage and
share all or subsets of their personal data from different sources.
At their request, data are automatically deposited in their
account (e.g. via Apple Healthkit). The different national or
regional MIDATA cooperatives are linked by a common platform (analogous to the financial transaction platform SWIFT)
such that data can be shared for secondary use whenever cooperative members request it. In this way, patients with rare diseases,
for instance, can find similar patients and make their data available to the global research community for finding better treatment. Acting as the democratic representatives of its members,
MIDATA cooperatives generate financial revenues through the
secondary use of the data members have assigned for this purpose. Members decide how financial revenues will be invested.
In this way, MIDATA cooperatives enable their members to
regain their digital self determination. At the same time they
enable the democratization and maximal value creation in the
personal data economy.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

efficiency in the Nouna Health and Demographic Surveillance
System (HDSS) in Burkina Faso, stand-alone data collection
activities of the HDSS and the Household Morbidity Survey
(HMS) were integrated, and the paper-based questionnaires were
consolidated into a single tablet-based questionnaire, namely the
Comprehensive Disease Assessment (CDA). This study aims to
assess the comparative implementation costs of the two different
survey approaches to measure health at the population level.
Methodology Financial costs of stand-alone (HDSS and
HMS) and integrated (CDA) surveys were estimated from the
perspective of the implementing agency. Fixed and variable costs
of survey implementation and key drivers of costs were
identified, and costs per household visit were calculated for both
survey approaches.
Results While fixed costs of survey implementation remained
similar across the two survey approaches, there were significant
variations in variable costs, resulting in an estimated annual
cost-saving of about US$45 000 with the integrated survey
approach. This was primarily because costs of data management
for the tablet-based CDA survey were significantly lower than
the paper-based stand-alone surveys. The integrated survey
approach was estimated to reduce the cost per household visit
from US$25 to US$21 to collect the same amount of
information from 10 000 HDSS households.
Conclusion The CDA survey appears to be a feasible and
efficient method of data collection in the Nouna HDSS in rural
Burkina Faso. The tablet-based data collection platform is likely
to increase the quality of population and health data collected
and this should be further explored.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.4.3.003
Adult mortality in sub-Saharan Africa: evidence from
INDEPTH member health and demographic surveillance
systems
M. Bangha and O. Sankoh
INDEPTH Network (www.indepth-network.org), Accra, Ghana

There is still a considerable dearth of knowledge regarding adult
mortality and premature deaths in low-and middle-income countries (LMICs) in sub Saharan Africa (SSA). With very few countries able to maintain a reasonably functional vital registration
system, our knowledge of the adult premature mortality remains
somewhat scanty. The data collection constraint is further compounded by a methodological challenge since there is yet no
adult mortality measurement approach as robust as the birth histories approach widely used for childhood mortality analysis
(Hill et al. 2005; Hill and Pebley 1989; Preston et al. 2001).
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Moreover, adult mortality is a rather infrequent event even in
high mortality populations (Preston et al. 2001). Attempts to
measure adult mortality using censuses and cross-sectional surveys rely mainly on indirect techniques that are affected common
biases or by the likelihood that assumptions underlying the
development of these techniques no longer hold in contemporary
LMICs.
The growing number of Health and Demographic Surveillance
Systems (HDSSs) grouped under the INDEPTH Network offer a
medium term solution to the dearth of knowledge regarding
adult mortality and premature deaths in low-and middle-income
countries (LMICs) of Africa. With a current membership of 52
HDSSs located mainly in the remote parts of 20 LMICs in
Africa, Asia and Oceania (majority of whom are in Sub Saharan
Africa), the INDEPTH members collectively monitors a population of over 3.0 million people annually and generate on continuous basis vital information on population and health dynamics
of small well-defined areas. This paper compares adult mortality
estimates from 20 HDSSs in 11 countries in sub Saharan Africa.
Life table techniques are use to generate the adult mortality estimates, specifically the probability of a 15-year old dying before
the 60th birthday (45q15). We examine differences in adult mortality and their patterns in geographic regions of sub Saharan
Africa and identify mortality clusters and sex differential patterns.
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Health and demographic surveillance system profile: the
Muzaffarpur-TMRC Health and Demographic Surveillance
System
P. Malaviya1, A. Picado2, E. Hasker3, B. Ostyn3, S. Kansal1, R. Shankar1,
M. Boelaert3 and S. Sundar1
1
Medicine, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi, India; 2University of
Bacelona, Barcelona, Spain; 3Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp,
Belgium

Introduction The Muzaffarpur-TMRC Health and
Demographic Surveillance System (HDSS), established in 2007,
was developed as an enlargement of the scope of research
collaboration on the project Visceral Leishmaniasis in Bihar,
which had been ongoing since 2005. The HDSS is located in a
visceral leishmaniasis (VL)-endemic area in the Muzaffarpur
district of Bihar state in India. It is the only HDSS conducting
research on VL, which is a vector borne infectious disease
transmitted by female phlebotomine sand flies and is fatal if left
untreated.
Method Currently the HDSS serves a population of over
105 000 in 66 villages. The HDSS collects data on vital events
including pregnancies, births, deaths, migration and marriages,
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as well as other socio-economic indicators, at regular intervals.
Incident VL cases are identified.
Results We have a comprehensive dataset of over 6000
patients of visceral leishmaniasis and their clinical characteristics
(including laboratory data) since 2002. Our demographic
database contains data of 16 283 households and their members’
information since 2007. The household level database contains
information on household structure, family size, type of houses
and housing conditions, and socio-economic data including
household assets, animal ownership and other peri-domiciliary
data. The individual database contains information of each
family member including name, age, sex, education, marital
status, migration etc. The HDSS team is experienced in
conducting both qualitative and quantitative studies, sample
collection and rapid diagnostic tests in the field. In each village,
volunteers connect the HDSS team with the community members
and have encouraged greater participation of the community in
the HDSS.
Conclusion The Muzaffarpur-TMRC HDSS provides
opportunities for studies on VL and other neglected tropical
diseases (NTDs) and their interaction with demographic events
such as migration.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.4.3.005
Mortality and cause of death in children aged below 5 years:
the utility of Health and Demographic Surveillance Sites in
monitoring key health indicators in rural Uganda
E. Galiwango1,2, N. Kasunumba1,2, J N. Kaija1,2, M. Waibi1,2, V. Tusubira1,2 and
F. Wabwire-Mangen1,2,3
1
Iganga-Mayuge Health & Demographic Surveillance Site, Makerere
University School of Public Health, Kampala, Uganda; 2INDEPTH
Network (www.indepth-network.org), Accra, Ghana; 3Epidemiology and
Biostatistics, Makerere University School of Public Health, Kampala,
Uganda

Introduction Under five mortality is still a global public
health problem with about 9–10 million children dying every
year, the majority from developing countries where many deaths
still go unrecorded since substantial deaths occur outside formal
health facilities. Health and demographic surveillance sites
(HDSS) provide mortality estimates in a fairly large and well
defined populations including causes of deaths using the
International Classification of Diseases version 10 (ICD 10). This
paper examines trend in under-five mortality, causes of death
and associated individual and contextual factors to inform
health planning.
Methods and materials Data on deaths of children
collected between January 1, 2008 and 31st December 2012 in
Iganga-Mayuge HDSS was analysed. 783 deaths were registered
and 491(62.7%) with cause of death information is analysed
using Stata version 10.
Results The average under-five and infant mortality rate was
81 and 42 deaths per 1000 live birth respectively. A mortality
decline (17.2%) was observed between 2009 (93/1000 live
births) and 2011 (77/1000 live births). Majority of deaths (43%)
occurred in rural poor households and mothers with primary or
less education were 23% more likely to experience death than
those in peri-urban and rich households. Neonatal pneumonia
(29%), sepsis (15%) and birth asphyxia (12%) were major
causes of neonatal deaths, while malaria (27.7%), pneumonia
(18%), HIV related diseases including diarrhea (15%) were
cause of infant deaths. Case fatality rate for malaria, pneumonia
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and HIV related diseases including diarrhea was 24.5%, 20.5%
and 23.5% respectively among 1–4 years.
Conclusion Preventable causes of deaths are still major
killers of children. More examination of community and
household health practices and promotion of community led
preventive programs is recommended.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

It can be used on any mobile device and proved to be well-suited
for longitudinal and intervention studies but also for surveillance
purposes at governmental clinics and laboratories.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.5.1.003
An exploratory study using mHealth technology to describe
health risks to travelers

5.5.1. Innovative technologies and approaches to
strengthen health
O.5.5.1.002
Managing research and surveillance projects in real-time
using a novel open-source eManagement tool designed for
low-resourced countries
1,2,3

1,2,3

1,2,3

4

1,2,3

G. Mhalu , A. Steiner , S. Grueninger , B. Doulla , F. Mhimbira ,
J. Hella1,2,3 and L. Fenner1,2,3
1
Ifakara Health Institute, Dar es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania;
2
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
3
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 4National Tuberculosis and
Leprosy Program, Dar es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania

Background Paper forms are still commonly used to collect
data.This often leads to time-consuming data management and
data errors.The introduction of tablet computers and
smartphones offer new opportunities for software
applications.We aimed to develop a software tool to facilitate
data entry and real-time monitoring of research projects in lowresourced countries.
Methods The eManagement tool ‘odk_planner’was written in
the scripting languages PHP and Python,designed to be
lightweight and for use with minimal internet resources. It was
developed to be used with the open-source software Open
Datakit (ODK) and uses the same database as ODK Aggregate.
‘odk_planner’ can be easily configured according to the needs of
the user and the online interface will display the collected data
from ODK forms in a graphically informative way.
‘odk_planner’ contains additional utilities including uploading of
pictures (such as X-rays) and laboratory results,Xray reader, 2D
barcodes and automated sending of text messages.Data
protection and privacy is controlled by user-defined access rights.
The source code and a detailed documentation are hosted on
GitHub.
Results We successfully used the eManagement tool for three
field applications in Tanzania:
1 A longitudinal Tuberculosis (TB) Cohort Study with a complex
visit schedule: graphical display of missing case report forms
on tablets, upload and reading of digitalized chest X-rays, GPS
recording of residents’ homes, lab reports, and text message
reminders sent to the patients to reduce drop outs.
2 Intervention study at pharmacies to improve TB case detection:
tablet-based electronic referral system involving different levels
(pharmacies, clinics), monitoring of referred patients, automated messages to remind pharmacy customers to visit a TB
Clinic.
3 Monitoring of TB retreatment cases in Tanzania to improve
drug resistance surveillance in Tanzania: smartphone-based
application used by clinicians at four public TB Clinics and
lab technicians at the TB Reference Laboratory, combining
tracking of sputum samples, collection of clinical and lab data.
Conclusion The user-friendly open-source ‘odk_planner’ is a
simple but multi-functional eManagement tool with a set of addons to support the conduct of studies in low-resourced countries.

A. Farnham1, E. Stone1, U. Blanke2, M. Puhan1 and C. Hatz1,3
Epidemiology, Biostatistics, and Prevention Institute, University of
Z€
urich, Zurich, Switzerland; 2Wearable Computing Lab, ETH Zurich,
Zurich, Switzerland; 3Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute (Swiss
TPH), Basel, Switzerland

1

Introduction Emerging mHealth technology shows great
potential in more accurately and completely documenting travel
itineraries and mapping health and disease risk patterns of
travelers, in particular the growing numbers of vulnerable
travelers such as pregnant women, the elderly, and those with
underlying conditions.
Methods and materials In partnership with the ETH
Wearable Computing Lab, the Epidemiology, Biostatistics, and
Prevention Institute at the University of Z€
urich have developed a
novel data collection instrument: a smartphone application that
collects data on travelers’ exact itinerary using passive GPS
localization, and daily information via a daily smartphoneadministered questionnaire on health risk behavior, accidents,
and symptoms while traveling. This ongoing study consists of
100 adult travelers to Thailand recruited from the Travel Clinic
network of Z€
urich and Basel between January and July 2015.
Results More than half (n = 61) of the planned study
participants were enrolled by March 31, 2015. The incidence of
identified health risk behaviors, symptoms, and accidents will be
described and mapped by region and destination type (e.g. city,
beach resort, national park). The itinerary and traveler
demographic characteristics will be analyzed as predictors for
health risk behavior and the development of symptoms. In
addition, questionnaire completion rates will be compared to
traditional travel questionnaire methodology to determine the
feasibility of the app as a data collection tool in travel medicine.
During an interim analysis, completion rates of the study were
high (83.8%, 31/37).
Conclusions Use of a smartphone app to collect health
information is technically feasible and acceptable among the
traveler population, minimizes recall bias, and greatly increases
the quality and quantity of data collected during travel.
MHealth technology shows great potential for innovation in the
field of travel medicine.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.5.1.004
Ghana telemedicine – using mHealth to bridge the gaps in
health service availability and accessibility
C. Wadhwani and J. Adomako
Novartis Foundation, Basel, Switzerland

The Ghana telemedicine project uses information and communications technology (ICTs) in the Bonsaso Cluster to connect
rural CHWs to medical specialists at the district referral hospital
to manage complicated emergency cases, and to reduce unnecessary referrals and improve health services. The purpose of the
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project is to improve the access to and availability of healthcare
services at the point-of-care by enhancing the referral system in
rural areas, reducing unnecessary transportation resources and
cost through a teleconsultation center (TCC), and expanding the
reach of physicians to rural facilities. The project also aims to
strengthen the triage process. Healthcare personnel are trained in
the use of mobile technologies to perform 24-h health consultations from a distance, while CHWs conduct home visits and follow-up appointments.
Research was conducted to determine the impact of the project while services are scaled-up to the entire district. Included in
the evaluation was a pre- and post-study with two evaluations,
cross sectional in nature, one conducted before (baseline) and
another conducted 12 months after the full introduction of the
intervention into the scale-up communities (end line). A mixed
methods approach, qualitative and quantitative data collection,
was used.
Preliminary analysis shows an average of 46 calls per month
mostly made from midwives, community health extension workers, and CHWs. 58% of cases were female. Calls made to the
TCC were mainly related to patients between the ages of 15–35
(60%), and the main conditions were obstetrics and gynaecology
(30%). Fever was the second main condition reported at 17%.
In terms of referrals, preliminary results indicate 37% of referrals were avoided once the TCC was established, saving an average of 110 Ghana cedis (31 USD) per avoided referral. Among
the referred cases reported, 50% were designated as emergency
referrals, requiring ambulatory services. Additionally, for the
calls that were referred to the district hospital, the TCC offered
support in stabilizing emergency and delivery related cases.
Informal interviews have also shown that participants and
users of the TCC – nurses, midwives, CHWs, and patients –
reported positive impacts and improved primary health services
from the pilot project.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.5.1.005
The influence of mobile health on patient adherence in the
case of effective management of type 2 diabetes in
Bangladesh
F. Yasmin
Institute of Public Health, Heidelberg University, Heidelberg, Germany

Background Lack of awareness about type 2 diabetes and
adherence to treatment, together with accessibility, availability
and affordability of services are the main barriers to ensure
quality management of disease in resource-poor settings such as
Bangladesh. Therefore, mobile health (mHealth), due to its rapid
growth and wide range of coverage, was discussed as an option
to help overcome these challenges.
Method The study was a randomized controlled trial with a
sample size of 160 patients per group. It was conducted during
the period of January–December 2014 with the study population
receiving treatment from the Bangladesh Institute of Health
Sciences and Hospital, Dhaka. The intervention group received
mobile health services (patients were reminded to follow
physicians’ advice regarding drug, diet, other life style activities),
whereas the non-intervention group did not. Simple random
sampling was followed and every 5th patient was taken as
sample coming to the out-patient department. Data were
collected through questionnaire survey.
Results According to baseline data, the mean ages of the
patients were 52  10.5 years and 49  10 years in the
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intervention and non-intervention group, respectively. The
majority of the respondents were female (76% – intervention
and 85% – non-intervention). Adherence to drug intake was
97% in the intervention group and 92% in non-intervention
group. In the intervention group 59% patients showed adherence
to physical exercise – walking for at least 30 min per day as
advised, whereas 54% were adherent in non-intervention group.
Interpretation The end-line data collection ended in April
2015. The end-line data will be compared with baseline data to
measure the adherence to drug, diet, exercise and other lifestyle
improvement advice.
Conclusion The comparison of the different indicators
between end-line and baseline will allow us to draw conclusions
about the impact of mHealth interventions on diabetic patients
in urban Bangladesh.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

5.6.1. Challenges of surveillance-response in the
disease elimination phase
INV.5.6.1.001
Feasibility and roadmap analysis on malaria elimination in
China
W. Yang1 and X. Zhou2
Chinese Preventive Medicine Association, Beijing, China; 2Chinese
Center for Disease Control and Prevention, Beijing, China

1

To understand the current status of malaria control programme
at the county level in accordance with the criteria of World
Health Organization, the gaps and feasibility of malaria elimination either at county and national levels were analyzed based on
three kinds of indicators, such as transmission capacity, capacity
of profession team, and intensity of intervention. Finally, the
roadmap of the national malaria elimination in P.R. China was
proposed based on the results of feasibility assessment at
national level.
The national malaria control programme in P.R. China could
be classified into 2 stages in the history. The formulation of the
national disease surveillance and reporting system since 2004
allowed for individual case to be reported nationwide. Population distribution of malaria cases nationwide from 2004–2011
showed an increasing proportion in the 20–45 age group which
might be attributed to the occupations in this population including farming, business, production and others, who are more susceptible to be infected. For occupational distribution, the
proportion of farmers is still in the first place, but with a declining trend, while the proportions of mobile workers, businessmen,
and government staff rise significantly. Particularly in the mobile
workers who migrated back from the African countries after
working in Africa for years.
The classification approach used in ‘China’s Action Plan for
Malaria Elimination (2010–2020)’ relies on the incidence at
county level during the period of 2006–2008, without considering the capacity of local institutions as well as vector capacities.
This approach has provided useful information to design the
strategy in the initiation of the National Malaria Elimination
Programme but it could not fully reflect malaria transmission
risks in a whole picture. To overcome this gap, our research
takes comprehensive considerations of transmission risks and
control capability into one picture. The results of classification is
helpful to assess risks annually for the decision makers, and to
find out the key factors that may reduce or increase the malaria
transmission for the professionals who involve in the National
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Malaria Elimination Programme, so that appropriate response
easily tailor into local setting and may take place in a shorter
time.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.6.1.002
Enhanced dengue sentinel surveillance in Sri Lanka
H. Tissera1,2, S. Gunasena3, D. da Silva4, O. Sessions5, P. Palihawadana1,
A. Amarasinghe1, C. Muthukuda1, C. Botheju1, W.-Y. Leong6, W. Lohr7,
P. Byass7, A. Wilder-Smith6,7 and D. Gubler8
1
Epidemiology Unit, Ministry of Health, Colombo, Sri Lanka; 2National
Dengue Control Unit, Colombo, Sri Lanka; 3Medical Research Institute,
Colombo, Sri Lanka; 4Genentech Research Institute, Colombo, Sri
Lanka; 5Duke-NUS Graduate Medical School, Nanyang Technological
University, Singapore, Singapore; 6Lee Kong Chian School of Medicine,
a
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, Singapore; 7Ume
University, Umea, Sweden; 8Duke-NUS Graduate Medical School,
Colombo, Sri Lanka

Introduction Dengue poses a significant socioeconomic and
disease burden in Sri Lanka, where the geographic spread,
incidence and severity of disease has been increasing since the
first dengue hemorrhagic fever (DHF) epidemic occurred in
1989. Periodic epidemics have become progressively larger,
peaking in 2012 with 44 456 cases. Passive surveillance was
established nationwide more than a decade ago but dengue
notifications have been based on clinical diagnosis, with
infrequent laboratory confirmation. To obtain more accurate
data on the disease burden, a laboratory-based enhanced sentinel
surveillance system was established in Colombo Municipality,
the area with the highest dengue incidence. Here we describe the
study design and the results of the first 2 years (2012–2014).
Methods Three government hospitals and two outpatient
clinics in Colombo District were selected for the sentinel
surveillance. All patients presenting with undifferentiated fever
were enrolled, if consent given, capped at a maximum of 60
patients per week. Acute blood samples were taken from all
enrolled subjects and tested by dengue-specific PCR, and NS1,
and IgM – ELISA at the time of first presentation. A sub-set of
536 samples was sent to Duke-NUS Singapore for quality
assurance, virus isolation and serotyping.
Results Between 1 April, 2012 and 31 March, 2014, 3127
patients were enrolled, 964 (30.9%) as outpatients and 2160
(69.1%) as inpatients. The mean age was 22.3 years (SD = 17.5)
and the time of first presentation was at day 4 of illness. For
inpatients, 1687 (78.1%) of all febrile cases had laboratoryconfirmed dengue. For outpatients, the proportion of confirmed
dengue was 237 (24.6%). The mean duration of hospitalization
was 4.1 days (SD = 1.85). The proportion of DHF in labconfirmed hospitalized dengue cases was 22.1% and 4 patients
(0.21%) died. Serotypes 1 and 4 were the only viruses detected
in this sample (serotype 1: 85%; serotype 4: 15%). The
clinicians’ diagnosis for dengue at time of first presentation had
a sensitivity of 92% and specificity of 23%.
Conclusions Dengue infection was responsible for a high
proportion of febrile illnesses during 2012–2014, with serotypes
1 and 4 circulating. A significant proportion (22%) of
hospitalized dengue cases developed DHF, but the case fatality
rate was low. Clinicians’ judgment was associated with good
sensitivity, but to enhance specificity it is important to add
laboratory confirmation of dengue.
Disclosure This research was funded by the European
Commission under the 7th Framework and conducted by
DengueTools partners (www.denguetools.net).

O.5.6.1.003
Fine scale participatory mapping of malaria infection
clusters by using routinely collected health facility data in
urban Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Y P. Mlacha1, P P. Chaki1, A D. Malishee1, V M. Mwakalinga1,2, N J. Govella1,
A J. Limwagu1, J M. Paliga1, D F. Msellemu1, Z D. Mageni1, D J. Terlouw3,4,
G F. Killeen1,5 and S. Dongus1,5,6
1
Environmental Health and Ecological Science (EHES), Ifakara Health
Institute, Dar es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania; 2School of Public
Health, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg, South Africa; 3Department of Clinical Sciences, Liverpool
School of Tropical Medicine, Liverpool, UK; 4Malawi-LiverpoolWellcome Trust Clinical Research Programme, College of Medicine,
University of Malawi, Blantyre, Malawi; 5Vector Biology Department,
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Liverpool, UK; 6Department of
Epidemiology and Public Health, Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland

Background Standard methods for assessing malaria
infection burden have limitations regarding the spatial resolution
they can achieve. This study investigated whether routine data
collected at health facilities can provide an affordable alternative
for accurately identifying malaria transmission hot spots.
Methods The study was performed in two adjacent wards of
urban Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, with a total population of
178 000. Anonymised patient data comprising malaria rapid
diagnostic test results were collected from June 2012 to January
2013 from the laboratory registry book of the area’s main health
facility. In the absence of a residential address system, patients’
residential locations were traced by asking them to provide the
name of the elected local leader of their residential housing
cluster, and geo-referencing these leaders’ houses. Geographic
information systems and spatial scan statistics were deployed to
detect clustering of malaria cases.
Results Among 2407 patients tested for malaria, 46.6%
(1121) could successfully be traced to their residential location.
Of the traced patients, 21.4% (240) tested positive for malaria.
Six spatial clusters (P < 0.05) of high infection risk (hot spots)
and four of low risk (cold spots) were identified, with radii not
exceeding 500 m. Once identified, all could be rationalised on
the basis of local topography and hydrology.
Conclusion Participatory mapping by recording simple
points of reference that community members can readily relate
to during routine health facility visits can be used to map hot
and cold spots of malaria infection on fine geographic scales,
offering an affordable approach to targeting malaria control
interventions under programmatic conditions.
Keywords Malaria, clustering, hot spots, mapping,
participatory, GIS, targeting
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.6.1.004
Evaluation of the national case-based measles surveillance
system in South Africa: January 2009 to December 2013
E D. Mathatha1, M. Hlanzi2, J M. Manamela2 and M. Suchaed2
1
University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South Africa; 2National Institute for
Communicable Diseases, Johannesburg, South Africa

Introduction Measles is a vaccine-preventable disease but
remains the leading cause of death among children under
5 years. In South Africa the case-based measles surveillance was
initiated in 1998 in line with the recommendation from the
World Health Organization (WHO) to monitor progress towards
measles elimination. Blood specimens are collected from
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suspected measles cases at all health facilities at district and
provincial level. This study described the epidemiology of
measles in South Africa from 2009–2013 and evaluated seven
specific performance indicators for measles surveillance
recommended by the WHO.
Methods A retrospective descriptive analysis was conducted on
secondary measles surveillance data routinely collected from
measles suspected cases in all age groups from 2009–2013.The
blood samples were tested at the measles serology laboratory at
the National Institute for Communicable Diseases (NICD). The
percentage for each of the indicators was calculated and compared
with the WHO minimum standard values for measles surveillance.
Results In 2009–2011, there were 18 000 confirmed measles
cases reported, which included cases identified during the
measles outbreak from June 2009 to July 2010 in all nine
provinces. The number of cases decreased to 335 between 2011–
2013. From 2009–2013 the age group most affected were those
>14 years, while the least affected were those between the ages
of 2–4 years. Out of the seven performance indicators evaluated,
five met WHO specified targets, including all districts reporting
at least one measles case per year (WHO target ≥80% of the
districts) and blood specimens collected in more than 80%of the
suspected measles cases (WHO target of ≥ 80%).Two laboratory
indicators did not meet the WHO targets; between 2009 and
2013, 32%, 28%, 46%, 49% and 52% of blood specimens
respectively reached the laboratory within 3 days of being sent
(WHO target ≥ 80%) and between 2009 to
2013,14%,15%,65%, 68% and 66% of blood samples
respectively were tested within seven days (WHO target ≥ 80%).
Conclusion The case-based measles surveillance met most of
the WHO-specified performance indicators. Addressing
timeliness of specimen delivery to the laboratory, timeliness of
laboratory testing and subsequent feedback of the results to the
health facility will ensure proper management of cases and rapid
response to outbreaks.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.6.1.005
Operational challenges during implementation of the 1, 3, 7
malaria surveillance strategy in China: a qualitative study
G. Lu, Y. Liu, C. Beiersmann, Y. Feng, J. Cao and O. Muller
Institute of Public Health, Heidelberg University Medical School,
Heidelberg, Germany

Brief introduction China has achieved great progress in
malaria control over the last century and now aims at malaria
elimination by 2020. In 2012 China launched its 1, 3, 7 malaria
surveillance strategy. The strategy refers to case reporting within
one day, case investigation within three days, and focus
investigation and control action within seven days. Since being
rolled out nationally, the strategy has accumulated a lot of
experiences and confronted also operational difficulties. As this
strategy could also become a model for other countries on the
road to elimination, more information is needed on how to best
deal with challenges.
Methods This qualitative study was conducted in two
provinces of China, Gansu Province in the northwestern China
and Jiangsu Province in southeastern China. Key informant
interviews (n = 6) and in-depth interviews (n = 36) were
conducted with malaria experts, health staffs, laboratory
practitioners and villager doctors at provincial Disease Control
Centers (CDCs)/Parasitological Institutes, city CDCs, county
CDCs, township health centers and village health stations. The
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participants were recruited through stratified purposeful
sampling, intensity sampling and snowball sampling. A thematic
analysis was conducted by identifying themes related to enablers
and difficulties when implementing the 1, 3, 7 surveillance
system. Ethics approval was obtained from responsible ethics
committee and individual written informed consent was obtained
from participants. Resulted will be presented.
Results Broad themes related to barriers to the
implementation of malaria 1, 3, 7 surveillance system were
identified according to the case reporting, case investigation and
focus investigation procedures. They included, for example,
logistic aspects, population movement, imported malaria,
working motivation of health workers, financial support,
technical support, knowledge of health works, coordination
between different sectors, lack of standard operating procedure
(SOP) and quality control. We also identified themes relevant for
opportunities to improve surveillance according to different
administrative levels (province/city/county/township/village).
Conclusion Well functioning malaria surveillance and
response systems are of major importance for malaria
elimination programmes. China has accumulated great
experience with malaria surveillance, which could be helpful for
modifying other national malaria eliminating programmes.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

5.6.2. Novel approaches for clinical trial design for
poverty-related diseases
O.5.6.2.002
Randomized controlled trials using human challenge studies
for influenza: a systematic review
S. Balasingam and A. Wilder-Smith
Lee Kong Chian School of Medicine, Nanyang Technological University,
Singapore, Singapore

Background Controlled human infections, the intentional
infection of healthy volunteers, allows diseases to be studied and
vaccines and therapeutic interventions to be evaluated. Seasonal
and pandemic influenza contribute to major social and economic
burden. Controlled human infections are integral in developing
influenza vaccines and antivirals. We performed a systematic
review of randomized controlled trials for influenza, using the
controlled human infection platform. Our primary objective was
to document trials to-date and their main findings. Our
secondary objectives was to review the challenge virus, dose,
attack rate and identify serious adverse events.
Results Between 1947 and 2014, 21 randomized controlled
trials fit our inclusion criteria. Two thirds of these trials
investigated antivirals and one third influenza vaccines. 1878
subjects underwent challenge with influenza virus, and the
incidence of serious adverse events was only 0.05%. These
challenge studies down-selected at least three antivirals that were
subsequently FDA approved. We will present the attack rates,
inoculation dose and the most frequently used challenge virus.
Conclusions Controlled human infection studies are an
important research design in selecting promising influenza
vaccines and antivirals. These studies are performed quickly, are
cost effective and safe with low serious adverse events incidence.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.5.6.2.003
Data collection in a high-risk infectious zone: challenges and
lessons learned in an Ebola clinical trial in Conakry, Guinea
Y. Claeys1, A. Custers1, M. Michiels2, R. Ravinetto1, S. Dunkley3 and J. van
Griensven1
1
Clinical Science, Antwerp, Belgium; 2ICT, Institute of Tropical
Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium; 3Medecins Sans Frontieres, Brussels,
Belgium

Background Clinical trials require implementation of
sophisticated data collection systems, i.e. in terms of traceability
and validity. Data originally collected in medical files (source
data) are subsequently entered into validated databases, that
fulfill the stringent requirements. In Ebola treatment centers,
clinical source data originate from high-risk infectious zones,
thus the original medical files cannot simply be moved to the
low-risk zone where data entry will take place. Various solutions
are possible to overcome these challenges.
Methods The Ebola_tx trial (ClinTrials.gov NCT02342171),
sponsored by the Institute of Tropical Medicine and carried out
at the Ebola Treatment Center of Medecins Sans Frontieres
(MSF) in Donka, Guinea, evaluates convalescent plasma added
to standardized supportive care in Ebola Virus Disease. We
listed and analysed the methods of data transfer used at this site
in ‘routine’ from the start of the outbreak, and compared them
with the scanning method adopted for the trial.
Findings The approaches for the transfer of source data from
the high-risk to the low-risk zone used in routine setting include
‘shouting over the fence’, the use of walky-talkies and the use of
wired scanners. Conversely, in the trial we used a scanning
system based on mobile phones, mounted in custom made stands
and positioned in strategic places (study room, decontamination
area and medical office) in the staff circuit. Documents scanned
in the high-risk zone were transmitted over a secured local
wireless network to a central server and automated printer.
The synoptic comparison of advantages and disadvantages of
each system shows that the new system allows more control on
source data and improves both quantity and quality of trials
data, while minimizing infection-related risks and limiting
required time of transmitting information. However, avoiding
missing data during initial data collection remains a challenge.
Conclusions Digitizing paper copies in high-risk zone can
provide more security and control over source data used in
Ebola clinical research, while minimizing the safety risks for the
staff. For future outbreaks, the development of tools for
electronic data capture inside the high-risk zone could represent
a further improvement for reliable and more complete datasets,
by using intelligent skip patterns and mandatory data fields. But
flexibility will still be needed to choose the system on a case-bycase basis, based on local constraints.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.6.2.004
Improving efficiency and quality in clinical trials in subSaharan Africa
N. Vischer1,2, C. Pfeiffer2,3 and C. Burri1,2
1
Medicines Research Department, Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2Basel University, Basel, Switzerland;
3
Society, Gender and Health Department, Swiss Tropical and Public
Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland

Clinical research is indispensable for efficient health systems.
Research centers in sub-Saharan Africa face particular con-

straints through increasing trial related workload and administration paired with capacity limitations. We therefore
investigated the main challenges in the conduct of clinical trials
to optimize processes for resource-effective and high quality trials in low-resource settings. The working hypothesis was that
the main difficulty was that existing regulations are not adapted
to these particular situations and that the possible leeway for
interpretation was not sufficiently exploited.
Key informant in-depth interviews with 69 clinical trial staff
were performed in 2014 and 2015 in three English- and two
French-speaking African countries (Kenya, Tanzania, Ghana,
Burkina Faso and Senegal). In each country clinical trial staff
representing different levels in two clinical research centers was
interviewed. The interview guide consisted of general questions
about quality, guidelines, challenges, and perceived inefficiencies
in clinical trials. The interviews were transcribed verbatim. Content analysis was performed to identify themes relevant both
across settings and positions.
Poorly developed protocols, patient management and ineffective trial management were the main emerging themes. Protocols
were often poorly adapted to the respective research settings
ignoring capacity limitations and local culture and values. This
contributed to difficulties with patients: Lack of sufficient and
appropriate community and patient information and identification of balanced incentives led to fears, rumors and consequently
inadequate recruitment or losses to follow-up. This together with
unrealistic deadlines contributed to time loss in trials. Unclear
delegation of tasks was another frequently described challenge.
In turn, unexpectedly, the administrative burden resulting from
the guidelines was not mentioned as a difficulty; rather, researchers were grateful for having guidance in their daily work.
Protocols need to be adapted to local contexts by early
involvement of local staff and careful consideration of local
capacity, systems and conditions. In addition, careful and realistic planning with regular exchange between sponsors, sites and
authorities and a test run before the enrolment of the first
patient are recommended to guarantee efficient and high quality
trials.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.6.2.005
Data Management Protocol: blueprint to stamp good data
management procedures – experience from a multicountry
study in East and South Africa
M N. Thiongo1, H V. Loen2, R R. Ravinetto2, G. Ndanyisaba3, L. Diep4,
L. Hardy2 and P. Gichangi5
1
Data Management, International Centre for Reproductive Health Kenya,
Mombasa, Kenya; 2Institute of Tropical Medicine (ITM), Antwerp,
Belgium; 3Rinda Ubuzima, Kingali, Rwanda; 4WITS Reproductive Health
and HIV Institute, Johannesburg, South Africa; 5International Centre for
Reproductive Health Kenya, Mombasa, Kenya

Introduction A Clinical Data Management Protocol (DMP)
describes the data management (DM) processes, systems and
responsibilities in a clinical study. We will describe how its
implementation in the study ‘Characterization of Novel
Microbicide Safety Biomarkers in East and South Africa’ was
coordinated with a capacity building initiative.
Methodology This multicountry study, funded by the
European & Developing Countries Clinical Trials Partnership
(EDCTP) and sponsored by the International Centre for
Reproductive Health (ICRH), was carried out at the WITS
Reproductive Health and HIV Institute in South Africa (WRHI),
Rinda Ubuzima (RU) in Rwanda and at the ICRH in Kenya.
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The Institute of Tropical Medicine (ITM) in Belgium was a
collaborating partner. Partner data managers met with an
objective of sharing best practices, to build and strengthen the
implementation: the WRHI data manager wrote the DMP,
ICRHK designed the database and trained data-entry staff, RU
designed the DM study documentation, while ITM provided
coordination, training and ongoing remote support.
Results The DMP guided the study on the following: design of
the case report form, database development, procedures/timelines,
data quality control, training, roles and responsibilities and
communication flow. Adherence to the DMP ensured
standardizing and harmonizing and it promoted timely
communication across the research teams, resulting in
coordination of key-activities such as data review/cleaning. The
DMP became a useful reference for monitors during their
monitoring visits to the sites. Concomitantly, the capacity building
plan contributed to innovation of local capacity by enhancing
skills in database design,validation and documentation.
Conclusion A DMP is an essential document that guides the
DM process likewise a study protocol guides the study
procedures. When working in low-income settings and/or in new
research sites, the DMP should envisage a capacity building
component, to strengthen local capacity.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

5.6.3. Surveillance of substandard and falsified
medicines
O.5.6.3.002
The quality of paediatric medicines supplied by private
wholesalers in Kinshasa, DRC
R. Ravinetto1, D. Ngeleka Mutolo2, B. de Spiegeleere3, R. Marini4, E. Hasker5
and B. Schiavetti5
1
Clinical Science, Institut of Tropical Medicine Antwerp, Antwerp,
Belgium; 2Direction de la Pharmacie et du Medicament, Kinshasa, The
Democratic Republic of the Congo; 3University of Ghent, Ghent,
Belgium; 4University of Liege, Liege, Belgium; 5Public Health, Institute
Tropical Medicine, Antwerpen, Belgium

The global pharmaceutical market is characterised by multiple
qualitative standards. Low and middle-income countries are particularly permeable to poor quality medicines: in sub-Saharan
Africa their proportion ranges from 12% to 48%, though accurate estimates are not available. In the Democratic Republic of
Congo, the reduction of infant mortality and the availability of
good quality medicines are objectives of the national Health
Development Plan 2011–2015. In the context of a North-South
bilateral cooperation program, a cross-sectional survey of the
quality of paediatric medicines available in the private market in
Kinshasa was carried out with the national medicine regulatory
authority and the results were reported following the Medicine
Quality Assessment Reporting Guideline. Amoxicillin (AX) and
artemether/lumefantrine (AL) powder for suspension in paediatric dosage and paracetamol tablets 500 mg (PCT) were
selected as tracers of medicine quality, based on 8 public health
criteria. To obtain a representative sample of the most marketed
products, samples were weighted on the distribution figures provided by the wholesalers and a subset of 80 samples per molecule was randomly extracted. Analyses were performed
following the US-Pharmacopoeia (USP) and results were compared to the specifications of the International Pharmacopoeia
for AL, and of the USP for AX and PCT. An in-depth visual
inspection of the packaging and labelling was performed based
on a structured checklist. In April 2014, 417 products were pur-
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chased covertly from 61 of the 80 licensed wholesalers of Kinshasa and 238 of 239 samples have been tested so far. Overall,
27% were found non-conform for the content in active ingredient (API): 21% containing AL, 3% AX and 3% PCT. Notably,
48% of all the antimalarials were underdosed in artemether.
Analyses of visual inspection and correlation with risks factors
are ongoing and will be presented. The overall proportion of
substandard products is similar to that reported in the literature.
The failure rate of AL-containing products due to artemether
underdosing has not been described so far, and might be
explained by artemether’s higher risk of degradation under
improper storage or packaging conditions, as well as by the
higher cost of artemether that, coupled with the analytical difficulty of testing its content, might incentivize voluntary mismanagement during manufacturing.
The overall results are expected by June 2015 and will be presented.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.6.3.003
DIFAEM-EPN Minilab-network
A. Petersen
Pharmaceutical Department/EPN, German Institute for Medical Mission/
DIFAEM, T€
ubingen, Germany

In 2010 DIFAEM, a Christian NGO in Germany and member of
EPN (Ecumenical Pharmaceutical Network), started to assist
Drug Supply Organizations (DSOs) in African countries and
India in implementing a system to control the quality of medicine used in central pharmacies and hospitals of Christian
churches.
So far 14 partners in 11 countries have been equipped and
trained to run the ‘Minilab’, a scientific thin layer method to test
medicine samples on identity, assay (semi quantitative) and dissolution. One focus is the visual inspection, for example checking the information on the label and blisters. All samples not
passing these tests are sent for confirmation to qualified laboratories, such as the WHO prequalified laboratory of MEDS in
Kenya. These results are anonymously shared (to protect the
partner in the field from harassment of wholesalers or manufactures) with WHO in Geneva (SSFFC Surveillance and Monitoring Department) for further action. Some of the previous WHO
alerts (http://www.who.int/medicines/publications/drugalerts/en/)
are based on these findings.
More than 1200 different samples have been tested so far,
including substandard medicines and 14 falsified medicine. The
most recent cases:
Coartem found with prolonged falsified expiry date (batch F
2951) from 2 to 4 years. Falsified Lumartem without active
ingredients and error in writing Cipla (CLIPA) (batch FD3016
on pack, blister different). Cloxzem (Cloxacillin) badly substandard. Company name and address on pack does not exist in Germany. Duo Cotexcin: one batch contained Aspirin and one
Acetaminophen instead of Antimalarial APIs. Recently DIFAEM
started to support its partners enabling them to buy samples
from uncontrolled markets e.g bus stations and street markets.
More than 1000 products will be tested and most certainly some
of these samples will be of low quality or even fake medicine.
A training module and flyer to raise awareness on quality of
medicines in health facilities will be launched on this occasion.
Albert Petersen/DIFAEM/T€
ubingen/Germany/petersen.amh@difaem.de
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.5.6.3.004
Quality assessment of the pharmaceutical products
management system in Chad
D. Mbaibarem1, Y. Djimtaingar2, G. Doumde1, O. Aoun3, F M. Lahaye1 and
C. Rapp1,3
1
Senghor University, Alexandria, Egypt; 2Health Provincial Delegate,
Djamena, Chad; 3SMIT Begin, Saint-Mande Cedex, France

The access to essential drugs remains an issue in several low-income countries. In Chad, studies carried out in 2004 showed
that median availability of generic drugs in public health care
establishments was 31.3 % and that their price was not in accordance with international norms.
Objective To assess the quality of the pharmaceutical
products management system in Chad.
Methods We conducted across-sectional study from May 30
to July 29, 2014 in a sanitary district of Middle Chari (one
provision center, four hospitals and six health care centers).
Availability, stock management, conservation and prices of the
main essential medications were assessed using a WHO
standardized questionnaire.
Results Regarding national programs, drug availability was
100% for antimalarials, 46.67% for antiretroviral drugs and
50% for tuberculosis medications. Median availability of the
studied drugs was 46.33% in health care centers, 75.5% in
hospitals and 88% in the provision center respectively.
Conservation conditions were appropriate in 60 % of cases.
Stock management and monitoring tools were suitable in 41.7%
of cases. The price of medicines in the sanitary district was
higher than international standards.
Conclusion Quality of the drugs management system
remains low. Despite advances regarding availability, the
storage, conservation and accessibility to essential medicines
should be improved.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.6.3.005
Systematic sampling approach reveals fewer falsified first
line antimalarials than previously reported
H. Kaur1, M D. Green2 and F M. Fernandez3
London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK; 2United
States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta, GA, USA; 3School of Chemistry and Biochemistry,
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, USA

1

Malaria is a curable disease provided patients have timely access
to efficacious drugs, namely artemisinin based-combination therapies (ACTs), recommended as first line treatment by the World
Health Organisation (WHO). The threat posed by falsified and
substandard drugs is drawing increasing international attention,
heightened by reports indicating that up to 35% (796 of 2296)
of antimalarial drugs purchased following the convenience
approach from 21 Sub-Saharan African countries failed content
analysis.
To investigate the threat we purchased over 10 000 ACTs
using three sampling approaches (convenience, mystery client
and overt) and updated sampling frames, to provide comprehensive surveillance of ACTs available in a given geographical
region. The ACTs were collected in 6 countries – Cambodia,
Ghana (Kintampo), Equatorial Guinea (Bioko Island), Nigeria
(Enugu metropolis and Ilorin city), Rwanda and Tanzania (nationwide). Content analyses using mass spectrometry (qualitative) and high performance liquid chromatography with photo-

diode array detection (quantitative) were used to measure the
amount of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) in 3 independent laboratories. Results were expressed as percentage of APIs
stated on the packaging and used to categorise each sample as
quality assured, substandard, degraded, or falsified.
Our findings were reassuring in that out of the 10 092 samples
(142 brands) we only found falsified formulations that did not
contain the stated APIs in 2 countries: Nigeria [both Enugu state
(1%) and Ilorin city (0.8%)] and Equatorial Guinea [Bioko
Island (7.3%)]. In contrast, although substandard drugs were
found in all 6 countries, this did not exceed 7% of the samples
analysed from Africa. The results were disseminated to the country-specific Ministry of Health, as well as the stated manufacturers and WHO.
Data will be presented to illustrate that a representative sampling approach is essential, and that both mystery client and
overt sampling approaches can be used, to accurately quantify
and track the scale of ineffective drugs which jeopardise treatment of a life threatening disease.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

5.6.4. Measuring effectiveness: approaches to
evaluate large-scale programs
O.5.6.4.002
Effective coverage and systems effectiveness for malaria
case management in sub-Saharan African countries
K. Galactionova1,2, F. Tediosi1,2, D. de Savigny1,2, T. Smith1,2 and M. Tanner1,2
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland

1

Introduction Scale-up of malaria preventive and control
interventions over the last decade resulted in substantial declines
in mortality and morbidity from the disease in sub-Saharan
Africa and many other parts of the world. Sustaining these gains
will depend on the health system performance. Treatment
provides individual benefits by curing infection and preventing
progression to severe disease as well as community-level benefits
by reducing the infectious reservoir and averting emergence and
spread of drug resistance. However many patients with malaria
do not access care, providers do not comply with treatment
guidelines, and hence, patients do not necessarily receive the
correct regimen. Even when the correct regimen is administered
some patients will not adhere and others will be treated with
counterfeit or substandard medication leading to treatment
failures and spread of drug resistance.
Methods We apply systems effectiveness concepts that
explicitly consider implications of health system factors such as
treatment seeking, provider compliance, adherence, and quality
of medication to estimate treatment outcomes for malaria case
management. We compile data for these indicators to derive
estimates of effective coverage for 43 high-burden sub-Saharan
African countries. Parameters are populated from the
Demographic and Health Surveys and other published sources.
We assess the relative importance of these factors on the level of
effective coverage and consider variation in these health systems
indicators across countries.
Results Our findings suggest that effective coverage for
malaria case management ranges from 8% to 72% in the region.
Different factors account for health system inefficiencies in
different countries. Significant losses in effectiveness of treatment
are estimated in all countries.
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Conclusion The patterns of inter-country variation suggest
that these are system failures that are amenable to change.
Identifying the reasons for the poor health system performance
and intervening to tackle them become key priority areas for
malaria control and elimination policies in the region.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.5.6.4.003
How effective are demand-side incentives in improving
utilisation of delivery services in the Oyam district of
northern Uganda? A quasi-experimental study
W. Massavon1, M. Nannini2, C. Wilunda3,4, C. Agaro5, E. De Vivo1,
P. Lochoro6 and G. Putoto4
1
Doctors with Africa CUAMM, Aber, Uganda; 2School of Economics and
Development, University of Florence, Florence, Italy; 3Department of
Pharmacoepidemiology, Graduate School of Medicine and Public Health,
Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan; 4Doctors with Africa CUAMM, Padova,
Italy; 5District Health Office, Oyam District Local Government, Oyam,
Uganda; 6Doctors with Africa CUAMM, Kampala, Uganda

Brief introduction Lack of skilled attendance at birth
remains a major contributor to the persistently high maternal
mortality in Uganda. We aimed to evaluate the effects of
transport vouchers and baby kits on institutional delivery and
other maternal health services in Oyam district, Uganda.
Methods and materials We conducted a quasiexperimental study involving purposively selected intervention
and comparable control sub-counties in the Oyam District, for
12 months (2013–2014). Study participants were women
attending antenatal (ANC), delivery and postnatal care (PNC)
services at facilities in the intervention and control sub-counties.
Two interventions were evaluated: transport vouchers and baby
kits. Transport vouchers were given to pregnant women
attending ANC and or delivering in Acaba sub-county, which
has two health centre (HC) IIs, whilst baby kits were given to
pregnant women who delivered at Ngai HC III, the only HC in
Ngai sub-county. Baseline and end line data were collected in
2013 and 2014 respectively. Study outcomes included coverages
of institutional delivery, ANC visit 4, PNC and percentage ‘bypassing’ (proportion of women accessing services outside their
resident sub-counties). The effect of each intervention on study
outcomes was calculated using difference in differences (DID)
analysis. A falsification exercise was performed based on
outpatients’ attendance.
Results Overall, transport vouchers had a greater impact on
ANC 4 and PNC, whilst baby kits had a greater influence on
institutional delivery. The absolute increase in institutional
delivery coverage attributable to baby kits was 22.1%. Similarly,
transport vouchers increased ANC 4 and PNC coverages by
24.2% and 28.6% respectively. ‘By-passing’ was mainly
transport voucher-related and ranged from 7.2% (PNC) to
11.9% (delivery). None of the interventions affected outpatients’
attendance.
Conclusions Overall, the demand side incentives effectively
increased utilisation of ANC, delivery and PNC services and
could potentially improve maternal and newborn health in our
setting.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.5.6.4.004
Health monitoring in a changing social-ecological context of
a biofuel project in Sierra Leone
A M. Knoblauch1,2, M H. Hodges3, M J. Divall4, Y. Zhang5, J. Utzinger1,2 and
M S. Winkler1,2
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute (Swiss TPH), Basel,
Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Helen Keller
International Sierra Leone, Freetown, Sierra Leone; 4SHAPE Consulting
Ltd., Pretoria, South Africa; 5Helen Keller International, Regional Office
for Africa, Dakar, Senegal

Introduction A large-scale biofuel project facilitated by
sugarcane plantations in Sierra Leone impacts on the local
environment, existing ecosystems, social structures and health of
affected communities. The acquisition of 14 300 ha arable land,
a subsequent change in vegetation and the usage of large water
quantities for irrigation purposes are examples of impacts, which
link environments and ecosystems to health issues, such as food
security, access to water and altered breeding habitats for disease
vectors (e.g. Anopheles mosquitoes) and intermediate host snails.
In order to monitor project-related impacts, the Addax
Bioenergy Sierra Leone project conducted a health impact
assessment (HIA) that included primary data collection of health
and health-related environmental and social indicators.
Methods Two cross-sectional health surveys were conducted;
a baseline in December 2010 prior to major project
developments and a 3-year follow-up in December 2013. Data
collection included
1 biomedical indicators;
2 knowledge, attitudes and practices indicators; and
3 environmental indicators, in both, project-impacted and nonimpacted control communities.
Results The prevalences of stunting, wasting, and
Plasmodium falciparum in children under 5 years of age
decreased significantly in impacted (all P < 0.05) and nonsignificantly in control sites. Anaemia in children and in women
of childbearing age decreased significantly in impacted and
control sites (P < 0.05 and P < 0.001, respectively). Health
facility-based deliveries increased significantly in the impacted
sites (P < 0.05). The prevalence of helminth infections in
children aged 10–15 years remained approximately at the same
level with focal increases in impacted sites. Access to improved
sanitation decreased significantly (P < 0.05) in control and nonsignificantly in impacted sites. Water quality remained poor
without notable changes.
Conclusion The comparison of health and related indices
from two cross-sectional surveys as part of the initial HIA and
long-term monitoring provides an interesting case study to
quantify burden of disease, study the underlying causes of
changing health patterns and guide mitigation measures in the
context of a highly dynamic social-ecological system due to a
large-scale infrastructure project in sub-Saharan Africa.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.5.6.4.005
Using social network analysis to assess communication
between programme and district managers on HIV
programme monitoring and evaluation in South Africa
M. Kawonga1, D. Blaauw2 and S. Fonn3
1
Department of Community Health, University of the Witwatersrand
School of Public Health, Johannesburg, South Africa; 2Centre for Health
Policy, University of the Witwatersrand School of Public Health,
Johannesburg, South Africa; 3University of the Witwatersrand School of
Public Health, Johannesburg, South Africa

Introduction Internationally there is a push to maximise
synergies between disease control programmes (DCPs) and
health systems. Methods are needed that can measure the extent
of collaborative interactions (communication and joint working)
between DCP and health system actors. Social network analysis
(SNA) is a useful actor analysis method that has not previously
been applied to these interactions in health systems research. In
South Africa programme and district managers are supposed to
collaborate in the monitoring and evaluation (M&E) of
programme interventions within a policy context that makes
district managers the lead actors in programme implementation
with programme actors as specialist advisors. This research
innovates by applying SNA to measure communication amongst
these actors on HIV M&E.
Materials and methods Data were collected from 51
managers using a structured SNA survey during 2010 to 2011.
We measured:
1 one-on-one task-related communication – talking about collation (verification, reporting) and use of HIV data; and
2 group communication through co-participating in management
committees where HIV data were used for monitoring HIV
interventions.
UCINET software was used to compute SNA measures of:
centrality (to identify the most prominent actors), whole network
density (cohesiveness of networks), and homophily (extent of
communication within and between programme and district
manager sub-groups). Block modelling identified committees that
linked managers.
Results Data collation networks were more cohesive than
those for data use. Programme managers were the most
prominent network actors. As a group, programme managers
located at higher levels tended towards homophily (talking
mostly amongst themselves) and shared weakly cohesive
networks with district managers and seldom participated with
them in management committees.
Conclusion This SNA study illustrates the relationship
between programme and district managers, so identifies
bottlenecks and synergies, and suggests potential areas of
intervention. Bridging communication gaps would promote
synergies in the monitoring of HIV interventions, as envisioned
in policy.
Acknowledgements The University of the Witwatersrand
Carnegie Transformation Programme for funding.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

5.6.6. Implementation research – key to
effectiveness
INV.5.6.6.002
Research capacity strengthening and knowledge
management for health teams towards improvement in
disease control in Ghana (Ghana RCS4FIVE)
E K. Ansah1, A. Ofosu2, M A. Chinbuah1, B. Garshong1, M. Gyapong1 and
RCS4FIVE
1
Research & Development Division, Ghana Health Service, Accra,
Ghana; 2Policy Planning Monitoring & Evaluation, Ghana Health
Service, Accra, Ghana

Background Infectious diseases form a substantial proportion
of the disease burden in Ghana, like most sub Saharan African
countries. With increasingly limited resources, solutions to
operational bottlenecks to disease control efforts need to be
evidence-based. Health Management Teams are limited in basic
skills to systematically process, analyze and interpret relevant
data including routine to answer their questions or solve
operational challenges to disease control.
Objectives We proposed to carry out capacity development
for operational research among five 4-member regional teams
over the course of 1 year. The overall aim was to equip the five
health teams with relevant knowledge and skills to address
specific health problems through operational research. Teams
processed, analyzed and interpreted relevant routine data. They
disseminated the findings locally and widely and applied them in
their disease control efforts.
Methods A total of 5 health teams were selected from 4
regions of Ghana for capacity development. Included in the 6member multidisciplinary team were one scientist from a
research Institution and an expert in the Routine Health
Management Information Data System (DHIMS2). The teams
participated in 3 capacity building workshops over the period of
1 year. This included a 5-day proposal development workshop
during which they developed their selected research topics into
full proposals and subsequently applied for ethical approval with
support from the study Investigators. The second workshop was
for data extraction and analysis in the team’s home region.
During the third and final workshop, 6 months after the first,
teams finalized their draft papers for publication and slides for
presentation at their next regional Annual Review Conference.
Results Reviewing of data facilitated dialogue among the
research team members as well as between them and the heads
of the departments where the data was primarily generated.
Teams carried out studies on a wide range of disease areas such
as HIV, TB cases, Malaria and cholera. The study results served
to initiate follow-up actions for improvement of disease control
following dissemination in the areas where data were collected
and to leverage additional funds for training other such teams in
Ghana.
Conclusions Equipping heath teams with skills to
systematically process, analyze and interpret relevant data
including routine data leads to evidence based actions for
improved disease control.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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INV.5.6.6.003
Effectiveness of short term training on health economics in
improving knowledge and economic way of thinking to help
break vicious cycle of infectious disease and poverty: an
evidencefrom Nepal
S. Raj Adhikari
Institute for Nepal Environment and Health System Development, and
Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu, Nepal

Knowledge of health economics and its commensurate way of
thinking enhances the allocative and technical efficiency for contributing to the elimination of infectious diseases. As poverty is a
root cause of infectious diseases as well as an important consequence of these diseases endogenizing economic way of thinking
has an important implication for having a holistic understanding
of solution. This broad, holistic, perspective uses many facets of
economic analysis and its tools can identify areas of waste and
inefficiencies to map out options and facilitate better use of
scarce resources. Thus short term training on health economics
was conducted funded by WHO/TDR.
As evidences are rarely found in low income countries whether
the short term trainings are effective in improving the knowledge
and economic way of thinking in health service and policy
research, the objective of this paper is to assess the effectiveness
of the training in the above regard using pre- and post- questionnaires and the innovative approach. A quasi experimental design
was adopted with the use of a pre-test intervention and post-test
design. The training package included various tools and techniques of economic analysis and appraisal, demand and supply
analysis, production economics, health care financing and catastrophic payments with practical hand-on experience with tools
and techniques. The approach taken to evaluate the training was
by measuring its reflection rather than the just the technical content of training is innovative. The effectiveness of the training
was measured in three dimensions – (i) general understanding of
economics from health policy perspective; (ii) application of economic analysis and appraisal tools and techniques; and (iii) economic way of thinking for issues related to disease control and
poverty. The results show that there is a significant improvement
in these three dimensions after the training intervention. The
paper concludes that indigenizing knowledge of economics and
way of thinking has important implications for designing alternative policy and resource utilization.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

INV.5.6.6.004
Estimating of the level of insecticide availability in some
samples of sprayed surfaces (IRS) using insecticide
quantification kits (IQK) in Benin
L S. Djogbenou1, H. Degnovi1, M. Paine2 and M. Makoutode1
1
Sante-Environnement, Universite Abomey-Calavi/Institut Regional de
Sante Publique, Ouidah, Benin; 2Vector Biology, University of Liverpool/
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine and hygene, Liverpool, UK

Indoor Residual Spraying (IRS) are key weapons in the fight
against malaria in Benin. This programme is rarely assessed
because of the limited choice of methods available for quantifying insecticide content in the field. The available methods are
too expensive and technically demanding for field operations.
This study, evaluated a user-friendly tool to identify potential
improvements for detecting insecticide content after routine IRS
operations were conducted.
This study was conducted in Toucountouna municipality at
Natitingou (north Benin). IRS was conducted with pyrimiphos
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methyl (PM). Two types of samples were collected: (i) pre-spraying filter papers were placed in the selected households to determine what the real deposit of insecticide was during spraying,
(ii) post-spray removal of insecticide with adhesive to assess the
extraction efficiency of the Bostik dots as a post extraction sampling method. The insecticide content on the pre-spray filters
was quantified using both colorimetric assay (IQK) and Highperformance liquid chromatography (HPLC), while post-IRS
samples (Bostik dots) were analysed using HPLC.
One hundred and twenty three households in 20 villages were
sample using both pre-spray filter papers and post spray Bostik
dots sampling methods. Overall, the pre-spray data indicates an
average spray rate of ~3 g/m2, ranging from 1.3–4.5 g/m2.
Although the range is large, reflecting numerous variables such
as individual/team spray performance, most of the variation lies
with one SD, indicating reasonably consistent spray performance
across the board. When comparing data generate with IQK versus HPLC results using only pre-spray filter papers, we observed
excellent correlation (r2 > 0.9). We also evaluated the use of
Bostik dots for post spray monitoring. Results of the average
recovered PM from Bostik dots post-spray averaged ~6% compared with pre-spray filters. This was much lower than expected
from laboratory tests (25%–30%), and too low to provide
meaningful interpretation of spray values. Although disappointing, this is a valuable result since it establishes the suitability of
post-spray sampling methods.
Our data suggests that the new organophosphate IQK assay
can be used instead of HPLC for the analysis of IRS samples
facilitating timely decision making and reporting for program
managers. Furthermore, data indicates that Bostik doesn’t work
well with mud walls. However, an alternative methods need to
be explore for post spray.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

INV.5.6.6.005
The new 1,3,7 strategy and implementation for malaria
elimination in China
G. Qi
Jiangsu Institute of Parasitic Diseases (JIPD), Wuxi, Jiangsu, China

Jiangsu Institute of Parasitic Diseases (JIPD) was founded in
1950. JIPD received the institution-building grants from WHO/
TDR in 1989 and 1991 and has now become one of best professional insitutions for research, technical training and diseases
control on malaria and other parasitic diseases in China. Housing the National Key Laboratory for Parasitic Disease and
Provincial Key Laboratory for Molecular Biology of Parasitic
Diseases in JIPD as well as Master and PhD- degree programs
and Post doctor training, JIPD has become an international
malaria training centers in China. The international malaria
training courses and workshops hold in JIPD every year have
attracted more than 700 participates from 52 countries, most of
them from Africa since 2002.
Jiangsu province used to be highly endemic for malaria. There
were two large outbreaks with over 10 million annual malaria
cases in 1970’s. After successful malaria control activity, falciparum malaria was eliminated in Jiangsu since 1990. The
National Malaria elimination program began in 2010 and there
has been no local infected malaria cases in Jiangsu province since
2013. The ‘1,3,7’ new malaria elimination strategy established in
Jiangsu has become the national malaria elimination strategy.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Implementation of a mentorship programme on knowledge
translation/management to improve policymakers’ capacity
for evidence-informed policymaking for the control of
infectious diseases of poverty in Nigeria

Implementation research dashboard tool for district health
management

C J. Uneke1, A E. Ezeoha2, H C. Uro-Chukwu3 and C T. Ezeonu4
Medical Microbiology, Parasitology, Abakaliki, Nigeria; 2Banking &
Finance, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki, Nigeria; 3Disease Control,
Social Mobilization, National Obstetrics Fistula Centre, Abakaliki,
Nigeria; 4Paediatrics, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki, Nigeria

1

Brief introduction Mentorship can be used to enhance
capacity for effective job performance. In this study, we
implemented a mentorship programme to enhance the capacity
of policymakers for evidence-informed policymaking in the
control of infectious diseases of poverty (IDP) in Ebonyi State
Nigeria.
Methods and materials A ‘before and after’ intervention
design was used in which outcomes were measured on target
participants both before intervention is implemented and after.
Strategies used included a training workshop on information/
communication technology (ICT); a training workshop on
health-policy information literacy; an evidence-to-policy meeting;
and a policy dialogue. Pre/post-workshop questionnaires
developed in a 4 point likert scale were used to assess the
outcome of each meeting. The 52 participants enrolled were
divided into three IDP groups (malaria, schistosomiasis,
lymphatic filariasis) and were mentored by four senior
researchers and a senior policymaker for 2 months. The
mentorship meetings were held by each group to identify
potential policy options for the policy brief. The policy options
were subjected to research evidence synthesis by each group to
identify options supported by research evidence (mostly
systematic reviews) from PUBMED, COCHRANE DATABASE
and GOOGLE SCHOLAR. The policy brief was subjected to a
multi-stakeholder policy dialogue.
Results Percentage increase in mean of knowledge and
capacity from the ICT workshop ranged from 8.3%–39.1%.
Outcome of the information literacy workshop indicated a
percentage increase in mean of knowledge of participants
ranging from 22.6%–55.3%. Outcome of the group mentorship/
evidence-to-policy meetings indicated percentage increase in
mean of knowledge and capacity for preparation/use of policy
briefs ranging from 20.1%–45%. Participants rated the policy
brief and policy dialogue very high and noted that both achieved
their purpose. A Director from health ministry noted thus: ‘We
used the knowledge from the trainings to influence the final
policy documents on free maternal health services.’ A consultant
family physician, said ‘the programme opened my eyes on how
research should not end in published papers only, but on how to
translate research into policy’.
Conclusions The outcome suggests that this type of
mentorship can improve policymakers’ capacity for evidenceinformed policymaking in low income setting.
Acknowledgement Authors are grateful to TDR for funding
support.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O R. Mukasa1, A Z. Swai2, I. Lyatuu1 and C. Mumburi3
1
Ifakara Heaalth Institute, Dar es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania;
2
Kinondoni Municipal Council, Dar es Salaam, United Republic of
Tanzania; 3University of Dar es Salaam, Dar es Salaam, United Republic
of Tanzania

Background In Tanzania, the districts serve as hubs for
implementation of national health policy and thus they host
large number of implementation research efforts. However the
products of information from such efforts are rarely available to
the host districts. Due to resource limitation effective utilization
of available evidence would improve planning capacity of the
districts. We designed a dashboard tool to support streamlining
of procedures related implementation research projects at the
districts.
Rationale There is big volume of research efforts that use
district health system as their platform. They create an
additional workload but also have potential input into planning
and reposting processes. So far members of the district health
management teams do serve as logistic serving as agents but the
resulting information products are not utilized by the district
health system.
Main objective To assemble value of research initiatives to
enhance planning and reporting capacity of the host districts
specific objectives (i) to assemble and analyze existing metadata
of implementation research projects and generate baseline profile
(ii) to establish mechanism for systematic registration of research
initiatives and alignment of research results with planning
indicators; (iii) to design, implement and evaluate an information
system to facilitate documentation and alignment of research
results with CCHP environment and (iv) to Package any
successful and challenging experience with a view to further
testing to additional districts to facilitate in-depth understanding
of possible operational gaps and fine-tuning of proposed
solutions
Results Majority (89%) of researchers came from universities
and most of them (92%) were students of higher learning
institutions. Majority (81%) of the research students was
undergoing their academic studies at undergraduate and masters
and most of them (78%) were dealing with public owned health
facilities than otherwise. As far as the distribution of
implementation research efforts priority areas of the
Comprehensive Council Health Plan (CCHP), maternal,
newborn and child health was the most researched area (38%)
followed by communicable diseases control (20%), treatment
and care of other common diseases (9%) and non-communicable
diseases (8%), out of 13 priority areas of the CCHP. Software
tool is in place to facilitate all the procedures
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Stool-based polymerase chain reaction for the diagnosis of
multiple pathogens in Mali: a case-control study

O.LB1.001
Pyrethroid and DDT resistance in Anopheles gambiae from
Taabo, south-central Cote d0 Ivoire
G L. Bellai1, C S. Mouhamadou2, A M. Adja3 and K E. N’goran1
Biosciences, Felix Houphouet Boigny University/Centre Suisse de
Recherches Scientifiques en C^
ote d’Ivoire, Abidjan, Cote D‘Ivoire;
2
Centre Suisse de Recherches Scientifiques en C^
ote d’Ivoire (CSRS),
3
Abidjan, Cote D‘Ivoire; Felix Houphouet Boigny University, Abidjan,
Cote D‘Ivoire
1

Malaria prevention can be done by the use of insecticides as
Indoor Residual Spraying (IRS) or by the use of Insecticide Treated Nets (ITNs). The development of resistance to insecticides in
malaria vectors constitutes a real threat given the emphasis on
the use of IRS and ITNs for malaria control. This highlights the
importance of assessing the level of resistance to insecticides in
vectors before any vector control action. In this context, the
resistance level of the major malaria vector, Anopheles.gambiae
s.l, was evaluated for the four main families of insecticides used
in public health and agriculture (pyrethroids (Deltamethrin
0.05%, permethrin 0.75%), organochlorine (DDT 4%),
organophosphate (malathion 5%), carbamate (propoxur 0.1%)
in three locations (Taabo-Cite, N0 denou, Tokohiri) in the subprefecture of Taabo, C^
ote d’Ivoire. Susceptibility test were performed according to WHO test cylinders with adult females of
An. gambiae aged 2–5 days. The results showed that the three
mosquito populations were resistant to DDT (Taabo-Cite: mortality = 17.1%, N0 denou: mortality = 5.6%, Tokohiri: mortality = 0%). Mosquitoes from Taabo-Cite and N0 denou were
resistant to deltamethrin respectively with 89.7% and 85% mortality rates. A probable resistance was suspected with permethrin
in these two populations with 97% and 93% of mortality
respectively. Contrarily, at Tokohiri, mosquitoes were resistant
to permethrin (mortality = 54.4%) and had a decreased sensitivity to deltamethrin (mortality = 91.6%). The molecular forms M
and S were identified in overall with the predominance of S form
(80.4%). The resistance mechanism involved was the kdr mutation with a frequency of 56.3%. A widespread resistance of wild
populations of An.gambiae s.l to DDT and pyrethroids was
observed in the three communities, contrarily to the other family
of insecticides where the levels of resistance observed varied.
Any vector control program in these areas should take into
account these observations.
Disclosure There is no conflict of interest.
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A. Landoure2, M S. Traore2, M. Herrmann1, P. Yap3,4, K. Polman5,
M. Boelaert5, F. Chappuis6, J. Utzinger3,4, M. Sacko2, L. von M€uller1 and
S L. Becker1,3,4
1
Institute of Medical Microbiology and Hygiene, Saarland University,
Homburg/Saar, Germany; 2Institut National de Recherche en Sante
Publique, Bamako, Mali; 3Department of Epidemiology and Public
Health, Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
4
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 5Institute of Tropical Medicine,
Antwerp, Belgium; 6Division of Humanitarian and Tropical Medicine,
Geneva University Hospitals, Geneva, Switzerland

Background The diagnosis of infectious gastrointestinal
diseases in resource-constrained settings is hampered by the low
sensitivity of conventional stool culture and the need for
multiple tests to cover all target pathogens. Multiplex
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assays have been proposed as a
sensitive alternative, but data from highly endemic tropical
settings are scarce and most previous studies did not include
asymptomatic controls.
Methods Between August 2014 and May 2015, the European
research consortium NIDIAG conducted a prospective, noninterventional case-control study in Niono, central Mali.
Ethanol-fixed stool samples stemming from patients with
persistent diarrhoea (≥2 weeks) and/or persistent abdominal pain
(≥2 weeks) and from matched asymptomatic controls were
transferred to Germany and subjected to real-time multiplex
PCR (R-Biopharm; Darmstadt, Germany) for detection of
diarrhoeagenic bacteria (Campylobacter spp., diarrhoeagenic
Escherichia coli pathotypes, Salmonella spp. and Yersinia
enterocolitica), intestinal protozoa (Cryptosporidium spp.,
Dientamoeba fragilis, Entamoeba histolytica and Giardia
intestinalis) and viruses (adenovirus, astrovirus, norovirus and
rotavirus).
Results Preliminary analysis of 345 patients and 177 matched
controls revealed that enteroaggregative E. coli (EAEC) and
Campylobacter spp. were the most frequent pathogens, with an
overall prevalence of 44% and 36%, respectively. The
protozoon G. intestinalis was found in 25% and adenovirus in
22% of all samples. In contrast, Cryptosporidium spp.,
E. histolytica, Salmonella spp., Yersinia enterocolitica and most
viruses were detected in <5% of all samples. Strikingly,
Campylobacter spp., G. intestinalis and rotavirus were
significantly more common in symptomatic patients than healthy
controls.
Conclusion The application of highly sensitive real-time PCR
on stool samples from endemic settings detects surprisingly high
infection rates with multiple enteric pathogens. The inclusion of
asymptomatic controls in epidemiological studies is
recommended to enhance the clinical relevance of such findings.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Why such a high prevalence of epilepsy in the Orientale
Province in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC)?

Evaluation of sulphadoxine-pyrimethamine for intermittent
preventive treatment of malaria in pregnancy: a
retrospective birth outcomes study in Mansa, Zambia

R. Colebunders1, F. Tepage2, M. Mandro3, G. Musinya4, G. Mambandu5,
J L. Mokili6, K. Pfarr7, E. Rood8 and A. Laudisoit1,9
1
University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium; 2National Onchocerciasis
Control Program, Kisangani, The Democratic Republic of the Congo;
3
Division Provinciale de Sante de l’Ituri, Bunja, The Democratic Republic
of the Congo; 4Medical Doctor, Bunia, The Democratic Republic of the
Congo; 5Ministry of Health, Orientale Province, Kisangani, The
Democratic Republic of the Congo; 6San Diego State University, San
Diego, CA, USA; 7Institute for Medical Microbiology, Immunology and
Parasitology, University Hospital of Bonn, Bonn, Germany; 8Royal
Tropical Institute, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; 9University of
Liverpool, Liverpool, UK

Objective To determine the prevalence, distribution, and risk
factors of epilepsy in villages in an onchocerciasis endemic
region of the DRC.
Methods In July 2014, an epilepsy prevalence study was
carried out in Dingila and Titule in the Bas-Uele district,
Orientale Province. The distribution of epilepsy cases was
investigated using the Moran’s I statistic of spatial autocorrelation. In a case control study, 59 individuals with epilepsy
were compared with 61 healthy controls from the same village.
Results Among the 12776 individuals of Dingila, 373 (2.9%)
individuals with epilepsy were identified. In a house-to-house
survey in Titule, 68 [23.4 & (IC 95%: 16.7–27.3)] of 2908
people were found to present episodes of epilepsy. Epilepsy
showed a marked spatial pattern with clustering of cases
occurring within and between adjacent households. Individual
risk for epilepsy was found to be associated with living close to
Simulidae infested fast flowing rivers. Peak onset of epilepsy was
around the age of 14–15; neuro-psychiatric abnormalities were
present in 31%, important growth retardation in 17% and
delayed sexual development in 3%. Onchocerca volvulus (OV)
DNA was detected in the skin of 26/34 cases (76%) and 10/14
controls (71%) (P = 0.7) but was not detected in the
cerebrospinal fluid of cases. However, 49% cases and 48%
controls had taken ivermectin 7 months earlier. Cases reported a
greater frequency of daily bathing in the river compared to
controls, respectively 24/57 (42%) vs. 12/60 (20%) OR 3.07
(95% CI 1.19–7.93) (P = 0.02). Blood PCR tests
forToxoplasmosis and Wuchereria bancrofti were negative in all
cases and controls. A Loa loa infection was found in only one
case and one control. In none of the participants were antibodies
to Taenia solium, Toxocara andTrypanosoma sp. detected. In an
age matched nested case control study 16/18 (98%) cases did
not take ivermectin the year before they developed epilepsy
compared to 7/18 (39%) controls that same year (P = 0.002).
Conclusion The epilepsy prevalence in the Bas-Uele district
was higher than in non-onchocerciasis endemic regions in Africa.
The nodding syndrome like appearance of some epilepsy cases
requires more in depth neurological investigations. Frequent
contact with Simulidae infested rivers, and a historical lack of
ivermectin treatment were associated with the presence of
epilepsy suggesting that OV infestation is the main cause of
epilepsy in onchocerciasis endemic regions.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

V. Chalwe
Public Health, University of Zambia, Lusaka, Zambia

Background Intermittent preventive treatment of malaria in
pregnancy (IPTp) with sulphadoxine-pyrimethamine (SP)
decreases placental parasitaemia, thus improving birth outcomes.
Zambian policy recommends monthly SP-IPTp doses given
presumptively during pregnancy at each antenatal examination,
spaced 1 month apart after 16 weeks of gestation. The
effectiveness of SP-IPTp was evaluated in Zambia where a recent
study showed moderate prevalence of Plasmodium falciparum
parasites with genetic mutations that confer SP resistance.
Methods HIV-negative women were enrolled at the time of
delivery at two facilities in Mansa, Zambia, an area of high
malaria transmission. Women were interviewed and SP exposure
was determined by antenatal card documentation or self-reports.
Using Poisson regression modelling, the effectiveness of SP-IPTp
was evaluated for outcomes of parasitaemia (microscopic
examination of maternal peripheral, cord, and placental blood
films), maternal anaemia (Hb < 11 g/dl), placental infection
(histopathology), and infant outcomes (low birth weight (LBW),
preterm delivery, and small for gestational age) in women who
took 0–4 doses of SP-IPTp.
Results Participants included 435 women, with a median age
of 23 years (range 16–44). Thirty-four women took zero doses
of SP-IPTp, while 115, 142 and 144 women took one, two, or
≥three doses, respectively. Multivariate Poisson regression
models considering age, mosquito net usage, indoor residual
spraying, urban home, gravidity, facility, wet season delivery,
and marital status showed that among paucigravid women ≥two
doses of SP-ITPp compared to one or less doses was associated
with a protective effect on LBW (prevalence ratio (PR) 0.33,
95% confidence interval (CI) 0.12–0.91) and any infection (PR
0.76, CI 0.58–0.99). Multivariate models considering SP-IPTp as
a continuous variable showed a protective dose-response
association with LBW (paucigravid women: PR 0.54, CI 0.33–
0.90, multigravid women: PR 0.63, CI 0.41–0.97).
Conclusions In Mansa, Zambia, an area of moderate SP
resistance, ≥ two doses of SP-IPTp were associated with a
protective effect from malaria in pregnancy, especially among
paucigravid women. Each dose of SP-IPTp contributed to a 46%
and 37% decrease in the frequency of LBW among paucigravid
and multigravid women, respectively. SP-IPTp remains a viable
strategy in this context.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Strengthening Publications Reporting Infections in
Newborns Globally (SPRING) international survey on the
criteria for reporting neonatal infections
S. Vergnano1, E. Anderson2, A. Seale3, P T. Heath1, S. Saha4, M. Sharland1,
J. Lawn2 and J. Lawn
1
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Foundation, Department of Microbiology, Dhaka Shishu Hospital,
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Background Globally about 630 000 neonates die each year
from severe bacterial infections: this is a higher death toll than
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both malaria and HIV together in children under five. In South
Asia, Sub Saharan Africa and Latin America alone an estimated
7 million neonates are affected by severe bacterial infections
every year. However the literature on the subject is limited, of
variable quality, and reporting criteria have never been
harmonised, making it difficult to appreciate the extent of the
problem. As a step to agree standards of reporting, we set up a
survey to establish what clinicians and researchers across the
world consider essential criteria for reporting neonatal infection.
Methods Following the extraction of criteria from published
studies through an extensive literature review, an online survey
consisting of 12 sections and 109 questions was drafted. The
criteria were refined through a discussion amongst a group of
clinicians and researchers from different institutions and piloted
amongst the group.
The refined online survey was sent to 32 international experts
who distributed it to their peers through neonatal and infectious
diseases networks and personal contacts in the 5 continents.
Results 145 respondents from 35 countries and 97
institutions from all continents participated. Essential criteria
according to over 70% of participants were for the method:
clear definitions, study context (health facility or community),
timing of infection (including proportion of cases captured on
the first day), postnatal age, birth weight and gestational age
ranges; for the results: the proportion of babies meeting the case
definition, proportion of culture-proven infections, positive
cultures and their classification as pathogens or contaminants,
incidence of infection and mortality.
Conclusions There was good agreement in choosing core
criteria for reporting neonatal infections globally, indicating that
selecting appropriate criteria for this condition is feasible. We
believe that the dissemination and implementation of essential
criteria for reporting neonatal infections will greatly improve the
quality of the studies and publications leading to raising the
profile and visibility of this global problem. The results from this
survey informed a process including a consensus meeting to
define guidelines for Strengthening Publications and Reporting
Infections in Newborns Globally (SPRING).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Effectiveness and sustainability of a 6 month peer support
based physical activity intervention trial among sedentary
women in Thiruvananthapuram City, India
E. Mathews1, M. Pratt2 and K R. Thankappan1
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2
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Brief Introduction Evidence on physical activity (PA)
interventions targeting women in India is limited. The objective
of the study was to assess the effectiveness and sustainability of
a peer supported PA intervention targeting sedentary women in
Thiruvananthapuram City, India.
Methods and materials A non – randomized quasiexperimental design was used. Intervention was developed using
intervention mapping approach. Intervention components were
developed based on the findings from formative research: focus
group discussions; and cross sectional survey, and behavioral
theories. Sedentary women (n = 401) aged 18–64 years identified
through a cross sectional survey, based on the Modified Global
Physical Activity Questionnaire were enrolled into the trial.
Culturally relevant intervention components: educational
workshop; individual counselling and goal setting; health
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information booklets; peer leader training and subsequent peer
leader led sessions; with group specific activities were delivered
at three intensities: intense, less intense and no intervention.
Assessments were made at the baseline, 4th, 7th and 13th month
of intervention and mixed model analysis was employed.
Results The proportion of women who became active was
significantly higher in the intervention arm compared to the
control arm at fourth (58.5% vs. 10%, P value < 0.001),
seventh (48.5% vs. 6%, P value < 0.001)) and thirteenth month
(29.6% vs. 0.6%, P value < 0.001) respectively. The
improvements from the baseline in amount of PA expended by
the intervention arm when compared to the control arm were
990.02 MET-min/week, 575.2 MET-min/week and 466.3 METmin/week at the fourth, seventh and thirteenth months
respectively.
Conclusion More attention has to be given to the
environmental and policy determinants of PA apart from the
behavioural and social approaches for sustainability.
Simultaneous use of multiple strategies required to promote PA.
Disclosure Elezebeth is supported by the Fogarty
International Centre, National Institutes of Health, Award
Number: D43TW008332 (ASCEND Research Network).
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Introduction Since July 2014, the World Health
Organization has been leading discussions on emergency
evaluation of experimental therapies targeting Ebola Virus Disease
(EVD), such as transfusion of Ebola convalescent plasma. In
February 2015, the trial ‘Emergency evaluation of convalescent
plasma for Ebola Virus Disease in Guinea’ started in Donka
Hospital, Conakry, Guinea (NCT02342171). To implement
plasma donation, a mobile plasmapheresis was installed at the
National Blood Transfusion Centre (NBTC) possessing the latest
technology to produce pathogen-reduced plasma. Recruitment of
survivors as plasma donors was facilitated by collaborating with
Ebola survivors acting as mediators. Challenges were anticipated
because of evidence that social meanings of blood and rumours
surrounding blood sampling have previously hampered medical
research in this region. There were concerns about the
acceptability of plasma donation for highly stigmatised Ebola
survivors in a setting where collection of blood in healthy
volunteers is already challenging.
Methods Qualitative formative research was carried out to
support the trial. It included informal conversations and semistructured interviews with various types of actors, as well as
observations during different trial stages and at different places
linked to its implementation (i.e. NBTC, Plasma Mobile, Ebola
Treatment Unit).
Results Preliminary data show that two main factors
increased the acceptability of plasma donation at NBTC: firstly,
the confidence of survivors in other survivors introducing them
to the plasma donation process, based on their common identity
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of having suffered from and survived Ebola; secondly, the
sophisticated technology and highly professionally environment
of plasma donation. Main reasons explaining the more positive
perception of plasma versus WB donation were the sensitization
and welcoming process; the return of red blood cells; the faster
recovery of plasma donors compared to WB donors; the
impressive plasmapheresis technology and the devoted health
staff.
Conclusions Despite being an innovative intervention in
Guinea, plasma donation was found acceptable if presented
under favourable conditions. This experience can contribute to
our understanding of how the acceptability of voluntary and
non-remunerated donation of blood products can be enhanced,
and this, specifically in a West-African context.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.LB2.002
Comparison of the molecular staphylococcal epidemiology
in sub-Saharan Africa versus Germany: a prospective,
multicenter cohort study on community associated
Staphylococcus aureus
U. Ruffing, L. von M€uller and M. Herrmann
Institute of Medical Microbiology and Hygiene, Homburg (Saar),
Germany

Objectives African-German-multicenter cohort study
comparing genotypic and phenotypic signatures of
Staphylococcus aureus associated with geographic mapping and
virulence of colonizing and infection strains between Africa and
Germany (www.African-German-Staph.net).
Methods Prospective collection of 1200 community
associated S. aureus isolates from 600 patients (wound
infections, blood cultures) and 600 healthy volunteers (nasal
swabs). Identification was performed by MALDI-TOF and
genotyping by spa-analysis. Clonal complex (CC) assignment,
and regulatory, virulence, metabolic and antimicrobial resistance
gene profile analysis by 174 gene-locus DNA microarray (MA)
(Identibacâ), followed by advanced bioinformatics (affinity
propagation, principal component analysis, Kolmogorov–
Smirnoff-test).
Results In this community associated study cohort, the overall
rates of MRSA rates was low (<3%). CC5, CC8, CC9, CC25
and CC707 were highly abundant in African and German
cohorts. Other CCs were clearly predominant either in Africa
(CC121, CC152) or Germany (CC45, CC398), associated with
disease (CC45, CC121, CC152) or carriership (CC101, CC707).
Recent PCA and affinity propagation analysis of abundant clonal
complexes allowed identification of nine clonal subgroups with
specific geographical and clinical characteristics. Eight clusters
could be characterized by significant associated genes such as
PVL found in the isolate clusters of CC8 and CC45 isolates.
Moreover, two CC45 subclusters could be discriminated with
respect to clinical versus nasal significance. More detailed PCA
analysis of only CC45 or CC121 isolates showed that the nasal
CC45 isolates could be characterized by specific genes such as
vwb (gene encoding for von Willebrandt factor binding protein),
sec, sel (staphylococcal enterotoxin genes) and that a clinical
CC121 isolate subcluster could be characterized by luks/F-PV
(PVL encoding genes) and etA (exfoliative toxin gene).
Conclusion These results from a large, prospective,
microarray-based study comparing exclusively community
African and German S. aureus isolates indicate genetic profile
association with disease and/or geographical origin. Such

knowledge will be valuable to ascertain the relevance of selected
genes and/or genetic profiles throughout developed and
developing global regions.
Disclosure The DFG as sponsor of this study had no part in
study design, experiments, data collection, data analysis, data
interpretation or writing of the report.

O.LB2.003
Rapid point-of-need diagnostics for Chikungunya virus using
recombinase polymerase amplification assay
P. Patel1, A. Abd El Wahed2, O. Faye3, M. Weidmann4, P. Pauline1,
S. Sasikanya5, S. Ubol5, F T. Hufert6, A. Sakuntabhai7, I. Leparc-Goffart8,
A A. Sall3 and M. Niedrig1
1
Robert Koch Institute, Berlin, Germany; 2Division of Microbiology and
Animal Health, Georg-August University, Goettingen, Germany; 3Pasteur
Institute, Dakar, Senegal; 4University of Stirling, Stirling, UK; 5Mahidol
University, Bangkok, Thailand; 6Brandenburg Medical School Fontane,
Senftenberg, Germany; 7Institute Pasteur, Paris, France; 8French Armed
Force Biomedical Research Institute, Marseille, France

Introduction Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) is a mosquitoborne virus identified in 60 countries. CHIKV causes acute flulike symptoms and in many cases prolonged musculoskeletal and
joint pain. Detection of the infection is mostly done using RTRCR or ELISA, which are not suitable for point-of-care
diagnosis.
Methods In this study, a reverse transcription recombinase
polymerase amplification (RT-RPA) assay for the detection of
the CHIKV was developed. The assay sensitivity, specificity and
cross-reactivity were tested. A field trial was conducted in
Thailand to assess the possibility of using the CHIKV RT-RPA
assay at point-of-need.
Results CHIKV RT-RPA assay detected down to 80 genome
copies/reaction in a maximum of 6 min. It successfully identified
18 isolates representing the three CHIKV genotypes. No crossreactivity was detected to other alphaviruses and arboviruses
except O0 nyong0 nyong virus, which could be differentiated by a
modified RPA primer pair. In Thailand, fifty-eight samples were
screened by RT-RPA. The result was compared with real-time
RT-PCR and viral culture. The clinical sensitivity and specificity
of the CHIKV RT-RPA was 100%. Moreover, the RT-RPA
reagent was stable at ambient temperature during transportation
and handling. The total weight of the RPA mobile laboratory
including reagent for 500 samples was 23 kg and was 158 cm in
size (length + width + hight), which was easy to carry and
transport.
Conclusion The developed RT-RPA assay represents a rapid
and sensitive method for the molecular detection of CHIKV. In
addition, the mobile laboratory can be implemented easy at site
of outbreak or for epidemiological studies in low resource
settings.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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O.LB2.004
Quality of medicines in resource-limited settings: an analysis
of the compliance of pharmaceutical distributors with the
WHO Quality Assurance standards
B. Schiavetti1, A. Nebot Giralt2, P. Massat1 and R. Ravinetto3
Public Health Department, Institute Tropical Medicine, Antwerp,
Belgium; 2Master Student, Institute Tropical Medicine, Antwerpen,
Belgium; 3Clinical Sciences Department, Institute Tropical Medicine,
Antwerp, Belgium

1

The globalization of pharmaceutical production has not been
paralleled by globalization of regulation, and the international
market is characterised by multiple qualitative standards. Poorquality medicines are especially prevalent in low and middle-income countries (LMICs). When regulatory supervision is weak,
pharmaceutical distributors play a key-role in ensuring medicine
quality within their country.
QUAMED, a network hosted by the Institute of Tropical
Medicine (Belgium), promotes appropriate quality standards for
medicines in LMICs. We analysed retrospectively the results of
audits conducted by QUAMED at 10 African and 8 European
wholesalers working with LMICs. Audits were conducted
according to the criteria of WHO Model Quality Assurance System (MQAS, 2007). The analysis was supplemented by qualitative data from interviews with relevant stakeholders.
Compliance with MQAS was on average better in European
than in African distributors. However, the most critical parameters, i.e. the capacity to select suppliers and products based on
stringent quality criteria, and to re-evaluate them regularly, tend
to be limited in both groups. Qualitative data indicate that political commitment is needed to invest on quality, i.e. on training/
retention of qualified staff, and on measures to enhance the
capacity of products selection. The regulatory environment and
the market competition may negatively influence the choices of
distributors.
The traditional focus on good storage/distribution practices is
insufficient to ensure the quality of medicines supplied by distributors in LMICs. Financial investments and operational enhancements are needed by distributors and donors to ensure that
products are selected (and not only stored) according to stringent
quality standards.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.LB2.005
Impact of patient education and frequent contacts on
various factors responsible for poor glycemic control in
Type 2 diabetes mellitus patients on high dose Insulin
therapy
R. Prabhat Tiwari and S. Chawla
Pharmacology, Maulana Azad Medical College, New Delhi, India

Methods and materials The study was a prospective,
interventional study. We enrolled 30 patients who required
insulin >1 U/kg body weight along with metformin and/or
sulfonylurea and having HbA1c >7.5. There were 3 patient visits
(Week 0, 6 and 12) and 2 telephonic contacts (Week 3 and 9)
over 12 weeks. A structured interview was conducted to assess
reasons for uncontrolled HbA1c at baseline. It included
questions about appropriate insulin usage, knowledge of diabetes
(assessed using Michigan Diabetes Research and Training Centre
Brief Diabetes Knowledge Test [MDRTC-DKT] Questionnaire),
patient’s adherence [assessed using Morisky Medication
Adherence Scale (MMAS-8)] and self-care activities [assessed by
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Summary of Diabetes Self-Care Activities (SDSCA)]. Based on
assessment a customized intervention was designed for each
patient.
Results Many patients reported issues related to insulin usage
such as inappropriate storage, wrong injection technique,
infrequent site rotation, multiple use of same syringe, use of
wrong syringe, missed doses, inconsistent timing and self dose
titration at baseline (16, 8, 9, 21, 4, 28, 12 and 8 respectively).
Post intervention these numbers were 1, 0, 1, 4, 0 6, 2, 30
respectively. MDRTC-DKT was poor for all at baseline with a
mean score of 9.90  1.788 and it was good at week 12 with a
mean MDRTC-DKT score of 20.07  0.907. The mean MMAS8 at baseline, week 6 and week 12 were 4.33  0.994,
1.6  0.498 and 1  0 respectively. SDSCA questionnaire
covering diet, exercise, blood sugar testing, foot care and
smoking also showed consistent improvement. HbA1c value at
baseline was 8.91  0.207 and at week 12 it was
7.857  0.366 (P < 0.001). The mean Fasting Blood Sugar
values (mg/dl) at baseline, week six and week twelve were
180  7.895, 167.6  12.653 and 139.7  7.415 respectively
(inter group P < 0.001).
Conclusions At baseline the patients had poor knowledge of
diabetes and its complications, patients were not following
recommendations for appropriate insulin usage, and the
compliance to pharmacotherapy and lifestyle changes was poor.
Extensive education about diabetes and its complications,
insistence on adherence and emphasizing the importance of selfcare activities led to improved glycemic control in all the
patients. Frequent follow up of the patients after every 3 weeks
led to optimisation of both the pharmacological management as
well as the lifestyle changes.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

O.LB2.006
The role of night clubs in urban Dar es Salaam for
tuberculosis transmission: using carbon dioxide levels and
re-breathed shared air to estimate airborne transmission in
Tanzania
J. Hella1,2,3, C. Morrow4, F. Mhimbira1,2,3, S. Abdallah1, N. Chitnis2,3,
S. Gagneux2,3, B. Mutayoba5, R. Wood4 and L. Fenner1,2,6
1
Ifakara Health Institute, Dar es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania;
2
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 3Basel
University, Basel, Switzerland; 4Desmond Tutu HIV Centre, University of
Cape Town, Cape Town, South Africa; 5National Tuberculosis and
Leprosy Program, Dar es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania; 6Institute
of Social and Preventive Medicine, University of Bern, Bern, Switzerland

Background Tuberculosis (TB) caused by Mycobacterium
tuberculosis, is an airborne disease. For transmission to occur,
an uninfected individual must inhale the previously exhaled
breath from an infected individual. Carbon dioxide (CO2) as a
natural tracer gas has been previously proposed to estimate the
potential of airborne transmission. Dar es Salaam is one of the
fastest growing cities in sub-Saharan Africa, with a rapidly
growing entertainment scene of night clubs. By law, they are
required to be sound proof with complete closure of all
windows, and thus relying on closed air conditioning systems.
We describe the risk of TB transmission in night clubs in Dar es
Salaam using CO2 levels and shared, or re-breathed air.
Methods We used CO2 monitors developed by the University
of Cape Town, South Africa. The portable monitors measure
CO2 levels in parts per million (ppm). Volunteers (18 years and
above) carried the monitors for 3–4 h, and recorded the total
number of people inside the club. We calculated indoor CO2
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levels (mean and range), volumes of re-breathed air and the
proportion of time spent with poor ventilation (≥1000 ppm). We
also estimated the risk of TB transmission using modified WellsRiley equations.
Results There were a total of approximately 25 h of data
collection inside the night clubs with approximately 1530
observations. The mean indoor CO2 level was 2358.4 ppm,
ranging from 466 to 8538 ppm while the mean outdoor CO2
level was 431.1 ppm ranging from 382 to 496 ppm. Poor
ventilation conditions were observed during a total of 19.8
(77.6%) hours of observation, with a mean re-breathed air of
0.4 l/min. The mean re-breathed air was significantly higher

during Friday night than Saturday night (0.52 l/min vs. 0.28 l/
min, P-value < 0.0001). Assuming one infectious case per 100
people and a quanta of contagion rate of 8.2/hour, we estimated
the risk of TB transmission to range from 0.8% (2 h) to 1.62 %
(4 h inside a night club) at mean CO2 level of 2358.4 ppm.
Conclusion The high indoor CO2 levels and high volumes of
re-breathed air suggest a high TB transmission potential in night
clubs in Dar es Salaam. Further studies are urgently needed
which will provide the basis for evidence-based public
interventions to improve the ventilation conditions in such highrisk locations.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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What determines the ANRS 12174 trial mothers0
breastfeeding behavior?

pVLP: a new DNA vaccine strategy for HIV
A.R. Calazans1, R. Lindsay2, G. Morrow2 and C. Parks2
1
CDTS, Fundacß~
ao Oswaldo Cruz – Fiocruz, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil;
2
DDL, IAVI, Brooklyn, NY, USA

Introduction We created a new DNA vaccine strategy for
HIV. We developed a DNA vaccine that induces the formation
of a VLP in vivo. This VLP has unique features as: 1- the
envelope is the sequence of EnvBG505, a good binder of the
neutralizing antibodies PG9, PG16 and PGT145; 2- the Gag
protein is processed (matured) by protease; 3- the genomic RNA
of Gag is encapsulated, because the presence of the LTR on the
sequence. So, this VLP was designed to elicit neutralizing
antibodies, to induce better T-cell responses against Gag and to
activate the innate immune system through the ligation of the
viral RNA to RIG-1 receptors.
Methods Five groups of 10 mice were electroporated with
20 lg of DNA, on week 0 and 3, from the following constructs:
pVLP-LTR-GagPro (the full), pVLP-GagPro (VLP wihout RNA),
pVLP-LTR-Gag (VLP immature), pVLP-Gag and pVLPEnvBG505 (regular DNA vaccine) and mock (empty vector). We
initially make an in vitro test to check the building of the VLP.
We transfected pVLP-LTR-GagPro to 293-T cells and treated the
sup with biotynilated neutralizing antibodies linked to magnetic
beads. Then we quantified the separated VLP with p24 HIV
ELISA kit. We performed intracellular staining form the mice
spleen, realized ELISA for ENV antibodies and Luminex assay
for inflammatory cytokines from the serum.
Results The VLP showed a good binding to the neutralizing
antibodies PG9, PG16, PGT145 and VRC04, in the pull-down
assay. The percentage of CD4 cells producing cytokines was
0.1% (IFNg), 0.15%(IL-2) and 0.2% (TNFa) for the construct
pVLP-LTR-GagPro – much higher than the others constructs.
The percentage of CD8 cells producing cytokines was 0.3%
(IFNg), 0.2%(IL-2) and 0.25%(TNFa), also much higher than
the others constructs. All pVLP constructs induced more
antibodies to EnvBG505 than the Env as a regular DNA vaccine.
The pVLP-LTR-GagPro, the one containing RNA, induced more
IL-1B than the others constructs 24 h post-vaccination.
Conclusion This vaccine induced both cellular and humoral
responses. The pVLP-LTR-GagPro induce better T-cell
responses, compare to the others groups here studied. Env as a
pVLP induce greater antibodies levels than Env as a regular
DNA vaccine. The pVLP-LTR-GagPro was able to trigger innate
response, as can be seen by the increased levels of secreted IL1B, 24 h post-vaccination.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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of Health Sciences, Centre of International Research for Health,
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Introduction The ANRS 12174 clinical trial
(ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT00640263) was a 4-country
(Burkina Faso, South Africa, Uganda, Zambia) trial assessing the
comparative efficacy of lopinavir/ritonavir versus lamivudine as
peri-exposure prophylaxis to prevent HIV transmission during
breastfeeding. Exclusive breastfeeding (EBF) was recommended
for the first six months for women with CD4 count above 350
cells per microliter and not in need of antiretroviral treatment
(ART) for their own health. We assessed factors associated with
breastfeeding practices among HIV positive mothers.
Methods and Materials We combined the two arms of the
trial and analyzed them as a prospective cohort of HIV-1-infected
breastfeeding mothers. The trial was conducted from 2009 to 2013
and the infant-mother pairs were followed up from the inclusion in
the study at day 7 (2 days) until 50 weeks postpartum. The
participants were categorized into three breastfeeding categories:
1) exclusive breastfeeding: only breast-milk was given to infant, 2)
predominant breastfeeding: breast-milk with liquid-based items
were given and 3) mixed feeding: other non-breast milk, liquid and
solid foods were given. We ran a Cox proportional hazard ratio
regression in Stata/SE 13.1 with merged exclusive and
predominant BF (EPBF) as dependent variable.
Results Of the 1273 enrolled participants, 1225 were retained
for this analysis including 204, 213, 274 and 534 from Burkina
Faso, South Africa, Uganda and Zambia, respectively. The
median duration of EPBF was 29 weeks and 70% were still
EPBF at six months postpartum. Overall, the highest socioeconomic (SE) tertile tended to EPBF less than the lowest tertile.
Other risk factors for not completing the EPBF period was:
married, multiparous participants from South Africa or Uganda,
or allocated to the lopinavir/ritonavir arm or aged between 25
and 30 years or having completed primary school.
Conclusion It is paramount to balance the feeding
counselling message to HIV-infected women in Sub-Saharan
Africa, to allow the appropriate feeding choice according to the
SE status and the stigma context.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Persistence of real-time PCR positivity after successful
treatment of Plasmodium falciparum malaria: implications
for estimates of parasite prevalence and density
M. Vafa Homann1, S.N. Emami2, V. Yman1, K. Sonden1 and A. F€arnert1,3
Infectious Disease Unit, Department of Medicine Solna, Karolinska
Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; 2Department of Molecular Bioscience, The
Wenner-Gren Institute, Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden;
3
Department of Infectious Diseases, Karolinska University Hospital,
Stockholm, Sweden
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PCR is a highly sensitive method for detection of Plasmodium
parasites. Real-time PCR has the potential to determine parasite
load and since it can be automated, the method is considered as
alternative to microscopy in clinical use. However, the likelihood
of false-positive results due to amplification of DNA from dead
parasites has not been assessed in depth. Studies in travellers
residing in a malaria-free area and thus without risk of re-infection offer the opportunity to assess the duration of PCR positivity after treatment.
This study assessed the quantitative potential of real-time PCR
and the duration of PCR positivity in travellers (n = 27) successfully treated for P. falciparum malaria at Karolinska University
Hospital in Sweden. The patients were treated with full regimens
of six doses of artemether-lumefantrine (AL) (n = 23); or with
mefloquine (n = 4). Venous blood was collected at the time of
admission and repeatedly for up to 12 months. Species-specific
real-time PCR (targeting Plasmodium 18S rRNA gene) and
merozoite surface protein 2 (msp2) genotyping PCR were performed on consecutive sample series (up to 6 samples/patient).
Real-time and msp2-PCR were positive two weeks after AL
treatment in 82% and 70% of patients, respectively, and
remained positive after one month in 57% and 14% of patients
with available samples. In contrast, parasites were detected by
microscopy only up to two days (except for a single patient with
gametocyte on day four). All patients remained asymptomatic
after treatment; and microscopy and PCR were negative in all
samples after three months. CT values correlated with parasite
densities before treatment (P < 0001), whereas this correlation
was lost one day after treatment started. The sampling protocol
did not allow for a precise determination of duration of PCR
positivity, however modeling of the kinetics of CT values estimated an average duration of approximately 30 days.
Our results reveal a long PCR positivity after antimalarial
treatment. Importantly, CT values correlated well with parasite
densities before, but poorly after, treatment has been started. We
conclude that real-time PCR may overestimate parasite prevalence and density after treatment, with the risk of underestimating drug efficacy, thus limiting the potential of real-time PCR to
fully replace microscopy in clinical use or in drug trials.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Polymer and lipid based drug delivery strategies for malaria
treatment
L. du Plessis and A. Kotze
Centre of Excellence for Pharmaceutical Sciences, North-West University,
Potchefstroom, South Africa

Significant progress has been made in both the basic knowledge
of many infectious diseases and novel drug discovery and development. Despite major efforts, to date, no effective vaccine
against any of the major parasitic diseases exists due to the fact
that most of the parasitic diseases do not elicit a pronounced

immune response. chemotherapy remains one of the most important solutions for combating tropical infectious diseases. New
chemical entities are being discovered, but at a slow rate. Current chemotherapy regimens have severe side effects, are difficult
and complex to administer, expensive or are losing efficacy
because of resistance. The best current strategy is to develop
novel delivery systems in order to improve efficacy, specificity,
tolerability and therapeutic index of existing treatments. In this
study we investigated the biopharmaceutical aspects of various
nanotechnological drug delivery systems. The study included
liposomes, trimethyl chitosan nanoparticles and solid lipid
nanoparticles containing antimalarial drugs and antimicrobial
agents. Liposomes proved successful in encapsulating hydrophilic
drugs chloroquine and amodiaquine and the hydrophobic drug
mefloquine. Solid lipid nanoparticles were successful in incorporating the lipophilic drug lumefantrine. Trimethyl chitosan
nanoparticles improved the efficacy and bioavailability of dapsone-proguanil combinations. All of these systems improved the
poor solubility, chemical instability, inadequate bioavailability
profile and toxicity of the selected drugs. The main challenge
remains to develop a system that are versatile to allow delivery
of combination of anti-parasitic drugs, to be affordable when
cost to ratio is considered and to selectively transport the antiparasitic drug to the parasite to render maximum efficacy and
minimum side effects. The results from this study will provide
insights into new strategies for developing smart, well-tolerated,
low-cost and efficacious therapeutic targeted nanosystems to
treat malaria-infected patients.
Disclosure This research was partly funded by the NRF
(South Africa). Any opinions, findings and conclusion or
recommendations expressed in this material are those of the
authors and therefor the NRF does not accept any liability in
regard thereto.
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1
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Universita di Camerino, Camerino, Italy; 3TropIQ Health Sciences;
4
Medical Microbiology, Radboud University Medical Center, Nijmegen
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Introduction Drugs able to inhibit P. falciparum (Pf)
gametocytes and thus malaria transmission are urgently needed
to achieve the goals of the malaria elimination/eradication
agenda. At present, only primaquine is able to eliminate the
mature gametocytes, which are responsible for malaria
transmission from the human host to the mosquito. In the
present work we tested the class of monovalent ionophores, such
as salinomycin, monensin and nigericin, as potential antimalarial
and transmission blocking compounds. These drugs are largely
used in veterinary medicine and have recently been proposed as
human anticancer agents.
Methods The tests were done in vitro against the sexual and
asexual stages of Pf 3D7 strain using the pLDH method
(D’Alessandro S et al, JAC 68:2048, 2013). The development of
the P. berghei (Pb) and Pf mosquito stages were assayed using
the Pb CTRPp.GFP strain expressing the green fluorescent
protein on early sporogonic stages (Delves MJ et al, Int J
Parasitol 42:999, 2012) and the luminescent SMFA assay (Stone
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VJ et al, J Infect Dis 210:1456, 2014), respectively. Cellular
cytotoxicity was assessed on human cells by the MTT assay.
Results We demonstrated that salinomycin, monensin and
nigericin killed Pf asexual parasites and gametocytes in a dosedependent fashion with nanomolar IC50. Salinomycin was more
effective on late, stage IV-V, than on early, stage II-III,
gametocytes. The ionophores appeared to be fast acting, with a
minimum of 6 h time required to exert the gametocytocidal
effect at 100 nM. The ionophores also inhibited ookinete
development and subsequent oocyst formation in the mosquito
midgut, confirming a transmission blocking activity. Cytotoxicity
varied depending on the type of cells used, with an IC50
significantly higher than that on the parasites. Potential toxicity
due to haemolysis was excluded since only infected and not
normal erythrocytes were damaged by the ionophores.
Conclusions This class of compounds, being active against
several different Pf life stages, appears thus particularly attractive
as potential curative and transmission blocking agents as
advocated by the International Malaria Control Program and by
the Medicines for Malaria Venture.
Acknowledgement This work was supported by the Global
Health Program of the ‘Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation’.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Mutations in K13, Pfcrt and Pfmdr1 genes and efficacy of
artemether- lumefantrine in relation to treatment
outcomes in Kenyan children with uncomplicated falciparum
malaria
L.A.I. Olubayo, D.W. Juma, A.A. Omondi, B.M. Andagalu, H.M. Akala,
B. Ogutu and E. Kamau
Department of Emerging and Infectious Diseases, Malaria Drug
Resistance, KEMRI-Walter Reed Project/USAMRU-K, Kisumu, Kenya

Artemisinin-based combination therapies (ACTs) remain highly
efficacious in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) but resistance is found in
Southeast Asia (SEA). Mutations in the Plasmodium falciparum
K13-propeller domain are important determinants of ACTs resistance in SEA but there is no evidence of such in SSA. However,
ACTs have been shown to select for K76 in pfcrt gene and N86,
184F and D1246 (NFD) in pfmdr1 gene (K + NFD haplotype)
in SSA. An open-label randomized study was conducted to investigate selection of K76, N86, 184F and D1246 genotypes, and
K-13 mutation in recurrent parasites in western Kenya. 454 children with uncomplicated falciparum malaria were enrolled in the
study and followed up for 42 days. Parasite clearance rates were
calculated following WHO recommendation. Parasites collected
on day 0 and subsequent days were genotyped by direct sequencing or by PCR-based single-base extension on Sequenom MassARRAY platform. Pfmdr1 copy numbers were determined by
real-time PCR. The median slope half-life was 2.18 (range: 0.94,
6.94) with a 90% parasite clearance achieved in 40 h. Day 0
(129) and subsequent days parasites (135 re-infections and 17
recrudeszcence) were successfully genotyped. On day 0, the
prevalence of K76, N86, 184F and D1246 was 50% and 71.2%,
34.9% and 67.2% respectively. There was no significance difference in prevalence of genotypes for day 0 vs. re-infection parasites. However, there was statistically significant difference for
day 0 vs. recrudescence parasites in K76, N86 and D1246 loci;
K76 and N86 were significantly associated with recrudescence.
Recurring parasites harbored statistically higher K + NFD haplotype compared to day 0. There was no variation in pfmdr1 copy
number. Analysis of K13 mutations is underway. ACTs remain
highly efficacious in western Kenya. However, a few parasites
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had high half-lives. These parasites are of interest and more
detailed genetic analysis is underway. In line with previous studies, we showed selection of K76 and N86 in recurring parasites.
There is need for considerations of new policies for management
of sustained ACTs efficacy in SSA.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Malaria transmission blocking activity of sesquiterpene
lactones from Vernonia amygdalina
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School of Medicine, Addis Ababa University, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia;
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School of Pharmacy, University of Camerino, Camerino, Italy; 3School
of Medical Laboratory Technology, Addis Ababa University, Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia; 4Department of Life Sciences, Imperial College London,
London, UK; 5Discovery Biology, Eskitis Institute for Drug Discovery,
Griffith University, Nathan, Qld, Australia; 6Institut de Recherche en
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Background Most of the currently available anti-malarial
drugs act on asexual stages of the Plasmodium parasite and have
limited impact on the sexual stages to block transmission. Search
for drugs active against transmissible stages is imperative for the
development of transmission blocking interventions. This study
aimed to assess whether Vernonia amygdalina, a plant used
traditionally to treat malaria fever, contains secondary
metabolites interfering with the development of early sporogonic
stages (ESS): gamete, zygote formation and/or ookinete
maturation.
Methods Plasmodium berghei CTRPp.GFP was used to
determine the in vitro activity of fractions and isolated molecules
against ESS. Gametocytaemic blood from BALB/c mice was
incubated in microplates with the test substances. Zygote and
ookinete formation was scored after 40h of incubation under the
fluorescent microscope (4009). The fractions, found active on
P. berghei, were then examined on P. falciparum field isolates.
Gametocytaemic blood from volunteers was supplemented with
fractions (at 100 ppm) and membrane fed to Anopheles coluzzii
mosquitoes. A week later, mosquito midguts were dissected and
examined for oocysts.
Results Organic fractions from the methanol extract of
V. amygdalina leaves proved to be strongly active against ESS
of P. berghei. Fraction 11 (eluted with n-hexane:ethylacetate
1:1 and 7:13) and fraction 13 (eluted with ethylacetate)
suppressed ESS development by 98–100% at a concentration
of 50 ppm. In the experiments with P. falciparum field
isolates, control mosquitoes displayed an oocyst prevalence
ranging from 30 to 50%, whereas the oocyst prevalence in
mosquitoes membrane fed with gametocytaemic blood treated
with fraction 11 and 13 at 100 ppm ranged from 0 to 32%
and 0 to 8%, respectively. The oocyst density among oocystpositive mosquitoes varied from 3.5 to 4.2 per mosquito in
controls, compare to 1.8 to 2.4 and 1.3 to 1.8 in fraction 11
and 13, respectively. Subsequent chemical analysis revealed
sesquiterpenes vernolide and vernodalol to be the major
components of fraction 11 and 13, respectively. The
isolated molecules confirmed their effects on P. berghei ESS
in vitro, with vernodalol displaying a relatively stronger
inhibitory activity than vernolide on the transmissible
stages.
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Conclusion Vernolide and vernodalol rich fractions from

PST1.010

V. amygdalina leaves hold promise for the development of
medicines impacting on the transmissible stages of the malaria
parasites.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Diagnosing latent tuberculosis with interferon-gamma
release assays in patients with concurrent malaria infection
in Tanzania

PST1.009
Diagnostic value of three interferon-gamma release assays
for paediatric tuberculosis in a high HIV/TB -prevalence
setting in South-West Tanzania
I. Kroidl1,2, L. Podola2, P. Clowes2, A. Rachow1,2,3, K. Reither4,5, E. Saathoff1,3,
C. Geldmacher1,3, M. Kalomo6, E.N. Ntinginya2, L. Maboko2, A. Kroidl1,3,
T. L€
oscher1 and M. Hoelscher1,2,3
1
Division of Infectious Diseases and Tropical Medicine, Medical Centre
of the University of Munich (LMU), Munich, Germany; 2National
Institute for Medical Research-Mbeya Medical Research Centre, Mbeya,
Tanzania; 3German Center for Infection Research (DZIF), Munich,
Germany; 4Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
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University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 6Mbeya Zonal Referral Hospital,
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Background Interferon-gamma release assays (IGRAs) are
used in the adults to detect latent or active tuberculosis (TB)
infection, measuring immune responses against Mycobacterium
tuberculosis-specific antigens. Their value in children or
individuals infected with human immune deficiency virus (HIV)
is still under debate.
Methods Sensitivity and specificity of QuantiFERON-TB Gold
(QFT), T-SPOT.TB (T-SPOT) and an in-house-TB-ELISPOT
(ELISPOT) were evaluated and compared with results for the
tuberculin skin test (TST) in a prospective study with a minimum
follow-up of 12 months. 180 children aged 6 months to 14 years
with suspected tuberculosis were assigned to predefined diagnostic
subgroups, based on microbiological and clinical findings.
Results For 154 children we had results for at least one of the
IGRAs, for only 113 children all three IGRAs could be performed,
due to the limited amount of harvested peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMC) in some cases, preventing the
performance of the T-SPOT and ELISPOT assay. Sputum culture
confirmed the diagnosis of tuberculosis in 14 (12.4%) of the 113
children with complete data for all three IGRAs. The QFT and
T-SPOT detected 92.9% (95% CI, 66.1–99.8), the ELISPOT
85.7% (95% CI, 57.2–98.2) and the TST 69% (95% CI,
38.1–90.9) of proven TB cases on the first day of the study. The
sensitivity was higher in HIV-negative children with 100%
detection (95% CI, 63.1–100) compared with 83.3% (95% CI,
35.9–99.6) in the HIV-positive subgroup for QFT and T.SPOT.
The TST detected 75% (95% CI, 34.9–96.8) in the HIV-negative
versus 60% (95% CI, 14.7–94.7) in the HIV positive subgroup.
For 32 of 113 children the TB diagnosis was not microbiologically
proven, but clinically highly probable. The performance of the
IGRAs in the combined group of proven and probable TB (46
children) the sensitivities were ~70–83% in the HIV negative
subgroup and ~36–43% in the HIV positive subgroup, again with
no significant difference between the three evaluated IGRAs.
Conclusions The QFT, T.SPOT and ELISPOT tests
demonstrated similar sensitivities in paediatric patients with
microbiologically proven or clinically highly probable TB. The
sensitivity was better in HIV negative compared with HIV
positive children. Sensitivity of TST was substantially lower than
any of the IGRAs in both sub groups. Specificity is difficult to
calculate, when latent TB cannot be excluded.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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3
National Institute for Medical Research, Tanga, Tanzania; 4Infectious
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Introduction Latent tuberculosis can be diagnosed with
interferon-gamma (IFN-c) release assays (IGRAs). However,
several conditions have been shown to interfere with IGRA test
results such as concomitant glucocorticoid treatment, smoking,
and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and helminth coinfection. It remains yet unknown whether also concurrent
malaria infection may affect IGRA testing; however, the wellestablished immune-modulating effects of malaria suggest that
this may be the case.
Methods and Materials We conducted a clinical study in
Tanzania to assess the effect of acute Plasmodium falciparum
infection on the performance of two different IGRA tests: the
QuantiFERON-TB Gold in-tube (QFT-GIT) assay and the
Interferon-gamma-inducable protein 10 (IP-10) release assay.
Study participants included adults with confirmed uncomplicated
P. falciparum malaria at Muheza District Hospital in northeastern Tanzania who took part in a larger trial looking at
malaria treatment efficacy and safety in patients co-infected with
HIV. A total of 241 adults were included: 184 patients with
malaria (88 co-infected with HIV) and 57 patients with HIV
infection only. Patients with malaria received the standard sixdose treatment with artemether-lumefantrine, and QFT-GIT and
IP-10 release assays were performed prior to treatment on day 0,
and again on day 7 and day 42 after treatment.
Results Independently of HIV, significantly lower INF-c and
IP-10 responses to mitogen-stimulation were observed in patients
with concurrent malaria infection compared to patients without
malaria, with negative correlations observed between parasite
densities and measured INF-c and IP-10 levels. These alterations
reverted after malaria treatment. Malaria infection did not
influence QFT-GIT testing results as such, while a higher
proportion of IP-10 release assays showed indeterminate results
during acute malaria.
Conclusions Our findings suggest that malaria infection
interferes with IGRA test performance through impairment of
INF-c and IP-10 responses. We recommend being cautious when
interpreting IGRA test results in patients with malaria and to
possibly postpone IGRA testing for tuberculosis until after
completion of malaria treatment.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Safety of second-line antituberculosis agents in the context
of multi-drug resistant tuberculosis therapy in Kinshasa: a
pilot cohort study

Immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome associated
with dermatophytoses in two HIV-1 positive patients in
rural Tanzania

Y. Lula1,2, A. Engo1, H. Muhindo2,3, G. Nsimba1, J. Mbo4, R. Mulongo4,
S. Bisuta5, G. Bakaswa5, P. Lutumba3, J.-P. Van geertruyden2 and G. Tona1
1
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Health Unit, University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium; 3Department of
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Democratic Republic of the Congo; 5National Programme for Tuberculosis
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E. Letang1,3,6 and KIULARCO Study Group
1
Ifakara Health Institute, Ifakara, Tanzania; 2Department of Internal
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3
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Introduction Tuberculosis (TB) burden remains heavy,

Introduction Immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome
associated with dermatophytoses (tinea-IRIS) may cause considerable
morbidity. Yet, it has been scarcely reported and is rarely considered
in the differential diagnosis of HIV-associated cutaneous lesions in
Africa. If identified, it responds well to antifungals and steroids. We
present two photographically documented cases of suspected tineaIRIS from a HIV clinic in rural Tanzania.
Case I A 33 years old female newly diagnosed HIV patient
with CD4 count of 4 cells/ll (0%), normal complete blood
count (CBC), liver function test (LFT) and renal function test
(RFT) was started on co-formulated tenofovir/emtricitabine/
efavirenz (TDF/FTC/EFV) and prophylactic cotrimoxazole.
Cryptococcal plasma antigen (CRAG) and VDRL were negative.
Two weeks later she presented with exaggerated inflammatory
hyperpigmented skin plaques with central desquamation and
active borders and scratch lesions on the face, trunk and lower
limbs. Tinea-IRIS was suspected and fluconazole (150 mg daily)
and prednisolone (1 mg/kg/day tapered down after one week)
were given. Her symptoms subsided completely after eight weeks
of treatment, and her next CD4 counts had increased to
134 cells/ll (11%).
Case II A 35 years old female was newly diagnosed with HIV.
She had 1 CD4 cell/ll (0%), haemoglobin 9.8g/dl, normal RFT
and LFT and negative CRAG and VDRL tests. Esophageal
candidiasis and normocytic-normochromic anaemia were
diagnosed, and treated with fluconazole, prophylactic
cotrimoxazole and TDF/FTC/EFV. Eight weeks later she
presented with inflammatory skin plaques with elevated margins
and central hyperpigmentation on the trunk, face and limbs in
the frame of a good general recovery and increased CD4 counts
(188 cells/ll, 6%). Tinea-IRIS was suspected and treated with
griseofulvin 500 mg daily and prednisolone 1 mg/kg tapered
down after one week, with total resolution of symptoms in
2 weeks.
Discussion The two cases presented had advanced
immunosuppression and developed de-novo exaggeratedly
inflammatory lesions compatible with tinea corporis and facies
in temporal association with ART initiation and good
immunological response. This is compatible with unmasking
tinea-IRIS, and reminds African clinicians about the importance
of considering this entity in the differential diagnosis of patients
with skin lesions developing after ART initiation. Close followup is warranted in late presenters to timely identify and treat
IRIS.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

although the mortality rate has decreased by 45% since 1990.
The global disease control has been particularly threatened by
the multi-drug resistant Tuberculosis (MDR-TB). The National
Programme for TB control (NPTC) recommends resort to either
at least 20-months (long) regimen (LR) therapy or a newly short
(9 months) regimen (SR) for MDR-TB management. The last is
being assessed. This pilot study aimed to assess and compare the
safety profile of both regimens.
Methodology This was a retrospective and prospective
cohort study, which was carried out in 14 sites out of 37
existing NPTC satellites sites in Kinshasa, capital city of the
Democratic Republic of Congo. All patients of the selected sites
were followed up for adverse events (AEs) regardless of the
treatment phase. Only those with at least one drug-related AE
were included in the data analysis.
Results One hundred and forty one patients (SR n = 44, LR
n = 97) were eligible and a total of 414 AEs (SR n = 137, LR
n = 277) were recorded retrospectively. In the prospective
cohort, 144 patients (SR n = 77, LR n = 67) experienced at least
one AE (out of 360 patients followed up) and 430 AEs (SR
n = 251, LR n = 179) were captured. Globally, AE profile was
similar in both retrospective and prospective cohorts regardless
of regimen. The most affected systems (more than 10%) were
gastro-intestinal (GI), body as a whole-general (BG) and central
and peripheral nervous (CPN). Nevertheless, differences were
found for GI (higher rate for SR), hearing and vestibular
(including deafness, mostly for LR) and respiratory disorders
(P < 0.05). Other AEs reported included psychiatric (latency
period = 83 or 112 days depending on cohort), metabolic and
vision abnormalities (latency period = 3 months). Serious AEs
(SAEs) accounted for 5% (SR) and 15.6% (LR in prospective
cohort) or 19.1% (LR in retrospective cohort). LR was identified
as risk factor of SAEs in retrospective cohort.
Conclusion In this study, both regimens induced numerous
and various AEs, but SAEs were more frequent with LR. Larger
prospective studies with a long follow-up period are needed to
capture delayed AEs and detect probably some differences.
Disclosure This research was funded by the USAID-SIAPS.
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Background Artemisinin-based combination therapy (ACT)
following a confirmed parasitological diagnosis is recommended
by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Congolese
National Malaria Control Program (NMCP). However,
commitment and competence of all stakeholders (patients,
medical professionals, governments and funders) is required to
achieve effective case management and secure the “useful
therapeutic life” of the recommended drugs. The health seeking
behaviour of patients and health care professionals’ practices for
malaria management were assessed.
Methods This was an observational study embedded in a
two-stage cluster randomized survey conducted in one health
centre (HC) in each of the 12 selected health zones in Kinshasa
city. All patients with clinical malaria diagnosis were eligible.
Their health seeking behaviour was recorded on a specific
questionnaire, as well as the health care practitioners’ practices.
The last were not aware that their practices would be assessed.
Results Six hundred and twenty four patients were assessed,
of whom 136 (21.8%) were under five years. Three hundred and
thirty five (55%) had taken medication prior to the current
consultation (self -medication with any product or visiting
another HC) of whom 47(14%) took an antimalarial drug, and
56 (9%) were treated presumptively. Among those, 53.6%
received monotherapy either with quinine, artesunate,
phytomedicines, sulfadoxine-pyrimethamine or amodiaquine. On
the other side, when clinicians were informed about laboratory
results, monotherapy was prescribed in 39.9% of the confirmed
malaria cases. Only 285 patients (45.7%) were managed in line
with WHO and NMCP guidelines, of whom 120 (19.2%) were
prescribed an ACT after positive blood smear and 165 (26.4%)
received no antimalarial after a negative result.
Conclusion This study shows the discrepancy between
malaria policies and the reality on the field in Kinshasa,
regarding patients’ health seeking behaviour and health
professionals’ practices. Consequently, the poor compliance to
the policies may contribute to the genesis and spread of
antimalarial drug resistance and also have a negative impact on
the burden of the disease.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Impact of malaria rapid diagnostic tests on patients’
subsequent treatment-seeking, costs and health outcomes:
results from the ACT Consortium
H. Hopkins, P. West, S. Yeung, C.I. Chandler and RDTs in Context Working
Group, ACT Consortium
ACT Consortium, London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine,
London, UK

Background Malaria rapid diagnostic tests (RDTs) are
intended to have a beneficial impact on management of
suspected malaria, and on health outcomes and other patientrelated outcomes. The ACT Consortium includes several studies
designed to test operational strategies for artemisinin

combination therapy (ACT) and RDT implementation in various
settings, providing a unique opportunity to draw on data from
multiple projects that have introduced RDTs across a range of
clinical, social, and epidemiological contexts, and in public,
private retail, and community health service sectors.
Methods The impact of RDTs on case management is
presented in a separate abstract; this analysis focuses on events
after the clinical consultation, including subsequent treatment
seeking, patient costs, and self-reported health outcomes. Data
were examined from eight studies comparing scenarios where
RDTs were made available to control scenarios where RDTs
were not made available. Outcomes of interest were compared
across studies to identify similarities and differences; these
patterns were then analysed for associations with features of
each health care context, RDT implementation strategy,
endemicity, and other characteristics.
Results Preliminary analysis of partial data shows that where
RDTs were introduced, the proportion of patients seeking
further care after the initial consultation increased in one hightransmission setting where community health workers offered
only ACT; this was not the case in another setting in retail drug
shops which offered non-ACT alternatives for RDT-negative
patients. Preliminary analysis further indicates that patient or
caregiver report of symptomatic recovery may be approximately
equivalent whether or not RDTs are available. Full results will
include all study scenarios, with analysis by health care sector,
epidemiology, patient age, routine and reference diagnostic
results, and treatment prescribed at the initial consultation.
Conclusions This ongoing analysis aims to elucidate features
associated with variation in post-consultation events including
health outcomes, treatment seeking and household costs. This
multi-study analysis provides a unique opportunity to
understand how RDT programmes may be influenced by
contextual and implementation factors. Results will help to
provide tailored, evidence-based guidance for policy and
programme development for RDT introduction in other areas.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Patterns and determinants of longitudinal changes in
smoking behaviour in Switzerland between 1991 and 2011:
results from the SAPALDIA cohort
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Introduction Despite numerous international public health
efforts to combat tobacco use, smoking still leads as the most
preventable cause of disease and premature death. The latest
national health surveys showed a reduction in smoking prevalence
among the Swiss population. However, little has been reported
about factors associated with smoking cessation. Research on
these factors can help to evaluate efficacy of past interventions
and improve future ones. We aimed to asses the main patterns
and determinants of smoking decline in the population based
cohort of SAPALDIA (Swiss Cohort Study on Air Pollution and
Lung and Heart Diseases in Adults) between 1991 and 2011.
Materials and Methods The SAPALDIA study involving
eight geographical areas of Switzerland, was initiated in 1991
with the objective of studying effects of air pollution on
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respiratory health in adults. The baseline survey (S1) included
9651 participants aged 18–60 years. Follow-up assessments were
conducted in 2002 (S2) (8047 participants) and 2010/11 (S3)
(6088 participants). At each survey, information about health,
socio-economic factors, and a wide range of potential risk
factors was collected. Using logistic regression, we analysed
associations between smoking status and other personal
characteristics across S1, S2 and S3 and assessed predictors of
smoking cessation between S1 and S2 and between S2 and S3.
Results The proportion of current smokers decreased between
S1 (1991) and S3 (2011) (33.5% and 18.3%, respectively). Age,
female sex and highest educational level were negatively
associated with current smoking across all three surveys. Age
and highest educational level were also significant predictors of
smoking cessation between S2 and S3 (OR for high vs. low
education = 2.0 (95%-CI: 1.05, 3.79), OR = 1.034 (1.029, 1.04)
per year of age). Similar associations were found between
smoking cessation from S1 to S2 and baseline characteristics.
Conclusions Smoking prevalence has decreased in the
SAPALDIA cohort population. Our results suggest that age and
socioeconomic factors play an important role in smoking
cessation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Rates of diabetes are increasing worldwide. The increasing rates
are also observed in the Middle East, where three countries
(Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Qatar) were among the top 10 for
prevalence of diabetes (20–79 years) in 2013, and four (Kuwait,
Qatar, Bahrain and United Arab Emirates) were among the top
10 countries/territories for prevalence of impaired glucose tolerance. In Palestine the prevalence of diabetes mellitus (estimated
by the model for adults aged 25 or more) was 9.7% in 2000,
and increased to 15.3% by 2010. The model forecasts were
20.8% for 2020 and 23.4% for 2030.
In this study we characterize the profile of diabetic patients registered at the Palestinian diabetes institute and investigating the
compliance of type 2 diabetic patients to clinic visit and the association of follow up visits and diabetic control and complications.
We conducted a retrospective cohort study the effect of the number of type 2 diabetic patient visits and diabetic complication. The
study was carried out at the Palestinian diabetic institute in 2014.
220 diabetic patients were recruited. More than half of our
sample were obese (BMI >30), and 28% were overweight. 30%
were smokers and 38% were physically active. With regard to
diabetic complications, 22.2% had developed at least one complication. CVD, retinopathy and hyperlipidemia were most common. The number of follow up visits showed only a significant
difference in HbA1C results after the first visit. No significant
improvement was observed after the second visit.
In Palestine and the wider region, diabetes should be considered as an epidemic affecting people at the clinical, economical
and their quality of life. Early diagnosis is a key factor for delaying complications in the Palestinian settings as the great improving in diabetes control is observed mainly in the immediate
period after diagnosis. Strategies for diabetes screening should be
indeed reconsidered and enforced.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Singapore first identified methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) in the early 1980s. The incidence and prevalence of
MRSA has not declined over the past two decades. Today,
MRSA remains the most commonly identified antibiotic-resistant
pathogen worldwide, creating major medical problems that pose
a burden to healthcare services. Active screening has been part
of many successful MRSA control programs, and several studies
have demonstrated that screening had beneficial effect upon hospital acquisition rates of MRSA. Universal screening programs
indicate that such a measure is associated with significant reduction in the incidence of MRSA infections.
Traditionally, most hospital MRSA screening programmes
evaluate the prevalence of MRSA colonisation using swabs from
the anterior nares, axilla and groin. However, several studies
have verified that a significant proportion of MRSA carriers
would have been undetected without multiple-site screening
cultures. It has been documented that the perianal region can be
an additional site of MRSA carriage. The throat is a reservoir
for MRSA recolonization of the anterior nares, and the additional of a throat swab culture increased the sensitivity of detection of MRSA carriage by 25.7% in one study.
The Communicable Disease Centre began its MRSA screening
programme in January 2009 to February 2012, screening all
patients at the anterior nares / axilla / groin (one combined
swab), throat, perianal region and any open wound at both hospital admission and discharge. MRSA isolates from patients who
tested positive were archived at Tan Tock Seng Hospital. By
sequencing selected isolates, we will be able to understand
genetic differences in strains collected from different anatomical
sites, how the MRSA genome has evolved throughout the study
period, and how strains from those with hospital acquired
MRSA may differ from those with community acquired MRSA.
We at the Genome Institute of Singapore are in the process of
evaluating the genomic DNA of 350 MRSA isolates. By looking
at the MRSA screening data pre- and post-hospital admission we
will be able to observe MRSA isolates of patients with presumed
community acquired MRSA versus hospital acquired MRSA. We
are also now in the process of incorporating the metadata such
as information on anatomical swab site, date and age. This
information will be useful to understand how Singapore MRSA
falls into the global landscape of MRSA.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PST2.004
Timing of delivery and smoke-free laws in Switzerland
€sli1 and
A.M. Vicedo-Cabrera1, C.S. Schindler1, D.R. Radovanovic2, M. R€
oo
L. Perez1
1
Swiss TPH, University of Basel, Basel; 2Epidemiology, Biostatistics and
Prevention Institute, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

Introduction Following the implementation of smoke-free
laws, a reduction in the risk of preterm births (<37 gestational
weeks) has been observed. Recent evidence suggests that earlyterm births (37 or 38 gestational weeks) are still physiologically
immature and at significantly higher risk for adverse outcomes.
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We aimed at evaluating the impact of the introduction of
cantonal and federal smoke-free laws in Switzerland on delivery
times during pregnancy and explore the role of cantonal
characteristics in influencing these results.
Methods and Materials Information on all singleton
neonates born in Switzerland between 2007 and 2012 was
collected. Nationwide change in risk of preterm and early-term
birth after the introduction of smoke-free laws was obtained
with a two-stage analysis including canton-specific interrupted
time-series analysis followed by a random meta-analysis. A
meta-regression was developed to evaluate differences in benefits
of smoke-free laws by cantonal characteristics including smoking
prevalence for women in childbearing age, the type of smokefree law applied, and two additional scores summarizing the
socioeconomic status and health profile of the canton in which
the baby was born, derived from a principal component analysis.
Results After the introduction of the smoking ban, a 4.9%
(95% CI: 7.4% to 2.4%) reduction in risk of early-term
births, and 4.4% (95% confidence interval (CI): 9.9% to
1.5%) of preterm birth was obtained, with stronger effects when
a stricter law was applied in this last case (6.8% (95% CI:
0.7% to 12.5%). Also, larger reductions in risk were
observed in cantons with lower smoking prevalence in
childbearing-age women. Different patterns of effect
modification were observed according to the socioeconomic and
health profile of the canton. The more urbanized the canton
was, the larger reduction in risk of early-term births was
estimated, whereas stronger intervention effects on preterm birth
risk were observed when population had a healthier profile.
Conclusion Smoking bans in Switzerland resulted in
improved birth outcomes, especially for births almost at term.
Our results suggest that contextual characteristics of the
population may play a role in the degree of effectiveness of
smoking ban interventions on preterm or early-term births.
Evidence on factors modifying the effect of interventions may
help to better tailor public health policies towards increased
effectiveness.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PST2.005
Extended spectrum beta lactam resistance among gram
negative bacterial isolates from wounds of patients
attending a Ghanaian Hospital
G. Kpeli1, E. Owusu-Mireku1, J. Hauser2, V. Hinic3, E. Danso1, R. Frei3,
G. Pluschke2 and D. Yeboah-Manu1
1
Noguchi Memorial Institute for Medical Research, University of Ghana,
Legon, Ghana; 2Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel,
Switzerland; 3Universit€atsspital Basel, Basel, Switzerland

Introduction The upsurge of extended spectrum betalactamases (ESBLs) is of concern to global health; it poses
serious threat to the effective management of patients as it is
making treatable diseases untreatable. We characterized the
resistant profiles of 206 Gram Negative bacteria isolated from
wounds of patients attending a district hospital in Ghana to
provide baseline data for further studies.
Materials and Methods Phenotypic antibiotic
susceptibility testing of gram-negative bacterial isolates;
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (91) Escherichia coli (23), Enterobacter
cloacae (26), Klebsiella pneumonia (26), and Proteus mirabilis
(40), obtained from both Buruli ulcer and other wounds was
performed by Kirby Bauer disc diffusion method. Isolates were
further screened for multi drug resistance (MDR), ESBL and
metallo beta lactamase (MBL) production. Resistant conferring

genes CTX, TEM, SHV, IMP, VIM-1, OXA-2, OXA-48, NDM,
KPC and SPM were analysed by PCR.
Results Phenotypically, resistance to Amikacin, Gentamicin,
Tobramycin, Ceftazidime, Cefuroxime, Ceftriaxone,
Ciprofloxacin, Ticarcillin-Clavulanic acid, Imipenem,
Cotrimoxazole and Aztreonam were 17.7%, 30%, 30.1%, 22%,
58.4%, 26.5%, 38.9%, 18.5%, 66.4%, 3.5%, 70.8% and
31.8% respectively. Of the 91 P. aeruginosa isolates screened for
antibiotic resistance, 72 (82.7%), 24 (27.6%) and 2(2.3%) were
confirmed as ESBL, MDR and MBL producers respectively while
5 (25%) E. coli, 16 (64%) K. pneumonia, 23 (56.1%)
P. mirabilis and 20 E cloacae isolates were positive for ESBL
production. Eight of the ten antibiotic conferring genes were
detected in the isolates with TEM, CTX, NDM, SHV, VIM-1,
OXA-2, IMP and KPC detected in 31.5%, 20.4%, 25.2%,
12.6%, 17%, 12.6%, 0.9% and 9.7% of isolates respectively.
Conclusions The observed drug resistance suggests that
policies which guide the rational use of antibiotics must be
strictly enforced in Ghana. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first study in Ghana to characterize ten antibiotic conferring
genes and this data will serve as baseline data for future studies.
Funding This work was supported by the Stop Buruli
Initiative funded by the UBS-Optimus Foundation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Estimation of concentrations of six anti-malarial drugs in
human breast milk based on their physicochemical and
protein binding characteristics
J.P. Jain1, V.P. Marasanapalle1, D. Saudari1 and G. Sunkara2
Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research, Hyderabad, India;
2
Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research, East Hanover, NJ, USA

1

Introduction Breastfeeding mothers are an important target
population for drug intervention malaria therapy. WHO
recommends use of artemisinin-based combination therapies
(ACTs) in lactating mothers. However, due to the lack of
clinical data, artemisinin based combination therapies such as
Coartem and Eurartesim do not allow breastfeeding during
treatment. Discontinuation of breastfeeding in few regions may
lead to increased mortality in infants, due to absence of key
breast milk-associated antibodies, contaminated water used for
preparing infant formula, unaffordability of infant formula, etc.
On the other hand, if significant amounts of drug are ingested
via breast milk, it can have safety concerns in the developing
neonates. This research work reviewed the available
physicochemical and clinical information on antimalarials
excreted in breast milk from published literature and evaluated
for correlation between them.
Methods Literature search was performed for available
clinical data on the excretion of antimalarial drugs in breast
milk. The physicochemical and pharmacokinetic parameters such
as LogP, pKa, protein binding, Cmax, Dose, etc. were also
collected. Milk-to-plasma (M/P) ratios were calculated using a
published method utilizing plasma protein binding, LogP and
pKa values.
Results The clinical data of drug disposition in breast milk is
available for six drugs, artesunate, pyrimethamine,
dihydroartemisinin, chloroquine, mefloquine, and quinine. For
all the six drugs, the observed M/P ratios of drug excreted in
breast milk were about similar, 2, 4, 9, 14, and 37-fold lower
than estimated values, respectively. For the six drugs, LogP
correlated to the observed M/P ratios.
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Conclusion The observed drug concentrations in breast milk

PST2.008

for six anti-malarial drugs are lower than the estimated values.
Keywords Malaria, breast-feeding, excretion, infants.
Disclosure All authors are Novartis employee.

Reduced all-cause child mortality after general measles
vaccination campaign in rural Guinea-Bissau

PST2.007
Human and animal trematode infections at Lake Chad: a
one health approach to schistosomiasis and fascioliasis in
mobile pastoralists and their livestock
H. Greter1,2, A.A. Batil3, S.J. Krauth1,2, I.O. Alfaroukh3, J. Utzinger1,2 and
J. Zinsstag1,2
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Institut de Recherche en
Elevage pour le Developpement, N’Djamena, Chad

Introduction Throughout the Sahel, livestock breeding by
mobile pastoralists is an important economic factor. Swiss
Tropical and Public Health Institutes long established
collaboration with its Chadian partners aims at sustainably
improve human and animal health of mobile pastoralists by
applying a transdisciplinary One Health concept. This project
was initiated by the pastoralists’ report on considerable
economic losses due to fascioliasis. Fasciola gigantica
(F. gigantica) is a water transmitted trematode just as
Schistosoma bovis (S. bovis), but also Schistosoma haematobium
(S. haematobium) and Schistosoma mansoni (S. mansoni) that
cause human disease. With a systems understanding we
investigate human and animal trematode infections in parallel
aiming at elucidating a predictive potential of one to the other.
Methods On the south-eastern shores of Lake Chad mobile
pastoralists of different ethnicity were invited to participate. A
human and animal cohort was established to assess prevalence
and potential seasonal dynamics of trematode infections.
Sampling was repeated three times over 1.5-years. Analyses were
performed in a mobile field laboratory in the pastoralists’ camp
and in laboratories in N’Djamena and Basel. Treatment strategies
and water contact patterns of humans and animals were recorded
using semi-structured interviews and focus group discussions.
Results A total of 413 people and 450 cattle belonging to
four ethnic groups participated in the study. Overall,
S. haematobium in humans and S. bovis in cattle showed a
prevalence of 7% but varied significantly between ethnic groups.
S. mansoni was found at a very low prevalence. In cattle, overall
prevalence of F. gigantica was 24%. Treatment for human and
animal schistosomiasis was not available at health centres or
veterinary posts in the study area. Regarding animal health,
albendazole is available as treatment for fascioliasis.
Conclusions Our results show clearly differences of the
occurrence of schistosomiasis and fascioliasis between ethnic
groups, therewith underline the influence of culture on the
prevalence of infectious disease in humans and livestock. The
mutual predictive value of human schistosomiasis and livestock
fascioliasis is culturally defined. In the framework of a systems
understanding of health this shows that taking the ethnical
dimension into consideration is crucial to develop tailor-made
locally adapted and accepted interventions, applying the One
Health approach.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Randomised trials have shown that measles
vaccine (MV) prevents non-measles deaths. MV-campaigns are
conducted to eliminate measles infection. The overall mortality
effect of MV-campaigns has never been studied.
Methods Bandim Health Project surveys children aged
0–4 years in rural Guinea-Bissau through a health and
demographic surveillance system. A general MV-campaign in
May 2006 targeted children aged 6 months–15 years. In a Cox
proportional-hazards model with age as underlying time-scale we
compared the overall mortality for children aged 6 months to
4 years after the campaign with the overall mortality in the same
age group during the two previous years.
Results During the 2006-campaign 8158 children aged
6 months to 4 years were under surveillance; at the similar time
windows in 2004 and 2005 and the figures were 7999 and 8108,
respectively. At least 90% of the eligible children received MV
in the campaign. There were 161 non-accident deaths in the
12 months after the campaign, compared with 203 and 206
deaths in the two previous years, the adjusted mortality rate
ratio (aMRR) comparing all children in 2006 with all children in
2004–2005 being 0.80 (95%CI: 0.66–0.96). Censoring deaths
due to measles infection the aMRR was 0.83 (0.69–1.00). The
mortality reduction was separately significant for girls
(aMRR = 0.74 (0.56–0.97)) and for children who had also
received routine MV (MRR = 0.59 (0.38–0.97)).
Conclusion Mortality levels were stable during 2004 and
2005 but a significant drop occurred after the 2006 MVcampaign and was not explained by prevention of measles
deaths. If MV-campaigns reduce non-measles related mortality
the policies for measles vaccination and eradication programmes
should take this into account.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PST2.009
Factors affecting childhood diarrhoea and pneumonia careseeking behavior of mothers in a coastal area of Bangladesh
A. Haque1 and S. Shaha2
Dept of Population Sciences, University of Dhaka, Dhaka, Bangladesh;
2
ICDDR, B, Dhaka, Bangladesh

1

Background Childhood mortality is high in the developing
countries and pneumonia and diarrhoea remain predominant
causes of under-five child mortality, although causes of death
from these diseases are preventable and treatable. A commitment
has been made by the Government of the People’s Republic of
Bangladesh that preventable child deaths will be ended in the
country before 2035. Lack of parents’ knowledge that services
are available or what they are, or not perceiving the quality of
care offered are widening the gaps in caretakers’ knowledge and
care-seeking behaviours. The study objective was to understand
the determinants of health-seeking behaviour of mothers during
childhood diarrhoea and pneumonia in a coastal area.
Methods A cross-sectional study was conducted among 392
mothers in two villages of Teknaf upazilla in Cox’s Bazar district
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from October, 2013 to March, 2014. Both quantitative and
qualitative data were collected to meet the objectives of the study.
Results 35.5% and 25.5% mothers reported that children
suffered at least once from diarrhoea and presumed pneumonia
in the preceding 12 months. The highest number of mothers
(32.4%) sought self care or home remedy in the first visit during
1st episode of childhood diarhhoea and on the other hand,
32.7% mothers sought care from qualified service providers in
the first visit during 1st episode of childhood presumed
pneumonia. Mothers’ age, household income, health expenditure
and mothers’ knowledge regarding danger sings acted as
predictor in seeking appropriate healthcare during childhood
diarrhoea. Including all these factors, mothers’ educational status
also acted as determinant for mothers to seek appropriate care
during childhood pneumonia.
Conclusion Attention should be given to improve the socioeconomic factors of the mothers to improve preventable child
death to improve resilience of child health situation to disaster,
along with increasing mothers0 awareness regarding child
mortality and danger signs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Pregnancy in adolescence in the Great Lakes region:
findings from a multi-country survey in South Kivu (DRC),
Burundi and Rwanda
J. Schwarz1,2, C. Blake2,3, N. Ndabihore4, C. Weiss1,2, A. Martin Hilber2,3 and
S. Merten1,2
1
Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, Swiss Tropical and
Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland; 3Swiss Centre for International Health, Swiss Tropical and
Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 4Swiss Tropical and Public
Health Institute, Bujumbura, Burundi

Introduction Adolescent pregnancy often leads to poor
health and social outcomes for the mother and child compared
to pregnancy among adult women. Associated health problems
include anaemia, sexually transmitted infections (STI),
postpartum haemorrhage, obstetric fistula and mental disorders.
Socioeconomic risks include school drop-out, stigma and poor
health-seeking behaviour. In the Great Lakes region adolescent
pregnancy rates are high, especially in the Democratic Republic
of Congo (DRC) with 24%, 11% in Burundi and 6% in
Rwanda (resp. DHS 2007, 2010, 2010). Sociocultural barriers,
lack of knowledge, access to and poor quality of health services
are issues in all three countries.
Methods The findings are based on a multi-stage cluster
survey conducted in 2014 in the South Kivu province of DRC,
Rwanda and Burundi. In total 87 clusters were randomly
selected in DRC and Rwanda each, and 107 clusters in Burundi.
A total of 2237 adolescents (15–19 years) were interviewed
(DRC: 764, B: 684, R: 789).
Results Differences were observed in reported sexual activity
of adolescents across countries: 12.2% and 11.2% of the
adolescents in Burundi and Rwanda reported ever having sexual
intercourse, for 39.5% in DRC. Sexuality education was
received by 52.9% (B), 58.7% (DRC) and 63.1% (R) of the
adolescents. The place where sexuality education was most often
received was school. Use of contraceptives at last sex (including
condoms) among sexually active adolescents varied across
countries and sex (m/f): R: 39.4%/35.7%; B: 39.7%/14.6%; and
DRC: 28.6%/9.8%. Differences in use of contraception at last
sex across educational level were not significant in either
country. The proportion of adolescent girls who were pregnant

at the moment of the survey or already had a child also varied
between countries: DRC: 19.5%; B: 7.4%; R: 4.2%. Among
those, the proportion who declared their pregnancy was planned
was respectively 27.7%, 51.9% and 17.6%.
Conclusion Findings from surveys show that overall access
of adolescents to sexuality education is low and their reported
behaviour puts them at risk of STIs and unplanned pregnancy.
The political, social and economic context in each country is
reflected in the situation of adolescents and their access to
sexuality education and utilisation of protection against STIs and
unplanned pregnancies. Best strategies to reach adolescents with
information, skills and services adapted to their particular needs
and contexts are to be researched.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Fever is one of the most frequent reasons of
attendance at health facilities. Little is known about etiologies of
fever in adults which urge clinicians to overprescribe
antimicrobials. We aimed at investigating causes of acute fever
in adults attending outpatient clinics in urban Tanzania.
Methods and Materials Consecutive patients >18 years
with tympanic temperature ≥38°C were recruited. Detailed
medical history and clinical examination were done. Rapid tests
for malaria, Dengue, Typhoid, HIV, Cryptococcus, Tuberculosis
(Gene-Xpert), Streptococcus A, Syphilis and rota/adenovirus
were performed, as well as blood cultures, serological and
molecular analyses. Multiplex PCR was done in nasal swabs.
Chest X-rays were performed according to WHO guidelines.
Urine, stool cultures and other investigations were done using
study algorithms. All final diagnoses were based on pre-defined
criteria.
Results 390 patients were recruited between July 2013-May
2014. 31% were HIV infected. Causes of fever were: 42% acute
respiratory infection (ARI), 11% malaria, 9% urinary tract
infection, 7% typhoid, 7% other bacterial infections, 4%
gastroenteritis, 3% Streptococcus tonsillitis, 1% Cryptococcus,
1% West Nile, 1% CMV, 1% EBV and 14% unknown. The
causes of ARI (N = 162) were: 42% URTI (29% influenza),
26% tuberculosis, 20% radiological pneumonia, 9%
Pneumocystis jiroveci, 2% COPD exacerbation. Distribution of
ARI varied according to HIV status, pneumonia and tuberculosis
accounting for 31% in HIV negative and 70% in HIV infected
(P < 0.001). Other bacterial infections (N = 28) corresponded
to: 12 occult bacteremia, 5 meningitis, 2 rickettsiosis, 1
leptospirosis. 15% of patients’ illness fulfilled the criteria of
severe sepsis, 19% were admitted and 6% died. Severe sepsis
rate (25 vs 8%) and death rate (12 vs 3%) were significantly
higher in HIV infected patients (P < 0.001). In addition,
between Jan-May 2014, 131 patients were diagnosed with
dengue due to an outbreak in the city, accounting for 39% of all
causes of fever during this period of the study (the relative
distribution of other causes remaining the same).
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Conclusions These results provide an accurate picture of the
diversity of causes of fever in African adults, and call for
systematic HIV and TB screening in this setting. They also
highlight the need for sentinel clinics with enhanced diagnostic
capacities to rapidly respond to outbreaks that disrupt febrile
diseases distribution and severity.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Challenges to the care of low birthweight babies in rural
Southern Malawi: a qualitative study exploring perceptions
and experiences of caregivers and health workers
M. Koenraads and M. Gladstone
Department of Women’s and Children’s Health, University of Liverpool,
Liverpool, UK

Introduction Twenty million babies are born with low
PST3.002
Medicaid “crowd-out” of health-insurance consumers: an
event history analysis with working mothers
T.C. Cheng1 and C.C. Lo2
School of Social Work, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL, USA;
2
Sociology and Social Work, Texas Woman’s University, Denton, TX,
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Introduction This research examined how working mothers’
use of private health insurance was affected by individual and
environmental factors central to rational choice perspective. A
person who is poor quite rationally chooses the inexpensive
health plan over the expensive health plan. Medicaid, a free or
subsidized medical assistance program in U.S., becomes very
attractive to the poor. Many low-paid, unskilled, part-time, or
non-union workers are not covered by employer-sponsored or
private health insurance.
Method This study comprised an event history analysis of
7,195 privately-insured “spells” extracted from a national
longitudinal data set Survey of Income Program Participation
(SIPP) 2001 Panel. The outcome variable, the health insurance
status of a mother, has three categories—privately insured (i.e.,
employer-sponsored or privately purchased health insurance),
enrolled in Medicaid, and uninsured. “Crowd-out” was an exit
from privately insured status occurred when a mother was
privately insured in one month but the following month was
enrolled in Medicaid. No exit was counted when a mother
remained privately insured in consecutive months.
Results Major findings of the present study included a
“crowd-out” rate that was markedly lower than the rate of
change from private insurance coverage to no coverage of any
sort. Crowd-out is made significantly more likely, the study
showed however, by four factors: part-time, union jobs; out-ofpocket expenses; simplified Medicaid procedures; and generous
income eligibilities. In contrast, expansion of Medicaid coverage
was not linked to increased crowd-out. According to the findings,
significant predictors of change from private insurance coverage
to no coverage were low family income, part-time jobs, nonunion jobs, out-of-pocket expenses, covered by health insurance
policies issued to others, and simplified Medicaid procedures.
Conclusions Job growth that limited to low-skilled and lowpaid occupations promotes enrollment in Medicaid. Expansion
of Medicaid to married couples and pregnant women does not
increase crowd-out events.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

birthweight (LBW) every year, the majority in developing
countries. Preterm birth and intrauterine growth restriction are
the main causes of LBW. In Malawi LBW is a major public
health problem, with 12% of babies weighted at birth being
LBW and the highest preterm birth rate in the world (18% of all
births). LBW babies are at high risk of death in the neonatal
period and strongly contribute to the high neonatal mortality
rate in Malawi (27/1000 live births). Those who survive are at
risk of stunting and poor developmental outcomes. This study
aimed to identify the challenges faced by caregivers and health
workers in caring for LBW babies in rural Southern Malawi in
order to design interventions that will improve their outcomes.
Methods We used qualitative methods to explore perceptions
and experiences of caregivers and health workers in the
community and at rural facility level. We conducted 18 in-depth
interviews (IDI) with mothers of infants born LBW in the past
two years and 4 focus group discussions (FDG): two with
mothers of infants born LBW, one with mothers and one with
and fathers of children under two years old. Furthermore we
conducted 16 IDIs with health workers involved in care for
LBW babies. Interviews were recorded, transcribed and
translated. Thematic content analysis was conducted using a
framework approach.
Results Caregivers in the community have a general perception
that LBW babies have poor health and will not be intelligent. Poor
maternal nutrition and illness (e.g. HIV) during pregnancy are
perceived as the most important causes of LBW. Challenges
mentioned by caregivers in the community were feeding difficulties
and the high burden of care. Health workers mentioned a lack of
resources and poor compliance to the counselling given as major
challenges. Another important challenge reported by both
caregivers and health workers is stigma and discrimination of
mothers of LBW babies in the community.
Conclusion LBW and prematurity remain the main cause of
neonatal deaths. This study highlights that optimal care for LBW
babies in rural Malawi may not be provided due to a range of
challenges both at community and facility level. To reduce
mortality and improve outcomes of these infants we must
improve care for these infants in facility based settings, address
the present limitations in the community but also take steps
towards linking these two systems in more effective ways.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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The economic recession that started in 2009 and deepened the
public debt crisis across Europe forced Portugal to seek financial
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assistance. The 3-year financial rescue plan included a number of
reforms in Portugal’s health care sector. This study examines
data on the National Health Service (NHS) budget, human
resources and access to primary health care in Portugal from
2011 to 2013.
Between 2011 and 2013, spending in the NHS was cut by
4.5%, through the reduction of public pharmaceutical spending,
salary cuts for civil servants (including NHS professionals) and
downsizing the number of physicians and nurses working in the
NHS. In fact, excluding Azores and Madeira, there was a
0.2% decrease in all NHS workers between 2011 and 2013,
including a reduction of 213 (1.1%) doctors and 960
(2.4%) nurses. Considering General Practitioners (GPs), the
1.2% national increase in the number of GPs at NHS between
2011 and 2013, hides regional discrepancies: only the North
Region registered an increase (5.2%) in the number of GPs
working in the NHS, while Regions such as Alentejo and
Algarve lost 14 (4.6%) and 16 (6.0%) of their workforce,
respectively. During the same period, the number of NHS users
who had at least one consultation in primary care increased by
5.7%, despite a reduction of 5.0% in the number of medical
consultations. This means that access to primary care might
not have been greatly affected by austerity but the average
number of medical consultations per user decreased from 4.5 in
2011 to 4.1 in 2013. While the expansion of family health
units (part of primary health care reform) slowed after 2011
and the levels of user charges had a strong increase in 2012,
many exemptions were considerably expanded. Between the
December 2011 and December 2013 the number of people
who was not required to pay user charges increased by 32.1%,
particularly among those who were exempted based on their
low income level (+90.1%). Public expenditure on drugs has
been reduced since 2011, but cost containment occurred only
in ambulatory care. Simultaneously, average drug prices also
decreased and several measures to increase competition from
generic drugs were enacted.
Overall, the 3-year financial rescue plan brought severe austerity measures and forced public spending cuts in the health sector.
There is no evidence that access to health care has been greatly
affected during this period. Further research is still needed on
the effects of these health policies.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Supply chain performance is usually measured
by the availability of medicines at point of care. However
appropriate use of available medicines by prescribers and
consumers will ultimately determine the quality of health care.
Irrational prescription of medicines is a serious global problem
that is harmful to patients and leads to waste of limited
resources.
Methods A cross-sectional exploratory study was conducted
in Dodoma Region Tanzania in 2012, focusing on the quality of
pharmacotherapy in terms of adherence to national Standard
Treatment Guidelines (STG), investigating medicines prescribed

for a given diagnosis. Questionnaires were used to collect data
from patient registers and exit interviews at public health
facilities.
Results Diagnoses of 2886 patient cases were analysed. Top
five recorded diagnoses were upper respiratory tract infections
with 25% of all cases, malaria with 18%, and diarrhoea with
9.9%, pneumonia diagnoses with 6.1% and skin problems with
5.8% of cases. Complete adherence to STG was found in 30.8%
cases and wrong treatment was found in 30.7% of diagnoses.
About one third of cases received the correct medicine but also
additional unnecessary or wrong medicines. 61% of patients
received an antibiotic regardless of diagnoses.
Conclusions These results point at poor treatment quality
and can be expected to lead to poor health outcomes. Poor
prescription practices may be due to insufficient training and
pressure from patients or unavailability of required medicines. In
addition to making medicines available, focused attention must
be directed imperatively towards improving prescribing and
pharmacotherapy thereby improving patient care and health
outcomes.
Disclosure The study was done in the frame of the Health
Promotion and System Strengthening Project, funded by the
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation.

PST3.006
Health facility caseload changes during the introduction of
community case management of malaria in South Western
Uganda – an interrupted time series approach
S. Lal1, R. Ndyomugyenyi2, M. Lagarde3, N.D. Alexander4, L. Paintain1,
P. Magnussen5, D. Chandramohan1 and S.E. Clarke1
1
Department of Disease Control, London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine, London, UK; 2C/O Vector Control Division, Ministry of
Health, Kampala, Uganda; 3Department of Global Health and
Development, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine,
London, UK; 4Department of Infectious Disease Epidemiology, London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, London, UK; 5Institute of
International Health, Immunology and Microbiology& Institute of
Veterinary Disease Biology, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen,
Denmark

Introduction Many malaria endemic countries are scalingup community case management (CCM) programmes, which
increase access to malaria testing and treatment to communities
with limited access to health facilities. To date, evaluations of
CCM programs have centred on community health workers
(CHWs) compliance to guidelines, but broader effects on
utilisation of health centres (volume and case mix) have not been
documented.
Methods and Materials This analysis was conducted
during a community case management intervention in Rukungiri
District Western Uganda. Out-patient department (OPD) visit
data for children under 5 were collected for one year before the
trial started (pre-intervention) and during the 20-month trial
(intervention-period) from three health centres serving the
intervention area. An interrupted time series analysis with
segmented regression models was used to compare the trends in
all-cause and malaria-specific OPD visits during the preintervention and intervention periods.
Results The introduction of the CCM intervention was
followed by increases in the frequencies of diagnosis of
diarrhoeal diseases, pneumonia and helminths and fewer malaria
diagnoses. In the first month after the CCM intervention began
all-cause OPD utilisation decreased by 63% compared to the
pre-intervention period (P < 0.001). Malaria-specific visits also
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saw a dramatic drop shortly after the intervention began, with
27 fewer visits per month during the intervention-period
compared with the pre-intervention period (P < 0.05). The
declines in all-cause and malaria visits were sustained for the
entire intervention period.
Conclusion Introduction of a community-case management
programme for malaria reduced the total caseload seen at local
health centres. The subsequent impact for health workers and
patients in terms of reduced total working hours, increased time
spent per consultation and/or other health centre duties, as well
as required changes in stock management and financing,
warrants further examination in order to fully document the
effect of community case management programmes on the
functioning of health systems.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PST3.007
Structural drivers of inequality in the Zambian prison health
system
S.M. Topp1,2,3, C.N. Moonga1, C. Chileshe4, G. Magwende4 and
G. Henostroza1,5
1
Centre for Infectious Disease Research in Zambia, Lusaka, Zambia;
2
James Cook University, Townsville, QLD, Australia; 3Nossal Institute
for Global Health, University of Melbourne, Melbourne, VIC, Australia;
4
Health Directorate, Zambian Prison Service, Kabwe, Zambia;
5
University of Alabama in Birmingham, Birmingham, AL, USA

Background Globally, prisons are recognized to be sites that
may both generate and reinforce social inequity. Yet little
research has focused on the way prison health systems in lowand middle-income countries contribute to, or ameliorate, those
inequities. This study was conducted in Zambia against a
backdrop of weak prison health services and high rates of
infectious disease. We aimed to identify major structural
determinants impeding efforts to strengthen the availability and
responsiveness of prison health services.
Methods A case-based approach utilised data collected from
key informant interviews (n = 7) and memos generated from
informal observations (n = 15) and document review. From the
health systems literature (Donabedian, 1972; Topp, 2014) we
defined structural determinants as national level contextual and/
or material factors influencing prison health services directly or
indirectly. Ex ante themes for analysis included, prison legal
environment, governance structures, prison health financing,
infrastructure and procurement of drugs and commodities.
Findings Four major and intersecting barriers to strengthening
prison health services were identified. Lack of health financing
was the central and underlying determinent, with no prison
health budget beyond a single externally funded HIV line item (~
$US10 000 pa) spread across 83 prison facilities. Weak
financing undermined prison health governance, impeding
planning and coordination by an undermanned and underresourced health directorate consisting of five officers. Weak
financing and governance capacity in turn impeded recruitment
and retention of human resources for health, with only 35
prison-employed health workers as compared to an inmate
population of approximately 17 000. Outdated and poorly
renovated prison infrastructure concurrently contributed to high
rates of preventable disease related to overcrowding (range 200–
700% overcapacity) and lack of basic hygiene.
Conclusions Availability of responsive and quality health
services in the Zambian prison system are affected by a range of
structural factors. Our findings suggest that policy and
administrative reform establishing strong mechanisms for prison
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health financing and enabling proactive prison health governance
will be critical to sustainably addressing impediments to prisonbased health services such as weak human resourcing and
outdated infrastructure.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PST3.008
The cost-effectiveness of different screening strategies for
human African trypanosomiasis in The Democratic Republic
of the Congo
P.R. Bessell1, C. Lumbala2, P. Lutumba3,4, S. Baloji2, S. Bieler5 and J.M. Ndung’u5
Epi Interventions Ltd, Edinburgh, UK; 2PNLTHA, Kinshasa, The
Democratic Republic of the Congo; 3University of Kinshasa, Kinshasa,
The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 4INRB, Kinshasa, The
Democratic Republic of the Congo; 5FIND, Geneva, Switzerland

1

Human African trypanosomiasis (HAT), caused by the protozoan Trypanosoma brucei gambiense, is a neglected tropical disease endemic in many areas of sub-Saharan Africa. Interruption
of transmission requires the early diagnosis and treatment of
cases among suspects that are identified using a screening test.
Screening for HAT has been performed using the card agglutination test for trypanosomiasis (CATT), but recently, rapid diagnostic tests (RDTs) have been developed that, unlike CATT, are
thermostable and do not require electricity. In a clinical trial carried out in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), the
SD BIOLINE HAT RDT had a higher sensitivity, but a lower
specificity than CATT in active screening (by mobile teams) and
passive screening at healthcare facilities. This study estimates the
cost-effectiveness of using the RDT and CATT in different algorithms and diagnostic infrastructures.
Data on HAT prevalence and performance of diagnostic tests
were collected during the RDT clinical trial. These data informed
a stochastic epidemiological model incorporating the number of
people presenting for screening, infection rates, the number of
cases detected at screening, and the number subsequently confirmed and cured. Into this we incorporated the costs incurred
when screening was done by CATT or by RDT in passive or
active screening.
The RDT was the most cost-effective screening test, costing
406 and 394 USD per case cured in active and passive screening
respectively, cheaper than CATT by 131 USD in active and 118
USD in passive screening. Sensitivity analysis demonstrated that
these conclusions were robust to a number of assumptions, and
that the results could be scaled to smaller or larger healthcare
facilities, and a range of prevalences of HAT. 34.7% of the costs
for screening at healthcare facilities were borne by those presenting for testing (in terms of travel costs and lost income) compared to 11.6% at mobile teams.
By analyzing the cost-effectiveness of different screening tests
in different diagnostic settings, we have provided valuable information on diagnostic options to the HAT control program in
DRC. Crucially, the RDT remains the most cost-effective test as
prevalence declines and HAT nears elimination and by improving accessibility to screening the costs to individuals presenting
at healthcare facilities will be reduced. We conclude that the SD
BIOLINE HAT RDT should be recommended as the routine
screening test in the DRC.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PST3.009
Modelling the cost-effectiveness of introducing malaria rapid
diagnostic tests in the private for-profit sector
D. Bath, C. Goodman, C. Chandler and S. Yeung
London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK

Background During the last five to ten years major changes
have occurred in the diagnosis of malaria in primary level public
health facilities in endemic countries, as malaria rapid diagnostic
tests (mRDTs) have been widely deployed. There are now
increasing calls for mRDTs to be made available outside formal
public health facilities - and in particular through the private
for-profit sector, where a high proportion of people with
suspected malaria seek care. Private sector antimalarial providers
include private hospitals and clinics, though in most settings the
majority of antimalarials are distributed through drug retailers,
primarily drug stores and small pharmacies, which very rarely
provide blood tests. It is common to find that a high proportion
of patients sold antimalarials at such outlets are not parasite
positive, while many other clients who are parasite positive do
not receive appropriate antimalarial treatment. Private sector
mRDT introduction on a large scale has already begun in several
African countries, though robust evidence on the impact and
value for money of these strategies is not yet available.
Fundamental questions remain as to where and how mRDTs
should be introduced, and what the impact will be on costs,
individual health outcomes and public health.
Methods We have developed a cost-effectiveness decision tree
model of management of non-severe febrile illness, adapting and
expanding previous models to cover the private sector, and
updating them by drawing on parameters from recent published
and unpublished data. The model documents care-seeking
pathways, test accuracy, and the effect of test results on
treatment choice and adherence to treatment.
Results Results will be presented on the impact on treatment
outcomes, costs, and cost-effectiveness of different mRDT rollout packages, for those with malaria and those with other febrile
illnesses. Cost-effectiveness will be reported in terms of cost per
disability adjusted life year (DALY) averted and cost per death
averted. The overall cost implications for implementing agencies,
across a range of malaria transmission and health system
settings, will also be discussed.
Conclusions The implications of the findings will be assessed
for malaria programme managers and funding agencies,
highlighting situations where mRDT introduction is more likely
to be cost-effective, and indicating key aspects of implementation
that are likely to influence value for money.
Disclosure Funding for this project was provided by the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation, through a grant to the ACT
Consortium.

PST3.010
Malaria recommendations for risk groups visiting subSaharan Africa: a survey of European expert opinion and
international guidelines
M. Shellvarajah1, C. Hatz1,2 and P. Schlagenhauf3
1
Institute for Epidemiology, Biostatistics and Prevention, Zurich,
Switzerland; 2Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel,
Switzerland; 3WHO Collaborating Centre for Travellers’ Health, Institue
for Epidemiology, Biostatistics and Prevention, Zurich, Switzerland

Introduction Malaria prevention can be complex due to
individual characteristics of the traveller, travel destination,
duration of stay and type of travel. Our aim in this study was to

document malaria chemoprophylaxis recommendations provided
by travel-medicine experts in Europe for specific risk groups of
travellers visiting malaria-endemic areas of sub-Saharan Africa.
Methods Travel medicine experts in Europe were asked to
complete an online questionnaire, a 28-item Survey Monkey
survey, on 11 malaria prevention scenarios. We also reviewed
the recommendations of the UK, CDC, Germany, Switzerland,
WHO and the electronic Medicines Compendium (eMC) for
malaria prevention in risk groups.
Results The questionnaire was sent to 110 pre-travel medicine
experts in 19 countries. The response rate was 44.55%. The
experts recommended atovaquone/proguanil as first choice
malaria chemoprophylaxis for an adult traveller with no comorbidities travelling for 2 weeks (91.67% of experts) or for
2 months (51.06%), for a healthy tourist child travelling for two
weeks (68.09%) and for an adult traveller with liver cirrhosis
(57.78%). Mefloquine was first choice for a healthy tourist child
travelling for 2 months (59.57% of experts), for a tourist infant
(8 kg) travelling for 2 weeks (59.57%) and for 2 months
(68.09%), for a pregnant traveller visiting friends and relatives
(VFR) (74.47%), for a breast-feeding mother with her 5 kg
infant (72.34%) and for a VFR family with limited budget
(63.83%). For an adult traveller with renal impairment the
experts recommended mefloquine (42.22%) or doxycycline
(37.78%). All experts (100%) recommended mosquito
repellents. Mosquito nets were recommended routinely by
95.35% of the experts, air-conditioning by 83.72% and
impregnated clothing by 81.40%.
Conclusion The European experts differ in pre-travel antimalarial recommendations for risk groups visiting malaria
endemic areas of sub-Saharan Africa and contraindications are
not always observed. There are no uniform recommendations for
high-risk groups visiting sub-Saharan Africa. This discordance in
guidelines and lack of chemoprophylaxis options are challenges
for pre-travel health advisors.
Disclosure This study was supported by a small,
unrestricted, educational grant from F. Hoffmann-La Roche.

PST3.011
The mode of action of spatial repellents and their impact
on vectorial capacity of Anopheles gambiae sensu stricto
S.O. Barasa1, L.M. Lorenz2, M.F. Maia3 and S.J. Moore3
Environmental Health and Ecological Sciences, Ifakara Health Institute,
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania; 2Infectious and Tropical Diseases, London
School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK; 3Department of
Epidemiology and Public Health, University of Basel, Swiss Tropical &
Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland

1

Introduction Malaria vector control relies on toxicity of
insecticides used in long lasting insecticide treated nets and
indoor residual spraying. This is despite evidence that sub-lethal
insecticides reduce human-vector contact and malaria
transmission.
Methods and Materials The impact of sub-lethal
insecticides on host seeking and blood feeding of mosquitoes
was measured. Taxis boxes distinguished between repellency and
attraction inhibition of mosquitoes by measuring response of
mosquitoes to Transfluthrin coils and humans. Protective
distance of coils and long-term effects on blood feeding were
measured in the semi-field tunnel and in a Peet Grady chamber
using laboratory Anopheles gambiae sensu stricto mosquitoes.
Results In the taxis boxes, a higher proportion of mosquitoes
(6782%) were activated and flew towards the human in the
presence of Transfluthrin coils. Coils did not hinder attraction of
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mosquitoes to the human. In the semi-field Tunnel, coils placed
0.3 m from the human reduced feeding by 86% (95% CI [0.66;
0.95]) when used as a “bubble” compared to 65% (95% CI
[0.51; 0.76]) when used as a “point source”. Mosquitoes
exposed to coils inside a Peet Grady chamber were delayed from
feeding normally for 12 h.
Conclusion These findings indicate that airborne pyrethroids
minimize human-vector contact through reduced and delayed
blood feeding. This information is useful for the development of
target product profiles of spatial repellent products that can be
used to complement mainstream malaria vector control tools.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Rift Valley fever, Chikungunya and rickettsioses: synopsis of
four seroprevalence studies on arthropod-borne diseases
from South-Western Tanzania on geographic distribution
and risk factors
N. Heinrich1,2, C.D. Mangu3, N.E. Ntinginya3, G. Dobler2,4,5, E. Saathoff1,2,
L.L. Maboko3 and M. Hoelscher1,2
1
Division for Infectious Diseases and Tropical Medicine, Medical Center
of the University of Munich (LMU), Munich, Germany; 2Munich partner
site, German Center for Infection Research (DZIF), Munich, Germany;
3
National Institute for Medical Research-Mbeya Medical Research
Centre, Mbeya, Tanzania; 4Institute for Microbiology, German Armed
Forces, Munich, Germany; 5German Partnership Program for Excellence
in Biological and Health Security, Munich, Germany

Introduction Although arthropod-borne diseases often have

PST3.012
A project testing whether small solar powered electric fans
improve comfort inside mosquito nets
O.J.T. Briët1,2, J. Keating3, J. Yukich3, C. Ahorlu4, C. Pfeiffer1, M. Jaeger1,
N. Khanna1 and P. Nardini5
1
EPH, Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland; 3Tulane University School of Public Health and Tropical
Medicine, New Orleans, LA, USA; 4Noguchi Memorial Institute for
Medical Research, University of Ghana, Accra, Ghana; 5Green World
Health Net, Albuquerque, NM, USA

Introduction Use rates of LLINs despite ownership of
LLINs are suboptimal. The most often stated reason is that
mosquito nets are too hot to sleep under because they block
ventilation. However, few efforts have been made to address this
problem. With electrification of rural areas and rapidly dropping
price of solar power, 0.8 watt electric fans might be affordable
to populations in malaria endemic areas. Such fans, while
inexpensive to run, could improve comfort inside mosquito nets
in hot climates, and hence increase mosquito net use.
Methods and Materials Ninety participating households
from a rural community in Greater Accra are grouped in three
groups of equal size. Group 1 receives a fan system, groups 2 and
3 receives water filters. At the mid-point of the study, groups 1
and 2 cross over. Surveys on household’s attitudes, practices and
perceptions related to mosquito nets, fans and water filters and
willingness to pay are held before implementation, at cross-over,
and at the study end. Further, groups 1 and 2 receive fortnightly
visits with questions on the use mosquito net use the previous
night, and consumption of water the previous day. As fortnightly
visits might cause a Hawthorne or study effect, mosquito net use
is compared with group 3, without fortnightly visits. Indoor
temperature, humidity and outdoor mosquito density is
monitored throughout the study period.
Results The main outcome of the project is the proportion of
individuals reporting to have slept under an LLIN the night
before the survey, among those with access to LLINs. Secondary
outcomes are the willingness to pay for fan systems and water
filters, and consumption of unsafe water.
Conclusions This project is the first to evaluate whether
small electric fans increase mosquito net use in hot climates.
Acknowledgements The project receives funding from SC
Johnson through its Base of the Pyramid programme, and staff
support from Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute and
Tulane University School of Public Health and Tropical
Medicine.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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significant impact on health and economic activities, little is
known about their distribution and factors associated with
infection in endemic settings, because information is usually only
collected during large outbreaks.
Methods We assessed seroprevalences for Rift Valley fever,
Alphaviruses (e.g. Chikungunya), spotted fever group (SFG) and
typhus group (TGR) rickettsiae by indirect immunofluorescence
testing. Stored sera from 1228 persons above the age of 5 years
from nine participating communities in Mbeya region,
Southwestern Tanzania, were randomly selected from a
population based cohort study; stratified by age, altitude of
residence and ownership of domestic mammals.
Results For all four infections, no outbreaks or endemic
disease occurrence had been reported from our study area.
Seroprevalence levels were higher than anticipated, with 5.2%
for Rift Valley fever, 18.0% for Alphavirus, 67.9% for SFG, and
9.3% for TGR. Local distributions of seropositivity varied
greatly between diseases, with the mosquito-borne viral diseases
and SFG being generally more prevalent at lower elevations.
SFG seropositivity was higher in rural areas, while TGR
seropositivity was higher in urban areas. Rift Valley fever
showed a very focused local maximum, at the shore of lake
Nyasa, the site with the lowest elevation. Alphavirus
seroprevalence was more evenly distributed across the study
area, with higher elevation being the main limiting factor. For
all pathogens, seroprevalence increased with participant age.
Conclusions The seroprevalences found, and the near-linear
increases with age, suggest endemic transmission of all pathogens
in the study area. Differences in distribution of and risk factors for
individual diseases point to differences in vector or pathogen
biology. The unique local maximum found for Rift Valley fever,
that is not found for Alphavirus, could demonstrate dependence
on flooding events and diapausing Aedes eggs for maintenance of
local transmission. TGR preference for urban areas points to a
cycle involving rodents, which would be expected for murine
typhus caused by R. typhi, or human-to human transmission in
louse-borne typhus with R. prowazekii as the pathogen, although
the latter seems improbable, since louse-borne typhus with its high
fatality should have been detected clinically.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Non-malaria related acute fever, a preliminary study from
Kinshasa the Democratic Republic of Congo

Referral from community health workers: evidence from
cluster randomised trials of mRDTs in two areas of high
and low malaria transmission in Uganda

H. Muhindo Mavoko1,2, J. Effa2, M. Kalabuanga3, R. Mukele4, R. da Luz2,
O. Lunguya4, M.-F. Phoba5, J.-P. Van Geertruyden6 and P. Lutumba4
1
International Health Unit, University of Antwerp, University of
Kinshasa, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 2University
of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium; 3Lisungi Health Centre, Kinshasa, The
Democratic Republic of the Congo; 4University of Kinshasa, Kinshasa,
The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 5Institut National de Recherce
Biomedicale, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo;
6
University of Antwerp, Antwerp, The Democratic Republic of the Congo

Background Fever or history of fever is a key symptom that
motivates medical consultation mainly in tropical areas, where
malaria is most endemic. In a recent past, every case of fever
used to be considered foremost as malaria and treated
accordingly. Consequences of the overtreatment on the spread of
previous antimalarial drugs resistance as well as the (relatively)
high cost of artemisinin-based combination therapies,
contributed to reinforce the guidelines by restricting antimalarial
drugs to patients with a positive test. This study aimed to assess
non-malaria cases among those attending a primary health care
facility with acute fever in Kinshasa suburb.
Methods Patients attending the Lisungi health centre for
fever/ history of fever were assessed. Malaria was screened
independently with rapid diagnostic test(RDT) and microscopy.
Dried blood spots were analyzed by PCR. A sub-population
benefited from hemoculture to screen non-specific bacterial
infections (due to logistic reasons). Microscopy and RDT were
performed by well-trained lab-technician, under a regular
quality-control program undergone in the frame of the Quinact
trial. Composite reference standard was applied to assess the
malaria-free patients (negative if all 3 tests were negative and
positive if at least one was positive).
Results In total, 296 patients were included in this analysis.
The median age was 6 years (IQR: 2.55–25.4). One hundred
and twenty six were aged below 5 years old. Temperature was
≥38°C for 112 (39.6%). Malaria was detected in 44.6%, 38.0%
and 37.1% respectively by RDT, microscopy and PCR.
Considering the three tests together, 58.4% (95%CI: 52.7–64.0)
were malaria negative. Hemoculture was positive for 21/150
patients. Those aged under 5 years were more affected by
bacteremia (P = 0.003). Negative coagulase Staphylococcus
(n = 10) and Bacillus sp (n = 7) were the most frequently
isolated. In the sub-group assessed for hemoculture, 85 patients
(56.6%) had neither unspecific bacterial infection nor malaria.
Co-infection of malaria + unspecific bacteria was as low as 6%.
Conclusion Neither malaria nor unspecific bacterial infection
was responsible of the acute fever in half of the patients.
Consequently, both antimalarial drugs and antibiotics should be
handled with care in such cases. These findings suggest that
diagnostic tests (including viral agents) and diagnostic algorithms
are paramount for the management of non-malaria acute fever.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Integrated community case management
(iCCM) is being scaled up in sub-Saharan Africa to increase access
to prompt and effective treatment. The global research agenda on
iCCM has prioritised the need for evidence on the referral
processes from community health workers (CHWs).
Methods and Materials We evaluated the impact of
training in community case management of malaria and referral
[with and without malaria rapid diagnostic tests (mRDTs)] on
referral practices by CHWs and caretaker compliance to CHW’s
referral advice, as part of a cluster randomised trial in which
villages were randomised to either mRDT or presumptive
diagnosis (control) arms. CHWs in both arms were trained how
to prescribe ACTs and recognise illnesses requiring referral to a
health centre. Data from CHWs’ treatment registers were linked
to health centre records and analysed using logistic regression.
Results Over 18 months CHWs in the high transmission area
saw 18 497 children. Compared to the control arm, CHWs
using mRDTs referred more children (35% vs. 1% control) and
referral of mRDT negative children was higher (61% vs. 3%
mRDT positive). CHWs only referred 60% of children that met
the eligibility criteria for referral, and were less likely to refer
children at the weekend or during the rainy season. There was
no difference with distance to the nearest health centre. Only
10% of all referred children complied with CHW’s referral
advice. Compliance with referral advice was higher amongst
children who had received an mRDT test (odds ratio (OR) 8.0,
95% confidence interval (CI) 1.6–40.8); and was lower during
the rainy season (OR 0.6, 95%CI 0.4–0.8); weekend (OR 0.6,
95%CI 0.4–0.8) and as distance to the health centre increased
(OR 0.7, 95%CI 0.5–0.9).
Conclusion mRDT testing was associated with both
increased referral making by CHWs and with increased
caretaker compliance, compared to a presumptive malaria
diagnosis. Independent factors that negatively affected CHW’s
decision to refer and caretaker’s decision to comply included
age, day and season of consultation and distance to the health
centre. Data on referral in the 3651 children consulting CHWs
in the low transmission trial will also be presented.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PST4 Neglected tropical diseases speed talks
PST4.001
European preparedness for Ebola management. A tropnet
(European Network for Tropical Medicine & Travel Health)
survey
J. Dixon, C. Houlihan and M.L. Schmid
Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Tropnet,
Newcastle upon Tyne, UK

Introduction In 2014/2015 West Africa experienced an outbreak of Ebola virus. Over 25 000 people were infected and a
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significant mortality rate was seen (>10 000). Many European
countries sent staff to assist in the emergency efforts.
Within Europe, Hospitals prepared to repatriate and treat citizens, travellers or health workers. Our survey evaluates the current state of preparedness throughout European Tropnet centres.
An online survey was used to collect details of: personal protective equipment (PPE), training, funding, facilities and level of
confidence in the management of these cases.
Results 25 centres responded, of which 6 had cared for
confirmed cases of Ebola.
14 centres had managed suspect cases, (1–15 cases). Only 5
centres had cared for patients with significant exposure to Ebola
(ie, needlestick injury). 2 centres offered home isolation and temperature monitoring. 1 centre gave Favipiravir prophylaxis.
80% of responding centres felt they could safely look after
confirmed cases of Ebola.
Patients were predominantly managed in side room with antechamber facilities. Other centres used isolation and purpose built
high level units.
A wide range of PPE was used including WHO based PPE
(56%), Respirator based suit (20%), fully integrated suit (20%),
and Trexler unit isolation(4%). There was no standardisation in
suit brand, eye protection or face mask. 20/21 centres were able
to test for malaria. The majority of centres were able to test full
blood count. 10% were able to test coagulation. A wide range
of Ebola PCR assays were used, average turn-around time was
12–24 h. 14% of centres had to wait >24 h.
100% of centres had a designated training team. The number
of trained staff ranged from 4 to 120. Centres reported 1–72 h
of training per staff member (average 37.5 h).
20/24 centres assessed competency by practical assessment, 2
used practical and written assessments and 2 did not assess competency. The average confidence rating for confirmed case management was 6.7 (1 = not very confident, 10 = very confident).
There was no significant difference between centres that had,
and had not looked after confirmed cases. In conclusion 80% of
respondents felt they could safely look after confirmed case of
Ebola. A large variation was observed in facilities, PPE, training
and staffing. Our study suggests that consensus and standardisation of care are required to gain from shared experience,
enabling safe and optimal management of confirmed cases.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PST4.002
Consequences of the Ebola outbreak crisis for non-Ebola
health care offer and access in Liberia
M. Philips1, A. Nadimpalli2, J. Rius2 and S. Gerard1
Analysis & Advocacy Unit - Health Access, DG, MSF, Brussels,
Belgium; 2MSF, Monrovia, Liberia
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Introduction The West Africa Ebola outbreak is
unprecedented in scale, scope and time, rendering strategies
usually employed regarding general health care in smaller
outbreaks unfeasible. In Liberia public referral services collapsed;
resuming safe services proves difficult. What failed and what
services resisted the current outbreak are valuable lessons for
future Ebola and other outbreaks. A first challenge is to
effectively and rapidly reboost safe and accessible services in
presence of Ebola transmission. Secondly one needs to adapt
health service provision strategies to the new situation, including
increased population health needs and precariousness, health
workers’ and health seeking behaviour.
Methods and Materials Combination of qualitative
methods: interviews with key informants; focus group
discussions with health staff and patients; documentation of
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health seeking paths. Additional information collection from
reports and population based surveys on period before, during,
after Liberian Ebola outbreak.
Results Important delays were noted in providing health
facilities the necessary support to assure infection and protection
control, but also due to lack of essential drugs supplies. Data
showed strongly reduced bed capacity and OPD utilisation, as
well as stock outs interrupting long term medication (ARV,
contraceptives). Patients needing non-Ebola health care and
women in labour were caught in limbo due to dysfunctional
referral and health workers’ fear to provide care without a
negative Ebola test. There is resistance to factor in crucial new
elements into existing long term health plans, e.g. overoptimistic
scenarios including re-introduction of user fees, use of existing
but weak national supply systems for PPE distribution; lack of
measures to tackle wage bill limitations making recruitment and
correct remuneration of health workers impossible.
Conclusion Analysis of evidence from this outbreak feeds
necessary institutional learning, including for MSF, for improved
and innovative strategies to sustain and boost health services
during outbreak.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PST4.003
Prevalence and risk of transfusion transmission of visceral
leishmaniasis in Brazilian endemic areas
H. Moraes-Souza and M.M. Ferreira-Silva
Federal University of Triangulo Mineiro, Uberaba, Brazil

Introduction Despite reports in the literature about the
potential risk of transmission of visceral leishmaniasis (VL)
through transfusion, authors in several countries have sought to
establish the prevalence of asymptomatic Leishmaniasis among
blood donors. Given the demonstrated viability of the parasite in
stored blood, it is inferred that this risk exists, especially by the
fact that in many endemic countries are not imposed control
measures to transfusion transmission of VL. The objectives of
this study were to determine, in Brazil, the prevalence of VL in
asymptomatic donors of three highly endemic regions for VL
and investigate the risk of a transfusion transmission.
Methods We conducted a multicenter study in blood centers
with high endemicity areas (Sobra-Ceara, Teresina-Piauı and
Montes Claros-Minas Gerais). For screening donors was used
rapid testing rK39 (immunochromatography BioRadâ). As a
complementary diagnosis was used the Elisa test, (Kalazar Detect
ELISA InBiosâ) and polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The
search was restricted to candidates in the first blood donation
that signed the Consent and Informed (IC), clinical fit and were
negative in immunochromatography test. The blood products
receivers, invited to participate in the study and signed the IC,
underwent ELISA and PCR tests on samples collected before and
at 90 and 180 days after the transfusion.
Results Of the 594 blood donors with negative
immunochromatography, 37 (6.2%) were positive in at least one
additional test and between 277 accompanied receptor positivity
was 8.3%. Of previously seronegative recipients, one had
conversion of ELISA positive in the second and third samples
and another had positive PCR in the sample collected 90 days
after the transfusion. Both received packed red blood cells of
negative donors for quick test, but positive in further testing.
Conclusion These results demonstrate the high prevalence of
serum positive for LV in endemic regions of Brazil and the
occurrence of two cases of seroconversion strongly suggest that
transfused blood components are responsible for the
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contamination of the receptors, reinforcing the need to
implement measures to prevent this route of transmission of VL.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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A comprehensive malaria risk map in Kinshasa, Democratic
Republic of Congo
M.H. Ntuku1, G. Ferrari2, S. Schmidlin2, A. Tshefu Kitoto3 and C. Lengeler2
Kinshasa School of Public Health, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic
of the Congo; 2Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, University of
Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Kinshasa School of Public Health, Basel,
Switzerland
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Studying the relationship between drug resistance and
genomic variations in Leishmania donovani using a networkbased method
M.R. Ticlla Ccenhua1, S. Pulido-Tamayo1,2,3, H. Imamura4, L.P. Verbeke3,
J. Cotton5, J.-C. Dujardin4 and K. Marchal1,2,3
1
Department of Microbial and Molecular Systems, Centre of Microbial
and Plant Genetics, KU Leuven, Leuven; 2Department of Plant
Biotechnology and Bioinformatics, Ghent, Belgium; 3Department of
Information Technology, iMinds, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium;
4
Unit of Molecular Parasitology, Department of Biomedical Sciences,
Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium; 5Wellcome Trust
Sanger Institute, Hinxton, UK

Leishmaniasis is a worldwide neglected infectious disease that
largely affects Africa, Asia and Latin America. The visceral form
of leishmaniasis is endemic in the Indian subcontinent (India,
Nepal and Bangladesh) where humans are the primary reservoirs
of L. donovani. Its current treatment is jeopardised by the lack
of effective drugs and the emergence of resistance, best documented for antimonials. Identifying genetic factors underlying or
contributing to resistance against antimonials in natural populations of Leishmania is challenging due to the complex nature of
its phenotype.
Here we addressed the problem by the combined analysis of
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) and gene dosage datasets
from a large whole genome sequencing study on 191 L. donovani clinical isolates from India and Nepal, where resistance
against the pentavalent antimonial Sodium Stibogluconate (SSG)
is widespread. We adapted a network-based approach based on
diffusion kernels to integrate the genomic datasets with a Leishmania protein interaction network. This approach models clinical isolates, SNPs and gene dosage alterations as nodes
connected to the corresponding genes in the protein interaction
network. The clinical isolates were subdivided into subtypes by
clustering together isolates with similar connections in the network. For each subtype a top ranked list of genes with non-synonymous SNPs or gene dosage alterations was obtained.
Additionally, perturbed pathways for each subtype were identified.
L. donovani isolates were stratified into biologically relevant
subtypes that can be differentiated in terms of their in-vitro susceptibility to SSG or in the treatment outcome of patients who
received SSG. 10 SNPs were enriched in a large group of isolates
with in-vitro resistance against SSG and/or from patients for
whom SSG treatment failed. A subtype with L. donovani isolates
susceptible to SSG showed limited gene dosage alteration with
mostly disomic chromosomes. Our results suggest that phenotypic diversity of L. donovani in terms of in-vitro and in-vivo
susceptibility to SSG can be explained by heterogeneous genetic
or genomic backgrounds. Adapting an approach that incorporates a-priori knowledge, about interactions between genes (proteins), allowed analysing the effect of genes alterations in a
functional context and classifying the L. donovani isolates in
terms of the way the parasite0 s protein interaction network is
altered.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Background Malaria remains a major public health problem
in Kinshasa. Its spatial epidemiology has not been assessed for
decades, and the city’s growth and transformation as well as
recent control measures call for an update. To identify highly
exposed communities and areas where control measures are less
critically needed, detailed risk maps are required.
Methods In 2009 (end of the dry season) and 2011 (end of
the rainy season) two cross-sectional surveys were conducted in
Greater Kinshasa to determine malaria prevalence, anaemia,
history of fever, bed net ownership and utilization among
children 6–59 months. Point-referenced data of key parameters
were mapped at the level of the health area (HA) by means of a
geographic information system (GIS).
Results Among a total of 7517 children aged 6–59 months
from 33 health zones (HZs), 6661 (3319 in 2009 and 3342 in
2011) were tested for both malaria (by Rapid Diagnostic Tests)
and anaemia (by HemoCue) and 856 (845 in 2009 and 11 in
2011) for anaemia only. 15 health zones (HZs) were sampled in
2009, 25 in 2011, with seven HZs sampled in both surveys.
Mean prevalence for malaria and anaemia was 6.4% (5.6–7.4)
and 65.1% (63.7–66.6) in 2009, and 17.0% (15.7–18.3) and
64.2% (62.6–65.9) in 2011. In the two HZs sampled for
malaria in both surveys, prevalence of malaria increased from
14.1% to 26.8% in Selembao (peri-urban) from the dry season
2009 to the rainy season 2011, and remained stable from 1.0%
to 0.8% in Ngiri Ngiri (urban). History of fever in children
during the past two weeks was 13.2% (12.5–14.3) and 22.3%
(20.8–23.4) in 2009 and 2011. Household ownership of at least
one insecticide treated net (ITN) was 78.7% (77.4–80.0) and
65.0% (63.7–66.3) at both time points, while ITN use was
57.7% (56.0–59.9) and 45.0% (43.6–46.8).
Conclusions This study presents the first comprehensive
malaria risk map of Kinshasa, a megacity of roughly 10 million
inhabitants located in a highly endemic malaria zone. Prevalence
of malaria, anaemia and reported fever was lower in urban
areas, whereas low coverage of ITNs and sub-optimal net use
were frequent in peri-urban areas.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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A national cross-sectional survey for spatial risk mapping
and prediction of Plasmodium falciparum infection among
school-aged children in C^
ote d’Ivoire
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Background In C^ote d’Ivoire, Plasmodium falciparum
prevalence is very high among school-aged children.
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Identification of significant environmental risk factors and
prediction of the spatial distribution of P. falciparum infection
risk could be important for targeting of malaria control
interventions in C^
ote d’Ivoire.
Methods and Materials A cross-sectional school-based
study at national level was carried including clinical and
parasitological examinations and questionnaire interviews.
Finger-prick blood samples were obtained from more than 5000
children in 93 schools in C^
ote d’Ivoire for P. falciparum
infection determination using Giemsa-stained blood films.
Household socioeconomic status and information on ownership
and use of preventive measure against malaria were obtained
during interviews. Environmental data were obtained from
satellite images and digitized maps. A geostatistical logistic
regression model, through a Bayesian framework of inference
using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations, was
used to identify risk factors for P. falciparum infection and to
predict the spatial distribution.
Results Analyses were performed on 5322 children across the
country. Bayesian geostatistical variable selection identified land
cover as an important predictor for infection with P. falciparum
in C^
ote d’Ivoire. High-risk areas (prevalence >70%) were found
in the north, central-east, south-east; and west and south-west,
while lower prevalences were predicted for areas in the southeast close to Abidjan, the economic capital, central-south and
central-west of C^
ote d’Ivoire. However, the analyses showed low
spatial variation of the risk across the country.
Conclusion Spatial distribution of P. falciparum infection
risk at high spatial resolution among school-aged children in
C^
ote d’Ivoire was provided. It could be a useful tool and a basis
for targeting malaria control intervention in the country that
could be used by the national malaria control programme.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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The impact of human mobility on schistosomiasis in
Senegal: an analysis via mobile phone data
M. Ciddio1, L. Mari1, R. Casagrandi1, S.H. Sokolow2, G. De Leo2 and
M. Gatto1
1
Politecnico di Milano, Milano, Italy; 2Stanford University, Stanford, CA,
USA

Schistosomiasis represents a major health problem in Senegal,
especially for children, who can suffer chronic consequences into
adulthood if left untreated. In this work, we explore countryscale patterns of schistosomiasis transmission, in particular
studying the role of human mobility, considered as one of the
most relevant mechanism being responsible for the spatial spread
of the disease.
The analysis is performed by means of a spatially explicit
model, which accounts for local epidemiological processes
involved in transmission dynamics at the local scale, as well as
for the effects of human mobility over medium-to-large spatial
scales. Human hosts can in fact be exposed to contaminated
water and, once infected, contribute to water contamination
while traveling outside their home communities. Mobility patterns are estimated from low-resolution movement routes
extracted from anonymized mobile phone records made available
by Orange and Sonatel in the context of the D4D-Senegal data
challenge. The model is parameterized with available epidemiological, demographic and socioeconomic data, and is calibrated
against georeferenced records of urogenital schistosomiasis
prevalence in Senegal.
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Despite the relatively simple structure of the model, the results
of our analysis show that it can reproduce regional patterns of
schistosomiasis prevalence across the country quite reliably. In
particular, human mobility is found to play a nontrivial role in disease spread, as it can either increase or decrease transmission risk,
with the latter effect being predominant at large spatial scales.
We also study the effectiveness of some intervention strategies
aimed at reducing the disease burden through improved access
to safe water and sanitation, or promotion of hygiene and
awareness. The analysis of different actions suggests that it is
possible to transform our modelling framework into a support
tool to help decision makers in the design of effective plans for
schistosomiasis management, and in the optimization of sanitary
and humanitarian efforts towards eradication of schistosomiasis
from Senegal.
Acknowledgements The authors are grateful to Orange and
Sonatel for making available anonymous mobile phone data
within the framework of the D4D-Senegal challenge.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Drug-induced differentiation leads to lysis of African
trypanosomes
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Switzerland
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African sleeping sickness is a lethal, tropical human disease
caused by Trypanosoma brucei spp. The single-celled parasites
are transmitted by a bite of an infected tsetse fly. To survive and
proliferate within the insect and the mammalian hosts, the parasites adapt to the different environments by changing their morphology, metabolism, and surface coat composition. These
parasite-specific changes, especially the changes in the surface
coat, can be exploited as a drug target. Bloodstream parasites are
covered by a protein coat of variant surface glycoproteins (VSG).
This coat protects them from lysis in the patient’s blood. The procyclic vector forms have lost the VSG coat and replaced it by procyclin proteins. While VSG protects parasites from lysis by
mammalian serum components, procyclins do not. Inducing premature differentiation from bloodstream to procyclic forms in a
patient would therefore be lethal for the parasite.With a transgenic trypanosome line with a reporter gene in a procyclin locus,
which is only expressed in procyclic forms, we were able to establish a reporter gene whole-cell assay. This was used to screen for
differentiation-inducing compounds in a medium- and a highthroughput format. Hits were analysed for VSG coat loss/changes
with an anti-VSG antibody and FACS analysis.The aim of the
project was to identify compounds which induce differentiation
from bloodstream to procyclic trypanosomes at 37°C. Such molecules could serve as new scaffolds for medicinal chemistry to
develop a new drug for sleeping sickness patients. These molecules may not be trypanocidal per se but after loss of the VSG
coat, the parasites would undergo rapid lysis within the mammalian host. We describe the screening approach and our first hits
that initiated differentiation in vitro at concentrations 20 000 fold
lower than cis-aconitate, a known differentiation inducer.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction The singular opportunity to eliminate human
African trypanosomiasis (HAT) has come to be widely
acknowledged, both by the World Health Organization (WHO)
and within the broad network it coordinates. The Atlas of HAT is
the cornerstone of a system required to provide evidence and
monitor the elimination process. We present here how the Atlas is
rising to the challenge and we discuss the yet-to-be-resolved issues.
Methods and Materials Information on all HAT cases
reported from endemic and non-endemic countries is collated,
standardized, georeferenced, and included in a database (start
year: 2000). Results of all active screening campaigns are also
included. Maps of HAT distribution and risk are subsequently
generated at a variety of scales. For risk estimation, a kernelsmoothed function is calculated, based on HAT reported cases
and Landscan databases of human population. The Atlas also
maps health facilities providing HAT diagnosis and treatment,
and the coverage of active and passive surveillance.
Results Ninety-three percent of reported cases are mapped at
the village level (181 872/196 459, period 2000–2012), the
others being referenced at the focus level. The average accuracy
is estimated at 900 m. Completeness and accuracy of mapping
are steadily improving, as reporting is standardized and the use
of Global Positioning System (GPS) expands. Trends in
gambiense HAT risk between the periods 2003–2007 and 2008–
2012 show a sharp drop, with a 57% reduction for the
population at moderate, high and very high risk. A similar
decrease is observed for rhodesiense HAT (i.e. 62.3% reduction
in the same risk categories).
Conclusions The Atlas of HAT increasingly underpins a
wide range of control, research and advocacy activities. Capacity
building and transfer of national database and the technology
for its exploitation in endemic countries is ongoing. Underdetection and under-reporting pose the main challenges to the
Atlas. To address them, statistical models will be used to
estimate how many cases go undetected or unreported, and
where. Ecological modelling could also shed some light on the
risk of HAT away from the known focal areas of endemicity. To
enhance timeliness, efforts will also be made to reduce the
turnaround time between data reporting and mapping. As we
look ahead at HAT elimination, the importance of putting and
keeping the disease on the map cannot but increase.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Saliva is a clinically informative biological fluid that has been
shown to have a big potential for novel approaches to diagnostics and monitoring of patients. Most of the biomarkers present

in blood and urine can also be detected in a sample of saliva.
Whole saliva can be collected non-invasively and with little
training, and may thus provide a cost-effective approach for the
screening of large populations.
In this work, the use of disposable screen-printed electrodes
(SPEs) for rapid, robust, and cost-effective detection of salivary
markers is investigated. Thick film electrode printing and hot
embossing, both high throughput techniques, are combined on
the same substrate to realize a functional fluidic foil.
The disposable-sensor based detection unit will be completed
with a sample collection and preparation unit, as well as a wireless data transfer unit. A sample injection concept has been
designed to obtain a defined sample flow through the sensor
without additional pumping and metering components.
The biologic markers relevant for diagnostic purposes are
often protein metabolites. Thus, for a first proof of concept, a
sensor has been developed for the detection of the enzyme aamylase. Due to the abundance of a-amylase in saliva (in average
2.6 mg/ml), this marker has been chosen as the positive control
for future tests. The detection is performed by a sandwich
immunoassay-HRP (horseradish peroxidase) system, immobilized
on the surface of magnetic beads. The successful formation of
the sandwich is detected by chronoamperometry, giving a
response curve with a limit of detection (LOD) of 3 lg/ml, and a
maximum sensitivity at 80 lg/ml.
The system has been tested also for the detection of ESAT-6, a
tuberculosis biomarker known to be present in blood. Preliminary results with a LOD of 0.3 lg/ml clearly demonstrated a
potential of the system for tuberculosis diagnostics. Further test
are required to increase the sensitivity of the detection.
Additional targets, as pH and uric acid concentration, were
successfully detected using a similar disposable cartridge-based
approach.
Point-of-care technologies specifically developed for salivary
diagnostics are expected to provide rapid, simple, low-cost, noninvasive and accurate measurements with several potential applications, as the detection of specific biomarkers to support health
and dental care.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction South Africa (SA) is currently implementing
reforms to ensure universal coverage. Existing experience of
health policy implementation has demonstrated that new policies
have generated unexpected and sometimes negative outcomes.
There are often multiple top down demands to front line
managers coupled with limited authority, making these managers
feel left to their own devices, to make sense of “it” all and make
it happen. Implementation is rarely a linear, coherent process for
one cannot predict all relevant conditions and besides
implementing actors have minds of their own.
Objectives To explore through engagement of policy
implementers how they are going about implementing current
policy reforms and how they are adopting these as they go about
integrating the new and the old.
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Methods In-depth interviews were conducted with actors
involved in National Health Insurance (NHI) and Primary
Health Care re-engineering processes at district, sub district and
facility level in three NHI pilot sites in SA. Data were collected
through semi-structured individual interviews using a standard
guide across sites. Open coding was used for analysis.
Findings Four themes emerged: (i) Top down directives in the
form of policies that come from the top without involvement of
frontline managers expected to carry out the implementation
process; (ii) inadequate assessment to elicit feasibility,
availability of resources, sustainability and local acceptability of
policies; (iii) lack of clear guidance on the how- as managers are
given directives that “this has to happen” without discussing
“how this should happen” with no account taken of current
resources and other initiatives; (iv) inadequate authority and fear
of losing one’s job, leading managers to developing two types of
work plans, the ideal that is sent to head office and the practical
unwritten plan that is used on the ground.
Conclusion As SA mulls large scale NHI and other universal
access policies roll out, it is imperative to engage managers at
the coal face to get their input on current policy requirements,
compatibility, feasibility, sustainability and acceptability in light
of other policy initiatives on the ground. Managers have minds
of their own, given no authority but directives, they adapt the
policies to suit the ground situation (practical) sometimes leading
to socially desirable reporting (ideal) rather than what is actually
happening hence the resultant discrepancy between policy and
practice.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Rapidly evolving epidemics call for an
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Food-borne disease is a major public health issue in Vietnam.
The contamination of popular foods such as pork and vegetables
can occur all along the food chain. It is important to understand
how and where food safety issues arise to mitigate and prevent
food-borne diseases. In Vietnam, risk assessment is an innovative
tool for managing food safety, however it is rarely applied and
the capacity for application is still lacking. Here we describe the
development of a national taskforce for food safety risk assessment to assist policy makers and researchers in managing food
safety issues.
A taskforce of risk assessment for food safety was formed and
consists of researchers in Vietnam working on risk assessment
and food safety, and representatives of the Ministry of Health
(MOH) and Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development
(MARD). The taskforce first analysed the situation of food safety
policy in Vietnam. Key constraints and areas where research and
development interventions could assist policy were identified.
Stakeholder workshops were conducted to determine scope of
activities and prioritize food safety issues. A series of hands-on
training with a focus on case studies of risk assessment for food
safety were organised to strengthen the risk assessment capacity
of taskforce members and of policy makers.
Case studies were conducted to
(i) assess health risks of vegetables and fish grown/caught in
wastewater;
(ii) assess health risks related to antibiotic residues in pork;
and
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(iii) interact with stakeholders, disseminate research results
and advocate for the use of risk assessment as a tool for food
safety management.
Health risks from these case studies were quantitatively
assessed and risk communication and management strategies
developed. Achievements of the task force to date include handson training of policymakers, line managers, and researchers; case
studies of risk assessment that were published in a special edition
in a Vietnamese journal; and creation of policy briefs. The taskforce was also requested to run training for veterinary professionals of MARD and plans to become a technical group in risk
assessment recognized nationally by MOH and MARD. Our
next step was to enable risk-based approaches to be easier to use
and adaptable to the local context. The taskforce could benefit
from the support of ministries, for example, in its institutionalization and subsequently in supporting a series of training for
taskforce members and policy makers.
Disclosure This abstract was submitted by Hung Nguyen, on
behalf of the Taskforce for Food safety risk assessment.

immediate and appropriate response. However in case of
diseases of unknown origin or caused by newly identified agents,
case management may be hampered by the unavailability of
effective diagnostics, vaccines or therapeutics. Interventions
focusing on patients’ care or survival may have to be combined
with research into the disease. Clinical trials may have to be
designed and conducted within a very short time, in vulnerable
populations, and sometimes in unstable and conflict settings.
Furthermore preclinical and clinical knowledge of investigational
products (IP) may be limited. All this creates a tension about
implementation of Good Clinical (Laboratory) Practices-GC(L)P.
On the one hand, time to set up an appropriate GC(L)P
framework is very short. On the other hand, appropriate
standards are especially needed, due to various factors including
the lack of knowledge about the safety profile of the IPs, the
participants’ vulnerability and the weakness/lack of clinical and
laboratory infrastructures and supply at trials’ sites.
Methods We looked at the requirements of GCP and GCLP
Guidelines and elaborated a proposal on how they should be
implemented in emergency settings, by allowing the best possible
balance of timeliness of the intervention, participants’ protection
and data quality, transparency and traceability. Our analysis was
guided by a comprehensive risk-based approach.
Findings Various GC(L)P items need adaption in emergencies.
For instance, procedures for obtaining informed consent may
have to be simplified and obtaining written consent may not be
realistic; and the procedures for monitoring, data management
and specimens’ transport must be tailored to local constraints
and may need to take into account the safety of the research
staff. Some GC(L)P items need more emphasis than in nonemergency research, e.g. more concentrated efforts are needed
for training of local staff, which may be research na€ıve and/or
have very limited clinical or scientific background, and for
upgrading or construction of clinical and laboratory facilities
and elaboration of procedures.
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Conclusions To ensure implementation of appropriate
quality standards in emergency research, a risk-based adaptation
of GC(L)P procedures is needed. Such adaptation cannot be
arbitrary, but should be agreed in formal recommendations, to
guide researchers, ethics committees and regulatory bodies
operating in these challenging contexts.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Conclusion Both AS-AQ and AL, the latter rolled out a few
years after introducing AS-AQ, have maintained their efficacy
and safety in DRC. Continuous efficacy and safety monitoring is
nonetheless recommended.
Keywords malaria drug efficacy, safety,
artesunate + amodiaquine, artemether + lumefantrine, RD
Congo.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Given the emergence of artemisinin resistance,
constant monitoring of artemisinin-based combination therapies
(ACT) efficacy is important for timely detection of resistance
development. This study aimed at assessing the efficacy of
artesunate-amodiaquine (AS-AQ) and artemether-lumefantrine
(AL), the first line treatments for uncomplicated Plasmodium
falciparum malaria in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC).
Methods In a two-arm, open label randomized trial, 878
children aged six to 59 months with uncomplicated
P. falciparum malaria were enrolled in five surveillance sentinel
sites representing the diversity of epidemiological settings of
malaria in DRC in 2012 and 2013. A three-day observed oral
regimen of AS-AQ (AS-AQ Winthropâ) versus AL (Coartemâ)
was administered after a one-to-one randomization. Participants
were followed-up for 28 days. Adverse events were reported on
a standard form. The clinical outcome was classified according
to the standard WHO protocol published in 2009.
Results The PCR-corrected Adequate Clinical and
Parasitological Response (ACPR) rate was 70/70 [100% (95%
CI: 95–100)] and 63/64 [98% (CI 95% 95–100)] for AL and
AS-AQ, respectively, in Kingasani /Kinshasa; 74/74 [100% (95%
CI: 95–100)] and 76/76 [100% (95% CI: 95–100)] in Kabondo/
Orientale; 71/73 [97% (95% CI: 91–100)] and 87/88 [99%
(95% CI: 94–100)] in Kapolowe/Katanga; 86/87
[99% (95% CI 0.94–1.0)] and 83/83 [100% (95% CI:
96–100)] in Mikalayi/Kasai occidental; 96/96 [100% (95% CI:
94–100)] and 86/87 [99% (95% CI: 94–100)] in Katana/
Sud-Kivu. No serious adverse events have been reported in both
groups.

PST5.007
Power difference and risk perception: mapping vulnerability
within the decision process of pregnant women towards
clinical trial participation in an urban middle income setting
G.C. den Hollander1, J.L. Browne1, D. Arhinful2, R. van der Graaf3 and
K. Klipstein-Grobusch1,4
1
Julius Global Health, Julius Center for Health Sciences and Primary
Care, University Medical Center Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands;
2
Noguchi Memorial Institute for Medical Research, University of Ghana,
Accra, Ghana; 3Department of Medical Humanities, Julius Centerfor
Health Sciences and Primary Care, University Medical Center Utrecht,
Utrecht, The Netherlands; 4Division of Epidemiology & Biostatistics,
School of Public Health, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of the
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa

Background To address the burden of maternal morbidity and
mortality in low and middle income countries (LMICs) research
activities with pregnant women in these settings are increasingly
common. Pregnant women in a LMIC-context may experience
specific layers of vulnerability. This study aims to identify factors
contributing to layers of vulnerability in the decision making
process for clinical trial participation in pregnant women in Accra,
Ghana, an urban middle-income setting.
Methods Qualitative research using participant observation,
semi-structured in-depth interviews, and a focus group discussion
with pregnant women eligible for (hypothetical) trial
participation and medical staff took place at the antenatal care
department of a regional hospital in Accra, Ghana from January
to April 2013.
Results Besides lack of familiarity with modern scientific
concepts, specific cultural factors that may increase vulnerability
in the decision making process were identified. These included a
wide power difference between the health provider and patient/
client and a different perception of risk within a religious and
authority context through externalization of responsibility of risk
management. Therapeutic misconception was observed as well.
The combination of unfamiliarity with risk assessment in
medical decisions and no previous experience with clinical
research resulted in women to rely on the opinion of the medical
professional, rather than being guided by their mentioned
primary motivation to trial participation.
Conclusions Although being a (pregnant) woman per se
should not render the label of being vulnerable, this study shows
that there are specific layers of vulnerability in the LMIC
context. The identification of explicit context-specific
considerations that contribute to vulnerability of pregnant
women’s participation makes it possible to adapt the design and
conduct of research in a culturally competent manner, and
ultimately improve research quality.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Achieving efficiency in clinical data management through
OpenClinica integration with a patient monitoring system
M. Ochieng1, R. Jitharidkul2, B. Mutinda1, S. Okeyo1, R. Owiti1, M. Waweru1,
M. Wasunna1,3, T. Omollo1 and R. Omollo4
1
Drugs for Neglected Diseases Initiative, Nairobi, Kenya; 2PHPT,
Bangkok, Thailand; 3Kenya Medical Research Institute, Nairobi, Kenya;
4
Data Centre, Drugs for Neglected Diseases initiative, Nairobi, Kenya

Problem statement In clinical trials (CTs), data monitoring
is critical in assuring the integrity of any study. Clinical data
management (CDM) which includes data collection and storage
is equally important and both need to be performed in an
efficient and reliable way to ensure timely production of results
while adhering to ICH-GCP principles.
Using OpenClinica [1] as a CDM system and a Patient Monitoring Tool developed by PHPT Data Center (PMT)[2] as the
study monitoring system, we have developed an integrated system with the two software allowing easy monitoring (grouping
related subject CRF data) by the monitors and coordination of
data management by data managers (DMs) with the former having online real-time access to patient data.
The integration of OpenClinica with the PMT is done through
the OpenClinica Community Data Mart [3].
Conclusion/expected outcome It is expected that the
implementation of an integrated data management and
monitoring system is establishing an efficient system with
reduced turn-around time for producing a clean dataset ready
for statistical analysis.
The quality of data collected is expected to increase, with data
errors reduced significantly as data is monitored as soon as
recorded and as raised queries are responded to by the sites
sooner than the more usual methods previously implemented. .

References
1. OpenClinica, Open Source Clinical data management
system Available from: https://community.openclinica.com
2. Patient Monitoring System developed by PHPT Data
Center (http://www.phpt.org)
OpenClinica Community DataMart, Community Data
Mart SQL for Live Reporting, Available from:
https://community.openclinica.com/extension/live-reporting-community-data-mart
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The use of mobile phone technology as a data collection
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Data Management; 2International Centre for Reproductive Health
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Introduction According to Kenya’s communications
regulator in their Quarterly Sector Statistics Report (Jul -Sep
2014), Kenya has a mobile penetration of 80.5% (Q1 FY 2014/
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15). With advancement of the mobile technology there is an
evolution of data collection. We report use of mobile Assisted
Data and Dissemination System (mADDS), to conduct nationally
representative survey that disseminate data on family planning,
water and sanitation for the Performance Monitoring
Accountability (PMA) 2020 project.
Methodology Open data kit (ODK) free open-source
software was used to build survey data collection forms. An
Alcatel 5020D (android 4.1) equipped with a camera and an
augmented GPS was deployed to each Resident Enumerator (RE)
as a tool of data collection. Survey data were uploaded to and
aggregated on secure cloud server with restricted access through
the mobile data connections by the RE. To restrict data loss
multiple protocols were put in place; phone internal hard drive
and backup cloud server were used. Submissions of data and
issues related were tracked. RE received payments via Mobile
money.
Results Survey completed within 4–6 weeks; reduced
turnaround time facilitated immediate feedback to health
systems. Geo-coordinates of households and health facilities
were recorded to calculate distances. An image of the household/
health facility front door was taken to facilitate supervisors
relocate households. 86% of the RE submitted data from within
Enumeration Area (EA), 14% moving outside EA to locate a
hotspot. Real-time progress report facilitated monitoring the
completeness and quality of data.
Conclusions The benefit of mobile network penetration,
combined with improvement of mobile phones has
revolutionized data collection. Turn-around time from data
collection to analysis is greatly reduced, inbuilt skip logics,
validation checks ensures that datasets uploaded to server have
minimal or no errors. The more up-to-date results can be used
to advocate for program improvements and inform health care.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Many interventions against infectious agents such as mass
chemotherapy, vaccine programs, behavior change to reduce
contacts, and vector control have effects on neighbours or
contacts of the recipients of the interventions. Cluster-randomized trials (CRTs) are often the best way to derive causal inferences about such interventions, but standard designs and
analyses do not provide any information about the effect of the
intervention when deployed at lower coverage than was achieved
in the trial. Nor do they tell us what would happen with universal coverage of the intervention.
This presentation uses an extrapolation from published gradients of effect across the boundaries between intervention and
control zones in a CRT of insecticide treated nets, to infer the
maximal effect of scale-up on mortality, and also the effects of
incomplete coverage. Such analyses of gradients will be of general value for predicting impacts of interventions when implemented in beyond trial settings. Dynamic models of transmission
and immunity are needed to predict how these effects decay over
time.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Asymptomatic malaria and associated factors among school
children in Pawe District, Northwest Ethiopia

Predictors of late diagnosis of HIV among HIV positive
adults coming for initial CD4 T-cell count to public health
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Introduction Early HIV testing and timely initiation of ART
decrease mortality and morbidity due to HIV AIDS and
improves the quality of life of of people living with HIV. Despite
an increased access to HIV/AIDS testing and treatment services
late diagnosis is still a problem. Having identified a higher rates
of Late HIV diagnosis, this study was aimed to determine
determinants of late diagnosis of HIV among adult HIV patients
presenting to Bahir Dar Felege Hiwot Referal Hospital in Bahir
Dar, Northern Ethiopia.
Methods An institution-based unmatched case-control study
was conducted between January 2010 to December 2011 at
Bahir Dar Referral Hospital. A risk set sampling in (1:1) ratio
was used to select a sample of 534 clients (267 cases and 267
controls). Cases were adult people living with HIV/AIDS whose
initial CD4 T cell count was <200/ll of blood. Controls were
those with a CD4 T cell count of >200/ll. Trained staff nurses
were involved in data collection using a semi-structured
questionnaire. Data were entered and analyzed using SPSS
version 20. Descriptive statistics and Binary logistic regression
were performed.
Results A total of 267 cases and 267 controls were studied.
Subjects who hold a certificate and above (AOR = 0.26; 95%
CI = 0.13–0.54), being initiated by friends, families and other
socials to undertake HIV testing (AOR = 0.65; 95% CI = 0.29–
1.48), who reported a medium and high knowledge score about
HIV/AIDS and who undertake HIV testing while visiting a clinic
for ANC (AOR = 0.40; 95% CI = 0.19–0.83) were less likely to
be diagnosed late. Subjects who undertake HIV testing due to
providers’ initiation (AOR = 1.70; 95% CI = 1.08–2.68), who
reported a medium internalized stigma (AOR = 4.94; 95%
CI = 3.13, 7.80) and who reported a high internalized stigma
score towards HIV/AIDS (AOR = 16.64; 95% CI = 8.29–33.4)
had a high odds of being diagnosed late compared to their
counterparts.
Conclusion Level of education, reason for undertaking HIV
testing, knowledge about HIV/AIDS and internalized stigma
were significantly associated factors with late diagnosis of HIV.
Hence, education about HIV/AIDS particularly towards Testing
and ART should be a priority. People should be taught to
encouraged and motivate their social mates to undertake HIV
testing timely. Organizations working on HIV/AIDS should pay
attention to minimizing stigma on HIV/AIDS.
Keywords Predictors, Late diagnosis, HIV/AIDS, Northern
Ethiopia.
Disclosure We authors declare that we have no conflict of
interest.
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Introduction A wide scale implementation of malaria
control activities in recent years has resulted in a decline of
malaria transmission, morbidity and mortality in many African
countries. Ethiopia’s plan is now to eliminate malaria from
selected endemic areas by 2020. Asymptomatic carriage in
endemic areas would pose a significant challenge for malaria
elimination program. Therefore, the objective of this study was
to determine the prevalence of asymptomatic malaria and
associated risk factors among children in Pawe Town, northwest
Ethiopia.
Methods and Materials A cross-sectional study was
conducted from January to March 2011. A proportionate
systematic random sampling technique was used. A Pretested
questionnaire was used to collect sociodemographic data.
Capillary blood was then collected from each child. Thick and
thin blood films were prepared and stained with Giemsa
solution. Diagnosis of malaria and quantification was made by
microscopic examinations. Data were entered and analyzed using
SPSS 20.0 software. Bivariate and Multiple logistic regression
were employed for assessing associated risk factor. A Pvalue < 0.05 was taken as statistically significant.
Results A total of 406 school children were included in this
study. A 182 (45%) were females and 224 (55%) were males.
The prevalence of asymptomatic malaria among children was
22/406 (5.3%). Of this 19/22 (86%) had low parasite count.
Plasmodium falciparum infection accounted for 15 (68%) of all
positive cases. The prevalence of malaria among 6–15 year-old
children was higher than that among those who were older than
15 years (P = 0.002). Grade level, age, reported recent intake of
artemether-lumefantrine, bed net utilization, and proximity to
river were associated with risk of asymptomatic malaria.
Conclusion Asymptomatic malaria carriage rate was high
among the studied population. Individuals with asymptomatic
parasitemia are likely to be most responsible for the ongoing
transmission of malaria, because they do not receive treatment
and can continue producing gametocytes for a long time. Indeed,
to control malaria, all infections must be treated.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Cutaneous leishmanisis (CL) is a skin diseases
caused by Leishmania parasites and vectored by sandflies. It has
been the cause of disfiguring for a significant number of
populations in rural areas. The main aim of this study was to
determine the prevalence of CL and its clinical features among
permanent residents of Dembidolo district, Western Ethiopia.
Methods A community based, cross sectional study was
undertaken. A house-to house survey was conducted. In 487
houses 3166 persons were surveyed. A structured questionnaire
was used to collect sociodemographic and clinical data. Clinical
diagnosis was undertaken during the survey by clinicians. Skin
slit samples were then collected from each subject for
confirmation. Thick and thin skin smears were prepared. The
diagnosis of CL was established by finding amastigote stage in
skin sample.
Results In 487 houses a total of 3166 persons were surveyed
of whom 1670 (52.4%) were females and 1505 (47.6%) were
males. The overall prevalence of CL in the communities was
132/3166 (4.2%). More than 80% of CL infected patients were
children. Skin ulcers were found on facial sites in 72 (54.5%) of
subjects. In 45 (34.6%) of cases the lesions appeared on the
upper extremities. The ulcers were non-itchy in 24 (61.5%) of
cases and were not painful in 20 (54%) of cases. Lesions 4–
10 months old had a maximum yield of LD bodies. Sleeping
outdoors at least once a week was associated with CL
(P = 0.001). Being younger than 24 years was also associated
with CL (P = 0.03).
Conclusion Based on this study it is concluded that CL is
posted as a public health problem in Western Ethiopia
particularly among young children. In order to reduce the
prevalence of CL in such remote rural villages, Community
Health Workers/CHW should be trained in identification of skin
problems, as the people in remote rural settings do not have
access to dermatologists.
Keywords Prevalence, cutaneous leishmaniasis, clinical
features, Western Ethiopia.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Background Little is known about the efficacy of first
and second-line antiretroviral therapies (ART) for HIV-1
infected children in Southeast Asian resources-limited
settings. Previous studies showed than being orphan was a
risk factor of virological failure (VF) in Cambodia. Since
then, most of them had been switched off to second-line ART.
We assessed the factors associated with VF among HIV-1
infected children at a referral national pediatric hospital in
Cambodia.
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Methods A case-control study was conducted from February
to July 2013 at the National Pediatric Hospital among HIV-1
infected children (aged 1–15 years) receiving ART based on
second-line (cases) or first-line (matched controls at a ratio of
1:3) regimens. Children were included if a HIV-1 RNA plasma
viral load (VL) result was available within the preceding
12 months. A standardized questionnaire explored family
sociodemographics, HIV history, and adherence to ART.
Associations between VF (HIV-1 RNA levels ≥ 1000 copies/ml)
and the children’s characteristics were measured using bivariate
and multivariate analyses.
Results A total of 232 children, 175 (75.4%) on first-line and
57 (24.6%) on second-line line ART for a median of 72.0 (IQR:
68.0–76.0) months, were enrolled. Of them, 40.5% were double
orphans and 22.0% single orphans, and 33.2% were living in
orphanages. 222 children (95.6%) were deemed adherent to
ART. Overall, 18 (7.7%; 95% CI: 4.6–11.9) showed a VF, 13
(7.4%; 95% CI: 4.0–12.3) on first-line and 5 (8.7%; 95% CI:
2.9–19.2) on second-line ART (P = 0.7). The majority (55.6%)
were on WHO Stage II and median CD4 percentage was 8%
(IQR: 2.9–12.9) at initiation of ART. Second-line children were
older, more often double orphans, and had lower CD4 cells
count at the last control.
In multivariate analysis, having the last CD4 count below
15% was the only factor associated with VF for ART regimen
separately or when combined (OR: 51.8; 95% CI: 14.8–180).
Conclusion VF among first and second-line ART children
requires improved adherence evaluation as well as intensified
monitoring of children with low CD4 counts.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Brief Introduction The pathogenesis of fat abnormalities
in HIV-infected individuals is not well understood, but research
to date suggests that it is multifactorial and is associated with
HIV-related immune depletion and immune recovery. Long term
side effects of HAART such as body fat maldistribution have not
been reported in Tanzania. Likewise, perceptions and attitudes
of HIV/AIDS patients on treatment on their body fat
maldistribution has not been studied previously.
Methods and Materials A total of 466 adult patients
attending care and treatment clinics (CTCs) in three municipal
hospitals: Ilala, Temeke and Mwananyamala were interviewed in
this study.
Results The prevalence of body fat malformation was found
to be 20.7%. Of these 49.5% were having primary lipoatrophy,
12.6% primary lipohypertrophy and 37.9% were having mixed
type. Bivariate analysis showed significant association between
body fat mal-distribution and gender (P = 0.03), age (P = 0.03),
education (P = 0.05), use of HAART (P = 0.0001, type of
HAART (P = 0.002) and length of treatment (P = 0.04).
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Stavudine and efavirenz containing drugs were associated with
higher proportion of patients with lipodystrophy. Participants
who were on treatment for more than 24 months were more
likely to develop lipodystrophy though statistically was not
significant (OR = 1.98; 95% CI 0.83–4.74). Among the
participants 15.8% felt strongly that their current body outlook/
image is worse compared to the way they looked before and
10.5% reported to dislike their mirror image.
Conclusion The prevalence of lipodystrophy is high in this
population. Furthermore, Stavudine based drugs were found to
have more patients with lipodystrophy compared to efavirenz
and nevirapine containing drugs. Participants with lipodystrophy
experienced negative perceptions against their body. These data
highlight the urgent need for access to more affordable and less
toxic ART regimens in resource-limited setting.
Acknowledgements Extended to Management Development
for Health Project, and Management and Staff of
Mwananyamala, Temeke and Ilala Municipal Hospitals.
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Background The widespread use of antiretroviral (ARV)
created the emergence of mutant strains resistant to treatment.
Thus, the World Health Organization recommends
epidemiological monitoring for newly infected patients with
HIV. The objective of this work is to determine the genetic
diversity of HIV Type 1 and the prevalence of mutations
associated with resistance to ARV in treatment-na€ıve patients in
Kinshasa.
Methods 153 subjects diagnosed positive for HIV Type 1 by
serology voluntarily participated in this study. They were
recruited in different centers in Kinshasa. The inclusions were
conducted from August 2013 to February 2014. Five milliliters
(5 ml) of blood were collected in a tube with anticoagulant
EDTA. Plasma was sent for analysis to the AIDS Reference
Laboratory of the University Hospital of Liege (CHU-Liege) in
Belgium. RNA was extracted from plasma 140 ll using the
QIAamp RNA Mini Kit QIAGENâ. A Reverse Transcriptase
PCR and Nested PCR enabled amplification of regions of
interest on the Protease and Reverse Transcriptase (RT) for
subsequent sequencing.
Results The mean age of patients was 37 years, ranging from
18 to 65 years. The median values of Viral Loads (VL) and rate
of CD4 lymphocytes were respectively 5.68 log10 RNA copies/ml
and 180 cells/ml. Protease and RT were amplified and
sequenced, respectively, for 130 (84.9%) and 145 (94.8%)
patients out of 153. Subtype A was dominant with 35 cases
(22.9%); followed by CRF02_AG (11.1%), C (9.8%), G (9.8%),
K (9.8%), D (7.8%), H (7.8%) and J (5.0%).
Conclusion The results of our study confirm the high
diversity of HIV Type 1 in Kinshasa. It reveals the heterogeneity
of the virus and the presence of transmitted resistance associated
with antiretroviral drugs. Several minor and major resistances

associated with Protease Inhibitors, as well as mutations
associated with the Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitors have been
detected in antiretroviral treatment-naive patients.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Background Viral Load (VL), CD4 T cells counts and clinical
signs are significant parameters for the decision of starting
Antiretroviral Treatment (ART). The aim of this study was to
determine the Viral Load profile of eligible patients for ART in
different centers according to the algorithm used in Kinshasa.
Methodology Our sample consisted of 153 HIV-positive
patients na€ıve of ART. All patients aged over 18 years were
included in the study without gender discrimination. The
determination of the VL was done at the laboratory of
Molecular Biology of the Faculty of Medicine of the University
of Kinshasa (UNIKIN) using a previously described technique.
Results Of the 153 patients included in the study, 92 (60.1%)
were women. The age of the patients was in the range of 18–
65 years with a mean of 37 years. Most patients (91.5%) were
in clinical stage 3 for HIV infection according to the World
Health Organization (WHO) classification while the rest (8.5%)
were in clinical stage 4. The counts of CD4 T cells were between
8 and 915 cells/mm3 with a median of 180 cells/mm3. Seventy
nine patients (86.8%) had CD4 count below 500 cells/mm3. The
median VL was 5.68 log10 RNA copies/ml. The minimum and
maximum values were respectively 0.37 and 7.95 log10 RNA
copies/ml. Ninety seven patients (63.4%) had a VL above 5.00
log10 RNA copies/ml.
Conclusion The majority of patients (63.4%) in Kinshasa
begins the ART with a poor prognosis. The VL are usually very
high in these patients and the CD4 quite collapsed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.008
Prevalence of malaria infection among people living with
HIV in Kinshasa
E. N. Kamangu1, H. M. Muhindo2, C. W. Wapa-Kamangu3 and
H. N.-T. Situakibanza4
1
Biologie Moleculaire, Sciences de Base, Faculte de Medecine, Universite
de Kinshasa, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo;
2
Medecine Tropicale, Universite de Kinshasa, Kinshasa, The Democratic
Republic of the Congo; 3Research Group ‘Focus HIV/AIDS’, Kinshasa,
The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 4Cliniques Universitaires de
Kinshasa, Universite de Kinshasa, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of
the Congo

Background Infection with the Human Immunodeficiency
Virus (HIV) and malaria are two infectious diseases which are
among the leading causes of morbidity and mortality in subSaharan Africa and each a major public health problem. Data on
malaria infection among people living with HIV (PLHIV) are
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poorly defined in Kinshasa as there are very few studies available
on the subject.
Objective To determine the rate of co- infection HIV/Malaria
in Kinshasa to improve the care of PLHIV, this study was
initiated to update the data.
Methodology This study was a prospective cohort. 123
volunteers participated in this study in the third month. 114
patients completed the 6-month visit. Malaria diagnosis by
microscopy was performed at the two medical visits. A sample
of 5 ml of blood was also drawn in a tube with EDTA for the
determination of viral load and measuring the rate of CD4 T
lymphocyte.
Results In the third month of Antiretroviral Therapy (ART),
we had 123 PLHIV (78 women and 45 men). Viral loads (VL)
ranged from 390.79 copies/ml (2.59 log10) and 3854, 6691.53
copies/ml (6.59 log10). The CD4 ranged between 90 and 547
cells/mm3. 25 patients (20.33%) were positive for malaria. At
6th month of ART, there were 114 patients (75 women and 39
men). The CV of the population ranged from 0 copies/ml and
2693671.54 copies/ml (6.43 log10). The CD4 at 6th month were
in the range between 421 and 984 cells/mm3. 20 patients
(17.54%) presented positive thick smear for malaria.
Conclusion The prevalence rate of HIV/malaria co-infection
varies between 17.54 and 20.33% in Kinshasa.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

proportion of with adherence rate ≥95% was not statistically
different between the two cohorts (76.5% vs. 82%, v2,
P = 0.52). More hematological adverse events were seen in
cohort 2 compared to cohort 1 (grade 1–2 anemia, 4% vs. 0%;
grade 3–4 neutropenia, 8% vs. 1%). More patients in Cohort 1
experienced a rise in baseline serum creatinine level compared to
cohort 2 (53.1% vs. 47.5%).
Conclusion Tenofovir/lamivudine-based regimen appears less
effective than Zidovudine/lamivudine-regimen in terms of viral
suppression, but better than Zidovudine/lamivudine in terms of
immunologic recovery. While the Tenofovir/lamivudine regimen
may rise in serum creatinine, patients on Zidovudine/lamivudine
are prone to anemia and neutropenia.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.010
Quality of life in persons living with HIV: a longitudinal
study over 12 months in Ouagadougou-Burkina Faso
F. Bakiono1, P. W. L. Guiguimde2, M. Sanou2, L. Ouedraogo2,3 and A. Robert1
1
Institute of Experimental and Clinical Research (IREC)-Epidemiology
and Biostatistics (EPID), Universite Catholique de Louvain, Brussels,
Belgium; 2UFR-Sciences de la Sante, Universite de Ouagadougou,
Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso; 3Institut Regional de Sante Publique,
Ouidah, Benin

Introduction In Burkina Faso, very little is known about the
PS1.009
Comparison of the effectiveness and adverse event profile
of tenofovir/lamivudine-verses zidovudine/lamivudine-based
HAART regimen in Zaria, Nigeria
J. O. Ovosi, B. O. Bello-ovosi and M. Iyanda
Department of Internal Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria,
Nigeria

Introduction The goal of antiretroviral therapy (ART) is to
achieve viral suppression and immune reconstitution with
minimal toxicity. The choice of first-line drugs is key to
achieving this. We compared the effectiveness and adverse event
profile of Tenofovir/lamivudine- and Zidovudine/lamivudinebased Highly Active Antiretroviral Therapy (HAART) in Zaria,
Nigeria.
Methodology This was a prospective cohort study carried
out at the HIV clinic of Ahmadu Bello University Teaching
Hospital, Zaria. HIV patients started on standard doses of
Tenofovir/lamividune (300 mg/300 mg) daily plus Nevirapine
200 mg twice daily or Efavirenz 600 mg daily (cohort 1) and
those on Zidovudine/lamivudine (300 mg/150 mg) twice daily
plus Nevirapine 200 mg twice daily or Efavirenz 600 mg daily
(cohort 2) were followed-up for 6 months and monitored for
viral load, CD4+ cell count, adherence and hematological and
biochemistry adverse events.
Result Proportion with viral suppression of <400 copies/ml
was lower in cohort 1 compared to cohort 2 (68% vs. 84%,
difference = 16%, v2, P = 0.04). When adjusted for age,
educational status, marital status and baseline viral load, the
odds of achieving a viral suppression was 141% higher for
cohort 2 (OR = 2.41, 95% CI 1.12–5.19, P = 0.03). The
proportion of who had a ≥ 25/mm3 increase in baseline CD4+
cell count was not statistically significant between the cohorts
(66% vs. 78%, v2, P = 0.10). When adjusted for age,
educational status, marital status and baseline CD4+ cell count,
the odd of rise in baseline CD4+ cell count was 59% lower for
cohort 2 (OR = 0.41, 95% CI 0.18–0.97, P = 0.04). The
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quality of life of people living with HIV in their routine follow.
The aim of the study was to measure the quality of life, in the
routine follow-up of people living with HIV and its change over
time.
Methods and Materials 424 people living with HIV were
followed up during 12 months in Ouagadougou-Burkina Faso.
The quality of life was measured through three interviews over
time, using the World Health Organization Quality of Life
assessment brief tool in patients with Human Immunodeficiency
Virus infection (WHOQOL HIV-BREF). The Friedman test was
used to assess significant differences in quantitative variables at
each of the three follow up interviews. Groups at baseline, at
month 6 and at month 12 were compared using the Wilcoxon
signed rank test for quantitative data and the McNemar test for
qualitative variables. Pearson Chi-square was used when needed.
Multivariable logistic regression models were fit to estimate
adjusted odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (95%
CI). A P-value < 0.05 was considered as significant.
Results At baseline, the highest scores of quality of life were
recorded in the domain of spirituality, religion and personal
beliefs and the lowest scores were recorded in the environmental
domain. This trend was maintained during the 12-months
follow-up. The overall score increased significantly over time.
Over the 12 months of follow up, the baseline factors that were
likely to predict an increase in the overall score of quality of life
were: not having support from relatives for medical care
(P = 0.04), be under Highly Active Anti Retroviral Treatment
(HAART) (P = 0.001), self-perception as healthy (P = 0.03), and
have a global score of quality of life under 77 (P < 0.001).
Conclusions Our findings suggest it would be beneficial to
conduct interventions linked to environmental domain to
enhance the quality of life of people living with HIV/AIDS in
Burkina Faso. Such interventions should be directed towards
empowerment of people living with HIV, instead of making
them dependent on ad hoc support. Particular attention could be
paid to people without family support, not yet under HAART,
and those who perceive themselves as ill.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS1.011
Effectiveness of a prevention mother-to-child transmission
of HIV program in a rural area of Angola
C. Bocanegra1, J. Mendioroz2, R. Mateus Filipe3, S. Gallego3, F. Samba3, I.
o2, T. L
opez3 and M. Moreno3
Molina4, V. Falc
1
Unidad de Medicina Tropical Drassanes-Vall d’Hebron, PROSICS
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 2Hospital Universitari Vall d’Hebron,
Barcelona, Spain; 3Hospital Nossa Senhora da Paz, Cubal, Angola;
4
Hospital Universitari Vall d’Hebron, PROSICS Barcelona, Barcelona,
Spain

Substantial progress has been made on implementation of programs of prevention of mother-to-child transmission of HIV
(PMTCT) in Sub-Saharan Africa. Information about applicability
of these programs in rural, resource-limited settings is scarce.
This is a descriptive, retrospective study, performed at
Hospital Nossa Senhora da Paz, a 400-bed rural hospital
located in Benguela Province of Angola. Women diagnosed of
HIV infection before or during pregnancy and delivered live
newborns from January 2007 to November 2012 were
included. Clinical and epidemiological data of the mothers, as
well as health status of the newborn at 1, 6, 12 and
18 months were recorded.
100 newborns, from 81 mothers were included, with a
mean age of 28 years. 51 (63%) mothers had no or basic education. At deliverance, 79 (98%) were on highly-active
antiretroviral treatment (HAART) and 51 (63%) had more
than 350 CD4. 42 (52%) did not give birth in the hospital,
so no intravenous zidovudine (AZT) was administered. Among
the babies, 80 (80%) received exclusive breastfeeding only
during the first 6 months, 77 (77%) received zidovudine in the
first 4 weeks and 96 (96%) cotrimoxazole from 4th week to
the end of breastfeeding, following the recommendations of
the protocol. Nutritional parameters (median of z-score) were
below the expected at every moment of follow-up. HIV serology was positive in 12 (12%) babies 6 months and at the end
of monitoring (18 months) it remained positive in 2 (2%)
babies. By then 10 (10%) had died and 20 (20%) were lost
to follow-up or transferred. 68 (68%) completed follow-up,
with negative HIV serology.
HIV transmission was low among the mothers and infants
adhering to the PMTCT program. Nevertheless, loss to followup and mortality were very high. Targeted interventions to eliminate barriers and promote access to care in this context are
urgently needed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.012
Urinary schistosomiasis: ultrasound changes and
reinfections in a highly endemic area
C. Bocanegra1, J. Mendioroz2, Z. Pintar3, M. L. Aznar3, S. Gallego3, M.
Moreno3, I. Molina2 and X. Serres4
1
Unidad de Medicina Tropical Drassanes-Vall d’Hebron, PROSICS
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 2Hospital Universitari Vall d’Hebron,
PROSICS Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 3Hospital Nossa Senhora da Paz,
Cubal, Angola; 4Hospital Universitari Vall d’Hebron, Barcelona,
Barcelona, Spain

Introduction The objective of schistosomiasis control
programs is to reduce associated morbidity, but little is known
about their impact on the evolution of lesions of the urinary
tract in children in areas of high endemicity.
Methods A prevalence study of urinary schistosomiasis
among schoolchildren was performed between April and
October 2013 in Cubal, in central Angola. Treatment with

praziquantel at dose of 40 mg/kg was given to every infected
children; an ultrasound was offered to children of the first ten
schools. International standard WHO protocol (Niamey 1996)
was used for the assessment of urinary tract damage. Children
were cited 6–8 months later for re-evaluation of infection and
ultrasound findings. At this point, researchers were blind to
previous findings.
Results Initially, urine samples were taken from 1.425
children; 61% had eggs of Schistosoma haematobium.
Ultrasound was offered to 726 infected children, of which 156
(21.5%) came. Mean age of participants was 10.4 years. 132
(85%) had any disorder in urinary tract, 129 (83%) in urinary
bladder and 52 (33%) in ureters; 20 (13%) had hydronephrosis.
According to WHO classification, the score was 3.4 for urinary
bladder and 2.6 for high urinary tract, in the aggregate 6 points.
70 (44.8%) children came for a second ultrasound 6–8 months
later, with a mean age of 9.9 years. At this point 15 (22%) had
eggs of S. haematobium; referring to ultrasound abnormalities,
27 (38%) had at least one alteration: 19 (27%) in the bladder
and 14 (20%) in ureters; no hydronephrosis was diagnosed.
According to WHO classification, the score was 0.7 for urinary
bladder and 0.9 for high urinary tract, making 1.7 points as a
whole.
Conclusions Changes in urinary tract caused by
S. haematobium are frequent in children in a highly endemic
area as Cubal. Treatment improves rapidly the severity of
lesions. Nevertheless, reinfections are common; public health
measures and prolonged clinical controls are needed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.013
An assessment of TB-HIV collaborative activities in Alwar
district of Rajasthan
J. S. Rathore
Department of Medical, Health & FW, Govt of Rajasthan, Alwar, India

Background HIV and TB infections are very common in
resource poor settings. In 2013, World Health Organization
(WHO) estimates suggests that globally 9 million people
developed TB while 1.5 million died of TB Among these cases
1.1 million (13%) were coinfected with HIV and 360 000 died
who were also HIV poitive1. While in 2013, 35 million people
are living with HIV/AIDS and 1.5 million people died with AIDS
related ailments2. One third of people who are HIV positive
globally have co-infection of Tuberculosis. It is estimated that an
HIV positive person has 50% life time risk of developing TB in
comparison to an HIV negative that have risk of only 10%. In
India around 40% of over 5 million people who are HIV
positive have co-infection of TB3.
Methods In depth interviews were conducted of program
managers of District AIDS Prevention & Control Unit (DAPCU)
under National AIDS Control Program (NACP), Revised
National TB Control Program (RNTCP) and NGOs. Records
and reports from DAPCU (NACP) and DTO (RNTCP) office
were reviewed.
Results Around a quarter of HIV positive patients of district
are co-infected with TB. District has poor implementation of
TB-HIV collaborative activities especially in rural settings. Lack
of commitment and shared accountability between general health
administration and program managers of RNTCP and NACP are
an impediment to effective collaboration. Though basic services
(Screening, diagnosis & treatment) are available in both national
programs for cross referral, cross referral services and follow up
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of cases give ground for concern. Stigma also plays a role, as
both diseases carry social taboos which create hurdles in
utilization of health services. The district lacks integration of
NGOs for TB-HIV collaborative activities. Issues related to
human resource especially retention, capacity and co-ordination
among stakeholders, are key hurdles in TB-HIV collaboration
and service delivery.
Conclusion TB-HIV collaboration in district calls for
improvements which can be achieved by addressing availability
of permanent, skilled staff and supportive supervision with
commitment of collaboration from all stakeholders. Involvement
of NGOs in collaborative efforts will help to ensure service
delivery.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.014
The structure and health programs of Chreso Ministries,
Lusaka, Zambia: an important backbone for successful HIV
infection reduction
J. Haloka1, F. Neuhann2, C. Kayumba3, B. Shiyengi3, M. Nsofwa3,
C. Beiersmann2, A. Deckert2, H. Reutter3 and M. Zeier4
1
Health, Chreso Ministries, Lusaka, Zambia; 2Institute of Public Health,
Heidelberg, Germany; 3Chreso Ministries, Lusaka, Zambia; 4Renal
Clinic, Heidelberg, Germany

Introduction Zambia is a low-income country in Africa.
HIV prevalence is high at 14.3%. The health care system is
malfunctioning. There is a critical shortage of health care
workers. CHRESO Ministries (CM) is a non-governmental
organisation (NGO) which cooperates with the government of
Zambia in health provision. CM was founded in 1994 and is the
essential centre providing care for HIV/AIDS patients in Central,
Lusaka and Southern provinces of Zambia.
Materials CM runs five HIV/AIDS clinics with currently over
40 000 patients on care. Approximately 15 000 patients are
receiving anti-retroviral therapy (ART). CM were the first to run
several mobile clinics. In 2010 CM set up a university, which
offers degrees in public health and diplomas in clinical methods.
The setting up of CM’s University is intended to overcome the
critical shortage of healthcare workers. With ART coverage
increasing, accompanied by mortality decline, there is an urgent
need to address these shortages to uphold quality provision of
health services. Yet, in some high-risk sub-groups ART coverage
is still poor. CM has deliberately designed specific programs
which focus on these groups. CM applies different approaches to
encourage participation. HIV rapid tests are used during
outreach activities. Clients testing HIV positive are asked to visit
CM Clinics for a confirmation test and linkage to care.
Results Currently CM has a total of 13 physicians, 18
community workers, 15 nurses, and 45 supporting staff
employed. 5 mobile clinics leave CM sites everyday. Around 200
persons/month are tested in the field. Of those, around 50 are
added on care and 30 persons are enrolled on ART. In 2010, a
total of about 12 000 clients were on ART, reaching 15 000 in
2014. Adherence rates to medication are at 95%, and to clinical
visits between 80 and 85%. Mortality declined from 218 in
2010 (1.8%) (among those treated) to 60 in 2014 (0.4%). CM
uses combination ART for its clients.
Conclusions CM efficiently contributes to fight HIV and to
fulfil the 90–90–90 goal of UNAIDS. Lack of well-trained health
personnel is a growing challenge due to the extension of the
programmes. Maintaining a high quality of care is increasingly
getting difficult. Prolonged life expectancy leads to a growing
number of chronic diseases, which need to be addressed by the
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health system to avoid future threats to the population’s health.
CM started to collaborate with a German research centre to
tackle this issue.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.015
How many chronic renal diseases remain unnoticed? A
retrospective analysis in a large urban anti-retroviral
therapy clinic in Lusaka, Zambia
J. Haloka1, F. Neuhann2, C. Kayumba1, B. Shiyengi1, M. Nsofwa1, C. Klose3,
T. Bruckner4, C. Beiersmann2, A. Deckert2, M. Brune5, H. Reutter1 and
M. Zeier6
1
Chreso Ministries, Lusaka, Zambia; 2Institute of Public Health,
Heidelberg, Germany; 3Institute of Public Health, Lusaka, Zambia;
4
Institut fuer Medizinische Biometrie, Heidelberg, Germany; 5Central
Laboratory, University Clinic, Heidelberg, Germany; 6Renal Clinic,
Heidelberg, Germany

Introduction While increased access to anti-retroviral
therapy (ART) has led to considerable gain in life expectancy of
HIV patients receiving ART, these patients are increasingly
endangered to develop non-communicable diseases (NCDs),
which may partly be attributed to some antiretroviral drugs. The
objective of this study was to retrospectively analyze routine
patient data to estimate the prevalence of renal diseases among
HIV patients on ART at Chreso Clinic in Lusaka, Zambia.
Materials Chreso Ministries is a faith based, nongovernmental organization providing comprehensive HIV
services since 2004. At its sites in Lusaka, Livingstone, Siavonga,
Kabwe, and Circle of Hope, Chreso has more than 40 000
people on care, with around 15 000 people receiving ARVs.
Chreso Clinic routinely assesses patients’ hemoglobin, liver and
renal function as well as CD4 levels. Data of all HIV positive
adults (>18 year) registered at the Lusaka Clinic and on ART
who had at least 2 readings of creatinine (Jaffe reaction)
between January 2011 and December 2013 were included in this
descriptive analysis. Baseline data was defined as the laboratory
records closest to the date of HIV diagnosis. Based on the most
recent creatinine we applied a formula (CKD Epi) to calculate
the estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) and classified the
chronic kidney disease stages according to Kidney Disease
Improving Global Outcomes (KDIGO).
Results Results of 680 eligible patients (62.4% female) were
available for analysis of whom 596 (87.6%) received Tenofovir
containing ART. Median age at HIV diagnosis was 37 (IQR 31–
44), baseline median CD4 (n = 522) was 195 cells/ml (IQR 107–
317), median BMI (n = 560) was 22.2 (IQR 19.6–25.1), and the
median Hb-level (n = 468) was 11.7 g/dl (IQR 10.2–13.3).
Around one third of the patients were presenting any degree of
renal impairment. 7.2% of patients had renal stage worse or
equal to 3a (mildly to moderately decreased function).
Conclusions We found a higher proportion of moderately to
severely impaired renal function among HIV patients on ART
than previously reported in Lusaka, warranting further
exploration. While in the past in particular in low- and middleincome countries the main focus was on survival, by now NCD
comorbidities including renal impairment as a risk factor of
cardiovascular morbidity should be considered in comprehensive
HIV care.
Disclosure Funding: Else Kr€oner-Fresenius Foundation,
Germany; Center for Disease Control Zambia.
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PS1.016
The probability of acute malaria illness following
Plasmodium vivax primary infection and relapse in a cohort
of children in Papua New Guinea
A. Ross1,2, C. Koepfli1,2,3, P. Siba4, I. Felger1,2, I. Mueller3,5,6 and M. Tanner1,2
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Walter and Eliza Hall Institute
of Medical Research, Parkville, Vic., Australia; 4Papua New Guinea
Institute of Medical Research, Goroka, Papua New Guinea; 5University
of Melbourne, Melbourne, Vic., Australia; 6Barcelona Centre for
International Health Research, Barcelona, Spain
1

Introduction Plasmodium vivax has the ability to relapse
from dormant liver stage parasites. The probabilities of clinical
illness following primary infection and relapse are unclear in
people living in endemic areas. A major difficulty lies in the
inability to distinguish primary infections and relapses on the
individual level. The seasonal pattern of the incidence of primary
infections and relapses has been shown to differ in an analysis of
genotyping data in a cohort of children in Ilaita, Papua New
Guinea. The differential seasonality can be used to gain leverage
to estimate the probability of clinical illness following primary
infection and relapse in the same cohort.
Methods The children, aged 1–3 years at enrolment, were
followed up over 16 months. Illness was detected during active
case detection every 2 weeks and carers were encouraged to visit
the study clinic if the child was ill at other times. P. vivax illness
was defined as fever or reported fever in the last 48 h with a
parasite density of 500/ll. We relate the number of observed
P. vivax cases in each age-group and each 2 month time period
to the expected numbers of primary infections and relapses, and
use the expected cumulative number of lifetime genotypes seen
as a proxy for clinical immunity. The expected numbers of
primary infections and relapses are derived from a simulation
model, parameterized by previous analyses of the same cohort
and including the seasonal pattern of primary infections,
differential biting by body surface area, the durations of bloodstage infections, the number and timing of relapses, and
treatment. We assume relapses occurring when a blood-stage
infection by the same genotype is present do not cause illness
and are not counted.
Results and Conclusions The estimated probability of
acute illness declined with the cumulative number of genotypes
seen. For the ages in this cohort, the probability following primary
infection ranged from 0.3 to 0.05, following the first relapse,
0.07–0.0006, and for the second or later relapse, the probability
was low. The results can inform estimates of the burden of
P. vivax and provide building blocks for mathematical models for
predicting the impact of interventions against P. vivax.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.017
Rise of Plasmodium vivax malaria diagnosis in 2014 in a
referral university hospital of Northern Italy
R. Grande1, A. Di Gregorio1, M. R. Gismondo2, M. Galli3 and S. Antinori3
CLIMVIB (Clinical Microbiology, Virology and Diagnosis of
Bioemergencies Lab), A.O. Luigi Sacco-Polo Universitario, Milan, Italy;
2
CLIMVIB (Clinical Microbiology, Virology and Diagnosis of
Bioemergency Lab), Milan, Italy; 3Biomedical and Clinical Science, III
Division of Infectious Diseases, Universita degli Studi di Milano, Milan,
Italy

1

Introduction Imported Malaria (IM) cases in Italy are
caused mainly by P. falciparum (83%) because the origin of the
infections are coming from Africa (93% of the total of imported

malariae). ‘L.Sacco’ University Hospital (HS) is a referral facility
for the diagnosis and the treatment of IM in Italy with almost
500 diagnostic tests per year.
Materials and Methods Positive IM attended in HS
during the last 2 years were considered. 2013 positive cases were
compared to 2014 positive cases as concerns Plasmodium species
and countries of origin of the patients involved.
Results In 2013 we attended 41 cases of IM: 78% were
P. falciparum infections, 14.5% P. vivax, 2.4% P. ovale and
5.1% P. malariae. In 2014 the positive cases were 39,
distributed as follows: P. falciparum 53.8%, P. vivax 33.3%,
P. ovale 10.3% and P. malariae 2.6%. Patients affected by
P. vivax malaria in 2013 came from these countries: Eritrea
(16.6%), Brasil (16.6%), Bangladesh (16.6%), Aethiopia
(37.2%), Burkina Faso (16.6%). In 2014 the countries involved
were: Eritrea (69.2%), Pakistan (7.7%), Nigeria (7.7%) and
Bangladesh (15.4%). Cases of Nigeria and Burkina Faso were
involved in double parasitemia (P. falciparum + P. vivax). All
diagnosis were confirmed by Italian Ministry of Health.
Conclusions Despite the observation on rising of P. vivax
IM during the last year occurred only in our Infectious Diseases
Department and not in others in Lombardia District, we
underline that the biological features of P. vivax are more suited
to adaptation in Italy than those of P. falciparum. In fact the
last case of autochtonous malaria in Italy, in Tuscany in 1997,
was substained by P. vivax. Furthermore, we highlight the high
percentage of Eritrean people affected by this microorganism:
Eritrea, at this time, is sadly involved in a dramatic geopolitical
situation that increased very much the migration from this
geographic area to Europe, particularly in Italy. The two
observations might suggest a further risk factor for the
reintroduction of autochtonous malaria in Italy.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.018
Assessing micro-heterogeneity of malaria transmission in
Papua New Guinean villages using molecular indicators
N. E. Hofmann1,2, R. Wampfler1,2, L. J. Robinson3,4,5, S. Karl4,5, I. Mueller4,5,6
and I. Felger1,2
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3PNG Institute of Medical
Research, Madang, Papua New Guinea; 4The Walter and Eliza Hall
Institute of Medical Research, Parkville, Vic., Australia; 5University of
Melbourne, Victoria, Vic., Australia; 6Barcelona Ctr. Int. Health Res.
(CRESIB), Barcelona, Spain

Renewed emphasis on malaria control in Papua New Guinea
(PNG) has resulted in drastic reductions in countrywide Plasmodium prevalence and incidence but substantial heterogeneity
in transmission persists on small spatial scales. Parasite genotyping permits assessing population- and individual-based parameters such as prevalence of multi-clone infections, mean
multiplicity of infection (MOI) and measures of genetic diversity
or population structure, which are potential surrogates for local
levels of transmission in cross-sectional studies. With the aim to
judge their applicability in a setting of transmission microheterogeneity, we assessed these markers in a treatment-to-reinfection study in PNG children aged 5–10 years by high-resolution genotyping of Pf-msp2 and Pv-msp1F3 and relate them to a
longitudinally determined measure of transmission, the molecular
force of blood-stage infection (molFOB).
At enrolment, P. falciparum and P. vivax PCR prevalence varied significantly between six neighbouring villages (P < 0.001).
Although heterogeneity in prevalence was more pronounced for
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P. falciparum (9–71%) than for P. vivax (38–67%), we observed
significant between-village variation in MOI for P. vivax only
(PvMOI 1.6–2.9; PfMOI 1.1–2.2). The proportion of singleclone infections varied significantly between villages for P. falciparum but not P. vivax (Pf 43–86%; Pv 39–71%). Allelic diversity was comparable between villages for both species and
although the most frequent allele varied, the overall pattern of
allele frequencies was similar between villages.
High inter-village variation was observed in the incidence of
new infections by molFOB for both species (P < 0.001). Villagespecific P. falciparum molFOB correlated strongly with enrolment
prevalence (R2 = 0.98) but not with other measures obtained at
enrolment. In children treated with primaquine for clearance of
hypnozoites, P. vivax molFOB represents new infections only and
correlated strongly with P. vivax MOI at enrolment (R2 = 0.92).
In contrast, P. vivax prevalence and other enrolment parameters
correlated poorly with P. vivax molFOB after liver-stage treatment.
High micro-spatial heterogeneity in malaria transmission presents a major challenge for further interventions in PNG. Molecular monitoring offers precise data to guide surveillance-response
interventions, yet different metrics seem preferable for different
Plasmodium species and have to be validated carefully before
their use in cross-sectional studies.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.019
Occurrence of asymptomatic malaria and malaria
prevention practices in selected rural communities in
Ibadan, Nigeria
C. Afonne1,2, I. O. Ajayi1,2 and C. O. Falade2,3
1
Epidemiology & Medical Statistics, University of Ibadan, Ibadan,
Nigeria; 2College of Medicine, University of Ibadan, Epidemiology &
Biostatistics Research Unit, Institute for Advanced Medical Research and
Training, Ibadan, Nigeria; 3Pharmacology and Therapeutics, University
of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria

Background Asymptomatic falciparum malaria is common in
endemic areas and carriers serve as potential reservoirs for
malaria transmission in the community. Community-based
research on malaria involving all age groups is limited. This
study aimed at identifying possible risk factors to guide planning
interventions and targeting the reservoirs of asymptomatic
malaria in a community stands to reduce transmission and
subsequently incidence of malaria.
Methods A cross-sectional study was conducted among 986
participants in Ona-ara LGA, Southwest Nigeria, to study the
occurrence of asymptomatic malaria and malaria prevention
practices. Blood samples were collected by finger prick. Giemsastained thick blood smears were used to screen for malaria
parasites. Participants with parasitaemia who gave informed
consent were followed-up for 6 weeks to detect acute malaria;
thereafter second blood samples were collected and tested.
Results The overall prevalence of asymptomatic malaria was
26.3% and decreased with increasing age (P < 0001). Children
had greater odds of being parasitaemic than adults (OR = 8.04,
95% CI = 5.86–11.04). The overall geometric mean parasite
density of asexual P. falciparum was 3979.50  653.26 and the
value decreased significantly among the age groups (F = 4.076,
P < 0001). Among 259 participants followed up, 87 (33.6%)
developed acute malaria while 113 (43.6%) remained
asymptomatic after 6 weeks. About 55.6% of the participants
followed up gave consent for a second test; 76.4% of these still
tested positive. Many households (87.0%) had no screen/nets on
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their doors and windows. Only 9.0% used mosquito nets. About
71.0% had one or more mosquito breeding sources around their
households.
Conclusions A high prevalence of asymptomatic malaria
was found in this study area. Efforts to intensify environmental
sanitation and use of mosquito avoidance measures in rural
areas, especially among children, are recommended.
Keywords Occurrence, Asymptomatic malaria, P. falciparum,
Parasitaemia.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.020
Transmission blocking effects of Azadirachta indica limonoids
on early sporogonic development of Plasmodium: activity
and bioavailability of seed fractions and isolated compounds
N. Dahiya1, S. Tapanelli1, G. Chianese2, S. M. Abay3,4, O. Taglialatela-Scafati2,
F. Esposito1, G. Lupidi1, G. Christophides5, L. Lucantoni1,6, S. R. Yerbanga7 and
A. Habluetzel1
1
School of Pharmacy, University of Camerino, Camerino, Italy;
2
Department of Pharmacy, University of Naples Federico II, Naples,
Italy; 3Department of Pharmacy, University of Camerino, Camerino,
Italy; 4Department of Medicine, College of Health Sciences, Addis Ababa
University, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; 5Department of Life Sciences,
Imperial College London, London, UK; 6Discovery Biology, Eskitis
Institute for Drug Discovery, Griffith University, Nathan, Queensland,
Qld, Australia; 7Institut de Recherche en Sciences de la Sante, BoboDioulasso, Burkina Faso

Azadirachta indica (Meliaceae) possesses a wide spectrum of biological properties, conferred to the plant by secondary metabolites. A. indica seeds contain abundantly limonoid molecules
such as azadirone, nimbin, salanin and azadirachtins (A to L),
azadirachtin A (AzaA) being one of the most bio-active molecules. AzaA has been shown to inhibit Plasmodium berghei
microgamete formation and an AzaA rich commercial kernel
extract (NeemAzalâ) was found to completely block the transmission of P. berghei to Anopheles stephensi females when
administered to gametocytemic mice at an AzaA dose of 50 mg/
kg before exposure to mosquitoes. The present study was aimed
at
1 elucidating early sporogonic stage specific effects of A. indica
seed fractions and their main constituents;
2 assessing the bioavailability of a fraction rich in AzA and the
isolated AzaA molecule through a biological response-based
assay.
Ex vivo and in vitro assays were performed with the murine
malaria parasites P. berghei ANKA strain and P. berghei
CTRPp.GFP. Fractions were obtained from A. indica seeds collected in Burkina Faso and from NeemAzalâ (NA, provided by
Trifolio-M GmbH, Lahnau, Germany) by column chromatography. Constituents were identified by NMR spectroscopy.
NA, AzaA, nimbin and salannin rich fractions from unripe
seeds tested at 50 lg/ml, revealed inhibitory activity on early
sporogonic stages in vitro. Nimbin and salannin were found to
interfere with ookinete maturation while NA and AzaA showed
multiple effects on early sporogonic development. The IC50 value
determined for NA was 6.8 lg/ml (CI95: 5.95–7.86), about half
of that of AzaA IC50 (12.4 lg/ml; CI95: 11.0–14.04). The stronger activity of NA, when compared to AzaA, appeared not to be
due to an additive or synergistic effect of other azadirachtins (B,
D and I) present in NA, since the addition of these compounds
at 50 lM to AzaA did not evidence any decrease of the IC50.
Also, bioavailability of AzaA, administered as constituent of NA,
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compared to pure AzaA appeared to be increased. Ex vivo
exflagellation tests using blood sampled from mice treated with
NA at an AzaA dosage of 150 mg/kg, revealed a half life of NA
anti-plasmodial compounds of up to 7 h.
Accumulated evidence on bioavailability and anti-plasmodial
activity of limonoids against Plasmodium stages developing in
the human and mosquito host, suggests A. indica as a valid
resource for the design of limonoid dosed, transmission blocking
phytomedicines.
Disclosure The abstract has been submitted on 4th April,
2015 by Prof. Annette Habluetzel.

anticipate that this centralized data source will help to optimize
the use of data on NMFI – both available and forthcoming –
and to inform further work in this area.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.021

Global health research aims to address the inequalities in health
and improve the lives of populations at risk. But are research
outcomes being effectively communicated to those who can put
them into practice? An increasing number of funders see the
value in allocating resources (budget and staff time) to the dissemination of research and results. Media professionals – from
press and communications officers at research institutions to
broadcast, print or online journalists – can make an important
contribution in bridging the gap between academia and communities affected by global health issues. But many scientists still
find themselves feeling frustrated about their work being simplified when it is communicated to wider audiences. In contrast,
the open access movement and the social media revolution are
paving the way for scientific knowledge to be broadly publicised.
This presentation will be given by a former science journalist
and current Technical Communications Officer at the ACT Consortium, an international research collaboration with 25 malaria
research projects in 10 countries, funded by the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation. It will include lessons learnt and examples
from its communications and dissemination work, such as press
releases, multimedia content, global advocacy, in-country outreach and translation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Mapping fever aetiologies in malaria-endemic areas: an
interactive, open-access, on-line map
H. Hopkins1, N. V. Thomas2, J. A. Crump3, I. J. Gonzalez4, P. J. Guerin2,
P. N. Newton2,5,6, D. Schellenberg1, D. Bell7 and H. Reyburn1
1
ACT Consortium, London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine,
London, UK; 2Worldwide Antimalarial Resistance Network (WWARN),
Oxford University, Oxford, UK; 3Centre for International Health,
University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand; 4Foundation for Innovative
New Diagnostics (FIND), Geneva, Switzerland; 5Lao-Oxford-Mahosot
Hospital-Wellcome Trust Research Unit, Mahosot Hospital, Vientiane,
Lao People’s Democratic Republic; 6Centre for Tropical Medicine &
Global Health, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK; 7Global Good,
Intellectual Ventures, Seattle, WA, USA

Background The causes of acute febrile illness are largely
unknown in developing countries where diagnostic facilities for
infectious diseases remain limited. With the shift to treatment of
malaria based on parasite detection, it is now clear that a large
proportion of patients with fever do not have malaria. Diseases
such as dengue, leptospirosis, rickettsioses, community-acquired
bacteraemia, and others are among the important causes of fever
that require specific treatment approaches, but that currently
cannot be diagnosed accurately in the vast majority of health
care settings in tropical and subtropical regions.
Methods A systematic review was conducted of studies
published between 1980 and 2013 from sub-Saharan Africa and
Southeast Asia, identifying major pathogens causing non-malaria
febrile illness (NMFI) in these regions. Results of the literature
review were compiled into a database, standardised using
SNOMED Clinical Termsâ and displayed in an interactive map
that can be used to filter data by geographic region, patient age,
study type, and other characteristics. A survey was conducted to
seek feedback on the NMFI map from target users, including
public health policy makers, programme implementers and
funders, practitioners, epidemiologists, and clinical and
implementation researchers.
Results By June 2015, the map will be available on-line in
open-access format, and also in an offline-capable format. Data
have been extracted from 379 publications from 54 countries.
The review highlights the high level of heterogeneity in methods
studying fever aetiology. Depending on laboratory capacity, the
proportion of pathogens identified varied substantially. Clear
regional knowledge gaps were identified in sub-Saharan Africa.
Conclusions Open-access global NMFI maps will provide
both a central resource of known pathogen distributions, and a
clear picture of how future focused research may most efficiently
address the major knowledge gaps. Next steps include expanding
the NMFI mapping project for global representation, to include
the remaining tropical and subtropical regions of Asia, Central
and South America, and the Caribbean; and including available
data on antimicrobial resistance for the mapped pathogens. We

PS1.022
Disseminating research findings to inform malaria policy:
examples from the ACT Consortium
D. Miranda
ACT Consortium, London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine,
London, UK

PS1.023
Efficacy and safety of intermittent preventive treatment
with sulfadoxine-pyrimethamine (SP) and SP- piperaquine in
schoolchildren in Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the
Congo (RDC)
J. Matangila1,2, R. I. da Luz2, P. Lutumba1 and J.-P. Van Geertruyden2
University of Kinshasa, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the
Congo; 2University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium
1

Background In malaria endemic areas, asymptomatic malaria
infection causes anemia, malnutrition and reduces cognitive
abilities in schoolchildren. Intermittent preventive treatment
(IPT) may be a suitable strategy to prevent malaria and its
adverse effects in this specific group. The most appropriate drug
regimen for IPT needs to be identified.
Methods and Design A phase IIIb, randomised, controlled
trial assessed the efficacy and safety of sulfadoxinepyrimethamine (SP) and SP plus piperaquine (PQ) versus
controls in asymptomatic congolese schoolchildren. Both
treatments were given 4-monthly from baseline for a year as a
single dose for SP and two doses at 24-h intervals for PQ. The
primary endpoint was haemoglobin (Hb) concentration change
over 12 months follow-up. Secondary endpoints were anaemia
and clinical/malaria parasitaemia prevalence and incidence. A
linear mixted model was used due to repeated measurements.
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Results 616 children were enrolled in the trial of whom 410
(67%) were examined in the post-intervention survey 12 months
later. Time had a significant effect on Hb level in all treatment
groups [Control (F-test = 26.3, P < 0.001); SP (F-test = 30.8,
P < 0.001); SP + PQ (F-test = 14.1, P < 0.001)]. A significant
effect of interventions (IPTs) on Hb was observed (Ftest = 5.737, P < 0.01) and Hb level was significantly higher in
SP + PQ group than in the Control group [mean
difference = 0.39 (95% CI: 0.12–0.66), P < 0.01]. In contrast,
no difference of Hb was found for other treatment group
comparisons. SP + PQ treatment reduced anaemia, malaria
parasitemia, and clinical malaria by 28% (95% CI: 19–37),
40% (95% CI: 26–52) and 58% (95% CI: 17–79), respectively,
over 12 months. The corresponding protective efficacies of SP
did not reach statistical significance. The time to onset of clinical
malaria was significantly longer in the SP + PQ group than in
the Control group [Time difference (TD) = 21.3 days (95% CI:
8.42–34.1), P = 0.001] and in the SP group [TD = 17.3 days
(95% CI: 3.8–30.9), P < 0.01].
Conclusion SP + PS IPT offered substantial protection
against anaemia, malaria parasitemia and clinical malaria in
schoolchildren living in biyela health zone, indicating that
SP + PQ can be a valuable alternative to SP alone for malaria
prevention in schoolchildren living in a high-malariatransmission setting.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.024
Malaria, schistosomiasis and soil transmitted helminth
burden and their correlation with anemia in children
attending primary schools in Kinshasa, The Democratic
Republic of the Congo
J. Matangila1,2, J. Y. Doua2, S. Linsuke1, J. Madinga1, R. I. da Luz2, J.-P. Van
Geertruyden2 and P. Lutumba1
1
University of Kinshasa, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the
Congo; 2University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium

Background Anaemia reduces cognitive potential in school
children, retards their growth and predisposes them to other
diseases. As there is a paucity of data on the current burden
of P. falciparum, S. mansoni and soil transmitted helminths
(STH) infections and their correlation with schoolchildren’s
anemia in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), we
collect these data.
Methods This study reports baseline data collected from a
randomized controlled trial investigating the impact of IPT with
SP and SP-PQ on anemia and malaria morbidity in Congolese
schoolchildren (Trial registration: NCT01722539;
PACTR201211000449323.). S. mansoni and STH infections
were assessed using Kato-Katz technique. Malaria infection and
hemoglobin concentration were assessed using a blood smear
and a Hemocontrolâ device, respectively.
Results 616 primary schoolchildren aged 4–13 years were
enrolled. The prevalence of Plasmodium spp. infection was
18.5% (95% CI: 15.6–21.9). Amongst those infected, 24 (21%),
40 (35.1%), 40 (35.1%), 10 (8.8%), had light, moderate, heavy,
very high malaria parasite density, respectively. Above 9 years of
age (P = 0.02), male and history of fever (P = 0.04) were both
associated with malaria infection. The overall prevalence of
S. mansoni infection was 6.4% (95% CI: 4.4–9.1). Girls were
associated with S. mansoni infection (P = 0.04). T. trichiura was
the most prevalent STH infection (26.3%), followed by
A. lumbricoides (20.1%). Co-infection with malaria-S. mansoni
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and malaria-STH was respectively 1.5% (CI 95%: 0.7–3.3) and
6.4% (CI95% 4.4–9.1). The prevalence of anemia was 41.6%
(95% CI: 37.7–45.6) and anemia was strongly related with both
Plasmodium ssp. (aOR: 4.1; CI95%: 2.6–6.5; P < 0.001) and
S. mansoni infection (aOR: 3.3; CI95%: 1.4–7.8; P < 0.01).
Conclusion Malaria and S. mansoni infection were strongly
associated with high prevalence of anemia in schoolchildren.
Therefore, specific school-based interventions, such as
intermittent preventive treatment or prophylaxis, LLITN
distribution, anthelminthic mass treatment and micronutrient
supplementation are needed to improve school children’s health.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Explaining wide variation in malaria rapid diagnostic test
uptake and adherence to test results: a multi-project
analysis
H. E. Burchett1, C. I. Chandler1, B. Cundill2, B. Leurent1 and the ACT
Consortium RDTs in Context Working Group
1
LSHTM, London, UK; 2Leeds University, Leeds, UK

Introduction Rapid diagnostic tests (RDTs) are being
introduced in many countries, however the provision of tests
alone, or with simple guidelines, does not automatically lead to
their use, or adherence to their results.
Methods and Materials Ten studies, connected under the
ACT Consortium, undertook evaluations of interventions to
introduce RDTs with various supporting interventions. A mixed
methods synthesis approach was used to interpret variation in
RDT uptake and adherence to positive and negative RDT
results. Information about the interventions’ content, their
implementation and enactment, as well as their context was
reviewed and transcripts of interviews with providers were
analysed thematically.
Results There was wide variation in all three outcomes. RDT
uptake varied from 12% to 100%. Higher uptake was found
when the providers were highly motivated to test, for example
because they perceived the intervention to have enhanced their
professional status, business income or respect within the
community. This was found among volunteers or drug shop
workers more than government health workers. Other factors
associated with lower uptake included general lack of awareness
about malaria testing (e.g. low prior use of microscopy, lack of
community sensitisation), stockouts of RDTs, or staff feeling
overworked. Adherence to positive RDT results ranged from
44% to 100%. More frequent stockouts of Artemisinin-based
Combination Therapy (ACTs) were associated with lower
adherence to positive results. Adherence to negative RDT results
ranged from 27% to 99.9%. Higher adherence to negative
results was associated with longer training, with more
intervention components. Where providers had been used to
relying on clinical judgement and the intervention failed to
address this, or when there was a perceived lack of an
acceptable alternative to anti-malarials, there was higher nonadherence. Lower adherence was also found where training
messages placed less emphasis on the need to adhere to test
results.
Conclusion A range of factors was associated with variations
in RDT uptake and adherence to their results, beyond the
intervention content alone. When introducing RDTs, it is
important to consider the intervention package in terms of the
context in which the tests are being introduced, as well as how
they will be perceived and used by health workers.
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Foundation, through the ACT Consortium.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

results. It is planned for PCW to be commercially available in
2015.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Prototype positive control wells for malaria rapid diagnostic
tests: training effectiveness, impact on RDT use and health
worker perceptions in Lao PDR and Uganda

Trimethyl chitosan microparticles as drug delivery strategy
for anti-folate drugs in the treatment of malaria
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Background Malaria rapid diagnostic tests (RDT) are widely
used in health facilities and in community-based care settings in
endemic countries. Reliable results from RDTs are critical, not
only for patient management but also to maintain health worker
(HW) confidence in RDT and ensure adherence to test results.
Prototype positive control wells (PCW), plastic tubes containing
critical concentrations of dried recombinant antigens (HRP2,
pLDH, aldolase) that are reconstituted with water, have been
developed for HW as tools to assess the quality of malaria RDT
at the point of care.
Methods HW routinely using RDT in Lao PDR (n = 269)
and Uganda (n = 289) underwent standardized half-day training
on the use of PCW; >70% were village health volunteers. After
training, HW were supplied with PCW for 6 months, and
recorded frequency and reason for PCW use and action taken.
HW competency in PCW use was measured immediately after
training and 3 and 6 months later. RDT use data were extracted
from logbooks and impact was measured using a quasiexperimental study design with before and after comparison.
Focus group discussions and interviews were also conducted.
Results Immediately following training, 90% of participants
in Lao and 80% in Uganda performed all critical PCW steps
correctly; performance was generally maintained after 6 months.
Most common errors were failing to fill the water dropper
exactly to the measured mark, and to transfer exactly one drop
of PCW solution to the RDT well. Overall, ≥91% of
participants could correctly identify ‘good’ and ‘bad’ RDT and
≥89% could report appropriate action. 784 PCW were used
during the study period in Lao PDR and 1679 in Uganda and
>94% appropriate action based on PCW results. The most
common reasons cited for performing PCW during routine work
were receiving a new stock of RDT, and wanting to check on
RDT stock quality. Initial field reports of negative RDT with
PCW were not confirmed upon repeat testing. There was a 1.3
fold increase (RR 1.25, 95% CI 1.22–1.27) in RDT testing and
improved adherence to test results (RR 1.00 95% CI 1.00–1.02)
at health facilities with PCW. Facility based HW proposed
PCWs be supplied separately from RDTs and frequency of
checking not to be imposed.
Conclusion Prototype PCWs introduction with standard
half-day training in diverse areas and diverse HW populations is
feasible, acceptable and may improve HW confidence in RDT

A. Kotze, J. Steenekamp, J. van Heerden and L. du Plessis
Centre of Excellence for Pharmaceutical Sciences, North-West University,
Potchefstroom, South Africa

The rapid spread of Plasmodium falciparum strains that are resistant to chloroquine and pyrimethamine/sulfadoxine underscores
the need for pharmacological initiatives to counter the resulting
increases in malaria mortality and morbidity rates. Combination
therapy is the cornerstone of malaria treatment primarily aimed to
delay the development of resistance to the individual components.
Although combinations including the anti-folate drugs proguanil
and dapsone are effective, micro-encapsulation can be used to
improve the bioavailability of these drugs. The objective of this
study was the formulation and characterization of a proguanil
hydrochloride and dapsone loaded trimethyl chitosan (TMC)
microparticles to evaluate their in vivo bioavailability. TMC was
synthesised by reductive methylation of chitosan accomplished by
a chemical reaction between chitosan and iodomethane in the
presence of sodium hydroxide. The TMC microparticles was synthesized by the ionic gellation technique from TMC. The in vivo
bioavailability of the dapsone TMC formulation (3 mg/kg oral
dose) relative to the normal dapsone formulation (3 mg/kg oral
dose) was found to be 244% (n = 5). The dapsone TMC
microparticles were absorbed faster, i.e. the maximum concentration was attained 1 h after the administration of the dose relative
to that of the normal dapsone formulation which reached its maximum concentration after 2 h. For the proguanil TMC formulation
(16 mg/kg oral dose) relative to the proguanil formulation
(16 mg/kg oral dose) was found to be 123% (n = 5); whereas the
bioavailability of cycloguanil obtained from 16 mg/kg of the proguanil TMC formulation oral dose was found to be 156%. Both
proguanil formulations were absorbed quickly, and both attained
the maximum formulation at 2 h after dose administration.
Microencapsulating antimalarial drugs in TMC may increase the
therapeutic potential of these drugs.
Disclosure This research was partly funded by the NRF
(South Africa). Any opinions, findings and conclusion or
recommendations expressed in this material are those of the
authors and therefor the NRF does not accept any liability in
regard thereto.
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R. S. Miller1
1
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Research Institute of Medical Sciences, Bangkok, Thailand

Introduction Severe malaria causes 40% mortality in
untreated patients infected with P. falciparum. While quinine
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remains the standard of care in the US, resistance has been
documented. Artesunate (AS) is widely used, but not available as
an FDA-approved parenteral GMP product, and available
formulations are unstable in aqueous solution. The US Army
compared artelinic acid or artelinate (AL), a semi-synthetic
derivative of artemisinin, to intravenous artesunate as potential
GMP-formulated alternatives to replace quinine. We compared
the pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD) of AS
and AL in a P. coatneyi rhesus macaque model of severe
malaria.
Method P. coatneyi malaria causes a severe P. falciparum-like
infection in splenectomized rhesus monkeys. Animals were
inoculated with P. coatneyi-infected RBCs (5 9 106/ml and 1%
infected erythrocytes), treatment were initiated at day 6 at a
parasitemia 3–14% or >200 000 parasites/ml, and the animals
minimally symptomatic. Single, equimolar doses of 20 mmole of
IV AS (8 mg/kg) or IV AL (11.8 mg/kg) were administered as a
rapid bolus injection over a 1-min period, and heparinized blood
was collected at 0, 5, 20, 40 min, 1, 3, and 6 h post-dose.
Aliquots of samples were made for simultaneous measurement of
parent drug and primary metabolites by HPLC. The total
antimalarial activity of the drug and all active metabolite(s) in
plasma were measured by incubating samples from treated
animals ex vivo against the W2 P. falciparum clone and
expressed as dihydroartemisinin (DHA) equivalents.
Results IV AS cleared 95% of P. coatneyi parasites
significantly faster than IV AL (20.3 vs. 29.2 h, P = 0.01). Ex
vivo bioassay results showed that the anti-Pf activity of IV AS
was higher than IV AL, attributable to both AS and its DHA
metabolite. The PD of IV AS, parasites clearance time (7 days),
was significantly correlated with the area under the curve of
DHA (r2 = 0.61, P = 0.008). IV AS was selected for further
clinical development for the treatment of severe malaria based
on a faster pharmacodynamic response against P. coatneyi, and
greater anti-Pf activity ex vivo.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Optimal population-level deployment of artemisinin
combination therapies
T. D. Nguyen1, P. Olliaro2,3, A. Dondorp4, J. K. Baird5, H. M. Lam1, J. Farrar6,
G. E. Thwaites1, N. J. White4 and M. F. Boni1
1
Oxford University Clinical Research Unit, Ho Chi Minh City, Viet
Nam; 2Nuffield Dept of Medicine, WHO/TDR, Geneva, Switzerland;
3
University of Oxford, Oxford, UK; 4Mahidol-Oxford Tropical Medicine
Research Unit (MORU), Bangkok, Thailand; 5Nuffield Dept of Medicine,
Eijkman-Oxford Clinical Research Unit, Jakarta, Indonesia; 6Wellcome
Trust, London, UK

Introduction Artemisinin-combination therapies (ACTs) are
used worldwide as first-line treatment against confirmed or
suspected Plasmodium falciparum malaria. ACTs together with
vector control, individual protective measures against
mosquitoes, prophylactic drug use, and improvements in health
care capacity form the basis of modern malaria control and its
elimination. Despite the recent success of these strategies at
reducing the global burden of malaria, emerging resistance to
artemisinin threatens those gains. Countering the onset of
resistance may require deliberate tactics aimed at slowing the
decline in ACT effectiveness.
Methods Using a newly developed and recently validated
individual-based microsimulation of regional malaria
transmission, we revisit a classical dilemma in evolutionary
epidemiology: how to apply a therapy as widely as possible
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without also accelerating the erosion of its efficacy by drug
resistance. We compare the simultaneous distribution of multiple
first-line therapies (MFT) against strategies where ACTs would
be cycled or used sequentially, either on a fixed schedule or
when population-level efficacy reaches the WHO-threshold level
of 10% treatment failure.
Results We show that deploying multiple first-line therapies
reduces the long-term number of treatment failures when
compares to strategies where a single first-line ACT is
recommended. We show that this result is robust to various
epidemiological, pharmacological, and evolutionary features of
malaria transmission. Additionally, we analyze the benefits of
including a single non-ACT therapy in an MFT strategy and
predict that this approach would have significant benefits in
reducing the pressure on artemisinin-resistance evolution,
delaying its emergence and slowing its spread.
Conclusion Adjusting national antimalarial treatment
guidelines to encourage the simultaneous use of multiple firstline therapies is likely to extend the useful therapeutic life of
currently available antimalarials resulting in long-term beneficial
outcomes for patients.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.030
In vitro metabolic profile of the antimalarial compound
cryptolepine in humans and rats
A. D. Forkuo1, C. Rynn2 and D. Pearson2
1
Pharmacology, Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology,
Kumasi, Ghana; 2MAP/In vitro, Novartis AG, Basel, Switzerland

Introduction Cryptolepine is the main alkaloid in the root
of the popular West African plant Cryptolepis sanguinolenta
(Lindl.) Schltr, frequently used as an antimalarial, antidysentery
and febrifuge remedy. The high use of the aqueous extract of the
plant in traditional and hospital settings in Ghana has directed
more studies investigating the pharmacokinetic and toxicological
profile of the plant as well as its major alkaloids.
Objectives To characterize enzymes involved in the
metabolism of cryptolepine and identify metabolites formed in
rat and human hepatocytes.
Methods and Materials The stability of cryptolepine in
liver cytosol and S9 fractions was determined using the LC-MS/
MS based on the parent depletion approach at various time
points. The involvement of aldehyde oxidase (AO) in the
metabolism of cryptolepine was confirmed using raloxifene (a
nonspecific CYP-450 and a noncompetitive inhibitor of AO) and
hydralazine (a time-dependent human AO inhibitor). To
investigate the metabolites of cryptolepine formed in humans
and rats, cryptolepine was incubated in human and rat
hepatocytes and metabolites formed at 4 and 24 h identified
with the LC-MS/MS.
Results The percentage stability of cryptolepine in human S9
fraction in the presence and absence of NADPH cofactor was
58.5 and 63.9% respectively whereas in rat liver S9 fraction, the
percentage stability in the presence and absence of NADPH was
62.8 and 62.9% respectively suggesting (a) non-NADPH
dependent enzyme(s) involved in the metabolism of cryptolepine.
In the enzyme phenotyping assay, raloxifene and hydralazine
significantly reversed the metabolic instability of cryptolepine in
rat and human S9 fractions. Nine (9) metabolites were identified
in human and rat hepatocytes, resulting from metabolic
pathways mainly involving hydroxylation (possibly by aldehyde
oxidase), dihydroxylation (probably via epoxide intermediates
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from cytochrome P450 enzymes), and glucuronidation (possibly
by UDP-glucuronyltransferase).
Conclusions These data taken together suggest that
cryptolepine is a substrate for aldehyde oxidase and cytochrome
P450 in rats and humans and UDP-glucuronyltransferase in
humans.
Acknowledgement I want to thank the D&I team of
Novartis AG, Basel Switzerland for sponsoring my stay and
research.
Keywords Aldehyde oxidase; cryptolepine; cryptolepis
sanguinolenta; malaria.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Mode of action of antimalarial peroxides
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Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
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University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3F. Hoffmann- La Roche Ltd.,
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Malaria is one of the most widespread infectious diseases which
caused approximately 627 000 deaths worldwide in 2012. An
advanced candidate in the antimalarial drug pipeline is OZ439, a
synthetic peroxide, which has successfully finished phase IIa clinical trials. The mode of action of synthetic peroxides is still not
fully understood. It has been shown that the peroxide bridge present in OZ439 – as well as in artemisinin – is needed for antimalarial activity. Therefore these two classes of compounds might have
a similar mode of action. Our aim was to elucidate the mode of
action of antimalarial peroxides such as OZ439 and OZ277.
In order to investigate the mode of action of OZ277 and
OZ439 in P. falciparum, immunofluorescence experiments using
monoclonal antibodies specific for adamantane- based antimalarials were performed to investigate whether the antibodies bind to
target proteins in the parasite. Additionally, Western blotting
and immunoprecipitation experiments were performed to identify target proteins.
Two monoclonal antibodies were identified that specifically
bound to P. falciparum proteins in OZ-treated parasite cultures
as based on immunofluorescence experiments. Distinct bands
were observed in Western blot experiments. The identification of
the target proteins is in progress.
The monoclonal antibodies used specifically bound to potential target proteins of OZ277 and OZ439 in P. falciparum but
the respective proteins could not be identified so far by immunoprecipitation. As an alternative approach, a click chemistry strategy is currently under development.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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High level Plasmodium falciparum sulfadoxinepyrimethamine resistance with the concomitant occurrence
of the septuple haplotype in Tanzania
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V. Baraka , D. S. Ishengoma , F. Fransis , D. T. R. Minja , R. Madebe ,
D. Ngatunga4 and J.-P. Van Geertruyden2
1
Biosciences Department, NIMR Tanzania, Tanga, Tanzania;
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Department of Epidemiology, International Health Unit, University of
Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium; 3NIMR Tanzania, Tanga, Tanzania;
4
Tanzania Food and Drugs Authority, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

Background Tanzania abandoned sulphadoxinepyrimethamine (SP) as the first-line treatment for uncomplicated

malaria in 2006 due to high levels Plasmodium falciparum
resistance. However, SP is still being used for intermittent
preventive treatment during pregnancy (IPTp-SP). Here, we
assessed the pattern of P. falciparum dihydrofolate reductase
(Pfdhps), dihydropteroate synthetase (Pfdhfr) mutations and
haplotypes in areas with varied malaria epidemiology in
mainland Tanzania.
Methods A total of 264 samples were collected during crosssectional surveys conducted between May-August 2013 in three
districts of Muheza, Muleba and Nachingwea in Tanga, Kagera
and Lindi regions, respectively. The Pfdhfr, Pfdhps haplotypes
were amplified by using nested PCR and detected by sequence
specific oligonucleotide probe-enzyme linked immunosorbent
assay (SSOP-ELISA) assay.
Results The triple Pfdhfr mutant haplotypes (CIRNI) were
predominant in all sites with significantly higher frequencies at
Muheza district (93.9%) than Muleba (73%) and Nachingwea
(65.15%), (P < 0.001). Overall, the wildtype Pfdhps (SAKAA)
haplotype was significantly lower at Muheza (1.3%), (P = 0.002).
Double Pfdhps haplotype SGEAA was significantly abundant at
Muheza (28%) and Muleba (22.1%) compared to none (0%) at
Nachingwea (P < 0.001). In contrast, the prevalence of triple
Pfdhps SGEGA haplotype was significantly higher at Muheza
(38.8%) as compared to Muleba (1.5%) and none at Nachingwea
(P < 0.001). In Nachingwea, significantly higher prevalence
(65.9%) of another triple Pfdhps AGEAA haplotype was detected
(v² = 39.9, P < 0.001). The combinations of Pfdhfr-Pfdhps as
quintuple CIRNI-SGEAA (n = 25), sextuple CIRNI-SGEGA
(n = 24) and CIRNI-AGEGA (n = 53) haplotypes were detected
including the emergence of a septuple mutant haplotype CIRNIAGEGA (n = 9) predominantly at Muheza.
Conclusion These results ascertain the high prevalence and
saturation of Pfdhfr and Pfdhps haplotypes conferring SP
resistance. The high prevalence of Pfdhfr-Pfdhps mutant
haplotypes could undermine the efficacy of IPTp-SP leading to
poor pregnancy outcomes. In these settings, additional control
efforts are needed and evaluation of alternative drugs for IPTp is
an urgent priority.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Efficacy and safety of retreatment with the same
artemisinin-based combination compared to the
recommended rescue treatments (QUINACT study)
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U. D’Alessandro6, A. Kambugu7, P. Lutumba2 and J.-P. Van Geertruyden1
1
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Research Institute, Kampala, Uganda

Background Artemisinin-based combination treatments
(ACTs) are recommended for 1st line treatment in
uncomplicated malaria. Quinine + clindamycine (QnC) or
another ACT is recommended as rescue treatment. In field
circumstances, patients are often re-treated with the same
antimalarial drug, with unclear evidence on the outcome and
long term consequences. We assessed safety and efficacy of
retreatment of clinical failures with the 1st line ACT compared
too recommended other rescue treatments.
Methodology A randomized, open label, 3-arm clinical trial
was conducted in the DR Congo (DRC) and Uganda. Patients
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aged 12–60 months with uncomplicated malaria were selected
and treated with the recommended first line treatment,
artemether-lumefantrine (AL) in Uganda and artesunateamodiaquine (ASAQ) in DRC and followed up for 42 days. In a
randomized clinical Trial (RCT), following a 2:2:1 ratio, eligible
clinical failures were randomised to either ASAQ, AL or QnC.
The outcome was assessed following WHO 2003 criteria. Data
were pooled as retreatment or per regimen.
Results Of the 2115 enrolled in the Pre-RCT, 571 were
enrolled in the RCT after failing to ASAQ (DRC: 242) or AL
(Uganda: 329). Among them 518 (90.7%) were assigned an
efficacy outcome. The risk of crude treatment failure was
lower after retreatment with an alternative ACT (42.9%, 97/
228, HR = 1.6; 95% CI: 1.0–2.5, P = 0.03) and may also be
lower after retreatment with the same ACT (38.1%, 82/215,
HR = 1.5; 95% CI: 0.9–3.1, P = 0.13). When assessing per
molecules, the risk of failure after treatment with ASAQ was
38.2% (78/204, HR = 1.5; 95% CI: 0.9–2.3, P = 0.10) and
42.5% for AL (97/228, HR = 1.6; 95% CI: 1.0–2.5,
P = 0.04). Risk factors for crude failure were lack of
mosquito net (P = 0.001) and treatment with AL (P = 0.01).
After PCR-adjustement (only DRC), all treatments showed a
similar efficacy with 7.0% (6/86), 9.3% (9/97, HR = 1.3;
P = 0.61) and 11.4% (4/35, HR = 1.5; P = 0.56)
recrudescence for ASAQ, AL and QnC respectively. Alternative
ACT showed less drug-related adverse events (P < 0.001). AL
was better tolerated, compared to QnC (P < 0.001) and
ASAQ (P < 0.001). No serious adverse events were reported in
the RCT phase.
Conclusion QnC had lower risk of crude treatment failure
compared to an alternative ACT. With observed treatment, QnC
had thus higher prophylactic effect. After PCR adjustment -only
in DRC available- recrudescence rate was comparable between
all rescue treatments. NCT01374 581.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Results In total 2796 patients were screened of whom 49.9%
were malaria positive. 866 were enrolled of whom 496 (57.3%)
were sick at least once during the previous 2 months. Apart
from (history of) fever (100%), clinical features were
characterized by flu (59.9%) and weakness (59.4%). Geometric
mean of parasite load was 230 007 (95% CI: 21 047–25 149).
No clinical failure occurred before day 14. Crude efficacy of
ASAQ was 55.9% (95% CI: 52.4–59.5) but PCR-adjusted
efficacy was 92.8% (95% CI: 90.9–94.6). 83.3% of the
recurrences were new infections. Lower mean parasitaemia at
enrolment was correlated with crude failure (P = 0.003) but not
with recrudescence. Low hemoglobin at recruitment was
predictor of failure (P = 0.001). Polyclonal infections were more
frequent (88.1% on day 0 and 80.1% in recurrences) compared
to monoclonal infections (P = 0.005). The median MOI of
recurrence samples (MOI = 3; IQR: 1–5) were lower than the
MOI for day 0 samples (MOI = 3.7; IQR: 0.7–6.7; P < 0.001).
Polyclonal infections were more often in pre-treatment samples
than recurrences (OR: 1.8; 95% CI: 1.20–2.8).
Conclusion PCR-corrected efficacy of ASAQ is still above
the required threshold of 90%. However, crude efficacy was
relatively low, suggesting a poor prophylactic effect of
amodiaquine in the study area. Assessment of AQ resistance
profile as well as the consequences of the MOI are needed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Estimating of the amount of artemether and lumefantrine
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Introduction Artemisinin based combination therapies
PS1.034
Uncomplicated malaria features and efficacy of artesunateamodiaquine after 42 days of passive follow up in the
Democratic Republic of Congo
H. M. Mavoko1,2, M. Kalabuanga1, R. Mukele1, V. Maketa1,2, B. Fungula1,
C. Delgado2, R. I. da Luz2, P. Lutumba1 and J.-P. Van Geertruyden2
1
University of Kinshasa, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the
Congo; 2University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium

Background In the Democratic Republic of Congo,
artesunate-amodiaquine (ASAQ) and artemether-lumefantrine
(AL) are recommended as first line treatment, but ASAQ is
commonly used. We describe malaria features in Kinshasa and
also constitute a cohort for a randomized clinical trial (RCT) to
assess efficacy of ASAQ, AL and quinine + clindamycin as rescue
treatment.
Methods Patients aged between 12 and 60 months with
uncomplicated falciparum malaria were treated with ASAQ and
followed up for 42 days. During follow up, blood smears were
only performed when patients were clinically suspected for
malaria relapse and at completion. To distinguish new infections
from recrudescent parasites, samples were genotyped using a
stepwise strategy with up to three molecular markers (GLURP,
MSP2 and MSP1). PCR-uncorrected and corrected day-42 cure
rates were assessed. Multiplicity of infection (MOI) at individual
and population level was assessed by the number of alleles
detected on each sample.
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(ACTs) are widely used and recommended by WHO as firstline therapy for uncomplicated P. falciparum malaria in
nursing mothers. However, artemether-lumefantrine (AL,
Coartemâ) is not recommended for use during lactation (no
breast feeding for at least up to 28 days after last dose) as
the excretion of AL in breast milk has not been studied.
Clinical data on dihydroartemisinin (DHA, metabolite of
artemether) suggest clinically insignificant amount of DHA is
excreted in breast milk (peak concentration of 35 ng/ml), after
200 mg artesunate oral dose. In the absence of clinical data,
the amount of AL excreted into breast milk has been
estimated based on the milk-to-plasma drug concentration
ratio (M/P ratio) obtained from preclinical studies. Of note, in
a pre-postnatal preclinical study there were no developmental
changes in rat pups fed exclusively on the milk of mothers
who received 50 mg/kg/day of AL (7.1 mg/kg artemether,
42.9 mg/kg lumefantrine) up to day 21 of lactation.
Methods In rats the M/P ratio was estimated from
distribution of radioactivity in mammary gland after oral
administration of radiolabelled artemether and lumefantrine. The
potential amount of each drug moiety excreted in mother’s
breast milk in 24 h was estimated by M/P ratio 9 maternal
plasma Cmax concentration 9 150 ml/kg/day (volume of milk
consumed per day per kg body weight of infant).
Results The maximum M/P ratios observed over 24 h for
artemether and lumefantrine were 1.04 and 1.3, respectively.
Over the recommended six doses of AL, the mean maximum
plasma concentrations of artemether and lumefantrine were
186 ng/ml and 25.7 lg/ml, respectively, in malaria patients.
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Based on the M/P ratio and plasma levels of artemether and
lumefantrine, the estimated daily cumulative consumption of
artemether and lumefantrine by infants through breast milk
following recommended AL doses in nursing mothers is 0.03,
5.01 mg/kg, respectively.
Conclusion In the current exploratory assessment, estimated
amount of artemether and lumefantrine excreted per 150 ml (per
day per kg milk consumption by infant) of breast milk is 0.03,
5.01 mg, respectively, which is ~270 and ~10 fold lower than
the recommended daily dose (40 mg and 240 mg of artemether
and lumefantrine dose respectively) for 5 kg body weight
infants.
Disclosure All the authors are employees of Novartis
Institutes for Biomedical Research.
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Selective sweeps and genetic lineages of Plasmodium
falciparum multi-drug resistance (pfmdr1) gene in Kenya
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Introduction Artemether-lumefantrine (AL) has been the
first-line treatment for uncomplicated falciparum malaria in
Kenya since 2006. AL selects for K76 in pfcrt and N86, 184F
and D1246 in pfmdr1 genes in recurring parasites compared to
the baseline infections. Microsatellite (MS) analysis of loci
flanking genes associated with antimalarial drug resistance has
been used in defining the geographic origins and dissemination
of resistant parasites. Kenya has diverse malaria transmission
intensities with varying malaria endemicities. This study
investigated evidence of selective sweep and genetic lineages in
pfmdr1 genotypes selected for by AL in treatment of malaria
infections in Kenya.
Methods and Materials Parasites (247) from different
regions in Kenya (Kisumu, Kisii, Kericho and Malindi) were
analyzed for polymorphisms at codons 86, 184 and 1246 in
pfmdr1. Samples were typed for 8 NMS and 13 MS loci flanking
pfmdr1.
Results Full data set was obtained in 79% (186) of the
samples. Overall, the prevalence of N86 and D1246 was
highest at 85.1% and 90.5% respectively. The most prevalent
haplotype was NFD at 53.2%, whereas the least prevalent
was YFY at 1.1%. Per site, N86 was highest in Kisumu at
92.6% and lowest in Malindi at 65.1%. Kericho had the
lowest prevalence of mutant alleles in all the loci whereas
Malindi had the highest. Kisumu had the highest prevalence of
NFD (63.4%) whereas Malindi had the lowest (29.7%). The
mean HE for NMS was 0.96 (SE 0.005) vs. 0.627 (SE 0.028)
for the 13 MS indicating selection. Parasites carrying mutant
alleles had reduced HE compared to the wild type NYD
except for NFD. Analysis of parasite genetic lineages is
underway.
Conclusion Data show a high prevalence of NFD and NYD,
difference in genetic diversity between sites and evidence of
selection in pfmdr1 gene that is statistically different between
sites. Data indicate parasites are evolving differently in response
to AL drug pressure from one region to another suggesting the
rate at which AL tolerance will develop in different regions of
Kenya might vary.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Safety of artesunate-amodiaquine, artemether-lumefantrine
and quinine + clindamycin as rescue treatment of
uncomplicated Plasmodium falciparum malaria: an openlabel, randomized trial in Kinshasa, the Democratic
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Background Artemisinin-based combination therapy (ACT)
is currently the best option for the treatment of uncomplicated
malaria. Quinine is recommended for rescue treatment.
However, patients are repeatedly treated with the same
antimalarial drug and safety information on this practice is
insufficient. To bridge this gap, we report safety data from the
quinact randomized clinical trial (RCT) that was designed to
assess efficacy and safety of ASAQ, AL and
quinine + clindamycin as rescue treatment after ASAQ
treatment.
Methodology The trial was conducted in 3 phases with
an informed consent for the 2 first. Males and females aged
12–60 months with uncomplicated malaria were treated with
ASAQ and followed up for 42 days (pre RCT). Clinical
failures were randomized to the mentioned treatments and
followed up for 28 days (RCT). ASAQ was repeatedly used
for subsequent failure (post RCT) until a 28-days follow up
period without parasitaemia. The adverse events (AEs) were
grouped according to the WHO adverse reaction terminology.
Causality and severity assessment were done following WHO
criteria.
Results 866, 242 and 64 patients were recruited pre RCT,
RCT and post RCT respectively. Pre RCT, 433 (50%) patients
experienced at least one drug-related AE. The most reported AEs
were anorexia (23.6%), asthenia (20%), and abnormal behavior
(15%). Twenty nine AEs (3.5%) were reported to be severe. In
RCT, at least one drug-related AE was reported in 57.7%,
21.5% and 40% of patient randomized respectively to ASAQ,
AL and Quinine + clindamycin (P < 0.001). AL was the best
tolerated, except for gastro-intestinal disorders. Post RCT, 51.6
patients experienced at least one drug-related AE. Three serious
adverse events occurred during the trial, but none of them was
related to study medication.
Conclusion The proportion of AEs occurrence did not
increase over the treatment courses with ASAQ. However,
continuous safety monitoring is important.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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How is Plasmodium falciparum parasite invitro growth fitness
affected by drug resistance associated Pfcrt mutations?
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Introduction Development and spread of P. falciparum
malaria parasite resistance to commonly used antimalarial drugs
is a major obstacle to achieve elimination. Several questions
remain concerning the risk of selection of genetic alterations
associated with resistance and how such alterations effect the
parasite growth (fitness). We have performed an in vitro study
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on commonly used artemisinin partner drugs to determine to
what extent and how increased resistance and decreased fitness
simultaneously affect parasite competitiveness and selection.
Material and Methods Genetically modified isogenic
clones only differing in the crucial P. falciparum chloroquine
resistance transporter gene (pfcrt) will be used to explore the
cost-benefit effect of two altered haplotypes (pfcrt 72–76 CVIET
and SVMNT) in comparison with parasites without the
alterations (pfcrt 72–76 CVMNK). The clones are determined
for susceptibilities to five commonly used partner drugs
(Amodiaquine, Desethyl-amodiaquine, Mefloquine, Piperaquine)
as well as Chloroquine. Parasite drug susceptibilities are
measured through HRP2- Elisa. Relative fitness is determined
through pair-wise growth competition experiments between
clones in separate cultures, in parallel cultures in indirect contact
through transwell membranes and in mixed cultures in direct
contact, where allele proportions are determined by
pyrosequencing. From this data we will determine the fitness
cost and the benefit of resistance and as such the risk of
selection in relation to the drug concentration.
Results Preliminary data show that parasites with the
alterations grow less per asexual cycle in separate cultures as
compared to parasites without the alterations. Under low drug
concentrations they grow less due to a predominant fitness cost,
whereas beyond a cut-off concentration they grow more due to a
benefit of increased resistance. Transwell cultures are on-going.
Conclusion Information regarding the cost-benefit of
antimalarial drug resistance is crucial to understand the selection
of resistant P. falciparum parasites to possibly optimize drug
policies and prevent re-emerging drug resistance.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Ex vivo assays are usually carried out on
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1
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Malaria still remains a public health issue in the island of Madagascar. Since 2006, the official recommended antimalarial treatment for uncomplicated malaria is artemisinin-based
combination therapy (ACT). In 2012, a malaria epidemic
occurred in Ampandrakilandy – a rural commune within the
health district of Antsohihy whilst local health facilities run out
of ASAQ and RDTs. We suggested the use of the combination
dihydroartemisinin + piperaquine phosphate + trimetoprime
(DPT) commercially recorded in Madagascar. Following ethical
clearance from the Ministry of Health, DPT was used in a tract
and treat manner. Also, its therapeutic efficacy over 28 days was
assessed. From May to June 2012, Plasmodium falciparum-infected patients aged >1 year with parasitemia ≥500/ll were
enrolled (n = 103). DPT was orally administered under medical
supervision at the recommended dose over 2 days. Patients were
followed up until day 28. Adequate clinical and parasitological
response (ACPR) was defined according to the standard WHO
protocol. A 6 year old girl was dead on day 1 following convulsion. Her parasitemia on day 0 was 32 000/ll. Three patients
(2.9%) were either excluded from follow-up. Among the 99
patients who completed the 28 day follow-up, 18.2% (18/99)
were <5 years old. DPT was well tolerated. Per-protocol analysis
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on day 28 shows that the cure rate (ACPR) was 94.9% before
PCR correction. On day 3, two children (2%) aged 2 and
6 years old had positive smears (respectively 94 and 63 trophozoits/ll). Five patients presented a late parasitological failure
(5.1%). All recurrent parasitemia were re-infections and the PCR
corrected efficacy rate was 100%. P. falciparum isolates examined were pfk13 wild-type. Our results demonstrate that DPT is
highly efficacy. Given that piperaquine is providing post-treatment prophylaxis for re-infection thanks to its long half-life, we
believe that piperaquine-containing ACT, different from the firstline treatment artesunate + amodiaquine, can be specifically used
to control malaria epidemic in Madagascar.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

parasite isolates collected from patients with uncomplicated
Plasmodium falciparum malaria, from which pregnant women
are usually excluded as they are often asymptomatic and with
relatively low parasite densities. Nevertheless, P. falciparum
parasites infecting pregnant women selectively sequester in the
placenta and may have a different drug sensitivity profile
compared to those infecting other patients. The drug sensitivity
profile of P. falciparum isolates from infected pregnant women
recruited in a treatment efficacy trial conducted in Burkina Faso
was determined in an ex vivo study.
Methods and Materials The study was conducted
between October 2010 and December 2012. Plasmodium
falciparum isolates were collected before treatment and at the
time of any recurrent infection whose parasite density was at
least 100/ll. A histidine-rich protein-2 assay was used to assess
their susceptibility to a panel of seven anti-malarial drugs. The
concentration of anti-malarial drug inhibiting 50% of the
parasite maturation to schizonts (IC50) for each drug was
determined with the IC Estimator version 1.2.
Results The prevalence of resistant isolates was 23.5% for
chloroquine, 9.2% for mefloquine, 8.0% for
monodesethylamodiaquine, and 4.4% for quinine.
Dihydroartemisinin, mefloquine, lumefantrine, and
monodesethylamodiaquine had the lowest mean IC50 ranging
between 1.1 nM and 1.5 nM. The mean IC50 of the tested drugs
did not differ between chloroquine- sensitive and resistant
parasites, with the exception of quinine, for which the IC50 was
higher for chloroquine-resistant isolates. The pairwise
comparison between the IC50 of the tested drugs showed a
positive and significant correlation between dihydroartemisinin
and both mefloquine and chloroquine, between chloroquine and
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lumefantrine and between monodesethylamodiaquine and
mefloquine.
Conclusion These ex vivo results suggest that the currently
available artemisinin-based combination treatments are efficacious
for the treatment of malaria in pregnancy in Burkina Faso.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.041
No SVMNT haplotype found in the Democratic Republic of
Congo
D. M. Mvumbi1, J.-M. N. Kayembe2, H. N.-T. Situakibanza3, G. L. Mvumbi1,
T. L. Bobanga3, C. N. Nsibu4, P. Melin5, P. De Mol5 and M.-P. Hayette5
1
Basic Sciences, University of Kinshasa, Kinshasa, The Democratic
Republic of the Congo; 2Internal Medicine, University of Kinshasa,
Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 3Parasitology and
Tropical Medicine, University of Kinshasa, Kinshasa, The Democratic
Republic of the Congo; 4Pediatrics, University of Kinshasa, Kinshasa, The
Democratic Republic of the Congo; 5Clinical Microbiology, University of
Liege, Liege, Belgium

Introduction One of the current problems of malaria
control is the emergence and spread of P. falciparum strains that
become resistant to almost all drugs available. In the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC), the artesunate-amodiaquine
combination was chosen for 1st line malaria treatment.
Monitoring drug resistance is essential for early detection and
subsequent prevention of the spread of drug resistance by timely
changes of treatment policy. This study was conducted to
explore amodiaquine (AQ) resistance through a molecular
marker, the SVMNT haplotype on the Plasmodium falciparum
chloroquine resistance transporter (pfcrt) gene, in DRC.
Methods and Materials Three DRC provinces (Equateur,
Kinshasa and Kasai-Occidental) were randomly selected in which
300 blood samples from asymptomatic individuals were
collected on filter-paper. Malaria parasites identification was
made by a real-time PCR assay. A 157 pb fragment of the Pfcrt
gene, containing the region of interest, was amplified by a classic
PCR and the amplicons were sequenced. The sequences were
aligned using the GeneStudioTMâ Professional software and
were compared with the Pfcrt reference sequence by using the
online BLAST tool.
Results P. falciparum was correctly identified in 48% (144/
300) of the samples. The K76T mutation was found in 61%,
67% and 71% respectively in Kinshasa, Kasai-Occidental and
Equateur province. All mutants harbored the CVIET haplotype.
The SVMNT haplotype was not found.
Conclusion This study was conducted to explore the
presence of the SVMNT haplotype, related to AQ resistance in
three provinces of the DRC. Our results suggest that AQ
remains effective in this region but resistance surveillance studies
must be repeated over time.
Keywords SVMNT, Haplotype, DR Congo, resistance.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.042
The effect of hydroalcoholic extract of Nigella sativa on
infected mice with Plasmodium berghei: evaluation of
immune deviation and the serum level of IFN-c and IL-4
K. Hazrati Tappeh, S. Seyedy, M. Ghaderi and P. Mikaili
University of Medical Sciences, Urmia, Iran

Introduction Malaria is one of the most widespread
infectious diseases of tropical countries with an estimated 207

million cases globally. Treatment of malaria has become more
difficult because of drug-resistant parasites. Therefore, safe and
effective new drugs are needed. Traditional medicine is an
important source for new drugs. Because of its simplicity, lower
cost, lower rate of serious complications, and greater tolerability,
there has been a great progress in using herbal medicines for
treating diseases.
Objective The aim of this study was to evaluate the antimalarial and immune modulatory effects of Nigella sativa
against Plasmodium berghei in vivo.
Methods and Materials The powder was macerated in
methanol, filtered with Bokhner hopper and solvent was separated
in rotary evaporator. The toxicity of herbal extract was assessed
on naive mice with high, average and low doses. Antimalarial
efficacy and cytokines level of IFNc and IL-4 was investigated on
five groups of Plasmodium berghei infected Balb/c mice.
Percentage of parasitaemia and surveillance were also evaluated.
Results The results of this study showed no toxicity even with
high concentrations of herbal extract. A significant reduction in
percentage of parasitaemia was observed in the treatment group.
Infected mice that have been treated with Nigella sativa have a
significant increment in serum level of IFNc but not for IL-4.
Treated mice have higher surveillance.
Conclusion Nigella sativa extracts showed antimalarial
effects against murine malaria with some efficacies on increasing
surveillance. The immune regulation effects of treating
Plasmodium berghei in mice may highlight a new treatment for
brain malaria in humans. However, there is a need to evaluate
the immune mechanism and also find the major component of
this herbal extract through further studies.
Disclosure Nigella sativa extracts increased the level of IFNc & IL-4.

PS1.043
Mapping sulphadoxine-pyrimethamine resistance markers in
Nigeria between 2002 and 2014
M. C. Oguike1, G. I. Enato2, E. Shu3, D. Chandramohan4, C. O. Falade5 and
C. J. Sutherland1
1
Department of Immunology and Infection, London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine, London, UK; 2Department of Child Health,
University of Benin Teaching Hospital, Benin City, Nigeria; 3University
of Nigeria Teaching Hospital, Ituku-Ozalla, Enugu, Nigeria;
4
Department of Disease Control, London School of Hygiene & Tropical
Medicine, London, UK; 5Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics,
College of Medicine, University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria

Introduction Intermittent preventive treatment of malaria
during pregnancy (IPTp) and in infants (IPTi) with sulphadoxinepyrimethamine (SP) is a major strategy for malaria control in
African countries where malaria is endemic, including Nigeria.
However, the implementation of this strategy is faced with
challenges such as timing of SP administration and rising levels of
parasite resistance to SP in the general population. SP resistance is
associated with mutations in the genes of dihydropteroate
synthetase (dhps) and dihydrofolate reductase (dhfr). Three Pfdhfr
mutations N51I, C59R and S108N, known as the triple mutation,
and the Pfdhps mutations A437G and K540E, known as the
double mutation, collectively form the quintuple mutations. The
quintuple mutation and an additional mutation on the dhps
(A581G) are known to confer high level of SP resistance. The
World Health Organization (WHO) has recommended that prior
to implementation of IPT-SP in any region with moderate to high
malaria transmission, the prevalence of these markers of resistance
with special emphasis on K540E should be determined and IPT-SP
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commenced only in regions with a prevalence rate <50%. Recent
data show growing concerns of SP resistance in Nigeria (Oguike
et al., yet to be published) with emerging novel dhps haplotypes
and the triple mutant (IRN) dhfr haplotypes but their effect on
efficacy of IPT-SP is unknown. There is paucity of data on SP
resistance markers in Nigeria. Therefore, there is need for
continuous monitoring of these resistance markers over the years
to provide comprehensive data that will guide implementation of
IPT-SP in Nigeria.
Methods We identified molecular markers of SP resistance by
direct PCR sequencing in 1200 malaria positive blood spots
collected from pregnant women and children attending hospitals
across Southwest, Southeast, South south and Northeast Nigeria.
Results and Conclusion Prevalence of markers in each
site, and temporal patterns in these markers from 2002 to 2014
will be presented.
Acknowledgement We thank the Malaria Consortium,
United Kingdom and the Department of Immunology and
Infection, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine for
providing funds for this work.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Distribution of target site resistance to pyrethroids in field
populations of Aedes aegypti in Thailand
U. Chansang1, C. Chansang1, M. S. Mulla2, S. Sangkitporn1 and P. Kittayapong3
Department of Medical Sciences, National Institute of Health,
NonthaburiI, Thailand; 2Department of Entomology, University of
California – Riverside, Riverside, CA, USA; 3Faculty of Science, Mahidol
University at Salaya, Nakhon Pathom, Thailand
1

Introduction DF and DHF are important public health
problems in many regions including Thailand. In the absence of
vaccine, insecticidal control of mosquito vectors is one practical
option for disease management. Pyrethroids are used both as
repellents and chemical control of Aedes vectors. However,
emergence of resistance to pyrethroids has recently been noted in
some areas. In this study, we detected insecticide resistance at
generic level which should be useful for planning vector control
programs.
Materials and Methods Samplings were carried out in 48
provinces and 3 tourist islands in Thailand where Ae. aegypti
larvae were collected. Mosquitoes were analyzed for pyrethroid
resistance by PCR-RFLP method using voltage-gated sodium
channel gene. Locations of larval collection were positioned by
GPS in order to construct GIS maps. Relationship between
insecticide resistance and the use of household insecticides was
investigated by questionnaire.
Results and Conclusion Mosquitoes from 5 out of 48
provinces showed very high frequency of resistance; the
percentages of homozygous resistance (RR) ranged from 60.0%
to 73.3%. In contrast, 6 provinces showed low resistance level
(0.0–16.7%). The high frequency of RR was found in 24
provinces and 1 tourist island (40.0–59.6%), while the moderate
frequency was detected in 13 provinces and 2 tourist islands
(21.0–39.8%). The trend of resistance emergence was presented
as heterozygous susceptibility (RS) and the highest level reached
93.4%. Frequencies of homozygous susceptibility (SS) were
reported from each of the study areas ranging from 7.0% to
76.6%. GIS maps showing collection sites and frequencies of
RR, RS and SS to pyrethroids of Ae. aegypti mosquitoes were
constructed. A total number of 390 questionnaires was analyzed
and a significant correlation (F = 8.01; df = I, II; P < 0.017) was
found between the distribution of resistance and the household
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use of pyrethroids. Results obtained could be used for future
planning of DF and DHF vector control programs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.045
Is implementing full coverage of long-lasting insecticidal
nets a good alternative strategy after indoor residual
spraying with bendiocarb withdrawal in pyrethroid
resistance areas?
R. A. Osse1 and M. Akogbeto2
1
Agriculture University of Ketou/Entomological Research Center of
Cotonou (CREC), Cotonou, Benin; 2University of Abomey-Calavi/
Entomological Research Center of Cotonou (CREC), Cotonou, Benin

Introduction From 2008 to 2010, Indoor Residual Spraying
(IRS) was implemented in the department of Oueme in Benin. It
was a large scale campaign highly successful with a drastic drop
of 94% of the Entomological Inoculation Rate (EIR). But,
considering the fact that the intervention was very expensive and
burdensome, Benin National Malaria Control Program decided
to shift IRS to Long-Lasting Insecticidal Nets (LLINs) in 2011.
Olyset nets were distributed with a rate of one bednet for 1.9
people to the communities that were previously targeted by IRS.
Did the LLINs strategy provide a better level of protection
against malaria transmission than IRS?
Methods and Materials This study was carried out in
four districts of the department of Oueme. Entomological
surveillance carried out to assess indicators of transmission risk
during the last year of IRS (2010) and the first year after the
LLIN intervention (2011) was put in place. Mosquito biting rate
was sampled by human landing collection. Females of Anopheles
gambiae s.l. were dissected to estimate the parity rates. A
subsample of the An. gambiae s.l. collected was tested for
presence of Plasmodium falciparum sporozoites. In addition,
window exit traps and pyrethrum spray catches were performed
to assess exophagic behavior of Anopheles vectors.
Results The spontaneous and widespread use of LLINs is a
strategy as effective as IRS. In fact, Anopheline aggressiveness
was the same during both periods (IRS and LLINs). Unlike,
infectivity rates of An. gambiae for Plasmodium falciparum
(CS+IRS = 0.02; CS+LLINs = 0.029) (P = 0.330) did not increase
after the replacement of IRS by LLINs. This is the same for the
daily inoculation rate: EIR = 13 infective bites for a period of
9 months under IRS and 10.40 after IRS withdrawal for the
same period. But, exophily decreased and parity rate increased
after IRS cessation in all areas (P < 0.001).
Conclusion The large-scale use of LLINs is an effective
alternative to the cessation of IRS.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.046
Operationalization of insecticide resistance monitoring on
malaria and dengue vectors in the republic of the
Philippines
F. V. Salazar1, R. P. Malijan1, M. Torno1, J. Angeles1, A. M. Aguila1,
M. A. Ammugauan1, A. Ebol2, L. Lee-Suy3, M. Baquilod3 and Malaria, Dengue
1
Medical Entomology, Research Institute for Tropical Medicine,
Muntinlupa, Philippines; 2Regional Health Office Southern Mindanao,
Davao, Philippines; 3Department of Health, Infectious Disease Office,
Manila, Philippines

The wide-scale use of insecticide-based vector control strategies
has led to concerns of development of resistance in malaria
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(Anopheles flavirostris, Anopheles maculatus) and dengue (Aedes
aegypti) vectors in the Philippines. Insecticide susceptibility monitoring in the Philippines has been being undertaken despite challenges to have it operationalized to provide the program
information for prevention and or implementation of resistance
management strategies. To come up with sensitive detection
method, attempts were made to establish discriminating doses of
different insecticides for the local vectors, as well as modification
to the WHO procedure to better see trends of resistance development.
Buffalo-baited traps collections of malaria vectors were conducted in 6 sentinel (Davao, Palawan, Mindoro, Kalinga, Isabela, and Agusan) l to determine susceptibility of adult malaria
vectors. Ovitraps however were used to collect populations of
Aedes aegypti on selected cities in Metro Manila for both larval
and adult susceptibility tests.
Adult females were exposed to diagnostic doses of various
insecticides: pyrethroids (Deltamethrin 0.05%, Etofenprox 0.5%,
Permethrin 0.75%, Lambdacyhalothrin 0.05%, Cyfluthrin
0.15%); organochlorines (DDT); and organophosphate
(Malathion 5%) for susceptibility tests using insecticide-impregnated papers following the standard WHO testing protocol.
Data showed that An. flavirostris, the primary vector of
malaria, from sentinel sites remained susceptible to pyrethroid
insecticides except Occidental Mindoro strain (89.33% mortality).
High population of An. maculatus (secondary vector of malaria) from Occidental Mindoro permitted testing for susceptibility.
Results showed more than 98% mortality for deltamethrin,
etofenprox and permethrin indicating susceptibility. However,
resistance to lambdacyhalothrin, cyfluthrin and DDT (80 and
95% mortality) was recorded.
Insecticide susceptibility tests of Ae. aegypti (primary vector of
dengue) collected from 3 barangays in Mandaluyong City shows
complete susceptibility to malathion (100% mortality). Percentage mortalities to the other insecticides however were <80%
indicating resistance of Ae. aegyti population to the other test
insecticides.
The current resistance situation of disease vectors in the Philippines necessitates immediate implementation of insecticide resistance management measures.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.047
Epidemiology and clinical significance of non-tuberculous
mycobacteria in presumptive tuberculosis patients in
Bagamoyo, Tanzania
S. E. Mswata
Laboratory, Ifakara Health Institute, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

Background Non-Tuberculous Mycobacteria (NTM) can
cause pulmonary diseases particularly to patients with TB
history, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases and HIVinfection. This study aimed to determine the prevalence and
clinical significance of NTM in a prospective cohort study of
patients with presumptive TB in Bagamoyo, Tanzania.
Methods Patients with presumptive TB were recruited and
followed up for 18 months. Clinical assessment, chest X-ray and
sputum samples were collected for microscopy, mycobacteria
culture both Mycobacteria Indicator Growth Tube (MGIT) and
L€
owenstein Jensen (LJ) and molecular specification. For
unidentified NTM species by Genotyping AS/CM
(HainLifescience, Germany), the DNA was sequenced by

MIcroSEq 500 16rDNA. American Thoracic Society (ATS)
NTM diagnostic criteria were used for case definition.
Results We recruited 494 adult patients with presumptive TB
and 148 (30%) patients had at least one NTM isolated from the
positive mycobacteria cultures. Mycobacteria fortuitum was the
most common isolated NTM in 28 patients (20%), followed by
Mycobacteria intracellulare (19%). NTM and Mycobaterium
tuberculosis co-infection was found in 28 (19%). NTM only
patients (120) had median age of 40 years (IQR: 30–53 years);
58.3% were female. Twenty five (20.8%) NTM only patients
had a history of TB. The HIV prevalence among NTM only
patients was 59 (49.2%) Compared to 115 (45.5%) of Non-TB
and Non-NTM patients. Chest pain was the most common
symptom, 93 (77.5%), among NTM only patients at recruitment
followed by fever in 86 (71.7%). Compared to participants with
no microbiologically confirmed NTM or Mycobacteria
tuberculosis, excessive night sweat was significantly more
frequent among NTM (71.7% vs. 59.3%, P = 0.02).
Fourteen of (11.7%) of the 120 NTM only patients fulfilled
the ATS diagnostic criteria. Smear positive was in 7 (5.8%) of
which 4 (57.1%) had met the ATS diagnostic criteria. Three
patients received TB treatment and were later on diagnosed with
NTM. Among them, one patient was given modified treatment
for NTM and responded. National guidelines have not yet
addressed the treatment options for clinically significant NTM.
Conclusion NTM are common in Tanzania and may be in
some cases clinically significant. Improved identification of NTM
could result in better diagnosis and management of patients with
clinically significant NTMs, especially in high burden setting
were smear microscopy is still the sole TB diagnostic.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Prevalence and clinical relevance of respiratory viral
co-infections among tuberculosis patients in urban Dar es
Salaam, Tanzania
F. A. Mhimbira1,2,3, J. Hella1,2,3, H. Hiza1, T. Maroa1, M. Sasamalo1,
M. Chiryamkubi4, S. Gagneux2,3 and L. Fenner1,2,3
1
Ifakara Health Institute, Bagamoyo, Tanzania; 2Swiss Tropical and
Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 3University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland; 4National TB and Leprosy Programme, Ministry of Health
and Social Welfare, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

Background Animal models suggest that respiratory viral
infections can have severe influence before and during
tuberculosis (TB) infection through immunological mechanisms.
The impaired immune response affects the clearance of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis possibly resulting to severe clinical
presentation. We aimed to document the relationship between
respiratory virus infection and clinical phenotypes in TB patients
in Dar es Salaam.
Methods From an ongoing TB cohort study in Dar es Salaam
(TB-DAR), we included; smear-positive adults (>18 years) TB
patients and controls without TB from the households who were
recruited in the Temeke District, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania,
between November 2013 and March 2015. GeneXpert MTB/RIF
ruled out TB in controls. Virus detection was done using a
multiplex real-time PCR with a panel of 16 clinically relevant
respiratory viruses (Seegene Anyplex RV16, South Korea).
Descriptive statistics were used.
Results We analyzed data from 344 TB patients and 188
controls. The median age was 34 years [interquartile range
(IQR) 26–43] for TB patients and 34 (IQR: 27–41) for controls,
respectively. Among TB patients, 233 (67.73%) were male
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(controls: 102, 54.3%), 74 (21.2%) were HIV-infected (controls:
13 (7%). A total of 71 (21.6%) TB patients were co-infected
with any respiratory virus, compared to 35 (18.5%) among
controls (P = 0.6). Human Rhinovirus was the most common
respiratory virus (7% in TB patients versus 6.9% in controls),
followed by Influenza A virus (5% vs. 4.3%). Other viruses
identified in <2% of the patients were adenovirus, coronavirus,
piconavirus and respiratory syncytial virus A and B. Among TB
patients, 11 (3.2%) were co-infected with two virus species.TB
patients co-infected with any respiratory viral infection reported
more frequently to have haemoptysis at the time of TB
diagnosis, compared to patients without viral co-infections (29%
vs. 18.5%, P = 0.055), but there was no difference in other
presenting symptoms (weight loss, fever, excessive night sweats,)
and age, sex, and body mass index (BMI, kg/m2). Influenza A
co-infection was moderately associated with haemoptysis
presentation 6 (8.7%) compared to influenza negative patients
10 (3.6%, P = 0.074).
Conclusion Respiratory viruses are common among TB
patients, and may potentially influence the clinical presentation
at time of TB diagnosis. The effects on clinical outcomes during
follow-up will need to be further evaluated in a larger sample.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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L. Jugheli1,2,3 and K. Reither1,2,3
1
Ifakara Health Institute, Bagamoyo, Tanzania; 2Swiss Tropical and
Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 3University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland

Introduction Early and accurate diagnosis of tuberculosis
(TB) and treatment are the mainstay of TB control. Smear
microscopy, a sole TB diagnostic tool in resource-limited
settings, is inadequate because of low sensitivity especially in
high HIV burden settings. We therefore aimed to evaluate
EasyNATTM, a Nucleic Acid Amplification Tests, in detecting of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M. tuberculosis) from sputum
smears of presumptive pulmonary TB patients in Bagamoyo,
Tanzania.
Methods From a TB cohort study of presumptive TB
patients, one ml of frozen fresh untreated morning or spot
sputum samples was used to evaluate EasyNAT against Ziehl
Nielsen (ZN) smear microscopy, BACTEC Mycobacterium
Growth Indicator Tube (MGIT) 960 and L€
owenstein Jensen (LJ)
culture. Molecular genotyping (Genotype MTBC, CM or AS;
Hain Lifescience, Nehren) and MPT64 antigen confirmed
M. tuberculosis.
Results We analyzed sputum samples of 143 presumptive TB
patients with mean age of 41 years (standard deviation = 15)
and 78 (54.6%) were males. HIV prevalence was 46.2% [95%
Confidence Interval (95% CI): 37.8–54.7%]. The sensitivity of
EasyNAT against culture as a reference standard was 66.7%
(95% CI: 51.6–79.6%). Controls (no symptoms at 5 months of
follow-up and an alternative diagnosis established), were
EasyNAT negative (specificity 100%, 95% CI: 95.2–100%). In
culture-positive patients, PPV and NPV was 100% (95% CI:
89.1–100%) and 82.4% (95% CI: 73.0–89.6%) respectively.
One of the 10 smear-negative and culture-positive TB patients
was EasyNAT positive (sensitivity 10%, 95% CI 0.3–44.5%).
The sensitivity of EasyNAT was 81.6% (95% CI 65.7–92.3%)
compared to ZN smear microscopy, and MGIT (66.7%, 95%
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CI 51.6–79.6) and LJ (69.2%, 95% CI = 52.4–83.0%). No
M. tuberculosis was detected by the EasyNAT assay in 10
patients with clinically diagnosed TB and in 10 patients who had
the following Mycobacterium species and strains: M. fortuitum
strain 1, M. fortuitum strain 2/M. mageritense, M. malmoense/
M. haemophilum/M. pasture, M. celatum I/III, M. simiae, M. celatum, M. intracellulare, M. asiaticum, M. scrofulaceum, or
M. smegmatis.
Conclusion EasyNAT detected M. tuberculosis with an
excellent specificity and positive predictive value. The sensitivity
was acceptable in smear-positive patients. However, the low
detection rate in smear-negative, culture-positive sputum samples
could be a limitation for wider clinical use and requires further
evaluation in different TB-endemic regions.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Global genomic diversity and clinical consequences of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis in a high-burden setting
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1
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Background Human adapted Mycobacterium tuberculosis
complex (MTBC) comprises 7 main phylogenetic lineages which
differ in their geographical distribution. Whilst Lineage 2 and 4
are extensively studied, Lineage 1 and 3 remain unexplored.
Lineage 2 and 4 are globally widespread thus considered the
most successful. However, Lineage 1 and 3 are important drivers
of TB epidemics along the rim of Indian Ocean. Further,
evidence shows that the strain genetic background in MTBC has
implications for clinical disease, treatment and diagnosis. Our
aim is to define the global phylogenomic structure of Lineage 1
and 3 to infer their evolutionary history, and better understand
their distribution and spread. Secondly, we want to assess
phenotypic consequences of the MTBC strain genetic
background in a high burden setting of Dar es Salaam Tanzania
where Lineage 1 and 3 prevail.
Methods We are combining single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP)-typing with whole genome sequencing (WGS) to
characterize global MTBC clinical isolates. We use univariate
and multivariate logistic regression models to search for
genotype-clinical phenotype associations based on
epidemiological data from Tanzania.
Results We will present preliminary results on the global
phylogenomic structure of MTBC Lineage 1 and 3, and a
population-based phylogenomic study of MTBC in Tanzania. In
addition, we will discuss clinical phenotypes associated with
MTBC genotypes in Tanzania.
Conclusions Our findings will contribute to the
understanding of the evolution of MTBC Lineage 1 and 3. The
population structure of the MTBC in a high burden setting will
inform us on the consequences of MTBC genomic diversity for
clinical disease. Ultimately, we will have better insights into the
biology and epidemiology of TB which will help foster global
disease control.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Results In this study, 197 clinical isolates of Acinetobacter

Detection of Mycobacterium tuberculosis in extrapulmonary
biopsy samples using PCR targeting IS6110, rpoB and
nested-rpoB PCR cloning

spp. were identified to genus level using biochemical phenotypic
tests. By application of molecular methods and sequencing, the
total Acinetobacter isolates were identified as: A. genomosp 2
(baumannii) (131/66%), A. genomosp 1 (calcoaceticus) (9/
4.5%), A. genomosp 16 (8/4%), A. genomosp 13 (6/3%),
A. genomosp 7 (johnsonii) (6/3%), and A. genomosp 8 (lwoffii)
(5/2.5%). The remaining Acinetobacter species were each
comprised of 4 strains (2%). The results from susceptibility
testing revealed that among 131 A. genomosp 2 (baumannii)
strains, 105 isolates (53%) presented high antibiotic resistance to
ceftriaxone (91%), piperacillin (91%), piperacillin tazobactam
(91%), amikacin (91%), and ciprofloxacin (81%).
Conclusions A. genomosp 2 (baumannii) was identified as
the most prevalent species. Other identified species appearing at
much lower frequencies ranged from 4 to 9 strains. A. genomosp
2 (baumannii) showed high antibiotic resistance and this may be
a warning to enhance revision of therapeutic protocols for this
isolate with an essential role in nosocomial infections.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

A. D. Khosravi1,2, H. Meghdadi3, A. A. Ghadiri3, A. H. Sina4 and A. Alami3
1
Microbiology, Ahvaz Jundishapur University of Medical Sciences, Ahvaz,
Iran; 2Infectious and Tropical Diseases Research Center, Ahvaz, Iran;
3
Ahvaz Jundishapur University of Medical Sciences, Ahvaz, Iran; 4Danesh
Medical Laboratory, Ahvaz, Iran

Introduction Tuberculosis (TB) mainly affects the lungs, but
the disease can potentially influence all organs of the body.
Definitive and rapid diagnosis of Extrapulmonary TB (EPTB) is
challenging since conventional techniques have limitations due to
presence of small number of bacteria in specimens. We aimed to
examine the diagnostic utility of PCR and nested PCR
techniques for the detection of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
(MTB) DNA in samples from patients suspected to EPTB.
Materials and Methods PCR amplification targeting
IS6110, rpoB gene and nested PCR targeting rpoB gene were
performed on the extracted DNAs from 70 formalin-fixed,
paraffin-embedded samples. The strong positive samples were
directly sequenced, but for samples with weak positive results in
nested-PCR, TA cloning was performed by cloning the products
into the plasmid vector with subsequent sequencing.
Results By rpoB-PCR, 14 samples (20%) were positive, while
34 samples (48.6%), and 52 samples (74.3%) were positive by
IS6110- PCR and rpoB-nested PCR respectively. The findings
from TA cloning revealed positivity in 67 samples (95.7%). In
certain clinical samples i.e. skin, colon, and soft tissue, TA
cloning showed twice the positivity rate compared to rpoBnested PCR alone.
Conclusions Our results indicate that rpoB-nested PCR
combined with TA cloning is a useful method for the detection
of MTB DNA in EPTB samples.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.052
Molecular methods for identification of Acinetobacter
species by sequencing of the partial rpoB and 16S rDNA
genes and flanking spacers
A. D. Khosravi1,2, A. Hashemi3, P. Sadeghi3, P. Heidarieh4 and N. Sheikhi5
1
School of Medicine, Ahvaz Jundishapur University of Medical Sciences,
Ahvaz, Iran; 2Infectious and Tropical Diseases Research Center, Ahvaz
Jundishapur University of Medical Sciences, Ahvaz, Iran; 3Ahvaz
Jundishapur University of Medical Sciences, Ahvaz, Iran; 4Alborz
University of Medical Sciences, Karaj, Iran; 5Masoud Medical
Laboratory, Tehran, Iran

Introduction Acinetobacter spp. are a diverse group of
Gram-negative bacteria which are ubiquitous in soil and water
and are an important cause of nosocomial infections. The
purpose of this study was to identify the Acinetobacter spp.
isolated from different clinical samples to species level by
application of phenotypic and molecular methods and
investigation of their antibiotic susceptibility patterns.
Materials and Methods In total, 142 clinical isolates of
Acinetobacter spp. from laboratories of university teaching
hospitals in Ahvaz and 55 clinical isolates of Acinetobacter spp.
from Tehran were collected. The bacterial species were identified
using conventional biochemical tests and molecular technique of
PCR-RFLP based on two regions of the genes rpoB and 16S rDNA
and subsequent sequencing. Antibiotic susceptibility testing was
performed for the isolates by disk diffusion method in final step.

PS1.053
Predictive statistical modelling to inform TB prevalence
estimations
S. Alba1, E. Rood1, M. Straetemans1, M. Bakker1 and C. Sismanidis2
1
Biomedical Research, Royal Tropical Institute (KIT), Amsterdam, The
Netherlands; 2World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland

A total of 22 nationally representative tuberculosis (TB) prevalence surveys have been conducted between 1990 and 2013, providing direct estimates of TB burden. In countries without
surveys the World Health Organization (WHO) currently estimates prevalence indirectly from estimated incidence and disease
duration. In order to provide the WHO with alternative indirect
estimates of TB prevalence, an ecological predictive statistical
model was developed to predict prevalence in low and middle-income countries without survey data with an estimated prevalence
over 0.1%.
We included 13 nationally representative surveys, 2 district
level surveys in India and sub-national estimates for 5 surveys
conducted between 2007 and 2013, resulting in 30 datapoints
for model development (training set). Ecological predictors
included TB surveillance and programmatic data, co-morbidities
and socio-environmental factors extracted from online data
repositories. We fitted a random effects multivariate binomial
regression and predicted bacteriologically confirmed TB prevalence in 74 low to middle income countries across Africa, Asia
and South America in 2013.
Out of the 166 ecological predictors considered, 37 were
retained for model building (due to incompleteness or collinearity) and 7 were found significant in univariate analyses. The final
multivariate model included 3 predictors: climate score, laboratory confirmed TB notification rates per 100 000 population,
and BCG vaccination coverage. Cross-fold validations in the
training set suggested average fit (R2 = 0.57). Out of sample predictions (all forms all ages) were on average consistent with
WHO estimates (average difference 10 cases per 100 000),
albeit with considerable scatter for individual countries.
Predictive ecological modelling can provide useful complementary estimates of TB burden and can be considered alongside
other methods in countries with limited TB data. The predictive
power of the model may be improved by including national and
subnational estimates of 5 surveys which will become available
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in the coming year, as well as more complex spatial correlation
structures to the model currently presented.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.055
Implementation of tuberculosis directly observed treatment
in a resource-limited urban setting: a case of Rubaga
division, Kampala, Uganda
H. Sempeera1 and A. Kawooya2
Family Health Research and Development Centre, Makerere University
School of Public Health, Kampala, Uganda; 2Institute of Health Policy
and Management, International Health Science University, Kampala,
Uganda

1

PS1.054
Diagnosis of tuberculous spondylitis through Xpert MTB/RIF
assay in urine in rural Africa
G. Sikalengo1, A. Ramırez2, M. Battegay3,4, H. Furrer5, M. Tanner4,6, C. Hatz4,6,
K. Reither4,6 and E. Letang1,4,6
1
Ifakara Health Institute, Ifakara, Tanzania; 2University Hospital son
Espases, Palma de Mallorca, Spain; 3Division of Infectious Diseases and
Hospital Epidemiology, University Hospital and University of Basel,
Basel, Switzerland; 4University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 5Department
of Infectious Diseases, Bern University Hospital and University of Bern,
Bern, Switzerland; 6Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel,
Switzerland

Introduction Extrapulmonary Tuberculosis (EPTB) is
associated with high morbidity and mortality. Its diagnosis is
challenging due to difficulties in obtaining samples and
paucibacillarity of specimens. Skeletal tuberculosis (TB) accounts
for 10–35% of all EPTB cases, with vertebral osteomyelitis
(Pott’s disease) accounting for around 50% of all cases. We
present two cases of Pott’s disease diagnosed through Gene
Xpert MTB/RIF (Xpert) assay in urine from a rural Tanzanian
hospital.
CASE I: A 49-year-old man, HIV-1 positive on antiretroviral
therapy with TDF/3TC/EFV since 2009, presented to our hospital with lower back pain and progressive lower limbs weakness
for 2 weeks. Physical examination revealed bilateral flaccid paraplegia with reduced reflexes. Lumbar X-ray showed focal
spondylosis deformans at L4/L5.No signs of generalized tuberculosis were found. Xpert could not be tested in sputum due to
lack of production, but detected M. tuberculosis in urine without
resistance to rifampicin.
CASE II: A 76-year-old woman, HIV-1 negative, presented to
our hospital with a 2 months history of lower back pain and
progressive weakness of lower limbs. She had paraplegia with
absence of reflexes. Lumbosacral X-ray showed general spondylosis deformans of the lumbar spine. No signs of generalized TB
were found. Xpert detected M. tuberculosis in urine without
resistance to rifampicin.
Both cases were started on co-formulated rifampicin/isoniazid/
pyrazinamide/ethambutol hydrochloride adjusted to their
weights. Transfer to a referral hospital for surgery was offered
but refused due to economic constraints. Despite good initial
response, both patients died during treatment at home, of causes
not documented.
Discussion The diagnosis of Pott’s disease is established by
microscopy and culture of infected material, which is difficult to
obtain in rural African hospitals.In these settings, diagnosis relies
on clinical and radiological findings, often leading to late
recognition and poor prognosis. Xpert was endorsed by the
WHO in 2010 and validated to be used in sputum and some
EPTB samples, but not in urine, which reflects renal involvement
in patients with disseminated TB. To our knowledge this is the
first report of Pott’s disease diagnosed through Xpert in urine in
2 patients without signs of generalized or renal TB. This
approach may offer a practical alternative for diagnosis of TB
osteomyelitis in rural Africa and should be further evaluated in
larger case series.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Background Due to the increasing slum population and HIV/
AIDS, Kampala city now carries about 15–20% of the Uganda’s
tuberculosis (TB) burden. In 2012, Rubaga division reported the
highest (70%) proportion of patients on TB directly observed
treatment (DOT). However, the achievement seems contrary to
the significant reduction in the proportion of patients completing
treatment; from 47% to 31% and defaulter rate of 4%.
Therefore, this analysis explores the implementation of TB DOT
in this setting.
Methods A cross-sectional study of both quantitative and
qualitative data collection was carried out from August to
October 2014 in Rubaga division of Kampala city, Uganda.
Data was collected from Kawala, Kitebi and Kisenyi health
facilities. A sample of 201 New TB patients on treatment for not
more than 16 weeks was estimated to participate in the study.
Questionnaire and key informant interview guide were used to
collect data from patients and three health workers respectively.
For quantitative data, stata version 12 was used whereas
qualitative data were analysed manually.
Results The average age was 30 years (SD7) and 58% were
males. Patients were mainly of primary level of education and
34% had no income. 66% of patients reported their treatment
being observed by someone. Relative/family members were the
commonest treatment observers (82%). Lack of caretakers was
the main reason for not being on TB DOT (n = 44, 77%). A
quarter of patients had at least missed taking medication since
start of treatment. Lack of transport to collect medication and
stock outs were the main reason for missing doses. Patients on
TB DOT were mainly married (P = 0.001), higher education and
were earning. In the adjusted regression analysis being married
was significantly associated with being on TB DOT,
adj.PRR = 1.4 (1.1–1.6). Patient with positive attitude towards
TB DOT were significantly different from those with poor
attitude; adj.PRR = 2.4, (1.6–3.6). Lack of community-based
treatment supporters was the main suggested barrier to the
implementation of TB DOT in Rubaga division.
Conclusion In this setting TB DOT is being implemented but
patients without relatives/caretakers end up with no treatment
observers. Transport costs to facilities are high and even when
patients get there sometimes drugs are out of stock. The division
lacks community-based treatment observers who would support
the poor and those without caretakers.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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TBscore and suPAR – applicable methods to simplify and
improve case finding and monitoring of tuberculosis
patients in low resource settings

Is the national TB detection program missing cases in
Bangladesh?

F. Rudolf1, A.-J. Wagner1, V. F. Gomes1, P. Aaby1, L. Østergaard2, J. EugenOlsen1,3 and C. Wejse1,2,4
1
Tuberculosis Research, Bandim Health Project, Bissau, Guinea-Bissau;
2
Department of Infectious Diseases, Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus,
Denmark; 3Clinical Research Centre, Copenhagen University Hospital,
Hvidovre, Denmark; 4School of Public Health, Center for Global Health,
Aarhus University, Aarhus, Denmark

Introduction Despite increased efforts to combat spread and
mortality of tuberculosis (TB), the disease remains one of the
world’s deadliest, with approximate 9 million people developing
TB, 1.5 million deaths due to it and an estimated 3 million TB
cases remaining undiagnosed in 2013. Case finding of TB
patients in high burden countries lacks structure and simple
clinical measures. Whilst we await all high TB endemic countries
to be adequately resourced with rapid and accurate point of care
TB tests, smear microscopy, with its low sensitivity, remains the
diagnostic test of choice where the TB-burden is highest.
Method and Material The TBscore/TBscore II is a clinical
tool consisting of easily assessable signs and symptoms while the
soluble urokinase plasminogen activator receptor (suPAR) is a
biomarker of disease severity and prognosis, measured in
plasma.
We carried out an observational prospective follow-up study
at Bandim Health Project in Bissau, Guinea-Bissau. The aim was
to evaluate simple and applicable methods0 (TBscore/TBscoreII
and suPAR) separate and combined ability to predict mortality
and pulmonary tuberculosis (PTB) diagnosis in adults seeking
health care for cough, sputum production and/or weight loss
(PTB suspects, PTBS).
Results We included 1011 patients with a mean age of
34 years (95% CI 33–35 years). Females constituted 55.3%
(n = 559) and 161 (15.9%) of the PTBS were HIV infected. Ten
percent (n = 101) of the included PTBS were diagnosed with
PTB; 24 (23.8%) sputum smear negative. Mortality during
follow-up was 4.8% (n = 48) with a mean survival time of
146 days (95% CI 113–178 days).
All predictors, combined and separate, predicted mortality significant adjusted for HIV infection and age and all were associated with the risk of being diagnosed with PTB. Of the 197
patients in the TBscore & suPAR high risk group (TBscore ≥ 5
and suPAR ≥ 5) 30 died [hazard ratio (HR) 13.43 (95% CI
4.03–44.49)], a significant increase compared to 3 patients
among 419 in the low risk group (TBscore < 5 and suPAR < 5).
Of the 101 patients finally diagnosed with PTB 51 had a
suPAR ≥ 5 and TBscore ≥ 5 [HR 11.13 (95% CI 5.80 – 21.36)
while 53 were found in the ‘TBscoreII ≥ 3 & suPAR ≥ 50 -high
risk group (HR of 16.65 (95% CI 6.66–41.66)].
Conclusion Combining TBscore/TBscore II and suPAR
increases their predictive ability. The proposed composite score
is a possible and easily applicable solution for the much-needed
improvement of TB case finding and clinical monitoring.
Disclosure Jesper Eugen-Olsen is the inventor behind the
suPARnostic assay and co-founder and shareholder in ViroGates
A/S. No other authors has any competing interests to declare.

S. M. A. Hanifi1, S. S. Mahmood1, S. Hoque1 and A. Bhuiya2
1
Centre for Equity and Health Systems, Dhaka, Bangladesh; 2Office of
Deputy Executive Director, ICDDR, B, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Background TB is known as the disease of the poor.
Bangladesh is one of the high TB-burden countries despite the
existence of a national TB control programme (NTP) since 1993
in the country. NTP detects TB cases with help of the
community health workers of BRAC known as the Shasthya
Shebica (SS). The accuracy of this detection process is critical in
controlling TB. In order to verify the precision of the detection
process the current study thus analysed the verbal autopsy
carried out by the health and demographic surveillance system
(HDSS) of Chakaria, a rural area of Bangladesh and identified
TB cases to find what proportion of the deceased were contacted
by the NTP team.
Methods and Materials Under NTP, the community
workers visit all households in target area to screen for chronic
cough. Confirmed TB cases are then provided with a short
course of DOTS therapy. We analysed population-based
mortality data collected from Chakaria HDSS in Bangladesh
between 2010 and 2012. Chakaria is a remote rural area under
Cox’s Bazar district of Bangladesh. TB death cases were
determined by using a Bayesian-based programme for
interpreting verbal autopsy findings (Inter VA-4). Disease
burdens were compared among the wealth quintiles. Next-of-kin
of the deceased was asked whether they contacted SS of BRAC
for treatment and vice-versa.
Results A total of 128 deaths were identified as TB cases by
Inter VA-4 in 217 167 person-years of observation between
2010 and 2012. Death rate due to TB was higher for males (67/
100 000 PY) than females (51/100 000 PY). Age was highly
associated with TB mortality. TB death was inversely associated
with socioeconomic status (SES) (P < 0.003), the mortality rate
due to TB was 2.8 times higher in the lowest quintile compared
to the highest. Only 21% of next-of-kin of deceased reported
that BRAC SS contacted them for sputum collection. Contact
rate was higher for males (23%) than females (15%).
Conclusion TB death case detection using Inter VA-4 TB
shows that current NTP could detect only 20% of the TB cases
in Chakaria as evident from the rate of contact among the
deceased. A more rigorous assessment of the precision level of
detection strategy needs to be conducted in order for NTP to
achieve its optimal outcome. With large number of missing
cases, the NTP is unlikely to make any difference in terms of
controlling TB nationwide.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.058
Review of 72 cases of tuberculous meningitis in adults in
Antananarivo, Madagascar
M. Raberahona, R. A. Rakotoarivelo, T. Razafinambinintsoa, R. L. Andrianasolo
and M. J. D. Randria
Infectious Diseases Unit, University Hospital Joseph Raseta Befelatanana,
Antananarivo, Madagascar

Introduction Tuberculosis is highly endemic in Madagascar
with 24 504 new cases notified in 2011. Tuberculous meningitis
(TBM) is one of the most severe form of tuberculosis. However,
it is not well known and probably underdiagnosed in
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Madagascar. In this study, we aimed to describe and assess
short-term prognosis factors in TBM.
Methods and Materials We reviewed case records of
adult patients with the diagnosis of TBM between 2007 and
2014. Patients defined as definite or probable or possible TBM
according to the case definition described by Marais S. et al.
(Lancet Inf Dis. 2010) were included. Clinical, laboratory and
radiological data were analysed. Univariate and multivariate
logistic regression analysis were done.
Results Seventy-two patients were included with 4 (5.6%)
patients defined as definite TBM, 44 (61.1%) as probable TBM
and 24 (33.3%) as possible TBM. Thirty-eight (52.8%) patients
were male. The mean age was 35.9  13.0 years. All patients
were tested for HIV and 3 were positive. On admission, 52
(72.2%) had altered consciousness and 6 (8.3%) were comatose.
Seizure was found in 18 (25%) patients. White cells count
(WCC) on cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) was ≥200/mm3 in 14
patients (19.4%), with lymphocyte predominance (≥75%) in
50.7%. CSF protein was ≥2.2 g/l in 20 (28.2%) patients and
glucose was <1.2 mmol/l in 25 (35.2%) patients. Chest X-ray
was abnormal in 41/66 patients: military in 16 patients and
active infiltration in 24. Brain scan was abnormal in 7/13
patients. Acid-fast bacilli were identified from sputum in 8
patients. Twenty-one (29.2%) patients died. On univariate
analysis, age ≥30 years (P = 0.03796), CSF glucose < 1.2 mmol/l
(P = 0.04965) and CSF WCC ≥200/mm3 (P = 0.01490) were
associated with short-term mortality. Multivariate logistic
regression analysis did not show independent factor of mortality.
Conclusion Diagnosis of TBM remains a challenge in
Madagascar. Only few patients had definite diagnosis.
Diagnostic criteria based on clinical features, CSF WCC, glucose
and protein levels and radiological findings should be developed
to help clinicians as microbiological examination could not
always be performed in resource-limited countries and often lack
of sensitivity. In this study, age, CSF WCC and CSF glucose
were associated with mortality in univariate analysis but not in
multivariate analysis.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.059
Epidemiology of tuberculosis in the Indian Ocean Islands
M. Tanguy1 and B. Tanguy2
Public Health, Lorraine University, Vandoeuvre-les-Nancy, France;
2
Infectious Disease, Reunion Island University, Saint-Denis, France

1

Background In Madagascar and Indian Ocean Islands
(Comoros, Reunion, Mauritius and Seychelles) improved socioeconomic and health conditions have helped in reducing the
incidence of tropical disease to a level comparable with those
observed in developed countries. However, tuberculosis (TB)
remains a public health concern with the exception of Reunion.
No systematic review of this evidence was available.
Objective A systematic review of tuberculosis incidence in the
Indian Ocean as well as the cost and effectiveness of treatment
for multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB).
Methods We searched for papers published in peer-review
journals and grey literature using search terms in English and
French. Last World Health Organization TB data as well as the
French national health monitoring institute (InVS) data were
included. Results on cost effectiveness approach by countries
were extracted. Data from the identified studies were synthesized
using probabilistic sensitivity analysis.
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Results From 2000 to 2012, the overall incidence of
tuberculosis varied from 293 per 100 000 to 234 per 100 000 in
Madagascar, from 39 to 34 per 100 000 in Comoros, from 37
to 30 in Seychelles, from 24 to 21 per 100 000 in Mauritius and
from 12 to 6 per 100 000 in Reunion. Most areas lack data
related to MDR-TB which remains a serious health concern in
Madagascar. Socio-economic and health conditions remain
highly disparate in Madagascar and Indian Ocean Islands. More
data are needed about cost effectiveness of MDR-TB treatment.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.060
Incidence and predictors of recurrent pulmonary
tuberculosis among successfully treated cohort under DOTS
program in Bangladesh
T. Ishaque1, M. Banu1, S. Islam2, M. A. Islam2, A. H. Khan3,
A. M. R. Chowdhury4 and M. Rahman1
1
Health, Nutrition and Wash Research Group, Research and Evaluation
Division, Dhaka, Bangladesh; 2Tuberculosis, Malaria, WASH and DECC
Programmes, BRAC, Dhaka, Bangladesh; 3National Tuberculosis Control
Programme, DGHS, Dhaka, Bangladesh; 4BRAC, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Introduction Recurrent pulmonary tuberculosis (PTB)
remains a major challenge to tuberculosis control program due
to its lower cure rate compared to new case. This study aimed to
estimate the incidence rate of recurrent PTB among new cases,
rural urban variation and associated factors of recurrent
pulmonary tuberculosis at selected BRAC implementing areas
under National Tuberculosis Control Programme in Bangladesh.
Method A retrospective longitudinal study was employed
among the cohort of new smear positive PTB patients (n = 987)
who were declared as cured or their treatment completed during
July-September 2013. Two sputum samples were collected from
each individual for Xpert MTB/RIF assay and AFB sputum
smear microscopy after 12 months of completing PTB treatment.
Each respondent was interviewed using a structured
questionnaire. Respondents found positive in gene Xpert test
were defined as recurrent PTB. We compared recurrent and nonrecurrent cases to identify risk factors. Factors found significant
(P < 0.05) from univariate analysis were entered in to a stepwise
logistic regression model to explore the independent risk factors.
Results A total of 44 patients were diagnosed as recurrent
tuberculosis revealing a recurrence rate of 4.5%. Higher
incidence was noted in rural areas compared to urban areas (5%
vs. 3.5%). Recurrent cases were mostly adult (79.5%), male
(68%) and had no schooling (54.5%). Risk of developing
recurrent tuberculosis was 4 folds higher in patients having
positive sputum smear at 2 months of intensive phase treatment
(OR: 4.39; 95% CI: 1.89–10.18). Cured person who lived with
a tuberculosis patients in same household were twice more likely
to develop recurrent PTB (OR: 2.84; 95% CI: 1.24–6.51).
Conclusion Although recurrent tuberculosis is rare in
Bangladesh, adequately treated patients are still at risk for
recurrent disease if they have positive sputum smear at 2 months
and household tuberculosis contact. The programme should
emphasize creating awareness and intensive follow up visits at
household level.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS1.061
Clinical and laboratory markers of developing active
tuberculosis in contacts of TB patients with latent
Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection – a prospective cohort
study
N. Rakotosamimanana1, V. Richard2, V. Raharimanga3, B. Gicquel4,
M. Doherty5, A. Zumla6 and V. Rasolofo1
1
Mycobacteria Unit, Pasteur Institute of Madagascar, Antananarivo,
Madagascar; 2Pasteur Institute of Dakar, Dakar, Senegal; 3Pasteur
Institute of Madagascar, Antananarivo, Madagascar; 4Pasteur Institute,
Paris, France; 5GSK, Copenhagen, Denmark; 6University College
London, London, UK

Background Identifying those Mycobacterium tuberculosis
(Mtb) latently infected individuals most at risk of developing
active tuberculosis (TB) using routine clinical and laboratory
tests remains a huge challenge in TB control efforts. We
conducted a prospective longitudinal study of clinical and
laboratory markers of developing associated with the risk of
developing active TB in contacts with latent Mycobacterium
tuberculosis infection.
Method A longitudinal study of HIV-negative household
contacts (n = 286) of newly diagnosed pulmonary TB patients
and community controls (n = 186) monitoring clinical features,
full blood cell counts, TST, and chest X-rays were performed
regularly during 2 years followup. Paired statistical tests, the
Kaplan -Meier method and the Cox proportional hazard
modeling were performed on variables between those contacts
progressing or not progressing to developing active TB.
Results 293 HIV-negative TB household contacts (HC) of 85
active TB index cases (IC) and 186 community controls (CC)
were identified. The appearance of TB disease symptoms within
2 years in contacts was significantly associated with an elevated
peripheral percentage of blood monocytes [adjusted hazard ratio
(aHR) = 5.7; 95% confidence interval (95% CI) 1.50–21.5;
P = 0.01], a TST response ≥14 mm (aHR = 5.1; 95 CI 1.1–23.8;
P = 0.04) and an increased monocyte: lymphocyte ratio
(aHR = 4.9; 95% CI 1.2–16.9; P = 0.03). A strong association
was found between elevated blood monocyte percentage and
TST ≥14 mm with risk of progression to TB in the contacts
(aHR = 28.3; 95% CI 6.5–62.0, P < 0.001).
Conclusion Elevated percentage of peripheral blood
monocytes plus an elevated TST response are potential
biomarkers for identifying contacts of TB patients at risk of
developing active TB. Further studies in different geographical
locations are required to validate these findings.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.062
Protocol: exploring the efficacy of filter paper based Gene
Xpert MTB/RIF in diagnosing smear negative pulmonary
tuberculosis cases
M. G. Hasnain, M. S. Shomik, M. M. Huda, D. Mondal and Tuberculosis
International Centre for Diarrhoeal Diseases Research in Bangladesh
(ICDDRB), Dhaka, Bangladesh

Brief Introduction Despite the availability of cheap and
effective treatment, Tuberculosis (TB) still accounts for millions
of cases of active disease and deaths worldwide. Smear negative
TB cases accounts most of the missed cases and is very
important to take under rapid diagnosis. At the primary
healthcare level most of the smear negative pulmonary TB cases
are diagnosed on the basis of clinical and radiological indicators.
But this poses the increased chance of false positivity and

negativity rate which ultimately create drug resistance, delayed
diagnosis and increased rate of mortality. So, it is very important
to establish an effective method which will be easy to adopt at
the peripheral level through existing program, policy and
infrastructure. That is why, through our proposed research
project we aim to identify the efficacy of Gene Xpert MTB/RIF
on filter paper based sputum samples in diagnosing smear
negative pulmonary tuberculosis.

Hypothesis
1 Gene Xpert MTB/RIF on filter paper based sputum sample is
a sensitive and specific diagnostic tool in diagnosing smear
negative pulmonary tuberculosis.
2 Gene Xpert MTB/RIF on filter paper based sputum sample is
more sensitive and specific diagnostic tool than Gene Xpert
MTB/RIF on sputum sample in diagnosing smear negative
pulmonary tuberculosis.
Methods Suspected smear negative pulmonary tuberculosis
cases will be enrolled as per study criteria; collected sputum will
be divided into three part and then culture and Gene Xpert
MTB/RIF will be performed from both sputum and filter paper
sputum sample. Collected data will be then analyzed.
Outcome Measures The sensitivity, specificity, positive
predictive value, negative predictive value, accuracy of Gene
Xpert MTB/RIF will be measured to find out the efficacy of both
conventional and filter paper based procedure.
Ethical Issue and Funding The study is selected for
funding from WHO-SEARO and is under review for approval
from Research Review Committee of ICDDRB.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.063
Post kala azar dermal leishmaniais without history of
visceral leishmaniasis: treatment with miltefosine and its
outcome
M. G. Hasnain, M. S. Shomik, P. Ghosh, D. Ghosh, M. S. Hossain, D. Mondal
and Leishmaniasis
International Centre for Diarrhoeal Diseases Research in Bangladesh
(ICDDRB), Dhaka, Bangladesh

Brief Introduction Post-Kala-azar Dermal Leishmaniasis
(PKDL) is an unusual dermatosis usually occurs following an
attack of Visceral Leishmaniasis (VL). But a number of cases
have also been reported without any history of VL. In Indian the
sub continent PKDL cases are more common in Bangladesh and
among them 5% are without any history of VL. Unfortunately,
there is no specific guideline to diagnose and treat these kinds of
patients. This observational study conducted to identify
management modalities for such kind of cases.
Methods and Materials During the period of 2013–2014
six patients from Mymensingh attended the study clinic of icddr,
b with rash like PKDL, rk39 strip test and PCR for Leishmania
donovani DNA positive from skin specimen were referred to sub
district hospital. On the basis of the diagnostic evaluation they
were considered as PKDL cases and provided Miltefosine (MF)
doses with 2.5 mg/kg body weight for 12 weeks.
Results Among them four were below 18 years and 3 were
female. 3 of them had skin rash only in the face and the others
also had upper limb and trunk rash. They had no history of
itching and skin sensitivity was present. All of them completed
12 weeks of treatment and 1 year follow up. Complete
resolution of skin rash was observed for all cases. During
treatment all the participants experienced nausea, vomiting and
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weakness which were managed by the community clinic. No
serious adverse events occurred during treatment and follow up
period.
Conclusion Miltefosine can be considered a safe and
effective treatment option to treat PKDL patients who have no
history of VL. Moreover, patients from a VL endemic region
with skin rash without itching and with skin sensitivity and rk39
strip test positive can be considered cases of PKDL and should
be provided with treatment.
Acknowledgement We are grateful to Trishal Sub-district
hospital authority to give us this opportunity for data collection.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.064
Treatment of visceral leishmaniasis relapse cases with non
liposomal amphotericin B: a retrospective hospital based
data analysis
M. G. Hasnain1, A. Bashar2, P. Nath2, D. G. Mondal3 and Leishmaniasis
1
International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research, Bangladesh
(ICDDRB), Dhaka, Bangladesh; 2Mymensingh Medical College Hospital,
Dhaka, Bangladesh; 3International Center for Diarrheal Diseases
Research in Bangladesh (ICDDRB), Dhaka, Bangladesh

Introduction Recent advances in kala-azar research resulted
in development of new treatment regimens with liposomal
amphotericin B, Miltefosine, Paromomycin and their
combination for visceral Leishmaniasis worldwide. However,
compared to new treatments, efficacy remains highest with nonliposomal amphotericin B. But its high toxicity keeps it as the
option of last resort for treatment of VL in cases of treatment
failure with existing drugs. So far there is no information
regarding the efficacy and safety of non-liposomal amphotericin
B for VL in Bangladesh. Here we aimed to analyze cure rate and
safety of non-liposomal amphotericin B for VL in Bangladesh.
Methods and Materials VL patients who were treated in
the Surja Kanta Kala-azar research Centre (SK KRC) in
Mymensingh for the period 2013–2014 were reviewed and all
VL cases who were treated with non-liposomal amphotericin B
were included in this analysis. A total of 34 cases were identified
during this period. All the cases were confirmed by microscopy
of splenic aspiration and were treated with 1 mg/kg/day for
15 days. Cure assessment was done clinically at 6 months after
completion of treatment.
Results Mean age of the patients was 20.56  14.73 years
and mean spleen size was 8.09  4.13 cm. During discharge
above 50% regression of spleen size was occurred in 91% cases.
Twenty four (70.59%) of them completed 6 month follow up
and all achieved complete regression of spleen size and
resolution of baseline signs and symptoms. During
hospitalization 68% complained about fever with shivering,
35% about vomiting and 47% suffered from hypokalemia. No
serious adverse event was occurred.
Conclusion So, NLAmB can be considered as an effective
and safe treatment option in case of treatment failure with
existing anti-leishmanial treatment regimens.
Acknowledgement We are thankful to Mymensingh
Medical College Hospital authority to give us this opportunity
for data collection.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS1.065
Cytokine levels during antituberculous treatment in
children with HIV-infection and microbiologically proven
tuberculosis in South-West Tanzania
I. Kroidl1,2, L. Hasper1, M. Chachage2, A. Bauer1,2, C. Geldmacher1,3,
P. Clowes2, A. Rachow1,2,3, E. N. Ntinginya2, L. Maboko2, M. Hoelscher1,2,3
and T. L€
oscher1
1
Division of Infectious Diseases and Tropical Medicine, Medical Centre
of the University of Munich (LMU), Munich, Germany; 2National
Institute for Medical Research-Mbeya Medical Research Centre, Mbeya,
Tanzania; 3German Center for Infection Research (DZIF), Munich,
Germany

Background For diagnostic purposes, the potential of
M. tuberculosis (MTB) to induce a T cell response is used by
different commercially available test, such as Interferon-gamma
(IFN)-Release Assays. However, the role of IFN-gamma and
other cytokines for TB-treatment monitoring has not been
evaluated yet.
Method Paediatric presumptive TB cases were enrolled into a
prospective cohort study in Mbeya, Tanzania. At day 0, 14, 28,
168 and 336 whole blood was stimulated for 24 h with RD-1
antigens, using the Quantiferon-TB-Gold test (QFT). In 31
children aged 6 month to 14 years of age with a positive
response to the QFT at baseline, the supernatants were tested for
additional cytokines. Twenty-three of the children were treated
against TB, 11 of whom were co-infected with HIV. Eight
children improved without receiving TB treatment, leading to the
classification of ‘latent’ MTB infection. The QFT-supernatants
were tested for Interleukin-1-Receptorantagonist (IL-1RA), IL-2,
Interferon (IFN)-gamma, IFN gamma-induced protein (IP) -10,
IL-10, IL-13 and IL-17, using the cytometric bead array method.
Results
1 Participants with ‘latent’ MTB infection had similar median
levels for cytokines IL-2, IL-10, IL-13, IL-17, IFN-gamma, IP10, TNF-alpha and IL-1RA at baseline, compared to children
with active TB. No differentiation between active and ‘latent’
disease was therefore possible by measuring cytokine levels in
QFT supernatant.
2 During TB treatment a decline was noted for IFN-gamma, IP10 and IL-2 in the sub-group of children with active TB infection and ART-na€ıve HIV co-infection. This was not seen in
HIV negative participants with TB disease or ‘latent’ MTB
infection. In contrast, HIV negative children with active TB
disease demonstrated an increase of IL-13 during TB treatment.
Conclusion Testing the supernatant of the QFT for IL-2, IL10, IL-13, IL-17, IFN-gamma, IP-10, TNF-alpha or IL-1RA
levels is not a useful method to differentiate between ‘latent’
MTB infection and active TB disease. In terms of treatment
monitoring however, a decline over time was seen for IL-2, IP10 and IFN-gamma in the subgroup of HIV/TB co-infected
ART-na€ıve children and an increase for IL-13 in the HIV
negative subgroups. Cytokine measurements might have the
potential to be used for treatment monitoring but this needs to
be further investigated.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS1.066
Survival of the resistant: rapid acquisition of multidrug
resistance in longitudinal clinical M. tuberculosis isolates in
Mumbai
N. F. Mistry, A. Chatterjee, D. Saranath and P. Bhatter
Foundation for Medical Research, Mumbai, India

Introduction Increase in Multidrug resistant (MDR),
extensive drug resistant and total drug resistant tuberculosis (TB)
in hotspots like Mumbai in India, threatens to grow into a drug
resistant epidemic. While poor compliance has often been
attributed to the emergence of multidrug resistance, we found
the emergence of MDRTB in 49 patients who were non-MDR at
onset of treatment and undertook a compliant Directly
Observed Treatment Shortcourse (DOTS).
Methods Drug susceptibility testing was performed using
MGIT BACTEC 960. Genomic analysis included spoligotyping,
MIRU-VNTR and whole genome sequencing (WGS). Global
transcriptional profiling was performed using BuG@S MtbV3.
Realtime analysis was performed using probes described
previously.
Results Of the 49 patients, 16 (33%) showed genetically
identical pre- and post-DOTS Mycobacteruim tuberculosis
(M.tb). The MDR post-DOTS M.tb were found to have
significantly higher expression of drug efflux pumps and DNA
repair genes along with lower expression of metabolic genes as
compared to the drug susceptible (DS) pre-DOTS M.tb. The
MDR M.tb also induced faster and 7 fold higher levels of recA
as compared to the DS strain in response to rifampicin. The
genetically different longitudinal isolates may be due to initial
mixed infection, or exogenous re-infection with a different
strain. Patients with genetically identical longitudinal isolates,
represent evolution of MDR during DOTS, and may be
indicative of selection of MDR mutations under host and drug
pressures.
Conclusion Endpoint diagnosis and absence of periodic
national surveys fail to provide crucial information about rapidly
evolving M.tb drug resistance. Using WGS it is possible to
accurately measure multiple facets including microevolution,
novel drug resistance mutations, transmission dynamics and
phylogeography of M.tb. An increase in phylogenetically linked
MDR M.tb in a population will be indicative of a clonal
expansion of a fit MDR M.tb strain and would warrant a
greater focus on reducing transmission. An increase in
phylogeneticaly unrelated MDR M.tb would indicate operational
deviations of DOTS administration, directing greater focus in
DOTS compliance. Such focused and real-time public health
strategies will be key to the outcome of our battle against MDR
TB and antimicrobial resistance in general.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.067
Treatment outcomes for multidrug resistant tuberculosis
patients under DOTS-Plus: systematic review and metaanalysis
Y. M. Mesfin
Public Health, Haramaya University, Harar, Ethiopia

Introduction Anti-tuberculosis (TB) drug resistance is a
major public health problem that threatens progress in TB care
and control worldwide. The WHO aims to achieve a 90%
treatment success rate for TB patients by 2015 and current
studies on MDR-TB treatment have revealed a huge gap to reach

this target. The aim of this study was to assess and summarize
the available evidence on MDR-TB treatment outcome under
DOTS-Plus.
Methods Literature based systemic review of observational
studies was conducted. Original studies providing MDR-TB
under DOTS-Plus program according to WHO-defined outcomes
at the end of treatment and follow-up were identified using
databases such as MEDLINE/PUBMED, Google Scholar and
HINARI. The descriptions of original studies were made using
frequency and forest plot. Heterogeneity across studies was
checked using Cochrane Q test statistic and I2. Pool risk
estimates of multi-drug resistance tuberculosis treatment
outcome and sub-grouping analysis were computed using a
Bayesian random effects meta-analysis.
Result Among articles identified, 13 met our inclusion criteria
from 8 countries. In a pooled analysis, 55.62% (95% CI 54.34–
56.89) of patients were cured and 43.48% (58.44–68.51) had
successful outcomes, while 14.21% (11.60–16.81) defaulted,
12.6% (8.98–16.21) died, and 7.65% (5.63–9.68) were
transferred out. Individualised treatment regimens had higher
treatment success than standardized regimens. HIV infection,
alcohol use and previous TB treatment were significantly
associated with poor multi-drug treatment outcome.
Conclusion In general, the overall performance of DOTSPlus was acceptable but it is still far behind the WHO treatment
success target for 2015. In addition, we have identified high
rates of default, which likely contributes to the development and
spread of MDR-TB.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.068
Practice and intention to use long acting and permanent
contraceptive methods among married women in Ethiopia:
systemic review and meta-analysis
Y. M. Mesfin1 and K. T. Kibret2
1
Public Health, Haramaya University, Harar, Ethiopia; 2Welega
University, Nekemte, Ethiopia

Background The use of long-acting and permanent
contraceptive methods (LAPMCs) has not kept in step with that
of short-acting methods such as oral pills and injectables in
Africa. Ethiopia is the second most populous country in SubSaharan Africa with high total fertility rate, and high maternal
and child mortality rates. Therefore, this study summarized the
evidence of practice and intention to use long acting and
permanent family planning methods among women in Ethiopia
using systemic review and meta-analysis.
Methods and Findings Systematic review of the published
literature of observational studies was conducted. Original
studies were identified using databases of Medline/Pubmed, and
Google Scholar. Heterogeneity across studies was checked using
Cochrane Q test statistic and I2. Pool risk estimates of intention
to use and practice of long acting and permanent family
planning methods were computed using random effect model.
Result Based on the 9 observational studies included in the
meta-analysis, the pooled prevalence of intention to use long
acting and permanent family planning methods among married
women according to random effect DL model was 42.66%
(95% CI 31.55–53.78%). On the other hand, the pooled
practice of LAPMCs among the study participants was 13.5%
(95% CI 8.2–18.7%).
Conclusion This meta-analysis revealed that women0 s
intentions to use LAPMCs are generally good but their
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utilization is low. So it is recommended that LAPMCs have to
be available and accessible to for the women who are in need of
it at lower health service delivery levels.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.070
Outbreak investigation of tuberculosis and multidrugresistant tuberculosis in the central prison of Mbuji-Mayi the
diamond capital of the Democratic Republic of Congo
M. K. Kaswa1, G. N. Bakaswa1 and M. Boelaert2
1
National Tuberculosis Program, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of
the Congo; 2Institute of Tropical Medicine (ITM), Antwerp, Belgium

PS1.069
Genetic diversity of Mycobacterium tuberculosis and
mutation profiles in drug resistance associated genes in
Bagamoyo District, Tanzania
E. Mbuba1,2, V. A. Makene2, H. Masanja1, M. Sasamalo1, G. Mwangoka1,
L. Munuo3, F. A. Mhimbira1, K. Reither4,5, V. Dartois6 and K. E. Mugittu7
1
Bagamoyo Research and Training Centre (BRTC), Ifakara Health
Institute, Bagamoyo, Tanzania; 2Department of Molecular Biology and
Biotechnology, College of Natural and Applied Sciences (CoNAS),
University of Dar es Salaam, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania; 3The Nelson
Mandela African Institution of Science and Technology (NM-AIST),
Arusha, Tanzania; 4Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel,
Switzerland; 5University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 6Novartis Institute
of Tropical Diseases, Singapore, Singapore; 7Muvek Laboratories, Dar es
Salaam, Tanzania

Introduction Tuberculosis (TB) is one of the most infectious
diseases and major public health problem globally. The
emergence of TB drug resistance aggravates the burden of this
disease. In Tanzania, only few studies from specific localities
have reported TB drug resistance. Moreover, there is no regular
TB drug resistance surveillance and treatment is initiated without
drug sensitivity testing. Hence, TB drug resistance in this country
is largely unknown. Therefore, we assessed mutations associated
with resistance to 1st-and-2nd line anti-tuberculosis drugs.
Additionally, we determined the genetic diversity of
M. tuberculosis isolates with a view to understand both drug
resistance profiles and TB population structure in Bagamoyo
district in Tanzania.
Methods Overall, a total of 114 M. tuberculosis isolates from
TB patients residing in Bagamoyo district in Tanzania were
analyzed for genetic diversity, and assessed for drug resistance
mutations in nine genes (KatG, inhA, ahpC-OxyR, rpoB, pncA,
embB, rrs, rpsl and gyrA) associated with TB drug resistance by
employing a rapid and high-throughput Sequenom’s
massARRAY system.
Results We defined 14 M. tuberculosis haplotypes and 4 SNP
clusters. Predominant haplotypes were BAG8 (36%), BAG14
(24%) and BAG6 (18%). On the other hand, we observed only
5% (3/61) of isolates with katG315 Ser->Thr mutation which is
commonly associated with Isoniazid resistance. No other drug
resistance associated mutations were detected. Nevertheless, we
observed high rates of non-synonymous mutations at embB1054,
Ser->Pro (14%), katG463, Arg->Leu (34%) and gyrA384, Ala>Val (21%).
Conclusion For the first time, this study demonstrated the
genetic diversity of M. tuberculosis and presents haplotypes that
may be valuable for molecular surveillance of TB transmission in
the study area. Study findings confirmed low-grade of TB drug
resistance in Bagamoyo district in Tanzania. We recommend for
a countrywide study to assess the importance of these haplotypes
in TB epidemiological studies in Tanzania and the rational use
of TB treatments to prevent the emergence and spread of
resistant strains.
Disclosure This work was part of Emmanuel Mbuba’s MSc
project which was jointly sponsored by Ifakara Health Institute
(IHI) and Optimus Foundation of the UBS Bank through The
Novartis Institute of Tropical Diseases (NITD), Singapore.
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Tuberculosis (TB) is one of the fastest-growing epidemics in
prison populations in sub-Saharan Africa, constituting a threat
to both inmates and the wider community. Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), with an estimated population of 68 million, is ranked 9th among the 22 TB High Burden Countries
and has an estimated incidence and prevalence of TB of 326
and 549 per 100 000 inhabitants per year respectively. On
January 5th, 2015 the National TB Program DRC was notified by the TB office of Kasai-Oriental about a potential outbreak of TB in the Mbuji-Mayi Central Prison. The Central
Prison of Mbuji-Mayi is one of the largest of the Kasai-Oriental province with a capacity of 150 inmates. In response to
this alert, the National TB Program launched an investigation
and sent there a team of one microbiologist and public health
officer and the MDR program advisor firstly to review the
cases histories and to document the emergence of TB/multidrug-resistant (MDR-TB) cases and also to implement appropriate infection control measures. We did active case-finding
by using Xpert MTB/RIF. Of the 918 inmates found out in
the prison, we collected 350 sputum specimens. Among the
336 specimens tested, we retrieved 147 TB cases and 14 TB
rifampicin resistant (TB-RR) cases. All TB and TB-RR have
been put in treatment. However, these numbers are expected
to change on the rise. With overcrowded conditions, poor ventilation, and malnutrition, the risk of ongoing spread is still
very high.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.071
Ethno-botanical survey in Sahel region of Burkina Faso:
plants against malaria and mosquitoes
L. N. Bonkian1, R. S. Yerbanga2, T. Lefevre3, K. R. Dabire2, T. R. Guiguemde4,
J. B. Ouedraogo2, T. Ouedraogo5 and M. Traore2
1
Communicable Diseases, Centre Muraz, Bobo Dioulasso, Burkina Faso;
2
IRSS-DRO, Bobo Dioulasso, Burkina Faso; 3Institut de Recherche pour
le Developpement, Bobo Dioulasso, Burkina Faso; 4Universite
Polytechnique de Bobo, Bobo Dioulasso, Burkina Faso; 5Direction
Regionale de la Sante du Sahel, Dori, Burkina Faso

Introduction Malaria remains a public health problem in
Burkina Faso. People of Sahel Region, where transmission of
malaria is periodic, use herbal medicine in addition to modern
anti-malarial drugs. Identifying these plants could contribute to
better define the traditional medicine in this region. Local antimalarial plants were identified for the treatment of the disease
but also as mosquito repellents in the Sahel region of Burkina
Faso.
Methods An ethno-botanical survey was carried out among
traditional healers and/or practitioners of Sahel region by using
questionnaires. Vernacular and scientific names of plants used in
the treatment of malaria and/or against mosquitoes were
recorded by administering to the participants the questionnaires.
Results 80 traditional healers and practitioners were
interviewed. 42 plants were identified as used in the treatment of
malaria and 16 plants as mosquito repellents.
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Conclusion The Sahel showed a panel of plants locally used
against the parasites but also against the vectors that can be
investigated in the discovery and development of new drugs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.072
Possession, use and maintenance of mosquito nets in a rural
area of Equatorial Guinea
N. Boj, A. Sanchez-Montalva, F. Salvador and I. Molina
Vall d’Hebron University Hospital (HUVH), PROSICS Barcelona,
Barcelona, Spain

Objectives Malaria causes high morbidity and mortality in
developing countries. The use of insecticide treated nets is
considered an effective measure to prevent the disease.
Organizations worldwide recommend their distribution in
populations at risk. The aim of this study is to monitor a
program of distribution of insecticide treated nets in a rural area
of Africa.
Methods A cross-sectional study was conducted in a rural
area of Equatorial Guinea (Bolondo) from March 2013 to April
201 3. Population-related variables and nets-related variables
were assessed by direct observation of housing conditions and a
survey to the householders. A previous insecticide treated nets
distribution and malaria training was performed in June and
September of 2012 by an international NGO.
Results We analyzed 59 houses, which represent 329 people
(89.5% of the total population). 20% of the householders
surveyed had family history of death related to malaria infection.
Overall, 41 (70%) of households had at least one mosquito net,
however this dropped to 23 (39%) when mosquito nets were
required to be placed and well conserved. Pregnant women and
children under 5 years sleeping without net the preceding night
were 5 (62%) and 64 (72%) respectively. Literacy, knowledge of
the mechanism of malaria transmission and training on the
correct use of nets and their maintenance were found to be
statistically associated with proper use of the mosquito nets.
Conclusion For an effective distribution of mosquito nets,
campaigns should incorporate training programs, both about
malaria key facts and the proper placement and maintenance of
nets. Distribution campaigns should also incorporate a
subsequent monitoring in order to identify weaknesses that need
to be strengthened and to ensure its durability over time.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.073
Characterizing and interpreting malarial persistence, reemergence and resistance of malaria in Colombia from
1960 to 2014, a comparative analysis: evidence for control
and elimination strategies
M. V. Valero-Bernal1,2, M. Tanner3 and Poverty and System Theories
1
Faculty of Medicine, Univerisidad Nacional de Colombia, Bogota,
Colombia; 2Epidemiology, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
3
Epidemiology, Swiss TPH, Basel, Swaziland

Objectives This study was aimed at understanding malaria
transmission and control in Colombia against the background of
the changes of the health and social systems and the considering
the structure of the health system as well as socio-economic
determinants in malaria affecting the endemic regions over the
past 50 years.

Methods A comparative and descriptive study of the
historical transformation of malaria control programs in
Colombia was conducted. The first approaches considered a
structural analysis from 1960 to 2014 from primary and
secondary information complemented by a situation analysis of
malaria trends. Then geospatial comparison between different
regions was completed according to main social and economic
determinants.
Results Malaria transmission in Colombia can be reduced.
Control strategies must consider systemic, complex perspectives.
Each strategy towards elimination has to consider a broad
number of additional ecological, epidemiological, demographic
and health system approaches. The economic development
models pursued in the country, region and localities are strongly
associated with the level of malaria and more generally with low
levels of well-being, i.e. social indicators such as poverty very
high correlated with high rates of mortality. Improved models of
access and coverage from the health system mainly from the
surveillance system must be strengthened to reduce the rate of
transmission close to zero, contain infection importation and
differentiate asymptomatic cases from secondary prevention.
Conclusions Effective control and possibly elimination will
only be achieved through substantially improved models of
access and coverage within health and social services
complemented by effective surveillance-response approaches that
allow identification of pockets of transmission and well-tailored,
timely intervention packages to stop transmission.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.074
Household ownership and use of insecticide-treated nets
among school children in Ibadan, Oyo State, Nigeria
J. U. Onwuka, J. O. Akinyemi and I. O. Ajayi
Epidemiology and Medical Statistics, University of Ibadan, Ibadan,
Nigeria

Background In order to combat the burden of malaria,
different strategies including insecticide treated nets (ITNs) have
been put in place. Several ITNs have been distributed with
support from international donors and this necessitates an
increase in monitoring and evaluation efforts in order to
determine its impact as well as prioritize future programmes.
The current standards for estimating impact indicators of ITNs
are household surveys such as the Demographic Health Survey
and Malaria Indicator Survey which are expensive and are not
conducted frequently enough. Collecting information from
school children is a cheap and fast means for routine monitoring
and evaluation of malaria control programmes in some subSaharan African countries. The study was conducted to explore
school children’s report of household ownership and use of ITNs
in Akinyele Local Government Area (LGA), Oyo State, Nigeria.
Methodology A cross-sectional survey was conducted. A
three-stage sampling technique was employed to select 611
pupils from 15 out of 88 primary schools in three selected wards
within the LGA. Information on pupils’ socio-demographics,
report of household ownership and use of ITNs were obtained
using a semi-structured interviewer-administered questionnaire.
Data was analysed using descriptive statistics and Chi-square.
Level of significance was set at 5%.
Result Respondents’ mean age was 10.5  1.7 years; 73.6%
were within age 10–13 years; 52.7% were females, 84.6% were
Yoruba and 65.3% had under-five children in their households.
Most, (81.7%) of the respondents reported household ownership
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of at least one ITN. Majority of the respondents (76.4%)
reported obtaining ITNs from mass distribution campaigns.
Most, (89%) of the respondents reported household use of ITNs
by member the night preceding the survey. More than half,
(51.6%) of the respondents reported ITN use by under-five
children. Class was significantly associated with reported
household ownership of ITNs (v2 = 9.217, P < 0.010).
Conclusion Majority of the pupils could report household
ownership and use of ITNs. They should be considered a
potential medium to monitor ITNs ownership and use.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.075
Data for decision making – experiences of the Red Cross
movement in managing safe and dignified burials in Guinea,
Liberia and Sierra Leone
A. McClelland1, L. Bateman1 and V. Cozema2
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies,
Geneva, Switzerland; 2International Federation of Red Cross and Red
Crescent Societies, Freetown, Switzerland

1

The Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) outbreak in West Africa continues almost 1 year after it was officially declared on March 21,
2014. The International Federation of the Red Cross and Red
Crescent Societies (IFRC) and the affected National Societies in
Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia have been actively engaged
since March in key components of the response, including case
management, contact tracing, psychosocial support, social mobilisation, and safe and dignified burials, with over 6000 volunteers
mobilised on the ground at the height of the epidemic. All of
these activities are significantly contributing to ending the epidemic, but the Red Cross work in safe and dignified burials is at
a scale never seen before.
To date, the Red Cross has safely, and with dignity, buried
over 17 000 [1] people. At the height of the epidemic, the Red
Cross consisted of 138 volunteer teams (over 1400 individuals)
active in the three countries who were collecting approximately
1000 bodies a week. However, managing, implementing and
coordinating across the sheer geographic spread of cases in two
different languages presents a unique challenge to the operation,
specifically in the ability to record, report and monitor these
burials. In a public health emergency of this scale, information
management and data analytics are critical when making decisions about resource allocation and deployment of response
teams and activities.
This abstract outlines the ongoing challenges the Red Cross
movement has in information management for safe and dignified
burials, and how the IFRC is using real-time data collection and
analysis to track these burials and make programmatic decisions
around rapid resource prioritisation, improve accountability and
develop program strategy.
[1] More bodies are managed than recorded as Ebola deaths
because all deaths at a community level are managed as suspected cases and are tested for Ebola using an oral swab test.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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From dead body management to safe and dignified burials.
Experiences of the Red Cross movement in managing safe
and dignified burials in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone
Ebola response
A. McClelland1, J. Flemming2, V. Atchia2 and R. Nugba-Ballah3
1
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies,
Genava, Switzerland; 2International Federation of Red Cross and Red
Crescent Societies, Freetown, Sierra Leone; 3International Federation of
Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, Monrovia, Liberia

The Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) outbreak in West Africa continues almost 1 year after it was officially declared on March 21,
2014. The International Federation of the Red Cross and Red
Crescent Societies (IFRC) and the affected National Societies in
Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia have been actively engaged
since March in key components of the response including dead
body management in all three countries. By identifying the key
role that unsafe burials played in ongoing community transmission of EVD and addressing barriers to ‘medical burials’, the
IFRC and partners have safely, and with dignity, buried over
17 000 [1] people across the three countries. Never before has
the management of the dead had such an impact on the lives of
the living.
At the height of the epidemic, the Red Cross consisted of 138
volunteer teams (over 1400 individuals) active in the three countries who were collecting approximately 1000 bodies a week.
These teams were met with significant challenges when undertaking this high risk activity including resistance from communities,
stigmatisation and at times, violence. This abstract details how
the IFRC developed the activity of managing dead bodies that
were suspected of Ebola into a full public health program that
contributed significantly in turning the tide of the epidemic.
The Safe and Dignified Burial (SDB) program encompasses a
range of activities aimed at increasing acceptance, limiting transmission and improving accountability with in the epidemic and
now includes anthropologic assessments, community engagement
and behaviour change, the safe integration of cultural practices,
lab testing, case investigation and contact tracing as well as individual data collection for accountability and identification of
bodies. Ensuring this wholistic approach has improved acceptance by the community and impacted on the overall case load
of EVD by reducing the number of chains of transmission.
1 More bodies are managed than recorded as Ebola deaths
because all deaths at a community level are managed as suspected cases and are tested for Ebola using an oral swab test.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.077
Factors associated with mortality of health workers with
Ebola virus disease in Kenema district, Sierra Leone
M. Senga1, K. Pringle2, D. Brett-Major1, R. A. Fowler3, I. French4, M. Vandi4,
A. Ramsay1, J. Sellu4, C. Pratt4, J. Sidu4, F. Jacquerioz1, N. Shindo1,
D. G. Bausch1 and Sierra Leone Kenema District Task Force and Kenema
Government Hospital
1
World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland; 2Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA; 3University of Toronto,
Toronto, ON, Canada; 4Kenema Government Hospital, Kenema, Sierra
Leone

Introduction Ebola virus disease (EVD) in health workers
(HWs) has been a major problem during the 2014–2015
epidemic in West Africa, especially in Sierra Leone where, as of
April 1, 2015, the World Health Organization reports 303 cases
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and 221 deaths (case fatality 73%). We explored risk factors for
fatal EVD in HWs in Kenema District in eastern Sierra Leone,
with a focus on Kenema Government Hospital (KGH), where a
large cluster of HW EVD cases occurred.
Methods We obtained data from the Sierra Leone National
Viral Hemorrhagic Fever Database, contact tracing records,
hospital staff rosters, Ebola treatment unit (ETU) rosters, and
burial logs. Univariate and multivariate logistic regression
modelling were performed to calculate odds ratio of potential
risk factors for death.
Results We evaluated 94 HWs with EVD, 46 female and
45 male (3 missing data), with average ages of 41 and
39 years, respectively. Implementation of a triage system at
KGH decreased the number of HW infections (83 before vs.
11 after, P < 0.0001). The case fatality was 69%. Median
times from symptom onset to ETU admission and death were
4 (IQR 2–6 days) and 9 days (IQR 6–12 days), respectively.
Median ETU admission duration for fatal and non-fatal cases
was 4 and 14 days, respectively. Surprisingly, HWs who
presented for care before day 7 had higher odds of death than
those who presented after (OR = 7.30, CI: 1.09–48.95), with
the odds decreasing by 82% for each additional day lived
after controlling for number of symptoms (P = 0.0009). The
odds of fever (OR = 2.00, CI: 0.49–8.13) and diarrhea
(OR = 2.50, CI: 0.72–8.73) were higher in fatal cases,
although not statistically significant, likely due to small sample
size. The odds of death were not significantly different by
facility in which the HW worked (OR = 0.83, CI: 0.26–2.64),
working in or outside of an ETU (OR = 0.82, CI: 0.24–2.78),
or working as clinical versus non-clinical staff (OR = 1.32,
OR = 0.52–3.35).
Conclusions Mortality in HWs with EVD is similar to that
seen in the general population. The disease evolves rapidly, with
death in fatal cases just over 1 week of illness. The surprising
finding of increased odds of death with earlier presentation may
reflect the tendency of sicker patients with higher viral loads,
and thus a poorer prognosis, being prompted to seek care earlier
than those with milder disease and lower viral loads. An
organized triage system is vital to prevent HW infection.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.078
An analysis of suspect case definitions utilized in Guinea
during the 2014 Ebola epidemic
C. H. Hsu1, S. W. Champaloux1, P. Bilivogui2, B. Knust1 and A. M. Mccollum1
1
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA;
2
National Ebola Coordination Cell, Ministry of Health and Section Chief
of Surveillance, Conakry, Guinea

Introduction Rapid early detection and control of Ebola
virus disease (EVD) is contingent on sensitive, consistent clinical
case definition. Although the WHO definition is often used in
Guinea, a challenge of identifying EVD patients is that different
clinical case definitions are used in the field. Utilizing the Guinea
EVD dataset, an analysis of the CDC and WHO clinical case
definitions was conducted to assess their ability to predict
laboratory confirmed EVD cases.
Methods Eligible EVD patients (N = 1412) during March
2014–October 2014 with documented EVD laboratory results
and clinical symptoms were identified in the Guinea dataset.
Laboratory confirmation by polymerase chain reaction assay
differentiated cases from non-cases. Current case definitions
included fever or an additional symptom (CDC definition) or
fever and three other symptoms (WHO definition). Utilizing

cases and non-cases that satisfied the CDC and WHO clinical
case definitions, the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive
values (PPV) and negative predictive values (NPV) were
calculated and compared.
Results Total cases and non-cases identified were 801 and
611, respectively. Among the totals, 458 cases and 232 noncases satisfied the WHO clinical case definition with the
following Results
Sensitivity = 57.2%; specificity = 62.0%; PPV = 66.4%;
NPV = 52.5%. Among the totals, 789 cases and 604 non-cases
satisfied the CDC clinical case definition with the following
Results
Sensitivity = 98.5%; specificity = 1.1%; PPV = 56.6%;
NPV = 36.8%.
Conclusions The CDC clinical case definition performed
better in identifying laboratory confirmed EVD cases but
misclassified non-cases while the WHO definition, while missing
many laboratory confirmed cases, identified more non-cases.
Differences may reflect objectives of the case definitions such as
identifying more cases (CDC) or identifying non-cases (WHO).
Definition choice may depend on the outbreak size, resources
available and the extent which the outbreak has progressed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.079
The indirect effects of Ebola to the health system in Sierra
Leone
A. J. van Duinen1,2, A. Errikson3,4, A. M. Ekstr€
om3, K. Brolin3,4 and
1,2,5
H. A. Bolkan
1
Surgery, St Olav Hospital, Trondheim, Norway; 2CapaCare, Trondheim,
Norway; 3Centre for Research on Health Care in Disasters, Stockholm,
Sweden; 4Public Health Sciences, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; 5Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim,
Norway

Background During the current Ebola Viral Disease (EVD)
outbreak, over 25 000 people have been infected and over
10 000 people have died of the disease. Sierra Leone, with about
12 000 cases, is the most affected country. Although the
common efforts to fight the virus have been effective, the effect
of the outbreak to the already weak health system is disastrous.
Death among healthcare workers and the fear of contracting
EVD, has increased the mismatch between healthcare needs and
the availability of human resources. The scale of such indirect
effects on health facility function is unknown. The aim of this
survey is to explore EVD0 s effect on number of admissions
before and after the start of the EVD epidemic.
Methods Between September 2014 and January 2015, 21
Community Health Officers, collected weekly retrospective data
from the inpatient admissions books. Data were retrieved from
all facilities that were known to provide major surgeries. The
study period was before (week 1–21, 2014) and during (week
22–52, 2014) the onset of the EVD outbreak in Sierra Leone.
Results From the 54 identified healthcare facilities, data from
42 were complete, 11 incomplete and for 1 location no data was
available. The facilities were organized in three categories:
governmental (21), private-non-profit (18) and private-for-profit
(15).
On average, 1818 patients were admitted weekly before the
EVD onset and 1176 after, an overall reduction of 35.4%. This
decrease was even higher (49.5%) during the peak of the epidemic (week 37–41, 2014).
The reduction in admissions was more severe in the privatefor-profit sector (49.2%) compared to the private-non-profit
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(38.5%) and governmental (31.7%) sector. The provinces most
affected were Southern (43.9%), Eastern (36.1%), Northern
(34.3%), while the Western area had a reduction of 30.6%. In
addition, the decrease in admissions was more distinct for males
(38.7%) than for females (32.7%).
Conclusion As a consequence of the current EVD epidemic,
the number of admissions has decreased with 35.4% in Sierra
Leone. The reduction differs between sectors, areas and patient
sex. This reduction most likely reflects the collateral damage to
the health system. Patients0 fear of contracting Ebola, mistrust in
the healthcare system and the high number affected health
workers are likely contributing factors. Investment in human
resources is essential to re-establish the Sierra Leonean
healthcare system after the EVD epidemic.
Disclosure The Non Governmental Organization, CapaCare,
Norwegian University of Science and Technology and Karolinska
Institute have paid for the data collection.

PS1.080
Using community based surveillance for outbreak
detection – Ebola Zaire in Gu
eck
edou, Guinea
A. Tiffany1,2, T. Guilavogui3, E. Sterk2, M. Serafini2 and M. Hailie4
Epicentre, Geneva, Switzerland; 2Medecins Sans Frontieres, Geneva,
Switzerland; 3Ministry of Health, Conakry, Guinea; 4Medecins Sans
Frontieres, Conkary, Guinea

1

Background In January 2014, a cluster of cases of severe
diarrhoea, initially thought to be cholera was identified. By
March 2014 reports of a serious illness of unknown origin were
received. Laboratory-confirmed as Ebola Zaire in March 2014,
the ongoing outbreak in Gueckedou, Guinea is estimated to be
responsible for at least 420 suspect, probable and confirmed
cases with a CFR of 70–80%. The first case was
epidemiologically linked to a cluster of rural deaths in December
2013.
Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) Switzerland has been present
in Gueckedou since 2010. In collaboration with the Ministry of
Health, MSF has implemented a comprehensive, multi-component malaria prevention and treatment program which has
included a community-based mortality surveillance system to
monitor malaria program activities.
Methods We conducted a retrospective analysis of the data
from a community-based mortality surveillance system between
November 2013 and March 2014. Deaths are reported on a
monthly basis by families to community health workers.
Symptoms preceding death were recorded and deaths categorized
as due to malaria/fever or another cause. Symptoms and
reported causes of death were compared to the WHO case
definition for suspected Ebola.
Results From November 2013 to March 2014 a total of 142
deaths were reported in Gueckedou prefecture. Of these, 55
were categorized as malaria/fever deaths. 17 deaths had
symptoms included in the WHO case definition for suspected
Ebola patients. Among these, 4 reported hemorrhagic symptoms.
Two of the 17 suspected Ebola deaths captured by the
community-based surveillance system were laboratory-confirmed.
Discussion Although the proportional mortality burden of
Ebola was low, and the data had many limitations, the
community-based system provided important information for
malaria program implementation and could be used to identify
clusters of other potential epidemic prone diseases. While the
majority of deaths in the community continue to occur among
cases of suspected malaria, the Ebola outbreak might have been
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identified earlier had community-based surveillance for outbreak
detection been in place.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.081
Evolution of Ebola treatment centre layout during the
current West African Ebola outbreak: an example from a
M
edecins sans Fronti
eres run centre in Sierra Leone
C. Dorion, E. Sterk, P. Maury and I. Ciglenecki
Medecins Sans Frontieres, Geneva, Switzerland

Introduction Since the declaration of the current Ebola
outbreak a year ago, 25.000 cases and over 10 000 deaths were
reported. MSF was the main patient care provider in previous
and current outbreak. Due to the contagiousness, Ebola patients
have to be isolated and cared for using strict barrier nursing and
infection control measures to protect staff and other patients.
Patients are treated in the so-called Ebola treatment centers
(ETC) where patient flow and layout ensure staff safety, patient
and staff comfort, and community acceptance. In the previous
outbreaks, the maximum size of an ETC was 40 beds. In this
outbreak, the patient number demanded larger structures. Often
the ETCs started in or next to existing health structures, and
increased in size by addition of new tents or structures.
Maintaining safe patient flow became difficult and visual access
from low-risk zone often impossible, impairing patient care. We
are presenting an example of the layout of a 100 bed ETC, run
by MSF in Freetown, Sierra Leone, which took in consideration
lessons from other structures.
Methods We describe the layout of the 100 bed Prince of
Wales (PoW) ETC in Freetown.
Results We choose the large grounds of POW school, located
near the sea. School buildings were used for storage and offices,
while the large empty sport field (1.8 acre) provided ample space
for ETC construction. The plan of the lay-out was prepared at
the head-quarters, using satellite imaging and advantages
provided by the site. Large 300 m2 tents with velum suspended
ceiling and semi-permanent structures were used for patient’s
wards in high-risk zone (HRZ). All wards were oriented so as to
allow good ventilation, using sea breeze, and with direct visual
access from the low-risk zone. In addition, incursion corridors
were built inside HRZ with plexiglass, allowing permanent
monitoring of most severe patients by staff remaining in low risk
zone (LRZ). Suspect area within HRZ was a semi-permanent
wood-plastic sheeting structure with individual rooms, to reduce
the risk of cross-contamination. Visitor’s areas allowed safe
communication with patients across the fence. First patients
could be admitted in the ETC within 2 weeks.
Conclusions By taking into account lessons from previous
structures, and having pre-prepared ETC design, we were able to
rapidly construct better adapted structure. Layout with increased
visibility from LRZ into HRZ allowed for better patient care
and staff safety and comfort.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS1.082
Humanitarian nursing in a viral haemorrhagic fever
outbreak: before, during and after deployment
S. Paillard-Borg1, P. Saaristo2 and E. von Strauss3
Public Health and Medicine, Swedish Red Cross University College,
Stockholm, Sweden; 2Water, Sanitation and Emergency Health Unit, The
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC),
Geneva, Switzerland; 3Swedish Red Cross University College, Stockholm,
Sweden

1

Objective To investigate how returnee nursing staff
experienced deployment before, during and after working for
Red Cross (RC) in West Africa during the Ebola virus disease
(EVD) outbreak. The study will supply knowledge on how to
better prepare staff for future viral haemorrhagic fever (VHF)
outbreaks.
Background RC staff and volunteers play an active role in
responding to humanitarian crisis, including the EVD outbreak
in West Africa 2014. RC is engaged in ensuring safe and
dignified burials, contact tracing, and control/surveillance of
deadly viruses at clinical and community level.
Methods A pilot questionnaire with ten open-ended questions
was sent via e-mail to ten nurses having returned after working
with EVD patients in West Africa. It covered aspects of predeployment training, leadership styles, stress management, sociocultural exposure, and personal health issues. Data was analysed
using content analysis. The study is ongoing.
Preliminary Results Mean age of participants was
55.5 years, and eight had received ERU-training. All had
previous experience from humanitarian work. Country of origin
was northern/southern Europe or Oceania. They reported
adequate health preparation and follow-up by RC, emphasizing
the importance of previous related experience as well as trust
and pride in RC. All were experienced leaders by profession, but
none had worked as a leader during this deployment. Being
focused on their duties during deployment and only allowing
emotional reactions afterwards, they stressed the importance of
social contact and support between colleagues. Future
suggestions: workload reduction and improvement of work
conditions potentially related to risk of security mistakes, and
more in-depth information about VHF outbreaks given to family
and colleagues back home.
Conclusion Participants were generally positive to their
deployment in an acute VHF outbreak, however the necessity of
ERU-training was emphasized. Support from colleagues was
stressed as important. Information given to family and
colleagues was relevant but not sufficient.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.083
From Ebola emergency to health systems restoration:
temporary infectious disease units in the Ebola campaign in
Liberia
G. Froeschl1,2
1
German Red Cross, Berlin, Germany; 2Department of Infectious
Diseases and Tropical Medicine, Klinikum der Ludwig-MaximiliansUniversit€
at, M€
unchen, Germany

Introduction A delegation of the German Red Cross
together with a contingent of the German Armed Forces has
been deployed to Liberia in order to contribute to international
efforts in the country in the fight against the Ebola epidemic.
The German task force has taken over an Ebola Treatment Unit
(ETU) with a 100 bed capacity in the country’s capital city

Monrovia, which was formally inaugurated by the Ministry of
Health of Liberia on 23 December 2014. At that stage of the
epidemic the case prevalence, and hence the ratio of confirmed
cases among all patients admitted to ETUs in Liberia, fell almost
as dramatically as the numbers have increased just a few months
earlier. After a race to increase the capacity of ETU beds in the
country, now increasing numbers of beds stood vacant.
Methods The German task force together with the Ministry
of Health and Social Welfare of Liberia made use of the
opportunity to re-dedicate the just inaugurated German ETU
into an element that has been starkly missing in the Ebola
campaign so far: a unit taking care of those many patients that
fulfil Ebola case definition criteria and hence pose an a-prioririsk to the local health care workers, yet turn out to be Ebolanegative and remain without adequate treatment options for
their actual pathology, dreaded by the existing local health
infrastructure. General agreement prevails that collateral
morbidity and mortality due to Ebola will by far outnumber the
morbidity and mortality by Ebola.
Results The German ETU in Monrovia has ever since
screened and tested patients with Ebola-like symptoms, assured
coverage of Ebola treatment safe for patients and staff, and
offered above-standard diagnosis and treatment for all those
patients who tested negative. The unit has hereby increased
acceptance in the community of the Ebola campaign’s
infrastructure. At the same time the unit contributes to a safe relaunch of the local health care system by a controlled re-referral
of patients tested negative into local health care facilities.
Conclusion The presentation will highlight key concepts and
assets of the Severe Infections Temporary Treatment Unit, and
allow insight into current epidemiological conditions in the
Ebola campaign in Liberia.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.084
Accelerating innovation in diagnostics in response to the
Ebola outbreak
A. C. Chua1,2, E. Piriou3, S. Wong3, C. Kosack4 and M. Balasegaram1
Access Campaign, Medecins Sans Frontieres, Geneva, Switzerland;
2
Department of Infectious Diseases, Institute of Infectious Diseases and
Epidemiology, Singapore, Singapore; 3MSF Operational Centre,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands; 4MSF International, Medecins Sans
Frontieres, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

1

Background Since the identification of the first Ebola Virus
Disease (EVD) in 2014, rapid deployment of mobile laboratories
from international organizations near Ebola management centers
in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone has been vital. Despite a
turnaround time of 4 h from sample reception to results (by
real-time PCR), time from patient sampling to results was much
longer at times >48 h. Many factors contributed to the delays in
diagnosis, including no availability of rapid point-of-care or
simplified testing methods as well as weak surveillance systems
and difficult access to centralized EMCs for patients. The lack of
effective treatment and vaccines makes early identification with
rapid, accurate diagnostics even more important to isolate and
manage confirmed cases.
Methods In recognition of the urgent need for improved
Ebola diagnostics, and to guide diagnostic research and
development (R&D), MSF pushed to develop a consensus target
product profile (TPP) for a diagnostic EVD test together with
WHO, FIND and other actors. The intended use of the test is to
distinguish patients with acute EVD infection from those
without EVD with very high accuracy without complex
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laboratory infrastructure, biosafety requirements and highly
trained staff. Rapid development would also require that
manufacturing can move at an accelerated pace. MSF played an
active role in driving stakeholders including WHO, funders,
manufacturers, and regulatory agencies to accelerate this process.
Results It is possible to accelerate R & D of diagnostic tests,
with new EVD tests being available now and first laboratory
based and field based trials haven taken place. However, while
exchange of information between stakeholders was
extraordinary, coordination by WHO was inadequate. Critical
to the development of rapid accessibility of test would be a wellcommunicated and coordinated international health agency
which is clear not only in communicating the needs to
researchers and developers but assessing new products in a
standardized way and supporting health agencies and NGOs in
need with clear instructions on use for end-users.
The timeliness of uptake of the new EVD tests remains crucial
to the objective of this work.
Conclusion We need to recognize the lack of tools to
address Ebola is a result of market failure. Beyond this outbreak,
there should be continued effort to address the failure of the
R&D system in diagnostic tools for diseases with outbreak
potential.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.085
Ebola virus disease – clinical manifestations and
management
C. Kleine1,2, D. S. Chertow2,3, J. K. Edwards2, A. Sprecher2, R. Scaini2 and
R. Guilliani2
1
University Hospital Frankfurt, Frankfurt, Germany; 2Medecins Sans
Frontieres, Brussels, Belgium; 3National Institute of Health, Bethesda,
MD, USA

Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) is a Filovirus Haemorrhagic Fever
caused by the genus Ebolavirus which presence is known since
1976. From then on, sporadic outbreaks have mainly struck
small villages in rural areas in Central Africa with various case
fatality rates (CFR). The highest CFR has been reported for the
species Zaire Ebola Virus (EBOV) with 90%. In the 2014/2015
West African Outbreak of EBOV the CFR varies from location
and time between 65% and 40%. Several factors influence the
CFR, mainly the clinical management of EVD. The cohort of
EVD-patients evacuated to Europe and the US has a significant
lower CFR. Patients with EBOV-Infection are either asymptomatic or develop EVD with various symptoms ranging from
mild to severe up to fatal. The clinical manifestations present in
different stages.
1 prodromal syndrome with fever, headaches, muscle aches and
severe lethargy. Additional symptoms i.e. conjunctival injection and hiccups are characteristic for EVD. After a few days
within stage one, stage
2 a gastrointestinal syndrome with massive fluid losses due to
severe vomiting and diarrhea develops. Stage
3 usually begins with renal failure due to hypovolemic shock
and then developing to multiorgan failure and death.
Bleeding from various body sites is sporadically seen. Additional respiratory symptoms can occur, neurological symptoms
and a high percentage of miscarriage are reported Resolution of
symptoms and survival can present at any stage. The percentage
and influence of concomitant diseases is unknown. Some survivors of EVD report long-lasting audio and visual impairment,
arthralgias and lethargy, the level of psychological trauma is
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unknown but seems to be common and high. The management
of EVD to date is focused on fluid resuscitation, control and
relief of symptoms such as fever, pain, vomiting and diarrhea, a
presumptive treatment of co-infections, strong nursing care and
supportive psychosocial care. Until there is no specific curative
treatment available, these combined efforts, when started at an
early stage are effective in a significant reduction of the CFR.
The goal is to stabalize the organ functions until the immunic
system is able to develop an effective antibody response to clear
the virus from the system. Early intensive care effectively stabilized evacuated patients with EVD and reduced mortality. Psychosocial support is important to overcome stigmatization and
psychological trauma.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.086
Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic Fever cases in Egypt: is it a
warning sign for other viral haemorrhagic fever disasters?
M. M. El-Bahnasawy1, A. A. Sabah2 and T. A. Morsy3
Tropical Medicine Department, Military Medical Academy, Cairo,
Egypt; 2Department of Parasitology, Faculties of Medicine, Al-Azhar
University, Cairo, Egypt; 3Department of Parasitology, Faculties of
Medicine, Ain Shams University, Cairo, Egypt
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Crimean-Congo Haemorrhagic Fever (CCHF) is a tick-borne disease caused by an arbovirus, which was first recognized during a
large outbreak among agricultural workers in the mid-1940s in
the Crimean Peninsula. Humans become infected through the
bites of ticks, by contact with haemorrhage from nose, mouth,
gums, vagina, and injection sites of a CCHF patient during the
acute phase or follow-up, or by contact with blood or tissues
from viremic livestock.
In Egypt so many genera and species of ticks are encountered.
Ticks have specific role in transmission of zoonotic infectious
diseases as well as tick paralysis. Recently, CCHF and babesiosis
as well as infantile tick paralysis were identified as emerging diseases disaster. Junior physicians and natives in rural areas may
not be aware of ticks and their pathogenic potential. This paper
reports three human Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic fever cases,
one in Almaza fever hospital and two in Gharbia Governorate.
No doubt, distribution of tick-vector (Hyalomma spp.) Staff
Nurses who first to see these patients must be alerted to these
deadly diseases and take the first step in early detection by
rapidly consulting an infectious disease specialist for conformation and early management. Nursing Staff should make infection
control measures a daily practice and wear personal protective
equipment.
Aim To enhance and evaluate the nursing staff’s knowledge and
attitude towards the Viral Hemorrhagic Fevers in Almaza Fever
Hospital.
Setting 125 Nursing Staff were included in the study At
Almaza Fever Hospital to assess their knowledge level regarding
viral haemorrhagic fevers prevention and control.
Results VHF programme for nursing staff, 12 were Bachelor
Degree, 17 were Technical Institute and 69 were Nursing
Diploma Degree. For all Nursing Staff a highly statistically
significant results were found after programmed implementation
and 3 months later on Total Knowledge Score regarding VHF,
Nurses with bachelor degree of nursing have the got the highest
Total Mean knowledge Score.
Conclusion Nurses have adequate knowledge of Basic
Principles of Infection Control regardless of this Training, but
had little knowledge regarding VHF before the training
programme; this was improved after the programme.
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PS1.087
Nigerian public sector strikes and inter-professional tensions
in the time of Ebola – the impact of domestic politics in
global health
J. Balen, M. Saddiq, A. Onwuaduegbo and S. Lassa
University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK

Introduction Much has been made of Nigeria’s effectiveness
in containing it’s ebola outbreak; it was declared a success story
across major international media. Less is however known about
how the prevailing politics in the health sector in Nigeria
influenced the course, containment efforts and impact of the
outbreak. The outbreak occurred within the context of longrunning and deep seated inter-professional antagonism and
supremacy battles within the health sector in Nigeria, with
consequent perennial industrial disputes and frequent shutting
down of public sector hospitals. The outbreak on 20th July 2014
took place when all doctors employed by the Federal
Government, the largest employer of doctors in the country,
were on strike. This has raised important questions about
1 the possible course of the outbreak should the infected passenger have been taken to one of the government owned tertiary hospitals in Lagos, with larger patient volumes and
poorer infection control procedures in place;
2 the inter-relationship between the outbreak and the strike
actions; and
3 lessons for dealing with deep-rooted inter-professional antagonism in relation to the potential impact of preparedness
plans and effective management of future outbreaks.
Methods and Materials This work is based on
documentary and policy analysis, and key informant interviews
with key stakeholders directly involved in the response and
containment efforts.
Results and Conclusions Through this work, we attempt
to craft a more nuanced understanding of the dynamics of health
systems by exploring the effects of such inter-professional
tensions and the politicization of health on the Nigerian Ebola
preparedness and response capacities.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.088
New approaches for research to policy and action for
emerging infectious diseases: Ebola
M. Roy
Public Health, Walden University, Azusa, CA, USA

Introduction Sound infectious diseases policies are needed
to control the outbreaks of infectious agents like the Ebola
Virus. The number of cases is constantly increasing due to Ebola
outbreaks in different areas. The Ministry of Health assists in
diagnostic and epidemiologic testing of biological samples for
unique cases of viral pathogens. The 2014 Ebola epidemic was
the largest since 1976. Thus early control and recognition are
critical, as this virus spreads in many ways, the most common
routes being through animals to humans and humans to humans
(http://www.cdc.org).
Methods and Material The main reason for using
community based intervention trials to prevent the Ebola

outbreak and new policy formation is for disease prevention. A
total of 39 patients were suspected of suffering from Ebola Virus
Disease but are at present in danger. The Director of
Department of Community Health and chief Medical Officer is
engaged in active preparedness in the United States for seeking
detailed information on Ebola and for communities that have
people traveling to Africa.
Results Infectious diseases control and response are included
in Prevention Programs of State Departments of Public Health
policies. But these existing policies are not enough to control the
infections that are ongoing and entering United States through
travel.
Conclusions Federal and State governments are responsible
for the surveillance of infectious diseases and reporting, but
public health policies are needed to enforce the control by
creating surveillance and control transmission and mortality and
morbidity due to infectious diseases such as Ebola. By emergency
preparedness, using public health policies and their modification
can be used to control outbreaks in advance using current public
health policies.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Bi-regional support for control and elimination of visceral
leishmaniasis in Africa and Asia – developing an integrated
approach of implementation and research
S. Croft1,2, S. Burza2, M. den Boer2, K. Ritmeijer2,3, T. Leslie2,4 and J. Alvar2,5
London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK;
2
KalaCORE, London, UK; 3Medecins sans Frontieres, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands; 4Mott MacDonald, London, UK; 5Drugs for Neglected
Diseases Initiative, Geneva, Switzerland

1

Leishmania parasites, spread through phlebotomine sand
flies’ bites, cause Visceral Leishmaniasis (VL). The illness is
more widespread in displaced populations with poor housing,
little sanitation and malnutrition and if left untreated an ultimately fatal disease in South Asia and several African countries.
Following the award of a substantial 4-year dedicated grant, a
consortium of expert groups with substantial experience in VL
(Medecins Sans Frontieres, Drugs for Neglected Diseases initiative, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, supported by Mott MacDonald) held extensive interviews with
stakeholder, policy makers and research scientists in both endemic regions. The purpose was to develop an integrated approach
to supporting the elimination (South Asia) and control (Africa)
of Visceral Leishmaniasis. This involved identifying the crucial
areas where direct support for implementation is required, forming the majority of the initiatives. However, it also focussed on
identifying and developing the key areas of operational research
required to provide evidence which could lead to impact within
the life of the grant.
Although VL exhibits substantially different epidemiology and
control challenges between the Asia and Africa two region, a
number of transversal research priorities were identified. These
included:
1 Mixed-methodology research to understand barriers to access
for migrants, refugees (Africa) and females and marginalised
religions (India/Bangladesh).
2 Developing a standardised methodology for identifying and
classifying drug susceptibility in Africa and Asia.
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3 Generating pharmaco-epidemiological data for all treatment
in both regions.
4 Developing evidence for rotating insecticides in National Programme IRS strategies (Asia).
5 Developing evidence for innovative vector control methods in
Africa.
As a neglected disease, the challenge of attributing value to
the importance of missing evidence and the resulting opportunity
cost on programme implementation support will also be
explored.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.090
Identification of Leishmania spp. isolated from patients with
American cutaneous leishmaniasis from Amazonian Brazil
by hsp70 PCR-RFLP
A.C.S. Lima1, M.B. Campos2, T.Y. Tomokane1, M.D. Laurenti1, C.E.P. Corbett1,
F.T. Silveira2,3 and C.M.C. Gomes1
1
Pathology Department, Medical School of S~ao Paulo University, S~ao
Paulo; 2Parasitology Department, Evandro Chagas Institute (Surveillance
Secretary of Health, Ministry of Health), Belem; 3Tropical Medicine
Institute, Federal University of Para, Belem, Brazil

The wide variety of Leishmania spp. responsible for American
cutaneous leishmaniasis (ACL) combined with the mechanisms
of the host immune response results in a large clinical and
immunopathological spectrum of disease. In Amazonian Brazil,
ACL is caused by seven recognized Leishmania spp., six belonging to the subgenus Viannia (L. (V.) braziliensis, L. (V.) guyanensis, L. (V.) shawi, L. (V.) naiffi, L. (V.) lainsoni,
L. (V.) lindenbergi) and one to the subgenus Leishmania
(L. (L.) amazonensis). In this region, Para State is responsible
for 41% of ACL cases. Due to the diversity of Leishmania spp.,
the identification of the parasite is of paramount importance for
the patient treatment and follow-up. This study aimed to identify
the parasites isolated from ACL patients by PCR-RFLP targeting
sequences of hsp70 gene. Sixteen strains of Leishmania spp. were
isolated in RPMI culture medium from cutaneous lesions of ACL
patients care at Reference Center for Diagnosis of Leishmaniasis,
Evandro Chagas Institute, Belem-Para state, Brazil. DNA extraction was performed with phenol-chloroform followed by precipitation with sodium acetate and ethanol method. DNA was
quantitated and subjected to PCR. PCR products were purified
and cleaved by the restriction enzyme HaeIII to detect polymorphisms in this sequence and compare with the reference strains
belonging to subgenus Viannia and Leishmania. Results showed
that eight of the sixteen Leishmania spp. were identified at the
species level, four as L. (L.) amazonensis, three as
L. (V.) braziliensis and one as L. (V.) shawi. PCR-RFLP assay
targeting heat shock protein (hsp70) sequences showed to be a
good discriminatory method, allowing the identification of the
major species causing ACL in Para state, Amazonian Brazil. The
demonstrated capacity of hsp70 PCR-RFLP to distinguish among
closely related Leishmania spp. belonging to Viannia subgenus
has a great value in this region.
Supported by: grants 2012/08338-8 FAPESP; LIM50/HCFMUSP; IEC/Par
a, Brazil.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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In situ IL-17 and IL-23 expression in the clinicalimmmunological spectrum of American cutaneous
leishamaniasis caused by Leishmania (Leishmania)
amazonensis and Leishmania (Viannia) braziliensis
J. P. B. Menezes1, F. T. Silveira2,3, M. B. Campos2, M. D. Laurenti1,
C. E. P. Corbett1 and C. M. C. Gomes1
1
Department of Pathology, Medical School of Sao Paulo University, S~
ao
Paulo, Brazil; 2Department of Parasitology, Evandro Chagas Institute,
3
Belem, Brazil; Tropical Medicine Institute, Federal University of Para,
Belem, Brazil

American cutaneous leishmaniasis (ACL) presents a wide spectrum of clinical and immunopathological manifestations resulting
from the interaction between the different species of Leishmania
and the mechanisms of the host immune response. Leishmania
(Viannia) braziliensis and Leishmania (Leishmania) amazonensis
are the species with the largest pathogenic potential for humans
and medical importance in Brazil. The CD4+T cells can be differentiated into effector cell lines as Th1, Th2, Th17 and regulatory
T. Th17 cells express high levels of IL-17, under the regulation
of transcription factor RORct. IL-23 is essential for effector
functions and maintenance of Th17 cells. The aim of this study
was to evaluate the in situ IL-17 and IL-23 expression in patients
with different clinical forms ACL caused by L.(V.)braziliensis
and L. (L.) amazonensis.
Forty-five patients were examined, 7 anergic diffuse cutaneous
leishmaniasis (ADCLDTH); 6 borderline disseminated cutaneous
leishmaniasis (BDCLDTH) and 15 localized cutaneous leishmaniasis (LCLDTH+) all caused by L. (L.) amazonensis; 6 mucocutaneous leishmaniasis (MCLDTH++) and 11 from localized
cutaneous leishmaniasis (LCLDTH+) both caused by
L. (V.) braziliensis. Paraffin-embedded biopsies were submitted
to immunohistochemistry and immunostained cells were counted
by using an image analysis system. The comparison of IL-17+
cells density in the spectrum ACL showed a progressive increasing starting from the central forms LCL/L. (V.) braziliensis
(232 mm2) and LCL/L. (L.) amazonensis (197 mm2) towards
the polar forms, ADCLDTH (470 mm2)/L. (L.) amazonensis and
MCL/L. (V.) braziliensis (372 mm2). The density of IL-23+ cells
showed a similar profile to that of IL-17 at the spectrum ACL:
ADCLDTH (687 mm2) BDCLDTH (518 mm2) and LCLDTH+/
L. (L.) amazonensis (348 mm2); LCLDTH+(457 mm2)
BDCLDTH (609 mm2) and MCLDTH+(568 mm2)
L. (V.) braziliensis. As control was used normal skin and mean
density of IL17+ and IL-23+ cells was 81 mm2 and 99 mm2
(n = 5), respectively.
The results suggest that IL-17 contributes to the persistence of
inflammation and tissue damage, maintaining a dysregulated
immune response that contributes to the maintenance of the
lesion.
In conclusion, IL-17 and IL-23 seems to play an important
role in the immunopathogenesis of different clinical forms ACL
caused by L. (V.) braziliensis and L. (L.) amazonensis, characterized by an immune polarized response with different pathological expression.
Supported by grants FAPESP 2006/56319-1; LIM-50/
HCFMUSP.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS1.092
Subtractive phage display selection from canine visceral
leishmaniasis identifies novel epitopes that mimic
Leishmania infantum antigens with potential serodiagnosis
applications
L. E. Costa
Infectology and Tropical Medicine, Federal University of Minas Gerais,
Belo Horizonte, Brazil

Visceral leishmaniasis (VL) is a zoonotic disease that is endemic
to Brazil, where dogs are the main domestic parasite reservoirs,
and the percentages of infected dogs living in regions where
canine VL (CVL) is endemic have ranged from 10% to 62%.
Despite technological advances, some problems have been
reported with CVL serodiagnosis. The present study describes a
sequential subtractive selection through phage display technology
from polyclonal antibodies of negative and positive sera that
resulted in the identification of potential bacteriophage-fused
peptides that were highly sensitive and specific to antibodies of
CVL. A negative selection was performed in which phage clones
were adhered to purified IgGs from healthy and Trypanosoma
cruzi infected dogs to eliminate cross-reactive phages. The
remaining supernatant nonadhered phages were submitted to
positive selection against IgG from the blood serum of dogs that
were infected with Leishmania infantum. Phage clones that
adhered to purified IgGs from the CVL-infected serum samples
were selected. Eighteen clones were identified and their reactivities tested by a phage enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(phage-ELISA) against the serum samples from infected dogs
(n = 31) compared to those from vaccinated dogs (n = 21),
experimentally infected dogs with cross-reactive parasites
(n = 23), and healthy controls (n = 17). Eight clones presented
sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values
of 100%, and they showed no cross-reactivity with T. cruzi- or
Ehrlichia canis infected dogs or with dogs vaccinated with two
different commercial CVL vaccines in Brazil. Our study identified eight mimotopes of L. infantum antigens with 100% accuracy for CVL serodiagnosis. The use of these mimotopes by
phage-ELISA proved to be an excellent assay that was reproducible, simple, fast, and inexpensive, and it can be applied in
CVL-monitoring programs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.093
Combination treatment for visceral leishmaniasis patients
co-infected with human immunodeficiency virus in India
R. Mahajan1, P. Das2, P. Isaakidis3, T. Sunyoto1, K. D. Sagili4, M. A. Lima5,
G. Mitra1, D. Kumar1, K. Pandey2, J.-P. Van Geertruyden6, M. Boelaert7 and
S. Burza1,6,7
1
Medecins Sans Frontieres, Delhi, India; 2Rajendra Mamorial Research
Institute, Patna, India; 3Research Unit, Medecins Sans Frontieres,
Luxembourg, Luxembourg; 4International Union Against Tuberculosis
and Lung Disease (The Union), New Delhi, India; 5Medecins Sans
Frontieres, Barcelona, Spain; 6International Health, University of
Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium; 7Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp,
Belgium

Introduction There are considerable numbers of patients coinfected with Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and
Visceral Leishmaniasis (VL) in the VL-endemic areas of Bihar,
India. These patients are at higher risk of relapse and death, but
there are still no evidence-based guidelines on how to treat them.
In this study, we report on treatment outcomes of co-infected

patients up to 18 months following treatment with a
combination regimen.
Methods This retrospective analysis included all patients with
confirmed HIV-VL co-infection receiving combination treatment
for VL at an MSF treatment centre between July 2012 and
September 2014. Patients were treated with 30 mg/kg body
weight intravenous liposomal amphotericin B (AmBisomeâ)
divided as six equal dose infusions combined with 14 days of
100 mg/day oral miltefosine (Impavidoâ). All but eight patients
started or were continued on antiretroviral therapy (ART).
Kaplan-Meier and proportional hazard models were used to
estimate cumulative incidence of death, relapse, poor outcome
(relapse and/or death) and associated risk factors over an 18month period following completion of treatment.
Results 102 patients (76% males, 57% with known HIVinfection, 54% with a prior episode of VL) were followed-up for
a median of 11 months (IQR: 4–18). Median CD4-count at VLdiagnosis was 169 cells/ll (IQR: 88–230). Overall tolerance to
treatment was excellent. Sixteen patients died; 2 of them before
completion of treatment and 2 others after a VL relapse.
Another 6 patients had a VL relapse during the follow-up
period. Cumulative incidence of all-cause mortality and VL
relapse at 6, 12 and 18 months was 11.7%, 14.5%, 16.6% and
2.5%, 6.0%, 13.9% respectively. Cumulative incidence of poor
outcome at 6, 12 and 18 months was 13.9%, 18.4% and 27.2%
respectively. Not initiating ART and concurrent tuberculosis
were independent risk factors for mortality and poor outcome.
No factors were associated with relapse.
Conclusions In this Bihar based study, combination therapy
appeared to be well tolerated, safe and effective and may be
considered as an option for treatment of VL in HIV co-infected
patients. Extended follow-up and multidisciplinary management
is critical. Evidence from randomized clinical trials or larger
prospective studies are essential to establish optimal treatment
regimens.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.094
Feasibility of eliminating visceral leishmaniasis from the
Indian subcontinent
E. A. le Rutte1, L. E. Coffeng1, D. M. Bontje1, E. C. Hasker2, R. C. Hoekstra1,
R. Bakker1, M. Boelaert2 and S. J. de Vlas1
1
Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; 2Institute of Tropical
Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium

The neglected tropical disease visceral leishmaniasis (VL),
transmitted by sand flies, is set for elimination as a public
health problem on the Indian sub-continent (ISC) by 2017 (incidence of symptomatic cases <1/10 000 at (sub)district level).
ISC-countries are committed to reaching this ambitious target
and have set different intervention strategies, mainly focusing
on early detection and treatment of symptomatic VL cases as
well as vector control. We developed a mathematical model to
investigate whether elimination may be achieved with current
strategies, and what additional interventions might be required.
Based on an existing model we created a deterministic compartmental model as well as a stochastic individual-based
(IBM) variant. The IBM includes individual heterogeneities
regarding exposure to the sand fly and health seeking behavior. Also, it allows for estimating elimination probabilities
under the selected strategies. The model was fitted to the
KALANET dataset from the highly endemic Bihar region (India) and was tuned to predict different transmission scenarios
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(degree of endemicity, and equilibrium or outbreak situation).
Our model predictions suggest that the target incidence of <1/
10 000 can be achieved with the selected strategies for districts that currently experience endemicity levels at or below
10/10 000. Settings with higher baseline endemicities require
additional efforts such as increased screening. Further, our
simulations suggest that patients with post Kala-azar dermal
leishmaniasis, which occurs months to years after symptomatic
VL, may serve as a reservoir of infection when nearing the
elimination target. Our findings are robust against alternative
assumptions about duration of immunity and infectiousness of
different disease states (e.g. asymptomatic infection). We conclude that elimination of VL on the ISC is feasible for most
regions with current strategies, but the duration of control
and monitoring and evaluation of transmission will be pivotal
to prevent recrudescence of infection.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.095
Anti-Leishmania antibodies in samples of blood donors from
endemic areas of Brazil using ELISA with recombinant
protein K39 of L. infantum
M. C. A. Sanchez1, M. Fujimori1, L. D. C. Caramelo1, M. P. Dornelas1,
S. Wendel2 and H. Goto1,3
1
Instituto de Medicina Tropical de S~ao Paulo, Universidade de S~ao Paulo,
S~ao Paulo, Brazil; 2Banco de Sangue, Hospital Sırio Liban^es, S~ao Paulo,
Brazil; 3Faculdade de Medicina, Universidade de S~ao Paulo, S~ao Paulo,
Brazil

Introduction In Brazil, in 2013, visceral leishmaniasis (VL)
caused by Leishmania infantum, affected 3253 people
throughout the country. In endemic areas, most individuals
(around 95%) with VL are asymptomatic and may be
undetected and accepted as blood donors. This study aims to
assess the prevalence of anti-L. infantum rK39 IgG antibodies
among blood donors, considered fit to donate, from endemic
areas of Brazil.
Methods and Materials IgG antibodies were surveyed by
ELISA using recombinant antigen K39 kindly provided by the
Infectious Disease Research Institute, USA (ELISA-rK39).
Sensitivity was evaluated assaying 93 sera from parasitologically
confirmed symptomatic VL patients with positive Direct
Agglutination Test (DAT) and specificity, assaying 97 sera from
DAT negative control samples from non-endemic area. The
study was carried out with 4282 blood samples from 11 states:
Alagoas (N = 189), Bahia (N = 604), Ceara (N = 312),
Maranh~
ao (N = 6), Mato Grosso do Sul (N = 270), Minas
Gerais (N = 467), Para (N = 211), Pernambuco (N = 481), Piauı
(N = 272), S~
ao Paulo (N = 1123), Tocantins (N = 347). The
reactivity index (RI = absorbance/cut-off) was calculated for
each sample and the median (Md) values of RI ≥ 1.0 were
determined for each state.
Results ELISA-rK39 yielded 95.7% sensitivity and 100.0%
specificity. Anti-rK39 IgG antibodies were detected in 274 out of
4282 samples (6.4%): Alagoas (19.0%, Md = 1.374), Bahia
(5.1%, Md = 1.625), Ceara (5.4%, Md = 1.673), Maranh~ao
(0.0%), Mato Grosso do Sul (10.4%, Md = 1.288), Minas
Gerais (3.9%, Md = 1.450), Para (4.7%, Md = 1.490),
Pernambuco (11.6%, Md = 1.629), Piauı (7.4%, Md = 1.482),
ao Paulo (1.6%, Md = 1.460), Tocantins (11.5%, Md = 1.446)
S~
(chi square, P < 0.0001; Kruskal-Wallis, P = 0.0229). RI ≥ 1.0
varied from 1.005 to 10.166, Md = 1.460.
Conclusions The great prevalence of IgG antibodies
achieved in blood samples from asymptomatic donors points out
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to the risk of transfusional leishmaniasis in endemic areas. As in
those areas, it is not easy to differentiate transfusion- or vectormediated transmission; the occurrence of transmission by
transfusion is probably underestimated and raises concerns on
blood transfusion safety.
Supported by: CNPq (fellowship to HG), LIM-38, HC/
FMUSP.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.096
Surveillance of L. infantum infection in wild animals from
Fuenlabrada, southwestern region of the Autonomous
Community of Madrid (2011–2014)
C. Chicharro1, M. D. Flores-Chavez1, S. Miguela~nez1, E. Garcia1, S. Ortega1,
F. Fuster2, J. Bernal2, I. Cruz1 and J. Nieto1
1
Parasitologıa, Instituto de Salud Carlos III, Majadahonda, Spain;
2
Vigilancia de Riesgos Ambientales en Salud, Consejerıa de Sanidad de la
Comunidad Aut
onoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain

Introduction In recent years, there has been a significant
increase in the number of cases of human leishmaniasis in
Fuenlabrada, southwestern region of the Autonomous
Community of Madrid (CAM), Spain. In fact, this event was
consider as the largest community outbreak of leishmaniasis in
Europe. The CAM is an endemic area where the Leishmania
seroprevalence in dogs is about 8%. However, in the beginning
of the outbreak, this region showed a lower rate than in rest of
the CAM. The existence of other wild vertebrate reservoirs has
been proposed as the origin of the outbreak. Indeed,
xenodiagnosis of Leishmania infection in hares and rabbits from
this focus proved that they are infective to Phlebotomus
perniciosus. Therefore, we carried out the survey of Leishmania
infection in wild animals from Fuenlabrada and surroundings by
PCR.
Methods Departments of Health and the Environment, Town
Councils in the area, and Veterinary Health Surveillance Centre
arranged the capture of animals. Leishmaniasis Unit, WHO
Collaborating Centre for Leishmaniasis, Instituto de Salud
Carlos III performed PCR analysis (amplification of small
subunit ribosomal gen).
Results From July 2011 to July 2014, 2308 biological
samples were analysed (spleen, n = 1214; skin, n = 1094).
These samples were obtained from 1238 animals from
Fuenlabrada and surroundings (rabbits n = 595, hares n = 462
and cats n = 181). Out of the total animals tested, 246 were
infected with Leishmania, and then the prevalence was 19.9%.
However, the prevalence in hares (Lepus spp.) and rabbits
(Oryctolagus cuniculus) was significantly higher than in cats
(Felis catus), 21.9%, 22% and 7.7%, respectively. The DNA
presence of Leishmania in skin versus spleen samples was
compared in 1071 animals, 2.2% out of them showed
Leishmania DNA in both tissue samples. There was a
noticeable detection of positive cases by skin versus the spleen
analysis, in rabbits the proportion was 16.5% vs. 9.7% and
in rabbits, 16.1% vs. 6.4%. In contrast, this relationship was
inverted in cats, 1.2% vs. 8.3%.
Conclusion The gregarious habits, longevity, high prevalence
of Leishmania infection, and the area where they live (next to
the urban area of Fuenlabrada), suggest that hares and wild
rabbits can be recognized as reservoirs of L. infantum in this
outbreak. Surveillance of Leishmania prevalence by PCR, in
both wild and domestic animals, could help to know the current
role of them in the leishmaniasis epidemiology.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS1.097
Development and impact of the Leishmania Antigen
DetectTM ELISA as a direct detection test for visceral
leishmaniasis
A. C. Vallur1, Y. Tutterrow1, R. Mohamath1, H. Liang1, A. Hailu2,
M. Mukhthar3, R. Almeida4, D. Mondal5, A. Albertini6, M. S. Duthie1 and
S. G. Reed1
1
Infectious Disease Research Institute, Seattle, WA, USA; 2University of
Addis Ababa, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; 3Institute of Endemic Diseases,
University of Khartoum, Khartoum, Sudan; 4Department of Medicine,
Universidade Federal de Sergipe, Aracaju, Brazil; 5Laboratory Sciences
Division, ICDDR,B, Dhaka, Bangladesh; 6Foundation for Innovative
New Diagnostics, Geneva, Switzerland

Visceral leishmaniasis (VL) can be fatal without timely diagnosis
and treatment. Treatment efficacies vary due to parasite drug
resistance, patient tolerance to drug toxicity and co-morbidities
such as HIV infection. It is therefore important to monitor treatment responsiveness to confirm cure and curtail relapse. Currently, microscopy of spleen, bone marrow or lymph node
biopsies is the only definitive method to evaluate long term cure.
A less invasive test for treatment success is a high priority for
VL management. Along with InBios International, Seattle, we
developed a prototype capture ELISA based on detecting Leishmania donovani antigens in the urine of VL patients. The Leishmania Antigen DetectTM ELISA demonstrated >90% sensitivity
on VL patient samples from Sudan (n = 64), Bangladesh
(n = 13) and Ethiopia (n = 46) and 88% on samples from Brazil
(n = 43). The ELISA was also highly discriminatory for VL,
based on results using samples from healthy individuals (n = 58)
and patients with other diseases (n = 30), with a demonstrated
specificity of 100%. To confirm utility in monitoring treatment,
urine samples were collected from 42 VL patients in Ethiopia at
days 0, 30 and 180 post-treatment. For the Leishmania Antigen
DetectTM ELISA, positivity was high at day 0 at 95%, falling to
21% at day 30. At day 180, all samples were negative, corresponding well with clinical cure. The ELISA was much more sensitive than KAtex, the only existing urine Leishmania antigen
detection test on the market, which had a sensitivity of 50–60%
on the above samples at a specificity of 92%. It also has practical advantages over KAtex such as not requiring the boiling of
urine, thus shortening the time of assay as well as improving
convenience. The Leishmania Antigen DetectTM ELISA provides a
standardized, user- friendly, quantitative and non-invasive test to
detect Leishmania antigens during acute infection as well as to
monitor its clearance upon cure and is a clear improvement over
existing options. The Leishmania Antigen DetectTM ELISA is a
valuable tool to fill current gaps in VL management. It is important to establish its impact in the field through Phase II studies
and make it available to clinics as soon as possible.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.098
Enabling discovery and development of new antileishmanials
in an academic drug discovery unit through appropriate
screening cascades, early exploration of pharmacokinetics
and close collaboration with the pharmaceutical industry
M. De Rycker
Drug Discovery Unit, University of Dundee, Dundee, UK

Visceral leishmaniasis is a significant health problem in several
countries of the developing world, causing approximately
30 000 deaths annually. Treatments exist but are associated with
many drawbacks ranging from high cost to resistance and toxic-

ity. There is an urgent need for new drugs that are safe, affordable and can be administered orally. The Drug Discovery Unit at
the University of Dundee is a fully integrated biotech style drug
discovery operation. Over the last 6 years we have developed an
innovative and efficient drug discovery engine for new antileishmanials which we present here. Our in vitro screening cascade
combines the robustness and throughput required for screening
large libraries with the physiological relevance required to have
confidence that compounds will show efficacy in in vivo models.
This cascade includes both axenic and intracellular Leishmania
assays, as well as toxicity counterscreens. Unlike many standard
axenic assays, our novel axenic amastigote assay differentiates
between compounds with a cytocidal and a cytostatic effect and
allows us to screen large compound collections in a relatively
short time with good translation of activity in the gold-standard
intracellular Leishmania assay. We aim to obtain proof of concept in animal efficacy studies as quickly as possible. To achieve
this we assess the pharmacokinetic properties of hits at an early
stage through a set of in vitro and in vivo assays. In order to
swiftly progress promising series through lead-optimisation and
pre-clinical development we actively collaborate with a pharmaceutical partner (GSK) and the product development partnership
that will ultimately take on clinical development (DNDi).
Drug discovery for visceral leishmaniasis is highly challenging.
Our experience of working in this area for several years has
resulted in the drug discovery path that we present here, and in
the successful identification of novel compound series with the
potential of becoming new drugs for visceral leishmaniasis.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.099
Comparison of the proteome profiling of Iranian isolates of
Leishmania tropica, L. major and L. infantum by twodimensional electrophoresis (2-DE) and mass-spectrometry
H. Hajjaran1, M. Mohammadi Bazargani2, M. Mohebali1, P. Mousavi1,
R. Burchmore3, G. Hosseini Salekdeh4 and E. Kazemi-Rad1
1
Department of Medical Parasitology and Mycology, School of Public
Health, Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran; 2Agriculture
Institute, Iranian Research Organization for Science and Technology,
Tehran, Iran; 3Institute of Infection, Immunity and Inflammation, College
of Medical, Veterinary and Life Science, Glasgow, UK; 4Agricultural
Biotechnology Research Institute of Iran (ABRI), Karaj, Iran

Background The mechanisms of virulence and species
differences of Leishmania parasites are under the influence of
gene expression regulations at post transcriptional stages. In
Iran, L. major and L. tropica are known as principal agents of
cutaneous leishmaniasis, while L. infantum causes visceral
leishmaniasis.
Methods As a preliminary study, we compared the proteome
mapping of the above three Iranian isolates of Leishmania
species through the 2-dimension electrophoresis (2-DE), and
identified the prominent proteins by Liquid Chromatography
(LC) mass spectrometry.
Results We reproducibly detected about 700 protein spots in
each species by using the Melanie software. Totally, 264
proteins exhibited significant changes among 3 species. 49
protein spots identified in both L. tropica and L. major were
similar in position in the gel, whereas only 35 of L. major
proteins and 10 of L. tropica proteins were matched with those
of L. infantum. Having identified 24 proteins in the three
species, we sought to provide possible explanations for their
differential expression patterns and discuss their relevance to cell
biology.
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Conclusion The comparison of proteome profiling pattern of
the 3 species identified limit up and limit down regulated or
absent/present proteins. Also the LC-MS data analysis showed
that most of the protein spots with differential abundance in the
3 species are involved in cell motility and cytoskeleton, cell
signaling and vesicular trafficking, intracellular survival/
proteolysis, oxidative stress defense, protein synthesis, protein
ubiquitination/proteolysis, and stress related proteins.
Differentially proteins distributed among the species maybe
implicated in host pathogenecity interactions and parasite
tropism to cutaneous or visceral tissue macrophages.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

control samples, IFAT was more specific (Fisher exact test,
P < 0.0001).
Conclusions The immunochromatographic test with fingertip
whole blood (WB) proved to be promising as it showed the same
sensitivity as with serum did in the four localities, giving an
alternative to quicken the VL point of care diagnosis. Moreover,
oral fluid showed a lower sensitivity and lower color intensity of
the bands in the four localities.
Supported by: Ministerio da Sa
ude (SICONV N° 084727/
2010), CNPq (fellowship to HG), LIM-38, HC/FMUSP.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Evaluation of immunochromatographic assay with
recombinant antigen K39, using whole blood, serum and
oral fluid, in the diagnosis of visceral leishmaniasis in
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Introduction The immunochromatographic or rapid
diagnostic tests (RDT) with recombinant antigens are considered
a good option in the laboratory diagnosis of visceral
leishmaniasis (VL), due to their easy application in point of care.
In Brazil, RDT with rk39 (Kalazar Detect TM Rapid Test, Inbios
International) have only been validated with serum specimens
(SE), so we aim to validate the test for use with fingertip whole
blood (WB) and oral fluid (OF).
Methods and Materials The study was carried out on
243 individuals: 145 with symptomatic VL confirmed by positive
parasitology and/or direct agglutination test (DAT) ≥3200, and
98 controls (DAT < 3200) including 81 healthy individuals from
endemic area and 17 infected with other diseases. RDT were
carried out in Campo Grande, Bauru, Aracaju, Natal and S~ao
Paulo, where WB, OF and SE were collected. At the Tropical
Medicine Institute DAT, RDT, IFAT and ELISA were performed
with serum samples.
Results RDT yielded the following sensitivity: Campo
Grande, 91.67% (WB and SE), 80.56% (OF); Bauru, 90.48%
(WB and SE), 76.19% (OF); Aracaju, 90.91% (WB and SE),
81.82% (OF); Natal, 75.76% (WB and SE), 42.42% (OF); all
cities, 87.59% (WB and SE), 71.72% (OF). Comparing the three
fluids, OF sensitivity was significantly lower than that of WB
and SE, considering every locality (chi square, P = 0.0002).
Comparing the sensitivity in the localities, there was no
difference between WB and SE (chi square, P = 0.1265). RDT
with WB yielded 100.0% specificity in all cities. Comparing the
three fluids in VL samples, the color intensity of the bands was
significantly lower for OF (Friedman, paired samples,
P < 0.0001). There was no significant difference in specificity
among WB, SE and OF (chi square, P = 0.3724). Considering all
localities, in samples from VL patients, ELISA was significantly
more sensitive than IFAT (Fisher exact test, P = 0.0083) and in
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Serum cytokines responses over the entire clinicalimmunological spectrum of human Leishmania (L.) infantum
chagasi-infection in Amazonian Brazil
P. Ramos1, K. Carvalho2, D. Rosa3, A. P. Rodrigues4, L. Lima5, M. Campos1,
C. Gomes6, M. Laurenti6, C. Corbett6 and F. Silveira1
1
Parasitology, Evandro Chagas Institute (Surveillance Secretary of Health,
Ministry of Health), Ananindeua, Brazil; 2Immunology Department,
Medical School of S~ao Paulo University, S~ao Paulo, Brazil;
3
Microbiology, Immunology and Parasitology, Federal University of S~ao
Paulo, S~ao Paulo, Brazil; 4Morphology, Evandro Chagas Institute
(Surveillance Secretary of Health, Ministry of Health), Ananindeua,
Brazil; 5Evandro Chagas Institute (Surveillance Secretary of Health,
Ministry of Health), Ananindeua, Brazil; 6Pathology, Medical School of
S~ao Paulo University, S~ao Paulo, Brazil

The clinical-immunological spectrum of human Leishmania (L.)
infantum chagasi-infection in Amazonian Brazil was recently
reviewed based on clinical, DTH, and IFAT-(IgG) evaluations
that identified five infection profiles, three of them asymptomatic: Asymptomatic Infection (AI); Subclinical Resistant
Infection (SRI); and Indeterminate Initial Infection (III), and two
symptomatic: Symptomatic Infection [SI = American visceral
leishmaniasis (AVL)]; and Subclinical Oligosymptomatic Infection (SOI). The TNF-a, IL-4, IL-6 and IL-10 serum cytokine
responses of these five profiles were analyzed using a multiplexed
Cytometric Bead Array examining 161 samples from an endemic
area in Para State, in the Brazilian Amazon: SI (AVL) (21 cases),
III (49), SRI (19), SOI (12), AI (36), and CG (24). Higher IL-6
serum levels were observed in the SI profile (AVL) than in the
other profiles, and also than those of IL-4 and TNF-a in the
same profile, SOI and III ones. Positive correlations were found
between IL-6 and IL-10 in the SI (AVL) and III profiles, and
between IL-6 and TNF-a in the III. These results provide strong
evidence for associating IL-6 and IL-10 cytokines with the
immunopathogenesis of the pathogenic SI profile (AVL), and for
clarifying the role of these cytokines within the entire clinical-immunological spectrum of human L. (L.) i. chagasi-infection.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Patient perceptions of new treatment modalities for
visceral leishmaniasis in Bihar, India: a qualitative study

Sero-epidemiological survey of canine visceral leishmaniasis
(CVL) among dogs in central west parts of Iran using direct
agglutination test (DAT)

S. Burza1,2,3, M. Jeleff4, V. R. Das5, T. Sunyoto1, R. Mahajan1, M. A. Lima6,
M. Boelaert2, J.-P. Van Geertruyden3, D. Burtscher4 and P. Das5
1
Medecins Sans Frontieres, Delhi, India; 2Institute of Tropical Medicine,
Antwerp, Belgium; 3International Health, University of Antwerp,
Antwerp, Belgium; 4Medecins Sans Frontieres, Vienna, Austria; 5Rajendra
Mamorial Research Institute, Patna, India; 6Medecins Sans Frontieres,
Barcelona, Spain

Background Until recently a standard regimen of
1 28 days of oral miltefosine was first line treatment for visceral leishmaniasis (VL) in the Indian subcontinent, where the
World Health Organisation recommends several new lowdose regimens:
2 single intravenous infusion liposomal amphotericin B;
3 combination of 10 days daily intramuscular paromomycin
with oral miltefosine; and
4 combination of a single intravenous infusion of liposomal
amphotericin B with 7 days of oral miltefosine.
All these treatment regimens have been shown to be highly
efficacious in phase 3 trials, however there is little information
on the utility of these treatments from the patients0 perspective.
We aim to document patient0 s perception on these four different
treatment regimens for VL.
Methods Through purposeful and maximum variation
sampling, we selected 54 participants with a confirmed history
of VL and treated with one of the four treatment modalities of
interest within the previous 12 months. A flexible participatory
technique was applied using non-participant observation as well
as in-depth interviews guided by semi-structured questions.
Results were transcribed from field notes and interview records
and coded thematically using inductive and deductive techniques.
Results The study findings showed that patients preferred a
single-dose liposomal amphotericin B injection due to its
perceived effectiveness, limited travel to and time spent at health
centres resulting in lower costs, and fewer risks for female
patients. The combination therapy of a single dose amphotericin
B (AmBisome) and 7 days oral miltefosine was perceived as
effective and appreciated for its short duration. Less accepted
was the combination therapy 10-day oral miltefosine with
10 days of intramuscular injections of paromomycin where
patients complained about the hidden costs and loss of income
caused by frequent travel. The least acceptable was the 28- day
oral miltefosine treatment, which was perceived as lengthy with
increased side effects.
Conclusions This study helps understand patients0
understanding and perspectives on four different treatment
options for VL. This information can be valuable for decisionmaking while developing health policy for VL management in
the Indian Sub-continent.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Mediterranean Visceral Leishmaniasis (MVL)
is one of the most serious and fatal neglected infectious diseases
in different parts of Iran, including Chaharmahal va Bakhtiyari
province. In Iran, canines are considered as the reservoirs of
disease. So, we aimed to investigate the sero-prevalence of antiLeishmania infantum antibodies in dogs as the main reservoirs
of MVL.
Materials and Methods The cross-sectional nonrandomized study was carried out on 533 serum samples
collected from dogs all over the province to determine the seroprevalence of Anti-Leishmania infantum antibodies using a
direct agglutination method. Analysis of the data was done using
SPSS ver.20 and Chi-square test, and P-values < 0.05 were
considered significant.
Results Of these 533 sera, 324 (60.8%) and 209 samples
(39.2%) belonged to male and female dogs aged 3–120 months
(mean 36.3  24.8 months), respectively. The study was also
carried out on the sera obtained from 385 (72.2%) tribal
sheepdogs, 100 (18.8%) rural dogs and 48 (9%) stray dogs. In
86 of the total samples (16.1%) of the sera, there were varying
levels of anti-Leishmania infantum IgG antibodies tittered
(ranged) between 1/80 and 1/2560. The highest sero-prevalence
rate (21.9%) of these antibodies was found in dogs aged 37–
84 months and there was a significant correlation between the
seropositivity against L. infantum and the age group
(P = 0.011). Seroprevalence of anti-Leishmania infantum
antibodies varied in different areas of the province: from 41.7%
in Shahr-e-kord to 1% in Lordegan.There was also a significant
relationship between the seroprevalence rate of the antibodies
and the counties which studied (P = 0.001). The sero-prevalence
rate of anti-Leishmania infantum antibodies was significantly
higher in stray dogs than tribal and rural sheepdogs (P = 0.042).
Conclusion L. infantum infection was found in dogs from
different parts of the province, particularly stray dogs. These
could be considered as one of the main reservoir hosts for
human visceral leishmaniasis. Therefore, VL should be
considered as an important health problem in this region of Iran.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Seroprevalence and risk factors of Toxoplasma infection in
patients with malignancy in central and south central areas
of Iran compared with control group using enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
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Introduction Toxoplasma gondii is one of the most serious
infectious agents in patients with cancer. The study was carried
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out to determine the seroprevalence and risk factors of
Toxoplasma infection in patients with malignancy compared
with control group.
Materials and Methods A total of four hundred and
forty serum samples were collected from patients with cancer
and healthy individuals from Isfahan and Chaharmahal va
Bakhtiyari provinces who had been referred to the Sayyed -OShohada hospital of Isfahan (i.e. each group consisted of 220
samples). The demographic data were collected via questionnaire
forms and the sera were examined for the specific antiToxoplasma antibodies (IgM, IgG), using ELISA method. The
SPSS ver.20 software was used and the results were analysed by
Chi-square, t-student and logistic regression model tests.
Results Out of 220 sera belonged to the patients with
cancers, 133 (60.5%) and 4 (1.8%) serum samples were positive
for anti-Toxolasma IgG and IgM antibodies, respectively.
However, these positivity rates were 41.4% (91) and 1.4% (3)
for anti-Toxoplasma IgG and IgM in the control group. There
was a significant relationship between the two groups for the
antibodies (P < 0.001). Amongst the patients with cancer, the
highest and lowest rates of anti-Toxoplasma IgG antibodies were
found in patients with AML (11.81%), ALL (9.09%) and uterus
cancer (0.45%). The specific anti-Toxoplasma IgM antibodies
were found in four patients with acute myelocytic leukemia
(AML) (0.45%), acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) (0.45%),
stomach cancer (0.45%) and ovary cancer (0.45%). There was a
significant difference between seroprevalence rate of antiToxoplasma.
IgG-antibodies and the variables, age, sex, residence, job, diet
and in case and control groups (P < 0.05).
Conclusion With respect to the findings, It is likely that the
majority of Toxoplasma infections in patients with cancer have
been occurred prior to their malignancy. However, malignancy
and its therapeutic regimens, particularly chemotherapy, may
reactivate the latent Toxoplasma infections and predispose the
patients for acute systemic infection.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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The burden of leishmaniasis in Iran: findings from the global
burden of disease from 1990 to 2010
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Health, Iran University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran; 3Department
of Medical Parasitology and Mycology, School of Medicine, Tabriz
University of Medical Sciences, Tabriz, Iran; 4Department of
Epidemiology, School of Public Health, Shahid Beheshti University of
Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran; 5Zoonoses Control Unit, Center of
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Intoduction Leishmaniasis, as parasitic neglected tropical
disease, threats the public health with a morbidity and
occasionally mortality rate which is virtually found on every
continent except Australia and Antarctica. In this study, we aimed
to estimate the burden of leishmaniasis in Iran; as one of the main
endemic foci of leishmaniasis in the world by using the measures
of the global burden of disease (GBD) results 2010 compared to
leishmaniasis data registered from all provinces of Iran.
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Materials and Methods Data obtained from the GBD
and Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME) during
1990–2010 to estimate disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs)
and deaths and fatality rates of leishmaniasis. We compared the
results of GBD’s burden for leishmaniasis with the same
available data was registered by MOHME.
Results The GBD was estimated 229 714 DALYs due to
leishmaniasis in the Iranian people of all ages and both sexes.
The total numbers of visceral leishmaniasis (VL) or kala-azar
deaths were 3391; and deaths caused by VL were decreased
significantly in recent years. The Iran’s death registration data of
MOHME revealed that almost 20 deaths registered from 1990
to 2010. Underreporting of kala-azar deaths is always more
pronounced.
Conclusions Findings indicate that the GBD estimation of
mortality rates was surprisingly higher than the MOHME’s data.
The burden of leishmaniasis decreased significantly during 1990–
2010 in both data sources. The reason of this decrease has been
gained by establishment of VL surveillance system in various
parts of Iran particularly in the endemic areas.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Sciences, Tehran, Iran

Introduction Leishmania spp. are obligate intracellular
protozoan parasites requiring a suitable milieu for their growth
and invasion within host macrophages. Arginine uptake and
arginase (ARG) activity of host and parasites are crucial in
survival and proliferation of Leishmania infection in the host
cells. We tested the hypothesis that ARG of Leishmania spp., an
enzyme associated with growth, establishing and maintaining of
leishmanial infection within host cells, might have had a
hallmark role in the pathogenesis of healing and non-healing
leishmaniasis. Therefore, we characterized in detail the ARG of
Iranian strains of Leishmania spp. at the genomic and
transcriptomic levels and assessed arginase activity at the in-vitro
level.
Materials and Methods After confirmation and
identification of the ARG gene of Iranian strains of Leishmania
spp. by PCR, the ARG gene was cloned and characterized from
Leishmania spp. and finally was sequenced. Expressions of ARG
were assayed by RT-PCR. ARG activity was measured in
amastigotes and promastigotes of parasites.
Results The ARG sequence showed significant homology to
ARG proteins from other organisms and the complete nucleotide
sequence of the ARG open reading frame (ORF) was obtained.
RT-PCR analysis demonstrated that the gene is strongly
expressed during the logarithmic and stationary phase of the
parasite. We showed that in promastigotes of pathogenic Iranian
strains of L. major and L. tropica, ARG activity is higher than
non-pathogenic L. tarentolae in logarithmic phase. Surprisingly,
ARG activity in the logarithmic and stationary phase of
promastigotes of L. tropica was higher than other strains. ARG
activity in supernatant of amastigotes forms of the above
parasites are all in the same level but in the cell lysate of
L. major and L. tarentolae is lower than L. tropica.
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Conclusions It is suggested that ARG, by enabling
establishing and maintaining of Leishmania parasites within host
macrophages, may contribute to Leishmania pathogenicity and
severity, thereby representing potential targets for novel
therapeutic strategies.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran

Introduction Naegleria spp. are free-living
amoeboflagellates that belong to Vahlkampfiidae family. These
amphizoic protozoan parasite causes meningoencephalitis called
primary amoebic meningoencephalitis (PAM). These widespread
amoebae could be found in environmental sources particularly in
water resources of tropical and subtropical regions.
Materials and Methods In the present study 60 samples
were collected from water resources of Rasht city, Gilan
province, Iran. After filtering and culturing of samples, plates
were examined by microscopic method and according to the
page criteria. DNA of vahlkampfiids positive samples were then
extracted using phenol-chlorophorm method. Amoebae were
identified by molecular methods (PCR and sequencing). In this
study ITS primer was used for PCR amplification and positive
PCR products were submitted to sequencing.
Results 7 (11.6%) of 60 total samples were positive for
Naegleria.
Conclusions The present research reflect the occurrence of
Naegleria spp. in water sources of Rasht city that can be
potential hazard for native people and tourists. Warning signs in
recreational places could be an option for decreasing the risk. To
the best of our knowledge this is the first report regarding the
occurrence of Naegleria in Rasht city, Gilan province.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Vaccination has been one of the most
successful and cost-effective public health interventions in the
last century that saved millions of lives. In 1984, the Expanded
Program on Immunization (EPI) was launched in Iran as one of
the main components of Primary Health Care (PHC). We aimed
to investigate the burden of four vaccine-preventable diseases
from 1990 to 2010 in Iran.
Materials and Methods GBD study 2010 includes death
rates, Years of Life Lost (YLLs), Years Lived with Disability

(YLDs), and Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALYs). YLLs is
calculated through multiplying the number of deaths in each age
group by a reference life expectancy for the same age group,
while YLDs can be obtained from the prevalence of a disease
multiplied by the disability weight (DW) for the same disease.
The sum of these two indices develops DALYs. In the present
study, We tried to produce new graphs and explain more about
the results of Iran, in addition to describing the GBD study
limitations.
Results Regardless of gender differences, DALYs rates for
measles at all ages were 86.1220 and 5.5703 per 100 000 in
1990 and 2010, respectively. It means about 94% decrease in
this disease. The maximum and minimum rates of deaths from
whooping cough for males aged under 5 was 4.0674 and 0.2713
per 100 000 in 1990 and 2000, respectively.
Conclusions This study demonstrated that vaccination had a
positive impact on the control of communicable diseases, but the
results of this study has some limitations similar to GBD study.
May pave the way for making decision about other public health
interventions. Moreover, since measuring the impact of various
diseases on health plays an important role in public health, it
can be an important step toward prioritization in health.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction In Nepal, the incidence of visceral
leishmaniasis (VL) is decreasing significantly, from over 1200
cases in 2008 to only 339 reported new native cases in the
(fiscal) year 2014. The majority of these cases comes from the
12 program districts in the south-eastern plains of the Terai
(lowlands).
Over the last years, the number of cases reported from nonprogram districts has been increasing, and now represents a considerable proportion of cases (44, or 13%). In 2014 and 2015,
an outbreak investigation team visited cases in seven non-endemic districts: Bhojpur, Okhaldhunga (Eastern Region); Palpa
(Western Region); Sukhet (Mid-Western Region); Doti and Kailali (Far Western Region) in order to collect epidemiological,
entomological and microbiological data on L. donovani infection
and transmission.
Methodology Study villages were identified on the basis of
official reporting data, number of VL cases reported and
accessibility. On the spot, a geographical unit (usually village or
hamlet) was defined around the case(s), followed by a house-tohouse survey to document possible unreported cases, take blood
samples of all consenting household members (age ≥ 2 years),
and collect data on household and individual characteristics
through pre-tested questionnaires. Special focus was put on work
and travel history.
CDC light traps and aspiration method were used to collect
sand flies. Blood samples were taken from domestic animals as
well. Blood was tested on presence of L. donovani antibodies
using the direct agglutination test, and on Leishmania parasites
through PCR.
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Results Phlebotomus sandflies, the vector of L. donovani

PS1.111

were found in all villages irrespective of elevation from sea level
(500–1500 m). In the eastern region, sero-prevalence in the
selected villages was high, comparable with that found in
endemic villages in the Terai. Leishmania PCR was positive in
several samples, L. donovani could be confirmed through
sequencing in two human samples and one sand fly. At the time
of writing of the abstract, the investigation team was still on the
field in Western Nepal collecting data.
Conclusions Our study demonstrates that occasionally
imported L. donovani infections into districts currently
considered non-endemic can set off local transmission despite the
altitude. Awareness, surveillance and control activities should
therefore be extended in order to assure VL elimination in
Nepal.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Evidence on the intradomiciliar transmission of American
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Introduction Visceral leishmaniasis (VL) is a zoonotic
parasitic disease caused by Leishmania infantum which is mainly
transmitted by sand flies. Domestic dogs are the main reservoir
that manifest as asymptomatic or as a symptomatic disease
characterized by hepatoslenomegaly, fever, weight loss. Arginaseinduced L-arginine metabolism act as a potent mechanism of
immuno suppression and high arginase activity is a hallmark of
nonhealing disease. Here for the first time, levels of arginase
activity in the sera and reticuloendothelial tissues of
symptomatic and asymptomatic dogs were assessed and
compared with healthy dogs.
Materials and Methods Dogs were grouped as
symptomatic, asymptomatic, and healthy animals according to
their PCR confirmation and clinical statue of each dog. After
blood collection, the dogs were euthanized and
reticuloendothelial tissues including lymph node, spleen, liver
and kidney were removed. The enzymatic activity of arginase
was measured and normalized according to protein content.
Data were analyzed by Kruskal-Wallis and Mann Whitney tests
and differences were considered statistically significant at
P < 0.05.
Results The analyzed data indicated that arginase levels in
kidney were significantly higher in infected dogs than healthy
ones. Symptomatic dogs had higher arginase levels than
asymptomatic ones, but the difference was not significant.
Moreover, in different tissues including liver, spleen and lymph
node, we observed higher level of arginase activity in infected
dogs but it was not significant in compare with healthy animals.
The level of arginase activity in the PBMC and PMN was also
higher in infected dogs in compare to healthy animals.
Conclusion Among different tissues, kidney is more sensitive
to illustrate the function of arginase as an enzyme caused
immunosuppression. Unlike to human VL cases, we did not
observed any differences in the level of arginase activity in
PBMC and PMN, although there are 5 fold increases in the sera
of infected animals in compare with healthy dogs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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American cutaneous leishmaniasis (ACL) due to Leishmania
(Viannia) lainsoni received notorious epidemiological worth in
Amazonian Brazil during recent 19900 s, when arose the first
cases of ACL in the periphery of metropolitan region of Belem,
the capital of Para State, mainly in the municipalities of Ananindeua, Marituba and Benevides. Afterwards, the disease was also
confirmed in the western and southeastern regions of Para State,
onia States, all in Amazoas well as in Amapa, Acre and Rond^
nian Brazil, but also in the neighboring countries of Peru, Bolivia, French Guyana and Surinam. However, considering that the
parasite transmission in nature is carried out by Lutzomyia ubiquitalis (Psychodidae: Phlebotominae), a poorly anthropophilic
sand fly species, the disease seems to be little frequent in man.
We demonstrate herein that ACL due to L. (V.) lainsoni can be
intradomiciliarly transmitted in Amazonian Brazil. In the last
2 years, seven ACL patients due to L. (V.) lainsoni were
attended in the ambulatory of Leishmaniasis Laboratory ‘Prof.
Dr. Ralph Lainsoni’, in Ananindeua municipality, Para State,
Brazil, all from the ‘Mosqueiro Island’, an administrative district
situated about 70 km from Belem, capital of Para State. The
phenotypical characterization of L. (V.) lainsoni was based on
isoenzyme electrophoresis. In order to confirm the transmission
of disease, it was carried out a sand fly collection (6:00 p.m. to
6:00 a.m.) using four CDC light traps in the interior of a home
(two bedrooms) of an ACL patient. This sand fly capture
revealed the identification of three female of Lu. trinidadensis
and twelve of Lu. ubiquitalis. These results represent strong evidence on the sinanthropic capacity of the sand fly Lu. ubiquitalis, a proven vector of L. (V.) lainsoni in Amazonian Brazil, to
transmit intradomiciliarly this parasite to man.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Visceral leishmaniasis (VL) is ultimately a fatal disease if left
untreated. Diagnosis of VL in patients presenting with suspected
relapse is a challenge in resource-limited settings. Currently diagnosis of relapse necessitates invasive tissue aspirates of spleen,
bone-marrow or lymph node, which requires skilled HR and the
capacity to identify L. donovani amastigotes histologically.
These skill sets are rare in the majority of the rural settings in
areas endemic for VL.
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Splenic aspirate is the gold standard with high sensitivity
(96%) however it is complex, carries risk of bleeding and is contraindicated in patients with very low hemoglobin or platelets,
both of which are not uncommon in VL. Although safer, lymph
node (50%) and bone-marrow (65%) have relatively low sensitivity. Recently a point-of-care rapid diagnostic test (RDT), the
IgG1 K-SeT, was evaluated in India and Nepal. Though still in
development phase, preliminary results showed sensitivity of 83–
100% and a specificity of 80% of detecting VL relapse in symptomatic patients.
In this study we use a decision tree model to compare the cost
and cost-effectiveness of presumptive treatment, invasive parasitological diagnosis (spleen biopsy, lymph node and bone marrow aspirate) and the IgG1 RDT to confirm relapse of VL in
symptomatic patients in South Asia. Primary data on the cost of
diagnostic tests is combined with data from the literature,
unpublished studies and expert opinion. We calculate the cost
per patient correctly diagnosed as well as average and incremental cost-effectiveness ratios expressed as cost per death averted.
Probabilistic sensitivity analysis is applied to assess the robustness of the cost-effectiveness results.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Development and performance evaluation of enzyme linked
immunosorbent assay and lineblot for serological diagnosis
of leishmaniasis in dogs
A. Latz and J. V€
olger
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Canine leishmaniasis is a zoonotic disease by the protozoan parasite Leishmania transmitted by the bite of an infected phlebotomine sandfly. Leishmania infantum is the most common and
important cause of canine leishmaniasis worldwide. Other Leishmania spp. reported from dogs include L. mexicana, L. donovani, and L. braziliensis. Leishmaniasis can be categorized by
two types of diseases in dogs: a cutaneous reaction and a visceral
reaction also known as black fever, the most severe form of
leishmaniasis.
Infection does not invariably lead to illness. In fact, most
infected dogs remain asymptomatic and may never develop clinical manifestations. In endemic regions, the prevalence of disease
is often <10% and only about 1 in 5 infected dogs are considered likely to develop clinical disease.
Diagnosis of canine leishmaniasis is based on the presence of
clinical signs together with positive specific antibody assay. Due
to the close contact of dogs and humans it is important to monitor the presence of Leishmania in the animal population in order
to secure safety for humans.
The aim of this work was to develop a serological ELISA and
Lineblot assay to detect IgG and IgM antibodies against Leishmania in serum or plasma samples derived from all mammals.
Microtiterplates were coated with antigen preparations of
Leishmania infantum. The presents of antibodies against Leishmania is detected by protein A/G-HRP. A sample collection of
about 200 positive samples and 400 negative samples was used
for development and evaluation of the assay.
Samples were taken from dogs all over the world and performance of different antigen preparations (native L. guyanensis;
native L. major; recombinant L. chagasi and recombinant
L. donovani) where compared with the final assay utilizing
L. infantum antigens. High throughput screening can be done

with ELISA while determining individual can be performed with
the Lineblot without the need of special lab equipment.
Here we show the performance characteristic of the newly
developed assays. Due to the improved antigen design, purification method and test setup a superior assay performance was
achieved compared to other test methods.
Disclosure This work was performed at a company.
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Leishmania infantum is the protozoan pathogen responsible for
zoonotic visceral leishmaniasis (VL) in the Mediterranean Basin.
Infections in mammals are acquired via sand flies of the genus
Phlebotomus. The signaling pathways that control the differentiation processes from extracellular promastigotes in the sand fly
host into intracellular amastigotes in the mammalian host have
not been characterized so far. The PP1s are essential serine/threonine phosphatases in regulating diverse cellular functions in
eukaryotic organisms and its role in Leishmania has not yet been
described. The comparative sequence alignment of the PP1 of
L. infantum codified by chromosome 34 showed relevant amino
acid differences in the N-terminal regions and an invariable catalytic core. The predicted three-dimensional structure of
LinJ34.0840 did not significantly differ from the widely studied
mammalian orthologues. The gene expression of PP1 analyzed
throughout the life cycle of L. infantum by qRT-PCR displayed
a regular expression level of PP1 during the promastigotes0
growth curve. However, several PP1 – LinJ15.0240,
LinJ34.0820, LinJ34.0850 – were found to be up-regulated in
the infective promastigotes obtained from the natural sand-fly
environment. Inmunofluorescence studies of axenic promastigotes evidenced the subcellular localization of PP1 in the flagellar
region (LinJ.15.0240) and flagellar pocket (LinJ34.0840). Stable
transfectant promastigotes for the over-expression of genes
LinJ15.0240 and LinJ34.0840 were generated in their full length
and N-terminal truncated versions with the integrative vector
pIR-mcs. First, growth kinetic was altered in the LinJ34.0840
and truncated LinJ15.0240 transfectants. Western blot analysis
showed a sharp decrease of PP1 over-expression after 48 h of
incubation. Furthermore, the expression profiles of PP1 transfectants analyzed by RNA-Seq revealed a different expression levels
compared with wild type promastigotes being found down-regulated more than 500 genes in LinJ.34.0840 transfectant. Interestingly, significant over-expression of genes related with ribosomal
protein was detected in the truncated LinJ.15.0240 and
LinJ.34.0840 transfectants. Indeed, the over-expression of PP1
resulted in cellular stress and disturbance in the rate translation
due to the essential inhibitory functions of PP1 in signaling pathways. These observations suggest that PP1 may play an essential
role in the differentiation processes of L. infantum.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Material and Methods We examined 5 infected dogs

Analysis of global gene expression of Leishmania infantum
under Insulin-like growth factor I stimulus

with pancytopaenia and 8 with bicytopaenia and 10 noninfected control dogs. In hamster, 10 animals were infected
intraperitoneally with 2 9 107 L. (L.) infantum amastigotes.
Myelogram and growth factor and/or cytokine mRNA
expression were analysed in bone marrow samples.
Results All infected dogs had normocytic normochromic
anaemia, leukopenia and/or thrombocytopaenia. In myelogram,
we observed dysgranulopoiesis (100%), dyserythropoiesis
(100%) and dysmegakaryopoiesis (53.8%). VL dogs presented
an increase in the myeloid:erythroid ratio compared with noninfected dogs. Infected pancytopaenic dogs had greater erythroid
maturation index when compared with infected bicytopaenic
dogs. Addressing the growth factors and cytokines, increased
mRNA expression of IFN-c, GM-CSF, IL-7 and TNF-a was
observed that seemingly play an important role in bicytopaenic
dogs. In contrast, pancytopaenic dogs had a significantly
decreased IGF-I mRNA expression compared with other groups.
When we extended our study to L. infantum amastigote-infected
hamsters, we observed significant haematological alteration such
as pancytopeania from 90 days post-infection. In myelogram
alterations similar to those seen in VL dogs were observed. IGF-I
expression in bone marrow of hamster was higher at 90 days
that decreased at 120 days of infection when compared with
non-infected controls, coinciding respectively with normal or
diminished blood hemoglobin concentrations.
Conclusion Low IGF-I expression in infected dog or hamster
with patent pancytopaenia suggests possible involvement of this
factor in the pathogenesis of haematological alteration during
VL.
Disclosure Supported by FAPESP, CAPES, CNPq, LIM-38
(HC-FMUSP).
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Visceral Leishmaniasis (VL) is a serious infectious disease caused
by Leishmania (Leishmania) infantum, which affects the
mononuclear phagocyte system. There is a large gap in the
knowledge of various aspects of the disease pathogenesis. Many
of these manifestations and clinical changes in VL may be
related in part to certain changes in the control of gene expression. Our group has shown results that suggest the presence of
mechanisms of post-transcriptional regulation in leishmaniasis,
observing high mRNA levels of insulin-like growth factor I (IGFI) in the liver in dogs naturally infected by L. infantum, but a
decreased serum levels of this factor suggesting a post-transcriptional regulation. The molecular pathogenic mechanisms
involved in the infection with L. infantum have not yet been
fully elucidated, so the aim of this study was to analyze a profile
of global changes in the expression of mRNA in L. (L.) infatum
under IGF-I stimulus. To achieve these objectives it was used
next-generation sequencing techniques. L. infantum promastigotes were grown in M199 culture medium supplemented with
10% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum and incubated at 26°C.
For the experiment promastigotes were maintained during culture period with IGFI stimulus or only for 5 min or without
50 ng/ml recombinant human IGF-I stimulus. When the parasites
were in the stationary growth phase, they were washed twice
with phosphate buffered saline 0.01 M pH 7.2 and the mRNA
was extracted. mRNA was used to prepare cDNA library and
was sequenced in GS Junior System Roche. Data analysis was
performed using software package from GS Junior System and
Blast program (NCBI). We observed 1025 different mRNA corresponding to 1035 different genes IGF-I stimulus maintained
during all culture period, 780 different mRNA sequences corresponding to 780 different genes with 5 min IGF-I stimulus and
235 different mRNA sequences corresponding to 235 different
genes when without IGF-I stimulus. These results suggest that
different genes are transcribed or dynamically regulated under
the stimulation of IGF-I. These changes identified at the molecular level can be used to understand the role of IGF-I during the
infection and identify therapeutic targets in Leishmania infection.
Supported by CAPES/SIU, FINEP, LIM-38.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Insulin-like growth factor-I expression in the pathogenesis of
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Introduction Pancytopenia is an important alteration in
visceral leishmaniasis (VL) which pathogenesis is poorly known.
We assessed the factors involved in the pathogenesis of
pancytopenia in Leishmania (Leishmania) infantum-naturally
infected dogs and experimental VL in hamster.
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Specie-specific diferenciation of Leishmania through real
time PCR and high resolution melt
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1
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Introduction According to WHO estimates worldwide there
are 1.5–2 million new cases per year of leishmaniasis. Clinical
manifestation varies according to the subgenus and species of
Leishmania. Currently, the diagnosis is made through laboratory
tests that have variable sensitivity and inability to differentiate
the species causing the disease. Molecular techniques have been
an alternative in the improvement of the diagnosis and several
targets have been evaluated for this purpose, however, so far
none has been able to discriminate Leishmania species in the
New World using real-time PCR only (qPCR), feature that we
seek in the target heat shock protein 70 (hsp70), because it is a
single-copy gene and there are point mutations detected by
sequencing, present in different species.
Material and Methods Cultures of standard strains from
eight species of Leishmania available at Laboratory of
Seroepidemiology from Institute of Tropical Medicine from Sao
Paulo (Leishmania (L.) amazonensis, Leishmania (L.) infantum,
Leishmania (L.) major, Leishmania (V.) braziliensis, Leishmania
(V.) guyanensis, Leishmania (V.) shawi, Leishmania (V.) naiffi
and Leishmania (V.) lainsoni) were used to DNA extraction by
phenol-chloroform. Based on the mutations present in hsp70,
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primers to use by qPCR were designed. The reactions were
performed with the addition of other trypanosomes
(L. seymouri, Chritidia fasciculata, Trypasnosoma cruzi,
Trypanosoma brucei, Toxoplasma gondii and Plasmodium
vivax) to check the target specific for the genus Leishmania.
Results Melt curve analyzes, amplification cycles and HRM
dispersion plot showed that the target was effective in the
differentiation between Leishmania sp. and other pathogens and
differentiation of subgenus, differentiating Viannia from
Leishmania subgenus only using qPCR, and that there was
differentiation between species of the subgenus Leishmania
(L. infantum, L. major and L. amazonensis). For other
pathogens, there was DNA amplification of Leptomonas
seymouri, but no DNA amplification from C. fasciculata,
Trypanosoma cruzi, Trypanosoma brucei, Toxoplasma gondii
and Plasmodium vivax.
Conclusion Our results suggest that the target hsp70 with
the primers used in this study, is a good marker to differentiate
the two subgenus of Leishmania and to differentiate the species
inside the subgenus Leishmania, but is not able to discriminate
between species inside the subgenus Viannia.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Genetic diversity has been analyzed to
determinate the distribution of different strains of Leishmania
infantum and possible origins of the parasite, as well as the
spread of the disease. Another important point is related to
possibility to identify specific polymorphism of Leishmania
infantum from different reservoir or so far related to severity
and HIV infection. Here we evaluated different genotypes of
Leishmania infantum from patients presenting visceral
leishmaniasis alone or coinfected with HIV relating to relapse or
lethality.
Material and Methods Bone marrow aspirates from VL
patients were obtained from a shaved blade. DNA was extracted
according to the specific protocol for bone marrow and it was
amplified using the primers LINR4 and LIN19, generating a
720 bp fragment. This generated fragment was digested using
restriction enzymes: RsaI and HpaII. The product of restriction
was transformed in a binary matrix and it transformed into a
distance matrix by the RESTDIST program. This distance matrix
was used to construct a dendrogram by the UPGMA method
using the NEIGHBOR program. A graphical representation was
performed by PhyloDraw, version 0.8, thereby determining the
genetic similarity of the minicircle classes among the samples.
Results From 62 samples of bone marrow aspirate, 40 had
their genetic material amplified (six HIV-positive and 34 HIVnegative), and the kDNA restriction patterns from the 34 clinical
isolates were used for cluster analysis. The groups diverging at
the left-hand side of the dotted line could be reliably obtained
(i.e., in inter-experiment replicates, the same isolate was

consistently linked to the same cluster), while divisions occurring
at the right-hand side could often be attributed to interexperiment variation. Based on the standard deviation of the
branches and the consistency of the clustering, 14 kDNA
fingerprint types were recognized among the 34 clinical isolates.
Two group B isolates branch off at the base of the tree, separate
from the others.
Conclusion We observed that there was not a correlation
between specific genotypes of Leishmania sp. and coinfection or
lack of coinfection with HIV. Most likely, Leishmania infantum
is highly conserved, and for this reason, there are some clusters
that hinder both the determination of the relationship among the
different clusters and the outcome of the patient or the
pathogenicity.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Background Visceral leishmaniasis (VL) has become an
important opportunistic infection in persons with HIV-infection
in VL-endemic areas. The co-infection leads to profound
immunosuppression and an annual VL recurrence in 67% of the
patients. This study assessed the effectiveness, safety and
feasibility of monthly pentamidine infusions to prevent
recurrence of VL in HIV co-infected patients.
Methods A single-arm, open-label trial was conducted at two
leishmaniasis treatment centers in northwest Ethiopia. HIVinfected patients with a VL episode were included after
parasitological cure. Monthly infusions of 4 mg/kg pentamidineisethionate diluted in normal-saline were started for 12 months.
All received antiretroviral therapy (ART). Time-to-relapse or
death was the primary end point.
Results Seventy-four patients were included. The probability
of relapse-free survival at 6 months and at 12 months was 79%
and 71% respectively. Renal failure, a possible drug-related
serious adverse event, occurred in two patients with severe
pneumonia. Forty-one patients completed the regimen taking at
least 11 of the 12 doses. Main reasons to discontinue were: 15
relapsed, five died and seven became lost to follow-up. More
patients failed among those with a CD4+ cell count ≤50 cells/ll,
5/7 (71.4%) than those with counts above 200 cells/ll, 2/12
(16.7%), (P = 0.005).
Conclusion Pentamidine secondary prophylaxis led to a 29%
failure rate within 1 year, much lower than reported in historical
controls (50–100%). Patients with low CD4+ cell counts are at
increased risk of relapse despite effective initial VL treatment,
ART and secondary prophylaxis. VL should be detected and
treated early enough in patients with HIV infection before
profound immune deficiency installs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Kala-azar (KA) is presently endemic in 54
districts in India including 11 of West Bengal. Government of
India targets aim to eliminate KA by 2015. In 2010, six people
of Golamighat and Burodanga villages in Bolpur block of
Birbhum district were diagnosed with KA. All were treated with
miltefosine for 28 days.
Methods and Materials A team surveyed villages
Golamighat (population 200) and Burodanga (population 250) in
February 2015 for active KA and post Kala-azar dermal
leishmaniasis (PKDL) case detection. One visceral leishmaniasis
(VL) and 3 PKDL cases (all fresh) were identified in Golamighat.
Also, one patient (previously treated for VL and now showing
faint macular lesions) was suspected as PKDL. One VL and no
PKDL cases were identified in Burodanga. Blood samples were
collected from VL, PKDL and suspect patients. Skin biopsy of
PKDL and suspect were taken. Blood samples were also collected
from 2 cured VL and 5 healthy controls (HC) from Golamighat
and 2 HC from Burodanga. The blood samples were tested for
rk39, conventional parasite ELISA and antigen based PCR assay.
Skin biopsies were tested for internal transcribed spacer 1 (ITS1)
PCR. Subsequently, all definite cases were treated with liposomal
amphotericin B.

Results

1 All the PKDL and VL samples were positive in rk39, Parasite
ELISA and PCR tests. All HC and 2 cured VL were negative.
2 The suspect PKDL case showed a faint band in rk39 and positive in PCR and Parasite ELISA.
3 ITS-1PCR of skin biopsies of clinical and suspect cases of
PKDL were positive.

Conclusions

1 Finding of new cases of VL and PKDL highlights importance
of periodic active surveillance.
2 PCR based tests can supplement clinical evaluation and rk39
tests for early diagnosis of cases.
Acknowledgement The work was permitted by Department
of Health & Family Welfare, Government of West Bengal.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Predicting zoonotic cutaneous leishmaniasis outbreaks in
Tunisia: is an early warning system feasible?
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and M. K. Chahed1
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Background Leishmaniasis transmission results from
complex interactions between the parasite, rodent reservoirs,
human hosts, and sand fly vectors, all of which are influenced by
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climate variability and environmental factors. The objectives of
this study were to investigate the relationship between climatic
and environmental factors and zoonotic cutaneous leishmaniasis
(ZCL) transmission and to study the possibilities of an early
warning system implementation; based on climatic and
environmental parameters.
Methods Monthly ZCL notifications were obtained from an
active surveillance system. We collected monthly minimum,
maximum and mean temperatures, relative humidity during the
day and at night, monthly cumulative rainfall quantity, wind
direction, wind speed and rodent density. The association
between ZCL occurrence and climate and environmental
variables was investigated by univariate and different
multivariate analysis (multiple linear regression, negative
binomial regression and autoregressive integrated moving
average).
Results The ZCL number peaked in October and November.
In univariate analysis, positive associations were found for the
maximum, mean and minimum temperatures lagged for 3 and
6 months, with a high correlation coefficient for the mean
temperature lagged for 6 months (r = 0.837, P < 103). All
multivariate analyses showed positive association between
monthly ZCL incidence and the 6 month moving average
temperature (tm (M6)) with high correlation coefficients and
very small significant level, whereas negative association was
observed for the cumulative rainfall of the last year (rainfall
(Y1)).
Conclusions This study illustrated that ecological early
warning system for ZCL is a feasible application providing first,
a long-time planning of sustained environmental surveillance and
ZCL monitoring, and second the use of the appropriate
functional form to introduce climate variables and the best
approach for modeling the relationship including seasonality.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Zonootic cutaneous leishmaniasis prevalence among
farmers in Central Tunisia
H. Bellali1, F. Chemak2, I. Nouiri3, D. Mansour3, J. Ghrab4, H. Ben Boubaker5
and M. K. Chahed1
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Tunisia (INAT), University of Carthage, Borj Cedria, Tunisia;
4
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Background Zoonotic cutaneous leishmaisis (ZCL) is
endemic in central Tunisia. It is more prevalent in rural
agricultural areas. The aim of this work was to determine
ZCL prevalence among farmers and to test their availability to
take ownership of the problem and participate actively in the
fight.
Methods We carried out a cross sectional study within an
endemic rural area to ZCL in the governorate of Sidi Bouzid,
Central Tunisia; in May and June 2014. A group of farmers was
chosen randomly from three lists which were stratified by the
quantity of water consumption for irrigation. Farmers were
interviewed using a standardized questionnaire about occurrence
and the date of lesion onset of ZCL among their family
members. We also collected information about their knowledge
of the disease, the elements of the transmission cycle and risk
factors, structures of ZCL control and their availability to
contribute fighting this disease.
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Results ZCL occurred in at least one of the family members
of 38.5% of interviewed farmers. The disease is endemic with
recurrent epidemics every 4 or 5 years. 76% of the farmers were
aware of the disease and 60% knew that ZCL is transmitted by
sand fly bites. For 80% of interviewed farmers, health care
facilities are the most credible structure to address ZCL; 38% of
farmers were aware of the existence of the nongovernmental
organization (NGO), and 21% of them think that this NGO is
the most effective organism to fight against ZCL. With regard to
ZCL preventive measures, the majority of farmers agreed and
was ready to collaborate (93.1%), to follow health care facilities
instructions (73.1%) and to join NGO (56.9%). However, they
did not agree to reduce irrigation activities (3.1%) mainly at
night (4.6%), to live far from their irrigated fields (0.8%) and to
go or sleep outside at night (6.2%).
Conclusions Agricultural activities, mainly irrigation, are
favorable conditions to ZCL transmission. Farmers don’t agree
to reduce their activity to avoid exposure to the sand fly bites.
Thus, we should work with the population to address ZCL.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Leishmaniasis is one of the world’s most
neglected diseases; it is caused by protozoan parasites of the
genus Leishmania, and transmitted by the bite of phlebotomine
sandflies. Its complex epidemiology poses a challenge to control.
The disease is currently spreading because of three escalating
risk factors:
1 anthropogenic and environmental changes;
2 immune compromise of human hosts (mainly HIV co-infection);
3 drug resistance.
The worldwide spread of leishmaniasis may be related to environmental and/or climate changes; the northward spread of the
disease in endemic areas and to previously non-endemic areas in
Europe is an actual cause for concern. Accurate identification of
the etiological agents and their vectors at the species and population level is decisive for surveillance and control strategies.
Methods and Materials The Leishmaniasis Virtual
Laboratory (LVL) is one of the use cases of the
EUBrazilCloudConnect project (http://
www.eubrazilcloudconnect.eu/) and brings together experts from
the field of leishmaniasis and cloud computing to create a public
access platform devoted to the molecular surveillance of
leishmaniasis. The LVL adapts GIS tools and process pipelines

for molecular analyses on the EUBrazilCC distributed cloud
through its programming framework; integrates classical and
molecular data from different collections (including the
Leishmania Collection from Instituto Oswaldo Cruz-CLIOC, the
sandfly Collection-COLFLEB from FIOCRUZ, species-Link,
WHO-Collaborating Centre for Leishmaniasis-Spain-Collection;
GenBank and PubMed).
Results The LVL allows exploring these data using GIS tools
to generate an atlas of parasite/vector increasing the knowledge
on their distribution. It also includes automated tools for
Leishmania species identification based on the hsp70 gene, and
for Leishmania infantum population studies based on
MultiLocus Sequence Analysis. Vector species identification is
performed using an additional DNA barcoding pipeline based on
the coi gene.
Conclusions The LVL will contribute to leishmaniasis
surveillance by enabling public health workers and researchers to
access and supply relevant and in-depth information or data on
the parasite and vector responsible for leishmaniasis.
Disclosure Funding: EUBrazil Cloud Connect (614048) is a
Small or medium-scale focused research project (STREP) funded
by the European Commission under the Cooperation
Programme, Framework Programme Seven (FP7). Esse projeto e
resultante do Edital MCT/CNPq N°13/2012-Programa de

de Tecnologias da
Cooperacß~ao Brasil-Uni~ao Europeia na Area
Informacßao e Comunicacß~ao-TIC.

PS1.124
IgG and IgM antibodies prevalence by the indirect
fluorescent antibody test (IFAT) and enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) over the entire clinicalimmunological spectrum of human Leishmania (L.) infantum
chagasi infection
L. Lima1, L. V. Lima1, P. Ramos1, Z. Correa1, R. de Jesus1, M. Campos1, T. dos
Santos1 and F. Silveira1,2
1
Parasitology, Evandro Chagas Institute (Surveillance Secretary of Health,
Ministry of Health), Belem, Brazil; 2Tropical Medicine Institute, Federal
University of Para, Belem, Brazil

Although American visceral leishmaniasis (AVL) is considered
the main manifestation between Leishmania (L.) infantum chagasi and human immune response, it was identified in Amazonian Brazil the broadest spectrum of infection into five clinicalimmunological profiles: three asymptomatic (Asymptomatic
Infection – AI, Sub-clinical Resistant Infection – SRI, and Indeterminate Initial Infection – III), and two symptomatic (Symptomatic Infection – SI (=AVL) and Sub-clinical
Oligosymptomatic Infection – SOI). The aim of this study was to
evaluate the IgG and IgM antibodies prevalence by IFAT and
ELISA over the entire spectrum of infection. There were used
600 serum samples of individuals (both genders and ≥1 year old)
living in Bujar
u municipality, northeastern of Para State, Brazil:
105 with previous diagnosis of infection [AI (60), SRI (16), III
(13), SOI (6) and SI = AVL (10)], and 495 non infected individuals (IFAT-IgG/DTH). IFAT and ELISA were based on speciesspecific L. (L.) i. chagasi-antigens, amastigote-antigen for IFAT
(anti-IgM conjugate) and promastigote-soluble antigen for ELISA
(anti-IgM and anti-IgG conjugates). The overall prevalence
revealed an ELISA-IgG rate (25.2%) higher (P < 0.05) compared
to that of IFAT-IgG (7.5%), as well as an ELISA-IgM rate (4%)
also higher than that of IFAT-IgM (1.3%). The prevalence
between infected (105) and non infected (495) individuals presented an ELISA-IgM rate (2.5%) higher compared to that of
IFAT-IgM (1%), but no difference between IFAT (7.5%) and
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ELISA (9.3%) IgG rates. With regards to the prevalence of
symptomatic and asymptomatic profiles, it was found an ELISAIgM rate in the AI profile (1.3%) higher (P < 0.05) than that by
IFAT-IgM (0.0%), while in the other profiles, SRI (0.0 9 0.0%),
III (0.3 9 0.0%), SOI (0.3 9 0.5%) and SI = AVL
(0.5 9 0.5%), there was no difference (P > 0.05). By the other
side, the ELISA-IgG rate (3.3%) in the AI profile was also higher
(P < 0.05) compared to that by IFAT-IgG (0.0%), however, the
IFAT-IgG (2.1%) rate in the III profile was higher (P < 0.05)
than that by ELISA (1.0%), while in the other profiles, SRI
(2.3 9 2.6%), SOI (1.0 9 1.0%) and SI = AVL (1.6 9 1.6%),
there was no difference (P > 0.05). This is the first diagnostic
approach in Brazil concerning the IgG and IgM antibodies prevalence by IFAT and ELISA over the entire spectrum of human L.
(L.) i. chagasi-infection, allowing an analysis on the epidemiology of symptomatic and asymptomatic infection in endemic area.

Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.125
New epidemiologic profile of visceral leishmaniasis in an
urban endemic/epidemic area of Brazil
M. G. Teixeira, M. C. N. Costa, M. S. Natividade, E. H. Carmo and
D. D. T. Carneiro
Saude Coletiva, Universidade Federal da Bahia, Salvador, Brazil

Introduction Visceral leishmaniasis (VL) is a significant
public health problem due to its severity and difficulty to
control. This study analyzed the time-space distribution of VL in
a city with long-standing transmission to provide data that
might contribute to the identification of factors hindering its
control.
Methods and Materials This was an ecologic study
conducted in Jequie, Brazil, using census tract and calendar years
as units of analysis. Data collected from official systems of
information on human VL (HVL) and canine infection (CI) were
georeferenced and plotted using a digital map. The temporal
tendency (1990–2011) was assessed by simple linear regression.
The global Moran’s index examined spatial autocorrelation in
the HVL incidence rates (100 000 inhabitants) and prevalence of
CI. Linear spatial regression assessed the association between
HVL incidence and CI prevalence, as well as between the living
conditions index and incidence of HVL.
Results Both the incidence of HVL (b = 0.8; P = 0.11) and
prevalence of CI (b = 0.7; P = 0.01) exhibited a decreasing
tendency. Spatial autocorrelation was found among the VLH
incidence rates corresponding to 1990–1999 (I = 0.11; P = 0.01)
and 2000–2011 (I = 0.12; P = 0.00), as well as among the CI
prevalence rates corresponding to 2006–2011 (I = 0.39;
P = 0.00). Significant association was found between HVL
incidence and CI prevalence (0 = 0.00) and between LCI and
HVL incidence (P = 0.03). Intense urban expansion and a wide
geographic distribution of HVL and CI were identified.
Conclusions HVL and CI exhibited a slight decreasing
tendency in Jequie and was associated with poor living
conditions. The wide spatial distribution of this disease indicates
that transmission is no longer focal, possibly hindering the
effectiveness of actions implemented for disease control. Public
health needs to develop new strategies for prevention and
control of LV to face this new epidemiological reality.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS1.126
Evaluation of the diagnostic performance of enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay on filter paper blood sample for
diagnosis of visceral leishmaniasis
P. Ghosh, F. Hossain, M. G. Hasnain, A. A. Khan and D. Mondal
ICDDRB, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Intoduction Restricting disease transmission is the corner
stone in achieving the goal of kala-azar elimination program
(KEP) in resource limited endemic zones. Since consolidation
phase will be headed with a view to sequestering kala-azar
cases through active surveillance, during this phase a reliable,
highly sensitive and cost effective diagnostic tool is
prerequisite for mass screening. Besides, conventional
serology-based methods involve blood collection, transportation
and serum separation which can actively subvert the
surveillance strategy due to lack of resources in field settings.
To address the current pitfalls, collection of capillary blood
following preservation in filter paper can be a potential
ancillary to streamline mass screening. In our pilot study, we
compared the efficacy of three Leishmania antigens through
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using dried blood
spot (DBS). Thus, we determined the sensitivities and
specificities of ELISA based on rk28, rk39 and rkrp42
antigens.
Method and Materials Age and sex matched 31 clinically
defined visceral leishmniasis (VL) patients and 30 healthy
individuals were enrolled in our study. All participants are
inhabitants of Muktagacha, a hyper endemic zone in
Bangladesh. Capillary blood from all participants was collected
through finger prick and stored in filter paper. Then ELISA was
performed using the filter paper elute.
Results The sensitivity and specificity for rK39 ELISA and
rKRP42 ELISA were found to be equal and were 83.79% and
90.90% respectively. For rK28 ELISA the sensitivity and
specificity were found to be 77.50% and 100% respectively.
Poor diagnostic sensitivity and moderate specificity have been
observed in rK39 and rKRP42 ELISA. rK28 ELISA also showed
weak diagnostic accuracy.
Conclusions From this study, it can be inferred that none of
the antigens can be an effective biomarker for mass screening
using filter paper blood sample. Because of insufficient
sensitivity, for dried blood spot based surveillance, we need to
identify new potential serology-based biomarker or to improve
present diagnostic methods.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.127
Cost-effectiveness of diagnostic-therapeutic strategies for
pediatric visceral leishmaniasis in Morocco
A. Picado1, S. Alonso1, N. Tachfouti2, A. Najdi2, C. Nejjari2 and E. Sicuri1
1
ISGlobal, Barcelona, Spain; 2Faculty of Medicine and Pharmacy of Fez,
Sidi Mohamed Ben Abdillah University, Fes, Morocco

Visceral leishmaniasis (VL) is a neglected parasitic disease that is
fatal if left untreated. VL is endemic in Morocco and other countries in North Africa were it mainly affects children from rural
areas. In Morocco, the direct observation of Leishmania parasites in bone marrow aspirates is used to diagnose VL and Glucantime (Sb for 20 days) is the first line of treatment. In this
study we evaluate the cost and cost-effectiveness of alternative
diagnostic-therapeutic strategies for pediatric VL in Morocco. In
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particular we evaluate the use of liposomal amphotericin B (LAmB), the safest and most efficacious anti-leishmanial drug.
A decision-analysis model was used to estimate the cost-effectiveness of using RDT and/or short course L-AmB to manage VL
pediatric cases in Morocco compared to the current clinical practices. Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs), expressed as
cost per death averted, were estimated by comparing costs and
effectiveness of the alternative algorithms with the current practices.
This study shows that using RDT and/or implementing short
course L-AmB treatments would be cost-effective in the Moroccan context according to WHO criteria. In particular, if L-AmB
is purchased at a preferential price (18 US$ per vial) the use of
this drug to treat pediatric VL cases would be less expensive
than Glucantime.
The results of this study should encourage the implementation
of RDT and/or short course L-AmB treatments for pediatric VL
in Morocco and other countries in North Africa facing similar
challenges.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.128
Control of visceral leishmaniasis: perceptions, acceptance
and weaknesses of indoor insecticide spraying (IRS)
campaign
P. Malaviya1, S. Kansal1, B. Ostyn2, J.-P. V. Geertruyden3, M. Boelaert2 and
S. Sundar1
1
Medicine, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi, India; 2Institute of
Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium; 3University of Antwerp, Antwerp,
Belgium

Introduction Visceral Leishmaniasis (VL) is a fatal vector
borne infectious disease transmitted by P. argentipes sand flies.
The elimination program targets on vector control by indoor
residual spraying (IRS) using DDT twice a year. As per our
another survey conducted in the 50 villages in the highly
endemic district of Muzaffarpur in India, the IRS coverage
increased from 17% in 2010 to 70% in 2013. However, even in
the villages with 100% coverage vector density did not reduce
significantly. We conducted this study to determine the
perception and acceptance for IRS program by the community
and identify weaknesses in its current practical execution.
Method We conducted 15 focus group discussions (FGD)
among the residents of 5 out of the 50 endemic villages. Three
villages were with low coverage (<60%) and two with higher
coverage (>85%). Male and female household heads representing
a wider section of the community in terms of socio-economic
status, education, and caste formed heterogeneous groups. One
more FGD was also conducted with the spray team members.
Results Our FGDs identified several ditches between the
planning and monitoring of IRS program including poor quality
of insecticide, diluted solution, inadequate spraying of wall and
peri-domiciliary areas and no spraying in remote houses. IRS
was done only once in a year. Pungent bad odor, stain on the
walls, contamination of food items and occasional illicit
demands from spray team were the main factors for the nonacceptance in the low coverage villages. Denial of spraying in
washrooms, no prior information, unknown team members and
purdah by the rural women were other common reasons. Spray
team complaints were about the refusal by the owners of wellbuilt houses, and resistance from Musahar caste. Both
community and spray team advocated for awareness campaign
and prior announcement, involvement of ASHAs/ANMs in IRS
activities, spraying at least twice a year and improving quality of

spray solutions. The spray team demanded increased and timely
payment and upgraded equipment.
Conclusion We did not observe major trouble and
discomfort in the community towards the IRS program, however
people felt IRS to be grossly ineffective. The program should
immediately focus on improving the IRS campaign as deficient
coverage may also develop resistance against the insecticide.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.129
Th2-skewed response depends on Insulin-like growth factor
I in Leishmania (Leishmania) major-infection
L. C. Reis, E. M. Ramos-Sanchez and H. Goto
Instituto de Medicina Tropical de S~ao Paulo, Universidade de S~
ao Paulo,
Sao Paulo, Brazil

In Leishmania infection specific and non-specific factors contribute to its evolution, including growth factors such as insulinlike growth factor-I (IGF-I). We have shown that extrinsic IGF-I
favors the parasite proliferation and the infection development,
but this factor is constitutively present in macrophages which
effect is not known in leishmaniasis. To study the role of constitutively expressed macrophage intrinsic IGF-I in Leishmania
infection, we evaluated the parasitism and IGF-I mRNA expression in Leishmania (Leishmania) major-infected RAW 264.7
macrophage cell line upon IGF-I mRNA silencing with 150 lM
small interfering RNA (siRNA) and in some experiments with
Th2 cytokine IL-4 (2 ng/ml) and IL-13 (5 ng/ml) stimuli. siRNA
treatment of cells resulted in 70% reduction of IGF-I mRNA
expression (qRT-PCR). The parasitism (by optical microscopy)
in the control without IGF-I siRNA was 149 (median) parasites
per 100 cells. With siRNA treatment it decreased to 93
(P < 0.05). Cells under IL-4 plus IL-13 stimuli had the parasitism increased to 160. In siRNA-treated cells with IL-4 and IL13 stimuli instead of an increase we observed a decrease to 102.
Using individual cytokine stimulus, IL-4 stimulus increased the
parasitism to 171 but in siRNA-treated cells IL-4 stimulus did
not induce an increase but a decrease to 87. Similarly IL-13 stimulus increased the parasitism to 157 but in siRNA-treated cells
even with IL-13 stimulus it decreased to 76. Expression of IGF-I
mRNA expression accompanied the increase or decrease of parasitism. By replacing the IGF-I with recombinant IGF-I (50 ng/ml)
in the all cytokine-stimulated culture and in the cells treated with
siRNA, an increase in the parasite number was observed that
reached the level similar to the controls. These results suggest
that IGF-I is directly related to parasitism and that even with the
cytokine stimuli the presence of IGF-I is required to promote susceptibility, strongly suggesting the dependence of the presence of
IGF-I for the effect of Th2 cytokines in Leishmania infection.
Supported by CAPES, FAPESP, CNPq, FINEP, LIM-38.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Characterization of ubiquitin-activating (E1) and ubiquitinconjugating (E2) genes over-expressed in the infective stage
of Leishmania infantum
J. Larraga, A. M. Alonso, P. J. Alcolea and V. Larraga
Molecular Microbiology, Centro de Investigaciones Biologicas (CSIC),
Madrid, Spain

Leishmaniasis, a disease caused by protozoa of the genus Leishmania, affects about two million people all over the world. The
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main clinical forms are cutaneous, mucocutaneous and visceral
(VL). In Europe, the visceral disease is caused by L. infantum
and constitutes a zoonosis transmitted through the bite of sand
flies of the genus Phlebotomus.
At the infective stage of Leishmania, in the insect vector, a
certain number of genes are overexpressed and may be related
with its infection ability. Between this genes are the ubiquitin-activating enzyme E1 and the ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2.
The ubiquitin-activating enzyme (E1) catalyzes the first step of
the ubiquitination reaction that marks proteins for degradation
via the proteasome. At the beginning of the ubiquitination cascade, E1 enzyme binds ATP-Mg2+ and ubiquitin. In the next
step, a catalytic cysteine of E1 enzyme attacks the ubiquitinAMP complex formed through an acylic substitution, simultaneously creating a thioester bond, releasing AMP. Finally, the E1ubiquitin complex transfers the ubiquitin to the catalytic E2
enzyme through a transesterification reaction. The E2 enzyme
accepts ubiquitin from the E1 complex and catalyzes its covalent
attachment to other proteins.
Both genes, the ubiquitin-activation enzyme E1 (LinJ.07.0010)
and the ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 (LinJ.33.2910), have
been cloned in pQE-30 vectors and expressed in Escherichia coli
strain M15. Optimal expression conditions were 2 h at 30°C for
LinJ.07.0010 gene and 4 h at 37°C for LinJ.33.2910 gene. These
proteins have been purified using affinity chromatography and
are currently been characterized. For functional studies a polyclonal antibody has been obtained.
Protein modeling was performed using the program PyMol
and the protein structures have been compared with the corresponding human ones. The E1 enzyme seems to be a homodimer
structure and is similar to the A and B chains of the human protein. The E2 enzyme displays a similar structure to the A chain
of the human orthologous.The alignments against the orthologous sequences have been performed using ClustalW and BlastP.
In the case of the ubiquitin-activating gene (LinJ.07.0010), the
homology with Leishmania major and Leishmania braziliensis is
approximately 90%. In the case of Trypanosoma cruzi the
homology is 41%. The ubiquitin-conjugating gene
(LinJ.33.2910) shows a homology of 92% with L. major and
82% with L. braziliensis. With T. cruzi, the homology drops to
68%.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Clinical evidence on the role of Leishmania (V.) braziliensis
and Leishmania (L.) amazonensis driving dermal dendritic cell
function in American cutaneous leishmaniasis
F. Silveira1,2, J. Menezes3, M. Campos1, L. V. Lima1, P. Ramos1, C. Gomes3,
M. Laurenti3 and C. Corbett3
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Pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of oral
oleylphosphocholine in a hamster model of visceral
leishmaniasis
A. Fortin1,2, T. P. C. Dorlo3,4, A. Matheeussen5, S. Hendrickx5, P. Cos5 and
L. Maes5
1
Dafra Pharma R&D, Turnhout, Belgium; 2Department of Biochemistry,
McGill University, Montreal, QC, Canada; 3Utrecht Institute for
Pharmaceutical Sciences, Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlands;
4
Department of Pharmaceutical Biosciences, Uppsala University, Uppsala,
Sweden; 5Laboratory for Microbiology, Parasitology and Hygiene,
University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium

Introduction Oleylphosphocholine (OlPC) is in the same
chemical class as miltefosine (MIL) and was shown to be of
superior efficacy and safety at equivalent doses (Fortin et al.
2012; 2014). In the current study, the pharmacokinetic (PK)
properties of OlPC were evaluated in hamsters following single
oral dose administration. The prophylactic activity of the drug
was also explored to establish exposure-activity relationships.
Finally, based on knowledge gained on PK, the curative efficacy
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of a 2 9 5 days administration of 20 mg/kg was tested in the
context of a longer post-treatment evaluation period.
Methods Female golden hamsters (4–8/group) were
administered single oral doses of 20, 50 and 100 mg/kg and
blood samples were collected after 2, 6, 24, 32, 72 and 168 h
for analysis. For prophylactic studies hamsters (6–7/gr) were
given a 100 mg/kg single-dose on day 7, 4, 1 or 4 h prior
to infection. The animals were infected on day 0 with 2 9 107
amastigotes of L. infantum and parasitic burdens were measured
in the liver, spleen and bone marrow on day 21. In the curative
model, the animals (6/gr) were infected on day 0 and treatment
started on day 21. OlPC and MIL were orally dosed at 20 mg/
kg for 2 9 5 days. Amastigote burdens were determined on day
42 (10 days post end of treatment, dpt) or day 72 (40 dpt).
Results OlPC had an elimination t1/2 of ~50 hrs and doseproportionality was seen between 20, 50 and 100 mg/kg. A onecompartment disposition model with first-order absorption and
elimination fitted best the data. The prophylactic activity of
OlPC was in agreement with respective drug exposures, showing
dose-dependent residual activity. Interestingly, a 100 mg/kg
single dose administered on – 4 day still reduced the overall
parasitic burden by ~ 50%. In the curative model, a ≥99%
clearance of the infection was observed at 10 dpt in all OlPCtreated animals and remained the same at 40 dpt. For MIL, a
good efficacy was measured at 10 dpt (98, >99 and 90% of
reduction in liver, spleen and bone marrow), but the parasite
loads had increased at 40 dpt (67, 99 and 79%, respectively),
reflecting relapse of the infection and inferiority to OlPC.
Conclusion This study reveals that total OlPC plasma
exposure is a good predictor of the prophylactic and curative
efficacy in the hamster VL model. Translated to human, these
results suggest that the daily dosing of OlPC will be adjustable
to avoid side effects while retaining maximum drug efficacy.
Disclosure A.F. works as consultant for Dafra Pharma
R&D; T.D. is Scientific Advisory Board member for Dafra
Pharma R&D. All other authors: none to declare.

In Brazil, Leishmania (V.) braziliensis and Leishmania (L.) amazonensis are the main pathogenic species causing American cutaneous leishmaniasis (ACL); they are implicated with the most
frequent clinical form, localized cutaneous leishmaniasis
(LCLDTH+/++), but also with the mucocutaneous leishmaniasis
(MCLDTH++++) and anergic diffuse cutaneous leishmaniasis
(ADCLDTH), the more severe ACL clinical forms. Between the
central LCL and the two polar MCL and ADCL, they can also
produce the intermediary borderline disseminated cutaneous
leishmaniasis (BDCLDTH). This study evaluated the dermal dendritic cell (dDC) expression within the clinical-immunological
spectrum of ACL; dDC [MHC+ class II (Langerin) and MHC+
class I (Langerin+)] is regarded as the main presenting cell of species-specific parasite-antigens to T-cell immune response, being
responsible for the activation of the innate and adaptive immune
responses. The sample examined consisted of 26 patients with
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ACL-clinical forms: ADCL and BDCL, both due to L. (L.) amazonensis and with negative DTH(), five cases of each; LCL due
to L. (L.) amazonensis, divided into two groups: five cases with
negative DTH() and three with positive DTH(+); and eight cases
of LCL due to L. (V.) braziliensis, all with positive DTH(+).
Paraffin-embedded biopsies of cutaneous lesions were carried out
for immunohistochemical analysis of immunostained cells
(CD11c+), using rabbit anti-human CD11c McAb (ab52632
Abcam). A Zeiss image analysis system was used to quantify
dDCs+ in 5–8 fields per histological section (4009). dDC expression was analyzed by Mann-Whitney test using Biostat 5.0
(P < 0.05). The dDC+ cell density showed an increased expression from the central LCL(DTH+/++) due to L. (V.) braziliensis to
the sub-polar BDCL(DTH) and polar ADCL(DTH) due to L. (L.)
amazonensis: LCL/L.b.(DTH+/++) = 358 cells/mm2?LCL/
L.a.(DTH+/++) = 244 cells/mm2? LCL/L.a.(DTH) = 310 cells/
mm2?BDCL/L.a.(DTH) = 517 cells/mm2?ADCL/
L.a.(DTH) = 674 cells/mm2, thus revealing more significant
expression (P < 0.05) in the BDCL and ADCL compared to that
of LCL. These results strongly suggest that, although dDC is
regarded as the main activator cell of innate and adaptive
immune responses, the species-specific Leishmania-antigens
within the subgenera Viannia and Leishmania are determinant
for modulating the T-cell immune response-type; i.e., the role of
dDC depends on the Leishmania-antigenic environment in which
it is interacting.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.133
P. papatasi: does it prefer it hot?
R. M. Ali, N. F. Loutfy and O. M. Awad
Tropical Health Department, High Institute of Public Health, Alexandria
University, Alexandria, Egypt

A longitudinal entomological survey was carried out in four
demographically different provinces at West of Alexandria governorate, Egypt from May to November 2010. Standardized
sampling with oiled paper ‘sticky traps’ was employed during
the breeding season to determine monthly trends in species
composition, density and sex ratio. Temperature and relative
humidity were recorded by manual thermo-hygrometer once per
month in each province, during application of sticky traps. Plebotomus papatasi was the only anthropophagic species found.
One hundred and 43 P. papatasi were collected; the highest
prevalence was 44.8% in Al-Hawareya, followed by 29.4% in
Al Agamy then 25.8% in old King Mariout while Marakya
was free of sandflies, with male to female sex ratio 1:1.6 and
two peaks of abundance in both July and September. Of the
collected sandflies, 51.7% were from interior traps while
48.3% were from exterior traps. Adult sandflies showed
increased activity during months of high humidity and relatively
high temperature; the highest number of sandflies was recorded
in both July and September at a temperature of 29–30°C and
RH ranging from 60% to 73%, while the lowest monthly
abundance of sandfly was in November at a temperature of
23–25°C and RH ranging from 55% to 60%. The monthly
population densities of sandflies in west Alexandria were calculated; the average internal density was highest at 11% in July
and lowest at 2% in November. The average external density
was highest at 9% in July and lowest at 2% in October. The
number of sandflies per trap was greatest (10) in July and lowest (2.75) in November; and the number of sandflies per square
meter was highest with 83.3 in July and lowest with 22.9 in
November.

Keywords P. papatasi, Sticky traps, Internal and external
densities, Temperature and Humidity.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Arginase activity in lesions of acute and chronic cases of
cutaneous leishmaniasis due to Leishmania tropica and
Leishmania major
P. Sadeghipour1, H. Mortazavi2, Y. Taslimi3, S. Habibzadeh3, F. Zahedifard3 and
S. Rafati3
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Tehran, Iran; 3Pasteur Institute of Iran, Tehran, Iran

Introduction Leishmania (L) species are human pathogens
that infect more than 12 million people worldwide. The disease
can present with a wide range of clinical syndromes that may be
cutaneous or visceral. Cutaneous leishmaniasis (CL) is one of the
most important vector-borne disease in Iran and is highly
endemic. CL in Iran is caused by L. major and L. tropica.
Activation of macrophages is an important step for killing of
intracellular pathogens and they produced two key enzymes that
regulate the killing ability of macrophages, inducible nitric oxide
synthase (iNOS) and arginase.
Methods and Materials In the present study, we
evaluated the arginase activity in the lesion, PBMC, PMN and
sera of 32 cases of acute (<3 years), 11 cases of chronic CL
(more than 3 years) and 11 cases of healthy controls. All CL
samples were first diagnosed by Nested PCR and determined the
causing Leishmania strain.
Results The arginase activity in the acute lesion of CL
samples was higher than chronic samples and significantly higher
than healthy control. There are no significant differences in
arginase activity of the lesion between L. tropica and L. major
as causing agent. There are no significant differences between the
numbers of lesions. The assessed arginase activity levels in
PBMC and sera of both acute and chronic patients were not
statistically increased and no differences with healthy controls.
In contrast, PMN of both acute and chronic cases showed higher
levels of arginase activity in comparing to PBMC and sera.
Conclusions These results suggest that increased arginase
expression in the lesion might contribute to persistent disease in
patients presenting with cutaneous leishmaniasis. There is a hope
by therapeutic intervention through regulating the arginase
activity might be useful in the treatment of cutaneous
leishmaniasis.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.135
Proteome analysis reveals expression profile differences in
elongation factors and the trypanothione reductase –
peroxidase system between Crithidia fasciculata and
Leishmania infantum
A. M. Alonso, P. J. Alcolea, F. Garcıa-Tabares and V. Larraga
Centro de Investigaciones Biologicas (CSIC), Madrid, Spain

Differences species of culicids are hosts of the monogenetic trypanosomatid parasite Crithidia fasciculata. They are non-pathogenic to mammals and comparison with evolutionary close
species of trypanosomatids that develop digenetic life cycles and
cause chronic severe sickness to millions of people worldwide is
of outstanding interest. First, the growth kinetics is slightly faster
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in C. fasciculata than in Leishmania spp. Second, as L. major
and L. infantum promastigotes are able to agglutinate with peanut lectin (PNA) and non-agglutinating parasites are more infective, the PNA agglutination properties were evaluated in
C. fasciculata, what revealed that choanomastigotes of C. fasciculata are able to agglutinate with PNA and a non-agglutinating
subpopulation can also be isolated. Consequently, the behavior
in the presence of the lectin is similar. Finally, proteome analysis
has revealed substantial differences in abundance of proteins
involved in catabolism, redox homeostasis, intracellular signalling, and gene expression regulation. Logarithmic phase
choanomastigotes of C. fasciculata over-express CACK, enzymes
involved in redox homeostasis (TDR1, TryP, catalase and FeSOD), the translation factors eIF5a, EF1b and EF2 and most of
the glycolytic enzymes catalyzing irreversible reactions and the
enzymes of the non-oxidative phase of the pentose-phosphate
pathway. The abundance of the translation factors (EF1a instead
of EF1b) and of the enzymes involved in redox homeostasis
(TryR instead of TDR1) increases again in the PNA subpopulation, as a difference with L. infantum. These changes in abundance may have a role in growth in the nutrient rich
environment at the logarithmic phase and a role in differentiation in the minor PNA subpopulation within the population in
stationary phase.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.136
Spatial analysis of malaria distribution in the Union of
Comoros
A. Attoumane1, R. Silai2, A. Bacar2, C. Revillion1, E. Cardinale3, G. Pennober1
and V. Herbreteau1
1
UMR ESPACE-DEV (IRD, UM2, UR, UAG), Saint-Pierre, Reunion;
2
Programme Nationale de Lutte Contre le Paludisme, Ministry of Public
Health, Moroni, Comoros; 3CIRAD, UMR 15 CMAEE, Sainte Clotilde,
Reunion

Background Malaria remains endemic in Comoros. In 2006,
malaria was the leading cause of mortality, morbidity and
consultation in hospitals. The Government of the Union of the
Comoros is committed in the fight against malaria through the
establishment of a National Strategic Plan in 2007 that was later
updated for the period 2012–2016. The results of these efforts
show that the disease is in a pre-elimination phase. Despite a
clear decline of malaria several aspects of its epidemiology
should be clarified including the identification of endemic areas.
Methods Monthly cases, as reported by the ‘Programme
National de lutte Contre le paludisme’ (PNLP) from 2010 to
2014, were geo-referenced in each island at the sanitary district
level. The incidence of malaria by district was calculated using
population data from the National Census. We completed the
spatial database with data on environmental and social factors
including meteorology, physical geography, land use (analyzed
by remote sensing of SPOT 5 satellite images), population
characteristics, and health care facilities. We performed
statistical analyzes to show the relationships between the
variables and the prevalence of malaria.
Results The mapping of malaria incidence between 2010 and
2014 shows its heterogeneity among the 17 sanitary districts.
Five districts (Hambou, Centre, Fomboni, Mutsamudu and
Pomoni) reveal a high endemicity. Also we have highlighted the
spatial relationships between malaria incidences and
environmental and socio-demographic variables.
Conclusion This work is the first spatial analysis of the
epidemiology of malaria in Comoros. It contributes to a better
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understanding of the spatial dynamics of malaria to help the
Ministry of Health to eradicate malaria by 2016.
Keywords malaria; incidence; spatial analysis; GIS; Union of
Comoros.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.137
Systematized review on spatial analysis of environmental
risk factors of malaria transmission
T. Canelas, H. Ribeiro and C. Castillo-Salgado
School of Public Health at University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil

Malaria is still the major parasitic disease in the world, with
approximately 600 000 deaths in 2013. Environmental risk factors of malaria have been widely studied, however, there are discrepancies on the results about their influence on malaria
transmission. Recently, manuscripts have been published about
spatial analysis of environmental risk factors of malaria, in order
to explain why malaria varies from place to place. Our primary
objective was to identify the environmental variables most used
in the spatial analysis of risk factors of malaria. The secondary
objective was to identify geo-analytic methods and techniques, as
well as geo-analytic statistics commonly related to environmental
risk factors and malaria. To assess the current state of knowledge, we conducted a systematized review of articles published
from January 2004 to March 2015, within Web of Science,
Pubmed and Scielo databases. Initially 676 articles were found in
these databases, after inclusion and exclusion criteria, were
selected 41 manuscripts. Among these selected studies, precipitation, vegetation and temperature were the most frequent variables related to malaria, among others. As for geo-analytic
methods, Bayesian geostatistical models were the most applied.
On the other hand, Kriging interpolations, as well as Kulldorff0 s
spatial scan, were the techniques more widely used. The main
objective of many studies was to use these methods and techniques to create risk maps, showing their importance. In recent
years, spatial analysis performed with satellite images and georeferenced data are increasing in relevance due to the use of
remote sensing and Geographic Information System (GIS). The
combination of these new technologies identifies more accurately
environmental risk factors, and the use of Bayesian geostatistical
models allows a wide diffusion of malaria risk maps. It is known
that precipitation, temperature and vegetation play a critical role
in malaria transmission; however, other environmental risk factors have also been identified. Risk maps have a tremendous
potential to enhance the effectiveness of malaria-control programs.
Disclosure Tiago David Canelas Ferreira acknowledges a
mobility grant from the Government of Andorra, AM20140024-AND.
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Land use, an environmental risk factor for very high malaria
transmission
A. D. M. Sovi and M. C. Akogbeto
Centre de Recherche Entomologique de Cotonou, Cotonou, Benin

Introduction The goal of the study was to investigate if
local agricultural practices have an impact on malaria
transmission in four villages located in the same geographical
area within a radius of 15 kilometers in southern Benin. Among
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the villages, one (Itassoumba) is characterized by the presence of
a large fish farming area on which several fish ponds are dug.
The three others (Itakpako, Djohounkolle and Ko-Koumolou)
are characterized by traditional food-producing agriculture.
Material and Methods Human biting rate (HBR) was
evaluated using human-landing catches, two nights per month
from July 2011 to June 2012. Collected mosquitoes were
identified morphologically. Species molecular identification was
also performed using PCR. Female Anopheles mosquitoes were
tested for the presence of Plasmodium falciparum antigen using
ELISA technique in order to determine the sporozoitic index (S).
The entomological inoculation rate (EIR) was also calculated
(EIR = HBR 9 [S]).
Results Anopheles coluzii (93.7%) was identified as the main
malaria vector. The EIR ranged from 9.7 to 21.7 infected bites
of An. gambiae per human per year in Djohounkolle, Itakpako
and Ko-Koumolou against 1159.7 in Itassoumba (P < 0.0001).
Conclusion The heterogeneous character of malaria
epidemiology was confirmed. Land use through fish ponds
creation contributed to the development of suitable and
permanent breeding sites for Anopheles mosquitoes. That led to
a drastically high malaria transmission in Itassoumba. We
recommend that the human dwellings be located far from these
fish farming activities so that the populations can avoid to be
exposed to the high rate of infected bites. It is also important to
target the exact areas where high transmission is persisting such
as Itassoumba so that the control operations can be more
prioritized and focused in these areas.
Acknowledgements We are grateful to the Bill & Melinda
GATES Foundation which supported financially this study.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Bayesian-based risk profiling of the prevalence and intensity
of hookworm infection in Champasack province, Lao
People’s Democratic Republic
A. Forrer1,2, P. Vounatsou1,2, S. Sayasone1,2,3, Y. Vonghachack1,2,4,
D. Bouakhasith4, J. Utzinger1,2, K. Akkhavong3 and P. Odermatt1,2
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute (Swiss TPH), Basel,
Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3National Institute
of Public Health, Ministry of Health, Vientiane, Lao People‘s Democratic
Republic; 4University of Health Sciences, Vientiane, Lao People‘s
Democratic Republic

Introduction In terms of public health impact, hookworm is
the most significant of the three common soil-transmitted
helminths. Prior research conducted in Champasack province in
south Lao People’s Democratic Republic found high prevalence
rates of hookworm infection. Depending on infection intensity,
the morbidity may range from mild symptoms to severe disease.
The aim of the current study was to predict the spatial
distribution of hookworm infection and intensity in Champasack
province and to determine underlying risk factors.
Methods and Materials We conducted a cross-sectional
parasitological and questionnaire survey in 51 randomly
selected villages in Champasack province. People were invited
to provide a single stool sample that was subjected to duplicate
Kato-Katz thick smears for the diagnosis of hookworm
infection. Data on demography, people’s socioeconomic status,
access to water and sanitation, and hygiene behaviour were
combined with remotely sensed environmental data. Bayesian
mixed effects logistic and negative binomial models were
utilized to assess risk factors and spatial distribution of

hookworm infection and intensity, and to make predictions for
non-surveyed locations.
Results 3371 individuals had complete data records. The
overall hookworm prevalence was 48.8% with more than 90% of
the infections being of light intensity (1–1999 eggs/g of stool).
Infection risk was somewhat lower in the lowlands, mostly along
the western bank of the Mekong River, while infection intensity
was homogeneous across the Champasack province. Infection was
negatively associated with socioeconomic status and the lowest
infection levels were found in preschool-aged children. While
females were at lower risk of infection than males, women aged
≥50 years harboured the heaviest hookworm infection intensities.
Conclusions Our spatially explicit risk maps of hookworm
infection and intensity for Champasack province can help
guiding control interventions. Particular attention should focus
on the mountainous areas.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Exploring the relationship between climatic factors and ITN
use in 17 African countries
E. Ricotta1, H. Koenker2, J. Yukich3 and O. Bri€et1
Epidemiology, Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel,
Switzerland; 2Johns Hopkins Center for Communication Programs,
Baltimore, MD, USA; 3Tulane University School of Public Health and
Tropical Medicine, New Orleans, LA, USA
1

Background While there is much anecdotal evidence of
climatic factors such as rainfall and temperature affecting
insecticide-treated net (ITN) use, there is little actual data
demonstrating this association. Qualitative research has reported
decreased ITN use during the dry season due to perceptions of
being too hot, and increased use during the rains due to increases
in perceived nuisance biting. This analysis uses data from national
household surveys, as well as remotely-sensed climate data, to
assess how factors such as ITN use is influenced in different
ecological environments at different times of the year.
Methods The most recent national survey with available
geographic location data was obtained for 17 African countries.
Monthly rainfall estimates (mm) at a roughly 4 km resolution
were acquired, and the mean rainfall estimate at each survey
cluster location for the month in which the survey was
conducted was merged with the national survey dataset. Logistic
regression was run to assess whether there was a significant
relationship between estimated rainfall quantile and ITN use in
each of the study countries.
Results Preliminary results suggest that in 10 of the 17
countries surveyed in this analysis, there is a significant
association between estimated rainfall and ITN use. In some
countries, higher quantiles of estimated rainfall increased the
odds of net use significantly (Benin – OR: 1.45, P = 0.001).
However, in a few countries, higher quantiles were associated
with decreased odds of using an ITN when controlling for access
to an ITN in the household (Senegal – OR: 0.75, P = 0.024).
Conclusions Further studies are necessary in order to
understand what additional climatic factors, such as land surface
temperature, nocturnal dew point, and relative humidity, play a
role in ITN use, as well as the reasoning behind these
associations and what they mean for in-country malaria
prevention programs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Evaluating the ability of temporal aberration-detection
algorithms to detect simulated disease outbreaks in
routinely collected cattle mortality data

Mapping the malaria impact of dams in sub-Saharan Africa

R. Struchen1, J. Zinsstag2 and F. Vial1
1
Veterinary Public Health Institute, Bern, Switzerland; 2Swiss Tropical &
Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland

Introduction High-resolution mortality data are routinely
collected in national livestock identification systems
(‘Tierverkehrsdatenbank’ or TVD in Switzerland). Such data
may be used for the continuous real-time monitoring by
aberration-detection algorithms to detect temporal or spatial
mortality clusters potentially indicative of a disease outbreak.
The objective of our study was to evaluate the performance of
temporal outbreak detection algorithms retrospectively applied
to Swiss cattle mortality data.
Methods and materials: We extracted the daily number of onfarm cattle deaths from the TVD between 2009 and 2011. Negative binomial regression models were used on the historical data
to simulate baseline time-series, into which we injected simulated
disease outbreaks of different size, duration and shape
(n = 60 000). The performance of Shewhart, cumulative sum
(CuSum) and exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA)
control charts were assessed based on several measures including
sensitivity (the ability to detect an outbreak when it occurs),
false positive rate (FPR – the probability of sounding an alarm
when there is no outbreak) and time to detection (TTD). Control
charts were evaluated separately, under different combination
rules, and using different detection limits.
Results Sensitivity and FPR generally decreased with
increasing detection limit, but the strength of this effect was not
the same for all three algorithms and depended on the size and
shape of the outbreaks. EWMA exhibited overall the highest
sensitivity. The Shewhart algorithm was the best performer in
terms of FPR, but required a longer TTD compared to EWMA.
CuSum was between Shewhart and EWMA for most
performance measures. The combination rules (two or three out
of three algorithms, respectively) only marginally lowered FPR
without improving the system’s overall performance.
Conclusions None of the algorithms showed a superior
performance in detecting outbreak signals. For the prospective
use of routinely collected cattle mortality data in Switzerland,
output from both EWMA and Shewhart should be
concomitantly used by decision-makers when interpreting
statistical alarms. Surveillance systems have intrinsic statistical
trade-offs, as illustrated by the trade-off between sensitivity, FPR
and TTD that we observed. Algorithms need to be carefully
optimised for a particular data stream before their integration
into a national early detection system.
Disclosure This work is part of a PhD project included in a
grant 1.12.12 ‘Development of a syndromic surveillance system
to enhance early detection of emerging and re-emerging
epizootics and zoonoses’ funded by the Federal Food Safety and
Veterinary Office.
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Background While there is growing recognition for the
malaria impacts of dams in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA),
assessment of the aggregated malaria impacts of water reservoirs
associated with current and future water resources development
in SSA has not been extensively investigated.
Objective To estimate the current, and predict the future,
impact of dams on malaria in different eco-epidemiological
settings across Sub-Saharan Africa.
Method Large dams in sub-Saharan Africa were mapped
against the malaria stability index (stable, unstable and no
malaria). Plasmodium falciparum infection rate (PfIR) was
determined for populations at different distances (<1, 1–2, 2–5,
5–9 km) from associated water reservoirs using the Malaria
Atlas Project (MAP) and WorldPop databases. Results derived
from MAP were compared with results obtained from literature
for each stability stratum.
Results Currently, dams enhance malaria transmission
particularly in unstable areas of the sub-Saharan Africa. Dams in
unstable areas increase malaria cases more than 4-fold. Nearly
15 million people are at risk of malaria in communities in close
proximity (< 5 km) to human-made reservoirs. The variation in
mean PfIR in communities at different distance from reservoirs
was significant in unstable areas, but not in stable areas. A total
of 1.1 million malaria cases annually are attributable to dams in
sub-Saharan Africa.
Conclusion Dams are among important malaria risk factors
particularly in unstable areas of sub-Saharan Africa. Dam
building thus demands proper planning and design to
incorporate measures to reduce malaria risk.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute (Swiss TPH), Basel,
Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Universite Cheikh
Anta Diop, Dakar, Senegal; 4Centre de Suivi Ecologique, Dakar, Senegal

Introduction In 2010, diarrhoeal diseases accounted for
17% of deaths in children below the age of 5 years in Senegal.
This high burden of disease is likely to be unequally distributed
in a country characterised by rapid, partly informal urbanization
and wealth disparities among the local population. The objective
of this study was to assess the spatial distribution of diarrhoeal
episodes and to identify household risk factors in children under
5 years of age in the city of Mbour in coastal Senegal.
Materials In February 2014, a cross-sectional survey was
carried out in eight neighbourhoods of Mbour to assess episodes
of diarrhoea in children under 5 years of age, using a 2 weeks
recall period. A semi-structured questionnaire was administered
to the children’s caretakers interrogating on respondent and
household characteristics. Households were geo-located using a
hand-held global positioning system receiver. Reported diarrhoea
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cases were mapped using a geographical information system.
Logistic regression was employed to assess household risk factors
for diarrhoeal episodes.
Results A total of 596 households and 1136 children under
5 years enrolled in 8 out of 27 neighbourhoods in the survey.
For about a fifth of the children (21.6%), caretakers reported at
least one episode of diarrhoea in the 2 weeks preceding the
survey. An episode of diarrhoea was significantly associated with
the mother being a housewife (odds ratio (OR) 3.95, 95%
confidence interval (CI) 1.43–10.93). Mother’s age above
40 years (OR 0.38, 95% CI 0.22–0.65) and high educational
attainment by a household member (OR 0.44, 95% CI 0.26–
0.74) were negatively associated with diarrhoeal episodes of
among children in these households. The occurrence of
diarrhoeal episodes was particularly high in three of the eight
neighbourhoods; two of which are characterised by high
population density and lack of safe sanitation, and the third
being an informally developed neighbourhood in the heart of the
city devoid of basic services.
Conclusions The study identified household risk factors for
diarrheal episodes in young children. The spatial distribution of
diarrhoeal cases showed considerable heterogeneity between
neighbourhoods. Spatial analyses are an important tool to
identify high-risk areas, especially if accompanied by analysis of
underlying risk factors. The results help to plan control
intervention against diarrhoeal diseases in Mbour and similar
coastal settings in Senegal.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Spatial patterns of schistosomiasis in Burkina Faso:
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J. Perez-Saez1, L. Mari2, E. Bertuzzo1, T. Mande1, N. Ceperley1, S. Sokolow3,
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1
Ecole Polytechnique Federal de Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland;
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We study the spatial geography of schistosomiasis in the african
context of Burkina Faso by means of a spatially explicit model
of disease dynamics and spread. The relevance of our work lies
in its ability to describe quantitatively a geographic stratification
of the disease burden capable of reproducing important spatial
differences, and drivers/controls of disease spread. Among the
latter, we consider specifically the development and management
of water resources which have been singled out empirically as an
important risk factor for schistosomiasis. The model includes
remotely acquired and objectively manipulated information on
the distributions of population, infrastructure, elevation and climatic drivers. It also includes a general description of human
mobility and addresses a first-order characterization of the ecology of the intermediate host of the parasite causing the disease
based on maximum entropy learning of relevant environmenal
covariates. Spatial patterns of the disease were analyzed about
their disease-free equilibrium by proper extraction and mapping
of suitable eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix subsuming all stability properties of the system. Human mobility was found to be
a primary control of both pathogen invasion success and of the
overall distribution of disease burden. The effects of water
resources development were studied by accounting for the (prior
and posterior) average distances of human settlements from
water bodies that may serve as suitable habitats to the intermediate host of the parasite. Water developments, in combination

with human mobility, were quantitatively related to disease
spread into regions previously nearly disease-free and to largescale empirical incidence patterns. We conclude that while the
model still needs refinements based on field and epidemiological
evidence, the framework proposed provides a powerful tool for
large-scale, long-term public health planning and management of
schistosomiasis.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Detailed and up-to-date maps are not
available for many rural areas in low and middle income
countries. This makes the planning and implementation of field
studies, but also routine surveillance in Health and Demographic
Surveillance Systems (HDSSs) a challenge in these places. In
particular, ensuring coverage of the complete population by
intervention and surveillance measures has proven difficult in the
past.
Unlike maps, high-resolution satellite images are available for
most places. We used a crowd-sourcing approach to collect
geolocations of houses in the study area of the Majete Integrated
Malaria Project in Malawi in order to establish the coverage of a
baseline enumeration for the HDSS which was set up to support
the project.
Methods We developed a web-application and used the
http://crowdcrafting.org/platform to recruit volunteers to help
with the analysis of satellite images. Volunteers were asked to
perform tasks which consisted of visually inspecting a small
section of the study area and marking houses on the satellite
image. These geolocations were compared with the GPS-based
coordinates collected by the study team. A sample of houses
which were identified on satellite images but not by GPS was
visited by a supervisor for ground-truthing to determine the
nature of these potential discrepancies and to estimate the
coverage of the population during the census.
Results Several hundred volunteers contributed to the
geolocation effort, and the analysis of the study area was
completed within 4 months. Ground-truthing showed that the
vast majority of houses which appeared on the satellite images
but were absent from the GPS database were either structures
not used for housing (e.g. church, store, etc.), abandoned or no
longer existed.
Conclusions The results suggest that a high coverage of the
population in the study area was reached during the census. This
approach is easily transferable to other areas, and could be used
to estimate coverage in any surveillance system which collects
geo-locations of houses.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction After achieving leprosy control, stakeholders
are looking towards elimination, which is a resource demanding
exercise. Moreover, pre-requisite for elimination planning is a
long term political and budgetary commitment, which is often
difficult to secure in developing countries. Moreover, policy
makers need solid arguments to divert resources from other
priorities to leprosy. Thus, an investment case is essential to
assess the social cost and benefit of elimination for informed
decision making. This paper attempts to summarize the
considerations, approach and challenges in building an
investment case for leprosy.
Methods A search was performed on Pub Med Central, The
Cochrane Library and Google Scholar to identify literature on
leprosy, neglected tropical disease and elimination. The literature
on leprosy was categorized under following themes
1 Epidemiology
2 Socioeconomic burden
3 Effectiveness of strategies
4 Programmatic challenges.
Next, elimination literature was categorized into:
Guiding principles;
Economic evaluation;
Elimination examples of leprosy from other countries; and
Investment cases for neglected tropical diseases.
Results A rich literature is available on epidemiology and
socioeconomic burden of leprosy, describing epidemiological
challenges and limitation of disability weights, while calculating
disease burden. Next, results from several clinical trials suggests
that post-exposure chemoprophylaxis is an effective and feasible
strategy for elimination. The national leprosy programs of chief
epidemic countries are slow in transitioning into elimination
mode after achieving control. Literature on elimination
illustrates on guiding principles, which should be considered
while building a case for leprosy.
Conclusion An investment case is a collection of scientific
evidences, investigating the feasibility, process and impact of
elimination on important social and economic parameters. The
leprosy case should be built on the theory of social welfare,
rather than standalone micro-economics. Current estimates
exclude some social costs e.g., stigma, depression of caretaker,
etc.; thus the actual economic burden of leprosy is
underestimated.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Leprosy new case detection trends and the effect of
preventive interventions in Par
a State, Brazil: a modeling
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Leprosy is still a public health problem in Brazil. Although the
overall number of new cases is declining, there are still areas
with a high disease burden, in particular Para State. We aim
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to predict future trends in new case detection rate (NCDR)
and explore the potential impact of contact tracing and
chemoprophylaxis with single-dose rifampicin on NCDR in
Para State.
We used SIMCOLEP, an existing individual-based model for
the transmission and control of M. leprae in a population structured by households. The model was quantified to mimic the
NCDR trend of leprosy in Para state between 1990 and 2012.
The baseline scenario (i.e. continuation of current control)
includes multidrug therapy, passive case detection and BCG vaccination of infants. Leprosy data was obtained from the SINAN
databases. We also investigated the impact of two interventions:
1) contact tracing, and 2) contact tracing in combination with
administering chemoprophylaxis to contacts. All interventions
start in 2015 with predictions made until 2050.
The modelled trend in Para State after 2012 shows a continuous downward trend, reaching the official elimination target of
10 per 100 000 annual new cases by 2028. Systematic contact
tracing in combination with chemoprophylaxis to household
contacts would bring the achievement of elimination forward to
2026. Contact tracing would increase the number of detected
cases in the first 9 years, but in the long run would drop below
the number in the baseline scenario. Administering chemoprophylaxis would prevent almost 10% of new detected cases since
the start of the intervention in the long run.
Our study indicates that the leprosy incidence will further
decrease in Brazil. Elimination of leprosy as a public health
problem can possibly be achieved around 2028 in Para state.
This moment could be brought forward by 2 years through systematic contact tracing in combination with chemoprophylaxis.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.149
Building a data-sharing platform for schistosomiasis
treatment data: opportunities and challenges
A. Jule1,2, A. Garba3, P. Guerin2,4, T. Lang1,2 and P. Olliaro2,5
The Global Health Network, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK;
2
Centre for Tropical Medicine and Global Health, Nuffield Department
of Medicine, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK; 3Control of Neglected
Tropical Diseases, World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland;
4
WorldWide Antimalarial Resistance Network (WWARN), University of
Oxford, Oxford, UK; 5Intervention & Implementation Research,
UNICEF/UNDP/World Bank/WHO Special Programme on Research &
Training in Tropical Diseases (TDR), Geneva, Switzerland

1

Background Treatment guidelines for schistosomiasis are
supported by systematic reviews and meta-analyses based on
aggregated study data. Limitations of this approach are
methodological flaws and variations in trial design, enrolled
subjects (age, gender, pregnancy, co-morbidities), diagnostic
approaches (diagnostic test, number of tests) and data analysis
(efficacy expressed as cure rate, or arithmetic or geometric mean
egg reduction rate). Access to individual data and use of
standardised methods would permit more in-depth analyses and
strengthen evidence for treatment and control.
Methods A consultation with relevant stakeholders (data
generators and users in the research and control communities) is
being undertaken regarding a datacentre for schistosomiasis,
which would enable curation and storage of datasets with close
or open access, and facilitate joint analyses and discussions over
methodology or research questions. As a start, we searched
systematic reviews for eligible studies and we are building a pilot
version of the database, using approximately 4700 individual
data donated by the authors of 15 praziquantel trials.
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Results Cochrane reviews include ~18 300 subjects treated
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for S. mansoni or S. haematobium in randomised trials (DansoAppiah et al., 2013; Kramer et al., 2014). A meta-analysis
(Zwang and Olliaro, 2014) counts ~19 500 subjects treated with
praziquantel for S. mansoni, S. haematobium or S. japonicum;
of them, ~7600 participants were included in 25 studies with
results published after the year 2000.
Based on those 3 reviews, we identified 52 studies (including
trials and epidemiological studies) published after 2000, which
correspond to ~20 000 individual patient data. This initial list of
studies is being updated to include information from most recent
published and unpublished trials including data from schistosomiasis control programmes, but early assessment already suggests
there is scope for a sizable and informative shared database.
Conclusions The review of eligible studies and pilot
database will serve as a basis for discussions with stakeholders
in September 2015. Contributions and inputs will be taken into
account during the subsequent database development, in order to
meet expectations from prospective data users and address
concerns and barriers to data sharing. We will present the
review of eligible studies, the pilot database and the outcome of
the ongoing stakeholders’ consultation.
Disclosure Institutional support is provided by the UNICEF/
UNDP/World Bank/WHO Special Programme on Research &
Training in Tropical Diseases (TDR); AJ is supported by the
Medical Research Council, UK.

Praziquantel dose-finding and pharmacokinetic studies in
school- and preschool-aged children infected with S. mansoni

PS1.150
What is needed to eradicate lymphatic filariasis? A modelbased assessment on the impact of scaling up mass drug
administration programs
R. Kastner, C. Stone, P. Steinmann and F. Tediosi
Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland

Lymphatic filariasis (LF) is a neglected tropical disease for which
more than a billion people in 72 countries are thought to be at
risk. At a global level, the efforts against LF are designed as an
elimination programme. However, current efforts appear to aim
for elimination in some but not all endemic areas. With the
2020 goal of elimination looming, we set out to develop plausible scale-up scenarios to reach elimination and eradication. We
predict the duration of mass drug administration (MDA) necessary to reach local elimination for a variety of transmission
archetypes using an existing model of lymphatic filariasis transmission, estimate the number of treatments required for each scenario, and consider implications of rapid scale-up. We have
defined four scenarios that differ in their geographic coverage
and rate of scale-up. For each scenario, country-specific simulations and calculations were performed that took into account the
pre-intervention transmission intensity, the different vector genera, drug regimen, achieved level of population coverage, previous progress towards elimination, and programmatic delays due
to mapping and administration. Our results indicate that eliminating LF by 2020 is uncertain. If MDA programmes are drastically scaled up and expanded, the final round of MDA for LF
eradication could be delivered by 2029 after 4.159 billion treatments. However, if the current rate of scale up is maintained,
the final round of MDA may not occur until 2050. While our
analysis indicates that rapid scale up of MDA will decrease the
amount of time and treatments required to reach eradication, it
may also propel the programme towards success, as the risk of
failure is likely to increase with increased programme duration.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

J. Kovac1,2, A. Leonidova1,2, I. Meister1,2, G. Panic1,2, J. Coulibaly1,3,4,
J. Huwyler5 and J. Keiser1,2
1
Helminth Drug Development, Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute,
Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Unite de
Formation et de Recherche Biosciences, Universite Felix Houphou€etBoigny, Abidjan, Cote D‘Ivoire; 4Centre Suisse de Recherches
Scientifiques en C^
ote d’Ivoire, Abidjan, Cote D‘Ivoire; 5Division of
Pharmaceutical Technology, Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences,
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland

Introduction Neglected tropical diseases (NTDs) affect
millions of people worldwide, often resulting in lifelong physical
pain, social stigma and abuse. One of the prominent NTDs,
schistosomiasis, is caused by blood-dwelling flukes of the genus
Schistosoma. Chemotherapy with praziquantel, administered
through preventive chemotherapy programs, targeting schoolaged children is a mainstay of schistosomiasis control.
Discussions are on-going whether to expand access to
praziquantel to younger children (<6 years). However,
pharmacokinetic (PK) data, crucial for establishing safe and
effective praziquantel dose for young children, are lacking.
Methods and Materials A dose-finding clinical trial was
carried out in C^
ote d’Ivoire with 20, 40 and 60 mg/kg of
praziquantel (versus placebo), including 160 preschool- and 160
school-aged children infected with S. mansoni. Two stool
samples with 2 Kato-Katz thick smears were obtained at baseline
and 21 days post-treatment. Blood samples were collected at
multiple time points using dried blood spots (DBS) technology
and concentration of praziquantel in blood was measured over
time using the liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry
method (LC-MS/MS).
Results The LC-MS/MS method developed exhibited excellent
accuracy, precision and recovery, allowing elucidation of
primary PK parameters of praziquantel for both age groups of
infected children. I will present first results, including the
relationship between PK parameters, arising from developmental
differences between age groups and dose versus concentration
versus effect profiles.
Conclusions Our results are of great importance as a tool
guiding clinicians establishing safe and effective praziquantel
dose for preschool-aged children. Effectively treating the
infection in preschool-aged children is an important step on the
way to eradication of schistosomiasis, as they might have a role
in maintaining local transmission of the disease.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.152
A bitter pill to swallow? How taste masking and assessment
of praziquantel can contribute to the treatment of
schistosomiasis in pre-school children
E. Huber1,2, S. Skopp3, H. Kojima4, D. Lacerda de Oliveira5, A. Mulokozi
Kabanywanyi6 and on behalf of the Pediatric Praziquantel Consortium
1
Medicines Research, Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute (Swiss
TPH), Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
3
Merck Serono, Darmstadt, Germany; 4Astellas US Technologies Inc.,
Northbrook, IL, USA; 5Farmanguinhos/FIOCRUZ, Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil; 6Ifakara Health Institute, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

Purpose Praziquantel (PZQ) has been utilized as a gold
standard drug for Schistosomiasis. However, the currently
available PZQ tablet used for school-children and adults is not
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suitable for pre-school children (3 months to 6 years) as small
children have difficulties swallowing the large tablet. The drug is
also not registered for this age group. In addition, the severely
bitter taste of the existing PZQ tablet induces vomiting. The
current active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) is a racemic (RacPZQ) mixture of the two enantiomers L-PZQ and D-PZQ. In
order to tackle this important public health problem, the
Pediatric Praziquantel Consortium was created to develop and
register a suitable pediatric PZQ formulation for the treatment
of Schistosomiasis in pre-school children.
Methods and Materials The Consortium is working in
parallel on the development of two oral disintegrating tablets
(ODTs), one containing the Rac-PZQ, the other containing the
L-PZQ API. By removing the pharmacologically inactive and
more bitter D-PZQ, the L-PZQ ODTs are expected to decrease
the required dose for treatment while reducing the bitter taste of
the formulation. Several conventional excipients and
manufacturing processes were tested to produce suitable
candidates. In order to compare the ODTs and the current
commercial PZQ tablets, a taste study is being conducted in
Tanzanian school age children. Palatability is being measured by
marking a line on a visual analogue scale incorporating a 5point hedonic scale.
Results Development of L-PZQ API was conducted by Merck
Serono. Astellas implemented the formulation development of
the ODTs and reached key characteristics of the initial
formulation: small tablet size; rapid disintegrating property;
expected reduction of bitterness; and acceptable stability profile.
Comprehensive technology transfer from Astellas to Merck
Serono and Farmanguinhos and optimization of the
manufacturing process at the receiving partners was completed.
The clinical trial material was successfully produced and
distributed to the taste study site in Tanzania. The results of the
taste study in children is be presented and discussed.
Conclusion The new PZQ formulations were successfully
developed for pediatric use as a joint effort of the partners and
the palatability of these formulations was tested in African
children. The outcomes of the studies are important to advance
the development of a suitable medication for a population in
need.
Disclosure All activities have been conducted on behalf of
the Pediatric Praziquantel Consortium and are financed through
grants of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and the Global
Health Innovative Technology Fund.

PS1.153
Gaps in health capacities for the case management of
schistosomiasis and soil-transmitted helminths infections in
Burundi
P. Bizimana1,2, J.-P. Van Geertruyden2, K. Polman3 and G. Ortu4
1
Sante Publique, Gestion des Services de Sante et Sante
Environnementale, Institut National de Sante Publique, Bujumbura,
Burundi; 2Faculty of Medicine, International Health Unit, University of
Antwerp, Belgium; 3Medical Helminthology Unit, Institute of Tropical
Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium; 4Infectious Diseases, Schistosomiasis
Control Initiative, London, UK

Introduction Since 2007, mass drug administrations (MDA)
of praziquantel and albendazole for schistosomiasis (SCH) and
soil-transmitted helminth infections (STHs) has been established
in Burundi in endemic areas. Alongside MDAs, STH case
management is performed in health facilities (HFs) but SCH case
management is still a challenge. Routine surveillance is needed
to allow the detection of new SCH foci of infection. We assessed
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the HFs capacity to treat STHs cases and to integrate SCH
control in the routine activities.
Material and Methods In 65 HFs, located in SCH and
STHs endemic areas, data were collected made via semiquantitative questionnaires targeting HF managers, staff
responsible for patient triage and referrals, staff in charge of
disease surveillance, laboratory technicians and pharmacists.
Results Abdominal pain (69.2%) and diarrhea (60.0%) were
mentioned by the care providers as the main signs of STHs
infection. For SCH, bloody diarrhea and bloody stools were
instead mentioned by only 13.9% and 7.7%. Compared to A3
diploma holder, superior diploma holder knew better diarrhea
(P = 0.008) and hematuria (P = 0.04) as symptoms of SCH
mansoni and haematobium infection respectively. Being trained
on SCH improved the knowledge of blood in stools as a
symptom of SCH mansoni (P = 0.01). The availability of
guidelines for diagnosis of SCH improved the knowledge of
hematuria as a symptom of SCH haematobium infection
(P = 0.01). Guidelines for management of SCH and STHs were
available in 33.9% of HFs, and laboratory procedures to
confirm SCH and STHs were available in 29.3% and 63.1% of
HFs, respectively.The direct smear microscopy is the unique test
used for the diagnostic of SCH and STHs. The status of HFs
(hospital, health centre, confessional, public, private) influences
the costs of the consultation (P < 0.001) and the direct smear
(P < 0.001) for SCH and STH. Albendazole and mebendazole
were available in HFs but praziquantel was not. Finally, health
staff considered their SCH case management very poor due to
lack of disease knowledge, insufficient laboratory equipment and
unavailability of praziquantel outside national MDAs.
Conclusion The current health capacities for SCH case
management and mainly for SCH and STHs detection are not
adequate to establish a routine surveillance system for these
diseases. Improvement of knowledge, detection and resources are
strongly warranted for SCH and STHs control integration into
HFs routine activities.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.154
Elimination of urogenital schistosomiasis in Zanzibar:
challenges for an integrated multidisciplinary research
programme
S. Knopp1,2,3, B. Person4, S. M. Ame5, S. M. Ali5, K. A. Mohammed6 and
D. Rollinson3
1
Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, Swiss Tropical and Public
Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland; 3Department of Life Sciences, Natural History Museum,
London, UK; 4Independent Consultant, Schistosomiasis Consortium for
Operational Research and Evaluation, University of Georgia, Athens, GA,
USA; 5Public Health Laboratory – Ivo de Carneri, Pemba; 6Neglected
Tropical Diseases Programme, Ministry of Health, Zanzibar, Tanzania

Introduction In Zanzibar, various institutions and
stakeholders have joined forces to eliminate urogenital
schistosomiasis transmission within 5 years. In a randomized
intervention trial, we aim to compare the impact of biannual
mass drug administration (MDA) of praziquantel to the whole
at-risk population (arm 1), MDA plus snail control interventions
(arm 2), and MDA plus behaviour change interventions (arm 3)
in a total of 45 shehias (small administrative areas) each on
Unguja and Pemba island.
Methods Since the onset of the project in November 2011,
six MDA rounds have been conducted across both islands with a
reported coverage of around 80%. Snail control started in
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August 2012 and more than 200 natural freshwater bodies in 30
shehias are treated regularly with niclosamide when intermediate
host snails (Bulinus globosus) are present. Behaviour change
interventions were designed together with the communities in
additional 30 shehias. Implementation of safe play activities for
children, teacher’s packages, urinals and laundry platforms
commenced in October 2012.
Results The baseline survey in 2011/2012 indicated overall
Schistosoma haematobium prevalences in 9–12 year old children
of 4.3% and 8.9% on Unguja and Pemba, respectively.
Arithmetic mean infection intensities were 1.0 and 9.7 eggs per
10 ml urine, respectively. Annual follow-up parasitological
surveys have been conducted in 2013, 2014 and 2015.
Prevalences and infection intensities decreased in some shehias
and years but increased in others, regardless of the intervention
arm. B. globosus returned to treated water bodies but were
present in low numbers and few snails were infected. In the
behaviour change shehias, children’s knowledge about the
transmission and prevention of schistosomiasis improved.
Conclusions The focality of urogenital schistosomiasis in
Zanzibar is highlighted by the persistence of ‘hotspots’ of
infection. Challenges for the success of the project include time,
costs, the use of diagnostic tools with low sensitivity, infection
hotspots with high reinfection potential, the focal application of
snail control and behavioural interventions, migration of people
between (non-) targeted shehias, and suboptimal adherence to
drug intake. To achieve elimination, interventions will need to
focus on all infection hotspots across the islands and infected
people will need to be identified with sensitive diagnostic tools
and treated immediately and adequately.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Spatiotemporal effectiveness of a 5 year albendazole mass
drug administration programme at reducing prevalence and
intensity of soil-transmitted helminth infections in Burundi:
a geostatistical analysis in variation
G. Ortu1, M. Assoum2, S. Knowles1, O. Ndayishimiye3 and R. J. Soares
Magalhaes4
1
Infectious Diseases & Epidemiology, Imperial College, London, UK;
2
School of Medicine, University of Queensland, Queensland Children’s
Medical Research Institute, Brisbane, Qld, Australia; 3Programme
National Integre de lutte contre les Maladies Tropicales Negligees et la
Cecite, Ministry of Health, Bujumbura, Burundi; 4School of Veterinary
Science, University of Queensland, St Lucia, Qld, Australia

Introduction Since the mapping of soil-transmitted
helminths infections (STHs) performed in 2007, Burundi has
been organizing albendazole mass administrations (MDAs) twice
a year in endemic areas. Between 2007 and 2011, impact studies
to assess the effect of these treatments, were performed. After
2011, MDAs continued until December 2014, when a national
reassessment of STHs was completed. In this paper, analysis of
the epidemiological data collected during the years 2007–2011,
and distribution of STHs infections over space and time are
presented, and compared with the recent reassessment.
Methods Impact studies were carried out by regular follow
up of two cohorts of children in 31 primary schools. Data from
the surveys were combined with environmental and ecological
information to produce semivariograms for each infection, and
risk prevalence maps. For the STH national reassessment, 225
schools were randomly selected in the whole country, and STHs
prevalence assessed.

Results In both cohorts, hookworm and A. lumbricoides
showed significant reductions, from a maximum prevalence at
baseline of 17.59% and 19.63%, to a minimum prevalence of
3.90% and 8.85%, respectively, achieved in 2011. For
T. trichiura, decrease of prevalence was found not significant
(max baseline–min 2011: 9.62–1.99%, respectively). Intensity
reduction was also achieved, with statistically significant results
for A. lumbricoides (from medium to low intensity, as per WHO
definitions). Semivariograms showed 100% and 76% spatial
dependence between infection prevalence and environmental
factors for T. trichiura and A. lumbricoides, respectively, whilst
no spatial dependence was evident for hookworm infection.
Comparison between the impact data collected in 2011 and the
national reassessment in 2014 demonstrated the absence of
further decrease in prevalence for all the STHs, with a national
average of 15.5%, 3.6%, and 4.5%, for A. lumbricoides,
hookworm and T. trichiura, respectively.
Conclusions These results demonstrate the impact of a 5year MDA programme on prevalence and intensity of STHs in
school age children, and their spatial correlation. Although our
results confirm the importance of repeated MDAs to reduce
STHs burden in Burundi, the recent epidemiological
reassessment highlight the challenges to further reduce these
infections, even though routine treatment is delivered.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Hookworm-related cutaneous larva migrans in the Urban
Amazonia- a disease of the poorest of the poor
F. Reichert1, D. Pilger1, A. Schuster1, H. Lesshafft2, S. Talhari3, S. Guedes de
Oliveira3, R. Ignatius4 and H. Feldmeier1
1
Charite Universit€atsmedizin Berlin, Berlin, Germany; 2University of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK; 3Foundation for Tropical Medicine in
Amazonia (FMT-AM), Manaus, Brazil; 4Labor Enders, Stuttgart,
Germany

Hookworm-related Cutaneous Larva Migrans (HrCLM) is an
ectoparasitic skin disease, which is prevalent in many tropical
and subtropical countries. Little is known about prevalence and
Risk Factors of HrCLM in endemic countries.
We conducted a cross-sectional study in a resource-poor neighbourhood (favela) in Manaus, Brazil. All participants were
examined clinically and interviewed using a pretested questionnaire. An asset index was formed using principal component
analysis to categorize households according to socio-economic
status. Odds ratios with 95% confidence intervals were calculated for possible risk factors. All variables that showed weak
evidence of an association with HrCLM were entered in a multivariate stepwise logistic regression model.
A total of 806 persons living in 262 households in the study
area were admitted to the study. The median age was 18 (0–
72 years). Sixty-six persons [8.2% (95% CI 6–10%)] were diagnosed with HrCLM, in children <15 years the prevalence was
12.8% (95% CI 10–16%). The disease was associated with
important clinical pathology. HrCLM was independently associated with age under 15 [OR 3.2 (95% CI 1.61–6.18)], male sex
(OR 2.31 (95% CI 1.30–4.10)], a low asset index [OR 2.47
(95% CI 1.08–5.66)], the presence of animal faeces on the compound [OR 2.70 (95% CI 1.36–5.35)] and walking barefoot on
sandy ground or earth [OR 14.25 (95% CI 4.73–42.99)].
People in this resource-poor community suffered from a high
HrCLM-associated disease burden. The disease burden was highest in the poorest of the poor.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Strongyloides stercoralis is a cause of abdominal pain,
diarrhea and urticaria in rural Cambodia
V. Khieu1,2,3, S. Srey1, F. Sch€ar2,3, S. Muth1, H. Marti2,3 and P. Odermatt2,3
National Center for Parasitology, Entomology and Malaria Control,
Ministry of Health, Phnom Penh, Cambodia; 2Swiss Tropical and Public
Health Institute (Swiss TPH), Basel, Switzerland; 3University of Basel,
Basel, Switzerland

1

Introduction Strongyloidiasis is endemic in areas where
sanitary conditions are poor and where the climate is warm and
humid. The clinical manifestations of strongyloidiasis vary
greatly according to infection intensity and the immune-status of
the patient. More than 50% of all infections remain
asymptomatic. We document clinical manifestations of 21
patients with high infection intensities of S. stercoralis infections
from a community in rural Cambodia, both before and 3 weeks
after ivermectin (200 lg/kg, single oral dose) treatment.
Materials and Methods In early 2010, in a communitybased survey in Rovieng district (Preah Vihear province), stool
examinations were conducted for individuals in randomly
selected households. Two stool samples were obtained on two
consecutive days from each person and examined with
Baermann and Koga agar plate culture (KAP) techniques for the
presence of S. stercoralis larvae. Patients with more than 250
larvae in one of the Baermann examinations were revisited and a
detailed clinical assessment was performed.
Results Out of 21 patients, 20 (95.2%), 18 (85.7%) and 14
(66.7%) reported frequent abdominal pain, diarrhea and periods
of sensation of itching, respectively, during the previous
6 months; epigastric (11, 55.0%) and peri-umbilical (13, 65.0%)
pains were most frequent. Five patients (23.8%) reported having
experienced urticaria the week preceding the examination. One
patient suffered from extended urticaria. Three weeks after
treatment, most symptoms had been almost entirely resolved.
Conclusions In rural communities of Cambodia,
strongyloidiasis with high parasite load is endemic. It is associated
with substantial symptoms and clinical signs, particularly
abdominal pain, diarrhea and urticaria. Access to adequate
diagnosis and treatment is a pressing issue that needs attention.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Prevalence of helminths among children under 5 years
admitted with diarrhoea in Manhicßa District, Southern
Mozambique
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Introduction Helminths are an important cause of
diarrhoeal disease in most developing countries with poor
sanitation and limited access to safe drinking water.
In Mozambique, the importance of helminths and other
intestinal parasites as causative of diarrhoea is barely known due
to diagnostic limitations. Here we show a baseline study of
prevalence of helminths in a case/control diarrhoeal study among
children under 5 years of age in Manhicßa District, Southern
Mozambique.
Materials and Methods A case/control surveillance study
of aetiology of diarrhoea in infants and young children was
conducted in Manhicßa District, from November 2011 to
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November 2012. Age was stratified in months in three groups
(0–11, 12–23 and 24–59). Stool samples were collected and sent
to the Microbiology Laboratory for bacterial culture and for
further tests. A multiplex qPCR was used for detection of
Ascaris lumbricoides, Strongyloides stercoralis and hook worms
(Ancylostoma duodenale and Necator americanus).
Results From November, 2011 to November, 2012, we
collected 1267 stool samples from 518 cases of diarrhoea and
749 from controls. The overall prevalence of helminths was 138
(10.89%), of those 59 (11.39%) from cases of diarrhoea and 79
(10.55%) from controls. The high prevalence was observed for
elder children (24–59 months) with 24.77% (for cases) and
19.34% (for controls), suggesting that age might be a risk factor
for infection. In general, Ascaris lumbricoides was the most
prevalent pathogen with 5.21% for cases and 5.6% for controls,
followed by Strongyloides stercoralis with 4.24% for cases of
diarrhoea and 2.67% for control group.
Conclusions Here we show a baseline data on the
prevalence of helminths among children under 5 years with and
without diarrhoea in a rural area of Mozambique. The present
data suggests that helminths might represent an important
contribution for cases of diarrhoea in elder children. The
predominance of asymptomatic carriers is alarming because may
increase the risk of human-to-human transmission.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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High prevalence of large trematode eggs in schoolchildren
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Introduction In Southeast Asia intestinal helminth and
protozoa multiparasitism poses a serious challenge for
parasitological diagnosis. In 2009, large trematode eggs (LTE)
resembling Fasciola spp. eggs were found in the stools of
schoolchildren in Kandal province, Cambodia. With a focus on
Fasciola spp. we reassessed the situation in the concerned school
by determining the prevalence of LTE among schoolchildren,
ascertaining the trematode species and identifying potential risk
factors for infection.
Methods and Materials We performed a cross-sectional
study among the affected schoolchildren including an in-depth
questionnaire and parasitological diagnosis. Three stool samples
were examined per child using Kato-Katz and formalin-ether
concentration techniques. Blood serum ELISA and coprological
PCR were conducted for trematode species clarification. Cattle
droppings of the school’s environment were examined by cup
sedimentation and coprological ELISA. The livers of slaughtered
cattle of a nearby slaughterhouse were also examined.
Results Overall 70.2% of schoolchildren were diagnosed with
an intestinal parasitic infection. Among those 33.8% were
infected with more than one species. LTE were observed in 46.5%
of schoolchildren’s stools. A first ELISA revealed that two blood
serum samples of the schoolchildren were positive for Fasciola
hepatica. The results could not be confirmed by
immunofluorescence antibody tests. Out of 221 PCR samples,
only one tested positive for Fasciola spp. and none for Fasciolopsis
buski. Among the investigated risk factors the consumption of
raw aquatic plants (OR = 3.3, 95% confidence interval: 1.3–8.5)
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and fermented fish sauce (OR = 2.1, 95% confidence interval:
1.0–4.4) were significantly associated with the presence of LTE in
the stool. In 18.3% of examined cattle livers (N = 191) Fasciola
spp. flukes were detected and 88.8% of cattle droppings
(N = 205) were tested positive for Fasciola spp. eggs.
Conclusions Although nearly half of the schoolchildren had
LTE in their stools only two were tested positive for Fasciola
spp. and none for F. buski with specific molecular diagnostics.
From the lack of diagnostic evidence for Fasciola spp. and F.
buski it can be concluded that the majority of microscopically
observed LTE are from Echinostoma spp. However the
transmission of Fasciola spp. from cattle to humans might be
possible given the widespread cattle faeces contamination in
close proximity to humans.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Perception of and treatment strategies for acute
gastroenteritis and campylobacteriosis at the Swiss primary
care level
P. J. Bless1,2, J. Muela Ribera3, C. Schmutz1,2 and D. M€ausezahl1,2
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Partners for Applied Social
Sciences (PASS) Suisse, Neuch^atel, Switzerland
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Introduction In Switzerland, campylobacteriosis cases
reported to the National Notification System of Infectious
Diseases (NNSID) increased during the last decade. The
interpretation of the Swiss surveillance data is challenging as it is
unknown how acute gastroenteritis (AG) and campylobacteriosis
present in the general population and which determinants lead
to campylobacteriosis case registration in the NNSID. We
conducted a qualitative study among Swiss primary care
physicians to investigate these determinants.
Methods and Materials Primary care physicians were
interviewed between May and August 2013 using a semistructured questionnaire including the following key topics:
physicians’ perception of AG and campylobacteriosis in daily
practice, their diagnostic and treatment approaches and drivers
for related decisions. Transcribed interviews underwent inductive
content analysis and the semi-structured questionnaire was
repeatedly adapted to emerging topics to achieve saturation.
Results Physicians generally attributed AG and
campylobacteriosis little relevance for public health and their
daily work. They see both diseases as self-limiting or easy to
treat. However, vulnerable individuals like infants, elderly or
individuals with co-morbidities need to be paid particular
attention. Based on physicians’ experiences, AG occurs generally
wave-like throughout the year and campylobacteriosis
specifically during summer months and over the festive season in
December. Up to 60% of patients consult their physician by
telephone only and of the ones seen at the practice less than half
are prescribed a stool diagnostic. Antibiotic therapy is
considered useful besides the common symptomatic treatment.
Stool diagnostics (‘test’) and antibiotic therapy (‘treat’) comprise
four strategies:
1 ‘Wait & See’,
2 ‘Treat & See’,
3 ‘Treat & Test’, and
4 ‘Test & See’.

Conclusions The management of AG patients is multifaceted
and involves triage steps directly affecting the case numbers
reported to the NNSID. Our findings partly explain the processes
and determinants leading to registration of campylobacteriosis in
the NNSID and allow a better interpretation of notified case
numbers in relation to the general population.
Disclosure The study was funded by the Swiss Federal Office
of Public Health, Bern, Switzerland.
PS1.161
Impacts of water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH)
interventions on intestinal helminthiasis of school-aged
children in Ogun State, South-Western Nigeria
H. O. Mogaji1, U. F. Ekpo1, Q. A. Yusuff2, H. A. Yusuff2, D. O. Adeaga3,
J. Monday4 and A. A. Adeniran1
1
Department of Pure and Applied Zoology, Federal University of
Agriculture Abeokuta, Abeokuta, Nigeria; 2Department of Public Health
and Disease Control, Ogun State Ministry of Health, Abeokuta, Nigeria;
3
Department of Environmental Hygiene and Sanitation, Ogun State Rural
Water Supply and Sanitation Agency, Abeokuta, Nigeria; 4Department of
Water and Environmental Sanitation, UNICEF Zone B, Lagos, Nigeria

Introduction The Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH)
programme is one of the intervention strategies to improve access
to safe water, sanitation and good hygiene in developing countries.
Assessment of progress and evaluation of intervention impacts on
intestinal helminthiasis are unknown in most states in Nigeria.
Methods and Materials Eight rural primary schools were
randomly selected from an helminthiasis endemic local
government area of Ogun State, Nigeria. Three of the schools
(WASH schools) were benefiting from WASH intervention and
five (non-WASH schools) were not. WASH interventions were
assessed using WHO/UNICEF guidelines and impact of
interventions on helminthiasis was assessed by examining stool
samples of 428 consenting pupils across the selected schools for
intestinal helminth ova. WASH officers at the state level were
also interviewed on the progress and challenges of
implementation. Data obtained were uploaded and analyzed
using SPSS 20.0 software.
Results Intestinal helminthiasis burden were significantly
lower (P < 0.05) in WASH schools (27.4%) compared to the
non-WASH schools (37.5%). Also, significant differences
(P < 0.05) exist in the provision of safe water and environmental
hygiene for WASH schools (100% and 73.3%) and non-WASH
schools (16% and 26.9%) respectively. However, there exist no
significant differences (P > 0.05) in the sanitation condition
between WASH schools (44.4%) compared to non-WASH
schools (20.0%). Interview findings also showed that the state’s
water and sanitation coverage rates stagnated at 43% and 36%
since 2006 and 2012 respectively.
Conclusions This study provides evidences that WASH
interventions have the potential to reduce intestinal helminthiasis
burden in school-aged children. Nevertheless, the coverage rates
and conditions of these interventions are not in line with WHO/
UNICEF standards. Therefore scaling up, monitoring of
adequacy and conditions of interventions are important,
requiring funding and resource allocation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

The selection of the strategy depends on general condition,
disease presentation, co-morbidities and physicians’ preferences
and experiences. A large part of patients affected by AG or
campylobacteriosis are incapable of working for several days.
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PS1.162
The road towards sustainable control of schistosomiasis in
the Democratic Republic of Congo: pre-assessment of staff
performance and material resources in endemic regions
S. Linsuke1, L. Mpabanzi2, S. Nundu1, F. Mukunda3, P. Lutumba1,4 and
K. Polman2
1
Epidemiology, Institut National de Recherche Biomedicale, Kinshasa,
The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 2Institute of Tropical Medicine
(ITM), Antwerpen, Belgium; 3Programme National de Lutte contre la
Bilharziose et Parasitoses Intestinales, Kinshasa, The Democratic
Republic of the Congo; 4Tropical Medicine Department, University of
Kinshasa, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo

Schistosomiasis remains a public health problem in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). Adequate case management is
key to efficient and sustainable control. We evaluated the knowledge of the health staff on schistosomiasis, and the availability
of diagnostic tools and treatment at different levels of the health
care system in two endemic provinces of DRC (Kinshasa and
Bas-Congo). Interviews were performed with staff from 35
healthcare facilities in 11 health zones. Health staff knew the
common symptoms of schistosomiasis, but advanced symptoms
were more accurately cited in Bas-Congo. Kato-Katz technique
and urine filtration were unavailable in both provinces. They
mainly used direct smear. PZQ was obtainable in 70% of the
health facilities, all situated in Bas-Congo. Diagnosis and treatment mostly relied on symptoms. While knowledge on schistosomiasis among health staff appears sufficient, substantial efforts
are needed to improve availability of diagnostic tools and treatment in the health facilities in DRC.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.163
Schistosomiasis and soil transmitted helminths in schoolaged children: epidemiological profile in Kinshasa and BasCongo provinces of the Democratic Republic of Congo
S. Linsuke1, S. Nundu1, K. Kanobana2, F. Mukunda3, R. Inoc^encio da Luz4,
K. Polman5 and P. Lutumba1,6
1
Epidemiology, Institut National de Recherche Biomedicale, Kinshasa,
The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 2Institute of Tropical Medicine
(ITM), Antwerpen, Belgium; 3Programme National de Lutte contre l’a
Bilharziose et Parasitoses Intestinales, Kinshasa, The Democratic
Republic of the Congo; 4International Health Unit, University of
Antwerp, Antwerpen, Belgium; 5Unit of Medical Helminthology, Institute
of Tropical Medicine (ITM), Antwerpen, Belgium; 6Tropical Medicine
Department, University of Kinshasa, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic
of the Congo

The lack of epidemiological data on schistosomiasis (SCH) and
soil-transmitted helminthes (STH) in the Democratic Republic of
Congo (DRC) hampers effective disease control, although these
diseases have a significant impact on population health.
In 2009–2010 we conducted a random survey in school-aged
children (3rd grade) in 11 health areas of the provinces Kinshasa
and Bas-Congo. We collected socio-demographic data and examined stool and urine samples of each child.
A total of 2399 children (1559 children from Kinshasa and
840 from Bas-Congo) were included. The median age was
10 years (range: 5–19 years).The overall prevalence of SCH was
13.5%; CI95%: 12.1–14.8. The highest prevalence of SCH was
found in Bas-Congo province (32.1; CI95%: 29–35.3). A total of
61.3% (CI95%: 59.4–63.3) school-aged children were infected
STH with a predominance of A. lumbrico€ıdes. This prevalence
was higher in Kinshasa (64%; CI95%: 61.6–66.4) compared to
Bas-Congo province (56.3%; CI95%: 53.4–60).
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The data generated in this study provide baseline data for the
formulation of control strategies on SCH and STH infections in
Kinshasa and Bas-Congo. More work is needed in other provinces.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.164
High prevalence of Schistosoma mansoni in six health areas
of Kasansa health zone, Democratic Republic of the Congo:
a short report
S. Linsuke1, S. Nundu1, S. Mupoyi2, R. Mukele3, F. Mukunda4, M. Mbuyi
Kabongo5, R. Inoc^encio da Luz6, J.-P. Van Geertruyden6, M. Van Sprundel7,
M. Boelaert8, K. Polman9 and P. Lutumba1,3
1
Epidemiology, Institut National de Recherche Biomedicale, Kinshasa,
The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 2Recherche, Programme
National de Lutte contre la Bilharziose et Parasitoses Intestinales,
Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 3Tropical Medicine
Department, University of Kinshasa, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic
of the Congo; 4Programme National de Lutte contre la Bilharziose et
Parasitoses Intestinales, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the
Congo; 5Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA, USA; 6International
Health Unit, University of Antwerp, Antwerpen, Belgium; 7University of
Antwerp, Antwerpen, Belgium; 8Unit of Epidemiology and Control of
Tropical Diseases, Institute of Tropical Medicine (ITM), Antwerpen,
Belgium; 9Unit of Medical Helminthology, Institute of Tropical Medicine
(ITM), Antwerpen, Belgium

School-aged children suffer the most from schistosomiasis infection in sub Saharan Africa due to poverty and limited sanitary
conditions. Mapping of disease burden is recommended and
there is a need of updating prevalence data which is as old as
20 years in the Democratic Republic of Congo. An epidemiological and parasitological study was carried out in 2011 in the
health zone of Kasansa. Six health areas (HA) were included in
the study. In each health area, one primary school was selected.
School-aged children were screened for S. mansoni infection
using parallel Kato-Katz and direct microscopy techniques. A
total of 335 school-aged children were screened. The average
prevalence was 82.7% and ranged between 59.5% and 94.9%.
Four of the six HAs had a prevalence level over 91%. Of all
infected children, about half 112 (43.2%) had light parasite density. These results demonstrate that Schistosoma mansoni infection is a bigger problem than anticipated and there is an urgent
need to implement effective control measures.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.165
Snakebite envenoming in South Sudan: a true public health
emergency
G. Alcoba1,2, E. Sterk1, K. Powell3, B. Rusch1, M. Tamannai3, M. Rull1,
I. Ciglenecki1, J. Potet4, U. Kuch5 and F. Chappuis2
1
Medecins Sans Frontieres Switzerland, Geneva, Switzerland; 2Division of
Tropical and Humanitarian Medicine, Geneva University Hospitals,
Geneva, Switzerland; 3Medecin Sans Frontieres Switzerland, Agok, South
Sudan; 4Access Campaign, Medecins Sans Frontieres, Paris, France;
5
Institute of Occupational Medicine, Social Medicine and Environmental
Medicine, Goethe University Frankfurt, Frankfurt, Germany

Introduction Incidence and case-fatality rates of snakebite
are rarely monitored in Sub-Saharan Africa including South
Sudan. Recent studies estimate the total number of deaths due to
snakebite to be at least 100 000–125 000 per year worldwide,
comparable to measles or meningitis. Moreover, life-saving
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polyvalent antivenoms are extremely expensive (more than 200
Euros/treatment), often unavailable, and subject to gaps in
production. In the 120-bed hospital supported by Medecins Sans
Frontieres in Agok, on the border of Warrap and Abyei states in
South Soudan, an alarming increase of snakebite admissions was
recently reported, reaching 90 patients/month in May 2014 and
triggering a specific monitoring.
Methods We conducted a retrospective analysis of snakebite
data from Agok hospital. Data was collected from June 2014 on
patients’ demographic and clinical characteristics, circumstances
of bite, and outcomes.
Results A total of 119 patients were admitted due to
snakebite between 16 June 2014 and 13 March 2015 (mean:
13.2 admissions/month with a maximum of 24 in September);
45.4% of victims were female, and 36% children below
16 years. Most patients (68%) did not see the snake after being
bitten and snake descriptions were heterogeneous. Most patients
were bitten around dusk or dawn (83%), mainly on the lower
limb (85%). Twelve (10%) presented severe cytotoxic or
hematotoxic envenoming; among these, 10 received polyvalent
antivenom and fully recovered, but two children aged 4 and
12 years old (CFR 1.6%) died during the first hour after
admission before receiving antivenom. Causes of death were a
massive cytotoxicity with necrosis of the lower abdomen and a
rapid hematotoxic syndrome including spontaneous bleeding
from the eyes. The overall median time between snakebite and
admission was 3 h (range: 0.5–79 h) but was longer (5.5 h) in
patients with severe envenoming (range: 1–79 h).
Conclusions Life-threatening presentations after snakebite
are frequent in the Agok area of South Sudan, and the risk
appears to be magnified by long delays before admission.
Therefore MSF is planning a snakebite epidemiological survey.
Raising public awareness about protective footwear, rapid
transport of victims, as well as improved training of health
professionals on snakebite management are needed in South
Sudan. More generally, steady production of appropriate and
affordable antivenoms for sub-Saharan Africa must be
considered as a global health priority.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

on 42 days after the infection. And then group D administered
with artesunate at 30 mg/(kg.d) for 14 days of continuous
administration on 56 days after the infection as antifibrotic therapy. All the mice were killed at the end of the adminisyion.
Serum hyaluronic acid (HA), alaninc aminotransferase (ALT)
and aspartate aminotransferase (AST) were detected; hydroxyproline in liver tissues was detected; areas of egg granuloma
and degrees of hepatic fibrosis were observed via HE and Masson staing; the expressions of TGF-b1mRNA, a-SMA mRNA
and VEGF mRNA in liver were detected by RT-PCR. The
expressions of VEGF, type I and type III collagen were examined
by immunohistochemistry.
Results Compared with the blank control Group A, the egg
granuloma appeared obviously, the collagen deposit and fibrosis
occurred in liver tissues of Group B, C, D. The levels of ALT,
AsT, HA in sera and HYP in liver tissues were significantly
higher (P < 0.01). However, the levels of ALT, AST, HA and
HYP in the treatment group D were significantly lower than that
in the infection group B and insecticide group C (P < 0.01), the
areas of egg granuloma, the collagen deposits and the degrees of
hepatic fibrosis in group D were significantly lower than that in
the infection group B and insecticide group C (P < 0.01). The
expressions of TGF-b1mRNA, a-SMA mRNA, VEGF mRNA,
VEGF, type I and type III collagen were decreased in artesunate
treatment groups.
Conclusion Artesunate has significantly antifibrogenic effect
through inhibited the progress on schistosomiasis japonica liver
fibrosis, probably by down-regulation the expression of TGFb1mRNA, a-SMA mRNA, VEGF mRNA, VEGF, type I and type
III collagen protein.
Keywords Schistosoma japonicum; Artesunate; Liver fibrosis;
Mice.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Investigations of an FDA-approved compound library for
potential drugs against Schistosoma mansoni
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Investigation on the role and mechanisms of artesunate
against Schistosoma japonicum-induced liver fibrosis

Background Plans to expand mass drug treatment campaigns

1

Y. H. Zhou, X. Sai, Y. L. Xu, X. L. Fan, Y. Zhang and J. Yang
Jiangsu Institute of Parasitic Disease, Key Laboratory on Technology for
Parasitic Disease Prevention and Control, Ministry of Health, Jiangsu
Key Lab on Molecular Biology of Parasites, Wuxi, China

Introduction The primary cause of death in
schistosomaiasis is the formation of liver egg granulomas and
secondary hepatic fibrosis. The objective of this study was to
investigate the role and mechanism of artesunate against
Schistosoma japonicum egg-induced liver fibrosis.
Methods The BALB/c mice model of hepatic fibrosis which
infected by cercariae of Schistosoma japonicum were randomly
divided into 4 groups:
1 Group A as a blank control,
2 Group B as a model,
3 Group C as a insecticide treatment control,
4 Group D as a antifibrotic therapy with artesunate, respectively.
Every group hasd 10 mice. Group C and D was orally given
praziquantel at a dose of 250 mg/(kg.d) for consective 3 days,

to fight schistosomiasis are underway, yet worries about
potential praziquantel resistance motivate the investigation for
novel antischistosomal compounds. While targeted de novo drug
development for helminths is still in its infancy, drug
repurposing might be an inexpensive and effective source of
novel antischistosomal leads.
Methodology In the framework of a Gates-funded project
overseen by the Drugs for Neglected Diseases initiative, we
investigated the antischistosomal potential of a library of 1600
FDA-approved compounds. Compound in vitro activity was
characterized on newly transformed schistosomula (NTS) and
adult Schistosoma mansoni. Access to pharmacokinetic and
toxicity data was leveraged in combination with our in vitro
data to select compounds for in vivo studies.
Results The in vitro screen identified 121 and 36 compounds
active against the NTS stage and adult stage, respectively. Hits
were further characterized with in vitro kinetic onset of action
and dose-response studies on adult worms, and profiled against
the available pharmacokinetic and toxicity data. In total, 11
candidates were singled out for in vivo testing. Two compounds,
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doramectin (10 mg/kg) and clofazimine (400 mg/kg), reduced
worm burden in vivo by 60.1% and 82.7%, respectively.
Conclusion The work presented here expands the inventory
of antischistosomal properties of existing compounds. The two
in vivo-active drugs, doramectin and clofazimine are commonly
used: doramectin is still predominantly a veterinary compound
whose use as an anti-nematodal is starting to be explored, while
clofazimine, a WHO essential medicine, is already being used to
treat leprosy. Both drugs represent novel antischistosomal drug
classes which serve as starting points for further investigation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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The influence of host serum factors on the development of
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S. Frahm1, E. Loffredo-Verde1, S. Bhattacharjee1, S. Luo1, L. Formichella1,
J. Keiser2, A. Verschoor1 and C. U. Prazeres da Costa1
1
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Technische Universit€
at M€
unchen, Munich, Germany; 2Swiss Tropical &
Public Health Institute, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland

Schistosomes are unique among the helminths since adult worms
live in the blood vessels of their definite host where they are
exposed to the full scale of cellular and humoral immune
attacks. Nevertheless, they survive under such hostile conditions
i.e. potentially harmful serum factors for up to 10 years. This
demonstrates they have developed strong and broad immune
evasion mechanisms during co-evolution which step into place
during all stages of their development. The main focus of this
work was to understand in detail how and when the resistance
of S. mansoni against host serum factors arises. We therefore
employed an established in vitro assay in which cercariae are
mechanically transformed into and cultivated as skin and lung
schistosomulae (also called ‘newly transformed schistosomulae’
(NTS)). Up to now, the viability of NTS depended on media
containing fetal-calf serum (FCS) and therefore serum factors.
We advanced this system to serum-free condition allowing us to
add different host-sera and serum components under well-defined
conditions.
We detected drastic differences in the viability of NTS when
incubated with sera of different species. Whereas human serum
propagated NTS maturation up to gut-developing worm stage
(day 18 onwards), NTS incubated with media containing FCS
developed only to the lung migratory stage. In contrast serum of
in-bred C57BL/6 and outbred NMRI mice efficiently killed the
NTS within 5 days. Further, addition of mouse serum into survival-propagating conditions also induced NTS-killing which
could point towards the presence of active component(s) within
mouse serum. With sera from other species we could observe
either the improved maturation (i.e. swine) or killing phenotype
(i.e. rhesus monkey) in different degrees.
Finally, we investigated the influence of the complement factor
C1q as this was previously indicated to be inactivated by schistosomes. However, mouse serum deficient of C1q did not alleviate
the NTS killing process and no influence was observed in the
development of adult worms in S. mansoni infected C1q-deficient animals.
Our current studies focus on defining host-specific serum factors responsible for either survival or killing of the NTS as well
as on the role of other complement factors such as C3, C4 and
C5 on the development of NTS in vitro.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Circulating cathodic antigen (CCA) urine rapid test for
diagnosis of Schistosoma mansoni infestation: preliminary
data of a cohort study of Egyptian patients coming from an
endemic area
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T. Pozzi3, I. Bertocchi3, L. Galli1, N. Ceserani1, A. Poli1, A. Castagna1,2 and
A. Lazzarin1,2
1
Infectious Diseases Department, San Raffaele Hospital, Milan, Italy;
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Vita e Salute University San Raffaele, Milan, Italy; 3Saint Michel Centre,
Society of Priests of the Sacred Heart of Betharram, Health Pastoral
Diocese of Bouar, Bouar, Central African Republic

Brief Introduction The lack of symptoms and the small
number of Schistosoma eggs in patients coming from endemic
countries make diagnosis of chronic/active schistosomiasis
difficult to perform. A new rapid test detecting Circulating
cathodic antigen (CCA) of Schistosoma mansoni in urine was
commercialized. CCA seems to have same sensibility as KatoKatz method in affected areas.
Methods and Materials 45 Egyptian patients, with a
known positive serology for Schistosoma and increased total IgE,
were assessed for CCA (A&B rapid test schistosomiasis Ag,
Lucca Italy) from February 2014 till March 2015 in San
Raffaele Hospital, Milan. Five subjects never exposed to
Schistosoma were identified as negative controls, while 10
patients with active schistosomiasis diagnosed in Saint Michel
Centre (Central African Republic) were included as positive
controls. Among 45 Subjects, 43 received specific treatment.
Result As expected, 5/5 negative controls had negative CCA
test, while all positive ones were CCA-positive. 45 patients were
tested for CCA. All treated patients yield negative results. 2
untreated patients were positive to CCA test and were
subsequently treated with praziquantel 40 mg/kg/die (2 doses for
3 days). Following treatment CCA test became negative in both
patients. Schistosoma serology for one CCA-positive patient was
tested, with discordant results, in 3 different hospital
laboratories of Milan (S. Raffaele, Niguarda and Policlinico
Hospitals). Total IgE measurements were in range for all
laboratories. Finally, all patients who had already received one
or more treatment courses with praziquantel tested negative for
CCA, albeit with a serology still positive for Schistosoma.
Conclusion This preliminary data seems to confirm CCA test
sensitivity and specificity for Schistosoma mansoni active
infestation. In patients already treated for Schistosoma, a
negative CCA-test associated with positive serology, regardless
of total IgE values, may represent a sign of previous infection,
with a long-lasting immunological memory. On the contrary,
patients who never received treatment had both positive serology
and CCA-test, suggesting an active infestation. Moreover,
negativization of CCA test after specific treatment with
praziquantel further supports these findings. Further studies are
needed to better assess the role of rapid CCA test to avoid
unnecessary treatment of patients with persistent positive
Schistosoma serology.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Infectious Disease Epidemiology, School of Public Health, Imperial
College London, London, UK; 4Department of Mathematics, University
of Warwick, Coventry, UK; 5Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine,
Liverpool, UK; 6Neglected Tropical Disease Department, World Health
Organization, Geneva, Switzerland

The last decade has seen significant progress in the large-scale
control of schistosomiasis and soil-transmitted helminth (STH)
infections. Even greater expansion is required to achieve the coverage and morbidity reduction targets set for 2020. A crucial
tool in this scale-up will be the ability to monitor the impact of
control programmes. Specifically, being able to identify areas not
responding to treatment as expected will allow adjustments to be
made to the programme design and help ensure their longer-term
success. However, to date, there are very few tools available that
would allow the identification of such areas whilst at the same
time being user-friendly. An STH Markov model developed at
the World Health Organization (WHO) used data from Vietnam
to predict changes in STH prevalence following successive
rounds of deworming treatment. In addition, a user-friendly
interface was also developed to help ensure the model is used as
widely as possible by programme managers. Data collected by
the Schistosomiasis Control Initiative and its country partners
from several countries in sub-Saharan Africa have enabled the
validation of this model for STH infection, its extension to
include schistosomiasis infection, and the addition of robust confidence intervals around the predicted changes in prevalence. It is
hoped that the output of this model could potentially provide an
early warning of where treatment campaigns are not achieving
their aims (for example due to poor coverage, adherence, or
putative resistance) and enable programme managers to make
the necessary changes to meet the expected targets. The performance of the model will be discussed, with particular reference
to the utility of stratifying the model outputs by parasite species,
location, underlying endemicity, and host age. In addition, we
will discuss the results of a model comparison exercise between
the predictive capacity of the Markov model and other models
currently available.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

established. S. mansoni primarily affects rural populations at
1300–2000 m high but, as in others countries, migration to
cities has resulted in the spread of the parasite. A nationwide
mapping of schistosomiasis was planned for 2013, but there is
still a need for surveys to estimate the real burden, in order to
establish appropriated policies, according to World Health
Organization recommendations.
Methods and Materials We perform a study in a rural
area, belonging to the city of Bahir Dar, located 1800 meters
above sea level, in the north-western part of Ethiopia. The area
is in a frame made up of by the south shoreline of Lake Tana,
the biggest lake in the country, and the Blue Nile River, that
rises in the lake. The rainfalls in this area take place during the
months of June to October. The rest of the year is marked by a
dry season. Eight primary schools were randomly selected, being
30 km the farthest distance of city. One in a peninsula located
in the lake; three located alongside the Blue Nile; two sited near
the lake, but not under the influence of the river; and two placed
in an area out of the direct influence of the river and lake,
though swampy in the rainy season. From October to November
2013, at the end of the rainy season, 396 stool samples were
collected and processed in the laboratory. A formol ether
concentration was performed, by using a filtration-concentration
osticos, Barcelona,
device (BIoparaprep MINIâ, Leti Diagn
Spain), based on a modification of Ritchie0 s method.
Results No infections were detected in the two schools of the
swampy area; in the schools near the lake the prevalence was
2% and 4% respectively. Interestingly, the prevalence in the
school in the middle of the lake was also 2%. In the three
schools located alongside the river the prevalence was 20%,
29% and 64%, (P < 0.001) being the highest one located in a
bend in the river closer to the lake than the other two.
Conclusions As expected, S. mansoni in our sample shows a
clear pattern around the course of the river, but the significant
difference between the three schools near the river and even the
prevalence in the school in the lake indicates that further studies
must be carried out, to analyze risk factors related to the
contamination, in order to achieve the mapping of the infection
and fill gaps for control programs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.173
In vitro activity of antiplasmodial compounds against
Schistosoma mansoni larval stage
N. Zander and A. Kreidenweiss
Institute of Tropical Medicine, Eberhard Karls Universit€at T€
ubingen,
T€
ubingen, Germany

Introduction Schistosomiasis is considered one of the
PS1.171
Prevalence of Schistosoma mansoni among school-age
children in a small rural area of north-western Ethiopia
A. A. Aramendıa1,2, A. Arroyo3, B. L
opez-Quintana3, M. Anegagrie2,4,
Z. Ayehubizu5, E. Yizengaw5, D. Zewdie5, T. Hailu5, M. Yimer5, B. Abera5,
W. Mulu5, Z. Herrador1 and A. Benito1
1
National Center of Tropical Medicine, Institute of Health Carlos III,
Madrid, Spain; 2Fundaci
on Mundo Sano, Madrid, Spain; 3Microbiology
and Parasitology, Hospital Carlos III-La Paz, Madrid, Spain; 4Institute of
Health Carlos III, Bahirdar, Ethiopia; 5College of Medicine, Bahirdar
University, Bahirdar, Ethiopia

Introduction Although Ethiopia is highly endemic for
schistosomiasis, no active control programs have yet been

parasitic diseases with tremendous impact on morbidity,
surpassed only by malaria. In 2012, 249 million people required
preventive treatment for Schistosomiasis, and a further 42.1
million required medical intervention due to active disease. More
than 90% of worldwide prevalence is imposed on the African
population. Treatment and preventive chemotherapy rely solely
on a single drug; praziquantel (PZQ). Large-scale PZQ
deployment particularly in sub-Saharan Africa increases the risk
of emerging drug-resistance, necessitating a pressing need for
alternative treatment strategies.
Drug repurposing is straightforward drug development strategy, as considerable information on the compound0 s properties
and activities is already known. Artesunate and mefloquine, two
antimalarial dugs, have been shown to be active against Schisto-
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soma. Antimalarial compounds are a good starting point in the
search for new hits in the drug development process.
We provide a comprehensive overview of the activity of compounds with reported antiplasmodial properties for their in vitro
activity against the Schistosoma larval stage.
Materials and Methods A collection of compounds with
antiplasmodail activity has been tested in vitro against
Schistosomula for 7 days. Viability was assessed by microscopy,
lactate level and resazurin.
Results Of the 20 compounds tested, 5 compounds show IC50
below 10 micromolar.
Conclusions Candidates with IC50 values below 10
micromolar need to be further tested against adult Schistosomes
to allow a final judgment on their antischistosomal properties.
Disclosure For the doctoral thesis I got a stipendium from
IZKF of T€
ubingen. Thank you very much!!!

PS1.174
Optimization of Schistosomiasis clinical management in
institutional settings in non-endemic areas: protocol
proposal
M. G. Cavalcanti1,2, J. M. Araujo-Neto3, Z. S. Veiga4, A. F. Cunha5, L. F. Silva5
and J. M. Peralta5
1
Servicßo de Doencßas Infecciosas e Parasitarias, Universidade Federal do
Rio de Janeiro/Hospital Universitario Clementino Fraga Filho, Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil; 2Departamento de Imunologia, Instituto de Microbiologia
Paulo de G
oes, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; 3Servicßo de Hepatologia, Hospital
Universit
ario Clementino Fraga Filho, Universidade Federal do Rio de
Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; 4Servicßo de Gastroenterologia e
Hepatologia, Hospital Federal de Bonsucesso, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil;
5
Departamento de Imunologia, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro/
Instituto de Microbiologia Professor Paulo de G
oes, Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil

Introduction Microscopy and/or tissue biopsy fail to
diagnosis active Schistosoma mansoni infection and assess
response to therapy in non-endemic areas. Since acute and
chronic infection with no or low eggs can be missed by
conventional methods, alternatives such as immunodiagnosis and
DNA detection have been applied. Nonetheless, in most
institutional settings, there is no consensus toward the use of
these approaches. The study aim was to evaluate a clinical
protocol with includes immunodiagnosis and DNA detection for
schistosomiasis diagnosis and post-therapy response in
institutional settings from non-endemic areas.
Material and Methods Fecal samples were tested by
Kato-Katz and by Real-Time PCR and serum IgG1 levels
measured by ELISA in blood samples from 29 adult individuals
with history of previous exposure to S. mansoni living in nonendemic area. Tissue samples were also obtained.
Results Active Schistosoma infection was confirmed by K-K
and/or tissue and/or IgG1 and/or PCR positivity in 26/29
(89.66%) individuals. Egg excretion was detected in 12/24
individuals while tissue specimens confirmed active infection in
11 out of 12 tested. S. mansoni DNA was detectable in 20 out
21 individuals tested, being 10 out 20 coproscopy negative. And
26 out of 27 individuals tested had augmented immunoreactivity
although 10/26 individuals had no egg excretion. In KK-positive
individuals, IgG1 levels ranged from 1.20 to 3.86 A.U. (mean:
2.28  0.82 A.U.) and in the absence of egg excretion, IgG1
levels varied from 1.48 to 3.60 A.U. (mean: 2.05  0.82 A.U).
After treatment, both KK and PCR achieved 100% of cure rate.
Immunoreactivity pre-therapy (mean: 2.102  0.814; 95% CI:
1.48–2.78) progressed to low IgG1 levels (mean: 1.870  0.513;
95% CI: 1.48–2.26) post chemotherapy use.
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Conclusions Inclusion of immunodiagnosis and DNA-based
assays in clinical protocols improves detection of individuals
without egg-patent infection without being invasive. Also, PCR
is a suitable marker of drug response in individuals with no risk
of reinfection.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Control of Schistosoma mansoni in Western C^
ote d’Ivoire:
baseline findings before the implementation of a
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K. R. Assare1,2,3, E. H€urlimann2,4, M. Ouattara5, A. N. N’Guessan5,
T. Y.-N. Tian-Bi5, A. Yapi5, T. J. Coulibaly5,6,7, S. Knopp2,4,8, K. E. N’Goran5,9
and J. Utzinger2,10
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& Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; Universite Felix
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Background In Africa, more than 230 million people require
preventive chemotherapy against schistosomiasis annually. We
report baseline findings before the onset of a randomised
intervention trial designed to assess the impact of three different
school-based treatment schedules using praziquantel for the
control of schistosomiasis mansoni.
Methods The study was conducted in 75 schools of western
C^
ote d’Ivoire with moderate Schistosoma mansoni endemicity,
identified through an extensive eligibility survey done in more
than 260 schools. At the eligibility survey, a single stool sample
was collected from 50 children aged 13–14 years in each school.
Stool samples were subjected to duplicate Kato-Katz thick
smears. A total of 75 villages with a prevalence of S. mansoni
ranged between 10% and 24% were randomly assigned to one
of three treatment arms. At the baseline survey in these 75
schools, a single stool sample was collected among first-grade
children (5–8 years), while three consecutive stool samples were
obtained from children aged 9–12 years and examined by
duplicate Kato-Katz thick smears. A questionnaire was
administered to school directors to collect information on the
social-ecological characteristics of local communities.
Results A total of 12 431 children (4953 first-graders and
7478 children aged 9–12 years) participated. The overall
S. mansoni prevalence among first-graders in treatment arms A,
B and C were 4.7%, 4.7% and 6.8%. The respective prevalence
among children aged 9–12 years were 18.8%, 20.5% and
27.2%.
Conclusion This study describes the baseline situation of a
5-year intervention trial with the purpose to determine the most
effective control approach to achieve and sustain S. mansoni
prevalence reduction to below 10% among school-aged children.
Our findings highlight the influence of the age of study
participants and stool sampling and diagnostic effort within
large-scale schistosomiasis control programmes.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Urinary schistosomiasis and intestinal helminthiases among
school children and out-of-school children in an endemic
community in Nigeria

Urinary schistosomiasis in Guinea Bissau

B. Adewale1, M. Sulyman1, T. Idowu2, D. Akande1, M. Ajayi1 and M. Mafe1
Public Health Division, Nigerian Institute of Medical Research, Lagos,
Nigeria; 2Zoology Department, University of Lagos, Lagos, Nigeria

1

Introduction The current status of urinary schistosomiasis
and intestinal helminthiases was assessed in Ipogun, a rural
agrarian community in Nigeria, as part of a longitudinal study
to monitor praziquantel resistance in the control of
schistosomiasis.
Methods Urine and faecal samples were collected from
children in the community to determine the parasites prevalence
and intensity. Filtration technique using Swinnex filter was
employed in examining the urine specimen and the intensity of
infection was recorded as egg output per 10 ml of urine. The
Kato–Katz technique was used in examining the faecal samples.
Individual egg output was expressed as eggs per gram faeces.
Results Of the 430 children aged 5–18 years examined for
Schistosoma haematobium and other intestinal helminthic
infections, 25.1% were infected with S. haematobium. The
prevalence of infection of S. haematobium was 26.1% in school
children and 18.6% in out-of-school children. Only 17.6% of
the children had moderate intensity of infection (>50 eggs/10 ml
but <500 eggs/10 ml of urine) while the remainder had low
intensity (<50 eggs/10 ml of urine). Intensity of infection based
on geometric mean egg count per 10 ml of urine was higher in
females (18.2 eggs/10 ml urine) than in males (11.7 eggs/10 ml
urine). There was no significant difference in the prevalence of
infection between males (26.7%) and females (23%) (P = 0.3).
26.3% had single infection of intestinal helminths while 4.7%
had multiple infection. 13.7% had severe intestinal helminth
infections (>400 eggs/gram faeces).
Conclusion The immediate and long term public health and
socioeconomic implications of this on the cognitive ability of
these children, school absenteeism and drop-out rates could be
enormous. This could result in a generation of adults
disadvantaged by irreversible sequelae of infection.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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5
Section of Pediatric, Tropical Medicine & Molecular Virology &
Microbiology, Baylor College of Medicine and Texas Children’s Hospital,
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Urogenital schistosomiasis due to Schistosoma (S.) haematobium
is among the most prevalent parasitoses in sub-Saharan Africa.
The pathology is characterized by serious and irreversible lesions
in the urogenital tract induced by chronic infection with the parasite that can eventually lead to renal failure due to hydronephrosis
and to squamous cell carcinoma of the bladder. Considering the
frequency and severe morbidity observed already in young children, the purpose of this pilot study was to assess the prevalence
and morbidity of S. haematobium infection in Guinea Bissau.
A baseline survey was conducted during September 2011. A
randomly selected sample of 90 children aged 6–15 years old
was included in this study.
Prevalence of S. haematobium infection was 20% (18/90). It
was higher in older children (median age in years: 15.4  2.71
vs. 9.3  2.22; P < 0.001), a significant gender difference in
prevalence and intensity was not found. The predominant symptom was haematuria (87.1%), this symptom being strongly associated with S. haematobium infection (P < 0.01).
Anthropometric examination revealed that growth in infected
boys was impaired as compared to non-infected boys (median
height in cm: 123.3  21.07 vs. 134.71  15.1) (P < 0.05).
To our knowledge this is the first epidemiologic report of
S. haematobium infection in Guinea Bissau. Considering the high
prevalence of S. haematobium infections in Guinea Bissau and
the long-term risks, including renal failure and bladder cancer,
our results indicate that this population should be targeted for
follow-up and implementation of measures for treatment and
control of schistosomiasis.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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The effect of high-voltage pulse current on the infectious of
schistosome cercariae in water
Z. Zhao
Epidemiology, Hunan Institute of Parasitic Diseases, Yueyang, China

The effect of high-voltage pulse current on the infectious of
schistosome cercariae in water was investigated. The infected
rate and intensity in mice were regarded as the infectious indicators of schistosome cercariae after treated by various parameters
of high voltage pulse current. The results showed that the voltage and frequency of electric current, and the distance from electrode to water surface, were important factors influencing the
effects of cercariae infectious. The higher the voltage, the higher
the frequency, and the narrower the distance, the better the
effects of cercariae killing. The result implied that the high voltage pulse current can inactivate schistosome cercariae and can be
applied in schistosomiasis control under certain circumstances.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Draining ditches at Dongting Lake control Oncemelania
breeding
W. Wangyuan1,2 and W. Kailin1
Hunan Institute of Science and Technology, Yueyang, China; 2Hunan
Institute of Schistosomiasis Control, Yueyang, China

1

Objective To evaluate the effect on snails by reducing the soil
moisture content of a beach.
Methods From November of 2009 to November 2012, we
chose the snail infested beach of Yueyang Jail in the East
Dongting Lake area and Junshan District as research fields,
designed a prospective control study, then dug ditches in the
shape of ‘╬’ by excavator, and compared the effect of soil
moisture content on snails.
Result Before the intervention, the average soil moisture
content of both beaches was 35.56%; after the intervention, the
average soil moisture content was 26.53% on the intervention
site, significantly lower than the 35.56% at the control site
(F = 6.53, P < 0.05). Before the intervention, the natural
mortality rates of snails were 0.98% and 0.89%, (year 2009
v2 = 0.09, P > 0.05), but the snail density in the intervention site
fell year by year and vanished naturally 3 years later after the
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intervention. The natural mortality rate was significantly
different between the two sites (2010 v2 = 597.99, P < 0.05,
2011 v2 = 656.85, P < 0.05, 2012 v2 = 693.16, P < 0.05).
Before the intervention, the number of young snails in the
intervention area was 129.5/m2, and 184/m2 in the control site;
over 3 years, the number of young snails at the intervention site
fell to 48.5/m2, 9.5/m2 and 1.5/m2, whereas it did not change in
the control area. The density of aqua snails at the two sites
(T1 = 59.5, T2 = 76.5, P > 0.05) did not change. In 2009, the
amount of snail from both sites cultured in the lab was 37.33/
0.11 m2 (u = 0.131, P > 0.05). According to the data from lab
exam, the average number of young snails from the two sites
was 37.33/0.11 m2 in 2009 (u = 0.131, P > 0.05). The number
was 8/0.11 m2 in exam site and 57.67/0.11 m2 in control site
after the intervention of 2010 (u = 11.110, P < 0.05; in 2012,
no snails were found at the intervention site and 64.33/0.11 m2
at the control site (u = 13.890, P < 0.05).
Conclusion ‘╬’ shaped ditches can drain water from a
beach rapidly, lowering the ground water level such that the
average soil moisture content in the dry season is signficantly
lower than in undrained sites. This changes ecological conditions
for snail to such an extent that they vanished within 3 years.
Keywords Japanese schistosomiasis, Snail, Drain Opener,
Elevation, Soil moisture content.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Experimental infection of the pig with Mycobacterium
ulcerans: a novel model for studying the pathogenesis of
Buruli ulcer disease
M. Bolz1, N. Ruggli2, M.-T. Ruf1, M. E. Ricklin2, G. Zimmer2 and G. Pluschke1
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Swiss TPH, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 2Institute of
Virology and Immunology (IVI), Mittelh€ausern, Switzerland

Buruli Ulcer caused by Mycobacterium ulcerans infection is characterized by necrosis of subcutaneous tissues giving rise to
chronic, progressive ulcers. Current treatment consists of a daily
dose of rifampicin and streptomycin for 8 weeks, followed by
surgical debridement and skin grafting, if necessary. In remote
rural regions of West Africa where populations are mostly
affected, such a treatment is difficult and morbidity remains high
and disabilities occur frequently.
Because the mode of transmission of Buruli ulcer (BU) is not
clear, only limited information on the early pathogenesis of the
disease is available. The mouse foot pad model, which is to date
the most used animal model for BU vaccine and drug development studies, only poorly reflects infection of the human skin tissue. In search for a more suitable animal model to study early
pathogenesis of Mycobacterium ulcerans infection, we evaluated
the pig (Sus scrofa) as experimental infection model for BU. Pigs
were therefore infected subcutaneously with different doses of
M. ulcerans and infected skin sites excised and processed for
histopathological analysis. With doses of 2 9 107 and 2 9 106
colony forming units (CFU) we observed the development of
nodular lesions that subsequently progressed to ulcerative or plaque-like lesions. The observed macroscopic and histopathological
changes closely resembled those found in M. ulcerans disease in
humans. At lower inoculation doses signs of infection found
after 2.5 weeks had spontaneously resolved at 6.5 weeks.
Our results demonstrate that the pig can be infected with
M. ulcerans. Productive infection leads to the development of
lesions that closely resemble human BU lesions. The pig infection
model therefore has great potential for studying the early pathogenesis of BU and in particular the development of new thera-
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peutic and prophylactic interventions might benefit from the
porcine M. ulcerans infection model [1].

Reference
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Trop Dis. 2014; 8: e2968. doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0002968
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Bureau, Bahir Dar, Ethiopia; 5Rollins School of Public Health, Emory
University, Atlanta, GA, USA; 6Carter Center, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia;
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The SAFE strategy (surgery, antibiotics, facial cleanliness and
environmental improvements) is recommended for the elimination of blinding trachoma. Previous studies have assessed the
impact of the AFE interventions on trachoma transmission by
monitoring infection and trachomatous inflammation among
children. We aimed to determine whether interventions had any
impact on the prevalence of cicatricial trachoma among children
living in a trachoma hyperendemic area of Ethiopia.
Data from a combined sample size of 25 221 children in 589
communities from four cross-sectional, population-based surveys
conducted between 2000 and 2011 were analysed to determine
age-specific patterns of trachomatous scarring (TS) among children aged 1–10 years. We assessed the impact of the AFE interventions by comparing the odds of TS at each year of age
among children examined after interventions with those examined prior to interventions in a multi-level logistic regression
model, controlling for secular variation between survey years,
various potential confounder variables, and random effects due
to clustering at community and household levels.
The prevalence of TS declined from 24.9% in 2000 to 2.2%
in 2011 among children aged 1–10 years. Children aged 1–
9 years after implementation of A, F and E interventions were
less likely have TS when compared to same age children examined before interventions began. The greatest impact observed
was among children 5 years of age, those born in the first year
interventions began and who had lived for 5 years under intervention.
Our results indicate that the SAFE strategy is preventing the
risk of blinding trachoma by reducing the development of scarring among the most vulnerable age groups.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Immunohistochemical monitoring of wound healing in
Buruli ulcer patients treated with RIF/STR

Prevalence of Toxoplasma gondii antibody and oocyst
shedding in stray cats of Khorramabad City, West of Iran
2014
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Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
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Buruli ulcer (BU) the third most common human mycobacterial
disease is a necrotising skin disease caused by Mycobacterium
ulcerans. Pathogenesis of BU is mediated primarily by the macrolide toxin mycolactone, which destroys the host tissues at the site
of infection. While traditionally surgery has dominated the clinical management of BU, the introduction of the effective dual
antibiotic therapy greatly improved treatment and reduced recurrence rates. However extensively ulcerated lesions often persist
after successful therapy and wound management remains a challenge, in particular in rural areas of the African countries which
carry the highest burden of disease. For reasons not fully understood, wound healing is delayed in a proportion of antibiotic
treated BU patients. Therefore, we have performed immunohistochemical investigations to identify markers which may be suitable to monitor wound healing progression. Tissue specimens
from BU plaque patients were collected before, during and after
chemotherapy and were analysed by immunohistochemistry for
the presence of a set of markers associated with connective tissue
neo-formation, and epidermal activation. Several target proteins
turned out to be suitable to monitor wound healing. a-SMA positive myofibroblasts only emerged during the healing process and
were present in large quantities at the end of chemotherapy.
These cells produced extracellular matrix proteins, such as collagen-1 and tenascin and were present in fibronectin rich areas.
After successful antibiotic treatment many cells, including myofibroblasts, revealed an activated phenotype as they showed ribosomal protein S6 phosphorylation, a marker for translation
initiation. Increased cytokeratin 16 expression in the epidermal
skin layer indicated a stronger involvement of the epidermal
layer than expected.Here we identified a set of marker that allow
monitoring of wound healing in antibiotic treated BU lesions by
immunohistochemistry [1]. Further studies with this marker
panel may help to better understand disturbances responsible for
wound healing delays observed in some BU patients.
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Background and Objective Toxoplasma gondii is a
worldwide distributed parasite that can infect the central
nervous system of warm-blooded animals, including humans.
The infection is acquired mainly by eating food or water
contaminated with oocysts excreted by cats, or tissue cysts of
T. gondii in under-cooked meat. The most common clinical
form of human toxoplasmosis is lymphadenitis but the major
clinical problem of toxoplasmosis is congenital infection of
fetuses, resulting from primary infection during pregnancy, as
well as ocular toxoplasmosis and the reactivated form in
immunocompromised patients. T. gondii is a main cause of
abortion in TORCH syndrome and therefore, one of the most
important infection agents causing the abortion and congenital
abnormalities in the human. The aim of this study was
determining the prevalence of T. gondii antibodies and oocyst
shedding in a population of stray cats in Khorramabad city,
capital of Lorestan province, west of Iran.
Materials and Methods A total of 125 Stray cats trapped
from different parts of the city and were brought to the research
laboratory for taking blood and faces specimens. The blood
samples of the cats (71 males and 54 females) were assayed for
the prevalence of T. gondii antibody using the IgG-ELISA kit,
and their fresh fecal samples collected and sugar floatation
concentration method was applied for detection of oocysts.
Results From 125 cats, 71 (56.8%) were male. T. gondii -like
oocysts were detected in only 3 of 125 samples tested from cats’
stool by direct microscopy and floatation methods (the oocyst
size was out of the range). Antibodies were found in 80 out of
125 cats (64%). The prevalence of seropositivity in the male cats
(69%) was higher than females (57.4%), but the difference was
not significant. there was no significant difference in the
T. gondii antibody titers between males and females, or between
cats living in different parts of city, but prevalence rate between
different age groups were significant statistically (0.021).
Conclusion A significant proportion of cats from
Khorramabad city, west of Iran, have been exposed to
Toxoplasma. The result of this study may have implications for
the human health promotion, especially for pregnant women in
this area.
Keywords Toxoplasma gondii, prevalence, oocyst, ELISA,
cat.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Background Knowledge gaps still exist on the transmission
of Mycobacterium ulcerans (MU), the causative agent of Buruli
ulcer (BU). To better understand the ecology of MU, this study
aimed to identify MU from different environmental sources.
Method Samples were collected from BU endemic and nonendemic communities along the Offin and Densu river valleys by
random sampling taking into consideration the season and sites
of frequent human activities. DNA was extracted directly from
samples using the FastDNA SPIN kit for soil and analysed for
MU DNA by detecting the insertion sequences IS2404, IS2606
and the ketoreductase gene by PCR. Positive samples were
decontaminated using NaOH/Oxalic acid method and inoculated
on in-house selective Lowenstein-Jensen (LJ) modified with
PANTA- mycobactin J and acid-fast bacilli isolates were
characterised.
Results A total of 1951 samples from 17 communities have
been screened, 1617 from the Offin and 334 from the Densu
river valley. We found M. ulcerans DNA in 147 (7.5%) samples.
There was no difference in positivity comparing BU endemic
with non-endemic communities. Moss 4/20 (20%), vegetation
67/882 (7.6%) and soil 47/730 (6.4%) samples were found to
contain higher proportions of MU DNA than other sources.
Seasonal variation in MU distribution was observed; the
positivity rate in the wet season 46/279 (16.5%) was
significantly higher than in the dry season 101/1672 (6.0%)
(P < 0.001). Of the 147 MU confirmed samples cultivated, 48
(32.7%) yielded mycobacterial growths; 74 (50.3%) had no
bacterial growth and 9 (6.1%) had all the inoculated tubes
contaminated. We identified by hsp analysis one M. ulcerans
strain among the isolates, which was cultivated from a moss
sample obtained from a palm front. In addition, a broad
spectrum of other mycobacterial species was isolated.
Conclusion The observed high proportions of M. ulcerans
DNA in soil and vegetation is a concern since children and farmers
are mostly exposed to soil and vegetation without adequate
protection. Therefore, sensitization of the public on the use of
protective clothing will contribute to the control of BU in Ghana.
Acknowledgement This work was supported by the Stop
Buruli Initiative funded by the UBS -Optimus Foundation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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The hydrogenosome proteome of a neglected human
parasitic protozoan: Pentatrichomonas hominis
P. Tang1, Y.-K. Fang1 and K.-Y. Chien2
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Department of Biochemistry & Molecular Biology, Chang Gung
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1

Introduction Pentatrichomonas hominis has been regarded
as a commensal of the human large intestine and cecum.
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However, accumulated clinical evidence has shown that
P. hominis is pathogenic. In addition to humans, this parasite
can also infect felines and canines. The wide host range and the
confirmed pathogenicity of P. hominis qualified this parasite as a
neglected tropical disease. In the present study, we elucidated the
hydrogenosome proteome of P. hominis by using an integrated
bioinformatics and multi-dimensional liquid chromatography/
MS/MS approach.
Methods and Materials Intact hydrogenosome was
isolated from mid-log phase P. hominis cells by using gradient
centrifugation. The purity of the isolated hydrogenosome was
verified by by using western hybridization against the
hydrogenosome specific protein rubrerythrin and the enzyme
activities of lactate dehydrogenase, acid phosphatase and malic
enzyme. Crude lystae of the highly purified hydrogenosome was
then subjected to multi-dimensional LC/MS/MS for peptide
identification. Since the complete genome of P. hominis has not
been decoded, we constructed an in-house peptide database
based on high-throughput next generation RNA sequencing.
Results Around 160 million reads obtained by RNA
sequencing were assembled to 40 639 putative transcripts. These
transcripts were annotated by using the FASTannotator package
and transformed into an in-house peptide database for the
Mascot search engine. A total of 2925 proteins separated by LC/
MS/MS were identified. Around 20% of these peptides are small
GTPases related to signal transduction. Proteins related to amino
acid metabolism, antioxidation, iron sulfur protein cluster
assembly and energy metabolism were also identified. The
remaining 40% of these identified peptides are hypothetical
proteins that have a conserved domain with unknown functions.
Conclusions In conclusion, the transcriptome and the
hydrogenosome proteome datasets established in the present
study not only extended our knowledge on the biology of
P. hominis but also will provide a foundation for the ongoing
whole-genome sequencing project and comparative
transcriptomic/proteomic analyses to identify potential drug
targets against P. hominis infection.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.186
Maximizing microscopy as a diagnostic tool in peripheral
health centres of Buruli ulcer endemic areas in Ghana
E. Owusu
Department of Medical Laboratory Sciences, University of Ghana,
Greater Accra, Ghana

Background Buruli ulcer (BU) disease, a skin condition
caused by Mycobacterium ulcerans M.ulcerans is endemic in
remote rural areas. Disease diagnosis on clinical basis alone can
be misleading, requiring definitive diagnosis based on laboratory
tests. Resource constraints in BU endemic areas make
microscopy for the detection of acid fast bacilli (AFB) an
important and useful method. It is rapid, user-friendly,
convenient and cheap. Despite its usefulness, its performance is
relatively low. This study investigated modifications of the
current method aimed at improving its performance. Forty (IS)
2404 polymerase chain reactions (PCR) positive BU samples
were processed by eight physical (centrifugation & overnight
sedimentation) and chemical (phenol ammonium sulphate and
sodium hypochlorite) modifications of the current direct method.
Assessments were based on standard AFB evaluation coupled
with in house criteria; positivity (P), clarity and contrast (C)
release of bacilli from specimen (R). Overall AFB positivity rate
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was 64% (409/640). Each protocol had 80 smears. The
percentage positivity (P) for the conventional method was 58%
(46/80) smears. The highest positivity rate of 57/80 (%) was by
protocol 7 (5% phenol in 4% ammonium sulphate (PhAS) and
concentrated by overnight gravitational sedimentation. The least
positivity rate at 35% (28/80) was by protocol 1 (smears from
direct application of swab tips). Differences in performance
between the two chemical tested; 5% phenol in 4% ammonium
sulphate (PhAS) and 3.5% NaHOCl was significant (P < 0.05).
The differences between the two physical methods were however
not significant (P > 0.05). This study concluded that BU samples
treated with a solution of 5% phenol in 4% ammonium
sulphate and concentrated by either centrifugation or overnight
sedimentation are useful for maximizing AFB detection by bright
field microscopy. This can be useful in rural health facilities with
resource constraints.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Improved methods for PCR-based identification of Naegleria
fowleri from cultured sample and PAM-developed mouse
H.-J. Shin1, H. Kang1, G.-S. Seong1, H.-J. Sohn1 and J.-H. Kim2
1
Microbiology, and Biomedical Science, Ajou University School of
Medicine, Suwon, Korea; 2Institute of Animal Medicine, College of
Veterinary Medicine, Gyeongsang National University, Jinju, Korea

Pathogenic Naegleria fowleri causes an acute and lethal primary
amoebic meningoencephalitis (PAM) in animals and humans.
Increasing PAM cases are becoming a serious issue in the subtropical and tropical countries as a Neglected Tropical Disease
(NTD). To establish rapid and efficient diagnostic tools, in this
study PCR-based detection was carried out by using the cultured
trophozoites and experimentally PAM-developed mouse due to
N. fowleri inoculation (PAM-mouse). In this study four kinds of
primer pairs, Nfa1, Nae3, Nf-ITS and Naegl primer, were used.
PCR cycling parameters were as follows: 5 min at 95°C and 40
cycles each of 3 sec at 95°C, 30 sec at 53℃and 30 sec at 72°C.
On the extraction methods of genomic DNA from N. fowleri
trophozoites (1 9 10⁶), a simple boiling with 10 ll of PBS (pH
7.4) at 100°C for 10 min, as which amplified 2.5 9 102 of
trophozoites using Nfa-1 and Nae3 primer, was the most rapid
and efficient procedure among various extraction methods
including commercial kits. For the species-specificity, Nfa1 and
Nae3 primer amplified only the N. fowleri DNA, whereas ITS
primer detected the N. fowleri and N. gruberi DNAs. On the
other hand, all primers did not amplify the Acanthamoeba
castellanii and A. polyphaga DNAs. Using the PAM-mouse brain
tissue, Nfa1 primer amplified the N. fowleri DNA on 4 days
post infection, and for the sensitivity 1 ng/ll of genomic DNA
was detected with Nfa1 primer. Using the PAM-mouse CSF,
Nae3 primer amplified the N. fowleri DNA from CSF on 4 days
post infection was better than Nfa1 primer detected from 5 days.
Finally, the simple boiling procedure at 100°C for 10 min was
the best method for DNA extraction, and Nfa1 and Nae3 primer
were more useful on the detection of N. fowleri DNA from the
PAM-mouse brain tissue and CSF, respectively.
Disclosure Parasitic protozoa.
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Re-purposing antimicrobial compounds as a promising
approach for the identification of scaffolds with activity
against Mycobacterium ulcerans
N. Scherr1,2, S. Ramon-Garcia3, K. R€
oltgen1,2, C. J. Thompson3, M. Witschel4
and G. Pluschke1,2
1
Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University
of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3University of British Columbia, Vancouver,
BC, Canada; 4BASF SE, Ludwigshafen, Germany

Mycobacterium ulcerans is the causative agent of Buruli ulcer, a
disfiguring neglected tropical disease characterized by the formation of chronic, necrotizing skin ulcers. According to WHO
guidelines, Buruli ulcer is currently treated by daily administration of streptomycin and rifampicin over a period of 8 weeks.
Since both antibiotics entail serious drawbacks, alternative drugs
are of urgent need.
In order to search for scaffolds with activity against M. ulcerans, we tested pre-selected panels of compounds with known
activity against M. tuberculosis (including advanced development
compounds) or other microbes. By performing Resazurin-based
whole cell-assays we determined the minimal inhibitory concentrations of these compounds. Several chemically diverse classes
of compounds were identified that displayed activities in the
micromolar range against M. ulcerans. Highly active compounds
are being further evaluated in kinetic survival experiments. In a
next step, it will be analysed whether selected compounds also
show in vivo activity in an experimental mouse foot pad model
of M. ulcerans infection.
In conclusion, the re-evaluation of compounds in combination
with metabolic assays represents a straightforward approach to
identify scaffolds with activity against M. ulcerans.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Chronic ulcers in Buruli ulcer patients following specific
treatment in a district hospital in Ghana
S. Pfau1,2, N. O. Addison3, G. Pluschke2, D. Yeboah- Manu3 and T. Junghanss1
Section Clinical Tropical Medicine University Hospital Heidelberg,
Heidelberg, Germany; 2Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel,
Switzerland; 3Noguchi Memorial Institute for Medical Research,
University of Ghana, Accra, Ghana
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Background Buruli Ulcer (BU) is a chronic necrotizing skin
disease caused by Mycobacterium ulcerans. Late presentation of
BU patients with large wounds is a major challenge for settings
with limited resources. It demands great skills in general wound
management including perfect hygiene, wound bed preparation
and physiotherapy. Current practice in theses settings need to be
investigated and setting-adapted solutions developed and
implemented.
Methods A prospective observational study included all BU
patients treated in the Buruli Ulcer Ward at the Municipal
Hospital of Amasaman/Greater Accra Region/Ghana between
October 2013 and January 2014. All patients had standard WHO
chemotherapy. Study protocol and CRFs were cleared by the ERB
of the Noguchi Memorial Institute and the Ghana Health Service.
All patients had an entry examination. The wound area was
measured and photo documented weekly. Secondary bacterial
infections were investigated. The course of wound healing was
reviewed at three levels (local attending clinician, plastic surgeon
of Korle-Bu University Hospital and an international expert).
Results 21 patients, under hospital care since a mean of 32
(1–215) weeks, were enrolled into the study. Mean age 37
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(7–73) years. Mean wound area at enrollment 60 (1–297) cm².
In over one third of the patients wound healing made no
progress or deteriorated over the 3 months observation period
despite regular wound care. The wound area became larger with
a mean increase of 29.7% (9.25–57.5%) in 6/21, remained
unchanged in 6/21 and became smaller in 3/21 patients. In 6/21
patients skin grafting was performed. 5 patients had clinically
significant wound infection. The expert panel identified hygiene
and wound management deficiencies as major causes of delayed
healing and deterioration of wounds in addition to impaired
arterial and venous blood circulation, nutritional deficiencies,
anaemia, and misdiagnoses (e.g. malignancies).
Conclusions Large chronic ulcers are difficult to treat in
health facilities with limited resources. Delayed healing and
deterioration of wounds have multiple causes: inappropriate
wound management with lack of essential materials and training
of staff or timely identification of factors causing impaired
wound healing. Investment into this sector is urgently needed in
face of the wide range of benefits from improved wound care.
Acknowledgment This work was supported by the Stop
Buruli Initiative funded by the UBS-Optimus Foundation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Noguchi Memorial Institute for Medical Research, Legon, Ghana;
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Switzerland

Introduction Buruli ulcer (BU), a necrotising skin disease
caused by Mycobacterium ulcerans, is typically associated with
large chronic ulcers and physical, psychological and social
sequelae. Management has focused mainly on microbiological
cure and surgical wound closure, neglecting the role of patient
factors (such as underlying comorbid conditions), wound care
practices and secondary bacterial infections in the wound healing
process.
Methods Between October 2013 and March 2015, 27 newly
diagnosed (IS2404 PCR positive) BU cases presenting at Obom
Health Centre, Greater Accra, Ghana were enrolled into the
study and prospectively followed up. After an initial medical
work-up including full medical and wound history, physical
examination and baseline laboratory investigations, patients’
wounds were clinically assessed and documented weekly. In
patients with non-healing wounds, additional clinical, laboratory
and radiological examinations were done and therapeutic
interventions performed were documented.
Results All 27 laboratory confirmed cases of BU received
WHO-recommended treatment (Rifampicin plus Streptomycin).
25 patients completed treatment. 12 patients (44.4%) had
Category 1, 4 (14.8%) Category 2 and 11 (40.7%) Category 3
lesions. Out of 30 BU lesions assessed, 27 (90%) were ulcers. Of
these, 20 (74%) healed completely, 15 (55.5%) within 1–12 and
5 (18.5%) within 13–24 weeks. Out of 7 ulcers (26%) that did
not heal, 2 had underlying chronic osteomyelitis and 2 chronic
lymphoedema. In 2 ulcers (6.7%) secondary bacterial infections
were observed, in one at first presentation. 3 patients (6.7%)
had other forms of systemic comorbidity (arterial hypertension,
sickle cell disease and HIV infection) in whom all wounds
healed with the exception of the HIV infected patient.
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Conclusion The majority (74%) of BU lesions treated at
health post level healed without the need of further surgical
interventions. This provides a good perspective for successful
wound management at the peripheral level of the health care
system.
Acknowledgment This work was supported by the
programme ‘Knowledge for Tomorrow – Cooperative Research
Projects in Sub-Saharan Africa’ of the Volkswagen Foundation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Treatment outcome of patients with Buruli ulcer disease –
a clinical follow-up study from Togo
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K. Amekuse2, K. Badziklou5, B. Kobara6, K.-H. Herbinger1, A. Banla Kere5,
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Buruli ulcer disease (BUD), caused by Mycobacterium ulcerans,
involves the skin and subcutaneous fatty tissue, and predominantly affects children under the age of 15 years. Treatment with
rifampicin and streptomycin for 8 weeks is highly efficient with
recurrence rates below 2%. However, especially if treated in
advanced stages, severe functional limitation may occur. Studies
from sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) revealed up to 25% of BUD
patients with long-term sequelae. In the absence of comparable
data from Togo, a pilot study was conducted to evaluate treatment outcome of Togolese BUD patients.
From October 2012 to May 2014, 20 field trips to 61 villages
and 29 peripheral health posts (USP) in region ‘Maritime’ were
undertaken by a study team from CHR, DAHW-T and DITM.
Out of 199 PCR confirmed patients eligible for inclusion, 129
patients (64.8%) could be retrieved for clinical examination and
questioning on their case history. Whereas lesions of 108/129
patients (83.7%) were completely healed, 22 patients (17.1%)
had complications. 15 patients (11.6%) presented with various
degrees of functional limitations (classified in °I, n = 8; °II, n = 4
and °III, n = 3); among these, two patients developed secondary
lesions (1.6%, °I; one of them with initial multiple lesions).
Seven patients (5.4%) with multiple [n = 3 (2.3%)] and secondary lesions [n = 4 (3.1%)] had no functional limitations, but
healing disorders with prolonged healing times up to 26 months.
Microbiological analysis of clinical samples from 6 patients with
secondary lesions did not reveal M. ulcerans DNA. Staphylococcus aureus was isolated from two patients (MRSA, n = 1), in 4
cases the etiology of secondary lesions remained unclear. In this
study cohort, main risk factors for complications were category
III lesions (especially ulcers affecting joints), duration of disease
before initiation of treatment of >7 months, delayed healing
times of >8 months as well as distance from the reference treatment center CHR.
In conclusion, although the rate of healing disorders in Togo
was significantly lower than reported from other countries,
implementation of standardized post-treatment follow up programmes in Togo is envisaged. A list of criteria based on the risk
factors determined in this study will allow for identification of
patients at risk for complications and facilitate timely medical
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and physiotherapeutical interventions to efficiently prevent longterm sequelae.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Buruli ulcer (BU) is a neglected tropical disease of the skin and
subcutaneous tissues caused by Mycobacterium ulcerans; it can
affect indiscriminately male and female of different ages and it is
typically found in rural areas close to water bodies. Although
risk factors for BU such as proximity to water, not wearing protective clothing and poor wound care have been identified, the
mode of transmission and the natural reservoir of M. ulcerans
remain under investigation.Following a district-wide survey for
BU in the Bankim District of the Adamawa Region of Cameroon
in early 2010, we locally established a disease surveillance system and continuously monitored the occurrence of new BU cases
in the entire Mape Dam region over 5 years. The collection of
clinical information and details regarding the origin of all the
patients notified, allowed us to longitudinally study the epidemiology of BU in the area. From March 2010 until the end of
2014, 142 laboratory re-confirmed cases of BU were registered
in the area. As previously reported from this and other BU endemic areas, the incidence of BU was highest in young teenagers
and in adults above the age of 50 while in children below
5 years the incidence is low. Male and female were equally represented among the cases and the majority of the reported
patients had ulcerative lesions on the lower limbs. Analysis of
the geographic distribution of the households and farms where
the patients lived and worked prior to the onset of the BU symptoms, revealed an evolution of the spatial distribution of BU
cases over time with a decrease of cases in the proximity of the
Mape Dam, while there was a continuous presence of BU cases
along the Mbam river.The BU surveillance system we established
in the Mape Dam has allowed us to continuously monitor the
population living in that area, resulting in a comprehensive epidemiological analysis of BU in the area over the last 5 years.
This study was supported and funded by MEDICOR Foundation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Background Aflatoxins are one of the most important global
concerns, especially in developing countries. They cause a wide

spectrum of serious medical problems in human and animals as
well as economic losses.
Aims This study evaluated the effect of Bifidobacterium
bifidum PTCC 1644 and Lactobacillus fermentum PTCC 1744
isolates on the fungus growth rate and aflatoxin production in
toxigenic Aspergillus parasiticus.
Methods Mycelial growth inhibition of toxigenic Aspergillus
parasiticus in the presence of Bifidobacterium bifidum and
Lactobacillus fermentum was investigated by pour plate
technique and weighting method of mycelial mass. Reduction of
aflatoxin was evaluated in yeast extract sucrose broth (YESB) at
30°C after 7 days of incubation using HPLC method. Also,
reduction of aflatoxin rate was observed in the presence of the
metabolites of lactic acid bacteria by HPLC method. The data
were analyzed by SPSS 21.
Results Presence of Bifidobacterium bifidum and
Lactobacillus fermentum significantly affected the growth rate
of Aspergillus parasiticus in comparison with controls without
lactic acid bacteria (P ≤ 0.05). Percentage of reductions in
total aflatoxin and B1, B2, G1, G2 fractions by
Bifidobacterium bifidum and Lactobacillus fermentum were
more than 99%. Furthermore, the percentage of reduction of
standard aflatoxin B1, B2, G1, G2 fractions by metabolites
produced of lactic acid bacteria were approximately 88.8–
99.8% (P ≤ 0.05).
Conclusion Bifidobacterium bifidum and Lactobacillus
fermentum can be employed as good biocontrol agents against
growth and aflatoxin production by aflatoxigenic Aspergillus
species.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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1
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Introduction We previously identified secondary wound
infection as one factor that could delay wound healing in Buruli
ulcer. Some implicated factors were poor nursing practices and
infection control. Using an architectural plan provided by an
infection control specialist, an old dressing room was refurbished
such that clean and dirty wounds would not be dressed in same
room or beds as was previously being done to break the chain of
cross infection.
Materials and Methods A simple wound care manual and
2 posters were developed to guide proper management of wounds.
Health workers involved in wound care were selected from all the
sub districts in the Ga West and South Municipalities and then
trained using the manual and posters; both theoretical and
practical sections were held. A per-test and a post-test were
conducted for participants on basic concept of wound care.
Participants were taken through Prevention of Disability sessions
using charts provided by the American Leprosy Mission.
Results In the per-test prior to training, 40% scored between
50 and 60, 10% scored between 60 and 65 while 50% scored
below 50. Adequate knowledge was gained after the training.
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This is evidenced by 80% of participants scoring between 70
and 75, 10% scoring between 65 and 70 and 10% scoring
between 60 and 65 in the post test.
The evidence of the impact of knowledge gained in wound
care at Ga West Municipal Hospital is ascertained in improvement in wound dressings skills, aseptic practice and POD activities. There is a reduction in the length of stay in the hospital
with 50% of wounds healing without skin graft.
Conclusion To consolidate the improvement in a sepsis as is
being observed now, periodic training and supervision of
healthcare workers involved in management of BU would be
done to ensure wounds heal at appropriate time.
Funding This work was supported by the stop Buruli initiative
funded by the UBS- optimus Foundation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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1
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Islamic Azad University, Tehran, Iran

Introduction Iran was a pioneer in using plants for
medical purpose for centuries because thousands of plants are
growing in this country for its unique geographical and
climate situation. Toxoplasma gondii infection causes acute
toxoplasmosis in animals and human worldwide. For its
treatment pyrimethamine and sulfadiazine have been used with
success but undesirable side effects are often reported. Due to
importance of folk medicine against parasitic diseases, two
native Persian plants were evaluated in this study.
Methods and Materials The aerial parts of plants were
air dried in room temperature and then powdered by mixer. The
powder was macerated in methanol and distilled water for 72 h
away from light and high temperature then it filtrated. Following
toxicity assay, the highest dose with the lowest toxicity of herbal
extract was selected to apply for its anti- toxoplasmic activity on
male NMRI mice infected Toxoplasma gondii. Animals were
divided into 4 groups (n = 10 mice/group) including infected
control, healthy control, infected treating with drug and infected
treated with herbal solution.
The groups of mice were treated with Delphinium aquilegifolium and Artemisia sieberi extract at concentrations of 10 mg/
ml for 7 days.
Results The results of this assessment showed little toxicity in
high concentration including a bit hepatomegaly and
splenomegaly and diarrhea which conforms the medium dose for
our investigations. Non significant reduction in percentage of
toxoplasmosis was observed. No pathophysiological alterations
were indicated in host hepatosplenomegaly or in body weight in
comparison with infected untreated mice that shows a potential
of anti – toxoplasmodic activity in Artemisia sieberi and even
survival rate is more in the treated group. Whereas methanollic
and aqueous extract of Delphinium aquilegifolium showed
significant activity on Toxoplasma gondii and the animals
survived after 12 days.
Conclusions These results showed the Delphinium
aquilegifolium and Artemisia sieberi extract contain compounds
with anti-toxoplasmic activity. This could be the basis for more
studies leading to the isolation of active component to explorer
these plants as a source of natural medicine in Iran.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction In the last decades, Chagas disease (CD) has
become a public health threat even outside Latin America, as a
consequence of migration and travel. Around 8 million people
are estimated to be affected around the world and Europe is the
second continent after the Americas for CD burden. CD is
considered ‘emerging’ because of the novelty of its recognition in
non-endemic countries (NECs) where healthcare workers are
generally unaware of it and also because it is a chronic disease,
mainly a- or pauci-symptomatic, potentially life-threatening and
diffusive. CD can be mainly transmitted in NECs through blood
donation, transplants and vertically. Many efforts have been
made in European countries to control CD. Our aim is to give a
perspective of the current epidemiology of CD in Europe and to
summarize the state-of-the-art of control strategies.
Methods and Materials Published documents regarding
CD control in European countries has been searched through the
internet and PubMed. Experts of the NECs initiative of the
World Health Organization (WHO) were interviewed.
Results In Europe, the response to CD has been late and
inappropriate. This contributed to the current scenario (between
14 000 and 180 000 cases are estimated with an incidence per
100 000 inhabitants of 20–30 for Italy, Portugal, the
Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland and 307 for Spain). In
comparison with the past, some European countries have set up
programs at different level to control CD. The WHO inspired
this process through the ‘NEC initiative’. Only six European
countries have produced specific official directives to increase
safety of blood transfusion. Concerning transplantation, no
governmental legislation exists but in some countries
recommendations of the national transplant agencies. Regarding
congenital transmission, only a few regions in Spain and one in
Italy have adopted systematic screening. Diagnostic tools and
trypanocidal drugs are not universally available in Europe.
Conclusions CD is a public health threat and is not being
adequately tackled in Europe:
1 changes in European health policies for blood and organ safety
should be urgently promoted (following the Council of Europe);
2 antenatal care programmes should include screening for
T. cruzi;
3 other steps are urgently needed: working in coordination with
WHO, implementing surveillance, enforcing networks, guaranteeing access to diagnosis/care.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Childhood infectious diseases and vascular health in
adolescence – results from the SAPALDIA youth study

Global health promotion in a local context: ‘active ageing’
in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

J. Dratva1,2, S. Caviezel1,2, E. Schaffner1,2, R. Bettschart3, N. K€unzli1,2,
C. Schindler1,2, A. Schmidt-Trucks€ass4, D. Stolz5, E. Zemp1,2 and N. ProbstHensch1,2
1
EPH, Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland; 3Lungenpraxis Hirslanden Klinik Aarau, Aarau, Switzerland;
4
Department of Sport, Exercise and Health, University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland; 5Pneumologie, University of Basel/Universit€atsspital, Basel,
Switzerland

A. P. Grolimund1,2
1
EPH, Swiss TPH, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 2Institute of
Social Anthropology, Basel, Switzerland

Introduction The inflammatory pathway in the
development of atherosclerosis is widely accepted.
Inflammatory risk factors in childhood, such as obesity and
tobacco exposure, impact on carotid intima media thickness
(CIMT), an early indicator of atherosclerosis. Little is known
on potential infectious origins in childhood. Using data of the
SAPALDIA Youth study we investigated the association
between the number of reported childhood infectious diseases
and CIMT in adolescence.
Methods 288 SAPALDIA offspring (born after 1991)
underwent a clinical examination following standardized
protocols in 2010–2011 (anthropometry, blood pressure, carotid
ultrasound/CIMT) and a blood draw for cardiovascular
biomarkers and serum cotinine. Offspring and parents gave
information on individuals’ and family health, child’s
vaccination status, early infectious diseases and other early life
factors. Life-time prevalence of bronchitis, pneumonia, tonsillitis,
otitis, mononucleosis, meningitis, appendicitis, and scarlet fever
were investigated separately and as a cumulative infectious
disease score. Multivariable linear regression analyses on the
association between subjects’ CIMT average and infectious
diseases score was performed, adjusting for main confounders
and stratifying by sex.
Results The study sample’s mean age was 14.8 years (8–
21 years) and 53% were female. In average youth had
experienced 1.3 of the listed infectious diseases (boys 1.36,
girls 1.26, P = 0.401; range 0–5). 21.7% of boys and 14.6%
of girls reported ≥3 infectious diseases (P = 0.136). Full
vaccination status was stated by 59% (boys 56%, girls
61.5%, P = 0.567). The interaction term between sex and
infectious diseases was significant (P = 0.022). Sex-stratified
analyses yielded significantly increased CIMT in boys with ≥3
infectious diseases versus none (0.046 mm, 95% CI 0.024;
0.068). In girls, the effect estimates were of same direction
but statistically non-significant (0.012 mm, 95% CI 0.017;
0.042).
Conclusion The SAPALDIA Youth study complements
current evidence on infectious origins of atherosclerosis. The
larger effects observed in boys may relate to a higher
vulnerability of the vasculature in boys and/or to infectious
pathogens. Further studies are needed to confirm this finding.
Our data indicate that childhood infectious diseases may be
strongly related to vascular health already at an early age and
point to a potential population at risk.
Disclosure The SAPALDIA Youth Study was funded by a
Swiss National Science Foundation – MHV Stipend (grants no
PMPDP3_129021/1, PMPDP3_141671/1).

Population ageing is described as a ‘success story’ of public health
policies and social and economic development. In order to cope
with the growing number of older people, the World Health
Organisation (WHO) presently opts for a notion of ‘active ageing’
that is not anymore linked to decline and death but to being productively engaged in life – by promoting health, participation and
security in old age (WHO 2002). While participation in these new
notions of ageing is promoted on a global scale, medical anthropologists caution the lack of critical scrutiny when it comes to culture and ideology coining the discourses.
Yet multi-sited ethnographic research among people above
60 years in the city of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania and their children belonging to the Tanzanian diaspora in the United States
has shown, that especially middle class older Tanzanians participated in the globally advocated health promotion in old age,
while translating aspects of it into the social and cultural setting
of Dar es Salaam. Being thus part of the global flows of ideas
mediated through medical doctors, children abroad or information technologies, the older Tanzanians aspired to take good care
of their own health so as to retain strength and independence in
old age. They invested time and money in ‘good’ food and physical exercises in their private homes and went for medical checkups – although these ageing practices were not promoted by
national guidelines. The paper thus argues that local notions and
circulating global ageing discourses as promoted by WHO can
intersect to foster new visions of what it means to age well in
middle-class Tanzania.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.199
Usage of internet of things (IoT) for controlling of type 1
diabetes in adolescents
M. Daemi1 and N. Daemi2
School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Tehran,
Tehran, Iran; 2Department of Computer Engineering, Sharif University of
Technology, Tehran, Iran

1

Introduction Compared to adults, adolescents with type 1
diabetes mellitus (T1DM) are considered at increased risk of
experiencing hyper/hypoglycemia. Many studies have indicated
that adolescent diabetes management is associated with better
metabolic control. Little is known about adolescents with T1DM
and their parents0 views on the use of internet for controlling of
their diabetes. The main purpose of this study was to explore
adolescents with T1DM and their parents’ views on their problems,
which can be solving with internet of things (IoT), when a ‘thing’
connects to the Internet independently. A second aim was to
identify implications for future development of IoT in this respect.
Methods and Materials This was a cross-sectional study
conducted among 126 adolescents who had T1DM and their
parents in Tehran. They completed a valid and reliable
questionnaire that was about the participants’ views on their
problems in controlling of diabetes that can be solving with
using of internet.
Results 80% adolescents and/or their parents used internet.
69% of the adolescents have problem with recording their blood
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sugar (BS) and transfer those to their doctors. 78% of their
parents were not satisfied from communication between their
children and their doctors. 70% of the participants were very
agreeing with quick BS transfer to their doctors by internet.
Conclusions According to the participants’ views, fast
communication with their doctors, was one of the main
advantages of the Internet usage in controlling of the diabetes. We
suggest using of IoT for designing a glucometer which sends user’s
information (BS, last meal, time and date) automatically to a
phone application after each test by Internet. Application receives
information and sets it on a chart and shares it on a common page
between patients and their doctors. They can have an online
conversation or leaving offline message on their own page.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.200
Clinical and etiological characteristics among patients
having febrile respiratory illness with and without asthma
J. V. Pang1,2, X. Zhao2, J. Loh3, B. H. Tan3 and V. Lee4,5
Institute of Infectious Disease and Epidemiology, Tan Tock Seng
Hospital, Singapore, Singapore; 2Centre for Infectious Diseases
Epidemiology and Research, Saw Swee Hock School of Public Health,
Singapore, Singapore; 3Defence Science Organisation, Singapore,
Singapore; 4Biodefence Centre, Singapore Armed Forces, Singapore,
Singapore; 5Saw Swee Hock School of Public Health, Singapore, Singapore

1

Brief Introduction Asthma has been significantly
associated with respiratory viral infections. However, there is
still limited knowledge on the clinical and etiological
characteristics among FRI patients with and without asthma in a
semi-closing setting.
Methods and Materials The Singapore Armed Forces
(SAF) started a sentinel respiratory disease surveillance program
in four major camps (including a recruit training camp) in May
2009 to track febrile respiratory illness (FRI) cases defined as
patients with temperature ≥37.5°C with cough or sore throat.
Informed consent, the baseline questionnaire, and clinical
specimens were also obtained from these cases. A total of 20 ll
of DNA extract were tested with Resplex I and II (version 2.0,
Qiagen, Inc., Valencia, CA, USA) for the presence of respiratory
micro-organisms on the LiquiChip 200 Workstation, according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. All tests were conducted at
the 5% level of significance. We report odds ratio (OR) and
corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CI) where applicable,
during univariate and multivariate logistic regresion analyses. All
statistical analyses were performed using an open source
statistical software R 3.0.1 (R Core Development Team).
Results Among the FRI asthma patients (N = 1597), there
were significantly higher percentage of Chinese, recruits, stay-in
personnel, viral-bacterial co-infections, coronavirus infection,
and flu vaccination compared with FRI non-asthma patients
(N = 6136; P < 0.05). Cough with sputum, breathlessness, eye
pain, joint pain, chest pain, nausea, and vomit were significantly
more frequent among FRI patients with asthma than without
asthma (P < 0.05). From multivariate analyses, viral-bacterial
coinfections, influenza A (H3N2), and coronavirus infections
were independent characteristics of FRI patients with asthma.
Conclusion FRI patients with asthma are likely to have more
clinical manifestations and infected by viral-bacteral coinfections particularly with viruses such as influenza A (H3N2)
and coronaviruses than FRI patients without asthma. Hence, FRI
patients with asthma should be closely monitored during and
after triage to minimize disease severity.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Relationship between intestinal parasitic infection and age
in the elderly population in Iran
E. Razmjou1, A. R. Meamar1, Z. Pirasteh1, R. Khalili1, L. Akhlaghi1 and
M. Moradi-Lakeh2
1
Department of Parasitology and Mycology, School of Medicine, Iran
University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran; 2Department of Community
Medicine, School of Medicine, Iran University of Medical Sciences,
Tehran, Iran

Introduction Intestinal parasitic infections remain a major
public health problem worldwide. Various prevalence of enteric
parasites is reported in different geographic parts and social
groups. Elderly people are a group with the high risk of
infection especially in institutionalized populations. Lack of
current data on the prevalence of enteric parasite infections in
the elderly population in Iran encouraged us to determine the
prevalence of intestinal parasites in elderly residents of a large
nursing home in Tehran, Iran.
Material and Methods In this cross-sectional study, 300
triple faecal samples were collected from residents of Kahrizak
nursing home, Tehran, Iran from September 2012 to February
2013. The specimens were investigated by formalin-ether
concentration method, culture in xenic medium, and polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) assay targeting the 5.8S rRNA gene of
Dientamoeba fragilis. The relationship between prevalence of the
intestinal parasites and demographics of the residents was
examined. Participants were grouped in six age categories: 61–
65, 66–70, 71–75, 76–80, 81–85, >85.
Results The overall prevalence of intestinal parasites in the
nursing home residents was 58.6% (95% CI: 52.3–64.7%).
Formalin-ether and culture techniques showed infection with
Blastocystis sp. (16.6%; 95% CI: 12.0–22.7%), Entamoeba coli
(6.7%; 95% CI: 3.6–11.9%), Chilomastix mesnili (1.3%; 95%
CI: 0.6–2.8%), Giardia lamblia (0.7%; 95% CI: 0.2–2.3%),
Iodamoeba butschlli (0.4%; 95% CI: 0.1–1.8%), Enterobius
vermicularis (0.2%; 95% CI: 0.0–1.2%) and Strongyloides
stercoralis (0.2%; 95% CI: 0.0–1.5%). Amplification of 5.8S
rRNA gene detected the high prevalence of D. fragilis infection
(42.6%; 95% CI: 36.4–49.0%). There was no statistically
significant relationship between sex and infection with intestinal
parasites. However, age affected the prevalence of intestinal
parasites. The highest prevalence of infection (71.8%; 95% CI:
58.0–82.5%) was detected in participants between 61 and
65 years of age.
Conclusion The high prevalence of intestinal parasites in our
study indicates that better personal care and social health
policies should be considered in facilities where elderly are cared
for. Higher prevalence of infection in a specific age group
warrants further investigation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.202
Acute vascular effects of waterpipe smoking: importance of
physical activity and fitness status
M. Alomari1, O. F. Khabour1, K. Alzoubi1, D. M. Shqair1 and L. Stoner2
Jordan University of Science and Technology, Irbid, Jordan; 2Massey
University, Wellington, New Zealand

1

Objective While new forms of tobacco, including waterpipe
(WP) smoking, continue to gain popularity, limited literature has
examined the vascular health consequences. The purpose of the
current study was to examine: (i) the acute WP-induced changes
in vascular function; (ii) whether acute changes in vascular
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function are modified by lifestyle behaviors (habitual physical
activity, physical fitness).
Methods Fifty three (22.7 year, 36% F, 23.4 kg/m2)
otherwise healthy WP smokers were recruited. Strain-gauge
plethysmography was used to measure forearm blood flow,
vascular resistance, venous capacitance, and venous outflow at
rest and following occlusion. Habitual physical activity was
determined using the Arabic version of short-form international
physical activity questionnaire, while physical fitness was
assessed using the 6 min walk test and handgrip strength. Partial
correlations were used to examine the relationships between
post-smoking vascular function and lifestyle behaviors,
controlling for pre-smoking vascular measures.
Results WP had a small effect on forearm post-occlusion
blood flow (d = -0.19), a moderate effect on venous outflow
(d = 0.30), and a moderate effect on post-occlusion vascular
resistance (d = 0.32).
Total habitual physical activity strongly correlated with resting
blood flow (r = 0.50) and moderately with vascular resistance
(r = 0.40). Handgrip strength moderately correlated with
venous capacitance (r = 0.30) and post-occlusion blood flow
(r = 0.30), while 6 min walked distance moderately correlated
with resting venous capacitance (r = 0.30).
Conclusion Waterpipe smoking is associated with immediate
changes in vascular function, which are exacerbated in
individuals with low habitual physical activity and physical
fitness levels in young otherwise healthy individuals.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.203
Relationship between upper body strength and forearm
vascular function in patients with rheumatoid arthritis
M. Alomari, K. Alawneh, E. F. Keewan and R. A. Shammaa
Jordan University of Science and Technology, Irbid, Jordan

Introduction Excess mortality in rheumatoid arthritis (RA)
is attributable to cardiovascular (CV) diseases. Exercise is used
in RA and CV rehabilitation. Despite the accumulating evidence
confirming the importance of exercise, no study examined the
relationship of large muscle group strength with VF in RA.
Purpose The present study compared shoulder press strength
and VF in RA patients (Pt) to controls (Ct). Subsequently, the
relationship between shoulder press strength and VF was
examined.
Method A total of 21 Pts and 14 age-matched Ct were
recruited to participate in the study. Shoulder press machine was
used to examine upper body strength. Forearm blood flow at
rest (RBF) and after 5 min of arterial occlusion (OcBF) was
measured using strain strain-gauge plethysmography.
Subsequently, vascular resistance at rest (RVr) and after
occlusion (OcVr) was calculated as blood flow/mean arterial
blood pressure.
Results Shoulder press strength was lower (P < 0.05) in the
Pt (35.1  13.0 kg) than in the Ct (49.0  13.9 kg).
Additionally, forearm RBF (Pt: 3.0  1.1 vs. Ct: 3.8  0.7 ml/
100 ml/min; P = 0.05), and OcBF (Pt: 18.0  5.8 vs. Ct:
30.4  7.0 ml/100 ml/min; P = 0.000) were lower in the Pts,
whereas RVR (Pt: 31.8  11.3 vs. Ct: 23.1  4.0 U; P = 0.007),
and OcVr (Pt: 5.3  1.6 vs. Ct: 3.0  0.5 U; P = 0.000) were
less in the CTs. Finally, shoulder press strength correlated
positively with RBF (r = 0.7; P = 0.001), and OcBF (r = 0.7;
P = 0.000) as well as negatively with RVR (r = 0.4; P = 0.01),
and OcVr (r = 0.5; P = 0.01).

Discussion The study confirms previous studies showing
compromised muscular and vascular functions in the RA
patients. Uniquely, the results revealed relationships between
muscular and vascular function measures. This is the first study
to demonstrate these relationships indicating that vascular
function might be affected by strength in large muscle groups.
Additionally, these results warrant for future studies examining
the effect strengthening exercise on vascular function in RA
patients.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.204
Development and validation of a protocol to assess
multimorbidity in rural primary care settings: an Indian
experience
S. Pati1, S. Swain1, M. A. Hussain2 and C. Salisbury3
Indian Institute of Public Health Bhubaneswar, Public Health
Foundation of India, Bhubaneswar, India; 2Division of Epidemiology and
Biostatistics, School of Population Health, The University of Queensland,
Brisbane, Qld, Australia; 3Centre for Academic Primary Care, School of
Social and Community Medicine, University of Bristol, Bristol, UK
1

Multimorbidity is becoming increasingly common in India. Few
studies highlighting the magnitude of NCD multimorbidity from
secondary data sources have explored limited number of chronic
diseases. We undertook a study to assess the prevalence, pattern,
correlates and outcomes of multimorbidity in public and private
primary care settings in India. The present abstract describes the
process of development and validation of our data collection tool
‘Multimorbidity Assessment Protocol (MAP)’. The MAP questionnaire included sections namely – socio-demographic information (age, sex, residence, ethnicity, religion, education, marital
status, family income); multimorbidity assessment (information
on whether the patient had ever been told by a physician or diagnosed with any of the listed chronic health problems; severity
assessment comprising current use of treatment and functional
limitation. For each of the reported chronic health problems
patients were asked on how much the particular health problem
gets in the way of daily activities (e.g.: not at all, a little, or a
great deal), number of visits or outpatient consultations in last
1 year, past and current use of medication and inpatient admissions if any. Multimorbidity outcomes were assessed through
self-rated physical and mental health and health related quality of
life (using SF 12). We adopted iterative approach to prepare the
contextualized list of chronic diseases. First, a free list of chronic
diseases was prepared by extensive review of prevalence studies.
This then further was revised with a chart review of both private
and public hospitals. It was then shared with a panel of primary
care physicians and refined. The translated instrument was then
cognitively tested with 12 non-sampled patients for comprehensibility. Then the questionnaire was pretested with 80 non-study
patients and test retest reliability coefficient was calculated. These
patients were re-administered the questionnaire after 2 weeks.
The validated questionnaire was administered to 1649 patients
across 20 public and private primary care facilities.
Disclosure None.
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Prevalence, pattern and correlates of multimorbidity
among primary care patients in India
S. Pati and S. Swain
Indian Institute of Public Health Bhubaneswar, Public Health Foundation
of India, Bhubaneswar, India

Introduction Multimorbidity, the coexistence of two or
more chronic diseases in an individual, has been identified as a
major challenge to primary care in developed countries and
associated with poorer outcomes and increased healthcare costs.
However, little is known about the prevalence of multimorbidity
in developing countries. This study explored the prevalence,
patterns and correlates of multimorbidity among patients
attending primary care practices in India.
Methods A total of 1649 adult patients attending 20 public
and 20 private primary care facilities were interviewed during
April–September 2013. A predesigned validated questionnaire
(multimorbidity assessment protocol) was used to elicit detailed
information on 22 self-reported chronic conditions. Data were
analysed for number of morbidities in relation to age, gender,
education, socio-economic status and type of health care facility.
Multimorbidity was defined as simultaneous occurrence of two
or more morbidities.
Results More than one-quarter of primary care patient
attendees [26.5% (95% CI 24.3–28.6)] have multimorbidity.
Patients in public facilities exhibit 1.35 times higher prevalence
of multimorbidity than in private facilities. Multimorbidity is
higher among females (adjusted odds ratio 1.5, 95% CI 1.1–2.0)
than males. 40% of patients aged above 50 years and more than
a quarter aged 30–50 years have multimorbidity. Education
plays a protective role, while both financial deprivation and
affluence are positively associated with multimorbidity
prevalence. There is a steady increase in the number of
morbidities with age. Acid-peptic disease (29.1%, 95% CI 26.9–
31.3) followed by hypertension (15.7%, 95% CI 13.9–17.5),
singularly or in combination with others, are the leading
morbidity domains.
Conclusion This study is first to explore the extent of
multimorbidity in primary care settings in India and
demonstrates a high prevalence as shown in the West. This
provides insightful information towards designing chronic
disease control programmes in India.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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The prevalence and determinants of chronic noncommunicable disease risk factors among adults in Dikgale
Health Demographic and Surveillance System (HDSS) site,
Limpopo Province of South Africa
E. Maimela1, M. Alberts1, S. E. P. Modjadji1, S. Choma1, S. Dikotope1, S. Ntuli1
and J. P. Van Geertruyden2
1
Medical Sciences, Public Health and Health Promotion, University of
Limpopo, Polokwane, South Africa; 2International Health Unit,
University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium

Background The aim of the study was to determine the
prevalence and the determinants of chronic non-communicable
diseases (NCDs) risk factors in a rural community Limpopo
Province, South Africa.
Methods This survey was conducted using the WHO
‘STEPwise approach to surveillance of non-communicable
diseases’ (STEPS) methodology. Participants (n = 1409) were

250

residents of the Dikgale HDSS site and standardized
international protocols were used to measure behavioural risk
factors (smoking, alcohol consumption, fruit and vegetable
intake, physical activity), physical characteristics [weight, height,
waist and hip circumferences, blood pressure (BP)]. Fasting
blood glucose (BG), triglyceride and total cholesterol (TC) were
determined in 816 participants. Data were analysed using
STATA 12 for windows.
Results The prevalence of current smokers was 13.7% with
daily smokers contributing 81.3% and alcohol consumption was
at 16.3%. Majority of participants (88.6%) had low daily intake
of fruit and vegetables and low physical activity (66.5%). The
prevalence of hypertension was 38.2%. Overweight; obesity and
high waist circumference were prevalent in females. All the
cardio-metabolic risk profile were not significantly different
between men and women. People who are older than 40 years,
overweight or obese people and those who consumed alcohol
were more likely to be hypertensive. Smoking was associated
significantly with older age, males, never married and divorced
people. Alcohol consumption was associated with older age,
males, low educational status and low income.
Conclusion High levels of risk factors for NCDs among
adults in Dikgale HDSS suggest an urgent need for health
interventions to control risk factors at the population level in
order to reduce the prevalence of NCDs.
Keywords Dikgale Health and Demographic Health
Surveillance System, behavioural and biochemical risk factors,
Non-communicable diseases, public health, Health System
Performance.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Addressing non-communicable diseases through community
health workers and traditional healers in Dikgale Health
and Demographic Surveillance System site: a qualitative
study
E. Maimela1, M. Alberts1, J. P. Van Geertruyden2, H. Meulemans3, J. Fraeyman4
and H. Bastiaens5
1
Medical Sciences, Health Promotion and Public Health, University of
Limpopo, Polokwane, South Africa; 2International Health Unit, Antwerp,
Belgium; 3Sociology and Research Centre for Longitudinal and Life
Course Studies, Antwerp, Belgium; 4Research Group Medical Sociology
and Health Policy, Antwerp, Belgium; 5Primary and Interdisciplinary
Care, University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium

Background In many countries two health care systems exist
which are a traditional health system and a health care system
based on Western, sometimes so-called, modern medicine.
Primary care systems with trained community health workers
and well established guidelines can be effective in noncommunicable disease prevention and management. The aim of
this study was to determine how chronic disease management in
a rural area can be strengthened by utilisation of community
health workers and traditional health practitioners.
Methods We used qualitative interviews in Dikgale Health
and Demographic Surveillance System site. All data were
recorded, transcribed verbatim and analysed using data-driven
thematic analysis.
Results Our study showed that chronic disease patients have
a first contact with health care professionals at primary health
care level in the study area. The mainly mentioned barriers by
both the health care workers and chronic disease patients are
lack of knowledge, shortage of medication and shortage of
nurses in the clinics which causes patients to stay for a long
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period in a clinic. Health care workers are less trained on the
management of chronic diseases. Lack of supervision together
with poor dissemination of guidelines has been found to be a
contributing factor to lack of knowledge by health care worker
in clinics within the study area.
Conclusions Integrated approaches could create immediate
synergies in service delivery by involving all health care
providers in the rural area of Limpopo Province. Therefore,
suitable trainings and capacity building should form part of the
structural integration by making sure that these trainings reach
all health care providers to deliver services that are appropriate
to health system needs. Lastly there is a need to establish a link
with traditional healers and integrate service in order to early
detect and manage chronic diseases in the community with the
support from traditional authority.
Keywords Chronic disease management, Community Health
Workers, Traditional health practitioners, Integration, Support.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.208
Is diabetes a risk factor for a severe clinical presentation of
dengue?
N. S. N. Htun1,2, P. Odermatt1,2, I. C. Eze1,2, N. Boillat-Blanco1,2,3,
V. D’Acremont1,2,4 and N. Probst-Hensch1,2
1
EPH, Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland; 3Infectious Diseases Service, Lausanne University Hospital,
Laussane, Switzerland; 4Department of Ambulatory Care and Community
Medicine, University of Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland

Introduction With low- and middle-income countries
(LMIC) struggling with an alarming rate of chronic noncommunicable disease (NCD) and a continuously high
communicable disease incidence rate, understanding the
comorbidity between the two disease groups is crucial to control
their prevalence, and to avoid complex clinical interactions,
worst health outcomes and increased healthcare costs. Today,
age-related comorbidity of dengue and diabetes mellitus (DM)
become a public health concern to a large proportion of
populations in tropical LMIC as dengue is not only affecting
children and DM is prevalent in adults.
Methods and Materials We conducted a systematic
literature review using the MEDLINE database to access
publications describing an association between dengue and DM
and used the PRISMA criteria for the validity assessment of
published articles. The random-effects models have been applied
for meta-analyses of the association between DM and a severe
clinical presentation of dengue.
Results Our literature search resulted in 32 hits, and 10
articles were retained after excluding duplicates and non-relevant
articles based on a full text analysis. Five case-control studies,
with one study being population-based, which we included in
the meta-analyses compared the prevalence of DM in persons
with acute/past non severe dengue (controls) to an acute severe
clinical presentation of dengue, and five articles (case series)
represented DM-dengue patients with severe clinical
manifestations, including fatal cases. The meta-analysis showed
that a diagnosis of DM was associated with an increased risk for
severe clinical manifestations of dengue by 75% (95% CI: 1.08–
2.84, P = 0.022) compared to non-DM patients.
Conclusions Acknowledging the factors that increase the
chances of getting severe clinical symptoms in dengue patients
would help physicians in making a timely decision for clinical
management either under close observation, adequate treatment,
or hospitalization. The DM patients with fever episodes and

living in a dengue endemic region should be confirmed for
dengue as soon as possible. As the currently available
epidemiological evidence of an interaction of dengue and
diabetes is very limited and only suggestive, larger prospective
studies are needed to address whether better control of glycemia
level in dengue patients with DM can improve the outcome of
the patient and reduce the risk of a severe clinical presentation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.209
Community level behavioral intervention to reduce tobacco
use: an experience from a project in rural Bangladesh
S. Hoque, S. A. Hasan, S. M. A. Hanifi, M. Rahman and A. Bhuiya
Centre for Equity and Health Systems, ICDDRB, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Introduction Tobacco use is a leading contributor to
premature death, and causes about 9% of deaths worldwide.
Nearly 6 million people die from tobacco-related causes every
year. If present patterns of use persist, tobacco causes as many
as 1 billion premature deaths globally during the 21st century.
Bangladesh is on the verge of tobacco epidemic as 16% of total
deaths in people aged 30 years and above are connected to
tobacco. There are many difficulties to mitigate tobacco menace
in Bangladesh despite government regulations. Community level
effective behavioral strategy/techniques were largely absent.
ICDDR,B has develop and tested a package of communication
techniques to observe the reduction of tobacco use at the
community level.
Method and Materials The project implemented in
Chakaria a rural sub district of Cox’s Bazar in Bangladesh
where icddr,b is active in research-development activities since
1994. Fifteen villages from three unions were selected for the
intervention and 15 were for comparison. We adopted various
interventions in the form of Othan Baithaks or household
courtyard meetings; peer group meetings; transmitting cell phone
messages and counseling of tobacco users through mobile phone.
The target audience is women and men aged 15 years and
above. During the intervention, a female/male health worker
showing/discussing the potential harmful effects of smoking and
risky behavior towards their family members. A video on
showing the harmful effects of tobacco was displayed to
communicating the message to smokers and non-smokers. Data
on follow-up, mobile counseling, video sessions and process
documentations were used for analyzing and interpreting the
results.
Results Between January 2011 and June 2103, 9760 people
aged 15 years and older from 1600 households participated in
the Othan Baithaks, organized video sessions and mobile phone
counseling. Among the targeted people 1173 (12%) quit
tobacco, 728 (7.5%) committed to quit and 1482 (15%) persons
reduced their use of tobacco. 43 persons (0.44%) declined to
participate.
Conclusion Community level intervention can be an effective
mechanism to reduce tobacco use along with governments’
regulatory measures. The regulatory framework can be designed
such a way that community can be engaged, informed and create
a platform to use as the means of prevention strategies.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS1.210
Contribution to the rationalization and definition of an
efficient policy for the prevention of cancer in DRCongo:
entry point cervical cancer
P. Lutumba1, E. Tanzi2, R. Inoc^encio da Luz3, S. Linsuke4, C. Ali-Risasi5,
L. Numbi6, A. Za2, M. Preti7, R. Moretti8, M. Cremaschini8, S. Arnaud9 and
P. Morganti10
1
Tropical Medicine, University of Kinshasa, Kinshasa, The Democratic
Republic of the Congo; 2University of Milano, Milano, Italy; 3University
of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium; 4Institut National de Recherche
Biomedicale, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 5Hopital
Provincial General de Reference de Kinshasa, Kinshasa, The Democratic
Republic of the Congo; 6Assicas, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of
the Congo; 7Istituto Europeo Oncologia Milano, Milano, Italy; 8ASL di
Bergamo, Bergamo, Italy; 9APOF (Pathologists beyond Borders), Milano,
Italy; 10CESVI, Bergamo, Italy

Cervical cancer is the third most common cancer in women
worldwide and leading cause of cancer death among African
women. In the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), cervical cancer is also the leading cause of cancer related deaths
among women (27.8%). However, the data are fragmentary and
actual disease burden might be more alarming. This is likely the
result of lack of screening services for the prevention and early
detection of the disease.
The objective of the study was to validate affordable, feasible
diagnostic tools to propose a rational, evidence based screening
strategy for the context of the DRC.
A cross-sectional study was carried out in women aged 30–
50 years, living in the health zone of Mont-Ngafula, Kinshasa
DRC. Each woman provided a urine sample and was screened
using the pap smear, Visual Inspection with Acetic Acid (VIA)
and Lugol (VILI). Colposcopic examination and biopsy sample
was taken in all positive women to either test or 1/5 negative
woman for confirmation of diagnosis.
875 women were included into the study and median age was
38 years old (IQR:). Positivity to VIA, VILI and pap smear was
respectively 68 (7.8%); 109 (12.5%) and 40 (7.3%). Urine samples were used for the detection of Human Papilloma Virus
(HPV) infection and 242 samples were examined of which 121
(50%) were found to be positive. Further genotyping demonstrated that 62% of the HPV belonged to the High Risk (HR)
clade with 44% belonging to the HR-group 1 (with HPV 16 and
18) and 18% belonging to the HR-group 2.
These preliminary results show that carriage of oncogenic
HPV was high among the studied women. Further analysis is
needed to validate the visual inspection methods, however,
lesions could be found and efforts need to be done to offer
screening opportunities to the female population.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.211
Characterization of daily weight, blood pressure and pulse
rate using home telemonitoring in patients with heart
failure
K. Sawadogo1, J. Ambroise1, S. Vercauteren2, M. Castadot2, M. Vanhalewyn3,
J. Col2 and A. Robert1
1
 emiologie
Institut de Recherche Experimentale et Clinique – P^
ole d’Epid
et Biostatistiques, Universite Catholique de Louvain, Brussels, Belgium;
2
Brussels Heart Centre (BHC), Clinique Saint Jean, Brussels, Belgium;
3
Societe Scientifique de Medecine Generale (SSMG), Brussels, Belgium

Background Home telemonitoring (HTM) trials in heart
failure (HF) lack consistent evidence in reducing mortality or
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hospital readmission. Conceptually, HTM efficacy depends on
unbiased knowledge of weight changes, and other parameters, if
any, preceding severe cardiac events. The aim was to identify the
features in the dynamics of the monitored parameters that are
predictive in HF.
Methods BELGIUM-HF study was a prospective multicentre
registry of 171 HF outpatients (left ventricular ejection fraction
<40%, New York Heart Association class II-IV, on diuretics).
Patients completed 6-month blind daily weight, blood pressure
and pulse measurements. Cardiac Composite Endpoint (CCE)
included death or hospitalisation. The Meta-Analysis Global
Group In Chronic HF (MAGGIC) risk score was used to
establish a 6-month clinical risk score. Means and standard
deviations of monitored parameters were computed on
consecutive time windows up to 14 days and submitted to a
logistic regression to build up the signal score. A score
combining both scores was then computed.
Results 146 patients completed the 6-month monitoring. The
MAGGIC score was predictive of a first CCE (AUC = 0.663,
P < 0.001). The built-up signal score integrated the 3- and 7-day
weight slopes, standard deviation of 3-day weight; it had a
predictive power for a first CCE (AUC = 0.761, P < 0.001). It
was then tested on subsequent events (AUC = 0.814, P < 0.001).
Combined scores improved predictive power for a first CCE
(AUC = 0.775) or a subsequent CCE (AUC = 0.882).
Conclusions As previously described, the absolute body
weight change has a predictive value of cardiac events in HF.
The inclusion in our study of body weight slopes and variations
improves the predictive power of the signal score. A score
combining both clinical and signal data has a greater predictive
value than each of the clinical and signal scores taken separately.
Trial Registration: ISRCTN34357360.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.212
The osteogennic effect of Andrographolide on osteoblastic
cells
D. Tantikanlayaporn1,2 and P. Piyachaturawat3
Department of Preclinical Sciences, Faculty of Medicine, Thammasat
University, Klongluang, Thailand; 2Center of Excellence in Stem Cell
Research, Thammasat University, Klongluang, Thailand; 3Department of
Physiology, Faculty of Science, Mahidol University, Phayathai, Thailand
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Osteoporosis is a major public health problem that reduces the
quality of life especially old age. Currently, there is increasing
interest in using the natural compounds for early prevention of
osteoporosis. Thus, the natural compound that has beneficial
effect to promote osteoblast formation and function is promising
to be candidate using as an osteoporosis-preventing agent.
Andrographolide, the major compound of Andrographis paniculata (Burm. f) Nees, exhibits various pharmacological properties
including antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and immunomodulator
which has been used extensively for the treatment of many
inflammatory disorders. According to these biological effects, we
therefore aimed to investigate the osteogenic effect of Andrographolide in osteoblast cells using mouse preosteoblastic
(MC3T3-E1) cells. In growth medium, Andrographolide
increased MC3T3-E1 proliferation, and it accelerated osteoblast
differentiation in the differentiation medium, as indicated by the
increases in alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity and osteoblastspecific (ALP) mRNA production at 7–21 days. Subsequently,
Andrographolide accelerated production of bone structural
genes, including collagen type I alpha I (COL1A1) and osteocalcin. It was supported by the increased bone mineralization of
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detected by alizarin red staining. In conclusion, Andrographolide
effectively promotes osteoblast proliferation, differentiation and
mineralization. In conclusion, the osteogenic effect of Andrographolide may have clinical relevance for prevention or treatment bone disease as well as osteoporosis.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.213
Availability and choice of antineoplastic drugs in retail
medicine outlets in Zaria, Nigeria
S. Mohammed1, E. Kenechukwu2, M. M. Garba3 and N. Umar4
Health Systems and Policy Research Unit, Department of Clinical
Pharmacy and Pharm. Practice, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Nigeria;
2
Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria,
Nigeria; 3Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics, Ahmadu Bello
University, Zaria, Nigeria; 4London School of Hygiene & Tropical
Medicine, London, UK
1

Introduction Although availability of essential drugs is one
of the most important objectives of national medicine policies,
the unavailability of cancer drugs remains a major problem in
Nigeria in relations to chaotic drug distribution channels and
lack of established cancer centres in the country. These obstacles
lead to inadequate treatment of rising cancer diseases in Nigeria.
This study was carried out to examine the availability and
choice of antineoplastic drugs in retail medicine outlets in Zaria.
Methods and Materials This was a cross-sectional
descriptive study involving proprietors, pharmacists and vendors
of medicine outlets in Zaria. The study was conducted between
August and October 2014 and participants were selected
randomly. The participants were interviewed using a structured
questionnaire.
Results Out of the 60 medicine outlets surveyed, 50
responded. The response rate was 83.3%. A relative minority
(38%) of the medicine outlets stock antineoplastic drugs. The
most available antineoplastic drugs include Tamoxifen (14.8%),
Xeloda (12.7%), Paclitaxel (10.6%), Cyclophosphamide
(10.6%) and Methotrexate (8.5%). The reasons for these outlets
to stock antineoplastic drugs were mostly on doctors’ request
and patients’ demand directly.
Conclusion Antineoplastic drugs were not widely available
in Zaria. Generally, many problems of unavailability of
antineoplastic medicines, including poor procurement, chaotic
distribution and inadequate stocking remain. To improve this
situation, medicines policies should be adopted to promote
access to generic medicines, promote sustainable and reliable
methods of procurement, financing, distribution and stocking of
antineoplastic drugs in the supply chain.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.215
The effects of vitamin B1 on ameliorating the mental
symptoms of premenstrual syndrome
S. Abdollahifard1 and M. Maddahfar2
1
Jahrom University of Medical Sciences, Jahrom, Iran; 2M.D. of
BHOWCO Marketing GmbH, Tehran, Iran

Background and Objective Premenstrual syndrome
(PMS) is a series of physical, mental, and behavioral symptoms
with various severities, that disturbs social and personal
relationships. The syndrome appears during luteal phase of the
menstrual cycle and is a common disorder of reproductive age.

Different treatments have been introduced for the syndrome due
to its unknown complicated causes. Vitamin B1 (thiamin) may
reduce mental symptoms of the syndrome through affecting the
performance of coenzymes in the metabolism of carbohydrates
and main branch of amino acid that plays an important role in
appearance of mental symptoms of PMS. As it is effective in
neural activity and muscle tone in different body activities,
including hematopoiesis, metabolism of carbohydrates, activities
of the central nervous system and neuromuscular system, etc., it
can be effective in this dysmenorrhea that is a disorder resulting
from uterine muscular contraction. This study was conducted to
determine the effect of vitamin B1 on the mental symptoms of
PMS in students residing at dormitories of Jahrom University of
Medical Sciences in 2013.
Methods In this double-blind placebo-controlled clinical trial,
80 students with PMS residing at dormitories of Jahrom
University of Medical Sciences were divided randomly into two
groups, vitamin B1 and placebo. The severity of the mental
symptoms of PMS in two cycles, before the intervention and
during the intervention, was recorded by the students. The data
were collected using an information collection form, PMS
provisional diagnosis form, daily status record form, and Beck
Depression Inventory. The data were analyzed using descriptive
and inferential statistics.
Results There was no significant difference among the studied
variables in terms of confounding variables. The comparison of
vitamin B1 group before the intervention with that after the
intervention showed that vitamin B1 reduced mean mental
symptoms (35.08%) significantly (P < 0.0001). Moreover, there
was a significant difference between vitamin B1 and placebo
groups in terms of mean mental symptoms, as mean symptoms
in vitamin B1 group was significantly lower than that in the
placebo group (P < 0.0001).
Conclusion It seems that vitamin B1 is effective in recovery
of mental symptoms of PMS. Therefore, this vitamin can be used
to reach a major goal of midwifery, that is, reduction of mental
symptom severity of PMS, without any side effects.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.216
The effect of vitamin B1 on sleep disorders associated with
premenstrual syndrome
S. Abdollahifard1 and M. Maddahfar2
Nursing & Midwifery Department, Jahrom University of Medical
Sciences, Jahrom, Iran; 2Int. Marketing & Business Services, BHOWCO
Marketing GmbH, Tehran, Iran

1

Background and Aim Premenstrual syndrome (PMS) is a
cyclical disorder observed in late luteal phase and presenting
with behavioral changes that can affect interpersonal
relationships and normal daily activity. Sleep disturbances are
also common.
The aim of this study is to investigate the determine effect of
vitamin B1 on sleep disorders associated with PMS and subjective sleep quality with Pitsburg Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) in
Academy students, who do not have in-depth information about
menstruation.
Materials and Methods In this double-blind placebocontrolled clinical trial, 80 students with sleep disorder
associated with PMS residing at dormitories of Jahrom
University were divided randomly into two groups, vitamin B1
and placebo. The severity of the symptoms of PMS in two
cycles, before the intervention and during the intervention, was
recorded by the students. PMS was detected with ‘Premenstrual
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Syndrome Scale’, and PSQI was used to evaluate subjective sleep
quality.
The data were collected using an information collection form,
PMS provisional diagnosis form, daily status record form, Pitsburg Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), Beck Depression Inventory.
The data were analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistics.
Results There was no significant difference among the studied
variables in terms of confounding variables. The comparison of
vitamin B1 group before the intervention with that after the
intervention showed that vitamin B1 reduced sleep disorders
(80.24%) significantly (P < 0.0001). Moreover, there was a
significant difference between vitamin B1 and placebo groups in
terms of mean mental and physical PMS symptoms, as mean
symptoms in vitamin B1 group were significantly lower than that
in the placebo group (P < 0.0001).
Conclusion It seems that vitamin B1 is effective in recovery
of mental and physical symptoms of PMS such as sleep
disorders. Therefore, this vitamin can be used to reach a major
goal of midwifery, that is, reduction of symptom severity of
PMS -specially sleep disorders- without any side effects.
Keywords Premenstrual syndrome, sleep disorders, vitamin
B1.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.217
The effect of vitamin B1 on fatigue associated with
premenstrual syndrome
S. Abdollahifard1 and M. Maddahfar2
1
Jahrom University of Medical Sciences, Jahrom, Iran; 2BHOWCO
Marketing GmbH, Tehran, Iran

Background and Aim Premenstrual syndrome (PMS) is a
cyclical disorder observed in late luteal phase and presenting
with behavioral changes that can affect interpersonal
relationships and normal daily activity. Fatigue is also common
complaint. Fatigue can be manifested as difficulty or inability
initiating activity (perception of generalized weakness); reduced
capacity maintaining activity; and difficulty with concentration,
memory, and emotional stability (mental fatigue). The aim of
this study is to investigate the determine effect of vitamin B1 on
Fatigue associated with PMS and severity Fatigue with Fatigue
Severity Scale (FSS) in the Academy students, whom do not have
considerable information about menstruation.
Materials and Methods In this double-blind placebocontrolled clinical trial, 80 students with sleep disorder related
to PMS residing at dormitories of Jahrom University were
divided randomly into two groups, vitamin B1 and placebo. The
severity of the symptoms of PMS in two cycles, before the
intervention and during the intervention, was recorded by the
students. PMS was detected with ‘Premenstrual Syndrome Scale’,
and FSS was used to evaluate severity Fatigue. The 9-item
Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) is one of the most commonly used
self-report questionnaires to measure fatigue.
The data were collected using an information collection form,
PMS provisional diagnosis form, daily status record form, Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS), Beck Depression Inventory. The data
were analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistics.
Results There was no significant difference among the studied
variables in terms of confounding variables. The comparison of
vitamin B1 group before the intervention with that after the
intervention showed that vitamin B1 reduced Fatigue (73.88%)
significantly (P < 0.0001). Moreover, there was a significant
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difference between vitamin B1 and placebo groups in terms of
mean mental and physical PMS symptoms, as mean symptoms in
vitamin B1 group was significantly lower than that in the
placebo group (P < 0.0001).
Conclusion It seems that vitamin B1 is effective in recovery
of mental and physical symptoms of PMS such as Fatigue.
Therefore, this vitamin can be used to reach a major goal of
midwifery, that is, reduction of symptom severity of PMS –
specially fatigue – without any side effects.
Keywords Premenstrual syndrome, Fatigue, vitamin B1.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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The association between sleep quality and incidence of
preterm birth
S. F. Vasegh Rahimparvar1,2
1
Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Nursing and Midwifery School,
Tehran, Iran; 2Iran University of Medical Sciences, Center for Nursing
Care Research, Tehran, Iran

Introduction Preterm birth is one of the most common
adverse pregnancy outcomes and one of the major public health
concerns also. Several risk factors have been identified, but
understanding of the exact etiology has been remained unknown
until now. Poor sleep quality is correlate with adverse pregnancy
outcomes. Therefore, we evaluated whether sleep quality during
pregnancy is a relevant risk factor with preterm birth.
Methods and Materials This is a cohort study on 539
pregnant women in 20–29 weeks gestation. The method of
sampling was continuum. Data was gathered by demographic
questionnaire, Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) and
Perceived Stress Scale (PSS). After completing the questionnaires,
the study subjects were divided in two groups; good and poor
sleep quality. Two groups were fallowed until the end of
37 weeks gestation by telephone every 2 weeks. Risk factors
those affected preterm birth were evaluate in two groups.
Statistical analysis carried out with t-test, chi-square, Mann–
Whitney U and Mantel–Haenszel.
Results A total 309 pregnant women had poor sleep quality
and 230 women had good sleep quality. The mean score of
Pittsburgh questionnaire in term deliveries was 6/30  3/03 and
in preterm deliveries were 8/43  3/79. The rate of preterm
birth in good sleep group was %5/6 and in poor sleep group
was %13/7. There was significant difference in the rate of
preterm birth in two groups (P = 0/003). The entire risk factors
associated with preterm birth except history of preterm birth,
abortion, sever physical activity, stress and second hand smokers
in two groups was consistence. But Mantel-Haenszel test
eliminate the effect of them in two groups and showed that there
was no dependent correlate between sleep quality and happening
the preterm birth.
Conclusion There was an association between sleep quality
and preterm birth.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Studying the history of interventions in health systems for a
better understanding of changes: the case of mental health
care integration in Rwandese district hospitals
A. E. Fromont1, A. Ait Mohand2, C. N. Misago3 and A. Casini1
1
School of Public Health, Universite Libre de Bruxelles, Bruxelles,
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Introduction Health systems are very complex systems and
need temporal perspective to apprehend their dynamic
dimensions. We adopted this posture for studying the
implementation of a new mental health (MH) policy in Rwanda.
We assessed the psychosocial impacts of MH care units’
integration in all district hospitals (DH) on the recently
appointed mental health providers (MHPs).
Methods 29 of the 85 MHPs participated in 4 focus groups
(FC) based on the training and professional life narratives
method. A particular attention was paid to the construction of
their new professional identity and role inside the DH.
Results As the MHP’ group was very homogenous, FC
discussions allowed us to construct a chronological diagram that
permitted to identify 4 dimensions of the MH integration’
policy: societal, organizational, social and individual. Following
participants’ narratives, the process of MH integration implied
several mutations. General and specific awareness campaigns
lead to significant changes of social representations for both
population and DH professionals. The start of MHPs activities
inside DH coincided with ever increasing demand for MH care.
The development of these new practices for DH’ practitioners
enhanced the recognition of the specific role of the MHPs. The
joint training, the shared daily experiences and the regular
meeting offered to the MHPs the basis to develop a strong
professional identity as well as the feeling to belong to a same
group with specific role and competences. This simultaneous
evolution of representations, practices, and professional
identities, which affect MHPs0 values and capacities, contributes
in turn to develop and strengthen their professional self-esteem.
Despite these positive impacts, MHPs reported a high level of
stress related to high responsibilities and workload.
Discussion In a mere occupational health logic, observers
might be tempted to take corrective measures against adverse
effects of stress – e.g. by reducing MHPs0 responsibilities. That
would be to misread the whole process that concurrently
generate high self-esteem and stress. Actually, the high sense of
their values and capacities counterbalance the effects of stress for
MHPs.
Conclusion The temporal perspective contributes to
understanding processes inside systems. Many of the apparent
problems spring from a two sided source. Resolving issues can
be hazardous and generate new difficulties as long as we
misinterpret their real implications and origins.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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How many hours do people sleep in Bangladesh? – a
country representative survey
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Introduction Too little and too much sleep have an
enormous effect on our health especially on non-communicable

diseases such as mental, cardiovascular, cerebrovascular and
immune system. Hence the study aimed to explore the total sleep
time of Bangladeshi population and to identify the proportion of
people who are at high risk of developing chronic diseases.
Methods In a cross-sectional survey, total sleeping time was
captured and analyzed from the 3972 respondents ranging from
5 to 106 years old in 24 districts (of 64) in Bangladesh. Total
Sleep Time (TST) was measured by the hours of total sleep in
last 24 h. We regarded 9 h for children and 7 h for adults and
older people as the recommended TST suggested by the US
Department of Health and Human Services and recently being
used in several published articles. We counted shorter and longer
sleep time for those who sleeps below or more than the
recommended total sleep time. Both linear and logistic regression
models were used to determine the relationship between different
variables of demographics and estimated risk of shorter and
longer total sleep time.
Results We found total sleeping time started decreasing with
the increase of age and conversely, the risk of sleeping longer
time found higher with the increasing of age. It revealed adult
and old population of Bangladesh are at approximately 6 times
higher (P < 0.01) risk of sleeping longer time than the
recommended TST. Alarmingly, 65.1% adults and 63.5% of the
older population sleep longer than their recommended TST (7 h)
and 59.6% children sleep less than their recommended TST
(9 h). Population involved with agriculture tends to sleep shorter
time than any other occupation. People in peripheral part of
Bangladesh tend to sleep less and people in northern part of
Bangladesh are approximately 11 (P < 0.01) times higher risk
due to sleep less than Dhaka division (center and capital of
Bangladesh). Rural people are 2.43 (P < 0.01) at times higher
risk to sleep shorter times than the urban people.
Conclusion In Bangladesh, adults and the elderly sleep
longer, and children sleep less than their respective
recommended hours. Therefore both groups are vulnerable to
various chronic diseases. Longer and lesser sleep may trigger
chronic disease burden in Bangladesh and elsewhere.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.221
‘Class smoke-free’ pledge impacts on nicotine dependence
in male adolescents: a cluster randomized controlled trial
N. Al-Sheyab1, M. Alomari1, S. Shah2 and R. Gallagher2
Jordan University of Science and Technology, Irbid, Jordan; 2University
of Sydney, Sydney, NSW, Australia
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Objective To test the effectiveness of a school-based, peer-led
smoking and asthma education program, known as the Triple A
(Adolescent Asthma Action) in Jordan (TAJ), with an additional
‘class smoke-free’ pledge strategy (TAJ-Plus) as compared to the
TAJ alone on smoking-related knowledge and perception,
nicotine dependence, and asthma control in male high school
students in Jordan 4 months post intervention.
Methods In this cluster-randomized controlled trial, four
public male high schools in Irbid, Jordan were randomly
assigned to receive the TAJ-Plus (n = 215) or the TAJ (n = 218).
TAJ educators were 3rd year male undergraduate nursing
students (n = 9) who received training in a 1-day workshop.
These educators then trained senior students from the four
schools to be Peer Leaders (n = 53), who then taught peers in
grades 7 and 8 (n = 433). The Peer Leaders in the TAJ-Plus
schools implemented the smoke-free pledge within the 7th and
8th graders, who voluntarily signed the pledge for 4 months.
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Data were collected from students in grades 7 and 8 using selfadministered questionnaires at baseline and 4 months post
intervention.
Results Students from the TAJ-Plus group reported significant
improvements in smoking-related knowledge and perception
(P < 0.001) and lower nicotine dependence (P < 0.001) as
compared to the TAJ group. Improvement in asthma control
was greater (P = 0.03) in nonsmokers versus smokers.
Conclusions Voluntary group commitment smoke-free
through a pledge is feasible, beneficial, and an incentive to
motivate adolescents to abstain from smoking. Using social
influences approaches in schools is useful in countering current
aggressive tobacco marketing campaigns in Arab youth.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.222
Prevalence of hypertension in Ethiopia: a systematic metaanalysis
K. T. Kibret
Public Health, Wollega University, Nekemte, Ethiopia

Introduction Hypertension has been rising in developing
countries like Ethiopia. There is no population based national
prevalence study on hypertension except pocket studies done
here and there. These pocket studies reported the prevalence of
hypertension from 9% to 31%. Our study is intended to
estimate/pool the prevalence of hypertension at national level by
using these pocket studies.
Methods Relevant studies were identified through computer
based and manual searches using MEDLINE/PubMed, Google
scholar, EMBASE, HINARI and reference lists of prevalence
studies. The description of original studies were made using
frequency and forest plot. Heterogeneity across studies was
checked using Cochrane Q test and I2 test statistic. Pooled
estimate and Sub-group analysis of prevalence of hypertension
was computed by random effect model.
Results The electronic search using keywords identified 108
titles for prevalence of hypertension in Ethiopia, of which 99
were excluded. Nine studies were analyzed to determine the
prevalence of hypertension in the Ethiopian population. Random
effects meta-analysis of all the 9 studies showed that the
prevalence of hypertension in Ethiopia population was estimated
to be 19.6% (95% CI: 13.7%, 25.5%). In subgroup analyses,
the prevalence of hypertension in the urban population was
23.5% and that of rural/urban population was 14.7%. It shows
that the prevalence of hypertension is higher in the urban
population of Ethiopia than the rural. But the prevalence of
hypertension among male (20.6%) and female (19.2%) was the
same.
Conclusion The prevalence of hypertension in Ethiopian
population has been increasing. This evidence suggests that
attention has to be given to primary prevention of hypertension
in the Ethiopian adult population, especially the urban
population.
Keywords Prevalence of hypertension, Ethiopia, prevalence,
blood pressure, systolic, diastolic.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Determinant factors associated with occurrence of
tuberculosis among adult people living with HIV after ART
initiation in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. A case control study
K. T. Kibret
Public Health, Wollega University, Nekemte, Ethiopia

Introduction Tuberculosis is the leading killer of people
living with HIV and the first presenting sign in the majority of
AIDS patients. Determinants of active TB among HIV patients
on ART are not well described in resource limited settings. This
study aimed to assess determinant factors for the occurrence of
TB among people living with HIV after ART initiation in public
health facilities in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
Methods A case control study was conducted on 204 cases
and 409 controls from December 2011 to February 2012 in
selected 2 public hospitals and 13 health centers in Addis Ababa.
Cases were adult people living with HIV who developed TB
after ART initiation and controls were adult people living with
HIV who did not develop TB after ART initiation. An
interviewer administered structured questionnaire was used to
collect information.
Results After adjustment for potential confounders, presence
of isoniazid prophylaxis [adjusted odd ratio (AOR) 0.35, 95%
confidence interval (CI) 0.125, 0.69] and cotrimoxazole
prophylaxis (AOR = 0.19; 95% CI: 0.06, 0.62) had an
independent protective benefit against risk of tuberculosis. In
contrast, being bedridden (AOR = 9.36; 95% CI: 3.39, 25.85),
having WHO clinical stage III or IV (AOR = 3.40; 95% CI:
1.69, 6.87 and hemoglobin level <10 mg/dl (AOR = 7.43; 95%
CI; 3.04, 18.31) at enrollment to chronic ART care were
independent predictors for increased risk of tuberculosis in
people living with HIV after ART initiation.
Conclusion Increasing coverage of isoniazid and
cotrimoxazole preventive therapy reduced the overall risk of TB
among HIV patients who initiated treatment. All people living
with HIV should be screened for TB, especially for patients who
have advanced disease condition (WHO clinical stage III or IV
disease, being bedridden and having hemoglobin level <10 mg/
dl) intensified screening is highly recommended during follow up
of treatment.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.224
Is proteinase inhibitor-based antiretroviral therapy during
pregnancy associated with increased risk of preterm birth?
Systematic review and a meta-analysis
K. T. Kibret
Public Health, Wollega University, Nekemte, Ethiopia

Introduction The advent of antiretroviral treatment (ART)
containing protease inhibitors (PI) has been reported in some of
studies an increased risk of preterm birth while other studies
have reported no increased risk. This meta-analysis of the studies
published to date was conducted in order to derive a more
reliable overall estimate of the association of the prenatal use of
PI based ART with prematurity.
Methods A systematic review and meta-analysis of published
studies was conducted. Originals papers were identified through a
computerized search using Medline/Pubmed, Google Scholar and
HINARI (Health Inter Network Access to Research Initiative).
STATA was used for analysis and the studies were described by
using forest plot. Publication bias was assessed using Funnel plot
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graphically and heterogeneity across studies was checked using
Cochrane Q and I2 test statistic. Adjusted odd ratio with 95%
confidence intervals (95% CI) of preterm birth comparing
women exposed to PI and non PI-based antiretroviral regimens
were pooled using random effects meta-analysis.
Results The Cochrane Q test statistic (Q test P = 0.65) and I2
test (I2 = 0.001%) showed good homogeneity among studies.
The traditional funnel plot and Begg’s funnel plots become
symmetrical distribution of effect estimate which showed no
evidence of publication bias. The pooled analysis of all the 8
studies showed that PI based ART exposure during pregnancy
was associated with an increased risk of preterm birth (pooled
odds ratio 1.27; 95%, 1.11–1.43).
Conclusions This meta-analysis found that PI based ART
exposure during pregnancy is significantly associated with an
increased risk of preterm birth. There should be strong cautions
in initiating ART during pregnancy and PI based ARV should be
replaced by others. The proteinase inhibitor ARV drugs would
not be included as part of first-line therapy during pregnancy.
Keywords Risk factors, antiretroviral therapy, HIV,
pregnancy, prematurity, protease inhibitors, preterm birth.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.225
Conventional harm and individual usefulness of unhealthy
lifestyles in Belarus
Y. Kechyna
Faculty of Sociology, Belarus State University, Minsk, Belarus

Introduction In 2014, the Belarus Red Cross in cooperation
with the Swiss Red Cross conducted research into healthy
lifestyle among the population, aged 16–65 years in two regions
in Belarus – the Grodno and Vitebsk regions. The objectives of
the study are to investigate lifestyle characteristics of the target
population and to identify behavioural risks (smoking, alcohol
consumption, physical inactivity, unhealthy nutrition, stress)
which influence lifestyle and health.
Methods A sample of 796 individuals filled in the structured
questionnaires with closed and opened questions related to
healthy lifestyle perception, knowledge, behavior and practice.
Data were analysed according to the main socio-demographic
characteristics, such as gender, age and location.
Results The main findings of this representative study showed
that population have a high level of knowledge about factors that
influence health. The perception of their lifestyles (as healthy or
not) is not related to the level of knowledge, but to the satisfaction
with the individual state of health: a high level of satisfaction with
their health is correlated to an assessment of their lifestyle as
healthy. Therefore, motivation to change behavior towards a
healthy lifestyle, and giving up risky behaviour is linked to selfassessment of the current state of health. For example smoking
cessation occurred when one’s health deteriorated significantly, as
the satisfaction with health declined. Otherwise smoking was not
given up, although the harmful impact of smoking on health was
understood. It means that a healthy lifestyle is not associated in
the perception of people with future health. It was found that risky
behaviour does not only cause well-known harm to health, but
may also have positive aspects specific to each individual. 51.9%
of smokers relieve stress by smoking and 27.9% of respondents
who want to change their diet still enjoy eating ‘tasty’ and
‘unhealthy’ food.
Conclusion Understanding harmfulness of a certain
behaviour on health does not necessarily lead to behavioural

change. A gap is observed between conventional harm and
individual usefulness of a particular type of behaviour. The
larger this gap, the less motivated people are to change their
behaviour towards minimizing health risks. Therefore, effective
promotion of a healthy lifestyle should include an individual
component aimed at bridging this gap.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.226
Can we envisage menopausal transition as a risk factor for
hypertension among middle-aged women in India?
P. Sharma
Anthropology, University of Delhi, New Delhi, India

Introduction Hypertension is a powerful risk factor for
cardiovascular disease. Blood pressure (BP) rises more steeply in
ageing women compared with men, and this may be related to
the hormonal changes during menopause, though role of
menopause in elevation of blood pressure has shown ambiguous
results. This study attempts to find the potential risk factors for
hypertension among middle-aged women in northern India.
Materials and Methods Cross-sectional study among
women aged 40–56 years (n = 503) residing in Delhi, India.
Information on socio-demographic, reproductive profile and
lifestyle parameters were collected through structured
questionnaire. Women were classified as pre-menopausal
(n = 195), peri-menopausal (n = 115) and post-menopausal
(n = 193). Blood pressure was measured on each subject.
Descriptive and multivariate logistic regression was used to
explain and evaluate the present data. All statistical inferences
were based on 95% confidence interval (CI) and 5% P-values.
Results Multivariate logistic regression analysis presented that
Post-menopausal and peri-menopausal women were twice more
likely to have systolic blood pressure (SBP) ≥140 mmHg than
pre-menopausal women (P < 0.05). Post-menopausal women
present 2.0 times risk and peri-menopausal women 1.9 times
risk of having diastolic blood pressure (DBP) ≥90 mmHg.
Women who exercised <3 times a week had risk of having
DBP > 90 mmHg [OR: 1.7 (1.1–2.6), P < 0.05]
Conclusion With menopausal transition, women are at
higher risk of having hypertension, signifying a protective role of
estradiol on BP. Preventive measures should be focused on
cardiovascular diseases from the peri-menopausal stage. Regular
exercise among women can promote a healthy menopausal
transition among middle aged women.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.227
Improving chronic care in Cuba: assessment of hypertension
control in the municipalities of C
ardenas and Santiago de
Cuba
E. A. Londoño1, A. J. Rodriguez2, A. M. Diaz2, I. Carbonell3, F. Achiong4,
R. Garcıa2, S. Balcindes2, P. De Vos5 and P. Van der Stuyft1
1
Public Health/Epidemiology, Institute of Tropical Medicine (ITM),
Antwerp, Belgium; 2Salud Publica, Instituto Nacional de Higiene,
Epidemiologıa y Microbiologıa de Cuba (INHEM), La Habana, Cuba;
3
Epidemiologia, Centro Provincial de Higiene y Epidemiologia, Santiago
de Cuba, Cuba; 4Epidemiologia, Centro Provincial de Higiene y
Epidemiologia, Matanzas, Cuba; 5Public Health, Institute of Tropical
Medicine (ITM), Antwerp, Belgium

Hypertension is the leading cause of morbidity and mortality
worldwide. Moreover, the risk of dying from hypertension at all
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ages is more than double in low and middle income countries
compared to high income countries. Cuba is internationally recognized as having one of the best hypertension control figures in
the world. Nevertheless, a series of problems remain with regard
to the quality and the long-term continuity of the care provided
for chronic patients.
To determine current hypertension control rates in Cuba a
baseline cross-sectional study was carried out in two municipalities: C
ardenas and Santiago de Cuba. In each municipality two
urban health areas of 30.000 inhabitants were selected. We interviewed and measured blood pressure in a sample of 1333 diagnosed hypertensive patients aged 18 years and older that had
been previously diagnosed by family doctor/nurse practices.
Hypertension control was defined as individuals with blood pressure lower than 140/90 mmHg.
A total of 1218 hypertensive patients [91.4% (95% CI,
89.9–92.9%)] were receiving pharmacological treatment and
773 [58% (95% CI, 55.3–60.6%)] had their blood pressure
under control. Living in a given municipality had no influence
[hypertension control in Cardenas 59.1%, 57.0% in Santiago
(v2 = 0.61, P = 0.4350)] but living in a specific health area
within a municipality was found to be associated with hypertension control: 65.4% (95% CI, 59.9–70.9%) and 60.8%
(95% CI, 55.6–65.9%) in the health areas of policlinics ‘JAE’
in C
ardenas and ‘Grimau’ in Santiago, respectively. In contrast, hypertension control rates in the health areas of policlinics ‘Finlay’ in Santiago and ‘Moncada’ in Cardenas were
53.3% (95% CI, 48.1–58.5%) and 53.8% (95% CI, 48.5–
59.0%) respectively. Other factors associated with hypertension control were being white (versus non-withe) and being
highly educated (versus lower educated): [61.4% (95% CI,
57.4–65.4%) vs. 55.4% (95% CI, 51.9–59.0%)] and [60.0%
(95% CI, 57.1–62.8%) vs. 46.8% (95% CI, 40.0–53.7%)
respectively]. Cuba, despite of being a resource-constraint setting ensures free and accessible care through family doctors
and nurse practitioners. This family and community-based
strategy contributes significantly to the Cuban health system’s
success in hypertension control. The results suggest that hypertension control can be impacted at community level by the
way in which health care services are operationalized at micro
level (i.e. in specific health areas).
Disclosure We declare we have no conflicts of interest.

PS1.228
Risk perception regarding salt intake and implications for
designing salt reduction strategies in coastal areas of rural
Bangladesh
T. Sharmin, M. Iqbal, R. Hasan, M. Selim and S. Rasheed
Center for Equity and Health Systems, ICDDR, B, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Introduction Cardiovascular disease is the most important
cause of death among adult Bangladeshis. Salt reduction was
considered the most cost effective strategy for reduction of
hypertension and heart diseases at population-level in the world.
In coastal Bangladesh where rising level of salinity in ground
water and unrefined salt are available, little is known about the
source, patterns and belief of salt use which is essential for
constructing future strategies.
Methods Three villages from Chakaria, a rural area in
Bangladesh, were selected for a mixed method study. A survey
of randomly selected 400 people and qualitative data was
collected by using 18 interviews and 6 focus group discussions
with community members.
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Results In Chakaria people considered salt as the inseparable
part of food. 91% of the respondents reported that salt added
during cooking was their major source of dietary salt; 25%
respondents reported that they add additional salt to their meals;
and 78% reported that they add salt to seasonal fruits to enhance
their taste. Qualitative exploration showed that salt was thought
to be integral part of all foods and any food where salt was added
to was considered salty. There was no perception about naturally
occurring salt in any food source. There was a prevalent
perception that unrefined salt was more harmful compared to
refined salt. People did not link salt consumption to hypertension.
Those who had hypertension were often advised to reduce salt
consumption but they did not feel that amount of salt used in
family foods can be reduced to cater to their health needs.
Conclusions It is important to raise awareness about
consuming excessive salt and its link to health problems. Those
who are at risk of hypertension and their families should be
targeting for tailored messaged and strategies to reduce their
consumption of salt.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.229
Assessment of primary care interventions for improving
hypertension control in Cuba
A. J. Rodriguez1, A. M. Diaz1, R. Garcıa1, S. Balcindes1, I. Carbonell2,
F. Achiong3, P. De Vos4, E. A. Londo~no5 and P. Van der Stuyft5
1
Salud Publica, Instituto Nacional de Higiene, Epidemiologıa y
Microbiologıa (INHEM), La Habana, Cuba; 2Epidemiologia, Centro
Provincial de Higiene y Epidemiologia, Santiago de Cuba, Cuba;
3
Epidemiologia, Centro Provincial de Higiene y Epidemiologia,
Matanzas, Cuba; 4Public Health, Institute of Tropical Medicine (ITM),
Antwerp, Belgium; 5Public Health/Epidemiology, Institute of Tropical
Medicine (ITM), Antwerp, Belgium

Cuba is internationally recognized as having one of the best
hypertension control figures in the world. Nevertheless, the country faces several challenges regarding to the quality of hypertension management.
Based on the results of a baseline study a ‘health service’ and
‘community’ intervention aiming at increasing hypertension control was implemented in two urban health areas in each of the
municipalities of Cardenas and Santiago de Cuba during 2014.
In each health area an intervention zone and a control zone of
roughly 15.000 inhabitants each, were defined. The health-service intervention consisted of training sessions for family doctors
and nurses aiming at improving pharmacological prescription
and hypertension management. For the community intervention
we set-up ‘hypertension schools’ focused on increasing patients
self-responsibility and their compliance with treatment. Before
and after the intervention we interviewed and measured blood
pressure in a random sample of 1333 and 1404 diagnosed hypertensive patients aged 18 years and older respectively. Hypertension control was defined as individuals with blood pressure
lower than 140/90 mmHg.
Overall, in the intervened areas an average reduction was
obtained of 1.69 mmHg and 1.76 mmHg in systolic and diastolic blood pressure respectively. In the control areas there was
essentially no change: a value plus 0.06 mmHg and 0.23 mmHg
in systolic and diastolic blood pressure respectively. Means of
blood pressure numbers were significantly different in the intervention areas than in the control areas, being lower in the intervention areas [P = 0.000 (IC95% 51 347 to 21 011) and
P = 0.000 (IC 95% 31 054 to 13 100)] for systolic and diastolic blood pressure respectively). After the intervention, hyper-
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tension control rates were significantly higher in the intervention
areas than in the control areas [hypertension control 69.5% vs.
60.6%, v2 = 12.2, P = 0.0005, OR 1.48 (95% CI, 1.19–1.85)].
Moreover, the number of patients complying with their medication after the intervention was higher in the intervened areas
than in the control [66.9% vs. 53.8%, v2 = 23.9, P < 0.0001,
OR 1.73 (95% CI, 1.39–2.16)].
This study provided evidence on primary care strategies to
address hypertension control. Major challenges remain to adapt
essential interventions to different contexts and to sustain them
in the long-term.
Disclosure we declare that we have no conflicts of interests.

PS1.231
Burden of Cryptosporidium spp. in children <5 years in a high
HIV prevalent setting in Mozambique
I. Mandomando1,2, S. Acacio1,2, L. Quinto3, T. Nhampossa1,2, D. Vubil1,
M. Garrine1, K. Kotloff4, W. Blackwelder4, S. Panchalingam4, T. Farag4,
J. Nataro5, E. Houpt5, O. Darwin5, M. M. Levine4 and P. L. Alonso1,3
1
ude de Manhicßa (CISM), Maputo,
Centro de Investigacß~ao em Sa
Mozambique; 2Instituto Nacional de Sa
ude (INS), Ministerio de Sa
ude,
3
Maputo, Mozambique; ISGlobal Barcelona Centre for International
Health Research (CRESIB), Hospital Clınic/IDIBAPS, Universitat de
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 4Center for Vaccine Development,
University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD, USA;
5
University of Virginia School of Medicine, Charlottesville, VA, USA

Background Diarrhoea remains one of the major causes of
PS1.230
Comparison of determinants associated with metabolic
syndrome (MetS) in two Mexican rural communities
E. A. Wilson
School of Medical Science, University of Guadalajara, Puerto Vallarta,
Mexico

Background and Aims The prevalence of overweight and
obese adults in Mexico as of 2013 was 71.3% of the adult
population (38.8% overweight and 32.4% obese). The objective
of this study was to analyze and compare socio-demographic
and health-related determinants associated with Metabolic
Syndrome in previously diagnosed adults with Metabolic
Syndrome from two Mexican rural communities.
Methods Descriptive statistical analysis was used to compare
the above mentioned determinants from two previous studies.
The data of these two studies was collected from surveys of
previously diagnosed adults with Metabolic Syndrome in the
rural communities of Mirandillas (M) and El Chante (C), in
2012 and 2013 respectively; both communities form part of the
state of Jalisco in North West Mexico near the coastline of the
Pacific Ocean.
Results The mean age (years) of subjects from M was 60.9 (
11.6), while in subjects from C it was 62.5 ( 11.5). In M 52.4%
of the total subjects were ≥61 years of age while in C, 52.95%.
The proportion of females was 82.36% in C and 66% in M. SBP
and DBP was higher in M with mean values of 140 mm Hg (
19.2) and 85.2 mm Hg ( 8.7), respectively; while in C the mean
values were 131.8 mm Hg ( 11.3) and 77.6 mm Hg ( 5.6).
Mean BMI values revealed mild obesity in both communities but
BMI was higher in C with 32.5 ( 1.7) than in M with 30.4 (
3.6). The mean values of Fasting Blood Glucose (FBG) resulted
abnormally high in both communities; in C it was 140.7 ( 54.3)
while in M it was 138.7 ( 52.4). The mean levels of Serum Total
Cholesterol (STC) and Triglycerides (STT) resulted normal in both
communities; the mean level of STC in M was 233.9 mg/dL (
36.4) while in C it was 197.6 mg/dL ( 37.3), this compared to
the mean level of STT in M of 174.3 mg/dL ( 46.4) and in C of
185.3 mg/dL ( 61.7).
Conclusions In two Mexican rural communities Metabolic
Syndrome is more prevalent in the elderly and female
population. Many determinants associated with Metabolic
Syndrome such as waist circumference, body mass index, fasting
serum glucose and blood pressure, are not properly managed in
either of these communities while others such as serum total
cholesterol and serum total triglycerides are efficiently managed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

mortality among children <5 years of age. The recently
conducted study in sub-Saharan Africa and south Asia aimed to
quantify the burden of disease has shed a light on the major
aetiology of moderate-to-severe diarrhoea, where
Cryptosporidium was the second most common pathogen
associated with moderate-to-severe diarrhoea, only after
rotavirus in infants. Herein, we assessed the burden of
Cryptosporidium in a high HIV prevalence setting of rural
Mozambique.
Methodology A prospective matched case-control, agestratified (0–11, 12–23 and 24–59 months) study was conducted
ude da Manhicßa (CISM) in
by the Centro de Investigacß~ao em Sa
the Manhicßa district as part of the Global Multicentre Study
(GEMS) aimed to quantify the burden, microbiology aetiology
and sequelae of moderate-to-severe diarrhoea (MSD) between
Dec 2007 and Nov 2012. HIV sub-study was included from
May 2010 to Nov 2012. Cryptosporidium antigen detection was
detected was conducted using immunoassays test and species
were determined by polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
Conditional logistic regression with Firth0 s Penalized Likelihood
was estimated to assess the association between Crystosporidium
and MSD within each age group and as overall for the full study
period (5 years).
Results In univariate analysis, Cryptosporidium spp. in
infants (OR = 2.89, 95% CI: 2.07–4.06) and toddlers
(OR = 2.63, 95% CI: 1.702–4.075) were associated with
moderate-to-severe diarrhoea. In adjusted analysis by HIV
status, Cryptosporidium was independently associated with MSD
in infants (OR = 5.27, 95% CI: 2.10–14.97).
Cryptosporidium hominis (63%, 83/130) and Cryptosporidium parvum (21%, 27/130) were the most common species.
Conclusions Our data suggest that Cryptosporidium is an
important pathogen associated with moderate-to-severe
diarrhoea in infants regardless of HIV, and C. hominis is the
most common circulating specie. This data has significant
implication for defining public health policies in Mozambique
such as the need to improve implementation of preventive
strategies on a wider scale.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.232
Immune restitution in HIV-TB: a 5-year follow up study
V. K. Sashindran1, V. A. Arun1 and S. Kumar2
Internal Medicine, Armed Forces Medical College, Pune, India; 2Internal
Medicine, Command Hospital Kolkatta, Kolkatta, India

1

Background In an earlier study we found that 66% of 130
patients of HIV-TB showed suboptimal CD4 response at 1 year
after starting anti-tubercular therapy and antiretroviral therapy
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(ATT-ART). A long-term follow up study was undertaken to
validate this observation.
Methods This was a prospective cohort study. HIV patients
with TB (HIVTB+) being put on concurrent ATT- ART were
enrolled as subjects. HIV patients not suffering from TB
(HIVTB-) but starting ART were enrolled as controls. All
patients were followed up for 5 years. Effect of age, baseline
BMI and CD4 count, type of TB, ATT and ART regimens were
studied on increase in body mass index (BMI), and CD4 count
at 1 and 5 years. Univariate and multivariate analysis by was
done using R 3.1.2 (R Development Core Team (2014-10-31).
URL http://www.R-project.org).
Results 65 HIVTB+ and 49 HIVTB- subjects with a mean age
of 37.77 years were followed up for 5 years. Among HIVTB+
group 43% had disseminated TB and 23% sputum negative
pulmonary TB. A zidovudine-based ART regimen was used in
81% of cases. CD4 count rose in both groups and was not
influenced by the ART regimen, baseline CD4 count or TB
status. There was no significant difference between the two
groups in respect to number of patients achieving a 100% or
200% CD4 count rise from baseline or an absolute CD4 value
of 500/ll at 5 years. An age of >35 years and higher baseline
BMI were associated with more rapid increase in CD4 count in
both groups. With each kg/m2 increase in BMI, CD4 count
increased by 13.49 cells/ll (95% CI 8.04 18.935).
Conclusion Occurrence of TB did not influence long-term
CD4 restitution with ART in HIV+ patients. Age >35 years and
higher baseline BMI were predictors of more rapid increase in
CD4 count.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Impact of human immunodeficiency virus on the severity of
Buruli ulcer disease: results of a retrospective study in
Cameroon
V. Christinet1, E. Comte2, L. Ciaffi1,2, P. Odermatt3,4, M. Serafini2,
A. Antierens2, L. Rossel2, A.-B. Nomo2, P. Nkemenang2, A. Tsoungui5,
C. Delhumeau1 and A. Calmy1
1
HIV Unit, Geneva University Hospitals, Geneva, Switzerland; 2Medecins
Sans Frontieres, Geneva, Switzerland; 3Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 4University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
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Introduction Buruli ulcer is the third most common

Human immunodeficiency virus-Buruli ulcer: a
comprehensive literature review
V. Christinet1, C. Johnson2, A. Calmy3, P. Odermatt4,5, G. Alcoba6 and
D. O’Brien1,7,8
1
Manson Unit, Medecins Sans Frontieres, London, UK; 2Fondation Raoul
Follereau, Paris, France; 3HIV Unit, Geneva University Hospitals,
Geneva, Switzerland; 4Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel,
Switzerland; 5University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 6Medecins Sans
Frontieres, Geneva, Switzerland; 7Department of Infectious Diseases,
Barwon Health, Geelong, Vic., Australia; 8Department of Medicine and
Infectious Diseases, Royal Melbourne Hospital, University of Melbourne,
Melbourne, Vic., Australia

Introduction Buruli ulcer (BU) has not been considered an
opportunistic infection in Human Immunodeficiency Virus
(HIV)-infected patients. This study aims to examine the existing
literature relating HIV infection and its effects on BU clinical
manifestations.
Methods and Materials We searched Pubmed, Google
Scholar and Google databases for published grey and peerreviewed published articles using the key words: HIV, AIDS, BU,
Mycobacterium ulcerans, VIH, SIDA and ‘ulcere de Buruli’.
Results Regarding HIV being a risk factor for BU; 8
longitudinal studies reporting HIV testing of BU patients and
two case-control studies showed on pooled estimates a higher
prevalence of HIV in BU cases [5%, inner quartile range (IQR):
3.3–10.6%] than in controls or in a reference population (2%,
IQR: 0.5–3.2%).
5 studies and 9 case reports suggest HIV increases BU severity:
a large cohort study conducted in Benin showed more severe BU
lesions in HIV compared to non-HIV patients [OR 2.77, 95%
confidence interval (CI) 1.32–6.33; P = 0.006]; a comparative
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study in Cameroon showed significantly more multifocal BU
lesions in HIV positive patients (24% vs. 11%; P = 0.004) and
two studies of multifocal BU showed a particularly high HIV
prevalence (25% and 36% respectively). One study showed
lesion size was inversely associated with a CD4 cell count <500
cell/mm3 (b-coeff., 0.50; P = 0.015; 95% CI 0.91 to 0.10).
In 9 case reports, severe BU lesions were associated with a low
CD4 cell count or AIDS. In the 31 articles reviewed, mortality
rates among co-infected patients in the absence of antiretroviral
therapy appear elevated. In a BU cohort in Cameroon, the mortality in BU HIV co-infected patients was higher than in BU
infected patients only (11% vs. 1%; P < 0.001) with a median
CD4 cell count of 228.5 cell/mm3 (IQR, 98–378), and a death at
41.5 days (IQR, 16.5–56.5) after enrolment, without ART.
Conclusions HIV infection very likely increases the risk of
developing BU and results in more severe clinical BU disease.
Co-infected patients are particularly vulnerable. Further research
on the best clinical management for these patients is warranted.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

mycobacterial disease after tuberculosis and leprosy and is
particularly frequent in rural West and Central Africa. However,
the impact of HIV infection on BU severity and prevalence
remains unclear.
Methods and Materials This was a retrospective study of
data collected at the Akonolinga District Hospital, Cameroon,
from January 1, 2002 to March 27, 2013. Human
immunodeficiency virus prevalence among BU patients was
compared with regional HIV prevalence. Baseline characteristics
of BU patients were compared between HIV-negative and HIVpositive patients and according to CD4 cell count strata in the
latter group. Buruli ulcer time-to healing was assessed in
different CD4 count strata, and factors associated with BU main
lesion size at baseline were identified.
Results Human immunodeficiency virus prevalence among BU
patients was significantly higher than the regional estimated
prevalence in each group [children, 4.00% vs. 0.68%
(P < 0.001); men, 17.0% vs. 4.7% (P < 0.001); women, 36.0%
vs. 8.0% (P < 0.001)]. Individuals who were HIV positive had a
more severe form of BU, with an increased severity in those with
a higher level of immunosuppression. Low CD4 cell count was
significantly associated with a larger main lesion size [bcoefficient, 0.50; P = 0.015; 95% confidence interval (CI),
0.91 to 0.10]. Buruli ulcer time-to-healing was more than
double in patients with a CD4 cell count below 500 cell/mm3
(hazard ratio, 2.39; P = 0.001; 95% CI, 1.44–3.98).
Conclusions Patients who are HIV positive are at higher risk
for BU. Human immunodeficiency virus induced
immunosuppression seems to have an impact on BU clinical
presentation and disease evolution.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Prevalence and clinical implications of Tropheryma whipplei
in stools of HIV-positive and HIV-negative individuals in
Ghana

Lack of Plasmodium infection and antioxidant levels among
patients with pulmonary tuberculosis (TB) and HIV coinfection
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Introduction Recent studies have shown a high prevalence
of Tropheryma whipplei (TW) in sub-Saharan Africa, the region
most affected by HIV. TW is known to cause classic Whipple’s
disease, acute and chronic infections, or asymptomatic carriage.
The objective of this study was to investigate the prevalence of
TW in the stool of HIV positive patients and uninfected controls
in Ghana, and the association with clinical, immunological and
virologic parameters.
Methods and Materials Consecutive adult HIV patients
presenting to the HIV outpatient clinic, and blood donors of the
Komfo Anokye Teaching Hospital in Kumasi, Ghana, were
recruited between November 2011 and November 2012. Stool
samples for TW testing were available from 853 HIV-positive
and 103 HIV-negative individuals. Sociodemographic and
clinical parameters, CD4 T cell count, as well as HIV-1 viral
load were analysed. Markers for T-cell activation and regulation
were quantified by flow cytometry.
Stool DNA was isolated by using the automated VERSANT
kPCR Molecular System (Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics). The
presence of TW was tested by using specific quantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR), based on repetitive sequences, from
freshly frozen stool samples.
Results The prevalence of TW was higher in stool samples of
853 HIV-positive compared to 103 HIV-negative adults in
Ghana (5.8% vs. 1.9%, P = 0.09), and in HIV patients receiving
antiretroviral therapy (ART) compared to ART na€ıve patients
(10.2% vs. 1.9%, P < 0.001). The intake of co-trimoxazole
prophylaxis was associated to a lower TW prevalence (2.1% vs.
7.1%). In those HIV patients not taking co-trimoxazole, TW
positivity was associated with a longer time period since HIV
diagnosis (49.4 vs. 28.9 months, P < 0.001), ART-intake
(81.3% vs. 47.4%, P < 0.001), a higher body mass index (25.2
vs. 23.4, P = 0.001), higher CD4 T cell counts (507 vs. 403,
P = 0.044), and lower markers of immune activation (HLADR+/
CD38+) on CD4 (12.3% vs. 18.9%, P = 0.019) and CD8
(29.1% vs. 41.9%, P = 0.008). TW positivity was not associated
to abdominal pain, diarrhoea, fever, or cough.
Conclusions The overall prevalence of TW in our study
population in Ghana was lower compared to other recent
reports from sub-Saharan Africa. TW positivity was more
common in HIV-positive compared to HIV-negative individuals.
Among HIV-positive individuals, TW was not associated to low
CD4 T cell counts or to clinical complications.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Brief Introduction Pulmonary tuberculosis (TB), malaria
and HIV are infections of major public health concern in Africa.
This study therefore aimed to assess malaria parasitaemia, HIV
and oxidative stress among TB patients.
Methods and Materials A total of 83 patients attending
the chest clinic in Ibadan, Nigeria were recruited and classified
into acid-fast bacilli negative (AFBN), acid-fast bacilli positive
(AFBP) and multi-drug resistant TB (MDR-TB) groups using
sputum smear microscopy and GeneXpert/Rif test. Venous blood
was collected from each patient for HIV screening using
recombinant ELISA kit. G6PD activity, PCV, hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2), malondialdehyde, protein carbonyl (PC),
myeloperoxidase, xanthine oxidase (XO), catalase, superoxide
dismutase (SOD), reduced glutathione (GSH), glutathione Stransferase (GST), glutathione peroxidase (GPx), a-tocopherol
and ascorbic acid were estimated using standard methods.
Malaria parasite was screened microscopically.
Results Of the 83 patients screened, 29 (35%), 30 (36%) and
24 (29%) were AFBN, AFBP and MDR-TB infected respectively.
None of the AFBN group (0%), 1 (3.3%) of the AFBP and 4
(16.7%) MDR-TB patients were positive for HIV infection
(P > 0.05). All the patients in the three groups were negative for
Plasmodium infection. Significantly lower number of MDR-TB
[6 (25%)] were anaemic compared with AFBN [16 (55.2%)] and
AFBP [18 (60%)] patients (P > 0.05). G6PD deficiency was
significantly higher among AFBP [9 (30%)] relative to AFBN [4
(13.8%)] and MDR-TB [3 (12.5%)] patients (P > 0.05). Plasma
concentrations of H2O2, malondialdehyde and PC and also
myeloperoxidase and XO activities were significantly higher
among MDR-TB patients compared with AFB positive and AFB
negative groups (P < 0.05). Plasma concentration of GSH and
the activities of SOD, GST and GPX were significantly reduced
in MDR-TB patients compared with the 2 other groups
(P < 0.05). The plasma activity of catalase was similar between
MDR-TB patients and AFB positive subjects but significantly
lower when compared with AFB negative group. MDR-TB
patients had significantly lower concentrations of a-tocopherol
and ascorbic acid compared with 2 other groups (P < 0.05).
Conclusions HIV coinfection was associated with severity
and multi-drug resistant TB. Lack of Plasmodium infection
among TB patients may be due to the suspected antimalarial
activity of anti-TB drugs and resistance of TB patients to
rifampicin may be due to induction of oxidative stress.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Outdoor air pollution and emergency department visits for
respiratory illness in Greater Tunis district, between 2007
and 2014
H. Bellali1, A. Hechaichi1, C. Harizi1, R. Zaghouani1, N. Ben Alaya2 and
M. K. Chahed1
1
Epidemiology and Statistics Department, A Mami Hospital, Ariana,
Tunisia; 2National Observatory of New and Emerging Diseases, Tunis,
Tunisia

Background Ambient air pollution contributes to the
development and the exacerbation of respiratory illness. The aim
of this work was to study the impact of the outdoor air
pollution on the emergency department visits for asthma and
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbation.
Methods Morbidity data were collected from the emergency
department register of the A Mami hospital, from January, 1st
2007 to December, 31th 2014. Information about age, sex and
date of the emergency department visits were obtained for
patients with the diagnosis of asthma or COPD. Concentration
levels of NO2, SO2, O3, and particulate matter (PM10) were
collected from the National Observatory of the air quality in
Tunisia. The impact of outdoor air pollution on the daily
emergency department visits was studied by a simple Pearson
correlation and by a binomial negative regression using
generalized linear models.
Results We recorded 9814 visits to the emergency department
for asthma (6499, 65.5%) or COPD exacerbation (3315,
34.5%) between 2007 and 2014. Overall mean age was
52  21 years; it was respectively 47  21 and 60  18 years
for asthma and COPD. 63% were male. Positive correlation was
observed between number of visits for respiratory symptoms and
NO2 ambient air concentration (Spearman correlation
coefficient = 0.204, P < 103), and O3 level (Spearman
correlation coefficient = 0.109, P < 103). Multivariate analysis
showed significant positive association between the daily
numbers of emergency department visits for asthma and COPD
(Adjusted OR = 1.011, 95% CI: 1.006–1.015, P < 103).
Conclusions Exacerbation of respiratory illness in the
Greater Tunis was correlated to the NO2 outdoor air
concentration level which can be related to the traffic density in
the capital city of Tunisia and its provinces.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Background There is increasing evidence that environmental
conditions contribute to the development of allergic illness
including asthma, the relationship between home and school
environment and allergic respiratory illness was studied in
schoolchildren in Tunisia.
Methods A cross sectional study was carried out in an urban
primary school and a rural one, in Ariana region. One classroom
by level was randomly chosen in each school. Children aged
from 9 to 12 years old and their parents responded to a
standardized self-administered questionnaire. Information on
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residential history, household characteristics, school air quality
and medical history of children and parents was obtained.
Relationship between home and school environment was
checked out using a backward logistic regression approach.
Results Asthma prevalence was 6.8% and allergic respiratory
illness prevalence was 53.0%. Multivariate analysis showed that
the risk of allergic respiratory illness was negatively associated
with the school indoor air quality according to the score given
by children to appreciate the air quality inside their schools.
Household conditions were associated with a high risk of these
diseases such as air conditioning, living in proximity of an
agricultural area with a pesticide application, the presence of a
gas water heater in the bathroom whether it connected to the
outside or not and the leak or loss of water on the walls, the
floor and the ceiling.
Conclusions This epidemiologic study showed that indoor
conditions were harmful to the respiratory system. To confirm
relationship between allergic respiratory illness and indoor air
quality, concentration levels of NO2, CO2, O3, particulate
matter (PM10/2.5), formaldehyde, VOC and dust mites in the
classrooms and at home must be determined.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Non-carcinogenic risk from exposure to diethyl phthalate
through bottled water consumption in children
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Tehran, Iran; 4Center for Air Pollution Research (CAPR), Institute for
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The substances migrating from materials in contact with food
have been recognized as important issues in human health and
attracted increasing attention over the past decades. Throughout
the world, Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is the most popular
material for packaging, accounting for >99% of all beverage
bottles. Previous studies demonstrated that PET bottles can
release harmful chemicals such as the diethyl ester of phthalic
acid (DEP). This compound not used directly in the PET production, but as non-intentionally added substances during the manufacturing of PET, may come from a wide variety of sources.
Adverse effects of exposure to DEP on fertility parameters and
development are considered relevant to humans, especially
within a critical window of development. Data from animal
studies indicate that DEP is rapidly and almost completely
absorbed following oral or inhalation exposure, with 100%
bioavailability by these routes. This contaminated food event
caused shock and panic among the general public and bottled
water safety becomes a controversial issue. So, the purpose of
this study was:
1 to evaluate the intake of DEP from drinking bottled water
and health risk assessment; and
2 to assess the contribution of the bottled water to the DEP
intake against on tolerable daily intake values.
DEP migration was investigated in six brands of PET-bottled
water under different storage conditions at various time intervals
using gas chromatography-mass spectroscopy. Eventually, a
health risk assessment was conducted and the margin of exposure (MOE) was calculated. The results show that contact time
with packaging material and storage temperatures causes release
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of DEP into water from PET bottles. But, when comparing the
DEP concentration with the initial level, the results demonstrated
that the release of phthalates were not substantial in all storage
conditions especially at low temperatures (<25°C) and freezing
conditions. The daily intake of DEP from bottled water was
much lower than that reference value. However, the lowest
MOE was estimated for high water consumers (children) but,
the MOE was much higher than 1000, thus, low risk is implied.
Consequently, PET-bottled water is not a major source of human
exposure to DEP and from this perspective is safe for consumption.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Substances that may migrate and affect the safety of food obviously depend on the nature of the packaging material. Consumers are worried about the exposure to bis-(2-ethylhexyl)
phthalate (DEHP) as a carcinogen that can occur during consumer use of merchandises such as polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) bottled water. PET has become the plastic packaging of
choice for many food products, particularly beverages like bottled water and carbonated soft drinks. Moreover, many questions have been raised about possible migration of chemicals
from the bottles and exposure to contaminants through bottled
water consumption. Many studies reported the presence of hazardous substance such as DEHP in bottled water that may pose
health risk to consumers. The International Agency for Research
on Cancer (IARC) divides DEHP as a probable human carcinogen (Group 2B). The present study aims at assessing DEHP concentration in six brands of bottled water consumed in common
storage conditions [40°C, room temperature, refrigerator temperature, freezing conditions (0 and 18°C) and outdoor]. Eventually, we associated potential carcinogenic health risks from PETbottled water consumption in pregnant and lactating women.
The analytical procedure was based on gas chromatographymass spectrometry (GC-MS). The excess lifetime cancer risk
(ELCR) due to water consumption was calculated in all storage
conditions. We found that high temperatures are likely to
increase the release of DEHP from PET-bottles into the water
but the levels of these compounds in bottled water were found
to be very low. The estimated intake to DEHP in the worse condition was 0.05 and 0.08 lg/kg/day in pregnant and lactating
women, respectively. Finally, a negligible carcinogenic risk of
1 9 106 for DEHP was observed in lactating women due to
consumption bottled water stored in worst condition (40°C).
Our results prove that the estimated exposure to DEHP via consumption of PET-bottled water was very low. Finally, the levels
of phthalates in bottled water are not a cause for fear for the
pregnant and lactating women0 s health.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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In recent years concern has risen about the increasing prevalence
of Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD). Although the involvement
of genetic abnormalities in autism is well-accepted, recent studies
point to an equal contribution by environmental factors, particularly environmental neurotoxic compounds. However, the identity of specific environmental chemicals such as phthalate esters
that influence autism risk remains elusive. Phthalates are manmade chemicals used globally in production of commercial and
industrial goods. Due to their widespread use, phthalates are
ubiquitous in the environment. Exposure to phthalates can occur
through ingestion, inhalation, intravenous, or dermal exposure
over the life. This paper systematically reviews published evidence on associations between prenatal and/or childhood exposure to phthalate and autism. Studies were identified from a
systematic literature search of Scopus, PubMed, PsycInfo and
Web of Science prior to February 2015. This comprehensive bibliographic search among the total of 2342 articles identified four
independent studies which were deemed relevant for further
review. Among the four retrieved human studies, from different
countries, two were case-control in design, while the other two
studies were cohort studies, with using different valid measure of
autism diagnosis. In included studies, exposure was mainly measured by determining phthalate exposure biomarkers in urine
while the main instruments used to determination the urinary
concentration of phthalate metabolites were somewhat different.
Through the four studies investigated in this review, we deemed
that only one study illustrated high quality using the criteria outlined. The other studies were of medium methodological quality.
All of this research has a number of methodological limitations
regarding outcome-exposure assessment and confounding factors
analysis and control. The paucity of evidence different timing of
urine collection, measurement instruments and health endpoints
across studies may account for different results.This survey
demonstrates that there is insufficient research on the possible
association of prenatal and postnatal phthalates exposure and
autism. Therefore, there is a need to carry out large, well-designed prospective cohort studies which both taken into account
relevant pre-, peri- and neonatal confounders and characterization of exposure.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Background The air quality guideline values proposed by
WHO are based on the available research and set at levels to
protect public health. Governments are responsible for setting
national or local air quality standards. Although available
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associations between air pollution and health outcomes are
rather similar across all countries with no evidence for region
specific health effects, air quality standards differ largely across
the world. The objective of our investigation was to compile a
list of all long-term standards set for particulate matter (PM).
PM are an excellent marker of health relevant characteristics of
air quality and scientific evidence for adverse effects of PM is
very strong.
Methods We have searched the web for official documents,
asked WHO and international collaborators to contribute to the
list of air quality standards with the respective reference.
Results We have compiled air quality limit values from over
40 countries worldwide. 39 countries regulate particulate matter:
34 (87%) countries regulate PM10, 19 (49%) also or solely
regulate PM2.5.
WHO proposes an annual air quality guideline value of 10 lg
PM2.5/m3, which has been adopted by only three countries to
date: Australia with an even stricter value of 8 lg/m3, Canada
and Iran, plus Switzerland currently discussing its adoption. The
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has set the limit value at
12 lg PM2.5/m3. Other countries have set their limit value
between 15 and 40 lg/m3. PM10 limit values worldwide range
from 20 (Switzerland) to 60 lg/m3. Most countries have set the
limit value for PM10 at 50 lg/m3.
Conclusions This is a first overview on ambient air quality
standards worldwide for particulate matter. The broad spectrum
of values reflects the countries’ options to implement science
based environmental regulations to protect public health. Studies
have shown that the societal and health costs of air pollution are
much larger than the costs of clean air regulations. In light of
the globalized economy there is a clear need to also globalize air
quality standards to protect peoples’ health in all countries and
to hinder the export of heavily polluting industries or
technologies to countries with poor policies.
Disclosure The author is working for the literature database
LUDOK (Dokumentationsstelle Luft und Gesundheit) which
selects, categorizes and summarizes relevant international
research papers on the topic of air pollution and health
outcomes on behalf of the Swiss Federal Office of the
Environment (Bundesamt f€
ur Umwelt).

The concentrations of ambient air pollutants (particulate matter PM10, nitrogen dioxide NO2 and sulphur dioxide SO2) were
measured and provided as smoothed daily maps. GPS coordinates of two addresses of each respondent (the residence and the
school) and time spent daily on those addresses were linked with
the maps of concentrations of air pollutants. Thus the exposure
of the respondents to each pollutant could be determined precisely.
The relationships between the cumulative exposures and the
cumulative effects were established by locally estimated scatterplot smoothing (LOESS). After that, generalized additive models
(GAM) with spline components were used. The models of
increasing complexity permitted to take account of the pollutant
concentrations, the apparent temperature and other factors in a
single optimization process. The best fit was found using the
Akaike information criterion (AIC).
Results A substantial association between short-term air
pollution changes and the complaints reported by the
respondents was observed. It was significant for SO2, while non
significant for NO2 and PM10. In inverse question (incidence of
‘no asthma symptoms’) there was a significant association with
lower PM10 exposure and with lower SO2 exposure.
Conclusions The study has demonstrated effects of shortterm changes of the ambient air pollution on asthmatic children.
A crucial point was the transformation of the rough input data
into the set of individual exposures for each of the respondents.
Acknowledgement Financial Support of The Grant Agency
 c. NT
Ministry of Health of the Czech Republic (IGA MZ CR
14608-3/2013).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Asthma is the most frequent chronic disease

Introduction Land use regression (LUR) models based on

among children worldwide. Reducing the level of air pollution
is one prospective way of prevention of asthma. The aim of
our project was to collect data on short-term effects of air
pollution on asthmatic children in Ostrava, Czech Republic.
Ostrava region is one of the worst air-polluted areas in
Europe.
Methods The study concerned 244 asthma patients diagnosed
by doctors, severity of asthma classified as mild persistent or
moderate persistent, age range of 6–18 years, residents of
Ostrava city. The respondents (or their parents) filled an initial
questionnaire. Then 232 participants daily completed one diary
record, consisting of entries for the asthma symptoms and
changes of the state of health. The study covered 4 months of
the heating season November 2013–February 2014.

measurement campaigns are frequently used to assess long-term
exposure to ambient air pollution. Our aim was to develop LUR
models based on fixed-site monitoring station data for estimating
annual and seasonal spatial variation in nitrogen oxide (NO),
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOx)
concentrations in the heavily polluted city of Tehran, Iran.
Methods and Materials We used hourly 2010 data for
NO, NO2 and NOx from 23 fixed sites in the urban monitoring
network. A total of 210 geographic variables were generated to
potentially explain spatial patterns of air pollution
concentrations. A standard approach was developed for LUR
modeling given the specific situation of Tehran (Sci. Total Env.,
2014, 488: 343–353), and LUR models were developed for
annual, cool-season, and warm-season NO, NO2, and NOx.

PS1.244
Short-term effects of ambient air pollution on asthma
symptoms in children
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Results The annual NO, NO2, and NOx concentrations were
88.1, 53.1, and 141.8 ppb, respectively. The correlation for the
annual, cool-season, and warm-season averages, ranged from
0.96 to 0.99 for NO, 0.74 to 0.95 for NO2, and 0.94 to 0.99
for NOx. The correlation of NO and NO2 ranged from 0.24 to
0.44. However, the correlation of NO and NOx ranged from
0.93 to 0.98. The correlation of NO2 and NOx ranged from
0.35 to 0.58. The adjusted R2 values ranged from 0.60 to 0.71
for NO models, 0.58 to 0.68 for NO2 models, and 0.50 to 0.73
for NOx models. The most predictive variables were distance to
traffic sources and high traffic areas, distance to primary schools,
density of official areas, slope, and elevation.
Conclusions Our models indicate that spatial patterns did
not much vary across the seasons. However, different pollutants,
in particular NO and NO2, had independent spatial patterns.
Overall, our models performed moderately well. In a next step,
we will evaluate whether larger number of sites may lead to
better models.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Background One pathway through which noise contributes
to cardiovascular diseases could relate to noise annoyance,
impaired sleep, and reduced physical activity. We investigated
the association of long-term annoyance to residential
transportation noise and its changes with physical activity.
Methods We assessed 3842 participants (age 38–80) that
attended the three visits of the population-based Swiss
SAPALDIA cohort. The main outcome of physical activity was
defined as being at least sufficiently active in moderate activities
(i.e. >150 min/week, Yes/No). Participants reported general
noise annoyance to daily transportation noise (all visits) and to
specific sources at night (visit 3), i.e. road traffic, railway, and
aircraft on an ICBEN-type 11-point scale. Long-term
transportation noise annoyance was calculated as the average
across visits 1 and 2. The change was derived as the continuous
difference between transportation noise annoyance at visit 3 and
visit 2. We used multivariate logistic regression adjusting for age,
sex, socio-economic, lifestyles and environmental factors, and
study area. We built models for each single noise annoyance, as
well as a two-exposure model to study the independent
association of long-term noise annoyance and its change with
exercise. We evaluated effect modification by sex, sleep
deprivation, and noise sensitivity.
Results In total 16.4%, 7.4%, 3.1%, and 1.1% were
annoyed (score ≥ 5) by general transportation, road, aircraft,
and railway noise (visit 3), respectively. Models consistently
indicated that annoyance to transportation noise, mainly related
to road traffic and aircraft, was associated with reductions of 3–
5% in being physically active at visit 3. The studied association
was driven by long-term noise annoyance and not affected by
changes in noise annoyance. Effect estimates with night-time

road traffic noise annoyance were greater among individuals
reporting sleep deprivation.
Conclusions Longer-term transportation noise annoyance
could contribute to cardiometabolic diseases through physical
inactivity, particularly among individuals with impaired sleep.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Clean cooking technologies are promoted in
many low- and middle income settings to improve air quality
and prevent health related problems. However, assessment of the
effectiveness and sustainability of programmes promoting these
technologies is scarce. Adoption of clean cooking technologies is
a concept that is not well defined and currently there are
different and heterogeneous definitions for adoption in the
literature. The purpose of this study is to describe adoption of
improved cookstoves (ICS) after stove promotion programmes in
three geographically and culturally diverse rural Andean settings
and thereby reflect on their effectiveness and sustainability.
Methods and Materials An extensive socio-economic and
livelihood questionnaire was administered to 1200 rural
Peruvian families in Cajamarca, La Libertad and Cusco. A
binary adoption variable will be created using answers on main
and secondary cookstove in the home; amount of use of the
respective technology (open fire, ICS, gas stoves); willingness to
pay for a new ICS or replacement parts and fieldworker
observations of the respective ICS. Subgroups of stove adoption
will be defined according to different patterns of stove use. The
concept of adoption will be informed with contextual
information from focus group discussions that were conducted
with selected households in the three areas.
Results Results pending. Stove use and stove adoption will be
described for 1200 families having participated in an ICS
promotion programme. Results will be presented overall, by
region and by the respective stove programme.
Conclusions We will discuss different definitions and
categories of stove adoption and compare them to models
currently described in the literature. Potential differences in
adoption of clean cooking technologies between the three
regions and between different stove programmes will be
discussed and set into context with characteristics of these
programmes.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS1.248
Environmental assessment, a tool to measure
anthropogenic alteration in risk areas for Chagas disease
transmission in the Brazilian Amazon
S. O. dos Santos1, G. L. L. M. Coelho2, E. G. Costa3, L. C. Batista4, E. Tatto5,
M. Obara6, M. Sojo-Milano7 and J. Padilha8
1
Healh Ministry of Brazil, Brasilia, Brazil; 2Federal University of Ouro
Preto, Ouro Preto, Brazil; 3Federal University of S~ao Paulo, S~ao Paulo,
Brazil; 4Emılio Goeldi Museum, Belem, Brazil; 5Independent Research,
Porto Alegre, Brazil; 6Brasilia University, Brasilia, Brazil; 7Health
Ministry of Venezuela, Caracas, Venezuela; 8Brazilian Company of
Agricultural Research, Brasilia, Brazil

Introduction In assessing risk areas for Chagas Disease
transmission in Par
a state, in addition to entomological and
serological surveys, an environmental assessment estimated the
anthropization level and the spatial relationship between human
Chagas cases and wild ecotopes. Reference was the percentage of
existing acai fruit palm trees, the population of non-timber tree
species and the extraction of commercial species.
Methods and Materials On selected urban, rural and
island areas of Abaetetuba municipality, Para state, plant species
were surveyed by using the Rapid Ecological Assessment (REA),
a protocol developed by The Nature Conservancy for qualitative
floristic inventory based on Observation Points (OPs). These OPs
are selected areas with cross radius of 50 m where all plant
species are recorded. Each species is assigned an occurrence or
density and then can be categorized as Abundant, Common,
Occasional or Rare. Abundant, if population species are very
numerous and form spots or monospecific aggregates. Common,
also numerous species, but do not form aggregates; Occasional,
species whose occurrence pattern resembles that expected by
chance. Rare if species occurs in low densities, with one
individual by OP. Based on the exploration of non-timber
species, in the extraction of commercial species such as the
virola (Virola surinamensis (Rol.) Warb., pracuuba (Mora
paraensis Ducke), macacauba (Platymiscium duckei Huber) and
yellow sucupira (Diplotropis martiusii Benth.) and the
percentage of acßai planted area, it was assigned a score from 1
to 5, being 1 for the most anthopized area and 5 for the less
disturbed.
Results S~ao Sebasti~ao, an urban district, was the most
anthropized area, with less risk of transmission, while Ajuai
Island was less anthropized and with increased risk for Chagas
transmission.
Conclusions A correlation was observed between the least
disturbed areas, presence of triatomine-infested palm trees and
positive human cases.
Keywords Environmental assessment, Amazon,
Anthropization, Chagas Disease.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.249
Urbanization and vector borne diseases in India
R. S. Sharma1,2
Health, National Centre for Disease Control, Delhi, India; 2Medical
Entomolgy, Nationa Institute for Communicable Diseases, Delhi, India

1

Urban populations are increasing at an unprecedented pace and
unable to match the civic facilities leading to vector borne diseases. Other factors also contribute to the rise of Malaria, Dengue, Chikungunya, Japanese encephalitis and Filariasis.
Rural migration led to the establishment of ‘urban slums’ with
poor housing and sanitary conditions. These areas have heavy
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breeding potential of A. stephensi, A. culicifacies and Culex
quinquefasciatus and have earned the reputation of peri-urban
malaria paradigms. This is a difficult paradigm because of enormity of the diverse breeding sites. These slums are inhabited by
30–40% poor and marginalized people.
Urbanization is leading to the invasion by Aedes aegypti, the
vector of Dengue and Chikungunya. The country reported
28 292 cases and 110 deaths due to dengue in 2010. An outbreak of Dengue haemorrhagic fever swept National Capital
Territory, Delhi in 1996. More than 10 000 cases and 450
deaths due to DHF were recorded in various parts of Delhi.
Again Delhi reported 1130 cases and 7 deaths in 2011.
Filariasis is endemic in different states of the country. Earlier
this was a disease of urban areas but due to rapid environmental
degradation and water stagnation the disease is now common in
the rural areas. The vector Culex quinquefasciatus breeds in polluted water all over the country. In India 412 million people are
at risk acquiring filariasis, of which 109 million population lives
in urban areas.
Recently Japanese Encephalits was also introduced in NCTDelhi.
The different paradigms have variable receptivity and vulnerability and potential for VBD’s outbreaks in urban areas. Control
strategies therefore have to be paradigm specific and evidence
based in an Integrated Vector Management (Mode). A. stephensi
control will yield a collateral benefit of controlling Aedes
aegypti, the vector of DF/DHF, because of shared breeding habitats with A. stephensi. Similarly A. culicifacies control will also
yield control of Culex quinquefasciatus. Vector surveillance, vector control strategy, epidemiological trend and endemicity in different urban areas will be discussed in this paper.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.250
Safe reuse of wastewater and sewage sludge in soils and
crops
I. K. Kalavrouziotis1, P. Kokkinos1, M. Christofaki2 and P. Koukoulakis3
School of Science and Technology, Hellenic Open University, Patras,
Greece; 2Technological Educational Institute of Crete, Heraklion, Greece;
3
Hellenic Agricultural Organization ‘Demetra’ Soil Science Institute,
Thessaloniki, Greece

1

Intoduction The reuse of both municipal wastewater for
crop irrigation and sewage sludge for fertilization and
improvement of soil productivity constitutes a practical method
of disposal. In the immediate future, reuse is expected to
contribute significantly in the minimization of environmental
problems arising from the disposal of wastewater effluents on
land and in aquatic recipients. The monitoring of a series of
factors, related to the disposal of outflows on land, e.g. the
detailed determination of meteorological, geological, soil, and
microbiological parameters, will allow the safe reuse of
municipal wastewater in agriculture, in urban centers, and the
restoration of marginal areas. The data obtained so far, reveal
the necessity of treated municipal wastewater (TMWW) reuse in
the Mediterranean region, due to the dominant xerothermic
conditions. Nevertheless, the long-term application of TMWW
reuse enhances the possibility of the accumulation of heavy
metals, toxic compounds, pesticides, and other xenobiotics in
soil and plants, inducing adverse effects on human health and
the environment. Consequently, the reuse practice should be
applied in a controlled manner. In Greece, TMWW and sewage
sludge are reused in agriculture and in reforestation.
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Materials and Methods Although sewage sludge use
positively affects soil and plants, its long-term application may
result in toxic accumulation of heavy metals with unfavorable
effects on plant growth. In this respect, to ensure safe sludge
reuse and effective application, the monitoring of soil pollution
is required. In order to estimate the soil pollution, indices such
as Pollution Load Index (PLI), Elemental Pollution Index (EPI),
and Total Concentration Factor (TCF) were determined.
Results A considerable number of heavy metal interactions
are taking place in soil and plants, under the influence of both
TMWW and sewage sludge. The quantification of the
contribution of the above interactions, showed a significant
acceleration of nutrients and minerals levels in soil and plants.
Conclusion As TMWW are marginal waters, their utilization
in agriculture, necessitates the acceptance of farmers and
consumers. Additionally, the development of management plans,
transport and implementation systems, is necessary, with regard
to TMWW and sewage sludge reuse practices. Finally, further
research is required to secure the highest safety and effectiveness
of the reuse of TMWW and sewage sludge in agriculture and
other sectors.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
PS1.251
Climate change and health: does it matter in Switzerland?
€sli1,2
M. S. Ragettli1,2, D. Urbinello1,2, C. Schindler1,2 and M. R€
oo
1
Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University
of Basel, Basel, Switzerland

Amplified by global warming, there is a need to reduce the public health impacts of exposure to hot weather. The health risks
of heatwaves may vary across the globe depending on climatic,
demographic and socioeconomic profiles. In Switzerland, a heatwave occurring during summer 2003 caused an estimated 7%
increase in all-cause mortality. As a consequence, the Swiss Federal Office of Public Health provided recommendations on how
to behave during hot weather periods.
Our project aims to
1 evaluate implemented preventive measures to reduce heat-related mortality,
2 to assess the effect of heatwaves on mortality in Switzerland,
and
3 to identify meteorological parameters best describing the heat
effect on mortality.
First, adopted and recommended measures aiming to reduce
heat-related mortality in different counties in Switzerland will be
collected and evaluated. Second, Swiss mortality data (1990–
2012) and meteorological data from MeteoSwiss will be used to
investigate heat-related excess mortality. The hypothesis will be
tested whether the effect of heat episodes on mortality has been
reduced since 2003. Finally, both the results of our project and
of other identified relevant epidemiological studies on the topic
will be made available to agencies and stakeholders in Switzerland by means of workshops and newsletters.
The project will generate evidence on the meteorological parameters of heatwaves most strongly related to increased mortality. It
will indicate whether an increased sensitivity to health risks of
heatwaves and adopted policies have reduced the extent of heat-related mortality in Switzerland. This information may contribute to
limiting the public health impacts of heatwaves and climate change
worldwide, and will generate evidence for new potential adaptation measures within health policy programs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose
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Long/short-term effects of air pollution in Tehran, Iran
M. S. Hassanvand1,2, K. Naddafi1,2, F. Momeniha3, S. Faridi2, M. Yunesian1,2 and
R. Nabizadeh1,2
1
Center for Air Pollution Research (CAPR), Institute for Environmental
Research (IER), Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran;
2
Department of Environmental Health Engineering, School of Public
Health, Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran; 3Center for
Solid Waste Research (CSWR), Institute for Environmental Research
(IER), Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran

A broad range of adverse health outcomes due to short- and
long-term exposure to air pollutants, at levels usually experienced by urban populations throughout the world, are established. In the present work, we estimated the chronic and acute
effects of air pollution on the health of inhabitants in Tehran
city, the capital of Iran.
We applied the approach proposed by WHO using the AirQ
2.2.3 software. Concentrations of PM10, PM2.5, SO2, NO2 and
O3 in 2014 were used to assess exposure and long and shortterm effects. The annual average of PM10, PM2.5, SO2, NO2
and O3 were 78.8, 32.0, 49.9, 85.7 and 35.8 lg/m3, respectively.
Considering long and short-term effects, PM had the highest
health impact on the 9 000 000 inhabitants of Tehran city.
Our results showed that the magnitude of the health impact
estimated for the city of Tehran highlights the need for urgent
action to reduce the health burden of air pollution and the AirQ
software seems an effective and easy tool, helpful in decisionmaking.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.253
Facility-based control of healthcare-associated infection in
maternities of Kyrgyzstan
A. Sultangazieva1, N. Toktobaev1, G. Siupsinskas2 and A. Kravtsov3
Health Care Waste Management (HCWM) Project, Financed by the
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), implemented by
the Swiss Red Cross (SRC), Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan; 2International
Cooperation, Swiss Red Cross, Bern, Switzerland; 3Republican Centre for
Infection Control (RCIC) under the Ministry of Health of the Kyrgyz
Republic, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan
1

Introduction Monitoring systems of Health Care-Associated
Infections (HCAI), in most countries of the Commonwealth of
Independent States often fail to achieve their objectives due to
underreporting of HCAI. This is due to punitive actions from
sanitary-epidemiological stations (SES) and healthcare
authorities. In 2005, as part of the national strategy to update
and reinforce management of HCAI, infection control specialists
were introduced in all health facilities across the country. These
professionals faced significant challenges to fulfill their duties
due to insufficient technical knowledge and weak analytical
skills. Six training modules were offered to the infection control
specialists of referral-level facilities over a 1-year period. On-site
supportive supervision by national experts followed after each
training.
Methods Two independent cross-sectional studies were
conducted in 2013–2014 with a 1-year interval (study I – before,
study II – after training on HCAI) in the same settings of 13
maternity wards with annual facility birth numbers from 404 to
7003 and overall coverage of 46 994 births annually (31.7% of
all births in the country) to assess prevalence of HCAI in the
context of changing practices. Study I covered 316 women after
delivery, including 61 (19.3  4.4%) with caesarean section
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(CS) and 342 newborns, including 68 (19.9  4.2%) with low
birth weigh (LBW or <2500 g) and study II covered 302 women
after delivery, including 75 (24.8  4.9%) with CS, and 307
newborns, including 60 (19.5  4.4%) with LBW. HCAI
definitions were adapted from those of Centers of Disease
Control. No microbiology testing was used because of very
limited availability and reliability of microbial culturing.
Results HCAI prevalence among women was higher in CS
versus vaginal birth (VB) – 6.6  6.2% vs. 2.4  1.9% (OR
2.9, CI 0.8–10.7) in study I, and 8.0  6.1% vs. 2.6  2.1%
(OR 3.2, CI 1.0–10.3) in study II. Among newborns HCAI rate
was significantly higher in LBW versus normal birth weight
(NBW) – 16.2  8.7% vs. 4.0  2.7% (OR 4.8, CI 2.0–11.7) in
study I and 8.3  7.0% vs. 2.4  1.9% (OR 5.4, CI 1.6–10.2)
in study II.
Conclusions HCAI was numerically lower among newborns
in 2014 vs. 2013, particularly in LBW babies (16.2% vs. 8.3%,
P > 0.05) suggesting that changing practices may have had an
impact on reduction of HCAI. Currently an updated model of
facility-based infection control is being replicated in all hospitals
all over the country.
Disclosure Studies were conducted by RCIC and supported
by HCWM project, funded by SDC.
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Prevalence of constitutive and inducible resistance to
clindamycin in staphylococcal isolates in Rafasnjan,
southeast of Iran 2013
M. Tashakori1, F. Mohsenimoghadam1, H. Esmaeili2, M. Hadavi3, M. Behsoun2
and P. Aghamohammad Hassani4
1
Basic Science, Rafsanjan University of Medical Science, Rafsanjan, Iran;
2
Rafsanjan University of Medical Science, Rafsanjan, Iran;
3
Anesthesiology, Rafsanjan University of Medical Science, Rafsanjan, Iran;
4
Psychology, Rafsanjan University of Medical Science, Rafsanjan, Iran

Introduction Resistance to clindamycin (CL) in
staphylococci is both constitutive and inducible. In this study we
evaluated the prevalence of the constitutive and inducible
resistance to CL among isolated staphylococci in Ali-Ebne
Abitaleb hospital in Rafsanjan (southeast of Iran).
Material and Methods This descriptive analytical study
was conducted on 100 non-duplicated staphylococci isolates. All
collected isolates were identified based on conventional
laboratory methods. Susceptibility to oxacillin, cefoxcitin,
erythromycin and clindamycin (CL) was performed by agar disk
diffusion method according to the Clinical Laboratory Standards
institute (CLSI) guidelines. D-test was carried out for all the
isolates with resistance phenotype for erythromycin and
susceptible phenotype for CL.
Results Of the 100 staphylococci isolates, 66% were
susceptible to CL, 27% had constitutive and 7% had inducible
resistance to CL. The frequencies of constitutive and inducible
resistance for CL in methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus
(MRSA) were 51.2% and 12.82% respectively. Statistical
analysis revealed the inducible resistance in MRSA isolates to be
3.92 times more frequent than that in methicillin sensitive
Staphylococcus aureus (MSSA).
Conclusions The study results revealed that inducible
clindamycin resistance should be determined in all MRSA
isolates and also Staphylococcus strains resistant to erythromycin
and susceptible to clindamycin by using D-test.
Keywords Staphylococcus aureus, Clindamycin, Constitutive
Resistance, Inducible resistance, Iran.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose
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Epidemiology and clinical presentation of MERSCoV in
Saudi Arabia: a systematic review
S. H. Alqahtani and M. N. Aldawsari
College of Medicine, Prince Sattam Bin Abdulaziz University, Alkharj,
Saudi Arabia

Background Middle East Respiratory Syndrome is caused by
a novel betacoronavirus. It was first reported in Saudi Arabia in
September 2012. The disease resulted in severe respiratory illness
and mortality rates ranging between 40% and 60%.
Aim of the Work This systematic review analyses the
clinical presentations of Middle East Respiratory Syndrome
Coronavirus infection in Saudi Arabia.
Data Sources and Study Selection We searched for all
relevant English language publications with the terms Middle
East respiratory syndrome and Human Coronavirus Erasmus
Medical Center individually and in combination with the terms
epidemiology, transmission, clinical presentation, sequence. We
searched MEDLINE conference abstracts, Saudi Ministry of
Health data, World Health Organization data and Centers of
Disease Control data and statistics from 2012 references until
2015.
Data Extraction Two reviewers extracted information on
study design, population characteristics, clinical characteristics,
disease outcomes and assessed risk of bias.
Data Synthesis We included 139 studies published in
Medline, 218 Saudi Ministry of Health, World Health
Organizationand Centers for disease control and prevention
notifications. As of 20 April, 2015, 981 cases of Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (67% of men and 33%
women) were reported in Saudi Arabia.The mortality rate was
43.5% (428 patients). 548 patients was resolved. The majority
of cases (72%) are older than 40 years, 25% are 20–40 years
old, and 3% are <20 years. Early cases were clustered in the
Eastern region, however by mid-2013 cases emerged in central
and Western Saudi Arabia. Interfamilial spread, occupational
transmission for healthcare workers, exposure to camels were
the identified modes of transmission. In 82% of cases, flu like
symptoms and fever were initially observed. Positive cases
showed progressive rise in fever, cough, and shortness of breath.
Pneumonia, respiratory failure that requires mechanical
ventilation and support in an intensive-care unit occurred in
advanced cases. Gastrointestinal symptoms particularly
diarrhoea, has been reported. Some patients developed renal
failure and septic shock.
Conclusion More studies are required to elucidate the modes
of transmission of Middle East Respiratory Syndrome
Coronavirus. Interpersonnal transmission is an important risk
factor particularly in familial and hospital settings. Severe upper
respiratory infection is the prominent clinical presentation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Antibiotics usage in infants during the first 18 months of life
in a cohort study in Benin: the role of mothers and
children’s characteristics at birth and infants’ clinical
findings at consultations

Prevalence, aetiological agents and antimicrobial sensitivity
pattern of bacterial meningitis among children receiving
care at Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre, Moshi,
Tanzania

A. Brembilla1,2, F. Mauny1,2, A. Garcia3, G. K. Koura3, P. Deloron3 and
J.-F. Faucher3,4
1
UMR 6249 Chrono-Environnement, Besancßon, France; 2Centre de
Methodologie Clinique CHRU Besancßon, Besancßon, France; 3UMR 216
MERIT IRD, Paris, France; 4Service des Maladies Infectieuses et
Tropicales, CHRU Besancßon, Besancßon, France

M. S. Abdallah1,2,3, J. G. Gidabayda1,2, A. M. Saajan1,2, G. S. Kibiki1,3,
B. T. Mmbaga1,2 and R. N. Philemon1,2
1
Kilimanjaro Christian Medical University College (KCMUCo), Moshi,
Tanzania; 2Paediatrics and Child Health, Kilimanjaro Christian Medical
Centre (KCMC), Moshi, Tanzania; 3Kilimanjaro Clinical Research
Institute (KCRI), Moshi, Tanzania

From 2007 until 2009, a cohort study on infections in infants
followed from birth until 18 months of age took place in a rural
setting of Southern Benin. Since it appeared that the number of
both malarial and non malarial infections were positively associated with placental malaria, our hypothesis is that placental
malaria may also have an impact on antibiotic usage (AU) during follow-up. The aim of this study is to describe and analyse
AU in this cohort.
Data on the mothers and children’s characteristics at birth
were available for the analysis. At each consultation, data on
demographic characteristics, syndromic diagnostics and antibiotics (AB) prescriptions were recorded. When fever was stated or
declared (<24 h before consultation), a rapid diagnostic test
(RDT) was performed, and if positive, treated with the recommended antimalarials. A multilevel logistic regression was used.
A total of 538 children were followed, leading to 4451 consultations, 54.6% of which were related to fever. Malaria represented 37.3% of febrile episodes. AB were significantly less
prescribed during the first semester of life, compared with the
rest of follow-up. Overall, AB were prescribed in 44.4% of consultations, 41% of which were not related with fever. Among
consultations related to fever, AB were not more frequently prescribed when fever was stated than not stated. AB were prescribed in 40% and 51% of malarial and non malarial fevers
respectively. By increasing order, AU was positively associated
with non malarial fevers, digestive symptoms, respiratory symptoms. None of mothers and children’s characteristics at birth
had an impact on AU. Odds ratios (95% confidence interval)
were 1.00 (0.99–1.01), 1.08 (0.92–1.26), 1.03 (0.91–1.17), 1.09
(0.89–1.33) for mothers’ age, parity anemia and placental
malaria respectively. And odds ratio (95% confidence interval)
were 1.06 (0.86–1.30), 0.90 (0.74–1.11) for children’s birth
weight and prematurity respectively.
Although placental malaria is a risk factor for malarial and
non malarial infections in this cohort, it has no impact on AU in
infants during follow-up. AB were frequently prescribed, but
nearly half of these prescriptions occurred with consultations not
related to fever. Therefore, the rationale use of antibiotics in this
population should not focus strictly on the management of
fevers. Clinical profiles associated with AU were identified.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Background Bacterial meningitis is an inflammation of the
meninges that occurs in response to bacteria causing a significant
number of morbidity and mortality worldwide. Diagnosis of
bacterial meningitis combines a high index of clinical suspicion
and laboratory confirmation through cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
analysis. Despite antibiotic treatment, mortality remains high
and many children end with neurological sequel. The aim of this
study was to determine prevalence, etiological agents and
antimicrobial sensitivity pattern among children aged <13 years
with bacterial meningitis at Kilimanjaro Christian Medical
Centre (KCMC), Moshi, Tanzania.
Methodology This was a hospital based cross sectional
study carried out in KCMC Paediatric ward from December
2013 to May 2014. Eighty children <13 years of age were
consecutively recruited. Lumber puncture was done and CSF
collected for microscopy, culture, sensitivity, and polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) test. PCR was done in 48 randomly
selected CSF samples. Data was collected by structured
questionnaires and laboratory data sheet. Etiological agents were
identified and antibiotic sensitivity was tested. Analyses were
performed using SPSS version 20.0.
Results Overall 19 children had acute bacterial meningitis as
identified using both confirmation methods. Gram stain and
Culture identified 2/80 (2.5%); whereas PCR confirmed infection
in18/48(37.5%). Escherichia coli (n = 18) was the commonest
organism isolated followed by Streptococcal pneumonia (n = 1).
Both isolated organisms were sensitive to the common used
antibiotics; ampicillin, chloramphenicol, gentamycin and
cephalosporins.
Conclusion PCR yielded more organisms. Escherichia coli
were the commonest organism and were sensitive to empirical
used antibiotics for treatment of bacterial meningitis in our set
up.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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pattern of urinary tract infection among children admitted
at Kilimanajaro Christian Medical Centre, Moshi, Tanzania
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1
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College (KCMUCo), Moshi, Tanzania; 2Paediatric and Child Health,
Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre (KCMC), Moshi, Tanzania

Background Urinary tract infection (UTI) in children is
recognized as one of the major causes of acute morbidity in
outpatient and inpatient care. Although the drug treatment for
UTIs is simple, the disease is still largely misdiagnosed and
mismanaged. Worldwide, there is an increasing resistance to the
conventional antimicrobial drugs among the organisms causing
UTIs. There is a need to gain knowledge of pathogens causing
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UTIs and their effective antimicrobial sensitivity in our
population.The aim of this study was to determine Prevalance,
Aetilogical agents and Antimicrobial sensitivity pattern of UTI
among children admitted at Kilimanjaro Christian Medical
Centre (KCMC).
Methodology This was a cross-sectional hospital based
study conducted at KCMC Paediatrics and Child Health
Department, where all children aged 2 months–14 years
admitted between December 2013 and April 2014 were
recruited. A structured questionnaire and laboratory data sheet
was used for data collection. Urine samples were collected by
trans-urethral catheterization or clean-catch midstream method.
Dipstick was used to test for nitrate and leukocytes. Positive
samples were sent for culture and antimicrobial sensitivity
testing. Data analysis was carried out using SPSS version 20.0.
Result UTIs were detected in 11.4% (39/343) of children.
Common isolated bacteria were Escherichia coli 46.2% (18/39)
and Klebsiela pnemoniae 30.8% (12/39), both were highly
sensitive to Ciprofloxacin, Nalidixic acid and Ceftazidime and
less sensitive to Ampicilin, Co-trimoxazole and Clindamycin.
Conclusion Empirical used antibiotics in our set up;
Ampicilin and Cotrimoxazole has shown to have low sensitivity,
therefore there is a need to reconsider their use as a first-line
drug of choice.
Acknowledgements We would like to thank Medical
Education Parternership Initiative KCMC (MEPI-KCMC) for
funding this project; we also extend our thanks to parents and
guardians for allowing their children to participate in the study.
Disclosure The authors declare that there is no any conflict
of interest associated with this article.
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Ahvaz Jundishapur University of Medical Sciences, Ahvaz, Iran; 2Tehran
University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran
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Introduction Isolation of common pathogens involved in
ocular infection, and their in-vitro susceptibility to commonly
used ocular antibiotics, as well as the trends in antibiotic
resistance developed by these pathogens, were investigated.
Materials and Methods Corneal scrapings were obtained
from 318 hospitalized patients and inoculated directly onto
enriched and differential culture media. Subcultures were
performed on selective media. The necessary biochemical tests
were conducted and the organisms identified using standard
procedures. Susceptibility of isolated pathogens to commonlyused ocular antibiotics was examined using standard
susceptibility testing.
Results 70 organisms were isolated. Gram-positive cocci
accounted for 47 (67.2%) and gram-negative bacilli for 23
(32.8%) bacterial isolates. Coagulase negative Staphylococci
(33%) and Pseudomonas species (24%) were the most
commonly-isolated organisms. In susceptibility testing,
gentamicin had coverage against 35 (74.5%) of 47 gram-positive
cocci and 19 (82.6%) of 23 gram-negative bacilli tested. The
coverage of tetracycline, cephalotin and ceftriaxon against grampositive cocci were 61.7%, 55% and 53%, respectively. All the
tested gram-positive cocci showed resistance to cefotaxime and
penicillin. Ceftriaxon and tobramycin had coverage against 17
(73.9%) and 14 (60.8%) of 23 gram-negative bacilli isolates,
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respectively. The coverage of vancomycin against coagulasenegative Staphylococci was 100%.
Conclusions Susceptibility analysis revealed that antibiotic
with the greatest coverage was gentamycin (77.1% of 54
isolates). Gentamicin also had good coverage against grampositive cocci, which constituted the majority (67.1%) of ocular
isolates.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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A. Onken1, A. K. Said2, M. Jørstad3, P. A. Jenum4 and B. Blomberg3
1
Department of Medical Microbiology, Bærum Hospital, Vestre Viken
Health Trust, Drammen, Norway; 2Mnazi Mmoja Hospital, Stone Town,
Zanzibar, Tanzania; 3Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen, Norway;
4
Department of Medical Microbiology, Vestre Viken Health Trust,
Drammen, Norway

Introduction Bloodstream infections (BSI) are common
infections associated with high case-fatality rates. Urgent
antibiotic treatment can save patients’ lives, but antibiotic
resistance can make antibiotic therapy useless. This study is the
first to collect epidemiological data on BSI from Unguja,
Zanzibar, and can help optimize local guidelines for empiric
treatment.
Materials and Methods Clinical data and blood for
culturing and susceptibility testing were obtained from 469
consecutively enrolled neonates, children and adults presenting
with signs of systemic infections at Mnazi Mmoja Hospital,
Zanzibar.
Results Pathogenic bacteria were recovered from the blood of
14% of the patients (66/469). The most frequently isolated
microbes were Klebsiella pneumoniae, Escherichia coli,
Acinetobacter spp. and Staphylococcus aureus. The infection was
community-acquired in 56 patients (85%) and hospital-acquired
in 8 (12%) (missing data in 2 patients). BSI caused by extendedspectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL) producing Enterobacteriaceae
(E. coli, K. pneumoniae) was found in 5 cases, communityacquired in 3 and hospital-acquired in 2 infections. Three of
these patients died. Six of 7 Salmonella typhi isolates were
multidrug resistant. Streptococcus pneumoniae was found in one
patient only.
Conclusions This is the first report of ESBL-producing
bacteria causing BSI in Zanzibar. Our finding of communityacquired BSI caused by ESBL-producing bacteria is alarming, as
it implies that these difficult-to-treat bacteria have already spread
in the society. In the local setting these infections are virtually
impossible to cure. The findings call for increased awareness of
rational antibiotic use, infection control and surveillance to
counteract the problem of emerging antimicrobial resistance.
Disclosure The project has not been granted any commercial
support. It has been supported by the Centre for Tropical
Infectious Diseases (CTID), Haukeland University Hospital,
Bergen, Norway.
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PS1.261
Antibiotic resistance patterns among children at Kombewa
District Hospital in Kenya
J. Oyieko1, J. K. Owuoth1, B. Andagalu1, A. Otieno1, J. Cowden2, S. Ondolo1,
S. Gondi1, B. Ogutu1, L. Otieno1 and W. Otieno1
1
KEMRI-Walter Reed Project/USAMRU-K, Kisumu, Kenya; 2US Army
Medical Research Unit Kenya – Walter Reed Project, Kisumu, Kenya

Introduction Blood cultures are not frequently done in
public hospitals in Kenya and treatment of suspected invasive
bacterial infection is empirical. There is limited data on
antibiotic susceptibility patterns of common pathogens that
cause disease in our setting. We are reporting data obtained
from a pilot hospital-based study and the phase III RTS, S
malaria vaccine trial that followed.
Methods This observational study was conducted at
Kombewa District Hospital in the periods September 2008–
March 2009, when all admitted acutely ill children aged
2 months–4 years were eligible for inclusion, and January 2010–
October 2013 when all admitted children in the vaccine trial
were eligible. Using a protocol defined algorithm, patients were
clinically evaluated and routinely had blood cultures by the
BACTECâ system and antibiotic susceptibility assays done.
Results In 2008/2009, of the 75 positive blood cultures, 26
(34.67%) were positive for Salmonella paratyphi type B
(S. paratyphi B); >95% were resistant to amoxicillin/clavulanate
(amoxil/clav), chloramphenical and cotrimoxazole (CTX), while
all these isolates were susceptible to ceftriaxone. Of four (5.3%)
Streptococcus pneumoniae (S. pneumoniae) isolates, 75% and
100% were susceptible to penicillin and chloramphenical
respectively but all were resistant to CTX. The 16 (17%)
Staphylococcus aureus isolates were susceptible to Penicillin
while resistant to CTX. In the period 2010–2013, of the 56
positive blood cultures, there were 24 (42.9%) S. paratyphi B
isolates; 100% were resistant to amoxil/clav and CTX while
81.8% were resistant to chloramphenical. All S. paratyphi B
isolates were susceptible to ciprofloxacin while 70.8% were
susceptible to ceftriaxone. There were 4 (5.3%) S. pneumoniae
isolates; 100% were susceptible to penicillin, chloramphenicol
and ceftriaxone but all were resistant to amoxil/clav, and CTX.
Conclusions S. paratyphi B remained the most common
organism isolated in the two time periods. There was an increase
in the number of ceftriaxone-resistant S. paratyphi B isolates in
the second period. S. pneumoniae largely maintained
susceptibiley to commonly used antibiotics. Resistance to CTX
and amoxil/clav remained high. Ciprofloxacin may be a potential
alternative to ceftriaxone for the treatment of S. paratyphi B.
Disclosure The Pilot and RTS, S studies were Funded by
GlaxoSmithKline Biologicals and the PATH Malaria Vaccine
Initiative.

bility of Salmonella among diarrheic patients and patients with
gastrointestinal complaints. Stool samples were cultured for Salmonella. Salmonella serotyping was conducted using slide agglutination and microplate agglutination techniques. Antibiotic
susceptibility testing was performed using the disk diffusion technique.
A total of 59 stool samples out of 957 (6.2%) were Salmonella culture positive. Fifty-five (7.2%) of 765 diarrheic
patients from health centers and 4 (2.1%) of 192 patients from
Tikur Anbessa Specialized Hospital (TASH) were culture positive
for Salmonella. Having watery diarrhea was significantly associated with Salmonella culture positivity (v2 = 7.9; P = 0.02).
Consumption of raw vegetables was associated with Salmonella
culture positivity OR = 1.9 (95% CI 1.1–3.3) whereas age, sex,
consumption of raw meat and milk had no significant association with Salmonella positivity. Patients positive for Entamoeba
histolitica had higher probability of being also Salmonella culture positive with OR = 1.99 (95% CI 1.1–3.67). Eleven serotypes were detected, and the most prominent were
S. typhimurium (37.3%), S. virchow (34%), and S. kottbus
(10.2%). Other serotypes were S. miami, S. kentucky, S. newport, S. enteritidis, S. braenderup, S. saintpaul, S. concord and
V:ROUGH-O. Resistance to three or more antimicrobial agents
was detected in 27 (40.3%) of the total isolates. Resistance to
five or more antimicrobial agents was detected in 17 (25.4%) of
the isolates. Resistance against individual antimicrobials was
found at varying proportions: streptomycin (50; 74.6%), nitrofurantoin (27; 40.3%), sulfisoxazole (26; 38.8%), kanamycin (23;
34.3%), cephalothin (12; 17.9%), and ampicillin (11; 16.4%)
respectively. Two S. kentucky, one S. typhimurium and one
S. concord isolates were multi-drug resistant to more than 10
antimicrobial agents. The study demonstrated the dominance of
S. typhimurium, and S. virchow. Overall, prevalence of MDR
was low compared to previous studies. Continuous monitoring
of circulating serotypes and antimicrobial resistance profile is
essential for proper treatment of patients.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.264
High rates of colonisation with ESBL producing
Enterobacteriaceae among hospital patients and their
caretakers in Rwanda
M. Kurz1, C. Bayingana2, J. Ndoli2, A. Sendegeya2, J. B. Gahutu2 and F. P.
Mockenhaupt1
1
Institute of Tropical Medicine and International Health, Charite –
Universit€atsmedizin Berlin, Berlin, Germany; 2University Teaching
Hospital of Butare, University of Rwanda, Butare, Rwanda

Background Extended spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL)
PS1.263
Non-typhoidal salmonellosis, antimicrobial resistance and
co-infection with parasites among patients with diarrhea
and gastroenteritis in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
T. Eguale, W. Gebreyes, D. Asrat, J. S. Gunn and E. Engdawork
Aklilu Lemma Institute of Pathobiology, Addis Ababa University, Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia

Non-typhoidal Salmonella (NTS) is an important public health
problem worldwide. Published information on NTS among
human patients is very scarce in Ethiopia. This study investigated
the prevalence, serotype distribution and antimicrobial suscepti-

producing Enterobacteriaceae pose a serious threat to health and
appear to emerge rapidly in sub-Saharan Africa. We assessed the
rate of colonization with these bacteria among patients and
caretakers attending a tertiary hospital in Butare, Rwanda.
Methods In October and November 2014, rectal swabs were
collected from patients and their caretakers at hospital admission
and discharge. ESBL producing Enterobacteriaceae were screened
for using chromagar plates and confirmed through the Mast(R)
D68C test. Species were identified by the API system, and
susceptibility testing followed EUCAST guidelines. Medical
history, socio-economic and behavioral data were collected.
Results Colonisation with ESBL producing Enterobacteriaceae
was observed in 55% of 436 patients and 42% of 411
caretakers at hospital admission. These figures increased to 71%
(n = 298) and 52% (n = 268), respectively, after a median
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hospital stay of 6 days. Only half of the isolated bacteria were
Escherichia coli; resistance to commonly used antibiotics was
frequent. Factors associated with colonization included, among
others, referral from another health facility, previous medical
procedures and treatment as well as several socio-demographic
and behavioral factors. In a community-based control group of
1102 children, colonization with ESBL producing
Enterobacteriaceae was observed in 6%.
Discussion Colonization with ESBL producing
Enterobacteriaceae at admission as well as further acquisition
during hospital stay was substantial not only among patients but
also among their accompanying caretakers. Low community
prevalence suggests main acquisition of colonization at the levels
of primary and secondary health care. Enforcement of hygiene
procedures and antibiotic stewardship are urgently needed to
prevent a spill-over to the community.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.266
Overexpression of efflux pumps genes in azole resistant
Candida glabrata isolated from oropharynx of
immunocompromised patients
S. Farahyar1, F. Zaini2, P. Kordbacheh2, S. Rezaie2, M. Falahati1, M. Safara2,
R. Raoofian3,4, K. Hatami5 and M. Heidari6
1
Medical Parasitology and Mycology, School of Medicine, Iran University
of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran; 2Medical Mycology and Parasitology,
School of Public Health, Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Tehran,
Iran; 3Legal Medicine Organization Research Center, Tehran, Iran;
4
Genetic Laboratory, Legal Medicine Organization, Mashhad, Iran;
5
Language, School of Management and Information Sciences, Iran
University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran; 6Medical Genetics, School
of Medicine, Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran

Brief Introduction Azole resistance in opportunistic fungi
causes severe clinical problems in immunosuppressed individuals.
This study investigated the molecular mechanisms of azole
resistance in clinical isolates of Candida glabrata.
Materials and Methods Six unmatched strains were
obtained from an epidemiological survey of oropharyngeal
candidiasis in immunocompromised patients that included azole
and amphotericin B susceptible and azole resistant clinical
isolates. Candida glabrata CBS 138 was used as reference strain.
Antifungal susceptibility testing of clinical isolates was evaluated
using Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI)
methods. Complementary DNA-Amplified Fragment Length
Polymorphism (cDNA-AFLP) technology, semi-quantitative RTPCR and sequencing were employed for identification of
potential genes involved in azole resistance.
Results Candida glabrata Candida drug resistance 1
(CgCDR1) and Candida glabrata Candida drug resistance 2
(CgCDR2) genes, which encode for multidrug transporters, were
found to be upregulated in azole-resistant isolates (≥2-fold).
Conclusions This study revealed overexpression of the
CgCDR1 and CgCDR2, genes affecting biological pathways,
small hydrophobic compounds transport in the resistant clinical
C. glabrata isolates.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS1.267
Assessment of the frequency of Staphylococcus aureus
carriers and its antibiotic susceptibility in nursing, midwifery
and paramedical students
F. Mohseni Moghadam1, M. Tashakori2, P. Aghamohammad Hasani3 and
B. Shahidi Zandi4
1
Basic Science, Rafsanjan, Iran; 2Medical Biotechnology, Rafsanjan, Iran;
3
Department of Psychology, Rafsanjan, Iran; 4University of Medical
Sciences, Rafsanjan, Iran

Intoduction Nasal colonization with community-acquired
methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus (CA-MRSA) is being
increasingly reported, especially in places where people are in
close contact. In this study we investigated the frequency of
MRSA colonization and their antibiotic susceptibility in nursing,
midwifery and paramedical students at Rafsanjan University of
Medical Sciences, South-East of Iran.
Material and Method Two hundred nasal swabs were
collected from nursing, midwifery and paramedical students that
had no risk factors for colonization by S. aureus. The specimens
were cultured for isolation of S. aureus by standard methods.
Antimicrobial susceptibility testing was performed by disk
diffusion method according to the Clinical and Laboratory
Standards Institute (CLSI) Guidelines. For evaluation of the
frequency of erythromycin-induced clindamycin resistance, the
disk approximation test (D test) was applied.
Results Among the 200 cases studied, the frequency of 5%
nasal carriers for S. aureus was determined. Six (60%) of the 10
S. aureus isolates were MRSA strains. 50% of MRSA and 25%
of methicillin-susceptible S. aureus (MSSA) were resistant to
clindamycin. Four of the 6 strains of MRSA and 1 of the MSSA
strains were resistant to erythromycin and the D test was
positive in 50% of cases.
Conclusions Students that are nasal carriers of the resistant
variants of S. aureus are pose a serious risk to themselves and
others. We conclude that the rate of colonization by MRSA is
high in studied cases and regarding the frequency of induced
resistance to clindamycin in MRSA cases, screening S. aureus
isolates in this regard, seems to be essential.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.268
Malaria prophylaxis of travellers visiting sub-Saharan Africa
A. Pavli1, S. Hadzianastasiou1, P. Smeti1, A. Spilioti1, A. Gregoraki2,
P. Katerelos3 and H. C. Maltezou3
1
Travel Medicine Office, Hellenic Centre for Disease Control and
Prevention, Athens, Greece; 2Regional Department of Public Health and
Social Welfare of Attica, Athens, Greece; 3Department for Interventions
in Health Care Facilities, Hellenic Centre for Disease Control and
Prevention, Athens, Greece

Introduction An increasing number of travellers from
Greece visit malaria endemic areas. The aim of the study was to
identify patterns of malaria prophylaxis in travellers visiting subSaharan Africa.
Materials and Methods A prospective study was
conducted from 1 January 2011 to 31 December 2014 in all (57)
departments of public health (official travel health providers).
Data were collected through a standardized form per traveller
including travellers’ and travel characteristics and information
about pre-travel medical advice.
Results During the study period 1768 travellers visiting subSaharan Africa were identified; 69.2% were male with mean age
of 39.2 years; 58.5% travelled for work, 29% for vacation, and
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5.8% for visiting friends and relatives (VFRs). The commonest
destination was Nigeria (15.7%). Regarding duration of travel,
57.9% stayed for <1 month, and 35.5% ≥1 month. Malaria
prophylaxis was administered to 41.5% of all travellers; 26.8%,
14.1%, 0.4% and 0.1% received atovaquone/proguanil,
mefloquine, doxycycline and chloroquine, respectively. Only
52.6% of those who stayed at local residences, 50% of VFRs
and 36% of those travelling for work were offered
chemoprophylaxis. Chemoprophylaxis was administered to 49%
and 30.5% of short-term (<1 month) and long-term travellers
(≥1 month), respectively; short-term travellers were more likely
to receive chemoprophylaxis (P < 0.001). Atovaquone/proguanil
and mefloquine were more likely to be prescribed to short-term
and long-term travellers, respectively (P < 0.001).
Conclusions There is a need for improvement regarding
recommendation of malaria prophylaxis for travellers to subSaharan Africa. This indicates the necessity for individualized
and more selective approaches for travellers seeking pre-travel
advice.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.269
Evaluation of Hemoccult cards as a tool for for the
detection of travel-associated gastrointestinal pathogens by
multiplex PCR
M. Alberer, N. Schlenker, M. Bauer, K. Helfrich, C. Mengele, T. L€
oscher,
H. D. Nothdurft, G. Bretzel and M. Beissner
Department of Infectious Diseases and Tropical Medicine, LudwigMaximilians-University, Munich, Germany

Introduction Up to 60% of international travelers
experience traveler0 s diarrhea (TD). Reliable data on the etiology
of TD during travel is lacking, as means for laboratory testing
are often missing in the destination countries. Important
pathogens concerning the etiology of TD include Campylobacter
spp., norovirus and in countries with low hygienic standards
Entamoeba (E.) histolytica. Stool samples can be easily acquired
during travel by use of Hemoccult cards (Beckman Coulter) and
tested in the home country. Multiplex PCRs (e.g.
Gastrointestinal Pathogen Panel, GPP, Luminex), offer the
simultaneous detection of several causative viral, bacterial and
protozoal TD pathogens. This study evaluated stool sampling by
Hemoccult cards combined with the detection of model
gastrointestinal pathogens by GPP simulating a travel duration
of up to 6 weeks.
Materials and Methods Three negative stool samples
were spiked with gastrointestinal pathogens to achieve a defined
concentration of Campylobacter spp. and E. histolytica in the
samples. Three norovirus G I- and three G II-stool samples were
obtained from a reference laboratory (CT values: 11–23). Each
sample was spread out on both detection fields of a Hemoccult
card. From each sample seven cards were prepared to allow for
duplicate testing at baseline and weekly up to week 6. Cards
were stored at room temperature. Stepwise serial dilutions were
prepared and limits of detection were established comparing
card samples with conventional stool samples. DNA/RNA was
extracted by NucliSENS miniMag DNA/RNA extraction system.
Gastrointestinal pathogens were detected by GPP on a Luminex
MAGPIX system.
Results After extraction of the stool samples on Hemoccult
cards the detection rate for Campylobacter spp. was 97.6%, for
E. histolytica 100%, and for norovirus G I and G II 97.6% and
100%, respectively. Gastrointestinal pathogens could be reliably

detected at weekly intervals up to 6 weeks. The limits of
detection were similar between card and conventional stool
samples.
Conclusion Hemoccult cards are a reliable tool for stool
sampling and testing for gastrointestinal pathogens in
combination with a commercially available multiplex PCR.
DNA and RNA were stable on the test cards and pathogens
could be reliably detected for up to 42 days. Sampling on stool
cards is a powerful tool for studies on the etiology of TD or for
evaluating vaccines or antibiotic prophylaxis.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.270
Imported giardiasis in Czech travellers resistant to
treatment with metronidazole
F. Stejskal1,2,3, M. Trojanek2,4 and E. Nohynkova5
1
Department of Infectious Diseases, Regional Hospital Liberec, Liberec,
Czech Republic; 21st Department of Infectious Diseases, 2nd Faculty of
Medicine, Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic; 3Institute of
Immunology and Microbiology, 1st Faculty of Medicine, Charles
University, Prague, Czech Republic; 4Department of Infectious Diseases,
Hospital Na Bulovce, Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic;
5
Department of Tropical Medicine, 1st Faculty of Medicine, Charles
University, Prague, Czech Republic

Introduction Giardiasis represents one of the most common
enteric infections imported by travellers from tropical regions to
the developed countries. The vast majority of infections are mild
or asymptomatic. Resistance to metronidazole (MTZ) which is a
drug of choice for giardiasis is frequent in the tropics.
Methods Retrospective study evaluated epidemiological and
clinical characteristics of giardiasis in the patients investigated at
the Department of Infectious Diseases of Hospital Na Bulovce in
Prague during 1/2004 and 12/2014. All cases were diagnosed by
parasitological investigation of stool at the National Reference
Laboratory for Tropical Parasitic Infections in Prague. The
resistance to MTZ was evaluated. Refractory infections were
identified and treated with an alternative regimen.
Results Giardiasis was diagnosed in 213 persons (129 men,
average age 30.4 years, and 84 female, average age 30.0 years)
including 5 children (1–4 years) since January 2004–December
2014 at our Department. The majority of infections were
imported from the Indian Subcontinent (146; 68.5%), followed
by Sub-Saharan Africa (21), Latin America (15), Southeast Asia
(14), Middle East (7), North Africa (5) and Southern Europe (5).
Health problems referred about 66% of patients during the stay
in tropics (diarrhea) and about 90% after returning (diarrhea,
bloating). The response to treatment with MTZ was evaluated in
160 patients. Out of 127 patients treated with high dose of
MTZ (≥500 mg tid for ≥10 days) 45 (35%) were treated
successfully, 37 (29%) failed and 45 did not come for the follow
up stool investigation. Out of 33 patients treated with the lower
dose of MTZ 4 (12%) responded, 15 (45%) failed and 14 did
not come for the follow up. The vast majority of patient, in
whom MTZ monotherapy failed, were cured with combination
of tinidazole or ornidazole (500 mg bid) plus albendazole (200–
400 mg bid) for 14–16 days.
Conclusion Giardiasis is common infection in travellers and
immigrants in the Czech Republic (CZ). There were diagnosed
100–150 cases of this infection each year in the CZ during last
5 years. Out of all reported giardiasis cases in the CZ, there are
around 55% autochthonous, around 40% imported by Czech
travellers, and around 5% imported by immigrants. The
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resistance to MTZ is common and longer treatment with drug
combination is needed.
The study was partially supported by the Charles University in
Prague (PRVOUK No. P25/LF1/2).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.271
Activity in 2014 in a reference travelers advice outclinic in
Madrid, Spain
J. Coloma, M. Lago, C. Ladr
on de Guevara, M. Arsuaga, F. de la Calle,
M. Dıaz, E. Trigo and P. Barreiro
Tropical and Travel Medicine Unit, Section of Infectious Diseases,
Hospital Carlos III-La Paz, Madrid, Spain

Background The rising number of EU travelers to tropical
countries for personal or professional reasons requires expert
medical advice before departure to prevent posterior medical
complications.
Methods Medical records of all adults (≥18 years-old) visiting
the Travelers Advice Outclinic in 2014 prior to a trip were
reviewed. Main demographics, destinations, vaccines
administered and antimalarial recommendation are always
registered in a single electronic record.
Results A total of 8229 travelers (mean age 34  6 years-old,
57% women) were evaluated in 1 year, with peak activity in the
moths of July, September and June (1595, 954 and 952
travelers, respectively); duration of the trip was shorter than a
month in 76% of the instances, and tourism and business (55%
and 23%, respectively) were the main reasons to travel. Africa
(37%) was the preferred continent, followed by Asia (35%) and
Central and South America (22%); among countries, India
(20%), Kenia (14%) and Thailand (11%) were the most visited
among top ten choices.Overall 55% of patients were considered
for antimalaria intervention, 79% chemoprophylaxis
(atovaquone-proguanil 78%, mefloquine 11%, doxycycline 9%)
and 21% self-treatment with atovaquone-proguanil. Most
commonly administered vaccines were hepatitis A (57%),
typhoid (49%) and yellow (34%) fever, hepatitis B (24%),
tetanus-diphtheria (22%), meningitis-ACWY (20%),
poliomyelitis (14%) cholera (13%) and rabies (12%).
Conclusions Medical advice before traveling to tropical
countries is currently in high demand. Africa and Asia, prior to
America, are the preferred destinations in Spain. Most travelers
required vaccination and more than half antimalaria
intervention.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.272
Maternal carriage of group B streptococcus and Escherichia
coli in a rural Mozambican hospital
L. Madrid1,2, S. A. Maculuve1, A. Vilajeliu2,3, E. Saez2, S. Massora1, A. Cossa1,
S. Soto2, I. Mandomando1, B. Sigauque1,4, C. Menendez1,2,5 and Q. Bassat1,2
1
Centro de Investigacß~
ao em Sa
ude de Manhicßa (CISM), Maputo,
Mozambique; 2ISGlobal, Barcelona Ctr. Int. Health Res. (CRESIB),
Hospital Clınic, Universitat de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 3Department
of Preventive Medicine and Epidemiology, Hospital Clınic, Universitat de
ude, Ministry of
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 4Instituto Nacional de Sa
Health, Maputo, Mozambique; 5World Health Organization, Geneva,
Switzerland

Introduction Group B streptococcus (GBS) and Escherichia
coli (E. coli) are leading causes of neonatal sepsis in many
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industrialized countries, but reports from the developing world
infrequently identify those pathogens among newborns with
sepsis. We aimed to assess the GBS and E. coli prevalence
among near term pregnant mothers and the antimicrobial
susceptibility pattern of the isolates in a rural Mozambican
hospital.
Materials and Methods A cross sectional descriptive
study was conducted on pregnant mothers attending the
Manhicßa District Hospital at two time-points during their
pregnancy (Group 1: during routine antenatal clinics (AC) at
gestational age up to 35 weeks; Group 2: at delivery, regardless
of gestational age).
Samples from lower genital tract and rectum for GBS and a
vaginal sample and urine for E. coli determination were collected and cultured.
Results Thirty-six of the 200 pregnant mothers recruited at
the AC (18%) studied were GBS carriers. Twenty-five of them
(12.5%) had positive E. coli culture in their vaginal samples and
5/200 (2.5%) had positive urine cultures for E. coli. One
hundred and twenty mothers were recruited at delivery.
Prevalence of GBS colonization among this group was 26.7%
(32/120) and 20.8% (25/120) had positive E. coli culture in
vaginal samples and 5% (6/120) in urine. 9.6% of the GBS
isolates were resistant to penicillin (5.8% with intermediate
resistance and 3.8% fully resistant), the usual antibiotic utilized
in the developed world for GBS vertical transmission
prophylaxis, whereas the remaining 89.4% were fully sensitive.
All GBS isolates except three (2.9%) were sensitive to ampicillin,
two of which were highly resistant to both ampicillin and
penicillin.
Conclusion The study showed recto-vaginal GBS
colonization among near term pregnant mothers is reasonably
high in our community calling for the need to screen mothers
near term and provide appropriate antimicrobial prophylaxis to
prevent potential adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes.
Disclosure Quique Bassat has a fellowship from the program
Miguel Servet of the ISCIII (Plan Nacional de I + D + I 2008–
2011, grant number: CP11/00269) for the Project ‘Determining
the epidemiology and risk factors for Group B streptococcus
infections among pregnant women and newborns in
Mozambique and Morocco’. Lola Madrid has a fellowship from
the program Rıo Hortega of the ISCIII (CM13/00260).

PS1.273
Description of baseline characteristics and determinants for
maternal morbidity in pregnant women attending first
antenatal visit in Southern Mozambique
M. Rupérez1,2, R. Gonzalez1,2, E. Sevene2,3, A. Vala2, S. Maculuve2, H. Bulo2,
A. Nhacolo2, A. Mayor1,2, J. J. Aponte1,2, E. Macete2 and C. Menendez1,2
1
Barcelona Institute for Global Health (ISGlobal), Barcelona, Spain;
2
Manhicßa Health Research Centre (CISM), Manhicßa, Mozambique;
3
Eduardo Mondlane University, Maputo, Mozambique

Introduction In low-income countries a high proportion of
maternal deaths are due to preventable causes. For many of the
essential interventions in antenatal care (ANC) it is crucial to
have early identification of underlying conditions. Identification
of determinants for adverse health outcomes at first ANC visit
can guide preventive strategies needed to ensure safe
motherhood, particularly in HIV-infected pregnant women, who
represent an especially vulnerable population group.
Materials and Methods This is a descriptive study of
data obtained prospectively as part of a clinical trial performed
at the ANC clinic in Manhicßa District Hospital (MDH), in
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southern Mozambique. Clinical characteristics were collected
from all pregnant women attending the first ANC visit. For a
sub-sample of 561 HIV-infected women hospital admissions and
outpatient visits during pregnancy were also recorded. Baseline
factors associated with these morbidity outcomes were analyzed
using multivariate logistic regression models.
Results A total of 3586 pregnant women attended the first
ANC visit at MDH between March 2010 and January 2012.
Out of 2664, 622 (23%) were adolescents (≤19 years) and 62%
had anemia (Hb <11 g/dl). Prevalence of HIV was 28% and 37%
were in their third trimester of pregnancy. Among HIV- infected
women, 3% had malnutrition (middle upper arm circumference
<23 cm), 5% had severe anemia (Hb ≤7 g/dl), 36% had a CD4
count <350 cells/mm3, 56% had HIV-1 RNA >1000 copies/ml and
incidence of hospital admissions and outpatient visits during
pregnancy were 66/241.65 and 174/241.65 episodes/person year
respectively. Factors associated with hospital admissions in these
women were: adolescence [RR 3.23 (95%CI 1.48; 7.08) P = 0.03],
severe anemia [RR 4.14 (95%CI 2.05; 8.40) P < 0.001], CD4
count <350 cells/mm3 [RR 1.65 (95%CI 1.00; 2.71) P = 0.05] and
malnutrition [RR 4.19 (95% CI 1.64; 10.67) P = 0.03]. Being in
the third trimester [RR 0.60 (95%CI 0.39; 0.95) P = 0.028],
adolescence [RR 2.38 (95% CI 1.38; 4.11) P = 0.02] and severe
anemia [RR 2.62 (95%CI 1.57; 4.39) P < 0.001] were associated
with outpatient visits during pregnancy.
Conclusions A high proportion of pregnant women attend
late in pregnancy and present treatable underlying conditions at
first ANC visit in this area of southern Mozambique.
Adolescence, anemia, immune-suppression and malnutrition are
important drivers of maternal morbidity in HIV-infected
pregnant women and should be targeted by ANC preventive
strategies.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.274
Seroprevalence of TORCH infections and their perinatal
outcome in pregnant women receiving care at Kilimanjaro
Christian Medical Centre, Moshi, Tanzania
A. M. A. Saajan1,2, J. G. Gidabayda1,2, M. S. Abdallah1,2, S. H. Jaffer1,
A. G. Mukhtar1, T. M. Khatibu1, R. N. Philemon1,2, M. Nyindo3 and
B. T. Mmbaga1,2
1
Kilimanjaro Christian Medical University College (KCMUCo), Moshi,
Tanzania; 2Pediatric & Child Health, Kilimanjaro Christian Medical
Centre (KCMC), Moshi, Tanzania; 3Parasitology and Entomology,
Kilimanjaro Christian Medical University College (KCMUCo), Moshi,
Tanzania

Introduction Toxoplasmosis, Rubella, Cytomegalovirus and
Herpes Simplex Virus-2 (TORCH) are infections affecting both
mother and her fetus with adverse outcomes to the fetus. Majority
of infected mothers are asymptomatic and this leaves only
speculation as to the probable cause of many congenital anomalies,
still births, prematurity and death seen in neonates. The aim of this
study was to investigate the seroprevalence of TORCH infections
and their Perinatal Outcomes in pregnant women receiving care at
Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre (KCMC).
Methods This was a cross-sectional hospital based study
carried out at KCMC from December 2013 to April 2014. We
recruited and tested 347 pregnant women attending antenatal
clinic and who opted to deliver at KCMC. We tested 308
newborns born to these mothers. TORCH infections were
identified by ELISA testing for IgG and IgM for mothers and
IgM only for neonates. Newborns of mothers found to have any
of the TORCH infections were followed up for first 7 days of

life. A structured questionnaire was used to collect data of
mothers and their newborns.
Results The seroprevalence of TORCH IgG antibodies among
pregnant women were 44.4% for T. gondii, 89.6% for Rubella,
98.6% for Cytomegalovirus (CMV) and 99.7%% for Herpes
simplex virus (HSV) type 1 and 2. For the IgM antibodies, HSV
1 and 2 was the most prevalent infection found in 137 (39.5%)
of the 347 pregnant women included in this study. A total of 11
newborns (3.6%) were infected with HSV 1 and 2. Prevalence of
Rubella was 0.3%. None of the newborn had IgM antibodies to
Toxoplasmosis and CMV.
Conclusions Immunity to TORCH was high among
pregnant women in our population. Prevalence of HSV infection
was high in newborns. The higher IgM seropositivity for HSV1
and 2 amongst mothers may disturb maternal, fetal, and
neonatal health hence antenatal screening is reasonable.
Disclosure This project was supported by the Mentorship
Education Partnership Initiative (MEPI) from the Kilimanjaro
Christian Medical University College with HRSA award No.
T84HA21123.

PS1.275
Puerperal sepsis, the leading cause of maternal deaths at a
tertiary university teaching hospital in Uganda
J. Ngonzi1, Y. Fajardo1, J. Kabakyenga1, K. Wouters2, Y. Jacquemyn3 and
J.-P. Van Geertruyden3
1
Mbarara University of Science & Technology, Mbarara, Uganda;
2
University Hospital Antwerp, Belgium; 3University of Antwerp,
Antwerp, Belgium

Background Maternal mortality is highest in sub-Saharan
Africa. In Uganda, the WHO- MDG 5 (aimed at reducing
maternal mortality by 75% between 1990 and 205) has not
been attained. The current maternal mortality ratio (MMR) in
Uganda is 438 per 100 000 live births and there has been a slow
decline between 1990 and 2012 from 550 to 438. This study
sets out to find causes and predictors of maternal deaths in a
tertiary university teaching hospital in Uganda.
Methods The study was a retrospective unmatched case
control study which was carried out at the maternity unit of
Mbarara Regional Referral Hospital (MRRH). The sample
included pregnant women aged 15–49 years admitted to the
maternity unit between January 2011 and November 2014. Data
from patient charts of 139 maternal deaths (cases) and 417
controls were collected using a standard audit/data extraction
form. Multivariable logistic regression analysis was used to
assess for the factors associated with maternal mortality.
Results Direct causes of mortality accounted for 77.7% while
indirect causes contributed 22.3%. The most frequent cause of
maternal mortality was puerperal sepsis (30.9%), followed by
obstetrical hemorrhage (21.6%), hypertensive disorders in
pregnancy (14.4%), abortion complications (10.8%). Malaria
constituted the commonest indirect cause of mortality at 40[yj1]
%. On multivariable logistic regression analysis, the factors
associated with maternal mortality were: primary or no
education (OR 1.9; 95% CI, 1.0–3.3); HIV positive sero-status
(OR, 3.6; 95% CI, 1.9–7.0); no antenatal care attendance (OR
3.6; 95% CI, 1.8–7.0); rural dwellers (OR, 4.5; 95% CI, 2.5–
8.3); having been referred from another health facility (OR 5.0;
95% CI, 2.9–10.0); delay to seek health care (delay-1) (OR
36.9; 95% CI, 16.2–84.4).
Conclusions Most maternal deaths occur among mothers
from rural areas, uneducated, HIV positive, unbooked mothers
(lack of antenatal care), referred mothers in critical conditions
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and mothers delaying to seek health care. Sepsis, obstetrical
hemorrhage and severe pre-eclampsia/eclampsia are the leading
causes of maternal deaths. Therefore improvement in primary
health care in rural areas and strengthened implementation of
maternal health programs such as PMTC+ can contribute
towards eliminating of mother to child[yj2] transmission of HIV
and curtail the number of maternal deaths.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.276

Exposure to artemether-lumefantrine (Coartemâ) in first
trimester pregnancy: an observational study in Zambia
C. Manyando1,2, E. M. Njunju1,2, K. Hamed3, M. Gomes4 and
J.-P. V. Geertruyden2
1
Tropical Diseases Research Centre, Ndola, Zambia; 2International
Health Unit, University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium; 3Novartis
Pharmaceuticals Corporation, East Hanover, NJ, USA; 4World Health
Organization/TDR, Geneva, Switzerland

Introduction Safety data following exposure to drugs in the
first trimester of pregnancy are scarce. More specifically, data on
the safety of artemisinin-based combination therapy (ACT) in
pregnancy still remain limited. Therefore, pregnant women from
Choma, Zambia, who were exposed to artemether-lumefantrine
(AL) for the treatment of uncomplicated malaria were followed
up and evaluated in a prospective cohort study. This report
assessed the longitudinal safety outcomes of the pregnant women
inadvertently exposed during the first trimester.
Methods Participants were classified based on the drug used
to treat their most recent malaria episode: artemetherlumefantrine (AL) versus sulphadoxine-pyrimethamine (SP) and/
or quinine. All enrolled women were followed up until 6 weeks
post-delivery and the live births for 12 months.
Results There were 294 first trimester exposures in the
observational cohort (pregnant women: AL = 150, AL and
SP = 9 and SP and/or quinine = 135). Similar rates of perinatal
mortality (stillbirths and neonatal deaths) were observed for
each treatment arm (AL 4.4%, SP and/or quinine 3.9%). At
delivery (newborns: AL = 135, AL and SP = 7 and SP and/or
quinine = 129), the gestational age (measured using the
Dubowitz total scores), length and head circumference of the
newborns were similar between the two arms. Low birth weights
were reported in 10.2% (95% CI 6.0, 16.6) and 6.7% (95% CI
3.4, 12.6) of newborns in the AL and SP and/or quinine arms,
respectively. Overall development (including neurodevelopmental
parameters) was similar between the two arms, both at
14 weeks and 12 months of age.
Conclusion Exposure to AL and SP in the first trimester was
not associated with particular safety risks such as perinatal
mortality, preterm deliveries or low birth weights. These
outcomes as well as infant neurodevelopmental parameters up to
12 months were similar between the two arms. These findings
add to the body of data suggesting that randomized clinical
trials could now be the way forward to assess safety and efficacy
of ACT in the first trimester of pregnancy.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.277
Maternal nutrition and birth weight in Northern Ghana
A. Abubakari1,2 and A. Jahn2
1
Community Nutrition Department, University for Development Studies,
Tamale, Ghana; 2Institute of Public Heaalth, University of Heidelberg,
Heidelberg, Germany

Birth weight is a crucial determinant of the development potential of the newborn. Low birth weight is associated with negative
effects on the health and survival of the newly born baby. High
birth weight may lead to obstetric complications for both mother
and baby such as prolonged labor, increased need for surgical
delivery, postpartum hemorrhage and neonatal morbidity. This
study assesses determinants for abnormal birth weight in Northern Ghana with special emphasis on maternal nutrition.
The study was a facility-based cross-sectional survey conducted in two districts in the Northern region of Ghana. Tamale
Metropolis and Savelugu-Nanton District were purposely sampled to represent a mixed of urban, Peri-urban and rural populations. In all 578 mothers were interviewed. Mother’s height and
pre-pregnancy weight were generated from antenatal attendance
book. Multinomial logistic regression was used to determine the
association between dependent and independent variables. Birth
weight was classified in to three categories; that is normal (birth
weight ≥2.5 kg < 4.0 kg), too light (low birth weight (birth
weight <2.5 kg) or too heavy (macroosomia) (birth weight
≥4.0 kg). Dietary diversity scores and dietary patterns were also
determined. The association between low birth weight and dietary patterns was determined using logistic regression.
The results show that mothers were generally well nourished
before pregnancy as 57.79% had normal pre-pregnancy body
mass index (BMI), 25.43% overweight, 13.32% obese while
3.46% were underweight. The mean birth weight of the study
population was 2.9  0.68 kg and the prevalence of low birth
weight infants was 28.03% while macrosomic births was
10.38%. Underweight (P < 0.038) and location-rural
(P < 0.005) were associated with increased risk of low birth
weight while overweight (P < 0.001) and obesity (P < 0.001)
were associated with increased risk of macrosomia. Also dietary
diversity score (<0.001) and health conscious dietary pattern
(P < 0.001) were associated with decreased odds for low birth
weight.
The study shows that preconception nutrition and dietary
habits during pregnancy are important risk factors that could
modify birth weight. Therefore, it is important that prospective
and pregnant women should be counseled and assisted to practice optimal nutrition as this would ensure desirable birth out
comes.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.278
The definition and counting of maternal deaths: an
ethnographic review of a pregnancy-related death by suicide
in Ladakh, India
K. Gutschow1,2
1
Center for Modern Indian Studies, Goettingen University, Goettingen,
Germany; 2Department of Anthropology & Religion, Williams College,
Williamstown, MA, USA

This paper investigates how a review of a single maternal death
in the Ladakh region of India can illuminate the relationships
and discontinuities between local practices and global policies
that aim to reduce maternal mortality. It considers how global,
national, district-level policies and practices that promote mater-
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nal death reviews (MDR), as well as improved counting and definitions of maternal deaths, can still leave a maternal suicide
uncounted and unrecognized, thereby undermining the very
agenda they promote. In analyzes these policies in light of social
determinants that have shaped 30 years of maternal outcomes
including the prevalence of live births, maternal deaths, sterilizations, IUDs, and abortions at single district hospital in Ladakh.
It considers why this hospital has witnessed both a steady
increase in deliveries and abortions, as well as a more recent and
precipitous decline in abortions in response to a climate of pronatalism among Buddhist and Muslim communities that perpetuates fear and intimidation around abortion in particular. It concludes that a broader definition of pregnancy-related death that
includes maternal suicide and recognizes the role of access to
abortion and family planning is critical to the analysis of maternal mortality in India today.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.279
Maternal and perinatal post-cesarean morbidity and
mortality in Benin in 2013
V. Mongbo1, E.-M. Ouendo1, P. Buekens2 and W.-H. Zhang3
Department of Health Policies and Systems, Regional Institute for Public
Health of Ouidah, University of Abomey-Calavi, Ouidah, Benin;
2
Department of Epidemiology, Tulane University School of Public Health
and Tropical Medicine, New Orleans, LA, USA; 3Department of Health
Policies and Systems, School of Public Health, Free University of
Brussels, Brussels, Belgium

1

Introduction Caesarean delivery is an obstetric intervention
recognized as effective way to reduce maternal and perinatal
mortality. In Benin, the caesarean is free of charge since 2009 in
order to increase financial accessibility by the population. The
current study aims to access maternal and perinatal postcaesarean morbidity and mortality in Benin in 2013.
Materials and Methods Cross-sectional study, included
all women who delivered by caesarean section from 18th
December 2013 to 8th February 2014 in 12 Benin’s hospitals
selected by simple random selection (one in each of the 12
departments). The data were collected from existing obstetric
records, and analyzed using Epi Info version 3.5.1.
Results Among the 579 caesarized, 80.7% had an emergency
caesarean section and 48.0%, for an absolute maternal
indication with 124 (5; 918) minutes as median time of
intervention. Maternal morbidity was 15.4% (n = 89) with 17
cases of suppuration of the wound (19.1%), 21 cases (23.6%) of
hemorrhage, 7 cases (7.9%) of puerperal infection, 1 case
(1.1%) of anesthesic complication and 43 cases (48.3%) of other
complications. It was significantly higher among referred women
(P = 0.0337). Maternal mortality was 0.2% (1 death) and the
perinatal one, 7.4% (n = 43), with 38 (88.4%) stillbirths and 5
(11.6%) early neonatal deaths. Perinatal mortality did not differ
depending on the status of the hospital but was higher for
emergency caesarean sections (P = 0.019) for women referred
(P = 0.001) and transported by ambulance (P = 0.006) and for
premature infants (P = 0.003).
Conclusion Apart from the response time twice longer than
the national standard (1 h), maternal morbidity and perinatal
mortality are influenced by external factors to the hospitals that
cannot be eliminated by the sole free caesarean.
Keywords Cesarean section; maternal; perinatal; morbidity;
mortality.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Effect of malaria, HIV and helminth infections on cytokine
levels in pregnant women in Ibadan, southwestern Nigeria
G. O. Ademowo1, A. M. Kosoko2, O. R. Rabiu1, H. A. Dada-Adegbola3,
G. O. Arinola4 and C. O. Falade1
1
Institute for Advanced Medical Research and Training, College of
Medicine, University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria; 2Institute for Advanced
Medical Research and Training, University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria;
3
Department of Medical Microbiology and Parasitology, University of
Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria; 4Department of Chemical Pathology and
Immunology, College of Medicine, University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria

Background Malaria parasites, helminths and HIV are
common infections in the tropics. These infections are known to
modulate immune responses. Pregnant women are particularly
highly vulnerable to these pathogens. Little is however
understood about their interaction when they coexist. We
therefore investigated the effect of single and co-infections of the
infective agents on cytokine levels in pregnant women.
Method One hundred and fifteen pregnant women aged 18–
45 years were recruited from antenatal and PEPFAR HIV clinics
of a secondary health care facility in Ibadan, Nigeria. Personal
details of the patients were documented. 5 ml of blood and stool
samples were collected. They were screened microscopically for
malaria parasitaemia using Giemsa stained thick blood films.
Intestinal helminths were screened in stool using Kato-Katz
method. Serum was assayed for TNF-a, IFN-c, IL-10, IL-6 and
IL-1a using ELISA kits. Significant differences in median values
were set at P < 0.05.
Result Fifty-seven (49.6%) participants had single infections
comprising of Plasmodium (15.7%), helminth (14.8%) and HIV
(19.1%) while 31 (27%) were not infected. Twenty-seven had
co-infection of Plasmodium and helminth (2.6%), Plasmodium
and HIV (17.4%) and helminths and HIV (3.5%). Ascaris
lumbricoides (20.9%) and Trichuris trichiura (1.7%) were the
most prevalent helminths. Helminths caused significant reduction
in IFN-c levels when co-infected with Plasmodium (P = 0.002)
relative to Plasmodium infection only. However, the levels of
TNF-a, IL-10, IL-6 and IL-1a werenon-significantly elevated in
Plasmodium-helminth co-infection compared with Plasmodium
only. Co-infection of helminths with HIV caused significant
increase in the concentrations of IL-10 (P = 0.002) and IFN-c
(P = 0.026) relative to those infected with HIV only. TNF-a and
IL-6 were elevated among those infected with HIV only relative
to those co-infected with helminths.
Conclusion Helminth infection modulated cytokine profile in
malaria and HIV co-infections. Helminth infection induced
reduction of IFN-c when co-infected with malaria and so may
reduce the risk of negative pregnancy outcome. Helminth
infection was associated with increased IL10 and IFN-c in HIV
infected women.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Appraisal of dietary assortment and nutritional condition of
pregnant females in Tirana, Albania
S. Enkelejda1 and S. Diamant2
Department of Public Health, University of Medicine, Tirana, Albania;
2
University Hospital Centre Mother Theresa, Tirana, Albania
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Introduction One of the main significant sources of
maternal morbidity and mortality, mostly in the developing
nations is maternal under-nutrition, which is linked to fetal
under-nutrition. This survey intended to recognize nutritional
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variety and establish any affiliation of nutritional assortment
with dietary condition of pregnant females linked to diverse
socioeconomic situations in the Tirana area.
Methods It was a cross sectional study with 290 pregnant
women in their second and third trimesters, performed in the
Obstetrics and Gynecology Hospital in Tirana, Albania. A
qualitative questionnaire was applied that included prearranged
questions concerning socio-demographic aspects, socioeconomic
position, dietary type, and 4 day nutritional remind. A
succeeding sector involving of questions regarding nutritional
observations was also accomplished.
Results 44% of the pregnant women had a normal pregestational BMI; 28% were overweight, 21% obese, and only
7% of pregnant females were malnourished. Likewise 25% were
anemic. Average nutritional variety was examined in 82% of
pregnant females, whereas merely 8% demonstrated low, and
elevated nutritional variety. Nutritional variety was not
connected with socio-demographic, or socio-economic position
of pregnant females. Although weight achievement through
second (P = 0.1) and third trimesters (P = 0.023) was positively
associated with nutritional variety; over 68% of pregnant
women achieved under-suggested stage of weight increase. No
connection could be confirmed among hemoglobin and
nutritional variety (P = 0.34).
Conclusion Nutritional variety is a fine substitute sign for
micronutrient sufficiency in pregnant females, and if the amount
of provisions used is known it can provide enhanced suggestion
of indicators of dietary grade of pregnant females.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Polymerase chain reaction and histology in diagnosis of
placental malaria in an area of unstable malaria
transmission in Central Sudan
E. M. Elhassan1, H. Elbashir2, M. S. Salih3, A. Mohmmed4, M. Elbashir2 and
I. Adam2
1
Faculty of Medicine, University of Gezira, Wad Medani, Sudan; 2Faculty
of Medicine, University of Khartoum, Khartoum, Sudan; 3Faculty of
Medical Laboratory Sciences, University of Khartoum, Khartoum, Sudan;
4
Faculty of Medicine, The National Ribat University, Khartoum, Sudan

Introduction Prevalence of placental malaria has been
widely used as a standard indicator to characterize malaria
infection in epidemiologic surveys. Placental malaria poses a
greater diagnostic challenge, accurate and sensitive diagnostic
tool for malaria infections in pregnancy is needed.
Methods A cross sectional study was conducted at Medani
Hospital, which serves catchment area which is characterized by
unstable malaria transmission. One hundred and seven placentae
were investigated for malaria infection using polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) and histology.
Results Out of 107 investigated placentae, 33 (30.8%) and 34
(31.8%) were positive for malaria by histology [2 (2%) and 31
(29.0%) were acute and past infections, respectively] and PCR,
respectively. Of 33 positive by histology, 15 were positive by
PCR while 18 were negative. The sensitivity of PCR was 45.5%
(95% CI: 29.2–62.5%). Of 74 who were negative by histology,
19 were positive by PCR. This translates to a specificity of
74.3% (95% CI: 63.5–83.3%). Of those tested positive by PCR,
15 were positive by histology, while 19 were negative. This
translates to a positive predictive value of 44.1% (95% CI:
28.3–61.0%). Of those 73 tested negative by the PCR, 55 were
negative according to histology while 23 were positive. This
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translates to a negative predictive value of 75.3% (95% CI:
64.5–84.2%).
Conclusion PCR had low sensitivity and specificity in
comparison to placental histology, perhaps because the vast
majority of the placental infections were past infections. Further
research is needed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Vaccination in pregnancy: tetanus diphtheria and acellular
pertussis (Tdap) immunization strategy at Hospital General
de Ni~
nos Dr Pedro de Elizalde 2013
M. E. Sevilla
Promocion y Proteccion, Hospital Elizalde, Barracas, Argentina

The objective of this investigation is to describe the coverage
with acellular pertussis vaccine (Tdap) in mothers of children
born after June 1, 2012, assisted in the Hospital General de
Ni~
nos Dr. Pedro de Elizalde and the perception of these mothers
about whooping cough and this vaccine during pregnancy.
This research took place in the context of the recommendation
of the Ministry of Health in response to the outbreak of whooping cough that caused the death of 76 children under 12 months
of age in Argentina in 2011.
Method An exploratory, descriptive, non-experimental, crosssectional study was performed. Women who were 20 weeks
gestational age pregnant or more at the time of implementation
of the strategy were surveyed. Variables such as maternal age,
number of children and highest level of education achieved in
relation to timely immunization were analysed. Mothers were
also asked about the 2 other vaccines received during pregnancy.
Results 82% of the mothers had received this vaccine during
pregnancy. No significant statistical association was found
regarding to the variables education, maternal age and number
of children with timely vaccination.
Only 33.81% of the mothers showed knowledge about vaccines received during pregnancy but when asked about each vaccine, significant statistical differences existed between reported
vaccines and vaccines they actually had.
In the 27 mothers who did not have the vaccine in 77% this
was due to lack of medical prescription and in 22.22% due to
lack of vaccine availability. There were no reports of mothers
refusing a vaccine or of having limited access to the vaccination
centre.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Diarrhoea prevalence, care and risk factors among poor
children under five in Mesoamerica
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M. C. Gagnier1, A. Haakenstad1, C. Johanns1, E. B. Palmisano1, D. Rıos-Zertuche2,
A. Schaefer1, P. Zu~niga-Brenes2, N. Zyznieuski1, E. Iriarte2 and A. H. Mokdad1
1
Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation, University of Washington,
Seattle, WA, USA; 2Salud Mesoamerica 2015, Inter-American
Development Bank, Panama, Panama

Introduction The burden of diarrheal disease among
children under five in Mesoamerica decreased by more than
80% between 1990 and 2010. However, little information is
available regarding the burden, correlates, and treatment of
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diarrhoea among the poorest and most remote segments of this
population.
Methods We analysed baseline data collected between March
2011 and August 2013 for the Salud Mesoamerica 2015
(SM2015) initiative, a results based financing scheme that seeks
to improve maternal and child health among poor, indigenous,
and rural populations through implementation of evidence-based
interventions. To calculate the prevalence of diarrhoea, we
analysed survey data from 14 500 children under five in a
sample of poor areas in El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico
(Chiapas State), Nicaragua, and Panama. We used multivariable
Poisson regression models to calculate adjusted risk ratios (aRR)
and 95% confidence intervals (CI) for potential correlates of
diarrhoea, including sociodemographic and water and sanitation
variables.
Results Approximately 13% of children had diarrhoea within
the 2 weeks preceding the survey, with variation between
countries and sub-national areas of Guatemala and Panama
(P < 0.05). Among children with diarrhoea, nearly 56% were
given either less to drink than usual, much less to drink than
usual, or nothing to drink at all, again with significant variation
by country and sub-national areas in Guatemala and Panama
(P < 0.05). Approximately one third of children with diarrhoea
were given oral rehydration therapy (ORT), one third were given
antibiotics, and <3% were given zinc, for treatment. In a
multivariate regression model, compared to children 0–
5 months, those 6–23 months had a 49% increased risk for
diarrhoea [adjust risk ratio (aRR) = 1.49, 95% confidence
interval (CI): 1.15–1.95]. Treatment of water, by a method other
than boiling, filtration, and chlorination, was associated with a
38% increase in diarrhoea risk (aRR = 1.38, 95% CI: 1.07–
1.76). Male children also experienced increased risk for
diarrhoea (aRR = 1.15, 95% CI: 1.02–1.29).
Conclusions The prevalence of diarrhoea remains substantial
among poor children in each of the assessed countries, with
notable variation within poor areas of some countries. While
ORT use among children with diarrhoea was high, the
infrequency of zinc supplementation and the number of children
receiving less fluids than usual is disconcerting and should be
addressed through interventions.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Characteristics, etiology and nutritional consequences of
moderate-to-severe diarrhea associated with convulsion
among rural under-5 children
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D. Ahmed1, A. Hossain1, K. Muhsen2, D. Nasrin2, T. Farag2, Y. Wu2,
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M. M. Levine2
1
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Background Information on children presenting with
moderate-to-severe diarrheal disease (MSD) along with history
of recent convulsive disorders are grossly lacking.
Objective To assess the etiology of MSD with convulsion and
their characteristics and nutritional consequences among under
5 years old children in rural Bangladesh.
Methods A total of 65 MSD children presented with
convulsion from 2nd December 2007 to 1st December 2010, in
Kumudini Hospital, Mirzapur, and rural Bangladesh under

GEMS. Their concomitant age-sex-community matched healthy
controls (n = 114) were enrolled. Another comparison group
comprised of randomly selected children with MSD but without
convulsion in a ration of 1:2 (n = 130).
Results No significant differences regarding sociodemographic characteristics among three groups were noted.
Ninety eight percent of the MSD children with convulsion
presented with fever, 60% reported straining and 49% had
visible blood mixed with stool; moreover, 11% of the children
had history of unconsciousness. Shigella was the leading
pathogen accounting for 82% of the MSD children with
convulsion. The major sub-types were S. flexneri (51%), and
S. sonnei (27%). Most (52%) of the children with convulsion
were infected with multiple pathogens. Aeromonas spp. (23%),
norovirus (14%), Entamoeba histolytica (9%), rotavirus (8%),
and EPEC (6%) were other commonly associated pathogens.
Children with convulsion were more underweight (37% vs.
22%, P < 0.001), and wasted (39% vs. 12%, P < 0.001) than
their corresponding controls during enrollment. However, at the
time of household follow-up visits, higher proportion of children
with convulsion remained wasted (24% vs. 10%, P < 0.001).
These children were even more wasted than non-conclusive MSD
children (18%, P > 0.001; 12%, P > 0.001) during enrollment
as well as follow up respectively.
Conclusion MSD children infected with Shigella, norovirus,
Aeromonas spp., EPEC, Entamoeba histolytica and rotavirus are
more likely to develop convulsion.
Keywords Convulsion, diarrhea, etiology, nutrition, rural,
under-5 children.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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S. Lima5 and C. Mayer6
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Escola Superior de Tecnologia da Sa
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3
School of Population Health, The University of Queensland,
Queensland, ACT, Australia; 4HealthGest, Luanda, Angola; 5Instituto de
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Introduction Diarrhea is an important cause of
morbidity and mortality in children aged under five, especially
in low income countries. It is often associated to
gastrointestinal infections due to pathogenic agents as bacteria,
viruses and parasites. The aim of this study was to
investigate the most frequent etiological agents of diarrhea in
children aged under five attending Bengo General Hospital,
Angola.
Materials and Methods From September 2012 through
December 2013, 344 children with diarrhea attending the
hospital were included in the study. A questionnaire was filled in
and weight and length/height were measured. Stool samples were
collected in a sterilized container. Rotavirus and adenovirus were
detected using rapid qualitative immunochromatographic assay,
astrovirus was detected by a commercial ELISA assay.
Microscopic detection of intestinal parasites was performed
through direct examination with saline iodine and a
concentration method using the Kit Parasitrapâ-System.
Immunochromatographic rapid tests were used to detect
Entamoeba spp. Giardia lamblia and Cryptosporidium spp.
Bacterial agents were studied by applying a conventional solid
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selective culture for Salmonella spp. and Shigella spp.,
Campylobacter jejuni, and Escherichia coli.
Results 61% of the children were underweight, 54.6% were
stunted and 51.0% were wasted. There were more cases of
diarrhea in the wet than the dry season (54.7% vs. 45.3%). An
enteric pathogen was detected in 66.6% of stool samples. We
found Cryptosporidium spp. (30.0%), rotavirus (25.1%),
Giardia lamblia (21.6%), diarrhoeagenic Escherichia coli
(6.3%), Ascaris lumbricoides (4.1%), adenovırus (3.8%),
Strongyloides stercoralis (3.5%), astrovirus (2.6%), Hymenolepis
nana (1.7%), Entamoeba histolytica/dispar (0.9%), Taenia spp.
(0.6%), Trichuris trichiura (0.3%) and Entamoeba histolytica
(0.3%). Infection by rotavirus and by Cryptosporidium spp. was
more frequent in children aged under 12 months. No statistical
association was observed between infectious agents and water
sources, water treatment or latrine usage.
Conclusions This study demonstrates high rates of infection,
particularly in children aged under 12 months, enhancing the
importance of taking action targeting this age group. Since the
rotavirus vaccine was only recently introduced, further studies
are needed to evaluate its impact on diarrheal disease.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose

were age of the child (OR 1.7, 1.1–2.6 risk for 0–23 age class),
being breastfed (OR 1.7, 1.1–2.7) and diarrhea episodes (OR
1.9, 1.3–3.1).
Conclusions The study suggests the necessity of different
approaches in interventions depending on the age group.
Community-based education interventions are needed to reduce
preventable morbidity and mortality triggered by undernutrition.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose
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Dermatological problems in an under-five clinics at a
district hospital in a rural area in southern Ethiopia
P. Moles-Poveda1,2, D. Tessema1, M. Kedir1, G. Safayo1, A. Tesfasmariam1,
F. Reyes1 and J. M. Ramos1,3,4
1
Gambo Rural General Hospital, Kore, Ethiopia; 2Department of
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Alicante, Spain; 4Department of Medicine, Miguel Hernandez University
of Elche, Alicante, Spain

Introduction Under-five clinics (U5C) consist of a
PS1.287
Determinants of malnutrition among under-fives in Bengo
province, Angola
^ Soares1, C. Fancßony1 and A. Martins3
M. Brito1,2, A.
ude de Angola, Caxito, Angola;
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2
Escola Superior de Tecnologia da Sa
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3
ao Provincial de Saude, Caxito, Angola
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Introduction Nutrition is capable of maximize health and
minimize morbidity and mortality in early childhood. In fact,
some nutritional disturbances, if not detected nor treated in the
first 1000 days of a child0 s life, can have irreversible
consequences impairing an individual for his entire life. New
interventions to reduce undernutrition should be designed taking
into account their determinants. This study aims to identify
factors associated with undernutrition (wasting, stunting and
underweight) among children under 5 years in Bengo province,
Angola.
Materials and Methods Logistic regression analysis was
used to examine undernutrition against a set of variables
associated with health, water and parental caregiver factors.
Children nutritional status was classified as underweight, stunted
and wasted if their Z-scores for weight-for-age (WAZ), heightfor-age (HAZ) and weight-for-height (WHZ) were less than
2.0 SD of the WHO (2006) standards.
Results The present study comprised 803 children, of whom
50.8% were males and 43% aged 0–23 months. Concerning to
parental practices, 36% of the under-twos were currently
breastfeeding, and 89% were breastfeed for more than
12 months. 84% started complementary feedin within
<6 months of birth. The caregivers reported that 34% of the
children had diarrhea in the last 2 weeks and 53.4% of the
mothers did not treat drinking water. The prevalence of wasting
was 5.6%, of stunting 30.7% and of underweight 29.0%. The
most significant factors for wasting were age of the child (OR
4.5, 2.1–9.3 risk for 0–23 age), being breastfed (OR 4.0, 2.0–
7.7) and diarrhea episodes (OR 2.0, 1.0–3.7). The most
significant factors for stunting were mother0 s education (OR 0.5,
0.2–0.9 for mother with secondary or higher education), age of
the child (OR 0.5, 0.4–0.8 risk for 0–23 age), being breastfed
(OR 0.4, 0.3–0.6). The most significant factors for underweight
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specialized facility which overall goal is to provide
comprehensive health care to children below the age of five.
Their activity includes the assessment of growth; monitoring,
preventive care health, education and family planning as well as
the integrated management of childhood illness. This approach
to children health focuses on the well being of the child as a
whole. Dermatological diseases account for a high percentage of
the consults at an U5C. The aim of this study to analyse
dermatological diseases attended in an U5C in Gambo General
Rural Hospital (GRH) in south-eastern Ethiopia.
Material and Methods The study population were the
children that attended one of the three under five consults at
GRH. This is a 135-bed rural general hospital located 250 km
south of Addis Ababa. A cross-sectional study was performed.
Consecutive children under 5 years attending a U5C in GRH
from January 26 to February 20 of 2015 were included.
Results A total of 324 children under 5 year were included
(59.6% male and 40.4% female) and the mean age was
16.4 months. The main complaint was a cutaneous problem in
33%, the rest of the children consulted for general medical
conditions. A dermatologic disease was diagnosed as an
associated condition in 21%. Overall, 46.3% had a
dermatologic condition, however, only 32% of those came for
that reason, the other 14% consulted for a general health
problem and the dermatologic condition was a finding during
the physical exploration. The most common dermatologic
disease was scabies (16.7%), either as a primary consult or as an
associated diagnosis. Followed by impetiginized scabies (10.1%),
eczema (4.7%), impetiginized eczema (3.3%), oral thrush
(3.3%), burns (3.3%), tinea capitis (3.3%), cradle cap (2%)
oedemas (2%) and scars (2%).
Conclusions Dermatologic diseases are very frequent in
young children in rural southern Ethiopia, and therefore,
account for a significant number of consults to the UFC.
Furthermore, up to 21% of the children that present with other
diseases have an associated skin condition. We recommend that
all children that attend an UFC should be examined to rule out
skin diseases, mainly scabies. Paediatricians, nurses and
assistants of a children’s clinic should be trained in diagnosis
and treatment of the main dermatological problems.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Antenatal care program including screening of syphilis,
hepatitis B virus infection and HIV in pregnant women
attending in a rural hospital southern Ethiopia

Screening of pathogens in vaginal samples of women in
Posadas, Argentina

C. Deme1, B. Edao1, G. Jaya1, F. Reyes1, I. Alegria1, P. Barreiro2,
M. Gorgolas1,3 and J. M. Ramos1,4,5
1
Gambo Rural General Hospital, Kore, Ethiopia; 2Unit of Infectious
Diseases, Hospital Carlos III, Madrid, Spain; 3Division of Infectious
Diseases, Fundaci
on Jimenez Dıaz and Universidad Aut
onoma de
Madrid, Madrid, Spain; 4Department of Internal Medicine, Hospital
General Universitario de Alicante, Alicante, Spain; 5Department of
Medicine, Miguel Hernandez University of Elche, Alicante, Spain

Background The government of Ethiopia is committed to
achieving millennium development goals 5, to improve maternal
health, with a target of reducing the maternal mortality rate by
three-quarters over the period 1990–2015. Ethiopia has fully
embraced and implemented the focused antenatal care (ANC)
model.
Objetive The aims of the study were to analyze the prevalence
of hypertension, protein and nitrites in urine, leukocyturia, and
anemia, as well as determine the seroprevalence of syphilis,
HVB, and HIV into the ANC program.
Material and Methods The study population was
pregnant mothers attending ANC at Gambo Rural Hospital
(GRH). The GRH is a 135-bed rural general hospital located in
West-Arsi Zone, 250 km south of Addis Ababa. A crosssectional study was performed. Consecutive pregnant women
attending a ANC in GRH from July 1 to February 28 of 2012
were included.
Results A total of 574 pregnant women were included. The
mean age of study population was 25.7 (SD: 4.8); 88.2% were
living in urban area; and 11.8% in rural area. Most patients
attended in the second trimester of pregnancy (67.2%).
Prevalence of hypertension was 1.2% [95% confidence interval
(CI): (0.06–2.6%)]; it was higher in the third trimester (3.2%)
than in the second (0.5%) and first (0%) (P = 0.01). The
prevalence of >2+ of protein in urine was 2.9% (95 CI: 1.8–
4.7%), 12.7% of pregnant women had ≥10 WBC/HPC in urine
[95% CI: (10.0–15.5%)], but only 1.2% [95% CI: (0.05–2.5%)]
had nitrites positive in urine. Severe anaemia (haemoglobin
<10 g/dl) was in 1.9% (CI 95%: 1.1–3.4%) and mild anaemia
(10–10.9 g/dl) in 40 patients (prevalence: 7.0%; CI 95%: 5.2–
9.4). Rapid plasma reagin was positive in two patients
(prevalence: 0.3%; 95%: 0.1–1.3%). 13 were positive for
HBsAg (prevalence: 2.3%: 95 CI: 1.3–3.8%). One patient was
positive for HIV-1 [prevalence: 0.2%: 95% (CI: 0.03–0.9%].
Conclusion The ANC program is useful in the care of
pregnant women in rural areas in Ethiopia, because it detects
cases of hypertension in the third trimester, anaemia and urine
tract infection by urine test strip. Moreover the prevalence of
syphilis and HIV-1 was very low, but the prevalence of HBsAg
was relevant.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

opez2, N. Quintana3 and J. M. Ramos4
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Vaginal infection may due to different microorganisms as Candida sp., Trichomonas vaginalis, Chamydia sp, Neisseria gonorrhoea, etc. Some of these microorganisms can colonise of
mucosa vaginal with produce infection.
The aim of this study was to analyse the prevalence of candidiasis, trichomoniasis, Chlamydia infection, Herpes simplex
infection and human papilloma virus infection in vaginal samples
of symptomatic and asymptomatic women
Material and Methods This is a cross-sectional study of
presence of vaginal pathogen responsible of vaginal infection in
women how when to Laboratorio del Instituto de Previsi
on
Social Misiones (IPSM), Posadas, Argentina from October 2011
to April 2013. Candidiasis, trichomoniasis was perfomed by
microscopy (4009). Gonococcal infection was diagnosis by
culture, seeing the presence of protozoa and culture in Thayer
Martin medium. And Chlamydia infection, Herpes simplex
infection and HPV infection by the presence of DNA by
polymerase chain reaction.
Results 505 women were included in the study, with a
median age of 28.3 (range 15–49). 265 women were
symptomatic and 240 asymptomatic. Trichomoniasis was
present in 14 women: 12 (2.4%) of women with symptoms and
2 (0.4%) asymptomatic ones (P = 0.012). Candidiasis was found
in 44 (8.7%) women, 33 (12.5%) were symptomatic and 11
(4.6%) asymptomatic (P = 0.002). Chlamydia infection was
diagnosed in 43 (8.5%), 30 (11.3%) in symptomatic and 13
(5.45) in asymptomatic (P = 0.018) women. HPV infection was
detected in 115 vaginal samples (30.7%), especially serotype 16
(n = 26; 35.6%). The prevalence of HPV infection was similar
in symptomatic and asymptomatic women [n = 78; 29.4% vs.
n = 77 (32.1%) (P = 0.05)]. The presence of herpes infection
was shown in 32 (6.3%) women, similar in symptomatic
(n = 17; 6.4%) and asymptomatic women (n = 15, 6.2%)
(P = 0.92).
Conclusion The presence of vaginal symptoms was
associated with the presence of vaginal candidiasis,
trichomoniasis and Chlamydia infection, but not with HPV and
Herpes infection.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.291
Plasmodiasis and anemia among children between 0 and
6 months in health center in Igbesa in Ado Odo Local
Government Ogun State, South West Nigeria
A. J. Babasola
Science Laboratory Technology, OgunState Institute of Techology,
Igbesa, Nigeria

Anemia during childhood remains a major public health challenge especially in Africa with malaria being a major risk factor.
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Malaria also accounts for most hospital visits especially in children. This study aimed to determine malaria as a major cause of
anemia among 0–6 months-old children in a state health center
in Igbesa, Ogun State, Lagos State. Nigeria. 284 children
between the ages of zero to 6 months, 144 males and 140
females, were admitted with packed cell volume (PCV) of <30%
over a 6-month period from July to December, 2014. Malaria
parasite was detected through simple chromatographic test
(rapid diagnostic test). Anemia was defined as Packed Cell Volume <45%. At presentation, anemia occurred in 284 [100%] of
the patients admitted, 144 [51%] were males and 140 [49%]
females, all tested positive for malaria parasite. Children aged
6 months had the highest prevalence of anemia at 70 [25%]; the
lowest prevalence of 32 [0.1%] was in the 1–2 months age
group. Males have significant higher risk for both malaria and
anemia. Several factors contribute to anemia in children in
Africa, but malaria remains the number one risk factor. Effective
control measures against malaria are needed. Prompt treatment
of malaria can reduce the malaria burden.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Objective HIV/AIDS among migrants from resource-limited
countries remains a public health challenge in the European
Union. In Belgium there are about 13 941 people with HIV/
AIDS receiving treatment, of whom about 4550 are sub-Saharan
African (SSA) migrant women. Yet research on the sexual
behaviour of these women remains patchy. We examined the
sexual behaviour of SSA migrant women infected with HIV in
Belgium and reasons for (not) changing sexual behaviour after a
positive HIV diagnosis.
Methods We conducted a qualitative study consisting of
semi-structured face-to-face interviews and observations with
SSA migrant women with HIV/AIDS in Belgium between April
2013 and December 2014. Participants were recruited through
purposive and snowball sampling if they were 18 years and
older, speaking French or English and receiving healthcare in
Belgium. Thematic analysis was conducted to identify emerging
themes and NVivo 8 was used to support data analysis.
Results 41 participants aged 20–67 years were interviewed. 8
participant observations were also conducted. A majority of the
interviewees remain sexually active and reported inconsistent
condom use with intimate partners. Strong childbearing and
fertility desires embedded in the African culture were reported as
a barrier to safe-sex and main reason for not changing sexual
behaviour. A few cases of temporal or complete abstinence were
also reported.
Conclusions SSA migrant women remain at high risk of
HIV. Considering the diverse socio-demographic characteristics
and risky sexual behaviour of most HIV-infected SSA women,
tailored interventions are needed to control the spread of HIV/
AIDS within the migrant as well as the general population.
Continuous awareness campaigns about safe sex are needed to
educate the general public. Policy makers should revamp existing
HIV prevention interventions that will enable HIV caregivers
and others involved in HIV prevention to help women
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reformulate their life goals as the challenge to HIV prevention is
more social and behavioural than medical.
Keywords HIV/AIDS, sexual behaviour, sub-Saharan African
migrant women, Belgium.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Small investment – large impact: improving the quality of
reproductive, maternal and child health services in a rural
district (Dadu) of Pakistan
M. A. Habib1,2, S. B. Soofi1 and S. Ariff1
1
Aga Khan University Pakistan, Karachi, Pakistan; 2University of Sydney,
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Introduction The recent population based data from Pakistan
depicts a dismal state of maternal, neonatal and child health
(MNCH) both in terms of morbidity and mortality. It is
recognized that a significant proportion of these illnesses and
deaths occur in community settings, frequently with home births
and are preventable through community and facility based
intervention strategies. An integrated intervention package
comprised of strengthening of public health infra-structure,
capacity building of public sector health care providers and
provision of first level health care staff at community level is being
delivered in a rural district in Pakistan with the aim to improve
RMNCH indicators.
Methods A pre intervention (n = 15 617) and post intervention
(n = 3346) evaluation design with a control group has been
undertaken to evaluate the impact of intervention. Household
questionnaire surveys were administered and data from the health
information system used. Data were entered into SPSS version 16
and analyzed by the Agha Khan University data management center.
Data present two cross sectional evaluations that were done as
baseline and midline surveys about 15 months apart. A final end line
survey is yet to follow for mortality related indicators.
Results On comparing the midline and baseline data we
found that in the intervention group there have been an increase
of 37% for antenatal care attendance, a 28.7% reduction in unskilled births, an improvement of 7% for the initiation of breast
feeding in the first hour and an increase of 15.2% for post natal
Care attendance. On the contrary no significant change was
observed in the control areas over time.
Conclusion Minimal investments in public RMNCH services
can bring about rapid change in health seeking behavior and
health outcomes. This fostered interest and pride of the staff and
public authorities to invest more in the public health structure to
provide quality care as for example investment in infrastructure,
utilities and drug supply.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Background Northern Uganda was severely affected by two
decades of civil war that led to the displacement and
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encampment of an estimated 1.6 million inhabitants. The
objective of this study was to assess community perspectives,
attitudes and factors that influence use of family planning
services in post conflict Gulu district.
Methods We conducted a cross sectional study using
multistage sampling technique. We purposely selected all three
counties in the district. Two sub-counties per county and two
parishes per sub-county were randomly selected. A total of 24
parishes (clusters) and 21 adult heads of households per cluster
were randomly selected and interviewed. In total, 500 adults 117
males (23.4%) and 383 (76.6%) females were interviewed. We
conducted 8 focus group discussions and 15 key informant
interviews with district, community and health facilities
personnel. Quantitative data were captured using EPI data and
analyzed using STATA version 12. Qualitative data were
analyzed manually.
Results Contraceptive prevalence rate was 46.2%.
Communities perceive FP as acceptable, beneficial and
geographically, temporally and financially accessible. Factors
associated with FP use include age 26–35 years (AOR 2.27,
95% CI 1.18–3.10, P = 0.008), and 36–45 years AOR 2.27,
95% CI 1.21–4.25, P = 0.010), rural residence (AOR = 0.41,
95% CI 0.24–0.71, P = 0.001), cohabitation (AOR = 2.77, 95%
CI 1.15–6.65, P = 0.02), and being a farmer (AOR 0.59, 95%
CI 0.35–0.97, P = 0.04). The main reason for non-use of family
planning was fear of side effects 88.2%. The main source of
family planning services was government health facilities 94.2%.
Conclusion Use of family planning is relatively high and
communities view family planning as acceptable, beneficial and
accessible. Family planning use is mainly determined by age,
residence, occupation and marital status. Fear of side effects is
the main impediment to family planning use. There is need to
increase awareness and effectively manage side effects of family
planning in the settings.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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24 years): a comparative survey in DRC, Burundi and
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Introduction Health care professionals equipped with the
knowledge and the skills to address young people’s reproductive
and sexual health (SRH) are important to improving their health
worldwide. Yet, the attention to youth-friendly SRH-related
training throughout the nursing curricula remains weak in many
countries.
Methods In the framework of the Dutch-funded adolescent
and youth SRH program named ‘Next Generation’ implemented
in South Kivu Province (Democratic Republic of the Congo
(DRC)), Burundi and Rwanda, nurses were asked to self-rate
their SRH-related knowledge, clinical and communication skills.
Between February and May 2014, a tablet-based questionnaire,
using Open Data Kit software, was administered to nurses in
randomly selected health facilities providing SRH services. The
survey instrument was largely based on the WHO youth-friendly
health facility assessment tool and adapted to local context. The
data were analysed by descriptive statistics.

Results In South Kivu, Burundi and Rwanda, 135, 131 and
99 nurses were interviewed, respectively. A minority of nurses
working in South Kivu reported to have more than 2 years of
experience in delivering SRH services (33.4%), compared to
their counterparts in Burundi (63.8%) and Rwanda (66.6%).
Self-rated confidence in communicating about contraception to
young people varied across countries and level of experience. In
South Kivu, nurses with <2 years of experience reported more
often being extremely confident compared to nurses with more
experience (29.7% vs. 7.3%; P = 0.008), which was different in
Burundi (10.2% vs. 28.5%; P = 0.333) and Rwanda (25.0% vs.
25.4%; P = 0.75). Similarly, nurses in South Kivu with less
experience also reported more often to be extremely confident in
testing and counselling on HIV (27.4% vs. 7.1%; P = 0.003),
compared to Burundi (8.9% vs. 29.3%; P = 0.009) and Rwanda
(10% vs. 23.4%; P = 0.181).
Conclusion Results from all three countries show that more
years of SRH experience does not necessarily translate in feeling
more competent in providing health services for youth. Most
nurses reported not to be adequately equipped with knowledge,
clinical and communication skills to provide youth-friendly
health services. More attention should be given to
comprehensive training with regards to delivering youth-friendly
health services.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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1
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Background ‘Shadows and Light’ is a 3-year project
implemented by four International Planned Parenthood
Federation (IPPF) Member Associations and funded by the
German BACKUP Initiative. It addresses the linked sexual and
reproductive health (SRH) and HIV needs of four key
populations: transgender people (India); sex workers (Uganda);
people who use drugs (Kenya); and men who have sex with men
(Cameroon). The project recognizes that a comprehensive
response to HIV has to include initiatives that respond to the
needs of those who are socially excluded. Thus, addressing SRH
within HIV programmes and services funded by the Global Fund
to fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria (GFATM) is a key
opportunity for the sustainability of providing services to key
population groups.
Methods The initial activities focused on identifying and
preparing clinic sites, including training of service providers to
provide stigma-free services to key population groups. This has
involved consultations with key population networks and peer
educators to inform the development of services and to raise
awareness of the developing service capacity to ensure the
availability of a full continuum of HIV services as part of SRH
services provided, tailored towards key populations.
Results The project contributed to the identification of gaps
in GFATM financed health services for key populations to
address specific needs in designing stigma-free and safe access to
services. One of the lessons learned is the importance of
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empathic counselling services, e.g. from community health
workers, which have been rated positively by the target groups.
The project also identified specific issues related to addressing
needs of young people from one or more key population groups,
as they are made especially vulnerable to HIV by endemic
discrimination, stigma and violence in society, combined with
the particular vulnerabilities of youth, power imbalances in
relationships.
Conclusions Reducing HIV stigma and discrimination is key
to increasing access to the use of HIV testing, treatment, care
and support programmes, and ensuring that key populations
have equal access to SRHR that meet their specific needs. Using
the project0 s lessons to inform policies and craft programmes
that address stigma and discrimination is a challenge. The
development of a framework for operationalizing stigma-free
services at three levels: policy, service-delivery and individual
empowerment is crucial.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Sperm viral infection and male infertility: focus on herpes
viruses
S. Abdollahifard1 and M. Maddahfar2
1
Jahrom University of Medical Sciences, Jahrom, Iran; 2BHOWCO
Marketing GmbH, Tehran, Iran

Background and Aim Infertility in a couple is defined as
the inability to achieve conception despite 1 year of frequent
unprotected intercourse. The male factor is responsible for 23%
of couple infertility. The aim of this study was to determine the
relationship between the herpes viral infections and male
reproductive health is of importance to both theoretical and
practical medicine.
Materials and Methods This review analysed more than
32 published papers in valid sites such as Pubmed, Google
Scholar, Proquest, SID, Science Direct and etc., during 2005–
2015.
Results The review contains the data on the frequency of
herpes virus identification in sperm, the effect of the viruses on
structure and function of male germ cells, potential vertical
transmission of the herpes viruses with male gametes, and
experimental models of study the effects of herpes viruses on
spermatogenesis. From the analysis of these data it can be
concluded that: (i) identification of herpes virus in sperm is
associated with reduced fertility; (ii) herpes simplex virus has a
negative effect on spermatogenesis, which manifests itself in a
decreased proliferative activity of spermatogonia, meiosis block
and enhanced apoptosis of germ cells; (iii) herpes viruses can be
found intra cellularly in male gametes; and (iv) the analysis of
the markers of widespread herpes viruses (HSV, CMV) should
be included in examination of men attending infertility clinics.
Conclusion Chronic viral infections can infect sperm and are
considered a risk factor in male infertility. Recent studies have
shown that the presence of HIV, HBV or HCV in semen impairs
sperm parameters, DNA integrity, and in particular reduces
forward motility.
In light of this evidence, we suggest performing targeted sperm
washing procedures for each sperm infection and to strongly
consider screening male patients seeking fertility for HPV, HSV,
and HCMV, both to avoid viral transmission and to improve
assisted or even spontaneous fertility outcome.
Keywords Herpes Simplex Viruses, Infertility, Men.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Human papilloma viruses infection and male infertility
S. Abdollahifard1 and M. Maddahfar2
1
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Marketing GmbH, Tehran, Iran

Background and Aim Infertility in a couple is defined as
the inability to achieve conception despite one year of frequent
unprotected intercourse. The male factor is responsible for 23%
of couple infertility. A relationship between the human
papilloma viral infections and male reproductive health is of
importance to both theoretical and practical medicine. Human
papillomaviruses (HPV) are the most frequently sexually
transmitted viruses and etiological agents of several human
cancers. This infection in men is also a problem for partners
Controversial results of the role of HPV in infertile population
on sperm parameters have been published. The aim of this study
was to determine the role of HPV infection on sperm function
and male infertility.
Materials and Methods This review article analysed
more than 25 published papers in valid sites such as Pubmed,
Google Scholar, Proquest, SID, Science Direct and etc., during
2008–2015.
Results HPVs are agents of the most common sexually
transmitted disease and can lead to warts and cancers both in
men and women. A high incidence of HPV infection has been
demonstrated in sperm from sexually active men with and
without risk factors for HPV and from infertile patients. Semen
infection is associated to an impairment of sperm parameters
suggesting a possible role in male infertility. Interestingly, it has
been demonstrated that when HPV is present in semen only a
percentage of total cells are infected and the virus can be
localized in sperm or in exfoliated cells with different impact on
sperm motility. Moreover, infected sperm are able to penetrate
the oocyte, to deliver HPV genome in the oocyte and HPV genes
can be actively transcribed by the fertilized oocyte. Recently an
increased risk of pregnancy loss has been demonstrated in
couples undergoing in-vitro fertilization and particularly when
HPV DNA was present in semen samples of male partners.
Co-infection with HPV has a significant role in decreasing
male fertility, in particular with regard to sperm motility and
morphology. Growing evidence suggests that semen infection
may cause infertility and early miscarriage; more attention
should be paid to male HPV infection. It is recommended for
couples with male infertility done screening HPV tests on the
first visit and, if necessary, appropriate treatment should be initiated for male HPV infection.
Keywords Human Papilloma Virus, Male Infertility, Infection.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Prevalence of Trichomonas vaginalis infection among Iranian
women using P270 gene
Z. Valadkhani1, Z. Safaee2 and M. Sohrabi2
Pasteur Institute of Iran, Iran, Tehran; 2Islamic Azad University, Qom,
Iran

1

Introduction Pregnant women infected with Trichomonas
vaginalsi, may associated with preterm child delivery, low birth
weight infants and increased risk of infection by HIV following
exposure. Trichomoniasis is one of the most common sexually
transmitted disease in the world and a marker for other urogenital infections. Millions of males and females in childbearing
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age group have to visit the STD clinics due to infection with this
parasite everyyear. An important issue about this protozoon is
diagnosis and treatment of the patients and their sexual partners.
Different methods are available to detect this parasite but due to
high sensitivity of PCR method, the present study aimed to
investigate the prevalence of trichomoniasis in women who
referred to gynecology clinics in Tehran province, Iran.
Methods In this cross-sectional study, two vaginal swabs and
urine sample was collected from each patient who referred to the
clinic with their due consents. One swab used for cultivation in
TYI-S-33 media and the second sample kept in saline and
transferred to the laboratory. The DNA of the parasite extracted
by using DNG+ kit and then conducting PCR method by specific
primers of P270 gene, that present in all isolates.
Results From 210 patients who participated in this study, 52
cases reported as suspected to infection with T. vaginalis, during
per speculum examination by gynecologist. By PCR method, 19
(9.4%) samples, and by culture media 8 (3.8%) samples were
diagnosed infected with T. vaginalis in presence of positive
control. Other suspected cases (33) may suffer from vaginal
infections by other microorganisms.
Conclusions The results of this study indicated that, there is
significant difference between the clinical diagnosis and
molecular techniques. Therefore, clinical symptoms, such as
vaginitis, alone cannot be used for diagnosis of trichomoniasis.
Complementary methods such as direct microscopy examination,
although with low sensitivity, can help the physicians in proper
diagnosis. Inappropriate use of drugs due to incorrect diagnosis
brings drug resistance and economic loss that is one of the most
important problems in our country.
Disclosure This study has supported by Pasteur Institute of
Iran, Tehran, I.R. Iran.
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Predictors of HIV-related knowledge and risk behavior
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Facultad de Enfermeria, Pontificia Universidad Cat
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3
Tampa, FL, USA; Colegio de Ciencias de la Salud, Universidad San
Francisco de Quito, Quito, Ecuador; 4Department of Community and
Family Health, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL, USA; 5Department
of Global Health, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL, USA

1

Background Recent studies (2008) show that HIV/AIDS
cases have steadily increased in Ecuador, especially among the
young. The province of Esmeraldas, where 45% of people are
African-descendants, disproportionately holds the third highest
incidence rate in the country. This study aims at elucidating the
factors affecting knowledge and risk-taking behavior among
school-attending teenagers in Esmeraldas, Ecuador.
Methods A cross-sectional survey on HIV/AIDS and its
determinants among school-attending youth studying in the
Province of Esmeraldas was conducted. Information on 55
variables were clustered to represent four spheres based on
which analysis was carried out:
1 Socio-demographic context (predictors),
2 General knowledge of STIs (outcome 1),
3 comprehensive knowledge of HIV/AIDS (outcome 2); and,
4 Risk behaviors (outcome 3).
Each outcome was measured as a composite variable condensing information from 5, 15, and 10 questions, respectively.
Student0 s T test and chi-square statistics were used in bivariate

analysis whereas three logistic regression models were run independently.
Results The proportion of single young people was higher in
low and medium risk behavior when compared to those in high
risk. In fact, after controlling for confounders, age was found to
be significantly associated with both Comprehensive Knowledge
of HIV/STIs (CHK) and Risk Behaviors (RB) (P = 0.01 and
0.02, respectively) whereas marital status showed a borderline
association with both General Knowledge of STIs and (GKS)
and RB (P = 0.07, both).
Conclusions Age was an important predictor of both CKH
and RB among school-attending teenagers. Further research in
this subject is needed to dissect the effect of age and marital
status on GKS as well as CKH and RB using a larger sample
size. A study of the correlation between different levels of GKS,
CKH and RB with HIV transmission rate could also help inform
and improve existing HIV prevention programs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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R. Izurieta6 and E. Teran3
1
Facultad de Enfermeria, Pontificia Universidad Cat
olica del Ecuador,
Quito, Ecuador; 2Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics,
3
University of South Florida, Tampa, FL, USA; Colegio de Ciencias de la
Salud, Universidad San Francisco de Quito, Quito, Ecuador; 4College of
Public Health, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL, USA;
5
Department of Community and Family Health, University of South
Florida, Tampa, FL, USA; 6Department of Global Health, University of
South Florida, Tampa, FL, USA

Background Female sex workers (FSWs) constitute a high
risk population for STIs in many countries and should be an
important target population for a public health response to the
STIs and the HIV epidemic.
Objective To estimate the prevalence of HIV and STIs, and
identify the risk factors for STIs among FSWs in Ecuador.
Methods Data from 270 FSWs in Ecuador recruited by
respondent driven sampling were analyzed. Through face-to-face
interviews, structured questionnaires were administered and
blood samples were obtained and tested for HIV and syphilis.
Univariate and bivariate analyses were done. Multivariable
binomial regression analyses were conducted to estimate
adjusted prevalence ratios (APRs) of self-reported STI in the last
3 months.
Results The prevalence of HIV infection, syphilis and selfreported STIs were 0.7%, 3.3% and 26.4% respectively. The
age of the respondents ranged from 18 to 54 years, and 248
(91.9%) reported always using condom with their clients. FSWs
who did not know of any infection transmitted by sex were
twice as likely to report STI (APR = 2.18, 95% CI = 1.06,
4.46). STI was also more prevalent among ‘single/divorced/
widowed’ FSWs than among ‘married/cohabiting’ FSWs, and
among those without a stable partner in comparison to those
with a stable partner (P-value < 0.05).
Conclusions The prevalence of HIV and syphilis was low
among participating FSWs in Ecuador. However, the prevalence
of self-reported STIs was high and associated with knowledge of
STI transmission, stable partner and marital status. There is need
for increased awareness on STI transmission and STIs prevention
interventions among FSWs in Ecuador.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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The association between female urogenital schistosomiasis
and infertility in coastal Kenya: differential impact of
childhood versus adult drug treatment

Diverxualitat: a model of comprehensive intervention to
improve access to affective sexual and reproductive health
in a multicultural context

S. C. Miller-Fellows1, V. Hildebrand1, J. Furin2 and C. H. King3
1
Anthropology, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH, USA;
2
Medicine, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH, USA;
3
Center for Global Health and Diseases, Case Western Reserve
University, Cleveland, OH, USA

J. Gómez i Prat1, G. Garreta1, H. Ouaarab1, K. Ghali1, I. Claveria1,
M. Torrecillas2 and F. Interarts3
1
Unidad de Salud Internacional Drassanes-Hospital Universitario Vall
d’Hebron, PROSICS, Barcelona, Spain; 2Peque~
nos Dibujos Animados
(PDA), Barcelona, Spain; 3Interarts Foundation, Barcelona, Spain

Introduction Previous research has documented an

Introduction DIVERXUALITAT is a model of

increased risk of subfertility in areas of sub-Saharan Africa due
to high rates of pelvic infection, as well as an ecological
association between urogenital schistosomiasis prevalence and
decreased fertility. We examined reproductive patterns, cultural
practices surrounding reproduction, and the potential effects of
childhood urogenital Schistosoma haematobium infection (and
the timing of its treatment) on adult subfertility among women
in an endemic area of Kwale County on the coast of Kenya.
Materials and Methods This project analysed findings
from 162 interviews with women of childbearing age in a rural,
coastal community, linking them to their individual treatment
records from a previous 27 year longitudinal study of
schistosomiasis control. Both quantitative and qualitative
findings were included.
Results Reproductive histories suggested a much higher local
rate of subfertility (43.8%) than worldwide averages (8–12%).
Qualitative analysis regarding reproductive practices
demonstrated a high saturation of public health messages
regarding proper pregnancy care co-existing with continuing
ethnomedical beliefs. Although no significant relationship was
demonstrated between Schistosoma infection history (per se)
with adult subfertility, due to the high local prevalence of
urogenital schistosomiasis (>90% lifetime risk), significant
associations were found between age at first anti-schistosomal
drug treatment and later fertility in adulthood, with those
women who were treated one or more times after age 11 and
before age 21 significantly less likely to have experienced
subfertility (P = 0.001).
Conclusions The high subfertility rate documented in this
study suggests the importance of public health programs to
prevent and treat pelvic infections in their early stages in order
to limit reproductive tract damage. The qualitative study findings
suggest the successful saturation of some public health messages
regarding pregnancy care, such as the importance of sleeping
under bed nets for malaria prevention. However, other messages,
such as the importance of seeking prenatal care, were less
frequently mentioned. Finally, the findings strongly suggest the
importance of early anti-schistosomal treatment to prevent the
fertility-damaging effects of urogenital schistosomiasis, and lend
further support for programs providing universal treatment of
children in Schistosoma-endemic regions.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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comprehensive intervention that aims to improve access to
Affective Sexual and Reproductive Health (ASRH) of the
immigrant population in Catalonia (Spain), through the
provision of knowledge and practical tools to health
professionals.
Method It is the result of a research process based on a
qualitative descriptive pilot study: Assessment of the health care
approach to access to Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights
SRHR for women in reproductive age of migrant origins in
Spain. An empirical approach to social determinants that affect
access to health.
Results The Assessment results point out the professionals’
lack of knowledge about clinical tools as well as the lack of a
basic ethnographic framework to address cultural diversity.
Consequently, cultural prejudices and barriers to communication
and interpretation of messages in the relationship between the
professional and the user do exist.
Proposed model of intervention (workshops) in order to meet
the identified needs. Two tools have been developed:
Web (www.diverxualitat.com): a resource platform that provides a fast and convenient access to clinical guidelines, protocols and official plans related to ASRH (Chagas disease,
Sexually Transmitted Infections, Malaria, etc.)
Two educational videos: its content reflects the barriers and
difficulties existing in the relationship between the professionals and the immigrant users when accessing the SASR through
two specific situations: the first one deals with the intercultural competences issue through the story of a pregnant
women with Chagas disease who visits the doctor; the second
one deals with the issue of sexually transmitted diseases
through a teenage couple visiting a family planning center due
to a broken condom.
Conclusions Considering cultural diversity and inequality
means avoiding bias in health care and improves the
understanding of the fact that many of the situations faced by
immigrant women and men, which affect their health, are the
result of the intervention of social determinants.
The provision of knowledge and practical tools related to
ASRH to health professionals will generate a more comprehensive treatment to the user and an attitude change towards cultural diversity, thus improving access to health and fostering
their direct participation in the transformation for a more equitable society.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Low prevalence of Neisseria gonorrhoeae infections and no
evidence of resistance against third generation
cephalosporins in a cohort of HIV positive patients from a
tertiary hospital in Tanzania
S. Deutschmann1, W. Bohne2, F. Mujuni3, S. Kalluvya3, S. Mshana3, U. Gross2
and A. Mueller1
1
Tropical Medicine, Medical Mission Hospital, Wuerzburg, Germany;
2
Medical Microbiology, University of Goettingen, Goettingen, Germany;
3
Catholic University of Health and Allied Sciences (CUHAS), Mwanza,
Tanzania

Introduction Gonorrhoea is one of the most common
sexually transmitted infections (STI) worldwide. Resistances
against each first-line antimicrobial, including third-generation
Cephalosporins have emerged. Surveillance for antimicrobial
resistance (AMR) in Neisseria gonorrhoeae (NG) is mandatory
therefore to ensure an appropriate reaction to this emerging
pathogen. Due to limited resources there is lack of surveillance
for NG and monitoring of AMR in most of the African
countries including Tanzania.
Materials and Methods During August and September
2014 we conducted a cross-sectional study on the prevalence of
NG infection among male and female adult HIV-positive
patients attending a continuous treatment and care (CTC) clinic
in Mwanza, Tanzania, for a regular check. First stream urine
samples of 15 ml each were centrifuged and the sediment stored
in a lysis buffer at 20°C until analysis. For DNA extraction the
Roche MagNA PureTM system was used. A protocol on a lightcycler targeting the porA-gene was used to detect gonococcal
DNA. Detection of cephalosporin resistance was done by
amplification of the penA gene on a light cycler followed by
sequencing of the PCR products. Cephalosporine resistance was
defined as detection of the penA mosaic gene.
Results 512 patients were included, 261 males and 251
females. The age ranged from 19 to 82 years with a mean age of
42.5 years and a median age of 42 years. The overall prevalence
of Neisseria gonorrhoeae was 2.15% (N = 512; positives = 11)
in our study cohort. The penA mosaic gene was not detected in
any of the isolated strains.
Conclusions The prevalence of NG infection among HIV
positive patients attending a specialized HIV clinic in Mwanza,
North-western Tanzania, for a regular check was relatively low.
In this recent study there was no evidence of resistance to third
generation cephalosporines using molecular antibiotic resistance
testing. Further surveillance for NG and AMR testing needs to
be implemented. Molecular diagnostic techniques based on urine
samples as diagnostic material for the detection of NG have
substantial advantages for screening purposes.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Hepatitis-B virus infection and vaccination status among the
young students of Dhaka city
N. Khan
Research and Evaluation Division, BRAC, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Introduction Hepatitis B is caused by infection with the
hepatitis B virus, which is predominantly blood- and sexually
transmitted. Hepatitis B vaccine, developed for the prevention of
HBV infection, offers complete protection. It is the most
common serious liver infection in the world. Worldwide,
2 billion people (1 out of 3 people) have been infected with

hepatitis B and 400 million people have become chronically
infected and estimated 1 million people worldwide die each year
from hepatitis B virus infection and its complications.
Methodology The study was conducted in the capital city
of Bangladesh among 300 university going students. It was a
cross-sectional study conducted over 9 months. Convenience
sampling technique was used. Data were collected by direct
interview of the respondent using structured questionnaires. The
surveyed data was converted into frequencies, percentage
tabulations and cross-tabulations using SPSS 20.
Results 71% of the 300 respondents were male. Only 26%
had been vaccinated against hepatitis B virus, but all had received
other important vaccines. 36.33% had a previous history of
jaundice and 30.33% had a family history. Chi square results
shows that both have a significant relationship with respondents0
perception about their own risk of hepatitis-B infection.
Conclusion Hepatitis B vaccine is the mainstay of hepatitis B
prevention. WHO recommends that all infants should receive the
hepatitis B vaccine as soon as possible after birth, preferably
within 24 h. All children and adolescents younger than 18 years
old and not previously vaccinated should receive the vaccine if
they live in countries where there is low or intermediate
endemicity.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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N. W. Brattig1
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Germany; 4Aswan University, Aswan, Egypt; 5Universidad Auton
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According to the Old Friends Hypothesis extending the former
Hygiene Hypothesis of David Strachan from the London School
of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, numerous harmless intestinal
organisms within the gut microbiota sustain the immunological
homeostasis. Thus, intestinal nematodes represent multicellular
organisms which colonize their habitat for years. They can
restrain their expulsion by sustaining tolerance mechanisms and
containing inflammatory host responses. Excretory/secretory (E/
S) helminth products represent first-line molecules affecting the
mucosal immunological regulatory network. By proteomic analysis of E/S products from developmental stages of Strongyloides
ratti (Sr), Trichuris suis and Ascaris suis, we had e.g. identified
586 secreted proteins (Soblik et al., Mol Cell Proteomics 2011).
We had isolated, cloned and partially characterized proteins like
a prolyl serine carboxypeptidase, several small heat shock proteins, multiple galectins, the secreted-protein-acidic-and-rich-incysteine (SPARC), thioredoxin family protein, calumenin and
non-assigned proteins. We here report the interaction of some E/
S proteins with mucosa-associated immune cells investigating
(i)the differential binding capacity of the various nematode proteins to mucosa-associated immune cells applying flow cytometry,
(ii)the effects of the parasite proteins on host cells using a novel
in vitro 3D mucosal model that mimics the in vivo natural
microenvironment and comprise human intestinal epithelial
cells and dendritic cells on collagen scaffold and
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(iii)effects on cell migration and epithelial wound healing.

PS1.311

Differential responses occurred in cell binding capacity, the
generation of inflammatory or anti-inflammatory cytokines and
wound healing of intestinal epithelium. The presented results
indicate that distinct of our E/S proteins from the studied gutdwelling nematodes may belong to the actually strongly investigated helminth-derived potentially therapeutic proteins of the
treatment of autoimmune inflammatory diseases.
D. Ditgen and E. M. Anandarajah contributed equally to this
work.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Monitoring of rotavirus genotypes in indigenous children of
Brazilian Midwest in the vaccine era: footprints of animal
genome
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Association between malaria and invasive non-typhoid
Salmonella infection in a hospital-study – accounting for
Berkson’s bias
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Marks5, Y. Adu-Sarkodie6, H. Zeeb7 and J. May1,2
1
Bernhard Nocht Institute for Tropical Medicine; 2German Center for
Infection Research (DZIF); 3University Medical Centre Hamburg
Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany; 4Kumasi Centre for Collaborative
Research in Tropical Medicine, Kumasi, Ghana; 5International Vaccine
Institute, Seoul, Republic of Korea; 6Kwame Nkrumah University of
Science and Technology, Kumasi, Ghana; 7Leibniz Institute for
Prevention Research and Epidemiology – BIPS GmbH, Bremen, Germany

Introduction There is growing evidence on the association
between malaria and invasive non-typhoid Salmonella (iNTS)
infection. However, case–control studies conducted within health
care facilities also report inverse associations. This may be due
to a collider-stratification bias, also called Berkson’s bias, which
acts if both exposure and outcome are associated with hospital
attendance and study participants are selected among attendees
only. A way to account for this bias is choosing controls that
have the same likelihood to visit the hospital as cases. We
established two case-control studies with different control
selection procedures to show the effect of Berkson’s bias and to
give a less biased estimate of the malaria-iNTS association.
Methods Data collected from children (<15 years) in two
Ghanaian hospitals was used to establish the studies. In both
studies children with iNTS were cases; in the first study children
without bloodstream infections were controls while in the
second, children with a bloodstream infection other than iNTS
served as controls. Malaria defined the exposure status. Malaria
was diagnosed via microscopy and bloodstream infections via
automated blood culture. Age-adjusted odds ratios (OR) were
calculated using logistic regression.
Results Data from 6,746 children was eligible for the
analyses. iNTS infection was diagnosed in 160 children. 6,301
children were blood-culture negative and served as conventional
controls. Other febrile bloodstream infections (i.e., controlinfection) were detected in 285 children. Using the conventional
case-control study an OR of 0.4 (95%- confidence interval [CI]:
0.3–0.7) and in the alternative sampling approach, utilizing a
control-disease, an OR of 1.9 (95% CI: 1.1–3.3) was calculated.
Conclusions The study highlights how a selection bias may
reverse results when an unsuitable control group is used. As the
alternative control-selection approach is also prone to biases, it
limits the ability to quantify the malaria-iNTS association.
However the study adds further evidence on the association
between both infections based on individual data, which is
informative since current research is mainly grounded on
ecological study designs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Adolfo Lutz Institute, Sao Paulo, Brazil

Introduction World group A rotavirus (RVA) surveillance
data provides useful estimates of the disease burden, however,
indigenous population might require special consideration. The
aim of this study was to describe the results of G- and P-types
from Brazilian native children ≤3 years after vaccine
introduction. Selected strains have been analyzed for the VP7,
VP6, VP4 and NSP4 encoding genes in order to gain insight into
genetic variability of Brazilian strains.
Methods A total of 149 samples, collected during 2008–
2012, were tested for RVA using ELISA, following by RT-PCR
and sequencing.
Results RVA infection was detected in 8.7% of samples (13/
149). Genotype distribution showed a different profile for each
year: G2P[4] in 2008 and 2010, G8P[6] in 2009, and G3P[8] in
2011. A significant reduction in the detection rate of RVA from
25% (4/16) in 2008 to 0% (0/5) in 2012 was observed. The
phylogenetic analysis of the VP7 and VP4 genes grouped the
Brazilian G2P[4] and G3P[8] strains within the lineages currently
circulating in humans worldwide. However, the phylogenetic
analysis of the VP6 and NSP4 from the Brazilian G2P[4] strains,
and the VP7 and NSP4 from the Brazilian G3P[8] strains suggest
a distant common ancestor with different animal strains.
Brazilian G2P[4] strains shared moderately high nucleotide
identities with bovine and caprine VP6 genes (90.3–94.9% nt;
98.4–99.2% aa), and with the caprine GO34 NSP4 gene (90.5–
91% nt; 78.8–80.2% aa). Modest nucleotide identity was
observed between Brazilian G3P[8] strain and the porcine NSP4
gene A34 (90.1% nt; 72% aa), and feline VP7 genes (90.2% nt;
71.3–71.7% aa). The G8P[6] samples were analyzed in a
previous study, and were documented to be closely related to
bovine (VP7 and VP6) and bat (VP4) RVA strains.
Conclusion This is a pioneer study in Brazil focusing to
monitor the RVA genotypes and to conduct genetic analyzes
among indigenous children after the introduction of RotarixTM in
2006. The epidemiological and genetic information obtained is
expected to provide an updated understanding of RVA genotypes
circulating in the native infant population, and to formulate
policies for the use of RVA vaccines in indigenous Brazilian
people. Moreover, these results highlight the great diversity of
human RVA strains circulating in Brazil, and an in-depth
surveillance of human and animal RVA will lead to a better
understanding of the complex dynamics of RVA evolution.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Cross-sectional study of E. coli, Salmonella and its antibiotic
resistant in drinking water, cloacal swab and feces in poultry
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Introduction Poultry production industry is a main business
firm in Thailand since poultry meat market and its products can
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yield a major income for Thai business annually. This study
aims to evaluate E. coli and Salmonella contamination in
drinking water and antibiotic resistant in poultry farm in
Thailand.
Materials and Methods Water samples collected in tankwater (after treated with chlorine) and water from nipple inside
housing (housing-water) from 11 poultry farms. Bacterial
contamination in feces and cloacal swab samples were isolated
and the positive samples were further evaluated for antibiotic
resistance by VITEK II machine. All water quality parameters
have also been examined.
Results E. coli contamination was found 27.27% (3/11
farms) and 54.54% (5/11 farms) in tank-water and housingwater, respectively. Salmonella serogroup E was found in
housing-water of 9.09% (1/11 farms), serogroup C was found
from feces samples of 9.09% (1/11 farms) and serogroup C of
18.18% (2/11 farms) and serogroup D of 9.09 (1/11 farms) in
cloacal swab samples. The isolated E. coli was found to be
sensitive towards amoxy-clavulenic acid, amikacin, gentamycin,
enrofloxacin, marbofloxacin and nitrofuratoin but resistance to
amoxicillin, ampicillin and piperacin. On the other hand,
Salmonella was having sensitive to enrofloxacin, marbofloxacin
and tetracyclin in cloacal swab samples but the sensitivity
pattern was not similar for Salmonella isolated from water and
feces samples. However, there showed no significant different for
chemical parameters in water samples from both sources.
Conclusion E. coli and Salmonella could be found even after
treatment with chlorine even in housing-water. Understanding of
antibiotic resistance patterns of E. coli and Salmonella in poultry
farms was important in order to help selecting the appropriate
antibiotic uses in farms and make sure of not possess any
impacts of antibiotic resistance in human and animal in long
term.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.313
Cross-sectional survey of dietary diversity among children
aged 6–24 months in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
M. Taylor1, B. Pretorius1, C. Connolly2, N. Dukhi3, R. Drysdale3, T. Reddy2
and J. Reddy3
1
Public Health Medicine, University of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban, South
Africa; 2MRC, Durban, South Africa; 3University of KwaZulu-Natal,
Durban, South Africa

Introduction Reducing the number of people suffering from
hunger and nutritional problems is one of the aims of the
Millennium Development Goals since malnutrition contributes to
one third of all child deaths worldwide. This survey investigated
infant feeding patterns and dietary diversity for children 6–
24 months of age.
Methods In a cross sectional nutrition study, a randomized
community survey in iLembe district, KwaZulu-Natal, South
Africa, stratified households by sub-districts (4), ward (n = 30),
enumerator areas (120) and households (1200). In each
household the principal caregiver of one child between 6 and
24 months provided a 24 h recall of food consumption by the
child in the household.
Results Dietary Diversity: Amongst the 172 children aged 6–
23 months, grains, roots and tubers were the staple food
(93.0%) (95%CI: 88.1, 96.3), 53.4% of children (95%CI: 45.7,
61.1) had consumed dairy products, 48.2% (95%CI: 40.6, 56.0)
had received meat, and 41.9% (95%CI: 34.4, 49.6) of the
children had eaten eggs. Of the children 26.7% (95% CI: 20.3,
34.0) had eaten legumes. Children (54.1%) (95% CI: 46.3, 61.7)

received pumpkin or similar Vitamin A rich fruits and
vegetables. Of the households 26.7% (95% CI: 20.3, 34.0) had
provided the child with other fruit or vegetables and nearly a
fifth of the children had consumed fat or oil in their diet. The
children’s mean dietary diversity score was 3.44 (SD 1.91)
instead of the minimum 4 of the 7 food groups. Although the
number of food groups increased for children aged from 12 to
<18 months, from 18 to <24 months there was less variety in
the children’s diet with a decrease in the number of food groups
in the 25%, 50% and 75% percentiles.
Conclusions Many South African children live in households
which are food insecure and where the diet is limited. As
reported in this study children may receive adequate
macronutrients but lack the essential micronutrients and this
‘hidden hunger’ can be addressed by a more diversified diet, that
can protect against under-nutrition and infection.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.314
IgE cross-reactivity between house dust mite and Chinese
liver fluke antigens
J. Y. Kim1,2,3, T. Y. Kim1,2,3, C.-R. Kim1,2,3, M.-H. Yi1,2,3 and T.-S. Yong1,2,3
Department of Environmental Medical Biology, Yonsei University
College of Medicine, Seoul, Korea; 2Arthropods of Medical Importance
Resource Bank, Yonsei University College of Medicine, Seoul, Korea;
3
Institute of Tropical Medicine, Yonsei University College of Medicine,
Seoul, Korea
1

Introduction Identification of common allergens between
parasites and house dust mites (HDMs) is important to
understand modulation of allergic diseases. Clonorchiasis caused
by infection of Chinese liver fluke Clonorchis sinensis is the most
prevalent parasitic disease in South Korea. IgE cross-reactivity
between HDM allergens and C. sinensis antigens was
investigated in this study.
Materials and Methods Human clonorchiasis (n = 31),
opisthorchiasis (n = 37), HDM-sensitized allergic (n = 88) and
normal (n = 23) sera prepared. To eliminate possible C. sinensis
infection among the HDM-sensitized allergic subjects, IgG
ELISA against C. sinensis crude lysate was primarily performed.
IgE ELISA against C. sinensis crude lysate or two HDM
(Dermatophagoides farinae and D. pteronyssinus) extracts was
performed to investigate the cross-reactivity. Cross-reactive
allergen was confirmed by IgE immunoblot.
Results HDM-sensitized allergic subject exhibited 0.6% of
reactivity to C. sinensis antigens. Among the HDM-sensitized
allergic subjects, 83.3% exhibited reactivity with C. sinensis
antigens by IgE ELISA. Clonorchiasis and opisthorchiasis
subjects exhibited 58% and 18.9% of IgE cross-reactivity with
D. farinae extract, respectively. Similar cross-reactivity was
observed when D. pteronyssinus extract was used. IgE
immunoblot showed multiple cross-reacting bands. Most of the
bands appeared to have over 100 kDa of molecular masses.
Conclusions The present study demonstrated the presence of
multiple IgE cross-reacting allergens between C. sinensis and
HDM. Individual identification of the allergens from C. sinensis
may provide some clues to understand the modulation of allergic
diseases by parasitic infections.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS1.315
Spatial distribution of anemia in children under five in
Burkina Faso
S. Samadoulougou1,2, F. Kirakoya-Samadoulougou2 and A. Robert1,2
1
IREC – EPID, Bruxelles, Belgium; 2Universite Catholique de Louvain,
Bruxelles, Belgium

Introduction Anemia remains one of the biggest public
health problems in Burkina Faso (BF), a malaria-endemic
country, with children under five being the most affected.
Despite the magnitude of anemia in BF, geographic variability of
anemia prevalence and identification of risk factors within this
country remain poor. To date there are no studies that have
spatially reported the burden of anemia at the district level.
Identifying geographical disparities at the small area level is
useful to inform where greatest scaling-up efforts should be
concentrated and to provide baseline data against which these
future scaling-up interventions can be compared.
Materials and Methods This study applied spatial
methods using the 2010 BF Demographic and Health Survey
(DHS) to generate maps at the district level to serve such
purposes.
Results Anemia prevalence in Burkina Faso0 s districts ranged
between 64% (95% CI: 50–77%) to 98% (95% CI: 86–100%),
with more than three-quarters of districts near 86%; severe
anemia prevalence was <7% in 16 of 63 district, but reached
31% (95% CI: 21–41%) in the district of Gourcy. Children had
a lower hemoglobin level if they were young (<24 months), if
they had stunted growth or were underweight, if their mothers
had a low level of education, or if they lived in rural and
poorest households.
Conclusions We noted large geographical inequalities in
terms of anemia prevalence in Burkina Faso, masked by national
and provincial averages. Planning, implementation, and
evaluation of programs for anemia should be based on districtlevel needs and outcomes.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.316
Immunological characterization of antibodies and antigens
of Plasmodium falciparum in plasma samples obtained from
individuals who previously stayed in malaria-endemic areas
D. Portugal-Calisto, R. Teodósio, F. Nogueira and M. Sousa Silva
Global Health and Tropical Medicine, Universidade Nova de Lisboa/
Instituto de Higiene e Medicina Tropical, Lisbon, Portugal

Introduction The development of protective immunity
against Plasmodium spp. requires several exposures to the
parasite. However, when the immune system is no longer
stimulated by the contact with the parasite, the period of time in
which the parasite antibodies persist in the bloodstream is not
clear. Previous studies verified Plasmodium spp. antibodies in the
bloodstream of individuals with their last exposure time 10 or
more years before the studies execution. Thus, the principal aims
of this work are to characterize the immunoglobulins regarding
its subclasses and their persistence time in the bloodstream, and
to identify parasitic proteins responsible for the serological
reactivity, in individuals with previous stays in endemic areas of
malaria.
Materials and Methods Individuals with previous stays
in an endemic area of malaria were included in this study.
Plasma samples were analysed by an ELISA technique to detect
antibodies against Plasmodium sp. (Malaria EIA Test Kit
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Biorad-USA). Subsequently, the reactive samples were analysed
regarding to the immunoglobulins subclasses with specificity for
Plasmodium falciparum, through an ‘in house’ ELISA technique.
The reactive samples were used to study the antigenic reactivity
through Western Blot.
Results From 321 samples collected, 76 were serological
reactive to total antibodies against Plasmodium spp., from which
11 were reactive to IgM and 51 to total IgG against
P. falciparum. Those 51 samples were used to study the
antigenic reactivity to P. falciparum: the proteins with more
frequent reactivity had molecular weight between 40–50 and 80–
120 kDa. From the 76 reactive samples to total antibodies
against Plasmodium, 61.3% are individuals with their last return
from an endemic area 6 months before the study execution,
6.7% return 6 months–1 year before the study, 6.7% 2–9 years
and 25.3% 10 or more years before the study execution.
Conclusion Antibodies against Plasmodium spp. may remain
detectable in the bloodstream several years after the return of
the individual from an endemic area. Thus, it is essential identify
the parasitic proteins responsible for the serological reactivity, to
understand why those antibodies remain in the bloodstream so
many years after the last exposure time, as well as the role of
those parasitic proteins in the malaria immunity. This knowledge
could be an important factor in the development of new markers
for serological diagnosis or vaccines.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.317
Species-specific associations between helminths and
micronutrients in Vietnamese schoolchildren
B. de Gier1, T. Thuy Nga2, P. Winichagoon3, M. Dijkhuizen4, N. Cong Khan5,
M. Campos Ponce6, K. Polman7 and F. Wieringa8
1
Health and Life Sciences, VU University Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands; 2National Institute of Nutrition, Hanoi, Vietnam; 3Institute
of Nutrition, Mahidol University, Bangkok, Thailand; 4Copenhagen
University, Copenhagen, Denmark; 5Ministry of Health, Hanoi, Vietnam;
6
Health Sciences, VU University Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands; 7Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium; 8Institut
de Recherche pour le Developpement, Montpellier, France

Several different associations between helminth infections and
micronutrient status in children have been reported. We aimed
to study associations between specific STH species and micronutrients in schoolchildren. Vietnamese children (n = 510) aged 6–
9 years were recruited from two primary schools. STH infections
were determined in stool samples. In blood samples, hemoglobin,
ferritin, retinol and zinc were measured, as well as CRP to control for inflammation. Iodine excretion was measured in urine.
Associations of single and multiple Ascaris lumbricoides, Trichuris trichiura, or hookworm infections and micronutrients
were estimated by regression techniques. Ascaris infections
showed a specific and dose-dependent relationship with vitamin
A. Trichuris and hookworm infections were associated with
lower hemoglobin concentration, but not with plasma ferritin.
Trichuris-infected children had zinc deficiency less often than
uninfected children. The different life cycles of STH species
might have specific effects on the absorption or loss of specific
micronutrients.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS1.322

Quantitating the burden of anaemia in acute and
convalescent uncomplicated falciparum malaria treated
with artemisinin combination therapy (ACT) in sub-Saharan
Africa

Seasonal dynamics of human retinol status in mobile
pastoralists in Chad

J. Zwang1, G. Dorsey2, A. Djimde3, J.-L. Ndiaye4, C. Karema5, A. M
artensson6
and P. Olliaro7,8
1
Independent Researcher, Bangkok, Thailand; 2Department of Medicine,
University of California San Francisco, San Francisco, CA, USA;
3
University of Bamako, Bamako, Mali; 4Department of Parasitology,
Cheikh Anta Diop University, Dakar, Senegal; 5National Malaria Control
Programme, Kigali, Rwanda; 6Department of Public Health Sciences,
Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; 7UNICEF/UNDP/WB/WHO
Special Programme for Research & Training in Tropical Diseases (TDR),
Geneva, Switzerland; 8Centre for Tropical Medicine and Global Health,
University of Oxford, Oxford, UK

Anaemia is a common feature of malaria, but also a potential
adverse event following artemisinin combination therapy (ACT).
It is important to quantitate the risk of anaemia and distinguish
between changes in haemoglobin (Hb) that are part of the natural history of disease and those potentially caused by drug toxicity.
Individual-patient data analysis based on a database of 8 randomized controlled trials conducted in sub-Saharan African using
ACT or monotherapy for treating uncomplicated falciparum
malaria, with at least two Hb assessments (baseline and end of
follow-up). Hb values were analysed as either continuous or categorical: anaemia defined as Hb <10 g/dl and further classed by
severity grade 1–4.
5189 patients (64% <6 years-old), from 12 sites in 8 countries
with up to 42 days follow-up were treated with AS-AQ (46%)
or a comparator (other ACTs = 36%, other combination = 10%, single-agent therapy = 8%). On presentation, 30%
of subjects were anaemic.
Daily monitoring shows that Hb starts dropping soon after the
first dose of treatment to reach its nadir at ~33 h. The loss is
~5% and is greater for subjects with normal baseline Hb that for
those who were anaemic. Customary day 3 measurements are a
good proxy. Thereafter there was a significant linear increase in
Hb throughout day 28 (y = 0.065x + 9.1, P = 0.001), corresponding to a steady rate of ~0.6% per day.
Using a multivariate logistic regression model with mixed
effect, the risk of drop in Hb levels resulting in being anaemic
on Day 3 was significantly higher in case of higher baseline parasitaemia, lower baseline Hb, and parasitological failure; no significant association was found with age and treatment.
In patients treated with ACT, the burden of anaemia in person-day (PAD) was 259/1000 (17 234/66 450) PAD corresponding to 7.3 days with anaemia; moderate (grade 2) anaemia was
prevalent for 1.7 days corresponding to 23% of the total anaemia burden.
Less than one-third of patients were anaemic on presentation.
Hb dropped within 2 days of starting treatment, then the risk of
anaemia decreased with follow-up time and there was no case of
delayed anaemia. There was no obvious, systematic difference
between treatments.
Acknowledgements JZ received a grant from DNDi (Drugs
for Neglected Diseases initiative) to do this analysis.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

L. Crump1,2, M. Bechir3, B. N. R. Ngandolo4, D. M. Daugla3, J. Hattendorf1,2
and J. Zinsstag1,2
1
Epidemiology and Public Health, Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
3
Centre de Support en Sante Internationale, N’Djamena, Chad; 4Institut
de Recherche en Elevage pour le Developpement, N’Djamena, Chad

Background The Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute
have investigated health in mobile pastoralists in Chad for more
than 20 years. Our work has demonstrated the added value of a
One Health approach in populations highly interdependent with
livestock. Vitamin A deficiency is a central health issue in
developing countries, and livestock milk is the primary source of
vitamin A in mobile populations. This study investigated
seasonal dynamics of retinol status in Chadian mobile
pastoralists.
Methods A repeated cross-sectional study assessed human
blood and cattle milk over three seasons (2012–2013) in 327
Fulani, Gorane and Arab mobile pastoralists in southeastern
Lake Chad. Portable flourometery (iCheckTM) was used to
rapidly measure retinol levels in blood and milk. Linear
regression models analyzed human retinol level as the outcome.
Results Human seasonal means were 606 lg/l (95% CI 77–
1786 lg/l) in rainy, 282 lg/l (95% CI 105–530 lg/l) in cold and
501 lg/l (95% CI 0–1126 lg/l) in dry seasons. Retinol level and
deficiency varied according to season and ethnic group. Average
values were highest in Gorane during rainy season and in Fulani
in the cold and the dry season. Arabs had the lowest average
values in all seasons. Retinol deficiency (<200 lg/l) was found in
15% of the study participants in the dry, 25% in the rainy and
32% in the cold season. Retinol levels varied according to age,
sex, level of milk consumption and pooled cattle milk retinol
level. Effect sizes varied and not all were statistically significantly
different. Pooled cattle milk retinol levels varied seasonally and
were positively associated to human retinol levels.
Conclusions This study establishes seasonal variation in
human blood and pooled cattle milk retinol levels in Chad,
demonstrating a linkage from animals to humans through milk.
Future work should investigate the apparent interethnic
differences and consider dynamics of pastoralist migration
patterns. Retinol deficiency is a prevalent, important public
health problem near Lake Chad.
Acknowledgements This work was funded by a grant from
Sight and Life.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.323
Stakeholder perceptions of research options to improve
nutritional status in Uganda
D. Lubogo and C. G. Orach
Community Health and Behavioural Sciences, Makerere University School
of Public Health, Kampala, Uganda

Introduction Malnutrition is a major public health problem
in sub-Saharan African countries including Uganda. The
objective of this study was to evaluate the relevance of the
current research options towards improving nutrition status in
Uganda.
Materials and Methods In a cross sectional study
conducted between June 2011 and November 2011, we used the
Multi Criteria Mapping (MCM) technique for data collection.
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Both qualitative and quantitative data were collected. We
interviewed 16 high level representatives of 6 different
stakeholder groups including health professionals, food industry,
government, civil society, academics and research funders. Each
stakeholder appraised 6 types of research options including;
ecological nutrition, community nutrition interventions,
nutritional epidemiology, behavioural nutrition, clinical/
therapeutic nutrition and molecular nutrition on how they could
best address malnutrition in Uganda. The criteria used to
appraise the research options comprised cost effectiveness,
practical feasibility, impact, socially acceptability and research
efficacy. Data were captured using the ‘Multi Criteria Mapper’
software, and analysed using the ‘MCM Analyst’ software.
Results The study revealed that the most appraised nutrition
research options towards improving nutrition status were applied
community nutrition, behavioral nutrition and ecological
research. Applied community nutrition was regarded as low cost
and responsive to community problems, while behavioural
nutrition was considered to be highly acceptable to communities
and the country has the necessary expertise for its
implementation. Ecological research was considered to be in line
with the countries’ development priorities in agriculture and
environment and there is available scientific technologies in the
country for its implementation. Molecular nutrition research was
regarded as very costly to implement, had ethical dilemmas and
was therefore the least appraised.
Conclusions The research options considered most
appropriate towards improving nutrition status in Uganda were
community nutrition intervention and behavioural nutrition.
Molecular nutrition was considered the least appropriate
research option owing to costs and ethical dilemma.
Stakeholders should consider supporting community and
behavioural nutrition research interventions in the setting.
Disclosure This study was conducted in the context of the
‘Sustainable Nutrition Research for Africa in the Years to come
(SUNRAY project), a SP 1-Cooperation, Support action research
project, financed by the 7th Frame work Programme of the
European Commission (Grant Agreement Number 266080)
[KBBE.2010.2.2-03-Identifying research needs on Malnutrition
in Africa].

PS1.325
Effect of malaria infection on lipid profile and oxidative
stress in children
O. M. Akanbi
Department of Environmental Biology and Fisheries, Adekunle Ajasin
University, Akungba-Akoko, Nigeria

Malaria is a common disease among pregnant women and children. The pathological effect of malaria has been attributed to
changes in the lipid profile and oxidative stress during the infection.This work studied the role of malaria infection on the lipid
profile and oxidative stress in children. 240 children within the
age range 0–5 years were enrolled for this study; 170 were
malaria positive while 70 were malaria negative (Control). Those
who were malaria positive were grouped into two based on the
level of parasitaemia. Those who had more than 100 000 parasitaemia were grouped as severe infection, while those who had
<100 000 parasitaemia were grouped under mild infection. Level
of high density lipoprotein (HDL) was significantly higher
(P < 0.05) in the control than in the severe and mild groups,
while the HDL level was not significantly higher in the mild
group than in the severe group. There was a significant increase
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(P < 0.05) in the total protein in the control and mild group
compared to the severe group. The low density lipoprotein, total
cholesterol and triglyceride levels were not significantly reduced
in the control and mild group when compared with the severe
group. The significant increase (P < 0.05) in MDA and decrease
in SOD and GSPX levels were recorded in the severe and mild
groups when compared with the control group. This study shows
that children who belong to severe group may likely to have serious complication and cardiovascular problem during malaria
infection.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.326
Management0 s evaluation of acute malnutrition in the area
of Segue in Mali
R. Williams1, C. Dea2, J. Loslier2 and F. Milord2
Familly Medicine, Sherbrooke University, St Bruno, Sherbrooke, QC,
Canada; 2Sherbrooke University, Sherbrooke, QC, Canada

1

Background Acute malnutrition is a major public health
problem in developing countries. In Mali, the prevalence of
acute malnutrition has stagnated at around 13%. In Segue
health area, several preventive and curative activities are
currently being reorganized in order to fight against this scourge.
The main objective of the study is to make a normative
assessment of program management of acute malnutrition
among children 6–59 months in this region. More specifically,
the implementation of the activities, program coverage, the
results for participants and populational prevalence of acute
malnutrition have been documented and compared to national
guidelines.
Method A participatory approach was used in all stages of
the project. Several sources of quantitative and qualitative data
were triangulated: local register the program, interviews with
villagers (n = 35) and health workers (n = 20), direct
observation at the health center and in the villages. Three
screenings of acute malnutrition have also been made in the
Segue region in 2006, 2008 and 2011.
Results Overall, the implementation of program activities is
suboptimal. The main issues identified relate to shortages, lack
of training and recognition of the various stakeholders, and a
lack of coordination between the villages and the health center.
Program coverage is alarming, with a rate of just 7.0% of
participation and dropout rate of 71%. Outcomes for program
participants are satisfactory, with a 73.9% cure rate excluding
dropouts. The study showed a clear trend decline in the
prevalence of acute malnutrition in the area segue from 26.9%
in 2006 to 11.4% in 2011 (P < 0.001).
Conclusion Despite significant problems in the
implementation of certain program activities and despite the very
low coverage of it, acute malnutrition has been halved in the
area of Segue. Several hypotheses are discussed to explain this
trend and recommendations are made to improve preventive
interventions for malnutrition in this region of Mali.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Immunogenicity and safety of tetanus/diphtheria booster
vaccine and hepatitis A vaccine in patients with rheumatoid
arthritis, spondyloarthritis and vasculitis – a cohort study in
6 Swiss rheumatology centres and 4 travel clinics

Can local flour recipes made of locally available and cheap
ingredients be used for adequate complementary feeding of
infants in rural and poor settings in Burkina Faso?

S. Bühler1, A. Ciurea2, G. Eperon3, H. Furrer4, C. Gabay5, P. Hasler6,
R. M€
uller7, P. Villiger8, U. A. Walker9, C. Hatz1,10 and Study Group: Adler,
Sabine; Bannert, Bettina; Br€ummerhoff, Carolin; Chappuis, Francßois; Fleury,
Gregory; Franz, Juliane; Jaeger, Veronika K.; Kling, Kerstin; Moser, Caroline;
Staehelin, Cornelia; Stefanski, Ana-Luisa
1
Public Health/Infectious Diseases, University of Zurich, Zurich,
Switzerland; 2Department of Rheumatology, University Hospital of
Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland; 3Service de Medecine Tropicale et
Humanitaire, University Hospitals of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland;
4
Department of Infectious Diseases, University Hospital of Bern
University Hospital and University of Bern, Bern, Switzerland; 5Division
of Rheumatology, University Hospitals of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland;
6
Department of Rheumatology, Cantonal Hospital Aarau, Aarau,
Switzerland; 7Division of Rheumatology, Department of Internal
Medicine, Cantonal Hospital St. Gallen, St. Gallen, Switzerland;
8
Department of Rheumatology and Clinical Immunology/Allergology,
University Hospital of Bern, Bern, Switzerland; 9Department of
Rheumatology, University Hospital Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
10
Department of Medicine and Diagnostics, Swiss Tropical and Public
Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland

Introduction The morbidity and mortality due to vaccinepreventable infections is high among patients with autoimmune
inflammatory rheumatic diseases. Vaccination is thus indicated
in this patient group. However, the immunogenicity of vaccines
may be reduced (i) due to an immunologic impairment
secondary to the underlying disease and (ii) due to the
immunosuppressive treatment. The variety of
immunosuppressive drugs and of biological therapies in
particular is increasing. So far, data on basic and travel-related
vaccinations in these disease groups are scarce.
Materials and Methods We are currently conducting a
multi-centre prospective cohort study (NCT ID: NCT01947465)
in Switzerland enrolling patients with rheumatoid arthritis
(target n = 142), spondyloarthritis and psoriatic arthritis (target
n = 142), patients with vasculitis (Behcßet’s disease and ANCAassociated vasculitis, target n = 142) and healthy controls (target
n = 319). Vaccinations against tetanus/diphtheria and/or
hepatitis A are administered according to vaccination
recommendations of the Swiss Federal Office of Public Health.
Blood samples are taken immediately before vaccination, and
1 and 3 months after vaccination. Antibody concentrations
against vaccine antigens (tetanus/diphtheria and hepatitis A) are
measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. Solicited and
unsolicited symptoms and serious adverse events are recorded.
Results Half of the intended participants have been recruited.
Interim results on the immunogenicity of hepatitis A and tetanus/
diphtheria booster vaccination will be presented in patients with
rheumatic diseases under various immunosuppressive therapies in
comparison to healthy controls. Geometric mean concentrations
(GMCs) and the percentage of individuals with protective
antibody titers will be compared between each disease group and
healthy controls. It will be evaluated whether vaccination is
associated with worsening of the rheumatic disease or
reactivation. Local and systemic adverse vaccine reactions will be
compared between patients and healthy controls.
Conclusions The results of this study will provide data that
will guide vaccination recommendations in patients with
autoimmune inflammatory rheumatic diseases under various
immunosuppressive medications.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Y. E. Somasse and P. Donnen
School of Public Health, Universite Libre de Bruxelles, Brussels, Belgium

Introduction Malnutrition of infants is a recurring health
problem in Burkina Faso. The distribution of imported flour has
limitations in terms of access, sustainability and knowledge
transfer. Our study aimed at identifying local flour recipes
produced by households, and evaluated their potential to meet
the nutritional needs of breastfed children aged 6 months–
2 years.
Material and Methods First, a survey of local flour
recipes for infants was carried through in a sample of 10
villages. Based on the food composition table of Burkina Faso, 5
recipes were selected and analyzed for their nutritional content.
The acceptability of the porridge made from the flour recipes
was evaluated as well.
Results The 5 flour recipes consisted in pearl millet, beans,
peanuts, local ingredients like soumbala (fermented seed of
Parkia biglobosa), monkey bread, fish powder or tamarind and
iodized salt in different combinations. Regarding energy and
nutritional contents, 100 g of flour contained 430–454 kcal,
11.5–14 g of proteins, and 9–13 g of lipids. 20 g of flour were
used to prepare a cup of 200 ml of porridge, and two cups of
porridge/day were sufficient to cover the energy requirements of
a breastfed child aged 6–8 months and a part of the following
micronutrient requirements: iron (38–81%), zinc (31–38%).
Flours were well accepted by children aged 6–24 months.
Taking into account the availability of products and their cost,
the following two flour recipes were selected as the best:
Flour recipe 1: Pearl millet (48%), beans (7%), peanuts
(23%), soumbala (7%), monkey bread (15%).
Flour recipe 2: Pearl millet (48%), beans (7%), peanuts
(26%), fish powder (4%), monkey bread (15%).
Discussion Local flour recipes fully covered the energy needs
of breastfed children and a part of micronutrient requirements.
The use of local recipes has the advantage of good cultural
acceptability, availability, and low cost. It could reduce
household dependence on imported flour.
Disclosure Any conflict of interest.

PS1.329
A comparative survey of stratum corneum free amino acids
in patients with dermatophytosis and normal subjects
S. J. Hashemi Hezave1, M. Velashjerdifarahani2, F. Hashemi Hezave3,
H. Bakhshi4 and A. N. Omran5
1
Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Food Microbiologh Research
Center, Tehran, Iran; 2Hamadan University of Medical Sciences/Dental
Faculty, Hamedan, Iran; 3Tehran University of Medical Sciences/School
of Pharmacy, Tehran, Iran; 4Tehran University of Medical Sciences,
School of Health, Tehran, Iran; 5Islamic Azad University/Tonekabon
Branch, Tonekabon, Iran

Background Dermatophytes are a group of fungi that cause
infections in keratinized human and animal tissues. Physical and
chemical agents can be effective in reveals of dermatophytosis
pathogenesis in human which some people are sensitive and
some other are resistance to it. Amino acid changes may be a
risk factor for infection with dermatophytes in mammals.
Methods In the framework of a survey on the comparative
changes of free amino acids in stratum corneum in 60 patient
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with dermatophytosis in two site, one, near skin lesion and two,
sole area and 60 healthy volunteers (normal subjects), at sole
area were done.Amino acid in stratum corneum analyzed by
HPLC method and the identification of dermatophytosis was
based on direct examination and culture. The results of research
statistically were analyzed by software and comparison of mean
by using the t-test.
Results Achieved results between case and control in sole area
showed that cases were significantly increased in: Aspartate –
Tyrosine – Tryptophane – Phenylalanine and were significantly
decreased in: Citrulline – Ornithine Similarly, in male and
female. In also people with dermatophytosis in two site near
skin lesion and sole area distribution in associated were
significantly increased in Glutamates – Asparagine – Histidine –
Glutamine – Arginine – Citrulline – Threonine -– Methionine –
Leucine – Ornithine and were significantly decreased only in
Glycine.
Conclusion Our research shows that due to the
concentration, amino acids can effect stimulation or inhibition of
dermatophytes growth in stratum corneum.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.330
Malnutrition and malaria infection in children 6–59 months:
a cohort study in Adami Tulu District, Ethiopia
1

1

2

1

3

T. G. Ayana , T. Solomon , H. Atsbeha , E. L. Shumbulo , W. D. Amente and
B. Lindtjørn4
1
Public Health, Hawassa University College of Medicine and Health
Sciences, Hawassa, Ethiopia; 2Medicine, Hawassa University College of
Medicine and Health Sciences, Hawassa, Ethiopia; 3Public Health, Addis
Ababa University, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; 4Centre for International
Health, University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway

Introduction Malnutrition and malaria are the major causes
of sickness and death among children <5 years of age in Africa.
There are contradictory data on the interaction between
malnutrition and malaria. Therefore, the aim of this study was
to assess the effect of malaria infection on malnutrition in
children between 6 and 59 months old.
Methods A retrospective cohort study was conducted in
Adami Tulu District, Ethiopia. From August to December 2014
we registered episodes of malaria (exposure factor), and in
January 2015 nutritional status and haemoglobin (outcome)
were measured. This information was obtained from community
randomized controlled trial of malaria prevention measures.
Malaria infection was assessed using rapid diagnostic test, and
standard anthropometric criteria were used to classify
malnutrition as: wasting [weight-for-height < 2], stunting
[height-for-age < 2] and being underweight [weight-forage < 2 Z-score]. Anaemia was defined as haemoglobin level
<11 g/dl.
Result In total, 3003 children (36 with malaria infection and
2967 without malaria infection) were included. The prevalence
of stunting, being underweight and wasting was 43.1%, 19.3%
and 6.2% respectively. 822 of 2981 (27.4%) children were
anaemic (2% severe, 11.3% moderate and 14.4% mild
anaemia). The malaria incidence was 6.7 episodes per 10 000
person weeks of observation. Malaria incidence was 2.5 times
higher among stunted compared to non stunted children, [hazard
ratio (HR) = 2.5, (95% CI: 1.4–5.1)]. There was no association
between malaria infection and being underweight, wasting and
anaemia.
Conclusion High prevalence of stunting was identified
among children with malaria infection. The result should be
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interpreted with caution for casual inference, given lack of
nutritional data at baseline and inability to link temporal
relationship between malnutrition and malaria episode. This
study will however be followed up with repeated measurements
of nutritional status and haemoglobin.
Acknowledgements We acknowledge the Research Council
of Norway for funding this project.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Schistosoma mansoni infection and its association with
nutrition and health outcomes: a household survey in
school-aged children living in Kasansa, Democratic Republic
of the Congo
M. M. Kabongo1, S. Linsuke2, S. Baloji3, F. Mukunda4, R. Inoc^encio da Luz3,
J. P. Van Geertruyden3 and P. T. Lutumba2,5
1
Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA, USA; 2Institut National de
Recherce Biomedicale, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo;
3
International Health Unit, University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium;
4
Programme National de Lutte contre la Bilharziose et Parasitoses
Intestinales, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo;
5
Universite de Kinshasa, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the
Congo

Background Schistosomiasis (SCH) is an important public
health problem in developing countries and school-aged children
are the most affected. The aim of this study was to explore the
consequences of SCH on health and nutritional outcomes in the
population of 6–15 years old children living in the area of
Kasansa in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
Methods A cross-sectional study was carried out in Kasansa
health area in February 2011, involving school children
attending third to sixth grades primary schools. Sociodemographic characteristics, information on morbidity history
and risk factors were collected using a semi-structured
questionnaire. S. mansoni and malaria infection were assessed
using the Kato-Katz technique and Rapid Diagnostic Test,
respectively. Hemoglobin concentration was also performed
using a portable HemoControl device. Bivariate and multiple
logistic regressions were used to assess risk factors for
S. mansoni.
Results A total of 197 children were enrolled in the study
with a median age of 12 years old and 53.8% of them were
boys. The overall health status of the children was poor with
very high prevalence of S. mansoni infection (89.3%), malaria
infection (65.1%), anemia (61.4%) and stunting (61.0%).
Regular contact with river water (P = <0.001) and anemia
(P = 0.003) were the most important risk factors related to
schistosomiasis infection. Chronic malnutrition and anemia may
have been potentially aggravated by SCH. Low school
performance was strongly associated with low income (<1 USD).
Conclusion A high prevalence of Schistosoma mansoni and
malaria infection was observed in the population of 6–15 years
old children living in Kasansa area. Moreover, they presented a
high burden of anemia, chronic malnutrition and low school
performance. These alarming results suggested the
implementation of an integrated strategy to reduce morbidity
and to improve the health status of these children.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS1.332
A case of Saccharomyces cerevisiae fungemia associated with
probiotic intake

agriculture and serve as basis for interventions for reduce health
and environmental risks.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

K. Lee
Medicine, Eulji University, Seoul, Korea

A 75-year-old female patient was admitted via ER, because of
RUQ pain and fever, which was diagnosed as SMA thrombosis.
After 90 days of surgical observation, Saccharomyces cerevisiae
were isolated from 4 out of 4 blood cultures during newly developed febrile episode. During her admission Saccharomyces boulardii was prescribed as a probiotic to improve her GI
symptoms.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Ecohealth research to regionally address agriculture
intensification impacts on health and the environment in
Southeast Asia and China
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H. Nguyen-Viet , T. Dinh Xuan , P. Pham-Duc , P. Kittayapong ,
W. Adismito5 and J. Fang6
1
International Livestock Research Institute, Hanoi, Vietnam; 2Center for
Public Health and Ecosystem Research, Hanoi School of Public Health,
Hanoi, Vietnam; 3National Institute of Animal Sciences, Hanoi, Vietnam;
4
University of Mahidol, Bangkok, Thailand; 5Universitas Indonesias,
Jakarta, Indonesia; 6Institute for Health and Development Studies,
Kunming Medical University, Kunming, China

Ecohealth Field Building Leadership Initiative is a regional operational research network in Southeast Asia and China that
focuses on solving human health problems associated with agricultural intensification. FBLI has 3 focus areas, namely research,
capacity building and knowledge translation. FBLI gathers
researchers, policy makers, community members and other stakeholders from 4 focused countries (China, Indonesia, Thailand
and Vietnam). Here we describe the operational research component that focuses on aspects of agriculture intensification on
health and the environment including animal waste from pig
production (Vietnam), dairy production (Indonesia), pesticide
use in vegetable production (China), and health risks in rubber
plantation (Thailand). Integrated approaches to the research
component including survey, participatory and cross-cutting
methods are discussed.
The research results from Vietnam and Indonesia showed
health and environmental impacts of manure management
options, in particular the biogas system and turning waste to
value. In Hanam of Vietnam, the health risks from biogas effluent reuse include E. coli infection (19–22% of population
exposed) and G. lamblia infection (45–55% of population
exposed). In Pangalengan, Indonesia, the Ecohealth approach
was used to promote the production of medicinal worm and
casting biofertilizer from cow manure as an environmentallyfriendly fertilizer alternative. In Chachoengsao Province of Thailand, key findings include evidences for higher risk of vectorborne diseases (dengue and chikungunya) in rubber plantation
areas as well as higher microbial and heavy metal contamination
of water and soil. In six villages of three townships in a County
of Yunnan Province, China, issues identified were lack of farmer
knowledge of pesticides, pesticide abuse, and ineffective policy
to reduce pesticide abuse. Pesticide contamination was recorded
from 6.1% to 12.7% of vegetables depending on sampling location in the field or market. The findings from 4 countries illustrate how Ecohealth research has been applied in health and
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Characterization co-existence of AmpC, MBLs, TEM and
SHV type of b-lactamases in clinical strains of Escherichia
coli and Klebsiella pneumoniae isolated from hospitals of
Khorramabad, Iran
F. Rezaei1, D. Kalantar2, S. Delfani1, M. M. Feizabadi3 and M. Moatamedi4
Microbiology Department, Lurestan University of Medical ScienceMedicine School, Khorramabad, Iran; 2Microbiology Department,
Kerman University of Medical Science-Medicine School, Kerman, Iran;
3
Microbiology Department, Tehran University of Medical ScienceMedicine School, Tehran, Iran; 4Shahid Madani Hospital of
Khorramabad, Khorramabad, Iran
1

Introduction b-lactamases enzyme, particularly in
Enterobacteriaceae such as Escherichia coli and Klebsiella
pneumoniae, are a major mechanism of resistance to b-lactam
antibiotics. Prevalence of co-existence of ESBLs, MBLs with
AmpC-b-lactamases in bacteria is serious threat in the treatment
of bacterial infections. The aim of this study was to determine
the presence of AmpC-b-lactamases, VIM, TEM and SHV type
of b-lactamases in clinical isolates of Escherichia coli and
Klebsiella pneumoniae isolated from hospitals of Khorram abad,
Iran.
Materials and Methods Resistance to different antibiotics
was determined by using standard disk diffusion method. ESBLs,
MBLs and AmpC-b-lactamases were detected by combined disk
method. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used to determine
blaTEM, blaSHV and blaVIM genes.
Results Out of the 130 isolates, 41 (31.5%) and 37 (28.4%)
isolates of producing ESBLs and AmpC-b-lactamases,
respectively. The obtained results by PCR revealed that blaTEM
and blaSHV among isolates were 24 (18.4) and 23 (17.6%)
respectively.
Conclusions b-lactam therapy can be failed when blactamases- hyper-producing organisms appear in an infection.
Outbreak of isolates co-expressing AmpC-b-lactamases, MBLs
and ESBLs can cause serious problems in future regarding the
treatment of infections caused by these common enteric
pathogens.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS1.336.LB
Patterns and distribution of drug dependence and
associated risk factors among male youth in upper Egypt
R. Afifi1,2
Community Health, International Management-Health Services,
Indianapolis, IN, USA; 2Board of Community Medicine Programs, Taif,
Saudi Arabia
1

Introduction Drug dependence is a challenging problem,

worldwide, with different etiologies and motives.(1,2,3) The
global rate of drug dependents ranges between 9 per 1000 and
13 per 1000.(4) Young people are at greatest risk. In Egypt,
preliminary estimates show that ‘experimentation’ with drugs
account 10–12% amog 15–25 years old youth; cannabis
products mostly consumed.(14) There is not enough research to
identify drug dependence in Egypt by geographical distribution.
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Aim This study aims to determine the patterns of drug
dependence in young male population in Upper Egypt, and a
associated risks.
Methods One-thousand Egyptian male 18–28 years old were
seen in Quena University Outpatient clinics between March
2013 and March 2014; prevalence and risk factors for drug
abuse were analyzed.
Results Drug dependence was reported by 28 (2.8%) subjects;
hashish (cannabis product) was the commonest drug used
(71.4%). Most abusers (78.6%) took the drug in the form of
smoking alone or combined with sniffing (14.3%). Most abusers
(92.9%) were occasional users. Likewise, 64.3% of abusers had
this habit for ≤5 years. High social class was a significant risk
for drug abuse (Fisher’s exact, P < 0.001); living in rural areas
was protective [X2(df = 1) = 8.39, P = 0.004]. Smokers tended
to be either drug abusers (Fisher’s exact, P < 0.001) or alcohol
consumers (Fisher’s exact, P = 0.013). The presence of extramarital sexual activity has also been risk for drug abuse (Fisher’s
exact, P < 0.0001).
Conclusion Drug dependence is influenced by certain sociodemographic factors, the control of which helps minimize
burden of such social level.

References
1. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
Youth risk behavior surveillance. MMWR, 2010; 59
(5).
2. Grunbaum JI, Laura K, Steven A, Games G, and Janel
AC. Youth risk behavior surveillance. CDC, MMWR
2000; 49: 1–96.
3. Hammam HM. Technology, health and the Egyptian
community. Bull High Inst Public Health 1997; 27:3–7.
4. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
Diagnoses of HIV infection and AIDS in the United
States and dependent areas, 2009. HIV Surveillance
Report, Volume 21.
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Clostridium difficile from the hypervirulent clade II isolated
from Costa Rica with a variant toxin B
C. Quesada-Gomez1, D. L
opez-Ure~na1, C. Castro1, H. Kroh2, N. Chumbler2,
J. Orozco-Aguilar3, C. Guzman-Verri4, E. Moreno5, T. Lawley6, B. Lacy2 and
E. Chaves-Olarte1
1
School of Microbiology, University of Costa Rica, San Pedro, Montes de
Oca, Costa Rica; 2School of Medicine, Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
TN, USA; 3School of Pharmacy, University of Costa Rica, San Pedro,
Montes de Oca; 4School of Veterinary, National University, Heredia,
Costa Rica; 5School of Veterinary Medicine, National University,
Heredia, Costa Rica; 6Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, Hixton, UK

Clostridium difficile NAP1 strains are responsible for nosocomial
outbreaks worldwide. The increased pathogenic potential of
these strains has been attributed to overproduction of toxins and
fluoroquinolone resistance. During a C. difficile nosocomial outbreak in Costa Rica, a strain was found to induce a distinct
cytopathic effect (CPE), different from the canonical arborizing
CPE. The strain was further identified as a NAP1 isolate
(NAP1V) of the hypervirulent clade II that harbored a silent
mutation in the gyrA gene. After toxin purification, cells treated
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with TcdB of the NAP1V strain (TcdBV), displayed a rounded
and surface detached phenotype, resembling that induced by
C. difficile TcdB toxin A-negative strains. The effect mediated by
the TcdBV was due to differences in substrate preferences that
resulted in different glucosylation patterns of the various
GTPases. Whereas TcdB from classical NAP1/027 strains glucosylated RhoA, Rac and Cdc42, TcdBV did not used RhoA as
substrate and displayed less affinity for Cdc42. Sequence comparison of the functional domains of TcdBv with other C. difficile strains along with comparative genomic analysis revealed
that TcdBv is a NAP1 toxin but with modifications within the
enzymatic domain. The enzymatic domain is identical to that of
a NAP9/017 strains (A-B+). We also provide evidence that the
NAP1 strains glucosylate a broader spectrum of GTPases
in vitro as both toxins glucosylated Rap and R-Ras. These findings provide insight into the role of the glucosyltranferase activity in the pathogenesis of C. difficile variant TcdB strains and
the hypervirulent NAP1 strains.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Nitric oxide in Giardiasis
N. Dashti, M. Zarebavani and N. Einollahi
School of Allied Heath Sciences, Tehran University of Medical Sciences,
Tehran, Iran

Introduction Nitric oxide (NO) is a free radical synthesized
from L-arginine by different isoforms NO-synthases. NO
possesses multiple and complex biological functions. Giardia
lamblia is one of the important intestinal parasites that cause
both acute and chronic diarrheal diseases in human is still
important a worldwide public health problem in specific
geographical areas and among people with specific socioeconomic status. Knowing the importance of NO as
inflammatory mediator in diverse infectious diseases, nitric oxide
levels was measured in patients infected with Giardia lamblia.
Materials and Methods This study was carried out at the
Health Center Clinics of Tehran University of Medical Sciences
among 49 Giardia positive and 39 age and sex matched healthy
volunteers.
Examination of stool samples was done by direct wet smear
and formol-ether concentration method. Serum samples were
obtained for further laboratory examination.
The presence of of nitric oxide was detected by Griess reagent.
Results The mean value of nitric oxide in Giardia positive
patients and control group was 32.19  2.15 and 17.1  1.33
micro moles respectively.
There was a significant difference between nitric oxide in Giardia positive patients and control group (P = 0.001).
Conclusion NO naturally occurs in body immune system
and plays an important role in bacterial and microbial
infections. NO is able to affect the biology of Giardia, either by
direct toxicity or by enhancing the immune response against the
parasite .Therefore the level of NO production in patients
infected with Giardia lamblia could contribute to the variability
of the duration and severity of infections by this parasite and
also to new tools for research and treatment of Giardia lamblia.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Women’s perceptions of the quality of emergency obstetric
care in a referral hospital in rural Tanzania

Factors influencing malaria morbidity among children under
five in Cameroon

K. Stal
VU Medical Centre, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

A. S. Oyekale
North-West University, Mafikeng, South Africa

Objectives To assess perceptions of the quality of obstetric

Objectives This study analyzed the effect of number of

care of women who delivered in a Tanzanian rural hospital.
Methods A descriptive-exploratory qualitative study, using
semi-structured in-depth interviews and participatory
observation. Nineteen recently delivered women and three health
workers were interviewed.
Results Although most women held positive views about the
care they received in the hospital, several participants expressed
major concerns about negative attitudes of care members. Lack
of medical communication given by care providers constituted a
major complaint.
Conclusions A more positive attitude by health workers and
the provision of adequate medical information may promote a
more positive hospital experience of women in need of obstetric
care and enhance attendance.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

mosquito nets that are owned by households, dwelling
characteristics and maternal demographic characteristics on
malaria infection.
Material and Methods The 2011 Demographic and
Health Survey (DHS) data for under-5 children were used. The
children were subjected to haemoglobin test and rapid diagnostic
test (RDT) to ascertain presence of malaria parasites. Data were
analyzed using probit regression method.
Results It was found that 2.43% and 8.68% of the children
were living in houses that were prone to landslide and flooding,
respectively. Also, 19.93%, 17.08% and 16.26% of the children
lived in houses without windows, with broken windows, and
with hole in the roof, respectively. Only 5.59% and 23.96% of
the children lived in houses with window and door nets,
respectively. Mosquito nets were owned by 64.03% of the
households although Adamawa Region had the lowest coverage
(52.23%). Reasons for not owing mosquito nets by all the
households included lack of financial means (25.17%), used
something else (1.80%) and not having many mosquitoes in the
vicinity (5.53%). In the probit regression, variables that
significantly reduced malaria infection among children
(P < 0.05) are number of mosquito nets, urban residence,
improved toilet, ownership of radio, residence in flood-prone
area, mother’s secondary education, mother’s tertiary education
and residence in areas with not many mosquitoes, while
infection increased with household size, residence in areas prone
to landslide, severe anaemia, moderate anaemia, mild anaemia
and age of children.
Conclusions Ownership of mosquito nets and dwelling
characteristics are critical factors influencing infection with
malaria. There is the need to ensure compliance with its use
since there are disparities between access and actual usage. Also,
addressing malaria problem in Cameroon should consider
regional disparity in malaria incidences and more engagement of
the media for appropriate sensitization, among others.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Environment-related factors influencing morbidity among
economically active household members in urban and rural
Nigeria
A. Oyekale
North-West University, Mafikeng, South Africa

Introduction Environmental quality is among the factors
influencing people’s health. This paper analyzed environmentrelated factors influencing reported morbidity in rural and urban
Nigeria.
Methods The data were the 2013 Demographic and Health
Survey (DHS) collected from 38 522 households. Negative
Binomial regression was used to analyze the data.
Results The results showed that 6.10% and 5.63% of the
rural and urban households reported that some household
members were smoking inside the house. Also, 28.47% of the
households were sharing toilet with other households. Water
was boiled before being used by 2.62% of the respondents.
Modern cooking fuel was used by 26.55% of the households.
Separate rooms for cooking were reported by 26.68% of the
households. However, 1.97% and 1.54% of the households in
rural and urban areas reported that one person was sick in the
previous one month to the survey. Also, 1.17% and 1.05% of
rural and urban households reported that household members
had been very sick for three months. Also, in the previous one
year, 6.98% and 3.37% of rural and urban households reported
that at least an household members had died in the past 1 year.
Out of the included variables in the Negative Binomial
regression, years of education, smoke inside the house, access to
electricity, age of household heads, use of clean cooking fuel,
having place for hand washing, and number of rooms per person
showed statistical significance (P < 0.05).
Conclusion There is the need to create more environmental
awareness on the impacts of environmental quality on health of
household members.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Assessment of maternal education, fertility and survival of
children under five in Comoros
A. S. Oyekale
North-West University, Mafikeng, South Africa

Introduction The pace of educational development in
Comoros is slow due to several socioeconomic constraints.
Similarly, fertility of women and associated child mortality are
issues of concern. This paper analyzed the role of maternal
education in explaining fertility and child survival in Comoros.
Methodology The data were the 2011 Demographic and
Health Survey (DHS) which were collected from women 15–
49 years old. Data were analyzed with two-stage Probit least
square and ordinary least square (OLS) regression.
Results The results showed that 59.07% and 83.85% of the
children under age of one (infants) and under five years
respectively were alive and average years of education was 2.04.
Among others, maternal fertility reduced significantly (P < 0.05)
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with education. Fertility was instrumented with years of
education, age of household heads, age at birth and uptake of
health insurance. The Probit results showed that infant survival
reduced significantly (P < 0.05) with maternal fertility and male
children, while it increased with vaccination, residence in
Ndzouani region, breastfed immediately and birth order. Under
five survival reduced significantly (P < 0.05) with fertility and
smoking while it increased with vaccination, urban residence,
Moheli and Ndzouani regions, breastfed immediately and birth
order.
Conclusion It was recommended that among other
promotion of maternal education would reduce fertility and
increase child survival.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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The gendered impact of Buruli ulcer on the household
production of health: why decentralization favours women
I. Agbo
Stop Buruli, Optimus Foundation, Allada, Benin

A recent article in Lancet, ‘Gender and global health: evidence,
policy, and inconvenient truths’ (Hawkes and Buse 2013), has
brought renewed focus on the need for studies in global health
to attend to gender dimensions of health care decision-making,
treatment adherence, and the impact of illness on the household.
In this gender-focused study of the neglected tropical disease
Buruli Ulcer (BU) in Benin, West Africa, we highlight the many
ways gender relations impact decisions to seek care, both from
hospitals and from decentralized systems. We demonstrate that
decentralized care is significantly less threatening to the integrity
of households with Buruli ulcer, and places fewer and less onerous demands on women.
A female social scientist conducted semi-structured interviews
and case studies in two BU-endemic zones of households having
a family member diagnosed or treated for BU. In the first zone,
decentralized care is well established; in the second, centralized
care was the only option until an intervention introduced this
year. Gender-sensitive case studies focused on factors enabling or
delaying care-seeking in different seasons, and on the ramifications of displacing individuals from a household.
In Benin, illnesses incur gendered responsibilities. Women and
girls shoulder a disproportionate share of the burdens incurred
by a household illness, most notably in childcare. In the case of
BU, a disease that infects many children, households must negotiate childcare in hospital as well as substitute labor for children
remaining in the household. These negotiations are often timeconsuming and constitute a significant factor in treatment delay
for hospital care. The gendered indirect costs of BU hospital
treatment may be severe and long-lasting, and include marital
stress, economic vulnerability, permanent school dropout, and
loss of income-generating activities. Because decentralized care
does not usually require long-term displacement of individuals,
these indirect costs are not incurred.
The case study of BU clearly demonstrates the necessity of recognizing the household, and not just the patient, as a unit of
analysis in public health.
Decentralized BU care places far less burden on households
even when hospital care is subsidized. Decentralized care is more
socially acceptable and removes critical factors in treatment-seeking delay.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Plan to eliminate leprosy – involvement of public health
staff in leprosy control in Puttalam, Sri Lanka: success story
in a limited resource setting
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Fairmed Foundation, Colombo, Sri Lanka; 2Office of the Regional
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Introduction Leprosy is a chronic disease, caused by a
bacillus, Mycobacterium lepre. The causative agent multiplies
slowly and the incubation period of the disease is around 5–
20 years. The history of leprosy control in Sri Lanka dates back
to Dutch colonial era in 18th century. The Anti Leprosy
Campaign (ALC) was established in 1954. Sri Lanka introduced
the multidrug Therapy (MDT) regime in 1983 and the Public
Health Inspectors attached to ALC distributed MDT. Sri Lanka
reached the Leprosy Elimination Target of the World Health
Organization of less than one case per 10 000 population in the
year 1995. In 2001, control activities were integrated with the
general health services.
Confirmation of diagnosis, treatment and contact tracing are
done at the dermatology clinics by Dermatologists. However, due
to lack of resources and logistical issues the expected benefit of
integration is not reflected in the statistics. There has been persistent high new case detection, disability and child rates in certain
geographical areas in Puttalam district of the North-Western Province due to the vulnerable populations (slum dwellers, fishing
communities, and former displaced communities from the North).
Screening, defaulter tracing and contact tracing could not be
expected from the overburdened curative health staff of three
major hospitals with Dermatologists. The well established public
health system with trained health workers at grass root level
could be utilized effectively in control and prevention activities.
Materials and Methods Public health staff including
Medical Officers, Public Health Inspectors (PHII) and Public
Health Midwives (PHMM) were trained in leprosy control and
to conduct community screening programmes such as household
surveys, mobile skin clinics and school screenings to improve
early detection. PHII were trained to follow up patients on
treatment to reduce defaulters and to trace contacts. PHII and
PHMM were trained to counsel and to guide patients for
rehabilitation services.
Results In 2012, 54 leprosy patients were detected in
household surveys conducted by public health staff. In 2014,
Mobile clinics conducted in high risk areas detected 17 patients. In
2014, two children were diagnosed during screening in schools.
Conclusions In limited resource settings, utilizing the public
health infrastructure and staff could improve leprosy control
activities.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Treg/T helper imbalance with emphasis on Treg factors
during implantation window in unexplained recurrent
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1
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Objective The embryo is the only natural allograft which
may reject by mothers immune responses. Inappropriate
immunological responses of mother are probably the main cause
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of unexplained recurrent spontaneous miscarriage (URSM),
particularly Th1 (/Th2, Treg/Th17 and cytokines balances. In
this cross sectional study with control group, the balance of T
regulatory (Treg)/T helper 17 (Th17) cells with an emphasis on
Treg, as the main player of immunomodulation were evaluated
during luteal phase in the window of implantation.
Materials and Methods Flow cytometry analysis was
used to measure the frequencies of Th17 and Treg cells.
Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) was performed for
expressions of glucocorticoid-induced tumour necrosis factor
receptor (GITR), Forkhead boxP3 (FoxP3), IL-10, Cytotoxic TLymphocyte Antigen 4 (CTLA-4) and transforming growth
factor-beta (TGF-b) cytokines and markers.
Results There were 5.66  0.85% Treg cells in the URSM
subjects which was lower than in the NNP (9.5  1.48%;
P = 0.001). The frequency of Th17 cells in the URSM group
(2.8  0.51%) was higher than in the NNP group
(1.82  0.41%; P = 0.018). Expressions of CTLA-4, FoxP3,
TGF-b and GITR cytokines and factors in URSM subjects were
significantly lower than those in NNP group. However,
expression of IL-10 in the URSM subjects was non-significantly
higher than in the NNP. Significant correlations were found
between TGF-b to FoxP3 and GITR. FoxP3 showed significant
correlations with CTLA-4 and GITR. CTLA-4 showed a
significant correlation with GITR.
Conclusion Evaluation of cytokines and markers related to
Treg cells and balance between Treg and Th17 cells in
peripheral blood lymphocytes could be used as prognostic
factors of patients with URSM.
Keywords TGF-b, GITR, CTLA-4, IL-10, Unexplained
recurrent spontaneous miscarriage.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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The link between Toxoplasmosis and diabetes:
modifications of pancreatic b cells TC-6 infected by
Toxoplasma gondii tachyzoites
M. Gonzalez-Del Carmen1, L. Cari~no Calvo2, S. Vazquez Avila1,
M. D. J. Huerta Cortes1, E. A. Garcıa Montalvo2 and M. Escobar Sanchez1
1
Facultad de Medicina, Universidad Veracruzana, Camerino Z. Mendoza,
Mexico; 2Facultad de Ciencias Quımicas, Universidad Veracruzana,
Orizaba, Mexico

Introduction The intracellular parasite Toxoplasma gondii
chronically infects approximately 20–50% of the global
population and it is commonly accepted that the parasite is able to
invade all kind of nucleated cells, however there is not data about
the invasion and proliferation in pancreatic b cells. In this study
the mean goal was to determine the morphological and functional
changes of pancreatic b cells TC-6 infected by Toxoplasma.
Methods Pancreatic b cells TC-6 were incubated with
Toxoplasma gondii tachyzoites and then fixed in order to
measure the proliferation capability of the parasite inside the
cells. TC-6 cells infected with Toxoplasma gondii tachyzoites
were also stimulated with glucose and then the insulin secretion
was determine by ELISA in order to observe the variation of the
levels of insulin according to the time of proliferation of
T. gondii. Regarding of the morphology cells,
immunofluorescence was used to determine the changes in the
structure at cytoskeleton level.
Results Toxoplasma gondii was able to invade and proliferate
in TC-6 cells and the insulin secretion determined by ELISA was
affected significantly compared with the control cells without
tachyzoites. By immunofluorescence microscopy we can see some

changes in the distribution of the actin cytoskeleton, while the
cellular morphology of TC-6 was apparently unaffected.
Conclusions Toxoplasma gondii tachyzoites are able to
invade and proliferate in pancreatic b cells TC-6, leading a
normal dynamic cells proliferation. In addition Toxoplasma
gondii affects insulin secretion from pancreatic b cells which
may lead to chronic conditions such as diabetes.
Acknowledgements This work was funded by the research
grants no. 165282 (to MGC) by CONACyT (Mexico).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Structural and functional changes in osteoblasts invaded
with Toxoplasma gondii tachyzoites
M. González Del Carmen1, L. Cari~no Calvo2, A. Pimentel Dominguez1,
A. Valdes Morales1, A. Andrade Vazquez1, A. Ramos Ligonio2 and
I. O. Rodrıguez Baez1
1
Facultad de Medicina, Universidad Veracruzana, Camerino Z. Mendoza,
Mexico; 2Facultad de Ciencias Quımicas, Universidad Veracruzana,
Orizaba, Mexico

Introduction The protozoan Toxoplasma gondii is an
intracellular parasite that infects humans and a broad variety of
animals. In immuncompromised individuals it causes a severe
disease and death. T. gondii is able to invade all the cells in the
organism through dynamic mechanisms such as gliding motility,
conoid extrusion and secretion from different organelles. To date
there are no data to suggest the parasite0 s ability to cause
damage in bone remodeling due to the invasion of osteoblasts.
Methods Osteoblast cell culture were incubated with
Toxoplasma gondii tachyzoites and then fixed in order to
measure the number of parasites inside the parasitophorus
vacuole. Osteoblast infected with Toxoplasma gondii tachyzoites
were analized with immunofluorescence microscopy in order to
determine the distribution of the actin cytoskeleton, the glucose
transporter GLUT4 and the protein mTOR (mammalian Target
of rapamycin).
Results Toxoplasma gondii was able to invade and proliferate
in osteoblast cell culture. Various modifications were observed in
the actin cytoskeleton observed a thickening of the filaments in
the invaded cells. mTOR protein which plays a fundamental role
in regulating various cellular processes, apparently recruited in
the periphery of the parasitophorus vacuole which also is
associated with translocation of glucose transporters GLUT 4 to
the membrane of the invaded cells.
Conclusions Toxoplasma gondii tachyzoites are able to
invade and proliferate in osteoblasts, leading a normal dynamic
cells proliferation. Further the infection with Toxoplasma gondii
affects various aspects of metabolism of osteoblasts, such as the
distribution of actin filaments (structural damage) as well as
activation of protein kinases involved in the regulation of cell
metabolism and glucose entry the cell which could affect the
functionality of osteoblasts and the bone remodeling.
Disclosure This work was funded by the research grants no.
165282 (to MGC) by CONACyT (Mexico).
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Efectiveness of topical vitamin E against bicarbonate
mouthwash in prevention of oral mucositis in children with
chemoteraphy
M. González Del Carmen1, G. L. Gutierrez Vazquez1, S. Vazquez Avila1,
P. E. Espinoza Oliveira2 and L. Cari~no Calvo3
1
Facultad de Medicina, Universidad Veracruzana, Camerino Z. Mendoza,
Mexico; 2SESVER, HRRB, Rio Blanco, Mexico; 3Facultad de Ciencias
Quımicas, Universidad Veracruzana, Orizaba, Mexico

Introduction Mucositis is one of the most common oral
complications in cancertheraphy treatment is controversial. The
efectivennes of some agents depends on the stage at which
treatment is started.
Materials and Methods Randomized controlled clinical
trial from period June to September 2013 in 39 patients with
leukemia in the pediatric oncology department of Rio Blanco
Regional Hospital SESVER. Two groups were formed;
experimental group received vitamin E topical application
20 mg/kg/day and control bicarbonate mouthwash; oral
mucositis was recorded in degrees according to the world health
organization (WHO) index. Descriptive and inferential statistical
analysis, v2 for differences, 5% error, 95% reliance.
Results Oral Mucositis with vitamin E after 5 (25%) and
bicarbonate 15 (75%); was obtained P of 0.013. Poor oral
hygiene study0 s beggining 26 (66.7%), poor oral hygiene at the
end no one. caries index and presence of mucositis: 1–3 caries/
mucositis 4 (20%), 4–6 caries/mucositis 8 (40%), 7–9 caries/
mucositis 5 (25.0%), 10–12 caries/mucositis none, 13–15 caries/
mucositis 3 (15%); was obtained P of 0.022.
Conclusions There is statistical significance in the use of
vitamin E. Therefore it may be an effective therapy
forpreventing oral mucositis in children with cancer receiving
chemotherapy.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Health economic evaluation of wound debridement and
moist wound care in chronic cutaneous leishmaniasis ulcers
in Afghanistan
H.-C. Stahl1, K.-W. Stahl2, F. Ahmadi3, Y. Ghafar4, H. Dong5 and
R. Sauerborn6
1
Institute of Public Health, University Hospital Heidelberg, Heidelberg,
Germany; 2Waisenmedizin e.V. (NGO), Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany;
3
Provincial Civil Balkh Hospital, Mazar-e-Sharif, Afghanistan; 4Povincial
Civil Balkh Hospital, Malaria and Leishmaniasis Centre, Mazar-e-Sharif,
Afghanistan; 5Faculty of Public Health, School of Medicine, Zhejiang
University, Hongzhou, China; 6Institute of Public Health, University
Hospital Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany

Background and Methods A decision analytical model
based on pre-defined health states was used to analyse the
comparative cost-effectiveness of two wound care regimens
versus intra-dermal Sodium Stibogluconate investigated within a
randomized controlled clinical trial in cutaneous Leishmaniasis
patients in Afghanistan. Costs were collected from a societal
perspective. Effectiveness was measured in wound free days. The
decision tree was calibrated, e.g. baseline parameters, sensitivity
ranges and parameter distributions, on the basis of the patient
level data collected during the trial. Final outcomes were the
efficiency of the regimens and a budget impact analysis in the
context of Afghanistan.
Results Average baseline costs per patients were 11 US$ for
intra-dermal antimony (Group I), 16 US$ for wound
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debridement and subsequent moist wound care (Group II) and
25 US$ for moist wound care alone (Group III) in patients with
a single chronic CL ulcer elicited by L. tropica or L. major. The
incremental societal budget impact analysis estimated additional
costs of 0.765 million US$ and 2.3 million US$ for Group II
and Group III regimens compared to Group I, respectively. The
budget impact of the DAC N-055 basic creme preparation in
Group II and III would save 0.353 million US$ in regimen II and
0.036 million US$ in regimen III compared to the intra-lesional
sodium Stibogluconate WHO EMRO IL SSG case management
protocol. The incremental baseline cost-effectiveness ratio of
Group II versus Group I was 0.09 US$ and Group III versus
Group I 0.77 US$, Group III versus Group II and very costeffective according to WHO CHOICE criteria. Within a MonteCarlo probabilistic sensitivity analysis Group II was costeffective in 80% of the cases starting at a willingness-to-pay of
80 cent per wound free day.
Conclusion Group II is the most cost-effective treatment
alternative compared to Group I. The comparative costeffectiveness of Group III depends on the re-ulceration rate, the
number of dressings necessary to avoid super-infections. A future
multi-centre implementation research study to account for
subgroup analysis and for the heterogeneity of patients should
supplement the results obtained in Group III.
Registration Ethical clearance was also obtained by the
International Review Board at the Ministry of Public Health in
Kabul, Afghanistan.The trial was registered online at
Clinicaltrials.gov (ID: NCT00996463, 15th October 2009).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Antimicrobial resistance and genetic virulence profile of
vaginal Escherichia coli isolated from pregnant women in
Manhicßa, Mozambique
E. Sáez-López1,2, A. Cossa3, L. Madrid2,3, S. Villanueva1,2, B. Moiane3,
os Maculuve3, J. Vila1,2, Q. Bassat2,3 and S. M. Soto1,2
S. Massora3, S. Am
1
Department of Clinical Microbiology, Hospital Clınic, Universitat de
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 2ISGlobal, Barcelona Ctr. Int. Health Res.
(CRESIB), Hospital Clınic, Universitat de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain;
3
ude de Manhicßa (CISM), Maputo,
Centro de Investigacß~ao em Sa
Mozambique

Brief Introduction Escherichia coli have been reported to
be one of the most common organisms found in the genital tract
among pregnant women. Vaginal E. coli (VEC) strains are
considered to be a reservoir for vaginal and/or endocervical
colonization in pregnant women, being an important step in the
development of urinary tract, intra-amniotic and puerperal
infections. The aim of the study was to characterize 51 E. coli
isolates from vaginal samples from pregnant women in terms of
antimicrobial resistance, phylotype and virulence profile in
Manhicßa (Mozambique) to know their virulence potential.
Materials and Methods We studied 51 VEC isolates
collected from pregnant women at the Hospital de Manhicßa
from June to December 2014. Samples were collected from 2
groups of pregnant women (i) during routine antenatal
consultations (≥34 weeks) and (ii) delivery. The antibiotic
resistance levels were studied using disk diffusion methods.
Phylogenetic group was performed by a new multiplex-PCR. The
virulence profile was determined by PCR of 13 virulence factor
genes (VFGs) typically associated with extraintestinal infections.
Results Sixty-one percent of all the strains were resistant to
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazol (SXT), following by ampicillin
and tetracycline (31%). One of the strains harboured an
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extended-spectrum b-lactamase (ESBL) which was CTX-M-15.
The most prevalent VFGs were those related to the iron uptake
systems fyuA (49%), followed by iucC (41%) and iutA (37%).
Surprisingly, most of strains belonged to the E phylogroup
(29%) or were unknown (24%) whereas only 16% belonged to
the most virulent B2 group.
Conclusions This is the first study that provides information
about vaginal carriage of E. coli among pregnant women in
Mozambique. The high rate of SXT resistance is due to the
extensive use of SXT in the study area and as prophylaxis for
opportunistic infections in HIV patients. Apart from this and the
presence of one ESBL, the lower percentages of antimicrobial
resistance and virulence factors compared with the rates in Spain
suggest lower antibiotic pressure and virulence potential.
Knowledge of antimicrobial resistance may be useful for guiding
treatment recommendations.
Acknowledgements ESL was a recipient of a ‘MAECAECID’ grant from the Spain’s government. LM has a
fellowship from the program Rıo Hortega of the ISCIII (CM13/
00260). QB has a fellowship from the program Miguel Servet of
the ISCIII (P.N. de I + D + I2008–2011, grant No: CP11/
00269).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Persistent bacteremia from Pseudomonas aeruginosa
resistant to the novel antibiotics ceftolozane-tazobactam
and ceftazidime-avibactam
L. M. Gangcuangco1, P. Clark2, C. Stewart2, G. Miljkovic1 and Z. Saul1
Department of Medicine, Bridgeport Hospital-Yale New Haven Health,
Bridgeport, CT, USA; 2Department of Microbiology, Bridgeport Hospital,
Bridgeport, CT, USA
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Introduction Sepsis from Pseudomonas aeruginosa
bacteremia is fatal and necessitates prompt antimicrobial
therapy. The prevalence of multidrug-resistant (MDR)
P. aeruginosa is increasing. Newer antimicrobials, including
ceftazidime-avibactam and ceftolozane-tazobactam, have been
developed to address the rise of MDR organisms.
Materials and Methods Serial blood cultures were
performed on a 67-year-old man with newly-diagnosed follicular
lymphoma who was admitted to the hospital for sepsis and right
lower extremity cellulitis. P. aeruginosa was identified using
Vitek 2 (Biomerieux, Lenexa, KS). Antimicrobial susceptibility
for ceftazidime-avibactam and ceftolozane-tazobactam were
performed by measuring minimum inhibitory concentration by
E-test (Biomerieux, Lenexa, KS). Resistance determinants were
identified using the Verigene Blood Culture-Gram Negative
(BC-GN) microarray-based assay (Nanosphere, Inc.,
Northbrook, IL).
Results This is the first case of persistent P. aeruginosa
bacteremia resistant to the novel antimicrobials ceftazidimeavibactam and ceftolozane-tazobactam. Blood cultures from Day
1 of hospitalization were susceptible to piperacillin-tazobactam
and cefepime, but repeat blood cultures grew P. aeruginosa
resistant to all cephalosporins and penicillins by Day 6, and to
meropenem by Day 10. Blood cultures from Day 6 and Day 10
were resistant to ceftazidime-avibactam and ceftolozanetazobactam. The Verigene BC-GN did not detect CTX-M, KPC,
NDM, VIM, IMP or OXA gene.
Antimicrobial coverage was adjusted appropriately based on
blood culture susceptibility reports. Work-up to find the source
of P. aeruginosa bacteremia were performed. Trans-esophageal
echocardiogram did not show endocarditis. Non-contrast CT

scan of the chest, abdomen and pelvis revealed bilateral pleural
effusions but no abscess. Urine cultures did not grow bacteria.
The patient died on Day 16 of hospitalization.
Conclusion Antimicrobial resistance in P. aeruginosa may
develop even during the course of appropriate antimicrobial
therapy. Resistance mechanisms to ceftazidime-avibactam and
ceftolozane-tazobactam need to be further investigated.
Continued antimicrobial susceptibility surveillance and studies
on treatment strategies for persistent P. aeruginosa bacteremia
are warranted.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Background The Central African Republic (CAR)
community, living in poor socioeconomic conditions is estimated
to be a population with a high rate of intestinal parasitic
infections. One of the ethnic groups living in CAR are Aka
Pygmies, in whom the prevalence of infections with intestinal
helminths and protozoa remains unknown. Similarly, non-Pygmy
population residing in south-western CAR, in the same region as
the Pygmy tribes, is treated on the basis of clinical symptoms
rather than parasitological diagnostics. The aim of the study was
to present the prevalence of intestinal parasites in the population
of Pygmies and non-Pygmies inhabiting the Central African
Republic.
Material and methods In total, 3159 Pygmies and nonPygmies (children 0–17 years 70.9%, females 55.6%) from the
region of Bagandou (prefecture Lobaye) and Monassao
(prefecture Sangho) were examined in the period December
2014–April 2015: 415 Aka Pygmies from Monassao, 537 Aka
Pygmies and 2207 non-Pygmies from Bagandou. Single stool
samples were collected from each patient, fixed in 10%
formalin, and transported to the Military Institute of Medicine
in Poland, where they were examined using one basic diagnostic
method in light microscopy (direct smear in Lugol0 s solution).
Results Pathogenic intestinal parasite infections were detected
in 76.6% of Pygmies from Monassao, 84.7% of Pygmies and
48.0% of non-Pygmies from Bagandou. The most common
pathogens detected in the studied individuals were Ascaris
lubricoides, Ancylostoma duodenale/Necator americanus, and
Giardia intestinalis which were detected in 952 Pygmies from
Monassao and Bagandou (57.0%, 39.7%, and 15.3% of
infections respectively); Giardia intestinalis (21.0%), Ascaris
lubricoides (17.0%), and Ancylostoma duodenale/Necator
americanus (13.7%) detected in 2207 non-Pygmies from
Bagandou.
Conclusions The parasitological examination focused on the
prevalence of intestinal parasites and revealed high rates of
infections both in Pygmies and non-Pygmies in Central African
Republic, which suggests a necessity of periodic deworming
according to the results obtained in the local population.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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A geographically heterogeneous context and spatially
varying risk factors for malaria at Lake Victoria

PS2.002
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HERACLES collaborative project on cystic echinococcosis
funded by the European Commission

Background Great decreases in malaria transmission and
malaria attributable mortality have been realized over the last
years, and this has mainly been because to the scale-up of longlasting insecticidal bed nets and indoor residual spraying with
insecticides. Notwithstanding these gains, considerable residual,
spatially heterogeneous, malaria transmission remains. To shrink
malaria in these foci of residual transmission scientists need to
consider the local demographical, environmental and social
context, and propose an appropriate set of interventions.
Exploring spatially varying risk factors for malaria can give
understanding into which human and environmental
characteristics play important roles in nourishing malaria
transmission.
Methods On Rusinga Island, western Kenya, malaria
infection was tested by rapid diagnostic tests during two cross
sectional surveys conducted three months apart in 3632
individuals from 790 households. Demographic data was
collected for all households using questionnaires. Geographical
variables were derived using Quickbird satellite images. Analyses
were performed on 81 clusters. A global regression model was
constructed to define how much of the spatial variation in
malaria prevalence could be explained by the demographic and
environmental data. Successively a geographically weighted
regression (GWR) was performed assuming non-stationarity of
risk factors. Special attention was taken to investigate the effect
of residual spatial autocorrelation and local multicollinearity.
Results Combining the data from both surveys, overall
malaria prevalence was 24%. Scan statistics revealed two
clusters which had significantly elevated numbers of malaria
cases compared to the background prevalence across the rest of
the study area. A multivariable linear model including
environmental and household factors revealed that higher
socioeconomic status, outdoor occupation and population
density were associated with increased malaria risk. The local
GWR model improved the model fit considerably and the
relationship of malaria with risk factors was found to vary
spatially over the island; in different areas of the island socio
economic status, outdoor occupation and population density
were found to be positively or negatively associated with malaria
prevalence.
Discussion Investigation of risk factors for malaria that vary
geographically can provide comprehension into the local
epidemiology of malaria. Exploring spatially variable
relationships can be a helpful tool in exploring which set of
targeted interventions could locally be implemented. Additional
malaria control may be focussed at areas which are identified as
at risk. For instance, areas with many people that work
outdoors at night may need more emphasis in terms of vector
control.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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important zoonotic diseases and was recently assigned to the
WHO list of neglected tropical diseases (NTDs). Clinical
decision making on CE is difficult because the evidence base is
low as no funding to support randomized clinical trials is
available. Human cystic Echinococcosis ReseArch in CentraL
and Eastern Societies (HERACLES) is a EU funded collaborative
project that offers for the first time a reasonable amount of
funding and a real chance to break this vicious circle and finally
put CE on the radar.
Materials and Methods The main goals of the
HERACLES cooperative project are to: Identify the population
affected by CE in Bulgaria, Romania and Turkey by ultrasound
screening; create the European Register of CE (ERCE); establish
the Echino-Bio-Bank from animal and human CE patients; set-up
and validate new molecular-based POC-LOC (Point Of Care - Lab
On a Chip) kits based on recombinant antigens; identify cyst
stage-specific biomarkers associated with CE response to therapy
or lack thereof, through ‘omic’ studies; increase drug
bioavailability of benzimidazoles; train experts working in Eastern
European countries, as they are crucial to fight this disease.
Results Heracles Consortium is made up of nine partners, of
which seven are academic institutions, one is a small-medium
enterprise (SME) and one is a service provider company. In
December 2015 we built ERCE (http://www.heracles-fp7.eu/
erce.html) with 533 patients enrolled as of this writing, and
under the umbrella of the Heracles project an ultrasound
screening of 12 050 people was carried out in the summer of
2014 in Bulgaria, Romania and Turkey. A total of 25 000
people are expected to be screened by the end of 2015.
Conclusions The results from HERACLES will support
governments, organizations (WHO), European Commission,
related European agencies (ECDC, EFSA) and the Global Burden
of Disease study (IHME) to harmonize data collection,
monitoring and reporting of CE. We see this as breakthrough in
the current scenario of CE and we want to seize the opportunity
by adding multipliers to the already broad field of action of
HERACLES and by involving more partners and adding
activities under the umbrella of HERACLES ‘Extended Family’
(http://www.heracles-fp7.eu/interactive_map.html).
Acknowledgements The research was funded from the
European Community’s FP7 under the grant agreement 602051
(Project HERACLES; http://www.Heracles-fp7.eu/).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Extended ultrasound surveys in Eastern Europe: preliminary
results from HERACLES collaborative project on cystic
echinococcosis

Population pharmacokinetics of the novel anthelminthic
tribendimidine in Opisthorchis viverrini infected patients in
Lao PDR
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Introduction Cystic echinococcosis (CE) global prevalence is
estimated at 2–3 million human cases and a burden of 1 million
DALYs accounting for underreporting. However, clinically
diagnosed cases represent only a small proportion of the total
number of real infected people. For these reasons, extended
ultrasound (US) surveys on human populations are needed to
quantify asymptomatic carriers and permit a global and a real
estimation of the burden due to CE. Such efforts are crucial to
assess, compare and prioritize interventions in limited resource
settings.
Materials and Methods A study of prevalence of
abdominal CE was undertaken in 3 Eastern European countries.
US surveys were conducted in association with resident partners
and public health centres: Hospital of Infectious and Parasitic
Diseases ‘Prof. J. Kirov’ (Sofia, Bulgaria), Colentina Clinical
Hospital (Bucharest, Romania), Hacettepe University Hospital
(Ankara, Turkey). Ethical approvals were given by Ethical
Committees from the centres involved in the project. Informed
consent was obtained from participants and a questionnaire
reporting demographic and epidemiological information was
distributed. Each suspected case was examined independently by
2 clinicians and patients were assigned to treatment according to
WHO-Informal Working Group on Echinococcosis (WHOIWGE) Expert Consensus.
Results 12 050 people (5667 in Bulgaria, 2902 in Romania
and 3481 in Turkey) were screened during the summer of 2014,
with 138 individuals with probable CE. Among these patients,
89 were confirmed to have CE, while 49 were identified as
suspected CE with inactive and CL cyst stages. Blood samples
were collected for serology and proteomic studies. Patients
identified as positives were allocated to available treatments. A
total of 25 000 people are expected to be screened by the end of
2015.
Conclusions Collection of accurate epidemiological and
clinical data will give a reliable picture of the burden of this
disease in Eastern Europe, providing a statistically supported
case series for future evaluation of efficacy and effectiveness of
interventions. This will be the largest US survey on CE from a
single community-based study.
Acknowledgements The research was funded from the
European Community’s FP7 under the grant agreement 602051
(Project HERACLES; www.Heracles-fp7.eu/).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Opisthorchiasis is caused by the food-borne trematode
Opisthorchis viverrini and affects more than 8 million people in
Cambodia, Lao PDR, Thailand and Vietnam. The disease causes
hepatomegaly, cholangitis and cholangocarcinoma. Praziquantel
is the sole drug available to treat the disease. Tribendimidine is a
novel anthelminthic, approved for human use by Chinese authorities since 2004. It displays an efficacy against O. viverrini comparable to praziquantel. The aim of this study is to elucidate the
pharmacokinetic parameters of tribendimidine and its metabolites, dADT and adADT, in a large population of O. viverrini
infected patients.
Tribendimidine was delivered to 300 patients at a single oral
dose of 400 mg. The sampling time points were optimized by
modelling data from previous phase IIa studies. According to this
sampling scheme, 5 blood drop samples were collected from
patient fingertips of 125 patients at 20 min, 2, 7.75, 8 and 30 h
after treatment and deposited on filter cards. The dried blood
samples were analysed by a validated liquid chromatography
coupled to tandem mass spectrometry method. Pharmacokinetic
parameters, as mean maximal concentration (Cmax), time to
maximal concentration (Tmax), elimination half life (t1/2) and
area under the curve (AUC) of both tribendimidine metabolites
were evaluated using non-compartmental analysis with WinNonlinâ software.
Tribendimidine was quickly metabolised to dADT and
adADT: after 20 min post-treatment, no parent molecule was
detectable. dADT reached higher concentrations than adADT
(Cmax of 2.7 and 0.8 lg/ml, respectively). Mean Tmax values
were 6.4 h for dADT and 6.3 h for adADT. The corresponding
mean t1/2 values were 5.8 and 7.6 h. Mean dADT AUC was
28.0 lg/ml*h, while adADT AUC was much smaller (7.7 lg/
ml*h). Our data will be further evaluated by population PK-PD
analysis to identify important covariates and relate PK parameters with treatment efficacy.
To our knowledge, we have for the first time presented the
disposition of tribendimidine in a large population. By collecting
PK information in the representative population to be treated
and by aiming to identify factors driving PK variability, our data
will be helpful in the development of tribendimidine as an alternative opisthorchicidal drug.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Prevalence and risk factors for Strongyloides stercoralis
infection in Bolivia among patients at high risk of
complications

How to measure responses to anthelmintic treatments?
Centile distribution of individual versus group mean egg
reduction rates
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Introduction Strongyloidiasis can be fatal in
immunocompromised patients. The prevalence of this neglected
tropical disease has never been evaluated in Bolivia using
sensitive tests. The aim of the study was to estimate the
prevalence and risk factors for strongyloidiasis among patients at
high risk of complications.
Materials and Methods We conducted a multicenter
study in Santa Cruz (400 m, tropical climate) and Cochabamba
(high inter-Andean valleys, 2550 m, temperate climate) among
patients with cancer, HIV, rheumatic or hematologic disease.
Strongyloides IgG antibody titers were measured by enzymelinked immunosorbent assay (Bordier Affinity Products) and two
fresh stool samples were analyzed using four parasitological
techniques (direct smear, Ritchie, Baermann and agar plate
culture). A structured socio-demographic characteristics
questionnaire was administered. Categorical variables were
compared by chi-square test and P < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant. Multivariable logistic regression model
was used to evaluate adjusted OR for positive stool test.
Results 1151 patients participated. The serological and
coproparasitological prevalences were 23% (265/1151) and
7.6% (88/1151), respectively.
In both the unadjusted and adjusted analyses, factors associated with positive coproparasitology (P < 0.05) were younger
age, living in rural area and low education level. There was no
difference in prevalence between Cochabamba and Santa Cruz as
defined by coproparasitology (6.4% vs. 8.9%; P = 0.11) or
serology (24% vs. 22%; P = 0.40). Among 64 patients in Cochabamba who had never traveled to the tropical lowlands, 5
(7.8%) had a positive coproparasitology.
Conclusions The study demonstrates that strongyloidiasis is
widely present in Bolivia and that many vulnerable patients are
at risk of complications. Given the known performance of the
serological test, the actual prevalence of strongylo€ıdiasis is
estimated at 20%.
The transmission of this parasitosis is highest in tropical and
subtropical areas, but also occurs at altitudes over 2500 m in
regions with a temperate climate, as evidenced in Cochabamba.
Bolivia should reinforce control strategies to prevent complications from this serious parasitic disease.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Background Anthelmintics are given to millions of people
under preventive chemotherapy programmes for schistosomiasis
and soil-transmitted nematodes (STN). To assess treatment
response, group means are used (egg reduction rate, ERR: the
difference in mean egg counts in a group of treated
individuals from before treatment to after treatment), aiming
for ERR ≥90% for schistosomiasis and most STNs. However
ERRs are not apt to describe the broad range of individual
responses and identify suboptimal responses. We propose a
different approach consisting in the distribution of individual
ERR (iERR).
Methods We compiled databases of 4375 subjects with
Schistosoma spp infection (S. mansoni (Sm) = 1708,
S. japonicum (Sj) = 300, S. haematobium (Sh) = 2367) treated
with praziquantel (PZQ: 15 trials in Asia, Africa and Latin
America); and 1832 school age children with Ascaris (AL)
Trichuris (TT) and hookworms (HW) treated with 400 mg
albendazole (ALB, n = 613) and 500 mg mebendazole (MBL,
n = 1219) (5 trials in Africa, Asia and Central America).
We analysed the centile distribution of iERR and compared it
to arithmetic mean ERR (ERRam). No change or increase in egg
counts post-treatment count as no reduction (ERR = 0).
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Findings

Schistosoma. 6.3%, 1.7% and 4.3% of the subjects treated for
Sh, Sj and Sm, respectively, had ERR = 0. The 5th, 10th, and
25th centiles of the subjects treated for Sh had iERRs of 0%,
49.3%, and 96.5%; values for Sj were 75%, 99%, and 99%;
and for Sm 18.2%, 65.3%, and 99.8%. For comparison:
ERRam was 86.6%, 96.7% and 86.7% for Sh, Sj and Sm.
STNs. Of the 613 subjects treated with ALB, 31.8%, 48.5%
and 19.7% were infected with AL, TT and HW, respectively;
corresponding values for MBL (n = 1219) were 43.6%,
42.1% and 14.3%.

5%, 36% and 8% of subjects treated with ABL for AL, TT
and HW respectively had ERR = 0; figures with MBL for AL,
TT and HW were 1%, 19% and 34%. The 5th, 10th, and 25th
centiles of the subjects treated with ALB for AL had iERRs of
53.1%, 100% and 100%, respectively; for TT all 0%; and for
HW: 0%, 44% and 89.3%. Corresponding values with MLB for
AL were 96.4%, 100% and 100%; TT: 0%, 0% and 27.6%;
HW: all 0%. For comparison, ERRam with ABL for AL, TT
and HW were 95.4%, 38.4% and 91.3%; and for MBL 93.7%,
55.7% and 40.6%, respectively.
Conclusions The centile distribution of iERR is a useful
complement to group mean estimates and better suited to detect
suboptimal responses to anthelmintics.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction The variability of larvae excretion impedes the
parasitological diagnosis of the soil-transmitted helminth
Strongyloides stercoralis in infected individuals. In particular,
low-intensity chronic infections may be missed because of the
low number of larvae excreted. The objective was to determine
possible differences in larvae excreted by infected individuals and
to assess the effect of treatment with ivermectin.
Materials and Methods Using a modified Baermann
diagnostic method, we assessed the number of larvae excreted
per gram (LPG) stool in 219 samples from 38 infected
individuals over seven consecutive days before and in 470
samples from 44 persons for 21 consecutive days after
ivermectin treatment (200 lg/kg BW). We assessed for a possible
cyclic excretion pattern by using local maxima calculation. We
compared the observed local maxima in the larvae excretion
counts within individuals with the number of local maxima in
randomly generated numbers. A local maximum was identified
when the LPG on a certain day was higher than the counts of
the previous day and the following day.
Results The diagnostic sensitivity of a single stool sample was
75% for individuals with low-intensity infections (<1 LPG) and
increased to 95% for those with high-intensity infections (>10
LPG). Doubling the number of samples examined per person
increased the sensitivity to more than 95%, even for
low-intensity infections. There was no indication of a cyclic
excretion of larvae. After treatment, all individuals stopped
excreting larvae within 3 days. Larvae were not detected during

any of the following 18 days (total 388 Baermann and 388 Koga
Agar tests).
Conclusions The sensitivity of the Baermann technique
increased with the infection intensity and the number of
analysed stool samples. At least two stool samples, collected on
consecutive days, are recommended to examine for a satisfactory
sensitivity. Three days post-ivermectin treatment S. stercoralis
larvae were no longer detectable.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction The soil-transmitted helminth Strongyloides
stercoralis is one of the most neglected helminth infections. It is
present world-wide, but more prevalent in hot and humid
climates and resource poor countries where inadequate sanitary
conditions prevail. The difficult diagnosis and irregular excretion
of larvae lead to an underreporting of infection rates. We
reviewed studies of the last 25 years on S. stercoralis’s global
prevalence in general populations and risk groups.
Materials and Methods A literature search was
performed. A Bayesian meta-analysis was carried out to obtain
country-specific prevalence estimates. Including the sensitivity of
diagnostic methods applied, we modeled and mapped countrywide prevalence estimates. The modeling was divided into
studies reporting infection rates in the general population, in
hospitals and on refugees and immigrants, respectively. We
further summarized possible risk factors for S. stercoralis
infection using meta-analysis.
Results A total of 354 studies from 78 countries were
included for the prevalence calculation, 194 (62.4%) were
community-based studies, 121 (34.2%) were hospital-based
studies and 39 (11.0%) were studies on refugees and
immigrants. World maps with country data are provided. In
numerous African, Asian and South-American resource-poor
countries information on S. stercoralis is lacking. The metaanalysis showed an association between HIV-infection/
alcoholism with S. stercoralis infection (OR: 2.17 BCI: 1.18–
4.01; OR: 6.69; BCI: 1.47–33.8), respectively. Our results show
high prevalence estimates in many resource poor tropical and
subtropical countries and in particular in South-East Asia.
Whereas data is very limited in most South-East Asian countries,
Thailand is a notable exception with more than 40 studies
reporting data on the prevalence of S. stercoralis.
Conclusions Adequate information on the prevalence of
S. stercoralis is still lacking from many countries. Further
assessments in different socio-economic and ecological settings
are needed and integration into global helminth control is
warranted. S. stercoralis should not be neglected and adequate
interventions assuring access to adequate treatment are
warranted.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Clinical and epidemiological characteristics of adult and
pediatric patients with neurocysticercosis observed in five
European centers

Prevalence of six neglected tropical diseases among
immigrants in five Italian reference centres: a crosssectional study
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Introduction In Europe the management of
neurocysticercosis is challenging because health care providers
are often unaware of this condition leading to diagnostic delay
and mismanagement.
Materials and Methods The aim of this retrospective
study was to review the cases of neurocysticercosis observed in
five infectious diseases centers located in Florence (Italy), Verona
(Italy) and Barcelona (Spain).
Results A total of 81 subjects with neurocysticercosis were
evaluated in the period 1980–2013. Of them 20 were younger
than 15 years. By applying the Del Brutto criteria to the 78
cases for which the information was available, 38 cases (48.7%)
were classified as definitive cases and 31 (39.7%) as probable
cases, while 9 (11.5%) were deemed to be cases even if the
diagnostic criteria were not satisfied. Continent of origin was
known in 80 subjects. Latin America and Asia were the most
frequent continent of origin (n = 37; 46.3% and n = 22; 27.5%,
respectively) followed by Europe (n = 14; 17.5%) and Africa
(n = 7; 8.8%). Among the 14 European subjects, 7 patients had
a history of travels abroad (Latin America in 3 cases, subSaharan Africa in 2 cases, East European countries in 1 case,
unknown country in 1 case), while 7 cases without history of
travel could be considered autochthonous infections acquired in
Spain (n = 6) and Italy (n = 1). Subjects with autochthonous
infection originated from Catalonia (4 cases), Cantabria (1 case)
and Sicily (1 case), while this information was not available in
one case.
If compared with adults, paediatric patients (aged <15 years)
were more likely to have eosinophilia, other parasitic infections,
to be asymptomatic, not treated with antiepileptic drugs or analgesic and not clinically improved after treatment.
Conclusions The study shows that there are some hurdles in
the management of neurocysticercosis in Europe. A not
negligible portion of patients do not satisfy the Del Brutto
diagnostic criteria. The higher portion of asymptomatic subjects
among the paediatric group is probably related to the ongoing
serological screening of adopted children from endemic regions
in Italy. The value of this serological screening should be better
assessed by a cost/benefit analysis.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Neglected Tropical Diseases (NTDs) are a
motley group of infections mainly endemic in low and middleincome countries and usually associated with poverty. Due to
international movements, NTDs are present in Europe where
they can be confused with ubiquitous diseases; some of them can
be transmitted via blood or organ donation, from mother to
child or reactivate during immunosuppression.
In Italy, despite a rapid increase in migration, little is known
about the NTDs burden. The objective of this study, funded by the
National Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, was to estimate the prevalence of 6 infections among immigrants in 5 Italian
centres (Bologna, Brescia, Florence, Rome, Negrar-Verona).
Methods People who attended outpatient services or were
admitted to Infectious Diseases wards and met the inclusion
criteria (≥18 years, coming from an endemic country, sufficient
level of Italian/availability of a linguistic mediator) were eligible.
After signing an informed consent form, they underwent different sets of serological test according to: country of origin
(strongyloidiasis, schistosomiasis, Chagas disease) or country of
origin plus presence of eosinophilia (toxocariasis, filariasis) or
presence of specific symptoms (leishmaniasis). Socio-economic
data were collected through a questionnaire. Seropositive individuals were offered the treatment and followed up.
Results 1083 individuals were enrolled (51.6% men, 46.9%
women, 1.5% transgender; mean age: 38.8 years). 11.2% of
them were diagnosed with at least one NTD; among the 130
diagnosed infections, the most common was strongyloidiasis
(43.1%), followed by schistosomiasis (26.9%), toxocariasias
(15.4%), filariasis (6.9%), Chagas disease (6.2%), leishmaniasis
(1.5%). The prevalence of each infection varied across the
centres, presumably as a result of diverse migration patterns.
Seropositive subjects were more likely to be male, aged
≥40 years, with low educational level. Proportions of screened
people with at least one NTD according to region of origin
(Geosentinel classification) were: 15.3% from South America,
15.2% from Sub-Saharan Africa, 8.8–10.3% from Asian regions,
5.3% from East Europe, 3.2% from Northern Africa.
Conclusions Despite its limitations, in particular the
selection bias, the study showed that the burden of NTDs
among immigrants is not negligible and underlined the need for
control strategies and education programmes, particularly in the
field of transplant medicine.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Co-infection with Plasmodium and parasitic
worms such as soil-transmitted helminths and Schistosoma spp.
is common in endemic areas of the tropics. Anaemia and
splenomegaly are typical clinical manifestations due to malaria
but may also be caused by helminth infections. Little is known
on potential interaction on these morbidities from Plasmodiumhelminth co-infections, which may be of antagonistic or
synergistic nature.
Methodology Between 2011 and 2013 four cross-sectional
parasitological and clinical community-based surveys in rural
southern C^
ote d’Ivoire and a national school-based study were
conducted. Each child was asked to provide a finger-prick blood
sample for haemoglobin measurement and detection of
Plasmodium. Kato-Katz thick smears from stool samples were
examined under a microscope for eggs of Schistosoma mansoni
and soil-transmitted helminths, respectively. S. haematobium
infection was detected by a filtration method or by using
microhaematuria from reagent strip testing as a proxy for
infection. Splenomegaly was defined as a palpable spleen of
grade 1 or higher using a Hackett’s scale. Logistic regression
analysis was used to determine odds ratios (ORs) for anaemia
and splenomegaly by infection category and subsequent
calculation of interaction measures performed to assess direction
and magnitude of interactions.
Principal findings 601 school-aged children from the
communities and 4938 children from the national school-based
study had complete information on parasitological and clinical
status and were considered for analysis. All infection categories
(i.e. single- and co-infections) showed increased ORs for
anaemia in both study types (i.e. communities and schools).
Interaction measures showed a tendency for antagonistic effects
on anaemia from co-infection. Co-infection of S. mansoni and
Plasmodium in schoolchildren and Plasmodium-hookworm coinfection in community children showed a significant negative
interaction on splenomegaly.
Conclusions and Significance Our findings contribute to
a better understanding of interactions between parasite species
on clinical morbidity and highlight the need for combined
control strategies against these diseases.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction The zoonotic cestode Echinococcus
multilocularis (fox tape worm) causes alveolar echinococcosis
responsible for about 700 000 disability adjusted life years
(DALYs) globally per year. Its life-cycle includes foxes and dogs

as definitive hosts, which can contaminate their respective
environment with parasite eggs shed in their faeces. Human
infection may occur upon accidental ingestion of viable eggs.
Switzerland is considered highly endemic. The situation in Basel
and surrounding was largely unknown. This study assessed the
presence of suitable hosts and the environmental contamination
with eggs from fox faeces in Basel.
Materials and Methods We identified five transects in the
conurbation of Basel and searched monthly for fox faecal
samples from May to November 2014. Each sampling session
lasted 3 h. Before analysis each fox faecal sample was stored at
80°C for at least three days. The samples were then subjected
to a flotation and sieving technique in ZnCl2 to isolate Taeniid
eggs in the faeces. The samples were then scanned for eggs under
the microscope. The species of the eggs was then determined
with polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
Results Fox faecal samples in the transects were searched for
105 h. A total of 30 samples were found. Most samples were
collected in the month of July (27%) and in the transect in
Riehen (43%). Eight (27%) samples were found positive for
E. multilocularis by PCR. All positive fox faecal samples were
found on the premises of a farm in Riehen within an area of
approximately 1000 m2.
Conclusions The faecal contamination of the environment
was low overall indicating a small fox population in and around
Basel. The population has been decimated during an outbreak of
mange disease in the past several years. Frequent heavy rains
during the summer months may have also washed away fox
faeces. In addition, the search for faecal samples could not be
extended to private gardens where foxes are likely to roam and
defecate. The finding of fox faecal samples infected with
E. multilocularis on the farm in Riehen demonstrates the
presence of suitable hosts and a wildlife transmission cycle of the
parasite in Basel. Therefore, adequate precautionary measures
such as regular deworming of dogs are warranted.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.013
Can increasing ivermectin coverage decrease the incidence
of Nodding Syndrome and other forms of epilepsy in
onchocerciasis endemic regions?
R. Colebunders1, M. Mandro2, F. Tepage3, G. Mambandu4, G. Musinya5,
J. Mokili6, E. Rood7, J. F. Wamala8, L. Kur9 and A. Laudisoit1,10
1
University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium; 2Division Provinciale de
Sante de l’Ituri, Bunja, The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 3National
Onchocerciasis Control Program, Kisangani, The Democratic Republic of
the Congo; 4Ministry of Health, Orientale Province, Kisangani, The
Democratic Republic of the Congo; 5Medecin Sans Frontieres
Switzerland, Bunja, The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 6San Diego
State University, San Diego, CA, USA; 7Royal Tropical Institute,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands; 8Ministry of Health, Kampala, Uganda;
9
Ministry of Health, Juba, South Sudan; 10University of Liverpool,
Liverpool, UK

Introduction A high prevalence of epilepsy has been
described in many onchocerciasis endemic areas. Moreover case
control studies have repeatedly shown an association between
Nodding Syndrome (NS), a severe form of epilepsy, and
Onchocerca volvulus infection.
Methods We compared the epilepsy situation in 3
onchocerciasis endemic regions in 3 countries: South Sudan,
Uganda and the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). In
South Sudan we visited NS-affected villages and interviewed
affected families, and patients. In Uganda we only interviewed
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health officials, colleague researchers and health care workers. In
the DRC a prevalence and a case control study were performed
in the village of Titule, Bas Uele in the Oriental Province.
Results In the Western Equatoria State in South Sudan, NS is
a major public health problem in villages along rapid flowing
rivers. In the village of Mvolo 1 in 6 children presented with
epilepsy and 1 in 2 families had at least one child with epilepsy.
The NS epidemic in South Sudan started around 1990 and is
ongoing. NS and other forms of epilepsy were frequently
observed in the same families. Ivermectin coverage in South
Sudan has always been very low. In northern Uganda the NS
epidemic started around 2000. Before 2009 there was no access
to ivermectin but in contrast with South Sudan today the NS
epidemic has stopped. Since 2012 there has been a sharp
decrease in the number of new NS cases following the biannual
distribution of ivermectin and larviciding the main rivers in the
affected area. In the DRC, a house to house survey conducted in
Titule revealed 67 (2.3%) epilepsy cases among 2908 people
interviewed. Epilepsy cases were clustered in families, persons
with epilepsy were more likely to live close to a river and a
history of ivermectin use protected against epilepsy. A case
control study including 59 cases with epilepsy and 61 healthy
controls showed that, daily bathing in local rivers was an
important risk factor for epilepsy (OR 3.07, 95% CI 1.19–7.93).
Conclusions NS seems to be part of a spectrum of different
types of seizures in onchocerciasis endemic areas. Low
ivermectin coverage appears to be associated with high
prevalence of NS and other forms of epilepsy in these regions. A
clinical trial to evaluate whether increasing the coverage of
ivermectin with or without larviciding rivers is able to decrease
the incidence of epilepsy in onchocerciasis endemic regions needs
to be done.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

of <5 year olds); therefore we also present analyses of the
impact of STH infection on child development z-scores and
haemoglobin levels in our study population.
Results There were some differences in risk factors across age
groups. For adults, males had higher risk than females [adjusted
odds ratio (AOR) 3.4; 95% Confidence Interval (CI): 2.4–5.0].
Household appliance ownership (AOR 0.52; 95%CI: 0.35–0.77),
and households having one child under five (AOR 0.60; 95%CI:
0.38–0.96) were protective factors. For school-aged children,
risk factors were male gender (AOR 4.5; 95%CI: 2.4–8.7),
washing hands without soap (AOR 2.3; 95%CI: 1.0–5.0),
discarding household waste in the bushes only (AOR 3.3; 95%
CIs: 1.4–8.2), or burning it only (AOR 3.4; 95%CI: 1.2–9.3)
compared to other disposal methods, and increasing number of
household goats owned (AOR 1.4; 95%CI: 1.0–2.0). Protective
factors included household water sourced from a tubewell or
borehole compared to an unprotected spring or well (AOR 0.02;
95%CI: 0.00–0.41), and interestingly, reported use of
unimproved (versus improved) school pit latrine (AOR 0.28;
95%CI: 0.10–0.81). For preschool children age was the main
risk factor (AOR 1.7 per increasing year; 95%CI: 1.3–2.1). We
will discuss implications for control.
Conclusion This is the first STH risk factor analysis
presented for Timor-Leste, using contemporary molecular
methods for diagnosis. It is an important, novel addition to the
global picture of STH burden from an impoverished and understudied region of the world.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.015
Kitchen waste as pig feed sustains transmission of Taenia
solium cysticercosis in Mbeya, Tanzania
U. C. Braae1, W. Harrison2, F. Lekule3, P. Magnussen1,4 and M. V. Johansen1
University of Copenhagen, Frederiksberg, Denmark; 2Imperial College
London, London, UK; 3Sokoine University of Agriculture, Morogoro,
Tanzania; 4University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark
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PS2.014
Analysis of risk factors for soil-transmitted helminth
infections and impact on child development in Timor-Leste
S. J. Campbell1, S. Nery1, C. D’Este2, S. Llewellyn3, R. Andrews4, D. J. Gray1,
R. Traub5, J. McCarthy3 and A. Clements1
1
Global Health Division, Research School of Population Health, The
Australian National University, Canberra, ACT, Australia; 2National
Centre for Epidemiology and Population Health, Research School of
Population Health, The Australian National University, Canberra, ACT,
Australia; 3Clinical Tropical Medicine Laboratory, QIMR Berghofer
Medical Research Institute, Brisbane, Qld, Australia; 4Menzies School of
Health Research, Charles Darwin University, Darwin, NT, Australia;
5
Faculty of Veterinary Science, The University of Melbourne, Melbourne,
Vic., Australia

Introduction Soil-transmitted helminths (STH) are parasitic
infections causing a high disease burden in communities with
inadequate water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH). STH control
programmes are now a major global health priority. Effective
control programmes require accurate baseline STH infection
estimates in order to determine type of intervention strategy and
communities to target, and thereby optimise resource allocation
for STH control.
Materials and Methods The ‘WASH for Worms’ cluster
randomised controlled trial integrates community WASH with
mass albendazole to reduce STH in Manufahi District, TimorLeste. Using multivariable mixed-effects regression models, we
report on a broad range of STH risk factors at trial baseline, by
parasite species and age group (preschool; school-aged and
adult). Timor-Leste reports extremely high child stunting (58%

308

Attempts to control the neglected tropical disease Taenia solium
taeniosis/cysticercosis in low-income countries have been unsuccessful or unsustainable. This could indicate a knowledge gap in
our understanding of the transmission dynamics including the
importance of environmental contamination with T. solium eggs.
We aimed to identify risk factors associated with porcine cysticercosis using a case-control study design, utilising known
information on persistent or multiple infections of porcine cysticercosis. Questionnaire interviews and observational surveys
were conducted in July 2014 in the two districts Mbeya and
Mbozi, Tanzania. Study households were identified based on
participation in a previous study investigating porcine cysticercosis prevalence at multiple time points, and allocated into cases or
controls based on porcine cysticercosis presence or absence,
respectively. This resulted in 43 farmers in the case group and
50 farmers in the control group from 20 villages. Potato peels
were said to be given to pigs either raw or boiled by 46% of the
farmers. Based on logistic regression porcine cysticercosis could
be associated with absence or a completely open latrine
(P = 0.035, OR 5.98, CI: 1.33–43.02) compared to an enclosed
latrine, and feeding potato peels to pigs (P = 0.007, OR 3.45,
CI: 1.43–8.79). Logistic analysis including management indicated
pigs kept in elevated pens (P = 0.049, OR 5.33, CI: 1.08–32.27)
and on earthen floors (P = 0.041, OR 9.87, CI: 1.29–114.55)
compared to cemented floors, were more likely to be infected.
Whether potato peels are contaminated with Taenia eggs, or
whether the contamination is from the water used, or from dirty
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hands, in the process of peeling the potatoes, need to be confirmed. The results obtained in this study are strengthened by the
case–control design, which is unique for porcine cysticercosis
related surveys, and suggests that blocking transmission to pigs
will require management and feeding addressed in greater detail.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

measures in endemic sites, more efforts must be done to know
the real burden of the disease.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.017
From Italian to European register of cystic echinococcosis:
implementation and evaluation after 2.5 years

PS2.016
A high prevalence of Strongyloides stercoralis found in a rural
area of Amhara region, North-Western Ethiopia, by using a
combination of three different diagnosis techniques
A. Amor1,2, M. Anegagrie2,3, E. Rodriguez4, J. M. Saugar4, A. Arroyo5,
B. L
opez-Quintana5, D. Zewdie6, Z. Ayehubizu6, E. Yizengaw6, B. Abera6,
M. Yimer6, T. Hailu6, W. Mulu6, Z. Herrador1 and A. Benito1
1
National Center of Tropical Medicine, Institute of Health Carlos III,
Madrid, Spain; 2Fundaci
on Mundosano, Madrid, Spain; 3Institute of
Health Carlos III, Bahirdar, Ethiopia; 4Parasitology Department,
National Center of Microbiology, Institute of Health Carlos III, Madrid,
Spain; 5Microbiology and Parasitology, Hospital Carlos III-La Paz,
Madrid, Spain; 6College of Medicine, Bahirdar University, Bahirdar,
Ethiopia

Introduction Soil-transmitted helminths are among the most
common infections worldwide, mostly in tropical/subtropical
poverty areas, with lack of sanitation, affecting mainly children
under 15. The morbidity is directly related to impairment of the
nutritional status and of the school performance. Efforts to
control their impact in endemic areas are based on public health
interventions, as periodic mass drug administration, being the
level of endemicity a key point to launch preventive
chemotherapy interventions. Attention has been focused on
Ascaris lumbricoides, Trichuris trichiura, Necator americanus
and Ancylostoma duodenale. However Strongyloides stercoralis
is excluded, even though good reasons for its inclusion: his
ability to cause long-lasting infections and hyper-infections in
immune-suppressed individuals, with high fatality rate. Nonstandard approaches for its diagnosis, different drugs for
treatment needed, and the scarcity of data about its
epidemiology are explanations for this exclusion.
Materials and Methods In October 2013, we performed
a study in a rural area, where the prevalence of S. stercoralis in
2012 was 5.1%, by using the formol ether concentration
method. Our aim was to know if the prevalence of S. stercoralis
was underestimated. The area is located in North-western
Ethiopia, Bahirdar, in the shoreline of Lake Tana and the source
of the Blue Nile. We collected 396 stool samples from children
randomly selected in 8 primary schools, to be processed in the
day of collection by three techniques: in the laboratory of
Bahirdar a concentration with formol ether (FEC), by using a
filtration-concentration device (BIoparaprep MINIâ, Leti
Diagn
osticos, Barcelona, Spain), a Baermann method, after an
incubation of 18 h with charcoal, and a deoxyribonucleic acid
extraction (QIAampâ DNA stool mini kit, Qiagen, Hilden,
Germany) were carried out. A real time Polymerase Chain
Reaction (PCR) targeting the 18S ribosomal subunit of the
S. stercoralis was done in Spain.
Results Prevalence of S. stercoralis was 4% by FEC, 12.4%
by the Baermann method and 13.4% by PCR, being the latest
the most sensitive (P < 0.001). Prevalence by the three
techniques was 21%, ranging from 13% up to 36%.
Conclusions This is a good illustration of the
underestimation of S. stercoralis with classical diagnosis
approaches. In order to establish the appropriate control

F. Tamarozzi1, P. Rossi2, F. Galati3, M. Mariconti4, R. Narra1, A. Casulli2 and
E. Brunetti1,4
1
Department of Clinical Surgical Diagnostic and Pediatric Sciences,
WHO Collaborating Centre on Clinical Management of Cystic
Echinococcosis, University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy; 2Department of
Infectious, Parasitic and Immunomediated Diseases, Roma, Italy;
3
SIDBAE, Information Technology, Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Roma,
Italy; 4Division of Infectious and Tropical Diseases, WHO Collaborating
Centre on Clinical Management of Cystic Echinococcosis, San Matteo
Hospital Foundation, Pavia, Italy

Introduction Cystic Echinococcosis (CE) is highly endemic
in some areas of Europe, but its true burden is unknown due to
the lack of efficient and specific reporting systems. As a result,
CE is perceived as unimportant, making measurement of disease
burden even more difficult. Neglect hampers the collection of
good quality data to inform evidence-based diagnostic and
therapeutic strategies, adding to the lack of prospective
randomized trials and resulting in suboptimal, when not wrong,
management of cases outside referral centres and ineffective
allocation of public resources. the Italian prospective register of
CE patients, RIEC (Italian Register of CE; www.iss.it/riec) was
launched in September 2012 to address this problem, by the
WHO Collaborating Centre on CE of Pavia (Italy) and the
Italian National Health Institute (Rome, Italy) In October 2014
RIEC expanded into ERCE (European Register of CE;
www.heracles-fp7.eu/erce) in the context of FP7 project
HERACLES.
Methods Nearly 2.5 years after its launch, we evaluated the
use of the Register by voluntarily adhering Italian Centres and
the completeness of fundamental data: record of CE patients
visited and evolution over time of cysts in relation to
management. Data from the 5 non-Italian Centres that recently
adhered to ERCE were not included in the analysis.
Results As of March 2015, 484 CE patients were enrolled in
ERCE by 14 Centres, 284 (59.1%) in Pavia Centre, while 7
Centres, 57% of which located in the most endemic regions, did
not enrol any patient. In adjunction of basic enrolment as a CE
case, 96.6% patients had also other data recorded. Only 5
Centres recorded data after ERCE launch (10/2014).
Completeness of the data recorded ranged from the 99.03%
(‘date of visit’) to 51.89% (‘cysts characteristics’), but these
values decreased dramatically when excluding data from Pavia.
Conclusions ERCE responds to a long standing need for a
CE Register with online data entry, and recorded data largely
outnumber the total of National cases reported by most
European endemic countries. This confirms the need for a better
report system of CE at European level. However, more efforts
are needed to encourage new centres to join and to ensure
regular data entry, through improvement in the structure and
usability of the database and implementation of ‘benefits’ for the
participating Centres.
Acknowledgements The research that led to these results
has received funding from the FP7 (HERACLES) g.a. 602051.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Application of LC-MS/MS in identifying potential biomarker
of Opisthorchis viverrini related cholangiocarcinoma from
plasma

Subtle to severe hepatobiliary morbidity in Opisthorchis
viverrini endemic district in Lao PDR

V. Thitapakorn1, K. Kotawong1, S. Roytrakul2, N. Phaonakrop2 and
V. Viyanant1
1
Chulabhorn International College of Medicine, Thammasat University,
Pathumthani, Thailand; 2Center for Genetic Engineering and
Biotechnology (BIOTEC), National Science and Technology
Development Agency, Pathumthani, Thailand

Identification of potential novel biomarker is crucial need for
cancer diagnosis. LC-MS/MS is commonly used to investigate
the different expression and identification of plasma protein.
Either individual or pooled plasma has been used to investigate
for differential protein expression (potential biomarker). There
was still no conclusion whether individual or pooled should be
selected. Therefore, this study was aimed to compare an individual and pooled plasma based on the number of differential
expressed plasma protein (potential biomarkers), cost effectiveness, and time consuming by using LC-MS/MS. The cholangiocarcinoma (CCA) plasma (20 Opisthorchis viverrini related
cholangiocarcinoma) and non-CCA plasma (10 O. viverrini
infected patients and 10 healthy volunteer) were analyzed by gel
based LC-MS/MS (GelC-MS/MS). The pooled non-cholangiocarcinoma plasma (pNCCA) was prepared by mixing 1 lg of each
10 OV and 10 HV while the pooled cholangiocarcinoma plasma
(pCCA) was prepared by mixing 1 lg of each 20 CCA. Either
individual or pooled plasma was size separated by SDS-PAGE,
sliced into 29 gel pieces. Among these, 20 of 29 gel pieces (9
pieces of albumin were removed) were subjected to GeLC-MS/
MS (800 gel pieces of individual and 40 gel pieces for pooled
analysis). The results showed 4173 plasma proteins were identified from individual analysis (average 5.22 proteins/gel piece)
and 1587 plasma proteins from pooled analysis (39.7 proteins/
gel piece). Among these identified plasma proteins based on three
fold differential expression, 74 and 59 proteins were identified
from individual and pool, respectively. For individual analysis, 6
and 21 proteins were specifically presented only in non-CCA and
CCA, respectively while 21 and 33 proteins were specifically presented only in pNCCA and pCCA, respectively. The estimate
cost/identified potential biomarker was 203 US dollar for individual plasma and 12 US dollar for pooled plasma. Pooled
plasma was less time consuming than individual plasma by
190 h or nearly 8 days continuously analyzed by LC-MS/MS
(15 min/shot or gel slice). In conclusion, pooled plasma is recommended for identifying a novel O. viverrini related CCA biomarker. According to this result, identification of other cancer
biomarker from pooled plasma might also be recommended due
to the cost effectiveness, shorter time and higher number of identified potential biomarker aspects.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Republic; 7Pathology, Faculty of Medicine, University of Khon Kaen,
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Introduction Evidence on severe hepatobiliary morbidity
associated with Opisthorchis viverrini liver fluke infection
including cholangiocarcinoma (CCA) is scarce in Lao People’s
Democratic Republic (Lao PDR) although O. viverrini infection
is highly prevalent. We assessed hepatobiliary morbidity using
abdominal ultrasonography (US) in Saravan province, Southern
Lao PDR.
Materials and Methods We performed a cross-sectional
study from January to April 2011 in parasitological O. viverriniconfirmed adults (aged ≥20 years) in ten endemic villages in
Saravan district, Saravan province, Southern Lao PDR, including
an in-depth questionnaire and an abdominal US examination.
Results A random sample of 431 O. viverrini patients from
10 villages underwent abdominal US. Mild, moderate and
markedly advanced periductal fibrosis was diagnosed in 7.0%,
66.5%, and 17.0%, respectively. Normal liver parenchyma was
seen only in 9.5% of patients. Presence of gall stones (13.2%),
sludge (1.4%), gall wall thickening (1.2%), bile duct dilatation
(1.6%), fatty liver (12.0%), and kidney stones (8.6%) and cysts
(7.9%) were diagnosed in considerable frequencies. In five
patients (1.2%) hepatobiliary lesions suggesting CCA were
diagnosed. Tumour markers, i.e., Interleukin-6, plasminogen
activator inhibitor, and carbohydrate antigen 19-9 were within
normal range.
Conclusion The number of CCA suspected liver masses and
hepatobiliary morbidity diagnosed among clinically
asymptomatic adult patients in O. viverrini endemic areas
presents a major public health concern in Lao PDR. Definite
diagnosis with regard to opisthorchiasis-related severe sequelae
including a liver fatal cancer, cholangiocarcinoma is urgently
needed to gauge the burden of the fatal disease in Lao PDR.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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1
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Health Institute (Swiss TPH), Basel, Switzerland; 3University of Basel,
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Introduction Strongyloides stercoralis, endemic in tropical
and temperate climates, is a most neglected tropical disease. Its
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diagnosis requires specific methods. Accurate information on its
geographic distribution and global burden are lacking. We
determined infection prevalence and risk factors in two
socioeconomic and ecological distinctly different provinces in
Cambodia, and predicted infection prevalence in unsurveyed
locations, using Bayesian geostatistical modelling in a northern
province.
Materials and methods Two cross-sectional communitybased studies were conducted in 2010 and 2011 to assess the
infection prevalence and risk factors of S. stercoralis in Preah
Vihear province and Takeo province in the North and South of
Cambodia, respectively. Stool samples were examined using
Koga agar plate culture and the Baermann method for detecting
S. stercoralis infection. Bayesian kriging was used to predict risk
at non-surveyed locations in Preah Vihear.
Results S. stercoralis infection prevalence among the general
population was 44.7% and 21.0% in Preah Vihear and Takeo
province, respectively. In both provinces male participants were
significantly more frequently infected than females (P < 0.001)
in all age classes. Participants who reported having a latrine at
home were significantly less frequently infected than those who
did not. Strongyloidiasis cases would be reduced by 39% if
latrines would be systematically available for defecation. In
Preah Vihear province, S. stercoralis infection statistically
increased with age, starting at 31.4% in children <6 years to a
peak of at 51.2% in participants older than 50 years. In Takeo
province, S. stercoralis infection prevalence reached 14.5% in
children under or equal to 5 years and 28.0% in participants
aged between 56 and 60 years. Muscle pain and urticaria were
significantly associated with S. stercoralis infection.
Conclusions S. stercoralis infection is highly prevalent in
rural communities of Cambodia, in places where appropriate
diagnosis and treatment do not exist. Personal hygiene and
sanitation, including utilization of latrines, are significant
predictors of S. stercoralis infection. Thus, S. stercoralis infection
should no longer be neglected in Cambodia and access to
treatment should be guaranteed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Kampala, Uganda; 5Center for Public Health and Ecosystem Research,
Hanoi School of Public Health, Hanoi, Vietnam; 6National Institute of
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Background Unsafe wastewater management and reuse
practices are common in densely populated and fast growing
cities in Africa and Asia, thus contributing to the risk of
transmission of infectious diseases, such as soil-transmitted
helminthiasis, schistosomiasis and intestinal protozoa infections.
We determined the prevalence and risks factors for intestinal
parasitic infections in different population groups with various
levels of exposure to wastewater management and reuse in
Kampala, Uganda and Hanoi, Vietnam.
Methods In both study settings, cross-sectional surveys were
carried out in five exposure groups, namely
1 workers maintaining wastewater treatment facilities;
2 workers collecting faecal sludge;

3 urban farmers;
4 city residents with contact to wastewater; and
5 city residents without contact to wastewater.
We collected a single stool sample that was subjected to the
Kato-Katz and formalin-ether concentration methods for the
diagnosis of helminth and intestinal protozoa infections. We
employed a questionnaire survey to assess risk factors and selfreported signs and symptoms.
Results A total of 915 and 665 individuals were enrolled in
Kampala and Hanoi, respectively. In both setting, highest
prevalence of helminth infections were found in urban farmers.
In Kampala, hookworm was the predominate species (27.8%),
followed by Trichuris trichiura (26.1%), Schistosoma mansoni,
Ascaris lumbricoides (18.7%). In Hanoi, hookworm was as well
the most prevalent helminth (15.5%),
T. trichiura was found in 4.0% and A. lumbricoides was only
detected in workers (1.6%).
E. histolytica/dispar and Giardia intestinalis were detected in
15% and 0.8%, respectively, in Kampala while no E. histolytica/
dispar and 1.1% Giardia intestinalis were detected in Hanoi.
Multivariate regression models revealed significant higher odds
of an infection with intestinal parasite for urban farmers compared to the other groups.
Conclusion and Significance Urban farmers’ high level
of infection can play an important role in the transmission of
helminth infection via contamination of their environment.
Hence, sanitation safety planning, mass deworming and
awareness programmes that target vulnerable population groups
along wastewater management and reuse chains are required to
support the control and elimination efforts of intestinal parasitic
diseases in African and Asian cities.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Helminthiasis is an important public health problem worldwide,
especially in low and middle-income countries. Helminth eggs
adhere to different surfaces, e.g. soil particles, hands, particles in
water, but also laboratory utensils. Despite these characteristics
which have direct implications on egg transmission, little is
known about the adhesion properties of helminth eggs. The aim
of this study was to estimate the detachment of adhered Ascaris
suum eggs from PVC plastic and glass surfaces by flushing the
surfaces with different solutions. The experiments were performed with perfusion chambers mounted on a surface with
adhering A. suum eggs (1000 eggs deposited with 10 ll of
water), and then flushed with ddH2O at a flow velocity of
10 ml/min (shear stress of 0.67 Pa). Each experiment ran for
30 min, and the number of eggs removed was enumerated every
5 min. Different factors of importance to egg detachment was
tested, such as drying time of eggs to the surface (0 and 1.5 h)
and subsequent soaking time (0.5 and 1 h) of the eggs dried for
1 h inside the chamber with different solutions (ddH2O, Benzethonium chloride 1%, 0.5 M NaOH, and 5 M NaOH) before
flushing. The preliminary results showed that all freshly deposited eggs (drying time 0) were detached from both PVC and glass
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surfaces already after 5 min of flushing. For eggs dried on a surface for 1.5 h (where all the water containing the eggs had just
evaporated), only soaking in NaOH resulted in detachment of
eggs after 30 min. After soaking in 5 M NaOH for 0.5 h the
detachment of eggs from plastic was 76% and from glass 63%,
whereas after soaking for 1 h the detachment of eggs from plastic was 100% and from glass 83%. In conclusion, A. suum eggs
showed a very strong adherence towards the surfaces tested, and
only freshly deposited eggs or eggs soaked in a strong NaOH
solution resulted in complete detachment of eggs from surfaces
after flushing for 30 min.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.023
Treatment of human and animal helminth infections at
Lake Chad: awareness, access, common practice and
content of active ingredient in drugs
H. Greter1,2, N. Cowan2,3, I. O. Alfaroukh4, J. Utzinger1,2, J. Keiser2,3 and
J. Zinsstag1,2
1
Epidemiology and Public Health, Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
3
Medical Parasitology and Infection Biology, Swiss Tropical and Public
Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 4Institut de Recherche en Elevage
pour le Developpement, N’Djamena, Chad

Introduction In the Lake Chad region in Chad, human and
animal health services only cover very basic services and can
hardly attend to the needs of the population. The Swiss Tropical
and Public Health Institute together with its Chadian partners
engage to improve human and animal health systems by
applying a One Health approach. This project was initiated by
mobile pastoralists’ concerns about unsatisfying outcomes in the
treatment of human and animal helminth infections. Laboratory
diagnostics for helminth infections are not available at health
centres in the study area and diagnosis is based on symptoms.
Suspected human and animal helminth infections are treated
with albendazole available from health centres, pharmacies, local
markets or veterinary health posts. The unsatisfying treatment
outcome is believed to originate from the low quality of drugs.
Methods Stool samples from randomly selected people
(n = 228) and cattle (n = 375) were analysed for helminth
infections performing Kato-Katz technique, SAF concentration
and sedimentation method. Reported health seeking behaviour,
treatment strategies and outcomes for humans and animals were
assessed during interviews and focus group discussions.
Albendazole tablets purchased at health centres, pharmacies and
local markets were tested for their albendazole content using a
high pressure liquid chromatography-UV method.
Results Overall prevalence of human helminth infections was
low (<3%). Infection with intestinal protozoa was found at high
prevalence (>36%). Trematodes (Fasciola gigantica, Schistosoma
bovis) were the most prevalent helminth infections in cattle.
Disease awareness among pastoralists was high and selfmediated therapy for humans and animals is the common
practice. Albendazole content of all tablets tested lay between
77% and 150% of the labelled amount.
Conclusions We show that access to helminth treatment
exists and albendazole tablets from different sources contain
sufficient amount of active ingredient. Most parasitic diseases in
humans were caused by protozoa whereas most parasitic cattle
diseases were caused by trematodes which are not sensitive to
albendazole. This indicates that the reported unsatisfactory
treatment outcome is most likely due to the use of inappropriate
substances for the treatment of the identified diseases. Together
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with our Chadian partners we will now develop
recommendations to contribute to improve treatment of human
and animal health services in Chad.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.024
Effectiveness of a community-directed intervention against
liver fluke and soil-transmitted helminths in Southern Lao
PDR
K. Phongluxa1,2,3, V. Xayaseng2,3,4, Y. Vonghachack2,3,5, K. Akkhavong1,
P. van Eeuwijk2,3,6 and P. Odermatt2,3
1
National Institute of Public Health, Vientiane, Lao People‘s Democratic
Republic; 2Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
3
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 4National Institute of Public
Health, Ministry of Health, Vientiane, Lao People‘s Democratic
Republic; 5University of Health Sciences, Vientiane, Lao People‘s
Democratic Republic; 6Institute of Social Anthropology, Basel,
Switzerland

Background Food-borne trematodiasis (FBT) and soiltransmitted helminthiasis (STH) are a major public health
concern in Southeast Asia and particularly in Lao People
Democratic Republic (Lao PDR). Preventive chemotherapy along
with health education are the mainstay of control. We developed
and evaluated a community-directed intervention (CDI)
approach against FBT and STH in southern Lao PDR.
Methods We piloted the CDI in 30 villages of Saravane
district, Southern Lao PDR. Trained health volunteer and village
leaders distributed deworming medicine and delivered health
education on worm infections in the community in close
collaboration with trained health centre staff. In 2010, 2011 and
2012 we conducted cross-sectional surveys in ten randomly
selected villages. Two stool samples obtained from individuals
aged ≥2 years of selected households were examined using Kato
Katz method. Household heads and individuals were
interviewed. Focus group discussions (FGD) and direct
observation were performed. Baseline data was compared with
after intervention data. A textual content analysis was performed
for qualitative data.
Results The prevalence of Opisthorchis viverrini, hookworm,
Ascaris lumbricoides, and Trichuris trichiura infection was
reduced by 26.4%, 38.1%, 45.9%, and 30.3%, respectively. A
reduction of multiple helminth infections was achieved.
Household heads had better knowledge on liver fluke and STH
in relation to liver fluke prevention and they were aware of risk
factors for hookworm and whipworm infections. Misleading
conceptions on acquiring roundworm infection through eating
any raw food could be corrected. A decrease in eating raw fish
was observed which was consistent with statements of FGD
participants that after treatment they did not want to eat raw
fish anymore and some were afraid of a re-infection with the
liver fluke. Participants understood that the community activity
aimed at treating worm infections and preventing ill-health.
Conclusions CDI reduced liver fluke and STH infections and
improved local knowledge, attitudes, and practices regarding
worm infection, and its risk factors as well as the awareness on
the importance of worm control. The CDI approach has a high
potential to control liver fluke in endemic areas by empowering
village leaders. Therefore, an evaluation of a scaling up of the
intervention is warranted.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Understanding raw fish food consumption in Southern Lao
PDR where liver fluke infection is highly endemic
K. Phongluxa1,2,3, V. Xayaseng1,2,3, K. Akkhavong1, P. van Eeuwijk2,3,4 and
P. Odermatt2,3
1
National Institute of Public Health, Ministry of Health, Vientiane, Lao
People‘s Democratic Republic; 2Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute,
Basel, Switzerland; 3University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 4Institute of
Social Anthropology, Basel, Switzerland

Background Consumption of raw or insufficiently cooked
fish is a major public health concern in Southeast Asia, and in
Lao People’s Democratic Republic (Lao PDR), in particular. In
southern Laos about 79.7% reported to eat raw fish dish. We
aimed to assess the knowledge, attitudes, perceptions and
practices of villagers in liver fluke endemic areas related to raw
fish preparation, consumption and its health consequences.
Methods In February 2010, eight focus group discussions
(FGDs, 35 men and 37 women total) and direct observations
were conducted in four randomly selected liver fluke endemic
villages in Saravane District, Saravane Province. FGDs distilled
the knowledge, attitudes, perceptions and practices of adult
community members on raw fish preparation, consumption and
its consequences for health. Conversations were transcribed from
notes and tape-recorders. MAXQDA software was used for
content analysis.
Results Knowledge regarding the health effects of raw fish
consumption was heterogeneous. Some participants did not
associate liver fluke infection with any ill health, while others
linked it to digestive problems. Participants also associated
vegetables and tree leave consumption with liver fluke infection.
The majority of FGD participants considered fish flesh that had
been prepared with weaver ant extract to be safe for
consumption. Visual appearance, taste, smell and personal
preference were given as reasons for consuming raw fish dishes.
Moreover, participants considered it a traditional way of food
preparation, practiced for generations in Laos. Ten different fish
dishes that use raw or fermented fish were identified. All FGD
participants reported consuming dishes with raw fish. Men
consumed more frequently raw fish dishes than women. Children
were allowed to eat raw fish dishes with other family members
after the age of about 14 years.
Conclusions This study reveals a low degree of biomedical
knowledge among local people on the health risks related to
frequent consumption of raw or insufficiently cooked fish. Fish
dishes were considered to be ‘well-prepared’ (that is ‘cooked’)
even though the fish had not been heated. Health education
campaigns will have to address the specific knowledge, attitudes,
perceptions and practices of the concerned population.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.026
Novel DNA marker for population genetic study of lung
fluke, Paragonimus spp. in Japan
W. Saijuntha1, C. Tantrawatpan2 and T. Agatsuma3
Walai Rukhavej Botanical Research Institute (WRBRI), Mahasarakham
University, Mahasarakham, Thailand; 2Preclinical Sciences, Faculty of
Medicine, Thammasat University, Prathumthani, Thailand; 3Division of
Environmental Health Sciences, Kochi Medical School, Kochi University,
Nankoku, Japan

1

Paragonimiasis is a food-borne parasitic infection caused by the
lung fluke, Paragonimus spp. It infects an estimated 22 million
people yearly worldwide. Several Paragonimus species are ende-

mic in Japan, e.g. P. westermani, P. miyazaki and P. ohirai.
Intron sequence is proven to be the potential molecular marker
for population genetics study in many organisms. Then this current study aims to characterize the third intron sequence in
domain 1 (D1int3) of phosphagen kinase (PK) gene of Paragonimus spp. in Japan for implication of genetic diversity investigation. Ten individual adult worms of each three species of
Paragonimus, i.e. P. westermani, P. miyazaki and P. ohirai were
examined herein. Several intron domains of PK gene of Paragonimus were amplified and screened for the nucleotide variations.
Of these, intron domain 3 (Intron 3) is successfully amplified in
all three species. It showed high variations within P. westermani
with 62 variable nucleotide sites, whereas low level of variation
was observed within P. miyasaki and P. ohirai at 4 and 10 variable sites, respectively. Moreover, heterozygous locus was
observed in P. westermani and P. ohirai. Haplotype analysis
found that 15, 6, and 5 haplotypes were detected in P. westermani, P. miyazaki and P. ohirai, in total, respectively. However,
the haplotype network and phylogenetic tree constructed by
using the intron 3 sequences demonstrated that P. westermani
was separated into two distinct lineages and closely clustered
with a monophyletic group of P. miyazsaki. The finding in this
study suggested that the intron 3 sequence of PK gene is suitable
for the population genetic study in P. westermani and P. ohirai
and it would also be a potential marker for phylogenetic study
of the Paragonimus spp. in endemic areas including Japan.
This research was supported by Mahasarakham University to
WS and JSPS grant no. 26305011 to TA.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.027
Molecular diagnosis of Taeniasis/Cysticercosis complex by
real time PCR based on HDP2 and Ptsol9 repetitive
sequences
M. D. Flores-Chavez, C. Dominguez-Hidalgo, Y. Monje, G. Molini and
T. Garate
Parasitologıa, Instituto de Salud Carlos III, Majadahonda, Spain

Introduction Taeniasis/Cysticercosis complex is endemic in
many low- and middle-income countries of the world. Due to
increased travels and immigration, cysticercosis may be
diagnosed also in non-endemic areas as in Spain. In taeniasis,
eggs identification allows the diagnosis of Taenia tapeworm
carriers, and proglottids morphological analysis, if they are well
preserved, permits the taeniid species-specifc determination. For
treatment of taeniasis, it is relevant to detect unambiguously the
Taenia solium patients. Since, PCR is a good alternative to
ascertain between T. solium and T. saginata, we evaluated the
limit of detection and usefulness of the two repetitive DNA
sequences, HDP2 and pTsol9, using conventional and real time
PCRs.
Material and Methods Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), tissue
biopsies, proglottids and stool samples from patients attended in
Spanish hospitals were included. DNA was extracted using
QIAamp DNA/Stool Mini Kit. Analytical sensitivity and
specificity of the two molecular targets were determined and
compared for both T. saginata and T. solium DNAs. In real
time PCR, temperature of melting (Tm) analysis was used to
distinguish between T. solium and T. saginata. pTsol9-PCR was
performed in a single run, whereas HDP2-PCR was carried out
in both a single run and seminested PCR.
Results The HDP2-seminested PCR had an analytical
sensitivity of 100 fg for both T. solium and T. saginata gDNAs;
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although in feces samples, this limit of detection was 10 fold
lower for T. solium. In contrast, pTsol9-PCR allowed the
detection of 10 fg and 10 ng from T. solium and T. saginata,
respectively. Using these PCRs, we confirmed 9
neurocysticercosis and 15 taeniasis cases (one by T. solium).
Conclusion Both conventional and real-time PCR protocols
presented similar detection limits for the two molecular targets.
pTsol9 showed excellent sensitivity to detect T. solium DNA,
and significantly lower for T. saginata. Although, HDP2 did not
reach the same sensitivity that pTsol9 did, a single run of HDP2PCR was able to distinguish between T. solium and T. saginata
by Tm analysis. In the copro-DNA diagnosis, the seminestedPCR was the best protocol to increase the limit of detection and
distinguish between T. solium and T. saginata.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.028
The impact of bi-annual ivermectin mass drug
administration on the level of endemicity and intensity of
Onchocerca volvulus infection in Adansi South District of
Ghana
D. Antwi-Berko1 and A. Y. Debrah2
Kumasi Centre for Collaborative Research in Tropical Medicine,
Kumasi, Ghana; 2Faculty of Allied Health Sciences, Kwame Nkrumah
University of Science and Technology, Kumasi, Ghana

1

Introduction Onchocerca volvulus infection leads to severe
dermatitis, visual impairment, and blindness. Ivermectin remains
the operational drug for its control. Reports indicate sub-optimal
response in Ghana posing a challenge to the control efforts. In
this study, the impact of bi-annual ivermectin mass drug
administration on the level of endemicity and intensity of this
infection was assessed.
Materials and methods In all, 1223 volunteers from 19
hyperendemic communities in two sub-districts who had received
3–5 rounds of bi-annual ivermectin were examined for
onchocercal nodules, out of whom 444 were assessed for
microfilarial loads and community microfilarial load (CMFL).
Level of endemicity was measured using onchocercal nodule and
microfilarial prevalence while the intensity of infection was
measured by CMFL, a reference index used by the OCP.
Results The result indicated that 41.8% volunteers were
nodule positive. A significant difference was observed in the
nodule prevalence between New-Edubiase and Akrofuom subdistricts. The microfilaria prevalence and CMFL in the study
communities ranged from 13.3% to 88.9% and 1.4–5.2 mf/mg
respectively.
Conclusion This study showed a drop in the intensity of
infection from hyper- to meso-endemicity after 3–5 ivermectin
treatment rounds.
Keywords Onchocerca volvulus, ivermectin, microfilariae,
endemicity, mesoendemic, hyperendemic.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.029
The study of praziquantel effects in vivo and in vitro on
European liver fluke Opisthorchis felineus
M. Pakharukova and V. A. Mordvinov
Institute of Cytology and Genetics, Novosibirsk, Russian Federation

Introduction The European liver fluke Opisthorchis felineus
(Rivolta, 1884) is an epidemiologically important parasite
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infecting mammals, including humans. Opisthorchis felineus is
widespread in Russia, Kazakhstan and Eastern European
countries. O. felineus invasion can result in severe
complications, such as cholangitis, cholecystitis, in some cases
associated with the development of cholangiocarcinoma.
Praziquantel (PZQ) is the drug of choice for the treatment of
opisthorchiasis, but the effects of this drug on O. felineus are
poorly studied. The aims of this work were (i) to perform a
study of PZQ effects in vitro, (ii) to identify morphological
markers of PZQ action on O. felineus, (iii) to analyse damage to
the worm surface and (iv) to assess the efficacy of PZQ in vivo
in a hamster model.
Materials and Methods Light microscopy, optical
sectioning and fluorescence microscopy were used to study
morphological changes.
Results In vivo, PZQ at a dose of 400 mg/kg reduced the rate
of infection in experimental acute and chronic opisthorchiasis in
hamsters by 70% and 79%, respectively. In vitro, the drug
caused destruction and vacuolisation of the tegument of
O. felineus, contractions of the worm musculature, paralysis,
and irreversible changes in morphology (IC50 = 0.14 mkg/ml).
Differences in susceptibility to the drug between adult and newly
excysted metacercariae were also observed.
Conclusions Qualitative effects of PZQ in vivo and in vitro
were similar to the drug’s effects on other trematodes, including
epidemiologically important liver flukes. Nevertheless, high
heterogeneity of O. felineus specimens in terms of susceptibility
to the drug was observed. In addition, we describe for the first
time the high rate of recovery of O. felineus following the
destructive action of PZQ.
Disclosure Financial support for this study was provided in
part by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (# 13-0400662a) and by the State Project of ICG SB RAS VI.60.1.1.

PS2.030
Xenobiotic metabolizing system of the carcinogenic liver
fluke, Opisthorchis felineus
V. A. Mordvinov and M. Y. Pakharukova
Institute of Cytology and Genetics, Novosibirsk, Russian Federation

Introduction The basic metabolic system cytochrome P450
(CYP450) is essential for biotransformation of sterols and
xenobiotics, for synthesis and degradation of signaling molecules
in all living organisms. Most eukaryotes including free-living
flatworms evolved numerous paralogues of the CYP450 gene.
Notably, by contrast, parasitic flatworms have only one gene.
The flukes and tapeworms are the etiologic agents of major
neglected tropical diseases of humanity. Three helminth
infections (Opisthorchis viverrini, Clonorchis sinensis and
Schistosoma haematobium) are considered by the International
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) as definite causes of
cancer. CYP450 enzymes of helminths may be linked to the
synthesis of unique sterol-like metabolites, oxysterols, and
catechol-estrogens found in some species of trematodes that may
possess pro-oxidative and proinflammatory properties and
promote carcinogenesis. However, the role of CYP450 in
physiology and biochemistry of helminthss is not known.
We focused our research on the human liver fluke
Opisthorchis felineus, an emerging source of biliary tract disease
including bile duct cancer in Russia and central Europe.
The aim of this study was to determine the functional significance of the monooxygenase of O. felineus, to assess its ability
to metabolize xenobiotics, to identify the possible spectrum of
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substrate specificity of this CYP, and to determine the necessity
of expression of this gene on the phenotype of the fluke.
Materials and Methods CDD search, MS-MASCOT,
HPLC, Microscopy, Droplet digital PCR, RNA interference.
Results We observed constitutive expression of CYP450. The
CYP of the pathogen can metabolize exogenous selective
substrates for mammalian CYP2E1, CYP2B, CYP3A, but not
CYP1A. Tissue localization studies revealed the CYP activity in
excretory channels, while suppression of CYP mRNA by RNA
interference was accompanied by morphological changes of the
excretory system.
Conclusions It appears that the function of this CYP is
linked to metabolism and detoxification. The findings suggest
that this liver fluke evolved a highly expressed functional
monooxygenase system with broad substrate specificity that
plays an important role in parasite metabolism and is a potential
drug target.
Disclosure Financial support for this study was provided in
part by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (# 13-0400662a, 15-04-03551a) and by the State Project of ICG SB RAS
VI.60.1.1.
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Strongyloides stercoralis is highly prevalent on Mekong
Islands in Southern Lao PDR
Y. Vonghachack1,2,3, S. Sayasone1,2,4, D. Bouakhasith3, K. Taisayyavong5,
K. Akkavong4 and P. Odermatt1,2
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
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University of Health Sciences, Vientiane, Lao People‘s Democratic
Republic; 4National Institute of Public Health, Ministry of Health,
Vientiane, Lao People‘s Democratic Republic; 5Malariology, Parasitology
and Entomology Station, Champasack Province, Lao People‘s
Democratic Republic

Background Strongyloides stercoralis is a most neglected
helminth infection leading potentially to a systemic infection in
immunocompromised individuals. In Lao People’s Democratic
Republic (Lao PDR) information on S. stercoralis infection is
scarce. Most data on S. stercoralis stem from studies examining
other intestinal helminths infections using diagnostic tests with a
low sensitivity for S. stercoralis diagnosis. We assessed
S. stercoralis infection by using a high sensitivity diagnostic test
and examined associated risk factors and symptoms on the
Mekong islands, Southern Lao PDR.
Methods Baermann and Kato-Katz techniques were
performed on two stool samples from each individual to detect
S. stercoralis larvae and concomitant helminth infections.
Exposure to potential risk factors was assessed with a
questionnaire.
Results Among 729 individuals, 41.0% were infected with
S. stercoralis. Men were at higher risk than women (OR 1.97,
95% CI 1.45–2.67). Urticaria and body itching was associated
with S. stercoralis infection (OR 2.4, 95% CI 1.42–4.05).
Infection with Opisthorchis viverrini (72.2%), Schistosoma
mekongi (12.8%), and hookworm (56.1%) were very common.
Few infections with Trichuris trichiura (3.3%), Ascaris
lumbricoides (0.3%) and Taenia spp. (0.3%) were detected. The
majority of helminth infections were of light intensity, with
infection rates of 80.4%, 92.9%, 64.5%, 100% and 100%, for
O. viverrini, hookworm, S. mekongi, T. trichiura and
A. lumbricoides, respectively. Nevertheless, heavy infection
intensities were observed for O. viverrini (1.0%), S. mekongi
(14.0%) and hookworm (2.9%).

Conclusions S. stercoralis is highly endemic on the Mekong
islands of Khong district, Champasack Province, Southern Lao
PDR. Access to adequate diagnosis and treatment services are
urgently required.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Identification of surface and secreted proteins from the
Chinese liver fluke Clonorchis sinensis by signal sequence
trap
T. Y. Kim1,2,3 and T.-S. Yong1,2,3
1
Department of Environmental Medical Biology, Yonsei University
College of Medicine, Seoul, Korea; 2Institute of Tropical Medicine,
Yonsei University College of Medicine, Seoul, Korea; 3Arthropods of
Medical Importance Resource Bank, Yonsei University College of
Medicine, Seoul, Korea

Introduction Biological roles of excretory secretory
products (ESP) of the Chinese liver fluke Clonorchis sinensis are
under the investigation. Proteins in ESP may have multiple
biological roles in host-parasite interaction and even the genesis
of cholangiocarcinoma. In this study, surface-located or secreted
proteins of C. sinensis were identified in vitro.
Materials and Methods Signal sequence trap using PST
plasmid vector was used to identify cellular surface-located or
secreted proteins of C. sinensis. cDNA library was constructed
with PST vector. The library was transfected into COS-7 cells.
Following substrate staining, positive clones containing signal
sequence were selected by repeated sib-screening. Nucleotide
sequence of the final clones was determined. BLAST search was
performed to identify the clones.
Results Signal sequence trap identified vitelline B precursor
protein (Egg protein) (n = 12), NADH dehydrogenase subunits
(n = 4), cysteine proteinases (n = 4), tetraspanin superfamily
(n = 4), DNA damage-responsive protein 48 (n = 3), vesicle
membrane protein (n = 3), glucose transport protein (n = 3),
innexin (n = 2), adenylate cyclase (n = 1), glutathione S
transferase (n = 1), secreted protein acidic, cysteine-rich (n = 1),
antigen Cs44 (n = 1), granulin (n = 1) from C. sinensis cDNA
library as cellular surface-located or secreted proteins. Granulin
which has no known signal sequence can translocate to cellular
surface. Each expression of the clones in adult worms was
confirmed by real-time PCR.
Conclusions The present results provide basic information of
the secreted C. sinensis proteins involved immune modification
and even progression of cholangiocarcinoma.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.033
The identification of antigenic peptides through immunobioinformatics approaches in Clonorchis sinensis
M.-R. Lee, D.-W. Kim, M.-R. Yun, S.-H. Cho, M.-Y. Park and J.-W. Ju
Division of Malaria & Parasitic Diseases, Korea National Institute of
Health, Osong, Korea

Introduction Clonorchis sinensis is an important liver fluke
in Asia containing Vietnam, China and Korea. Chronic
infections of C. sinensis affect negatively the liver function and
induce cholangiocarcinoma. To effective management
clonorchiasis, it is needed to simple and high sensitive diagnosis
instead of microscopic analysis. In this study, we have identified
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more sensitive serodiagnostic novel antigens from C. sinensis.
And we introduce that the peptides derived from some proteins
having tandem repeat sequences (TRS) have a strong antigenicity
for clonorchiasis.
Materials and Methods 276 contigs having TRS were
identified from C. sinensis unigene database containing 131 868
contigs via T-REKS program to sort out TRS. Subsequently,
contigs of those, which more than 50% of whole be constructed
with TRS, were collected as latent antigenic proteins through Bcell epitope prediction with BepiPred. We designated micro-array
which is loaded synthetic peptides having 15-mer TRS from
predicted proteins and analyzed antigenicity of those against
clonorchiasis patients’ sera.
Results Proteins which have TRS predicted high antigenicity
from ORF library of C. sinensis were found 61 contigs such as egg
shell protein, proline-rich antigen, CS1 antigen and antigen Cs44
etc. To ascertain antigenicity of TRS, we designed peptide microarray containing 115 synthetic peptides which have 15-mer
peptide size. 12 of 115 synthetic peptides have an antigenicity
against from clonorchiasis patients’ sera. Finally, we identified
that 6 synthetic peptides of those have more than 80% sensitivity.
Conclusions This approach which has occupied to collect
proteins having TRS, predict epitopes and synthesis peptides is
one of available tools to identify a new antigen. Interestingly,
this result shows that proteins having specific sequence such as
TRS could be as good targets to identify antigenic materials
from parasite containing C. sinensis. These new antigenic
peptides will be applied to develop high sensitive serodiagnostics.
This work was supported by 4800-4847-300 in 2013, 48004847-311 in 2014 from Korea National Institute of Health,
Korea Centers for Diseases Control and Prevention.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Complex morbidity patterns in different parts of Lao
People0 s Democratic Republic where Opisthorchis viverrini,
Schistosoma mekongi and other helminths co-exist
S. Sayasone1, J. Tzinger2, Y. Vonghachack3, C. Hatz4, M. Tanner5,
K. Akkhavong6 and P. Odermatt2
1
Research, National Institute of Public Health, Vientiane, Lao People‘s
Democratic Republic; 2Epidemiology and Public Health, Swiss Tropical
& Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 3Parasitology, University of
Health Sciences, Vientiane, Lao People‘s Democratic Republic; 4Swiss
Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 5Direction, Swiss
Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 6Direction,
National Institute of Public Health, Vientiane, Lao People‘s Democratic
Republic

Background Multiple helminth infections are widespread in
resource-constrained settings. Yet, resulting morbidity patterns
due to multi-helminth infections are poorly understood. In Lao
People’s Democratic Republic (Lao PDR), Opisthorchis viverrini,
Schistosoma mekongi and soil-transmitted helminth (STH)
infections are co-endemic and multiple-species helminth
infections are common. We present findings from cross-sectional
surveys examining the association of single and multiple species
helminth infections of different intensities with hepatobiliary and
intestinal morbidity, nutritional status and anemia.
Methods The studies were carried out in Vientiane,
Savannakhet and Champasack province where O. viverrini and
STHs are endemic. S. mekongi is co-endemic in Champasack.
Morbidity was assessed by questionnaire asking for self-reported
signs and symptoms, coupled with clinical examination and
assessment of nutritional status [i.e. body mass index (BMI)] and
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anemia (using a hemoglobinometer). Ultrasound examination
was performed to assess liver morbidity. Stool samples were
subjected to the Kato-Katz and formalin-ether concentration
technique (FECT) for the diagnosis of helminth infections.
Logistic regression analysis was employed to associate infection
status with morbidity indicators and anemia.
Results Considerable morbidity was associated with helminth
infections. In adults, hepatobiliary pathology was associated
with O. viverrini infection intensity. The strongest association
was found in patients with intra-hepatic bile duct dilatation
[intensity rate ratio (IRR), 12.9; 95% confidence interval (CI),
5.2–20.2]. Co-infection with S. mekongi showed strong
associations but distinctly different patterns. In children,
morbidity was associated with specific helminth infections [e.g.
S. mekongi with hepatomegaly; adjusted odds ratio (OR) 9.5,
95% CI 2.1–43.5] and multiparasitism (e.g. >2 helminth species
with abdominal pain; OR 2.4, 95% CI 1.5–3.9). Anemia was
associated with hookworm infection (OR 1.6, 95% CI 1.2–2.3)
and multiparasitism (OR 1.6, 95% CI 1.2–2.3). Low BMI was
associated with O. viverrini infection (OR 1.7, 95% CI 1.1–2.5)
and multiparasitism (OR 1.4, 95% CI 1.0–2.0).
Conclusion O. viverrini, S. mekongi and hookworm
infections were strongly associated with hepatobiliary morbidity
and anemia, while co-infections revealed complex morbidity
patterns. Our results underscore the importance of control
efforts that address multiple-helminth infections.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.035
Extensive geographical variation in the prevalence of
intestinal parasites in southern highland Rwanda
D. Geus1, K. Sifft1, K. Fraundorfer2, J. C. Mugisha3, F. Habarugira3,
G. von Samson-Himmelstjerna2, T. Aebischer4, C. Bayingana3, A. Sendegeya3,
J. Ndoli3, J. B. Gahutu3 and F. P. Mockenhaupt1
1
Institute of Tropical Medicine and International Health, Charite Universit€atsmedizin Berlin, Berlin, Germany; 2Institute for Parasitology
and Tropical Veterinary Medicine, Freie Universit€at Berlin, Berlin,
Germany; 3University Teaching Hospital of Butare, University of
Rwanda, Butare, Rwanda; 4Department of Parasitology/Mycology/
Intracellular Pathogens, FG 16, Robert Koch Institute, Berlin, Germany

Background Intestinal parasites are common in the southern
highland region of Rwanda. Available data suggest large urbanrural differences in the prevalence of soil-transmitted helminths
(STHs) and Giardia duodenalis as well as urban-rural disparities
with respect to factors associated with infection.
Methods We collected stool samples from 1023 schoolchildren
in 11 subdistricts of Huye district, Rwanda. Socio-economic,
behavioral and household data were collected by questionnaires.
Also, stool samples were collected from 419 pigs if present in the
children0 s households. Intestinal parasites were detected by wet
mount microscopy, mini-FLOTAC, and PCR.
Results The large majority of children were clinically
inapparent. By wet mount microscopy, 25.8% of the children
showed infection with Ascaris lumbricoides, and 10.3%
harboured G. duodenalis. PCR produced substantially higher
prevalences; other parasites were comparatively rare. The
prevalence by wet mount microscopy of A. lumbricoides (3.5–
43.3%) and G. duodenalis (3.7–16.8%) varied largely between
subdistricts. Factors associated with intestinal parasites included
proxy indicators of low socio-economic status and risk behavior,
varying between subdistricts. Ascaris was frequent among pigs
(29.1%), again with a large prevalence range (5.9–54.1%).
Notably, human Ascaris infections were found more frequently
in subdistricts with high prevalence of porcine infection but this
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association did not hold true on the subdistrict level or in
multivariate analysis.
Results The data show a pronounced heterogeneity in the
prevalence of intestinal parasites and of associated factors within
a limited geographical area of Rwanda. Our data provide limited
spatial evidence for porcine-human transmission of Ascaris in
this region.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.036
Haematological profiles, iron deficiency and erythrocyte
polymorphisms among African migrants in Germany
S. A. M€
uller1, S. K. Amoah1, S. Meese1, J. Spranger2 and F. P. Mockenhaupt1
1
Institut of Tropical Medicine and International Health, Charite –
Universit€
atsmedizin Berlin, Berlin, Germany; 2Department of
Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases, Charite – Universit€atsmedizin
Berlin, Berlin, Germany

Objectives Individuals of African and European ancestry
show differing haematological values, but respective data among
established, first-generation African migrants in Europe are
scarce. We assessed haematological profiles in Ghanaian
migrants in Berlin, Germany, compared these to German and
Ghanaian reference data, and analysed the contribution of iron
deficiency and erythrocyte polymorphisms to anaemia.
Methods Among 576 Ghanaians, blood counts were
performed, haemoglobinopathies and glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase (G6PD) deficiency were genotyped, and ferritin
and C-reactive protein were measured.
Results Most individuals (median age, 45 years) resided in
Germany for more than a decade (median, 18 years). By WHO
definition, 30.9% of females and 9.4% of males were anaemic.
Median haemoglobin (Hb) levels were 0.8 g/dl lower than
among Germans. Yet, applying reference values from Ghana,
only 1.9% of the migrants were considered anaemic. Alphathalassaemia (33.9%), Hb variants (28.3%), and G6PD
deficiency (23.6%) were frequent as was iron deficiency in
women (32.0%; men, 3.9%). The population fraction of
anaemia attributable to various factors was 29% for iron
deficiency and each 14% for alpha-thalassaemia and G6PD
deficiency. Excluding these factors as well as sickle cell disease,
the prevalence of anaemia remained high (women, 18.4%; men,
6.5%). The same was true when applying uncensored thresholds
proposed for African-Americans (women, 19.3%; men, 7.8%).
Conclusions Among first-generation Ghanaian migrants in
Germany, iron deficiency and erythrocyte polymorphisms are
frequent but only partly explain the increased prevalence of
anaemia. Hb thresholds for the definition of anaemia in this
group may need to be revised.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.037
Lymphatic filariasis baseline survey prior to mass drug
administration in Ogun state, Nigeria
P. N. Okorie1, E. Davies2, O. O. Ogunmola2, O. Olusola Ojurongbe3,
Y. Saka2, B. Okoeguale2 and E. I. Braide4
1
Institute for Advanced Medical Research and Training, University of
Ibadan, College of Medicine, Ibadan, Nigeria; 2Federal Ministry of
Health, Abuja, Nigeria; 3Department of Medical Microbiology and
Parasitology, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Osogbo,
Nigeria; 4Department of Zoology, Federal University Lafia, Lafia, Nigeria

Introduction In preparation for Mass Drug Administration
by National Lymphatic Filariasis Elimination Programme, a

baseline epidemiological investigation on lymphatic filariasis (LF)
was conducted in two sentinel sites of Ogun State, Nigeria. The
study was carried out in Ado-Odo Ota and Abeokuta South
Local Government Areas (LGAs) to determine LF prevalence,
microfilarial density and the abundance of Wucheraria bancrofti
in the mosquito vectors.
Materials and Methods Microscopic examination of
thick blood smears of 299 and 288 participants from Ado-Odo
Ota and Abeokuta South LGAs was conducted. Visual
observations of clinical manifestations of chronic infection and
questionnaire administration were also conducted. Indoor resting
mosquitoes were collected using the pyrethrum spray technique
and CDC light traps and mosquitoes were dissected for filarial
larvae.
Results Microfilaria prevalences were 4.0% and 2.4% in
Ado-odo Ota and Abeokuta South LGAs. The microflarial
density (mfd) was 30.6 and 23.9 mf/ml in the same areas. No
clinical manifestations of the infection were found at both sites.
Knowledge of LF by inhabitants was very low in the two areas.
Anopheles gambiae s.l and Culex species mosquitoes were
collected but none was found positive for stage L3 infective
larvae.
Conclusions Mass awareness campaigns on the goal of mass
drug administration, cause of LF, mode of transmission, the
relationship between infection and clinical signs/symptoms is
advocated so as to increase acceptance and support of the
control programme by the community.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.038
Onchocerciasis (river blindness) in Africa: alternative
strategies, treatment needs and costs
Y. E. Kim1, E. Sicuri2 and F. Tediosi1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2Hospital
Clınic – Universitat de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

1

Background Onchocerciasis (river blindness) is a parasitic
disease transmitted by blackflies. Symptoms include severe
itching, skin lesions, and vision impairment including blindness.
More than 99% of all cases are concentrated in sub-Saharan
Africa. Fortunately, vector control and community-directed
treatment with ivermectin have significantly decreased morbidity,
and the treatment goal is shifting from control to elimination in
Africa.
Methods We estimated financial resources and societal
opportunity costs associated with scaling up community-directed
treatment with ivermectin and implementing surveillance and
response systems in endemic African regions for alternative
treatment strategies that were developed as scenarios of control,
elimination, and eradication. We used a micro-costing approach
that allows adjustment for time-variant resource utilization
depending on epidemiological trends and for heterogeneity in the
demographic, epidemiological, and political situation.
Results Surveillance costs for the elimination and eradication
scenarios would be three times higher than those for the control
scenario. However, rapid scale-up of ivermectin treatment in the
elimination and eradication scenarios would result in substantial
cost-savings in the long term, mainly because regular active
surveillance would allow treatments to end earlier than in the
control scenario, thereby saving the economic costs of
community volunteers and donated ivermectin.
Conclusions To realize the cost-savings, policymakers
should keep empowering community volunteers, and the
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pharmaceutical companies would need to continue drug
donation. To sustain the high surveillance costs required for
elimination and eradication, endemic countries would need to
enhance their domestic funding capacity. Societal and political
willingness would be critical to sustaining all of these efforts in
the long term.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.039
Prevalence and risk factors of helminths and intestinal
protozoa infection among children from public schools in
Nepal
A. Shrestha1,2, R. Koju1, S. Sharma1, J. Gerold1, P. Odermatt1, J. Utzinger1 and
G. Cisse1
1
Ecosystem Health Science Unit, Swiss Tropical & Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2Kahtmandu University School of Medical
Sciences, Dhulikhel, Nepal

Background Intestinal parasitic infections among children
represent a major public health problem in Nepal, and may
compromise nutritional benefits from vegetable consumption.
We aimed to assess intestinal helminth and protozoa infections
and their risk factors among childrens in order to design
adequate health interventions in the frame of the ‘Vegetable go
to School‘ project, which are possibly related to the
improvement of school vegetable gardens.
Materials and Methods In January and February 2015 a
cross-sectional survey was carried out in school children of grade
VI and VII (aged 8–15 years) from 16 randomly selected schools
in the Dolakha and Ramechhap districts of Nepal. Out of 724
registered children, 552 provided one stool sample. They were
examined by the standardized Kato-Katz method for the
presence of helminths eggs, by the formal ether concentration
method for protozoan cysts and by the wet mount technique for
protozoan trophozoites. Water quality (pH, free and total
chlorine, turbidity, faecal coliform) at Point of Use by students
was assessed using the Delagua Water Quality Testing Kit.
Information on potential risk factors such as the sanitary
situation in school and hygiene behaviour of school children
were collected using a questionnaire. Uni- and multivariable
logistic regression analysis was used to predict the infection
status by the examined risk factors.
Results The overall prevalence of infection with helminth and
intestinal protozoa was 20.3% and 6.2%, respectively.
Hookworm (8.3%) was the most common helminth species.
Trichuris trichiura, Hymenolepis nana, Ascaris lumbricoides,
Enterobius vermicularis, and Strongyloides stercoralis were
diagnosed in 8.2%, 2.5%, 0.5%, 0.4% and 0.4%, respectively.
The prevalence of Giardia intestinalis was 6.2%. No Entamoeba
histolytica infected child was identified. Strongest predictors for
a helminth infection were handwashing practices (OR 1.3, 95%
CI 0.87–2.17) and not using sanitary facilities for defecation
(OR 1.2, 95% CI 0.41–3.72). The 16 schools use 37 water
sources of which 30 were functional. Water sources of 16
schools were found contaminated with faecal coliforms (53.3%).
Conclusion Considerable infection rates of intestinal
parasitic infection were present in school children in Nepal. Risk
factors analysis indicated that hygiene behaviour of school
children, and contaminated water sources in the school are
possible sources of infection. Future intervention may address
these risks.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.040
Challenges in the diagnosis of lymphatic filariasis in
Conakry, Republic of Guinea
B. L. Kouassi1,2,3, D. de Souza4, A. Goepogui5, J. Utzinger1,2, M. J. Bockarie6
and B. G. Koudou1,6,7
1
Epidemiology and Public Health, Swiss Tropical & Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
3
Centre Suisse de Recherches Scientifiques en C^
ote d’Ivoire, Abidjan, Cote
D‘Ivoire; 4Noguchi Memorial Institute for Medical Research, Accra,
5
Ghana; Programme National de Lutte contre l’Onchocercoses et les
autres Maladies Tropicales Negligees, Ministere de la Sante, Conakry,
Republique de Guineedical Research, Conakry, Guinea; 6Centre for
Neglected Tropical Diseases, Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine,
Liverpool, UK; 7Centre Suisse de Recherches Scientifiques en C^
ote
d’Ivoire, Abidjan, Cote D‘Ivoire

Background The decision to treat entire communities using
mass drug administration (MDA) for the control of lymphatic
filariasis (LF) must be supported by local information. In the
Republic of Guinea, there is evidence of ongoing LF
transmission with the exception of the most densely populated
parts of the country, including the capital Conakry. The aim of
this study was to determine whether transmission of LF occurs
in Conakry to foster LF control and elimination efforts.
Methods The prevalence of circulating filarial antigen of
Wuchereria bancrofti was assessed by Immunochromatography
card test (ICT) in 611 people recruited from all five districts of
Conakry. Mosquitoes were collected by means of exit traps and
pyrethrum knock-down spray sheet collections monthly over a 1year period. A random sample of mosquitoes were dissected and
examined for W. bancrofti larvae, while the remainder were
analysed by loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP)
assay and conventional polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for
detection of W. bancrofti DNA. Interviews were conducted to
establish migration status of elephantiasis patients.
Results Circulating filarial antigen test revealed no infection
in the 611 humans examined. A total of 14 334 mosquitoes
were collected; mainly Culex (n = 14 135; 98.6%) and a small
number of Anopheles (n = 161; 1.1%). Out of the 1312 Culex
spp. (9.3%) and 51 A. gambiae (31.7%) dissected, none was
infected with any stage of W. bancrofti. However, the LAMP
assay revealed that 1.8% of A. gambiae and 0.3% of Culex spp.
were positive, while PCR determined respective prevalences of
nile and 0.2%. 23 subjects infected with elephantiasis of the leg
were interviewed, of which 18 (78.3%) originated from regions
other than Conakry.
Conclusion This study revealed the presence of W. bancrofti
DNA in mosquitoes, despite the apparent absence of infection in
the human population. Even if the infection rate in A. gambiae
determined by LAMP may be considered too high to completely
rule out transmission, the number of samples analysed was quite
low. To focus the study on areas where high infection rates were
observed, in combination with increased sample size could
provide more specific insight on the LF infection level in
Conakry.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
PS2.041
Critical appraisal of global burden of disease studies:
experiences and findings from working on estimates for
foodborne trematodiases
T. Fürst
School of Public Health, Imperial College London, London, UK

Introduction In the wake of the Global Burden of Disease
(GBD) studies, the use of disability-adjusted life years (DALYs)
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as a measure to identify, monitor and evaluate global health
challenges has risen to prominence. DALYs aim at measuring
health losses due to a certain condition by combining years of
life lost due to premature death with years lived with disability
and have become a powerful ‘currency’ in health economics and
health policy. Whereas the first GBD studies triggered fervent
discussions about the accuracy of basic modelling input and
output data, conceptual issues and project governance, the more
recent GBD 2010 study evoked less controversy. While this
silence could suggest widespread satisfaction, it may rather be a
sign of perplexity of how to further improve GBD studies and
the DALY measure. The presented work aims at revitalising
some of these fundamental discussions, thereby promoting the
search for future improvements.
Methods Insights into burden of disease studies were gained
while estimating the global burden of foodborne trematodiases
(FBT) for the first time ever and working as an expert for the
GBD 2010 study, the GBD 2013 study and the World Health
Organisation’s Foodborne Disease Burden Epidemiology
Reference Group. Additional evidence was produced through
independent research on the theoretical conceptualisation of
DALYs. Crucial experiences and findings from these efforts are
summarised and their importance highlighted with examples
from our work on the global burden of FBT.
Results Mainly due to the scarcity of suitable input data,
differences in estimation methods, conceptual flaws and
communication problems, current global burden estimates for
FBT vary from 0.7 to 3.6 million DALYs. Even though the
identified problems may have been aggravated in our work as
we focused on a cluster of neglected tropical diseases (i.e. FBT),
many of the further detailed issues may be equally relevant in
the assessment of other conditions. Based on our experiences
and findings, recommendations for future research and
improvements of GBD studies are presented.
Conclusions The critical appraisal and discussion of burden
of disease studies and associated measurement units is essential
to further advance their reliability and validity and to ensure the
correct interpretation and use of the respective results.
Otherwise, there is a risk of ill-informed public health decision
making when relying on such burden of disease assessments.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Serum leptin concentration is associated with intestinal
parasitic infection and co-infection in children of rural
Mexico
G. A. Zavala1, O. P. Garcia2, D. Ronquillo2, M. Camacho2, M. Campos-Ponce1,
C. Doak1, K. Polman1,3 and J. L. Rosado2
1
Health Sciences, VU Amsterdam University, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands; 2School of Natural Sciences, Universidad Aut
onoma de
Queretaro, Queretaro, Mexico; 3Biomedical Sciences, Institute of
Tropical Medicine Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium

Leptin is a hormone responsible for appetite control and immune
functions. Intestinal parasites have been shown to be associated
to leptin concentration and food intake in animal models; however information about this association in humans is lacking.
The objective of this cross-sectional study was to evaluate the
association between intestinal parasite infections with serum leptin concentration in school-aged children from a rural area in
Queretaro, Mexico. A total 291 children (8  1.2 year) participated in the study. Body fat percentage was measured by DXA;
high body fat for girls was considered above 30% and above
25% for boys. Serum leptin concentrations were determined by
ELISA from a fasting blood sample. Infections with soil transmit-

ted helminths and/or with protozoa were diagnosed by stool
microscopy. ANCOVA was used to determine differences in leptin
concentration between non-infected, infected and co-infected
children. The prevalence of intestinal parasite infection was
62%; 14% of the children had co-infections (i.e. more than one
parasite). Among girls with a normal percentage of body fat,
those with parasitic co-infections had higher serum concentrations of leptin (2.10  2.23 lg/l) than mono-infected
(1.56  1.51 lg/l) and non-infected girls (1.33  1.45 lg/l)
(P = 0.02). In contrast, co-infected girls with a high percentage
of body fat had lower leptin concentrations (3.76  1.53 lg/l)
than mono-infected (4.12  2.15 lg/l) and non-infected girls
(5.6  2.6 lg/l) (P = 0.03). No differences in leptin concentration were found between (co)parasitized and non-parasitized
boys. In summary, we found an association between parasitic
(co)-infections and serum leptin concentrations, and the results
suggest that this association is gender- and body fat-dependent.
Further studies are needed to elucidate the pathways that may be
involved and to assess a causal relationship.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Mini-FLOTAC and Fill-FLOTAC: results and insights from
the field
L. Rinaldi, M. P. Maurelli and G. Cringoli
Department of Veterinary Medicine and Animal Productions, University
of Naples Federico II, Naples, Italy

Faecal egg count (FEC) techniques are common approaches for
the diagnosis of soil transmitted helminths (hookworms, ascarids, trichurids). FEC are widely used to measure the prevalence
and intensity of infections for epidemiological surveys, to quantify the efficacy of chemotherapy, and to detect anthelmintic
resistance. Mini-FLOTAC combined with Fill-FLOTAC was tailored for epidemiological monitoring and surveillance, where
large numbers of faecal samples must be rapidly, yet reliably
examined. Mini-FLOTAC is based on two components (the base
and the reading disc) and includes two 1-ml flotation chambers
(total volume = 2 ml). Fill-FLOTAC is a disposable sampling
kit, which consists of a container, a collector and a filter, thus
facilitating the performance of the first four consecutive steps of
the Mini-FLOTAC technique, i.e. sample collection and weighing, homogenisation, filtration and filling. Results of recent studies in different settings of Europe, Africa, Asia and southern
America demonstrated that Mini-FLOTAC is a sensitive and
accurate technique for detecting and counting STH eggs. Advantages and disadvantages of Mini-FLOTAC compared with standard methods recommended by the World Health Organization
(WHO) for the diagnosis of STHs are discussed including the
strategies of preserving and pooling stool faecal samples.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Concomitant infections with Plasmodium falciparum and soiltransmitted helminths in Ogele Community of Kwara State,
Nigeria
O. A. Babamale1, U. S. Ugbomoiko1 and J. Heukelbach2
Parasitology Unit, Department of Zoology, University of Ilorin, Ilorin,
Nigeria; 2Department of Community Health, School of Medicine, Federal
University of Ceara, Forteleza, Brazil
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Prevalence of malaria and soil-transmitted helminth infections,
and the burden of diseases are enormous in sub-Saharan Africa.
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Co-infections are common due to overlap in their geographical
distribution. A cross-sectional survey was conducted to assess the
prevalence, intensity and association between malarial parasite
and soil-transmitted helminths infections in Ogele community,
Kwara State. Fresh blood and faecal samples (n = 471) randomly
collected from volunteers were examined parasitologically using
blood film and Kato-Katz smear technique respectively. Associated factors were investigated using structured pre-tested questionnaires. A total of 383 (81.3%) were infected with at least
one parasite species, with the prevalence and (mean intensity) of
63.7% [n = 300; (2313.64 parasite/ll of blood)] of Plasmodium
falciparum, 63.1% [n = 297; (3152.14 epg)] of Ascaris lumbricoides, 53.3% [n = 251; (1043.52 epg)] of Trichuris trichiura
and 30.1% [n = 251; (981.65 epg)] of hookworm. The prevalence of all parasites species was age-dependent (P < 0.05). Sixty
three percent of the study population harboured at least two or
more parasites concurrently. The co-occurrence of A. lumbricoides (5.867, 95% Cl: 3.304–10.418) and T. trichiura (1.530,
95% Cl: 0.826–2.474) were higher in individuals infected with
P. falciparum infection as compared to individuals without. Similarly, heavy infection due to A. lumbricoides and T. trichiura
infections were also associated with high parasitaemia of P. falciparum. Logistic regression analysis showed that unemployment
(adjusted OR 1.95, 95% Cl: 1.12–3.38), presence of bush
around houses (3.01, 95% Cl: 1.88–4.83) and closeness of
dumpsites to human habitation (1.89, 95% Cl: 1.18–3.03) were
significantly associated with co-occurrence of parasitic infection.
The high prevalence of polyparasitism in this study area may
complicate disease condition and management practices. Therefore, integrated intervention strategies are needed to mitigate
burden of diseases in the most vulnerable population groups.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

available for the treatment of the people in endemic
communities. In 1994, APOC was launched and adopted a
strategy of Community-Directed Treatment with Ivermectin
(CDTI). APOC targeted CDTI to hyperendemic onchocerciasis
areas in African countries not covered by the OCP. Assessments
of ivermectine treatment coverage and disease prevalence were
carried out to verify that coverage was at least 65% and to
assess the decrease in community microfilarial load and the
prevalence of onchocerciasis infection respectively. In 2011 and
2012, the overall therapeutic coverage in CDTI projects was
high at 76.4–77.4% but 3 of 24 reporting countries failed to
achieve 65% coverage. However in 2013, an unsatisfactory
average therapeutic coverage of 59.5% (median: 63.6%) was
recorded in 24 of the 28 endemic countries.
Conclusion The main challenges for the elimination of
onchocerciasis in Africa are the sustainability of CDTI programs,
improvement of therapeutic and geographic coverages, extension
of treatment to hypoendemic areas and intensification of
monitoring and evaluation efforts.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.046
The prevalence of Cryptosporidium and Giardia infections
among adults in Usoma village western Kenya, an area
endemic for schistosomiasis, soil transmitted helminths and
malaria
E. A. Ochola, B. Abudho and D. M. S. Karanja
Neglected Tropical Diseases (NTD), Kenya Medical Research Institution
(KEMRI), Center for Global Health Research, Kisumu, Kenya

Introduction The burden of neglected parasitic diseases,
PS2.045
Onchocerciasis: history of control strategies and recent
epidemiology in Africa
A. Soulama, N. Meda and H. Badolo
Centre Muraz, Bobo-Dioulasso, Burkina Faso

Background In Africa, remarkable progress has been made in
the fight against onchocerciasis since 1974 with the
Onchocerciasis Control Programme in West Africa (OCP) and
continued since 1995 with the African Programme for
Onchocerciasis Control (APOC). Here, we review control
strategies used since the beginning of the fight in order to
identify the challenges for current plans to eliminate
onchocerciasis in Africa.
Methods A two-stage systematic search was carried out in
PubMed and EMBASE, covering articles published up to 2015.
Full text articles were accessed through the WHO HINARI
system.
Results Following research by the General Service of Mobile
Hygiene and Prophylaxis (SGHMP) based in Bobo-Dioulasso
since 1944, the ancestor of Centre MURAZ, onchocerciasis was
recognized as a public health problem in West Africa in 1950.
To interrupt transmission and control the disease, OCCGE, the
Organization for Coordination and Cooperation in the fight
against major endemics diseases in West Africa, and others
services in Nigeria and Kenya, conducted vector control
campaigns until 1968. In pursue of these efforts, WHO created
OCP in West Africa in 1974. Vector control was later combined
with treatment of eligible populations with ivermectin when the
drug was registered for onchocerciasis in 1987 and made
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especially those in the tropics, is currently attracting global
attention due to the subtle nature of their impacts on infected
individuals. Cryptosporidiosis and Giardiasis are included in the
World Health Organization’s neglected diseases initiative but
their impacts and burden are not fully documented.
Methods A cross sectional study was designed to determine
the prevalence of Cryptosporidium and Giardia infections in
adults living in Usoma village, western Kenya. Usoma village is
an endemic area for schistosomiasis, soil transmitted helminths
(STHs) and malaria, with HIV prevalence rates above the
national average. In addition to this, diarrheal cases in the area
are often attributed to unknown etiology. 152 adults were
consented and enrolled in the study. The participants provided
stool samples for the diagnosis of Cryptosporidium spp. using
the modified acid fast staining, Giardia lamblia by the formalinethyl acetate method and Kato-Katz examination for
Schistosoma mansoni and STHs diagnosis. A finger-prick blood
sample was also collected for malaria and HIV testing.
Results The prevalence of infection for cryptosporidiosis and
giardiasis was 25.66% and 4.61% respectively. Schistosoma
mansoni, STHs, HIV and malaria infections were at 77.63%,
23.03%, 32.24%, 13% and respectively. Watery stool
consistency was statistically significantly associated with
cryptosporidiosis and giardiasis infection (P < 0.0001).
Symptoms of abdominal pain were also significantly associated
with Schistosoma mansoni infection (P < 0.04).
Discussion and Conclusion This study determined the
prevalence of parasitic infections present in an adult population
and it provides useful baseline information necessary for further
understanding the nature of Cryptosporidium and Giardia coinfections with other intestinal parasites. However further
studies need to be carried out to understand how these diseases
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interact and affect resistance/susceptibility or clinical outcomes
of other parasitic diseases in co-infected populations.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.047
Association of gastrointestinal nematode infections on
antimalarial total IgG in malaria asymptomatic
schoolchildren in Mfou
C. H. Seumen Tiogang1,2, F. Zeukeng1, V. H. Tchinda Matong1,3, J. Bigoga
Daiga2 and R. Moyou Somo3
1
Molecular Parasitology and Diseases Vectors Research Laboratory,
Biotechnology Center/University of Yaounde I, Yaounde, Cameroon;
2
Biochemistry, University of Yaounde I/Faculty of Science, Yaounde,
Cameroon; 3Medical Research Centre, Institute of Medical Research and
Medicinal Plant Studies (IMPM), Yaounde, Cameroon

Gastrointestinal nematode infections are common in malaria
endemic areas. An interaction between the two parasites would
be of considerable public health importance. The present study
was designed to investigate the effects of concomitant malaria
and GINi on the anti-malarial total immunoglobulin Gamma
level in schoolchildren in Mfou (Cameroon).
503 school children aged 3–16 years were examined. Finger
prick blood samples were collected. Thick and thin blood smears
were examined for the presence of malaria parasites, parasites
species and densities. Fresh stool samples were collected, processed and examined for gastrointestinal nematodes using the
Kato Katz technique. Immunoglobulin gamma levels were determined using ELISA for three asexual stage recombinant antigens.
A total of 69 (33.82%) had simple or mixed co-infection with
a predominance of P. falciparum/A. lumbrico€ıdes. Sixty-six children (75%) tested by ELISA were classified as higher anti-malarial total IgG producers. Mixed co-infected children had higher
total IgG than those with simple co-infection but the difference
was not significant.
These findings reveal that malaria/GIN co-infection has no
effect on the production of antimalarial total IgG in the studied
population. However, future studies should examine the effect of
malaria/helminths co-infection on antimalarial IgG subclasses.
Keywords Malaria; Gastro-intestinal nematode; anti-malarial
total IgG; School aged children.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.048
Geohelminth co-infections associated with outcome of
benzimidazole treatment for individual species
M. Booth
School of Medicine, Pharmacy and Health, Durham University,
Thornaby, UK

Geohelminth infections represent a significant threat to public
health in countries of the tropics and sub-tropics. Co-infections
of geohelminth species are common. Mass Drug Administration
(MDA) programmes based on the principle of ‘preventive
chemotherapy’ with broad-spectrum anthelmintics such as albendazole are widely used to reduce the burden of disease. Whilst
treatment with a broad spectrum antelmintic may quickly reduce
the faecal egg count of several co-infecting species, there may be
a residual burden of infection of one or more species as assessed
in short-term follow-up surveys. The underlying factors for lack
of efficacy have not been comprehensively described. One issue

that may play a role is co-infections with other species that are
susceptible to the same medicine. In this analysis, data several
studies were re-analysed to assess the degree of association
between hookworms, Ascaris lumbricoides and Trichuris trichiura pre- and post-treatment. The results suggest that the potential impact of MDA programmes that use a single treatment
regimen in all circumstances may need re-evaluation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.049
Distribution and risk factors for Plasmodium and helminth
co-infections: a cross sectional survey among children in
Bagamoyo district, coastal region of Tanzania
N. S. Masoud1, S. Knopp2, O. Lweno3, U. Abdul3, A. Mohammed3,
T. Schindler2, J. Rothen2, J. Masimba2, K. Denis3, A. S. Mohammed3,
F. Althaus2, S. Abdulla3, M. Tanner2, C. Daubeunberger4 and B. Genton5
1
Epidemiology and Public Health, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
2
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 3Ifakara
Health Institute, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania; 4Medical Parasitology and
Infection Biology, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 5Epidemiology
and Public Health, University of Basel, Lausanne, Switzerland

Introduction Plasmodium and soil transmitted helminth
infections (STH) are a major public health problem, particularly
among children. There are conflicting findings on potential
association between these two parasites. This study investigated
Plasmodium and helminth co-infections among children aged
2 months–9 years living in Bagamoyo district, a coastal region
of Tanzania.
Materials and Methods A community-based, crosssectional survey was conducted among 1033 children. Stool,
urine and blood samples were examined using a broad set of
quality controlled diagnostic methods for common STH (Ascaris
lumbricoides, hookworm, Strongyloides stercoralis, Enterobius
vermicularis, Trichuris trichura), Schistosoma species and
Wuchereria bancrofti. Blood slides and malaria rapid diagnostic
tests (mRDTs) were utilized for Plasmodium diagnosis.
Results In 992 children analyzed, the prevalence of
Plasmodium infection was 13% (130/992), helminth 28.5%
(283/992); 5% (50/992) had co-infection with Plasmodium and
helminth. The prevalence rate of Plasmodium, specific STH and
co-infections increased significantly with age (P < 0.001), with
older children mostly affected except for S. stercoralis
monoinfection and co-infections. Spatial variations of coinfection prevalence were observed between and within villages.
There was a trend for STH infections to be associated with
Plasmodium infection [OR adjusted for age group 1.4, 95% CI
(1.0–2.1)], which was more marked for S. stercoralis (OR = 2.2,
95% CI (1.1–4.3). Age and not schooling were risk factors for
Plasmodium and STH co-infection.
Conclusion The findings suggest that STH and Plasmodium
infections tend to occur in the same children, with increasing
prevalence of co-infection with age. This calls for an integrated
approach such as using mass chemotherapy with dual effect (e.g.
ivermectin) coupled with improved housing, sanitation and
hygiene for the control of both parasitic infections.
Acknowledgments The author’s acknowledge all staff of
the IDEA project, children and their parents who agreed to
participate in this study. We are particularly obliged to
Raymond Singo, Shabani Halfan, Rehema Mangoli, and Tatu
Nassor for the field and laboratory work, the data unit (BRTC)
for entering the data and providing ample support. Additionally,
we acknowledge the Bagamoyo district officials, specifically the
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district immunization and vaccination officer (DIVO) Farah
Mohammed for his great collaboration.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.050
Assessment the prevalence of intestinal parasites and
associated risk factors among preschool children in Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia
W. Almegrin
Princess Nourah University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Intestinal parasite infections are a major public health problem
in children. The study aimed to assess the prevalence of intestinal
parasites and associated risk factors among preschool children in
Riyadh city. Samples were obtained from 255 preschool children: a single stool sample was collected and examined microscopically for the presence of intestinal parasites using a
formalin-ether sedimentation technique. The overall prevalence
of parasites was 45 (17.7%), most of them had diarrhea 40
(15.7%) (P < 0.05). The prevalence rates of infection in boys
and girls were 20.4% and 15.9% respectively. In all preschool
children, the highest infection rate was 23.3% among the age
group 3–5 years. We detected 7 types of intestinal parasites
among preschool children, the most common was Giardia lamblia (37.8%). Intestinal parasitic infection and cartain socio-demographic factors were related. Concerning the parents,
educational level was highly significant (P < 0.001). Working
mothers, presence of house maid, attending daycare centers and
poor hygienic measures and moderate socioeconomic standards
played roles as predisposing factors for transmission of infection.
The prevalence of infection with intestinal parasites between two
different areas of Riyadh was not significant.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.051
Genetic characterization of Fasciola isolates from West
Azerbaijan Province, Iran based on ITS1 and ITS2 sequence
of ribosomal DNA
K. Hazrati Tappeh, H. Galavani and S. Gholizadeh
University of Medical Sciences, Urmia, Iran

Background Fascioliasis, caused by Fasciola hepatica and
Fasciola gigantica, is of medical and economic importance
worldwide. Molecular approaches with compare traditional
methods using for identification and characterization of Fasciola
spp. are precise and reliable. The aims of the current study was
molecular characterization of Fasciola spp. in West Azerbaijan
Province, Iran and then comparative analysis of them with
GenBank sequences.
Methods A total number of 580 isolates were collected from
90 slaughtered cattle (n = 50) and sheep (n = 40). After
morphological identification and DNA extraction, designing
specific primer used to amplification of ITS1, 5.8 s and ITS2
regions, 50 samples were conducted to sequence, randomly.
Result Using morphometric characters 99.14% and 0.86% of
isolates identified as F. hepatica and F. gigantica, respectively.
PCR amplification of 1081 bp fragment and sequencing result
showed 100% similarity with F. hepatica in ITS1 (428 bp), 5.8 s
(158 bp), and ITS2 (366 bp) regions. Sequence comparison
among current study sequences and GenBank data showed 98%
identity with 11 nucleotide mismatches. However, on the
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phylogenetic tree, F. hepatica sequences of West Azerbaijan
province were in a close relationship with Iranian, Asian, and
African isolates.
Conclusions It could be concluded that only F. hepatica is
distributed among sheep and cattle in West Azerbaijan province.
However, 5 and 6 bp variation in ITS1 and ITS2 regions,
respectively, is not enough to separation of Fasciola spp.
Therefore, more studies are essential for designing new
molecular markers to correct species identification.
Disclosure Of 107 sequences of Fasciola species submitted to
the GenBank from Iran, 62.6% belonged to F. hepatica, 24.3%
to F. gigantica, and the remaining 13.1% was recorded as
Fasciola sp. Registered sequences in GenBank are related to 18s,
ITS1, 5.8s, ITS2, 28s, ND1 (mitochondrial NADH
dehdrogenase1), COI (cytochrome C oxidase I), and CatL1
(Cathepsin L1) regions.
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Prevalence and factors associated with soil-transmitted
helminthiasis in infants in Gulu, Northern Uganda
F. Oola1, E. Mupere1, J. Mugalu1 and B. Haneberg2
1
Makerere University College of Health Sciences, Kampala, Uganda;
2
Norwegian Institute of Public Health, Oslo, Norway

An estimated 1.5 billion people, or 24% of the world0 s population, are infected with soil-transmitted helminths (STH), with up
to 1 billion preschool- and school-age children thought to live in
areas considered to be of high intensity for STH transmission. In
Uganda, one in every four people is at risk of infection with soiltransmitted helminths. As such, STH remains an important contributor to morbidity and mortality within the Ugandan population, including among infants and children. However, despite no
scientific evidence for exclusion, Uganda’s national deworming
guidelines do not provide for soil-transmitted helminthiasis control in infants.
The overall objective of this study was to establish the prevalence and factors associated with soil-transmitted helminthiasis
in infants aged 6–12 months in a typical Ugandan rural community. The 6–12 month age bracket marks the oral stage of an
infant’s growth and development where they derive great pleasure by placing every object in their mouth, thus putting them at
great risk of infection with soil-transmitted helminths.
A quantitative cross-sectional community survey was conducted in 65 villages across Gulu district. Home-based fully
structured interviews were performed with the caregivers of 768
infants aged 6–12 months old who were randomly selected
through multistage cluster and probability proportional to size
sampling. Using Standard Operating Procedures, stool specimens
were obtained for laboratory investigations from the study participants.
The stool samples are currently being analysed to determine
the burden and to identify factors which are associated with
STH in Ugandan infants. In addition to adding to the previous
evidence about the burden of STH in Uganda, the results from
this study are expected to inform future policy decisions within
the Ugandan health system.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Functional assessment of circulating lymphatic progenitor
cells and peripheral blood mononuclear cells from filarial
induced secondary lymphedema subjects for therapeutic
interventions

Onchocerciasis DNA vaccine development: multifunctional
‘moonlighting’ proteins of Onchocerca volvulus as candidate
vaccine antigens?

A. A. Nathan1, S. Babu2, M. Dixit3 and S. B. Anand1
1
Department of Genetic Engineering, School of Biotechnology, Madurai
Kamaraj University, Madurai, India; 2NIH-ICER, National Institute for
Research in Tuberculosis (NIRT), Chennai, India; 3Department of
Biotechnology, Indian Institute of Technology Madras, Chennai, India

Introduction and Objectives Lymphatic Endothelial
progenitor cells (LEPCs) are the subset of peripheral blood
derived mononuclear cells (PBMCs). They are capable of
differentiating into mature lymphatic endothelial cells. In
secondary lymphedemic condition, formations of new lymphatic
vessels are greatly impaired. The transport capacity of lymphatic
vessels is also decreased. LEPCs based revascularization therapies
are still lacking for the treatment for such chronic complications.
The objective of our study was to enumerate the circulating
levels of progenitor cells and to evaluate the functional abilities
of the progenitor cells derived from PBMCs from endemic
normals and secondary lymphedema subjects.
Methodology PBMCs were isolated from 10 ml of
peripheral blood after obtaining an informed consent from the
study subjects (control group and filarial infected group) as per
ICMR guidelines. Binax ICT cards were employed to screen for
filarial infection. Hematological profiles were carried out using
serum and plasma samples. Both CD34+ and VEGFR3+ cell
counts were scored using flow cytometry. Tryphan Blue staining
was followed to confirm the cell viability in both groups. The
migratory potential in response to SDF-1a (100 ng/ml) and
adhesion of PBMCs to fibronectin (25 lg/ml) was determined by
Transwell migration assay and seeding them on fibronectin
coated tissue culture plates respectively. The tube forming ability
was tested by co-culturing PBMCs with mature endothelial cells
(ECV304) on matrigel. The expression profiles of lymphatic
markers like Prox-1, Podoplanin and VEGFR3 was carried out
using RT-PCR.
Results and Conclusion Of the total 30 subjects recruited
for the study, 15 subject exhibits chronic lymphedema (Grade 1)
due to filarial infection. Flow cytometry analysis shows there is a
significant difference in the CD34+ and VEGFR3+ cell counts.
90% of the cells were viable in both the groups. Gene
expression analysis through RT-PCR revealed significant
decrease in the expression of VEGFR3 and Podoplanin in
PBMCs obtained from lymphedema subjects. The adhesion
ability of isolated PBMCs to fibronectin and migration in
response to SDF-1a was significantly altered whereas tube
forming ability over matrigel has no difference. Additionally, the
progenitor cells obtained from lymphedema subjects acquired
endothelial phenotype in culture similar to those obtained from
healthy controls.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Onchocerciasis is a vaccine-preventable disease, which to date
could not be eradicated by vector control and mass drug
administration of ivermectin alone. Ideally, a complementary
vaccine would support the microfilaricidal effect of the
chemotherapy by eliminating the remaining low-level microfilarial loads seen during therapy, which still allow transmission to
occur. Targeting different functions vital for the parasite by
combining several multifunctional parasite antigens could possibly promote the protective potential of such a multivalent vaccine.
Over the past years, our group identified, cloned and characterised several O. volvulus antigens as putative candidates. Of
these candidate molecules, Ov-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Ov-GAPDH) and Ov-enolase are highly multifunctional so called ‘moonlighting’ proteins.
The multifunctionality of Ov-GAPDH and Ov-enolase are
apparent by the binding of plasminogen indicating a role in
host-parasite interaction. Moreover, in histological analysis polyclonal anti-Ov-GAPDH rabbit antibodies stained structures
unrelated to glycolysis, such as cell nuclei that were labelled
after macrofilaricidal treatment. Further, Ov-GAPDH was localized in the labyrinths of the hypodermis and the fluid in the
pseudocoeloma cavity indicative for the release of the protein
and its exposure to the host immune system for recognition of
non-host related epitopes. In 2002 at the National Institute of
Health (NIH) the third moonlighting member of the glycolytic
pathway, the Ov-fructose-1,6-bisphosphate aldolase, was
reported by McCarthy et al. as target of protective immunity in
humans, and thus should also be included in a multivalent vaccine of moonlighting proteins. Our vaccination experiments with
Ov-GAPDH. DNA revealed immunogenicity and compatibility
in cattle and mice and showed a strong anti-microfilarial and an
adulticidal effect in the Litomosoides sigmodontis mouse model
of filariasis.
These observations warrant further exploration of the protective potential of multifunctional Ov-proteins in the cattle model
of onchocerciasis to finally develop the multivalent vaccine mentioned above.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Urban farming and risk of intestinal helminth infection for
vegetable producers in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
N. W. Kpoda1,2, A. Oueda3, Y. S. C. Some4, G. Cisse5,6, A. H. Ma€ıga2 and
G. B. Kabre3
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Biologie et Ecologie
Animale, Universite de Ouagadougou,
Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso; 2Institut International d’Ingenierie de l’Eau
et l’Environnement (Fondation 2iE), Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso;
3
Universite de Ouagadougou, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso; 4Universite
de Koudougou, Koudougou, Burkina Faso, Burkina Faso; 5Swiss Tropical
and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 6University of Basel,
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In Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, the scarcity of freshwater is a
critical problem, and the reuse of marginal quality water in
urban agriculture has been common for decades. This practice
contributes interestingly to the urban food basket and the socioeconomic earnings of vulnerable segments of the population.
However, it is dangerous due to the potential health risks associated to it. Polluted water use in urban agricultural fields may
become a vehicle for a number of helminth infections for
exposed groups like farmers. To prevent these health risks a regular assessment of the parasite species and their load in the various water sources used for vegetables irrigation in Ouagadougou
sites is necessary.
From December 2012 to December 2013, water samples were
collected twice a month from Ouagadougou 4 major vegetables
sites. A total of l 97 water samples were analyzed for their parasitological quality using modified Bailenger methods.
The result showed that parasites concentration in water samples (1–11 egg/l) are above the threshold levels set by the Word
Health Organization (WHO) and the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) for unrestricted irrigation. Different protozoa and helminths belonging to 9 species
were identified: Ankylostoma duodenalis, Hymenolepis nana, Ascaris lombrico€ıdes, Taenia ssp, Strongylo€ıdes stercoralis, Entamoeba histolytica, Giardia lamblia, Entamoeba coli. Despite
variation in isolated parasites, eggs of Ascaris lumbrico€ıdes and
Ankylostoma duodenalis were common in all water samples.
Furthermore, 14.87% of collected eggs have proven to be viable
with predominance of helminthes eggs.
As the activities of vegetable farmers expose them to water
containing helminths, it is necessary to quantify the risk in further studies and to better control this potential route of parasitic
diseases spread in the population.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

response (Th1 and Th2) profile in children with and without
symptoms.
Materials and Methods A total of 78 afebrile school
children (20 helminth-malaria co-infected, 17 helminth infected,
19 malaria infected and 22 uninfected) and 75 febrile children
(14 helminth-malaria co-infected, 16 helminth infected, 20
malaria infected and 25 uninfected) were recruited into the
study. Helminths were detected using direct microscopy
technique. Coarse quantification of helminths ova was done
using Kato-Katz method while malaria parasite detection and
quantification was done using Giemsa-stained thick and thin
blood films, respectively. Circulating TNF-a, IFN-c, IL-1, IL-10
and IL-6 concentrations were assessed by ELISA from serum
samples. Data were analysed using analysis of variance.
Results Among the afebrile school children, IL-10 was
significantly increased in helminth infected children compared
with helminth-malaria co-infected, malaria infected and
uninfected groups (P < 0.05). IFN-c was significantly elevated in
malaria and malaria-helminth coinfection relative to helminth
alone (P < 0.05). IL-1 level was significantly higher in single
infection of helminth and malaria relative to coinfection and the
uninfected groups (P < 0.05). An insignificant difference was
observed for IL-6 and TNF-a concentrations across all the four
groups while among febrile children, IL-6 was significantly
increased among helminth alone and helminth-malaria
coinfection relative to malaria infected group (P < 0.05). IL-10
was significantly elevated in co-infected group compared with
helminth or malaria infected group while TNF-a was
significantly increased in helminth and helminth-malaria coinfection compared with uninfected or malaria infected group
(P < 0.05). IFN-c level was insignificant in the infection groups
relative to uninfected group (P < 0.05). IL-1 level similar across
the groups.
Conclusions Helminth infection seems to upregulate Th2
immune response among children with symptomatic
uncomplicated malaria while there was no significant changes in
Th immune response among afebrile children.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Genetic variation of Indoplanorbis exustus (Gastropoda:
Plaorbidae), intermediate host of foodborne trematodes in
Southeast Asia
C. Tantrawatpan1, W. Saijuntha2 and T. Agatsuma3
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Cytokine profile in helminth and malaria infections in
afebrile and febrile children in Ibadan, Southwest Nigeria
A. M. Kosoko1, O. R. Rabiu1, H. A. Dada-Adegbola2, G. O. Arinola3,
C. O. Falade4 and O. G. Ademowo1
1
Institute for Advanced Medical Research and Training (IAMRAT),
College of Medicine, University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria; 2Department
of Medical Microbiology and Parasitology, College of Medicine,
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Pathology and Immunology, University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria;
4
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Introduction Intestinal helminths and malaria are among
the most prevalent infectious diseases in tropical Africa. The
effect of the co-infections on immune responses in individuals is
not clearly understood. We therefore investigated the immune
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Indoplaborhis exustus is a freshwater snail found across India,
central Asia through Southeast Asia as well as Arabia and
Africa. It is medically and economically important, and could
transmit several species of Schistosoma which infect cattle and
cause reduced livestock productivity. In addition, other medically
important parasitic trematodes, e.g. Echinostome, also use this
snail as intermediate host. Then present study aims to explore
the genetic diversity of I. exustus distributed throughout Southeast Asia. Mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase subunit 1 (CO1)
was used as molecular marker in this study. 413 specimens of
I. exustus were naturally collected from 11 different localities in
Thailand, Lao PDR, Cambodia and the Philippines. Another 46
specimens from Sri Lanka and Bangladesh were examined as
outside region comparison. High genetic diversity was observed
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in Southeast Asian isolates. At least 42 haplotypes were detected
in current investigation, of these 28 haplotypes were from Southeast Asian isolates. All Southeast Asian haplotypes were clustered as monophyletic group, except the four specimens collected
from Kampong Cham province, Cambodia, which was huge
genetically distinct from other specimens from Southeast Asia. In
addition, they were aligned in between the specimens from Sri
Lanka and Bangladesh. This shows that cryptic species (morphological similar but genetically distinct) could exist in Southeast
Asian isolates. However, to prove this hypothesis, greater sample
sizes and more localities of I. exustus need to be examined
throughout Southeast Asia.
This research was supported by a Thammasat University grant
to CT.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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F. de Dios Anton2, V. Barroso2, A. Rodriguez3, D. W. Gray4, M. Navarro5,
J. M. Fiandor1 and J. Martin2
1
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Global Institute of Public Health, New York, NY, USA; 4Drug Discovery
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As part of the fight against the neglected tropical diseases,
recently GlaxoSmithKline has published three anti-kinetoplastid
chemical boxes of around 200 compounds each as an open
source for future lead discovery or chemical biology research.
Using whole-cell phenotypic assays, the high-throughput screening (HTS) diversity set of 1.8 million compounds was screened
against three kinetoplastids: Leishmania donovani, Trypanosoma
cruzi and Trypanosoma brucei, being the first parallel HTS program which has been disclosed for any pharma compound set
against the three kinetoplastids most relevant to human disease.
The most relevant whole cell phenotypic assay has been used
in the HTS campaigns. For Trypanosoma brucei viability, fluorescent and luminescence methods were selected against the
bloodstream form of the parasite. In Trypanosoma cruzi intracellular parasites have been quantified using beta-galactosidase
activity and an imaging assay have been developed for hits confirmation. An enzimatic assay against T. cruzi cytocrome CYP51
was included for preliminary flag of a known mode of action.
An axenic assay of Leishmania donovani amastigotes was used
to select the actives compounds tested against infected human
macrophages. For all compounds included in the boxes a value
for HepG2 have been reported to assess toxicity.
In this presentation we aim at discussing the different methodologies used in the HTS campaigns and the novel assays developed for the compound prioritisation and characterization.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Nifurtimox eflornithine combination therapy phase IIIb field
trial (NECT Field): final effectiveness and safety results
O. Valverde Mordt1, S. Bernhard2, S. Ghabri3, V. Kande4, W. Mutombo4,
M. Ilunga4, I. Lumpungu4, S. Mutanda4, D. Tete4, P. Nganzobo4, N. Mubwa5,
S. Blesson1, A. Tarral1 and N. Strub Wourgaft1
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Introduction Trypanosoma brucei (T.b.) gambiense Human
African trypanosomiasis (HAT; sleeping sickness) is a fatal
disease. Until 2009, available treatments for 2nd stage HAT
were complicated to use (eflornithine monotherapy) or toxic and
with low efficacy in certain areas (melarsoprol). Nifurtimoxeflornithine combination therapy (NECT) was shown non
inferior to that of eflornithine therapy and also presented safety
advantages in a randomised controlled trial (RCT) and was
added to the WHO List of Essential Medicines (EML) for adults
in 2009 and for children in 2013. NECT Field trial documents
its overall safety and final effectiveness at 24 months after
treatment under field conditions.
Material and Methods A multicentre, open label, single
arm, phase IIIb study of the use of NECT for 2nd stage
T.b. gambiense HAT. All patients who could take oral
medication were treated with NECT. Inclusion criteria were
extended to children and pregnant women. Follow-up visits were
done every 6 months until 24 months after end of treatment.
Results Between May 2009 and May 2010, 630 patients were
included, but 1 died before being treated; 100 of them were
children below 12 years of age, 14 were pregnant and 33
breastfeeding women. Only 15 patients were completely lost to
follow-up (2%). Out of 614 patients included in the final
modified intention to treat analysis (mITT), 577 were considered
cured, showing 94% effectiveness. Final safety results brought
28 deaths (11 related) and a total of 67 serious adverse events
(SAE). Ninety-two percent of patients showed at least one
adverse event. No new safety signal was detected.The
presentation will include additional published pharmacovigilance
results and information on the present use in endemic countries.
Conclusions The use of NECT for treatment of second stage
HAT is safe and effective in field settings and has become since
the first line treatment for second stage gambiense sleeping
sickness in all affected countries.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.060
Direct comparison of the card agglutination test for
trypanosomiasis (CATT) and a rapid diagnostic test in a
highly endemic district
A. Mpanya1, F. Mbo1, C. Lumbala1, E. Hasker2, J. Ilunga1, P. Lutumba3,4 and
M. Boelaert2
1
PNLTHA, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 2Institute
of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium; 3Institut National de Recherche
Biomedicale, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo;
4
Kinshasa University, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo

Introduction Screening for human African trypanosomiasis
(HAT) due to T.b.gambiense relies until now on the Card
Agglutination Test for Trypanosomiasis (CATT), an antibody
detection test. In 2014 a specificity of CATT of 99.9% was
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observed during routine screening operations in Bandundu, the
most HAT-endemic province of the Democratic Republic of the
Congo (DRC). Recently rapid diagnostic tests (RDT) were
developed that are based on the LiTAT 1.3 (i.e. the CATTantigen) and LiTAT 1.5 antigens. We compared the diagnostic
accuracy of the CATT and RDT in a head-to-head comparison
during HAT screening operations in a sub-district of an endemic
zone in Bandundu province (DRC).
Methodology In the subdistrict of Beno all inhabitants were
invited for HAT screening using CATT (ITM, Antwerp,
Belgium) and RDT (SD BIOLINE HAT, Standard Diagnostics
Inc, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea) in parallel. For all subjects
testing positive to either test as well as for one negative
household control each, a blood sample was collected on filter
paper to be tested with loop mediated isothermal amplification
(LAMP) at the provincial laboratory of Bandundu. All those
testing positive to any test are revisited and invited for
parasitological confirmation tests performed on the spot.
Sensitivity and specificity with 95% CI as well as kappa for
concordance between the two tests will be presented.
Results We examined 4867 persons out of a total population
of 4931 (99%). 140 (3%) tested positive to at least one
screening test, 109 (2%) to the RDT and 54 (1%) to CATT.
Only 23 (0.5%) were positive on both tests, resulting in a kappa
value of 0.27 (95% CI 0.24–0.30). LAMP results are available
for 79 sero-suspects so far and 24 (30%) tested positive. An
additional 31 LAMP-positives were identified among
seronegative controls. Parasitological confirmation data will be
available end of April, 2015.
Conclusion Concordance between RDT and CATT was
weak. Sensitivity and specificity estimates for RDT and CATT
will be presented based on full parasitological information. The
proportion of LAMP-positives was similar in serological HATsuspects and in seronegative controls.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.061
Development and comparison of different diagnostic assays
to analyze Chagas (Trypanosoma cruzi) disease
A. Latz1, J. V€
olger1, C. J. Puerta Bula2 and D. M. Bustamante Zamora3
R+D, NovaTec Immundiagnostica GmbH, Dietzenbach, Germany;
2
Laboratorio de Parasitologıa Molecular, Pontificia Universidad
Javeriana, Bogot
a, Colombia; 3Escuela de Biologıa, Universidad de San
Carlos, Colonia Santa Rosa, Guatemala

1

Chagas disease, caused by infection with the protozoan parasite
Trypanosoma cruzi, affects 8–11 million individuals worldwide.
It is endemic from the south of the US to Central America and
South America. The disease is commonly transmitted by an
insect vector but may also be spread through blood transfusion
and organ transplantation, ingestion of food contaminated with
parasites and from a mother to her fetus. Without specific treatment, the mortality rate among such children is high. Early diagnosis is essential so that etiological treatment can be
administered. There are two phases of Chagas disease: the acute
phase and the chronic phase. Both phases can be symptom free
or life threatening.
During the chronic phase, the infection may remain silent for
decades or even for life. However, some people develop cardiac
or intestinal complications. Screening of donated blood, blood
components, and solid organ donors, as well as donors of cells,
tissues, and cell and tissue products for T. cruzi is mandated in
all Chagas-endemic countries and has been implemented. Due to
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travelling to endemic regions and immigration from endemic
regions Chagas can be found also in Europe.
Here we describe a new Novalisa ELISA and lineblot for diagnosis of Chagas disease. These test systems are taking advantage
of the chimeric multiepitope antigen TcF (IDRI). The test was
evaluated in endemic countries like Colombia and Guatemala
with chronic patients (symptomatic and asymptomatic), pregnant
women and newborns and a Chagas negative control group.
Overall performance of both test systems, ELISA and blot,
was excellent. In addition both new test systems were the only
one who could reliably detect congenital transmission of Chagas
from a mother to the child, making it essential for screening of
new borns in endemic countries to provide treatment as early as
possible. In addition the assays were capable of detecting infections with both Trypanosoma cruzi lineages.
In our hands NovaTec Immundiagnostica NovaLisa ELISA
and NovaLine Lineblots can reveal positive patients that currently used in house tests can not detect. This is especially
important for pregnant women to secure the savety of the
unborn child as well as for chronic and asymptomatic patients
who can develop sever disease years after infection. Results were
confirmed by qRT-PCR and compared with results of other commercial kits.
Disclosure A part of this work was performed at a company.

PS2.062
Development and evaluation of a serological Chikungunya
antibody detection assay in tropical outbreak settings
A. Latz and J. V€
olger
R+D, NovaTec Immundiagnostica GmbH, Dietzenbach, Germany

Chikungunya (also named breakbone fever) is a highly emerging
disease in many tropical settings with great socioeconomic
impact. Causative agent for this disease is a single-stranded,
enveloped RNA-Virus that belongs to the genera Alphavirus of
the togavirus family (Togaviridae). Chikungunya-Viruses are
transmitted to humans by bloodsucking mosquitoes (Aedes
aegypti, Aedes albopictus). In general the viruses are not transmitted from human to human but transmissions from infected
pregnant women to unborn children have been proved. The
symptoms of Chikungunya include fever which can reach 39°C
(102.2°F), a petechial or maculopapular rash usually involving
the limbs and trunk, and arthralgia or arthritis affecting multiple
joints which can be debilitating. The symptoms can also include
headache, conjunctival injection and slight photophobia. The
fever typically lasts for 2 days and abruptly comes down. However other symptoms, namely joint pain, intense headache,
insomnia and an extreme degree of prostration last for a variable
period, usually for about 5–7 days. But patients have complained
of joint pain for much longer periods depending on age. The
severity of the disease as well as its duration is less in younger
patients and pregnant women. Heavy damage to somebody’s
health or death is rare. Alphaviruses rarely appear in Europe but
can be noticed as import or travel associated infection.
The aim of this work was to develop an serological assay to
detect IgG and IgM antibodies against Chikungunya and to evaluate in endemic outbreak settings.
An IgG-capture and IgM-capture ELISA was developed. Both
take advantage of native antigens produced with a proprietary
technique which was exclusively developed for this serological
antibody detection assay. In-house measurements as well as
external evaluations in many endemic regions of the world conducted by well know tropical institutes revealed excellent clinical
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sensitivity and specificity as well as high positive and negative
predictive values (all above 95%). Data from the current outbreak in the Caribbean will be discussed.
Therefore the newly developed ELISA seems to be a superior
tool to diagnose past and acute Chikungunya infection in common and outbreak settings all over the world. It will assist diagnosis of travel returners with unknown fever as well as military
in endemic operation area.
Disclosure This work was performed by a company.

PS2.063
Development of a novel malaria antibody assay utilizing
antigens from all 5 human pathogenic Plasmodium species
A. Latz1, J. V€
olger1, L. A. Njunda2, B. D. Tayong2, H. Helmers3, T. E. Kwenti2,
W. Chaijaroenkul4, K. Na-Bangchang4 and A. Blockesch3
1
R+D, NovaTec Immundiagnostica GmbH, Dietzenbach, Germany;
2
Department of Medical Laboratory Sciences, University of Buea, Buea,
Cameroon; 3University of Applied Sciences, Frankfurt am Main,
Germany; 4Chulabhorn International College of Medicine, Thammasat
University, Pathum Thani, Thailand

The proper diagnosis of malaria is essential to provide early
treatment and improve the prognosis of patients. Serological
methods often fail in diagnosing newborns due to their altered
immune system, resulting in a need for new diagnostic methods
reliably working with sample from patients ranging from 0 to
12 month of age. Transfusion-transmitted malaria is rare, but it
may produce severe problems in the safety of blood transfusion
and blood related products due to the lack of reliable procedure
to evaluate donors potentially exposed to malaria. Microscopy,
still considered the gold standard for diagnosing malaria. It is
time consuming and requires trained expertise. Moreover, errors
occasionally occur especially at low parasitaemia, limiting its use
in blood banking and screening of populations.
PCR shows a high sensitivity even at low parasitaemia and
can distinguish between Plasmodium species, but it is expensive
and a state of the art laboratory is needed. ELISAs are known to
be ideal for high throughput screening with high sensitivity and
specificity, but it also requires trained personal and an equipped
laboratory. Line Blots are often used as confirmatory tests since
they provide high sensitivity and specificity. There is hardly any
lab equipment needed to perform this kind of assay. In addition,
blots can also be used in automated processes for high throughput screening.
In our study, blots seem to be a good tool for diagnosing
malaria in newborns. Here we show an improved diagnostic performance of the new antibody detection Systems (ELISA and
Lineblot) utilizing early and late antigens of all 5 human pathogenic Plasmodium species (P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. ovale,
P. malariae, P. knowlesi) compared to test systems only relying
on antigens derived from one or two Plamsodium species.
The novel Lineblot is able to discriminate between all 5 parasite species. Assays with a limited number of antigens often fail
to detect antibodies from certain regions of the world. For evaluation purpose, we collected samples from all over the world,
including samples from newborns. We evaluated the performance of ELISA and Lineblot directly in endemic countries with
samples of patients who presented symptoms akin to malaria
infection in local hospitals.
Disclosure This work was partly performed at a Company.

PS2.064
Optimisation of PCR sampling techniques for assessment of
parasitological response in patients with chronic Chagas
disease
L. Flevaud1, L. Loza2, M. Enriquez3, F. Fernandez4, F. Torrico5,6, L. Garcia5,
C. Perotti2, P. P. Palma1, B. Blum7, J. Fernandes7, J. Rode7, F. P. Alves8,
A. G. Schijman9 and I. Ribeiro8
1
OCBA, Medecins san Frontieres, Barcelona, Spain; 2OCBA, Medecins
san Frontieres, La Paz, Bolivia; 3Ministerio de Salud, Programa Nacional
de Chagas, La Paz, Bolivia; 4SEDES, Programa Departamental de
on
Chagas, Cochabamba, Bolivia; 5Universidad Mayor San Sim
on CEADES,
(IIBISMED-UNSAM), Cochabamba, Bolivia; 6Fundaci
7
Cochabamba, Bolivia; Drugs for Neglected Diseases Initiative, Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil; 8Drugs for Neglected Diseases Initiative, Geneva,
Switzerland; 9Instituto de Investigaciones en Ingenierıa Genetica y
Biologıa Molecular (INGEBI-CONICET), Buenos Aires, Argentina

Chagas disease (CD) ranks among the world’s most neglected
diseases. An increasing body of data has pointed to a strong biological rationale for the use of PCR as a surrogate marker of
therapeutic response in CD. However, in chronic CD (CCD),
parasite burden is low and consequently, even most sensitive
standardized PCR techniques have achieved around 70% of
diagnostic sensitivity (Schijman et al, PLOS NTD, 2011; Ramirez
et al, J.Mol.Diag 2015). A DNDi/MSF-sponsored trial evaluated
sampling procedures for PCR testing to assess parasitological
response in CCD benznidazole (BZN)-treated patients in Bolivia
(NCT01678599).
Materials and Methods Open label, longitudinal,
prospective, non-randomized, single arm, multicenter,
methodological study. Primary objective: To estimate gain in
sensitivity with multiple-sample strategies of PCR compared to
the current standard (single 10 ml sample) to detect CCD at
baseline (BL). Secondary objectives:
1 To identify optimal sampling schedule at end of treatment
(EOT) (Day 60 + 7 days);
2 To evaluate the parasitological response after treatment with
BZN;
3 To describe the changes in parasitological load after treatment, by quantitative PCR at BL, EOT, months (M) 6 and
12;
4 To estimate the relative reduction of parasite load at EOT,
M6 and 12.
Results 16 communities in Narciso Campero district- Bolivia,
with 220 subjects enrolled (positive serology). 194 subjects had
3 PCR results at BL. Single sample sensitivity was 76.4%. PCR
analysis of 3 samples reached a sensitivity of 91.4% if 1missing
sample = negative outcome (n = 220); 92.3% if 1 missing
sample = patient discarded (n = 194). The pragmatic gain in
sensitivity was 15% (n = 220) and significant (95%CI = 10.56–
20.42%). A larger volume of blood (10 ml vs. 5 ml) did not
increase sensitivity. The 3 samples could be taken one after the
other some minutes apart, with no need for 7 days interval.
Sustained parasitological response to BNZ treatment was 64%
at M12 (based on 3 PCR at EOT and M12, n = 111). However,
depending on the definition of success rate there is significant
variability with several intermediary estimations.
Discussion This trial contributes to the standardization of
methodology for PCR testing in CCD. Multiple, serial samples
lead to a significant gain in PCR sensitivity. A proposed optimal
strategy for PCR sampling in CCD patients would involve a
total of three 5 ml samples taken minutes apart, at each of the
timepoints of planned evaluation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS2.065

PS2.066

Pharmacokinetic drug–drug interaction study of
benznidazole and E1224 in healthy male volunteers

Population pharmacokinetics of E1224, a prodrug of
ravuconazole for the treatment of Chagas disease

I. Ribeiro1, E. Feleder2, K. Halabe2, G. Yerino2, A. Otero2, B. Blum1,
J. Fernandes3, F. Barreira3, F. Duncanson4, M. Everson4, E. Schuck4,
F. Garcia-Bounissen5, D. Bedor6, E. Evene7 and V. Gualano7
1
Drugs for Neglected Diseases Initiative, Geneva, Switzerland; 2F.P.
Clinical Pharma, Buenos Aires, Argentina; 3Drugs for Neglected Diseases
Initiative, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; 4Eisai Inc., Woodcliff Lake, NJ, USA;
5
Buenos Aires Children’s Hospital “Ricardo Gutierrez”, Buenos Aires,
ucleo de Desenvolvimento Farmac^eutico e
Argentina; 6NUDFAC – N
Cosmetico, Recife, Brazil; 7Pharmacometrics & Integrated Clinical
Development (PhinC), Paris, France

I. Ribeiro1, F. Torrico2,3, J. Gascon4, L. Ortiz5, B. Blum6, F. P. Alves1,
M. Everson7, F. Duncanson7 and F. Garcia-Bounissen8,9
1
Drugs for Neglected Diseases Initiative, Geneva, Switzerland;
2
Universidad Mayor San Sim
on (IIBISMED-UNSAM), Cochabamba,
on CEADES, Cochabamba, Bolivia; 4ISGlobal,
Bolivia; 3Fundaci
Barcelona Ctr. Int. Health Res. (CRESIB), Hospital Clınic, Universitat de
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 5Universidad Aut
onoma Juan Misael
Saracho, Tarija, Bolivia; 6Drugs for Neglected Diseases Initiative, Rio de
7
Janeiro, Brazil; Eisai Inc., Woodcliff Lake, NJ, USA; 8Buenos Aires
Children’s Hospital “Ricardo Gutierrez”, Buenos Aires, Argentina;
9
Argentina National Research and Technology Council (CONICET),
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Introduction Chagas disease (CD) is an important global
neglected tropical disease, where new, better–tolerated
therapeutic options are needed. Benznidazole (BNZ) is the drug
of choice for treating adults and children with CD. E1224
(ravuconazole [RVZ] prodrug) is an antifungal drug with
promising anti-T. cruzi activity, but unsatisfactory clinical results
in monotherapy. Combination treatment is a well-recognised
modality with potential in CD to improve efficacy and safety
and reduce putative risk of resistance. An in vivo interaction
study in healthy volunteers was designed to assess the
pharmacokinetics (PK) and safety interaction of BNZ and
E1224.
Material and Methods 28 healthy male volunteers were
enrolled in an open-label, single-center, sequential single- and
multiple-oral dose trial as follows: Day (D) 1 BNZ single dose
(2.5 mg/kg); D4 to D15 E1224 multiple dose [400 mg loading
dose QD for 3 days (D4–6) followed by 100 mg QD for 9 days
D7–D15; D9 BNZ single dose (2.5 mg/kg); D12–D15 BNZ
multiple dose (2.5 mg/kg twice daily)]; on D12–D15 BNZ bid,
with a 12 h interval between administrations; E1224 and BNZ
concomitantly on D9 and D12–D15. E1224 and BNZ
concentrations were assessed by LC/MS/MS methods with dried
blood spots. Samples were collected at predetermined timepoints
for assessment of PK parameters, area under the curve (AUC),
peak concentration (Cmax) and time to Cmax (tmax). Criteria for
PK interaction was 90% confidence interval for the ratios of
AUC and Cmax.
Results Both compounds were well tolerated, in monotherapy
and combination. 13 non-serious adverse events (AEs) were
experienced by 9 out of 28 subjects, most frequently skin/
subcutaneous disorders (n = 4), with no treatment
discontinuations or serious AEs. 1344 blood samples were
obtained. Rate/extent of BNZ absorption was strictly
comparable when given alone or with concomitant RVZ at
steady-state. Cmax (CV%)/tmax (range) for BNZ on D1 and D8
were 3477.36 (26.4)/3 (1–6) and 3326.93 (25.7)/3 (1–6),
respectively. Cmax (CV%)/tmax (range) for RVZ on D9 and D15
were 6851.90 (38.5)/1 (1–6) and 9025.17 (43.7)/3 (1–6),
respectively. Overall RVZ exposure increased by about 35%
with concomitant BNZ at steady-state.
Conclusions There were no clinically relevant safety
interactions between E1224 and BZN. With the lack of
interaction of RVZ on BZN PK and the limited impact of BZN
on RVZ PK, it appears that coadministration of RVZ and BZN
may not require any E1224 dosing adaptation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Chagas disease (CD) is an important neglected
tropical disease of the Americas, caused by infection with the
parasite Trypanosoma cruzi. Available treatments for CD are
limited and new, safer, therapeutic options are needed.
Ravuconazole, an antifungal drug, has shown promising activity
against T. cruzi. A prospective study of the ravuconazole (RAV)
prodrug E1224 was designed to evaluate the effectiveness, safety,
and pharmacokinetics of the drug in CD patients. We report
here the population pharmacokinetics (POPPK) results of this
trial.
Material and Methods 139 chronic indeterminate CD
adult patients were enrolled and randomized to 1 of 3 E1224
oral administration groups:
1 E1224 ‘High dose’ (HD): E1224, 400 mg QD for the first
3 days, followed by 400 mg weekly for 8 weeks. (N = 45; 32
females; mean weight: 64.8 kg; mean age: 30.8 years)
2 E1224 ‘Low dose’ (LD): E1224, 200 mg QD for the first
3 days, followed by 200 mg weekly for 8 weeks. (N = 48; 37
females; mean weight: 65.7 kg; mean age: 31.9 years)
3 E1224 ‘Short High dose’ (SD). E1224, 400 mg QD for the
first 3 days, followed by 400 mg weekly for 4 weeks.
(N = 46; 35 females; mean weight: 58.6 kg; mean age:
28.2 years)
RAV plasma concentrations were measured by HPLC-MS/MS.
Data were modelled using NONMEM software (version 7.2) for
POPK analysis.
Results A total of 1251 RAV measurements were obtained.
Median peak concentrations were: HD: 6429.31 lg/l; LD:
3338.12 lg/l; and SD 7684.1 lg/l. A two compartment model
with first order oral absorption best fit the data for all groups.
Diagnostic plots (i.e. goodness of fit and visual predicted check),
suggested adequate fit of the model to the data. No significant
differences in pharmacokinetics parameters were observed
among groups. POPPK model parameter estimates were as
follows, expressed as median value and inter-individual
variability (IIV): Ka (absorption): 0.9/h (84%), Vcentral: 44.4 l
(15.3%); Cl 0.89 l/h (24.8%); Q: 15.7 l/h. (27.5%); Vperiph:
239 l (42.4%). Residual error: 28.8%.
Conclusions This study describes for the first time the
POPPK of RAV after oral E1224 administration for treatment
of patients with CD. POPPK parameters were consistent with
the pharmacokinetic behaviour of the drug in other populations.
Systemic exposure reached expected concentrations in all three
groups, steady state was reached after the third dose, and
trough concentrations were stable during the weekly dosing
period.
Disclosure F. Duncanson and M. Everson work for Eisai
Inc., the manufacturer of E1224. The product has been
licensed to DNDi for evaluation in the treatment of Chagas
disease.
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PS2.067
Efficacy of oral administration of E1224 in combination with
benznidazole on experimental Trypanosoma cruzi infection
I. Ribeiro1, L. F. Diniz2, A. L. Mazzeti2, L. W. R. Mota2 and M. T. Bahia2
Drugs for Neglected Diseases Initiative, Geneva, Switzerland;
2
Laborat
orio de Doencßa de Doencßas Parasitarias, Escola de Medicina,
Universidade Federal de Ouro Preto, Ouro Preto, Brazil

1

Chagas disease remains a challenging infection due to the
unavailability of well tolerated and easy-to-use treatments, and
consistently efficacious drugs. Combination therapy is proposed
as an alternative therapeutic approach, as it may improve treatment efficacy whilst decreasing toxicity and the likelihood of
resistance development. In this study, we evaluated the effect of
treatment with benznidazole (Bz) when combined with E1224
(pro-drug of ravuconazole) in experimental acute murine infection.
Materials and Methods Female Swiss mice were infected
with T. cruzi Colombian strain, highly resistant to Bz. Oral
treatment of infected animals was started on the 4th day postinoculation, at E1224 doses of 37.5 or 50 mg/kg/day (mpk) and
Bz 75 or 100 mpk administered individually or in combination.
Cure was assessed through fresh blood examination during and
up to 60 days post-treatment, followed by blood real-time PCR
assay (30 and 180 days post-treatment), before and after
cyclophosphamide immunosuppression. Serological testing was
also implemented.
Results Bz/E1224 combinations were well tolerated and all
treatments, in monotherapy or combinations, prevented the
death of infected animals, while the mortality in the control
group was 80%. Both drugs were very effective in suppressing
parasitemia during the treatment period. However, after the end
of the treatment, parasitological and PCR assays indicated no
cure among animals treated with different doses of E1224 or Bz
in monotherapy. Combination therapy using E1224 at 50mpk
plus Bz100 mpk and E1224 at 37.5mpk plus Bz 75mpk induced
100% and 40% cure rates, respectively. Furthermore, cured
animals had significantly lower levels of serum anti- T. cruzi IgG
than those of the untreated animals, and similar to healthy mice.
Conclusions Our results demonstrated a positive interaction
between E1224 and Bz in the treatment of T. cruzi murine
infection. In addition, this study expands the available preclinical
data on drug combinations on azole and Bz compounds and
provides the basis for further studies, since anti-T. cruzi
chemotherapy is moving towards multidrug treatment regimens.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.068
Comparison of the performance of the SD BIOLINE HAT
rapid test and CATT in various diagnostic algorithms for
gambiense human African trypanosomiasis
C. Lumbala1, P. R. Bessell2, P. Lutumba3,4, B. Sylvain5, S. Bieler6 and
J. M. Ndung’u6
1
PNLTH, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 2Epi
Interventions Ltd, Edinburgh, UK; 3University of Kinshasa, Kinshasa,
The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 4INRB, Kinshasa, The
Democratic Republic of the Congo; 5PNLTHA, Kinshasa, The
Democratic Republic of the Congo; 6FIND, Geneva, Switzerland

Early diagnosis of human African trypanosomiasis (HAT) relies
on screening large numbers of at-risk individuals. Screening for
HAT has been carried out with the card agglutination test for
trypanosomiasis (CATT) which is limited by its requirement for
cold storage, electricity and its multi-test packaging format.

Recently, Standard Diagnostics (SD)/Alere developed an individually formatted and thermostable rapid diagnostic test (RDT).
Evaluation studies found that the SD BIOLINE HAT RDT prototype was less sensitive and specific than CATT. The prototype
was optimized and we present a study to evaluate the performance of CATT and the optimized RDT in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo.
The study followed a clinical trial format. Participants were
enrolled actively by four mobile teams, and passively at four
healthcare facilities in three provinces. Each participant was
tested with the RDT and CATT and each test was read by two
independent readers. Participants positive by CATT were
retested with CATT on 1:8 diluted plasma (CATT 1:8), and positives to CATT or RDT were tested by visual inspection for
motile parasites in body fluids (on lymph node aspirate, on
blood or cerebrospinal fluid). Cases were those with visible parasites and controls had no visible parasites or history of HAT.
Results were analysed in four algorithms – RDT and CATT as
standalone tests and each test followed by CATT 1:8.
During 5 months 131 cases and 13 527 controls were
enrolled. The sensitivity of the RDT was 92.0% [95% confidence intervals (CIs) = 86.1, 95.5], and was significantly higher
than CATT, which was 69.1% (95% CIs = 60.7, 76.4). The sensitivity of all the algorithms decreased when followed by CATT
1:8, to 52.8% (95% CIs = 44.1, 61.3) for the RDT and 59.2%
(95% CIs = 50.4, 67.4) for CATT. The specificity of the RDT
was 97.1% (95% CIs = 96.8–97.4), significantly lower than
CATT which was 98.0% (95% CIs = 97.8, 98.2). Specificity
was over 99.5% when a positive screening test was retested with
CATT 1:8. Sensitivity and specificity for both screening tests
were non-significantly higher in passive than active screening.
Agreement between readers was very good.
This study has demonstrated that an algorithm in which the
SD BIOLINE HAT RDT is used for screening is optimal for case
detection in both passive and active screening settings. However,
its lower specificity will increase the burden on screening teams
by generating more false positives.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.070
Evaluation of cytokine profile in benznidazole related
cutaneous reaction, and potential association with specific
HLA alleles and drug concentration in serum
F. Salvador1, A. Sanchez-Montalva1, M. Martınez-Gallo2, A. Sala-Cunill3,
L. Vi~nas2, M. Garcıa-Prat2, G. Aparicio4, A. Sao Aviles1, M. A. Artaza5 and
I. Molina1
1
Infectious Diseases, Vall d’Hebron University Hospital, PROSICS
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 2Immunology, Barcelona, Spain; 3Allergy
Section, Barcelona, Spain; 4Dermatology, Vall d’Hebron University
Hospital, Barcelona, Spain; 5Metabolomics Department, High
Technology Unit, Vall d’Hebron Research Institute, Barcelona, Spain

Introduction Major drawback of benznidazole is the high
adverse events rate (40–70%); skin toxicity lead to definitive
withdrawal of treatment in 15–30% of patients. In this study we
describe cutaneous reactions in patients with Chagas disease
(CD) treated with benznidazole, analyze the serum cytokine
profile, and evaluate the potential association of cutaneous
reaction with benznidazole concentration in serum and specific
class I and II HLA alleles.
Material and Methods Prospective observational study
was performed following the next inclusion criteria: age over
18 years and diagnosis of CD. Exclusion criteria: previous
treatment of CD, pregnancy, and immunosuppression.
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Benznidazole was administered at a dose of 100 mg/8 h for
60 days. Blood cell count, general biochemistry and serum
cytokine profile were performed at day 0, 15 and 60 of
treatment. HLA class I (A, B, C) and II (DR) alleles were
determined in all patients. Skin biopsy was performed when
cutaneous reaction was detected. Benznidazole concentration in
serum was determined at the time of cutaneous reaction, or at
day 15 of treatment in patients without skin reaction.
Results 52 patients were included, median age was 36 (22–
55) years, 39 (75%) patients were female, and 50 (96.1%)
patients were from Bolivia. Twenty (38.5%) patients presented
cutaneous reaction (maculopapular exanthema, histopathological
findings consistent with toxicodermia), and median time of
appearance after starting treatment was 9 (7–48) days.
Treatment was interrupted in 11 (21.1%) patients. Patients with
toxicodermia presented higher proportion of eosinophilia during
treatment (60% vs. 21.9%, P = 0.005), and higher serum
concentrations of IL-5 and IL-10 (P < 0.001 and P = 0.012
respectively) at day 15 of treatment compared with patients
without cutaneous reaction. No differences were found in other
cytokines between both groups. No association was found
between toxicodermia and HLA alleles. Nevertheless, treatment
interruption was more frequent in patients carrying HLAB*3505 allele compared with those patients negative for HLAB*3505 (45.5% vs. 15.4%, P = 0.033). No differences in mean
benznidazole concentration were observed among patients with
and without cutaneous reaction (5.36 vs. 6.02 lg/ml,
P = 0.181).
Conclusions Toxicodermia associated with benznidazole is
due to a delayed hypersensitivity reaction. HLA-B*3505 allele
could be associated with severe benznidazole related
toxicodermia, but larger studies are required.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.071
Helminth-mediated immunomodulation in the Trypanosoma
cruzi parasitaemia of Chagas disease patients
F. Salvador1, A. Sanchez-Montalva1, E. Sulleiro2, M. Martınez-Gallo3 and
I. Molina1
1
Infectious Diseases, Barcelona, Spain; 2Microbiology, Vall d’Hebron
University Hospital, PROSICS Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain;
3
Immunology, Vall d’Hebron University Hospital, Barcelona, Spain

Introduction Helminth infections are highly prevalent in
tropical and subtropical areas, coexisting in Chagas disease (CD)
endemic areas. It is known that helminth infections in humans
may modulate the host immune system, changing the Th1/Th2
polarization. This immunological disturbance could modify the
immune response to other infections, such as Trypanosoma cruzi
infection. This study aims to evaluate the impact of helminth
infection on clinical presentation and parasitaemia of CD
patients.
Material and Methods A prospective observational study
was performed at Vall d’Hebron University Hospital. Inclusion
criteria: age over 18 years, diagnosis of CD, and not having
received specific treatment for CD previously to the inclusion.
The study protocol included: blood cell count, detection of
T. cruzi parasitaemia measured by real time PCR (rt-PCR),
detection of IgG anti-S. stercoralis by ELISA, 12-lead
electrocardiogram, chest x-ray, barium enema, microscopic
examination of stool samples from three different days using
direct techniques and after concentration techniques (Ritchie’s
formalin-ether technique), and specific faecal culture for
S. stercoralis larvae. Definition of helminth infection included:
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confirmed infections through direct observation, and probable
infection (presence of eosinophilia and positive S. stercoralis
serology in the absence of other causes of eosinophilia).
Results Overall, 65 patients were included, the median age
was 38 (range 18–67) years, 49 (75.4%) were women and most
of them came from Bolivia (96.9%). Median time of residence in
our country was 9 (1–14) years. Cardiac involvement was
present in 12 (18.5%) patients and digestive involvement in 18
(27.7%). T. cruzi rt-PCR was positive in 28 (43.1%) patients.
Helminth infection was diagnosed in 12 (18.5%) patients: 2
confirmed infections (Hymenolepis nana and S. stercoralis) and
10 probable infections. No differences were observed in cardiac
and digestive involvement between patients with and without
helminth infection. Nevertheless, the proportion of patients with
positive T. cruzi rt-PCR was higher among patients with
heminth infection compared with patients without helminth
infection (75% vs. 35.8%, P = 0.022).
Conclusions Helminth infection is frequent among patients
with CD. The proportion of patients with positive T. cruzi rtPCR is higher among patients with a coexisting helminth
infection, probably due to the immunomodulatory effects of the
helminths.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.072
External quality control program for real-time PCR testing
in a multi-centre, randomised controlled clinical trial in
Chagas disease
J. C. Ramirez1, R. Parrado2, S. Villarroel2, A. de la Barra2, M. Rodrıguez3,
L. Irazu3, L. Garcia2, L. Ortiz4, F. Torrico2,5, J. Gascon6, I. Ribeiro7 and
A. G. Schijman1
1
Instituto de Investigaciones en Ingenierıa Genetica y Biologıa Molecular
(INGEBI-CONICET), Buenos Aires, Argentina; 2Universidad Mayor San
Sim
on (IIBISMED-UNSAM), Cochabamba, Bolivia; 3Instituto Nacional
de Enfermedades Infecciosas (INEI) – ANLIS ‘Dr. Carlos G. Malbran’,
Buenos Aires, Argentina; 4Universidad Aut
onoma Juan Misael Saracho,
Tarija, Bolivia; 5Fundaci
on CEADES, Cochabamba, Bolivia; 6ISGlobal,
Barcelona Ctr. Int. Health Res. (CRESIB), Hospital Clınic, Universitat de
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 7Drugs for Neglected Diseases Initiative,
Geneva, Switzerland

Introduction Real-time PCR (qPCR) testing is an
increasingly recommended diagnostic endpoint in clinical trials
of drug candidates for Chagas disease (CD). Recent studies have
described and assessed good performing characteristics in
optimised methods, however no formal external quality control
(EQC) program provides performance assessment for the assays
in use in existing clinical trials. An EQC program was devised
for a DNDi-sponsored phase II randomized, multicenter,
placebo-controlled, safety and efficacy study to evaluate three
oral E1224 (a prodrug of ravuconazole) dosing regimens and
benznidazole for the treatment of adult patients with chronic CD
in Bolivia (DNDi-CH-E1224-001; NCT01489228).
Materials and Methods Standardised operating
procedures were shared among different laboratories (LAB)
(study site – IIBISMED-UMSAM and EQC LAB – INGEBICONICET). Four panels containing seronegative blood samples
spiked with 1, 10 and 100 parasite equivalents (Peq)/ml of
cultured epimastigotes from four T. cruzi stocks, classified in
different discrete typing units (DTU): TcIa (K98) and TcId
(Silvio X10), TcV (LL014-1-R1) and TcVI (ClBrenner (CLBr)),
and 4 negative controls were prepared by INGEBI-CONICET.
Samples were analysed in parallel, at 3-month intervals, at
INGEBI-CONICET and IIBISMED-UMSAM by different
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operators, blinded to sample allocation. Accordance (within
laboratory agreement) and Concordance (between laboratory
agreement) were calculated. Concordance odds ratio (COR) was
calculated as follows (COR = accordance *(100-concordance)/
concordance * (100-accordance)). Bootstrap standard error and
95% CI were calculated.
Results qPCR percentage of accordance/concordance/COR at
1, 10 and 100 Peq/ml for the different stocks was, respectively:
1 TcId Silvio X10- 78.1/79.7/0.91; 71.7/70.3/1.07; 100/100/1;
2 TcIa K98- 100/100/1; 100/100/1; 100/100/1;
3 TcV LL014-1-R1- 78.6/79.4/0.95;66.8/67.2/0.99;100/100/1;
4 TcVICLBr- 79.7/78.9/1.05; 100/100/1; 100/100/1;
All stocks-49.8/50.3/0.98; 86.6/86.7/0.99; 100/100/1. There
was no statistical difference in the results across parasite stocks.
Conclusions There was a high within and between
laboratory agreement in this study, independently of the T. cruzi
DTU and stock. An EQC program for molecular diagnosis of
Chagas disease is feasible and informative, allowing broader
implementation of qPCR testing in clinical trial settings and
potentially in reference laboratories in public health.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.073
Trypanocidal and immunomodulatory activity of
entomopathogenic bacteria
A. M. Antonello1, T. Sartori1, T. N. Pereira1, J. Prophiro Somariva2, S. Precht
e Souza3, C. Saporiti Mesquita3, R. Heermann3, O. Santos da Silva1 and
P. Roosevelt Torres Romao2
1
Instituto de Microbiologia, Imunologia e Parasitologia, Universidade
Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, UFRGS, Porto Alegre, Brazil;
2
Laborat
orio de Imunologia, Universidade Federal de Ci^encias da Sa
ude
de Porto Alegre, UFCSPA, Porto Alegre, Brazil; 3Biozentrum, Bereich
Mikrobiologie, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universit€at, M€
unchen, Germany

Trypanosoma cruzi is the causative agent of Chagas Disease, a
neglected tropical disease widely spread in Americas and responsible for great losses in the public health. Drugs currently available for treatment are unsatisfactory, mainly due to low
effectiveness on T. cruzi amastigote, emergence of parasite resistance or severe adverse reactions. The enteric bacteria Xenorhabdus nematophila and Photorhabdus luminescens are highly
pathogenic against a broad range of insects. They produce huge
numbers of secondary metabolites, many with toxic effects on
eukaryotic cells. Therefore, we tested if these bacteria are also
toxic towards T. cruzi. We assessed the trypanocidal and
immunomodulatory activity of the cell-free bacterial culture fluids on trypomastigotes and amastigotes forms of T. cruzi
in vitro. To carry it on, trypomastigotes were incubated with the
bacterial culture fluid in a concentration ranging from 0.5% to
25% (v/v) or only culture medium as control. To access the toxicity on amastigote forms, macrophages were overnight incubated
with trypomastigotes (5 trypomastigotes:1 macrophage) to
develop up to intracellular amastigotes form, then the plate was
washed and the SN was added at concentrations 2.5; 5 e 10%
(v/v). Parasite viability was accessed at 48 h. The toxicity of bacterial culture fluid on macrophages was also accessed in the same
concentration range. Both bacterial culture fluids of P. luminescens and X. nematophila effectively killed the trypomastigote
form in a concentration-dependent manner [IC50 values of
3.02% and 0.72% (v/v), respectively]. Culture fluid start to kill
trypomastigote as soon as 3 h (78% viability at 0.5% Xenorhabdus and 79% at 2.5% Photorhabdus fluid culture). Furthermore,
P. luminescens culture fluid reduced the number of infected

macrophages and the number of amastigote per macrophages
after 48 h of incubation at low concentration. However, both
bacterial fluids caused potent cytotoxicity only at the high concentrations of the culture fluids. The selective index values
(macrophages CC50/amastigotes IC50) for P. luminescens and
X. nematophila were determined as 8.82 and 13.15, respectively,
indicating that both bacteria displayed marked parasite selectivity. Moreover, both culture fluids stimulated the trypanocidal
activity of macrophages by a mechanism independent of nitric
oxide. Summarizing, our studies reveal that entomopathogenic
bacteria are potential sources of putative novel drugs against
Chagas Disease.
We thanks to Capes and CNPq for the financial support.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Neglected route of transmission of a neglected tropical
disease: mother-to-child transmission of chagas disease in El
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Introduction Chagas disease, a neglected tropical disease
caused by transmissions of Trypanosoma cruzi (T. cruzi), is one
of the greatest public health challenges in Latin America. In El
Salvador, mother-to-child transmission is hardly addressed, while
vector control in communities and blood screening at blood
banks have been strengthened. Neither the reality of mother-tochild transmission of Chagas disease nor its necessary
interventions have not been identified. This study was aimed at
estimating the incidence of mother-to-child transmission and
mother-to-child transmission rate of T. cruzi in four
municipalities of El Salvador.
Materials and Methods Community-based serological
tests on T. cruzi were conducted, by targeting all pregnant
women and infants born to seropositive pregnant women (i.e.
census) registered at four local health centers in two provinces.
To determine T. cruzi seropositivity of pregnant women,
serological test was conducted for blood samples collected on
filter paper and venous blood samples. Those who were positive
for both types of samples were defined as the seropositive. To
determine T. cruzi seropositivity of infants, two-stage serological
test was conducted for venous blood samples of infants born to
seropositive pregnant women at ages (i) 6–8 months and (ii) 9–
16 months.
Results Of 943 pregnant women, 36 (3.8%) were
seropositive. Of these, 32 proceeded to serological tests of their
infants at the age of 6–8 months. Six infants seropositive at the
age of 6–8 months proceeded to second-stage testing at the age
of 9–16 months. As the result, one infant was identified to be
congenitally infected. Annual incidence of mother-to-child
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transmission and mother-to-child transmission rate were
estimated at respectively ≥0.14% and ≥4.0%.
Conclusion As serological tests at the age of 6–8 months
produced five false positives of congenital transmission,
identification of seropositive infants at the age of 9–16 months is
appropriate. Estimated number of infants infected through
mother-to-child transmission of Chagas disease (≥170 per
annum) was much higher than that of HIV (<7 per annum).
PMTCT of Chagas disease is not feasible, as medications against
Chagas disease are not applicable to pregnant and breastfeeding
women. However, medications are effective during infancy.
Therefore, earlier identification of Chagas disease among
children born to seropositive mothers is a key to earlier
medication for infected infants.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

≥35 years might have been infected during their childhood or
adolescence. Anemia might have been caused by:
1 chronic malnutrition;
2 routine loss of blood through repeated blood sucking by vector bugs: or
3 alteration of the immunological reaction to respond to a parasite during acute phase of Chagas disease.
Conclusion Systematic blood screening for pregnant women
against T. cruzi infection during pregnancies would help identify
mother-to-child transmission in time for earlier medications for
infected infants. We recommend that the national Chagas disease
control programme be better coordinated with the national
maternal and child health programme to introduce blood
screening for T. cruzi during antenatal visits.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Risk factors for transmission of Chagas disease among
pregnant women in El Salvador

Nifurtimox tolerance in Chagas patients with previous
adverse effects to benznidazol
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A. Sanchez-Montalva3, F. Salvador3 and I. Molina3
1
Unidad de Medicina Tropical Drassanes-Vall d’Hebron, PROSICS
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 2Unidad de Medicina Tropical y Salud
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Spain; 3Hospital Universitari Vall d’Hebron, PROSICS Barcelona,
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Introduction Chagas disease, a neglected tropical disease
caused by transmissions of Trypanosoma cruzi (T. cruzi), is one
of the greatest public health concerns in Latin America. In the
areas where vectorial transmission has been interrupted, motherto-child transmission is one of the major routes of transmissions.
However, earlier studies in El Salvador neither profiled pregnant
women infected with T. cruzi nor identified the risk factors for
the infection. This study is aimed at determining the
seroprevalence of Chagas disease among pregnant women and
estimating the risk factors for Chagas disease in El Salvador.
Materials and Methods Community-based serological
tests on T. cruzi and structured interviews on socioeconomic
status were conducted by targeting all pregnant women
registered at three health centers in Sonsonate province, El
Salvador. To determine T. cruzi seropositivity, two-stage
serological test was employed: (i) first enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) test for blood samples collected
on filter paper; and (ii) second ELISA Chagatest for venous
blood samples. Those who were positive for both types of
samples were defined as the seropositive.
Results Of 797 pregnant women, 29 (3.6%) were infected
with T. cruzi. None had clinical symptoms of Chagas disease.
Bivariate analysis showed association between seropositivity and
maternal age ≥35 years, anemia, being illiterate, having no
formal school education and having knowledge on Chagas
disease (P < 0.05). The results of multivariate analysis indicate
that maternal age ≥35 years and anemia were significantly
associated with being infected with T. cruzi (OR = 3.541 and
OR = 5.197 respectively). A majority of the seropositive aged
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Introduction Adverse effects are frequent with the two
drugs currently approved for Chagas disease treatment
(benznidazol and nifurtimox). Potentially, cross-reactions may
occur due to similarities between both.
Methods We performed a retrospective observational study.
We included patients who discontinued benznidazol due to
adverse effects and were treated subsequently with nifurtimox
between February 2008 and 2015. Nifurtimox was prescribed at
doses of 8 mg/kg/day for 60 days.
Results 33 patients were included, all of them Bolivian, 27
(82%) women, with a median age of 31 (IQR 24–39) years.
Twenty-three (70%) patients were in the indeterminate chronic
phase, five (15%) had cardiac involvement, three (9%) had
gastrointestinal involvement, and two (6%) patients had both
cardiac and gastrointestinal involvement. Thirty-two (97%)
patients had discontinued benznidazol due to cutaneous reaction,
and one patient due to abnormal liver enzymes. Median time
between benznidazol discontinuation and start of nifurtimox was
240 (IQR 120–375) days. Twenty-three (79%) developed any
adverse reaction to nifurtimox, being the most common
gastrointestinal effects (27.5%). Seven (21%) patients developed
psychiatric symptoms and four (12%) had a cutaneous reaction.
Seventeen (51.5%) patients had to interrupt therapy due to
adverse effects, mainly due to gastrointestinal effects (six
patients) and cutaneous reaction (four patients). No patient
developed severe reactions, and all the symptoms disappeared
after nifurtimox withdrawal. Among patients that had to
discontinue the drug, the median time of treatment duration was
15 (IQR 10–21) days.
Conclusions The adverse event ratio in patients treated with
nifurtimox as a second-line therapy after benznidazol
withdrawal seems to be similar as if used as a first-line therapy.
Due to the frequency of adverse effects and their potential
severity, strict monitoring is mandatory during treatment.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Imported cases of Chikungunya in Barcelona as a reflection
of the current American outbreak
C. Bocanegra1, A. Ant
on2, E. Sulleiro3, D. Pou1, F. Salvador3, S. Roure4,
L. Gimferrer2, M. Espasa1, L. Franco5, I. Molina3 and L. Valerio4
1
Unidad de Medicina Tropical Drassanes-Vall d’Hebron, PROSICS
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 2Hospital Universitari Vall d’Hebron,
Barcelona, Spain; 3Hospital Universitari Vall d’Hebron, PROSICS
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 4Unidad de Medicina Tropical y Salud
Internacional Metropolitana Nord, PROSICS Barcelona, Barcelona,
Spain; 5Instituto de Salud Carlos III, Madrid, Spain

Introduction Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) is causing a
major epidemic in the Americas since December 2013. Aedes
albopictus, one of the main vectors, is well established in Spain.
Travelling between these two areas is common due to tourism,
family visits and trade.
Methods A retrospective observational study. We included all
cases of America-imported CHIKV diagnosed in three Units of
Tropical Medicine in Barcelona (March–September 2014).
Results Twenty-six CHIKV cases from six American countries
were diagnosed, the most frequent country of origin being the
Dominican Republic (69.2%). At the onset, fever was present in
96.1% of patients, followed by arthralgias and fatigue (88.5%).
Seven patients (27%) had visible arthritis. Three months after
the onset 53.3% continued presenting arthralgias, 46.7% fatigue
and 13.3% had arthritis. Viremia was detected by real timepolymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) in two patients (7.7%).
The other 24 (92.3%) individuals were diagnosed by ELISA
serology (CHIKV IgM+). Two patients showed both positive
IgM for dengue virus and CHIKV. Philogenetic study
demonstrated CHIK-Asian strain as responsible.
Conclusions Clinical symptoms were mild although
persisting. Diagnosis was mainly based in ELISA serology and
RT-PCR. Dengue and CHIKV co-infection could not be
uncommon in areas where both diseases and vectors are
endemic. Imported cases in Spain are increasing due to the
American outbreak; in this context, surveillance and preventive
activities are essential in order to avoid any eventual European
spreading of the disease.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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‘Mothers committed to Chagas’ disease: taking action here
and there’â, a community health workers’ training program
performed in Spain
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Introduction Chagas disease has overcome borders and
become global. Spain is the country most affected by Chagas
disease in Europe, and the second globally in terms of infection
among migrants (after US). More than 60% of the estimated
people with Chagas disease (more than 45 000 adults) are
women of child-bearing age. Mother to child transmission of
Trypanosoma cruzi is feasible in non-endemic countries. Europe
still faces an underdiagnosis of 90%. Among population from
endemic areas, lack of knowledge, stigma and fear are still
linked to the disease.

Materials and Methods From February to September
2013, Fundaci
on Mundo Sano recruited and trained in Madrid
four T. cruzi+ mothers as community health workers (CHW)
specialized in Chagas disease. They came from Bolivia
(Cochabamba and Santa Cruz), and teir average age was 34.7
(28–47 year). Qualitative research was performed concurrently
in order to evaluate the program and the evolution of their
experiences related to Chagas disease.
Results After the training, all mothers showed improved
knowledge about Chagas disease and maternal and child health,
and their evaluations of the program were excellent. Their way
to face the disease also changed. They started to perform
activities among their communities, showing their commitment
to the program. Since then (14 months), in Spain, the population
at-risk (par) has been informed: 424 through 30 chats given to
groups, 460 par individually (in person/by telephone), around
300 have been tested thanks to the program (35 people were
accompanied to the consultation by the CHW), and more than
7000 par have received informative material). Last July (2014)
in Cochabamba (Bolivia): 185 par were informed through 25
chats performed in hospitals and churches.
Conclusions These CHW specialized in Chagas disease
represent a global, pioneering and very useful tool in our settings
(here, non-endemic countries) and in their countries of origin
(there). The program is going to be replicated in Barcelona and
in Madrid (second edition) in 2015.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Chagas disease (CD) is endemic in Latin
America (LA) but it has overcome borders. Spain is the
European country with the highest prevalence, and an important
underdiagnosis has been reported. There is a lack of knowledge
about CD. In this study we describe an event with in situ
screening for T. cruzi infection, organized by a hospital and a
non-profit organization in Madrid, Spain.
Methods On the eve of the International Day of CD (14th
April, 2014), a multitudinous cultural event aimed at migrants
from LA was held in a Bolivian restaurant in Madrid. The
community health workers from the program ‘Mothers committed
to CD’â (Mundo Sano) leaded the previous informational
campaign, collected participants’ data and gave information about
CD during the event. In situ screening for T. cruzi was offered to
all attendees in a place that was set aside and arranged for testing.
An informed consent was requested and data were treated
confidentially. Negative serology results and appointments for the
medical consultation (only for those T. cruzi+) were
communicated by telephone, from the hospital, as well as a
questionnaire to explore knowledge and perceptions on CD.
Results A total of 229 people accepted to be screened. Median
age: 36 years (IQR 29–43 year). 150 (65.5%) were women and
194 (84.7%) came from Bolivia. Serology: 177/229 (77.3%) were
negative, 50/229 (21.8%) positive and 2 (0.87%) indeterminate.
A total of 196 (85.5%) completed the questionnaires: 167/196
(85.2%) knew the vectorial transmission of CD, 153/196
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(78.1%) congenital transmission, 144/196 (73.5%) knew that
CD can be transmitted through blood transfusion and 118/196
(60.2%) through organ transplantation. 166/196 (84.7%), knew
that CD can affect the heart; 105/196 (53.6%) the digestive tract
and 164/196 (83.7%) that the person can feel asymptomatic
while being infected. When analyzing questionnaires answered
by women of childbearing age (15–45 years), 76/98 (77.6%)
knew that CD can be vertically transmitted.
Conclusions The initiative was successful (widely accepted
by the target population and a high rate of participation) and
efficient (in terms of CD prevalence). Even though a lack of
knowledge about CD prevails, the level of knowledge observed
in this study was better than that in previous interventions. This
highlights that similar initiatives are needed in order to
overcome underdiagnosis, to control transmission and to
improve quality of life of patients with CD.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.080
Treating Chagas disease in Spain: the example of a ‘nonneglected’ tropical disease in a non-endemic country
M. Navarro1 and S. Tarragona2
Fundaci
on Mundo Sano, Madrid, Spain; 2Fundaci
on Mundo Sano,
Buenos Aires, Argentina
1

Introduction Population from endemic areas of
Trypanosoma cruzi represents in Spain around two million
people. Thus, Spain is the most affected country of Chagas
disease in Europe, and the second globally in terms of infection
among migrants (after US). Several estimations launch a figure
between 45 000 and 65 000 migrants infected with T. cruzi
living in Spain. Healthcare access was universal for all people in
Spain. Nevertheless, since a Royal Decree launched in September
2012, barriers of access to the health system have been
enhanced, and many migrants are currently in a situation of
vulnerability.
Benznidazole (the first-line treatment option for Chagas disease) shortage occurred at the end of 2011 could have made
Chagas disease a neglected tropical disease also in developed
countries.
We describe the process and results of the re-availability of
benznidazole in Spain, a non-endemic country of Chagas disease.
Methods Database with the requested orders of benznidazole
from the Spanish hospitals, managed by Fundaci
on Mundo Sano
and the laboratory that imports the drug from Argentina.
Results The drug started to be produced by a different
laboratory in Argentina in 2012 (ELEA). Since November 2012,
benznidazole is available in Spain as foreign medication, through
the Spanish Drug Agency (Agencia Espa~
nola de Medicamentos y
Productos Sanitarios). Fundaci
on Mundo Sano is contributing
since then to facilitate the access to the treatment. Globally, 134
healthcare centers in Spain have requested this drug for their
patients. In the first 4 months of the re-availability of the drug in
Spain, around 900 treatments were given (1738 bottles of
100 mg and 12 of 50 mg). From November 2012 to February
2015, around 3450 treatments were administered to patients
with Chagas disease (6703 bottles of 100 mg and 228 u. of
50 mg). Fifty-eight percent of the treated patients are living in
four regions of Spain: Catalonia, Madrid, Murcia and Valencia.
Conclusions These data show how Spanish healthcare
professionals are attending a Neglected Tropical Disease in a
non-endemic country, contributing to its visibility.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Prevalence and determinants of Trypanosoma cruzi infection
among citizens of Bolivian descent living in Munich,
Germany
S. Hohnerlein1, N. Berens-Riha1, P. Seiringer1, C. von Saldern1, S. Garcia1,
M. Navarro2, B. Navaza3, T. Blasco4, M. Hoelscher1,5, T. Loescher1 and
M. Pritsch1,5
1
Division of Infectious Diseases and Tropical Medicine, Medical Center
of the University of Munich (LMU), Munich, Germany; 2Fundacion
Mundo Sano, Madrid, Spain; 3Nacional de Medicina Tropical, Instituto
on, Cooperativa en
de Salud Carlos III, Madrid, Spain; 4Red de investigaci
Enfermedades Tropicales, Madrid, Spain; 5German Center for Infection
Research (DZIF), Munich, Germany

Introduction Chagas disease (CD) affects 7 million humans
worldwide and is responsible for 10 000 estimated deaths
annually. Due to increased population mobility between highly
endemic regions and non-endemic countries, CD has become an
international health issue. Migration of Latin-American migrants
from Spain (most CD-affected country in Europe) to other
European countries is increasing lately. Germany lacks
surveillance data. A cross-sectional, descriptive study was started
in 2013 as a pilot project to determine the prevalence and
determinants of CD among citizens of Bolivian descent living in
Munich, Germany.
Materials and Methods Citizens of Bolivian descent
living in Munich were asked to participate in this study.
Participants completed a questionnaire in order to collect socioeconomic as well as medical data. Peripheral blood was drawn
and specific antibodies against Trypanosoma cruzi antigens were
determined by ELISA and IFAT. If positive, PCR diagnostic,
clinical staging and management of CD was initiated.
Qualitative research was conducted through two interviews (one
women T. cruzi+, one women with unknown serological status)
and a focus group (three subjects T. cruzi), all in Spanish
language, in order to assess the impact of CD for individuals
and the Bolivian community.
Results Between June 2013 and 2014 so far 43 citizens of
Bolivian descent living in Munich could be enrolled. Four
participants (9.3%) tested sero-positive on T. cruzi (ELISA and
IFAT), two of these also in PCR. Two of them were treated with
benznidazole. Two of the T. cruzi positive subjects had a mother
with CD. 55.8% of all participants (2 of the 4 T. cruzi+) had no
knowledge about symptoms of CD and 30.2% (1/4 T. cruzi+)
about ways of transmission. 27.9% (0/4 T. cruzi+) had donated
blood in the past without prior serological tests on CD, 62.8%
(3/4 T. cruzi+) were willing to donate blood and 53.5% (3/4
T. cruzi+) to donate organs. Regarding qualitative research,
mainly a lack of knowledge about CD, stigma and fears
associated with CD were identified.
Conclusions Regarding the lack of epidemiological data
about CD in Germany and the absence of measures controlling
non-vectorial transmission, the prevalence in this pilot study is
alarming. Prevalence and determinants of CD in Germany have
to be investigated further in a nationwide study and sensible
control strategies coupled with information campaigns should be
put in place.
Authors S. Hohnerlein and N. Berens-Riha contributed to this
abstract equally.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose
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Trypanosoma cruzi PCR: a useful tool for the control of
therapeutic failure?

An in vitro assay to assess antichagasic candidates for sterile
cure

E. Sulleiro1,2, N. Serre2,3, B. Trevi~no2,3, S. Garcıa4, S. Gonzalez5, M. Espasa1,2,
Z. Moure1,2, I. Claveria2,3, F. Zarzuela1,2, J. Gomez i Prat2,3 and I. Molina2,3
1
Servei Microbiologia, Hospital Universitari Vall d’Hebron (HUVH),
onoma de
PROSICS Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 2Universitat Aut
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 3Programa Especial de Malalties Infeccioses
Vall d’Hebron-Drassanes (UMTSI HUVH-Drassanes), PROSICS
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 4Unidad Docente de Medicina Familiar y
Comunitaria, Granada, Spain; 5Unidad Docente de Medicina Familiar y
Comunitaria, Guipuzcoa, Spain

Introduction Although described in 1909, there have been
few advances in the management of Chagas disease (CD). The
only remaining therapeutic options are benznidazole and
nifurtimox. Both have significant side effects and there are no
good markers of cure or treatment failure in the short or
medium term. Some studies suggest the detection of T. cruzi
DNA by PCR in treated patients as a marker of treatment
failure.
The aim of this study is to describe the behavior of the
T. cruzi parasitemia measured by a real-time PCR (RT-PCR)
before and after treatment with benznidazole.
Material and Methods A retrospective and observational
study that included adult patients with chronic CD treated with
benznidazole in UMTSI HUVH-Drassanes was conducted
between 2009 and 2014. A RT-PCR was performed in all
patients before and at least one after treatment at the HUVH
Microbiology Department. Immunosuppressed patients were
excluded.
In the RT-PCR a 160 bp of satellite DNA fragment of T. cruzi
was amplified by using TCZ1/TCZ2 primers and TaqMan probe
type TZ3 (Acta Tropica 2007, 103: 195–200).
Results Fifty-two patients were included in the study, mean
age was 34.5 years (18–61 years). Twenty-seven (51.9%) were
male and 51 (98.1%) were from Bolivia. Thirty-five (67.3%),
presented the indeterminate chronic phase, 6 (11.8%) had
digestive disorders, 12 (23.1%) had cardiac disorders, and 2
(3.8%) presented both conditions. The T. cruzi RT-PCR was
positive before treatment in 20 (38.5%) patients. No significant
differences between patients with positive or negative RT-PCR in
relation to epidemiological or clinical variables were observed.
The time between treatment and the first RT-PCR was
16.4 months (5–30 months). A single RT-PCR post-treatment
determination was carried out in 32 cases, 2 in 18 cases, and 3
determinations were performed in 2 cases. 100% of the T. cruzi
RT-PCR were negative after treatment. 100% of T. cruzi
serology remained positive after treatment.
Conclusions No statistically significant differences in clinical
and epidemiological characteristics were found regarding the
results of RT-PCR.
The 100% of the cases included in the study had a negative
T. cruzi RT-PCR after treatment, indicating that benznidazole
decreases the circulating DNA in blood.
Parasitemia detection by RT-PCR could be a marker of treatment follow-up; however it is not a good healing marker.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

M. Cal1,2, J.-R. Ioset3, M. F€ugi1,2, P. M€aser1,2 and M. Kaiser1,2
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Drugs for Neglected Diseases
Initiative, Geneva, Switzerland
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Introduction The hemoflagellate parasite Trypanosoma
cruzi is the causative agent of Chagas’ disease also called
American trypanosomiasis. According to WHO estimates 7–
8 million individuals are infected mainly in the endemic
countries of Latin America. Migration and travel have
distributed Chagas’ disease to other continents including Europe
and North America. The existing drugs, Benznidazole and
Nifurtimox have limited efficacy and severe side effects. New,
safe, efficacious and cheap drugs are needed urgently. Recently
two azoles, posaconazole and E1224, a prodrug of
ravuconazole, have failed in clinical trials. We investigated cidalstatic effects of CYP51 inhibitors.
Material and method A small number of azoles were
tested in the standard T. cruzi reporter gene assay using the
LacZ transfected Tuluahen strain. To study cidal-static effects by
azoles, T. cruzi intracellular amastigotes were assessed for their
ability to recover from transient exposure to azoles. For the
readout numbers of intracellular amastigotes and numbers of
infected and uninfected host cells were counted.
Results All tested azoles showed lower IC50 values in the
standard assay than the reference drugs benznidazole and
nifurtimox. None of the tested azoles led to 100% cure of the
infected cells. A small percentage of host cells remained infected,
however, with a very low parasite load. In a drug washout
experiment it was shown that the surviving intracellular
parasites were viable and able to infect new cells.
Conclusion The tested azoles exhibited very good IC50
values, but were not able to cure 100% of the infected cells.
These results suggest that the azoles are static rather than cidal
compounds. This could be a reason for treatment failure of
CYP51 inhibitors in clinical trials.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.084
Bringing the ‘A-game’ to the ‘E-game’: modelling the
impact of current and emerging drug treatments for the
‘end-game’ of HAT Trypanosoma brucei (T.b.) gambiense
elimination
C. S. Sutherland1,2
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
Universit€at Basel, Basel, Switzerland

Human African trypanosomiasis (HAT) T.b. gambiense is a
Neglected Tropical Disease (NTD) targeted for elimination
within the next decade. The current treatment for HAT, nifurtimox-eflornithine combination therapy (NECT), is a chemotherapy regimen that requires intense health care resources and
requires patients to travel to specialised treatment centres. The
objective of this analysis was to evaluate the potential impact of
two new drug treatments in the pipeline to assess their potential
impact on reducing HAT transmission as we near towards the
end stages of elimination.
A model was developed to dynamically simulate the transmission of HAT T.b. gambiense in several transmission areas over a
time period of 30 years. For the purpose of evaluating the end
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game of elimination, a low transmission setting was chosen.
Input parameters associated with varying coverage levels, treatment recovery rates and mortality rates were run through the
model to look at the varying impacts of four strategies:
1 NECT only
2 fexinidazole only approved in 2016
3 fexinidazole approved in 2016 and oxaborole approved in
2019
4 oxaborole approved in 2019.

nations should not be overlooked. The analysis shows that
health systems’ modelling can be useful tool in evaluating the
broader implications of disease elimination.
Disclosure This project was funded by Grant #:
OPP1037660 from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

The model predicted that elimination targets would not be
achieved using the current treatment pathway of NECT alone.
However, when rapid diagnostics and fexinidazole were made
available, transmission was reduced towards elimination targets.
Furthermore, if oxaborole makes it to the market in 2019, transmission could be further reduced, accelerating the timeline
towards elimination.
New treatment interventions are key to HAT elimination and
reducing transmission of HAT T.b. gambiense in the near future.
Additional considerations regarding the total costs, cost-effectiveness and role that vector control may play in elimination should
also be considered in further evaluation of the elimination strategies for HAT T.b. gambiense.
Disclosure This project was funded by Grant #:
OPP1037660 from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and
research question initiated by the Novartis Institute for Tropical
Disease and Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute.

Trypanosoma cruzi discrete typing units alters differently the
signaling through Slamf1 receptor

PS2.085
Modelling health systems implications of current and
emerging technologies for HAT Trypanosoma brucei (T.b.)
gambiense
C. S. Sutherland1,2, C. M. Stone1,2 and F. Tediosi1,2,3
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
Universit€
at Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Universita Bocconi, Milano, Italy
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Over the next decade, is expected that human African trypanosomiasis (HAT) will be eliminated. The declining prevalence of
infection will change the current reliance on vertical surveillance
programs, to a paradigm where patients will be more likely to
report symptoms at a local health centre. New diagnostics and
interventions could change the future of service delivery of case
detection and treatment and access to local services would
reduce out-of-pocket (OOP) expenditures and the inconvenience
of travelling long distances for patients needing treatment. It is
proposed that the integration of programs into the local health
centres (LHC) could be modelled to forecast outcomes related to
service delivery, patient accessibility, time spent in the health system (HS) and resources used with current and new interventions
A discrete-event simulation (DES) HS model was developed
with SIMUL8â to simulate a patients’ movement through the
HS. Different health system structures of both integrated (new
diagnostics and treatments) and non-integrated (current)
approaches were constructed in the model. Data from current
and emerging diagnostics and treatments were included in the
model to measure the impact of switching from a non-integrated
to integrated HS. A sensitivity analysis was also conducted.
The results suggest that an integrated HS will increase accessibility and decrease delays in patient diagnosis and treatment;
however, this will depend on the LHC’s ability to accurately
diagnose cases and remain equipped to assess patients.
An integrated health system could lead to improvements in
coverage and reducing inequity in access to HAT treatment but
the sustainability of local health resources in the affected African
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C. Poveda Cuevas, N. Girones Pujol, J. Osuna-Perez, M. D. C. Maza and
M. Fresno Escudero
Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain

Chagas disease is an important problem of public health in the
Americas. It is caused by the protozoan Trypanosoma cruzi,
which due to it is high genetic variability has been classified into
six different Discrete Typing Units (DTUs) associated with geographical distribution, transmission cycle and clinical manifestation. The pathogenesis mechanism is still unclear but the
interaction macrophage-parasite has been implicated. In the case
of the parasite, the cell surface is principally composed by glycoproteins as transialidases and mucins. These are involved in the
parasite entry and associated with some molecules in macrophages, as Toll Like Receptors and recently the Signalling Lymphocytic Activation Molecule (Slam). Slam receptors are a family
of pathogen adhesion molecules that are involved in signaling
between immune cells regulating for instance T cell proliferation,
antibody production, cytotoxic responses and Ifn, Tnf and Il6
production. One of these receptors, Slamf1 is a microbial sensor
able to positively regulate NADPH oxidase (Nox2). In addition,
the role of Slamf1 receptor in T. cruzi infection has been studied
in Slamf1 receptor deficient mice where it has been associated
with a more efficiently elimination of parasites and a high survival rate compared with the wild type control.
A model of macrophage infection by T. cruzi was used. In this
model Slamf1/ peritoneal macrophages are infected with the
six DTU’s, in a rate of 5 parasites per Macrophage. The parasite
load is measured at 3 different times; with these different times
the idea is to evaluate three phases of T. cruzi infection, at 1 h
the interaction, the internalization at 6 and the replication at
24 h post infection. Also we evaluated the expression of gene
involved in the immune response in macrophages as Irg1, Arg1,
Il1b, Il6, Il10, Tnf, and Cybb during T. cruzi infection in Slamf1/ peritoneal macrophages by real time quantitative PCR.
The genetic variability of T. cruzi affects the parasite load in
infected macrophages; some strains are more infective than
others, for the case of Slamf1/ and BALB/c the most infective
is Dm28 and the less Bug. Interestingly, Slamf1 receptor is
required for infection affecting mainly interaction and internalization of most strains, except for M6421 and VFRA. Cytokines
were lower in Slamf1/ macrophages than BALB/c macrophages
after infection with the strains except Cybb.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Integration of diagnosis and treatment of sleeping sickness
in primary healthcare facilities in the Democratic Republic
of the Congo
P. Mitashi1, E. Hasker2, F. Mbo3, J.-P. Van Geertruyden4, M. Kaswa5,
C. Lumbala3, M. Boelaert2 and P. Lutumba1
1
Tropical Medicine, Kinshasa University, Kinshasa, The Democratic
Republic of the Congo; 2Prince Leopold Institute of Tropical Medicine,
Antwerpen, Belgium; 3National Program for Control of Human African
Trypanosomiasis, Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of Congo; 4University
of Antwerpen, Antwerpen, Belgium; 5National Tuberculosis Program,
Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of Congo, Kinshasa, The Democratic
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Background Control of human African trypanosomiasis
(HAT) in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) has always
been a vertical programme, although attempts at integration in
general health services were made in recent years. Now that
HAT prevalence is declining, the integration question becomes
even more crucial. We studied the level of attainment of
integration of HAT case detection and management in primary
care centres in two high-prevalence districts in the province of
Bandundu, DRC.
Methods We visited all 43 first-line health centres of Mushie
and Kwamouth districts, conducted structured interviews and
inspected facilities using a standardized checklist. We focused
on: availability of well trained staff – besides HAT, we also
tested for knowledge on tuberculosis; availability of equipment,
consumables and supplies; and utilization of the services.
Results All health centres were operating but most were
poorly equipped, and attendance rates were very low. We
observed a median of 14 outpatient consultations per facility
(IQR 8–21) in the week prior to our visit, that is two patients
per day. The staff had good knowledge on presenting symptoms,
diagnosis and treatment of both HAT and tuberculosis. Nine
centres were accredited by the national programme as HAT
diagnosis and treatment centres, but the most sensitive
diagnostic confirmation test, the mini-anion exchange
centrifugation technique (mAECT), was not present in any.
Although all nine were performing the CATT screening test,
only two had the required cold chain in working order.
Conclusion In these high-prevalence districts in DRC, staff is
well-acquainted with HAT but lack the tools required for an
adequate diagnostic procedure. Attendance rates of these
primary care centres are extremely low, making timely
recognition of a resurgence of HAT unlikely in the current state
of affairs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Safety and efficacy of fexinidazole against rhodesiense
human African trypanosomiasis: approach to conducting a
clinical trial for a very rare, neglected disease
A. Signorell1,2, M. Torrente1,2, B. Scherrer3, O. Valverde Mordt4,
N. Strub-Wourgaft4, A. Tarral4 and C. Burri1,2
1
Medicines Research, Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel,
Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Bruno Scherrer
Conseil, Saint-Arnoult-en-Yvelines, France; 4Drugs for Neglected Diseases
Initiative, Geneva, Switzerland

Rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis (HAT) is the zoonotic, acute form of sleeping sickness in Eastern Africa. The disease is rapidly lethal if untreated and has caused large epidemics.
During the past 15 years efforts by the national HAT control

programmes and key stakeholders have brought down the
patient number to around 100 per year. In 2014, the WHO
called for the elimination of rhodesiense HAT as a public health
problem by 2020. Elimination requires a multisectoral approach
including new treatment options to replace suramin and melarsoprol that have long schedules and can cause severe adverse drug
reactions. The new oral drug fexinidazole has shown activity
against T. brucei gambiense and rhodesiense in vitro and in vivo
and a good safety profile in healthy volunteers. Fexinidazole is
approaching the end of a pivotal trial against Gambiense HAT.
We are planning a trial to make fexinidazole also available
against Rhodesiense HAT.
Due to the very low patient numbers and high melarsoprol
toxicity, a randomized controlled trial with a melarsoprol arm is
not an option. We foresee enrolment of <50 patients per year in
two hospitals in Uganda and Malawi. Further challenges include
the remoteness of the affected populations and the potential
underreporting of Rhodesiense HAT cases due to a moderate
suspicion index, fear (of toxic drugs, lumbar puncture) and
stigma. To mitigate these limitations community mobilization by
local media and sensibilisation through health surveillance assistants will be implemented.
The trial design chosen in consequence is a one-armed trial in
second stage patients using historical data from the trial centres
as comparator. The same selection criteria will be applied to
avoid a selection bias. Death at end of hospitalisation was
selected as a robust endpoint. The sample size calculation considers the significant inter-centre variability of treatment-emergent mortality rates (5–20%) and that five times more control
than fexinidazole patient data will be available. 104 enrolled
patients would yield 80% power. The number of patients continues to decrease hence the enrolment will be limited to two years
with e.g. 80 patients providing a power of 69%, 60 patients of
57%. The few expected first stage patients will be enrolled under
an observational amendment to the protocol. The statistical
analysis will be stratified by centre to take into account the
major variation of death rate across sites.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Acute Chagas disease in the Brazilian Amazon: vulnerable
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Porto Alegre, Brazil; 6Health Ministry of Venezuela, Caracas, Venezuela;
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Introduction The need of local knowledge may contribute
to the neglected status of some public health problems. By 2005,
mainly research institutes made detection of Acute Chagas
Disease (ACD) cases in the Brazilian Amazon. From 2006
onwards, given the increasing record of annual autochthones
cases, the Para State Program for Chagas Disease Control was
formally implemented. Out of 934 ACD cases recorded in Para
by the Program, between 2005 and 2012, 19.6% (n = 184)
occurred in Abaetetuba municipality, then considered the second
most important municipality with higher records of ACD cases
in Para. Here, we report features of Abaetetuba0 s
epidemiological risk profile for ACD.
Materials and Methods Information on ACD cases for
the period 2005–2012 was provided by the National
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Information System (SINAN) database and climate data, such as
temperature (°C), pluviometry (mm), relative humidity (%) and
wind speed (m/s), by the National Institute of Meteorology
(INMET). Population risk for ACD was estimated by the annual
incidence (Positive cases/Population 9 100 000). To assess the
association between selected variables and ACD occurrence, a
Logistic Regression Model was applied as well as a Poisson
Linear model with correction of heterogeneity of data (QuasiPoisson method). Analyses were developed in the statistical
language R Program.
Results The ACD distribution during an eight-year period
showed a seasonal pattern, with increases of case-series on July
and November, and epidemic peak in October. Maximum
incidence in 2012 of 41.55 per 100 000 people. Fever, oedema
and feeding with acai fruit were associated risk factors for ACD.
The island environments were identified as those with higher risk
for Chagas transmission, although most cases occurred in urban
areas.
Conclusion The results allow for addressing Chagas Disease
Control Program strategies to approach an evidence-based ACD
management, in increasing the knowledge of the exposed local
population.
Keywords Acute Chagas Disease, epidemiology, Amazon.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Alegre, Brazil; 6School of Medicine - Federal University of Para, Belem,
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Medicine-Federal University of S~ao Paulo, S~ao Paulo, Brazil

Background The magnitude for Acute Chagas Disease
(ACD), as a public health problem, usually has no records as
numerous cases, even in endemic areas. Conversely, the chronic
form affects 8–14 million people in Latin America. Natural
transmission of the etiologic agent, Trypanosoma cruzi, occurs
through the bite of triatomine bugs vectors. Oral transmission
occurs through the consumption of food contaminated with
triatomines or their faeces or by ingesting raw or undercooked
meat from infected wild mammal hosts. In the Amazon basin,
the population is affected by consumption of acßaı berry (fruit of
the palm tree Euterpe oleracea), the most common contaminated
food involved in outbreaks of orally transmitted Chagas disease.
Methodology/Principal Findings To assess the
epidemiological situation of ACD in the State of Para (period
2006–2012), an Intensification Plan of Chagas’ Disease Control
Actions designed to assist the local situation allowed for the
ACD surveillance systematization. This plan selected 94
municipalities (79.7% of Para0 s population). The population was
stratified according history of acute cases and incentives received
for acßaı palm plantation. ACD diagnosis considered
parasitological, serological, and clinical-epidemiological criteria,
according the Brazil Ministry of Health guidelines. The Brazilian
Notifiable Diseases Information System (Sistema Nacional de
~es-SINAN) was used as database. The
Agravos de Notificacßo
ACD incidence increased in the Brazilian Amazon (Para) the 7year period, with record of 977 ACD confirmed cases; a 68.4%
occurred by oral transmission and in 28.6% of cases, acßaı berry
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was the food involved in transmission. For both males and
females, the 20–59 age group was the most affected. Diagnosis
was laboratory confirmed in 98.1% of cases.
Conclusion/Significance Official government data
indicate a serious epidemiological situation for this emerging and
neglected disease, characterizing the Amazonian state of Para as
an endemic area for Chagas Disease.
Keywords Acute Chagas Disease, Amazon basin,
epidemiology, oral transmission.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction In 2006 the Para state Chagas Disease Control
Program began surveillance of this disease in the Amazon region.
Increasing Chagas cases and outbreaks in the region, mainly in
Para state, were related to consumption of contaminated food,
especially the acßaı fruit (Euterpe oleracea). The objective here is
to describe the Chagas Disease Surveillance in the Amazon
region in Para.
Materials and Methods In 2007 the state and the
Ministry of Health produced a Work Plan with guidelines for
surveillance, namely sanitary, entomological, reservoirs and
laboratory surveillance linked to education, social mobilization,
health care of three level complexity and management. The
Work Plan selected 94 municipalities (79.7% of the population)
as priority areas for Chagas Disease transmission.
Results From 2006 to 2012, 977 acute cases were confirmed,
as a result of local epidemiological research, capacity building
and knowledge management (training courseware production:
brochures, posters, manuals both for community health workers
and higher-level professionals), lectures, seminars. Further
outcomes were the International Seminar on Chagas Disease
(2009), other scientific meetings, the development of field
protocols with multisectoral participation and the joint
authorship of Guidelines for surveillance, prevention, control
and clinical management of Acute Chagas Disease transmitted
by food, with PAHO-WHO/2009.
Conclusions One of the strongest points in Para experience
for Chagas Disease Surveillance is the integrating vision to get
three levels of government (municipal, state, and federal) and
different social sectors to cooperate, to effectively make visible
an old disease, whose forms of transmission affect quality of life
of the Amazonian populations. Chagas Disease can be
controlled, and even for the most serious conditions, such as
established heart disease, the quality of life of people can be
improved.
Keywords Chagas Disease, surveillance, Amazon region.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS2.092
Stage-specific reporter gene expression in Trypanosoma
cruzi
A. F. Fesser1,2, R. S. Schmidt1,2, P. M€aser1,2, M. Cal1,2 and M. Kaiser1,2
Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2Basel
University, Basel, Switzerland

1

About 7 million people globally are affected by Chagas0 disease
caused by Trypanosoma cruzi. After decades of chronic infection, 30% of the patients develop cardiac and/or digestive symptoms. The current standard drugs (benznidazole and nifurtimox)
are not satisfying in regard to their efficacy and safety. Recently,
two CYP51 inhibitors (posaconazole and ravuconazole) have
been tested in drug trials. Although in vitro results had been
promising, both drugs showed a low sustained efficacy, which
rendered them unusable for treatment. Therefore, new methods
in the drug discovery process are needed. Stage-specific assays
are one in vitro tool to increase the predictability of preclinical
data. T. cruzi has four morphologically distinct stages. The relevant stages for assay purposes are the two forms occurring in
humans: the intracellular, proliferative amastigotes and the
extracellular, infectious trypomastigotes. Depending on the
action of a drug, its effects on parasite survival may be different
on the two stages. In order to quantify these effects, the project
aims at establishing an assay using a T. cruzi parasite that
expresses reporter genes specific to the amastigote and trypomastigote stages. In order to create the transgenic parasite, we
are combining comparative transcriptomics with reverse genetics
in T. cruzi.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.093
Alternative strategies for case finding in human African
trypanosomiasis in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
E. Hasker1, C. Lumbala2, A. Mpanya2, F. Mbo2, R. Snijders1, F. Meheus3,
P. Lutumba4,5 and M. Boelaert1
1
Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium; 2PNLTHA, Kinshasa,
The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 3University of Cape Town, Cape
Town, South Africa; 4Institut National de Recherche Biomedicale,
Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 5Kinshasa University,
Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo

Introduction In the Democratic Republic of the Congo case
finding for human African trypanosomiasis (HAT) is done by
mobile teams that travel by car from village to village and invite
the population to a mass screening event in a public place. When
HAT prevalence is low this approach becomes less efficient. We
explored an alternative outreach strategy based on single health
workers. We evaluated effectiveness and cost-effectiveness.
Methods Single health workers on motorcycles visited house
to house and screened all those present with a rapid diagnostic
test (RDT) for HAT. For those testing positive a blood sample
(whole blood as well as buffy coat) was collected on filter paper
and tested by loop mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) at
a central RDT laboratory. All LAMP-positives were revisited
and invited for a full diagnostic workup. A palm-held device
(PDA) was used for data entry, including geographic
coordinates. For the purpose of this evaluation, we also sampled
one RDT-negative household member for each RDT-positive and
a mobile team rescreened the population within 1 year.
Effectiveness is calculated as the proportion among all cases
identified that were found by the new approach. Cost per person
screened will be calculated for both approaches.

Results Field procedures worked well and acceptability was
excellent. Using a PDA allowed easy and accurate data
recording. To date 24 123 persons were screened, 78 per health
worker per day on average. Out of those 957 (4.0%) tested
RDT-positive, 100 of whom also tested positive to LAMP. A
further 106 LAMP-positives were found among RDT-negative
controls. LAMP-positives could easily be retrieved but were
often reluctant to present at a health facility for diagnostic
confirmation. So far 25 HAT cases were identified among
LAMP-positives, 16 were positive on whole blood only, 15 on
buffy coat only. Five additional HAT cases were identified
among LAMP-negative subjects with HAT-related symptoms.
Effectiveness and cost-effectiveness data will be presented.
Conclusion The new approach works well and is less of a
burden on the population screened. Cost-effectiveness data are
still pending but major efficiency gains can be expected from
more flexible and rationalized planning using the geographic
data collected. LAMP as a second screening step appears less
reliable and referral of LAMP-positives is problematic.
Alternative options for diagnostic confirmation need to be
explored.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.094
Review of activities leading to the implementation of the
PATTEC initiative
H. H. Mahamat1, G. W. Wanda1, C. Hazoume1, G. Urgeacha1, L. Kohagne2
and G. Rahel1
1
AU-PATTEC Coordination Office, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; 2Focal
Person AU-PATTEC Central Africa, Yaounde, Cameroon

African Heads of State and Government, at the 36th Ordinary
Summit held in Lome, Togo, in July 2000, adopted a Decision
AHG/Dec. 156 (XXXVI), urging Member States to act collectively to embark on a Pan African Tsetse and Trypanosomiasis
Eradication Campaign (PATTEC). Within the framework of this
decision, the African Union Commission was assigned the task
of guiding and coordinating activities to implement the decision.
The report to be presented will cover the last 3 years’ activities
and summarize the achievements leading to the successful implementation of Tsetse and Trypanosomosis suppression/eradication
Campaign in affected countries and within the PATTEC Coordination Office based on the following: Advocacy & awareness
creation, Capacity building and training, Facilitation of technology transfer, Partnerships building and cooperation, Resource
mobilization, Support to T&T affected countries to develop
T&T suppression/eradication’s projects/programmes’ proposals,
monitoring and evaluation of projects, Strategic direction and
formulation of standards and Policy briefs and guidance.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS2.095
Chagas disease in the Brazilian Amazon: serological and
parasitological survey in risk areas
S. O. Santos1, E. G. Costa2, G. L. L. M. Coelho3, C. A. D. O. Botelho4,
M. T. Bahia3, E. Tatto5, M. Sojo-Milano6, S. M. de Oliveira7 and M. Obara8
1
Healh Ministry of Brazil, Brasilia, Brazil; 2Federal University of S~ao
Paulo, S~
ao Paulo, Brazil; 3Federal University of Ouro Preto, Ouro Preto,
Brazil; 4Union Goyazes College, Trindade, Brazil; 5Independent Research,
Porto Alegre, Brazil; 6Health Ministry of Venezuela, Caracas, Venezuela;
7
 Recife, Brazil; 8Brasilia University, Brasilia, Brazil
HEMOBRAS,

Introduction Altough there is no consensus about criteria
for determining risk areas for Chagas Disease (CD) in the
Amazon region, it is recognized that those are areas where Acute
Chagas Disease (ACD) occurs and their prediction depends on
systematic studies. In Brazil, a first study (1975–1980 period)
revealed a positivity national mean of 4.22 and 0.56 for the Para
state. The second national survey gave a prevalence of zero for
Par
a. In 2012, Abaetetuba municipality had an incidence of
41.93 per 100 000 inhabitants. This study aimed to determine
positivity rates for Trypanosoma cruzi infections in urban, rural
and island areas of Abaetetuba municipality, Para state.
Materials and Methods From Abaetetuba people,
fingertip blood samples were collected on filter paper Whatman
No.1 to apply screening test with ELISA. In addition, when
reported fever in the last thirty days and/or contact with
triatomines had occurred, a fingerprick sample was collected
over a slide for direct fresh test, as well as a venous blood
sample, for buffy coat analysis and analysis by IFA, ELISA, HAI
and IgM. Positive samples on filter paper and confirmed by
serum were diagnosed as positive for T. cruzi infection. All
participants gave informed consent.
Results 4699 samples (75.63% of population) were
considered valid for processing and statistical analysis. Overall
prevalence was 2.54 per thousand inhabitants; the islands
showed a higher prevalence. In 12 (0.25%) serum samples the
diagnosis of CD was confirmed and of these, 6 (50%) samples
showed IgM reagent, confirming the diagnosis of ACD.
Conclusions Detected prevalence was significantly higher
than in previous studies. We found evidence of ACD occurrence
in island residents. Our results show the importance of
population surveys as a tool to identify risk areas and groups, to
optimize context strategies for the local control of the disease.
Keywords Acute Chagas Disease, Amazon, Prevalence.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.097
Health systems’ building blocks: the technical, political, legal
and ethical – a new framework
J. G. Q. Costa
Swiss Centre for International Health, Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland

Introduction Health systems emerge at the confluence of
streams of normative dynamics and sets of structured practices:
the political, the technical, the legal and the ethical. These
streams become intertwined, mutually reinforcing or limiting one
another. They contribute to establish the normative frameworks
that make possible the existence and evolution of health systems.
The paper is a theoretical reflection on the normative
characteristics of these streams and their mutual influence.
Methods This is a theoretical paper; It articulates concepts
from political science and political philosophy, and empirical
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elements drawn from texts on legal and ethical cases, mainly
from health systems of Portuguese speaking countries.
Results Technical normativity is mainly (but not exclusively)
oriented towards achieving efficacy, effectiveness, efficiency, and
to some extent equity. Ethical normativity asserts fundamental
non-negotiable principals. Legal norms and rights structure the
system and its functionality. Political normativity is the more
volatile of these domains; operates with less formalized guiding
norms, and through dynamic power games. Technical, ethical
and legal normativity are in contrast more stable, with sets of
formal and standardized rules.
Conclusions The discussion of the normative domains carried
out in this paper identified elements and factors affecting the
success or failure of their contribution to health systems; The
technical depends on skills and resources; the political depends on
interests and commitments; the ethical on individuals’ conscious
deliberation; and the legal on the functionality of the institutional
apparatus in charge of producing and applying the law. There are
institutions and fields of social practices corresponding to each of
these domains requiring attention for any endeavour to improve
health systems. The proposed framework expands, and includes
crucial aspects left out by the established health systems approach
based on the six pillars concept.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.098
The risk of infectious diseases introduction into non-infected
countries by travelers visiting endemic countries
E. Massad1, L. F. Lopez1, M. Amaku1, F. A. B. Coutinho1, M. Quam2,
M. N. Burattini1, C. J. Struchiner3 and A. Wilder-Smith4
1
University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil; 2Umea University, Umea,
Sweden; 3FIOCRUZ, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; 4Lee Kong Chian School of
Medicine, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, Singapore

This work is an attempt to estimate the risk of infections importation and exportation by travelers. In it we propose a model that
takes into account the force of infection of the disease in the endemic country, which can either be a visited country (source of infection importation) or a country from where local residents export
the infection when travel in the latent condition for disease-free
countries. The model is deterministic but a preliminary stochastic
formulation is presented in the appendix. It considers two countries: one is the host home-country and the other is the source
country (with an endemic infectious disease). Susceptible individuals travel from their home-country to the endemic country and
eventually return infected. The input of the model is the force of
infection at the visited/source country which is assumed to be
known and we assume that, in the case of disease importation,
travelers are subject to the same risk of infection as local residents
but do not contribute to it. In the case of disease exportation, the
model calculates the probability that a latent individual travels
from an endemic (or epidemic) country to a disease-free country.
We exemplify the model with two distinct situation, namely, the
risk of dengue importation from Thailand to Europe and the risk
of Ebola exportation from Liberia to the USA.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Important increase in maternal health care coverage by
abolishing user fees for deliveries in Roma referral hospital,
Lesotho
P. Mazuru1, J. Hildebrant Brix1, S. Sedlimaier Outtata1, J. Ashmore2,
A. Shroufi2, G. Van Cutsem2 and M. Philips3
1
Medecins Sans Fronteres (MSF), Roma, Lesotho; 2Medecins Sans
Frontieres (MSF), Cape Town, South Africa; 3Medecins Sans Frontieres
(MSF), Brussel, Belgium

Introduction In Lesotho maternal and neonatal mortality
are particularly high. Due to limited coverage of delivery
services, geographic and financial access barriers, one fifth of
women give birth outside the health facilities. A policy of
maternal services free of charge at primary care level is in place,
but women pay for referral transport and hospital care. A free
of charge pilot at Roma hospital was supported by MSF to show
feasibility and positive effects on institutional delivery coverage.
Materials and Methods A qualitative survey explored
patients’ experience with payment system in place before pilot.
Routine monitoring provided evolution of number of deliveries,
origin of women, type of care, cost of services. Patient exit
interviews verified effective policy implementation and measured
users’ satisfaction. Additional information on delivery coverage
in rest of the district was collected from activity reports.
Results Several women expressed concerns about inability to
pay in case referral and hospital care would be required, making
them reluctant to deliver at health centres. After intervention an
increase of 41% of deliveries at the hospital was registered. A
shift of deliveries from health centres to hospital was excluded.
Only 51% of women delivering at Roma hospital knew about
subvention system for free care. Financial barriers were clearly
identified as argument for home delivery, with a shortfall in
money mid-month reducing likelihood of health facility delivery.
The subsidy system was easily applicable in existing hospital
administration and cost averaged 130 maloti (10.7 USD) per
delivery. Training and maintaining staffing levels allowed more
efficient use of existing resources.
Conclusion Financial barriers by patient fees are often
underestimated by health workers. In Roma hospital fees
constituted a deterrent for institutional deliveries. A simple
subsidy system paying instead of women allowed to increase
uptake of services available. More information dissemination is
needed at community level. In Lesotho subsidies directed at
assuring all maternal services free of charge to patients could
significantly increase institutional delivery rates and contribute to
reduce maternal mortality.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.100
Rural households’ access, usage and financing of essential
medicines after implementation of the free healthcare
policy: findings of two mid-hill villages in Nepal
K. C. Bhuvan, S. Heydon and P. Norris
School of Pharmacy, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand

Introduction There has been a strong global health effort to
promote Universal Health Coverage (UHC) in low-income
countries to ensure all people can access medicines and health
services without suffering financial adversity. Accordingly, the
Nepal Government initiated a free Essential Health Care Services
programme which provides basic healthcare services and a

limited number of free medicines. However, a majority of the
rural population and poor still lack essential medicines.
Materials and Methods We carried out a study on access
to and use of medicines in Rivan and Dhampus villages in
Western Nepal. The study tools were adapted from standardised
methodology developed by the World Health Organization and
included surveys, semi-structured interviews and key informant
interviews.
Results A 100% availability of medicines and no stock-outs
or expired medicines were found. 92% of the health service
users (HSU) from a disadvantaged group did not report any
discrimination in accessing services and medicines; 55% of HSU
said that the health post (HP) is geographically accessible.
However, 76% of HSU reported dissatisfaction with the quality
and coverage of free medicines. Households’ interviews showed
inappropriate labelling, storage and non-compliance, and a
preference towards using private drug retailers (PDR) for
medicines in 62% of households. Also, 45% of households had
members with non-communicable diseases (NCD) and they spent
on average USD 6.34 per month on NCD medicines, mostly
through out-of-pocket expenditure (81%). Key informant
interviews revealed problems in medicines supply and storage
provision in both HPs and highlighted the contributions of local
community to improve health services in Dhampus village.
Conclusions This study shows that access to medicines in
public health facilities has improved but utilisation is low,
logistics remains poor, the majority of people still prefer PDR
for medicines and financing of medicines is mostly through outof-pocket expenditure. The need remains to improve quality,
coverage and logistics of free medicines, to promote quality use
of medicines, to explore local stakeholders’ role to improve rural
health services and to ensure sustainable healthcare financing
mechanisms to realise the goal of UHC.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.101
Comparison of learning environments of residents in new
and existing family medicine specialty training programs in
Tajikistan
Z. Kasymova1, D. Menges1,2, F.J. van Twillert1,2 and K. Wyss2,3
1
Medical Education Project, Dushanbe, Tajikistan; 2Swiss Tropical &
Public Health Institute; 3University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland

Introduction Contrary to Europe or the United States with
3 to 6 year long specialty training programs for medical doctors,
Tajikistan has been training specialists in 1-year post-graduate
training programs (1YP). In order to increase the number of
family doctors (FD) in rural areas and improve the quality of
family medicine (FM) specialty training, we developed since
2013 a 2-year FM specialty training (2YP) that emphasises
clinical learning under supervision of experienced FDs in district
health services. Since there is evidence that the learning
environment has an impact on satisfaction and job aspirations,
in April 2015 we analysed the perception of the learning
environment of 1YP and 2YP residents.
Methods and materials Questions from existing
questionnaires were selected and divided into the categories
“practical job”, “teaching and learning”, “teaching staff”, and
“social aspects”. All 51 residents enrolled in the 2YP and a
comparison group of 20 residents enrolled in the capital based
1YP were asked to participate. Data was then analysed with Epi
Info 7, comparing 1YP/2YP, training locations, and gender.
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Results Data was obtained from 67 residents - 52.2% from
rural centres and 59.7% female. Cronbach’s alpha was 0.92,
indicating excellent internal consistency of the questionnaire.
Total score of the 2YP was overall positive (79.5%). The 2YP
scored significantly higher than the 1YP on overall score,
practical job, and teaching and learning. 2YP residents trained in
a training clinic in the capital rated their experience slightly
higher than those in rural health centres (83.3% vs 77.4%).
There were no significant differences between genders in the
overall score.
Conclusions Residents’ rating of the learning environment
favours the decentralised 2YP, which may ultimately lead to
doctors who are higher qualified staying in rural areas as
intended by the program. Additional testing and time are
needed to determine the outcomes of the 2YP in terms of
knowledge and skills as well as its effect on the district
workforce.
Disclosure This study was conducted in the frame of the
Medical Education Project supported by the Swiss Agency for
Development and Cooperation

PS2.103
Livestock wealth and social capital as insurance against
climate risk: a case study of Samburu County in Kenya
S. K. Ng’ang’a1,2,3, E. Bulte2, K. Giller3, N. Ndiwa4, S. Kifugo1, J. Mc Intire1,
M. Herrero1 and M. Rufino1
1
Livestock Systems and Environment, International Livestock Research
Institute (ILRI), Nairobi, Kenya; 2Development Economics, Wageningen
University, Wageningen, The Netherlands; 3Plant Production Systems,
Wageningen University, Wageningen, The Netherlands; 4Research
Methods Group, International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI),
Nairobi, Kenya

We use data from 500 households in Samburu County (Kenya)
to explore how the natural environment and market accessibility
affect coping and adaptation strategies of pastoralists. In particular, we ask whether households accumulate livestock wealth and
invest in structural and cognitive social capital to protect themselves against climate risk. Overall, we find weak evidence that
households accumulate livestock wealth in response to living in a
drier environment, but find no evidence that households invest in
either structural or cognitive social capital as insurance against
climate risks. However, coping strategies vary across social
groups. For example, while rainfall does not robustly affect our
measure of cognitive social capital (trust) – we do find that the
sub-samples of poor and financially-integrated households (i.e.,
those who have relatively good access to credit and ability to
save money) display greater mutual trust in drier environments.
The results from this study can be used for priority setting by
government policy makers and development agencies for programs aimed at safeguarding household livelihoods in arid and
semi-arid lands (ASALs).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Adherence to paediatric antimalarials and antibiotics
purchased at private sector drug shops in Eastern Uganda
P. Awor1, H. Wamani2 and S. Peterson3
Community Health and Behavioural Sciences, Makerere University
School of Public Health, Kampala, Uganda; 2Makerere Unveirsity School
of Public Health, Kampala, Uganda; 3Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
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Background Little is known about adherence to medication
purchased in the private sector in low income countries. There is
particularly no evidence on adherence to antibiotics purchased
for children under-5-years of age from private sector drug shops
in these settings. Low adherence to first-line medication can lead
to microbial resistance, higher expenditure on second or thirdline drugs and increased morbidity.
Objective To determine the level of adherence to anti-malaria
drugs (Artemisinin Combination Therapy – ACTs) and
antibiotics (amoxicillin) purchased for children under 5 years of
age from drug shops in Eastern Uganda.
Methods 20 drug shops were randomly selected from all
registered drug shops (N = 44) in one district in Eastern Uganda.
Sample size was estimated for cross sectional studies based on
95% CI, 5% error margin and 10% non-response. The outcome
variable was adherence to drugs bought at the drug shop,
measured using both pill count and caregiver reports on day 4
for ACTs and day 6 for amoxicillin. Patients were clearly
classified as non-adherent if they have any leftover tablet(s) in
the blister pack. All drugs sold were pre-packaged, age-specific,
single dose, and sold in blister packets with pictures
demonstrating how and when the medication should be taken.
The study was conducted between May and June 2012 during
an intervention program which introduced the WHO/UNICEF
recommended integrated community case management of
malaria, pneumonia and diarrhoea intervention at private sector
drug shops in Uganda.
Results A total of 499 children were recruited into the study.
Adherence to ACTs was assessed in 259 children and adherence
to amoxicillin was assessed in 240 children. 85% of the children
still had the blister packet that was dispensed with the
medication and showed this to the data collectors. Adherence to
both ACTs and amoxicillin was similarly low, 54% and 53%
respectively. The main reasons for non-adherence were
improvement in symptoms of the child (38%) and caretaker
forgetfulness (35%). Detailed predictors of non-adherence will
be presented.
Conclusion We found low adherence to ACTs and
amoxicillin purchased at drug shops for children under-5 years
of age. Community awareness on importance of completing
doses by children is recommended. Further, drug sellers
dispensing drug should emphasize completion of doses to
caretakers of children.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose
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Barriers to antiretroviral therapy (ART) initiation for
treatment-eligible HIV-positive pregnant women in
Swaziland
L. Katirayi1, K. Kudiabor2, C. Chouraya2, B. Nhlabatsi3, M. Mahdi2,
K. M. Molland4 and T. Tylleskar1
1
Center for International Health, University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway;
2
Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation, Mbabane, Swaziland;
3
Ministry of Health, Mbabane, Swaziland; 4University of Bergen, Bergen,
Norway

Objective To determine the facilitating factors and barriers
associated with initiation of ART among eligible HIV-positive
pregnant women who deliver in health facilities in Swaziland.
Methods Convenience sampling was used to recruit HIVpositive, treatment-eligible, postpartum women and health care
workers (HCWs) within maternal and child health (MCH) units;
participants came from both urban and rural areas. Focus group
discussions (FGDs) and in-depth interviews were conducted to
gain an understanding of what influences a pregnant women’s
decision to initiate antiretroviral treatment (ART). Seven FGDs
(of 5–11 participants) were conducted by EGPAF staff, four with
HCWs, two with clients that chose to initiate ART, and one
with clients who chose not to initiate ART (n = 59). A total of
83 interviews were conducted by EGPAF-trained nurses; 50 with
women who did initiate and 33 with women who did not
initiate. Audio from the FGD and interviews was recorded and
transcribed.
Results Four themes emerged regarding barriers to ART
initiation: stigma and disclosure, facility challenges, lack of ART
knowledge, and anxiety around a lifelong commitment to ART.
Participants reported fear of disclosure to partners and lack of
knowledge on how to disclose. Facility issues included lack of
privacy and difficulties receiving CD4 test results. Lack of ART
knowledge, including fear of side effects from medicines was a
significant concern of the patients (not HCWs). Concerns around
non-adherence, developing resistance, or not being able to access
drugs were the main factors related to fear of lifelong ART.
Suggested solutions included improved privacy for ART
collection, access to rapid CD4 testing, community-level
education about HIV and ART and stronger disclosure
counseling and support groups.
Conclusion This study revealed several barriers to
acceptance of ART among eligible pregnant women that will be
critical to address, particularly as WHO ART guidelines move
towards lifelong ART for all HIV-positive women.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Access to health facility and treatment outcome for
tuberculosis in natives, regular and irregular migrants in a
clinic of northern Italy
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P. F. Giorgetti , A. Matteelli , M. Gulletta , S. Caligaris , L. R. Tomasoni ,
L. Urbinati1, P. Rodari1, A. Apostoli1, G. Sulis1, F. Zahalka1 and F. Castelli1
1
University of Brescia, Brescia, Italy; 2Global TB Program, WHO,
Geneve, Switzerland

Introduction A total 5 million regular migrants live in Italy;
in addition about 500 000 foreigners are estimated to be present
irregularly. In 2013, 62% of tuberculosis (TB) cases in Italy was
diagnosed in migrants. There is lack of data about differences in
TB diagnosis and outcome between regular and irregular
migrants.

Materials and Methods We revised TB cases followed in
our clinic from 2006 to 2014. We analysed differences in time to
diagnose and TB outcome between Italians and migrants. The
analysis was conducted also in migrant subgroups: both regular
and irregular. Treatment completion and cure are considered
positive outcomes while negative outcome includes default,
transfer out and death.
Results 627 TB cases are considered in our analysis, 151
Italians (24.1%) and 476 migrants (75.9%) 58 of whom are
irregular. There is a significant difference in age at diagnosis
(34.1  12.7 in migrants and 51.1  28.5 in Italians,
P < 0.001). 51.1% of migrants are from Asia, 33.2% from
Africa, 13.4% from other European countries, few patients come
from Latin America (2.3%). The mean time from arrival in Italy
to TB diagnosis is 6.6 years. The proportion of migrants not
inscripted to the National Health System is different according
to region of origin: 32/158 (20.3%) from Africa, 3/11 (27.3%)
from Latin America, 10/64 (15.6%) from Europe and 13/243
(5.3%) from Asia.
Time from beginning of symptoms and TB diagnosis is similar
in Italians and migrants: 31 vs. 37 days of cough and 130 vs.
123 days of general symptoms. Delay from first access to a sanitary facility to diagnosis was 49 days for migrants and 72 days
for Italians (P = 0.083). Treatment outcomes is not statistically
different in Italians (85.4% of positive outcome) and migrants
(81.7% of positive outcome).
There are no significant differences in duration of general
symptoms (128 vs. 90 days) and time from first access to a sanitary facility to diagnosis (52 vs. 25 days) between regular and
irregular migrants. A significant difference is found in duration
of cough (32 days in regulars and 72 days in irregulars migrants,
P < 0.001). Treatment outcome was significantly worse in irregular migrants (65.5% of positive outcome) than in regular
migrants (84.4% of positive outcome) (OR 2.8 CI 95% 1.5–5.0,
P < 0.001).
Conclusions Irregular migrants have worse treatment
outcome and delayed facility access compared to regular ones:
the duration of cough before diagnosis is a risk factor for new
cases and TB spread in this population.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.107
Imported malaria: epidemiological and clinical features of 394
cases observed in the last 6 years in Brescia, northern Italy
P. Zanotti1, L. R. Tomasoni1, S. Caligaris1, M. Gulletta1, A. Matteelli2,
L. Urbinati1, P. Rodari1, P. F. Giorgetti1, A. Apostoli1, G. Sulis1 and F. Castelli1
1
University of Brescia, Brescia, Italy; 2Global TB Program, WHO,
Geneve, Switzerland

Introduction Malaria is the most common travel-related
disease in the European Region. In Italy, the pattern of cases in
the last years shows a decrease in both Italians and foreigners.
The present paper analyzes the recent trend of imported malaria
in Brescia, northern Italy.
Materials and Methods Clinical charts of patients with
malaria during the period 2009–2014 were retrospectively
reviewed. Anagraphical, parasitological and clinical findings
were analyzed.
Results 394 cases occurred in our centre in the last 6 years,
the most part in males (70.8%), adult men accounting for 218
cases (55.3%). We observed 90 pediatric cases (22.8%; age
<16 years). A total 301 patients were from endemic areas
(76.4%), 57 were from Italy or non-endemic countries (14.5%)
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and 34 over 90 children were born in Italy (37.8%). The first
travel destination was West Africa (71.3%), while the Indian
subcontinent was the second visited region (11.7%). Only 3
patients over 394 did a right prophylaxis. Malaria was caused
by P. falciparum in 315 pts (80%) (including one P. vivax
mixed), by P. vivax in 54 (13.7%) (36 coming from Pakistan),
by P. ovale in 21 (5.3%) (10 diagnosed in 2014), by P. malariae
in 4 (1%). In 7 symptomatic cases with negative haemoscopic
result diagnosis was based on PCR test (3 P. falciparum, 3
P. ovale, 1 P. malariae). Complicated malaria happened in 42
patients (10.6%) according to clinical events (23 cases including
3 with MOF, 3 with ARDS, 6 with anemia) or to
hyperparassitaemia (19 cases with a mean 9% parassitaemia
including 2 cases with 50%). All, but one due to P.vivax with
ARDS, were caused by P. falciparum. Clinically complicated
cases required significantly longer hospitalization (10 vs. 4 mean
days with a maximum of 53 days, P < 0.001). Patients born in
Italy had increased risk of clinically complicated malaria (OR
3.9, P = 0.002), even higher restricting analyses to paediatric
cases (OR 5.5, P = 0.008). No deaths were registered. E.v.
Artesunate use for complicated malaria increased from 25% in
2009 to 89% in 2014.
Conclusions Our data show a stable trend of imported
malaria cases, the most part occuring in immigrant adult male
population. Pediatric cases roughly represent a fifth of all;
among them, children born in Italy are a high-risk group for
severe malaria. No deaths were observed despite MOF and
hyperparassitaemic cases. An improvement in management of
severe cases is represented by enhanced e.v. Artesunate use,
according to WHO and ECCMID guidelines.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.108
Volunteering for better health: the impact of volunteers in
development cooperation programmes
M. Christofori-Khadka
Swiss Red Cross, Bern, Switzerland

Introduction The Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement
takes pride to base its activities on the world’s largest volunteer
network: more than 17 million volunteers are actively involved all
over the world, 6 million of them are engaged in the health sector.
However, their impact on the health of the beneficiaries has never
been assessed. The Swiss Red Cross promotes volunteers as
important change-agents and bridge-builders between the health
system and the community. This study was conducted to shed
light on the impact of the volunteers on the health and wellbeing
of the beneficiaries as well as on their role in the health system.
Methods A qualitative social science approach was chosen
and 84 individual interviews in seven purposefully selected study
sites (Belarus, El Salvador, Ecuador, Ghana, Kyrgystan, Laos
and Togo) conducted with volunteers, beneficiaries, project
coordinators and health care professionals. The interviews
followed a pre-defined topic guide in the local language.
Interviews were transcribed, translated, coded and analyzed. In
each country a short film was produced to depict the work and
impact of the volunteers. However, the perceived qualitative
impact mentioned during the interviews was not triangulated
with data from the respective local health information systems.
Results Volunteers performed a broad spectrum of health
tasks and were in general well accepted, trusted and respected by
the beneficiaries as well as by the health care professionals. They
mainly influence behavior change in terms of personal and
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environmental hygiene, as well as lifestyle and foster good health
seeking practices, such as regular attendance of antenatal care or
intake of medicines. They play a key role to improve mental
wellbeing of particularly the elderly and lonely population.
While health professionals acknowledge their role as cultural
and language translators and as additional assistants to the
health system, they are aware of the necessity not to overburden
them, to provide incentives for retention and to continuously
invest in training, particularly in data collection and monitoring.
Conclusion Volunteers are important change agents which
make a difference particularly in preventive health activities.
They help to bridge the gap between the provider and demand
side in the health system. Investments in volunteer’s
management, as well as in their knowledge, skills, retention and
motivation are essential and cost not to be underestimated.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.109
Trends in malaria case management following changes in
the treatment policy to artemisinin combination therapy at
the Mbakong Health Centre 2006–2012, Cameroon: a
retrospective study
N. I. Cheng1,2, M. van Reenen3, D. A. Boakye4, W. F. Mbacham5 and
A. F. Grobler2
1
Biochemistry, Catholic University of Cameroon, (CATUC), Bamenda,
Cameroon; 2DST/Preclinical Drug Development Platform, North West
University (Potchefstroom Campus), Potchefstroom, South Africa;
3
Statistical Consultation Services, North West University (Potchefstroom
Campus), Potchefstroom, South Africa; 4Parasitology, Noguchi Memorial
Institute for Medical Research, University of Ghana, Accra, Ghana;
5
Laboratory of Public Health Research Biotechnology, Biotechnology
Centre, University of Yaounde I, Yaounde, Cameroon

Introduction In 2004, following the recommendations of
the WHO, Cameroon changed its malaria treatment policy from
monotherapy to artemisinin-based combination therapy (ACT)
as the first-line treatment for uncomplicated malaria. We report
an investigation into trends of case management following this
change in policy.
Method Data was collected retrospectively, through
consultation and perusal of laboratory and prescription registers
of the Mbakong Health Centre. Analysis of data was carried out
using SPSS and SAS Statistics.
Results Data presented herein demonstrate that from 2006 to
2012, a total of 2484 (58.7%) of the prescriptions received by
patients were anti-malarials, 1989 (47.0%) were antibiotics and
1935 (45.7%) were antipyretics. The anti-malarials prescribed
were ACT 1216 (47.6%), quinine 1044 (40.8%) or SP 296
(11.6%). Of the 1216 patients prescribed an ACT, 441(36.3%)
had a positive malaria parasite confirmation, 746 (61.3%) were
negative for Plasmodium while 29 (2.4%) were treated without
a test. Quinine intake was recorded in 566 (54.2%) patients
positive for Plasmodium. ACT prescription increased from 23%
in 2007 to between 44% and 45% in 2008–2009. During this
period there was a corresponding drop in the prescription of
quinine from 38% in 2007 to 13% in 2009 (r = 0.43,
P > 0.05). SP was restrictively prescribed to women of
childbearing age after 2008. Antibiotic prescription dropped
from 53.7% to 39.3% from 2010 to 2012. The odds of being
prescribed an antibiotic was significantly higher in patients with
a negative malaria result compared to malaria positive patients
(OR = 6.12, CI 4.74–7.91, P < 0.00001).
Conclusion Overall, there is overdiagnosis and treatment of
malaria departing from the WHO guidelines. Although there is
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an overall increase in the prescription of ACT and less frequent
prescription of quinine, the old practice is still rampant.
Noticeably fewer prescriptions of SP for febrile cases was
observed. To achieve appropriate treatment of uncomplicated
malaria, healthcare workers need to adhere to guidelines and use
available drugs rationally.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.111
Disease diagnosis in primary care in Uganda
M. Mbonye1,2, S. M. Burnett3, S. Naikoba1, R. Colebunders2,
J.-P. Van Geertruyden2 and M. R. Weaver4
1
Infectious Disease Research Institute, Kampala, Uganda; 2University of
Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium; 3Accordia Global Health Foundation,
Washington, DC, USA; 4University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA

Background The overall burden of disease (BOD) especially
PS2.110
Comparing the effect of educational outreach on infectious
diseases management by mid-level health providers with
and without prior core course: a cluster randomized trial in
Uganda
M. Mbonye1,2, S. M. Burnett3, S. Naikoba1, R. Colebunders2,
J.-P. Van Geertruyden2 and M. R. Weaver4
1
Infectious Disease Research Institute, Kampala, Uganda; 2University of
Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium; 3Accordia Global Health Foundation,
Washington, DC, USA; 4University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA

Background Two hypotheses to compare the effect of Onsite support (OSS) on facility performance in infectious diseases
care between two groups of mid-level health providers (MLP)
were tested on 12 facility performance indicators:
1 OSS would be more effective in MLP with prior train-

ing in Integrated Management of Infectious Diseases
(IMID) than in those without (No-IMID) and
2 OSS would redistribute patient workload to No-IMID
MLP.
Methods Thirty-six Ugandan primary care facilities were
randomized 1:1 to parallel OSS and IMID (Arm A) and IMID
only (Arm B) arms. Two MLP per facility participated in IMID
training, and Arm A received OSS beginning in April 2010. OSS
was 2-day sessions per month for nine consecutive months.
Outpatient data were collected from November 2009 to
December 2010 using a revised Ministry of Health outpatient
medical form. The incremental effect of OSS was measured by
the difference in pre/post changes across arms (ratio of relative
risks = RRR). Pre/post increases in provider-to-patient ratio were
obtained using a t-test. We compare the effect of OSS between
the IMID and No-IMID MLP.
Results Among IMID MLP, OSS was associated with
statistically significant improvements in three indicators: malaria
cases receiving appropriate antimalarial (adjusted RRR
(aRRR) = 1.26, 99%CI = 1.02–1.56), patients with negative
malaria test results prescribed antimalarial (aRRR = 0.49, 99%
CI = 0.26–0.92) and patients with AFB smear negative results
receiving empiric treatment for acute respiratory infection
(aRRR = 2.04, 99%CI = 1.06–3.94). Among No-IMID MLP,
OSS was associated with statistically significant improvements in
two indicators: emergency and priority patients admitted,
detained or referred (aRRR = 2.12, 99%CI = 1.05–4.28) and
emergency patients receiving at least one appropriate treatment
(aRRR = 1.98, 99%CI = 1.21–3.24). Although patient-toprovider ratio increased most in Arm A IMID MLP, changes in
all four MLP groups were generally not statistically significant.
Conclusions The incremental effects of OSS were
heterogeneous. Patients treated by MLP who attended IMID
benefited from improvements in a different set of performance
indicator than other patients. Increases in workload in MLP who
attended IMID were not statistically significant.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

for infectious diseases is higher in Sub-Saharan Africa than other
regions of the world. Existing data collected through the Health
Management Information System (HMIS) may not be optimal to
measure BOD. The Infectious Diseases Capacity Building
Evaluation (IDCAP) cooperated with the Ugandan Ministry of
Health to improve the quality of HMIS data. We describe
diagnoses with associated clinical assessments and laboratory
investigations of outpatients attending primary care in Uganda.
Methods IDCAP supported HMIS data collection at 36
health center IVs in Uganda for 5 months (November 2009–
March 2010) prior to implementation of the IDCAP
interventions. Descriptive analyses were performed on a crosssectional dataset of 209 734 outpatient visits during this period.
Results Over 500 illnesses were diagnosed. Infectious diseases
accounted for 76.3% of these and over 30% of visits resulted in
multiple diagnoses. Malaria (48.3%), cough/cold (19.4%), and
intestinal worms (6.6%) were the most frequently diagnosed
illnesses. Body weight was recorded for 36.8% of patients and
<10% had other clinical assessments recorded. Malaria smears
(64.2%) and HIV tests (12.2%) accounted for the majority of
84 638 laboratory tests ordered. Fewer than 30% of patients for
whom a laboratory investigation was available to confirm the
clinical impression had the specific test performed.
Conclusions We observed a broad range of diagnoses, a
high percentage of multiple diagnoses including true comorbidities, and underutilization of laboratory support. This
emphasizes the complexity of illnesses to be addressed by
primary healthcare workers. An improved HMIS collecting
timely, quality data is needed. This would adequately describe
the burden of disease and processes of care at primary care level,
enable appropriate national guidelines, programs and policies
and improve accountability for the quality of care.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.112
Assessment of the role of patent medicine vendors (PMVs)
in malaria case management for sustainable malaria control
in Nigeria
S. Abubakar1, M. U. Lawan2, I. S. Abubakar1 and J. Abdulkadir3
Department of Community Medicine, Bayero University Kano & Aminu
Kano Teaching Hospital, Kano, Nigeria; 2Department of Community
Medicine, Kano, Nigeria; 3Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Bayero University
Kano, Kano, Nigeria
1

Brief Introduction Malaria is endemic in Nigeria and a
leading cause of morbidity and mortality especially amongst
children and pregnant women. Patent medicine vendors (PMVs)
are ubiquitous street level drug sellers found all over Nigeria and
are the first point of contact in 70% of cases for sick people.
This study assessed the ability of PMVs to effectively manage
and refer community members with malaria using the malaria
case management approach.
Materials and Methods This was a cross-sectional study
which used simple random sampling to select a sample of 120
PMVs from a list of 240 registered PMVs in Nasarawa LGA,
Kano. A structured, mostly close-ended interviewer administered
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questionnaire was used for data collection after obtaining ethical
approval and informed written consent of the respondents. The
data were analyzed using MINITABâ 12.21 software.
Percentages were used to describe categorical variables while
quantitative variables were described using the mean. The chi
squared test was used to assess the significance of associations.
Results The PMVs were mainly married men with secondary
school education and a mean age of 32.3 years. A third of the
respondents had good knowledge of uncomplicated malaria but
(63.8%) had poor knowledge of severe malaria, (94.8%) of the
respondents had poor knowledge of rapid diagnostic tests to
confirm malaria and their knowledge of artemisinin based
combination therapy was poor. Educational status of
respondents and good practice of malaria case management had
a statistically significant association.
Conclusion There still exist significant knowledge and
practice gaps regarding key components of malaria case
management amongst PMVs in Kano despite series of trainings
by malaria partners. There is need to strengthen trainings using
harmonized tools and the capacity building approach in a
coordinated manner for sustainable malaria control in Nigeria.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.113
Knowledge and attitude of prostate cancer prevention
amongst university teachers in Northern Nigeria
S. Abubakar1, M. A. Shehu2 and M. U. Lawan1
1
Department of Community Medicine, Bayero University Kano & Aminu
Kano Teaching Hospital, Kano, Nigeria; 2Faculty of Clinical Sciences,
Bayero University Kano, Kano, Nigeria

Brief Introduction Men constitute over 50% of Nigeria’s
population which is estimated at about 170 million people.
Health and general literacy rates in Northern Nigeria are among
the lowest in the world. Global cancer estimates and local
studies indicate a worldwide increasing incidence of prostate
cancer which suggests prostate cancer is an emerging epidemic
and a leading cause of cancer amongst men in Nigeria. This
study assessed the knowledge of, and attitude towards prostate
cancer prevention among male university lecturers in Northern
Nigeria.
Materials and Methods Two hundred and fifty men were
enrolled for the study after selecting them using multistage
sampling technique that used a cross-sectional study design after
obtaining their informed consent. Percentages and means were
used to describe categorical and quantitative variables
respectively. The v2 test was used to assess the significance of
associations and a P-value of ≥0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
Results The mean age of the respondents was 44  7.5 years.
Knowledge of prostate cancer prevention was poor (55%) but
the level of positive attitude towards prostate cancer prevention
was high (74.2%) amongst the respondents. The level of
knowledge of the respondents regarding prostate cancer
prevention was significantly associated with age, marital status
and membership of science based faculties.
Conclusion These findings regarding prostate cancer
prevention in Nigeria imply that there is urgent need for public
health services to provide health promotion by targeting prostate
cancer prevention to members of tertiary educational institutions
through strengthening of national cancer screening and
awareness programmes, as well as enactment of national policies
and guidelines for prostate cancer management and prevention.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Health service access, utilisation and perceived quality in
Dhading district, Nepal
J. Balen1, T. Miwa1, C. Masengu1, G. Chikwanda1, N. Matope1, U. Sednai2,
M. Watson1 and P. Simkhada1,3
1
University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK; 2Manamohan Memorial College,
Kathmandu, Nepal; 3Liverpool John Moores University, Liverpool, UK

Introduction Nepal is one of the poorest countries in the
world with per capita gross domestic product of US $ 210. It
has a high mortality rate, attributable to poor access to health
facilities or qualified health personnel. Distances between
household and health post may be more than 5 h drive in
remote areas, with no reliable transport system. Previous studies
highlighted that women in particular have problems in accessing
general and reproductive healthcare services. Most births occur
at home: approximately 81% by traditional birth attendance and
unskilled birth attendance and 7% unattended. Moreover,
though abortion was legalized in 2002, the actual acceptability
in rural Nepal remains unexplored.
Materials and Methods Here, we explore factors
associated with utilisation of primary healthcare services, with a
focus on women’s access to primary healthcare, pre- and postnatal services and medical abortion in Dhading district of Nepal.
Results are based on a rapid ethnographic study involving 11
key informant interviews, including community members, health
workers and policy makers in Dhading district, conducted in
March and April 2015.
Results Though pre-natal services are well known and frequently
utilized, post-natal services are underutilized, being seen as important
mainly in emergencies. Medical abortion is not well known nor
provided at local health posts due to lack of available specialized
staff. Overall, quality was valued above geographical accessibility,
with community members preferring to travel substantially further to
reach a health post with which they were satisfied. Common
complaints and challenges included inaccurate diagnosis and
treatment, problems with drugs prescribed (costly, expired, stockouts, poor variety), unfair treatment and poor staff attitudes (related
to leadership and management).
Conclusions Externally auditing of health posts may help
increase quality, ensure utilization and improve patient
satisfaction of all health posts in the area, as may the provision
of standard complaint procedures. Though drug availability
remains a significant challenge in Nepal, proper stock
management may help buffer difficulties. Furthermore,
incentivising the use of post-natal services, as is currently the
case for anti-natal services, may help encourage utilization.
Further research is needed to quantitatively measure the
acceptability and demand of a range of reproductive health
services, including medical abortion.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS2.115
The health system and access to artemisinin-based
combination therapies: a population-based study in the
Kasena-Nankana District of Northern Ghana
D. K. Azongo1, F. Atugba2, T. Awine3, A. R. Oduro4 and F. N. Binka5
1
Navrongo Health and Demograhpic Surveillance System, Navrongo,
Ghana; 2Navrongo Health Research Centre, Navrongo, Ghana; 3Data
Management, Navrongo, Ghana; 4Administration, Navrongo Health
Research Centre, Navrongo, Ghana; 5University of Allied Sciences, Ho,
Ghana

Introduction Since 2001, the WHO recommended
Artemisinin-based Combination Therapies as the first line drugs
for the treatment of uncomplicated malaria in malaria endemic
countries. In Ghana, after the policy change, little is known
about the predictor to prompt and effective treatment to
Artemisinin-based Combination Therapies. There is also little
understanding of the patterns of other anti-malarial drugs used
for the treatment of malaria in real life health systems.
Methods A 2-week recall period was used to interview
members of households who experienced fever/malaria in the
prior 2 weeks. A detailed questionnaire was administered to
obtain information on whether treatment was sought and
received within 24 or 48 h after the onset of illness, the type of
antimalarial drugs used for treatment and source of treatment.
In all, 1512 people were interviewed and included in the
analysis.
Results The results show that of the 1512 who reported
malaria, 89.1% (95% CI: 0.87–0.91) obtained treatment with
antimalarials. Access to an official point of Artemisinin-based
Combination Therapies provider within 24 h was 23% (95%
CI: 0.21–0.25) and ACTs were the most preferred drugs for the
treatment of fever/malaria. The use of mono therapies such as
Chloroquine was still widely used in the district despite the
policy change that has been in existence since 2004.
Conclusion Physical access to Artemisinin-based
Combination Therapies providers is very low compared to the
target set by the Roll Back programme of 80% by 2015. The
results also suggest that mono therapies including Chloroquine
are still commonly used for treating malaria in the district. The
study demonstrates that INDEPTH HDSS sites provides good
platform in sub-Sahara Africa for pharmacovigilance of postlicenses and marketing of antimalarial drugs for an effective
health system.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.116
Community level understanding of the concept of
pre-referral treatment and impact on referral-related
decision-making following provision of rectal artesunate.
A qualitative study in Western Uganda
A. Nuwa1, C. Strachan2, D. Muhangi3, P. Okui4, M. Helinski2 and
J. K. Tibenderana2
1
Malaria Consortium Uganda, Kampala, Uganda; 2Malaria Consortium
Africa, Kampala, Uganda; 3Social Work and Social Administration,
Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda; 4National Malaria Control
Programme, Ministry of Health, Kampala, Uganda

Introduction Successful pre-referral treatment with rectal
artesunate (RAS) for suspected severe malaria requires operative
linkages between community health workers (CHWs) and
referral facilities, as well as acceptance of pre-referral treatment
and adherence to referral practices by both caregivers and
CHWs. This study investigated how the concept of ‘pre-referral

treatment’ is used in referral related decision-making following
provision of RAS at the community level.
Methods Qualitative data was collected through 62 in-depth
narrative interviews with caregivers of children under five who
received RAS within the previous 3 months, as well as
associated CHWs who provided the treatment. Nineteen focus
group discussions incorporating ‘vignettes’ from the narrative
interviews were held with male and female caregivers; 12 with
CHWs and women representatives, and 20 semi-structured
interviews with traditional healers. Thematic analysis followed
the Framework approach.
Results The CHWs were generally aware of the scope of
information to be given to caregivers on prescribing RAS
including urgency for referral, yet there was insufficient emphasis
on RAS not being a full treatment for severe malaria.
Information shared by the CHW was influenced by the condition
of the child and perceived readiness of the caregiver to accept
advice. Adherence to referral advice was found to be positively
affected by the severity of symptoms. Knowledge of, or
experience with, traditional herbal rectal medications positively
contributed to the acceptability of RAS. Previous experience
with Artemisinin-based Combination Therapy as a treatment for
uncomplicated malaria appeared to reinforce RAS as a
comparative complete treatment for severe malaria, thus
reducing likelihood to complete referral.
Conclusions Caregiver interpretation of CHW advice
relating to pre-referral treatment was found to influence their
decisions to promptly complete referral. CHW advice should
emphasise the purpose of RAS is to only provide temporary
relief prior to facility-based treatment, that it is not a full
treatment for severe malaria, and dangers of not completing
referral. Behaviour change communication and training activities
could help promote these messages.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.117
Access to health services. Challenges and lessons learned
from the Swiss Red Cross review
K. Molesworth
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland

Introduction In line with its health policy 2012–2017, the
Swiss Red Cross (SRC) implements projects to enable equitable
access to health services.
Methods In 2014 the SRC commissioned the Swiss TPH to
conduct a post-ex review of five country projects to assess the
long-term impact of initiatives beyond project completion to
improve the access of poor and vulnerable groups to health
services. Levesque et al’s (2013) framework of access to health
care was used, which examines five dimensions of accessibility
associated with services provided (approachability, acceptability,
availability and accommodation, affordability and
appropriateness) and five corresponding abilities of communities
to interact with the dimensions of accessibility to generate access
(ability to perceive; to seek, to reach, to pay and to engage).
Fieldwork was conducted in Bolivia, Ghana, Nepal, Laos and
Cambodia and from the individual country case-studies an
overall qualitative analysis was conducted to determine elements
that support sustained access.
Results Elements who fostered access included: Participatory
health promotion and maintenance of community groups raises
the approachability of services and communities’ ability to
perceive the need for care. Community-level change agents are
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essential to establishing new health-related decision-making
practices. Integration of traditional practitioners and traditional
practises into the formal health sector reduces conflicting beliefs
and broadens access. Human resources and their motivation and
commitment, fostered by capacity building and loyalty, allow
continuation of services and even rise in patient numbers.
However, where transport remains unaffordable or where
exemption systems have failed to continue, inequalities can reemerge after projects complete and better-off, urban populations
benefit from health system strengthening while poor rural
people’s access is hampered.
Conclusions While access to health services was largely
sustained, long term access for poor and marginalised groups
beyond project completion requires special mechanisms to
sustain on the long run. This includes ring-fencing health funds
for the poor, adapting health promotion to cultures and beliefs
and maintaining community and volunteer momentum through
continued and embedded supervision. The review also
highlighted the importance of central level and policy influence
to support the sustainability of community-level health initiatives
in the longer-term.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.119
Challenges to wider acceptability of herbal medicine
T. J. Birdi
Foundation for Medical Research, Mumbai, India

Introduction The global biodiversity of plant species
coupled with the rich heritage of traditional knowledge
worldwide has resulted in a wealth of ethnobotanical literature.
However comparatively few drugs have reached the chemists’
shelves even in an environment of increasing drug resistance and
few antibiotics are in the pipeline. This is probably the biggest
challenge.
Results and Discussion This paper will highlight some of
the contributing factors both in product development and
formulation of policy. Under product development, the issues
that will be discussed along with relevant examples from our
work on anti-diarrhoeal and anti-tuberculosis activity of
medicinal plants will include
1 The importance of linking ethnobotanical information with
extract preparation and reverse pharmacology
2 Demonstrate the importance of relevant bioassays in validation of herbal remedies
3 The limitations in conventional methods of standardization
which get reflected in the variability of efficacy. The debate
on use of crude extract versus active principal will also be
addressed.
In addition, the paper will also focus on certain lacunae in
policy viz. benefit sharing and investment by industry, both two
sides of the same coin.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Demand side interventions to increase maternal health
service utilization and practice of birth spacing on Idjwi
Island, South Kivu, Democratic Republic of Congo: who is
participating?
M. C. Dumbaugh1, W. Bapolisi2, M. Zabiti3, P. Mommers4 and S. Merten1
1
Epidemiology and Public Health – Society, Gender and Health Unit,
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute/University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland; 2Universite Catholique de Bukavu, Ecole de Sante Publique;
3
Cordaid – South Kivu, Bukavu, The Democratic Republic of the Congo;
4
Cordaid – The Hague, The Hague, The Netherlands

Background Concerted efforts to increase the availability of
quality maternal health services in low and middle income
countries (LMICs) have not resulted in optimal levels of service
use in many settings (Finlayson & Downe 2013). Utilization
remains especially low in sub Saharan Africa (SSA) (Moyer &
Mustafa 2014). Demand side interventions aim to reduce
barriers to service use and incentivize individuals to adopt
specific health behaviors. These strategies, especially conditional
cash transfers (CCTs), are growing in popularity in SSA and are
endorsed by influential policy actors despite a lack of evidence
(Ranganathan & Lagarde 2012).
Methods A community-based, longitudinal study will
measure the comparative effectiveness of demand side strategies
in increasing maternal health service utilization in South Kivu,
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). In one arm of the study,
female community health workers surveyed approximately 1500
households in 6 randomly selected villages in the health zone of
Idjwi. We identified women who gave birth during a target
period and trained female surveyors administered a digital
questionnaire to approximately 500 eligible women giving
informed consent for participation. Questionnaires explored
socio-demographics, maternal health service use, family
planning, birth spacing and participation in demand side
interventions. Stata v 13 will be used in analysis.
Results We will produce descriptive statistics of women of
reproductive age in the health zone comprising Idjwi island,
DRC. Our main result will be profiles of demand side
intervention participants, non-participants and drop outs.
Discussion Our analysis will fill a literature gap on the
functioning of demand side interventions, particularly CCTs, in
SSA. We will determine characteristics of who the interventions
do and do not reach on the island, a setting with a high fertility
rate undergoing significant demographic and economic changes
in recent years (Thomson, 2012). We will place these findings in
the larger context of contested interdisciplinary debates on the
accessibility, ethics and effectiveness of demand side strategies to
improve health outcomes and encourage service use in LMIC
settings.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.121
On the origin of Ebola. Popular interpretations versus the
epidemiology discourse in Macenta, Guinea
S. Thys and M. Boelaert
Epidemiology and Tropical Diseases Control Unit, Department of Public
Health, Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium

In December 2013, a 2-year old child died from a viral haemorrhagic fever in Meliandou village in the South-East of Guinea,
the likely index case of a major epidemic. When the virus was
formally identified as Ebola, epidemiological investigations
started while local people tried to understand the deaths in their
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communities. Mainly evolving in parallel, others overlapping,
these epidemiological and popular explanations are driven by
different explanatory models, one biomedical and the other traditional-religious. We describe the popular discourse to better
understand health seeking behaviour and the strong reluctance
and sometimes aggressive attitude of communities regarding the
epidemic control measures.
Preliminary ethnographic observations were carried out by ST
in October-November 2014 for the Global Outbreak and Alert
Response Network (GOARN) of the World Health Organization. Deployed in the Forest Region of Macenta, ST conducted
in-depth interviews, informal conversations and participative
observations among local dwellers to understand their perception
and knowledge on the history and origin of the Ebola outbreak
in Guinea.
At the beginning of the epidemic, some citizens involved in the
outbreak response attributed the first deaths in the Forest Region
to the transmission of a virus by contact with fluids of patients,
but others believed them to be the breach of a taboo. According
to them, the touching of a fetish belonging to a sick person who
was also a member of a secret society of one particular ethnic
group brought about the chain of illness and deaths. Therefore,
it was initially perceived that dying of Ebola was restricted to
this particular ethnic group, challenging the acceptability of
biomedical preventive discourses.
Although considerable efforts have been made at the level of
Ebola outbreak response procedures to improve communication
and social mobilization, the anthropological approach remains
essential to adapt this response to local realities. The outbreak
response must systematically document popular discourse(s),
rumours, codes, practices, knowledge and opinions related to the
outbreak and use this information to adapt communication messages. To be effective, the control interventions have to take into
account the popular perception as well as the socio-cultural and
political context and address rumours on a case-by-case basis
and in real time without resorting to overall generalisations that
can increase misinterpretations.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

this study assessed the community’s knowledge and perceptions
of dogs, rabies and the related risk behaviours in a recently-infected area of South Africa.
Seventeen focus group discussions stratified by sex, age and
dog ownership status were organised in the Mnisi Community, a
site located in Mpumalanga Province in north-east South Africa.
Additionally and combined with participative observations, 29
in-depth interviews with hunters and lodge managers were conducted in the same area.
Communities own dogs for guarding homes, livestock and
crops. Hunting dogs are highly valued, despite the illegality of
bushmeat hunting. People are aware of rabies and its zoonotic
nature. A dog’s bite is always associated with rabies risk and
children are most aware about health seeking behaviours. Female
respondents thought that humans can also be infected if they eat
animals that were bitten by a rabid dog or share their drinking
water. There was a lack of understanding of how dogs become
infected. In general vaccination is perceived as a means to prevent diseases from spreading to humans and other animals, to
cure or/and to protect from diseases. However, for hunters dog
vaccination is a scheme set up by game lodges to poison their
dogs. Dog owners felt that vaccinators could better inform them
of the diseases against which their dogs were being vaccinated.
Lack of awareness and misinterpretation of promotion messages among adults hinders participation in dog vaccination campaigns. Novel intersectoral strategies are needed, such as the
involvement of health clinics and game lodges to tackle rumours,
clarify the procedure and create good relationships with the community.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.123
Qualitative study on factors influencing population
participation in a community program against malnutrition
in the area of Segue in Mali
R. Williams, C. Dea, J. Loslier and F. Milord
Sherbrooke University, Sherbrooke, QC, Canada

Background and Objectives Malnutrition is a major
PS2.122
Dog ownership and rabies control among the Mnisi
community, Mpumalanga, South Africa: social and cultural
determinants at the wildlife interface
S. Thys1, D. Knobel2, G. Simpson3, J. Van Rooyen2 and M. Boelaert1
Epidemiology and Tropical Diseases Control Unit, Department of Public
Health, Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium; 2Department
of Veterinary Tropical Diseases, Faculty of Veterinary Science, University
of Pretoria, Pretoria, South Africa; 3Hluvukani Animal Health Clinic,
Onderstepoort Veterinary Academic Hospital, Faculty of Veterinary
Science, University of Pretoria, Onderstepoort, South Africa

1

Canine rabies is endemic in many parts of Africa, where domestic dogs are the primary reservoir of the virus and responsible
for the vast majority of human exposures. Rabies can be controlled through mass dog vaccination. Effectiveness depends on
accessibility of dogs and the ease of restraint for vaccination,
which, in turn, is determined by factors such as the proportion
of unowned dogs and the nature of dog-human relationships.
Understanding these aspects - which may vary geographically or
be affected by socio-cultural determinants - is helpful in guiding
long-term rabies control. Awareness of the risk of rabies transmission from infected animals and the appropriate response after
potential exposure are also essential to reduce human cases. To
improve educational messages in rabies vaccination campaigns,

public health problem in low-income countries, where it is
responsible for the death of about 1 million children per year. In
Mali, a community care program for acute malnutrition
(PECMA) was established in 2007, but coverage remains
variable across the country. This study aims to describe the
factors behind the low participation of target population in this
community program.
Method A qualitative estimate based on ethnographic method
and on the principles of participatory evaluation was used. The
target population consisted of all local stakeholders involved in
nutritional interventions in the area of Segue. More specifically,
health professionals, local NGO, as well as community health
workers and parents of young children segue area were recruited
to participate in this study. The methodology was based on the
triangulation of three different data sources: semi-structured
interviews, participant observation and review of local
documents on the program. Keeping a diary allowed to record
field notes and research team reflections. The inductive thematic
analysis and comparative data sources were used to identify the
main factors behind the lack of participation in the program.
Results and Discussion On one hand, environmental
factors influencing coverage of PECMA significantly were
economic (cost of prescriptions and transportation), geographic
(time and distance to travel to the health center) and
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sociocultural (gender relations, low valuation of prevention,
consultation with the traditional healer). On the other hand,
large variations were found between and within villages on the
knowledge, attitudes and practices related to malnutrition. The
ignorance of the population of the causes and consequences of
this disease often led to feelings of shame among parents of
malnourished children. Furthermore, this study revealed that
many program activities were not well established in the Segue
area, with significant differences between villages. Strong
leadership and frequent awareness sessions by the community
health workers might be instrumental to mobilize the population
on the issues of malnutrition allowing a better coverage of
PECMA program.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.124
The effect of gender on mortality of patients on
antiretroviral therapy in rural Mozambique
L. F. Jefferys1, J. Hector1, H. Dekker-Boersema2, I. Oscar de Fatima Rafael1
and M. Hobbins3
1
SolidarMed, Ancuabe, Switzerland; 2SolidarMed, Chiure, Mozambique,
Switzerland; 3SolidarMed, Lucerne, Switzerland

Background It has been documented that male HIV-related
health outcomes are inferior to women’s. While more women
access HIV health care, primarily due to routine HIV screening
during antenatal care, men present later and at a more advanced
disease stage. We compared mortality and lost to follow up
(LTFU) between men and women, from a cohort of patients in
Mozambique. These patients had initiated antiretroviral
treatment (ART) at primary health care level between January
2010 and 2015.
Methods Retrospective analysis of data collected from health
centres in the rural district of Ancuabe, Cabo Delgado Province.
All patients ≥10 years who had started ART during the study
period were included in the analysis. STATA version 13.1 was
used to analyse the data, Cox proportional hazards model was
used to compare probabilities for survival and LTFU between
genders.
Results 2332 patients were included in the analysis. 69.5%
were female, 30.5% male. Women started ART at a younger
age: 31 vs. 37 years (P < 0.000). Median CD4 count for women
and men was 294 and 234 cells/ll (P = <0.000), respectively.
Men also presented with significantly higher WHO stage
(P = 0.000). Mortality was higher for men with a hazard ratio
of 2.23 (P < 0.000 CI 1.7–2.9), as was loss to follow up (LTFU)
(HR 2.25 P = 0.001 CI 1.4–3.6. After stratification for baseline
CD4 count and WHO staging the hazard ratio for both
mortality and LTFU were not significantly different between
genders.
Conclusion These results suggest that if HIV positive men
sought treatment earlier and at a less advanced stage, their
survival could equal that of HIV positive women. Interestingly,
these two factors appear to also influence the risk of LTFU.
Without detracting from the services for women and children,
there needs to be greater focus on the early uptake of HIV
services by men.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.126
Cultural epidemiology and community determinants of
vaccine acceptance
N. Sundaram1,2, M. G. Weiss1,2, C. Schaetti1,2, E. Nyambedha3 and A. Kudale4
Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
3
Maseno University, Kisumu, Kenya; 4Maharashtra Association of
Anthropological Sciences, Centre for Health Research and Development,
Pune, India

1

Introduction Vaccines are among the most effective tools
for the control, elimination and eradication of infectious
diseases. Their effectiveness in programme settings relies on
efficacy, health system capacity to ensure access, and community
acceptance. Local community awareness and willingness to use
available vaccines, however, have been a relatively neglected
component of global vaccine strategies. Cultural epidemiological
studies of community acceptance of oral cholera vaccines in
three African countries, and acceptance of pandemic influenza
vaccines in India, were undertaken to address community
determinants of acceptance and use. This presentation reviews
the approach and implications.
Materials and Methods Studies of actual or anticipated
oral cholera vaccine (OCV) acceptance and use were completed
in three African settings (Zanzibar, Western Kenya and
Democratic Republic of Congo), and a similar study for
pandemic influenza using comparable methods was completed in
Pune, India. Explanatory model interviews based on the
integrated quantitative and qualitative framework of the
Explanatory Model Interview Catalogue (EMIC) for cultural
epidemiology were used in community surveys to assess the
awareness, priority and use of these vaccines, and the role of
illness experience, perceived causes, help-seeking experience and
other relevant considerations affecting vaccine hesitancy and
confidence.
Results Despite high anticipated acceptance of OCVs – more
than 93% for a free vaccine in three African study settings – and
high regard for the efficacy of the pandemic influenza vaccine in
Pune (95%), use of these vaccine has been much lower. Models
based on cultural epidemiological variables to explain
determinants of acceptance provide a better account than models
limited to socio-demographics.
Conclusions These studies identified local determinants and
indicated an approach that may be generalized. A generic
protocol based on the research experience has been designed to
answer questions about the influence of community determinants
and to promote awareness, acceptance and use through
community engagement. The suggested approach has been
adapted to guide strategies for influenza vaccination of pregnant
women in low- and middle-income countries. We review the
approach, implementation plans and their relevance for meeting
a fundamental global health challenge, acknowledging both the
value and limitations of global strategies for local problems.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.127
Evaluation of a community based tuberculosis detection
program depending on ethnical particularities
J. Mendioroz1, H. Ouaarab2, J. Gómez i Prat2 and Proyecto Tuberculosis
1
Hospital Universitari Vall d’Hebron, Barcelona, Spain; 2Unidad de Salud
Internacional Drassanes-Hospital Universitario Vall d’Hebron, PROSICS,
Barcelona, Spain

Introduction It is important to identify and evaluate
tuberculosis (TB) contacts in order to give them the appropriate
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treatment as they may be at high risk for developing TB disease.
Nowadays, immigrant’s ethnical particularities may difficult
these identifications.
Objectives To analyze the results of a community program
designed to find TB contacts that don’t have an easy access to
health facilities because of their ethnical particularities.
Methods A descriptive retrospective study was performed.
All cases with a confirmed diagnosis of TB referred to the
community agents of the Tropical Medicine Center of
Barcelona because of the difficulties for contact tracing were
included during 2012–2014. Demographic characteristics and
community actions were analyzed. Community actions outcome
was evaluated through complete completion of
chemoprophylaxis in contacts with latent TB or complete
treatment in contacts with TB disease. Statistical analysis was
performed using SPSS v 18.
Results 122 cases meet the inclusion criteria, predominantly
males (67.2%), with a mean age of 33 (1–72). Most had
pulmonary TB (72.1%). 316 contacts were found. Most of
them were males (74.4%), aged between 17 and 30 years
(40.1%).
North Africa cases had a mean of 3.23 contacts (0–8) and
were more easily reached by phone than other groups, with an
average of 4.7 (2–12) calls. Indian and Pakistani cases had an
average of 3.78 [1–10] contacts, and needed the highest number
of phone calls 29.6 [2–135] to localize them. Eastern Europe
cases had 3.58 contacts (1–10) and needed more mediation 1.16
[1–5]. Sub-Saharan cases had more contacts 9.42 (1–76) and
needed more home visits 0.95 [1–15] and informal encounters
0.4 [0–7].
TB disease was found in 12 contacts (3.80%). 11 were correctly treated (91.7%). 54 contacts (17.1%) had a latent TB
infection and 43 (79.3%) finished chemoprophylaxis. 108 contacts (34.2%) were exposed but not infected. 77 contacts
(24.4%) were not exposed and 65 (20.5%) were lost.
Conclusions Different community approaches are needed to
track down TB cases with difficult access to health services,
because of their ethnical particularities. The community activities
are highly effective even if further actions and studies are needed
in order to minimize losses.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.128
Can in situ community screening interventions improve
access to Chagas disease diagnosis?
H. Ouaarab Essadek1, I. Claveria Guiu1, J. Caro Mendivelso1, E. Choque1,
M. Espasa Soley1, M. Navarro2, I. Barrabeig3 and J. Gómez i Prat1
1
Unidad de Medicina Tropical Drassanes-Vall d’Hebron, PROSICS,
Barcelona, Spain; 2Fundaci
on Mundo Sano, Madrid, Spain; 3Agencia de
Salud P
ublica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain

Introduction Nowadays, Chagas disease (CD) is a global
problem in public health. Between 47 000 and 87 000 people
are estimated to be infected in Spain, with an underdiagnosis of
92–95.2%. Community interventions must be developed in order
to facilitate access to diagnosis. The aim of this study is to
describe an in situ screening intervention among Bolivian
migrants who attended a cultural event in Barcelona.
Materials and Methods Descriptive study of CD
prevalence among Bolivians who attended a cultural event.
Participants were recruited by community health agents. A
survey was designed to assess inclusion/exclusion criteria and to
gather variables. Blood samples belonging to people who had
never undergone screening were obtained in a mobile testing van

from the blood bank that was present at the event. Results were
communicated at doctor’s appointment previously scheduled by
telephone.
An informed consent was requested, data were treated confidentially and a descriptive and bivariate study was performed.
Results From the 181 recruited, 12 people were excluded for
not being Bolivian; 30 (17.7%) had been previously screened,
and 8 refused to participate. Those excluded in the study were
given an appointment to the medical consultation. 131 people
accepted to undergo screening (77.5%); CI 95% (70.35–
84.65%). Of those, 35 (26.7%) presented positive serology:
54.3% women with a mean age of 39.5, coming from Santa
Cruz and Cochabamba (45.7% and 31.4% respectively). The
average length of stay in Spain was of 9.2 years and 94.3%
stated they had knowledge on C.D. 57.2% continued subsequent
follow-up.
Prevalence for CD was 26.7%; CI 95% (19.3–35.1%).
Conclusions This intervention was very successful in terms
of participation. This highlights the need of promoting screening
activities in community spaces in order to facilitate access to
diagnosis and to contribute to reduce the existing underdiagnosis
as well as to implement other strategies to improve follow-up
and accompaniment for affected people.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.129
Process to develop and validate behavior change
communication messages for community acquired
pneumonia in children under-five years of age in rural
North India: a qualitative study
S. Awasthi1, T. Verma1, M. Agarwal1, J. V. Singh1, N. M. Srivastava2 and
M. Nichter3
1
King George‘s Medical University, Lucknow, India; 2IHAT, Lucknow,
India; 3University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA

Introduction Community Acquired Pneumonia (CAP) is the
leading cause of childhood deaths worldwide. Delay in symptom
recognition, appropriate care seeking and community distrust in
the public health system are possibly responsible for this.
Objective of this work was to develop and validate culturally
sensitive Behavior Change Communication (BCC) messages for
symptom recognition, timely and qualified care seeking and
building trust in public health system.
Materials and Methods For message development 7 step
process was followed:
1 theme identification based on formative analysis
2 creative conceptualization of message by communication
experts
3 content reduction with focus on action words, images/characters and setting by inputs from multidisciplinary experts
4 pilot testing using Focus Group Discussions (FGD) in natural
setup for understandability
5 selection/modification of messages, tagline/logo based on a
balance of being popular and least likely to be misunderstood
6 validation by FGDs on caregivers, health workers for duration of attention, understandability, cultural acceptability and
recall of appropriate action
7 harmonization and customization of final products.
Results Messages were developed on
1 symptom recognition
2 where/when to seek care
3 risk vulnerability perception.
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Themes identified by formative research in 7 North Indian
rural districts were developed into creative concepts. Messages
were developed as simple narratives, highlighting positive/negative outcome of actions, common causes of delay. Focus was
on immediacy, qualified care seeking, and symptoms of CAP.
Message delivery was through health workers, female doctor,
mother or community. Messages were validated by 49 FGDs
in 7 rural districts in 05/14. During validation maximum
attention was given to video followed by audio messages. Text
messages needed one to one explanation since most were illiterate. Community empathized with videos which resulted in
better recall. After validation, numbers of text messages were
reduced, within messages contents/images merged, contents
rephrased and dialogue delivery modified emphasizing appropriate action.
Conclusions Culturally sensitive CAP messages were
developed through a multi-staged formative research process and
are now ready for use. They need to accompany health systems
strengthening efforts to increase confidence in government health
facilities.
Acknowledgement Funding-Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

To complement this conceptual model a comprehensive, fieldfriendly framework has been created which providers can use to
measure adoption and monitor and evaluate CC technology programs in the field. Achieving adoption was found to be most
likely if survey participants experienced a participatory pre-contemplation phase. This means that the service user is actively
involved and is able to impact the implementation of the CC
technology.
Conclusion Program implementation and evaluation should
consider the functional definition of an adopter and the inclusion
of a participatory pre-contemplation phase when designing and
implementing CC technology programs. This proposal requires
piloting in the field and a consensus within the CC technology
community of an accepted definition for adoption.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.131
Knowledge and practices on lepidopterism by Hylesia
metabus (Cramer, 1775) (Lepidoptera: Saturniidae) in
Yaguaraparo parish, Sucre State, Northeastern Venezuela
C. Herrera-Chaumont1, M. Sojo-Milano2,3 and L. Perez-Ybarra4
Epidemiology Department, Mari~
no Health Municipality, Fundasalud,
Irapa, Sucre, Venezuela; 2General Directorate of Environmental Health,
National Directorate for Vector, Reservoir and Vermin Control, Ministry
of Health, Maracay, Aragua, Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela;
3
FUNINVEST, Maracay, Aragua, Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela;
4
Faculty of Health Sciences, School of Bioanalysis, University of
Carabobo, Maracay, Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela
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PS2.130
Defining ‘adoption’ of clean cooking technology: a
theoretical model of adoption
S. Hartinger1,2,3, A. R. Powell3,4, V. Paz-Soldan3,4, J. Wolf1,2, H. Verastegui3,5,
J. M. Muela6 and D. M€ausezahl1,2
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute (Swiss TPH), Basel,
Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Facultad de Salud
P
ublica y Administraci
on, Universidad Peruana Cayetano Heredia, Lima,
Peru; 4Tulane University School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine,
on Nutricional, La
New Orleans, LA, USA; 5Instituto de Investigaci
Molina, Lima, Peru; 6Partners for Applied Social Sciences (PASS)
International, Suisse, Neuch^atel, Switzerland

Introduction The term ‘adoption’ is widely used in the
literature when discussing the uptake of clean cooking (CC)
technology, but there is no universally accepted definition for
this term. In order to understand why people ‘adopt’ CC
technology we need to know what factors are associated with
the adoptive process, what constitutes sustainable adoption and
what differences there are between a ‘user’ and an ‘adopter’.
Aim To review current definitions of adoption of clean-cooking
technologies from literature and from primary survey data. To
propose a definition of adoption and sustained adoption. This
includes a conceptual model of what adoption is and a transtheoretical model of the adoption process.
Methods Systematic literature review to evaluate the current
definitions for adoption of CC technology. Comparison of focus
group discussion (FGD) data from three Andean regions of Peru;
Cajamarca, La Libertad and Cusco. FGDs were conducted to
identify the various programs and implementation processes;
whether the implementation process had an impact on the user’s
perception of the program and if this had an impact on the
adoption of the CC technology.
Results The literature review and primary survey findings
converged in characterising an ‘adopter’ as
1 desiring,
2 using,
3 maintaining and
4 investing in CC technology.

352

Introduction Lepidopterism refers to ill effects due to
contact with moths and butterflies, cause of dermatitis, urticarial
and systemic reactions. In Venezuela, is associated to Hylesia
metabus and represents an important public health problem to
Northeastern country, with high environmental, social and
economic impact. To address context health promotion
strategies, this study focused on characterizing local knowledge
and practices for lepidopterism prevention and control.
Materials and Methods Following a cross-sectional
design, a sample of 400 randomly selected people was surveyed
in Yaguaraparo parish. By applying a scale of 0–4 points (4 to
the best knowledge/practice), dimensions explored were
knowledge about H. metabus, and about lepidopterism,
lepidopterism prevention and control individual and community
practices and knowledge and practices as a whole. On database
made, descriptive statistics were applied, as well as analysis of
variance and Tukey test for multiple comparisons for different
dimensions, considering sex, age group, length of residence,
provenance, education and occupation as intervening variables.
Results Knowledge about Hylesia was good (a mean of 2.61);
on lepidopterism was fair (X = 1.65), prevention practices were
good (X = 2.52), also for control (X = 2.74). Out of 97% of
respondents declared lepidopterism experience; 71% used
medical and home treatment and the remaining 29% used home
and self-medication treatment. The better-known and used
measure to avoid contact with the butterfly was turning off
lights (50.2%). Spatial insecticide application was the most
frequent measure considered useful to remove butterflies from
environment (68.2%). Before itching actions included taking
antihistaminic (30.7%) and home treatment (27.4%), being
topic alcohol the most used (23.5%). Education and occupation
had significant influence on given responses.
Conclusions Parish population showed notions on
lepidopterism, but their practices require improvement to reach a
better level. Public health literacy in-context tools could help to
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deep in how to improve population awareness and
empowerment.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.132
Stigma towards people living with sickle cell disease in
Mokola Community, Ibadan North Local Government Area,
Oyo State, Nigeria
A. A. Olawuyi and D. I. O. Ajayi
Epidemiology and Medical Statistics, University of Ibadan, Ibadan,
Nigeria

Introduction Sickle cell disease is an inherited disorder of
public health importance that has contributed significantly to
high infant mortality rates worldwide. People living with sickle
cell disease are at risk of stigmatization due to perceived
negative attitudes about their illness, hence it has been observed
that stigmatizing attitude is increasingly being recognised among
people living with sickle cell disease. The aim of this study is to
determine the level of stigma towards people living with sickle
cell disease in Mokola community, Ibadan, Nigeria.
Method A cross sectional study was carried out using multistage sampling technique to select 500 respondents. A semistructured interviewer administered questionnaire consisting of
socio-demographics, knowledge and beliefs about sickle cell
disease and stigmatizing attitude towards people living with
sickle cell disease was used to elicit information from study
participants. Stigmatisation was measured using social distance
scale by Bogardus. Data collected was analyzed using descriptive
statistics, chi-square for test of association and multinomial
logistic regression to determine predictors of stigmatizing
attitude at 5% significant level.
Results The mean age of respondents 33.4  10.4 years,
56.4% were females, 58.4% were Christians and 37.8% had
completed secondary school education. Among respondents’
with low intimacy, 58.9% reported high stigma and 40.6% of
those with moderate intimacy had low stigma while 73.3% of
respondents with high intimacy had low stigma. Level of
awareness was high (100%), 52.6% had poor knowledge, 55%
had good belief, 52.4% had good attitude and 52.2% knew
their genotype status. Monogamous setting (OR = 8.25,
CI = 1.339–50.839) was the only predictor of moderate relative
to low stigmatizing attitude while secondary education
(OR = 2.04, CI = 1.166–3.570), good belief (OR = 0.49
CI = 0.313–0.792), high intimacy (OR = 0.25, CI = 0.145–
0.455) and moderate intimacy (OR = 0.32, CI = 0.191–0.546)
were the predictors of high relative to low stigmatizing attitude
towards people living with sickle cell disease.
Conclusion There is a need for health education on causes,
treatment and prevention of sickle cell disease. Anti-stigma
intervention programmes should be put in place to reduce stigma
towards people living with sickle cell disease.
Keywords Sickle cell disease, Intimacy, Stigma.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.133
Paediatric health seeking and costing in Abidjan, C^
ote
d’Ivoire
F. N. Jaeger1,2,3, C. Esse3, E. L. J. C. Esso3, M. Tanner1,2, J. Utzinger1,2, D. Dao3
and B. Bonfoh3
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Centre Suisse de Recherches
Scientifiques en C^
ote d’Ivoire, Abidjan, Cote D‘Ivoire

Background Appropriate use of paediatric health services is
essential for the management of childhood diseases. As financial
barriers are known to restrict use, the Ivorian government
introduced free under-five healthcare in 2011. The aim of this
study was to investigate use and cost of paediatric healthcare in
Abidjan, the economic capital of C^
ote d’Ivoire.
Methods Households with children aged <5 years living in
two districts of Abidjan were randomly selected. Mothers were
administered a face-to-face questionnaire and interviewed about
the most recent disease episode that occurred in their child,
related health seeking, costs incurred and capacity to pay. Data
were entered using EpiData and analyses were performed using
SPSS.
Results We interviewed 691 mothers. Main affections during
the last disease episodes were: malaria (22.5% confirmed, 16.6%
suspected), respiratory tract affections (34.2%), fever of
unspecified origin (32.3%) and diarrhoea (19.9%). One third
(33.1%) used traditional home remedies, and 4% consulted a
traditional healer. Auto-medication was frequent: 23.0% used
medication available at home and 22.2% bought new drugs at a
pharmacy. Street vendors were a rare source of drugs for automedication (6.6%). 63.2% of children were brought to modern
health services, of which 29.4% had multiple health services
contacts. 408/585 (69.7%) health visits were performed in the
public sector. While 229/600 (38.2%) of consultations (patient
contacts) were free of charge, medication, concerning 96% of
health visits, where only received without extra charge in 6.2%.
Performed exams, concerning 30% of visits, were free in 28.8%.
The mean cost per disease episode was 19.20 USD (excluding
14 hospitalizations). Mean costs per consultation were 1.60 USD
(3.25 USD if excluding free consultations), 13.55 USD for medication, and 6.30 USD for performed exams. Main mode of payment was out of pocket. Insurances were rare (10% of
medication). Average cost for a traditional healer contact was
5.35 USD. 21.2% (138/650) claim their child’s last disease episode had a financial impact on their everyday lives. 29.4% (191/
649) state already having had to renounce buying prescribed
medication due to financial difficulties.
Conclusion Our data indicate that even public facilities –
contrary to government policies – do not always provide health
services free of charge. Current costs are still too high for many
disadvantages families in this part of urban C^
ote d’Ivoire.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.134
Effect of socio-economic factors on malaria in pregnant
women in south west of Nigeria
G. Ikwuyatum
Geography, University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria

Malaria infection is a disease of the poor which is common in
tropic and sub-tropic regions. The eradication of malaria in
endemic areas called for the understanding of the people’s culture, attitude, socio-economic status and environmental factors.
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This study assessed the role of socio-economic status and demographic characteristic of the people on the prevalence of malaria
in south western Nigeria. A well designed and pretested questionnaire was used to carry out this research work. 204 pregnant
women were enrolled for this study. Socioeconomic factors have
significant effects on the prevalence of malaria in the study area.
Malaria was more prevalent among those with menial jobs (craft
work, farming and petty traders) compared to those who were
civil servants. Moreover, 43.4% of pregnant women who were
malaria positive earn below N5000 per month while only 7.4%
and 5% of those who earned between N6000 and N15 000, and
N15 000 above respectively were malaria positive. Most of the
people studied found it difficult to pay for the prophylactic and
chemotherapeutic drugs and therefore they resorted to using
herbs for the treatment of malaria. More than 50% of those
who had stagnant water and bushes around their houses were
malaria positive. Majority of people enrolled for this study complained about the negative effect of insecticide treated bed net
(ITN) and decided not to use it. This study showed that poor
socio-economic status and lack of education are the major factors contributing to the high prevalence of malaria in the area
studied.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.135
Gender inequality in HIV prevalence by area of residence in
Sub-Saharan Africa
H. K. Hegdahl, K. M. Fylkesnes and I. F. Sandøy
Centre for International Health, University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway

Introduction In Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) prevalence of
HIV is higher for women than for men, with women accounting
for 58% of people living with HIV. Factors contributing to this
gap are gender power imbalance, women’s lower socioeconomic
status, and women’s higher biological susceptibility to HIV. In
addition, young women tend to marry men that are older than
themselves who are at increased risk of being infected. Recent
trends show declining HIV incidence in SSA and our aim was
therefore to examine whether changes have occurred in the
female:male HIV prevalence ratio.
Methods The analyses were based on data from the
Demographic and Health Surveys which included HIV testing.
These are nationally representative household surveys conducted
on average every 5 years in most SSA countries on participants
aged 15–49 years. The surveys were based on two-stage
stratified cluster sampling. By using data from 18 countries with
two survey rounds (2001–2008 vs. 2007–2014) and dividing the
countries into 3 regions (Western/Central, Eastern and Southern)
we were able to examine cross-country and regional changes in
the female:male HIV prevalence ratio over time. Logistic
regression models were run separately for each country and
region. All analyses were stratified by sex and area of residence.
Results Overall, the prevalence ratio tended to be higher in
urban than rural areas. Age adjusted analysis of changes over
time indicate that in urban areas the prevalence ratio increased
from the first to that last survey round in 12 countries and
decreased in six countries (five and two were significant,
respectively). Results from rural areas showed that nine
countries had increasing and nine had decreasing prevalence
ratios (six significant changes in total). Age-adjusted regional
analysis showed an increase in the prevalence ratio from the first
to the last survey round in urban Southern Africa and in rural
Eastern Africa.
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Conclusion Women continue to carry the greater burden of
HIV in SSA and there is no clear change in the gap between men
and women, as the direction and magnitude of change in the
female:male HIV prevalence ratios vary greatly across SSA.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.136
Rural Indian caregivers recognition of pneumonia and
health care seeking behavior: reasons why unqualified
health care providers are often their first treatment
preference
S. Awasthi1, T. Verma1, M. Agarwal1, J. V. Singh1, N. M. Srivastava2 and
M. Nichter3
1
King George‘s Medical University, Lucknow, India; 2IHAT, Lucknow,
India; 3University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA

Introduction Health care in India is provided by public and
private providers, the former being qualified in various
disciplines of medicine, while the latter being either qualified or
unqualified medical practitioners commonly referred to as
registered medical practitioners (RMPs). Based on their prior
experience, we elicited rural Indian caregivers0 choice, with
reasons, of health care providers for treating a hypothetical child
under five years of age with CAP of varying severity.
Materials and Methods In 7 districts of rural North
India, qualitative research using key informant interviews (KIIs)
and semi-structured interviews (SSIs) with narration of case
scenarios of pneumonia, severe pneumonia and very severe
pneumonia as well as focus group discussions (FGDs) with video
presentations of these three severities of CAP were conducted.
Respondents were caregivers of under-five children who had
suffered from respiratory illness earlier.
Results From September 2013 to January 2014, 28 KIIs, 42
SSIs, and 35 FGDs were conducted. Fast breathing without
lower chest indrawing was not recognized as CAP and the
majority initially tried home remedies. If there is no
improvement, most preferred treatment by RMP for 2–3 days.
On perceived deterioration caregivers took the child to private
clinics in nearby towns. Public health facilities were visited
mostly after trying other health care providers, or on their
recommendation. The reasons for preference for RMPs was their
24/7 availability within the village, good standing in the
community, social acceptability for women to visit him alone
with the sick child, dispensing medicine including injects on
demand for quick recover, charging lower fees which could be
given in kind or even later, and their offering transport.
Caregivers did not inquire about the professional qualification of
providers. The visible physical attributes of a ‘good provider’
were availability of equipment/facilities such as: thermometers,
blood pressure instruments, nebulizers, assistants, a clinic with a
glass partition for the patient waiting area and charging higher
fees than a RMP.
Conclusions Excess deaths by CAP in rural India are in part
due to delayed recognition, delay in qualified care-seeking and
inappropriate treatment since RMPs are the preferred health care
provider. Interventions are needed to encourage RMPs to refer
cases of CAP to doctors, making such referrals a winwin situation.
Acknowledgement: Funding from the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS2.137
Malaria treatment-seeking behaviour and correlates among
pregnant women in Ondo West Local Government Area,
Nigeria
O. S. Olafusi
Epidemiology and Medical Statistics, University of Ibadan, Ibadan,
Nigeria

Delay in diagnosis and treatment of malaria increases morbidity
and mortality among pregnant women. Several factors and
knowledge about the causation of disease and its curability have
direct correlation with the treatment seeking behaviour. This
study was aimed at identify factors associated with different
malaria treatment behaviours among pregnant women and
explore these factors to gain information to guide the planning
of preventive strategies and treatment of malaria among pregnant women in Ondo West Local Government Area. A descriptive cross-sectional study was conducted among 240 pregnant
women who presented with signs and symptoms of malaria.
They were selected consecutively through purposive sampling
methods across the four selected ANC centres. A set of interviewer-administered questionnaire was used to collect data on
socio-demographic characteristics, knowledge, and major influencing factors of treatment-seeking behaviours for the study.
Knowledge of malaria was assessed on a scale of 100 points with
scores ≥75 rated as high level knowledge while score of 50–74
as average knowledge. The mean age of the respondents was
22  1.1. One hundred and eighty three (76.3%) had high
knowledge of malaria transmission, symptoms, and prevention,
despite this; only 100 (41.7%) sought early malaria treatment.
Those with high level of malaria knowledge were 4.55 times
more likely than those with average knowledge to seek for early
malaria treatment (OR = 4.55, CI = 2.17–9.55). Those with no
formal education were 99.7% less likely than those with post
tertiary education to seek early malaria treatment (OR = 0.003,
C.I = 0.00–0.07). Also, those who have only primary education
were 96% less likely than those with post tertiary education to
seek for early malaria treatment (OR = 0.04, C.I = 0.05–0.30).
The pregnant women within age group of 18–24 years were
82% less likely than those of 35 years and above to seek early
for malaria treatment (OR = 0.18,C.I = 0.04–0.84). In conclusion, whereas the knowledge of pregnant women about malaria
cause, transmission, signs and symptom was good, most of the
pregnant women still sought late for malaria treatment. It was
noticed from the result that level of education, age, religion and
level of knowledge all have significant relationships with treatment seeking behaviour. Therefore we recommend education
campaigns to encourage early treatment seeking, especially
among younger women and uneducated pregnant women, in
Ondo West.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

vices of poorer regions but concurrently with it on equal
access to key knowledge on prevention, management of cases
and, given poverty as a seedbed for health hazards (Chan
2014), of its economic and social consequences. The WHO’s
guide on ‘Outbreak communication’ insists that
communication must be inclusive and participatory: ‘total
engagement of affected communities. . . as the key to control’.
(2005: 16).
A workshop on the role of local languages in fighting Ebola in
Western Ivory Coast, co-sponsored by the Swiss Research Center
(CSRS), at the height of the threat in October 2014 near the border of two countries hardest hit by the pandemic, united 30+ linguists, social anthropologists, health workers and local resource
persons around the hypothesis that those most directly exposed
to the threat, doubly vulnerable to it due to lack of consolidated
knowledge and of arguments to counter heterodox speculations
on its nature – moreover perceived as a ‘threat from the jungle’
(NZZ, 6 November 2014) – would be, if provided with full
access to information in their languages, a strategic human asset
in the fight against it.
Results, corroborated by follow-up field inquiries, include:
1 a plea for historically exoglossic models of communication to
be complemented, in a multilingual milieu privileging
endoglossy, by pluralistic strategies for stabilizing relevant
knowledge, ensuring its permanent reproducibility in local
languages, reducing e.g. communicative dependency of less
privileged key actors (elders, women);
2 the key role of local languages
a as an epistemological tool for ‘understanding how people
understand’, as a prerequisite to acceptance (WHO guide,
French version, 2008: 9);
b as a creative resource for the elaboration of a body of reference material,
c as workplace, attested by a sample of terminology and flyers for sensitization in 5 languages, validated through a 4step cycle with all participant categories,
d as an agreed focus of further cooperation with local health
authorities.
Making crisis communication sustainable remains a lasting
challenge for extending full benefits of knowledge-based society
to those still deprived from them.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.139
Why gendered health promotion for non-communicable
disease prevention matters: older Zanzibari women and
their reluctance to follow the doctor’s advice
S. Staudacher1,2,3
Institute of Social Anthropology, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
2
EPH, Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland; 3Department of Global Health
and Social Medicine, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA

1

PS2.138
Ebolang: an epidemic facing the challenge of multilingualism.
The case of Western Ivory Coast
T. Bearth
General Linguistics, University of Zurich, Spreitenbach, Switzerland

Recent epidemic history has demonstrated the dependency of
remote populations on global capacities for intervention, but
also – allowance is made for magnifying media effects – the
dependency of the system of global health on local resilience.
Global welfare thus depends not only on access to health ser-

Public Health professionals are warning about the serious cardiovascular and other complications of obesity and diabetes, as well
as about further non-communicable diseases (NCDs), which
could overwhelm developing countries, that are already straining
under the burden of communicable diseases. Especially in urban
areas and among older people an increase of NCDs can be
observed. States and non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
wish to improve programs, design laws and policies that respond
effectively to the different situations of older women, compared
to men. These governmental and NGO actors would like to foster older peoples’ participation in health promotion to reduce
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the burden of NCDs, but often lack ‘key indicators and data disaggregated by age and sex’ (UNFPA and HelpAge International
2012). Furthermore, the perspectives and experiences of the
older people themselves suffering from NCDs that would allow
adapting interventions to cultural circumstances is often missing.
A medical anthropological research on the health of people
above 60 years of age in the city of Zanzibar has shown that
older women especially, often seemed reluctant to follow the
doctors’ advice to change their health behaviour. Medical staff
in Zanzibar’s urban hospitals gave ‘gender-neutral’ health advice
to older patients but older men and women translated them differently into their everyday health practices. While for example
men often adhered to recommendations of doing walking exercises to mitigate NCDs and their consequences, older women frequently disregarded the advice. Older women mostly agreed with
the doctors that it was important to stay physically active but
did not feel comfortable to go for a walk outside as it was recommended – since many of them were not used to leave their
house to walk alone in the streets. An easy solution to this culturally inappropriate suggestion to do sports outside the private
space could be to propose exercises that the women are able to
do at home or together in groups with other older women in a
more shielded place.
The paper thus argues for the need of gender sensitive
approaches to enhance the participation of older men AND
women in engaging in health promotion for NCD prevention,
acknowledging their different ways of health practices in old
age/their different ways of living. Such approaches can only be
achieved by studying local constructions of gender norms related
to age and the socio-cultural context.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

studies assessing patient-reported HRQOL and medication
adherence. Research gaps were identified with regard to patientreported HRQOL and medication adherence in South Africa.
Results A total of 65 articles met the eligibility criteria. Ten
HRQOL and one adherence studies performed a longitudinal
design and applied different generic and disease specific HRQOL
instruments, but a validated and reliable PTB-specific HRQOL
instrument is lacking. Four HRQOL and seven adherence studies
were performed in South Africa. Active PTB significantly
impacted HRQOL and impairment of HRQOL was influenced
by a number of factors, including socio-demographic (age,
gender), socio-economic (income, education, housing condition,
social security), disease-related (symptoms), therapy-related (side
effects, adverse events), and psycho-social (depression, anxiety,
isolation, stigmatization, financial burden) aspects. Similar
factors were found to affect medication adherence. Although
standard PTB treatment improved all health domains,
psychological well-being and social functioning remained
impaired in microbiologically cured patients after treatment.
Conclusion Evidence of PTB impact on HRQOL and
medication adherence in South Africa is missing. An assessment
of HRQOL and its association in PTB in South Africa will
improve current disease management programmes and national
guidelines in South Africa.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.141

E. Maimela1, M. Alberts1, J. P. Van Geertruyden2, H. Meulemans3, J. Fraeyman4
and H. Bastiaens5
1
Medical Sciences, Public Health and Health Promotion, University of
Limpopo, Polokwane, South Africa; 2International Health Unit, Antwerp,
Belgium; 3Sociology and Research Centre for Longitudinal and Life
Course Studies, Antwerp, Belgium; 4Research Group Medical Sociology
and Health Policy, Antwerp, Belgium; 5Primary and Interdisciplinary
Care, University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium

Health-related quality of life and its association to
medication adherence in pulmonary tuberculosis in South
Africa – a systematic review of qualitative and quantitative
literature
T. Kastien-Hilka1,2, E. Sinanovic3, M. Schwenkglenks4, B. Bennett5 and
B. Rosenkranz6
1
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2Health
Economics Unit, University of Cape Town, Cape Town, South Africa;
3
Health Economics Unit, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Cape
Town, Cape Town, South Africa; 4Institute of Pharmaceutical Medicine,
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 5Endpoint Development and
Outcomes Assessment, Adelphi Values, Bollington, UK; 6Division of
Clinical Pharmacology, Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences,
Stellenbosch University, Cape Town, South Africa

Introduction Pulmonary tuberculosis (PTB) is a leading
cause of morbidity and mortality in South Africa. Clinical
parameters are important objective outcomes in PTB; however
they often do not translate into meaningful patient outcomes,
which can be assessed using patient-reported outcome (PRO)
measures. Health-related quality of life (HRQOL) is a specific
PR of multi-dimensional nature including physical, mental and
social health domains and can provide additional information
beyond clinical parameters. It has been shown to be associated
to medication adherence. The main objective of this research is
to understand patient-reported HRQOL and its association to
medication adherence in PTB patients in South Africa.
Methods A comprehensive search strategy was developed
with regard to PTB focusing on: impact on patient-reported
HRQOL; existence of a conceptual framework of PTB-specific
HRQOL; determinants of medication adherence; association of
HRQOL and medication adherence. Additional data extraction
was performed by two independent researchers on longitudinal
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PS2.142
The perceptions and perspectives of patients and health
care providers on chronic diseases management in rural
South Africa: a qualitative study

Background Preventive health care represents the future for
health care delivery in South Africa to improve management of
chronic diseases as this has been implemented for some time in
several countries to tackle the increasing burden of chronic
diseases. Individual person’s health is unique, as they move in
and out of chronic and acute health care phases, there is need to
integrate chronic and acute care constructs to improve continuity
of care and maximize health and improve wellbeing. The aim of
this study was to determine the perceptions and perspectives of
chronic patients’ and nurses regarding chronic disease
management in terms of barriers, facilitators and their
experiences.
Methods To meet our aim we used qualitative methods
involving the collection of information by means of focus group
discussions in Dikgale Health and Demographic Surveillance
System (HDSS). All data was recorded, transcribed verbatim and
analysed using data-driven thematic analysis.
Results Our study showed that chronic disease patients have
a first contact with health care professionals at the primary
health care level in the study area. The main barriers mentioned
by both the health care workers and chronic disease patients are
lack of knowledge on chronic diseases, shortage of medication
and shortage of nurses in the clinics which causes patients to
wait for a long periods in a clinic. Health care workers are
poorly trained on the management of chronic diseases. Lack of
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supervision by the district and provincial health managers
together with poor dissemination of guidelines has been found to
be a contributing factor to lack of knowledge in nurses among
the clinics within the study area. Both patients and nurses
mentioned the need to involve community health workers and
traditional healers and integrate their services in order to early
detect and manage chronic diseases in the community.
Conclusions Nurses and chronic disease patients mentioned
similar barriers to chronic disease management. Concerted
action is needed to strengthen the delivery of medications at the
clinics, improve the chronic disease knowledge for both nurses
and patients by conducting in-service trainings or workshops,
increase the involvement of community health workers and
establish a link (through formal referral system) with traditional
healers.
Keywords Chronic Disease Management, Chronic Patients,
Knowledge, Medication Supply, Trainings, Nurses, Qualitative
research.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Conclusions Our study suggests an urgent need for adopting
healthy life style modifications and the development of an
integrated chronic care model. This highlights the need for
health interventions that aim to control risk factors at the
population level, improve a link with traditional healers and
integrate their services in order to early detect and manage
chronic diseases in the community. Therefore Primary Health
Care (PHC) services should increasingly accommodate screening
for chronic NCDs including risk factors. The developed model
will serve as a contribution to the improvement of NCDs
management in rural areas.
Keywords Community involvement, Health System
Performance, Integrated Chronic Disease Management,
Interventions.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.144
Patients’ perceived importance and performance of TB-HIV
services in five hospitals in Indonesia

PS2.143
Evidence based interventions for improving management of
chronic non-communicable diseases in Dikgale in Limpopo
Province, South Africa
E. Maimela1, M. Alberts1, J. P. Van Geertruyden2, H. Meulemans3, J. Fraeyman4,
J. Wens5 and H. Bastiaens5
1
Medical Sciences, Public Health and Health Promotion, University of
Limpopo, Polokwane, South Africa; 2International Health Unit,
University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium; 3Sociology and Research
Centre for Longitudinal and Life Course Studies, University of Antwerp,
Antwerp, Belgium; 4Research Group Medical Sociology and Health
Policy, University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium; 5Primary and
Interdisciplinary Care, University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium

Background Chronic disease management (CDM) is an
approach to health care that keep people as healthy as possible
through the prevention, early detection and management of
chronic diseases. The aim of this study was to develop an
integrated evidence-based model for the management of chronic
non communicable diseases (NCDs) in a rural community of
Dikgale in Limpopo Province, South Africa.
Methods The study was conducted in Dikgale rural area of
Limpopo Province in South Africa using a developmental study
design. Data collected by quantitative research methods with the
aim to determine the prevalence of chronic NCD risk factors
and qualitative research methods with an aim to determine the
perceptions, perspectives, challenges and barriers for chronic
disease management by people with chronic conditions, the
nurses, community health workers (CHWs), traditional health
practitioners (THPs) and managers in the chronic disease
programmes were analyzed using quality circles.
Findings Epidemiological transition is occurring in Dikgale
and this rural area already has a high burden of risk factors for
NCDs. The main barriers mentioned by nurses, chronic disease
patients, CHWs and THPs are lack of knowledge, shortage of
medication and shortage of nurses in the clinics which causes
patients to stay for a long period in clinics. Lack of training on
the management of chronic diseases, supervision by the district/
provincial health managers together with poor dissemination of
guidelines has been found to be a contributing factor to lack of
knowledge in nurses and CHWs. THPs revealed that the cultural
insensitivity from the nurses (disrespect) makes them not to
collaborate on health service delivery.

A. Probandari1,2, Y. Mahendradhata1, H. Djasri1, T. Lestari1, P. E. Andayani1,
Y. Hendra1, N. Wilastonegoro1, H. Sanjoto1 and A. Utarini1
1
Center for Health Policy and Management, Faculty of Medicine,
Universitas Gadjah Mada, Yogyakarta, Indonesia; 2Department of Public
Health, Faculty of Medicine, Sebelas Maret University, Surakarta,
Indonesia

Introduction Indonesia is classified as a high TB, high TB/
HIV and high MDR-TB burden priority country by WHO.
There is thus a critical need to align TB and HIV services in the
country’s healthcare facilities, including hospitals. We aimed to
assess patients’ perceived importance and performance of TBHIV related services in five hospitals in Indonesia.
Materials and Methods This was a cross-sectional study
in five hospitals in Indonesia. Seventy-five eligible TB patients
were selected consecutively from the five hospitals (three private
and two public). The subjects were interviewed with QUOTE
(Quality of care as seen through the eyes of patient) TB
instrument on their perceived importance and performance of
TB-HIV related services. Data were analyzed descriptively.
Results Fewer than half of patients perceived information on
TB-HIV linkage (42.7%), HIV prevention (42.7%), HIV test
(22.7%), and Antiretroviral Therapy (22.7%) to be very
important. Most patients did not receive any information on TBHIV linkage (64.0%), HIV prevention (65.3%), HIV test
(86.7%) and Antiretroviral Therapy (65.3%).
Conclusions This study shows lack of awareness of TB
patients in regard to TB-HIV linkage and services. There is also
a lack of HIV related information and services provided to TB
patients in hospitals. While both hospital TB team and HIV
team exist, the collaboration of the TB and HIV program at
hospital level should be strengthened.
Disclosure The study received financial support from Otsuka
S.A.
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PS2.145
Evaluating the rate of drug-therapy adherence among type
2 diabetes mellitus out-patients in a tertiary care hospital in
North-West Nigeria
S. Mohammed1, C. K. Yilseng2, F. Sani-Bello3 and N. Umar4
Health Systems and Policy Research Unit, Department of Clinical
Pharmacy and Pharm. Practice, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Nigeria;
2
Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria,
Nigeria; 3Department of Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria,
Nigeria; 4London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK

1

Introduction Patient adherence to prescribed therapies in
type 2 diabetes mellitus, including medications and lifestyle
changes, is an area of importance due to the strong relationships
between adherence, patient outcomes, and treatment costs. The
objectives of this research study are to evaluate the rate of drugtherapy adherence among type 2 diabetes mellitus out-patients,
and to identify possible factors responsible for poor adherence
among these patients.
Methods and Materials This retrospective cross-sectional
study was conducted between August and September 2014 at
Ahmadu Bello University Teaching Hospital (ABUTH) Zaria.
207 patients were recruited through systematic sampling.
Patients’ adherence was individually assessed during an exit
interview using a structured questionnaire, based on Morisky
8-item medical adherence scale. Adherence level score was
calculated; scores of 8, <8–6 and <6 were considered good,
moderate and poor adherences respectively. The data was
analyzed using statistical software. Chi-square was used to
determine the relationship between adherence and sociodemographic characteristics of the patients. Furthermore,
patients medical conditions and adherence to treatment with oral
hypoglycemic agents was examined.
Results Out of the 207 patients, 14% (29), 43.5% (90) and
42.4% (88) where in the good, moderate and poor adherence
categories respectively. Significant differences (P < 0.05) were
found in gender, marital status, duration of disease condition,
educational level and occupational status. Non-significant
differences were found in terms of age, types of antihyperglycemic agents used and type of therapy.
Conclusions The rate of drug-therapy adherence among type 2
diabetes mellitus out-patients in ABUTH was found to be
suboptimal (moderate adherence). Several factors in this study have
been correlated with drug-therapy adherence among type 2 diabetes
mellitus out-patients. Consideration of risk factors leading to poor
adherence to treatment is fundamental before recommending any
treatment method for diabetic patients in order to address problem
of lack of adherence to medication therapy.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.146
Attitude and knowledge of primary health care physicians
and local inhabitants about leishmaniasis in west Alexandria
R. M. Ali, N. F. Loutfy and O. M. Awad
Tropical Health Department, High Institute of Public Health, Alexandria
University, Alexandria, Egypt

Background Leishmaniasis is a worldwide disease, affecting
88 countries, it is estimated that about 350 million people are at
risk of leishmaniasis. Overall prevalence is 12 million people
with annual mortality of about 60 000. Annual incidence is
1 500 000 cases of cutaneous leishmaniasis (CL) worldwide and
half million cases of visceral Leishmaniasis (VL).
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Objectives The objective of this study was to assess primary
health care physicians0 knowledge (PHP) and attitude about
leishmaniasis and to assess awareness of local inhabitants about
the disease and its vector in four areas in west Alexandria, Egypt.
Methods This study was a cross-sectional survey that was
conducted in four PHC units in west Alexandria. All physicians
currently working in these units during the study period were
invited to participate, only 20 PHP completed the questionnaire.
60 local inhabitants were selected randomly from the four areas
of the study, 15 from each area; data were collected through
two different specially designed questionnaires.
Results 11 (55%) percent of the physicians had satisfactory
knowledge, they answered more than 9 (60%) questions out of a
total 14 questions about leishmaniasis and sandfly. The second
part of the questionnaire is concerned with attitude of the
primary health care physicians about leishmaniasis, 17 (85%)
had good attitude and 3 (15%) had poor attitude. The second
questionnaire showed that the awareness of local inhabitants
about leishmaniasis and sandfly as a vector of the disease is poor
and needs to be corrected. Most of the respondents (90%) had
not heard about leishmaniasis, Only 3 (5%) of the interviewed
inhabitants said they knew the sandfly and its role in
transmission of leishmaniasis.
Conclusions Knowledge and attitudes of physicians are
acceptable. However, there is room for improvement through
formal training courses and distribution of guidelines, in
addition to raising the awareness of primary health care
physicians about the importance of early detection and
notification of cases of leishmaniasis. Moreover, health
education for raising awareness of the public regarding the
vector and the disease is necessary because related studies have
demonstrated that if the inhabitants do not perceive mosquitoes
to be responsible for diseases such as malaria they do not take
enough measures to protect themselves against the vector.
Keywords leishmaniasis, PHP, knowledge, attitude, local
inhabitants.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.147
Trends in provider behavior captured through routine
monitoring of case management of fever among accredited
providers in Uganda
R. Mugerwa
Programs, Malaria Consortium, Kampala, Uganda

Coverage of fever case management interventions remains low
across sub-Saharan Africa, including Uganda. While many caregivers seek treatment for symptoms of fever in the private sector,
private sector outlets may not have adequate diagnostics, training, waste management, and first line quality assured treatments
to ensure appropriate case management.
The Malaria Consortium together with FIND, PSI and WHO
are implementing a project creating a private sector market for
quality assured RDTs in malaria endemic countries from April
2013 to date targeting private sector. Accredited outlet types
including drug shops, pharmacies and clinics have been established, and participating members received training in integrated
case management for febrile illnesses, supportive supervision,
quality assured malaria rapid diagnostic test kits, and waste
management services.
Malaria Consortium UNITAID Private Sector RDT project
implements a program monitoring system that collects routine
data on a monthly basis. Data are captured by accredited private
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providers in a client register on phones and orpatient slips, and
which includes information on symptoms (e.g. fever), assessment
(e.g. RDT results), and case management (i.e. referral, treatment). The register facilitates tracking numbers of patients, number of treatments administered, outcome of treatment and the
extent to which providers are providing correct case management according to the treatment algorithm. Patient register data
were entered into a database for calculation of indicators across
the project. Trends in provider behavior over time will be presented. Implications for improving quality of care in the private
sector, and approaches to effectively monitoring private providers will be discussed.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.148
Sustaining the future of HIV/TB counseling: time to
formalize the role of lay counselors
M. Bemelmans1, S. Baert1, E. Negussie2, M. Philips1, M. Biot1 and N. Ford2
Medecins Sans Frontieres, Brussels, Belgium; 2HIV/AIDS Department,
World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland

1

Background In many settings with a high HIV/TB burden,
task-shifting strategies have relied on lay workers to provide
HIV testing and counseling (HTC) and adherence support. While
in some countries these tasks were integrated into the work of
existing community cadres, in other settings new basic cadres
have been created, supported mainly through international
funds. Agreements made with donors have mostly been to
provide temporary support until a long-term solution was found.
Unfortunately, there are few examples where ministries of health
have been able to absorb lay counselors into their health system
or otherwise sustain their work.
Methods We aim to document the role of lay counselors in
HTC and adherence support and assess bottlenecks related to
operationalization and sustained support through a convenience
sample of eight countries across sub-Saharan Africa: Guinea,
Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, South Africa, Swaziland,
Zambia, and Zimbabwe. Sources of information include
literature review; review of national policies; donor proposals
and key informant interviews with government staff and
partners around harmonization of approaches (including job
profiles, training, supervision and entry criteria), inclusion in
national strategies, and financing of lay counselors.
Results Lay counselors have played a critical role in scaling up
HIV and TB services. In most countries, however, task-shifting to
lay counselors is done in the absence of a supportive policy
framework and is inadequately addressed by national human
resources for health strategic plans. Countries have taken several
steps in recognizing the lay counselors and harmonizing approaches
to training, job descriptions and support, but formal integration of
this cadre into national health care systems is limited.
Conclusion The current trend of reduced donor support for
recurrent costs, such as salaries of lay counselors, combined with
lack of national prioritization, threaten the sustainability of this
cadre and the important support they provide to HIV and TB
service delivery. Counseling services are critical to many of the
recommendations put forward in the 2013 WHO consolidated
guidelines on the use of ARV drugs, including viral load
monitoring and early initiation of antiretroviral therapy (ART),
and are also key to reaching the ‘90-90-90’ targets put forward
by UNAIDS.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.150
The role of the family in smoking behaviour among children
in Jakarta, Indonesia
W. Septiono and D. W. Meyrowitsch
International Health, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark

In Indonesia, the prevalence of smoking among 5–9 year-old children has increased from 0.4% in 2001 to 2% in 2007. Among present adult smokers (>20 years), 17% started to smoke before the
age of 13 years. This study identified factors related to smoking
behaviour among 8–12 year-old children in Jakarta, Indonesia using
a questionnaire-based cross-sectional survey to obtain smoking status and possible predictors towards smoking habit. The total sample
size was 1097 students among 3rd–7th grade students from schools
in Jakarta. Self-reported smoking status was defined as whether the
child had smoked tobacco within the past 2 months prior to the
interview. The prevalence of smoking was 13.4%. Logistic regression analysis showed that high parental approval of tobacco use
(OR = 13.4; CI 95%: 5.1–35.1) was the strongest predictor on children smoking status, followed by low parental control (OR = 12.1;
CI 95%: 6.9–21.2), being male (OR = 10.7; CI 95%: 5.3–21.7),
mother (OR = 10.58; CI 95%: 3.96–28.28), father (OR = 7.69; CI
95%: 3.59–16.47), sibling (OR = 7.91; CI 95%: 4.41–14.17) smoking status. Smoking parents and siblings, low parental control, and
high parental approval of smoking were related to higher odds of
smoking among children. The results were used to make suggestions
and recommendations for future intervention programs and
tobacco-related research with a specific focus on children.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.151
Prevalence and social-structural determinants of
extramarital affairs in South-Eastern Tanzania
S. Mtenga1,2, S. Merten3, E. Geubbels2, M. Tanner3 and C. Pfeiffer3
Basel University, Basel, Switzerland; 2Ifakara Health Institute, Dar es
Salaam, Tanzania; 3Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel,
Switzerland
1

Introduction Extramarital relations increase the risk of HIV
transmission. Numerous articles in sub-Saharan Africa have been
written about extramarital affairs, but there are relatively few
observational data on social and structural factors influencing
the behavior. This paper assesses prevalence and correlates of
extramarital relations in Ifakara, Tanzania.
Method and Materials In order to identify factors
influencing extramarital relations among adults in Ifakara,
Tanzania a cross sectional study was used. Quantitative data
were collected in 2013 on 3988 married individuals aged 15+.
Chi-Square (x2) test was used to assess associations between
extramarital affair and each of the independent variables.
Factors associated with extramarital affair were identified in
multivariable analysis using logistic regression.
Results Overall prevalence of extramarital affair among
married men and women in the last 12 months was 6.65%
(12.9% for men and 3.5% for women). Only 7.3% of those
engaged in extramarital affair had tested for HIV. The odds of
engaging in extramarital affairs were significantly higher among
men and women with stable income (OR = 2.39, 95% CI 1.47–
3.90). Alcohol non-consumption significantly reduced the risk of
engaging in extramarital affair among men and women
(OR = 0.54, 95% CI 0.41–0.72). Men were three times more
likely to engage in extramarital affair than females (OR = 3.50,
95% CI 2.59–4.74).
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Conclusion Both men and women in Ifakara town have

PS2.153

extramarital affairs. Gender, income and alcohol consumption
were the social structural factors associated with extramarital
affairs. In the context of high risk of HIV transmission, this
evidence offers better opportunities to formulate
recommendations for interventions to address extramarital
affairs. HIV prevention messages should inform about the risk of
extramarital affairs and how higher income, alcohol
consumption might increase people’s likelihood to engage in
extramarital affairs.
Keywords Extramarital affair, social structural, adults,
Ifakara, Tanzania.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

‘The importance of blood is infinite’: conceptions of blood
as life force and fear of trial participation in a Fulani village
in the Gambia

PS2.152
Hand washing with ash and mud, an accepted practice in
Malawi: findings from a knowledge, attitudes and practice
study
T. Nguyen
Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sante Publique, Paris, France

Introduction Improved water-sanitation and hygiene in
Malawi could save hundreds of lives and prevent the population
from poor health outcomes. Information about community
members’ behavior in WASH is limited. A field study in a Red
Cross project was conducted to investigate the knowledge,
attitudes and practices.
Methods Using population-based sampling and structured
questionnaires, 451 women from Mzimba and Salima Districts
in Malawi were selected for administered interviews. 12 focus
group discussions and six interviews with key informants were
performed. Data analysis and findings were triangulated, with
reference indicators from the national census.
Results The study found that participants had partial access
to boreholes (373/451), water containers (428/451) and
traditional and unimproved latrines (273/451). Fewer houses had
hand washing facilities (141/439) and cleaning agents at home
(104/444). Hand washing at some of the critical times among
the observations were significantly low: after handling animals
(26/449), after caring for the sick (29/499), before feeding
children (82/449), after urinating (141/449), after cleaning
babies (162/449), after defecating (341/449) and before eating
(352/449). About half of children under 2 years-old (92/192)
had watery stool in the past 4 weeks.
It was observed that most families stored water for cooking
and drinking but not washing nor hand washing. Interviews with
key informants indicated that eating by hands was commonly
practiced and clean hands were perceived as the absence of visible dirt and smell. Interviewees generally did not like the smell
of soap on their hands, whilst the smell of other traditional
cleaning agents such as ash and mud were accepted. These
agents were available at no cost to the family because they practiced cooking with wood stoves. However, ash and mud were
under-used for hand washing and absent in the national hygiene
promotion and education.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

S. O’Neill1, S. Dierickx1, J. Okebe2, E. Dabira2, C. Gryseels1, U. d’Alessandro2
and K. Peeters Grietens1
1
Institute of Tropical Medicine (ITM), Antwerp, Belgium; 2Medical
Research Council, The Gambia Unit, Fajara, Gambia

Background Clinical trials require maximum participation
and low drop-out rates to be successful. However, collecting
blood samples from individuals recruited into clinical trials can
be challenging when there is reticence about blood-taking.
Fears of ‘blood-stealing’ and ‘blood-selling’ have ethical
implications related to cultural sensitivity and informed
consent. This study explores anxieties around blood-taking
during a malaria treatment trial in the Gambia for which
individuals were screened in their home compounds using rapid
diagnostic tests (RDT). If found positive and eligible,
individuals were invited to come to the clinic for informed
consent and treatment.
Methods This case study is based on ethnographic research in
one village, which was theoretically selected from 12 participating
villages due to reticence to screening for an MRC malaria
treatment trial. The study was ancillary to the clinical trial
‘Primaquine0 s gametocytocidal efficacy in malaria asymptomatic
carriers treated with dihydroartemisinin-piperaquine’ carried out
in the Gambia between 2013 and 2014. Data collection methods
included in-depth interviews, participant observation, informal
conversations and group discussions.
Results In total only 176 of 411 inhabitants in the village
accepted having a bloodspot taken to screen for malaria.
Although trial recruitment was initially high, some families
unprecedentedly refused screening when rumors started
spreading that the trial team was taking too much blood.
Concerns about ‘loss of blood’ were equated with loss of
strength and lack of good food to replenish bodily forces. All
families in the study village were preoccupied with harvesting
their millet fields at the time of recruitment for the trial. Those
who hesitated to get screened weighed up their ability to work
on the fields against the ‘loss of blood and strength’ that was
believed to be a consequence of participating in the trial.
Conclusion A common recommendation to prevent and
avoid rumours against public health interventions and trials is
the provision of full and consistent information, which is
thought to lead to more accurate knowledge of the purpose of
the intervention. However, even when information provision is
continuous, the emergence of rumours can be related to times of
uncertainty and is often a reflection of structural inequalities and
diverging value orientations between communities and public
health institutions.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.155
Knowledge, attitude and practice towards infection control
measures amongst healthcare workers in a medical
teaching hospital of Calicut district, Kerala, India
A. Sha
Department of Internal Medicine, IQBAL Hospital, Thrissur, India

Introduction Healthcare workers must know the various
measures for their own protection. They should improve
organization of work, implement standard precautions and
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dispose biomedical waste properly to prevent occupational
exposure. This study aimed at assessing the knowledge and
attitude towards infection control measures amongst healthcare
workers in a medical teaching hospital of Calicut district,
Kerala, India.
Materials and Methods This cross-sectional study was
conducted by using a pretested semi-structured proforma, by
interview cum observational technique. 120 healthcare workers
(70 hospital staff including nurses and technicians and 50
medical interns) were selected using convenient sampling and
their knowledge, attitude and practice towards infection control
measures were studied.
Results Of the 120 participants, the majority (85.8%) was
aware of disposing used needles and syringes in punctureresistant containers but only 55.7% were actually practicing it.
75.8% of the participants were aware about not recapping the
needles after use but on observation, only 35.4% were practicing
this. All healthcare workers were aware about the indication for
using masks and gloves while handling patients, while only
77.1% were using them. We also found that only 61.8% washed
their hands after attending every patient, 94.3% cleaned the area
with a sterile swab before giving injections and only 35.7% of
the labs/wards/operation theatres had three colored bags. A few
(11.7%) of the workers have already been exposed to infectious
blood samples and some (19.2%) are still not immunized against
Hepatitis B.
Conclusion There is a need for improvement in the
knowledge, attitude and practice of infection control measures
among healthcare workers for both self and patient’s protection.
They should also get themselves immunized against Hepatitis B
and report accidental exposure to infectious samples to the
infection control committee.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.157
Knowledge, attitudes and practices about tuberculosis and
choice of communication channels in Thailand
S. Pengpid
Mahidol University at Salaya, Salaya, Thailand

Background The aim of this study was to assess tuberculosis
(TB) knowledge, attitudes and practice in both the general
population and in risk groups in Thailand.
Methodology In a cross-sectional survey a general
population (N = 3074) and family members of a TB patient
(N = 559) were randomly selected using multistage cluster
sampling and interviewed.
Results The average TB knowledge score was 5.7
(maximum = 10) in the Thai and 5.1 in the migrant and ethnic
minorities general population, 6.3 in Thais with a family
member with TB and 5.4 in migrants and ethnic minorities with
a family member with TB. In multivariate linear regression
among the Thai general population higher education, higher
income and knowing a person from the community with TB was
significantly associated with level of TB knowledge. Across the
different study populations 18.6% indicated that they had ever
undergone a TB screening test. Multivariate logistic regression
found that older age, lower education, being a migrant or belong
to an ethnic minority group, residing in an area supported by
the Global Fund, better TB knowledge, having a family member
with TB, and knowing other people in the community with TB
was associated having screened for TB.
Conclusion This study revealed deficiencies in the public
health knowledge about TB, in particular among migrants and

ethnic minorities in Thailand. Socio-demographic factors should
be considered when designing communication strategies and TB
prevention and control interventions.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.158
Knowledge, attitudes and practices regarding malaria
among the residents of Nouakchott, Mauritania
K. Mint Lekweiry1, M. S. Ould Ahmedou Salem1, I. Sy2, M. Tanner3,
H. Bogreau4,5,6, L. K. Basco5,6 and A. Ould Mohamed Salem Boukhary1
1
Unite de Recherche ‘Genome et Milieux’, Faculte des Sciences et
Techniques, Universite des Sciences, de Technologie et de Medecine,
Nouveau Campus Universitaire, Nouakchott, Mauritania; 2Ecosystem
Health Science Unit, Department of Public Health and Epidemiology,
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute (SwissTPH), Basel,
Switzerland; 3Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel,
Switzerland; 4Unite de Parasitologie, Institut Pasteur, Guyane; 5Unite
Mixte de Recherche 198, Unite de Recherche sur les Maladies Infectieuses
et Tropicales Emergentes, Institut de Recherche pour le Developpement,
Faculte de Medecine La Timone, Aix-Marseille Universite, Marseille,
France; 6Unite de Parasitologie, Departement d’Infectiologie de Terrain,
Institut de Recherche Biomedicale des Armees, Bretigny, France

Malaria accounts for over 22% of the total morbidity in outpatients and about 51% of deaths in health facilities in Mauritania.. In Nouakchott, the capital city of Mauritania, malaria
cases, mostly due to Plasmodium vivax, have dramatically
increased in the recent years with more than 2000 laboratoryconfirmed cases in Teyarett health center in 2013. The objective of this study was to determine the knowledge, attitudes
and practices (KAP) of the household community in Nouakchott regarding malaria in order to provide information to plan
community-oriented malaria control activities. A randomly
selected sample of 1796 households in nine districts of Nouakchott was surveyed from May to June 2013 using a pre-tested
survey instrument, which consisted of 95 questions on demographic characteristics, socioeconomic factors, educational status, knowledge and perceptions of malaria, burden and severity
of disease, treatment-seeking behavior, and malaria prevention
practices. The survey was performed by face-to-face interview
of adults. Women represented 79% (1415/1794) of the interviewed individuals. Almost all individuals (99.6%; 1790/1796)
were aware of malaria, and 91.8% (1650/1796) of them mentioned the radio (47.2%) and television (44.6%) as the main
sources of information on malaria. Of 1796 interviewed persons, 1718 (95.5%) correctly associated malaria with mosquito
bites. The main signs and symptoms of malaria mentioned were
fever (85.6%), headache (73.7%), chills (70.1%), and vomiting
(60%). Sixty percent of respondents reported having used antimalarial drugs prior to hospital attendance. Thirty nine percent
(715 households) owned at least one insecticide-treated bednet,
and 72.8% of bednets had been purchased by the owners
themselves. However, concerning the prophylactic use of antimalarial drugs during travels to endemic areas, only three
respondents were able to use the drugs correctly. The majority
of persons interviewed for this study (84.6%) recommended the
mass distribution of insecticide-treated bednets to control
malaria. This assessment of knowledge, attitudes, and practices
showed a broad awareness of malaria and also highlights the
behaviors to target for limiting the flow of parasite strains,
potentially responsible for epidemic, resurgence or spread of
antimalarials resistance.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS2.159
Socio-cultural factors influencing pregnant women’s
adherence to anti-malarial treatment in rural Gambia
F. Jaiteh1, S. Dierickx2, S. O’Neill2, U. D’ Alessandro1,3, J. Balen4 and
K. P. Grietens2,5,6
1
Medical Research Council, The Gambia Unit, Banjul, Gambia; 2Medical
Anthropology Unit, Insitute of Tropical Medicine Antwerp, Antwerp,
Belgium; 3London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK;
4
School of Health and Related Research, University of Sheffield, Sheffield,
UK; 5School of Health Development, Nagasaki University, Nagasaki,
Japan; 6Partners for Applied Social Sciences (PASS) International,
Antwerp, Belgium

Introduction Non-adherence to anti-malarial treatment in
pregnancy has been identified as a major barrier to malaria
control efforts. There is limited evidence on the cultural and
contextual factors that influence adherence to anti-malarial
treatment in pregnancy. This qualitative study was part of the
trial Community Based Scheduled Screening and Treatment of
Malaria in Pregnancy for Improved Maternal and Infant Health
(COSMIC) and looked to understand the socio-cultural factors
influencing adherence to medication provided for the treatment
of malaria in pregnancy.
Method Between June-August 2014, an explorative
ethnographic study was conducted in three villages in the Upper
River Region of The Gambia. Data collected included
participant observation and semi-structured interviews. In-depth
semi-structured interviews were conducted with 30 participants,
which included women of reproductive age (n = 15), mothers-inlaw (n = 5), husbands (n = 4) and health workers (n = 6). All
interview transcripts and field notes were entered, coded and
analysed using NVivo Version10.
Results The study identified reasons for non-adherence to
anti-malarial medication to be based on pregnant women and
community members lay interpretation of the symptoms of
malaria in pregnancy, women’s misconceptions on the purpose
and efficacy of anti-malarials; as well as strong familial
influences on the use of alternative traditional anti-malarial
medication. Pregnant adolescents and older women were
identified as those at most risk of non-adherence due to limited
contacts with health workers. For adolescents, limited contact
was as a result of delayed disclosure of pregnancy linked to
feelings of awkwardness and social shyness. For older mothers,
delayed disclosure of pregnancy was associated with their social
role and position.
Conclusion Insufficient information on malaria in pregnancy
treatment is a concern in rural areas of Gambia. Culturally
adapted community-based health information and treatment
should be targeted to pregnant women especially adolescents and
older pregnant women who are at risk of being isolated from
treatment for malaria in pregnancy. Additionally, mothers-in-law
and husbands should be included in facility and community
based health promotion programs targeted at pregnant women.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.160
Assessment of knowledge and behaviour of cardiovascular
risk factors among adults in communities of South
Tajikistan
P. Mukhtarova
Pediatrics, Tajik State Medical Institute, Dushanbe, Tajikistan

Introduction Health literacy is linked to individual and

health information by people. This research assessed the health
knowledge and -behaviour of community group members in
Tajikistan about cardiovascular (CVD) risk factors so to address
them through health promotion and -education activities within
the ‘Enhancing Primary Health Care Services Project’.
Methods and Material An instrument on CVD risk
factors was developed in 2015 by a national committee of
experts from the fields of healthy lifestyle, family medicine,
community groups, and health education. The items were
evaluated according to the criteria ‘wording’, ‘appropriateness’,
‘difficulty’ and ‘relevance’. Items with a content validity index
<0.75 were removed. The instrument was then refined by the
experts and pilot tested. Data were analysed along characteristics
such as age, gender, rural/urban, demography and occupation.
Results 1197 adults were interviewed and complete data were
obtained from 1183 participants. The female to male ratio was
7:3. ‘Stress’, ‘high blood pressure’ and ‘obesity’ were most cited
cardiovascular risk factors. Countermeasures included ‘losing
weight’, ‘actively controlling blood pressure’, and ‘eating less
sugar and fat’. The knowledge question ‘in diabetes patients, the
insulin system works normally’ was correctly answered less
likely by woman than men (OR = 0.63), people having their
own business (OR = 0.53) or people having no regular job
(OR = 0.58) compared to those working in the public sector,
people financially depending from relatives, pension or social aid
(OR = 0.54) contrary to those with a regular salary, and more
likely by people from urban areas (OR = 2.17) than those from
rural areas.
Conclusion Our findings indicate that poor health
knowledge is more common among deprived population groups
in Tajikistan. The content and language of health promoting
behaviour messages should thus be tailored to educational and
occupational characteristics of the population.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.161
The attitudes and degree of awareness about MERS-CoV
among Saudis of different ages
M. N. Aldawsari and S. H. Alqahtani
College of Medicine, Prince Sattam Bin Abdulaziz University, Alkharj,
Saudi Arabia

Background Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus
(MERS-CoV) that causes Middle East Respiratory Syndrome
(MERS) disease was first identified in 2012 in Saudi Arabia.
Since then, cases have spread within the Kingdom and some
cases were transmitted to other Middle Eastern countries,
Europe and the United States. However, the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia (KSA) remains the epicenter of this serious respiratory
infection that is associated with high mortality rates. This
accentuates the public health concerns because Saudi Arabia
receives millions of pilgrims from all over the world.
Aims This study investigated the attitudes and degree of
awareness about Middle East Respiratory Syndrome-Coronavirus
(MERS-Cov) among Saudis of different ages.
Patients and methods Structured anonymous closed ended
dichometous questionnaires were distributed to a large
population of Saudi men and women of different ages. The
questionnaires included questions about modes of transmission
of corona virus, clinical features, outcome of infection, the
impact of infection on pilgrimage, methods of prevention, the
governmental efforts to combat spread, the availability of
information.

community empowerment by improving access to and use of
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Results Respondents were recruited for the study by random
selection. Sixty-eight percent of respondents have good
knowledge about the mode of transmission, 82% were aware
about the seriousness of the infection, 51% responded positively
to non availability of curative treatment or vaccine. 74% knew
the modes of prevention and 93% believed that the government
efforts were successful. Of the respondents, 41% considered
Middle East Respiratory Syndrome-Coronavirus (MERS-CoV)
was a serious risk during Hajj or Umrah. Government media,
the Saudi Ministry of health posters, radio and television, the
social media was the main source of information among young
adults and older participants.
Conclusion The findings suggest that the level of awareness
about MERS-Cov in among this Saudi population is high and
the level of perception reasonable. The governmental health
education campaign is critical for increasing Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome -Coronavirus (MERS-Cov) infection
awareness.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.162
Knowledge and attitude towards HIV vaccine trial concepts
among youth of Mangalore City
S. S. Katpattil
Public Health Dentistry, Yenepoya University, Mangalore, India

Background AIDS vaccine is seen as the ultimate prevention
tool that will complement the existing prevention strategies in
place. Patients participate in HIV vaccine trials with hope that
developing a safe and effective AIDS vaccine is possible. To
begin to understand adolescent attitudes to these complex issues,
and inform our future work with adolescents in HIV vaccine
trials, we undertook a formative study examining attitudes
towards such trials, potential motivating factors and
hypothetical willingness to participate, among youth.
Methods A self-administered, facilitated questionnaire was
administered to 277 students in pre university colleges, Mangalore,
India from August 2012 to February 2013. The questionnaire
explored general HIV knowledge, perception of adolescent risk,
knowledge of vaccine concepts, willingness to participate in future
vaccine trials, perceived personal and social harms and benefits
associated with participation as well as barriers and facilitators to
participating in future HIV vaccine trials.
Results 277 college-going youth provided consent to
participate, and if under 18, we also obtained written consent
from a parent. Of the 241 participants who responded to the
question on HIV testing, 10% indicated that they have tested for
HIV. Of The majority (57%) of participants believed that
parents should give permission for their child0 s HIV test while
most of the participants (84%) believed that parents should
know the HIV status of their child.
Conclusions The youth report high degrees of willingness to
participate in HIV vaccine trials. This may be related to the high
levels of adolescent HIV risk perception. The spectre of HIV
infection looms regardless of age group, and adolescents are no
exception. Indeed, public health practice would seem to indicate
that effective vaccination of this subgroup above all would result
in the greatest reduction in new infections.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.163
Knowledge and attitude regarding hepatitis B virus infection
and vaccine among hospital patients
S. S. Katpattil
Public Health Dentistry, Yenepoya University, Mangalore, India

Background Hepatitis B is a potentially life-threatening
infection caused by the hepatitis B virus. It is the most serious
type of viral hepatitis. About 400 million people have the virus,
with most of these people living in Asia. Clearly, this is a
significant public health and medical problem. With this
background, the study was conducted to evaluate knowledge
and attitude regarding HBV (Hepatitis B virus) infection and its
vaccine among the patients attending tertiary care hospital.
Materials and Methods A cross-sectional study was done
among 856 patients attending a tertiary care hospital, at
Mangalore, India, from November 2010 to May 2011after
approval from the institutional ethical committee. A pretested
structured questionnaire was used to measure the participants’
knowledge and attitude regarding HBV (Hepatitis B virus)
infection and its vaccine after obtaining informed consent.
Results In all, 856 patients (698 male and 158 female) were
studied. 50% of those who were aware had no knowledge about
route of transmission, infectivity, or importance of vaccination.
Educated individuals were more aware about hepatitis B vaccine
(P < 0.05). The percentage of vaccination was 25% among study
subjects. Lack of awareness was the common reason for non –
vaccination (50%); of them.
Conclusions Knowledge of Hepatitis B disease and vaccine
was low and misconceptions were common. About one third of
the population are vaccinated for hepatitis B. Emphasis should
especially be laid on awareness campaigns to educate the public
that hepatitis B is vaccine preventable disease. Knowledge of
hepatitis B may be useful in determining health care
interventions strengthening community-based care for patients.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.164
Public health needs applied linguistics – communication
optimisation at an international research project
K. Pelikan
Administration/IT Unit, Swiss TPH, University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland

Communication can be seen as the backbone of every
collaboration and hence is essential for international research
projects. External communication and different methods for
facilitating ‘research into action’ are a highly discussed and
well elaborated topic. Unfortunately, reducing communication
to dissemination by neglecting internal communication is a
common approach in science although the implications are
obvious.
With the aim of achieving efficient knowledge transfer by optimisation of the project communication in mind, the internal
communication of an international research project in the area
of public health will be the topic of this presentation, the case
study of a PhD in applied linguistics. Operating in six countries,
the project examined the access to seven tracer medicines in
Africa and India. Coming from different countries and disciplines
and speaking different mother tongues, project members formed
a heterogenic group working together daily.
After defining efficient communication in this setting and identifying some barriers to efficient knowledge transfer, the access
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to communication optimisation and its accomplishment will be
discussed in this presentation. At the presented project the interplay of knowledge management, data management and communication played an essential role for the success of the
communication and therewith for the success of the research
project. Different methods from applied linguistics, their application, as well as their limitations will be complemented by methods from other disciplines used. All these methods focus on
conscious communication optimisation by direct intervention –
but within the project were also unconsciously developments,
such as a project specific terminology.
Following a hands on approach, the results of this study will
be presented with suggestions for validation and application for
further research projects. The used combination of methods leads
to results related to communication issues caused by the used
language, the project’s communication structure, and the used
information technology.
This presentation aims to give evidence that there is a need for
considering about internal communication, combined with an
overview on how to use applied linguistics for communication
optimisation in science.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.165
Determinants of cessation of exclusive breastfeeding in
Ankesha Guagusa Woreda, Awi Zone, Northwest Ethiopia:
a cross-sectional study
T. Yeneabat
Debre Markos University, Debre Markos, Ethiopia

Background Exclusive breastfeeding (EBF) is defined as the
practice of feeding only breast milk (including expressed breast
milk) and no other liquids and solid foods except medications
during the first 6 months. Regardless of this recommendation,
the time to cessation of exclusive breastfeeding is different in
different countries of the world being dependent on different
socio-demographic factors, obstetric factors and characteristics
of the infant. The risk of diarrheal morbidity and mortality is
higher among those who are not on exclusive breastfeeding than
those who are. In Ethiopia, health extension workers have been
delivering this key message since 2005 after the endorsement of
the national infant and young child feeding guideline. However,
there is no study that evaluated the time to cessation of exclusive
breastfeeding in the study area. The objective of this study was
to determine cessation of exclusive breastfeeding and its
determinants among mothers of index infants.
Methods A community-based cross-sectional study was
conducted from February 13 to March 3, 2012 in Ankesha
Guagusa Woreda using both quantitative and qualitative
methods. A total of 592 mothers of index children were included
in the study using multistage sampling method. Data were
collected using an interviewer-administered structured
questionnaire. Bivariate and multivariable Cox regression
analyses were done to identify factors associated with cessation
of exclusive breastfeeding.
Results In this study, 392 (69.63%) events of cessation of
EBF occurred. Among these, 224 (57.1%) events occurred before
6 months of age, while 145 (37.0%) and 23 (5.9%) occurred at
6 months and after 6 months of age of the index infant
respectively. The median duration of EBF was 6.36 months in
rural and 5.13 months in urban and this difference was
statistically significant on Log rank (Cox-mantel) test.
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Maternal and paternal occupational status, place of residence,
postnatal counseling on EBF, mode of delivery, and birth order
of the index infant were significant determinants of cessation of
EBF.
Conclusion An effort that can ensure the implementation of
national strategy on Infant and Young Child Feeding (IYCF)
should be undertaken through provision of postnatal care
counseling on EBF, routine follow up and support of those
mothers having infants emphasizing for working mothers.
Disclosure Authors have no any conflict of interest.

PS2.166
Factors associated with non-utilization of postnatal care in
Ankesha Guagusa Woreda, Awi Zone, Northwest Ethiopia:
a cross-sectional study
T. Yeneabat
Debre Markos University, Debre Markos, Ethiopia

Background For both newborns and mothers, the highest
risk of death occurs at delivery, followed by the first hours and
days after childbirth. Reduction of maternal mortality by half by
the year of 2015 is one of the millennium development goals
(MDG5). Maternal mortality, however, is still a problem of
many developing countries including Ethiopia, where the
maternal mortality rate was 676 per 100 000 live births.
Postnatal care service was considered as one of the key
instrument to achieve the MDG5. Despite its advantages,
utilization of postnatal care is low in Ethiopia.
Objective This study was aimed to assess factors associated
with non-utilization of postnatal care in Ankesha Guagusa
Woreda, Awi Zone, Northwest Ethiopia.
Methods A community-based cross-sectional study was
conducted from February 13 to March 03/2012. The study
included a total of 592 mothers of index infants using a multistage sampling method. Data were collected by intervieweradministered structured questionnaire. Bivariate and multivariate
regression analyses were performed. Level of significance was P
< 0.05 at 95% confidence interval.
Results 563 mothers were included in the analysis (response
rate 95.1%). The mean (SD) age of mothers was 29.27
(6.29) years. The prevalence of non-utilization of postnatal
care in the study area was 42.5%. In multivariate logistic
regression, mothers under age 26, educational level of the
partner being primary, those who have no food insecurity and
mothers in the group of richer wealth index were significantly
associated with non-utilization of postnatal care. Mothers who
had no antenatal care visit, were vaginally delivered and those
assisted by relatives/friends/neighbors had higher odds of nonutilization of postnatal care. However, non-utilization of
postnatal care is less likely in mothers who home delivered of
their last child and with second and third birth order infants.
Conclusion Prevalence of non-utilization of postnatal care is
high in the study area, especially by younger mothers and those
who have not attended antenatal care.
Disclosure Authors have no any conflict of interest.
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PS2.167
Study on the knowledge, attitudes and practices of malaria
and malaria treatment in the small-scale gold mining sector
in Suriname, South America
C. E. Duijves and M. Heemskerk
Social Solutions, Paramaribo, Suriname

Introduction We present the methods, results and
conclusion of a knowledge, attitudes and practices study related
to malaria treatment in the small-scale gold mining sector in
Suriname, South America, executed in 2013. Purpose of the
study was to improve access to adequate treatment and
adherence to malaria treatment regimes in gold mining areas,
thus contributing to the eradication of malaria in Suriname.
Methods Data were collected through survey interviews with
miners with a recent history of (suspected) malaria, and
qualitative interviews with health experts in three mining areas
in Suriname, close to the French Guiana border.
Results Diagnosis-seeking and malaria treatment behaviours
of inhabitants of gold mining areas are complex, inconsistent,
and largely based on practical considerations. A significant share
of respondents had experienced their latest malaria in the month
preceding the interview (39.8%, N = 216). More than half of
the interviewees had their latest experience with (suspected)
malaria in French Guiana. Persons working in French Guiana
also reported more cases of malaria than persons working
exclusively in Suriname.
The large distance to formal malaria treatment locations, coupled with easy access to illicit malaria medication in Suriname,
motivate self-medication. 127 of a total of 216 interviewees
(58.8%) reported that they had used over-the-counter medication
at least once in the past 1½ years. Gold miners relying on selfmedication were less likely than persons who were diagnosed
with malaria to complete their treatment (40.2% vs. 78.9%).
Finally, almost one third of respondents among those who had
said that one should complete the cure, had pills left the last
time he or she used malaria medication (30.1%; N = 156).
Overall, less than one third (30.8%) of persons with (suspected)
malaria followed the correct steps for malaria treatment the last
time they fell ill.
Conclusions The study results suggest that theoretical
knowledge of correct malaria treatment does not necessarily
translate into responsible treatment behaviour. Besides, malaria,
and its eradication should be viewed as a transnational topic. A
significant share of malaria cases in Suriname is made up of
persons who contracted malaria in French Guyana or in the
Suriname-French Guiana border region.
Disclosure Report submitted to the US Agency for
International Development by the Systems for Improved Access
to Pharmaceuticals and Services (SIAPS) Program. Arlington,
VA: Management Sciences for Health.

contribute much to the overall reduction of the malaria burden.
Hence this study aimed to asses the knowledge, attitude and
practice towards malaria and associated factors.
Methods A community-based, cross sectional study was
carried out in the period November, 2010 to January, 2011 in
Pawi district, North West Ethiopia. Multi-stage random
sampling was carried out to select representative households. A
pre-tested structured questionnaire (n = 406) was used for data
collection. Data was entered and analyzed using SPSS 16.0.
Proportions, Odds ratio and 95% CI were computed.
Results A 71.5% of subjects mentioned at least three
symptoms of malaria. Fifty six percent associated malaria with
hunger/skipping meals, as a cause and most (67%), affirmed that
mosquitoes transmit the disease. Significant proportions (79.8%)
were aware that mosquitoes bite during night. Sleeping under
bed net and avoiding collected water sources were identified as
major malaria preventive measures by 89.7% and 34% of
respondents, respectively. About 69.2% reported that they were
using bed nets correctly. Over 50% of the respondents reported
delay in treatment. Participants who had education >5th grade
and those who received health education from a health facility
scored high on knowledge about malaria, correct use of bed nets
and early treatment seeking habits [OR (95% CI) = 4.9 (1.4–8),
1.8 (1.4–2.5), 2.2 (1.7–4.1), respectively]. Living in locations
away from a health facility with walking time of 60 min or
longer was associated with delay in treatment (OR = 1.3, 95%
CI = (1.1–2.0).
Conclusions Though malaria knowledge and attitude scores
were high, practice of nationally approved malaria preventive
and control measures including early treatment seeking behavior
was poor. Inaccessibility of health facility, illiteracy, and lack of
health education were determinant factors that affected
community KAP towards malaria. Hence, a comprehensive
health education, promotion of community education and health
facility coverage should be prioritized. Responsible bodies are
also urged to ensure that all individual in a household use ITNs
correctly, adapt integrated vector control approach and seek
treatment early.
Keywords Malaria, Determinants, KAP, Pawe, Northwest
Ethiopia.
Disclosure We authors declare that we have no conflict of
interest.

PS2.169
Effectiveness of Anapanasati meditation on health status of
climacteric women
S. Intahphuak and P. Rattanasuwan
School of Nursing, Mae Fah Luang University, Muang Chiang Rai,
Thailand

Introduction Most women approach menopause have
PS2.168
Determinants of knowledge, attitude and practice on
malaria among residents in Pawe District, North West
Ethiopia: a cross-sectional study
H. B. Beyene, A. H. Mekuria and N. F. Telele
Microbiology, Immunoogy and Parasitology, Addis Ababa University,
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Introduction A reasonable high knowledge score towards
malaria and habit of practicing preventive and control measures
by the individual households and the community at large

experience with multiple physical and psychological symptoms
resulting from the female hormone change which may affect to
their social life. This study aims to study the effectiveness of
Anapanasati meditation on physical health status, psychological
health status and sociological health status of climacteric
women.
Materials and Methods Quasi-experiment was use in this
study. Climacteric women were divided into two groups. Twenty
four were enrolled in an experimental group. They were trained
in Anapanasati meditation for 12 weeks. The control group,
twenty-five climacteric women received health advice from
health care provider.
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Results After the Anapanasati meditation practice, the
experimental group significantly improved physical health status,
holistic health status (P < 0.001) and psychological health status
and sociological health status (P < 0.01) compared to before the
meditation. The experiment group had significantly better
physical health status, holistic health status than the control
group (P < 0.01). There were no significant differences observed
between the health status and sociological health status of
experiment group and control group. The meditation also
showed benefit on decrease systolic blood pressure, pulse rate
and respiratory rate.
Conclusions The health promotion of climacteric women by
using the Anapanasati meditation can promote the good health
status.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

rates of ICS adoption in the field. The application of BEM
modelling should be tested in the field. We would encourage the
practical use of both the SEM and the BEM in the field to
improve long-term adoption of ICS in Andean communities.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.170

Background CVCT is recommended by WHO for HIV
prevention and is associated with reduction in HIV, STI and
unplanned pregnancy. Fewer than 5% of African couples have
been jointly tested and it is thus critical that CVCT be
expanded. The RZHRG Center of Excellence provides training
and technical assistance (TTA) to countries and partners wishing
to implement CVCT as standard of care in ongoing service
delivery or research activities.
Method Primary data from RZHRG was analyzed to describe
TTA events from 2009–2015. TA events were classified as highlevel advocacy (including policy, workshops and study tours of
RZHRG sites), technical assistance for needs assessments, data
management or other program implementation needs and
training (of trainers, service providers, community-level
promoters and others). Data from recipient countries were
analyzed to investigate resulting country-adapted CVCT models,
as well as changes in uptake of CVCT.
Result RZHRG conducted 63 TA events in 21 countries
ranging from development of national strategic plans and
international workshops to CVCT curriculum adaptations and
trainings. Countries such as Botswana and Uganda have
demonstrated higher success in CVCT implementation through
the roll out of a national CVCT strategy. Increased uptake of
CVCT led to increased identification of discordant couples.
Countries such Ghana and Ivory Coast have made strong
commitments to expand CVCT services and are making good
progress to that end. Through RZHRG TA, several countries
including Namibia and South Africa have an extensive number
of trainers across levels and sectors available to scale-up CVCT
training efforts. Kenya, Mozambique, Tanzania and Swaziland
have sent high level observers to Rwanda and Zambia.
Conclusion Through TTA, recipient countries were able to
acquire tools and skills and multiple levels, which enabled them
to more effectively plan for and implement CVCT. This program
increased capacity of countries to prioritize and expand locally
tailored CVCT activities.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Using the behavioral economic model (BEM) to create
practical field applications to improve ICS adoption
A. R. Powell1,2, S. Hartinger1,3,4, J. Wolf3,4, J. M. Muela5, H. Verastegui1,6,
D. M€ausezahl3,4 and V. Paz-Soldan1,2
1
Facultad de Salud P
ublica y Administraci
on, Universidad Peruana
Cayetano Heredia, Lima, Peru; 2Tulane University School of Public
Health and Tropical Medicine, New Orleans, LA, USA; 3Swiss Tropical
and Public Health Institute (Swiss TPH), Basel, Switzerland; 4University
of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 5Partners for Applied Social Sciences (PASS)
on
International, Neuch^
atel, Switzerland; 6Instituto de Investigaci
Nutricional, La Molina, Lima, Peru

Introduction While the identification of determinants of
improved cook stove (ICS) adoption are important and
necessary, there can be difficulties with translating these findings
in to practical, field applications.
Aims Understanding the enablers and barriers to ICS adoption
from policy to household level, can be used to inform program
effectiveness and determine the level of impact. The (BEM)
provides a framework with which to analyse human behavior
through an economic perspective. Using a framework that is
based on how people make decisions can be used to help
formulate diagnoses and practical solutions for improving ICS
adoption. When applied there is a potential for the BEM to be
used to translate the enablers and barriers in to usable program
designs and improve ICS adoption rates.
Methodology Three communities in Andean Peru
(Cajamarca, Cuzco and La Libertad) were involved in focus
groups, questionnaires and key informant interviews to identify
enablers and barriers of ICS adoption. The methodologies were
designed using the socio-economic model (SEM) to ensure that
determinants of ICS adoption were explored at from the policy
to household level. We will then apply the BEM to the enablers
and barriers of ICS adoption, and create practical diagnoses and
solutions in a case study format.
Results It was found that many of the determinants to ICS
adoption could be grouped using a framework of domains and
one solution may be viable for a number of barriers. This
suggests that by using a holistic, mixed methodology barriers to
ICS could be eliminated with relatively few comprehensive
solutions.
Conclusion Practical applications of BEM modelling using
the local knowledge of enablers and barriers for ICS adoption
can a-priori inform program implementation. The benefit of
using the SEM and the BEM models together is that they
complement each other and together can be used to form a
thorough and complete analysis and solutions for improving
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Impact of South-to-South technical assistance from Rwanda
& Zambia in couples voluntary HIV counseling and testing
(CVCT) achievements in 21 countries
N. Ahmed1, A. Appiagyei1,2, R. Sinabamenye3, W. Kilembe4, E. Karita3 and
S. Allen2
1
Rwanda Zambia HIV Research Group, Kigali, Rwanda; 2Emory
University, Atlanta, GA, USA; 3Projet San Francisco, Kigali, Rwanda;
4
Zambia Emory HIV Research Project, Lusaka, Zambia
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PS2.172
Chances and challenges of civil-military joint ventures:
experiences from the German Ebola Task Force in Liberia
C. E. Frey1, C. Janke2, H. Sudeck1 and D. F. Wiemer1
Department of Tropical Medicine at the Bernhard Nocht Institute,
German Armed Forces Hospital, Hamburg, Germany; 2German Armed
Forces Medical Command, Munich, Germany

1

In August 2014 WHO declared the outbreak of Ebola-Virus-Disease (EVD) in West Africa a ‘public health emergency of international concern’ pushing governments and non-governmental
organisations (NGO) to contribute in the fight against the epidemic. On September 22nd the German minister of defence
encouraged soldiers to volunteer for a mission to contain EVD
in Liberia together with German Red Cross (GRC) volunteers.
The decision to recruit soldiers on a voluntary basis for a joint
operation together with members of an NGO was as such
unprecedented in German history. Although the mission – by
definition – was non-military and pursued humanitarian objectives only, the German constitution does not allow the deployment of soldiers without parliamentary mandate. Therefore, a
legal auxiliary construction of German Armed Forces (GAF) acting as ‘junior partner’ of the GRC was implemented to allow for
such an assignment. This was a hitherto unknown position to
the military to which it needed to adapt gradually especially as it
provided for the majority of volunteers and key logistics including an airlift to transport much needed relief supplies. The concept of volunteering was new to the GAF, still recruitment was
facilitated by an existing network of experienced soldiers most
of them working for specialized military departments of infectious diseases. Also common requirements like special, tailoredto-mission training before deployment, a routine in GAF, were
met by military personnel. This thorough preparation was a solid
basis for a successful and safe mission, however it had to be
combined with a maximum of flexibility to fully respond to the
ever changing epidemiological situation. Being embedded into
inter-ministerial structures with a complex administration and a
hierarchic decision-making process with differing perceptions in
Liberia and in Germany, this was a challenge especially to GAF.
Additionally, both partners needed to learn to define responsibilities, to interact with each other and after all to overcome a certain mental reservation.
Considering the ongoing discourse on risks and benefits of military participation in humanitarian action, GAF and GRC are no
natural partners and both were brought together rather by need
and interdependence than by request. Nonetheless, this cooperation could serve as a model for future disaster relief interventions. Therefore, key issues will be identified and presented.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

associated with overcrowding and lack of access to basic
commodities, and are placing displaced population at increased
risk of vaccine preventable diseases. WHO has recently issued a
decision making framework guiding actors on how to prioritise
vaccines in complex emergencies. MSF, one of the main
humanitarian actors providing care in Minkaman, applied this
tool to define vaccination priorities. We prioritised vaccines
targeting epidemic prone diseases (measles, cholera, meningitis)
and main childhood killers (pentavalent, pneumococcal and
rotavirus vaccine). We were able to conduct of campaigns
against epidemic-prone diseases and report on the feasibility of
those.
Methods Mass measles vaccination coupled with oral polio
vaccine was organized immediately after the arrival of displaced
population. Oral cholera vaccine (OCV) was offered to all
individuals older than 1 year (excluding pregnant women) in
two vaccinations rounds 3 weeks apart, followed by a catch-up
round a month later. The second OCV round was coupled with
mass vaccination campaign with meningicoccal A (MenA)
vaccines, targeting all aged 1–30 years. We conducted
retrospective cluster survey to estimate coverage of each vaccine
delivered in mass campaigns among those eligible.
Results Measles vaccination coverage was estimated at 73.9%
(95% CI: 68.8–78.3). The OCV coverage was 65.5% [95% CI:
61.2–69.6] for two doses, and 84.1% (95% CI: 81.5–86.3) for
at least one dose (prior to catch-up round). The MenA coverage
was estimated at 77.3% (95% CI: 73.5–80.8). No outbreak of
targeted diseases was reported in the camp.
Conclusion We successfully organized a series of vaccination
campaigns targeting outbreak-prone diseases in a complex
emergency, but were unable to conduct vaccination campaigns
against main childhood killers. With highly mobile population it
was difficult to achieve high vaccination coverage. Nevertheless
the outbreaks of targeted disease were prevented, despite large
measles and cholera outbreak on-going elsewhere in the country.
Vaccines are available, efficient public health tool, largely
underused in humanitarian settings.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.174
Impact of HIV on maternal morbidity, birth outcomes and
infant health in Southern Mozambique
R. Gonzalez1,2, M. Ruperez1,2, E. J. Sevene2,3, A. Vala2, S. Maculuve2, H. Bulo2,
A. Nhacolo2, A. Mayor1,2, J. J. Aponte1,2, E. Macete2 and C. Menendez1,2
1
ISGlobal, Barcelona, Spain; 2Manhicßa Health Research Centre (CISM),
Manhicßa, Mozambique; 3Faculty of Medicine, Eduardo Mondlane
University, Maputo, Mozambique

Introduction The impact of HIV infection on maternal and
PS2.173
Vaccinations in acute humanitarian emergencies:
Minkamman, Lakes State, South Sudan
I. Ciglenecki1, S. Masson2, N. Peyraud1, M. Simonelli1, A. Ventura1, C. Dorion1,
F. Luquero2 and M. Rull1
1
Medecins Sans Frontieres, Geneva, Switzerland; 2Epicentre, Paris, France

Introduction Since December 2013, armed conflict led to a
massive displacement of the population in South Sudan and by
March 2014, around 80 000 internally displaced persons settled
around Minkamman in Awarial County, Lakes State. The
population thought remain unstable, with constant movements
in and out of the camp. Mass population movements are often

infant’s health has mainly been studied in industrialized
countries, where the disease burden and health systems are not
comparable with the African region. The effect of HIV infection
on maternal health, birth outcomes and infant health and
survival was analysed in two contemporary cohorts of HIVnegative and HIV- positive pregnant women from southern
Mozambique.
Methods Pregnant women attending the first antenatal clinic
(ANC) visit were recruited and followed until 1 month after
delivery. Recently diagnosed HIV-positive women received
antiretroviral therapy (ART) based on their CD4 counts and
their clinical stage. Maternal anemia, morbidity and pregnancy
outcomes were assessed. Infants were followed-up until they
were 1 month old.
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Results A total of 1183 HIV-negative and 561 HIV-positive
pregnant women contributed to this analysis. At delivery, 21%
of the HIV-positive women reported being on ART, and 70%
reported having received ARVs for prevention of mother to child
transmission (MTCT). Women positive for HIV were more
likely to have anemia both at the first ANC visit and at delivery
than women negative for HIV (71.5% vs. 54.8% and 49.4% vs.
40.6%, respectively, P < 0.001).
The incidence of all-cause hospital admissions was higher
among HIV-positive women compared to HIV-negative women
(RR, 2.1, [95% CI, 1.5–2.9]; P < 0.001). HIV-positive women
had an increased risk of stillbirths (RR, 2.16 [95% CI 1.17–
3.96], P = 0.013). No differences were found in the proportion
of peripheral P. falciparum parasitemia, placental malaria, mean
birth weight, preterm births, miscarriages, maternal and neonatal
deaths between groups. The proportion of infants with severe
acute malnutrition at 1 month of age was significantly higher in
those born to HIV-positive mothers than in infants born to HIVnegative women (2.2% vs. 0.9%, P = 0.023).
Conclusions Despite the scale up of ARVs for pregnant
women in the last decade in Mozambique, maternal HIV
infection is associated with maternal morbidity, poor pregnancy
outcomes and infant malnutrition. Public health efforts should
be made to improve deployment of ARVs during pregnancy and
infancy. Monitoring the effects of HIV infection on both
maternal and infant’s health should continue in order to evaluate
the impact and guide control strategies.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

monthly until delivery. Birth weights of the babies were taken
within 24 h of delivery.
Birth outcomes were documented in 306 (81%) women in the
daily CTX group and 307 (82%) in the SP-IPTp group. The
mean birth weights were 3016 grams (95% CI: 2961–3071) and
3034 grams (95% CI: 2977–3090) in the CTX and the SP-IPTp
groups respectively. There was no significant difference in the
prevalence of low birth weight infants [RR: 1.1; 95% CI: 0.66–
1.22; P = 0.57] between the daily CTX and SP-IPTp group.
The risk of maternal peripheral parasitemia at delivery was
24% lower in women who received daily CTX compared to
those who received SP-IPT [RR: 0.76; 95% CI: 0.63–0.92;
P = 0.01]. Between groups, there were no differences in the
prevalence of placental malaria infection, maternal anemia or
severe maternal anemia (a week after delivery).
There were no differences in the prevalence of serious adverse
events including caesarean section [RR: 1.63; 95% CI: 0.82–
3.20; P = 0.12], still births and perinatal mortality [RR: 1.01;
95% CI: 0.71–1.43; P = 0.59]. Daily CTX prophylaxis was
comparable to SP-IPTp in preventing malaria infection in pregnant women in Nchelenge, Zambia.
Acknowledgements This study was funded by the Prince
Leopold Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.176
The role of men in promoting maternal and newborn
health in Burkina Faso

PS2.175
Effectiveness and safety of cotrimoxazole and sulfadoxinepyrimethamine in preventing malaria infection during
pregnancy in HIV negative pregnant women in Zambia
M. Njunju1, C. Manyando2, D. Mwakazanga2, D. Champo2, G. Chongwe3,
D. Mwewa4, M. Mulenga5, Y. Claeys6, C. Schurmans6, C. Van Overmeir6,
J. Menten6, K. Thriemer6,7, A. Erhart6,8, R. Ravinetto6,9, U. D’Alessandro6,8 and
J. P. Van Geertruyden10
1
Basic Sciences, Copperbelt University, School of Medicine, Kitwe,
Zambia; 2Public Health, Tropical Diseases Research Centre, Ndola,
Zambia; 3Public Health, University of Zambia, Lusaka, Zambia;
4
Nchelenge District Health Office, Nchelenge, Zambia; 5Tropical
Diseases Research Centre, Ndola, Zambia; 6Institute of Tropical
Medicine (ITM), Antwerp, Belgium; 7Menzies School of Public Health
Research, Brisbane, Qld, Australia; 8Medical Research Council, Fajara,
Gambia; 9Pharmaceutical and Pharmacological Sciences, Catholic
University of Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; 10International Health,
University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium

Malaria in pregnancy (MIP) is a major public health problem in
sub-Saharan Africa where at least 30 million pregnant women
are at risk of Plasmodium falciparum infection every year. MIP
causes significant maternal and infant morbidity and mortality.
In Zambia, the main strategy for prevention of MIP is intermittent preventive treatment with sulfadoxine-pyrimethamine (SPIPTp) and about 73% of pregnant women receive at least two
doses of SP-IPTp during pregnancy. In the context of increasing
malaria parasite resistance to sulfadoxine-pyrimethamine (SP),
the efficacy of daily cotrimoxazole (CTX) for malaria prophylaxis during pregnancy in HIV negative pregnant women was
evaluated in Nchelenge district, Zambia.
A total of 750 pregnant women of gestational age of 16–
28 weeks were randomized to receive either SP-IPTp or two
tablets of CTX (400 mg sulphamethoxazole and 80 mg
trimethoprim) daily during pregnancy. Women were followed up
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J. Perkins1, A. Bargo Maiga2, C. Capello1, M. Yanogo2, C. Santarelli1 and
A. Eggertswyler1
1
Enfants du Monde, Geneva, Switzerland; 2Fondation pour le
Developpement Communautaire Burkina Faso, Ouagadougou, Burkina
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Introduction In Burkina Faso, the Swiss nongovernmental
organisation (NGO) Enfants du Monde, the local NGO
Fondation pour le Developpement Communautaire/Burkina Faso
and UNFPA are supporting Ministry of Health to implement the
Health Promotion pillar of the maternal and newborn health
(MNH) Road Map. Within the programme, participatory
community assessments conducted with community members,
including women of reproductive age and male partners,
highlight that men act as important household gatekeepers in
decisions related to MNH, either facilitating or limiting women’s
access to resources, including health services. Working with men
to help them become active participants in MNH and to assist
women in building resilience against MNH problems has
become one of the axes of these efforts in response to demands
from community members.
Methods Interventions aiming to influence the role of men
and thereby increase women’s access to MNH services have been
implemented since 2010. These include community meetings,
household discussions with couples, and implementation of a
strategy entitled Pougsidsongo, or ‘Model Husbands.’ Within
this strategy designed with health workers and community
members, men who are exhibiting positive behaviours in
supporting women are trained to educate other men in the
community on care for women and newborns, on accompanying
women to health services and on danger signs.
Results Men are accompanying women to health facilities for
antenatal care (ANC) and for birth in increased numbers (279 in
2012 to 635 in 2014). Men are increasingly aware of care
practices for women during and after pregnancy and for
newborns. Utilization of MNH services among women increased
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between 2011–2014: Contraceptive prevalence rate increased
from 32% to 58%; initiation of ANC in the 1st trimester
increased from 35–47%; postnatal care increased from 38% to
56%; number of births at home went from 25 in 2011 to 37 in
2012 to only six in 2014. Healthcare providers report improved
interactions with women and families, increased community
participation in care and increased social cohesion and dialogue
within the family.
Conclusion These results suggest that interventions are
successfully influencing the roles of men in MNH and that as a
result women are better able to access the MNH services which
they need. This highlights the importance of targeting men in
order increase women’s access to MNH services and increase
health equity.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.177
Malaria and gravidity interact to modify maternal
haemoglobin concentrations during pregnancy
S. Ouédraogo1, F. Bodeau-Livinec2, V. Briand2, B.-T. Huynh2, G. K. Koura3,
M. M. K. Accrombessi4, N. Fievet3, A. Massougbodji4, P. Deloron2 and
M. Cot2
1
Public Health Department, University of Ouagadougou, Faculty of
Health Sciences, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso; 2UMR 216, Mere et
Enfant Face aux Infections Tropicales, Paris, France; 3Faculte de
Pharmacie, Universite Paris Descartes, Paris, France; 4Faculte des
Sciences de la Sante, Cotonou, Benin

Background Since the implementation of intermittent
preventive treatment (IPTp) in sub-Saharan Africa, the effect of
malaria-focused preventive measures on anaemia in relation to
gravidity has been seldom investigated.
Methods and Materials We analysed data from three
studies carried out in nearby areas in south Benin between 2005
and 2012. At inclusion (ANV1) women’s age, area of residence,
schooling, parity, gestational age, weight and height were
recorded. Thick blood smears were performed on ANV1, second
visit (ANV2) and at delivery. Women’s serum ferritin and CRP
concentrations were also assessed.
The impact of parity on maternal haemoglobin (Hb) was analysed using a logistic or linear regression.
Results In total, data from 3591 pregnant women were
analysed. Both univariate and multivariate analyses showed a
constant association between Hb concentrations and gravidity in
the three periods of Hb assessment (ANV1, ANV2 and delivery).
Mean Hb concentration was significantly lower in primigravidae
than in multigravidae at ANV1 (mean difference = 2.4 g/l,
P < 0.001). Afterwards, it increased importantly in
primigravidae only, with a tendency to reversal between
primigravidae and multigravidae which was confirmed at
delivery (mean difference = 2.8 g/l, <0.001). The prevalence of
malaria was halved between ANV1 and delivery in
primigravidae while it decreased only by 38% among
multigravidae, who were less prone to be infected (malaria
prevalence at ANV1, 20% and 10% respectively). Iron
deficiency was more common in multigravidae, and it decreased
slightly in this group between ANV1 and delivery.
Conclusion In a context of IPTp, primigravidae were shown
to improve progressively haemoglobin concentration throughout
pregnancy. In multigravidae, the improvement was less perceptible
as anaemia was mainly due to iron deficiency. There is a need to
reinforce malaria prevention strategies in both groups.
Acknowledgements We thank the women who participated
in the three studies, study staff of the studies, French Institute of

Research for Development, European Union, Malaria in
Pregnancy consortium, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and
MiPPAD executive committee.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.178
Determinants of low maternal and newborn health service
utilisation in Haiti
J. Perkins, C. Capello and C. Santarelli
Enfants du Monde, Geneva, Switzerland

Introduction Haiti suffers from among the world’s poorest
maternal and newborn health (MNH) indicators and utilisation
of skilled MNH care by women remains alarmingly low. In
2013, the Swiss non-governmental organizations Enfants du
Monde and Medecins du Monde Suisse initiated a project based
on the World Health Organization’s framework for Working
with Individuals, Families and Communities to improve MNH in
Petit and Grand Go^ave. This programme aims to address the
underlying determinants at the community level preventing
women and families from accessing MNH services and enjoying
optimal MNH. During 2013 and 2014 a participatory
community assessment (PCA) and baseline study were conducted
to better understand these determinants and lay the groundwork
for intervention planning.
Methods For the PCA, six roundtable discussions were
conducted with 118 community members.
A mixed-methods approach was used for the baseline. The
quantitative component consisted of a randomized survey of 320
women who had given birth during the previous year. Qualitative methods included focus groups discussions with women
(n = 8) and male partners (n = 2) and semi-structured interviews
(n = 10) with health workers.
Results The PCA highlighted a number of factors which
contribute to low utilisation of MNH services, which were then
explored in depth during the baseline. Notably, awareness of the
need to seek health services for both routine care and in
response to complications is low and women and men are not
aware of danger signs for women and newborns. Cultural
practices play a critical role. Women tend to prefer care
provided by traditional and spiritual healers and giving birth at
home where they can be surrounded by family, have
personalized care and give birth in the position of their choice.
Moreover, women express low satisfaction regarding formal
health services and interactions with providers. Finally, financial
limitations play an important role. Women do not know that
certain MNH services are to be provided free of charge and
they, and their partners, are not inclined to use limited
household financial resources to pay for them.
Conclusions These studies revealed a number of social,
economic and cultural factors operate at the local level which
contribute to preventing women and newborns from accessing
MNH services. Effectively improving MNH in Haiti requires not
only strengthening the health system but also action at
community level to tackle these determinants.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS2.179
Development of a perinatal care guideline during an
outbreak of chikungunya and evaluation of neonatal
outcomes
B. J. D. van Enter1, M. H. W. Huibers2, L. van Rooij2,
M. Boele van Hensbroek3, R. Voigt1 and J. Hol2
1
Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, St. Elisabeth Hospital,
Willemstad, Curacßao; 2Department of Pediatrics, St. Elisabeth Hospital,
Willemstad, Curacßao; 3Institute of Global Health and Development
(AIGHD), Amsterdam Medical Centre, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Background Since July 2014 the Caribbean region has been
enduring an outbreak of chikungunya virus infection (ChikV).
Presenting symptoms in adults are fever, rash and joint pain.
However in neonates severe outcomes due to encephalopathy as a
consequence of maternal intrapartum infection have been
described. Therefore we developed and evaluated a structured
approach for suspected ChikV infected mothers and their
offspring. In this study we describe the neonatal outcomes in case
of maternal ChikV infection and provide a guideline for perinatal
care in ChikV infections based on our experiences and literature.
Material and Methods A cross sectional study among all
pregnant women with clinical symptoms of ChikV during
pregnancy and neonates from mothers who were having
symptoms intrapartum (3 days antepartum to 3 days
postpartum) was conducted in Saint Elisabeth Hospital,
Willemstad, Curacao from September 2014 until March 2015.
Neonates from suspected mothers having symptoms intrapartum
were admitted and observed at the neonatal ward for 7 days.
Collection of a fixed set of clinical and laboratory variables in
suspected neonates and MRI, within 3 months of age, was done.
Results and Findings In total 92 women were enrolled. So
far 55 (60%) of the women tested were ChikV positive. Two
intra-uterine dead were seen at respectively 21 and 25 weeks
gestational age. Three neonates were born premature at 33 and
two at 36 weeks gestational age. 13 neonates with suspected
intrapartum maternal infection were enrolled; 11 neonates were
admitted because of suspected intrapartum maternal infection
and two due to severe symptoms (convulsions and intracerebral
bleeding) where in retrospect the mother had a confirmed
intrapartum ChikV infection. Seven neonates (54%) had severe
symptoms; 6 (46%) suspected encephalitis including two
neonates with severe convulsions and one neonate had fulminant
intracerebral bleeding. Two neonates died <96 h post-partum.
MRI was performed during neonatal period or at the age of
3 months, results will follow.
Conclusion Maternal-fetal transmission can cause severe
neonatal outcomes. It is therefore essential, during chikungunya
epidemics, to apply a structural approach for observation and
supportive care to minimalize complications due to severe illness.
Here we provide a guideline for perinatal care in Chikungunya
infection based on our experiences and literature.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.180
Can the WAMI index at 6 months predict Bayley Scales of
infant development score at 15 months?
I. G. Ribe1, E. Svensen1,2, E. Mduma2, E. Bayo2 and S. G. Hinderaker1
Centre for International Health, University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway;
2
Haydom Lutheran Hospital, Haydom, Tanzania

1

Introduction The WAMI index is a newly developed tool
that measures socioeconomic status by an aggregated score that
includes access to improved sanitation, eight selected assets,
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maternal education, and household income. The Bayley Scales of
Infant Development (the Bayley) is one of the most widely used
infant tests in the world that assesses cognitive development. The
aim of this study was to determine if the WAMI index at
6 months can predict Bayley scores at 15 months.
Methods and Materials The study population (n = 159)
is set in a rural setting of Tanzania. The WAMI index was
measured at 6 months. The Bayley was administered at
15 months. A linear regression analysis was performed in SPSS,
testing total Bayley score, Bayley motor score and Bayley
cognitive score, using backward stepwise method for selection of
determinants.
Results Multiple regression analysis of determinants of Bayley
cognitive score at 15 months showed that assets were a
significant determinant (P = 0.002); the other predictors were
not significant. In this model beta was 0.273 (95% CI 0.326,
1.413), and the model explained 7% of the variation in Bayley
cognitive score (adjusted R2=0.067). Analysis of Bayley motor
and total score at 15 months did not show any significant
associations with assets. The total score of the WAMI index at
6 months did not show any significant associations with Bayley
cognitive, motor or total score at 15 months.
Conclusions There were statistically significant associations
between assets at 6 months and Bayley cognitive score at
15 months. However, there were no other statistically significant
associations from our study. In our dataset, the WAMI index at
6 months did not predict Bayley scores at 15 months of age.
This result may be due to a small study population that was
selected for other purposes, and we suggest the associations are
studied in a study with a larger sample size.
Disclosure This study if part of the MAL-ED project
sponsored by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

PS2.181
CD20, CD3, placental malaria infections and low birth
weight in an area of unstable malaria transmission in
Central Sudan
E. M. Elhassan1, S. Batran2, M. Salih2, A. A. Mohmmed3 and I. Adam4
Faculty of Medicine, University of Gezira, Wad Medani, Sudan; 2Faculty
of Medical Laboratory Sciences, University of Khartoum, Khartoum,
Sudan; 3Faculty of Medicine, Ribat University, Khartoum, Sudan;
4
Faculty of Medicine, University of Khartoum, Khartoum, Sudan

1

Background Malaria during pregnancy is the main cause of
low birth weight (LBW) in the tropics. There are few studies
concerning B and T lymphocyte infiltrates in placental malaria
infections or their potential association with LBW babies.
Methods A case-control study was conducted at the Medani
Hospital, Central Sudan. Cases were women who had LBW
deliveries (infants weighed <2500 g) and controls were
parturient women with normal birth weight babies.
Sociodemographic and medical characteristics were gathered
from both groups of women using questionnaires. Cases and
controls were investigated for malaria using microscopic blood
film analysis, placental histology, and immunohistochemistry for
detection of B (CD20) and T lymphocytes (CD3).
Results The two groups (97 in each arm) were well matched
in their basic characteristics.
There were no malaria-positive blood films in either the cases
or the controls. Twenty-nine (30.0%) vs. 24 (24.7%)
(P = 0.519) of the cases vs. the controls had placental malaria
infections on histological examination. Three (3.1%), two
(2.1%) and 24 (24.7%) vs. two (2.1%), two (2.1%) and 20
(20.6%) of the placentae showed evidence of acute, chronic and
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past malarial infections on histopathological examination of the
two groups (case-control), respectively, while 68 (70.1%) vs. 73
(75.3%) of them showed no signs of infection; P = 0.420.
Women with placental malaria infections had significantly fewer
CD20 cell infiltrates [6 (11.3% vs. 95 (67.4%), P < 0.001)] and
higher numbers of CD3 cell infiltrates [50 (94.3%) vs. 42
(29.8%), P < 0.001] than those without placental malaria infection. Logistic regression analysis showed that neither placental
malaria infections nor CD3 or CD20 were associated with LBW.
Conclusions Significantly higher rates of CD3 T cells and
lower rates of CD20 B cells were found in women with
placental malaria infections compared with those without such
infections. Neither placental malaria infection nor CD3 or CD20
are associated with LBW.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.182
What do women say about the quality of maternal and
newborn care services in rural Malawi?
C. Y. Kambala1,2,3, J. Mazalale1,2, J. Lohmann1, S. Brenner1, M. De Allegri1,
A. S. Muula2 and M. Sarker1,4
1
Institute of Public Health, University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg,
Germany; 2School of Public Health and Family Medicine, College of
Medicine, University of Malawi, Blantyre, Malawi; 3Environmental
Health Department, The Malawi Polytechnic, University of Malawi,
Blantyre, Malawi; 4James P. Grant School of Public Health, BRAC
University, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Introduction Clients’ experience with the care they receive
at a health facility shape either positive or negative perceptions
about quality of care, and determines future service utilization.
Studies that have assessed quality of maternal care from clients’
perspectives are limited in Malawi. Therefore, this study aimed
at gaining insights about women’s experiences and their
perceptions about quality of maternal and newborn care services
in rural Malawi.
Methods and Materials We conducted in-depth
interviews with 36 women exiting antenatal and postnatal
clinics, and those discharged from labor wards in 12 health
facilities. Further, we conducted 14 focus group discussions
(FGDs) with 168 women who had completed a pregnancy
within a year prior to interviews, in catchments areas of the
facilities. Furthermore, we conducted in-depth interviewed with
12 nurses (one per facility). The study was conducted from June
to August 2014. Interviews were digitally recorded and
transcribed verbatim. Data were analyzed using content analysis.
Results Overall, women had negative perceptions about the
quality of care due to poor experiences at the facilities. They
complained of poor interpersonal-relations i.e. being disrespected
and humiliated by the nurses during delivery; inefficient services
i.e. long waiting times; poor nursing care services i.e. inadequate
examinations and unmonitored labor and; unsatisfactory
physical conditions i.e. small delivery rooms and poor hygiene.
While only a few nurses acknowledged the presence of the stated
behaviors, most of them agreed that waiting time was too long
and examinations are inadequate. However, this was attributed
to work load due to few staff. Furthermore, the nurses attested
to the small delivery rooms and poor hygiene.
Conclusions Our study suggests poor experiences and
perceptions of maternal and newborn care services in Malawi.
Most of which are associated with the provider-patient
interactions and competence of the providers. As such, urgent
interventions are needed to address these.

Disclosure Acknowledgement: This study was funded by the
United States Agency for International Development under
Translating Research into Action, Cooperative Agreement No.
GHS-A-00-09-00015-00.
Disclaimer: This study is made possible by the support of the
American People through the Unites States Agency for International Development (USAID). The findings of this study are the
sole responsibility of the University of Heidelberg and do not
necessarily reflect the views of USAID or the United States
Government.

PS2.183
Providers’ preference among different statistical models for
assessing pro-poor service delivery status of health facilities
for maternal and neonatal health (MNH) care in Bangladesh
S. Akhter1, M. Rahman1, R. Thomas2, A. Bhuiya1 and M. E. Chowdhury1
1
Center for Equity and Health Systems, International Center for
Diarrheal Diseases Research in Bangladesh, Dhaka, Bangladesh;
2
UNFPA, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Background Rich-poor disparity for different MNH
indicators are usually assessed by community surveys through
determining relative socio-economic status (SES). However,
surveys are expensive and not conducted in regular fashion.
Different established statistical models like benefit incidence
ratio (BIR), sequential sampling technique (SST) and lot quality
assurance sampling (LQAS) are available for assessing equitable
service delivery from facilities. However, so far, not enough
initiatives have been taken for implementation any of these
models. Current study aimed to assess providers’ opinion on
user-friendliness among BIR, SST and LQAS models.
Methods Each of the three different models was used by 86
providers selected from a wide range of health facilities. The
implementation process had two steps. In the first step, the SES
status of the client was determined by asking a pre-set of
questions regarding ownership of selected household assets. A
poor was detected by an aggregated score, less than that
corresponding to bottom 40% of the population level, estimated
through principal component analysis. The second step involved
determining the pro-poor service delivery status of the facility by
using minimum required number of clients (ranging 9 to 50)
using each of the three models. After implementation, the
providers were interviewed for their opinion on acceptability of
the models.
Results More than half (56%) of the care providers reported
SST to be the easiest one for analysis and decision-making. The
corresponding figures for BIR and LQAS were 15% and 29%
respectively. When the care providers were asked about their
opinions for overall satisfaction level in using the different
statistical models, 67%, 19%, and 14% reported in favour of
SST, LQAS, and BIR respectively. Although the average time
required for analysis and decision-making between the LQAS
(17 min) and SST (18 min) did not statistically differ, that for
BIR was high (21 min) (P = 0.000). When the care providers
were asked about having any problem in implementing the
models, a few of the providers mentioned about the requirement
of further training and additional time for this activity.
Conclusions The SST was found as the most preferred
statistical method for analysis and decision-making for assessing
equity in service delivery. This method has potential to be used
with any standard monitoring tool to monitor gain in equity in
service delivery from a health facility.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Developing a brief tool for assessing pro-poorness of service
delivery from public health facilities for maternal and
neonatal health (MNH) care in Bangladesh

For what do district health managers in Ghana use their
working time? A time use survey in three districts

S. Akhter1, M. Rahman1, R. Thomas2, A. Bhuiya1 and M. E. Chowdhury1
1
Center for Equity and Health Systems, International Center for
Diarrheal Diseases Research in Bangladesh (ICDDR, B), Dhaka,
Bangladesh; 2UNFPA, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Background Rich-poor disparity for different maternal and
neonatal health (MNH) indicators are usually assessed by
community surveys through determining relative socio-economic
status (SES). However, surveys are expensive and not conducted
in regular fashion and also difficult to use at the point of service
delivery. Intervention programmes have been developed and
implemented to strengthen facility-based MNH service delivery.
However, there is lack of a simple tool to monitor the propoorness of service delivery of the health facilities as a result of
a programme.
Objective This study aimed at developing a simple tool (list
of minimum number of assets) to correctly identify the poor
patients at health facility level for assessing pro-poorness of
service delivery of a health facility.
Methodology Using publicly-available BDHS 2011 data
and applying principal component analysis (PCA) technique we
identified a set of minimum number of assets to correctly
identify the poor. The list of minimum number of asset variables
that met the basic assumptions of PCA analysis and generated a
wealth index having the highest sensitivity, specificity, and kappa
agreement to identify the poor was considered the final asset list
for this study.
Results To classify an individual as poor or non-poor, we had
identified the lists of minimum number of assets-12 assets for
urban households and 19 assets for rural households. These lists
generated a wealth index that had high sensitivity (94.8% for
urban households and 90.7% for rural households), and high
specificity (94.6% for urban households and 91.9% for rural
households). We had considered the national indices for urban
and rural households from Bangladesh demographic and health
survey (BDHS) 2011 as the gold standards. These final tools
showed ‘excellent agreement’ (kappa = 0.89 for urban
households and = 0.82 for rural households) and ‘high internal
coherence’ (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.88 for urban households and
= 0.82 for rural households) with the national indices for urban
and rural households. The generated wealth indices from both
tools were also strongly correlated (R = 0.97 for both urban and
rural households).
Conclusions This simple, valid, and reliable tool for
identifying poor patients at the point of service delivery, has
potential to be implemented in a larger scale to monitor propoorness of service delivery from different types of health
facilities in Bangladesh and other developing countries.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

M. Bonenberger1,2, M. Aikins3, P. Akweongo3, X. Bosch-Capblanch1,2 and
K. Wyss1,2
1
Swiss Centre for International Health, Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
3
School of Public Health, University of Ghana, Legon, Ghana

Background Ineffective district health management
potentially impacts on health system performance and service
delivery. However, little is known about district health managing
practices and time allocation in resource-constrained health
systems. Therefore, a time use study was conducted in order to
understand work time allocation patterns of district health
managers in Ghana.
Methods All 21 district health managers working in three
districts of the Eastern Region were included in the study and
followed for 3 months. Daily retrospective interviews about
their time use were conducted, covering 1182 person-days of
observation. Time use of all district health managers combined
was assessed as well as the different managerial cadres and
work time allocation patterns over time.
Results District health managers used most of their working
time for data management (16.6%), attending
workshops (12.3%), financial management (8.7%), training of
staff (7.1%), drug and supply management (5.0%), and
travelling (9.6%). The study found significant variations of
time use across the managerial cadres as well as high weekly
variations of time use impulsed mainly by a national vertical
program.
Conclusions District health managers in Ghana use
substantial amounts of their working time in only few activities
and vertical programs greatly influence their time use. Our
findings suggest that efficiency gains are possible for district
health managers. However, these are unlikely to be achieved
without improvements within the general health system, as
inefficiencies seem to be largely caused by external factors.
Disclosure MB received financial support from the
Freiwillige Akademische Gesellschaft (FAG) Basel, Switzerland.
Funding for the project was received from the European
Commission’s Seventh Framework Programme under grant
agreement no 266334.

PS2.186
Factors influencing the work efficiency of district health
managers in low-resource settings: a qualitative study in
Ghana
M. Bonenberger1,2, M. Aikins3, P. Akweongo3 and K. Wyss1,2
1
Swiss Centre for International Health, Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
3
School of Public Health, University of Ghana, Legon, Ghana

Background There is evidence that district health managers
influence health system performance and thus, poor and
inefficient district health management is likely to negatively
affect health systems. This study aims to identify factors
affecting inefficient district management practices, strategies to
cope with these factors, and possible ways to improve efficiency.
Methods We conducted 19 semi-structured interviews with
district health managers in three districts of the Eastern Region
in Ghana, which comprised 90% of the district health
managerial workforce working in these districts during data
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collection in 2013. The data was analysed through a thematic
framework method analysis.
Results Financial constraints, human resource shortages,
inadequate means of transport, and poor communication of
upcoming activities from the regional and national levels were
identified as key factors for inefficient district health management.
Strategies to cope with such factors included reutilisation of
vertical program funds and donor funds to carry out field
activities, prioritising time-bound activities, and making extensive
use of unqualified personnel to carry out managerial activities. The
main suggestion from respondents on how to improve managerial
efficiency were with regard to improving planning,
communication and time management skills of district health
managers, but also these of managers at all other levels of the
health system, from the sub-district level to the national level.
Conclusions Inefficient district management is a result of
constraining factors at all levels of the health system and are not
caused by district health managers alone. Interventions to
improve efficiency at district level can only yield positive results
if a systems approach is used which tackles inadequacies in the
entire health system.
Disclosure MB received financial support from the
Freiwillige Akademische Gesellschaft (FAG) Basel, Switzerland.
Funding for the project was received from the European
Commission’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) under grant
agreement no 266334.

PS2.187
Social inequalities in cervical cancer risk – Mozambique
B. Rostad
Faculty of Medicine, Trondheim, Norway

Objectives Cervical cancer is the most common cause of
cancer morbidity and mortality in sub-Saharan Africa. Social
factors are mostly ignored in cervical cancer research. The
objective of this study was to identify social inequalities in
cervical cancer risk.
Methods A hospital based case-control study was conducted,
comparing 133 patients diagnosed with invasive cervical cancer
admitted to the department of oncology (cases) with 120 agematched patients free of any cervical malignancy admitted to the
department of gynecology (controls). Data were collected by
standardized interviews by nurses at the Central Hospital,
Maputo. Social inequalities were measured by education,
employment and income.
Results Statistical analyses showed that education was most
strongly associated with cervical cancer risk. Cancer cervix
patients were generally less educated than the controls, and
significantly more of them had only <2–3 years of schooling.
Illiteracy was more common among the cancer cervix patients
(30% vs. 7% in controls). Illiterate women were less likely to
attend health education classes, to consult health professionals,
and were subsequently diagnosed at a later stage than educated
women. Low educational attainment was associated with
adverse sexual and reproductive behavior. There were no
significant differences in employment rate between cases and
controls; however the cancer patients were generally in poorer
occupational positions than the controls. Although the cancer
patients reported poorer employment, there were no differences
between the groups as to adequacy of income.
Conclusion Social inequalities in cervical cancer risk were
evident. Poorly educated and illiterate women had a significant
excess risk of cervical cancer.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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When is procurement expected to harm clinical practice –
a qualitative study
M. Lingg1, K. Wyss2 and L. Duran-Arenas3
Swiss TPH, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 2Swiss TPH, Basel,
Switzerland; 3Autonomous University of Mexico, London, UK
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Introduction Certain healthcare system processes are
assumed to constrain the delivery of good quality of care. The
procurement of high-risk medical devices influences long-term
clinical results. Quality of care can be influenced in terms of
clinical practice of medical devices respectively underlying
procurement process practices. The main research objective of
this project was to understand the relationship between
procurement processes for orthopaedic medical devices and
clinical practice in three European countries as well as Mexico.
Methods 59 interviews of different stakeholders were
performed in four countries to assess procurement processes of
orthopaedic devices. Interviews took place in Mexico (n = 24,
40.6%), Switzerland (n = 14, 23.8%), UK and Germany (each
n = 10, 17.0%). One interviewee represented the EU. 23
(39.0%) participants were government officials, 19 (32.2%)
were hospital staff or medical supplier, and 17 (28.8%) were
surgeons. An analytical conceptual model was applied to
determine differences across countries and across stakeholders.
Results Respondents emphasized the close interrelationship
between procurement process and clinical practice. If
disconnected, it negatively impacts the quality of the rendered
service, clinical use and clinical efficacy of medical devices. The
four countries differed in their purchase strategy and in the way
in which the procurement processes involved the surgeon in
decision-making. In Mexico (tendering) and Germany (buying
syndicates) price partially overrules important factors related to
clinical practice. Surgeons’ needs and participation in decisionmaking are disregarded and limited. In Switzerland and UK, selfregulating processes prevail. Surgeons, suppliers, and government
officials shared similar opinions. Differences were derived from
stakeholders with a focus on regulatory or strategic health care
provision. This was peculiar for Mexico. Only government
officials with advisory function emphasized findings on
procurement strongly.
Conclusions An understanding of opinions and experiences
of stakeholders having certain powers to influence procurement
process practices in Mexico based on programmes improving
quality or increasing the use of clinical evidence is missing. The
assessment of the relationship between procurement process
interrelations and quality of care will help to improve the
purchase of medical devices in general and the purchase of
orthopaedic medical devices in particular.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.189
Health system actors0 participation in primary health care
in Nepal
J. K. Karki1, A. Lee1, M. Johnson1, P. Simkhada2, M. R. Chhetri3 and G. Jones1
School of Heatlh and Related Research, University of Sheffield, Sheffield,
UK; 2Liverpool John Moores University, Liverpool, UK; 3Chitwan
Medical College, Bharatpur, Nepal

1

Background Community participation in Primary Health
Care (PHC) has been a major theme in health system debates
since the declaration of Alma Ata on PHC in 1978. The
government of Nepal and other health providers have
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incorporated community participation into their health policies
and programme. However, community participation has mostly
been understood as villagers using available services and not as
active contributors to their design, delivery and local
appropriateness.
Method A qualitative study was conducted to understand
community participation in PHC in Nepal. Forty-one semistructured interviews and four focus group discussions were
conducted with different stakeholders from 21 groups of health
systems actors in two Village Development Committees (VDCs).
Interviews were transcribed and translated, then coded using
NVivo10. Themes and subthemes were developed from these
codes using an inductive approach, before a thematic framework
was applied for analysis.
Findings Financial benefit, social power and spiritual gains
are the main motivators for participation, however, there is
limited understanding of what participation means amongst key
actors. There are not enabling relationships between actors to
facilitate community participation, whilst poverty, gender, caste
and social hierarchy were found to be the main barriers for
community participation in PHC. Contrary to high community
engagement in socio-cultural activities in the villages, there is
less participation in PHC than the government and some outside
agencies claim, with village members still only engaging with
PHC as service users.
Conclusion Community participation in the two VDCs
remains low. Levels of engagement are influenced by factors
including; local context, socio-economic status, gender, ethnicity,
caste, politics and ease of access to services. If communities are
to be engaged with all aspects of PHC delivery, a greater
understanding of what participation means is required as well as
a focus upon the root causes of peoples0 participation and nonparticipation.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

interviewed about past treatment and access to the national
social health insurance (PhilHealth) and conditional cash transfer
(CCT) programs. Data analysis was done using the Generalized
Linear Mixed Model.
Results Prevalence of schistosomiasis (SCH), soil-transmitted
helminthiasis (STH), and co-infection, respectively, was 13.7%,
64.0%, and 10.5% in adults (n = 408) and 11.6%, 65.1%, and
9.1% in children (n = 519). An adult with SCH was 2.8 times
likely to have a child with SCH; conversely, a child with SCH
was 13.8 and 5.8 times likely to have a parent and sibling,
respectively, with SCH. An adult with STH was 3.9 times likely
to have a child with STH; a child with STH was 4.6 times likely
to have a parent with STH. An adult with co-infection was 2.9
times likely to have a child with co-infection; a child with coinfection was 16.9 and 4.8 times likely to have a parent and
sibling, respectively, with co-infection. Wealth index was
inversely associated with SCH (OR = 0.8) and co-infection
(OR = 0.8) in adults and STH (OR = 0.8) in children. An adult
with PhilHealth was 2.5 times likely to have co-infection, while
a child in a CCT family was 2.9 and 2.8 times likely to have
SCH and co-infection, respectively. Being underweight was not
associated with SCH or STH in children. Previous treatment was
not associated with SCH or STH in adults and children.
Conclusion Results indicate that effective control of SCH
and STH in these villages remains far from reach. Consistent
with the global emphasis on integrated control that goes beyond
mass treatment, results suggest the need for a creative control
strategy that targets families at-risk. Moreover, as UHC cannot
be achieved through coverage alone, findings also suggest the
need to examine how the current drive towards UHC should set
the stage for better NTD control in support of the post-2015
agenda.
Disclosure This work was supported by the Ateneo de
Manila University, Philippines.
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Prioritizing neglected tropical diseases to achieve universal
health care in the Philippines: lessons from four villages in
Leyte province
H. J. C. Liwanag1,2, M. M. Dayrit1,2, R. Bataller3, J. Uy1, J. R. Gatchalian1,
B. De La Calzada4, A. Cuayzon5 and J. A. Uy6
1
Ateneo Center for Health Evidence, Action and Leadership (A-HEALS),
Pasig City, Metro Manila, Philippines; 2Ateneo School of Medicine and
Public Health, Ateneo de Manila University, Pasig City, Metro Manila,
Philippines; 3Department of Mathematics, School of Science and
Engineering, Ateneo de Manila University, Quezon City, Metro Manila,
Philippines; 4Schistosomiasis Research and Training Center, Palo, Leyte,
Philippines; 5Schistosomiasis Control and Elimination Program and
Integrated Helminth Control Program, Department (Ministry) of Health
Regional Office VIII, Palo, Leyte, Philippines; 6Department of Pathology
and Laboratory Medicine, The Medical City, Pasig City, Metro Manila,
Philippines

Introduction The year 2015 is the fifth year of the drive
towards Universal Health Care (UHC) in the Philippines.
However, achieving UHC in the context of the post-2015
agenda will require prioritizing neglected tropical diseases
(NTDs) that continue to affect poor communities.
Methodology In March 2015, using the Kato-Katz
technique we examined stool specimens of adults and children
who belong to 209 randomly-selected families in four rural
villages in Leyte, Philippines. Nutritional status of children was
described using BMI-for-age. The wealth index of each family
was calculated based on the asset-based approach. Adults were
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Social inequality and occurrence of Dengue
M. C. N. Costa, E. S. Paix~ao, M. S. Natividade, L. L. Cardim and
M. G. Teixeira
Sa
ude Coletiva, Universidade Federal da Bahia, Salvador, Brazil

Introduction The occurrence of most infectious diseases is
associated with poor living conditions (LC). However, with
regard to dengue, there is still controversy about this
relationship. The objective of this study was to verify the
existence of social inequalities in the spatial distribution of
dengue in Itabuna/Brazil, 2009.
Methods and Materials An ecological study was carried
out, with census tracts (CT) as units of analysis. An index of
living conditions (LCI) was calculated for each CT of the city.
These were grouped into four strata of best, middle, low, and
very low LC and then dengue incidence and Relative Risk/RR
was calculated for each stratum. Spatial autocorrelation was
evaluated by the Moran Global Index. The relationship between
spatial distribution of dengue incidence and LCI, and among
LCI and each variable that makes up this index, beyond of the
Premix Index (PI) was examined by spatial linear regression.
Results The incidence of dengue in Itabuna was 7387.7/
100 000 inhabitants. All CT notified cases of dengue, but those
of better LC had higher rates. Significant spatial autocorrelation
(0.542; P = 0.01) between LC and PI was identified. The
incidence of dengue in CT with better LC (10 379/100 000) was
2.5 times higher than that in the very low LC. Spatial linear
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regression indicated a significant negative association
(b = 00:07; P = 0.05) between dengue incidence and LCI.
Conclusion The epidemic transmission of dengue virus in
Itabuna occurred throughout all urban area, regardless of class
social. Possibly, the highest risk of dengue observed in stratum
of best LC was due to others factors, such as:
1. Higher level of herd immunity, preexistent among the poorest, to circulating serotype;
2. Greater receptivity of the environmental conditions of the
homes of the wealthier for proliferation of Aedes aegypti and
hence, greater circulation of this mosquitoes in those areas.
Keywords Dengue; Spatial distribution; Living Conditions,
Social Inequality.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.192
Racial disparities in child health: a longitudinal analysis of
mothers employing the multiple disadvantage model
T. C. Cheng1 and C. C. Lo2
School of Social Work, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL, USA;
2
Sociology and Social Work, Texas Woman’s University, Denton, TX,
USA

1

Introduction A study employing the recently developed
multiple disadvantage model examined racial disparities in
associations between children’s health and their mothers’ health,
mental health, access to care, substance use, social relationships,
and social structural factors.
Method The sample for this secondary data analysis was
nationally representative, comprising 4373 mothers of newborns,
interviewed for the Fragile Families and Child Wellbeing Study
(FFCWS). The mothers were interviewed five times by FFCWS
between 1998 and 2009. The outcome variable, child health,
was measured by a mother’s report of a child’s general health
based on two categories, ‘poor’ and ‘good’; 2149 African
American children, 1244 Hispanic children, and 980 White
children were involved.
Results Generalized estimating equations conducted
separately for the three ethnic groups showed likelihood of
reported good health to be associated positively with mother’s
health (current health and health during pregnancy). The impact
of mother’s health on child’s health was stronger among African
American than White mothers. For African American children,
good health’s likelihood was associated with mothers’
educational level, receipt of informal child care, receipt of public
health insurance, uninsured status, and absence of depression.
For Hispanic children, good health’s likelihood was associated
with mothers’ educational level, receipt of substance-use
treatment, and non-receipt of public assistance.
Conclusions Fostering good health in mothers appears to be
vital for children’s good health. This is especially so for African
American mothers, whose access to informal child care and
public health insurance is also important for their children’s
health. Additionally, for African American mothers with
depression, promotion of help-seeking behaviors is important.
Hispanic mothers in this study were willing to pursue substanceuse treatment. Immigrant Hispanic mothers probably received
little public assistance, due to restrictive policies.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.193
Understanding the motivation and performance of
community health volunteers involved in the delivery of
health programmes: a realist inquiry
G. Vareilles1, B. Marchal2, S. Kane3, G. Pictet1, T. Petric1 and J. Pommier4
1
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies,
Geneva, Switzerland; 2Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium;
3
Royal Tropical Institute, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; 4School of
Public Health, Rennes, France

Trained and supported community health volunteers can contribute to better health outcomes low and middle income countries. However, the extent to which the capacity building
strategy influences the performance of community health volunteers needs further exploration. This paper presents the result of
a realist inquiry that aimed to understand the factors influencing
the performance of Red Cross (RC) community health volunteers
involved in the delivery of an immunisation programme in Kampala (Uganda).
Given the complexity of capacity building intervention, we used
a realist approach. A case study design was adopted and two cases
were selected in Kampala (each case is a RC branch run by a programme manager). We collected data through mixed methods,
including document review, participant observation, interviews
with the two branch managers and with 30 volunteers.
People decide to volunteer with RC in Kampala for extrinsic
motives on one extreme to intrinsic motives at the other end.
How their motivation evolves over time is influenced by how the
RC managers respond to them. A capacity building programme
– that include autonomy supportive supervision, skill and knowledge enhancement – adapted to the different sub-groups of volunteers lead to satisfaction of the three key drivers of volunteer
motivation: feelings of autonomy, of competences and of connectedness. This contributes to higher retention, better task performance and well-being among the volunteers. Enabling
contextual conditions include RC responsiveness to community
needs and recognition from the Uganda RC Society and the community to the volunteers.
A management approach that caters for the different motivational states and changing needs of the volunteers will lead to
better performance. The findings inform the Uganda RC Society
on their local operations. As part of a larger research, they will
contribute to strengthen RC capacity building programmes.
Disclosure Competing interests: None Funding The study is
funded by the International Federation of Red Cross and Red
Crescent Societies (Geneva, Swizterland). Ga€elle Vareilles is the
recipient of a PhD grant under the IFRC funding that provides a
monthly stipend and a bench fee to cover local travel and
research expenses.

PS2.194
Prison food provisions, family support and vulnerability to
health risks in Zambia
S. M. Topp1,2,3, C. N. Moonga1, C. Mudenda1, C. Chileshe4, G. Magwende4,
S. J. Heymann5 and G. Henostroza1,6
1
Centre for Infectious Disease Research in Zambia, Lusaka, Zambia;
2
James Cook University, Townsville, Qld, Australia; 3Nossal Institute for
Global Health, University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Vic., Australia;
4
Health Directorate, Zambian Prison Service, Kabwe, Zambia; 5Fielding
School of Public Health, University of California – LA, Los Angeles, CA,
USA; 6University of Alabama in Birmingham, Birmingham, AL, USA

Background Despite much conjecture, little empirical
research exists to document the environmental, social and
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cultural dynamics influencing inmate health in sub-Saharan
African prisons. Forming part of a larger programme seeking to
strengthen Zambian prison health systems this study was carried
out to improve policy makers’ and programmers’ understanding
of the interplay between structural and behavioural factors
driving health practice(s) among Zambian male inmates.
Methods In-depth interviews were carried out with a simple
random sample of 79 male inmates and 30 prison officers from
four Zambian prison facilities. Sites were selected to achieve
representation of high, medium and low-security prisons of
varying distance from major urban hubs. Interviews were audiorecorded and later translated and transcribed for thematic
analysis. All participants provided verbal informed consent.
Findings Lack of access to good quality or sufficient quantity
of food was reported by 67 of the 79 inmate respondents as
directly or indirectly affecting their health. Central among the
emerging themes was the inadequate amount and nutritional
value of food provided by the prison system (Food is not enough
and there are no vegetables; Male, Site 2) and the uneven access
to familial support for supplemental nutrition and other
resources (Relatives are the ones who provide that support.
Without them it is difficult; respondent, Site 1). Inmates who
lacked social connections and familial support described
experiencing high levels of physical and mental stress (When you
don’t have relatives to support you, [you] can become desperate;
Male, Site 3) which contributed to uneven social and power
dynamics. These informal hierarchies underpinned a number of
high-risk behaviours among some inmates, including coercive
sexual and non-sexual relationships (People [can] take advantage
of others because of food; Male, Site 3).
Conclusions Because of limited public provision of basic
resources, a strong link exists between Zambian inmates’ access
to familial support and their ability to negotiate prison life.
While the mechanisms differ, our findings that incarceration can
be a powerful force in reproducing and reinforcing existing
social inequities is parallel to observations from high income
countries. Improvements in both the quality and quantity of
nutrition provided by the prisons is important to address both
direct and indirect health consequences of unequal access to
food.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.195
Quality analysis of the health information system data in
the Democratic Republic of Congo
E. Tshikamba1, B. Chanfreau2, S. Salumu Siyangoli3, O. Aoun4, F. M. Lahaye1
and C. Rapp1,4
1
Senghor University, Alexandria, Egypt; 2Bordeaux 2 University ISPED,
Bordeaux, France; 3Healh Ministry of Congo, Kinshasa, Congo; 4SMIT
Begin, Saint-Mande Cedex, France

Introduction The establishment of a high-quality health
information system (HIS) in low-income countries is a WHO
priority. In West and Central Africa, few countries have the
ability to produce high-quality statistics with an impact on
health policy.
Objective To assess the quality of epidemiological
surveillance data collection and analysis in the Democratic
Republic of Congo.
Methods We carried out a cross-sectional study in three
health areas of the Maniema province. Data was collected from
central offices, health centers and the general referral hospital.
Data quality and data management system were evaluated using
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operational action plans, monthly activity reports and collection
tools regarding selected health indicators.
Results Completeness of reporting was satisfactory but
deadlines were seldom respected. Data accuracy of central offices
was satisfactory. In comparison, health care establishments
reported data with a very variable quality. The data
management system evaluation showed several organizational
and technical deficiencies. Data collection was not computerized.
Trained collection and analysis workers were lacking. There was
no self-evaluation and feed-back rarely existed.
Conclusion The HIS of this region of Congo is not in
accordance with international norms of good quality data.
Among the corrective actions, computerization of the data
collection and analysis system, training of personnel and
establishment of self-evaluation procedures seem necessary.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.196
Seroprevalence of transfusion-transmitted infections in
recipients in Chad
G. Doumde1, M. Djimadoum2, D. Mbaibarem1, O. Aoun3, C. Mesenge4,
F. M. Lahaye1 and C. Rapp1,3
1
Senghor University, Alexandria, Egypt; 2National Blood Transfusion
Center, Ndjamena, Chad; 3SMIT Begin, Saint-Mande Cedex, France;
4
Montreal University, Montreal, QC, Canada

Introduction In Chad, due to a low voluntary screening
rate, seroprevalence of transfusion-transmitted infections (HIV,
HBV, HCV, syphilis) in hospitalized patients is unknown. This
situation induces a major nosocomial risk in health care centers.
Objective To assess the seroprevalence of HIV, HBV, HCV
and syphilis infections in patients requiring blood transfusion.
Methods During 3 months, a prospective study was carried
out in the national blood transfusion center of N’Djamena on
blood samples of recipients from several health care centers of
the capital. Patient selection was made with a standardized
questionnaire. Patients admitted in infectious disease
departments were excluded. We collecteddata relatedtoage, sex,
profession, marital status, indication for blood transfusion
andHIV, HBV, HCVand syphilis serologies.
Results We analyzed 302 samples (M: 76, F: 226). Global
seroprevalence of HIV infection was 9.6%(three fold higher than
the volunteer donors’rate). It was similar to the national
prevalence between the ages of 16 and 35 years old. There was
no difference regarding sex or socio-economic status. HBV
seroprevalence was 6.62% (comparable to general population
figures). In patients older than 65 years, it was 33%.
Seroprevalence of HIV-HBV coinfection was 1%. HCV
seroprevalence was 3.64%, matching national data. Syphilis
prevalence was 4% (alike national numbers). In total, one
patient out of five was infected by HIV, HBV, HCV or syphilis.
Conclusion In this study, seroprevalence of transfusiontransmitted infections was very high. This alarming result
highlights the need for reinforcing the prevention and
management of blood exposure incidents in health care centers
and encouraging voluntary screening in the general population.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS2.197
The role of community-based health care centre on the
health outcomes of the elderly: evidence from the
Indonesian family life survey
E. H. Pangaribowo
Department of Environmental Geography, Gadjah Mada University,
Jogjakarta, Indonesia

The increasing trend of aging population in Indonesia and other
developing countries is not only an indicator of demographic
momentum, but it also leads to more consequential matters for
the socioeconomic condition of elderly people. On the economic
aspect, the increasing of elderly means increasing more budgets
on social security. In the case of developing countries where
social security functions have not been well established and performed optimally, the role of community and extended family is
largely significant to maintain the quality of life of the elderly.
Using the case of Indonesia, this study examines the role of
Posyandu Lansia (Health Care Centre for the Elderly) on the
quality of life of the aged. The determinants of elderly participation in Posyandu Lansia are also investigated. This study
employs the rich longitudinal data of Indonesian Family Life Survey (IFLS). IFLS collects longitudinal data on household characteristics, the communities in which they live, and the health and
education facilities they use. IFLS round 2007 provided a particular section of Posyandu Lansia in the community questionnaire.
The results show that education attainment and knowledge on
health facility and service increases the probability of participation in the community health care centre. Participation varies
across regions. In addition, the presence of health care centre for
the elderly in the village has a significant role in enhancing quality of life of elderly people through maintaining physical and
mental health of the elderly. Controlling for individual characteristics and socioeconomic variables such as education, income,
and access to formal health care facilities, the elder people who
participate in the health care centre for the elderly in the village
have less sickness period and lower level of depression. Hence, it
can be concluded that the health care centre for the elderly in
the community might provide informal support for people who
have no mean or lack of formal support. The establishment of
health care centre for the elderly in Indonesia is an alternative
strategy to promote the quality of life of elderly which can be
applied in other Asian countries, particularly the developing
countries which might experience elderly explosion in the future.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Herzegovina and Republika Srpska (RS). BiH is not only
vulnerable due to its political deadlock, but also faces the
challenge of increasingly vulnerable populations. The 2012
WHO review of social determinants found that ‘health inequities
are not diminishing and are increasing in many countries’,
among them BiH.
Methods In RS, we conducted Focus Groups among various
types of participants (political stakeholders, doctors, nurses,
social workers, civil society members) and examined what types
of vulnerable groups exist in BiH and what types of PHC
services could meet their needs.
Results Groups identified as being the most vulnerable ones
included (in ranked order): elderly people, especially poor ones,
living alone and/or in rural areas; disabled people; pregnant
women and new mothers; people with chronic diseases; and
members of ethnic minorities, particularly Roma. While
physicians have a pivotal role in PHC, there was agreement that
it was the nursing profession, and more specifically the
community nurses that are best suited to care for vulnerable
populations. The results helped to define the new profile of
community nurses (as opposed to former so-called patronage
nurses), this being a central component of the large project titled
‘Strengthening Nursing in BiH’.
Conclusions In sum, a country that has suffered from
political and social unrest needs health services that build
bridges between factions, religions, ethnic divisions, displaced
and vulnerable populations that are able to ‘break the social
stigma’, as a nurse of a mental health centre put it. There is a
consensus in BiH at almost all levels (entity, ministerial,
institutional, human resources, medical, nursing, social services
etc.) that the implementation (including re-definition, reinvention, re-design) of community nursing services is the way to
go. The nurses involved in the redesigned services are called
FMNiC: Family Medicine Nurses in the Community.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.199
The reality of task shifting in medicines management – a
case study from Tanzania
K. A. Wiedenmayer1, S. Mapunjo2 and N. Kapologwe3
1
Swiss Centre for International Health, Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2Ministry of Health and Social Welfare, Dar
es Salaam, Tanzania; 3Regional Office of Health, Shinyanga, Tanzania

Introduction Tanzania suffers from a severe shortage of
PS2.198
Addressing vulnerable populations’ needs by redesigning
community nursing services: findings from a research and
development project in Republika Srpska
A. Bischoff1 and A. Bukva-Mahmutovic2
1
Division of Tropical and Humanitarian Medicine, Geneva University
Hospitals, Geneve, Switzerland; 2Fami, Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Introduction Most transition countries in Central and
Eastern Europe and Central Asia are engaged in health reform
initiatives aimed at introducing primary health care (PHC)
centred on family medicine to enhance performance of their
health systems. However, in some of these countries the
introduction of PHC reforms has been particularly challenging.
Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) is case in point. Due to its violent
past, BiH is a vulnerable country in many ways. BiH comprises
two autonomous entities: the Federation of Bosnia and

human resources for health, including pharmaceutical staff. This
shortage negatively affects the provision of pharmaceutical
services and access to medicines, particularly in rural areas. Task
shifting has been proposed as a way to mitigate the impact of
health worker shortfalls. The aim of this study was to
understand the context and extent of task shifting in
pharmaceutical management in Dodoma Region, Tanzania.
Methods A cross-sectional study was conducted in 270 public
health facilities in 2011. A pre-tested questionnaire was
administered to the person in charge of the health facility to
collect data on staff employed and their respective
pharmaceutical tasks. The national establishments for
pharmaceutical staffing levels and national job descriptions of all
facility cadres were also analysed.
Results While the required staffing levels for pharmaceutical
staff in 1999 were 50 for Dodoma Region, the region employed
a total of only 14 pharmaceutical staff in 2011. Job descriptions
revealed that, in addition to pharmaceutical staff, only nurses
were required to provide dispensing and adherence counselling
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services. In 95.5% of studied health facilities, medicines supply
management was done by non-pharmaceutically trained cadres,
predominantly medical attendants.
Conclusions Task shifting is a reality in the pharmaceutical
sector in Tanzania and it occurs mainly as a coping mechanism
to the existing health workforce crisis, rather than a formal
response to the shortage. In Dodoma Region, pharmacy-related
tasks and supply management have informally been shifted to
clinical health workers without policy guidance, explicit job
descriptions, or the necessary support through systematic
training. Implicit task shifting should be recognized and
formalized. Job orientation, training and operational procedures
may be useful to support the non-pharmaceutical health workers
to effectively manage medicine supply.
Disclosure The study was done in the frame of the Health
Promotion and System Strengthening Project, funded by the
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation.

PS2.200
Child health services in Burkina Faso: quality of care and
equity in utilization
J.-L. Koulidiati1, M. De Allegri1, H. Hien2, S. Somda2, V. Ridde3 and
A. Souares1
1
University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany; 2Centre Muraz, Bobo
Dioulasso, Burkina Faso; 3Universite de Montreal, Montreal, QC,
Canada

Mortality of children under 5 years has decreased dramatically
in the last 20 years, from 12 million in 1990 to 6.9 million in
2011. However, even if sub-Saharan African countries have
experienced this trend, Africa remains the part of the world with
the highest rates of infant mortality. Burkina Faso, is still far
from achieving Millennium Development Goal 4 (to reduce child
mortality by two thirds between 1990 and 2015). It is a country
with one of the highest infant and child mortality rates in the
world (146 deaths/1000 live births). This mortality rate is especially high in rural areas, among the poorest including children
with the least educated mothers. Poor access to health services
related to financial, geographical and cultural barriers and poor
quality of care are important factors influencing the high rate of
infant and child mortality. The objective of this study is to evaluate quality of child health services and equity in access of child
health services. Household surveys and facility surveys have
been, from October 2013 to February 2014 in 565 health facilities in 24 different districts of Burkina Faso. The main data collected were at: household level: socio-economic status, barriers
to use of child health services, household health expenditures,
perceptions of child health service quality, anthropometric measures, at health facility level: facility assessment (staff, infrastructures, equipment. . .), under five consultation observation and
patient exit interviews (satisfaction. . .). The data are currently
analysed and will lead to analyses of quality of care for child
health services and equity in utilization of health services.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Comparative research into how Turks living in Turkey and
Germany perceive and use their health systems (Kocaeli
and Dusseldorf examples)
F. Toker
School of Kesan Yusuf Capraz Applied Science, Trakya University,
Edirne, Turkey

Turkish economic migration to Germany began more than
50 years ago and today approximately 2.5 millon Turks live in
Germany (about 3% of the population); however, efforts to integrate them into German society have not been as successful as
hoped for.
We aimed to analyze the similarities and differences in how
Turks living in Turkey and Germany perceive and use the health
system in their country. Therefore we interviewed 1130 people
and 164 doctors in both Kocaeli and D€
usseldorf.
36.3% of the Turks living in D€
usseldorf who participated in
this research said that they preferred to converse with their
doctors in German, 33.3% in Turkish and 27.2% stated no
preference. This result appears to be a level indicator of the
extent to which Turks are integrated in Germany and German
health system. Getting medicine from a pharmacy, consulting
a mosque hodja and trying a folk remedy are rare in
both groups, but more frequent in D€
usseldorf than in
Kocaeli.
One of the striking results in this study is that 11.5% of the
Turks who live in D€
usseldorf and 17.8% of those living in
Kocaeli do not believe that the physicians can actually heal.
30.4% of the Turks who live in D€
usseldorf had never been to
a physician for a general check-up; in Kocaeli, up to 70%.
The results of this study and the data gathered show that the
attitude of the Turks living in Kocaeli and D€
usseldorf to the
medical facilities is firstly affected by the health system itself.
Culture and beliefs constitute a secondary effect on their behaviors. To find out whether they have any problems caused by the
health system, similar comparative studies have to be carried out
among Germans.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; 3Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade
Federal de Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil

1

Introduction Attracting and retaining health professionals
in remote, rural and underserviced areas is a problem which
plays a significant role in reducing access to health services. This
study focuses on describing the challenges faced at national level
to ensure the population0 s access to physicians in the Portuguese
National Health Services (NHS) and the strategies implemented
to tackle this issue.
Methods and Materials We analyzed information
extracted from policy documents, technical documents and
research. The documents were searched in government websites
and databases and key-informants were consulted. The analysis
aimed at responding to the following questions:
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1. What are the challenges faced by decision makers in Portugal to ensure the population0 s access to Human Resources for
Health (HRH)?
2. Is the scarcity of physicians or asymmetric distribution identified among the problems?
3. What are the causes attributed to the asymmetric distribution? what are the strategies presented and implemented to
address the asymmetric distribution? (5) is there any evaluation
for these strategies?
Results The need for a national HRH long-term plan in
Portugal are recognized almost by all evaluation documents.
There is a lack of documents showing concrete strategies. Keyinformants commented strategies such as
1. Financial incentive through the residency period of physicians who commit to continue to work in an underserviced areas
during the same period after graduation;
2. Opening of medical schools;
3. Recruitment of foreign doctors through bilateral agreements, and
4. Providing financial and non-financial incentives during
5 years period – April 2015. No evaluation of these strategies
was found.
Conclusions There is a need for collaboration between
policymakers and researchers in order to assess the implemented
strategies towards creating a more structured and cost-effective
policymaking process and consequently increasing the
population0 s access to physicians.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Conclusions While cost estimates are necessary to provide
data for resource mobilisation and allocation, the practical
realities of routinely collecting cost data make it difficult to be
prescriptive on the guidelines for collecting cost data at country
level. Information systems that routinely collect financial data at
health facilities and national level could streamline this process.
Such systems and associated guidance documents should allow
flexibility that reflects differences in implementation of activities
across settings.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
PS2.204
Costs of dengue hospitalization and public prevention and
control activities in urban Sri Lanka
N. Thalagala1, H. Tiserra2,3, P. Palihawadana2, A. Amarasinghe2,
A. Ambagahawita2, A. Wilder-Smith4,5, D. S. Shepard6 and Y. Tozan7,8
1
National Child Health Programme, Family Health Bureau, Ministry of
Health, Colombo, Sri Lanka; 2Epidemiology Unit, Ministry of Health,
Colombo, Sri Lanka; 3National Dengue Control Unit, Colombo, Sri
Lanka; 4Department of Public Health and Clinical Medicine,
Epidemiology and Global Health, Ume
a University, Umea, Sweden; 5Lee
Kong Chian School of Medicine, Nanyang Technological University,
Singapore City, Singapore; 6Brandeis University, Heller School for Social
Policy and Management, Waltham, MA, USA; 7Institute of Public Health,
Heidelberg University Medical School, Heidelberg, Germany; 8New York
University/Steinhardt School of Culture, Eductaion and Human
Development and Global Institute of Public Health, New York, NY, USA

Introduction Dengue has become a major public health
PS2.203
Pragmatically and routinely costing malaria: reflections on
practical experience in Ghana and Tanzania
N. Pillai1,2, C. Obure1,2 and F. Tediosi1,2
Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, Swiss Tropical &
Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland

1

Introduction Cost estimates of malaria interventions are
essential to inform on-going planning and resource allocation.
Although several guidelines and systems for cost and costeffectiveness analyses of health interventions have been
developed, there remains a great deal of variability in methods
used across studies. In addition, costing studies are rarely done
routinely to inform on-going budgeting and policy decisions.
Methods Building on existing methodologies, data collection
tools were developed to cost malaria service delivery from the
health system perspective in Ghana and Tanzania. We estimated
the costs of malaria case management, preventive treatment, and
vector control including costs of programme management,
supply chain and service delivery. Fifteen health facilities across
three regions in Ghana and Tanzania were selected to represent
the various service delivery levels and malaria endemicities.
Results In both Ghana and Tanzania, supply chain costs
accounted for more than 40% of total program costs. Training
and capacity building, drugs and commodities, and monitoring
and evaluation accounted for the largest proportion of program
and supply chain costs in both countries.
Routine data collected through systems such as the District
Health Information System (DHIS) significantly improved the collection of output and caseload data at health facilities. Challenges
to estimate costs in this context included: multiple implementing
partners, limited data availability, concerns around confidentiality
of financial information, low implementation capacity.

problem in Sri Lanka; however, the economic impact of the
disease has not been studied in this setting. This study assessed
the costs of dengue prevention and control activities and the
direct medical costs of dengue hospitalizations in the Colombo
District, the most affected district with the highest dengue
caseloads in the country.
Methods The study was conducted in the epidemic year of
2012. Using information from the official databases of
governmental agencies in charge of the dengue prevention and
control activities in each administrative unit, we calculated the
total financial costs of these activities and the average cost per
capita. The direct medical costs of hospitalized dengue cases in
the public health sector were derived using operational budgets
and a sample of bed head tickets of adult and pediatric patients
available from six secondary-level hospitals.
Results In 2012, the total financial cost of dengue prevention
and control activities in the Colombo District was about
$998 000, or $0.43 per capita. The mean direct medical costs to
the public health care system per case of hospitalized dengue
fever (DF) and dengue haemoraggic fever (DHF) were $221 and
$316 for paediatric partients, respectively, and $203 and $272
for adult patients, respectively.
Conclusion These preliminary results highlight the high
economic burden of dengue to the public health sector in the
Colombo district in Sri Lanka during an epidemic year and
contribute to the sparse literature on the economic burden of
dengue in affected countries.
Acknowledgements This research was funded by
‘DengueTools’ of the 7th Framework Programme of the
European Community.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS2.205
The cost of intensive routine control and cost-effectiveness
of insecticide treated curtain deployment in a setting with
low Aedes aegypti infestation
A. Baly1, M. E. Toledo1, I. Lambert2, E. Benitez2, K. Rodriguez2, E. Rodriguez2,
V. Vanlerberghe3 and P. Van der Stuyft3,4
1
Epidemiologia, Instituto de Medicina Tropical Pedro Kouri, Habana,
Cuba; 2Centro Provincial de Higiene y Epidemiologia, Guantanamo,
Cuba; 3Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium; 4University of
Ghent, Ghent, Belgium

Introduction We evaluated the additional cost of
implementing insecticide treated curtains (ITC) on top of
intensive conventional routine Aedes control programme (ACP)
activities.
Methods We conducted the costing study in the city of
Guantanamo, Cuba, from the perspective of the ACP nested in a
ITC effectiveness trial, during 2009–2010. We assessed the cost
of the ACP, the incremental cost of ITC deployment and the
cost-effectiveness of ITC use on top of ACP routine activities.
Results The annual cost of the routine ACP activities was
16.98 US$ per household (p.h). 6714 ITC, were distributed in 3
015 households. The total average cost per ITC distributed was
3.42 US$. Curtain purchase made up 74.3% of this cost. The
annualized costs p.h. of ITC implementation was 3.86 US$. The
additional annualized cost for deploying ITC represented 49.0%
of the ACP routine cost related to adult stage Aedes control. The
trial did not lead to further reductions in the already relatively
low Aedes infestation levels.
Conclusions At current curtain prices, ITC deployment can
hardly be considered an option in Guantanamo and in
comparable environments: the incremental cost effectiveness
ratio (if any) will be too high.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

calculated assuming a hypothetical cohort of 500 000 women,
standardized according to the age structure of women of reproductive age in the study areas. We conduct parametric bootstrapping based on 5000 iterations to calculate incremental costeffectiveness ratios and associated 95% confidence intervals.
Finally, multi-way and probabilistic sensitivity analyses are conducted to assess robustness of the model to extreme variations in
key model parameters and assumptions.
To account for both perinatal and maternal deaths, the event
pathways in each arm start tracking mothers after a perinatal
event. All deliveries are then categorized as complicated (if associated with a maternal obstetric complication) or un-complicated, leading to death or recovery. Timely access to quality care
is important for maternal survival, and the presumption is that
PBF will stimulate better facility attendance for complications
care. For facility based deliveries with obstetric complications,
the model allows for the fact that some women may not receive
adequate care. For mothers with obstetric complications who
deliver outside of health facilities but subsequently present for
care at health facilities, the model allows for the possibility that
some of them get adequate care.
Disclosure Funding source: Norad, KfW.

PS2.207
Cost and cost-effectiveness of an MSF district hospital in
Ahmad Shah Baba, Kabul, Afghanistan
G. Jouquet1, R. Maccario2, P. Aruna3, L. Bezer3, C. Van Overloop4 and
A. S. Esmati5
1
Independent Health Economist, Perpignan, France; 2Medecins Sans
Frontieres, Rome, Italy; 3Medecins Sans Frontieres, Kabul, Afghanistan;
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Medecins Sans Frontieres, Brussels, Belgium; 5Ministry of Public Health,
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Introduction Ahmad Shah Baba (ASB) district hospital
PS2.206
Cost-effectiveness of a performance based financing
strategy for reducing maternal and perinatal mortality in
Malawi: a conceptual design
J. Chinkhumba1, G. Torsvik2 and B. Robberstad3
Department of Community Health, University of Malawi, College of
Medicine, Blantyre, Malawi; 2Chr. Michelsen Institute, University of
Bergen, Bergen, Norway; 3Centre for International Health, University of
Bergen, Bergen, Norway

1

Introduction We aim to estimate the cost-effectiveness of a
performance based financing strategy aimed at reducing maternal
and perinatal mortality in Malawi.
Methods We use a decision tree model to calculate the
expected costs, health effects and cost-effectiveness of PBF from a
societal perspective. Two alternatives are considered, including a
performance based financing strategy and the status quo care. The
model calculates Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) due to
morbidity and premature mortality from perinatal and maternal
deaths and total costs per alternative. It will utilize information on
i) institutional deliveries ii) incidence of maternal obstetric
complications and iii) cause-specific case fatality ratios (CFRs) for
obstetric complications obtained from an ongoing study.
Malawi life expectancies at birth and for women of reproductive age are used to calculate YLLs, which are discounted at 3%
into year 2015 values and summed up. Each alternative is simultaneously fitted with associated treatments costs, including PBF
implementation costs for the study arm. The costs are presented
in year 2015 USD dollars after discounting. DALYs averted are
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provides free health care to the growing population of Kabul
district 12, mainly composed of returnees from Pakistan and
displaced from other parts of Afghanistan. Since 2009 the
facility has been managed in partnership between the Ministry of
Public Health (MoPH) and Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) with
specific focus on maternity and outpatient services. This cost and
cost-efficiency analysis aims to provide useful information for
advocacy purpose. Additionally, data can be used to prepare the
handover of ASB Hospital to external partners.
Methods This retrospective study is based on data routinely
collected by MSF in 2014 and therefore meets the criteria of the
MSF Ethical Review Board for exemption from full ethics
review. A service provider perspective was adopted, considering
both financial and economic costs. To reach more accurate
estimates, bottom-up (ingredients method) and top-down
(activity based costing) approaches were applied.Sensitivity
analysis was performed changing resources unit cost, to evaluate
the impact on costs in the absence of MSF running the hospital.
Data and information were collected and analysed in situ from
14/01 to 31/01 2015.
Results Total costs of ASB hospital were estimated at $2.8
million. Human resource is the key cost driver in terms of cost
category, and maternity in terms of clinical department. Cost per
outpatient consultation is $6.22, cost per normal delivery is
$57.98 whereas it is $293.91 for caesarean section. Cost per
capita for deliveries (normal & caesarean section) is $3.33.
Sensitivity analysis estimates total hospital costs as $1 million,
$2.25 per outpatient consultation and $22.74 per normal delivery.
Conclusion The study provides relevant information on the
level and distribution of resources in a district hospital in Kabul.
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There are no known similar studies. Comparison with the cost
analysis of Basic Package of Health Services (BPHS) done by
MoPH in January 2013 suggests a gap in funding for primary
health care in Afghanistan: BPHS evaluates average per capita
expenditure $4.17 (and $1.44 specifically for District Hospital),
whereas this study estimates $3.33 the amount per capita for
deliveries only. Limitations related to sensitivity analysis have to
be considered, since it was performed based on the current level
of activities and staffing.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.208
Cost analysis study of oral antihypertensive agents available
in Nepali markets
P. Lamsal1,2
1
Department of Clinical Pharmacy and Social Medicine, Helping Hands
Community Hospital, Kathmandu, Nepal; 2Pharmaceutical Policy and
International Relation, Nepal Pharmacy Council, Kathmandu, Nepal

Background The government of Nepal through its national
health policy aims to become independent in the drug
production. Hypertension is the major health burden causing
high level of mortality, morbidity and life long treatment. There
is unbelievable price variation on the antihypertensive agents
marketed in Nepal which are manufactured in Nepal, India and
Bangladesh. Thus the objective of the study is to evaluate the
price variation in oral antihypertensive drugs marketed in Nepal
either in single or combines dosage form.
Method Unit Cost of a selected drug in same strength dosage
form was obtained through the field visit in the pharmacy store
and department of drug administration (November 2014-January
2015).
The percentage variation of the drug was calculated through
the formula of % variation = Max unit priceMin Unit
Price 9 100% Min Unit price.
Result Percentage price variation of commonly used
antihypertensive drug was found Amlodipine (5 mg): 1059%,
Enalapril (5 mg): 5300%, Atenolol (12.5 mg): 684.31%,
propranolol (40 mg): 368.73%, Ramipril (2.5 mg): 535.8%,
Telmisartan (40 mg):172.35%, Nefedipine (5 mg):218%,
deltiazem (60 mg):206.25% Losartan (50 mg): 192.5%. Among
the combination therapy Amlodipine 5 mg and Atenolol 50 mg:
419.09%, Amlodipine 5 mg and losartan 50 mg: 91.66%
Losartan 50 mg and Hydrochlorothiazide 12.5 mg: 188.72%
variation.
Conclusion The average trend of the drug price variation of
oral hypertensive drugs marketed in Nepal have significant
value. There should be immediate control mechanism of drug
price variation for the cost effective treatment directing toward
the maximizing the benefit of therapy and minimizing the
negative personal and economical consequences.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.209
Prevalence of chronic infections and susceptibility to
autochthonous infectious diseases in Latin American
immigrants in Switzerland
Y. Jackson1, L. Da Silva2, I. Arm-Vernez2, F. Chappuis2, A. Mauris2 and
L. Getaz2
1
Geneva University Hospitals and University of Geneva, Geneva,
Switzerland; 2Geneva University Hospitals, Geneva, Switzerland

Background Curative and preventive health programs
targeting immigrants should take account of their risk of suffering
and transmitting imported chronic infectious diseases and of their
susceptibility of acquiring autochthonous infections. Shared risk
factors for distinct pathogens may result in chronic co-infections.
Around 3 million recently-arrived Latin American immigrants live
in Western Europe. We aimed at assessing the prevalence and cooccurrence of imported chronic infections and the susceptibility to
highly prevalent local infections in this group.
Methods In this retrospective study, we tested sera of Latin
Americans immigrants who had participated in a communitybased Chagas disease survey in Geneva for syphilis, hepatitis B,
HIV, Strongyloides stercoralis, varicella-zoster and measles.
Results The 1012 participants, aged 36 (16–78) years, mostly
female (82.5%) and Bolivians (48%) had lived 4 (0.1–23) years
outside Latin-America, with 12.8% (95% CI: 10.8–14.9) having
T. cruzi infection. Preliminary results showed that overall, 181
(19.9%) had one chronic infection and 12 (1.2%) two or more.
We found prevalence of. 0.4% for chronic Hepatitis B, 1.5%
(95% CI: 0.8–2.2) for HIV, 4.4% (95% CI: 3.2–5.6) for
syphilis. Prevalence of S. stercoralis and factors associated with
multiple infection are pending Susceptibility to VZV and measles
were 0.7% and 1.6%, respectively.
Discussion Initial results in this sample of recently arrived
Latin-American immigrants show a consequent proportion of
them having one or more chronic infections, with Chagas disease
and syphilis being most frequent. This entails putting emphasis
on chronic infections detection among those communities with
specific attention to tackle risks of congenital transmission.
Results of S. stercoralis prevalence and factors for multiple
infections will be presented at the congress. Susceptibilities to
autochthonous infections such as measles and VZV are similar
or lower than those of the local population and do not call for
specific preventive measures.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.211
Imported infections screening prior to chemotherapy for
oncohaematological malignancies and bone marrow
transplant
A. Sánchez-Montalvá1, F. Salvador1, P. Barba2, I. Ruiz2, E. Sulleiro1, N. Serre1,
B. Trevi~no1, C. Bocanegra1 and I. Molina1
1
Vall d’Hebron University Hospital (HUVH), PROSICS Barcelona,
Barcelona, Spain; 2Vall d’Hebron University Hospital, Barcelona, Spain

Introduction Reactivation of latent imported infections has
been periodically reported in the literature in patients
undergoing immune suppression. Sometimes these infections can
have fatal outcomes. The data regarding imported infections
reactivation in patients receiving steroid therapy, chemotherapy
and bone marrow transplantation is scarce, and usually came
from case-reports or series of cases.
Methods and Material We designed a prospective cohort
study to determine the prevalence of imported infections in patients
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before drug-induced immune suppression from March 2013 to
August 2014 and the rate of reactivation after specific treatment. We
included all patients over 16 years old from low and middle income
countries with an oncohaematological disease that requires immune
suppression. Patients were screened for imported infections according
to the country of origin. All patients were treated and followed up
for 6 months to determine reactivation of imported infections.
Results Overall, we included 42 patients. Median age was 39
(IQR 31.51) years. Twenty five (59.5%) patients were male. The
origin of the patients was as follow: Latin America 24 (57.1%),
Sub-Saharan Africa 7 (16.7%), North Africa and Middle East 7
(16.7%) and Asia 4 (9.5%). Thirty three (78.6%) patients were
diagnosed in Spain with a median of 3465 (IQR 1751, 4444) days
after their arrival. Oncohaematological diseases included:
leukemia, lymphoma, multiple myeloma, immune haemolytic
anemia, solid tumours and others. Twenty (47.6%) patients were
using steroids. Thirteen (31%) patients underwent hematopoietic
stem cell transplantation. Patients with at least one imported
infection account for 50% (21 patients) of the study population.
Among the imported infections we found: HIV 1/42 (2.4%),
hepatitis C infection 3/42 (7.1%) patients, hepatitis B infection
(active and ‘resolved’) 8/42 (19%), Treponema pallidum infection
1/39 (2.6%), latent tuberculosis infection 11/36 (30.5%),
Strongyloides stercoralis infection 4/34 (11.8%), Chagas disease 2/
20 (10%), HTLV1 infection 1/18 (5.6%). We did not found any
dimorphic fungus, Leishmania sp, Schistosomiasis sp or
Plasmodium sp infection. During the 6 months of follow up no
reactivation of any imported disease was observed.
Conclusion Patients with oncohaematological diseases from
middle and low income countries have a high rate of imported
infections. Proper treatment of the imported infections can avoid
reactivation during a 6 months period.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Results We identified 18 studies conducted in five European
countries; three studies were undertaken in blood banks, eight in
antenatal units, six in primary care settings or communities and
one study provided data both from blood bank and antenatal
settings. The random effect pooled prevalence was 4.2% (95%
CI: 2.2–6.7); and the heterogeneity of CD prevalence among
studies was high (I2 = 97%, P < 0.001). Migrants from Bolivia
had the highest prevalence of CD (18.1%, 95% CI: 13.9–
22.7%) followed by those from Paraguay (5.5%, 95% CI: 3.5–
7.9). When compared to PAHO estimates of national prevalence
rates, the pooled prevalence of CD in migrants from Bolivia and
from Paraguay living in Europe were significantly higher
(prevalence ratio 2.67 and 2.17 respectively). The prevalence
observed in Central American countries, despite large confidence
intervals, was also higher than the official in-country estimates.
Conclusions Prevalence of CD in LA migrants living in
Europe is high, particularly in migrants from Bolivia and
Paraguay. Data are highly heterogeneous dependent upon
country of origin and within studies of migrants from the same
country of origin. Country-specific prevalence differs from the
estimates available from LA countries. Our meta-analysis
provides prevalence estimates of CD that should be used to
estimate the burden of disease in European countries.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Imported schistosomiasis in Italy: a single centre case series
V. Marchese1, A. Angheben1, A. Beltrame1, F. Gobbi1, S. Bonafini2, M. Degani2,
M. Gobbo2 and Z. Bisoffi1
1
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Introduction Imported schistosomiasis in Europe have
PS2.212
Prevalence of Chagas disease among Latin-American
migrants in European countries
A. Requena-Méndez1, E. Aldasoro1, E. de Lazzari1, E. Sicuri1, M. Brown2,
D. A. Moore2, J. Gascon1 and J. Mu~noz1
1
ISGlobal, Barcelona Ctr. Int. Health Res. (CRESIB), Hospital Clınic –
Universitat de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 2Department of Clinical
Research, Faculty of Infectious and Tropical Diseases, London School of
Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK

Introduction Few studies have assessed the burden of
Chagas disease (CD) in European countries and most of them
are based on prevalence estimates from Latin-American (LA)
countries that likely differ from the prevalence in migrants
living in Europe. The aim of this study was to systematically
review the existing data informing current understanding of
the prevalence of CD in LA migrants living in European
countries.
Methods We conducted a systematic review and metaanalysis of studies reporting prevalence of CD in European
countries belonging to the European Union (EU) before 2004 in
accordance with the MOOSE guidelines and based on the
database sources MEDLINE and Global Health. No restrictions
were placed on study date, study design or language of
publication. Prevalence studies based on community, antenatal
care, blood banks or primary health care were included, whereas
hospital-based studies were not included because of the high risk
of selection bias. The pooled prevalence was estimated using
random effect models based on DerSimonian & Laird method.
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increased and few data are available in non-endemic countries.
Methods and Materials Retrospective study of all
patients diagnosed with schistosomiasis at CTD, Negrar (Italy)
from 2010 to 2014. Inclusion criteria: age ≥14 years; diagnosis
of schistosomiasis (at least one of: ova identification in urine,
stool or biopsy; positive ELISA/IFAT serology; cathodic
circulating schistosomal antigen (CCA) detection in urine).
Epidemiological, clinical, imaging and lab data were recorded.
Results A total of 265 pts were retrieved [mean age
33.6 years (14–82), dominance of male sex (211, 79.6%)]. Pts
were classified as migrants coming from endemic countries (228,
86.0%); expatriates (19, 7.2%) or travellers (18, 6.8%) (nonendemic countries natives resided in endemic area for at least or
less than 6 months, respectively). The main continent of
exposure were Africa (258, 97.4%), America (4, 1.5%), and
Asia (3, 1.1%). The countries more represented were Mali
(21.1%), Ghana (16.2%), Ivory Coast (8.7%) and Senegal
(6.4%). A clinical history compatible with schistosomiasis was
reported by 112 (42.3%) pts. One hundred and twenty-three
(46.4%) pts were asymptomatic. Among those symptomatic, 96
(67.6%) had abdominal pain, 22 (15.5%) haematuria, 20
(14.1%) genito-urinary symptoms (14.1%), 4 (2.8%) rectal
bleeding, three cough (2.1%) and 1 (0.7%) acute Katayama
syndrome. The mean absolute eosinophil value (AEV) was 290/
ll (range 20–2020), IgE 341/ml (range 5–25 500). Forty-eight
(17.5%) pts had confirmed S. mansoni infection (ova in stools,
tissue biopsy or CCA detection), 52 (out of 195 tested)
S.haematobium (ova in the urine). Eight pts had microscopyconfirmed co-infection (7 S.mansoni/S.haematobium, one
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S. mekongi/S. mansoni). No significant correlation was found
between: signs/symptoms and ultrasound findings (thick bladder
wall, bladder lesions, bladder/liver cancer, periportal fibrosis,
hepatomegaly, cirrhosis, portal hypertension or splenomegaly)
(P = 0.68), or active disease evidence (i.e. ova or CCA positivity)
(P = 0.06) or between increased AEV (≥300/ll) and signs/
symptoms (P = 0.33). Conversely, a correlation was found
between increased AEV and presence of eggs (P = 0.004) or
ultrasound findings (P = 0.004).
Conclusions Our study shows that a huge proportion of
asymptomatic pts coming from endemic countries have
schistosomiasis. Screening is therefore advisable regardless the
presence of symptoms or eosinophilia.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

expected drive the emergence of leptospirosis outbreaks in Europe as well as globally.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.215
Cardiovascular profile of immigrants in Spain in the 21st
century
A. Salinas1, J. M. Ramos2 and M. G
orgolas3
1
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Fundaci
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Background Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a health
PS2.214
Leptospirosis trends and climate induced outbreaks in the
Netherlands: an emerging public health threat in Western
Europe
E. Rood, M. Goris, M. Bakker and R. Hartskeerl
KIT Biomedical Research, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Introduction Leptospirosis is a globally emerging disease
with numerous outbreaks being reported worldwide over the
past decade. The pathogen is endemic to western Europe and is
mostly transmitted by exposure to contaminated water or urine
from infected animals including peridomicilary wildlife and
livestock. Reports of outbreaks of leptospirosis have become
more frequent globally and currently pose an increasing public
health hazard in European countries. This study aims to assess
temporal trends of leptospirosis in the Netherlands over the last
18 years and to investigate associations with climatic factors.
The results will be compared to recent trends and emergence of
outbreaks of leptospirosis in Germany and France between 2010
and 2014.
Methods All serologically confirmed cases of leptospirosis
notified in The Netherlands over the period 1996 to 2014
(N = 257) were aggregated per month and incidence rates were
determined as the number of new confirmed cases per 100.000.
The data were merged with monthly climatic data extracted
form online data repositories of the respective countries
including mean, minimum and maximum monthly temperatures
and precipitation. Secular and seasonal time trends were
determined by conducting a time series decomposition to the
Leptospirosis incidence rates. Temporal trends were further
quantified by examining autocorrelation functions over
incremental time lag intervals. An autoregressive model was
fitted to the decomposed time series data to test for associations
between leptospirosis and climatic factors at different time scales
and lag intervals.
Results and Conclusions The preliminary results of the
analysis show that in 2014 Leptospirosis a significant increase in
the number of leptospirosis cases was observed in the
Netherlands (v2 = 111, df = 1, N = 60, P < 0.001).
Autoregressive analysis showed that monthly average
temperature are significantly associated to leptospirosis case
rates. The model, however, only accounts for a limited amount
of temporal variation in leptospirosis burden. Including other
factors related to reservoirs and behavioral trends are expected
to improve the model fit.
The results of this study show that climatic factors are associated with the emergence of Leptospirosis in Europe. Our data
therefore support the hypothesis that climatic alterations can be

problem worlwide. We studied the characteristics of CVD in
foreign citizens from high income countries (FCHICs) and lowand middle-income countries (FCLMICs), living in Spain.
Methods Foreign citizens (FCs) admitted to a Spanish
hospital between 2000 and 2012 with a discharged diagnosis of
CVD were included in the study. We compared FCHICs with
FCLMICs and among different geographical groups.
Results 32 020 FCs were admitted during the study period.
3728 (11.6%) patients were discharged with a diagnosis of
CVD. Prevalence of admissions for CVD was lower in FCLMICs
(7.1%) than in FCHICs (22.4%) (P < 0.001). The percentage of
women was higher in FCLMICs than in FCHICs (36% vs.
26.9%) (P < 0.001), with Latin American women the majority
in this group. The median age was 64.8 years, with patients
from Sub-Saharan Africa the youngest. A progressive increment
of admissions in both groups was detected from the years 2000
to 2012. The highest percentage of admissions for coronary
heart disease were from United Kingdom (31.6%), valvular heart
disease from Morocco (17.1%) and Algeria (8.3%), pericarditis
from Morocco (21.4%) and Ecuador (17.9%) and pulmonary
hypertension/pulmonary embolism from Argentina (17.7%).
Conclusions CVD is an extremely common cause of hospital
admission worldwide. When a large group of patients from
different countries is analyzed, differences in their cardiovascular
profile can be discovered according to income, region of origin
and ethnicity.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.216
Emergence of human leishmaniasis in the Bologna Province,
Northeast Italy, 2013–14
M. Ortalli1, G. A. Gentilomi2,3, P. Gaibani2, G. Rossini2, C. Vocale2, R. Tigani2,
L. Attard4, E. Vanino4, F. Melchionda5, V. Gaspari6, S. Pesci6, M. P. Foschini7,
R. Cagarelli8, M. Gramiccia9, A. Scalone9, M. P. Landini1,2 and S. Varani1,2
1
Department of Experimental, Diagnostic and Specialty Medicine,
University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy; 2Unit of Microbiology, St. OrsolaMalpighi University Hospital, Bologna, Italy; 3Department of Pharmacy
and Biotechnology, University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy; 4Infectious
Disease Unit, St. Orsola-Malpighi University Hospital, Bologna, Italy;
5
Department of Pediatric Hematology and Oncology, St. OrsolaMalpighi University Hospital, Bologna, Italy; 6Unit of Dermatology, St.
Orsola-Malpighi University Hospital, Bologna, Italy; 7Department of
Biomedical and Neuromotor Sciences, University of Bologna, Bologna,
Italy; 8Public Health Authority Emilia-Romagna, Bologna, Italy; 9MIPI
Department, Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Rome, Italy

Introduction Leishmaniasis is a phlebotomine-transmitted
infection caused by protozoans belonging to the genus
Leishmania. The species L. infantum is endemic in
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Mediterranean Europe, where it is responsible for systemic
disease (visceral leishmaniasis, VL) and for skin lesions
(cutaneous leishmaniasis, CL). Since the 1990s, human
leishmaniasis has increased in Italy, with new VL foci detected
within classical endemic areas (Tyrrhenian littoral, the southern
peninsular regions and islands) and in northern regions
previously regarded as non-endemic. Here, we report the
emergence of leishmaniasis in the Bologna Province, Northeast
Italy, between January 2013 and December 2014.
Methods and Materials Histological diagnosis of CL was
performed in cutaneous biopsies. Real-time PCR tests were also
performed on bioptic specimens, while diagnosis of VL was
performed by serological and molecular methods on peripheral
blood and/or bone marrow aspirate. Whenever possible,
microscopic examination of bone marrow aspirates was also
conducted.
Results Nineteen cases of CL were diagnosed at the Regional
Center for Microbiological Emergencies, Microbiology Unit,
St.Orsola-Malpighi University Hospital, Bologna, Italy (five in
2013 and 14 in 2014, respectively): leishmanial amastigotes as
well as leishmanial DNA were detected in skin biopsies from 14
patients with suspected CL, while only leishmanial DNA was
detected in five additional patients that presented with
granulomatous reaction at histological examination. Further,
serological and molecular tests indicated the presence of
leishmania infection in 21 cases of suspected VL (14 in 2013
and seven in 2014, respectively), including five children below
3 years of age and two HIV-positive patients. Two additional
VL cases residing in the same province were diagnosed in other
laboratories outside Bologna.
Conclusions During the last 2-year period, 23 cases of VL
and 19 cases of CL were detected in the Bologna Province. As
an annual range of 2.6 cases of VL and 1.2 cases of CL was
reported from 2008 to 2012, our findings show an increased
identification of human leishmaniasis in the Bologna Province in
the last 2 years. As cases of human leishmaniasis are raising in
the Bologna Province, this protozoan infection should be
considered an important public health concern and awareness
about leishmaniasis endemicity should be increased among
general practitioners and clinicians in Northeast Italy.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.217
Uro-genital schistosomiasis screening in Italian subjects
exposed to freshwater of Cavu River, Corsica (France)
A. Beltrame1, F. Gobbi1, A. Angheben1, V. Marchese1, L. Zammarchi2,
A. Bartoloni2, G. Zuglian3, L. Bianchi4, C. Montagnani4, L. Galli4 and Z. Bisoffi1
1
Centre for Tropical Disease (CTD), Sacro Cuore-Don Calabria Hospital,
Negrar, Italy; 2Clinic of Infectious Diseases, University of Florence,
Florence, Italy; 3Clinic of Infectious Diseases, University of Udine, Udine,
Italy; 4Dipartimento di Scienze della Salute, Sezione di Pediatria,
Universit
a degli Studi di Firenze, SODc Malattie Infettive, Dipartimento
Attivit
a Integrate di Pediatria Internistica, Azienda Ospedaliero
Universitaria Meyer, Florence, Italy

Introduction Fifteen cases of uro-genital schistosomiasis
(UGS) acquired in Corsica (France) have been described in
Europe since 2014, 66.7% of them were asymptomatic. All
infections have been acquired swimming in the Cavu River
during the summer 2011 and 2013. These are the first
autochthonous cases acquired in a Mediterranean country,
excluding African ones, after S. haematobium eradication
occurred in the mid-1900s. Diagnosis of UGS by detection of
specific antibodies is more sensitive than the detection of eggs in
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urine, particularly in light infections. The Haut Conseil de la
sante publique of France recommends the use of two different
serologic tests during the screening of all exposed subjects,
because false-negative reactions may occur. No clinical
classification has yet been suggested for an empiric treatment.
Methods and Materials Subjects admitted to three
Infectious Diseases Clinic who met the inclusion criteria
(reporting freshwater contact in the Cavu River from the 2011)
were considered eligible. Demographic, epidemiological and
clinical data were collected through a questionnaire. The patients
were submitted to different parasitological tests available at each
site. Direct parasitological tests included the examination of one
or more urine specimens. The serologic techniques included
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), indirect
fluorescent antibody (IFA) or Western blot (WB). We defined a
confirmed UGS a person with eggs of S. haematobium in urine
and/or a positive reaction to WB; a probable UGS, a person with
a positive serum schistosomal antibody test; a possible UGS, a
person with uro-genital signs/symptoms or eosinophilia (Eo
≥500/ml).
Results Forty-three patients were prospectively enrolled. Nine
of them were classified with a UGS: one confirmed, two
probable, six possible. The mean age was 21.8 years (range 5–
69 years); 4 (44.4%) had eosinophilia (mean eosinophil count
428.9, min 40 max 1540); 7 (77.8%) reported uro-genital signs/
symptoms (macroscopic haematuria, haematospermia, vaginal
symptoms, urolithiasis). All patients were treated with
praziquantel 40 mg/Kg single dose.
Conclusions Systematic screening has been suggested in
exposed subjects, but in the absence of symptoms commercial
serological tests for schistosomiasis have low sensitivity. We
decided to treat all, including the ‘possible’ cases, considering
the mild side effects of the treatment and the possible late severe
sequelae/complications.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.218
Imported strongyloidiasis: 187 cases of direct diagnosis
B. Trevino1, N. Serre2, L. Peleteiro3, D. Pou2, A. Soriano-Arandes2,
M. Espasa2, J. Gomez-Prat2, N. Coma2, I. Claveria2, F. Zarzuela2 and I. Molina2
1
Unitat Salut Internacional Vall d’Hebron/Drassanes, Barcelona, Spain;
2
Hospital Universitari Vall d’Hebron (HUVH), PROSICS Barcelona,
Barcelona, Spain; 3Complexo Hospitalario Universitario de Ourense,
Ourense, Spain

Introduction Strongyloidiasis, a soil-transmitted helminthiasis,
may persist in the host for indefinite time. Most infected individuals
are asymptomatic showing only unexplained eosinophilia or hyperimmunoglobulin E (IgE). In case of immunosuppression,
strongyloidiasis may become a disseminated life-threatening disease.
The aim of this study is to describe 187 cases of strongyloidiasis
diagnosed by detection of the parasite in faeces.
Methods and Material A retrospective review of
Strongyloides stercoralis cases registered at laboratory of
Microbiology from January 2008 to December 2013. Diagnosis
was defined as the detection of larvae by formalin-ether
concentration technique and/or by charcoal culture. Patients
were classified as immigrants, travellers and visiting friends and
relatives (VFR). Eosinophilia was considered when eosinophil
count was >500/ll or eosinophil percentage >7% in peripheral
blood and hyper-IgE if level of IgE >500U/ml.
Results One hundred eighty seven patients were included;
men were 58.3%, with a mean age of 33 years (range: 6–73).
Immigrants were 59.4%, VFR 39.6%, and two travellers. Areas
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of origin: Latin America 61.5%, Sub-Saharan Africa 31.0% and
Asia 7.5%. Main countries: Bolivia 45.5%, Equatorial Guinea
15.5% and Ecuador 8.6%. Mean length of stay in Spain was
47 months (range: 0–290), mean length of trip for VFRs was
32 days (range: 14–2588). Main reasons for consultation were:
eosinophilia 31.0% (57/184) of cases, screening 25.5%,
screening for Chagas disease 23.4% and gastrointestinal
symptoms 10.3% of cases. All patients were immunocompetents.
Diagnosis was achieved by stool exam in 84.5% of cases and
the rest of them by charcoal culture (15.5%). Absolute eosinophilia was present in 81.7%, absolute eosinophil mean count
was 1244 (range: 124–11 602); eosinophils percentage >7% was
present in 91.5% of cases and mean percentage of eosinophils
was 15.4% (range: 2.8–44.9). Hyper-IgE was present in 76.5%
(104/136) of cases, IgE mean was 1875 U/ml (range: 10–
14 663).
Conclusions Strongyloidiasis is a common helminthic
infection in immigrants, regardless of the length of stay in the
host country, especially if eosinophilia or hyper-IgE is present. In
case of strongyloidiasis eosinophils percentage count seems to be
more reliable than absolute count or hyper-IgE. In this series
charcoal culture of faeces improved diagnostic sensitivity.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.220
Hyper-reactive malarial splenomegaly (HMS) and early
HMS. A single centre, retrospective-longitudinal study
S. Leoni1,2, D. Buonfrate1, A. Angheben1, F. Gobbi1, S. Marocco1, G. Badona
Monteiro1 and Z. Bisoffi1
1
Centre for Tropical Diseases, Sacro Cuore – Don Calabria Hospital,
Negrar, Italy; 2Internal Medicine Department, Verona University,
Verona, Italy

Introduction Hyper-reactive Malarial Splenomegaly (HMS)
represents a chronic, potentially fatal complication of malaria.
Case definition includes: gross splenomegaly, high level of
antimalarial antibody and IgM, response to long-term
antimalarial prophylaxis. We describe a large series observed
between 1990 and 2014, including patients not fully meeting the
case definition who might be regarded as early-HMS (e-HMS).
The main research questions were: is a single antimalarial
treatment effective for HMS? Does ‘e-HMS’ tend to evolve?
Methods The patient database was searched to retrieve all
potentially eligible patients. Other causes of splenomegaly were
excluded. HMS was defined according to Fakunle’s criteria, but
for response to prophylaxis, and had a spleen diameter ≥16 cm.
Patients with an incomplete syndrome (defined by: high
antimalarial antibody titre; splenomegaly of any size OR raised
IgM; exclusion of other causes of splenomegaly) were tentatively
classified as e-HMS. The clinical outcome at following visits was
analyzed in relation to re-exposure to malaria, and to treatment
(all HMS patients, and only part of those with e-HMS, were
treated with a single antimalarial treatment and advised to
follow an effective antimalarial prophylaxis, only if re-exposed).
Results One hundred and seventy-one subjects were retrieved,
44 with HMS and 127 with e-HMS. Caucasian expatriates were
about 3/4th of the whole study population. Of patients with HMS
for whom a short term follow-up (<6 months, median 43 days)
was available before returning to endemic areas, 16/20 had
improved/cured, three were unchanged and one had possibly
worsened (increased IgM level but spleen diameter not available).
Seventy-six patients with e-HMS had at least one follow-up visit.
Of 47 re-exposed to malaria for a variable period, 22 (46%) had
worsened, including 11 patients (23% of the whole group)

evolving to full-blown HMS: in particular, 12/18 (66%) of those
not treated worsened, vs. 9/28 (32%) of those treated (info
missing for one), while of 29 patients not re-exposed, 24 (93%)
had improved or cured and 5 (7%) worsened (P = 0.000).
Conclusions E-HMS is a definite clinical condition. Though
the case definition may include false positives, e-HMS should be
treated just as the full-blown HMS. For the latter, a single
antimalarial treatment is probably adequate, and long term,
effective prophylaxis is only necessary for patients exposed again
to malaria transmission.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.221
Screening for Trypanosoma cruzi antibodies and Strongyloides
stercoralis antibodies in migrants to Italy coming from
endemic areas using four immunological assays
D. Mileto1, A. Boselli1, L. Galimberti2, E. Repetto3, M. R. Gismondo4, M. Galli5,
S. Antinori5 and R. Grande4
1
CLIMVIB (Clinical Microbiology, Virology and Diagnosis of
Bioemergency Lab), Universita degli Studi di Milano, Milan, Italy;
2
Infectious Diseases Department – III Division, A.O. Luigi Sacco-Polo
Universitario, Milan, Italy; 3Medecine Sans Frontieres Operational
Centre, MSF, Rome, Italy; 4CLIMVIB (Clinical Microbiology, Virology
and Diagnosis of Bioemergencies Lab), A.O. Luigi Sacco-Polo
Universitario, Milan, Italy; 5Biomedical and Clinical Science, III Division
of Infectious Diseases, Universita degli Studi di Milano, Milan, Italy

Introduction Chagas disease (CD) is caused by T. cruzi and
strongyloidiasis is another infestation caused by S. stercoralis.
Both are endemic in South America among the poorest people of
these countries. Our work assesses the prevalence of T .cruzi and
S. stercoralis antibodies in a population sample of migrants
living in the metropolitan area of Milan coming from CD areas.
The samples were collected from July 2013 to July 2014.
Materials and Methods Serum samples from 497 patients
were tested for IgG anti-T. cruzi with three different methods:
Abbott Architect Chagas, BiosChile Chagas III and DIAPRO ‘T.
cruzi ELISA Ab’. All positive results were considered ‘matched’
when they result jointly positive to all methods while were
considered ‘discordant’ the samples showing almost one negative
result. Concordance between each pair of methods was
evaluated by using Cohen0 s kappa coefficient (Ck). All samples
were evaluated for IgG anti-S. stercoralis by EIA Bordier
Strongyloides ratti assay.
Result 42 of the 497 (8.5%) samples tested were positive
‘matched’ to CD; 28 (5.6%) samples were positives ‘discordant’.
Architect method detected 47 positive samples (9.5%), with
BiosChile assay the positive were 44 (8.9%), while the DiaPro
method detected 48 positive samples (9.7%). The Ck shows an
excellent degree of concordance (k > 0.80) for all tests. Between
Abbott and BiosChile methods the Ck was k = 0.940, between
Abbott and DIAPRO methods was k = 0.919, while BiosCHile and
DIAPRO assays shows a k = 0.904. From our analysis, the pair
Architect and BiosChile assays give the greatest degree of
concordance. Among the 497 samples, 24 (4.8%) were positive to S.
stercoralis test and 6 (25%) of these were positive to T. cruzi both.
Conclusion 23 among ‘matched’ and ‘discordant’ positive
patients to T. cruzi were admitted to infectious diseases
department for cardiac and gastroenteric investigations. Our
results confirm a high rate of seroprevalence for T. cruzi and S.
stercoralis antibodies among South America people. Our results
suggest that blood banks and transplantations networks dealing
with patients from Latin America should implement screening
protocol for CD. Considering the high percentage of occult
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strongyloidiasis among the positive ‘matched’ CD, it’s very
important the screening for strongyloidias before CD treatment.
Further studies would be useful for evaluate a possible link
between specific antibody levels and clinical assessment.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.222
Clinical implications of Trypanosoma cruzi’s discrete typing
units in a cohort of Latin American migrants
A. Martinez Perez1, C. Poveda2, J. D. Ramırez3, F. Norman1, N. Girones2,
F. Guhl4, M. Fresno2 and R. Lopez-Velez1
1
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Department, IRYCIS, Madrid, Spain; 2Centro de Biologıa Molecular
Severo Ochoa, CSIC-UAM, Madrid, Spain; 3Grupo de Investigaciones
Microbiol
ogicas – UR (GIMUR), Facultad de Ciencias Naturales y
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aticas, Bogot
a, Colombia; 4Centro de Investigaciones en
Microbiologıa y Parasitologıa Tropical, CIMPAT, Universidad de los
Andes, Bogot
a, Colombia

Chagas disease is caused by the protozoan Trypanosoma cruzi.
This is an endemic disease in the Americas, but increased migration to Europe has made it emerge in countries where it was previously unknown, being Spain the second non endemic country in
number of patients. T.cruzi is a parasite with a wide genetic diversity, which has been grouped by consensus into six Discrete Typing Units (DTUs), with a seventh emerging genotype called TcBat
also affecting humans. Some authors have linked these DTUs
either to a specific epidemiological context or to the different clinical presentations. Our main objective was to describe the T.cruzi
DTUs isolated from a population of chronically infected Latin
American migrants attending a reference clinic in Madrid. In addition we determined DTUs after treatment in a subset of patients.
149 patients meeting this condition were selected for the study.
Molecular characterization was performed by an algorithm that
combines PCR of the intergenic region of the mini exon-gene, the
24Sa and 18S regions of rDNA and the variable region of the satellite DNA. A descriptive analysis was performed and associations
between geographical/clinical data and the different DTUs were
tested. DTUs could be determined in 105 out of 149 patients,
93.3% were from Bolivia, 67.7% were women and median age
was 35 years (IQR 29–44). The most common DTU found was
TcV (58; 55.2%), followed by TcIV (17; 16.2%), TcII (10; 9.5%)
and TcI (4; 3.8%). TcIII and TcVI were not isolated from any
patient, and 15.2% patients presented mixed infections. Additionally, 57% patients had different DTUs before and after treatment.
No relationship was found before geographical origin or clinical
spectrum. DTUs distribution from this study indicate active transmission of T.cruzi is occurring in Bolivia, in both domestic and sylvatic cycles. TcIV was confirmed as a cause of chronic human
disease. The current results indicate no correlation between DTU
and any specific clinical presentation associated with Chagas disease. Treatment with benznidazole does not always clear T.cruzi’s
genetic material from blood, and DTUs detected in the same
patient may vary over time indicating that polyparasitism is frequent.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.223
Active Schistosoma haematobium infection among WestAfrican immigrants in the Paris region, France: a
retrospective study (2004–2014)
F. Deniaud
D.A.S.E.S., Paris, France

Introduction Imported active Schistosoma haematobium
(SH) is still detected in municipal free Clinics of the Health
Department of Paris. More than half of the patients are recent
immigrants coming from endemic areas. In 2003, 13% (22/171)
were found positive with viable eggs of SH in urine, some of
them with symptoms. Only a few underwent ultrasonography.
In order to estimate the uronephrological risks, we retrospectively analysed the files of all patients diagnosed with SH in the
last 11 years in our four clinics.
Material and Methods Methods: Clinical, laboratory
data (urine reagent strip, parasitologic test of urine,
creatininemia) and medical images (urinary tract
ultrasonography) were analysed.
Results: 83 cases of active SH infection: 79 men, four women.
Most of the cases are <35 years-old and come from the region of
the Senegal River that lies in the junction of Mali, Senegal and
Mauritania. Macrohaematuria: 21 (25%). Creatininemia: normal
in all 45 patients who underwent the test. 57 underwent ultrasonography (70%); abnormal in 24 patients (30%); bladder
abnormalities in 18 patients (21.5%): pseudopolyp (8), bladder
wall thickness (8), mass (2).
Discussion All patients received 1-day-praziquantel course
and most of the patients with ultrasonography abnormalities
received empirically 2 or 3 treatment at 6 months intervals.
Some of the latter showed reversal according to ultrasound
control after repeated treatment.
Conclusion Health professionals in non-tropical setting
should consider SH when patients have recently settled and
come from an endemic region (<5 years): urine reagent strip and
urine microscopy are proposed. To those tested positive,
praziquantel is the most convenient treatment in France, well
tolerated, quite cheap and available in public pharmacies.
Ultrasonography is required in order to detect and treat
relatively frequent but mild complications of the bladder.
Further studies should assess the impact of praziquantel (repeated in time, at various intervals) on reversal of bladder morbidity in patients treated and no longer exposed to
recontamination. This would bring additional support for
strengthening health education to children, water supply and
sanitation in endemic areas.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.224
Seroprevalence of Chagas’ disease in the Latin American
community resident in Rome
S. Pane
Laboratory of Microbiology and Bio-Repository, National Institute for
Infectious Diseases L. Spallanzani, Rome, Italy

Introduction Chagas’ disease (CD) is a parasitic infection
due to Trypanosoma cruzi, endemic in Central and Southern
America. The aim of this study was determine the seroprevalence
of CD among the Latin American community (LAC) living in
the urban area of Rome.
Methods and Materials From February to June 2014, a
screening program was offered by Medecins Sans Frontieres and
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by the National Institute of Infectious Disease L. Spallanzani to
the LAC resident in Rome using two different tests: CMIA-Abbott
Diagnostics and ELISA-BiosChile. Patients positive at both tests
were studied by DNA amplification using a nested-PCR.
Results 375 patients were studied, 267 of whom (71.2%)
were women. The mean age of this population was 42 years
(range: 3–82 years).Overall, 118/375 (31.0%) subjects were born
in Bolivia, 124/375 (33.1%) in Ecuador, 61/375 (16.3%) in
Per
u, 28/375 (7.5%) in Colombia, 19/375 (5.1%) in Italy, 20/
375 (5.3%) in other LA countries. Anti-T. cruzi antibodies have
been detected in the 8.8% (33/375) of the screened persons, 27/
33 (81.8%) were female, with a median age of 49 years (range:
38–59). Among them, 28 (85%) subjects were from Bolivia, two
subjects (6%) from El Salvador, one (3%) each from Brazil,
Colombia, and Ecuador. The T. cruzi seroprevalence rate among
Bolivian migrants was the 23.7% with a high prevalence among
female Bolivians subject (82%, 23/28).
Discussion The 8.8% T. cruzi seroprevalence rate observed
in the general LAC in Rome is consistent with previous data
from other European countries. As already described, the
Bolivian immigrant population is at particularly high risk for
CD. Chagas disease continues to be a silent and neglected
disease: it is necessary to raise awareness and promote screening
campaign in to prevent late stage complications or new
infections.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

related to VFR group (67.2% vs. 32.8%). The mean time of
stay in Europe was 6.2 years (range = 0–32). Most patients
attended the IHUB for Chagas disease screening 72.6%
(n = 255) and only 5.7% (n = 20) was due to clinical
symptoms. In 59.5% (n=209) a T. cruzi infection was
found. The only variable related to Chagas infection was
being older than 40 years (P = 0.0001). Intestinal parasitosis
was present in 31.1% (n = 109), mainly Strongyloides
stercoralis 17.9% (n = 63), followed by protozoa 8.8%
(n = 31). No statistically significant association was detected
between cases of T.cruzi infection and the presence of
intestinal parasites.
Conclusions The prevalence of T.cruzi infection and
intestinal parasitosis is high among Bolivian immigrant or VFR
visited in IHUB. It is advisable to implement proper screening
programs for these infections diseases in this population. No
association was found between the presence of Chagas and
intestinal parasites infections. However prospective studies
would be desirable to confirm these results and even in countries
of origin.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.226
The diseases that wash along with the wave of refugees
challenge public health

PS2.225
Descriptive analysis of parasite infections among immigrant
Bolivian people attending an International Health Unit in
Spain
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omez-Prat2,
2
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Microbiology – Drassanes International Health Unit, Hospital
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Hospital Universitari Vall d’Hebron (HUVH), PROSICS Barcelona,
Barcelona, Spain

Introduction In 2012, foreign residents in Europe
comprised 6.5% of the population (Spain-12.3%).
Ecuadorians, Colombians and Bolivians are
commonest nationalities in Spain. Immigrants may carry
some infectious disease as a result of higher prevalence in
their country of origin, exposures and conditions during
migration and resettlement. Trypanosoma cruzi (Chagas
disease) and intestinal parasitosis infections are endemic in
most of the Latin American countries. Due to the
worldwide population mobility from Latin American, these
diseases are being diagnosed in non-endemic areas. The aim
of this study is to describe epidemiological, clinical and
intestinal parasitosis infections and their relationship with
Chagas disease in Bolivian immigrants living in our area.
Methodology This is a retrospective review of Bolivian
people who visited the International Health Unit of
Barcelona (IHUB), Hospital Vall Hebron-Spain, from January
2011 to December 2012. A descriptive analysis was done of
the variables: sex, age, immigrants or VFR (immigrants
visiting friends or relatives), attendance reason, length of stay
in Europe, T.cruzi serology, and presence of intestinal
parasites.
Results A total of 351 patients were reviewed. Among
them 61.3% (n = 215) were men with a mean age of
34.4 years (range: 8–62). Immigrant group was predominant

C. Kreuzberg, W. Maaßen, C. Frey, R. Hinz, H. Frickmann, R. M. Hagen,
H. Sudeck and D. Wiemer
Department of Tropical Medicine at the Bernhard Nocht Institute,
German Armed Forces Hospital, Hamburg, Germany

The amount of refugees sheltering in Europe is constantly
increasing. Along with them, they bring diseases that are endemic in their countries. To avoid the spread of imported infectious diseases, the German health authorities provide a medical
screening for all refugees coming to Germany. Since September
2014, our department supports the local health authority of
Hamburg by screening underage refugees. Clinical history examination, differential blood count and Hepatitis B serology are
done. Stool samples are examined via microscopy and multiplexreal-time-PCR for enteroinvasive bacteria, protozoa and helminths. Between September 2014 and April 2015, 160 minor
refugees (15–17 years old) were screened. By the time of presentation, about one third (33%) of the refugees complained about
health problems. In 21 of 140 assessed blood samples, eosinophilia of more than 450/ll was found. This was strongly associated
with provenance from sub-Saharan Africa (P = 0.007). 27% (10/
37) of the refugees showed blood eosinophilia and 57% (8/14),
respectively, came from Eritrea (P = 0.00004). Stool microscopy
(114 samples) detected Schistosoma mansoni (n = 3), Giardia
duodenalis (n = 2) and Hymenolepis nana (n = 1). Multiplex
stool PCR (98 samples) tested nine more cases positive for Schistosoma [total n = 12 (7.5%)]. Schistosomiasis was associated
with eosinophilia, origin from sub-Saharan Africa especially Eritrea. PCR also detected 10 further infections with Giardia duodenalis. [7.5% (12/160)] Occurrence of giardiasis did not show
any regional preferences (Afghanistan, Algeria, Egypt, Benin, Eritrea) nor any association with clinical findings or ostensible
health problems. Anti HBc was positive in 11.3% (18/160) of
cases, three of them developed chronic hepatitis B. Anti HBc
positivity was significantly higher in refugees from Sub-Sahara
Africa (P < 0.001).
Eosinophilia, helminth and most protozoan infections – with
the exception of giardiasis – are more frequent in refugees com-
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ing from sub-Saharan Africa than from other regions. Imported
giardiasis is a problem because it is common, easily transmissible
and hard to detect. Standard examinations of single stool probes
are very insensitive; therefore examination for giardiasis via PCR
should be considered.
Acknowledgement The authors are grateful to Nancy
Schumacher, Simone Priesnitz, Dennis Baumgart, David
Chevalier, Annett Michel and Steffen Lohr for technical
assistance.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Persistence and transmission of intestinal parasites in
immigrants in Southern Italy
S. Alfano1, M. Piemonte1, S. Cringoli1, L. Gualdieri2, M. E. Della Pepa1,
L. Rinaldi3, M. P. Maurelli3, M. Galdiero1 and G. Cringoli3
1
Department of Experimental Medicine, Division of Microbiology,
Second University of Naples, Naples, Italy; 2Center for Immigrants’
Health Protection, Ascalesi Hospital, Naples, Italy; 3Department of
Veterinary Medicine and Animal Productions, University of Naples
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Introduction Intestinal parasitic infections are amongst the
PS2.227
Barriers to attend cervical screening services in Democratic
Republic of Congo
S. Linsuke1, R. Inoc^encio da Luz2, A. Mpanya3, M. L. Mbula4 and P. Lutumba1,5
Epidemiology, Institut National de Recherche Biomedicale, Kinshasa,
The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 2International Health Unit,
University of Antwerpen, Antwerpen, Belgium; 3Programme National de
Lutte contre la Trypanosomiase Humaine Africaine (PNLTHA),
Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo; 4Ministere de la Sante
Publique, Kinshasa, The Democratic Republic of the Congo;
5
Departement of Tropical Medecine, University of Kinshasa, Kinshasa,
The Democratic Republic of the Congo
1

The natural history of cervical cancer allows for interventions
such as screening to detect precancerous lesions and prevent the
onset of disease by treatment prior to the development of cancer.
In high-income countries, screening and treatment strategies are
well established and have proven to be effective in reducing incidence and mortality. However, Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC) does not have a national screening program and the population is not aware of the dangers to cervical cancer since there
are no clinical signs and the majority of the population cannot
afford medical care.
The objective of this study was to determine the perceptions
and identify barriers exist to attend screening facilities. A qualitative study was performed in the health zone of Mont-Ngafula
1, Kinshasa, DRC.
Overall, cervical cancer screening as a preventive measure is
positively perceived. However, three main barriers could be identified among the participant regardless of their sex: economical,
geographical and cultural barriers.
Poverty was the main barrier to attend the screening center,
even when the service is free of charge, the expenses to reach the
facility is perceived to be a barrier. Secondly, the time spent at
the facility is seen as a loss of income. The distance to the
screening facility is also perceived as a barrier since it will result
in expenses to reach the centre. Finally, cultural barriers were
the main obstacles to attend screening. Women felt ashamed to
undress and be examined when they are not feeling pain or discomfort and are afraid of knowing that they have cancer. Men
often mentioned to refuse screening for their wives because they
would need to undress for the doctor although they are not ill.
Nevertheless, with an informative campaign with well formulated messages, the population could be convinced of the benefits
of cervical cancer screening.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

most common infections worldwide. The constant increase of
the migratory flows from developing nations together with the
overall increase in international travels and climatic changes
are contributing to the spread of parasitic infections in
contexts where the prevalence was considered very low. The
present study was planned to assess the persistence of
intestinal parasites in immigrants stably living in the urban
area of Naples (southern Italy) and the spread of infection
within households with a lifestyle similar to that of the
country of origin.
Methods and Materials Between October 2008 and
October 2014, a total of 2150 stool samples from immigrants
were analysed with the FLOTAC dual technique. All the infected
patients were pharmacologically treated. Of the 2150 analyzed
subjects, 196 were randomly recruited and monitored again after
1 year in order to evaluate the persistence of intestinal parasites
in immigrants having access to proper sanitation. In addition, a
total of 482 cohabitants of positive subjects were recruited to
evaluate the interfamilial spread of the intestinal parasites.
Results In total 415/2150 subjects (19.3%) tested positive to
the following intestinal parasites: hookworms (5.3%), Trichuris
trichura (3.8%), Ascaris lumbricoides (0.6%), Strongyloides
stercoralis (0.4%), Tricostrongylus spp. (0.3%), Enterobius
vermicularis (0.2%), Schistosoma mansoni (1.3%), Hymenolepis
nana (1.3%), Taenia spp. (0.1%), Blastocystis hominis (29.6%),
Entamoeba hystolitica/dispar (4.4%), Entamoeba hartmanni
(2.7%), Entamoeba coli (12.7%), Endolimax nana (11.4%),
Giardia duodenalis (3.2%), Iodamoeba butschlii (0.8%). No
parasites were found in the 196 subjects monitored after 1 year.
Only in 18 cohabitants there were subjects infected with the
same parasitic species.
Conclusions Our study evidences that the prevalence of
parasitic infections in immigrants is probably related to the poor
sanitary habits of the country of origin and that acquisition of
new sanitary regulations, together with the administration of an
efficient pharmacological treatment, limits the transmission in
the households and in the local population.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.229
Imported malaria and dengue fever in travellers from
endemic countries: experience at the INMI ‘L. Spallanzani’
from 2009 to 2011
A. Corpolongo, P. Ghirga, A. Oliva, R. Bellagamba, M. L. Giancola,
M. G. Paglia, C. Castilletti, F. Carletti, A. Di Caro, M. R. Capobianchi and E.
Nicastri
IRCCS L.Spallanzani, Rome, Italy

Introduction Dengue and malaria are among the most
frequent causes of fever in travellers returning from tropical and
subtropical countries.
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Methods and Materials A retrospective study on
imported febrile syndrome due to dengue and severe malaria
infections at INMI Spallanzani, Rome, between 2011 and 2013:
malaria was diagnosed by microscopy, rapid assay and PCR;
dengue was diagnosed by serology (IgM and IgG), rapid assay
(antigen, IgM and IgG) and PCR. WHO definitions for acute
and severe cases were applied.
Results Recent dengue was identified in 60 patients (pts).
Seven pts had alert signs (moslty AST increase), two of them
with severe illness, one due to secondary infection. Mean age
was 42.7 (+/-12.5) years, 37 (61.7%) were males. All cases were
imported: 31 (51.7%) from South-Eastern Asia, 12 (5%) from
South America and 9 (15%) from Africa. Travel history included
tourism (58.6%), work (27.6%) and visit to relatives (13.8%).
Non-European origin was recorded in nine patients (five from
Asia, two from Africa and South American). Fever (100%),
arthromyalgia (75.8%), rash (48.3%), and nausea (27.6%) were
common symptoms.
Severe malaria was reported in 35 pts with a mean of two
WHO criteria: 12 pts (34%) with CNS involvement and 19
(54.3%) with liver involvement. The mean age was 39.4 (+/13.7) years, 29 (82.8%) were males; 23 pts (65.7%) had a ≥5%
parasitemia at diagnosis. Eighteen (51.4%) pts were Italian; 14
(4%) pts had undertaken the journey for tourism, 8 (22.8%) pts
for visit to relatives, 5 (14.2%) pts for work, and 4 (11.4%) pts
for humanitarian missions. Twenty-nine pts (82.9%) were
infected in West Africa (Nigeria, Ghana, Ivory Coast and Benin).
Nine pts (25.7%) reported that they had had a previous diagnosis of malaria.
In our cohort of febrile syndrome, multivariate analysis
showed independent associations between the diagnosis of dengue and the presence of rash (P ≤ 0.001) and the travel destination – South East Asia (P = 0.002), and between the diagnosis of
severe malaria and the presence of CNS involvement (P = 0.05)
and the travel destination – West Africa (P < 0.001).
Discussion In our cohort of imported febrile syndrome a
frequent involvement of the CNS and the origin from West
Africa was independently associated to the severe malaria
diagnosis. The appearance of a rash with centrifugal distribution
and the origin of the patient from Southeast Asia were
characteristic of an early diagnostic suspicion of dengue.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.230
Cross-sectional survey of domestic violence among African
undocumented migrants attending general practice in a
non-governmental association
C. Sicorschi and A. Turrero Nogues
Universidad Complutense, Madrid, Spain

Introduction Violence against women is a major public
health problem due to long-term consequences. It can have
different forms, such as physical, psychological or sexual.
According to a WHO report published in 2013, it is estimated
that 35% of women have experienced some type of domestic
violence. Unfortunately, little is known about domestic violence
in migrant African women. The aim of this study was to
evaluate knowledge of violence against women among this
group, who attended general practice consultations at Karibu
Association, a non-Governmental Organization in Madrid that
provides undocumented immigrants with basic needs.
Methods and Materials A cross-sectional survey was
conducted from September 2014 to December 2014 among

African undocumented women who attended medical
consultation. An anonymous self-administered questionnaire was
provided. In total, 32 surveys were collected. Statistical analysis
was performed with SPSS programme.
Results In terms of descriptive features, the median (range)
age of women was 40 (24 to 69) years. The number of women
in a close relationship at the time of the enquiry was 24/32.
75% lived with their partner/spouse, and only 6.25% lived on
their own.
Almost 60% of women had felt afraid of current or previous
partner, sometimes or quite often. Finally, only four of 32
women answered that doctor had asked them about abuse or
violence, and 90.6% find it easier to talk about personal issues
with female doctors.
Conclusion In our study, we can conclude, from the number
of women living with a partner that they depend on them.
Doctors usually do not ask about abuse. One of the reasons
would be the lack of time during the consultation, or the poor
knowledge of healthcare professionals about violence against
women. More training is needed in health professionals in order
to assess correctly this issue.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.231
Imported strongyloidiasis: epidemiological, clinical and
laboratory characteristics in a regional hospital setting in
Granollers, Barcelona
E. Zioga1, L. Macorigh1, M. Berrocal Guevara2, M. T. Coll Sibina3, C. Marti
 Pulido Navazo4, A.
 Almuedo Riera1, A. Ortiz Larios2, J. Cuquet
Sala4, M. A.
Pedragosa1 and M. Ribell Bachs1
1
Department of Internal Medicine, Hospital General de Granollers,
Granollers, Spain; 2Family Medicine, ABS Granollers 4-Sud, Institut
Catala de la Salut, Granollers, Spain; 3Department of Pediatrics, Hospital
General de Granollers, Granollers, Spain; 4Department of Microbiology,
Hospital General de Granollers, Granollers, Spain

Background Strongyloidiasis is caused by infection with
Strongyloides stercoralis. Manifestations of infection can range
from asymptomatic eosinophilia in the immunocompetent host
to disseminated disease with septic shock in the
immunocompromised host. It’s endemic in tropical and
subtropical regions. The most common manifestations are
gastrointestinal, cutaneous, or pulmonary symptoms that persist
for years; others simply have eosinophilia in the absence of
symptoms. Due to travel movements and immigration it can also
be seen in developed countries.
Methods Review of Strongyloidiasis cases followed-up at the
internal medicine department of a regional hospital setting in
Granollers, Barcelona, during 2014.
Results Seven patients were diagnosed with strongyloidiasis
during that year, 75% males with an average age of 32 years.
All were immigrants, six of them from Bolivia and one from
Ecuador, living in Spain a mean of 8.6 years. No one case of
recent travel was reported. Reason of consultation was:
eosinophilia in three cases; eosinophilia and symptoms in three
cases; screening in one case. All of them had been referral from
their Family Doctor. Six patients presented comorbidities: one
was immunocompromised, presenting a C3 stage HIV infection;
four had Chagas disease; one presented other concomitant forms
of parasitic infection. Most common manifestations were
gastrointestinal (N = 5), cutaneous (N = 3). No one with
respiratory symptoms. Eosinophilia and elevated IgE were
present in six cases. Stool tests were performed in all patients
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(four of them were positive) and serology in 5 (four of them
positive).
All patients received treatment with ivermectine and one
patient with ivermectine+mebendazole. After treatment, symptoms were solved in all patients. Eosinophilia persisted in one
patient despite of therapy.
Conclusion Strongyloidiasis in non-endemic areas is
probably underestimated. Early detection is necessary in patients
with high eosinophilic count or elevated IgE levels, even in
asymptomatic patients. In negative stool culture, serology test
should be considered.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

donate blood. New studies should be developed to better
characterize the type of reactive antibodies.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Travel advice in a travel clinic in Lisbon, Portugal
R. Teodósio1, C. Conceicß~ao1, C. Araujo2 and F. M. Pereira1
1
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Introduction Travel advice by trained health professionals is
PS2.232
Malaria infection and potential risks of blood transfusion
D. Portugal-Calisto, M. Sousa Silva, A. Ferreira and R. Teodósio
Universidade Nova de Lisboa/Instituto de Higiene e Medicina Tropical,
Lisbon, Portugal

Introduction According to the Portuguese legislation for
blood donations (based on policies of the European Council and
the European Parliament) individuals may donate blood after 1
or 3 years upon their return from endemic areas of malaria.
Studies about malaria immune response have shown that
individuals returning from endemic areas after 10 or more years
since their last stay still possess antibodies against Plasmodium
spp. in their bloodstream. Our serological results were according
to these findings (data not shown), therefore we consider the
possibility of these individuals transferring the parasite through
blood transfusion. Thus, we analysed the potential risk of
parasite transfer, regarding to serological result and the time of
the last stay.
Methods and Materials 377 individuals with previous
stays in endemic areas of malaria, with or without malaria
medical history were included in this study. We analysed
serological reactivity against Plasmodium spp. in plasma samples
using a serological test (MALARIA EIA TEST KITâ, BioRadUSA). We compared the approval and rejection rates of potential
blood donors.
Results Blood donations are allowed in the following
situations:
1. Individuals who lived the first 5 years of life in an endemic
country: 3 years after their return (clinical criterion – CC) or
4 months if serological test is negative (serological criterion –
SC) (n = 65): 1.1) SC: 75% of the individuals were serological
negative, allowing blood donation; 1.2) CC: 58.5% of individuals would be approved. However, from these, 15.4% presented a
reactive result.
2. Asymptomatic visitants of endemic areas (stays less than
1 year in endemic areas): 1 year after their return (CC) or
4 months if serological test is negative (SC) (n = 177): 2.1) SC:
all individuals would be approved, due to their negative serological result; 2.2) CC: 62.1% of individuals would be approved.
However, 0.6% of these individuals tested positive for the serologic test.
Conclusion The results suggest that the use of serological
criterion would approve more blood donations. The clinical
criterion used alone seems to carry more risks to transfusion
security, since this criterion would accept blood donations from
individuals with positive serological results. Thus, the
enforcement of a serological test becomes crucial to screen
individuals with previous stays in endemic areas, who intend to
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mandatory for adequate counselling of travellers. In Portugal
there are many travel clinics, both in the public and private
health sector. We are still taking the first steps to standardize
some procedures through the Portuguese Society of Travel
Medicine, which was created this year. In our country, only
medical doctors are allowed to prescribe vaccines or
chemoprophylaxis. The travel clinic at the Institute of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine, Lisbon, has the highest number of
consultations all over the country. This study aims to describe
the main characteristics of travellers attending the clinic and
type of malaria chemoprophylaxis and vaccines prescribed
during 2013.
Methods and Materials A cross-sectional survey was
undertaken with a random sample of the medical registers. A
systematic sampling was used.
Results A total of 11 334 pre-travel consultations were
performed, from which 67.4% of the travellers were male,
32.6% female, their age varied from 1 month to 88 years
(P25 = 30 years, P50 = 38 years, P75 = 48 years; 0.3%
<9 months, 7.4% ≥60 years); 83.7% were Portuguese. Number
of days from consultation to departure: P25 = 10 days,
P50 = 18 days, P75 = 30 days. Destinations included more than
70 different countries, 81% of which in Africa (48.1% of the
travellers went to Angola); 61.1% travelled for work and 27.7%
for tourism. Length of stay: P25 = 8 days, P50 = 14 days,
P75 = 30 days. Yellow fever, typhoid fever and tetanus/
diphtheria vaccines had already been taken by 15.9%, 6.5% and
60.9% individuals, respectively. Data showed that the
percentage of individuals vaccinated against typhoid fever,
meningococcal meningitis and hepatitis A and B increases with
length of stay, remaining stable for hepatitis A vaccine. The
most frequent prescribed chemoprophylaxis to healthy travellers
were: 62.1% atovaquone-proguanil (A-P) for stays of ≤1 week,
40.9% A-P and 39% mefloquine for stays between 2 and
4 weeks, 60.2% mefloquine for stays 2–3 months, 68.8%
mefloquine and 15.6% doxycycline for stays 4–6 months. To
travellers with neurologic, psychiatric or cardiac disease A-P,
doxycycline or no malaria chemoprophylaxis were the more
frequent options, depending on length of stay.
Conclusions This study allowed to describe travellers
characteristics. The results showed that at this clinic the majority
of medical prescriptions related to malaria chemoprophylaxis
and vaccines follow international recommendations.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Eosinophilia, a common finding in international health

Development and evaluation of a clinical protocol for
suspected Chikungunya cases aged below 6 months

N. Serre Delcor1, A. Martinez-Perez2, F. Salvador3, B. Trevi~no Maruri1,
A. Soriano-Arandes1, D. Torrus Tendero4, M. Espasa Soley5, J. Goikoetxea6,
E. Martın-Echevarrıa7, J. A. Perez Molina2 and Study group8
1
Unidad de Salud Internacional Drassanes-Hospital Universitario Vall
d’Hebron, PROSICS, Barcelona, Spain; 2Hospital Ramon y Cajal,
Madrid, Spain; 3Infectious Diseases, Hospital Universitari Vall d’Hebron
(HUVH), PROSICS, Barcelona, Spain; 4Hospital General Universitario,
Alicante, Spain; 5Microbiology Department, Hospital Universitari Vall
d’Hebron (HUVH), PROSICS, Barcelona, Spain; 6Hospital Cruces de
Barakaldo, Bizcaia, Spain; 7Hospital de Guadalajara, Guadalajara, Spain;
8
Red Cooperativa para el Estudio de las Infecciones Importadas para
Viajeros e Inmigrantes, Madrid, Spain

Introduction Eosinophilia is a common analytical finding in
immigrants and travelers and indicates probable parasitic
infection in this population. The aim of this study is to describe
epidemiological and clinical data of cases diagnosed of
eosinophilia in the cooperative network +Redivi.
Material and Methods This is a prospective study of
eosinophilia cases registered in +REDIVI from January 2009 to
December 2012. This cooperative network was created in 2009,
includes 21 Spanish national healthcare centers, and collects
demographic and clinical data related to travelers and
immigrants pathologies. We divided migrants in four groups:
immigrants, VFR (immigrants that visit friends or relatives in
their country of origin), travelers, and VFR-travelers (immigrant
couple or children born in Europe). Eosinophilia was defined by
each center, however the most common value was
>500eosinophil/mm3 or >7%. Parasites related to eosinophilia
were helminths, Isospora belli and Dientamoeba fragilis.
Results A total of 5279 cases were registered in the study
period in +Redivi. Eosinophilia was observed in 25.2% of the
patients, mostly men 60.2% and immigrants 72.4%, with
median age 31.2 (1–77) years. Most common countries of birth
in immigrant group were Bolivia 32.0%, Equatorial Guinea
11.4%, and Pakistan 11.0%. In travelers, the most common
visited countries were Thailand 7.5%, India 7.5%, and Senegal
4.7%. Median time of residence in Europe in immigrants was
3.7 (0–53) years. Most of the patients were asymptomatic
81.2%. Reasons for consultation were: altered laboratory results
43.2%, immigrant screening 38.0%, gastrointestinal symptoms
8.0%, skin symptoms 4.6% and febrile syndrome 2.0%.
Immunosuppression was present in 2.5%, and it was due to HIV
in 90.9%. Parasitosis was found in 66.7% cases with
eosinophilia. There was a significant association between
eosinophilia and presence of parasites (P < 0.005). Multiple
parasites were present in 13.5%. Most common parasites were
Strongyloides sp 458, Schistosoma sp 147, hookworms 115,
visceral lava migrans 95, and Trichuris trichiura 75.
Conclusions Eosinophilia is a common finding in +REDIVI.
It is more frequent in men and immigrants, and its presence
should be considered even in patients with long time of residence
in Europe.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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L. van Rooij1
1
Department of Pediatrics, Sint Elisabeth Hospital, Willemstad, Curacßao;
2
Amsterdam Institute of Global Health and Development (AIGHD),
Amsterdam Medical Centre, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Introduction Chikungunya is a viral infection transmitted
by Aedes aegypti mosquitoes which can cause large epidemics.
Such an epidemic was documented between August 2014 and
January 2015 on the Caribbean island Curacßao. The symptoms
in infants, especially in children below 6 months of age are often
severe, mimicking septic disease, encephalitis or meningitis and
thereby difficult to distinguish from other viral and treatable
bacterial infections. Structured approach towards suspected
infants in an epidemic area is therefore needed. We have
developed and evaluated such a structured approach, which
included a standard questionnaire and collection of a fixed set of
clinical and laboratory variables in suspected children aged
between 1 week and 6 months.
Method All suspect Chikungunya infected children less then
6 months of age and older than 7 days seen at the general
pediatric ward of the St Elisabeth Hospital (SEHOS) in
Willemstad, Curacßao, were included in the evaluation. In
children below 2 months of age a full sepsis workup was
performed. Serology for Chikungunya was done on the 3th or
4th day of the infection. The standard protocol was developed
and applied on all suspected cases.
Results A total of 27 patients were enrolled, 13 (48%) were
aged below 2 months. In 14 (52%) children serology was
preformed, 10 (77%) below the age of 2 months. In total 10
(37%) children were serology positive and 4 (14.8%) were
negative. Most of the missing data (85%) were from the
epidemic peak in November and December. By 7 (25%) and 2
(7%) the urine and respectively blood culture were positive.
However 22 (81%) of the children received antibiotics. Clinical
symptoms were fever (26; 96%), agitation (16; 59%), poor
nutritional intake (14; 52%), suboptimal circulation (6; 22%),
respiratory distress (5; 18%), erythema (16; 59%) and bullae (4;
15%).
Conclusion Chikungunya infections, especially under the age
of 6 months, can give severe clinical symptoms with difficult
distinction between diseases like sepsis and meningitis. It is
therefore essential, during Chikungunya epidemics, to apply a
structural approach to help prevent unnecessary investigations
and treatments, but also miss diagnosis.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.236
Isolated lung echinococcosis mimicking post-TB pulmonary
aspergilloma in a 26 year-old asylum seeker from Syria in
Germany
L. Cirri1,2 and W. Gruening1
1
HELIOS Kliniken Schwerin, Schwerin, Germany; 2Charite
Universit€atsmedizin Berlin, Berlin, Germany

Introduction Echinococcosis is a parasitic disease due to
tapeworms of the Echinococcus genus and it is one of the
neglected tropical diseases prioritized by the WHO. It mainly
affects the liver but may also involve other organs, such as the
lungs. Isolated pulmonary echinococcosis is a rare condition and
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it often does not appear among the differential diagnosis in
patients presenting with cough, chest pain and mild hemoptysis
in the Western world.
Case Report A 26 year-old patient was referred to our
tertiary institution due to abnormal findings on a routine chest
x-ray performed as a screening for pulmunary TB. The patient
was an asylum seeker from Syria who had spent most of his life
illegally in Russia, therefore not being able to access any form of
medical care. He admitted dry cough as well as breathing related
chest pain and some episodes of mild hemoptysis. The physical
examination as well as laboratory findings did not reveal any
significant abnormality, apart from raised leukocytosis.
We performed a CT scan of the chest and upper abdomen in
which a TB- typical cavitary lesion in the left upper lobe was
described. The cavitary lesion of about 35 9 30 mm appeared
only partially air-filled. Part of it was occupied by a spherical
structure with radiological features resembling an aspergilloma.
Based on the morphological findings and on medical history
the patient was diagnosed with aspergilloma of the left upper
lobe, most likely established on an existing cavitary TB-lesion.
The standard TB-treatment was initiated in preparation for thorax surgery in order to prevent further bleeding from the pulmunary parenchyma. Two months later, a left upper lobectomy was
performed and the resected parenchyma underwent histology.
The histological examination excluded the presence of the
genus Aspergillus. Surprisingly, it turned out to be a hydatid cyst
of Echinococcus granulosus.
Conclusions Although echinococcosis of the lung is a very
rare condition in the western world it must be on the list of
possibile differential diagnosis in patients presenting with
persisting cough, hemoptysis and chest pain. This is particularly
true in young patients from a low socio-economic background.
As a serological diagnosis is not always possible, a biopsy under
antiparasitic coverage may help to secure the diagnosis. Further
studies are needed regarding biopsy complications, treatment
options and frequency of isolated pulmonary echinococcosis.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.237
Laboratory-acquired Dengue virus infection by needle stick
injury – South Korea 2014
C. Lee
EIS, KCDC, Cheongju, Korea

Background Dengue fever is one of the most important
vector-borne disease putting approximately 3.9 billion people at
risk worldwide. While it is generally vector-borne, other routes
of transmission such as needle stick injury are possible.
Laboratory workers could be exposed to dengue virus
transcutaneously by needle stick injury. Laboratory-acquired
infection might have substantial influence not only on workers’
health, but also the general population. This is the first case to
our knowledge of dengue virus infection by needle stick injury in
a laboratory environment. Our aim was to evaluate risk factors
and related health concerns of laboratory workers exposed to
dengue virus.
Methods We have evaluated a 30-year-old female laboratory
worker exposed to dengue virus while conducting virus filtering
by needle stick injury.
Results During the admission, she showed symptoms of fever,
nausea, myalgia, and the characteristic maculopapular rash with
elevated aspartate aminotransferase (AST) of 235 IU/l, and
alanine aminotransferase (ALT) of 269 IU/l. She was diagnosed
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by the positive nonstructural protein one (NS1) antigen (Ag)
rapid test one day prior to symptom onset along with
Immunoglobulin M (IgM) enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA), and reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR) conducted on the 9th day of symptom onset which
were positive and negative respectively. After proper
symptomatic treatment, she recovered without any sequelae. As
a result of thorough epidemiologic investigation, it was found
out that she tried to recap the needle during the virus filtering
process and subsequent needle stick injury occurred.
Conclusions In the context of health promotion of
laboratory workers, and prevention of disease spread to the
general population, we suggest that laboratory biosafety manual
be reinforced, and related primary prevention measures be
implemented.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Medical travel kit: how is it used by aid workers?
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on Jimenez Dıaz, Madrid, Spain; 5UAM, Madrid,
Elche, Spain; 4Fundaci
n, Madrid, Spain
no
Spain; 6Hospital Gregorio Mara~

Introduction Up to 50% of short-stay travelers in developing
countries will have health problems. Nearly 274 000 aid workers
were deployed in 2010, around the world, but no data on the
characteristics of the medical travel kit (TK) or its use we have.
Methods and Materials A descriptive study using
questionnaire designed for students of tropical medicine 2007–
2014, in cooperation practices in the Oromia, Ethiopia. The
questionnaire was structured into nine sections according to the
item. Statistical analysis with SPSS version 21.0 software (IBM,
Chicago, IL, USA) and Epiinfo seven were conducted. TK
composition was analyzed, using (own or another partner) and
intend to repeat in the future TK.
Results Eight courses, 159 individuals, 140 invitations to
participate with 89 (64%) completed questionnaires were
performed.
Participant analysis: The most common age group was 30–
34 years (43.8%) and female gender (76.4%). Participants were
physicians (n = 65; 73%); laboratory professionals (n = 17; 19)
and seven nurses (7.9%). The minimum stay was 15 days
(75%), 1 month (n = 11) and 3 months (n = 11).
TK analysis, carried/using articles: Sections more carried were
analgesia (95.5%), prevention of bites (94.3%), dermatological
compounds (94.3%) and antibiotics (93.2). The main items used
were: Analgesia, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)
(55.3%) and paracetamol (44%); Dermatology, protective sun
cream (70.6%); Digestive, inhibitors of proton pump (PPIs)
(39.6%); Respiratory, inhaled corticosteroids (44.4%); Ophthalmology, contact lens products (78.1%); Antibiotics, ciprofloxacin
(23.5%); Malaria prophylaxis, atovaquone-proguanil (45%); Bite
protection: repellent (74.6%); Dressing materials, below 10%.
TK analysis, repeat on another journey: The mean level of repetition was 87%. Only tramadol (50%), antihistaminic H2
(42.8), nasal corticosteroids (50%) and citronella (50%) get
lower data. The intention of repeating is related to the fact of
having carried an article on 15 items with P < 0.000, but only
up seven related with the use of them.
Conclusions The composition of a TK of an aid worker
does not differ from that of other types of travelers, except in
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some ‘specialized’ items such as antibiotics. Using an article on a
trip is not related to the intention to bring this article in a next
trip.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.240
Presentation of a novel tool for rapid rabies diagnostics in
remote, low income settings
M. Léchenne1,2, K. Na€ıssengar3, I. O. Alfaroukh3 and J. Zinsstag1,2
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Institut de Recherche en
Elevage pour le Developpement, N’Djamena, Chad
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PS2.239
Factors associated with dog rabies immunisation status in
Bamako, Mali
S. Mauti1,2, A. Traore3, J. Hattendorf1,2, E. Schelling1,2, M. Wasniewski4,
J.-L. Schereffer4, J. Zinsstag1,2 and F. Cliquet4
1
Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
3
Laboratoire Central Veterinaire, Bamako, Mali; 4Anses-Nancy
Laboratory for Rabies and Wildlife, Nancy, France

We conducted a cross-sectional survey in Bamako, Mali, to
determine for the first time the seroprevalence of rabies
antibodies in the dog population and people’s knowledge, attitudes and practices (KAP) towards the zoonosis and its control.
We visited 2956 households in 2010 and 2011 and if possible,
a serum or plasma sample from adult dogs was collected. Beside
an estimation of the seroprevalence of rabies antibodies, the antibody decline over time after rabies vaccination was described.
Antibody detection was carried out with the fluorescent antibody
virus neutralisation (FAVN) test, with a positivity threshold of
0.25 IU/ml.
Ninety percent of interviewed persons (95% CI: 85% – 91%)
knew about rabies. The majority of interviewees knew that
rabies is transmitted from dogs to humans, and some of the
characteristic symptoms seen in rabid dogs could be listed by the
majority. When asked how people behave regarding a rabid dog,
killing the animal was the most frequent answer (>70%). Most
were aware that vaccination of dogs can prevent rabies, but only
a minority of dog-owners could answer correctly at what age the
dog should get a first rabies vaccination. There was also strong
consensus among dog-owners that it is better to protect their
dog from becoming rabid by vaccinating it rather than needing
to treat a bitten person. Forty-five percent (n = 306; 95% CI
38–52) of dogs were reported as vaccinated against rabies at
least once, but less than half of these (59/136) had a valid vaccination card. When asked for reasons for non-vaccination, cost
was the most frequently cited reason at 31% (95% CI: 21% –
43%), while general negligence was mentioned by 15% (95%
CI: 10% – 24%). Approximately one third of dog-owners would
not pay for vaccination. To reach a threshold of 70% of vaccinated owned dogs, vaccination should not cost more than 0.2 €.
The seroprevalence of rabies antibodies in the examined dog
population was low: 24% (n = 98; 95% CI 15–36) with titres
≥0.25 IU/ml. All animals after booster vaccination had titres
≥0.25 IU/ml which was not the case in primo-vaccinated animals. For the Rabisinâ vaccine, a Kaplan–Meier estimate suggested that to maintain an antibody titre of ≥0.25 IU/ml for
75% of owned dogs, re-vaccination should be carried out within
2.5 years.
This work contributes vital information towards planning an
effective dog rabies control programme for the district of
Bamako.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

The high fatality and burden of rabies stands in contrast to very
low rabies surveillance performance in developing countries. The
resulting absence of reliable human and animal rabies incidence
data ultimately result in neglect of disease control and persistence of rabies transmission despite the existence of powerful
prevention tools. Rapid, easy to perform rabies diagnostic tests
that need no expensive equipment or special storage conditions
and can be performed by well instructed ordinary veterinary professionals, are urgently needed for developing countries. Such
novel methods will help to accurately amount the worldwide
rabies burden and are a necessity to monitor control and eradication.
We compared the performance of a lateral flow chromatographic immunoassay with the standard Fluorescent Antibody
Test (FAT) microscopy during routine diagnostics of rabies suspected dogs at the central rabies laboratory in Ndjamena, Chad.
For confirmation of the results all samples were also tested by
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) at the Pasteur Institute in
Paris. Performance comparison was done by McNemar test and
Kappa statistics.
The performance reliability of the test is comparable to the
FAT under field conditions as no statistical significant difference
between the two test results was found. PCR confirmed the presence of rabies virus DNA in all immunoassay positive samples.
The test procedure is very straight forward and the cassettes can
be stored at room temperature. The cost of the test are lower
than cost for FAT diagnostics however still too high to be
incurred by dog owners alone.
The presented rapid rabies diagnostic tool is very promising.
Major limitations are the non-recommended use of the test for
cats. Further validation has to be undertaken to prove the applicability and reliance of the test in peripheral field laboratories.
Acknowledgments We thank BioNote, Inc. and its Swiss
representative Arovet for the free provision of the tests used for
this study.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Experiences with a voluntary surveillance system for early
detection of diseases in Switzerland: participation of
veterinary practitioners and the perceived usefulness of
mobile reporting
R. Struchen1, D. Hadorn2, F. Wohlfender1,3, S. Balmer2, S. S€uptitz2, J. Zinsstag4
and F. Vial1
1
Veterinary Public Health Institute, Bern, Switzerland; 2Federal Food
Safety and Veterinary Office, Bern, Switzerland; 3Institut Suisse de

Medecine Equine,
Bern, Switzerland; 4Swiss Tropical & Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland

Introduction Clinical observations reported by veterinary
practitioners in real time using web- and mobile-based tools may
benefit disease surveillance by improving the timeliness of
outbreak detection. Equinella is a voluntary electronic reporting
and information system established for the early detection of
infectious equine diseases in Switzerland. During its first
operational year (December 2013 to November 2014), we aimed
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to better understand motivations and barriers to sustainable
participation by sentinel veterinary practitioners; and to evaluate
the suitability of mobile devices to collect animal health data.
Methods and Materials Registered Equinella
practitioners (n = 67 in November 2014) can report cases of
non-notifiable diseases as well as clinical symptoms to an
internet-based platform using computers or mobile devices in
real-time. Non-monetary incentives to participate are offered
such as regular information feedback, a free continuing
professional development course per year or the use of a hardy
smartphone specialised for outdoor use. Based on a
questionnaire including primarily open questions, telephone
interviews were carried out with 11 Equinella veterinarians (six
in June 2014, five in November 2014).
Results A relatively high participation of Equinella
veterinarians was found during the first year (median = 73% of
registered practitioners). Receiving up-to-date information on the
health status of the equine population was stated as a strong
motivation to participate. Insufficient knowledge of the reporting
system, concerns regarding the dissemination of information,
and a perceived low relevance of the system were identified as
potential challenges to sustainable reporting by practitioners.
Mobile devices were sporadically used for reporting during the
first year (12.8% of reports). Our suspicion that many
practitioners were not aware of the advantages of mobile
reporting was confirmed during the interviews. No particular
problem with the mobile devices or reason for their infrequent
use was found.
Conclusions A voluntary surveillance system based on nonmonetary incentives has the potential to attract and retain
practitioners. The uptake of novel reporting methods may be
slow as practitioners may require time to become accustomed.
Continued information feedback loops and sustained
communication efforts with practitioner networks are needed to
address some of the shortcomings identified and promote better
understanding of the system.
Disclosure This work is part of a PhD project included in a
grant 1.12.12 ‘Development of a syndromic surveillance system
to enhance early detection of emerging and re-emerging
epizootics and zoonoses’ funded by the Federal Food Safety and
Veterinary Office.
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Development of a bead-based Luminex assay using
lipopolysacharide specific monoclonal antibodies for the
detection of bio threat Brucella species
A. Silbereisen1, M. Tamborrini1, M. Wittwer2, N. Sch€urch2 and G. Pluschke1
Swiss TPH, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 2Federal Office for
Civil Protection, Spiez Laboratory, Spiez, Switzerland

1

Brucella, a gram-negative bacterium, is classified as potential bio
terrorism agent mainly due to the low infection dose needed and
the ability to transmit the bacteria via aerosols. The six classical
Brucella species are B. melitensis, B. abortus, B. suis, B. canis,
B. ovis and B. neotomae preferentially infecting goats and sheep,
cattle, pigs, dogs, sheep and rodents, respectively, with B.
melitensis and B. abortus causing most of the human cases.
According to international bio defense regulations, immunological assays are required to complement molecular detection systems for potential bio terror agents. Our aim was to specifically
detect Brucellae with ‘smooth’ lipopolysaccharides (LPS) through
a highly sensitive monoclonal antibody (mAb) based immunological assay. Sets of mAbs specific for the LPS O antigen of Bru-

394

cella spp. were generated by immunization of mice with
inactivated B. melitensis or B. abortus cells. Both B. melitensis
and B. abortus were recognized by most mAbs and antigen binding was not impeded by inactivation of the bacterial cells by c
irradiation, formalin or heat treatment. The combination of
mAbs most suitable for an antigen capture assay format was
identified and an immunoassay using the Luminex xMAP technology was developed recognizing all tested Brucella species with
‘smooth’ LPS with detection limits of 2 9 102 to 8 9 104 cells/
ml depending on the tested species. Furthermore, Brucella spp.
cells were identified successfully within spiked milk samples
using the Luminex assay. In addition a simultaneous, rapid and
precise detection of Brucella spp., Bacillus anthracis, Francisella
tularensis and Yersinia pestis within a single sample could be
allowed by integrating the bead-based immunoassay into a multiplex format. Overall, the developed robust Luminex assay
should allow for the detection of Brucella spp. both in natural
outbreak and in bio threat situations.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.243
Hygiene and microbial contamination along the pork value
chain in Vietnam
D. X. Sinh1, N. V. Hung1,2,3, P. D. Phuc1, T. T. Ngan1, N. T. Thanh4, U. Fred2,
M. Kohei5 and G. Delia6
1
Center for Public Health and Ecosystem Research, Hanoi School of
Public Health, Hanoi, Vietnam; 2International Livestock Research
Institute (ILRI), Hanoi, Vietnam; 3Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 4National Institute of Veterinary Research,
Hanoi, Vietnam; 5Rakuno Gakuen University, Hokkaido, Japan;
6
International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI), Nairobi, Kenya

In Vietnam, pork accounts for 75% of total meat consumed
daily at households. However, pork may contain high levels of
microbial contamination such as Salmonella and Escherichia coli
which might cause harm to consumers. To determine microbial
contamination along the pork value chain, we collected 216
samples from 72 pig farms (floor swab, drinking and waste
water), 545 from 49 slaughterhouses (carcass swab, lymph node,
rectal feces, floor swab and washing water) and 514 from 220
pork shops in the informal markets (pork cuts, ground pork and
cutting board swab) in two provinces of Vietnam (Hung Yen
and Nghe An). Samples were analyzed to detect qualitatively
and quantitatively Salmonella and E. coli. Overall prevalence of
Salmonella combined from all types of above mentioned samples
at pig farms, slaughterhouses and pork shops were 35%, 30%
and 37%, respectively. Salmonella contamination in the final
product (pork at market) was 45% and an average concentration
of 9 MPN/g was recorded. E. coli average load along different
points of the chain was 5.3  1.4 (farm floor swabs), 2.9  0.9
(carcass swabs), 3.1  1.0 (slaughterhouse floor swabs), and
3.3  1.1 (market shop cutting board swabs) logCFU/cm2,
whereas pork from the market had 3.4  0.9 logCFU/g. Demonstrated high levels of Salmonella in the final product (pork at
market) induces the potential health risks for the consumers.
High values for E. coli indicates general poor hygiene along the
chain. Appropriate hygiene practices and management are
required to achieve better pork quality and reduce the risk for
the consumer. These data will serve as inputs for health risk
assessments related to pork consumption.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Risk pathways and prevalence in slaughtered pig blood of
Streptococcus suis in Vietnam
D. X. Sinh1, E. B. Juliet2, U. Fred3, N. T. Bao2, V. T. N. Bich2, P. D. Phuc1,
G. Delia4 and N. V. Hung1,3,5
1
Center for Public Health and Ecosystem Research, Hanoi School of
Public Health, Hanoi, Vietnam; 2Oxford University Clinical Research
Unit, Wellcome Trust Major Overseas Programme, Hanoi, Vietnam;
3
International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI), Hanoi, Vietnam;
4
International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI), Nairobi, Kenya;
5
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland

Streptococcus suis is a leading cause of bacterial meningitis in
Vietnamese adults, and the major risk factors have been identified as consumption of raw pig blood (Tiet canh), and occupational exposure to pigs. Previous studies of S. suis prevalence in
pigs sampled from southern Vietnam have indicated very high
levels of commensal infection in tonsil specimens, however there
is relatively little data on prevalence rates of systemic infections
in pigs (as indicated by detection from fresh blood), and prevalence rates from northern and central Vietnam have yet to be
described. To address these data gaps, we sampled blood from
147 slaughtered pigs in two provinces Hung Yen (North) and
Nghe An (Center) and analyzed for S. suis using PCR (16S- S.
suis and S. suis serotype 2). In addition, we surveyed 406 heads
of household and 51 slaughterhouse workers in these areas to
understand behaviors and attitudes toward consumption of raw
pig blood. A total of 33.3% of 147 pig blood samples tested
positive with S. suis, but only 1.4% (2/147) were positive to S.
suis serotype 2, the serotype most frequently associated with severe human infections. Fifteen of 406 people interviewed (3.4%)
reported eating ‘Tiet canh’, whereas this rate was significantly
higher at 43.1% (21 of 51) for slaughterhouse workers. These
findings will be discussed in the context of the growing body of
literature on S. suis epidemiology, culinary practices involving
raw or undercooked pig products, and risk mitigation strategies
to minimize disease transmission.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Epidemiological study of zoonotic schistosomiasis among
water buffaloes in different endemic areas in the Philippines
J. M. M. Angeles1, L. R. Leonardo2, Y. Goto3, M. Kirinoki4, K. J. Moendeg1,
E. A. Villacorte2, N. Inoue1, Y. Chigusa4 and S.-I. Kawazu1
1
National Research Center for Protozoan Diseases, Obihiro University of
Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine, Obihiro, Japan; 2Department of
Parasitology, College of Public Health, University of the Philippines,
Manila, Philippines; 3Laboratory of Molecular Immunology, Graduate
School of Agricultural and Life Sciences, University of Tokyo, Tokyo,
Japan; 4Department of Tropical Medicine and Parasitology, Dokkyo
Medical University, Mibu, Japan

Introduction The contribution of animals in the
transmission of zoonotic schistosomiasis caused by Schistosoma
japonicum has been established in several studies. Among these
animals, water buffaloes are perceived to be the most important
as they are continuously and constantly exposed to the parasites
in the transmission sites.
Materials and Methods This was a cross-sectional study
among water buffaloes in endemic areas in the Philippines. Study
sites included municipalities with varying degrees of endemicity
of schistosomiasis: near elimination areas (Talibon & Trinidad),
moderately (New Corella & Gonzaga) and highly endemic areas

(Calatrava & Catarman). Samples were tested using microscopy,
stool PCR, SEA-ELISA, SjTPx-1 ELISA and Sj1TR ELISA.
Results Results showed significant positivities for schistosome
infection in all the municipalities, with the highest prevalences of
45.7% in Catarman and 40.5% in Gonzaga. Water buffaloes
also tested positive in near elimination areas of Talibon (15.7%)
and Trinidad (20.6%). This proves that high prevalence in water
buffaloes does not reflect human prevalence, but represents the
threat of human transmission.
Conclusion Water buffaloes are good indices for human
transmission of S. japonicum parasite and should therefore be
considered when formulating elimination guidelines to prevent
emergence and re-emergence of zoonotic schistosomiasis.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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A systemic approach to understand neglected diseases at
the human-animal-ecology interface
S. J. Krauth1,2,3, C. C. V. Musard1,3,4, N. A. Wandel1,3,4, S. I. Traore3,5,6,
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3
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D‘Ivoire; 4Department of Environmental Systems Science, ETH Zurich,
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Background There is a history of co-occurrence of human
schistosomiasis and livestock fascioliasis in C^
ote d’Ivoire. The
trematode parasites causing these two diseases share crucial
aspects in their life cycles, such as the dependency on aquatic
snails as intermediate hosts and the final-host infection at the
host-water interface. The lives of humans and livestock are
closely linked and both often share the same habitats, including
water contact sites. Furthermore, different human population
groups have different access to water and other resources. It
follows that, next to classical parasitological approaches, the
dynamics between different populations and their livestock need
to be considered in a social-ecological context.
Methods School-aged children from 38 randomly selected
schools in northern C^
ote d’Ivoire were screened for microhaematuria and antibodies in urine. Sedentary and semi-mobile
populations were screened for schistosomiasis and fascioliasis
infections. Water contact patterns of the population were
assessed using a mixed methods approach, consisting of
questionnaire interviews, direct observations and participatory
mapping. Water sources in close proximity to the villages were
characterised and the occurrence of intermediate host snails for
fascioliasis and schistosomiasis was assessed. Remotely sensed
environmental data was obtained for all study sites.
Results Although safe water sources were available to all
sedentary populations, people still need to access and use
unimproved water for various reasons. We could show,
however, that the semi-mobile Peulh population differs largely
from the sedentary population in their contact with animals and
the availability of water and other resources and have thus a
different exposure to water borne-diseases. Animals and human
populations share the same water sources, which harbour
intermediate host snails for schistosomiasis and fascioliasis. This
increases the potential for the spread of schistosomiasis and
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fascioliasis within and between the various populations of
humans and animals.
Conclusion Our study provides new insight into two
neglected diseases at the human-animal-ecology interface. There
is a need for a more comprehensive, systemic approach in the
fight against neglected diseases, taking into account, not only
traditional parasitological and epidemiological data, but also the
often neglected interplay between different social groups and
their livestock in the same ecological setting.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.247
Health of Syrian refugees role of brucellosis in febrile
diseases among the refugee population
H. Kutaish
Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland

This study aims at estimating the role of Brucellosis among fever
patients in Syrian refugee camps to guide physicians in their differential diagnosis and treatment choices. The Middle East has
traditionally been an endemic area and Syria is one of the countries with the highest incidence. Brucellosis is a bacterial infection, which spreads to humans by consuming infected animal
milk or via direct contact with infected animals. It is a costly disease due to its chronic nature and the reduction of livestock production due to abortions, causing a major economic burden.
Over 10 million people have been displaced in and out of Syria
as because of the ongoing armed conflicts. According to the United Nations there are 6.5 million internally displaced people and
almost 4 million Syrian refugees in the surrounding countries.
We hypothesize that up to 5% of fever patients have acute brucellosis. Brucella infection may spilled over from Syria due to
mass displacement. Alternatively the disease transmission might
have collapsed as result of reduced commercial productivity.
Approach: The study will take place in refugee camps along the
Syrian border. A cross sectional case series of 300 fever patients
will be clinically examined and tested for Brucellosis using the
Rose Bengal test and a secondary serology test.The sample size
assumes a standard error of 1% and a z-value of 1.96. An estimate of the health centre based acute brucellosis incidence will
be made using an estimate the total number of population in the
range of the health centre. We will compare local data on brucellosis in the host countries before and after the Syrian crises, in
order to understand the health situation, the movement of the
disease after the collapse of control and changes in the health
priorities in the region to be able to give a quality assessment of
the actuality of the disease and draw future control and elimination plan in collaboration with regional public and animal health
authorities. To test further our secondary hypotheses we will
compare observed incidences with disease data from Syria and
host countries. This study will provide high quality data on the
actual situation and the role of brucella infection in febrile cases
among the Syrian refugees. The study results will be a starting
point for further regional and more inclusive study to draw an
updated brucellosis map of the Middle-East, to plan future elimination and control guide lines and working plans.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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R. Mindekem5, D. Doumagoum Moto5, I. O. Alfaroukh4, T. Smieszek6 and
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1
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Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
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Department of Chemistry, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
4
Institut de Recherche en Elevage pour le Developpement, N’Djamena,
Chad; 5Centre de Support en Sante Internationale, N’Djamena, Chad;
6
Imperial College, London, UK

The aim of this study is to elucidate the contributions of population vaccination coverage and the vaccine immunity of individual
dogs on the interruption of dog rabies transmission; determine
the role of population density of dogs in the transmission of
rabies; and identify the optimal frequency and coverage of vaccination campaigns. The results help define the most cost-effective
dog mass vaccination strategies for rabies elimination in Africa
and Asia. Rabies is a zoonotic disease that is responsible for substantial human mortality in Asia and Africa, but recent studies
have suggested that elimination is possible. We hypothesize that
the population level aspects of vaccination coverage contribute
more to the dynamics of dog rabies elimination than the kinetics
of protective antibodies within individual dogs. In 2012 and
2013 we vaccinated 18 200 and 22 300 dogs in N’Djamena,
Chad, reaching both times a population coverage of more than
70%. Dog rabies incidence dropped from one rabid dog per
week prior to the mass vaccination to less than one rabid dog
8 months afterwar the start of the campaign. Because of the
multiple scales (between dogs and within dogs) in rabies transmission and immune dynamics, this unique data set will be used
for comparative mathematical modeling approaches with individual based (contact networks and machine learning) and population-based models. Preliminary results have been obtained using
coupled differential equations assuming a homogenous dog population. Results show that the respective contributions of the
population dynamics and immunity loss are dynamic. The contribution of the population dynamics by birth and death processes
is to the susceptible population is two to five times higher than
the immunity loss of the immunized population between two
vaccination campaigns. This project will generate new knowledge on dog rabies transmission dynamics and potential for elimination; provide advice on optimal vaccination strategies; and
identify the most realistic and parsimonious models for the follow-up of forthcoming dog mass vaccination campaigns in Africa
and Asia in the framework of the Global Alliance for Rabies
Control (GARC).
Acknowledgement This project is supported by the Swiss
National Science Foundation Project No. 310030_160067.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Evaluating milk handling processes in smallholder dairy
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1

This study was conducted to evaluate milk handling processes in
smallholder dairy farms in Rombo district. Four villages were
selected for the study. These include Mengeni Kitasha, Shimbi
Masho, Keryo and Mbomai. After getting the informed consent,
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a total of 40 smallholder dairy farmers were randomly selected
for data collection. Structured questionnaire was used to collect
information on gender with respect to interviewee role, age, education, main occupation; herd size per household and cow breed;
factors affecting hygienic quality of milk, routine mastitis control
practices; knowledge on health risks associated with consumption of milk; measures to control zoonotic diseases and overall
management of the milking cow. During farm visits, housing
and housing equipment, milking environment, milking equipment and manure disposal were verified through direct observation. 81 milking cows were ear tagged from a sampling frame
consisting all cows in the selected villages basing on health status
as explained by the owner. Tuberculin test was carried out by
the single comparative intradermal tuberculin test using avian
and bovine purified protein derivatives. California Mastitis Test
(CMT) was carried by mixing equal amounts of milk from each
of the udder teats and CMT reagent into the four cups of the
CMT paddle. Four milk samples each 50 ml were aseptically
drawn from all four quarters of the udder of each sampled cow
using clean sterile falcon tubes; for this reason 324 samples of
milk were collected from 81 dairy cows. Also, 81 samples of
blood were drawn from jugular veins of those cows using clean
sterile vacutainer tubes. The collected Milk and blood samples
were examined for brucellosis in the laboratory. All cows
(100%, n = 81) tested negative for TB and also all milk
(n = 324) and blood (n = 81) samples tested negative for brucellosis. 14.8% of the teats were positive for subclinical mastitis
and 0.3% clinical mastitis was diagnosed. Managerial factors
related to poor milking hygiene and lack of training on milk
handling were influencing (P ˂ 0.05) prevalence of mastitis.
Improvements in animal husbandry practices and training of
farmers to increase their awareness on management of dairy
cows and hygienic production and commercialization of milk are
recommended. Also, placement of milk collection centres will
influence appropriate milking and milk handling practices.
Keywords milk handling; health risks; smallholders; dairy
cattle.
Disclosure We declare that we have no conflict of interest.
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Food-borne diseases are a major concern of developing countries.
Among the drivers, rapidly increasing pork consumption deserves
increased attention. Yet there is little documentation in Uganda
on the context in which pork is produced, marketed and consumed and the implications this may have on public health. This
study attempts to assess the current knowledge, attitudes and
practices and looks more into butchers’ beliefs about customer
preferences.
Sixty pork butcheries out of 179 mapped in Kampala were
randomly selected. In July 2014 on-site observations were undertaken and butchers were interviewed what they think is the most
and the least important attributes to their clients when buying
pork meat. Best-worst method with a set of previously identified
thirteen attributes was used.

Half of the pork purchased by the butchers came from pigs
slaughtered in backyards or non-gazetted abattoirs. Raw pork
accounted for half of the total pork sold by pork butcheries. The
other half was served as cooked pork and usually consumed onsite accompanied by raw vegetables. The majority of butchers
use a wooden stump as a cutting surface. Pest animals are present in most butcheries including rodents, birds and flies.
Best-worst scores showed that among the attributes butchers
revealed as the most important for their customers were: ‘Meat
from the same day’, ‘Cleanliness in the butchery’ and ‘Trust in
butcher’ while ‘Presence of flies in butchery’, ‘Age of the animal’,
‘Pest animals in butchery’ and ‘Fat layer of meat’ were the least
significant qualities. Others varied in-between such as ‘Price’,
‘Colour of meat’, ‘Bony meat’, ‘Butcher wearing coat’, ‘Type of
building structure’ and ‘Butchery close to main road’.
The results indicate the need to improve food hygiene in order
to mitigate food contamination risks but they also show sellers’
beliefs which need to be taken into account and addressed.
Bringing this research into use will allow targeted interventions
and empower butchers to improve the conditions in their shops,
strengthen their businesses, and therefore contribute to healthier
clients and public health.
The research was carried out with the financial support of the
Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development
(BMZ), Germany, and the CGIAR Research Programs on Agriculture for Nutrition and Health, and on Policies, Institutions
and Markets led by the International Food Policy Research Institute, through the Safe Food, Fair Food project at ILRI.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Hamadan, Iran; 2Hamadan University of Medical Sciences, Hamadan,
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Introduction and Objectives Toxoplasmosis is a widely
prevalent zoonotic disease, caused by Toxoplasma gondii. Freerange chickens are considered as one of the most important
hosts in the epidemiology of T. gondii infection because they are
an imortant source of infection for both cats and humans. T.
gondii-infected poultry is consumed widely in many countries,
including Iran, and could be an important source of infection for
humans. There was no information regarding T. gondii infection
in chickens in this area of Iran, therefore, this investigation
carried out to determine the prevalence of T. gondii infections in
poultry in Hamadan.
Materials and Methods A total of 203 birds including
162 free-range, 41 caged commercial chickens and two turkeys
were studied from Hamadan city and suburb in the west of Iran,
from January to July 2014. Blood samples were collected by
venipuncture and transported to Research Laboratory of
Department of Parasitology. Data regarding these birds (type,
age, gender and raising place) were also recorded.
The head of birds also used for testing brain tissue, regarding
to T. gondii tissue cysts. Brain of each bird ground and suspension were made by normal saline and inoculated to peritoneal
cavity of five mice. Peritoneal aspirates examined for tachyzoites
of T. gondii after 5–10 days. The serums tested by indirect
hemagglutination test (IHA) for T. gondii antibodies.
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Results Tissue cyst of T. gondii was detected by bioassay in

PS2.254

the brain of three out of the 203 associated samples (one FR and
one caged chicken) by peritoneal inoculation (1%).
Seropositivity for T. gondii antibody was 6.1% (12/196).
Positive cases were as follow: 6 FR hens, one caged chicken and
five roosters. No positive cases were found in the examined
turkeys.
Conclusion This study indicates that, both free-range and
caged chickens may have similar risk of infection of T. gondii
and can transmit the parasite to humans.
Keyword Toxoplasma gondii, prevalence, brain, IHA, mice,
chicken, turkey.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Evaluation of Toxoplasma gondii soluble, whole and
excretory/secretary antigens for detection of toxoplasmosis
by ELISA test
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Seroprevalence of toxoplasmosis in blood donors of
Hamadan Transfusion Center in 2013
M. Fallah1, M. Gholami2, A. Maghsood1, N. Fallah3 and A. Mohammadi4
Department of Parasitology and Mycology, Hamadan University of
Medical Sciences, Hamadan, Iran; 2Hamadan University of Medical
Sciences, Hamadan, Iran; 3Hamadan University of Medical Sciences and
Health Services, Hamadan, Iran; 4Hamadan Blood Infusion Center,
Hamadan, Iran

1

Introduction and Objective Toxoplasmosis is worldwide
in distribution and this parasitic infection is one of the most
common opportunistic infections in the immunodeficient patients
that caused abortion and congenital complications if pregnant
women infected to acute infection. The main route of infection
is contact with an infected cat or consuming under-cooked meat.
Because the presence of parasite in the all body fluids, it is
probable that transfusion during acute infection could transmit
the parasite. The aim of this study was determining the IgM and
IgG antibodies’ titer in the Hamadan blood donors and its
relation to some epidemiological risk factors.
Methods In a cross-sectional study, a total of 540 blood
specimens were taken randomly from healthy blood donors in
the Hamadan Blood Transfusion Center. All samples examined
by ELISA method for IgG and IgM antibodies. The results
analyzed in relation to epidemiological factors such as age,
gender, occupation and some Toxoplasma infection risk factors.
Results About 518 participants in this study was male, others
were female. 294 (54.4%) were positive for IgG antibody and
10 (1.9%) were positive for IgM antibody. There was no
significant relationship between seropositivity and Toxoplasma
infection0 s risk factor.
Conclusion Because the screening dose not perform on the
blood donors in Hamadan; according to results of this study,
Toxoplasma infection in blood donors of Hamadan is relatively
high and, the rate of IgM antibody could considered for
screening of this population.
Keywords Toxoplasmosis, blood donors, ELISA, IgG, IgM.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

S. Shojaee, S. Pishkari, H. Keshavarz, M. Salimi and M. Mohebali
Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran

Introduction The present study performed to compare the
soluble, whole and excretory/secretary antigens of Toxoplasma
gondii (RH strain) in diagnosis of toxoplasmosis by ELISA
method.
Methods Tachyzoites of Toxoplasma were injected in intraperitoneal cavity of BALB/c mice, and after 4 days tachyzoites
were harvested by peritoneal washing of the mice. For soluble
antigen, exudates centrifuged and sediment sonicated and then
centrifuged at 4°C, 1 h, supernatant collected and density of
protein determined by Bradford method. For whole antigen after
collecting, washing and centrifuging of peritoneal fluid, the
tachyzoites sediment was counted. In excretory/secretary antigen
1.5 9 tachyzoites were transferred in 1 ml tube of saline and
incubated under mild agitation and after centrifuging
supernatant was collected and protein density determined by
Bradford method. Afterwards, the checker board method was
performed for prepared antigens and then 176 human serum
samples were evaluated for T. gondii IgG antibody with
prepared antigens, and finally serum samples were evaluated by
commercial kit (Trinity,USA) which was considered as gold
standard method.
Results In this study sensitivity and specificity of prepared
antigens was compared with those of commercial kits in ELISA.
Sensitivity and specificity of soluble antigen were 91.4% and
74.5%, in whole antigen these parameters were 77.1% and
77.3% and in excretory/secretary antigen, 28.5% and 74.5%.
Conclusion Soluble antigen has a high level of sensitivity
and specificity for ELISA and the results were close to those of
commercial kits (Trinity,USA).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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densities of African malaria vector populations: a pooled
analysis of 13 comparisons with human landing catches
O. J. T. Briët1,2, B. J. Huho1,2,3, J. E. Gimnig4,5, N. Bayoh4,6, A. Seyoum7,
C. H. Sikaala7,8, N. Govella3, D. A. Diallo9, S. Abdullah3, T. A. Smith1,2 and
G. F. Killeen3,7
1
EPH, Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland; 3Ifakara Health Institute, Ifakara, Tanzania; 4Centre for
Global Health Research, Kisumu, Kenya; 5Division of Parasitic Diseases,
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA; 6Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, Kisumu, Kenya; 7Vector Biology
Department, Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Liverpool, UK;
8
National Malaria Control Centre, Lusaka, Zambia; 9Centre National de
Recherche et de Formation sur le Paludisme, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso

Introduction Measurement of densities of host seeking
malaria vectors is important for estimating levels of disease
transmission, for appropriately allocating interventions, and for
quantifying their impact. The gold standard for estimating
mosquito – human contact rates is the human landing catch
(HLC), where human volunteers catch mosquitoes that land on
their exposed body parts. This approach necessitates exposure to
potentially infectious mosquitoes, and is very labour intensive.
There are several safer and less labour-intensive methods, with
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Centers for Disease Control light traps (LT) placed indoors near
occupied bed nets being the most widely used.
Methods This paper presents analyses of 13 studies when
paired mosquito collections of LT and HLC were used to
evaluate these methods for their consistency in sampling indoorfeeding mosquitoes belonging to the two major taxa of malaria
vectors across Africa, the Anopheles gambiae sensu lato complex
and the Anopheles funestus sensu lato group. Both overall and
study-specific sampling efficiencies of LT compared with HLC
were computed, and regression methods that allow for the
substantial variations in mosquito counts made by either method
were used to test whether the sampling efficacy varies with
mosquito density.
Results Generally, LT were able to collect similar numbers of
mosquitoes to the HLC indoors, though the relative sampling
efficacy, measured by the ratio of LT:HLC varied considerably
between studies. The overall best estimate for An. gambiae s.l.
was 1.06 [95% credible interval: 0.68–1.64] and for An.
funestus s.l. was 1.37 [0.70–2.68]. Local calibration exercises are
not reproducible, since only in a few studies did LT sample
proportionally to HLC, and there was no geographical pattern
or consistent trend with average density in the tendency for LT
to either under-sample or over-sample.
Conclusions LT are thus a crude tool at best, but are
relatively easy to deploy on a large scale. Spatial and temporal
variation in mosquito densities and human malaria transmission
exposure span several orders of magnitude, compared to which
the inconsistencies of LT are relatively small. LTs therefore
remain an invaluable and safe alternative to HLC for measuring
indoor malaria transmission exposure in Africa.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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The impact of an odor-baited mosquito control device,
mosquito landing box, in reducing outdoor malaria
transmission
A. S. Mmbando1, N. S. Matowo1,2, E. W. Kaindoa1, F. O. Okumu1,2 and
D. W. Lwetoijera1,3
1
Environment Health and Ecological Science Thematic Group, Ifakara
Health Institute, Ifakara, Tanzania; 2School of Public Health, Faculty of
Health Sciences, University of the Witwatersrand, Cape Town, South
Africa; 3Vector Biology Department, Liverpool School of Tropical
Medicine, Liverpool, UK

Background Outdoor malaria transmission recently has
significantly increased up to 20–30%, even in the places where
Long Lasting Indoor Treated Nets (LLINs) and Indoor Residual
Spraying (IRS) are widely used. This is due to change in vector
biting patterns on people in early evening while outdoor, and
differential effects of indoor insecticidal interventions on
anthropophagic and endophilic mosquitoes. In this study we
assessed the impact of mosquito landing box (MLB), a recently
developed odor-baited device in reducing outdoor malaria
transmission, specifically, the densities and daily survival rates of
outdoor of host seeking mosquitoes.
Methods Experiments were conducted inside a semi-field
system (SFS) in south-eastern Tanzania for 40 nights. The MLB
were baited with human-worn nylon socks together with CO2
gas produced from yeast-molasses fermentation. The MLB were
dusted with 10% pyriproxyfen and entomopathogenic fungi (M.
anisopliae IP46) to mark all the mosquitoes that made contact
with the MLB during the night. 400 laboratory reared female
An. arabiensis mosquitoes were released in two SFS chambers
with and without (a control) a treated MLB. We assessed

proportion of host seeking An. arabiensis mosquitoes visiting the
MLB. A reduction in daily survival rates was determined by
exposing An. arabiensis to 5% pirimiphos methyl formulated in
oil based paint, then recapturing individual mosquitoes and
monitoring each of them daily until they were dead. All
experiments were conducted in the presence of humanvolunteers.
Results Significantly more mosquitoes were contaminated in
the chambers with the MLB than in the control chambers
(P < 0.05). Over 60% (119/199) and 43% (92/210) of
mosquitoes recovered on human volunteer legs and inside a tent
and in SFS walls in the treatment chamber were contaminated
with pyriproxyfen and M.anisopliae IP46 fungal spores
respectively, compared to 6% (12/200) and 0% (0/164) of its
respective controls, suggesting the effective contamination power
of the MLB. Similarly, daily survival of exposed mosquitoes to
5% pirimiphos methyl was reduced, approximately two times
lower [HR = 1.7 (1.55–1.75)], compared to a control group.
Conclusion High contamination rates in the exposed
mosquitoes even in the presence of humans, demonstrates high a
preference of host seeking mosquito for the MLB and its
potential for controlling outdoor malaria transmission, either by
reducing vector survival or by killing them.
Disclosure The authors declared that they have no
competing interest.
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Umea, Sweden; 4Lee Kong Chian School of Medicine, Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore City, Singapore; 5School of
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Background 3900 million people globally are at risk of
dengue fever infection, with its distribution increasing rapidly
over the past 50 years. Since the primary vector, Aedes aegypti,
is exophilic and most active during the day, personal protection
technologies, such as insecticide treated clothing, could provide
significant protection from mosquito bites.
Methods World Health Organisation Pesticide Evaluation
Scheme (WHOPES) cone and arm-in-cage assays were used to
assess protection, knockdown and mortality against factory,
home-dipped and microencapsulated permethrin-treated fabrics
using Ae. aegypti mosquitoes. Factory-treated clothing was then
analysed further to investigate the effects of insecticide
resistance, clothing coverage, washing, Ultra-violet light and
ironing.
Results Factory-treated clothing showed the greatest
protective effect (1 h KD 96.5% and 24 h mortality 97.1%),
landing protection (59% (95% CI = 49.2–66.9) and bite
protection (100%). Landing and biting protection reduced
significantly from 58.9% to 18.5% and 28.6% to 11.1% after
10 washes for simulated hand washing. Resistance to permethrin
had no effect on the efficacy of the clothing, with coverage
playing an important role. Full coverage provided the highest
protection (79.4% landing protection, 100% biting protection).
Free flight room assays showed no difference in landing
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protection between the two coverage types but bite protection
was significantly greater (>90%) with full coverage. HPLC
confirmed ironing reduced permethrin content after 1 week
simulated use, with a 96.7% decrease after 3 months. UV
exposure was shown to have no effect.
Conclusion Insecticide treated clothing can provide
significant biting and landing protection, even in a resistant
strain. However, our findings also suggest that clothing may
provide only short-term protection due to the effect of washing
and ironing, highlighting the need for improved clothing
treatment techniques.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Malaria elimination is unlikely to occur if vector control campaigns rely entirely on treated bed-nets and indoor residual
spraying. There is a need for vector control tools that address
vectors that bite outside sleeping hours. Spatial repellents may be
able to fill this gap. However it is unclear if malaria vectors will
be diverted from households that use spatial repellents to those
that do not.
The present study was performed for a period of 24 weeks in
rural Tanzania. A total of 90 households were recruited and a
cross-over design was used to measure the density of resting and
blood-engorged mosquitoes in three coverage scenarios using
0.03% transfluthrin coils:
1. No coverage;
2. Complete coverage and;
3. Incomplete coverage.
Human blood index of each malaria vector species was calculated for each scenario. Human landing collections were performed and vector biting times were recorded.
The main vectors were found to be Anopheles arabiensis and
Anopheles funestus s.s. Both species fed outdoors, outside sleeping hours and on humans as well as animals. Data from human
landing catches showed that the repellent coils reduced the number of An arabiensis by 80% but did not reduce the number of
host seeking An. funestus, this may be due to potential development of pyrethroid resistance which has been documented in the
area. The repellent coils did not reduce indoor and outdoor resting densities of Anophelines nor cause a shift in the human
blood index. No diversion of malaria vectors was measured. On
the other hand, the spatial repellent coils reduced the household
densities of Culex spp. by 26%, and contributed to 19% diversion of Culex spp. to non-repellent users.
There is strong evidence that large proportion of malaria
exposure is not controlled by the current vector control strategy
in the Kilombero Valley. The use of 0.03% transfluthrin coils in
this area is unlikely to result in malaria reduction since much biting occurred in the morning after coils had gone out. The behavioural responses of pyrethroid resistant mosquitoes and
Anopheles funestus to spatial repellents needs to be further investigated given the increasing importance of this vector in the area.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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In the city of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania programmatic distribution of insecticide-treated nets and application of mosquito larvicides, as well as provision of artemisinin-based combination
therapy and rapid diagnostic tests, have been complemented by
commercial sale of window screening. After a decade of progressively improving coverage with all these interventions, vector
populations which remained pyrethroid-susceptible became
sparse and lower malaria infection risk became evenly distributed across all ages but stable transmission persisted. High
estimated proportion of potential vector exposure occurring
indoors (ph,i) was protective against malaria among the majority
of residents (85.8%) living in houses with window screens (OR
[95% CI] = 0.73 [0.60, 0.90], P = 0.0040 and 0.64 [0.49, 0.83],
P = 0.00094 for highest and middle versus lowest terciles,
respectively) but not in unscreened houses (P ≥ 0.51). Residents
of houses with window screening who spent most night hours
indoors (middle and high terciles of ph,i) were protected against
malaria infection (OR [95% CI] = 0.71 [0.59, 0.85],
P = 0.00013) but not those spending even a few hours outdoors
in the evening and early morning (P = 0.433). Malaria risk
among residents with unscreened houses (14.2%) increased with
vector density (P = 0.0093) and was reduced by larvicide application (OR [95% CI] = 0.42 [0.23, 0.74], P = 0.0033), but was
unaffected by either factor among residents with screened houses
(P = 0.23 and 0.19, respectively). Only small fractions of persisting malaria infections could be attributed to houses lacking window screens (4.1%), spending time outside screened houses
(5.8%), or gaps in larviciding coverage, (15.8%), respectively.
Despite high coverage of effective nets, screening and larviciding
in this urban context with very sparse populations of pyrethroidsusceptible vectors, malaria transmission persists and further
improving coverage and adherence of these interventions are
therefore only likely to prevent a minority of remaining cases.
New or improved transmission control measures are required to
enable elimination of malaria from Dar es Salaam.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Attracting and instantly killing outdoor-biting malaria
vectors using odour-baited mosquito landing boxes (MLB)
equipped with low-cost electrocuting grids

Biocontrol activity of the entomopathogenic fungus
Aspergillus niger against Anopheles stephensi, vector of
malaria
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Background Ongoing residual malaria transmission is
increasingly mediated by outdoor-biting mosquito populations,
especially in communities where insecticidal interventions like
indoor residual insecticides (IRS) and long-lasting insecticide
treated nets (LLINs), are used. Often, the vectors are also
physiologically resistant to the insecticides, making this a major
obstacle against malaria elimination.
Methods A recently developed odour-baited device, the
mosquito landing box (MLB), was improved by fitting it with
low-cost electrocuting grids to instantly kill attracted
mosquitoes. An automated water-proof light sensor was also
added to switch the attractant-dispensing and mosquito-killing
systems on and off at dusk and dawn respectively, thus
conserving energy, improving safety and removing need for
frequent human-handling. MLBs fitted with one, two or three
electrocuting grids, were then compared in a malaria endemic
village, in south-eastern Tanzania, where vector populations are
increasingly resistant to insecticides.
Results Significantly more mosquitoes were killed when the
MLBs had two or three grids, relative to one grid (P < 0.05),
regardless of season. During the wet season, MLBs with two or
three grids killed more Anopheles arabiensis (P < 0.001), but
equal numbers of An. funestus (P > 0.05) compared to MLB
with one grid. In the dry season, MLB with three grids killed
more An. arabiensis (P < 0.001), but equal numbers of An.
funestus (P = 0.515) as one grid, while MLB with two grids
killed more of both An. arabiensis and An. funestus (P < 0.001).
Conclusion Odour-baited MLBs fitted with low-cost
electrocuting grids and automated on/off switches can effectively
kill outdoor-biting disease transmitting mosquitoes, including
major malaria vectors, even in areas where the mosquitoes are
behaviourally or physiologically resistant, and cannot be fully
controlled by the current interventions like LLINS and IRS. The
method is insecticides-free, hence it also has great potential for
resistance bursting. These devices could have potential either for
surveillance or as complementary control tools, to accelerate
malaria elimination efforts, particularly in communities where
outdoor-transmission is increasingly important.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Introduction Malaria disease is one the most important
diseases caused by parasites in all over the world. ‘Mosquito
control’ is the control of mosquito-borne diseases through the
interruption of disease transmission by killing or preventing
mosquitoes from biting humans. The aim was assessment of
biocontrol activity of the Aspergillus niger against larvae and
adult stages of Anopheles stephensi.
Materials and Methods The spores of A.niger was
released in rearing water at three dosages of 5 9 105, 10 9 105
and 15 9 105 spores and we assessed the application methods
including topical application of spores on sucrose solution, free
exposure to infected culture media and a combination of both.
Fungi invasion both in larvae and adults stages was assessed
using a three dimensional microscope and taking high resolution
photos of them as well as preparation of 10% KOH wet mount
from dead bodies followed preparation of tissue sections and
staining with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E).
Results Three dosages of 5 9 105, 10 9 105 and 15 9 105
spores respectively yielded 16.0%, 24.0% and 24.0% mortalities
compared to 3% mortality in the control group; the differences
were significant (P < 0.05). Adult emergence was 82.0%, 65.0%
and 22.0% respectively at the above dosages compared to
97.0% of adult emergence in control group (P > 0.05). The
survival rate of treated blood-fed mosquitoes was 10.0% in
comparison of 66.0% in control group (P > 0.05).
Conclusion Based on significant larvae mortality or
reduction of adult longevity it is highly recommended to isolate
the metabolites from local strain of A.niger which originated of
A.dthali caught from south of Iran by Hashemi et al. during
2011. The efficacy of such metabolites should bee determined
against malaria vectors at laboratory and field conditions.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Transmission reduction is a key component of
global efforts to control and eliminate malaria. A wide range of
novel transmission-reducing drugs and vaccines are currently
under development. Human to mosquito transmission is
influenced by many factors. Actually, it is unclear how the
densities of parasites stages or season influence infection rate and
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intensity. Here, we describe the importance of the parasites
stages seasonal pattern in infections success.
Methods Parasitological data were obtained by blood slide
processing from child volunteers with parental consent.
Gametocytes carriers’ infectiousness to mosquitoes was
determined at the peak/end of transmission season and dry
season via membrane feeding assay. Larvae were sampled from
natural pools, reared to adulthood before experiment. Infection
prevalence and intensity were determined 1 week after feeding.
Results Asexual parasite prevalence was higher at the peak of
the wet season (69.1%, 329/476) than the dry (56.8%, 50/88)
and the end of the wet season (60.5%, 161/266). Of gametocyte
positive slides (N = 189), 86.2% had asexual parasites.
Gametocyte prevalence did not significantly vary between
seasons. Asexual form median density was 993 (IQR: 317–3759)
with a significant difference between seasons (P = 0.0004).
However gametocyte median density 40 (IQR: 16–78) did not
shown any seasonal variation (P = 0.1). For feeding, around
28 062 mosquitoes were offered blood meal and 29.6% fed and
survived until dissection. The average number of dissected
mosquitoes 75 (range 18–207) was quite the same according to
the assays period. In 71.8% (79/110) of feeding experiments, at
least one mosquito was infected. The median percentage of
infected mosquitoes per infectious experiment was 15.7% (IQR:
07.3- 89. 2%) with a median oocyst number of 2 (range 1–101).
The prevalence of infected blood meal was similar across seasons
(70.0%, 72.7% to 70.1% at the dry, the peak, and the end of
the wet season. Mosquitos’ infection rate also did not show any
significant variation within season. The infection success was
higher for asexual parasites carriers (91%) than non carriers
(9%). However, mosquitoes’ infection rate and oocyst load did
not significantly vary according the asexual forms carriage.
Conclusion This highlights the need to carefully interpret
evaluations regarding asexual parasites and transmission season
for malaria control program.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Protective efficacy of a Transfluthrin-based spatial repellent
in combination with long lasting insecticide treated nets
insecticide
B. P. Huho1, H. Ngonyani2, E. Simfukwe2, E. Mbeyela2 and S. Moore2,3
1
Environmental Health and Ecological Sciences, Ifakara Health Institute,
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania; 2Environmental Health and Ecological
Sciences, Ifakara Health Institute, Ifakara, Tanzania; 3Health
Interventions Unit, Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland

Increased urbanization and rural electrification programs allow
people to stay awake longer and are likely to expose the community to more early evening biting. Here we intend to evaluate a
low cost passive SR product containing transfluthrin, in combination with LLINs, for its ability in offering added protection
against clinical and sub-clinical malaria in children than LLINs
alone and placebo. Transfluthrin is a World Health Organization
and Tropical Pesticides Research Institute approved pesticide
which prevents mosquitoes from biting individuals sitting within
active range of the source of the volatile pyrethroid for a period
of several weeks.
Initial evaluations of the effects of the insecticide on mosquito
deterrence, survival and blood feeding inhibition will be done in
semi field systems. Insecticide susceptibility of local malaria vectors against the pyrethroid based insecticide will be evaluated in
households in the study villages. Thereafter a prospective, cluster-randomized, double blinded, placebo controlled trial will be
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carried out, each household within the cluster will receive double
sized Olyset LLINs per sleeping space and in addition, half will
receive transfluthrin-impregnated SR products, while the other
half will receive identical blank SR products. A total of 2800
children aged between 6–59 months old will be enrolled into the
study cohort. Baseline estimates of malaria infection among
study participants will be obtained prior to the 24 months of followup.
These ongoing preliminary findings which will be finished by
June of 2015, will allow us to evaluate the susceptibility of mosquitoes in the proposed study area towards transfluthrin. Thereafter allow us to demonstrate and quantifying the protective
efficacy of Transfluthrin passive spatial repellent product in
reducing the number of clinical malaria cases among all users in
the community.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.264
Spatial correlations between household occupancy and
malaria vector biting risk in rural Tanzania: implications for
targeting of control interventions
E. W. Kaindoa, G. Killeen, G. Mkandawile, G. Ligamba, L. Kelly-Hope and
F. Okumu
Environmental Health and Ecological Sciences, Ifakara Health Institute,
Ifakara, Morogoro, Tanzania

Introduction Disease-transmitting mosquitoes identify their
hosts by detecting the host odors in the environment then
following these cues, their dispersal paths being partly
determined by locations and densities of the hosts. Here, we
demonstrate strong spatial correlations between household
occupancy and indoor malaria vector densities in three
contiguous villages in rural south-eastern Tanzania, and derive
theoretical hypotheses for using regular human population
census data for generating baseline information on potential
hotspots for Anopheles mosquito biting risk.
Method Monthly mosquito collections were conducted in 96
randomly selected households in three rural Tanzanian villages
using CDC light traps between March 2012 and November
2013. The total number of people sleeping in the house, and
also in the specific trapping room was assessed as proxies of
human biomass, but other household and environmental
characteristics were also observed. ArcGIS 10 (ESRI, USA)
spatial analyst tool, Gi* Ord Statistic was used to analyze and
visualize clustering of vector densities and relationships with
biomass in the study area. Separately, a controlled 4 9 4 Latin
square experiment, replicated four times was conducted in a
neighboring village, in which 0, 1, 3, or 6 volunteers slept inside
specially designed experimental huts, and mosquitoes entering
these huts were caught using exit interception traps fitted on the
eave spaces, to empirically verify statistical correlation between
human biomass and mosquito house- entry in these villages.
Results Geographical clustering of An. arabiensis and An.
funestus mosquitoes were strongly and clearly associated with
clustering of household occupancy in the study area. There were
more An. arabiensis (RR = 1.5 (1.2–1.7), P < 0.001), more An.
funestus (RR = 1.2 (1.2–1.3), P < 0.001) and more Culex
mosquitoes (RR = 1.3 (1.3–1.4), P < 0.001) in houses with more
than two occupants, compared to houses with two or fewer
occupants. In the controlled experiments, there were clear and
consistent increases in densities of all mosquito genera in huts
with 1, 3 or 6 people sleeping, relative to huts with no sleepers
(P < 0.001).
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Conclusion Overall household malaria vectors densities and
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clustering of indoor high indoor catches of major malariatransmitting mosquitoes are significantly associated with
household biomass and its spatial distribution within the
villages.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Biosynthesis of silver nanoparticles using the Argemone
mexicana for the toxicity on Aedes aegypti mosquito and
their antibacterial activity

PS2.265
Preliminary study on the development of an anti-mosquito
vaccine
M. Calzolari1, G. Lombardi2 and M. Dottori1
IZSLER, Reggio Emilia, Italy; 2IZSLER, Brescia, Italy

1

Introduction Different attempts to develop a vaccine against
mosquito were performed in the past, with alternating results
but without any concrete outcome. A mosquito vaccine could be
an excellent way for decreasing transmission of mosquito-borne
diseases, acting directly on blood fed insects. In this preliminary
work, we tested the immunogenic capacity of the mosquito
Malpighian tubules (MT) on mice. Since MT play the prominent
excretory and osmoregulatory role in insect, we hypothesized
that mouse antibody against these organs, ingested by blood
meal, are able to affect mosquito lifespan.
Methods and Materials Five mice were treated
intraperitoneally twice, at 2 weeks of interval, with ground MT
from six tiger mosquitoes (Aedes albopictus). After 3 weeks
about 30 host-seeking tiger mosquitoes, laboratory reared, were
put in a single cage with every treated mouse; the same was
done for the five control mice. A maximum of 12 engorged
mosquitoes were collected for every treated and control mouse,
and were placed, in groups of 3, in glass jars with a water
container for oviposition, daily provided with sucrose solution
by a cotton wool, and keep in controlled conditions (25  1°C,
70  5% R.H., 14 h of light per day). Jars were daily
monitored to check died mosquitoes and estimate mosquito
lifespan.
Results A total of 108 mosquitoes were included (54 fed on
treated mice and 54 on controls). Mosquitoes fed on treated had
an average life of 48.7 days and an average hazard of 0.021;
mosquitoes fed on the controls had an average life of 58.4 days
and an average hazard of 0.017. The difference between the
survival probabilities, resumed by the Kaplan Meier curve, was
evaluated by the log-rank test and was statistically significant
(P < 0.05).
Conclusions The result of this preliminary work is
encouraging and proves that MT of mosquitoes have an
immunogenic activity on mice, and that produced antibodies are
able to affect lifespan of mosquitoes, with a decreasing of more
than 16% in the average life of treated mosquitoes. Further
experiments are needed to confirm obtained results; the next step
could be the identification and characterization of the mosquito
protein, or proteins, involved in this antigenic response and its
engineering and testing in other trials. If the decreasing in the
mosquito lifespan will be confirmed, this finding may lead to the
development of an anti-mosquito vaccine, which would help in
the control of several mosquito-borne diseases.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

S. Kamalakannan1 and K. Murugan2
Zoology, Bharathiar University, Coimbatore, India; 2Bharathiar
University, Coimbatore, India
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Silver nanoparticles are explored in recent years as an alternative
approach to effectively kill mosquito vector and drug resistant
pathogenic microorganisms. In the present study, an eco-friendly
process for the synthesis of nanoparticle, using a plant (Argemone mexicana) has been attempted. The plant crude extract
was used for the biosynthesis of Ag-NPs. The aqueous silver ions
(Ag+) were reduced to silver metal nanoparticles (Ag m-NPs),
when treated with the plant extract. After 24 h of treatment, silver nanoparticles (Ag-NPs) were obtained. These Ag-NPs were
characterized by UV-Vis, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) and X-ray Diffraction (XRD) were used to identify these NPs. The nanoparticles
exhibited maximum absorbance peak at 420 nm in UV-Vis spectroscopy. The NPs surface morphology revealed from SEM
images shows formation of well-dispersed Ag-NPs of 50 nm, and
the presence of silver was confirmed by EDX and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis. The efficacy of
mycosynthesized AgNPs tested concentrations of 5, 10, 15, 20
and 25 ppm against L1 to L4 instar larvae and pupae of Aedes
aegypti; LC50 (LC90) values are 7.29 (13.29);6.54 (14.28);5.47
(13.89);4.93 (15.93) and 4.43 (20.23) in larvae and LC50
(LC90) values was 4.64 (19.45) in pupae, respectively. The mortality rates were positively correlated with the concentration of
AgNPs. The microbes selected for the present study for the
antibacterial activity were E. coli, P. aeroginosa, B. cereus, Enterococci, E. aerogens. We conclude that the nanoparticle synthesized from the plant source has great potential mosquito
larvicidal agents as well as antimicrobial compound against
pathogenic microorganisms.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Evaluation of insecticidal paints applied to ovitraps for
control of Aedes albopictus in Nice, France
S. C. Boubidi1, G. Vaille1, C. Lagneau1, T. Baldet2, D. Fontenille3 and P. Reiter4
EID Mediterranee, Montpellier, France; 2IDRC, Ottawa, QC, Canada;
3
Pasteur Institute of Cambodia, Phnom Penh, Cambodia; 4Unite Insectes
et Maladies Infectieuses, Pasteur Institute, Paris, France
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Introduction Aedes albopictus is a major nuisance species in
the south of France and the vector of sporadic autochthonous cases
of dengue and chikungunya. Current methods of control appear
ineffective so there is an urgent need for new and innovative
approaches. We report exploratory studies on the efficacy of three
residual formulations of Inesfly marketed as microencapsulated
insecticidal paints and coatings, and two experimental formulations
of microencapsulated insecticidal coatings.
Methods We used standard WHO cone-tests to assess the
effect of residual treatments on different surfaces (porous and
non-porous) and their persistence after 1 year. We also
compared the 24-h mortality of mosquitoes in two 16 m² rooms:
four oviposition jars containing a small amount of hay infusion
were set out in each room. The inner surface of the jars in one
room was coated with formulation while those in the other
room served as an untreated control.
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Results 24 h-mortality by the WHO tests was 100% for all
five formulations after 30 min of tarsal exposure. In the room
tests, there was 100% mortality with a paint and a (resin)
coating with Chlorpyrifos (1.5%) + diazinon (1.5%) +
pyriproxyfen (0.063%) as active ingredients but none with a
paint containing Bendiocarb. Two other (resins) coatings, one
containing Deltamethrin (0.5%) + pyriproxyfen (0.063%), the
other alphacypermethrin (0.7%) + d-allethrin (1.0%) +
pyriproxyfen (0.063%) were less effective, perhaps due to
repellence by the pyrethroids.
Conclusions The formulations tested are intended for of
malaria control by Indoor Residual application. In many settings
this strategy may prove too intrusive for the control of the
exophlic Aedes albopictus but treatment of selected sites,
particularly in outdoor resting sites, deserves consideration.
Acknowledgment This research was funded by the
European Union 7th Framework Programme through
‘DengueTools’ (www.denguetools.net). Inesfly Corporation S.L
supplied the insecticidal products and technical support.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Functional annotation of salivary gland proteins of Anopheles
culicifacies refractory and sensitive sibling species
R. Rawal, S. Vijay, K. Kadian and A. Sharma
Protein Biochemistry, National Institute of Malaria Research, New Delhi,
India

Anopheles culicifacies is considered as one of major malaria vector in rural India comprised of five sibling species viz A, B, C, D
and E. Among these, sibling species B is considered to be as a
poor vector of malaria. With regards to human malaria parasites
P. falciparum and P. vivax, An. culicifacies sibling species B
tend to be refractory, implying a relatively high degree of specificity in relationship between malaria parasites and mosquito
vectors. This implied that the variation of certain genetic factors/
proteins in An. culicifacies species B that influence the vector
competence which ultimately affects the ability of parasite to
establish or to develop in the mosquito. Salivary proteins are
directly involved in human-vector contact during biting and play
a key role in pathogen transmission. Therefore, study of salivary
gland proteins is essential first step towards understanding the
refractory mechanisms and host-parasite relationships. Here we
have identified and characterized the differentially expressed salivary proteins that are already present naturally in refractory An.
culicifacies mosquito that may responsible for the mechanism of
refractoriness or may block the development of parasite.
In this study, we have examined the upregulated and downregulated proteins in susceptible and refractory An. culicifacies species B using TMT labeling method coupled with LC/MS/MS. We
found seven upregulated and 20 downregulated proteins in
refractory An. culicifacies sub species B. TRIO salivary gland
protein, Serine-type endopeptidase, Glutathione-S-transferase and
50 nucleotidase are some important upregulated proteins in
refractory sub species and we hypothesized that these proteins
may have crucial role in imparting the refractoriness to the mosquito either by parasite killing or effecting its transmission. This
comparative study and further investigation of these identified
proteins will provide valuable insight to depict the vectorial
capacity of the mosquito and perhaps suggest novel targets for
control of malaria transmission blocking strategies.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Scouts and ticks: which environmental conditions favor the
contact
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Just as forest workers or people practicing outdoor recreational
activities, scouts are at high risk of tick bites and tick-borne
infections. The risk of tick bite is shaped by environmental and
climatic factors but also by land management. The aim of this
study was to assess which environmental conditions favour
scout-tick contacts, and thus to understand better how these factors and their interactions influence the two components of risk:
hazard (related to vector and host ecology) and exposure of
humans to disease vectors. A survey was conducted in the summer of 2009 on the incidence of tick bites in scout camps taking
place in southern Belgium. Joint effects of landscape composition
and configuration, weather, climate, forest and wildlife management were examined using multiple gamma regression with a log
link. The landscape was characterized in various sizes of buffers
around camps using a detailed land use map, climate and
weather variables. Landscape composition and configuration had
a significant influence on scout-tick contacts: the risk was high
when the camp was surrounded by a low proportion of arable
land and situated in a complex and fragmented landscape. The
distance to the nearest forest patch, the composition of the forest
ecotone and weather and climatic factors all were significantly
associated with scout-tick contacts. Both hazard- and exposurerelated variables contributed significantly to the frequency of
scout-tick contact. Our results show that environmental conditions favour scout-tick contacts. For example, we emphasize the
impact of accessibility of environments suitable for ticks on the
risk of contact. We also highlight the significant effect of both
hazard and exposure. Our results are consistent with the current
knowledge, but further investigations on the effect of forest management, e.g. through its impact on forest structure, on the tickhost-pathogen system, and on humans exposure, is required.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Molecular eco-epidemiology of Triatoma brasiliensis, the
most important Chagas disease vector in Brazil: detection
of vector foci highly infected by Trypanosoma cruzi and
associated with the reservoir Kerodon rupestris (Rodentia:
Caviidae)
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A molecular-based multi-source approach over small geographic
scale in Caic
o city, Rio Grande do Norte, Brazil was conducted
to assess the epidemiological importance of Triatoma brasiliensis, the most important Chagas disease vector in Brazil. First, we
explored the vector genetic structure of 297 bugs collected in distinct sites and ecotopes by using both cytochrome b (cytb) and
microsatellite markers. Second, we determined the Trypanosoma
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cruzi natural infection prevalence and parasite diversity in bugs
by amplification a mini-exon gene from triatomine gut content;
and third, we identified T. brasiliensis natural feeding sources in
distinct ecotopes and sites by using the blood meal content, via
vertebrate cytb analysis. Potential reservoirs were inferred by
detecting the feeding sources and natural T. cruzi infection in the
same insect population. Microsatellite markers detected foci for
infestations in peridomestic and sylvatic environments. What is
of concern, high T. cruzi infection rates (53–71%) and two cooccurring strains were found for the sylvatic foci with the highest
(71%) T. cruzi natural infection, where of the 28 feeding sources
detected, 19 bugs (68%) had fed on Kerodon rupestris (Rodentia: Caviidae), suggesting it is a potential reservoir. Most of
peridomestic bugs fed on domesticated animals, such as goats,
chicken, cats, but also on the synanthropic Galea spixii (Rodentia: Caviidae), likely linking sylvatic and domiciliary T. cruzi
cycles. We provided specific recommendation to local people,
such as, taking care while manipulating raw meat of hunted
rodents and avoiding creating shelters for the G. spixii in peridomestic areas.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

frequently asymptomatic or oligosymptomatic and that the last
large serological survey was conducted in Brazil roughly 7 years
ago, results herein highlight the need to evaluate the risk of reemergence of hyperendemic Chagas disease foci in semiarid
zones of Brazil.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction In the Brazilian Amazon five of 16 species of
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Entomological indicators applied to Triatoma brasiliensis
alert for the risk for the re-emergency of hyperendemic
Chagas disease foci in semi-arid zones of Brazil
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Thanks to an intensive and expensive Chagas disease control
program established in Brazil in 1975 and coordinated with
PAHO/WHO (Pan American Health Organization/World Health
Organization) the once leading invasive vector, T. infestans, has
been functionally eliminated, and as a consequence, also are the
hyperendemic foci. However, the near eradication of this species
resulted in a reduction of entomological surveillance and control
programs. Several native triatomine species of epidemiological
importance are now emerging in Brazil. Triatoma brasiliensis is
currently of major concern in the Northeast because it readily
infests human dwellings, even after all traditional control efforts.
Searches for this vector were conducted in five rural municipalities (Cajazeiras-PB [CJ], Santa Terezinha-PB [ST], S.J. Espinharas-PB [SJ], Caic
o-RN [CI] and Currais Novos-RN [CN]) in
northeastern Brazil in distinct ecotopes. Distance between municipalities range from 65 to 236 km, and all municipalities are
within 06o080 -07o010 S and 36o300 - 38o330 W. We inspected 93
domiciliary units, and of these, 31 were positive for the presence
of T. brasiliensis (N = 1221 insects captured). Searches were also
performed in the nearest sylvatic environments around houses,
comprising a total of 814 collected insects in rocky outcrops.
The rate of domiciles infested was high (>30%) for all municipalities, and infestation did not vary much among them. Natural
infection rates by Trypanosoma cruzi in sylvatic and domiciliary
environments were low (all <9%) for CJ, ST, and SJ; however,
the sylvatic triatomine populations in CI and CN had rates
>70%, and with 50% of infected insects for domestic ecotopes
in CN. The density of triatomines collected in CN was also high
(mean = 135 bugs collected per domicile; N = 9 domiciles). The
combination of high T. cruzi natural infection in bugs with high
triatomine domiciliary infestation threats efforts to avoid vector
T. cruzi transmission. Considering that acute Chagas disease is

triatomine bugs yield potential risk for Trypanosoma cruzi
transmission: Rhodnius pictipes, R. robustus, Panstrongylus
geniculatus, P. herreri and Triatoma maculata. Although most
research on Acute Chagas Disease outbreaks involves
triatomines, there is a need for standardized and institutionalized
methodologies for field research and entomological surveillance.
The aim of this study was to investigate the blood meal, house
infestation rates and natural infection of triatomine bugs found
in urban, rural and island environments of Abaetetuba
municipality, Para state.
Methods and Materials Capture methods tested:
triatomines search at households (person-hour technique),
installation of Noireau traps and Shannon traps, and dissection
of palm trees. Selected households were those where people
declared fever history in the last thirty-day period and/or contact
with triatomines. The collected triatomines were examined for
T. cruzi infection and for food source by using the precipitin test
for several antisera.
Results Only two capture techniques were productive: the
Noireau trap placed on palm trees and this ecotope dissection
(species Maximiliana maripa, Inaja). R. pictipes was identified in
85.2% (n = 213) followed by P. geniculatus, 14.8% (n = 37).
Out of 11.3% (n = 24) of R. pictipes specimens were infected
with T. cruzi. There was no significant difference for the R.
pictipes infectivity rate from rural and island areas compared to
the urban area; it was 11/107 (11.28%) e 13/106 (12.26%),
respectively. Regarding the food source, 64.0% of triatomines
fed from the same source and in 17.8% (n = 38) more than one
source was identified. Bird blood predominated with 41.6%
(n = 89).
Conclusions R. pictipes, the most abundant species in wild
ecotopes in the studied areas, showed a high ornithophily. Its
presence (without domiciliation) and abundance suggest its
importance as potential vector in the local dynamics for Chagas
Disease transmission.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Chikungunya virus infection in wild caught Aedes aegypti
mosquitoes in Haiti
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Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Port au Prince, Haiti;
5
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA;
6
National Public Health Laboratory, Ministry of Public Health and
Population, Port au Prince, Haiti; 7University of Florida, Emerging
Pathogen Institute, Gainesville, FL, USA

Background Chikungunya (CHIK) is a mosquito-borne viral
infection that has become endemic in more than 60 countries. In
May 2014 the virus appeared in Haiti, initiating the first CHIKV
outbreak in the country, infecting more than 200 000 people
according to MSSP records. In this article we present the first
detection of CHIKV in the mosquito vector in the Island of
Hispaniola during the 2014 outbreak.
Method Mosquitoes were collected using Biogents (BG)
sentinel traps and aspirators from homes of suspected cases for
the viral infection. Mosquitoes were later on identified and
pooled by date, species, sex and household and stored at 20
pending further analysis. An rRT-PCR specific for CHIKV
envelope protein was conducted on all pools to determine viral
presence. RNA extracts that showed positive results were stored
in 70°C and transferred to UF for viral sequencing.
Results 2249 mosquitoes were captured from 61 households
within the Gressier/Leogane area in Haiti, of which 350 were
tested for RT-PCR forming 125 pools of Aedes aegypti and 24
pools for Aedes albopictus. The study found 9% (11/125)
positivity for viral RNA among Ae. Aegypti species while no
viral RNA was detected in Ae. Albopictus. Ae. aegypti species
were more dominant in urban and suburban communities
compared to Ae. Albopictus.
Conclusions This is the first study to identify CHIKV in
mosquito population in the Island of Hispaniola, further
surveillance and genetic analysis of the disease in the future is
needed for future evaluation of disease prevalence.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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A pilot exercise to assess population vulnerability to
diseases transmitted by the tiger mosquito in Rome
A. G. Solimini, B. Caputo, M. Manica, F. Rizzo and A. Della Torre
Public Health and Infectious Diseases, Sapienza University of Rome,
Rome, Italy

The 2007 epidemics outbreak of Chikungunya virus (CHIK)
transmitted by the tiger mosquito (Aedes albopictus) in Italy has
raised concern about the awareness of population to individual
measures that can be taken to limit the spread of mosquitoes
and about the adequacy of the health surveillance system to cope
and identify eventual outbreaks at an early stage. Here we use
some elements of the holistic conceptual risk and vulnerability
framework to derive social vulnerability estimates to epidemics
in several zones of Rome. The data used in the spatial modelling
exercise were collected through a combination of 6- month
quantitative surveys by means of sticky traps of Ae. albopictus
in 24 sampling stations and ad-hoc designed surveys of knowledge, attitude and practice (KAP) of general practitioners specific
for CHIK and the general population (including sensitive sub-
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groups) specific for Aedes related nuisance, knowledge, practices
and attitudes. Entomological results show a high spatial heterogeneity of Ae. albopictus density throughout the city, with peaks
of 175 individuals/1 week of collection in the peripheral suburbs.
Population KAP surveys (sample size: 1182 responders) indicated
the large nuisance caused by mosquito bites (59% of responders)
and low levels of knowledge (60% of responders) and incorrect
attitudes and practices (51% of responders). Interestingly, only
<10% of responders had concern about mosquito borne diseases.
General practitioner KAP survey indicates a very poor knowledge about CHIK and capacity to correctly identify a CHIK case
(<10% of responders). We conclude that the social vulnerability
of the system to the unlikely event of the arrival of a viremic
traveller in Rome during peak biting season of Ae. albopictus,
warrants the implementation of preventive measures targeted at
both general practitioners and population.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.275
The spatiotemporal trajectory of a dengue epidemic
M. G. Teixeira1, V. Morato2, F. R. Barreto1, M. S. Natividade1, J. U. Braga3,
M. C. N. Costa1 and D. Morato1
1
Saude Coletiva, Universidade Federal da Bahia, Salvador, Brazil;
2
Tecnico, Secretaria de Segurancßa Estado da Bahia, Salvador, Brazil;
3
Sa
ude P
ublica, Fundacß~ao Oswaldo Cruz, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Introduction Understanding the dynamics of transmission of
infectious diseases is important to public health because this
knowledge can contribute to improving control strategies. In
relation to dengue, ‘arbovirus’ of highest incidence in the world
nowadays, there are still some gaps about the process of
transmission in epidemics affecting urban centers. In this
perspective, this study aimed to investigate the spatio-temporal
trajectory of a dengue epidemic that occurred in a medium-sized
city in northeastern Brazil, in 2009.
Methods and Materials An ecological study of spatial
and temporal aggregate was carried out from cases of dengue
geo-referenced by epidemiological week of occurrence and
residence address. The evolution of the spatial patterns of
dengue was assessed by the Kernel density estimates and the
spatio-temporal interaction by statistical Knox. This evolution
was also analyzed by visual inspection, using a technique of
animated projection.
Results The incidence of dengue was 6918.7/100 000; the
peak of the epidemic occurred in epidemiological week 9 (828.7/
100 000). Dengue cases were recorded in all areas of the city
and was identified space-time interaction. It was observed that
three hotspots were responsible for spreading the disease,
outlining a pattern of expansion and relocation.
Conclusion The formation of hotspots in the course of this
epidemic, possibly, is one of the feature of the transmission
dynamics of dengue epidemics in urban centers, since this finding
also has been observed in other studies. Insofar, as current georeferencing technologies make it possible to the identification of
these hotspots in real time, it is understood that health services
can make use of such a tool aimed at increasing, in a timely
control actions more focused these hotspots in perspective
reducing the magnitude of dengue epidemics.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Conclusion In this report we describe four cases of infants

Behavioral response of house fly, Musca domestica L.
(Diptera: Muscidae) to natural products

with bullous skin deviations resulting from an active
Chikungunya infection. Though the aetiology of these bullae is
unknown, we observed that they disappeared without any
remaining skin abnormalities. Chikungunya should be considered
when vesicles or bullae are seen in infants within a Chikungunya
epidemic area.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

S. Oopakut1,2, K. L. Sukontason1, N. Bunchu3, R. M. Pereira4 and
K. Sukontason1
1
Department of Parasitology, Faculty of Medicine, Chiang Mai
University, Muang Chiang Mai, Thailand; 2School of Medical Sciences,
University of Payao, Payao, Thailand; 3Department of Microbiology and
Parasitology, Faculty of Medical Sciences, Naresuan University, Muang,
Thailand; 4Entomology and Nematology Department, University of
Florida, Gainesville, FL, USA

Introduction The house fly Musca domestica L. (Diptera:
Muscidae) is a medically important insect worldwide, because
adults are mechanical carriers of various pathogens whereas the
larvae cause myiasis in humans and animals. Information on
most suitable baits is essential for development of fly control
strategies.
Method We investigated the behavioral response of this fly
species using a dual-choice wind tunnel referred to as ‘T-box’.
Result The correlation between wind speed and fly response
showed that the wind speed set at 0.4 m/s was the optimal speed
for wind-tunnel testing with this species. Of the 42 natural
products tested in preliminary experiments, only 12 attracted
>50% of the tested flies in a 5-min observation period, with the
fresh beef viscera being the most attractive for both sexes
(»74%). All those 12 natural products were then assessed for
their attractiveness in the dual-choice wind tunnel using a wind
speed of 0.4 m/s. The result indicated that the fresh beef viscera
was still the most attractive product to lure flies. Finally, we
compared the three most attractive products for house fly (1st –
fresh beef viscera, 2nd – ripe banana, 3rd – fresh beef liver)
against each other. The fresh beef viscera was also found to be
the most attractive product in direct comparison with the other
two products.
Conclusion These results provided information in luring and
trapping adult house fly that can be used in the development of
a suitable attractant bait to be used in fly population control
programs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.278
Bullous skin deviations: a symptom of Chikungunya
infection in infants
V. J. van Keulen, M. Huibers and L. van Rooij
Pediatrics, Sint Elisabeth Hospital, Willemstad, Curacßao

Background Chikungunya is a viral infection transmitted by
Aedes mosquitoes. Chikungunya can cause epidemics with severe
illnesses especially in young infants. A wide range of symptoms
has been documented, with the leading symptoms in infants of
fever, agitation and skin rash. Severe manifestations as
encephalitis and meningitis are also seen.
Case Reports We present four cases of bullae in
Chikungunya infected children admitted to the paediatric ward
of St. Elisabeth Hospital in Willemstad, Curacao during a
Chikungunya epidemic from August 2014 till January 2015. All
four cases showed fever and skin rash. In three cases the bullae
arose within 48 till 96 h and in one case later in the disease
course. In three cases multiple vesicles spread over the lower
extremities were seen. In one case one bullae surrounded with a
group of vesicles was seen on the upper right leg. The vesicles
and bullae disappeared spontaneously after 2 to 4 day, without
any visible scarring.

PS2.279
Mosquito borne West Nile virus infection as a major threat
M. M. El-Bahnasawy
Tropical Medicine Department, Military Medical Academy, Cairo, Egypt

West Nile virus (WNV) is a mosquito-borne arbovirus belonging
to the genus Flavivirus in the family Flaviviridae. The virus is
found in temperate and tropical regions worldwide, but was first
identified in the West Nile sub-region in the East African nation
of Uganda in 1937. Prior to the mid-1990s WNV infection was
sporadically and considered a minor risk for humans, until an
outbreak in Algeria in 1994, with cases of WNV-caused
encephalitis, and the first large outbreak in Romania in 1996,
with a high number of cases with neuro invasive disease. WNV
has now spread globally to Europe beyond the Mediterranean
Basin and the United States, is now considered to be an endemic
pathogen in worldwide especially in Africa.
The WNV transmission is mainly by various mosquitoes species, also ticks were incriminated The birds especially passerines
are the most commonly infected animal and serving as the prime
reservoir host.
In Egypt more than 110 mosquito species and subspecies and
more than 32 genera of ticks were identified. Besides, no fewer
than 150 species of migratory birds visit Egypt annually in addition to 350 resident ones.
Training on WNV and other viral hemorrhagic fevers was
given over ten sessions to a group of Primary care physician and
Staff Nurses, as they are at the front line dealing with patients
and are susceptible to infection unless they are well trained
about these deadly diseases and stick to infection control measures. The program succeeded in enhancing their knowledge,
awareness, responsibility, and obligations toward patients with
WNV and other Viral Hemorrhagic Fevers.
The results showed a significant impact of training sessions
illuminated in the follow-up test on the knowledge score of primary care physician nurses in all types of diseases and statistical
significance varied in some diseases in the study when comparing
pre-test and post-test.
This study provided an overview of the current understanding
VHF mainly WNFV. Primary care physicians and senior nurses
should be able to include disaster diseases in differential diagnosis of various clinical conditions.
Keywords Egypt, West Nile fever, mosquitoes, birds, animals,
human.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Chronic Chagas disease: application of a diagnostic
algorithm in serodiscordant patients from two non-endemic
countries

Dissecting the origin of the 2014 dengue outbreak in Japan

Z. Moure1, A. Angheben2, M. Espasa1, F. Gobbi2, F. Salvador3, M. Anselmi4,
A. Sanchez-Montalva3, S. Tais5, I. Molina3 and E. Sulleiro1
1
Microbiology Department, Vall d’Hebron University Hospital (HUVH),
PROSICS Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 2Centre for Tropical Diseases,
Hospital ‘Sacro Cuore – Don Calabria’, Negrar, Italy; 3Infectious
Diseases Department, Vall d’Hebron University Hospital, PROSICS
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 4Centro de Epidemiologia Comunitaria y
Medicina Tropical (CECOMET), Esmeraldas, Ecuador; 5Service of
Epidemiology and Laboratory for Tropical Diseases, Hospital ‘Sacro
Cuore – Don Calabria’, Negrar, Italy

Introduction Chagas disease (CD) is a protozoan infection
caused by Trypanosoma cruzi. According to WHO, chronic CD
diagnosis is based on detection of anti-T.cruzi antibodies by two
different serological techniques. When the results are not
concordant, a third test is required. Unfortunately, a
confirmatory ‘gold-standard’ method is not universally available,
particularly in non-endemic areas. We present the experience of
two reference Centres for Chagas disease in applying the WHO
diagnosis algorithm and using the TESAcruzi-blot (TESA) as a
confirmatory technique to resolve serologic discrepancies.
Materials and Methods A retrospective observational
study was conducted at HUVH and CTD between 2010 and
2014. Latin-American migrants who underwent serologic test for
CD were enrolled. Serum samples were tested by means of two
EIA techniques based on a recombinant antigen (r-ELISA:
Bioelisa Chagas, Biokit, in both laboratories) and a lysate
antigen (n-ELISA: ORTHO T. cruzi ELISA, Johnson and
Johnson at HUVH and Test ELISA Chagas III, BiosChile at
CTD) simultaneously. To establish a definitive diagnosis both
techniques should give concordant result. In case of
discordances, both techniques were repeated 4–6 months apart,
when possible. If sero-discordance remained, a commercial
Western-Blot test (TESAcruzi-blot, Biomerieux) was performed.
Results A total of 4950 patients were screened for CD in the
study period. Among these, 23% (1124/4950) resulted seropositive, 73.5% (3650/4950) negative, and 3.5% (176/4950)
equivocal. Serology was repeated in 85/176 equivocal cases and
57 remained discordant. A total of 104 equivocal serum samples
were tested by TESA. Fifty-eight (56%) of them resulted
positive, 45 (43%) negative, and one was considered doubtful
(1%).
In 71 out of 104 sera (68%) there was concordance between
n-ELISA and TESA.
Conclusions During the study period, we detected a not
negligible prevalence of inconclusive results in serological
diagnosis of chronic CD. Many patients did not obtain a
definitive diagnosis, despite of repeated serology and needed a
confirmatory test.
TESA has been identified by WHO for this purpose and may
be a good and straight-forward tool. It is noteworthy that more
than a half of such cases are reclassified as CD using TESA.
Unfortunately, missing CE mark and a limited commercial access
to TESA represent big obstacles to a correct classification of discordant cases.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Endemic in at least 100 countries, dengue is
currently regarded as world’s most important mosquito borne
viral disease. While most of the disease burden is limited to
areas with tropical and sub-tropical climates, evidence suggests
that temperate areas may be increasingly at risk as the
geographic distribution of relevant vectors expands. Japan, a
country with a temperate climate, reported the first major
dengue outbreak in 2014. We examined the factors that may
have facilitated the dengue outbreak in Tokyo during 2014.
Methods Multiple sequence alignment of the dengue virus 1
(DENV1) sequence from the 2014 dengue outbreak in Tokyo
was carried out using a fast Fourier transformation method in
MAFFT v6.940b. We collected the Japan National Tourism
Organization’s data on inbound travelers between January and
September 2014 from dengue endemic countries in Asia to
Japan. Daily observations of temperature (minimum, maximum,
and mean) and precipitation were obtained from the MIDAS
dataset for Tokyo. We calculated the relative vectorial capacity
(rVc) for Aedes vectors to quantify the dengue epidemic
potential based on temperature dependent parameters, by
applying a modified Ross-McDonald model.
Findings Tourist arrivals into Japan in 2014 coincided by 70%
with its warm summer months suitable for dengue transmission,
The phylogenetic similarity of DENV-1 isolated from the 2014
outbreak in Japan with viruses from China, Indonesia, Singapore,
and Vietnam renders any of these four countries a likely source of
importation. Several conducive climate factors converged
preceding and during the time of the dengue outbreak in Tokyo,
August until October 2014. Climate conditions, in particular
mean temperature and precipitation, were favorable for the
amplification of Aedes vectors. Furthermore, the ability for the
vector to transmit dengue, as measured by the relative vectorial
capacity, was highest at the time of the 2014 outbreak.
Conclusions Taking into account the travel volume into
Japan, China appears the most probable source of dengue virus
introduction that triggered Tokyo’s outbreak. Despite Japan’s
temperate climate, dengue epidemic potential already exists.
Under scenarios of changing climate and increasing regional
travel, Japan will likely face more dengue outbreaks in the
future.
Acknowledgements The study was financially supported by
the European Union’s Seventh Framework ProgrammeDengueTools (www.denguetools.net).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Madeira’s dengue outbreak in 2012: could it happen again in
the near future?
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Introduction A dengue outbreak in 2012 having 2000 +
reported cases, followed vector introduction to the Portuguese
island of Madeira in 2005. We describe contributing factors for
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the 2012 outbreak through modeling of temperature dependent
vectorial capacity, meteorological observations of environmental
factors pertinent to vector lifecycle, and dynamics of travellers
arriving from dengue endemic areas. In combination with
reported vector and human surveillance, the temporal onset of
the 2012 outbreak and factors setting 2012 apart from other
years were used to generate a predictive model for potential reemergence of dengue in Madeira.
Methods Relative Vectorial capacity (rVC) was calculated
with previously published methods for Madeira (Island) and
Funchal (City) from 2005 to 2014 based on both remotely
sensed satellite data and observation stations. We also estimated
potentially imported dengue infections using previously
published methods. Epidemiological features of the 2012
outbreak combined with generated data to inform a predictive
model. Projected travel and seasonal weather forecasting inputs
for the predictive model described the dengue importation-driven
transmission likelihood for Madeira in 2015.
Results Longitudinal comparisons of available data were
displayed simultaneously to show periods of greatest potential
for dengue emergence in Madeira, historically. The modeled
outputs especially during the months before the outbreak
provide more precise quantification and visualization of the
temporal coincidence, which may have primed Madeira for
emergence of dengue in late summer 2012. When seasonal
forecast information is applied to the historically informed
model for spring and summer 2015, potential for local dengue
transmission in Madeira was determined.
Conclusions Local transmission of dengue in Madeira may
re occur given the environmental envelope and continuous
importation of the dengue virus via travelers, even with
strengthened vector control efforts; however, the severity of the
2012 outbreak will hopefully remain the highest. Our results
clearly display the coalescence of multiple factors necessary for
initial emergence of a dengue epidemic in a na€ıve population.
Descriptive modeling of a known outbreak can better inform the
development of predictive modeling of dengue emergence in
Madeira and other areas of Europe.
Acknowledgment European Union 7th Framework
Programme through DengueTools (www.denguetools.net) funded
this research.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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The potential impact of implementing blood safety
measures during an outbreak on transfusion-transmitted
CHIKV infection risk
H. Appassakij
Pathology, Prince of Songkla University, Hat Yai, Thailand

Introduction To date, there is no standard guideline for
maintaining a safe blood supply during a chikungunya fever
(CHIKF) outbreak nor has a study been done on the efficacy of
blood safety measures. Experience from the 2009 Thai epidemic
of CHIKF with a proportion of asymptomatic cases of 10%,
suggested the potential impact of implementing various blood
safety measures during an outbreak on transfusion risk
reduction. Whether these safety intervention strategies could be
apply in another outbreak with a larger proportion of
asymptomatic cases was questionable.
This study compared the efficacy of various intervention
strategies on transfusion CHIKF risk at the various prevalences
of asymptomatic chikungunya virus (CHIKV) infected rates.

Study and Design A web-based tool named the ‘European
Up-Front Risk Assessment Tool’ (EUFRAT; http://
eufrattool.ecdc.europa.eu) was used to access the transfusiontransmitted CHIKV risk reduction using data inputs from the
2009 CHIKF epidemic in Thailand.
Results Considering the risk reduction rates, screening for
donors at risk in combination with either clinical symptoms
observation or screening for CHIKV RNA detection would be
expected to be an effective and practical preventive measuresbased strategy at the various prevalences of asymptomatic
CHIKV infection rates varying from 3 to 47% which have
frequently been cited in the literature, in general, all the
indicated strategies would have been effective up to 47%. For
instance, predonation screening for donors at risk and follow
upfor CHIKV RNA detection was estimated to be 100%
effective in reducing this transfusion risk compared to 83.3%
(95% confidence interval (CI); 79.6–88.8) to 90.6 (95% CI;
89.0–92.3) by predonation screening for donors at risk of
CHIKV infection alone.
Conclusion This study suggested that the prompt blood
screening measures can reduce the transfusion-transmitted
CHIKV and maintain a safe blood supply during an outbreak
when a proportion of asymptomatic rates may up to 47%.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction In Sri Lanka, the number of dengue cases has
steadily increased in recent years. Prevention through disease and
vector surveillance is an important strategy in dengue control.
The aim of the study was to assess Aedes mosquito breeding
sites and the prevention practices of community members in one
heavily urbanized area of Colombo.
Methods A cross-sectional entomological survey was
conducted from April to June 2013 in 1469 premises located in
a sub-district of Colombo Municipality. Types of breeding sites
and infestation with larvae or pupae were recorded and a
questionnaire was administered to occupants to assess
knowledge and practises concerning dengue vector control.
Results The surveyed premises included 1341 households
(91%), 99 work or public sites and 11 schools. 126 premises
were positive for Aedes larvae or pupae. 12 672 potential
breeding sites susceptible to host larvae or pupae were recorded,
of which 21% contained water. Among these, 6% were positive
for larvae and 13% for pupae. For schools the percentage rose
to 40% and 67%, respectively. The main productive breeding
sites were: discarded items, water tanks, ornamental plants,
ponds and flowerpots, and non-specified containers. The
majority was located on outdoor ground areas. Compared to
households, the odds ratio for non-household premises of being
infested with larvae was 2.29 (P = 0.005, 95% CI: 1.278–4.129)
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and with pupae 5.76 (P < 0.001, 95% CI: 2.660–12.497).
Occupants of 82% of the premises reported using preventive
measures. The main practices were coverage of containers and
elimination of mosquito-breeding places. 45% of schools and
19% of households took no preventive measures. There was a
significant correlation between the occurrence of preventative
measures taken and the type of premise involved (P = 0.002).
Conclusion Residential buildings had the lowest relative
number of potential breeding sites, and household members
reported a high use of vector control measures. Schools and
working sites, however, were identified as being at highest risk
for productive breeding sites combined with shortcomings in
preventive measures. Hence, this study suggests that while it is
important to maintain vector control and prevention practices at
the household level, schools and working sites should actively be
targeted to better combat dengue.
Acknowledgements This research was funded by
‘DengueTools’ of the 7th Framework Programme of the
European Community.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Surveillance and control of invasive mosquito species in
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Over the last 11 years, three invasive mosquito species have
appeared in Switzerland; Aedes albopictus, A. japonicus and,
very recently, A. koreicus. Due to its public health importance as
a vector of several viral diseases, the main focus in Switzerland
is on the surveillance and control of A. albopictus, particularly
in the Canton of Ticino in the south of the country where this
mosquito has firmly established. The continued spread of A.
albopictus in Ticino raises the questions as to how effective the
current control efforts are and whether the mosquito will eventually make it across the Alps. Here, invasive mosquitoes were
monitored with ovitraps and BG sentinel traps placed in sylvatic
and forested areas across the Swiss-Italian border, five districts
in Ticino and level along major traffic routes across Switzerland.
Mosquito specimens caught were identified morphologically and
proteomically by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization
time-of-flight mass spectrometry. In addition, the susceptibility
of A. albopictus to current and other insecticides was assessed.
In our presentation we will give a summary of the seasonal and
spatial abundance of the invasive mosquitoes in Switzerland and
their susceptibility to current the control programme and discuss
the latest results in the context of emerging mosquito-borne disease in Europe.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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serological survey of Japanese encephalitis virus on pig
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G.-W. Cha, E. J. Lee, M. G. Han, W.-J. Lee and Y. E. Jeong
Divsion of Arboviruses, National Institute of Health, Cheongju-si, Korea

Introduction Among vertebrate species, pigs are a major
amplifying host of Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV), and
measuring their seroconversion is a reliable indicator of virus
activity. Traditionally, the hemagglutination inhibition test has
been used for serological testing in pigs; however, it has several
limitations and, thus, a more efficient and reliable replacement
test is required.
Methods and Materials We developed a new
immunochromatographic test for detecting antibodies to JEV in
pig serum within 15 min. Specifically, the domain III region of
the JEV envelope protein was successfully expressed in soluble
form and used for developing the immunochromatographic test.
The test was then applied for the surveillance of Japanese
encephalitis in Korea.
Results We found that our immunochromatographic test had
good sensitivity (84.8%) and specificity (97.7%) when compared
with an immunofluorescence assay used as a reference test.
During the surveillance of JE in 2012, the new
immunochromatographic test was used to test the sera of 1926
slaughtered pigs from eight provinces, and 228 pigs (11.8%)
were found to be JEV-positive. Based on these results, we also
produced an activity map of JEV, which marked the locations of
pig farms in Korea that tested positive for the virus.
Conclusions Thus, the immunochromatographic test
reported here provides a convenient and effective tool for realtime monitoring of JEV activity in pigs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Tick-borne rickettsioses are emerging zoonotic
infections in many African countries. R. africae is the most
frequent rickettsial species with human pathogenic potential in
Africa. It belongs to the spotted fever group rickettsiae and
transmission is caused by Amblyomma ticks. Human pathogens
of the order Rickettsiales have been detected in blood samples of
patients with acute febrile illness and tick samples in the South
of Cameroon. Serological studies carried out in humans from
different areas in Cameroon have demonstrated previous
infections with Rickettsia spp.. However, the geographical
distribution and the prevalence of R. africae in their tick vectors
from the North region of Cameroon are unknown.
Methods and Materials Tick samples were collected from
cattle slaughtered in the municipal abattoir of Ngaoundere,
Adamawa region, in north Cameroon. 47.1% of adult ticks were
identified as Amblyomma variegatum, which is a known vector
that can transmit rickettsiae to humans on the African continent.
Rhipicephalus spp., Hyalomma spp. and Boophilus spp. were
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also identified. The presence of rickettsial DNA was investigated
in Ambylomma variegatum ticks using both real-time and
conventional PCR assays for the rickettsial ompB gene.
Results From 149 Amblyomma variegatum ticks tested, 85
(57%) were positive for rickettsial DNA. OmpB sequencing
showed a high degree of conservation and homology with
deposited sequences of R. africae, which were previously
detected in ticks from other regions of Cameroon.
Conclusion R. africae are present in Ambylomma ticks from
the Adamawa region of Cameroon. Ambylomma variegatum is a
potential vector of spotted fevers in Cameroon. R. africae should
be considered by physicians in patients with febrile illness and
typical skin rashes.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Conclusion The study provides information on the main
breeding sites for larvae and pupae and the commonly used
mosquito control methods around schools. Although there was
no significant association found between entomological factors
and dengue cases at school levels, the study suggests that
transmission may be clustered at classroom level rather than at
household level.
Disclosure This research was funded by the European Union
7th Framework Programme through ‘DengueTools’.
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Introduction Dengue infection is a leading cause of child
hospitalization in Thailand and schools may represent an
important site of infection. Because high variations in the
number of dengue cases were observed among schools, the aim
of this study was to explore what entomological factors were
associated with high dengue incidence in selected schools located
in Chacheongsao Province, Thailand.
Methods Students from ten schools were enrolled; blood was
taken at baseline (June 2012) and at the end of the school term
(Nov. 2012). New dengue infections during this period were
determined by dengue IgG conversion or a > 4-fold higher
dengue IgG compared to baseline. Location of the homes and
schools of infected students were mapped using GIS. Through
monthly surveys from May 2013 to June 2014, potential
breeding sites were identified, infestation with Aedes larvae and
pupae recorded, and adult mosquitoes collected using portable
aspirators. Logistic regression was used for statistical analysis.
Results A total of 1825 students were included in the study.
They were distributed among 88 classrooms within the 10
schools. 55 confirmed dengue cases were detected in seven of the
10 schools. 67% of the cases occurred in 13 (15%) of the 88
classrooms, with at least 2 (and as many as 6) cases occurring
per classroom. The remaining 18 cases were detected as single
cases per classroom. No two cases occurred in the same
households and eight cases occurred in households distant 100
meters or less from each other. There was no direct association
between high and low incidence schools in relation to the
number of breeding sites, mosquitoes, or mosquito control
methods used. Of the 2399 potential breeding sites recorded,
484 (20%) were positive for Aedes larvae or pupae. Among the
productive sites, the most common were water and cement tanks
(30%) and car tires (9%). Mosquito control was used for 11%
of breeding sites, with temephos (32%), fish (24%) and covers
(30%) being the most common measures taken.

Introduction Chikungunya, arbovirus (CHIKV) transmitted
by mosquitoes Aedes, is an emerging disease which has occurred in
form of epidemics. In 2004, chikungunya virus (Asian genotype)
reached the Reunion Islands in the Indian Ocean, where it caused
thousands of cases. At the end of 2013 occurred an epidemic
caused by this virus in several countries of the Caribbean, and in
2014 it reached South America. This study describes the first
Chikungunya epidemic in Brazil, laboratory-confirmed, caused by
the East Central South African/ECSA genotype.
Methods and Material Cross-sectional study using as
data source the Epidemiological Bulletin of the Municipal
Health Department of Feira de Santana/Bahia/Brazil (FSA).
Results The first cases of Chikungunya in FSA were reported
in July 2014. Until epidemiological week/EW 10/2015 were
reported 1725 cases and 64.3% of these were confirmed
(incidence 195.74/100.000 inhab. in this period); 148 cases were
hospitalized and there were no deaths. Two neighborhoods
accounted for 49.9% of cases. The peak of the epidemic
occurred in EW 39/2014 (201 cases). Since then the number of
cases began to decrease until the last week of 2014 (six cases).
In 2015, the disease returned to intensify peaking in EW 9/2015
reaching mainly two other neighborhoods (60 cases). In both
years, women (383.04/100.000 inhab.) and age group 20–
49 years (342.57/100.000 inhab) were the most affected.
Conclusion The magnitude of the chikungunya epidemic in
FSA did not reach an incidence as high as that reported in
Reunion and Caribbean countries, where the attack rate was
over 30%. Maybe this difference is due to lower density of
Aedes infestation and/or for being caused by different CHICK
genotypes. As FSA is the second largest city of Bahia and the
most important road junction of North-Northeast of Brazil, even
with lower incidence, it is a spreader pole of chikungunya to
other cities of this country.
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Hookworm-related cutaneous larva migrans (HrCLM) is a common but neglected tropical skin disease caused by the migration
of animal hookworm larvae in the epidermis. The disease is associated with considerable morbidity and clinical pathology that
reflects a particular type of immune activation. The histopathology of HrCLM has never been studied systematically.
38 HrCLM patients from seven resource-poor communities in
Manaus were included in the study. In all patients symptoms,
number and localisation of the tracks were determined, a skin
biopsy was taken and a differential white blood cell count performed. The severity of clinical pathology and of histopathological inflammation were measured using semi quantitative scores.
The patients had between 1 and 17 larval tracks. The median
duration of HrCLM was 14 days (IQR: 7–30). The clinical median severity score was four out of 10 points (IQR-2 to 6). The
blood eosinophilia was in median 675/ll (IQR: 565–1215).
61.5% of all biopsied lesions were complex presenting excoriations, crusts, bacterial superinfection and/or bullae (39.5%,
23.6% 7.9,% and 2.6% respectively). In the epidermis hyperplasia and parakeratosis were the most common findings, in the
dermis oedema was present in 44.7% of all cases. In the epidermis an intense inflammatory response was present in 31.6% of
the biopsies which consisted mainly of eosinophils and neutrophils. In the dermis the predominant pattern was the infiltration of eosinophils with only scattered lymphocytes and
neutrophils. Eosinophils where located in clusters around blood
vessels and adnexa. In the hypodermis the infiltration with eosinophils or with eosinophils and lymphocytes was predominant.
The histopathological severity score was positively correlated
with the severity of clinical pathology but it was inversely proportional with the duration of the disease.
In an endemic area HrCLM is associated with an important
clinical and histopathological alteration. Eosinophilia and infiltration of eosinophils in the dermis and hypodermis were almost
constant. Although animal hookworm larvae are confined to the
epidermis a particular inflammatory response is visible in the
dermis and hypodermis. This indicates a systemic inflammatory
reaction.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

Vector surveillance is an important aspect of dengue disease
control, so as to warn the community before the disease spreads
in their area.
Methods During June, 2013 to May, 2014, an intensive
larval survey was carried out in 18 localities of Delhi,
categorized as Low, Medium and High income group (six
localities each). Immature stages of Aedes mosquitoes were
collected by using WHO standard protocols, to find out the
Aedes breeding in all types of water filled containers. House
index (HI), Container index (CI), Breteau index (BI) and Pupal
index (PI) were calculated as per WHO procedure.
Results During transmission season, solid waste was the most
preferred breeding site followed by curing tanks, plastic
containers, OHTs, coolers and bird pots. During nontransmission season, OHTs and curing tanks were the most
preferred breeding containers followed by coolers, plastic
containers. In LIG localities water storage containers (plastic)
forms highest positive breeding containers (29%) for Aedes
mosquitoes but in MIG localities solid waste (27%) and plastic
containers (26%) were the most preferred for breeding. In HIG
localities solid waste (27%) and curing tanks (21%) were the
most preferred breeding containers and contributing maximum
for the breeding of Aedes aegypti. The house index was higher
in the transmission months August and September in LIG, JuneJuly in MIG and June in HIG colony. The BI in MIG colonies
was below critical level (i.e. 20) while it was observed to be
higher in HIG & LIG colony during month of September i.e.
22.45 & 25.22 respectively. The value of CI was higher in the
month of September for HIG, MIG & LIG i.e. 8.35, 7.5 &
13.49 respectively.
Conclusion Containers found in low income groups are
contributing more to Ae aegypti breeding than MIG and HIG
localities. Overhead tanks and curing tanks are the key breeding
sites in non transmission season, whereas solid waste and plastic
containers are amongst preferred breeding sites in transmission
season. The targeted intervention in the non transmission season
can hence help to control the sudden upsurge of dengue in a
densely populated city like Delhi.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Dengue presents a wide clinical spectrum,
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Introduction An entomological survey was conducted in
selected localities of Delhi, categorized in different income
groups, with the objective to determine the larval diversity,
density and breeding site preferences of Aedes aegypti
mosquitoes, during transmission and non- transmission seasons.
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varying from asymptomatic to severe forms, with increased
vascular permeability, disorder in homeostasis and organ
impairment. Host characteristics could influence the disease
evolution. The present study evaluated the influence of age in
dengue clinical outcome.
Methods and Materials The study presented a crosssectional design including data of 6631 dengue cases which
occurred in Vit
oria, Espırito Santo, Brazil, between 2007 and
2013, confirmed by specific laboratory tests, obtained from the
Information System for Notifiable Diseases. Sex, age, clinical
presentation, dengue classification and death were included in
the analysis. Cases were grouped by age as children (1–9 years
old), adolescents (10 to 19 years old), adults (20 to 59 years
old) and elderly (60 or more than 60 years old) and clinically
classified as dengue fever and severe dengue.
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Results Most cases occurred in women (56.7%). The median
age was 32 years old. Severe dengue affected 11.2% of cases,
8.7% (n = 38) of children, 12.4% (n = 186) of adolescents,
10.4% (n = 426) of adults and 15.5% (n = 94) of elderly. Age
was significantly higher (P-value = 0.03) in the severe dengue
group than in the non-severe dengue group. Severe dengue was
significantly more frequent in elderly patients (P-value <0.05).
Considering severe cases, hemorrhagic manifestations were
significantly more frequent in children (P-value <0.01), and
plasma leakage was more frequent in children (P-value = 0.02)
and adolescents (P-value <0.01). Despite elderly patients
presenting a low frequency of hemorrhagic manifestations,
hematuria was more frequent in this group (P-value <0.01).
Nine severe cases resulted in the death of five adults and four
elders. Lethality by severe dengue for adults was 11.8/1000 and
for elderly was 42.5/1000. Elderly with severe dengue presented
a significant risk to evolve to death (P-value <0.05).
Conclusion Elderly and children were the groups with worst
outcomes of dengue. Differences in severe manifestations in age
groups points out the necessity of specific and appropriate
management protocols for each age group, in order to diminish
morbidity and mortality.
Acknowledgments Coordination for the Improvement of
Higher Education Personnel (CAPES – Brazil), National Counsel
of Technological and Scientific Development (CNPq – Brazil),
Excellence Centers for Exchange and Development (Exceed –
Germany).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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A thermodynamic paradigm for studying disease vector’s habitats
& life cycles using NASA’s remote sensing data is being proposed. NASA’s current and planned satellite missions provide
measurements of the critical environmental measures environmental state functions important to vector and disease life cycles
such as precipitation, soil moisture, temperature, vapor pressure
deficits, wet/dry edges, and solar radiation. Satellite data provide
landscape scale process functions represented by land use/cover
mapping and actual measurements of ecological functions/structure: canopy cover, species, phenology, and aquatic plant coverage. These measurements are taken in a spatial context and
provide a time series of data to track changes in time.
Global public health is entering a new informational age
through the use of spatial models of disease vector/host ecologies
driven by the use of remotely sensed data to measure environmental and structural factors critical in determining disease vector
habitats, distributions, life cycles, and host interactions. The vector habitat microclimates can be quantified in terms of the surface
energy budget measured by satellites. The epidemiological equations (processes) can be adapted and modified to explicitly incorporate environmental factors and interfaces required by a specific
disease and its vector/host cycle. Remote sensing can be used to
measure or evaluate or estimate both environment (state functions)
and interface (process functions). It is critical that the products of
remote sensing must be expressed in a way they can be integrated
directly into the epidemiological equations.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Suranaree University of Technology located in
the north-eastern part of Thailand and covers an area of 7000
rai. The surrounding environment of the university consists of
both forests and housing. Approximately 14 000 people live on
this university campus including staff, personnel and students.
Many of them travel and then meet at the university. There is
the potential to have an epidemic of Dengue hemorrhagic fever
(DHF). This study aims to develop a surveillance system for the
mosquito larva of Aedes aegypti, to alert people and guide
control interventions on this university campus.
Methods and Materials Surveillance was systematically
conducted on the university campus starting in 2013. Situation
analysis of the year 2011–2013 was done to identify the incidence
of DHF and control measures in those years. This information was
distributed to stakeholders at all levels to raise awareness and they
were invited to participate in the processes of planning,
intervention, monitoring and evaluation. Interventions were
comprised of health education, training, sampling survey and
control measures of the mosquito larva of Aedes aegypti.
Results The incidences of DHF cases on this campus were
141, 250 and 391 cases per 100 000 people in the year 2011,
2012 and 2013 respectively. After active surveillance and
prompt control interventions were implemented in 2013, the
incidence of DHF cases has dramatically decreased (41 per
100 000 people in 2014). A sampling survey for the mosquito
larva of Aedes aegypti in containers both indoors and outdoors
found that the container index had declined to less than 10% in
2014. Student volunteers from the university campus, involved
in the surveillance system, reported both happiness and
satisfaction with the participatory processes. Key success factors
were the spiritedness and willingness of student volunteers who
were doing regular sampling surveys for the mosquito larva and
initiating prompt control actions.
Conclusions Surveillance for Aedes aegypti larva and
prompt control interventions remain an important means to
prevent DHF. Approaching and involving people in the
community is a key factor for success to sustain an efficient
surveillance system.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction The flesh flies are medically-important because
the larvae found in the human corpses can be used as the
entomological evidence in forensic investigations. To be used in
this purpose, identification of larvae into species and their
developmental rate are the mandatory steps.
Method For help in their identification, we studied the larval
morphology of Boettcherisca nathani Lopes 1961 and Lioproctia
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pattoni (Senior-White 1924), the hemisynanthopic species in
Palaearctic and Oriental regions. Particular attention was paid to
the third instar, with focus on the characteristcs of the anterior
spiracle, intersegmental spines between the prothorax and
mesothorax, and the posterior spiracle. For developmental rate,
we measured larval development every 12 h at ambient
temperature (30.0  1.7°C), relative humidity (63  9%) and a
natural light/dark photoperiod (12:12 h).
Result The anterior spiracle of B. nathani has two irregular
rows of 21–27 papillae, while L. pattoni has a single irregular
row of 20–28 papillae. B. nathani spines are serrated and
triangular; whereas L. pattoni spines have a moderately
triangular upper part and serrated lower part. The posterior
spiracles of B. nathani and L. pattoni were similar, but the inner
arc in L. pattoni is clearly protruded. For development, the
newly hatched larvae of B. nathani developed to second instar in
24 h, remaining in this stage for 24–36 h, before molting into
the third instar at 36–48 h (with average 17.55 mm in length).
The larvae fed for 48–168 h became pupating. Adults emerged
15 days after the larvae had hatched. For L. pattoni, the larvae
turned into second instar in 12 h, remained in this stage for 12–
24 h, became third instars at 24–60 h (with average 18.75 mm
in length) and fed for 60–312 h. Adults emerged in 21 days.
Conclusion These results are useful in species identification
and estimation of age of larvae found associated with corpses.
Acknowledgement Thailand Research Fund (RSA5580010),
the ‘Diamond Research Grant’ and the Faculty of Medicine
Research Fund, Chiang Mai University.
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Introduction The explosive nature of dengue epidemics that
have occurred in Brazil and many other countries points to the
need for models of active surveillance with a view to issuing a
warning sign for health services and triggering control actions
timely.
Objective To present a new strategy of surveillance,
complementary to traditional information system of notifiable
diseases (SINAN), able to detect pre-epidemic situations not
detected by traditional system.
Methods A website with interactive features was developed,
in order to receive systematic information from users who
indicate the occurrence of signs and symptoms of dengue.
Strategies of communication and information were adopted in
order to attract and keep the population0 s adherence to the site.
In order to compare denguenaweb incidence with the one
obtained from the data from SINAN, the non-parametric
Spearman correlation coefficient was calculated and the
randomization test was applied to check if the data of both
systems present a time pattern.
Results The proof of concept of this surveillance system,
conducted in Salvador-Bahia, showed that it is able to identify
early cases of dengue in just the first 3 days of illness. In 24
(twenty-four) months of operation, the site received 967 706
visits, and has 803 users. Having been registered 116 suspected
dengue cases, distributed in different neighborhoods of the city.
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We obtained a high rate of participation between the visitors
and it was possible to capture suspected dengue cases. Statistical
analysis revealed a temporal correlation between suspected cases
recorded on denguenaweb and on the formal reporting system
(P-value 0.0012).
Conclusion The small number of cases registered was
possibly due to the fact that in the last 2 years there was no
dengue epidemic in Salvador. It is possible that during a dengue
epidemic the website denguenaweb can complement the
traditional surveillance Information System, anticipating the
official records.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Diffusion studies of transmissible diseases have
been identified as an important epidemiologic referential because
enable understanding of the factors that contribute to the spatial
distribution of the disease in time in order to understand
associations between the occurrence of the disease and the
elements that constitute the inhabited space. This study analises
the spread pattern of the dengue epidemic in Salvador/Bahia/
Brazil, 2002, year of introduction of the virus DENV3 in this
city, considering that its population had no immunity to this
serotype.
Methods and Material The 19 355 cases of dengue
recorded in Sistema de Informacß~ao de Agravos de Notificacß~ao/
SINAN were georeferenced according to census tract of the city
(spatial units) and epidemiological weeks (temporal unit). Kernel
density estimation was used to identify the pattern of spatial
diffusion using the R-Project computer software.
Results In 2002, 88.23% of 2006 census tracts reported cases
of dengue. At the end of this year, the most of the city had been
hit by the virus, with higher concentration of cases occurring in
the western region, as observed in the year of the first epidemic
(1995). This region is composed of census tracts with high
population density and predominantly horizontal residences
while the eastern region of the city there is a predominance of
vertical residential buildings. The diffusion pattern differs from
that described in 1995, since in the first weeks of notification
productive outbreaks were already observed in four distinct
areas. However, the intense dissemination speed makes it
maintain the characteristics of a process of diffusion through
contact, common in infectious diseases that spread from person
to person, or as in dengue, due to the rapid spread of Aedes
aegypti.
Conclusion The results point to the need for immediate
preventive action when the first cases are identified, especially
around the areas where the first cases are reported, preventing
the proliferation of the transmitting agent and therefore dengue.
If there were a more rapid control instrument capable of rapidly
reducing the vector population within a few days or of raising
the group immunity of the population by mean of a vaccine, it
would theoretically be possible to adopt control actions around
the epicenter of the epidemic and consequently reduce the
incidence of the disease in the city.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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With NMR towards new diagnostic methods for dengue

Triatomines (Hemiptera, Reduviidae) in urban residences of
Sobral, Ceara State, 2010–2014: a continuing risk of Chagas
disease in Northeastern Brazil
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Dengue is a viral disease that is quite common in tropical countries. The diagnosis of Dengue is done by eliminating other possible causes of the observed symptoms, a direct antibody
diagnosis becomes possible only after several days into the disease. Hence, for the first days, a patient is either not treated (not
strong enough symptoms) or treated ‘on suspicion’. A method
for early identification of dengue is desired.
The blood is the main means of transport inside the human
body, not only for proteins (like antibodies), but also for small
molecules. Due to changes in their metabolism, infected cells
could be producing different secondary metabolites, which will
show up in the blood plasma. These changes should appear
quickly, faster than antibodies. Blood plasma has been extensively studied by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and many
small molecules can be associated to certain NMR signals.
In our study we analyzed blood plasma from healthy and
infected subjects using proton NMR. The samples were all filtered with 3 kDa filters, freeze-dried and resuspended in D2O.
The resulting 1D NOE spectra were then subjected to an extensive Principal Components Analysis (PCA), in order to obtain a
differentiation. Signal ranges that showed significant changes
within the same group were excluded for the PCA, as were glucose signals.
Our PCA model was then applied to the classification of additional samples. With the exception of one all samples were correctly classified; the wrong one was actually marked as being
‘out of the model’, meaning that a proper classification was
impossible. It turns out that Principal Component 2 (PC2) is the
most important component for the differentiation between
healthy and infected subjects, whereas PC1, PC3 and PC4 do
not contribute to the differentiation. From the PCA model we
can identify the most important regions responsible for that
result, mainly around 1.92 ppm and 3.38 ppm, and then verify
within the NMR spectra the responsible peaks.
According to assignments published in the literature for blood
plasma we can associate the varying signals to a series of compounds: proline, lysine, arginine, acetate, treonine, b-glucose,
pyruvate, citroline, glutamine, isoleucine and other smaller ones.
Currently we are trying to establish a connection between the
observed signal changes and known body reactions.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Sobral is one of the most important cities of
Ceara State, Northeastern Brazil. In some districts of its urban
area, native triatomine bugs are found in intradomiciles, often
carrying high levels of infection of Trypanosoma cruzi, the
etiological agent of Chagas disease. This work aims to analyze
the spread and natural infection of triatomine species caught
within the urban area of Sobral in recent years.
Materials and Methods The study includes all available
data from the routine surveillance at the Zoonosis Control
Center (ZCC), from 2010 to 2014. We analyzed the site of
capture, the number of triatomine individuals, and the species
(data from Triatomine Information Stations – PITs – installed in
primary health care units). The triatomine natural T. cruzi
infection was verified by abdominal compression and fresh
examination of the insect feces by optical microscopy (160X).
We calculate overall index of natural infection by the ratio
between the number of infected and the number of examined
triatomines. The sites of triatomine captures were georeferenced
through Google Earth and database geoprocessed with ArcGIS
software (version 10.3).
Results From 2010 to 2014, 191 triatomines were analyzed:
82.2% Triatoma pseudomaculata, 7.9% Rhodnius nasutus,
5.8% T. brasiliensis, 3.7% Panstrongylus lutzi, and 0.5%
P. megistus. The overall index of natural infection was 17.8%.
Larger infestations occurred in the Dom Jose (36.2%), Padre
Palhano (24.7%) and Alto Cristo (10.6%) districts. Most of the
insects (185/96.9%) were captured inside houses (only six in
peridomiciles). Among those found in intradomiciles, 18.4%
(n = 34) had T. cruzi infection: 28 T. pseudomaculata, one
T. brasiliensis, two R. nasutus, two P. lutzi and one P. megistus.
Adult insects (males and females) represented 74.9% of the
captured insects, while nymphs represented 25.1%, indicating
household colonization. Of the 48 nymphs, six were infected
with T. cruzi.
Conclusion T. pseudomaculata shows a clear evidence of
intradomiciliar colonization within the urban areas of Sobral. In
addition, the high natural infection rate indicates an active T.
cruzi circulation in these areas, increasing the risk of Chagas
disease vector transmission. These data suggest the need for
strengthening the epidemiological surveillance with integration of
control actions targeting triatomines, T. cruzi reservoirs, and
human populations, identifying the real Chagas disease
transmission hazard in urban areas of Sobral.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS2.300
Assessment of severity among adult dengue patients in
Colombo district, Sri Lanka
H. Tissera1, J. Weeraman1, A. Amarasinghe1, T. Muthukuda1, H. Janaka1,
C. Botheju1, P. Palihawadana1, D. Gubler2 and A. Wilder-Smith3
1
Epidemiology Unit, Ministry of Health, Colombo, Sri Lanka; 2Duke –
NUS, Duke University Singapore, Singapore City, Singapore;
3
Department of Public Health and Clinical Medicine, Epidemiology and
Global Health, Ume
a University, Umea, Sweden

Introduction Dengue is a major acute febrile illness in Sri
Lanka and reported in epidemic proportions. From 2009 to
2013 an average of 35 000 cases were reported annually with
over 60% above 15 years of age. Clinical case classification of
dengue was originally based on paediatric patients. Here we
assess severity of dengue illness among adults according to both
WHO classical and TDR classifications.
Methods A study was conducted in 100 adult patients
presenting to ID Hospital, Colombo with fever <7 days, in
2013. All were tested for dengue ELISA NS1/IgM and RT-PCR.
Of them 88 were confirmed as having dengue, and were
classified into two WHO classifications. Type of care received
was categorized into three levels as:
Category 1 – general ward,
Category 2 – special dengue unit,
Category 3 – intensive care unit.
Results According to classical classification, 47 (53.4%) were
Dengue Fever (DF) patients. Of them 31and 16 received
Category 1 and 2 care respectively. None received Category 3
care. 41 (46.6%) Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever (DHF) patients.
Of them 14 received category 1 care while 25 and two received
Category 2 and Category 3 care respectively. Classical
classification and level of care sensitivity was 62.8% (CI 48–78)
while specificity was 68.9% (CI 55–82). According to TDR
classification 29 (32.9%) were Dengue patients without warning
signs. Of them 22 and 07 received Category 1 and 2 level of
care respectively and none went into category 3. 48 (55%) were
Dengue with warning signs and 11 (13%) severe dengue
patients. Of them 18 received Category 1 care while 39 and two
received category 2 and category 3 care respectively. TDR
classification and level of care sensitivity was 85.4% (CI 75–95)
Specificity 55% (CI 39–70).
Conclusions WHO TDR classification captures more
patients who need closer observation in Category 2 and three
levels of care than classical classification. This may warrant
additional hospital resources in developing country settings.
Disclosure This research was funded by the European Union
7th Framework Programme through ‘DengueTools’.

PS2.301
Prevalence of HIV, HBV and HCV positive serology in blood
donors in a rural general hospital in Ethiopia
P. Barreiro1, G. Tisiano2, H. Fano2, T. Yohannes2, A. Gosa2, E. Fruttero3,
S. Yago2, M. Gorgolas4, F. Reyes2 and J. M. Ramos5
1
Hospital Carlos III, Madrid, Spain; 2Gambo General Hospital,
on
Shasehmane, Ethiopia; 3Molinette Hospital, Torino, Italy; 4Fundaci
Jimenez Dıaz, Madrid, Spain; 5Hospital General de Alicante, Alicante,
Spain

Background Blood transfusion is common practice in
tropical countries to treat endemic diseases as malaria. Screening
for blood-borne viral infections is crucial to prevent its
transmission, and to diagnose and treat infected individuals.
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Methods All different blood donors older than 15 years
attending a General Hospital in Gambo, Ethiopia, from 2007 to
2012 were reviewed. Blood antibodies for HIV and HCV, and S
antigen for HBV were determined by corresponding rapid tests
in all instances.
Results A total of 2789 patients had their blood tested before
donation; mean age was 30  10 years-old and 80.65% were
male. A total of 19, 138 and 44 patients had positive HIV, HBV
or HCV serology respectively. Overall prevalences were 0.73%
(95% CI, 0.45–1.16) for HIV, 6.45% (95% CI, 5.46–7.59) for
HBV and 1.98% (95% CI, 1.46–2.67) for HCV. Only HBV
infection was more common among men as compared to women
(7.01 vs. 4.33%, P = 0.04). The proportion of HIV patients
with HBV and HCV positive serology was 21.05 and 5.26%.
Conclusions Screening of blood products before donation
should be mandatory to prevent transmission of HIV, HBV and
HCV. The high prevalence of HBV infection, particularly among
otherwise healthy men and HIV patients, recommends better
implementation of HBV vaccination programs and workup of
viral and liver test to indicate anti-HBV therapy.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.302
Clinical manifestations and treatment outcomes of scrub
typhus in Umphang Hospital, Thailand
T. Brummaier1, Y. Wattanagoon1, C. Kittitrakul1, V. Choovichian1,
S. Lawpoolsri1 and C. Namaik-Larp2
1
Mahidol University, Faculty of Tropical Medicine, Bangkok, Thailand;
2
Umphang Hospital, Umphang, Thailand

Scrub typhus is an acute febrile illness that affects a large population in rural Asia. The district of Umphang in northwestern
Thailand is a prototype environment for this disease. This study
aimed to identify and describe the clinical manifestations and the
outcomes of patients infected with Orientia tsutsugamushi in this
area.
Methods Patients presenting with scrub typhus between
January 2011 and December 2014 were analysed in this
retrospective study. Diagnosis was based on clinical symptoms in
conjunction with a positive rapid test, or a pathognomonic
eschar lesion.
Results 877 patients were included in the study, of whom 488
were adults and 369 children. The majority (728; 85%) was
included with positive serology on rapid test, 86 patients (10%)
had eschar only, and 43 patients (5%) had both positive
serology and presence of eschar. The most common symptom
was fever (94%) followed by headache (48%) and cough (33%).
Eschars were reported in 129 patients with a significantly higher
percentage in children than adults (P < 0.001), and a different
anatomical distribution was found between adults and children.
Common complications were elevated transaminases, acute
kidney injury and pneumonia. Most of the patients recovered
from the disease, with around 1% mortality.
Conclusion Umphang district has a high incidence of scrub
typhus. Clinicians have to be vigilant as patients can present
with a variety of clinical symptoms, regardless of the presence of
fever. If diagnosed early, the treatment is effective and a
favourable outcome can be expected.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS2.303
Causes of fever without source in Ghana
B. Hogan1, N. Sarpong2, D. Eibach1, R. Krumkamp1, D. Dekker1, B. Kreuels3,
O. Maiga-Ascofare1, A. Jaeger1, Y. Adu-Sarkodie4, E. Owusu-Dabo2 and
J. May1
1
Infectious Disease Epidemiology, Bernhard Nocht Institute for Tropical
Medicine, Hamburg, Germany; 2Kumasi Centre for Collaborative
Research in Tropical Medicine (KCCR), Kumasi, Ghana; 3Division of
Tropical Medicine, I. Department of Internal Medicine, University
Medical Centre Hamburg Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany; 4Kwame
Nkrumah University of Science and Technology (KNUST), Kumasi,
Ghana

Background In many sub-Saharan countries the identification
of pathogens causing febrile illness in children is challenged by
the absence of appropriate diagnostic facilities. Thus, the
spectrum and relevance of infections other than malaria and
malaria co-infections remains unclear. In this study we aim to
investigate the causes of severe febrile illness among hospitalised
children from rural Ghana.
Methods Children aged ≤15 years with fever ≥38.0°C were
recruited when admitted to the children’s ward of the Agogo
Presbyterian Hospital in the Ashanti region, Ghana. A blood
culture was taken, malaria parasitaemia and liver enzymes
measured, urine collected and a pharyngeal swab taken. Further
investigations and sampling were based on a predefined
algorithm. Patients were medically treated according to hospital
guidelines. To obtain information on the course of infection, the
patient was seen at two occasions after discharge and short
medical history and blood samples obtained.
Results After 12 months of recruitment 872 children were
included into the study. Median age at hospital attendance was
3 years (interquartile range: 1–5) and proportion of females
45.1%. A systemic bacterial infection was found in 9.3% of the
children and malaria in 54.0%, gastroenteritis in 17.5%, urinary
tract infection in 5.9%, skin or soft tissue infection in 6.2%, and
meningitis in 0.9%.
Conclusion First results of this ongoing study suggest that
only half of all severe febrile infections could be explained by
malaria. Hence, laboratory capacities must further be
strengthened to guide treatment decisions and support disease
surveillance.
Disclosure The study is funded by the German Center for
Infection Research (Deutsches Zentrum f€
ur Infektionsforschung,
DZIF).

Uganda and assessed service provision for hypertension, supplies,
training, and knowledge. Quantitative data were analyzed using
SPSS and the outcomes were compared using contingency tables
and joint probabilities. Significance testing was conducted using
chi-square with alpha set at 0.05. Open-ended questions were
quantitized using a coding framework and merged.
Results Of the 126 facilities, 92.9% reported managing
patients with hypertension and most (80.2%) were run by nonphysician health workers. Less than a half (46%) had
hypertension guidelines (exclusively UCG) with significant
differences observed across levels (P < 0.001). All facilities
(except one) never calibrated their BP devices. Proportions of
available anti-hypertensive (all-levels) were 42.9% for thiazidediuretics, 59% for beta-blockers, 1.6% for alpha-blockers, 5.6%
for mixed-alpha and beta-blockers, 48.4% for calcium-channel
blockers, 22.2% ACEs, 15.9% for angiotensin-II receptor
antagonists, and 16.6% for alpha-2 agonists. None of the
hospitals and HCIVs stocked alpha-blockers and mixed-alpha &
beta-blockers. More than 90% of HCIIs did not stock antihypertensive. Significant proportions of private clinics/
dispensaries stocked beta-blockers (97.6%) and calcium channel
blockers (80.8%), (P < 0.001). All health workers (except 5,
1.9%) indicated the need for additional training in hypertension.
The joint-probability (Jp) for facilities to fully manage
hypertension were highest at the hospital level (Jp = 0.587) and
lowest at the HCII (Jp = 0.272).
Conclusions Health facilities in this setting are inadequately
equipped to provide services for management of hypertension.
Diagnostic equipment, anti-hypertensive drugs and personnel
present great challenges. Measures are needed to substantially
strengthen the health system in this setting to manage
hypertension and other chronic diseases.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.305
Impact of changed fever case management practice on
patients’ self-reported treatment experience
J. Pulford1, I. Smith1, I. Mueller2, P. M. Siba1 and M. W. Hetzel3,4
Papua New Guinea Institute of Medical Research, Goroka, Papua New
Guinea; 2Barcelona Centre for International Health Research, Barcelona,
Spain; 3Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
4
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland

1

Introduction The Papua New Guinea (PNG) National
PS2.304
Capacity of health facilities to manage hypertension in
Mukono and Buikwe districts in Uganda: challenges and
recommendations
G. Musinguzi1,2, H. Bastiaens2, R. Wanyenze1, J.-P. Van Geertruyden2 and
F. Nuwaha1
1
Makerere University School of Public Health, Kampala, Uganda;
2
University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium

Background The burden of chronic diseases is on the rise.
However, healthcare systems in low-income countries are
inadequately equipped to deal with the growing disease burden,
which requires chronic care for patients. The aim of this study
was to assess the capacity of health facilities to manage
hypertension in two districts in Uganda.
Methods In a cross-sectional study, we surveyed 126 health
facilities (six hospitals, four HCIV, 23 HCIII, 41 HCII and 52
private clinics/dispensaries) in Mukono and Buikwe districts in

Department of Health implemented a new national malaria
treatment protocol (NMTP) in late 2011. The new protocol
stipulates routine testing of malaria infection by rapid diagnostic
test (RDT) or microscopy, anti-malarial prescription to test
positive cases only, and the administration of artemetherlumefantrine (AL) as the first-line anti-malarial. This represents a
substantial change from the previous practice of presumptively
treating all febrile patients with sulphadoxine-pyrimethamine
and either chloroquine or amodiaquine. This presentation
examines the relationship between the changes in febrile case
management practice that occurred as a result of the revised
NMTP and patients’ self-reported treatment experience.
Methods Data were collected via a repeat, countrywide crosssectional survey of randomly selected primary health care
facilities in 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2014. Collectively, a total of
302 health facilities were surveyed across this time period, the
case management of 2182 febrile patients observed and exit
interviews completed with 2046. All data were collected using
structured survey instruments.

© 2015 The Authors
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Results The full dataset was in the final stages of preparation
at the time of abstract submission. However, preliminary
analyses indicate that a substantial change in febrile case
management practice occurred within 12-months of introducing
the revised NMTP and that patients’ self-reported treatment
experience showed greater variation following this change.
Conclusion The sudden and dramatic change in febrile case
management practice observed after introduction of the revised
NMTP in PNG has seemingly improved the self-reported
treatment experience of many febrile patients, but not all. While
conclusions cannot be drawn until the full dataset has been
analysed, it appears that the group reporting the least positive
treatment experience are febrile patients who do not receive
antimalarial medication and for whom a clear diagnosis is not
provided. This tentative conclusion further highlights the need to
support health workers better manage non-malaria febrile illness
in the face of a declining malaria burden such as PNG is
currently experiencing.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.306
An analysis of hematological parameters as a diagnostic test
for malaria in patients with acute febrile illness: a limited
resources institutional experience
Z. S. Jairajpuri, S. Rana, M. J. Hasan and S. Jetley
Pathology, Hamdard Institute of Medical Sciences and Research, Jamia
Hamdard, New Delhi, India

Introduction Malaria is an important cause of febrile illness
in developing countries such as India. The presentation is
nonspecific, similar to other commonly occurring febrile
illnesses. This impairs diagnostic specificity and often promotes
the indiscriminate use of antimalarials. Hematological
abnormalities, considered a hallmark of malaria,may lead to an
increased clinical suspicion, thus initiating a prompt institution
of antimalarial therapy even in the absence of a positive smear
report. A statistical evaluation of the hematological changes in
malaria and also in patients with acute febrile illnesses and
whether these could guide the physician to institute specific
antimalarial treatment is assesed in the present study.
Methods and Materials The study evaluated a total of
723 patients presenting with acute febrile illness at our hospital
over a 1 year period. A complete blood count and malarial
parasite microscopy were performed for each patient.
Results 172 out of 723 patients (24%) were diagnosed with
malaria by positive smear report. Statistically significant
reduction in hemoglobin (P < 0.005), platelet count (P < 0.001)
and total leukocyte count (P < 0.001) levels in patients with
malaria compared to those without the disease was seen.
Likelihood ratios for a positive result of platelets (6.2) and total
leukocyte count (3.4) was relevant as compared to hemoglobin
(1.61) and Red cell distribution width (1.79). The negative
predictive values for hemoglobin (79%), total leukocyte count
(86%), platelets (94%) and Red cell distribution width (93%)
were significant. Red cell distribution width values were higher
in patients with malaria than in patients without malaria
(P < 0.001).
Conclusions Routinely used laboratory findings such as
hemoglobin, leukocytes, platelet counts and red cell distribution
width values, showed a statistically significant correlation with
malarial infection thus providing a diagnostic clue in patients
with acute febrile illness in endemic areas, which led to a
prompt initiation of treatment. Limitation of resources and
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trained health personnel in much of the malaria infested areas, a
presumptive clinical diagnosis seems a relevant option.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.307
Measuring outcome and impact of MPH education
programs using 360 degree interviewing as an innovative
tool
P. Zwanikken1, L. Alexander2 and L. Gerstel1
Global Health, Royal Tropical Institute, Amsterdam, The Netherlands;
2
School of Public Health, University of the Western Cape, Capetown,
South Africa

1

Introduction The need for health systems improvement,
coupled with the health workforce crisis, has highlighted the
urgency of increasing numbers of more competent health
professionals; this has led to a growing interest in health
professional education. Recently it was questioned whether
training of higher level cadres in public health prepared
graduates with competencies to strengthen health systems in
low- and middle-income countries. Impact evaluation of
education programs is notably problematic because of the
complexity of attribution. The innovative use of 360 degree
interviewing was chosen to enrich understanding of the impact
of Master of Public Health programs.
Methods and Materials A qualitative study was
conducted using in-depth interviews focused on the outcomes
and impact of a distance MPH program delivered from South
Africa to African countries, and a residential MPH program in
the Netherlands for students working in low and middle income
countries. Per school, data were collected from ten graduates
and their peers and supervisors.
Results The program impact, reported elsewhere, indicated
that almost all graduates were promoted or applied successfully
for higher level jobs after the MPH. Considerable effects on
workplace, such as contributing to workplace effectiveness, were
reported by graduates, peers and supervisors. The role of
graduates increased in coordinating, mentoring, leadership and
management. Using data from three different sources, as in
human resources performance appraisal, was innovative and
effective in the context of impact evaluation and extended data
scope. The professional roles played by the three data providers
brought diverse priorities and perspectives on the issue of
impact. Some evidence was corroborated, while divergence in
what was identified as ‘impact’ enriched the findings and was
revealing of the nature of the qualitative research stance;
differentiated valuing of MPH program impacts provided a
wider understanding of how Public Health courses might be
modified.
Limitations Health service recipients were not interviewed,
the peers and supervisor interviewees were selected by graduates,
while some graduates could not be traced.
Conclusions Graduates were able to contribute to their
workplaces and often had influence at national level. The tool of
360 degree feedback provided valuable and multidimensional
insight into the outcome and impact of MPH graduates on
workplace and health systems.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS2.308
Successes and challenges of a systematic approach to
strengthen PhD programmes in Africa
T. Palmer and I. Bates
Capacity Research Unit, Department of International Public Health,
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Liverpool, UK

Introduction In order to improve health in low- and
middle- income countries, it is necessary to improve the local
research capacity. Building doctoral training is a well-recognised
way to do this so the Malaria Capacity Development
Consortium has supported African universities, PhD students
and postdocs to strengthen malaria research capacity in Africa.
A team of researchers visited the five African MCDC partner
universities in 2009 to assess their capacity for PhD programmes.
An extensive literature search was undertaken to develop a comprehensive benchmark which included all the policies, processes
and facilities needed to run doctoral programmes.
Methods Capacity of the institutions was compared against
the benchmark and recommendations provided to the
institutions which they used to develop action plans to address
the gaps and proactively manage institutional capacity
strengthening. Follow up site visits to assess progress and update
the recommendations were carried out in 2012. In 2014, indepth phone/Skype interviews with key stakeholders within each
institution were conducted. Information was obtained about
progress made since 2012, the processes which had enabled or
prevented this progress to be made and the sustainability of any
progress, as well as an evaluation of the methods utilised by the
research team in guiding capacity strengthening.
Results All the universities demonstrably built capacity in
some areas, especially in the development of the PhD Handbook,
IT/library access and development of student supervision. Least
progress was made in establishing a PhD programme evaluation
processes. Stakeholders felt that the evaluation process
complemented and enhanced their own efforts in strengthening
their doctoral programmes. Progress slowed down over time
possibly because the easiest gaps to address were tackled first
and because of infrequent formal reviews of progress.
Conclusions In such complex programmes it is likely that
some aspects will work better than others. By learning about
what does not work well and why in research capacity
strengthening programmes, and by focussing particularly on the
areas which are hard to achieve, we can make such programmes
more effective. The process for actively managing research
capacity strengthening was highly effective and could be
transferred to other contexts. However regular review, possibly
in collaboration with external agencies, is likely to help to retain
momentum.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.309
Assessing laboratory capacity to support the control of
neglected tropical diseases
L. Dean1, C. Mulamba1, P. Mbabazi2 and I. Bates1
1
Capacity Research Unit, Department of International Public Health,
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Liverpool, UK; 2Department of
Control of Neglected Tropical Diseases, World Health Organization,
Geneva, Switzerland

Introduction Information about the distribution and
expertise of neglected tropical disease (NTD) regional reference
laboratories is not readily available. Currently, there are no
functional networks to link regional NTD laboratories to

facilitate quality assurance and sharing of expertise. We have
identified and described potential NTD regional reference
laboratories in five of the six WHO regions. Having an
understanding of current laboratories’ capacities will identify
gaps in their systems that need strengthening to contribute to
meeting the targets set out in the NTD Roadmap.
Methods Between October 2013 and January 2014, we
conducted a survey to understand the distribution and
characteristics of potential NTD regional reference laboratories
in the Eastern Mediterranean, South East-Asia, Americas,
Western Pacific and European WHO regions. Respondents were
identified through systematic searches and snowball sampling
from key informants.
Results In total, 19% (n = 32) of the 167 laboratories
contacted responded to the survey. The majority (69%) of the
laboratories were based within academic institutions and their
greatest strengths lay in research. Most of laboratories (53%,
n = 17) had a geographical scope that covered a national level.
Only four laboratories stated they adhered to international
standards and had relatively strong quality management systems.
Despite the majority (91%) of laboratories believing they have
the capacity to carry out the role of a reference laboratory only
14% (n = 3) fulfilled the identified pre-determined criteria.
Conclusion Laboratory quality management remains the
weakest aspect of laboratories supporting NTD control. This
study has laid the groundwork for the next steps which would
include strategically selecting and supporting a small number of
laboratories in each region to achieve accreditation and
integrating them into a regional NTD laboratory networks. In
this way all laboratories with NTD expertise will be linked
together in a global network and it will be clear which
laboratories to access for specialist, high quality services to
support the various and diverse needs of national and
international NTD programmes.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.310
Teaching medical students in English in a non-English
speaking country: evaluation of a global health elective for
US residents in Turkey
N. S. Bertelsen1,2, P. Cocks3 and M. Demirhan1
Medicine, Koc University School of Medicine, Istanbul, Turkey;
2
Medicine and Population Health, New York, NY, USA; 3Medicine, New
York University, New York, NY, USA

1

Introduction The trend toward increasingly multicultural
patient populations and global societies is bringing more medical
education in English to learners from non-English speaking
backgrounds (NESB), and global health electives allow U.S.
residents to improve skills in cross-cultural communication. Here
we report a global health elective, in English, for U.S. resident
physicians in internal medicine (IM) to teach medicine in
Turkey.
Methods The official language of instruction at Kocß
University School of Medicine (KUSOM) is English. Since 2012,
KUSOM has hosted IM residents from New York University
School of Medicine (NYUSOM) annually for a 4-week global
health elective in Istanbul, Turkey. Over a 10-week period in
2014, 95 KUSOM students from the third, fourth and fifth years
(in a 6-year M.D. program) participated with a team of one IM
resident (4 weeks), one medical student (8 weeks) and one IM
attending physician (10 weeks) from NYUSOM. Activities
included daily oral presentations, five physical exam skill
simulations, eight morning report case discussions, and two
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evidence-based medicine review sessions, in both large and small
groups for 1 h each. Lessons were derived from Bates Guide to
Physical Examination, Bates Visual Guide videos, and New
England Journal of Medicine0 s Case Records.
Results Before participating, although all students reported
English proficiency, many (24–34%) were not comfortable
speaking with patients, discussing patients, writing clinical notes,
or reviewing the medical literature in English. Afterward, 90%
of students felt these activities helped them identify strengths and
weaknesses, taught them something new, and were an experience
they would like to have again. Students reported improved skills
in communication, history-taking, physical exam, making
assessments and writing plans. In return, all NYUSOM residents
reported improving their cross-cultural communication skills.
Conclusion While English language skills are outstanding
upon admission to KUSOM, students require ongoing
participation in oral and written patient-centered learning
activities to achieve competency in medical English. This
NYUSOM resident global health elective was able to offer an
additional resource for KUSOM students to achieve this goal.
Faculty at both institutions also learned from each other. As a
result, this KUSOM teaching elective in English will be
expanded to include more visiting residents from IM and other
clinical departments.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.311
Systematic monitoring and evaluation of laboratory system
capacity strengthening for neglected tropical diseases:
experiences and recommendations from sub-Saharan Africa
and South Asia
S. Gregorius, C. Mulamba, R. Dacombe and I. Bates
Capacity Research Unit, Department of International Public Health,
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Liverpool, UK

Laboratory capacity is a major bottleneck to implementing and
monitoring Neglected Tropical Diseases (NTDs) elimination
interventions. Systematic approaches to laboratory capacity
strengthening are scarce and little is known about how to measure its impact in real-time. The UK Department for International Development funded Centre for Neglected Tropical
Diseases requested support from the Capacity Research Unit
(CRU) at the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine to design,
monitor and evaluate the capacity development of selected NTD
laboratories in Ghana, Kenya, Malawi and Sri Lanka. This paper
discusses how CRU’s approach to systematically tracking and
measuring capacity development was applied to the NTD laboratories. It also presents common achievements and challenges of
laboratory capacity development across the four partner countries and discusses strategies for sustainability.
Methods Both qualitative and quantitative methods were
used to monitor and evaluate NTD laboratory strengthening
activities across the different NTD laboratories. Specific methods
included in-depth interviews and focus group discussions with all
stakeholders, participant observation, and questionnaires.
Results The number of staff trained to perform the real-time
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) significantly expanded,
allowing improved parasite detection. Furthermore, the
introduction of international laboratory standards (ISO 15189)
resulted in greater understanding and focus on laboratory quality
management. Common challenges across the four laboratories
included a lack of External Quality Assessment (EQA) of
laboratory results and limited funding to improve quality.
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Laboratories increased their commitment towards establishing
measures for sustainability including developing grant proposals
and business plans. Two of the laboratories will start to
participate in EQA for selected NTD laboratory tests.
Conclusion CRU’s approach to monitoring and evaluation
of laboratory capacity strengthening could be adapted for use in
other geographical and laboratory contexts. The rigorous and
systematic approach provides focus and structure in evaluating
capacity gaps, and continuous monitoring provides ongoing
support to partners in achieving agreed objectives.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.312
Developing a benchmarking tool to assess the capacity of
four African universities to manage and generate research
of international quality
S. Wallis1, D. Cole2 and I. Bates1
Capacity Research Unit, Department of International Public Health,
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Liverpool, UK; 2Dalla Lana
School of Public Health, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada

1

Introduction Strengthening research capacity of individuals
and institutions is essential to generate evidence for context
specific policies. The importance of providing researchers with a
conducive environment has led to recent efforts to boost the
capacity of low and middle income country universities in
research governance and management.
Methods and Materials We developed a framework to
guide a comprehensive search of global published and grey
literature concerning elements of university academic,
administrative and financial research support systems. All
elements identified were incorporated into a master list of
criteria and grouped into themes. These informed the
development of data collection tools (interview guides, document
reviews and observation guides for research facilities).
Across the four universities, 76 interviews were conducted, 65
documents/resources were reviewed and facilities including
libraries, research laboratories and offices were visited. Preliminary framework analysis of findings informed debriefing meetings in which the universities0 research stakeholders reviewed the
draft report and provided their feedback and comments.
Results The key gaps in research systems identified in at least
three of the four universities included no accessible research
strategy and a lack of central tracking of research activities.
There were generally no quality assurance or signing off
processes for submissions or contracts, leaving institutions at
potential risk of contractual or intellectual property challenges.
Some institutions had a single research support office to
coordinate the multi-disciplinary inputs required for developing
proposals and running projects, but few had sufficient resources
to perform all the required functions effectively. The lack of
systems for tracking financial spend against budget also led to
risks of under- or over-spend. Researchers spent a substantial
proportion of time on administrative, procurement and other
issues that could be more effectively taken on by non-academic
staff. There were several good examples of engagement and
influence of researchers in national and international policy
making, showcasing institutional research successes.
Conclusions This review provides a single benchmark
document which details all the support systems needed in a
university to underpin the management and generation of
research of international quality.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS2.313
The experience of mini-clinical evaluation exercise (miniCEX) of nursing education for clinical preceptors
S.-Y. Huang
Chi Mei Medical Center, Tainan, Taiwan

Background The mini-Clinical Evaluation Exercise (miniCEX) is a combined teaching and assessment tool that includes
seven items of interaction between nurses and the patient. It is
predominately used to assess nurses0 medical interview skills,
physical examination skills, procedural skills, counseling skills,
clinical judgment, organizational efficiency, and humanistic
qualities/professionalism, then feedback to the nurse is given by
the clinical preceptors.
Study Objectives The purpose of this study is to describe
the experiences of mini-CEX of nursing education for clinical
preceptors to elevate performance for training and learning.
Methods This paper shows that the process involved
development of mini-CEX check list, the training consistent
internally of clinical preceptors. The workshops included an
introduction presentation, a mock test using same video exercise,
application of Interactive Response System for discussions, a
pilot study was started after the clinical preceptors had become
familiar with how mini-CEX works.
Results The teaching method included teaching goals,
content, strategies, and evaluation. Findings support the efficacy
of improving nursing competency using teaching courses infused
with core nursing values and enhanced through mini-CEX based
teaching.
Conclusion The mini-CEX teaching and evaluation tool can
help clinical preceptors to apply technical knowledge, increase
clinical preceptors confidence, and ensure consistency in the
performance of the technique.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.314
Gap analysis of the Palestinian University Health Colleges
curriculum: scientific research methodology SRM course
M. Al-Khaldi
Health System Support, Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel,
Switzerland

Introduction Health is promoting through the education
and development. Scientific research methodology (SRM) course
in the academic is considered one of the basic components. It
should be designed and managed properly to promote the
students´ knowledge and practice. The university is the main
nucleus which produces educated health workforce and a good
opportunity for health investment. It is crucial to advance their
educational and career goals to be research-oriented more than
job-oriented, to be able in detecting problems and finding
evidences.
Background Palestine has a compound conditions reflected
on all the important sectors, mostly health and education, which
are not functioning properly. Around 20 different health colleges
providing different specializations like public health, medicine
and nursing, but still experiencing a lack of its curriculum, SRM
in particular. In light of knowledge scarcity, this first national
study seeks to investigate challenges hindering the curriculum
development within these colleges respect to SRM, to generate
efficient and effective solutions for improvement.
Design and methods The design is cross-sectional,
qualitative approach beside reviewing different literature and

desk review of college´s documents, curriculum and syllabus
plan. Eight in-depth interviews with academicians were carried
out, they were selected purposively, whereas five health colleges
as follow: (undergraduate 2 medicine, 2 nursing and
postgraduate 1 public health school) within the Palestinian
universities have been targeted. The information were analysed
qualitatively by using Open Coded Thematic Analysis OCTA
technique.
Results The overall perception reported that the health
college’s SRM curriculum is reasonable; undergraduate medicine
programs are still experiencing a significant weakness
specifically; it reported that the average achievement level in this
course among students in these programs was moderately
respectable. SRM in nursing programs was relatively fair,
whereas its student’s achievement level was almost 73%, while
in postgraduate programs was about 85%, it most likely welldeveloped being it characterized as a research-oriented program.
SRM course needs an urgent review to be well-built because it is
unlikely performed properly. The majority of all programs
devoted only 3 Credit Points from overall syllabus plan to SRM
course. It is revealed that there is a lack of regulated policies;
however the problem of the SRM course lies mainly in the
curriculum structure, teaching staff abilities and audience
(students) attitudes and skills. The most priorities for
improvement are institutional stewardship, quality of
curriculum, allocated resources for practice, and capacity
building and culture promotion. There is a consensus from the
interviewees on a college´s capacities and resources fragility.
Curriculum standardization precisely to SRM is mostly
debatable. The challenges at the institutional level were
stewardship and management concern, policies, lack of resources
and capacities, development and implementation aspects, and
situation instability, but individually lack of culture, skills,
support and motivation.
Conclusion There is a gap in curriculum mainly in SRM
course quality and weakness of the academic concern. The
solution represented in effective resources allocation and
capacities improvements; promote the culture and motivation on
SRM, support the cooperation and collaboration among relevant
stakeholders. A need for regular comprehensive curricula reviews
consider desperately the SRM and its theory and practice
aspects. The priority to Institutionalize the approach of evidence/
knowledge-based practice and more focus on student jobresearch-oriented. Set a regulated and agreed national policy and
advisory committee for integrated curriculum development.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.315
Global health education for future health professionals: an
innovative interdisciplinary and integrated approach
C. Valois1,2
Bureau des Relations Internationales, Formation, Universite de
Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, QC, Canada; 2Medecine de Famille et
d’Urgence, Universite de Sherbrooke, St-Lambert, QC, Canada
1

Introduction Globalization is transforming education for
health professionals who need to develop responsiveness to
global health issues. Activities in global health offered by many
programs are frequently discipline-based, ‘vertical’ and directed
towards students with a strong interest. To be coherent with the
values of Global Health (GH), we believe that there is a need for
an interdisciplinary approach integrated in the different
curriculums which targets all students.
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Methods In Spring 2013, a 3-year initiative was launched at
Universite de Sherbrooke to develop a collaborative and
interdisciplinary project to enrich medicine, nursing sciences,
physical and occupational therapy programs regarding global
health. Funds were secured for 3 years. The leading coordinating
committee works with a larger interdisciplinary working group
composed of a designated GH leader in each program, GH
experts, education experts, leading teachers and student
representatives. Project goals and developpement and
implementation milestones were defined.
Results Results already attained include: Support by the
faculty authorities: a comprehensive competency framework
based on CanMEDs roles; confirmation of a mandatory basic
profile for all students and an optional advanced profile for
those with stronger interests towards global health; identification
of project leaders; confirmation of programs buy-in;
collaboration with other faculties; an evaluation plan; strategies
for development and implementation; dissemination activities.
Actions included customized activities specific to each discipline
and interdisciplinary ones.
Conclusion The interdisciplinary and integrated approach is
a major challenge. It is coherent with our Faculty values and
global health values. Collaborative leadership was essential to
envision and move this project forward.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
PS2.316
Genetic characteristics of Plasmodium falciparum found in
subjects randomized to discontinuation versus continuation
of cotrimoxazole prophylaxis
D. W. Juma
United States Army Medical Research Unit-Kenya (USAMRU-K), Kenya
Medical Research Institute (KEMRI)/Walter Reed Project (WRP),
Kisumu, Kenya

Introduction WHO recommends cotrimoxazole (CTX)
prophylaxis for HIV-1 infected individuals in regions with high
prevalence of infectious diseases. However, with scale-up of
antiretroviral therapy (ART), the usefulness of CTX is not well
defined especially since its usage might increase risk of
developing cross-resistance to closely related drugs such as
sulfadoxine-pyrimethamine (SP).
Materials and Methods We conducted a non-blinded
non-inferiority randomized controlled trial in Homabay, western
Kenya to assess CTX prophylaxis discontinuation (DIS) vs.
continuation (CON) among HIV-1 infected adults. The subjects
had to be on ART for >18 months with CD4 > 350 cells/mm3.
500 subjects were enrolled; 250 in DIS arm and 250 in CON
arm. Blood samples were collected every 3 months, in months 0,
3, 6, 9 and 12 (time-points). Malaria prevalence and mutations
associated with SP resistance in pfdhfr and pfdhps genes were
assessed by direct sequencing.
Results The overall prevalence of Plasmodium was 3.8%,
with 3.2% in DIS and 0.6% in CON. The prevalence of mutant
haplotype for each arm at each time-point was calculated and
compared. Pfdhfr 51I/59R/108N haplotype was present in the
DIS arm in all the five time-points (prevalence 16.7% – 66.7%)
whereas in CON arm, it was present only in month 9. Pfdhfr
51I/108N/164L was present in months 0, 9 and 12 in both DIS
and CON arms. In pfdhps gene, 437G/540E haplotype appeared
in both arms at all time-points whereas 437G/540E/581G was
present only in month 6 in DIS arm only. Combined 51I/59R/
108N/437G/540E appeared only in DIS arm in all time-points
(prevalence 16.7–50%) whereas N51I/C59R/108N/437G/540E
appeared only in CON arm in month 9 (prevalence 33.3%).
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Homabay has a malaria prevalence of over 40%. In this study,
both arms had an overall malaria prevalence of less than 4%,
with CON arm having less than 1%.
Conclusion Our data does not show evidence of selection of
mutations associated with SP resistance. Given the high
mortality and morbidity caused by malaria, CTX demonstrates
usefulness and eliminates the need for use of SP as an
intermittent preventive treatment in pregnant women and
infants.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.317
Age-dependent carriage of alleles and haplotypes of
Plasmodium falciparum sera5, eba-175, and csp malaria
vaccine antigens in a region of intense malaria transmission
in Uganda
C. Agwang1,2,3, J. Erume3 and T. Egwang1
1
Infectious Diseases, Med Biotech Laboratories, Kampala, Uganda;
2
Ministry of Health, Uganda; 3Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda

The development of malaria vaccines is constrained by genetic
polymorphisms exhibited by Plasmodium falciparum antigens.
We investigated the age-dependent distribution of alleles or haplotypes of three P. falciparum malaria vaccine candidates, circumsporozoite protein (csp), erythrocyte binding antigen 175
(eba-175) and serine repeat antigen 5 (sera5) in a region of
intense malaria transmission in Uganda. A cross-sectional study
was carried out between August and November 2009. Blood
samples were collected after informed consent from 250 individuals below 5 years, 5–10 years and above 10 years olds. P. falciparum DNA was extracted from all samples. Alleles of sera5
and eba-175 were determined by polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) amplification followed by resolution of PCR products by
agarose gel electrophoresis and allele calling using photographs
of ethidium bromide-stained gels. Haplotypes of CSP were identified by sequencing 63 PCR products and using P. falciparum
7G8 strain sequence as a reference. Both eba-175 FCR3 (48/178)
and CAMP (16/178) alleles were observed with the FCR3 (24/
67) allele being predominant among children aged below 5 years
old while the CAMP (12/67) allele was predominant among
older individuals. Both sera5 alleles ORI (6/204) and ORII (103/
204) were observed in the population but ORII was more prevalent. SERA5 ORII allele was significantly associated with age (P
values <0.0001), parasite density (P value <0.0001) and clinical
outcomes (P value = 0.018). There was marked CSP diversity in
the Th2/Th3 region. Out of 63 sequences, 16 conformed to the
reference strain and one (1/16) was similar with a West African
haplotype and the majority (14/16) of the haplotypes were
unique to this study region. There was an age-dependent distribution of CSP haplotypes with more haplotypes being harbored
by <5 year-olds, (10/16) compared to adults (2/16). Interestingly,
the CSP haplotype corresponding to 3D7 whose prototypical
sequence is identical to the sequence of the leading malaria vaccine candidate RTS, S was not observed. Our data suggest that
eba-175 FCR3 allele, sera5 ORII allele, and CSP haplotypes are
targets of host immunity and under immune selection pressure in
Apac District.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS2.318
Population genetics of Plasmodium falciparum surviving
artemisinin based combination therapy in children taking
part in an efficacy clinical trial in Kisumu County, Western
Kenya
L. Chebon, L. Ingasia, B. Andagalu, H. Akala and E. Kamau
US Army Medical Research Unit Kenya – Walter Reed Project, Kisumu,
Kenya

Introduction In 2006, artemether-lumefantrine (AL) became
the first-line treatment of uncomplicated malaria in Kenya due to
widespread Sulphadoxine-Pyrimethamine resistance. AL remains
highly efficacious but there are heightened concerns because
Artemisinin combination therapies (ACTs) resistance is now well
documented in Southeast Asia (SEA). SNPs in K13-propeller
gene have been identified as the determinants of ACTs resistance
in SEA though they are not present in Kenyan parasites.
Genetically determined artemisinin resistance in Plasmodium
falciparum has been described in SEA in association with slow
parasite clearance rates (CRs). This study attempted to elucidate
whether parasite genetics can provide basis for discovering
genetic markers associated with ACTs resistance in Kenya.
Materials and Methods A randomized open labeled trial
was conducted to evaluate whether genetic factors play a role in
CRs in patients treated with ACTs from western Kenya. In
addition, the genetic profiles of these parasites were compared to
those collected before the introduction of AL (pre-ACTs).
118 subjects were enrolled in the study and randomized to
receive either AL or Artesunate Mefloquine.
A panel of 12 microsatellites (MS) and 91 single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) distributed across the P. falciparum genome were genotyped. Parasite CRs were calculated using the
worldwide antimalarial resistance network online parasite clearance estimator tool.
Results All subjects achieved parasite clearance within 42 h
of treatment with a median clearance half-life of 2.55 h (1.19–
5.05). The 12 MS showed high polymorphism with post-ACTs
parasites being significantly more diverse compared to pre-ACTs
(P < 0.0001). Based on SNP analysis, 15 of 90 post-ACTs
parasites successfully analyzed were single-clone infections.
Analysis revealed three SNPs in chromosome 12 and 14 were
significantly associated with delayed parasite CRs and might be
useful in tracking artemisinin resistance in Kenya. Further,
genetic analysis using Bayesian tree revealed parasites with
similar parasite clearance as more closely related.
Conclusion For the first time, we have described parasites
with genetically determined response to artemisinin treatment
among African parasites which can provide basis for discovering
genetic markers associated with ACTs resistance in Kenya.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.319
A common metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9) polymorphism
(1562 C>T) protects against placental malaria
A. S. Thittayil1, P. B. Phanithi1, S. Meese2, P. P. Gai2, G. Bedu-Addo3 and
F. P. Mockenhaupt2
1
Department of Biotechnology & Bioinformatics, School of Life Sciences,
University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad, India; 2Institute of Tropical
Medicine and International Health, Charite – Universit€atsmedizin Berlin,
Berlin, Germany; 3Department of Medicine, Komfo Anoyke Teaching
Hospital, School of Medical Sciences, Kwame Nkrumah University of
Science and Technology, Kumasi, Ghana

Introduction Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are zinc
dependent endopeptidases, which are essential in extracellular

matrix disruption and tissue remodelling. MMPs also play an
important role in initiating immune responses to diverse
pathogens by the regulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines and
chemokines. Phagocytosis of malaria pigment (haemozoin)
induces increased MMP-9 activity in monocytes. In the present
study, we examined whether a common functional MMP-9
promoter polymorphism (rs3918242, C-1562T) affects
Plasmodium falciparum infection and its manifestation in 304
primiparous pregnant women from Ghana.
Methods The MMP-9 C-1562T allele was genotyped by
PCR-RFLP, and P. falciparum infection was diagnosed in
placental blood samples by microscopy and PCR assays. Present
or past infection was defined as the detection of parasitaemia or
haemozoin by microscopy, or a positive PCR result. Low birth
weight was defined as birth weight <2500 g, and preterm
delivery as gestational age <37 weeks.
Results 17.9% of the women carried the minor T allele. 68%
of the women had present or past P. falciparum infection.
Placental hemozoin was observed in 42.4%, and PCR assays on
placental samples were positive in 64.9%. Women with the
minor T allele had a significantly lower prevalence of present or
past placental P. falciparum infection (OR, 0.52; 95% CI, 0.27–
0.99), placental hemozoin (OR, 0.37; 95% CI, 0.18–0.75),
placental parasitemia (OR, 0.47; 95% CI, 0.24–0.92) and
peripheral blood parasitemia (OR, 0.29; 95% CI, 0.10–0.79).
Conclusions These data suggest that a common functional
MMP-9 polymorphism is associated with a reduced risk of
placental malaria, and thereby indicate that the MMP-9 pathway
is involved in susceptibility to P. falciparum.
Disclosure This study was financially supported by grant
GRK1673 from the German Research Foundation.

PS2.320
TLR1 602 S allele – increased risk of malaria in Indian
population
P. P. Gai1, S. Meese1, K. Thangaraj2, P. B. Gai3, V. P. Thirumalaisamy4 and
F. P. Mockenhaupt1
1
Institute of Tropical Medicine and International Health, Charite –
Universit€atsmedizin Berlin, Berlin, Germany; 2Centre for Cellular &
Molecular Biology, Hyderabad, India; 3Karnataka Institute for DNA
Research, Dharwad, India; 4Institute of Tropical Medicine, University of
T€
ubingen, T€
ubingen, Germany

Introduction Polymorphisms of Toll-like receptors (TLRs)
modify innate immune responses and susceptibility to various
infectious agents including malaria parasites. For the Indian
subcontinent and Plasmodium vivax, the role of TLR
polymorphisms is largely obscure. TLR 1 or TLR6 form
heterodimer with TLR2 and recognize wide variety of ligands.
We examined the role of polymorphisms in two central TLRs,
namely, TLR1 I602S (rs5743618) and TLR6 S249P (rs5743810)
in a case-control study among 473 individuals in India.
Methods P. falciparum and P. vivax infections were
diagnosed by microscopy, and TLR1 I602S and TLR6 S249P
were genotyped by PCR-RFLP. Associations of genotypes with
P. falciparum and P. vivax infection were identified by v2-test,
and odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs)
calculated.
Results The TLR-1 602S variant (IS and SS) was present in
2.6% of controls, in 7.6% of vivax malaria patients, in 9.6% of
falciparum malaria cases, and in 13.6% of patients with severe
malaria. Individuals with the TLR-1 602S variant had a fourfold increased odds of malaria (odds ratio, 3.8; 95% CI, 1.2–
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19.9; P = 0.02). TLR6 S249P was present in overall 1.3% only
and not associated with malaria.
Conclusion The TLR1 602S allele is associated with an
increased risk of malaria in India, the effect appearing to be
more pronounced for severe falciparum as compared to vivax
malaria.
Disclosure This study was financially supported by grant
GRK1673 from the German Research Foundation.

PS2.321
Molecular characterization of Plasmodium falciparum 6-cys
protein P38
G. Paul1, I. Kaur1, M. Theisen2 and P. Malhotra1
Malaria Group, ICGEB, New Delhi, India; 2Department of InfectionImmunology, Statens Serum Institut, Copenhagen S, Denmark

1

Introduction Malaria remains a public health problem of
enormous magnitude particularly in the developing world. The
Plasmodium falciparum genome encodes nine members of the
six cysteine protein which are expressed in different stages of the
parasite life cycle. The 6-cys proteins play an important role in
the sporozoite and gametocyte stages of the Plasmodium life
cycle. The asexual blood stage of the parasite encodes distinct 6cys proteins whose functions are not well characterized. Here we
performed molecular characterization of Plasmodium falciparum
6-cys protein P38 in the asexual blood stage of the parasite.
Methods and Materials We cloned and expressed P38
gene in pET28b expression vetor and recombinant P38 was used
to raise antisera in mice and rabbit. We performed
immunopulldown experiments using P38 antibodies in schizoint
extract followed by LC-MS/MS analysis to find the interacting
partners. We further performed glycerol density gradient
centrifugation, ELISA based interation studies and dot blot assay
to confirm these interactions. Erythrocyte binding assay and
invasion inhibition assay was performed.
Results This study identified GLURP (Glutamate rich protein)
and other 6-cys proteins as major interacting partner of P38
through immunopulldown studies. The association between these
proteins is further evident from cofractionation on glycerol
gradient, in ELISA based binding assays and in
immunofluorescence studies. Recombinant P38 protein also
shows erythrocyte receptor binding activity and antibodies
against P38 show moderate invasion inhibition.
Conclusion These results suggest that P38 forms a complex
with GLURP and other 6-cys proteins on the parasite surface
and targeting this complex may have a potential role in future
vaccine development.
Acknowledgement This study was supported by DBT
(Grant no- BT/01/CEIB/11/V/08). We thank rotary blood bank
for providing O+ve blood.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.322
Proteomic informed by transcriptomic towards the
selection of vaccine candidate against vector-borne diseases
A. Domingos
Global Health and Tropical Medicine, Instituto de Higiene e Medicina
Tropical, Lisboa, Portugal

Ticks along with mosquitos are recognized as the main arthropod vectors of disease agents to humans and animals being
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spread all over the world. Tick-borne diseases remain a rising
risk for human population in Europe where 50 000 cases of
Lyme borreliosis, between other diseases, are reported each year.
Tick control measures based on acaricides have shown severe
limitations making vaccines an alternative option, by-passing
acaricide resistance ticks and being environmentally friendly.
Current vaccines have shown restricted achievement due to deficient antigen selection which may be surpassed by ‘omics’
approach.
Taking as main target the selection and evaluation of new
antigens aimed at vaccine trial, we performed RNA sequencing
and compared the transcriptome and proteome of different
tick species tacking in account parasite infection. After mass
spectrometry, proteins were identified using the proteomic
informed by transcriptomic method which combines deep
sequencing transcriptomics and MS/MS allowing protein identification in the absence of a reference proteome. Proteomic
results validated transcriptomic analysis and, the combination
of these two approaches, provided strong support for the identification of relevant pathways in ticks. Based on these
achievements we were able to select several genes for functional analysis which provided more information regarding the
identification of antigens. Vaccination trials with recombinant
antigens were conducted in cattle. The results showed both
reduced tick infestation and parasite infection, strongly suggesting the involvement of selected proteins in vector-pathogen
interactions, recommending its inclusion in a vaccine targeting
both arthropods from diverse locations and multiple pathogens.
By developing new vaccine-based control measures it will be
possible, having the ‘OneHealth’ concept in mind, to decrease
not only the incidence of tick animal diseases, but also reduce
tick diseases in humans.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.323
High pressure liquid chromatography analysis of potential
antiparasitic agent thymol from essential oil of Thymus
vulgaris and Nigella sativa
A. Aksit1, B. Özkan1, E. Erdogan1, N. N. Aksit2, S. Kuk1 and S. Yazar1
Department of Parasitology, Erciyes University Medical Faculty, Kayseri,
Turkey; 2Faculty of Pharmacy, Erciyes University, Kayseri, Turkey

1

Introductˇon Parasitic diseases are among the most common
health problems in the world and neglected for many reasons.
Drugs used for the treatment of parasitic diseases are limited and
they have significant side effects and resistance problem. Since
currently no effective vaccine for parasites exists, chemotherapy
is stil quite important for treatment.Therefore there is a need for
new antiparasitic agents for the treatment and effective control
of parasites. Thymol, isolated from Thymus vulgaris and other
plants such as Nigella sativa, has antimicrobial, antiinflammatory, fungicidal and antiparasitic activities. The aim of
the present study was to analyse potential antiparasitic agent
thymol from essential oil of T. vulgaris and N. sativa by HighPressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC).
Methods and Materials Essential oils of T. vulgaris and
_ âKimya, Turkey and
N. sativa were purchased from SßIFA
_ Turkey and standard thymol from Sigma-Aldrich, USA,
ALVIN,
respectively. The HPLC system (The Agilent Technologies 1260
Infinity) consists of ACE C (18) column and an isocratic
acetonitrile:water (50:50) as the mobile phase which was kept at
a flow rate of 1 ml/min. UV spectra were collected across the
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range of 200–900 nm, extracting 274 nm for chromatograms.
The method was analyzed for selectivity, linearity, and recovery.
Results The method was analyzed for selectivity, linearity (r2
> 0. 0.997), recovery (74%, 78%), retention time (15.232,
14.667) minutes and concentration (3.71  0.02 mg/ml,
0.95  0.01 mg/ml.) for thymol from essential oil of T. vulgaris
and N. Sativa, respectively.
Conclusions Thymol was detected in a total rate of 12.5%
and 5%, respectively, from essential oil of T. vulgaris and
N. sativa. Literature rates of thymol values (42.5%, 2.4%) were
not compatible with commercial essential oil of T. vulgaris and
N. sativa. Therefore, antiparasitic effect may vary depending on
the dosage. For this reason we suggest that researchers should
use pure thymol instead of commercially available essential oils
of T. vulgaris and N. sativa.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.324
New strategies for research and development
S. Thota and C. M. Morel
National Institute for Science and Technology on Innovation on
Neglected Diseases (INCT/IDN), Center for Technological Development
in Health (CDTS), Oswaldo Cruz Foundation (Fiocruz), Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil

Introduction Research and development (R&D) also known
as research and technical development (RTD), is a general term
for activities related to the enterprise of corporate or
governmental innovation. R&D is essential for the long-term
growth of technology enterprises, but it can be expensive and is
often associated with risk. This risk can be reduced by directing
R & D spend towards the best opportunities and putting in
place an R&D strategy.
Methodology R&D New alliances and approaches to
research and development in the pharmaceutical and biotech
sectors are accelerating the production of life-saving medicines.
Its new strategy is to collaborate with small, innovative firms at
the cutting edge of scientific thought and laboratory research to
reduce the multi-billion-dollar price tag of taking a medicine
from bench to bedside. This is an exciting opportunity to
collaborate with the NHS and others, working in partnership on
projects that will help patients to live longer, happier and
healthier lives. To set the scene, it is useful to consider some of
the drivers (Higher product integrity, Affordable customization,
Sustainability through the full product lifecycle, Faster return on
investment, Fewer market failures), enablers (Open innovation
supporting IP exchange, Better connected consumers, supply
chain partners, regulators etc., More computing power enabling
new development methodologies, Digital prototyping and 3D
printing, Innovative business models, Open source movement
and More agile product development processes) and challenges
(increasing global competition, faster pace of innovation,
Learning to collaborate effectively, growing volume of inputs
and ideas to digest) that are shaping the future of R & D.
Results In recent years, there has been a lot of new thinking
on how to get a better return on investment from R&D and
some interesting approaches are currently being pioneered which
are likely to become mainstream within 10 years.
Conclusion In short, by the 2020s, the likelihood is that
R&D will become more challenging yet more exciting than ever.
New levels of computing power will enable more intelligent
design automation. For example, evolutionary and generative
design techniques can deliver optimal solutions to many tough
problems. Attitudes to intellectual property will become more

polarised and this will be reflected in the approach of leading
organisations.
Disclosure The authors declare no conflict of interest.

PS2.325
Integrated health solutions for the most vulnerable: the
‘Merck Serono Global Health’ approach
T. Spangenberg1, B. Greco1, J. Reinhard-Rupp1, E. Kourany-Lefoll1,
C. Oeuvray1 and S. Fuelbier2
1
Merck Serono – Global Health R&D, Coinsins, Switzerland; 2Merck
Serono – Global Health R&D, Darmstadt, Germany

Launched in 2014 to address key unmet medical needs for children from developing countries suffering from tropical diseases,
Merck Serono’s Global Health unit is an R&D platform focusing
primarily on malaria and schistosomiasis (also known as Bilharzia). Under its ‘One Merck for Children’ concept. The goals
are to develop innovative, affordable, implementable and integrated health solutions including new pediatric medicines, tailored diagnostics and associated delivery and eHealth
technologies through leveraging Merck’s cross competencies
(Merck Millipore) and in partnership with leading Global Health
institutions and organizations in both developed and developing
countries.
To address the need of new antimalarial to continue fighting
against emergence of resistance, Merck Serono Global Health
aims at building a small sustainable portfolio of molecules on
selected key existing gaps in the current fight against malaria:
long lasting, liver and gametocyte acting compounds. Also, in
collaboration with Merck Millipore, a new malaria diagnostic
assay is being developed to measure levels of parasitemia as well
as identification of the infectious type in very small amount of
blood to address pediatric sample limitations. This assay will be
compatible with an existing point of care compact flow cytometry platform (MUSE) that has already demonstrated its capacity
to measure with very high sensitivity and specificity counts and
% of CD4T cells during its clinical trials in African countries.
The development of the additional malaria assay will later lead
on to the development of a co-diagnostic HIV/Malaria device.
For schistosomiasis, there is a pressing need to treat preschool
children (under 6 years old) and the current Pediatric Praziquantel Consortium is actively developing a suitable formulation of
the L-enantiomer of PZQ. Beyond closing treatment gaps by
developing a new pediatric PZQ formulation, the PZQ usage to
tackle other helminthic diseases is also considered by building a
small drug discovery portfolio to complement PZQ as a single
drug. It also aims at identifying options to co-develop diagnostic
tools, addressing the impact on co-infections, on female/male
genital schistosomiasis (as a risk factor for HIV) and contributing to strengthen the Merck Praziquantel Donation Program
(MPDP) by enhancing the R&D competence at Merck in the
area of human schistosomiasis.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Promoting sustainable research partnerships: a case study
of a UK-Africa capacity strengthening award scheme

Phenotypic screening and multivariant data analysis to
identify anti-malarial compounds

L. Dean1, H. Smith2, J. Njelesani3 and I. Bates4
Department of International Public Health, Liverpool School of Tropical
Medicine, Liverpool, UK; 2Centre for Global Women’s Health, University
of Manchester, Manchester, UK; 3University of Toronto, Toronto, ON,
Canada; 4Capacity Research Unit, Department of International Public
Health, Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Liverpool, UK

S. S. Canan1, D. S. Mortensen2, M. Delgado2, P. Willis3, M. Wyvratt3,
J. Garfunkle3, N. Hawryluk1, S. Shahi4, V. Khetani5 and J. B. Zeldis6
1
Discovery and Development, Celgene Global Health, San Diego, CA,
USA; 2Department of Chemistry, Celgene Corporation, San Diego, CA,
USA; 3Medicines for Malaria Venture, Geneva, Switzerland; 4Syngene
International, Bangalore, India; 5Drug Development, Summit, NJ, USA;
6
Celgene Global Health, Summit, NJ, USA

1

Introduction Health research capacity strengthening is
critical to ensure that lower or middle income countries (LMICs)
can conduct high-quality context relevant health research.
Research partnerships between institutions in higher income
countries (HICs) and LMICs are a leading model in the
implementation of research capacity strengthening activities.
Numerous guiding principles for effective research partnerships
exist but few include the perspective of the LMIC partner.
Through the evaluation of a research capacity strengthening
Partnership Award scheme, we sought to draw out lessons for
establishing and maintaining successful research collaborations
from the perspectives of all stakeholders.
Methods Using a retrospective evaluation approach, we first
administered a cross-sectional survey to Award holders focusing
on partnership outputs and continuation. Secondly, we
purposively selected 50 individuals to participate in semistructured interviews or focus group discussions, from 12
institutions linked to the Award. Both qualitative and
quantitative data collection explored critical elements of research
partnerships such as research outputs, partnership formation,
future plans and research capacity. Quantitative data was
analysed descriptively and qualitative data was analysed using an
iterative framework approach.
Results Both UK Award holders (77.8%, n = 7) and African
Award holders (78.6%, n = 11) stated they would like to pursue
future collaborations together. Aspects within partnerships that
influenced potential sustainability were: perceived benefits of the
partnership at the individual and institutional level; ability to
influence 0 research culture0 and instigate critical thinking among
mid-career researchers; previous working relationships; equity
within partnerships linked to partnership formation and UK
partner experience within LMICs. Some factors hindering long
term partnerships development were identified as financial
control or differing expectations of partners.
Conclusions We have provided evidence of what encourages
international health research partnerships for capacity
strengthening to continue past award tenure. Specifically, we
provide practical examples of key principles that can contribute
to successful health research partnerships including –
establishment of mentorship schemes, identification of benefits to
HIC partners, strengthening of financial systems and promotion
of collaborative research outputs.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Celgene Global Health is actively applying modern drug discovery efforts against neglected diseases such as malaria, Chagas,
Human African Trypanosomiasis, filariasis, and leishmaniasis.
The world-wide disease burden for malaria is enormous, with
more than half the world at risk and the ever present threat of
resistance to existing therapies. Malaria kills >600 000 people
every year, the majority of whom are children under the age of
five. In collaboration with MMV, we have discovered a novel
class of anti-malarial compounds from an erythrocyte whole cell
phenotypic screen against Plasmodium falciparum. The direct
measure of cell activity from this blood-stage phenotypic screen
has allowed us to simultaneously optimize potency and physicochemical properties. Our malaria drug discovery efforts are currently focused on identifying a proof-of-concept compound from
this novel chemical series, profiling the chemical series against
various strains of malaria, and assessing the toxicity profile of
the lead compounds. This presentation will discuss the challenges
and advantages of phenotypic drug discovery, describe our
medicinal chemistry approach, and our progress toward identifying anti-malarial compounds.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.328
Patent landscape analysis of product development
partnerships for neglected diseases
M. F. Lenzi and C. I. Chamas
Center for Technological Development in Health, Oswaldo Cruz
Foundation – Fiocruz, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Since the end of the nineties, there has been a significant expansion of public-private partnerships that address the health problems of low- and middle-income countries 1,2. Product
development partnerships (PDPs) have been established to focus
on the research and development of new technologies to address
priority health needs in poor countries. Bridging the gap between
product development and end users, PDPs have been formed in
response to insufficient development and supply of new health
products for those diseases prevalent in developing countries,
due to a lack of financial incentives and abundance of commercial risks for companies3. The PDPs manage a portfolio of projects, and through this mechanism have been able to form strong
partnerships with private companies that are governed by formal
agreements dealing with issues, including intellectual property,
regulatory pathways, markets, manufacture, and price4. These
agreements facilitate to establish rules of collaboration that can
meet the differing and complementary goals of the partners.
In this context, intellectual property (IP) management is of
great concern as there are public and private perspectives as well
as investments involved. The PDPs are risk averse, as funding
depends on the development of new and accessible health technologies. The private sector also bears the commercial risk of
investing capital and other resources in this process and this
means that the private sector is holding and exercising IP rights
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over new technologies, thus creating constraints on public access
to new technologies. This study aimed to review the patent portfolios of PDPs, considering that this information is crucial for
understanding how PDPs are protecting (or not) the results of
their R&D activities.
Methods and Materials The research compiled
worldwide patent information from 23 PDPs that work in the
field of neglected diseases, using different patent databases
(public and private). Hybrid searches included keywords, patent
classification codes and PDPs names.
Results The study presents the analysis of the patent pipeline
for 23 PDPs, detecting patterns of patent activity, innovation
and collaboration in the areas of vaccine research and
pharmaceuticals. It also focuses on geographical markets, main
fields of technology covered (vaccines, pharmaceuticals or
diagnostics), amount of patenting, patent families, top assignees,
top inventors, patent expiration date, and claims analyses.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.329
Antimalarial market complexity and diversity across eight
sub-Saharan African countries one decade after the
introduction of artemisinin combination therapy
M. Littrell and T. A. Group
ACTwatch, Population Services International, Washington, DC, USA

Despite recent gains, malaria persists as a major cause of severe
disease and death in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). Malaria control
programs tasked with ensuring effective treatment responded to
non-artemisinin therapy (nAT) resistance by adopting artemisinin
combination therapies (ACT) as first-line treatments between
2002 and 2005. Full course treatment with quality-assured (QA)
ACT is critical to ensure parasite clearance and to protect artemisinin efficacy. We examine contemporary challenges to ensuring malaria treatment with QA ACT using national antimalarial
market survey trend data collected by the ACTwatch project.
Repeat cross-sectional malaria medicine outlet surveys were
conducted between 2009 and 2014 in Benin, the DRC, Kenya,
Madagascar, Nigeria, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia. A census
of public and private outlets with potential to distribute antimalarials was conducted among a representative sample of
administrative units. A drug audit documented product information, retail price and amount distributed to consumers in the past
week for all antimalarials in stock.
While the relative antimalarial market share for the public versus private sector varies across countries, relative public/private
market share remained stable over time within countries. QA
ACT availability increased significantly in recent years with the
exception of persistent low availability in the DRC. Increases in
QA ACT market share relative to nAT varied widely across
countries. Availability and distribution of non-QA ACT has
emerged in recent years to varying degrees across countries. In
all contexts, the vast majority of antimalarial-stocking private
sector outlets including pharmacies, drug shops, and retailers
continue to stock and distribute the nAT sulfadoxine-pyrimethamine (SP) available from numerous manufacturers. Private sector
QA ACT price remains higher than SP, although price differentials vary across countries despite exposure to similar large-scale
ACT subsidy schemes.
One decade after shifts in national malaria treatment guidelines to ACT across SSA, challenges to QA ACT uptake persist.
These include recent emergence of numerous non-QA ACTs;
availability and widespread use of SP for case management; and

the relatively high cost of QA ACT treatment despite implementation of large-scale subsidies. The presence and extent of each
of these challenges varies across national contexts highlighting
the importance of national assessments and tailored strategies.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.330
Characterization and isolation of severe fever with
thrombocytopenia syndrome viruses (SFTSV) from patients
in Korea, 2014
S.-W. Park, E.-B. Wang, W.-Y. Choi, M.-G. Han and W.-J. Lee
KNIH, Cheongju-si, Korea

Introduction Severe fever with thrombocytopenia syndrome
(SFTS) is a new emerging infectious disease in China. It is caused
by SFTS virus (SFTSV), in the genus of Phlebovirus (family
Bunyaviridae). The major clinical symptoms and laboratory
parameters of SFTS are fever, thrombocytopenia, leukopenia,
and elevated serum hepatic enzymes, and SFTS patients usually
die due to multiple organ failure. SFTSV was presumably
transmitted by ticks, because it has been detected in
Haemaphysalis longicornis ticks.
Methods and Materials Total RNA extracted from
serum was amplified with one-step reverse-transcriptase
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), designed to detect a
portion of the viral N and Gc protein gene using specific primers
for S or M segment. After analyzing aligned nucleotide
sequences, we constructed the phylogenic tree based on partial S
or M segment sequences. We tried to isolate viruses from patient
by infection VeroE6 cells with the sera.
Results We conducted RT-PCR with total RNA which is
extracted from the patient sera. Among the 513 samples, fifty
samples are resulted in positive. The nucleotide sequences were
assembled by the SeqMan program implemented in DNASTAR
software (version 5.06; Madison, WI, USA) to determine the
consensus sequences. Nucleotide sequence of the Korean strains
showed 93 to 98% homology to Chinese and Japanese strains.
We also isolated 25 SFTSVs among the virus-detected 50
samples.
Conclusion We examined the clinical specimen from the
suspected case of SFTS in Korea. We detected 50 SFTSVs of 513
patient sera by RT-PCR, and isolated 25 viruses among them.
Nucleotide sequences of positive samples were not only included
in SFTSV by the phylogenic analysis but also formed the Korean
strain group.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.331
Micro-spatial analysis of Chikungunya incidences in
association with rubber plantations during an outbreak in
Eastern Thailand
C. Chansang1 and P. Kittayapong2
1
Department of Medical Science, National Institute of Health,
Nonthaburi, Thailand; 2Center for Vectors and Vector-Borne Diseases,
Facultry of Science, Mahidol University at Salaya, Nakhon Pathom,
Thailand

Introduction Chikungunya is one of the important vectorborne diseases in Thailand and other countries in both tropical
and temperate zones. In recent years, there has been an increase
in rubber plantation areas in Thailand. Aedes albopictus, one of
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the mosquito vectors, were found abundantly in rubber
plantations and caused an increase in Chikungunya risk.
However, no study has been conducted on the spatial
relationship between Chikungunya incidences and rubber
plantations at the village scale over time.
Materials and Methods Wang Chan District, Rayong
Province, in eastern Thailand was selected as the study site. The
record of Chikungunya patients admitted to Wang Chan
Hospital during the 2009 outbreak was used for this study.
Thaichote Satellite images were used for characterizing rubber
plantations in this District. Spatial maps of Chikungunya
incidences located in each village of Wang Chan District were
overlayed with the areas of rubber plantations.
Results and Conclusions Spatial maps created by using
the Geographic Information System (GIS) showed that
Chikungunya cases in six villages were high and clustered in the
central area of Wang Chan District where rubber plantations
were concentrated. In contrast, Chikungunya cases in other six
villages were low and scattered in the District with low number
of rubber plantations. The average of Chikungunya cases in high
and low village groups were 34.17  8.01 (range = 22–46) and
1.83  2.04 cases (range = 0–4) respectively. Results obtained
could be used for planning effective Chikungunya prevention
and control programs in rubber plantation areas.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

The main result of the INTREC action is the development of a
conceptual framework detailing how to build a sustainable
capacity for research on SDH in LMICs; currently being developed using documentation produced. Furthermore, a total of 31
young researchers are now trained in SDH, and they themselves
constitute a network that is promising to develop into the future.
The findings indicate a pressing need for mentors who are
available to support young researchers in these countries. Also,
such a research capacity development has the potential for identifying critical areas requiring policy attention; contributing to
health equity in the future.
Acknowledgments The research has received funding from
European Union’s FP7 under the grant agreement INTREC
282605.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.333
The Kombewa Health and Demographic Surveillance
Systems (Kombewa HDSS): platform for research, disease
surveillance and public health activities
P. M. Sifuna
HDSS, Medical Research Institute/United States Army Medical Research
Unit-Kenya, Kisumu, Kenya

Introduction A Health and Demographic Surveillance
PS2.332
INDEPTH training and research centres of excellence
(INTREC): building research capacity in social determinants
of health in low- and middle-income countries
R. Preet and INTREC Consortium: Ume
a University, Sweden;
Universitaetsklinikum Heidelberg, Germany; INDEPTH Network, Ghana;
Gadjah Mada University, Indonesia; Universiteit Van Amsterdam, Netherlands;
Harvard Centre for Population and Development Studies, USA
Epidemiology and Global Health, Ume
a University, Ume
a, Sweden

The major causes of poor health are rooted in society. Achieving
health equity requires a global action in support of building the
limited evidence on health and its determinants from low- and
middle-income countries (LMICs). This intentionally demands
building capacity for mobilizing research in these countries. The
INDEPTH Training and Research Centres of Excellence
(INTREC), an EU FP7 project was established with the aim of
undertaking capacity-building activities to facilitate research on
the social determinants of health (SDH) in LMICs. Therefore, a
six members’ consortium initiated this coordination action project in Jan 2012, which is due to conclude in June 2015.
INTREC activities covered recruiting a social scientist from
each participating country of INDEPTH network, three from
Africa (Tanzania, Ghana, South Africa) and four from Asia
(Bangladesh, India, Vietnam, and Indonesia) who were trained
to produce a standardized-format country needs assessment.
These reports provided the basis for the subsequent development
of the INTREC training curriculum, including five individual
training blocks developed to cover qualitative and quantitative
research methods. These were delivered sequentially in five educational blocks over a 12 month period during 2014. The first
block was an online course of video lectures and assignments.
The second block was a two-week methods workshop, held in
both Indonesia (16 students) and Ghana (15 students). A oneweek data analysis workshop held at Harvard University comprised the third block, translating research findings to policy and
practice comprised Block 4 and the final block had the students
share their papers on the course website.
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System (HDSS) follows geographically defined population over
time. The Kombewa Health and Demographic Surveillance
System (HDSS) grew out of the Kombewa Clinical Research
Centre in 2007 and has since established itself as a platform for
the conduct of regulated clinical trials, nested studies and local
disease surveillance.
Methods The core of the HDSS consists of bi-annual
household visits to register new or out-going residents and
record any vital demographic changes (births, deaths or
pregnancies) that have occurred in the interim. A standard
verbal autopsy technique is applied by the program to determine
probable cause of deaths. A short questionnaire on illnesses and
health-seeking behavior in the 2 weeks before the study
enumeration visit is included in the HDSS surveys to obtain data
on prevalence of syndromes at household level. The program is
currently developing capability to link hospital data with the
HDSS so that clustering of various diseases presenting to
hospital (inpatient or outpatient) can be better identified.
Results The Kombewa HDSS has successfully supported
recruitment and retention activities for several research studies
nested within it including the concluded phase three randomized,
controlled trial of RTS,S/AS01 malaria vaccine. Published results
have show that the vaccine reduces episodes of both clinical and
severe malaria in children 5 to 17 months of age by
approximately 50%. Using the household morbidity data, we
have estimated the prevalence of malaria in the study area at
184/1000 residents/year and prevalence of convulsions among
children under the age of 5 years at 15/1, 000 children under the
age of five/year.
Discussion and Conclusion The HDSS program provides
an ideal platform for surveillance (establishing baseline disease
burdens, detecting outbreaks and emergence of new diseases,
and monitoring impact of interventions). The Longitudinal
nature and defined population provides a platform for otherwise
challenging studies and public health activities such as
Pharmacovigilance/post-marketing surveillance. The Kombewa
HDSS favors sharing of data under approved collaborations for
ethically approved activities.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Analysis of verbal autopsy reports of malaria deaths in 2014
in Bangladesh

Public-private partnerships to strengthen human resources
for health through training and eLearning: a case study
from Tanzania

S. Naher, M. M. Kabir and M. S. I. Laskar
Health, Nutrition and Population Programme, BRAC, Dhaka,
Bangladesh

Introduction Bangladesh endures a burden of malaria in 13
of 64 districts with 13.25 million people at risk. About 80% of
malaria cases are reported from three Chittagong Hill Tract
(CHT) districts, a geographical area with difficult
communication, poor infrastructure and a remote hilly and
forested border with India and Myanmer with intense perennial
transmission of malaria. NGOs and community service providers
diagnose and treat malaria patients at doorsteps, and thus
reduce severity of malaria and mortality.
Objective To identify the factors behind the cause of death
and find out the gaps and lapses in the program to take remedial
measures to reduce the number of deaths.
Methods Verbal autopsies were done of all reported deaths
due to malaria using a structured questionnaire within a month
of every death in 2014. Field staff interviewed the family
members of a deceased patient who knew the events leading to
death.
Result Total 45 deaths were reported in 2014, where 44%
deaths occurred in July and 20% in August. All deaths reported
were coming from the Chittagong region. 40% deaths were
coming from the age group of 5–15 years, whereas 31% from
the age group of >15–45 years. Male and female ratio for death
was almost same. First point of contact after the appearance of a
sign/symptom of malaria was a noncertified health care provider
such as a village doctor, traditional healer or drug seller for
49%, and an NGO health care providers who provides malaria
services for 15% in malaria endemic areas. 59% were first
diagnosed as malaria by government health facilities and 25%
by NGO service providers.
One of the factors behind malaria deaths was waning vigilance
among the community and the health care providers due to
reduction of malaria, and another one was the availability and
acceptability of non-certified health care providers at community
level. These factors caused delay in diagnosis, leading to complications and ultimately death.
Conclusion Integrated and intensive efforts need to be made
in the malaria programme to ensure Early Diagnosis and Prompt
Treatment (EDPT), and to create awareness and acceptability of
the NGOs’ female health workers in the community. Village
doctors are also required be brought into the integrated
framework of malaria programme.
Keywords EDPT, Community service providers, Malaria.
Disclosure The abstract is written using the findings of
programme activities (verbal autopsy). BRAC malaria control
programme has given permission to publish the findings of
verbal autopsy.

S. K. Pemba1, M. Tanner2, K. Barnes3 and B. Vander Plaetse3
1
International Health, Tanzanian Training Centre for International
Health, Morogoro, Tanzania; 2Swiss Tropical & Public Health Institute,
Basel, Switzerland; 3Novartis AG, Basel, Switzerland, Basel, Switzerland

Introduction Tanzania’s health system is confronted with a
significant human resources gap. Currently, the number of health
workers in the public sector is 35 202 against a gap of 90 722
[1]. In response, the government recommends educating large
numbers of additional middle level health care workers. The
Tanzanian Training Centre for International Health (TTCIH),
formerly a Clinical Officers Training Centre, was upgraded in
2005 under a public-private partnership between the Ministry of
Health and Social Welfare, Novartis Foundation and the Swiss
Tropical and Public Health Institute to address this human
resources challenge.
Methods Through a duly signed tripartite agreement, the
partners agreed to transform TTCIH’s into a sustainable,
innovative and financially self-reliant institution by renovating its
infrastructure and providing an initial start-up investment to set
up an income-generating business unit. In addition, TTCIH’s
capacity was bolstered through technical support in
management, staff training, marketing, and course development
including e-learning.
Results Through public and private funding, TTCIH has
transformed into a social enterprise supporting the national
health policy to develop Human Resources for Health (HRH).
TTCIH has trained over 300 Assistant Medical Officers and
attracted on average 400 local and international students yearly.
TTCIH is now a pioneer in e-learning in Tanzania. TTCIH has
managed to self-finance over 75% of its running costs.
Conclusions Using public-private partnerships to drive social
enterprise development, it is possible to sustainably increase
available financial resources in low resource settings. By adding
innovative training approaches such as e-learning, TTCIH has
solidified its revenue base thus paving way to becoming a
financially self reliant and lead institution in Human Resources
for Health development in Tanzania and beyond.
Disclosure The Novartis Foundation provides funding and
in-kind support to the Tanzanian Training Centre for
International Health (TTCIH).

PS2.336
Feasibility of using mobile phones for nutrition counseling
through existing health workers in rural Bangladesh
N. U. Z. Khan, T. Sharmin and S. Rasheed
CEHS, ICDDR, B, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Introduction High penetration of mobile phones in
Bangladesh and strong policy and political commitment of
Bangladesh Government has created a possibility for using
Information Communication Technology (ICT) such as mobile
phones integrating nutrition counseling into existing health
systems. Use of ICTs can compliment gaps of poor infrastructure
and personnel shortages. However, it is important to explore the
capacity for using ICTs and feasibility and acceptability of
delivering nutrition messages through ICTs to design an effective
intervention for the health systems.
Methods and Materials A qualitative study was
conducted in rural areas of Mirzapur and Chakaria, Bangladesh
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from February-April 2014. We conducted 24 in-depth interviews
with mothers of small children, eight focus group discussions
(FGDs) with fathers (4) and grandmothers (4), and 13 key
informant interviews with government community health
workers (CHWs). We also observed four facilities and shadowed
two health workers. The data were manually analyzed using pre
existing themes. Data triangulation and peer debriefing was done
to validate findings. All participants gave written consent and
ethical clearance for the study was obtained from ICDDR,B
Ethical Review Committee.
Results All mothers and community health workers owned or
had access to mobile phones. Voice calls were used and lack of
capacity for retrieving SMS and illiteracy were barriers of using
SMS. CHWs did not feel that nutrition counseling was part of
their job as the topics were not included in basic training and
job description. Their routine work left very little time for them
to counsel mothers. Mothers did not feel that they can seek
advice about infant feeding or general nutrition from the CHW
and relied on their families for information and support. CHWs
felt that nutrition counseling through mobile phone can help
them to incorporate nutrition in their existing work by reducing
travel time and creating opportunities for timely referral.
Mothers’ recommendations included: voice messages using a
female voice during early morning or evening, messages sent
from a specific number which can be stored in their phones and
inclusion of family decision makers in the intervention.
Conclusions The mHealth intervention for nutrition
counseling through existing CHWs is feasible but CHW
workload has to be considered. The intervention should be
designed with consideration for family dynamics and culture.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

collated the main governance and accountability principles from
the reviewed literature and created a matrix. We identified 11
concepts after collapsing and re-synthesizing similar themes. We
consulted six groups of stakeholders (policy maker, NGO and
private implementers, academia, researchers, telecom companies
and consumer group) to understand their perspectives of equity
and accountability. The insights from the stakeholder
consultation were mapped against the themes.
Results The themes identified from the review were: strategic
vision, participation, transparency, responsiveness, equity, ethics,
intelligence and information, rule of law, performance,
accountability, sustainability. Each of the themes had several
sub-themes. Stakeholders mentioned all the themes but financial
performance.
Conclusions The need for incorporating equity and
accountability within existing e and mHealth projects were felt
among the various stakeholders. A unified framework may help
build capacity for incorporating these considerations in future
interventions.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.338
The effectiveness of interactive checklists within an
individual case-based eRegistry for maternal and child
health: a cluster randomized trial protocol
M. Venkateswaran1, K. Morkrid1, I. Fjeldheim1, B. Ghanem2, R. Salman2 and
J. Frederik Frøen1
1
Norwegian Institute of Public Health, Oslo, Norway; 2Palestinian
National Institute of Public Health, World Health Organization,
Ramallah, Occupied Palestinian Territory

Objectives A lack of better informed policy for Reproductive,
PS2.337
Constructing a conceptual framework to address
accountability and equity considerations within eHealth
initiatives in Bangladesh
S. Das1, S. Rasheed1, T. Ahmed2,3, M. Iqbal1 and A. Bhuiya1
Centre for Equity and Health Systems, Dhaka, Bangladesh; 2Centre for
Equity and Health Systems/IDS, International Centre for Diarrhoeal
Disease Research, Dhaka, Bangladesh; 3University of Sussex, Brighton,
UK

1

Introduction There has been a rapid proliferation of mobile
phone ownership in Bangladesh in recent years. The Government
of Bangladesh also has a political mandate to improve health
care with application of information, communication,
technology (ICT) through integration of technology within the
health systems, creating awareness about eHealth services,
improving the service quality and capacity building. A scoping
study conducted recently showed rapid growth of mobile
technology based eHealth interventions in Bangladesh. However,
there were gaps in terms of evaluating the interventions, effective
information sharing among the actors, technical expertise, and
capacity building in this field. With the lack of capacity among
developers, health implementers and policy makers it is
important that an equity and accountability framework is
created for the use of those using ICTs for health so that these
considerations can be incorporated within all e and mHealth
initiatives.
Methods and Materials We used literature review and
stakeholder consultations to create the framework. For literature
review we searched PubMed and Google Scholar and
organizational websites with specific key words and found 33
documents from health (22) and non-health sector (11). We
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Maternal, Newborn and Child Health (RMNCH) is an area of
concern in addressing MDGs 4 and 5. One of the key
challenges, subsequently, is to secure the implementation of
consistent health care provision with proven international
practice guidelines for maternal and child health. Checklists with
decision support derived from evidence-based interventions in
RMNCH consist of vital elements of existing guidelines in a
user-friendly format of actionable items. Checklist-based
programs in primary healthcare are considered potential tools in
translating evidence into high quality clinical practices, but suffer
from a lack of evidence base to inform their use.
Methods This ERC funded study is a two-armed cluster
randomized trial conducted in primary healthcare centers in the
West Bank of Palestine. It aims at a comparative assessment of
structured electronic checklists of care in RMNCH against
paper-based case notes. The intervention tool is the eRegistries
for maternal and child health implemented within the DHIS2
Tracker software, developed in collaboration with the University
of Oslo. eRegistries consists of an adaptable electronic platform
of a series of indicators and core data based on the WHO’s
Essential Interventions, Commodities and Guidelines for
RMNCH. Checklists for antenatal, postnatal care and care at
birth within the eRegistry will be customized for Palestine,
thereby serving the dual purpose of patient management and
data capture.
Results The framework of research is embedded within the
US Institute of Medicine’s domains of quality of care, namely;
safety, effectiveness, patient-centeredness, timeliness, efficiency
and equity. The expected outcomes include appropriate uptake
and coverage indicators of RMNCH assessed against this
framework.
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Conclusion Customized validated electronic checklists with
decision support for care in RMNCH, although widely
recommended, are in need of strong research-based evidence to
inform policy and implementation, and to realize the undeniable
need to accelerate progress in MDGs 4 and 5.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.339
Pneumonia assessment using mHealth IMCI tools for
community health workers
W. Karlen1, H. Pharaoh2, H. Conradie2 and C. Scheffer3
1
Health Sciences and Technology, ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland;
2
Rural Health Research Center, Stellenbosch University, Worcester, South
Africa; 3Mechanical and Mechatronic Engineering, Stellenbosch
University, Stellenbosch, South Africa

Introduction Community health workers (CHWs) directly
benefit from mHealth tools when assessing children with a
cough. Electronic versions of Integrated Management of
Childhood Illnesses (IMCI) guidelines can support CHWs in
identifying patients at risk and improve adherence to protocols
[1]. Mobile phone apps can provide a more objective
measurement of vital signs such as for respiratory rate [2]. In
this study we aimed to investigate the need and acceptance for a
mHealth IMCI job aid for CHWs in the Western Cape of South
Africa.
Methods and Materials An interactive IMCI mHealth
app [3] with an integrated interface to vitals sign measurement
apps was presented to 10 CHW working at two rural townships
in Paarl and Worcester. In a simulated scenario, the CHWs
assessed a patient with suspected pneumonia using the app.
Structured interviews and a Computer System Usability
Questionnaire (CSUQ) [4] were used to conduct a workspace
analysis and to assess user satisfaction.
Results The weekly workload of the CHWs in the
investigated setting was divided into 1/3 travel, 1/3 care, and 1/3
administration. The travel method consisted exclusively of
walking. Care consisted mainly of adult chronic disease
management and IMCI was not frequently performed.
Administrative tasks were paper based. None of the CHWs had
used a personal computer, but all were mobile phone users, of
which 50% had access to smartphones. The mHealth app was
perceived useful in guiding through the IMCI assessment. CSUQ
analysis scored 2.96 out of three, revealing a high degree of
satisfaction with the app.
Conclusions The use of mHealth tools is supported by
CHWs and can be useful for logging repetitive job tasks to
reduce administrative workload, as well as in providing guidance
for less frequently performed assessment protocols such as ICMI.
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and D. L. Buckeridge2
1
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA; 2McGill University,
Montreal, QC, Canada; 3University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA

Introduction Data that could be used for global disease
surveillance are divided across diseases, countries, and
organizations. The integration of this data requires substantial
effort and malaria surveillance is an example of how data
fragmentation can hinder evidence-based decision-making. In
order to achieve allocative efficiency in malaria control
programming, access to timely and accurate malaria surveillance
data across a variety sources is necessary. The Scalable Data
Integration for Disease Surveillance (SDIDS) is a software
application designed to enable the integration and analysis of data
across multiple scales to support global health decision-making.
Methods and Materials We present a prototype of
SDIDS and show how it can be used to integrate malaria
surveillance data collected by multiple organizations in Uganda.
SDIDS is a web-based, ontology-driven software platform that
automates the integration of heterogeneous data from multiple
sources, and supports visualization, analysis, and sharing of
these data.
Results SDIDS presents a uniform data representation
framework to integrate data from over eleven administrative and
clinical sources describing factors such as clinical care,
interventions, and demography. The system automatically
computes numerous health indicators from malaria-related data
and provides multiple stratification options. External
applications can connect directly to SDIDS to request data for
further processing or to request the results of analyses applied to
the integrated data. Three such applications have been developed
to demonstrate the functionality of this interface in SDIDS.
Conclusions A central characteristic of SDIDS is its ability
to scale-up and integrate data from other geographical regions
and for other priority diseases. This scalability means that a
wide range of data sources can be mapped once to SDIDS and
then accessed and analyzed repeatedly by a wide range of global
health users and applications.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Introduction Compliance with appropriate ethical standards
is a moral imperative in emergency research. It is operationally
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translated into the process of multiple ethical review, where a
protocol is submitted to the Ethics Committees (ECs) in the
countries of the study and of key-research partners. Flexible
approaches are needed to ensure that ECs reviews are
simultaneous and their outcomes are discussed with each other
(WHO Background Document on Potential Ebola Therapies and
Vaccines 2014).
Methods We analyzed the experience of the Ebola_tx trial, to
assess strengths and weaknesses of multiple ethical review in
emergency and to draw recommendations for future outbreaks.
The trial (ClinTrials.gov NCT02342171), sponsored by the
Institute of Tropical Medicine and carried out at the Medecins
Sans Frontieres (MSF) Ebola Treatment Center in Donka,
Guinea, evaluates convalescent plasma added to standardized
supportive care.
Results The protocol was submitted to the Guinea National
Ethics Committee, the EC of Antwerp University Hospital, the
EC of London School of Health Tropical Medicine, the MSF
Ethical Review Board and the WHO Ethical Research
Committee. Most adopted a fast-track review. It took 7 weeks
and 4 days to get the initial protocol approved. The study was
comprehensively assessed from various perspectives. Some
aspects were considered by at least three ECs, e.g. the informed
consent, the ethical implications of study design and exclusion
criteria, the criteria for prioritizing access to the intervention in
case of scarcity of plasma. Other issues were limited to one EC,
e.g. long-term storage of biological samples, benefit-sharing
measures, capacity building for local researchers. But the
submission forms and procedures greatly varied across the ECs:
this increased the paperwork and prolonged the timelines,
negatively counterbalancing the effect of fast-track review. Also,
some comments were conflictive. These are common features in
multiple review, but their impact is bigger in emergency
research.
Conclusions Our experience was content wise positive: the
complementarity of the reviews raised the quality of the research
and the protection of participants and community. However,
much more should be done to harmonize the review process in
emergency research, by fostering direct dialogue among ECs.
Joint ethical review would be greatly beneficial but it will only
be feasible if ad hoc mechanisms are planned before the
emergence of the next outbreak.
Disclosure This Ebola_tx trial is funded from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under
grant agreement number 666094. The Funder has not been
involved in the present assessment of the multiple ethical review.
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Introduction Clinical trials must be conducted according to
appropriate ethical standards. Ethical principles are translated
into processes and procedures, for instance the principle of
respect for person is translated in the informed consent process.
However, procedures should take into account local challenges.
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Methods We analysed the challenges experienced in the
Quinact trial (A Randomized Clinical Trial to measure the
impact of retreatment with an artemisinin-based combination on
malaria incidence and its potential selection of resistant strains),
conducted in the Democratic Republic of Congo. They are
related to the definition of acceptable representative in paediatric
trials, the role of the independent witness and the impact of
socio-economic vulnerability on the decision to consent.
Findings To ensure children’s protection, consent for their
enrolment may only be given by the parents or, in their absence,
by a legally acceptable representative, who should get the
mandate from a tribunal. In our research setting, in practice
children’s responsibility is often entrusted permanently or
temporarily to relatives or friends without a tribunal mandate.
Hence, a notion of ‘culturally acceptable representative’ under
supervision of the local Ethics Committee may be more suitable.
To ensure protection of illiterate subjects, an independent witness is required to attend the interview and confirm the consent
was freely given. However, in a low literacy context, potential
witness likely don’t have any relationship with patient and there
may be power-unbalance in their relationship with the patient,
rather than genuine dialogue.
In a context ofsociocultural and socioeconomic vulnerability,
trial participation may be seen as an opportunity to secure access
to healthcare. A tentative to shift respiratory symptoms on a
child enrolled in the trial so that the concomitant medication
provided free of charge would help a family member in need,
was illustrative. Poverty may also lead ‘ competition’ to access
the research-related benefits, with a risk of disturbance at societal or household level.
Conclusion A debate should open for adjusting processes
and procedures to sociocultural and socioeconomic realities, so
that they ensure the fulfillment ethical requirements. This
requires a collaborative dialogue between researchers, regulators
and ethics committees.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Clinical research data management: solutions for lowresource settings
S. Gajewski1,2 and C. Burri1,2
Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland;
2
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Background Utilization of electronic data capture (EDC)
systems in clinical trials has been increasing since the 1990’s.
Although these new technologies can expedite clinical trial data
processing and sharing, finding regulatory compliant systems for
use in low-resource settings with infrastructure, financial and
human resource constraints remains a challenge. The aim of this
project was to identify what clinical research data management
systems are suitable for low-resource settings and comply with
the US and EU federal regulatory requirements.
Methods The literature was reviewed to identify the
regulatory requirements for clinical data management. A market
review was performed to identify compliant electronic data
capture (EDC) systems. In addition, user experiences with data
management in low-resource settings were explored through
qualitative semi-structured interviews. Based on the qualitative
results, a beta version of an assessment tool for implementing
data management in low-resource settings will be developed.
Results The most important regulations for data management
are the US Food and Drug Administration’s Code of Federal
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Regulations, Title 21, Part 11; the European Commission’s
Good Manufacturing Practice, Medicinal Products for Human
and Veterinary Use, Annex 11; and the International Conference
on Harmonisation’s (ICH), E6 Good Clinical Practice guidelines.
Qualitative interviews revealed two main themes and 10 subthemes: (i) Challenges- Human Resources, Infrastructure and the
Querying Process and (ii) Data Management ConsiderationsSystem Features, Implementation, Site Assessment, Cost
Considerations, Evolving Technology, Regulatory Compliance
and International Collaboration. Out of 81 systems evaluated,
only 19 compliant EDC systems were selected for further review.
Of these, five systems provide offline capabilities which are
preferable in rural areas where the internet or power connections
are unreliable. Only two truly open-source systems were
identified.
Conclusion Successful implementation of an EDC system
requires careful assessment and planning in regards to the
human resource capacity and working processes, as well as
infrastructure. Low-cost, regulatory compliant EDC systems are
available for use for clinical trials in low-resource settings.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Background Uncommon and rare reactions with delayed
onset may not be detected before new medicinal products are
licensed. Post-licensure surveillances are carried out to expand
the evidence base of the new products for which marketing
authorization were granted. Using the recently established
INDEPTH-network safety monitoring platform the study
evaluated safety of fixed-dose dihydroartemisinin-piperaquine as
an additional first-line treatment for malaria across three
ecological settings in Ghana. Key questions answered were the
safety of the drug when used under usual conditions and
assessment of the occurrence of adverse events and the
administration of concomitant medications.
Study Design The study was conducted across three Health
and Demographic Surveillance sites of Navrongo, Kintampo and
Dodowa research centres located in the northern, middle and
coastal belts of Ghana. From September 2013 to June 2014 a
prospective, observational, open-label, non-comparative study
was carried out. Participants included both sexes, aged
>6 months, weighing ≥5 kg, ability to take oral medications,
acute febrile illness and informed consent. Detailed clinical
enquiry was conducted and all significant conditions
documented. Data analysis involved descriptive characteristics
and adverse events coded using MedDRAâ System Organ Class
(SOC) classification. The protocol received approval from the
Ghana Health Service Ethics Review Committee, Ghana Food
and Drugs Authority and was registered with Clinicaltrials.gov
(NCT02199951).
Findings We included approximately 95.5% (4563/4777)
patients comprising 52% females, 48% children <6 years of age
and average age (years), weight (kg) and height (cm) 10.9
(SD = 13.6), 26.1 (SD = 18.7) and 117.4 (SD = 31.3)
respectively. Overall 347 adverse events were documented with
incidence rate of 76/10 000 population. Baseline characteristics

associated with adverse effects were body mass index and
parasite density. The commonest events according the System
Organ Classification (MedDRAâ Coding) per 10 000 population
were infestations (465), gastrointestinal disorder (103),
respiratory, general disorders and administrative site conditions
(46), thoracic and meditational disorders (44), nervous system
disorders (26) and skin and subcutaneous tissue disorders (26).
Conclusion Fixed-dose dihydroartemisinin-piperaquine
combination is very safe in black African population with
uncomplicated malaria in real life settings.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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The Dihydroartemisinin/Piperaquine (Eurartesim) safety
registry
M. Iannuccelli, S. Tommasini and A. Bacchieri
Biostatistics and Pharmacovigilance, Sigma Tau Pharmaceutical
Industries, Pomezia, Italy

The Dihydroartemisinin/Piperaquine (Eurartesim) Safety Registry
is a monitoring programme designed to improve knowledge on
the utilization of Eurartesimâ for the treatment of uncomplicated
P. falciparum malaria.
Introduction The safety registry is an active, prospective,
multicenter, voluntary surveillance programme. It has been
approved by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) and the
relevant competent authorities.
Material and Methods The sites were recruited in seven
European countries. Participation in this safety registry will help
to identify further safety information regarding exposure to
Eurartesimâ for the treatment of uncomplicated P. falciparum
malaria. A scientific advisory board (SAB), constituted of key
opinion leaders from European countries, has the responsibility
of monitoring all safety aspects and the enrollment rate. This
safety registry is including patients diagnosed with
uncomplicated P. falciparum and who agreed to participate in
this registry, by signing the relevant informed consent form.
The registry is collecting the information including age, gender, ethnicity, lifestyle data, relevant medical history, comorbidities and safety data (laboratory and ECG recording). These data
will be used to monitor the effects of several factors (food
intake, smoking/alcohol consumption, use of co-medications) on
safety parameters.
Results Among the 18 initiated sites, 13 are active sites: four
in Spain, two in France, two in Belgium, two in Germany, two
in Italy and one in UK. A total of 90 patients have been
registered up to the end of March 2015.
An interim analysis was performed in June 2014 after
9 months of recruitment. Regarding this low recruitment rate, it
must be considered that malaria has a very small incidence in
Europe. In order to have a higher number of active HCPs, measures adopted consisted in increasing follow-up calls with HCPs
and newsletters, and soliciting the members of the SAB to motivate the participating HCPs. The safety profile was evaluated,
after 15 days of treatment with Eurartesimâ, in a total of 17
patients. It is worth noting that, before Eurartesimâ administration, one of these patients (with history of cardiac and vascular
disorders) prolonged QTcB and QTcF values, and another had a
borderline QTcB value. After Eurartesimâ administration, all
available QTcB and QTcF values were normal, including those
of the patient with prolonged QTc values before Eurartesimâ
administration. Only one patient had experienced SAEs (nausea,
vomiting and hepatitis of moderate intensity). In addition, no
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treatment-emergent AESI were reported. The new interim analysis will be performed in June 2015. Results will be presented and
discussed in the poster.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Observational study comparing the use of commercial
metronidazole against compounding metrodidazole
prepared in the pharmacy service in a rural district hospital
in Southern Ethiopia
I. Olaso1, J. M. Ramos2, A. Olaso3, M. Linares4 and M. Gorgolas5
General Medicine, INC Research, Madrid, Spain; 2Internal Medicine,
Universidad de Alicante, Alicante, Spain; 3Agencia Espa~
nola del
on io, Madrid,
Medicamento, Madrid, Spain; 4Microbiologist, Fundaci
Spain; 5Internal Medicine, Fundaci
on Jimenez Dıaz, Madrid, Spain
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In low-income countries is difficult to find some frequently
required drugs (problems in dispensing and delivering). One possibility to resolve that problem is to make up the drugs in the
laboratory of the hospital pharmacy from powders.
The aim of this study was to analyze the effectiveness of commercial metronidazole against metronidazole made locally.
Material and Methods This is a observational study
performed in GamboGeneral Rural Hospital (West Arsi,
Ethiopia). From 1 July to 18 of July, patients with giardiasis
were treated with commercial metronidazole (Metazolâor
Camezolâ) (Group A). So on, from 19 of July to 6 of August
2015 patients were treated with in hand-made metronidazole
from powdery substance (Fagromâ) packed in capsules (Group
B). Giardiasis was diagnosis by presence of cystic or trophozoites
of G. lamblia in a fresh sample of feces.
Results During period of study 36 patients from 6 to
20 years) were included. Nine of 12 (75%) patients of group A
were cured (negative stool for G. lamblia at 10 days of star
treatment). And all of 24 patients of Group B cured (100%).
This differences were statistically significant (Fisher Exact
Probability Test: T, P = 0.03).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Health impact assessment: an erstwhile tool envisaging
sustainable development with a pragmatic approach
Anushrita1, B. N. Nagpal1, N. Kapoor2, A. Srivastava1, N. Valecha1 and
GIS/Taxonomy
1
National Institute of Malaria Research, New Delhi, India; 2IGNOU,
New Delhi, India

Introduction Narmada Basin is one of these basins in
central India which is harnessed for its resources via 30
multipurpose hydro electric power plants. These projects have
altered entire topography and human health of the basin inviting
multiple challenges to its management and cooperation among
various stakeholders. A retrospective study entitled ‘Health
Impact Assessment on Indira Sagar Dam and Resettlement and
Rehabilitation Colonies (RR) in Sardar Sarovar Project (SSP)’
was therefore initiated in January, 2004 as per CWC guidelines.
The project had been funded by Narmada Valley Development
Authority, Bhopal (NVDA). In India, this HIA project was the
first longitudinal project which is operational for >5 years and is
a remarkable foresightedness of NVDA. NVDA has extended the
funding for all dams to carry out HIA studies for the new
project entitled Health Impact Assessment of Narmada Basin
Dams and RR Colonies in MP.
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Method Narmada Nagar study centre is responsible for ten
dams and also has a base laboratory and insectory to analyse
and store the collected data. Entomological and epidemiological
data are being generated quarterly by each centre as per WHO
standards for suggesting situation specific mitigation measures
and analysis of impact at later stages.
Results Since April 2011 to Dec 2014 Narmada Nagar unit
covered 326 villages which were incorporated phase wise in
subsequent years of study. A total of 8312 blood slides were
prepared during active surveillance and 241 Pf and 301 Pv cases
were detected and treated on the spot. The health authorities are
intimated about the situation of disease prevalence in their
respective areas and follow up is being done by them. Towards
attaining sustainable development ASHAs (Accredited Social
Health Activists) are also being involved for synergising the
surveillance system and timely reporting and treatment of
malaria cases. Due to implementation of these mitigation
measures the density of vectors of malaria, dengue, chikungunya,
filariasis and JE has shown a remarkable reduction.
Conclusion All HIAs mostly aim for minimizing the pitfalls
of a project, plan or policy and maximizing their health benefits
for a long term sustainable development. A guideline on health
impact assessment to be incorporated in all the health policies
would hence provide a sustainable growth profile for
forthcoming generations.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Evaluation of a community based programme for
hypertension control in Ghana
A. K. Laar1, P. Perel2, A. Adler2, A. Caldwell3 and P. Lamptey4,5
1
School of Public Health, University of Ghana, Accra, Ghana;
2
Epidemiology and Population Health, London School of Hygiene &
Tropical Medicine, London, UK; 3Novartis Foundation, Basel,
Switzerland; 4Department of Noncommunicable Diseases, London School
of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK; 5Family Health
International 360, Washington, DC, USA

Introduction Ghana faces an increasing burden of noncommunicable disease with rates of hypertension estimated as
high as 36%. Despite these high rates, hypertension control
remains very poor in Ghana (4%). A private-public partnership
aims to implement and evaluate a community based programme
to raise awareness to improve treatment and control of
hypertensive clients over a 24-month period in the Eastern
Region of Ghana.
Methods The programme includes community-based
hypertension screening, monthly monitoring by community
cardiovascular nurses, blood pressure measurement and
prescription refill at licensed chemical sellers. A cloud-based
health records system linked to SMS/voice messaging for
treatment adherence, reminders, and health messaging will
empower the client. The intervention will be in the Lower
Manya Krobo district, with Akuapim South Municipality as a
comparator receiving the standard of care – medication at the
pharmacy and consultation at the facility.
To evaluate the programme we will conduct a controlled
before-after study with two components:
1. Population based surveys in the intervention and the control
district before and after the programme; and
2. A prospective cohort study to evaluate the clients diagnosed
with hypertension.
The primary outcomes are hypertension awareness, treatment
and control. Secondary outcomes include hypertension preva-
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lence, changes in systolic blood pressure and knowledge of risk
factors for hypertension. In addition, process evaluation will be
conducted.
For the cross sectional studies we estimate that a survey of
800 respondents (in each district) would have 80% power (two
sided alpha = 5%) to detect a difference in hypertension control
from 4% to 20% in the intervention district, and from 4% to
10% in the comparison district. We estimate that the cohort
component of the study will include 1200 participants with
hypertension and will have 90% power (two sided alpha = 5%)
to detect a decrease in systolic blood pressure of at least 4 mm
of mercury. Surveys will be done using Open Data Kit app, an
android-based technology that collects and shares data in real
time. Data will be analyzed in STATA Version 11.
Conclusions The protocol designed for this evaluation could
be used to measure control of hypertension interventions in
other contexts, whether the interventions are at the community
level, facility level, or a combination of the two.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.349
The pregnancy registry for Dihydroartemisinin/Piperaquine
(Eurartesim)
A. Bacchieri and M. Iannuccelli
Biostatistics and Pharmacovigilance, Sigma Tau Pharmaceutical
Industries, Pomezia, Italy

This pregnancy registry is a monitoring programme designed to
identify women taking Eurartesimâ for the treatment of malaria
during pregnancy.
Introduction Registry is a study that collects health
information from people with a particular illness (disease
registry) or taking a particular medication (drug registry). These
studies can also help to improve the information that is provided
on medication labels. Participation in this pregnancy registry will
help to identify the relevant safety information about exposure
to Eurartesimâ for the treatment of malaria.The information
collected from this pregnancy registry will be analysed and will
inform healthcare professionals on administering Eurartesimâ.
These data may be used to update the safety section of the
Summary of Product Characteristics for Eurartesimâ, as
appropriate. Registry has been approved by the European
Medicines Agency (EMA) and the competent authorities as
required by local regulation active in Belgium, France, Germany,
Italy, The Netherlands, Spain, UK, Portugal and Ireland.
A pregnancy registry is a study that collects health information
from women who take medicines whilst they are pregnant. Information is also collected on the baby.
Methods and Materials Participation in this pregnancy
registry will help to identify the relevant information about
exposure to Eurartesimâ for the treatment of uncomplicated
falciparum malaria during pregnancy. A Scientific Advisory
Board (AB), constituted of Key Opinion Leaders has the
responsibility of monitoring all safety aspects and the enrollment
rate. Personal data will not be disclosed, all of the medical
information collected for this pregnancy registry will be
protected by the data protection law. Registry is an active,
prospective, voluntary surveillance programme, the data
collected from this pregnancy registry will be analysed and will
be used to monitor exposure to Eurartesimâ during
pregnancy.Inclusion criteria: Women who receive Eurartesimâ
for malaria whilst pregnant, within one (1) month before or at
any time after conception. Women whose partner (the biological

father) has received any formulation of Eurartesimâ for malaria
within one (1) month prior to conception. Women who have
been informed and agree to participate in this registry, by
signing the relevant informed consent form.
Results Actually 47 sites have been selected in the study from
which 30 are initiated, five in Belgium, five in France, five in
Germany, five in Spain, four in Italy, four in The Netherlands
and two in UK. No patients included so far.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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A case series of 11 uveitis in patients who recovered from
Ebola in Guinea
4,5,6

E. Hereth Hébert1,2, S. Sow3, J. F. Etard
, A. Toure4,5,6, P. Msellati4,5,6,
B. Taverne4,5,6, M. Barry3, E. Delaporte4,5,6 and P. S. Group
1
Medecine, Universite de Lille 2 Droit et Sante, Lille, France; 2Universite
Paris Diderot, Paris, France; 3Infectious Diseases, Donka’s Hospital,
Conakry, Guinea; 4Institut de Recherche pour le Developpement (IRD),
Montpellier, France; 5INSERM U1175, Montpellier, France; 6Universite
de Montpellier, Montpellier, France

Introduction The Western Africa Ebola’s outbreak was
declared on March 2014 and struck Guinea where 3245
confirmed cases were reported and 1180 of them survived as of
14 June 2015. The ‘Life after Ebola’ Project (Postebogui) was
launched on March 2015 and enrolled survivors who wished to
benefit from a close medical monitoring. The investigators
noticed an abnormal frequency of ophtalmologic complains that
we tried to characterize.
Methods and Material An ophthalmologic consultation
was proposed to survivors that report ophthalmologic troubles
that began during the acute phase or after discharge from the
treatment center. The consultation took place at Donka’s
Hospital in Conakry in June 2015 and included a measure of
visual acuity and a slit lamp examination.
Results Among the 21 patients investigated, nine suffered
from ocular pathology preceding, or without link to Ebola
infection, 11 displayed an uveitis and the last one bilateral
corneal opacities. Among the uveitis, five were bilateral and six
unilateral, four were only anterior, four posterior with active
chorioretinis (whitish lesions) or sequels of it (pigmented scars)
and two panuveitis. Visual fonction were below 5/10 for five
patients on at least one eye. We deplored two cases of legal
blindness. For four patients the ophthalmologic symptoms
started during Ebola acute’s phase and for six other patients, 3–
4 weeks after discharge from the treatment center.
Three patients who benefited from oral and local corticotherapy had no visual sequels. Among three patients who receive
only local steroids, two had a damage of their visual function.
Conclusion With an unknown frequency, but probably
significant, Ebola virus disease induces polymorphous uveitis
that occurred either during the active phase of the disease or
during its early aftermaths with in some cases dramatic
consequences. An ophtalmologic monitoring during the course of
the infection and after clinical recovery seems recommended to
all as far as therapeutic opportunities do exist (oral
corticotherapy, intravitreous injection of triamcinolone,
favipiravir, drops) and that visual recovery is not systematic.
Complementary studies are needed to investigate the potential
recurrences and lifespan of the virus in the human aqueous
humor and vitritis are concerned.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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PS2.352.LB
Is gestational diabetes mellitus significantly adding to the
burden of managing pregnancies in developing countries? –
A descriptive study from an Indian tertiary care hospital
J. Thavody
Community Medicine, Government Medical College Kozhikode,
Kozhikode, India

Introduction Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) is a
condition in which women without previously diagnosed
diabetes exhibit high blood glucose levels during pregnancy.
GDM affects 3–10% of pregnancies & 13–20% of hospital
population. Babies born to mothers with untreated GDM are at
increased risk of complications including type 2 diabetes mellitus
(DM) later in life. The present study aimed to assess the
presence of GDM among mothers in a tertiary care hospital in
Kerala state of India.
Methods and Materials Study design – Descriptive study.
Participants – Patients admitted in the Antenatal and postnatal
wards in Government medical College Kozhikode, Kerala, India.
Sample size – n = 109 (51 antenatal & 58 postnatal mothers).
Data collection – Interview with participants & review of their
case records.
Results 26.6% (n = 29) of the study sample had GDM. Most
GDM cases (55%) were detected during the third trimester.
13.8% of them have previous history of DM, and 65.5% have
family history of DM. GDM was more prevalent among older
mothers (P = 0.036). Birth weight was more for babies of GDM
mothers (P = 0.031). Nearly half of the GDM cases (48%) were
being managed with dietary modification alone, and 45% was
on Insulin treatment. None had access to a dietician & received
dietary advice only from their physicians.
Conclusions India has a considerable disease burden due to
DM. GDM is adding to the health care costs of managing
pregnancy. GDM management requires a team approach
involving doctors, nurses, dieticians etc which is lacking in
public sector hospitals. Detection of GDM provides a window of
opportunity to predict, prevent & detect DM in the mothers and
their children in the future. Linking NCD control with Maternal
and Child heath care programme is recommended as a policy
change.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.353.LB
Combining a process-based and correlative approach to
predict the impacts of climate change on schistosomiasis in
eastern Africa
A.-S. Stensgaard1, M. Booth2, G. Nikulin3 and N. Mccreesh4
Center for Macroecology, Evolution and Climate, The Natural History
Museum of Denmark, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark;
2
School of Medicine, Pharmacy and Health, Durham University,
Durham, UK; 3Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute,
Rossby Centre, Norrk€
oping, Sweden; 4Department of Infectious Disease
Epidemiology, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine,
London, UK

1

Currently, two broad types of approaches for predicting the
impact of climate change on vector-borne diseases can be distinguished; a) empirical-statistical (correlative) approaches that use
statistical models of relationships between vector and/or pathogen presence and environmental factors, and b) process-based
(mechanistic) approaches that seek to simulate detailed biological
or epidemiological processes that explicitly describe system
behavior. Both have advantages and disadvantages, but it is
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generally acknowledged that both approaches have value in
assessing the response of species in general to climate change.
Here, we compare and combine a previously developed dynamic,
temperature-driven model (agent-based) of the temperature-sensitive stages of the Schistosoma mansoni and intermediate host
snail lifecycles, with a statistical model of snail habitat suitability
for eastern Africa. Baseline model output compared to empirical
prevalence data suggests that the combined model performs better than a temperature driven model alone, and highlights the
importance of including snail habitat suitability when modeling
schistosomiasis risk. There was general agreement among models
in predicting changes in risk, with 24–36% of the eastern Africa
region predicted to experience an increase in risk with up-to
20% over the next 50 years. Vice versa the models predicted a
general decrease in risk in 30–37% of the study area. We discuss
the implications of the differences in the model assumptions and
outputs for predicting the changes in risk as a result of increasing temperatures over the next 50 years. Finally, as the snail
habitat suitability models suggest that anthropogenically altered
habitat, such as dam developments, play a vital role for the current distribution of the intermediate snail host; we stress the
importance of accounting for land use changes in models of climate change impact on schistosomiasis.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.354.LB
Outcomes of and lessons on helminth control in preschoolage children in a province in the Philippines
V. Belizario1, J. Ng2, M. L. Amarillo3, J. P. C. delos Trinos1, M. Reyes1 and
N. T. D. S. Group
1
Department of Parasitology, College of Public Health, University of the
Philippines Manila, Manila, Philippines; 2Department of Biology, College
of Arts and Sciences, University of the Philippines Manila, Manila,
Philippines; 3Department of Clinical Epidemiology, College of Medicine,
University of the Philippines Manila, Manila, Philippines

Control of soil-transmitted helminth (STH) infections remains a
priority worldwide. In the Philippines, preschool-age children
(PSAC) are dewormed biannually through Garantisadong Pambata (GP) Program although data on its outcomes remain limited. Thus, this study was conducted to provide baseline
parasitological and hemoglobin assessment on PSAC from
selected municipalities in Masbate, a province with one of the
lowest human development index (HDI).
A total of 1224 PSAC from 39 barangays in four selected
municipalities were included in this cross- sectional study
which involved stool examination using the Kato Katz technique and hemoglobin determination using HemoCue 201+
analyzer.
Overall cumulative STH prevalence and prevalence of moderate-heavy STH infections, which were 72% and 41%, respectively, failed to meet the targets of the Department of Health
(DOH) and WHO and were comparable to the national average
at baseline in 2004 prior the implementation of Integrated Helminth Control Program. Prevalence of STH co-infection was
high with Ascaris-Trichuris co-infection being the most common
at 40%. The same parameters were also high in barangays where
community-led total sanitation is implemented and those
declared as open defecation free. On the other hand, fifty percent
of the PSAC have anemia.
The deworming coverage rates in the two municipalities with
the highest burden of STH infections, at 65.91% and 66.92%,
were below the WHO and DOH targets of 75% and 85%,
respectively.
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These highlight gaps on helminth control in PSAC, and in poverty stricken areas, which must be addressed not only through
provision of anthelminthics but by utilizing a holistic and systems approach which include looking into Water, Sanitation,
and Hygiene (WASH) and the social determinants of health.
Practical solutions recommended to improve helminth control
and promote equity in nutrition include increasing access to preventive chemotherapy through Day Care Center-based mass drug
administration, integration of deworming activities, improvements in WASH, and multisectoral collaboration. Addressing the
social determinants of health and alleviating poverty are also
important considering that these are significant determinants of
STH infections.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.355.LB
Empiric clinical profiling for individual assessment of
cardiovascular disease
M. Wyler von Ballmoos1, M. Gombert2 and B. C. Biedermann2,3
General Thoracic & Cardiovascular Surgery, Medical College of
Wisconsin Affiliated Hospitals, Milwaukee, WI, USA; 2Clinical Research,
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Medical Office for Internal
Medicine and Cardiology, Adetswil, Switzerland

1

Background Comprehensive molecular tests are available to
elucidate an individual0 s genome, transcriptome or proteome. An
equally complete technique to obtain the phenotype of a disease
is currently lacking. Empiric clinical profiling is a method based
on bedside procedures such as history taking, physical exam and
point of care laboratory tests. It is available, affordable and
portable. We have previously shown that this approach is
effective to diagnose patients with atherosclerosis, a chronic
disease that affects mid-sized and large arteries and is
complicated by cardiovascular events (CVE) such as stroke,
myocardial infarction or peripheral arterial occlusive disease.
Here we wished to demonstrate its prognostic significance to
predict CVE.
Methods and Results 269 patients treated for a wide
variety of reasons in a Swiss tertiary care hospital were
prospectively and non-selectively included in this cohort
(www.clinicaltrials.gov; NCT00863967). For each participant,
an empiric clinical disease activity score (cDAS) was calculated
at baseline. Follow-up visit took place 5.50.4 years later.
During 1100 follow-up years, 39 patients developed a
cardiovascular event. The cumulative 5-year incidence of CVE in
patients having the lowest cDAS (1st quartile) was 4.8%, in
patients in the 4th cDAS quartile it was 24% (HR 5.2 (1.5–
18.2), P < 0.001).
Conclusion In this prospective, single-center cohort study of
common in-patients we established empiric clinical profiling as
an effective tool for risk stratification and disease monitoring in
atherosclerosis, a common disease process. We propose that the
conceptual framework of empiric clinical profiling is not limited
to cardiovascular disease in Central Europe. Due to its
affordability and portability, it could also be transferred to low
and middle income countries, and essentially could be applied to
any disease process at a global scale.
Disclosure Barbara Biedermann owns a company (Cobedix
AG) that produces a software (COBEDIAS) that supports the
work with empiric clinical profiles.

PS2.357.LB
Household sanitation and hygiene indicators of enteric
pathogen transmission and childhood diarrheal exposure
risk in Mirzapur, Bangladesh
K. Z. Long1, S. Ahmed2,3, A. S. G. Faruque3, T. Ahmed3, I. R. Gunanti1,
M. E. Hoque2, S. K. Das3, S. Ahmed3, J. P. Nataro4, K. Kotloff5 and
M. M. Levine5
1
Epidemiology and Public Health, Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland;
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University of Queensland, Brisbane, Qld, Australia; 3International
Center for Diarrheal Diseases Research in Bangladesh (icddr,b), Dhaka,
Bangladesh; 4Universty of Virginia School of Medicine, Charlottesville,
VA, USA; 5Center for Vaccine Development, University of Maryland
School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD, USA

Brief Introduction The effectiveness of water quality,
sanitation and hygiene (WASH) interventions in reducing
diarrheal disease can be strengthened through the identification
of enteric pathogen transmission pathways. Our aim was to
determine associations between significant diarrheal pathogens
among rural Bangladeshi children and potential pathogen
sources and household risk factors that may make up such
transmission pathways.
Methods and Materials Stools collected from children
aged ≤59 months with moderate-to-severe diarrhea (MSD) and
matched healthy controls enrolled in the Bangladeshi component
of the Global Enteric Multicenter Study (GEMS) were screened
for enteric pathogens. Multinomial logistic regression was used
to determine associations of Shigella flexneri, Cryptosporidium
spp, enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli (ETEC), rotavirus and
Aeromonas outcomes with WASH measures.
Results Children from households with improved sanitation
facilities and disposed children’s feces had lower S. flexneri and
Cryptosporidium diarrhea risk. Cryptosporidium diarrhea risk
was higher when cow dung was used as fuel and mothers did
not wash hands before eating. Children from households with
toilets and that disposed children’s feces had lower ETEC
infection risk when no handwashing was practiced after cleaning
a child following defecation and before cooking, respectively.
Rotavirus diarrhea was lower among children from households
with deep tube wells when no hand washing was practiced after
handling of animals. Finally, children from households with
improved sanitation facilities and whose mothers washed hands
before nursing had lower Aeromanas diarrhea.
Conclusions We have identified household sources and
factors that are critical points in pathogen transmission
pathways and children’s exposure to selected enteric pathogens
and shown how distinct hygiene behaviors may modify these
pathways. These findings have important implications for the
development of more cost-effective intervention that reduce
pathogen exposure risk and overall diarrheal burden through
targeted interventions that focus on critical points in pathogenspecific transmission pathways.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.358.LB
Assessing health status of Khanigaun Village Development
Commette (VDC) of Nuwakot District of Nepal
N. Sharma
Department of Public Health, Little Buddha College of Health Science,
Purbanchal University, Kathmandu, Nepal

Assessing health status is crucial to understand the level of health
in the community. Maternal health, child health and behavioral
practice on diseases are key issues to assess health status of a
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community in Nepal. Preliminary analysis and literature review
shows that there is rapid change in the health status of Nepalese
community. Thus, the aim of this study was to assess general
health status of Khanigaun VDC of Nepal.
A descriptive cross-sectional study was undertaken using semistructure questionnaire, interview and observation. Simple random sampling was done to conduct household survey, where
346 (30%) household were taken for sample population. Key
informants were taken purposively.
From the survey General Fertility Rate (GFR) of the VDC was
found 69.15/1000 Women. Regarding socio-economic status, literacy rate of the VDC was 71.14% and 74.92% of household
depends on agriculture. Toilet coverage was 88% and only 80%
of household manage their waste by making compost manure.
The major health problem of the community was diarrhea followed by unknown fever and respiratory problems. However,
more than 60% of respondents have Knowledge, Attitude and
Practice on common diseases of Nepal. Contraceptive prevalence
rate was 72% but more than two third of women have home
delivery. It was found that 31% of newborn are under weight
and immunization coverage was high in the community. Major
need of the community was addressed through Micro Health
Project conducted on health awareness through demonstration
and exhibition. Moreover, other activities conducted in the community were mini-lecture on safe motherhood, group discussion
on ‘healthy and safe communities’, environmental sanitation and
school health program.
Overall health status of the community could be further enhanced
through youth mobilization and community participation.
Health status, Cross-sectional study, Micro health project,
Khanigaun.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Parasitological characterisation of persistent digestive
disorders in Mali: a case-control study
S. L. Becker1,2,3, P. Yap1,2, R. Saye4, M. N. Doumbia4, H. K. M. Fofana4,
A. Landoure4, M. S. Traore4, F. Chappuis5, M. Boelaert6, H. van Loen6,
K. Polman6, M. W. Bratschi1,2, J. Utzinger1,2 and M. Sacko4
1
Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, Swiss Tropical &
Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; 2University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland; 3Institute of Medical Microbiology and Hygiene, Saarland
University, Homburg/Saar, Germany; 4Institut National de Recherche en
Sante Publique, Bamako, Mali; 5Division of Humanitarian and Tropical
Medicine, Geneva University Hospitals, Geneva, Switzerland; 6Institute of
Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium

Background The aetiology of persistent digestive disorders in
the tropics is poorly understood. Differential diagnosis is
hampered by unspecific clinical findings and a lack of quality
data on the epidemiology of key pathogens. The European
research consortium NIDIAG pursues a multi-country study to
investigate neglected tropical diseases (NTDs) that may give rise
to persistent digestive disorders. Here, first results from a casecontrol study in Mali are presented.
Methods We conducted a prospective, non-interventional
case-control study in Niono, central Mali from August 2014 to
May 2015. Cases were defined as patients aged >1 year
presenting with persistent diarrhoea (≥14 days) and children/
adolescents aged 1–18 years with persistent abdominal pain
(≥14 days). Age-, sex- and location-matched controls were also
enrolled. Stool and urine samples were subjected to a suite of
microscopic parasitological tests for the diagnosis of helminths
and intestinal protozoa (direct smear, Kato-Katz, formalin-ether
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concentration, Baermann funnel, Koga agar plate, acid-fast
staining and mini-FLOTAC) and rapid antigen detection tests for
detection of Cryptosporidium spp., Giardia intestinalis and
Schistosoma mansoni.
Results Eleven different parasite species were detected upon
analysis of 200 patients and 200 controls. S. mansoni (prevalence,
33.0%) and G. intestinalis (prevalence, 22.0%) were the
predominant parasites; both significantly more common in
symptomatic patients than in healthy controls. For the detection of
S. mansoni, mini-FLOTAC was the test with the highest positive
predictive value (89%) and highest specificity (94%). Of note, a
rapid diagnostic test for S. mansoni identified additional infections
that were missed by stool microscopy. For the detection of G.
intestinalis, a rapid diagnostic test had the highest positive
predictive value (96%) and was most specific (99%).
Conclusion NTDs account for a high proportion of
persistent digestive disorders and remain a major public health
problem in central Mali. The use of accurate point-of-care
laboratory tests at the primary healthcare level will help to
improve the clinical management of patients with persistent
digestive disorders.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.360.LB
Acute pulmonary manifestation of schistosomiasis after
praziquantel treatment for a urinary and liver
S. haematobium chronic infection
M. Merelli, S. Duranti and M. Bassetti
ID Clinic, AOUSMM, Udine, Italy

We report a case of pulmonary schistosomiasis manifested clinically as an acute pulmonary form with schistosoma’s eggs finding in lung biopsy occurred after a treatment with praziquantel
for a S. haematobium urinary and liver infestation. A 21-yearold Malian male moved in Italy after rapid transit in Libya;
3 months after arriving started complaining end-urination bleeding and stinging abdominal pain. He reported similar episodes in
childhood. A blood test showed normal kidney function and
slightly increased of bilirubin and liver enzymes. An abdomen
ultrasound examination showed homogeneous splenomegaly,
normal kidneys, bladder walls thickened with the presence of
exophytic roundish process. Urine examination showed erythrocytes and Schistosoma haematobium’ s eggs. He received treatment for urinary schistosomiasis with praziquantel (40 mg/kg)
with no apparently immediate complications. Five days later the
patient complained of rapid onset of fever and thoracic pain
exacerbated by deep breath. A total body TC scan showed
numerous small pulmonary nodules ranged in size from 4 to
11 mm in random distribution, no head lesions, intense contrast
enhancement of the bladder wall and inhomogeneous contrast
enhancement of liver and spleen parenchyma in the absence of
clear focal lesions. Perfusion alterations shown by CT scan were
compatible with pre-existing hepatic localization of schistosomiasis. Urine exam still shows Schistosoma haematobium’ eggs.
Blood tests showed sharply increased eosinophils (up to 2290/ll,
36.4%) and IgE values (19 000 kUI/l).Hystological examination
of a trans-bronchial biopsy of lung lesions described focal interstitial fibrosis, with ovoid formations with rare microcalcifications included, surrounded by thin fibrous rhyme and
inflammatory histiocytic infiltrated including eosinophils;
formations related to parasitic eggs.For these hepatic, urinary
and pulmonary findings was decided to retreat the patient after a
retreatment interval of 4 weeks from the initial treatment.
Praziquantel 40 mg/kg was repeated for 3 days associated with
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steroid therapy to suppress the hypersensitivity reaction to schistosomal antigen, with a gradual reduction of thoracic pain and a
slow but steady reduction of eosinophils and IgE values at the
follow-up visits.Schistosomiasis still represents a challenging disease for prompt diagnosis and adequate treatment especially in
non-endemic countries and in non typical presentation as in the
case described.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Laboratory diagnosis and risk factors of gastrointestinal
parasites among basic school children in greater Wad
Madani locality, Gezira State, Sudan
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Parasitolgy, Faculty of Medical Laboratory Sciences, University of
Gezira, Wad Medani, Sudan; 2Parasitology, Blue Nile National Institute
for Communicable Disease, University of Gezira, Wad Medani, Sudan
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Introduction The World Health Organization (WHO)
PS2.361.LB
Impact of a health-education package on soil-transmitted
helminth and Schistosoma mansoni infections amongst school
children in western C^
ote d’Ivoire
M. Palmeirim1,2, E. Hurlimann1,3, V. Koffi4,5, C. Esse4,5, M. Outtara4,5,
D. Kouassi4,5, E. N’Goran4,5, J. Utzinger1,3 and G. Raso1,3
1
Swiss TPH, Basel, Switzerland; 2Institute of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine, Lisbon, Portugal; 3University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland;
4
Centre Suisse de Recherches Scientifiques en C^
ote d’Ivoire, Abidjan, Cote
D‘Ivoire; 5Universite Felix Houphou€et-Boigny, Abidjan, Cote D‘Ivoire

Brief Introduction Soil-transmitted helminths (STH) and
Schistosoma spp. remain a major public health problem infecting
over 2 billion people globally. The current global strategy for
their control is to regularly distribute preventive chemotherapy.
However, re-infection is inevitable in areas where hygiene, access
to safe water, and sanitation are inadequate which is the case of
most developing countries. The aim of this study was to assess
the effect of a health education package on intestinal helminth
infections and knowledge, attitudes, practices and beliefs (KAPB)
in schoolchildren.
Methods and Materials Approximately 2500 children
from 25 schools in western C^
ote d’Ivoire were selected for this
study. A baseline survey was carried out with schoolchildren
undergoing parasitological examinations to assess infection
status with intestinal helminths and S. mansoni and responding
to a KAPB and socioeconomic questionnaire. In a next step, the
schools were randomly assigned either to intervention (13
schools) or the control group (12 schools). The intervention with
the health education package consisted of an animated cartoon
and group work including discussions and drawing assignments.
A follow-up survey was conducted 1 year after the baseline.
Albendazole and praziquantel were administered to all
participants at baseline and follow-up.
Results At baseline, the overall prevalence of any intestinal
helminth infection ranged from 10–77%. The most common
helminths identified were hookworm and S. mansoni. The KAPB
questionnaire revealed that children who were aware of potential
risk of infection were less affected by any helminth infection
(20.4%) than those who did not consider themselves to be at risk
(26.4%) or who did not know (27.6%). Children that considered
helminth infections as a serious health condition were less likely to
be infected with STHs (16.5%) than those who did not consider it
as serious (26.0%). Children who mentioned toilet as appropriate
for defecation (12.3%) were significantly less infected than those
who mentioned open defecation as correct (20.7%). Any impact
on KAPB and reinfection patterns due to the health-education
package at follow-up will be highlight.
Conclusions The results suggest that awareness leads to
change in behavior and attitude which leads to a decrease of
infection. Our findings may guide to the implementation of
future integrated control strategies against helminthiasis and
schistosomiasis.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

estimates that 3.5 billion people worldwide are infested with
some type of intestinal parasite, and as many as 450 million of
them are sick as a result. Children are most frequently infected
with these parasites, it is spread in areas with poor sanitation
and are most common in tropical developing countries including
Sudan.
Methods In 2011–2014, ten basic schools were selected
randomly, five school for males and five ones for females A
questionnaire about the demographic data, behavioural risks,
environmental sanitation and living condition characteristics and
health conditions with history of symptoms was administered.
400 Stool samples were collected. Wet mounted physiological
normal saline and iodine, Formol ether concentration and Kato
– kat techniques were performed to detect intestinal parasites.
Results The results showed that formol ether concentration
technique is the superior method to detect gastrointestinal
parasites and STH than wet prepration. The infection rate was
higher in males than females especially in the age group (9–12)
years .The highest infection by worms was caused by H.nana
where as G. Lamblia was the dominant protozoa. The check list
demonstrated that there is a strong relation between the school
environment and the prevalence of parasitic infection. According
to the statistical analysis, there was relationship between
behavioural risks, environmental sanitation and living condition
characteristics and the rate of infection. Semi quantative Kato –
kat technique showed that the intensity of ova was not high.
Conclusions The study concluded that the prevalence of
gastrointestinal protozoa is higher than STH. Due to the lack of
health education and poor schools environment, the infection
was higher in those with poor hygienic practice with prevalence
in males rather than females. The study recommended the
combination of wet prepration and formol ether concentration
technique in the diagnosis of gastrointestinal parasites and STH.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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Limitations of laboratory diagnosis of strongyloides
stercoralis: an Australian perspective
R. Lee1,2, R. Kim2 and M. Watts1,2
Western Clincial School, University of Sydney, Sydney, NSW, Australia;
2
Centre for Infectious Diseases and Microbiological Labroatory Services,
Institute of Clinical Pathology and Medical Research, Westmead, NSW,
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Human strongyloidiasis is cause by a parasitic nematode, Stongyloides stercoralis. It is unique in that this parasite reproduces by
pathenogenisis and its larval stages can autoinfect. The parasitic
nematode can therefore remain with the original host for many
years/decades undetected. This parasite is found mainly in
indigenous communities in northern and central Australia.
Laboratory detection of S. stercoralis in stool specimens is the
gold standard method for diagnosis of this infection. Microscopic examination of direct smears and faecal concentration
methods has low sensitivity. Although faecal cultures such as the
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Baemman, Harada mori and agar plate methods are more sensitive, they rely on live active worms to migrate away from the
faecal matter. The logistics of receiving these specimens with live
active parasites remains difficult, because of the distance between
collection sites and the laboratory. New molecular methods have
been developed to overcome the need for laboratory culture
methods, but they have not been shown to be as sensitive as the
traditional culture methods. We investigated some of the reasons
for this lack of sensitivity.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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S. Banu1,2,3, R. Lee1,2 and A. Be-Nazir3
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Australia; 2Centre for Infectious Diseases and Microbiological Labroatory
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Westmead, NSW, Australia; 3Directorate General of Health Services,
Dhaka, Bangladesh

Background Visceral leishmaniasis (VL) is a fatal vectorborne disease caused by parasites of the Leishmania donovani
complex. It ranks the 2nd in parasitic death after malaria in the
world. Several serological tests have been developed to diagnose
VL in endemic countries. This cross sectional study aimed to
evaluate the sero-diagnostic tests such as rk39 ICT, p-ELISA and
IFT in diagnosing VL in Bangladesh.
Methods Sensitivities of rk39 ICT, p-ELISA and IFT were
evaluated on 155 parasitologically confirmed VL cases.
Specificities of the serological tests were calculated on 706
healthy blood donors (351 from endemic and 355 from
relatively non-endemic areas) from Bangladesh; 91 sera from
patients with febrile illness from non-endemic country Australia.
Sera from patients positive for malaria (n = 91) and Chagas
disease (n = 91) were tested by p-ELISA and IFT to verify cross
reactivity with other protozoan diseases.
Results The sensitivities of rk39 ICT, p-ELISA and IFT were
100%, 86.5% and 92.3% respectively; 82.58% pooled
sensitivity was observed by all three serological methods. All
control individuals were found negative by rk39 ICT. The
summarized specificities of p-ELISA and IFT were 98.87% and
99.87% respectively among all control groups. The respective
positive and negative predictive values of the p-ELISA were
93.71% and 97.4% and of IFT were 99.31% and 98.51%. The
p-ELISA showed 36.26% cross reactivity with malaria and
28.57% with Chagas disease; IFT showed no cross reactivity.
Conclusion All three serological methods showed good
performances in this study, though rk39 ICT proved overall
advantages over p-ELISA and IFT. Combinations of serological
methods using different antigens can be considered for
confirmation of VL before initiating treatment when
parasitological methods are not available or not applicable to be
carried out among asymptomatically infected individuals. For
rapid detection and sero-surveillance of VL, rk39 ICT plays an
important role in elimination program in resource poor endemic
countries.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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M. Foroutani1,2
1
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Iran; 2Shiraz University of Medical Sciences, Shiraz, Iran

Leishmaniasis, is one of the most important parasitic-skin disease
in different of the world including in Iran. This disease, yearly,
impose too much physical injury and financial damage on inhabitants of the region. Leishmaniasis is considered as a Endemic
disease in south of Iran and Larestan, but; this disease has
reached 549 cases in 2014 from 67 cases in 2010.The increase
of sensitive and un-immune person, is considered as a factor of
the outbreak. But the other point is the change of laboratorial
diagnosis method of this disease in medical-hygienic centers of
the city. The object of this research is the analyses the effect of
this factor.
This is a qualitative study which has been done with the use
of answer -sheets and oral survey at all of the diagnosis center
(including 10 centers). In this study, the quality of the test and
diagnosis personnel0 s knowledge has been considered.
The results show; one of the most important diagnosis centers
in the city, has changed the method of sampling. They have done
sampling from the center of sore. Personnel0 s taking part in
retraining periods of the diagnosis and the increase of the individual knowledge are the result of this research.
Although the increase in sensitive persons due to new births is
an important factor in outbreak of cutaneous Leishmaniasis, but
there are some other factors that will increase the statistic of this
disease. Personnel0 s care while watching the cases and the
increase in people0 s knowledge and efficiency have been probably
effective to increase the diagnosed cases. In other words, the lack
of correct laboratorial diagnosis of the disease can increase the
amount of unknown ill persons, so this persons act as a source
of disease in the region. Contagious disease in the region can be
controlled by retraining personnel and the improvement of the
diagnostic methods.
Disclosure Hello. I presented this title in one of congress in
Iran.
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Selangor, Malaysia; 2Department of Health Infomatics, School of Public
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Background There is a growing popularity among Japanese
retirees in spending their retirement life in foreign countries, and
Malaysia is one of the popular destination, due to a government
program called Malaysia My Second Home. Although the
number of Japanese retirees in Malaysia is increasing, the
research about their healthcare is scarce. Especially, it is worth
investigating the factors which are affecting the healthcare
service utilization of Japanese retirees in Malaysia.
Methodology Focus group discussions were conducted to
30 Japanese retirees who live in two cities in Malaysia, Kuala
Lumpur and Ipoh. Also, six in-depth interviews were conducted
to government officials, travel agents as well as Japanese
interpreters in the private hospitals. Combining these data from
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multiple perspective, transcripts were coded for analysis by
content analysis method to identify what are the factors affecting
healthcare service utilization of Japanese retirees in Malaysia.
Andersen Healthcare Utilization Model was used to analyse as
the conceptual framework, and emerging themes are grouped
into three categories, predisposing, enabling and need factors.
Results Analysis of the data shows that, having credible
source of healthcare information is important factor in
determining the healthcare beliefs among Japanese retirees. Also,
Word-of-mouth information is the informal and easily accessed
sources of information about healthcare utilization. However,
sometimes, the information may be distorted which reflect the
personal opinions of information providers and also may contain
exaggeration, hence, sometime not appropriate information, as it
may hinder the formulation of healthcare beliefs of Japanese
retirees.
Conclusion In this study, trust is the key concept to
determine the decision-making process of healthcare utilization
among Japanese retirees in Malaysia. Therefore, it is important
to implement public health measures to maintain and improve
the sense of trust of Japanese retirees towards the medical
systems in Malaysia. There are various ways to gain trust, such
as dissemination of information and empowerment program to
educate Japanese retirees regarding healthcare systems and
cultural aspects of medical care in Malaysia.
Disclosure Author would like to appreciate University of
Malaya for providing a research grant of University of Malaya,
AADUN RP-026-2012C.

PS2.367.LB
Public private partnerships in the health sector:
opportunities, risks and issues of congruence with the
sustainable development goals
R. Saner
Centre for Socioeconomic Development (CSEND), University of Basel,
Geneva, Switzerland

This article first maps the current forms of PPPs in the health
sector by reviewing pertinent literature and reflecting on current
financing arrangements of health care through traditional (ODA,
science research) and non-traditional means (Philanthropy, Market intermediaries). As a second step, the author critically
assesses the benefits and risks of the various forms of PPPs in the
health sector from the perspective of the Sustainable Development Goals.
One of the main finding is a lack of inclusion of the civil society sector be that consumer groups, professional associations of
health care providers or patient associations. This insufficient
involvement and participation of civil society runs counter to the
goals of the Sustainable Development Goals and particularly
runs in opposition of the SDGs principles which are inclusiveness, participation and transparency.
The conclusion offers solutions to the current overemphasis of
private sector- new public management approaches and suggests
a more comprehensive but also a more sustainable approach
consisting of an expansion of the PPP formula to a PPSP formula
(Public-Private-Social-Partnership).
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.

PS2.368.LB
Monitoring, transparency and accountability framework
within global partnerships in the global health sector:
considerations for post 2015 SDGS implementation
L. Yiu
Centre for Socioeconomic Development (CSEND), Geneva, Switzerland

The objective of this paper is to map and review the existing
monitoring, transparency and accountability framework and
mechanism used by the global partnerships in the global health
sector. Comparative analysis will be made of the existing
accountability framework and monitoring mechanism by the
public-private actors of the health field and how these mechanisms are congruent or incongruent with the Post 2015 Sustainable Development Goals, especially concerning the Public Private
Partnerships in the health sector.
In general, the ‘non-traditional’ funding organizations, GAVI,
Global Fund, and MMV are based on policies consisting of
accountability frameworks, transparency policies, monitoring
procedures and reporting requirements as well as conflict of
interest policies. A Governance system and related governance
instruments generally exist to ensure fairness, coverage and
access to funding at the global level, yet insufficient to mitigate
potential conflicts of interest at the country level.
This main finding are not new but mirror similar challenges
faced by other international organisations and some donor
organisations. What is disturbing is the fact that global partnerships were set up to overcome the weak governance capacity of
public administration in many developing countries. To prevent
the bureaucratic complications and potential corruptions, global
partnerships developed its own delivery mechanisms and processes which bypass whenever possible the national administration and corresponding processes. Implementation of the SDGs,
due to its universality applicable to all countries, could potentially divert attention, if not resources, from the developing
countries. Lack of organization, management and governance
know-how transfer from the high performance partnership organization may point to a different organizational form for international development where imported capacity continues to
substitute embedded institutional development.
Disclosure Nothing to disclose.
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